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Translator’s Introduction

BD 1.v

Thepresent translation of the Vinaya-Piṭaka is based uponHermann
Oldenberg’s extremely careful edition of the Pali text of the Vinaya-
Piṭaka, published in five volumes in the years 1879–1883. In the In-
troduction to Volume I of his edition, Oldenberg wrote (p. x) that he
had been compelled to relinquish his original intention of adding
a complete translation to the text. But in the years 1881, 1882, 1885
T.W. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg collaborated in the production
of a partial translation, called Vinaya Texts, published in the Sacred
Books of the East Series (Volumes XIII, XVII, XX) in three volumes.

The detailed handling, exposition and analysis of many impor-
tant, interesting, difficult and obscure points make of Vinaya Texts
a work of remarkable scholarship. In addition, the erudition of one
who had had opportunities of investigating contemporary monas-
ticism in Ceylon has been bestowed upon it. Indeed, Rhys Davids’
and Oldenberg’s translation can admit of supplement in only two
respects, while in all others I am aware that my attempt at a critical
translation compares but unfavourably with theirs.

In the first place, what is now needed, both for its own sake and
in order to bring the Vinaya into line with, at least, the Sutta-Piṭaka,
is a complete, as against a partial translation into English.This is one
of the two respects in which Vinaya Texts can be supplemented. Sec-
ondly, our knowledge of various aspects of Buddhism has doubtless
increased during the fifty-two years which separate the appearance
of Volume III of Vinaya Texts and the appearance of Volume I ofThe
Book of the Discipline. During this time the Pali Text Society has been
founded, andhas published all the Pali Canonical “books,” practically
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the book of the discipline

all the Commentaries and other post-Canonical “books”, together
BD 1.vi

with a considerable number of translations, not to mention a Dictio-
nary.Thismass ofmaterial, not available to the original translators of
the Vinaya, hasmade possible a comparison of passages, phrases and
words occurring in scattered parts of the Canon, so that now amore
definite and perhaps less tentative interpretation of the significance
of some of them, as they appear in the Vinaya, can be presented.This
is the second way in which Vinaya Texts can be supplemented. It
is only by discovering what words and phrases signify in passages
other than those with which one is at the moment concerned, that
the general, and even the exceptional, meaning of those same words
and phrases can bemore or less accurately gauged. I have considered
it desirable, in the light of the knowledge made accessible during
the last fifty years by the issues of the Pali Text Society and certain
books on Early Buddhism, to revise and remould some of the render-
ings in Vinaya Texts. Even so, one cannot fail to be impressed by the
vision of the original translators, whose interpretations, sometimes
no more than leaps in the dark, have often proved successful and
unimpeachable.

There is reason to suspect that some words and phrases are pe-
culiar to the Vinaya, or have a special connotation in it, but there
can be no certainty upon this point, until the Concordance, which is
being compiled under the auspices of Mrs. Rhys Davids, is brought
to completion.

Since the study of Early Buddhism is admittedly still in its in-
fancy, many of the rich and variegated treasures of its storehouse
as yet await investigation. Hence, I am fully aware thatTheBook of
the Discipline is nothing more than an interim translation, needed
for the reasons given above, but in no way claiming to be final and
definitive.

Theword vinaya has come to be paired, as it were (although since
precisely when we do not know), with the word dhamma. This is a

BD 1.vii

word whose long history needs a detailed study, such as we have

18



translator’s introduction

in W. Geiger’s Dhamma, 1920, while vinaya is considerably easier
of definition. Whatever the exact meaning or meanings of dhamma
may have been at one stage in the history of Early Buddhism or
at another, or at one part of the Sayings or at another, it is a fair
enough description to say that dhamma concerned the inner life
of Gotama’s followers, their conscience, their mental training and
outlook and, later, stood for the body of teaching that they were
to believe and follow; and that vinayawas the discipline governing
and regulating the outward life of the monks and nuns who had
entered the monastic Orders, the foundation of which is attributed
to Gotama. Dhammamay indeed be said to be all that vinaya is not.¹
Two Piṭakas are devoted to dhamma: the Sutta-Piṭaka and the (later)
Abhidhamma-Piṭaka; one, the Vinaya-Piṭaka, as its name implies, to
vinaya.²

I have called the present translationThe Book of the Discipline,
rather thanThe Basket (Piṭaka) of the Discipline, on the analogy of
TheBook (Nikāya) of the Kindred Sayings andTheBook of the Gradual
Sayings. What was originally an oral tradition of Sayings became, at
some time, committed to palm-leaf manuscripts. Later still, these
were “edited” to form the material of printed books. Today the early
Sayings survive nowhere but in books.

Oldenberg began his edition of the text of the Vinaya-Piṭakawith
the section known as theMahāvagga.This, together with the Cūḷav-
agga to which he proceeded, constitutes the Khandhakas. He placed
the Suttavibhaṅga after these, and ended with the admittedly later
Parivāra. But properly speaking, the Pali Vinaya begins with the
Suttavibhaṅga.The Vinaya of the Sarvāstivādin school “follows the

BD 1.viii

same general arrangement,”³ as do apparently the Chinese Vinaya
of the Mahīsāsaka school and the Dulva, or Tibetan Vinaya of the
Mūlasarvāstivādins.⁴ Be this as it may, the Pali Vinaya is the only one

¹ Oldenberg,VinayaTexts i.xiii. ² For chronology of the Pali Canon, see B.C. Law,
History of Pali Literature, Chapter 1. ³ E.J. Thomas,History of BuddhistThought,
p. 267; but see Dutt, Early History of the Spread of Buddhism, p. 283f. ⁴ Oldenberg,
Vinaya Texts i.xlivff.
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with which we can concern ourselves here. Comparisons with the
Vinaya of other schoolsmust be left to one side, asmust comparisons
with the rules and discipline of pre-Sakyan sects and contemporary
sects, including the Jain Orders of monks and nuns.¹

According toRhysDavids andOldenberg, the oldest portionof the
Vinaya is the Pātimokkha, or list of 227 rules,² or courses of training
to be observed. As this seems to be indisputably the case, it is only
fitting that the Suttavibhaṅga should precede the Khandhakas. For
the Suttavibhaṅga is that portion of the Vinaya which contains the
Pātimokkha.

In their Vinaya Texts, Rhys Davids and Oldenberg open with the
Pātimokkha. Buddhaghosa inhisCommentary, the Samantapāsādikā
(denoted as Vin-a in the footnotes to my translation),³ begins with
the Suttavibhaṅga in extenso. I therefore follow the same plan, and
mention it chiefly to indicate that my Volume I does not correspond
to Oldenberg’s Volume I, but approximately to the first two-thirds of
his Volume III. Considerations of length alone prevented me from
including all his Volume III inmyVolume I ofTheBook of theDiscipline.
On the other hand, this present volume corresponds to the opening
portion of Volume I of Vinaya Texts. The chief difference between
the presentation of the Suttavibhaṅga in Vinaya Texts andThe Book
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of the Discipline is that, in the former the Suttavibhaṅga is cut down
to comprise nothing more than the Pātimokkha rules themselves,
all auxiliary material being omitted, while the latter, when finished,
will contain, with very few exceptions,⁴ an unabridged translation
of the entire Suttavibhaṅga.

The Vinaya, the Discipline, especially that portion of it called
Suttavibhaṅga, appoints and decrees a definite standard of outward
morality, comprised in courses of training laid down for the proper
behaviour of monks and nuns. On the surface the Suttavibhaṅga is

¹ See Jacobi, Jaina Sūtras, i.xixff. (Sacred Books of the East XXII). ² See S. Dutt,
Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 92, and B.C. Law,History of Pali Literature, i.20f., for
notes on variant numbers of the rules. AlsoWinternitz,History of IndianLiterature,
ii.23, n. 5, for numbers of rules recognised by various schools. ³ i.e., Vinaya-
aṭṭhakathā, Commentary on the Vinaya. ⁴ See below, bd 1.xxxvii.
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not much more than an attempt to restrain unsuitable behaviour;
but in reality it also arrives, though in many cases by a long process
of exclusion, at the kind of positive conduct to be pursued by the
monk who wishes his life to be externally blameless, so far as his
relations with his fellowmonks, with the Order as a whole, and with
the laity are concerned.

This limitation of the Suttavibhaṅga to an outward and objective
field is amply indicated by the striking absence from it, of any pas-
sage stating that the observance of the courses of training “made
known formonks by the lord”will conduce to the realisation of desir-
able subjective states.The gulf between this and the pre-eminently
subjective attitude of the Sutta-Piṭaka is immense. Never once is it
said, in the Suttavibhaṅga, that the courses of training should be
followed so as to lead, for example, to the rejection of passion, of
hatred, of confusion, to the destruction of the āsavas (cankers), to
making theWay (one, fourfold, eightfold) become, to the mastery
of dhamma, to the attainment of perfection. Always the recurrent
formula of the Suttavibhaṅga declares that breaches of a course of
training are “not fitting, not suitable, not worthy of a recluse, not to
be done,” and so on, and that such lapses are not “for the benefit of
non-believers nor for increase in the number of believers.”Thus a
standard of conduct is imposed from outside, and for external, im-
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personal reasons, instead of insistence being laid, as in the Nikāya
teaching, on the great subjective states attainable through aman’s
own efforts of will.

The word Suttavibhaṅga means analysis or classification (vi-
bhaṅga) of a sutta, a term here applied to each rule or course of train-
ing included in the Pātimokkha.The literal meaning of sutta (sūtra)
is of course string or thread, and as such also appears in the Vinaya.
But its meaning of rule or clause or article is apparently peculiar
to this composition, and is, according to Dr. E.J. Thomas,¹ earlier
than its meaning of separate discourse.That the word sutta, in the
Vinaya, probably does bear the meaning of rule, as was suggested

¹ History of BuddhistThought, p. 268, n. 2.
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in Vinaya Texts,¹ is indicated by various passages. For example, at
Vin 1.65–68, a monk is not to receive the upasampadā ordination if
he does not know the two Pātimokkhas² rule by rule (suttato); at
Vin 2.68, it is said: “This thing is in a rule (suttāgata) and comes up
for recitation every half-month.”³The thing (dhamma) here referred
to is not in a Sutta, or Sutta-Piṭaka discourse, but does occur, as part
of a course of training, in the Vinaya. Further, the Vinaya Commen-
tary mentions, calling it a sutta,⁴ the statement allowing an ārāma
(park) to monks. The one reference that I have come across to the
compound Suttavibhaṅga in the Vinaya text⁵ (apart from its use as
the title of the section bearing its name) is in association with sutta.
Both these terms appear here to refer as clearly to Vinaya and not to
Sutta-Piṭaka material, as do the others cited above.

As the Suttavibhaṅga has come down to us,⁶ it is divided into
two sections: Pārājika and Pācittiya. Between them, these two sec-
tions comprise 227 rules divided into the eight groups of the four
Pārājikas, the thirteen Saṅghādisesas, the two Aniyatas, the thirtyNis-
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saggiya Pācittiyas, the ninety-two Pācittiyas, the four Pāṭidesaniyas,
the seventy-five Sekhiyas, and the Adhikaraṇasamatha rules.⁷ Only
the first three groups are contained in Volume I ofThe Book of the
Discipline. There is a corresponding Bhikkhunī-vibhaṅga, sometimes
referred to as the Bhikkhunī-vinaya, or Discipline for Nuns, with its
set of Pātimokkha rules. This will appear in a later volume of this
translation.

The Suttavibhaṅgamaterial is usually arranged in a series of four
groups:

1. a story leading up to a rule;
2. a Pātimokkha rule, which always states the penalty incurred
for breaking it;

3. the Old Commentary, the Padabhājaniya, on each rule, defining
it word by word;

¹ Volume i.xxviiif. ² Theone for themonks and the one for thenuns. ³ Seebelow,
bd 1.xi. ⁴ Vin-a 81. ⁵ Vin 2.97. ⁶ For date of compilation of the Suttavibhaṅga
see Vinaya Texts, i.xxi. ⁷ Cf. B.C. Law,History Of Pali Literature, i.46f.
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4. more stories telling of deviations from the rule, and showing
either that they were not so grave as to entail the maximum
penalty, or that they were reasonable enough to warrant, in
certain circumstances, a modification or a relaxation of the
existing rule, or that they were not such as to be rendered
permissible by any extenuating circumstances.

Items (3) and (4) are sometimes reversed in position, and (4) is
now and again absent altogether.

The Pātimokkha rules are the core of the Suttavibhaṅga. This
list of rules, or list of courses of training, was recited twice a month
on the uposatha (observance, Sabbath, or avowal) days, held on the
nights of the new and the full moon.¹ In Vedic times, the upavasatha
was a fast day kept for the preparation of and the performance of
the Soma sacrifice. According to the Pali tradition, paribbājakas, or
wanderers belonging to other sects, also held sacred two, if not three,
days in each month for the recitation of their Dhamma.² It was in
imitation of this popular custom that the Sakyan bhikkhus assembled
on these same three days. Later, apparently, these were reduced to
two,³ and were devoted to the recitation of the Pātimokkha rules.
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This recitation served the double purpose of keeping the rules
fresh in the minds of the monks and nuns, and of giving each mem-
ber of the monastic community the opportunity, while the rules
were being repeated or recited,⁴ to avow any offences that he or she
had committed. After the avowal came the due punishment. In the
Suttavibhaṅga, the monk is usually shown as avowing his offence
to Gotama, or to one of the monks, or to a group of monks, directly
[when] he had committed it, and not as waiting to avow it before
the full congregation (saṅgha) of monks. He was thus “pure” for the
uposatha ceremony, and could take his place at the meeting.

Oldenberg sees in the term Pātimokkha, freedom “from sins
there named,”⁵ that is, in the list of rules called Pātimokkha. This
¹ Vin 1.104. ² Vin 1.101. ³ Vin 1.104. ⁴ Not “read out,” as Oldenberg says,
Vinaya Texts i.xv. ⁵ Vinaya Texts i.xv.
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is part of what amounted in Oldenberg to an obsession with “the
doctrine regarding release from suffering, which forms so central an
idea in the ancient Buddhist faith.”¹ But the monks were not asked,
as Oldenberg states, whether they were “free from the sins there
named.” The word for “free” or “freed” would have been vimutta.
What theywere askedwaswhether theywere parisuddha, quite pure,
pure in thematter of having kept the rules, therefore outwardly pure.
I think that if Oldenberg had looked upon the Pātimokkha as a list of
rules or courses of training, as I have called them above, and not as
a “list of those offences which deserved punishment or some kind
of expiation,”² he would not have been so much dominated by the
idea of freedom from “sins.” Moreover, “sin” is not even a Sakyan
conception.

This is leading us up to the derivation of the word pāti- (pāṭi-
)mokkha. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, following Childers, refer it
to pāṭi (Sanskrit, prati) + muc, and see in it “disburdening, getting
free.”³ Buddhaghosa, too, at Visuddhimagga 16, derives it frommuc,
in the sense of being free from the punishments of niraya (hell) and
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other painful rebirths. But it was not the getting free thatwas of such
importance as the being bound.This camefirst. Preceding the notion,
if indeed it ever existed at the time when the Vinaya was compiled,
that the monk should be free of sin or of the punishment for sin,
came the assumption that the rules, as binding, should be followed
and obeyed, and that a monk should be “bound by the restraint of
the Pātimokkha” (Pātimokkhasaṁvarasaṁvuta).

S. Dutt is of the opinion that Pātimokkha means “bond.” He
regards it as an external bond of union devised to convert the Sect
of the Sakyaputtiya samaṇas into an Order.⁴ Rhys Davids and Stede
in the Pali-English Dictionary say that it has the “sense of binding,
obligatory, obligation,” and that the Sanskrit adaptation of the Pali
should be pratimokṣya, “thatwhich should bemade binding,” and not
prātimokṣa. Prātimokṣya, according to these lexicographers, is the

¹ Vinaya Texts i.xiv. ² Vinaya Texts i.xv. ³ Vinaya Texts, i.xxviif. ⁴ Early
Buddhist Monachism, p. 89f.
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same as the Pali Pātimokkha, “binding, obligatory,” from patimuñcati,
to fasten, to bind.¹

Dr. E.J. Thomas, on the other hand, says that Pātimokkha is
“in Sanskrit prātimoksha. In form it is an adjective formed from pa-
timokkha, binding, from pati-muc- ‘to fasten or bind on (as armour),’
and thus shouldmean ‘that which binds, obligatory,’ ”² thus agreeing
with the definition given in the Pali-English Dictionary, but not with
the derivation.

The word is defined in theMahāvagga of the Vinaya as the “face,
head of all good states,”³ but as Winternitz pointed out this deriva-
tion “is quite impossible.”⁴ Winternitz himself was inclined to ex-
plain Pātimokkha as “that which is to be redeemed,”⁵ but unfor-
tunately he did not support this statement, except by saying he
thought that the correct translation of saṁgaraṁ Pātimokkhaṁ of
Ja 5.25 should be “a promise to be redeemed.”
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Nearly all these authorities agree that the term is borrowed from
other sects, and dates from pre-Buddhist days.

The question of the composition of the Pātimokkha rules is one
which, while being of the greatest interest, is not very likely to grow
out of the speculative stage. This question has two sides to it: that
ofwhen and that of how the rules came to be formulated. I can only
point out the existence of these problems, not attempting to solve
them.The solution of the one would to a large extent elucidate the
other.

The rules were either drawn up in their entirety in Gotama’s
lifetime; or theywere drawnup in their entirety after his parinibbāna
(utterwaning); or someweredrawnupduringhis lifetimeandothers
afterwards.The last assumption is that most generally favoured by
scholars, who adduce “additions and modifications,” repetitions and
inconsistencies, existing among the collection of rules.⁶ Again, if it
were held that the rules were codified into their present shape after

¹ Cf. Vin 3.249, patimuñcati, to bind on or tie on a head-pad. ² History of Buddhist
Thought, 15, n. 1. ³ Vin 1.103. ⁴ History of Indian Literature, ii.22, n. 2. ⁵ History
of Indian Literature, ii.22, n. 2. ⁶ E.g. E.J. Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought,
p. 14.
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Gotama’s parinibbāna, thiswouldnot at all necessarilymean that they
were not known and enforced during his ministry.The question of
how theywere composed likewise suggests three alternatives: either
that some actual event led up to the framing of each rule; or that they
were all formulated in readiness tomeet events, but before these had
occurred; or that some had an historical source, while others owe
their existence to precautionary imagination.

It is conceivable that not one of the Pātimokkha ruleswas framed
until someone, lay-followers or the more dependable monks and
nuns, had seen, heard or suspected a mode of behaviour which
seemed to them unfitting in a member of one of Gotama’s Orders.
Each rule is therefore very possibly the direct result of some actual
event, and was not made with merely hypothetical cases of wrong-
doing in mind. On detecting, even on suspecting that conduct un-
fitting in a recluse, unworthy of a monk had been perpetrated, the
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action was reported, as it is almost invariably stated, to Gotama, ei-
ther by the errant monk himself or by those vigilant in the interests
of the Order.The Suttavibhaṅga shows that if the action were found
to be blameworthy, a course of training was set forth, a penalty was
attached, and it henceforth becamemanifest that a breach of each
rule of right conduct would incur a like penalty.

Prevention of unsuitable behaviour in monks and nuns seems to
have rested on two bases. In the first place the presumption that a
certain line of conduct had been forbidden by Gotama, apparently
appealed to the purer-minded andmore zealous monks. Secondly,
the penalty, fixed commensurably with the breach of the rule, will
doubtless have exercised a deterrent influence over the behaviour
of some of those monks who were not susceptible to the dictates of
loftier motives.

Although the framing of each major rule is without exception at-
tributed to Gotama, it has never been suggested that at the inception
of the Orders he thought over all the possible cases of wrong-doing
anddepravity ofwhich themonksmight be capable, andpropounded
a ready-made body of rules to meet every conceivable contingency.
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It is, however, more likely that the majority of the rules grew up
gradually, as need arose, and are the outcome of historical develop-
ments that went on within the Order. At the same time it would not
have been impossible for the Sakyans to have borrowed at all events
the outline of a compendium of rules from other sects. We cannot
tell with any degree of accuracy the historical Order in which the
rules were formulated. All that can be said is, that there is no need
to imagine that offences were perpetrated and rules promulgated in
the order in which they now appear in the Suttavibhaṅga.

Again, it is to my mind questionable whether all the offences,
grave and petty, all the adroit evasions and twistings, all the cases of
illnesswhich prevented a rule from being carried out to the letter, all
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the multifarious detail of communal life, were reported to Gotama,
who then pronounced his verdict, and either framed a new rule or
altered an existing one.

The rules are doubtless ascribed to him so as to give themweight,
but of what proportion he was in fact the author we can never know.
We canmerely judge that, as some of his disciples were competent to
preach dhamma, so some would also have been competent to meet a
case ofwrong-doing by admonishment and rebuke, and by decreeing
an appropriate penalty as a safeguard for the future. Indeed, in the
Suttavibhaṅga, although by far the greater number of rules is said to
have been enunciated by Gotama, many a sub-rule at least (as in Bu-
Ss 9, Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Ss 11) is laid downwithout reference to the Founder.
Although he remains the central figure in the Vinaya, any absence
of reference to him is an indication either that some transgressions
occurred andwere legislated for after his parinibbāna (utterwaning),
or that, even while he was still alive, it was not thought necessary to
trouble himwith the entire mass of items, some of them very trivial,
that was bound to arise in the organisation of “unenclosed” Orders
of monks and nuns.This was the more complicated both because the
members of the Orders were, and were recognised to be, at varying
stages of spiritual development, and because their behaviour was
not viewed solely as it affected internal policy, but also as it affected
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the laity.
For the believing laity, though naturally not to the forefront in

the Vinaya, are in a remarkable way never absent, never far distant.
Theyperpetually enter into the life of theOrder as supporters, critics,
donors, intensely interested; and themselves affected by Sakya, it
seems that they were deeply anxious for its success.Thus the Vinaya
does not merely lay down sets of rules whose province was confined
to an internal conventional life. For this was led in such a way as to
allow and even to encourage a certain degree of intercommunication
with the lay supporters and followers, no less than with those lay
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people who were not adherents of the faith. What was important,
was that the monks should neither abuse their dependence on the
former, nor alienate the latter, but should so regulate their lives as to
give no cause for complaint. With these aims in view, conduct that
was not thought seemly for them to indulge in had to be carefully
defined; and it became drafted in rule and precept.

Indian monasticism differs fromWestern in the important re-
spect that the former stood in no need of fighting battles against
temporal powers.The world in which Gotama’s Orders grew up was
fully in favourof experiments in religiousdevotion. Such struggles as
there were, were not betweenmonks and the armies of hostile kings,
not betweenmonks and the active scorn of the world, but struggles,
no less heroic in intention perhaps, to strengthen the monks against
themselves and their human weaknesses, to endow themwith good-
ness and virtue as the living witnesses to man’s desire for perfection,
to fortify them for victory in the contest between the spirit and the
flesh, between right and wrong—undying ideals to which many an
ordinary layman ardently clung, but to which he could not himself
aspire.

In the Vinaya literature that has come down to us, Gotama is
nowhere shown as legislating for his lay-followers, as Mahāvīra did
for his. Yet, even in the absence of a Vinaya for laymen, it is apparent
that an attitude of toleration and common-sense admitted much
that was permissible to the worldly section of the community that
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was not considered to be fitting in monks. Had no difference been
insisted upon, one of the most potent reasons for the existence and
for the popularity of monks would have been rendered invalid. For
one of the points of entering Gotama’s Order was to learn control of
body,mind and speech.This, itwas thought,was essential to spiritual
progress, andwas extremely hard to attain, unless the shackles of the
household life had been laid aside.Thenman, as monk, could more
readily attain perfection and its fruit (arahattaphala), the goal of
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brahmacariya, the good, divine, holy or Brahma-life. Arahatta, as the
goal, was at some time in the early history of the Order substituted
for that other goal: an approach toBrahma, thatHighest, an approach
which India, in the sixth century b.c., held that each and every man
was potentially capable of making. Because religion was understood
in those days, men who, according to popular estimate, showed that
they were on theWay to the Highest, were this regarded as Brahma
or arahatta, were revered and not despised.

Yet, as in any others, the Vinaya shows that there were in Go-
tama’s Orders indolent, lax, greedymonks and nuns, thosewhowere
lovers of luxury, seekers afterpleasure,makers of discord.We should,
however, be greatlymistaken ifwe insistedupon regarding theOrder
as riddled by scandal, by abuses and byminor forms of wrong-doing.
There is no doubt that these existed; but there is no justification,
simply because they happen to be recorded, for exaggerating their
frequency, or for minimising the probity and spiritual devotion of
manymen who, in Gotama’s days, were monks. Records of these are
to be found in the Nikāyas, in theThera-therī-gāthā; and, too much
overlooked, there are in the Vinaya, the virtuous, moderate monks
who, vexed and ashamed, complain of the misdemeanours of their
fellows.

As historians, wemust be grateful to these inevitable backslid-
ers, for theirs is this legacy of the Pātimokkha rules. Had the Order
contained merely upright, scrupulous monks and nuns—those who
were steadfastly set on the goal of the Brahma-life, and those who
had, in the circumstances, to voice their annoyance with the wrong-
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doers—in all likelihood the Vinaya, the Discipline, the Pātimokkha
rules would not have come into being, and much of the early history
of the Order would now be known to us solely through the indirect
and fragmentary way of the Sutta-Piṭaka.

If monks behaved in a way that was censurable in monks, this
does not necessarily mean that their conduct was wrong in itself.
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Various activities were not only permissible for lay-people, but were
fully accepted to be such as could be unquestionably pursued by
them.Marriage, negotiating for parties to a marriage, trading, the
owning of possessions, are cases in point. Nor could we maintain
that, before a particular course of training had beenmade known,
the conduct of a monk was necessarily reprehensible if it resembled
that which was legitimate for the laity. For all monks came into the
Order from the laity.Therefore if it did not at once strike them that in
certain respects their behaviour should change when their vocation
changed, it is only natural that in the meantime they should have
indulged in pursuits forwhich, as laity, they had attracted no adverse
criticism.

I think it very likely that some of the courses of training for
monks that are included in this volume were formulated as a result
of this bringing over of lay-life into the religious life; for a difference
between the two had to be made, and then maintained. Others most
certainly were formulated as the result of behaviourwhich, whether
evinced by a layman or amonk, would have been regarded as equally
blameworthy; others, again, to prevent the monks from being an
intolerable burden on the laity; while still others were formulated
so as to preserve the harmony and well-being of the Order.

Now and again, monks, contemplating a certain action which
they knew to be forbidden or which they knew to be wrong, are
recorded to think: “There will be no blame for me.” Was this because
they had done similar things while still “in the world” without in-
curring censure, and so thought that they would be immune from
blame after they had gone forth? Or did they think that there was
some reason why they personally would incur no offence for their
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deed? If so, spiritual pride had still to be humbled in them.

The Pātimokkha rules of the Pali Vinaya fall into eight sections,
classified according to the gravity of the offence committed. Of these
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eight sections, only three are covered by the present volume.These
are, first, the four Pārājika rules, framed to govern those offences,
the most serious of all, which involve “defeat,” and whose penalty is
expulsion from the Order; and secondly, the thirteen Saṅghādisesa
rules, framed for the type of offence which is so grave as to necessi-
tate a formal meeting of the Saṅgha, or whole community of monks
present in the district or in the vihārawhere the offencewas commit-
ted.The penalties incurred for a Saṅghādisesa offence are chiefly that
of being sent back by themonks to the beginning of the probationary
period, together with that of undergoing themānatta discipline.The
terms pārājika, saṅghādisesa andmānatta are shortly discussed on
bd 1.xxvif., bd 1.xxixff., bd 1.38, bd 1.195f. below.

Thirdly, included in this volume, are the two Aniyata rules, de-
signed tomeet offenceswhose nature is so “undetermined” that only
individual circumstances can decide whether it is such as to involve
defeat, or a formal meeting of the Order, thereby being linked with
the twopreceding sections of rules; orwhether it is such as to require
expiation (pācittiya). Because of this further possibility, the Aniyata
rules are linked with the next group but one, the Pācittiya rules.

The first three Pārājika rules are levelled against the breach of a
code of morality generally recognised and active among all civilised
communities: against un-chastity, against the taking of what was
not given, and against the depriving of life.

Evidently the aim of the strictures on unchastity, with which Bu-
Pj 1 is concerned, was partly to bring the monks into line with mem-
bers of other preceding and contemporary sects whose members,
having renounced the household state, had to be celibate.This notion
already had history behind it by the time the Sakyan Order of monks
came into being. It was a notion based asmuch on common-sense, as
on the conviction that restraint and self-taming were indispensable
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factors in the winning of the fruit of a monk’s life.
It is perhaps not necessary to believe that each or any of themany

and curious forms of unchastity, mentioned in Bu-Pj 1, ever was ac-
tually perpetrated by a monk. Such comprehensive treatment as is
found is not needed either to support or to elucidate the meaning
of the general rule.This was clear enough. It is possible, of course,
that some of the delinquencies did occur, while others did not, but
we do not know. In any case, it is also possible that at the time of the
final recension, each rule was minutely scrutinised and analysed,
and all the deviations from it, of which the recensionists had heard
or which they could imagine, were formulated and added in some
kind of order. For then there would be in the future no doubt of the
class of offence (E.g. Pārājika, thullaccaya or dukkaṭa) to which any
wrong behaviour that had been or should be committed, belonged,
or of what was the statutory penalty for that offence. The smooth
and detailed handling of some parts of the other Pārājika rules and of
some of the Saṅghādisesa rules, likewise suggests that these are the
outcome, not of events, so much as of lengthy and anxious delibera-
tions.The recensionists had a responsible task.Theywere legislating
for the future, and they would, I think, have been determined to
define in as minute a way as possible the offence already stated in a
general way in each major rule.

Stealing is ranked as a Pārājika (Bu-Pj 2), or the gravest kind of
offence, not merely because civilisation agrees that, for various rea-
sons, it is wrong to take something not given. It was particularly
reprehensible for a Sakyan monk to steal, since at the time of his en-
try into the Order hemorally renounced his claim to all personal and
private possessions, and should henceforth have regarded anything
he used as communal property, lent to him for his needs. In addition,
it may be urged that if monks were restrained from stealing, any
tendencies they may have had towards greed and gluttony, towards
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finery and luxury, towards carelessness in the use of their requisites,
would have been reduced and perhaps eradicated, thus allowing a
greater margin for the exercise of unfettered spiritual endeavour.
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There is a point in Bu-Pj 2 towhich I should like to draw attention.
The rules concerned with taking what was not given show that steal-
ing something of or above adefinite, though small, value, namely, five
māsakas,¹ is a more blameworthy offence than stealing something
worth less than fivemāsakas. Fivemāsakas apparently constitute the
lowest commercial value that an object can have, and anything less
is presumably commercially valueless and therefore negligible. But
all tendency towards acquisition had to be suppressed in the monks,
all inclination to regard objects in the light of possible possessions to
be checked. And further, it had to be remembered that monks might
not know the exact value of some particular object.²

In Bu-Pj 2, the value in māsakas of the object stolen becomes
the standard of moral transgression, and hence the criterion of the
gravity of the offence committed: to steal somethingofmore thanfive
māsakas entails defeat; to steal something of the value of from one to
fourmāsakas is said to be a grave offence;³ while to steal something
worth less than one māsaka is called an offence of wrong-doing.⁴
Thus the gravity of the offence of stealing is shown to be to some
extent dependent upon the value of the object stolen. At Vin 1.96, on
the other hand, it is said to be an offence entailing defeat to steal
even a blade of grass.These inconsistencies doubtless suggest that
these rules were drawn up at different times.⁵

No doubt the depriving of life ranked as a Pārājika offence (Bu-
BD 1.xxiii

Pj 3) partly because it is the very opposite of ahiṁsā, non-violence,
non-injury, which was an idea prevalent in India before the ad-
vent of Sakya. Again, the teaching on rebirth and the allied teach-
ing on karma, both pre-Sakyan notions, would hold that the mur-
derer, in consequence of his deed, obstructs his progress through the
worlds, until he has worked off the fruit of his action.The problems
of Freewill and Predetermination find no place in Indian philosophy.
Man’s will is assumed to be free. Hence the murderer might have

¹ Below, bd 1.85. ² Below, bd 1.114. ³ Thullaccayā, a technical term. ⁴ Dukkaṭa,
another technical term. ⁵ See Vinaya Texts, i.xxv, for plausible argument for the
introduction of the new terms thullaccaya and dukkaṭa into the final recension of
the Vinaya.
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chosen otherwise: the deed of murdering was not pre-ordained. To
incite a person to death was considered as bad as murdering him.
For if praise of “the beauty of death” inspired him to die at will, if he
cut himself off before he had done his time here, the fruits of past
deeds, both good and ill, would still remain to be worked off by him.

It may seem strange to a European living in the twentieth cen-
tury that the offences of unchastity, stealing and murder receive the
same legal punishment. But different ages have different values. In
England, hanging was the penalty for sheep-stealing up to modern
times. And the Pātimokkha rules relate to more than two thousand
years ago, some of them being rooted in an even more remote an-
tiquity. Besides, we must remember that they were for monks, and
not only for Sakyanmonks.The Jains had precepts corresponding to
these first three Pārājika rules, as did the common precursors of Jain
and Sakyan, the sañyāsins or brahmin ascetics and recluses.¹

Those who had gone forth into homelessness were to withstand
all temptation and ambition offered by life “in the world,” they were
to be beyond the reach of its quarrels, loves and hatreds. For, if they
continued to behave as those who had not gone forth, their support-
ers would fall away, the non-believers would think but little of them,
and the believers would not increase in number.

BD 1.xxiv

The injunctions against unchastity, the taking of what was not
given, and against the depriving of life, besides corresponding to
the brahmin and Jain precepts, also correspond to the first three
Buddhist sīlas,moral “habits,” or precepts of ethical behaviour.These,
however, run in reverse order from the Pārājikas, and begin with
the precept of refraining from onslaught on creatures. Next comes
refraining from taking what was not given, and thirdly the precept
of refraining from unchastity (here called abrahmacariya, as it is in
the Jain sūtras). The fourth Pārājika, alone of the Pārājikas, does not
find any corresponding matter among the sīlas. If the relation of the
Pārājikas to the sīlaswere worked out, some cogent reason for these
discrepancies might emerge.

¹ See Jacobi, Jaina Sūtras, i.xxiii (Sacred Books of the East XXII).
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At present I can only suggest that the fourth Pārājika, of which I
have shortly spoken elsewhere,¹ is concerned more with a monk’s
spiritual state than with his outward behaviour.² In this it differs
from the sīlas, andmore interesting still, from the other Pātimokkha
rules.These are, with the striking exception of the fourth Pārājika,
concerned with the here and now, with the regulation of certain
aspects of community life, withmatters affecting the Order, with the
arrangement of various mundane affairs, with questions of conduct
concerning the opposite sex and the lay followers, with questions of
property.

The curious fourth Pārājika, concernedwith the offence of “claim-
ing a state or quality of further-men” (uttarimanussadhamma), seems
to have been fashioned in some different mould, and to belong to
some contrasting realm of values. It is by no means a mere condem-
nation of boasting or lying in general, for it is the particular nature
of the boast or the lie which makes the offence one of the gravest
that a monk can commit: the boast of having reached some stage in
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spiritual development, only attainable after a long training in the
fixed and stable resolve to become more perfect, and to make the
potential in him assume actuality.The seriousness of the offence of
unfoundedly claiming a state of further-men is further emphasised
by the statement at Pārājika 4 that, if a deliberate lie is uttered in
connection with such a claim, then that lie constitutes an offence
entailing defeat. Yet, in the Suttavibhaṅga, it is far more common
to find that deliberate lying ranks as an offence requiring expiation
(pācittiya), which is not nearly so grave as one “involving defeat.”

I have suggested elsewhere that the claiming of a state, or states,
of further-men, to which the claimant was not entitled, could have
only appeared as a most heinous offence to people by whom a teach-
ing on becoming, on becomingmore perfect, of going further, was
held inmuch esteem. Perhaps the greatest ofMrs. RhysDavids’many

¹ Early Buddhist Theory of Man Perfected, p. 111ff. ² The fifth Jain precept, to re-
nounce all interest in worldly things, calling nothing one’s own (aparigraha), seems
to be on a rather different basis from the other Jain precepts.
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contributions to the interpretation of Early Buddhism, is that this
idea of becoming was of living power and force to Gotoma’s early fol-
lowers. If so, one may conclude, tentatively, that the fourth Pārājika
belongs to an ancient Sakyan stratum, and that in this, other-worldly
(lokuttara) matters were held to be as important as, if not more so
than, worldly (loka) matters. For I think it possible that the Pārājikas
are arranged in an ascending scale of gravity, in which the offence
held to be the worst morally, though not legally, is placed last. Be this
as it may, if spiritual progress and development had not been valued
by the Sakyans, to whom this precept appears to be peculiar, the
offence of untruly claiming the attainment of this or that advanced
spiritual state could not have ranked as a Pārājika offence.

It should be remarked that talk on conditions of further-men,
though not absent from the Sutta-Piṭaka, is at no place accentuated
in it.There is, for example, a Saṁyutta passage, which is the exact
parallel of a long Vinaya passage, with the noteworthy exception
that in the former there is no reference toMoggallāna as one held by
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othermonks to be claiming a state of further-men, an imputed claim
which seems to be the pivot of the Vinaya passage.¹ I have chosen to
translate pārājika by “defeat” chiefly, I admit, because Rhys Davids
and Oldenberg rendered it in this way. They follow Buddhaghosa,
who, to quote E.J. Thomas,² “interprets pārājika as ‘suffering defeat,’
and theMūlasarvāstivādins appear to do the same (Mahāvyutpatti
278, 279).”The editors ofVinayaTexts refer “theword to the passive of
ji (to defeat) with parā prefixed.”³ B.C. Law also considers these four
rules are concerned with “acts which bring about defeat.”⁴ Although
it may be grammatically incorrect to refer pārājika to parā-ji,⁵ to my
mind no more convincing derivation has so far been put forward.
Burnouf’s idea⁶ (adopted by Childers⁷ and others) is that pārājika
is derived from parā + aj, meaning a crime which involves the expul-
sion or exclusion of the guilty party. parā + ajmay be a better source,

¹ sn ii.254–262 = Vin 3.104ff. See below, bd 1.180ff. ² History Of BuddhistThought,
p. 16, n. 2. ³ Vinaya Texts, i.3 n. ⁴ History of Pali Literature, i.47, i.50. ⁵ E.g.
Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, 85. ⁶ Introduction à l’ History du Buddhisme
indien, 2nd edition, 268. ⁷ Pali Dictionary
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grammatically speaking, for pārājika than is parā + ji. Yet, that the
sense intended is “defeat,” seems to me rather less doubtful than
that it is expulsion, and aj, though a Vedic root, meaning “to drive
away,” is unknown as a root in Pali.

It might be argued that because in each promulgation of the Pā-
rājika rules the words pārājiko hoti is followed by the word asaṁvāso,
“not in communion,” this is because the two are complementary,
asaṁvāso filling out the sense intended by pārājika. Such an argu-
ment would naturally increase the tendency to regard pārājika as a
word standing for expulsion or exclusion, probably of a permanent
nature.¹ But may it not be that pārājika and asaṁvāso represent not
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complementary, but disparate ideas, the not being in communion
introducing a new notion, and one connected with and dependent
upon not expulsion, but defeat?

If a monk were found to be unworthy to be in communion, unfit-
ted to take his part in the communal acts and jurisdiction, then he
would have to be expelled. But equally, he would have to cease to be
in communion (which would entail expulsion, either temporary or
permanent), if he found that he was defeated in his endeavour “to
achieve the end for which he entered the Order.”²

It is beyond all doubt that the punishment for breach of the
Pārājika rules indeed involves expulsion. But it seems unnecessary
to take the etymologically obscure pārājika itself to mean expulsion,
when this notion is covered by the word asaṁvāso, with which, as
I have said, pārājika is always coupled in the formulation of the
Pārājika rules. In addition, it may be remarked that the Suttavi-
bhaṅga has the verb nāseti (causative of nassati), meaning” to be
expelled.”³

In such a very controversial case, I have preferred to follow the
commentator. It appears very probable that many of these words:
Pātimokkha, Pārājika itself, Saṅghādisesa, were adopted from pre-
Buddhist sects, and thus had some tradition behind them. Now, it
¹ E.J. Thomas, History of BuddhistThought, 16; Kern,Manual of Indian Buddhism,
85. ² B.C. Law,History of Pali Literature, i.47, n. 1; also cf. p. 50. ³ E.g. Vin 3.33,
Vin 3.40 = bd 1.50, bd 1.62 below.
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may well be that the commentator explained the word pārājika ac-
cording to a meaning that for it and for him had become traditional.
In which case, such an explanation will as truly enshrine something
of the history of thatword as later and inconclusive attempts at gram-
matical analysis. Moreover, the reference, in the third formulation
of Pārājika 1, to not disavowing the training and not declaring weak-
ness, togetherwith the subsequent detailed analysis of these phrases
(below, bd 1.42ff.), to mymind lends weight to the suggestion that a
monk becomes one who is defeated (pārājiko hoti)¹ through his own
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inability or “weakness” to lead the Brahma-life.

Like thePārājika rules, theSaṅghādisesasbegin (inBu-Ss 2–Bu-Ss 1
is in a category apart) with four rules connected with a monk’s con-
duct towards women. Then come two rules (Bu-Ss 6, Bu-Ss 7) in
which injunctions for building a hut and a vihāra on sites approved
by other monks, are set forth. The point of these rules appears to
be to prevent monks from begging building materials too greedily
from the laity, and to prevent them from building anywhere where
animal life would be endangered or destroyed.The force of the in-
junction that the hut or the vihāramust have an open space round it,
is difficult to interpret, and the Old Commentary gives no practical
help. It probably means that no monk should live in a secret place.
The laity, who had contributed to the building of the hut or vihāra,
would very likely wish to have seen that the monkwas behaving in a
way worthy of their gift, and hence his conduct and habits must be
open to unhindered inspection.

Bu-Ss 8 and Bu-Ss 9 comprise rules against the defamation of one
monk by another.Then come two against the making of a schism in
the Order, while Bu-Ss 12 is concerned with the offence that a monk
incurs if he is difficult to speak to. All such transgressions, leading
to disharmony in the Order, would have made it hard for the Order
to maintain itself and to progress. And if there had been repeated

¹ On hoti = bhavati to become, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, To Become or Not to Become,
p. 18ff.
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quarrels, discord and stubbornness, the Order would have become
discredited among its lay supporters.

The twelfth Saṅghādisesa should be compared with the Anumāna
Sutta.¹TheOldCommentary’s definition of dubbacajātika,” difficult to
speak to” (Vin 3.178 = bd 1.311 below), is word for word the same as the
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Anumāna’s description of the monk whom his fellows consider unfit
to be taught or, instructed.² Buddhaghosa states³ that the Ancients
(porāṇā) called this Sutta the Bhikkhu-Pātimokkha.This leads us to
wonder if the twelfth Saṅghādisesa indeed represents some specially
ancient fragment of the Pātimokkha, and whether, while the rules
were being shaped, refusal to take the training with deference and
respect appeared amongst the earliest offences that a monk could
commit.

The last and thirteenth Saṅghādisesa rule is against bringing fam-
ilies into disrepute. This, again, would make the Order unpopular
among the lay followers. It must be remembered that it was consid-
ered highly important to propitiate these, to court their admiration,
to keep their allegiance, to do nothing to annoy them. For without
their active interest and support theOrder could not have endured. It
is true that, had it been disbanded, the Sakyaputtiyas, as individuals,
would not have come to starvation. For the “holyman,” be he samaṇa,
sādhu, sañyāsin or fakir, in India always has had his physical needs
fulfilled. And some Sakyaputtiyas doubtless could have reverted to a
household life; while others might have gone to dwell in the forests,
there to subsist on fruits and roots (phalamūla), and to dress in bark
and antelopes’ hides, as did some of their brahmin precursors and
contemporaries. But, in fact, the Order became a powerful magnet,
attracting men and women frommany and various families, classes,
trades and occupations, from the ranks of the Jains andWanderers
(paribbājaka). Historically, the success of the Early Buddhist experi-
ment in monasticismmust be in great part attributed to the wisdom

¹ MN15. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 742, says that this Sutta is one of the five spo-
ken for the disciples of the four groups (i.e., monks and nuns, male and female
lay-followers). ² mn i.95, line 12ff. ³ mn-a ii.67.
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of constantly considering the susceptibilities and criticisms of the
laity.

Like the meaning of pārājika, the meaning of saṅghādisesa is con-
troversial. Again B.C. Law¹ and I follow Vinaya Texts in rendering
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saṅghādisesa as offences (or rules or matters) which require a formal
meeting of the Order.

Now, one part of the penalty imposed for a breach of any one of
the thirteen Saṅghādisesa rules, namely, a return to the beginning of
the probationary period, has apparently led Kern, for example, to
describe the Saṅghādisesas as offences “involving suspension and a
temporary exclusion”²—from the Order or from taking part in its le-
gal procedure is notmade clear, though the lattermust bemeant.The
other part of the penalty, namely, the necessity of undergoing themā-
natta discipline, has apparently led E.J. Thomas,³ for example, to de-
scribe these offences as thosewhich involve “a period of penance and
reinstatement by the Assembly.” Burnouf suggests⁴ that saṅghādis-
esameans “that which should be declared to the Saṅgha from the
beginning to the end.” He further states that the Chinese syllables,
pho chi cha, the equivalents of ādisesa, are “probably altered.”This
may be because the Pali had already been altered from somemore
definite phrase containing less ambiguity and obscurity. Childers
suggests⁵ that this class of offence is so called because asmuch in the
beginning (ādi) as in the end (sesa) a Saṅgha is required to administer
the stages of penalty and ultimately rehabilitation.

Neither of the descriptions—suspension or penance—is con-
tained etymologically in theword saṅghādisesa.That bothwere penal-
ties incurred by this type of offence is indubitable. But by derivation,
the compound saṅghādisesa could not possibly mean either suspen-
sion,mānatta discipline or reinstatement. Comparison with the San-
skrit brings us no nearer to an elucidation. For as Kern remarks,⁶
“Neither a Sanskrit Saṅghāvaśesa nor Saṅghātiśesa, i.e. remnant of

¹ History of Pali Literature 47, 50. ² Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 85. ³ History of
BuddhistThought, p. 17. ⁴ Introduction à l’ History du Buddhisme indien, 2nd edition,
p. 269. ⁵ Pali Dictionary. ⁶ Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 85, n. 9.
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the Saṅgha, renders a satisfactory meaning.”
BD 1.xxxi

In the circumstances it is best to allow that we are in the realm
of ancient technicalities, whose exact significance the passage of
time has dimmed. In a translation, we can, however, pay due regard
to the only member of the compound saṅghādisesawhich is neither
grammatically obscure nor controversial.This is saṅgha, meaning
for Sakya the Order, or any part of the whole Order resident within
a certain boundary, district or vihāra. That the offence could not be
settled without the intervention of the Order is a point for which
there is the support of the Old Commentary.This states clearly that
“it is the Order which places (the wrong-doer) on probation, it sends
(him) back to the beginning, it inflicts themānatta, it rehabilitates.”¹
Moreover, as noted by Childers, Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, this
type of punishment had to be enforced, could only be enforced, by
formal resolutions (saṅghakamma) carried at meetings of the Order.

It is just possible that kamma, most usually work, which the Old
Commentary states is a synonym for this class of offence, has also a
specialised sense of “proceedings, ceremony performed by a lawfully
constituted Saṅgha of monks.” Such proceedings were formal in
character, with motions and resolutions, and rules for their validity.
Thus, if kammawere indeed a synonym for this class of offence, and
if it means acts of a formal nature, then what saṅghādisesameans
is a type of offence whose punishment must be meted out by some
formal administration on the part of the Order.

It may well be that the penalty for every class of offence could be
imposed, or came at some time to be regarded as effective, only as
the result of the jurisdiction of the Ordermet together in solemn con-
clave.This, however,wouldnot prove that theword saṅghādisesadoes
not contain some special reference to the Order as that instrument
which, in this type of offence, administers the penalty. It ismore than
possible that some of the other rules were known and named before
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the codification of the Pātimokkha, but that the penalty for breaking
them could be imposed by one or more individuals. Otherwise it

¹ See below, bd 1.196.
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could hardly have been necessary for the Old Commentary expressly
to state that it is the Order, and not oneman ormany persons, which
imposes the Saṅghādisesa penalties.¹

As S. Dutt shrewdly observes,² “It is significant that only one of
the group of offences (Saṅghādisesa) is mentioned as coming within
the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Saṅgha, and it is in the case of this
group only that certain penalties to be imposed upon the bhikkhu,
even against his will … viz. Parivāsa andMānatta, are laid down. In
the case of the other offences it is nowhere stated or suggested in
the Pātimokkha itself that the Saṅgha should have jurisdiction over
them, and nomode of exercising such jurisdiction is defined, as in
the case of the Saṅghādisesas.”

It is not impossible that originally the various Saṅghas, which
were really sub-divisions of the whole Saṅgha, exercised their juris-
dictionover each individualmemberonly in the caseof theSaṅghādis-
esa offences, only coming later to exercise such jurisdiction in the
case of all classes of offence. If this is so, we dowell, I think, to under-
line the formalities which the Saṅghādisesa offences entailed, and
were very likely alone in so doing at first. For by this means some
early feature of the Order’s history may be kept in mind.

The two Aniyatas, or undeterminedmatters, evince a remarkable
amount of trust put in a woman lay-follower. Doubtless Visākhā was
one of the most generous pātrons of the Order, a great supporter of
the faith, towhomtheOrderhad full reason tobegrateful.Here she is
shown expostulatingwith Udāyin for what seemed to her unsuitable
behaviour in a monk.The interesting thing is that both the Aniyata
rules, generalised as are all the Pātimokkha courses of training from
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a particular case, allow a monk “to be dealt with” according to what
a trustworthy woman lay-follower should say.Thus Visākhā, herself
eminently trustworthy and single-minded in her efforts to improve
conditions in the Order, is instrumental in bringing to all reliable
women lay-followers the responsibility of procuring investigation

¹ See below, bd 1.196. ² Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 105.
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into a monk’s conduct, if she has seen him sitting secluded with a
woman.These two Aniyata rules indicate the respect and deference
that was, at that time, paid to women. They were not scornfully
brushed aside as idle gossips and frivolous chatter-boxes, but their
words were taken seriously.

It may be pointed out here that the Vinaya shows, that if monks
went astray, this was not always due to the baneful influence of
women. For now and again monks took the initiative, and begged
and cajoled laywomen and even nuns. Sometimes they got what they
wanted, at others the women stood firm. When they asked lewd
questions, women are shown as being innocent of their meaning.¹ It
is also apparent from the twoAniyatas thatwomenof theworldmight
do certain things with impunity, but that those same things, if done
by Sakyan recluses, were blameworthy.Their lifewas to be organised
on a different basis, as Pārājika 1 shows, from that of the laity, and
a recognition of this, and attempts to preserve the difference, are
visible in many parts of Vinaya III.

The Old Commentary, or Padabhājanīya, is now incorporated in
the Suttavibhaṅga, and forms an integral part of it. Since it explains
each Pātimokkha rule word byword, so that we get from it themean-
ing which the words possessed at all events at the time when the Old
Commentarywas compiled, this ancient exegesis, often of very great
interest, is a most valuable critical apparatus.The purpose of the Old
Commentary was evidently to make each rule absolutely clear, so
that nomisconception could arise through lack of lucid definition.

BD 1.xxxiv

Words not contained in the rule, but appearing in the stories, are not
commented upon.

Rhys Davids and Oldenberg think that when the rules had been
formulated and each word interpreted, some explanation was want-
ed as to how the rules originated.Thus, they hold, stories were in-
vented to introduce each rule. Personally I do not think it necessary
to take quite such a hard-and-fast view. For it seems to me possi-

¹ bd 1.219 below.
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ble that in some cases the story may be true, or may have had some
historical foundation, so that the rule came to be made on account
of the self-same events which, later, were recorded. In other cases,
the story may quite possibly be an invention, the original reason
for framing the rule and the name of the first wrong-doer involved
having long been forgotten. It would now be very difficult to judge
which stories may be more or less true and which may be purely
fictitious.

The point of the series of short stories or incidents, which usually
follow the Old Commentary’s exegesis, is to showwhat exceptions
could be made to a rule, what exemptions were permissible, what
lesser and sometimes what graver offences were incurred, and what
was an offence from which there could be no exemption since it
tallied in all its main respects with that which had led to the framing
of the rule.These stories are not invariably ascribed to any particular
person, as are those introducing the rule.They not seldom attach the
behaviour which needs consideration to “a certain monk.”

These stories reveal the existence of different grades of penalty
for different types of offence against the main rules. Not merely are
there five great classes of offences—Pārājika, Saṅghādisesa,Nissag-
giya Pācittiya, Pācittiya and Pāṭidesaniya—there are also thullaccaya
(grave) offences, and dukkaṭa offences (those of wrong-doing).These
are of constant recurrence in the stories, or “Notes giving the excep-
tions to, and extensions of, the Rule in the Pātimokkha.”¹ Of rarer ap-
pearance are offences ofwrong speech.One or other of these offences
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is said to be incurred if behaviour has approximated to that which a
particular Pātimokkha rule has been designed to restrain, but which
is, so far as can be judged, not so grave in nature as a breach of the
rule itself, because of certain differences in its execution, or because
of certain extenuating circumstances.

Sometimes the stories are grouped together to form a set. Al-
though, where this occurs, each story may show no more than a

¹ Vinaya Texts i.xix.
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minutevariation fromtheothers, theyareall set out at length. Putting
the gist of the stories into general terms, each one would then read
something as follows: If this is done, but not that, though the other
thing is done, such and such an offence is incurred. If this is done and
that, but not the other thing, such and such an offence is incurred. If
this is not done, but that is done, and the other thing is (is not) done,
such and such an offence is incurred. And so on through permuta-
tion and combination of deeds done or not done, until the final case
is achieved where no offence is incurred.

These groups of stories are apt to be tedious toWestern readers. I
have therefore put them,when they occur, into a smaller type, as also
other passages concerned with small shades of differences. Doubt-
less such meticulous detail was useful in defining exactly what was
lawful and what was not lawful for monks to do, and in preventing
the evasions which from time to time they seemed ready to attempt.
As history, these stories are as interesting in evincing an Oriental
love and management of detail as in revealing items of topical value
in regard to manners and customs. The manner and time of their
formulation are as problematical as those of the major rules.

At the end of each Pārājika, Saṅghādisesa and Aniyata Rule, gen-
eral circumstances are stated where the breach of the rule is riot to
be counted as an offence.Themost comprehensive of these is when
amonk is mad, in pain or a beginner. Others have amore specialised
import. Thus, for example, there is said to be no offence if a monk
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had some course of behaviour forced upon him, but did not consent
to it (as in Bu-Pj 1); if he did something accidentally, not intending to
do it (as in Bu-Pj 3); if he did something unsuitable, being under a
misapprehension (as in Bu-Pj 2).

The occasions when it is stated that no offence is incurred are all
remarkable for their humane and lenient tone, for their reasonable-
ness and common-sense.Thus there is no offence if something not
given is taken for the sake of food (Bu-Pj 2.7.38), or is only taken for
the time being (Bu-Pj 2.7.40), it being assumed, apparently, that there
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was the intention of returning it. Again, two occasions are recorded¹
where a monk died, in the one case through being tickled,² and in
the other through being trod upon.³ Yet no murderous act was done,
or the verdict would have been different, and not that “there is no
offence involving defeat.” It seems probable that themonkswho died
were nervy, delicate or infirm, and received a shock or heart-attack
resulting in their death, but had they been in normal health they
would have come to no harm.

It must be admitted that several early literatures have a coarse
side.That the translations of Pali canonical works have so far been
not in the least offensive, is mainly, or it may be said only, because
the Sutta-Piṭaka and the Abhidhamma-Piṭaka deal chiefly with spir-
itual matters.The Vinaya, on the other hand, being concerned with
behaviour, is forced occasionally to go into some aspects of life irrele-
vant to the subject-matter of the other two Piṭakas. Such expositions
are, however, almost entirely confined to Pārājika 1 and Saṅghādisesa
1.
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With regard to this preservation of crude passages in the Vinaya,
three points must be insisted upon. In the first place they were nei-
ther spokennorwrittendown for a general public, butwere intended
only for the devotees of celibacy. Secondly, the motive which led to
their being uttered or written downwas not a desire to shock, but
the need to prevent unchastity. Thirdly, the pattern on which the
compilers of the Suttavibhaṅga worked was one of almost unbeliev-
able detail, for in their efforts to be lucid, case after case of possible
or actual deviation from the general rule was investigated, penalised
and perpetuated. Hence it cannot justly be said that the tendency
to be detailed is greater or more insistent in one Pārājika, or in one

¹ Vin 3.84 (= bd 1.145, bd 1.146 below). ² aṅgulipatodaka. Pali-English Dictionary
has “nudging with the fingers,” Critical Pali Dictionary “tickling with the fingers.”
Dialogues of the Buddha i.113 has in the text “nudging one another with the fin-
gers,” but Dialogues of the Buddha i.113, n. 3, in referring to the above Vinaya passage
(= Vin 4.110) says: “It must there mean ’ tickling.’ ” gs iv.225 (an iv.343) has “poking
one another with the fingers.” ³ Or ottharatimaymean to spread out, to stretch
out.
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Saṅghādisesa, than in others. Such lack of restraint as is foundmay
be embarrassing to us, but it must be remembered that early peo-
ples are not so much afraid of plain speech as we are. No stigma of
indecency or obscenity should therefore be attached to such Vinaya
passages as seem unnecessarily outspoken to us. For they were nei-
ther deliberately indecent nor deliberately obscene.Thematters to
which they refer had to be legislated for as much as hadmatters of
theft andmurder, of choosing sites for huts and vihāras.

Nevertheless thedifferences in the outlookof an early society and
amodernonemayeasily be forgottenordisregarded. I have therefore
omitted some of the cruder Suttavibhaṅga passages, and have given
abbreviated versions of others, while incorporating them in their
unabridged state in Pali in an Appendix, and marking them by an
asterisk in the text. Even in omitting or expurgating such passages,
I yet think that they are interesting historically, scientifically and
psychologically, even psycho-analytically, and that they might be
of value to anyone making a detailed comparison of Eastern and
WesternMonachism.

Of the various forms of address recorded in Vin 3.1–194 (to which
this volume of translation corresponds), the most frequent are bha-
gavā, bhante, bho, āyasmā, āvuso, ayya, bhagini. I will do no more
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now than briefly indicate them, leaving a fuller investigation to the
Introduction to the final volume, when all the Vinaya data for modes
of address will be before us.

Only Gotama is recorded to be addressed as bhagavā. This, there-
fore, is a very honourable term, which I have rendered by “lord.”

Bhante, one of several vocative forms of bhavant, is of very fre-
quent occurrence. When Gotama is addressed as bhante, I have used
the rendering “lord.” In order to preserve this appellation for him
alone, when the named and unnamedmonks who are his disciples
are addressed as bhante, I have used the rendering “honoured sir.”

Bho (plural bhonto), another vocative form of bhavant, appears
to be a more familiar form of address than is bhante, and is used
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as between equals, or from a superior to an inferior. It is of fairly
frequent occurrence, sometimes being followed by another vocative,
such as a proper name. I have translated bho as “good sir.”

Āyasmā is not a form of address. It is an honorific designation,
and is the most usual way in which monks and theras are referred to
in the narrative, followed by their proper name. I have translated it
as “the venerable.” Nuns are never designated by this term, nor are
lay-people.

Āvusomay be said to be the habitual mode of address used be-
tween monks.The only other word that they appear to use in speak-
ing to one another is bhante.¹ They are also recorded to address lay-
men as āvuso, and this practice is sometimes reversed, although the
laity seemmore usually to have said bhante in speaking to themonks,
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sometimes combined with ayya. I have translated āvuso as “your
reverence” and “reverend sir.” Since āvuso is masculine in form, it
was never used in addressing nuns.

Ayya and ayyo (nominantive plural used as a vocative) are fre-
quently used in speaking of a person and in addressing him, both
directly and obliquely. It appears to be more flexible than the other
terms noted above, both with regard to those who use it and with re-
gard to those to whom it is applied. I have translated it as “master” if
followed by a proper name, and as “the master” if this is not the case.
It is not infrequently combined with bhante. Ayyawas an epithet in
use among the laity, as well as between the laity and the monks. But
in the part of the Vinaya translated in this volume it does not happen
that a lay-person is addressed as ayya by a monk, or that anymonk
is so addressed by a fellow-monk.

Althoughmonks did not address their fellows in the Brahma-life
as ayya, nuns use ayye (feminine, “lady, noble lady”) in speaking to

¹ Franke in Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1908, holds that the Cullavagga Council
reports were invented exercises to showways of address. His argument is based on
the decree of dn ii.154, ascribed to the dying Gotama, after which seniors were to
address juniors as āvuso, while juniors were to address seniors as bhante. The terms
āvuso and bhantewere also in use among the Jains, cf. Āyāraṁgasutta (pts edition),
e.g. p. 106.
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one another. Laywomen also use this form of address in speaking
to nuns and to other laywomen. Monks, however, never appear to
address either nuns or laywomen as ayye.

Bhagini, “sister,” is the most usual way in which monks are re-
corded to address both laywomen and nuns. Yet nuns do not, as far
as is recorded, address one another as bhagini. Unluckily, in this
portion of the Vinaya there are no records of intercommunication
between nuns and laywomen, so we get here no indication of how
they addressed one another.

From these short notes it will have emerged that the words bhik-
khu and bhikkhuni do not occur as forms of address used between
the two sections of the religious community, any more than that
lay-people address monks and nuns with these terms. On the other
hand, Gotama is sometimes recorded to address a monk as bhikkhu,
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and also to refer to individual monks in this fashion. And there is a
certain story (Vin 3.131 = bd 1.220 below) in which a female wanderer
addresses a monk as bhikkhu. In the narrative, monks are ordinarily
spoken of as bhikkhu, unless the personal name of the monk con-
cerned has been recorded. If it has, it is usually preceded by āyasmā,
and never, I think, by bhikkhu. On the other hand, the narrative,
if referring to a nun, consistently calls her bhikkhunī, and this de-
scription precedes her proper name, if this has been recorded. In
this part of the Suttavibhaṅga there are no records showing Gotama
speakingwith nuns, sowe have nomeans of knowing howhe usually
addressed them.When speaking of them, he is, however, recorded
to have used the word bhikkhunī.

The translation of the term bhikkhu presents many difficulties. I
have selected the term “monk” and have rejected “mendicant, alms-
man, brother, friar,” not necessarily because “monk” is the most
literal, but, for reasons which I will state shortly, it appears to me
the best and most suitable rendering.

Although neither “monk,” nor the terms rejected, are precise
equivalents forbhikkhu, I couldnotfindsufficient grounds for leaving
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bhikkhu untranslated, as though it were untranslatable. Further, I
became more and more convinced that where an English word is
possible, where it coincides to some extent with the significance of
the Pali, although the known facts of history preclude full identity
of meaning, it is more desirable to use it than to leave the word
untranslated. Untranslated words are balking to the English reader,
and it is for the English reader that this series is primarily designed.
But before giving the reasonswhich determinedmy choice of “monk”
as the nearest equivalent for bhikkhu, a fewwordsmust be said about
each of the terms that has not been selected.
“Mendicant,” literally “a beggar for alms,” frommendicare, to beg,

mendicus, “a beggar,” is also doubtless etymologically correct¹ as a
translation of bhikkhu. Yet, I think, it lays too much emphasis on one
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aspect only of the bhikkhu’s life, and ignores the other connotations
of bhikkhu adduced by the Old Commentary,² as well as his functions
of meditation and preaching. Moreover, in English it has no femi-
nine, unless one falls back on the cumbersome “woman (or female)
mendicant” as one is forced to say “woman (or female) slave” (dāsī)
and “woman (or female) recluse” (samaṇī), a practice to be avoided
as far as possible.

Professor B.M. Barua speaks of the bhikṣus as “Buddhist mendi-
cants, monks or recluses,”³ a sentence which well shows the hesita-
tion which all translators must feel in trying to translate the term
bhikkhu. An objection here would be, though it is a fault into which
we all fall, that “Buddhist” is an anachronism, since “Buddhist” and
“Buddhism” are terms of amuch later invention. “Sakyanmendicant”
would be possible; and it is true that here, as in all the other trans-
lations for bhikkhu that are being considered, the word “Sakyan” is
wanted in all cases where it is necessary to distinguish the monastic
followers of Gotama from those adherents of other sects who were
also known as bhikṣu. But I doubt if the Pali Canon demands the draw-

¹ Introduction à l’ History du Buddhisme indien, 2nd edition, p. 245, where he says that
the sense of the word bhikkhumeans exactly “one who lives by alms.” ² Vin 3.24.
³ Maskarī as an Epithet of Gośāla, Indian History Quarterly, iii.2, p. 253.
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ing of such a distinction, for in it, I believe, the term bhikkhu denotes
exclusively the Sakyan bhikkhu. Moreover, if it came to the feminine,
the phrase “Sakyan female mendicant” would be unwieldy, and it
seems a pity to use three words where two should suffice.
“Almsman” has “almswoman” for its feminine, and is further

doubtless etymologically correct. For bhikṣa and bhikṣuḥ (Sanskrit)
are the noun and participle derived from the desiderative base of
bhaj, to beg, to beg for alms. But again, like “mendicant,” it lays too
strong a stress on one aspect only of what the words bhikkhu and
bhikkhunī came to stand for. For the Sakyan bhikkhu came to bemuch
more than one dependent on others for the necessities of life. This is
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one of the reasons why I have not adopted Lord Chalmers’ render-
ing of “almsman”¹ here, as I have elsewhere.² Again, “almsman” may
not inevitablymean onewho asks for orwho lives on alms, for it may
also be used to mean a giver of alms. In addition, “almsman” would
have a cumbrous translation in German and some other European
languages. Hence I think that, as a possible rendering, it should be
rejected.
“Brother” is, as a translation of bhikkhu, historically incorrect. It is

the term by which bhikkhu is rendered in the Cambridge translation
of the Jātakas, and the English title of the pts translation of theTher-
agāthā reads “Psalms of the Brethren.”Thera is merely a bhikkhu of
long standing. In spite of the recommendation for “brother” derived
from its use in these works, the advance in Pali studies since the
date of their publication shows that bhikkhu does not mean what
“brother” means. It might be argued that the term “brother” draws
attention to the bhikkhu’s relation to his fellow-members of the reli-
gious community, and that such a relation was explicitly recognised,
in so far as bhikkhus addressed the bhikkhunīs not as bhikkhuni but as
bhagini, “sister.”

Yet against this argumentwemust set the fact that neither Order
looked to anyone or to any kind of being as their “father” or their
“mother.” Nor were the vihāras ruled over by anyone corresponding

¹ Further Dialogues of the Buddha. ² Women under Primitive Buddhism.
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to an abbot, father or bishop. Power of authority was not vested in an
individual, but in the Pātimokkha courses of training and the Order
(Saṅgha) of monks. All that can be said is, that the bhikkhus were
 “brethren” to the extent that, apart from the three grades of theras
(Elders), those of middle standing, and novices, no hierarchy existed
among them, but terms of more or less equality.

There is, besides, another argument, to mymind so insuperable
as to extinguish the claims of “brother” as in any way a suitable
term by which to render bhikkhu. For bhātar, the accepted word for
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“brother,” and one in current terminology, was never apparently
regarded as synonymous with bhikkhu, and indeed never seems to
have been connected with members of the Order. These are never
recorded to address one another or laymen as bhāta. Nor do the lay-
people so address them. Had “brother” beenwanted, had it been able
to fulfil some purpose in the monastic life, surely bhātarwould have
been used, for it was to hand. As it is, the word seems to have been
restricted in its use to the relationship of blood-brothers,¹ and even
among the laity bhātawas not used in address, but tāta (dear).

With this absence of bhātar as a termused in the religious life, it is
curious that monks used its opposite, bhaginī. But it should be noted
that they addressed laywomen as well as nuns as bhagini. Hence
the word bhaginī is clearly precluded from containing any unique
reference to bhikkhunīs. Thus the two terms, bhaginī and bhikkhunī
cannot be said to be precisely equivalent in meaning. The latter is
applicable to women to whom the former is not applicable. Yet the
implication remains, if words mean anything, that monks regarded
women as “sisters,” while they did not regard men as “brothers.”
There must be some historical reason for this. I venture to suggest
that the celibacy towhich themonkwas consecratedwas answerable
for his looking upon women as bhaginī. But I am not prepared to say
that this is the whole story, although I believe that it may be the root
of the matter.²

¹ E.g. atThig.408, Ja 1.308. ² Cf. sn iv.110, where, however, there is also mention
of the “mother-mind” and “daughter-mind.”
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“Friar,” although it has the English feminine “friaress,” does not
appear to me such an acceptable rendering for bhikkhu as is “monk.”
It is true that friars are much more than mendicants or almsmen, as
a bhikkhu is, or came to be, much more than one who merely begs
for alms. When, in the West, mendicancy became symbolic under
St. Francis, the friars were to beg, as other poor men. The Sakyan
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bhikkhu, too, had to beg. Yet the growing belief that merit was to be
acquired by giving in many cases inspired the laity to give before
they had been begged. Hence begging did not take, such a high place
in the duties of Gotama’s Order as it did in theWest after St. Francis’
death; and I doubt if, in India, it was ever symbolic.

On the other hand, “friar,” being derived from la, is open to the
same general objections as is “brother.” Moreover, theWestern friar,
a later development than the monk, and with the monastic tradition
behind him, never aimed at saving himself. He was a brother to the
whole world, and went about talking to people at the wayside, to
birds and animals; while the prime concern of bhikkhus, however
much theymay have preached, waswith the attainment of their own
perfection.

Having now considered various arguments for and against men-
dicant, almsman, brother, friar as translations of bhikkhu, I will put
forward the reasons which led me to choose “monk” for this term,
and “nun” for bhikkhunī. Itmay be that only a profound study ofWest-
ernMonachism could fully justify or condemn this choice, but from
a superficial study it would appear that the similarities between a
“monk” and a bhikkhu outweigh their differences.These similarities
and differences must be judged by the historical associations of the
two words. Etymologically they are not connected. Yet in the East
and in theWest there were these movements, comparable in a gen-
eral way, though varying in detail, towards ordering and organising
religious life in a fashion that necessitated its devotees renouncing
their formermodes of life and their former worldly pre-occupations.

The two words, monk and bhikkhu, are the outcome of certain
and definite historical tendencies. Because these did not follow the
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same course of development in East and West, the two words, al-
though comparable in meaning, are not synonymous. For each is
the expression of a particular phase of that development. If this is
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borne in mind, if we remember that we are dealing with historical
variations of a common tendency, it will seem to us less remarkable
that Western terminology offers no equivalent with which the term
bhikkhu can bemade exactly to fit, andmore remarkable that a study
in comparisons is as possible as it is.

TheWestern monk, coming into Europe from the East, has, like
the Buddhist bhikkhu, a long and complicated history, and monks of
one century and Order differ considerably frommonks of another
centuryandOrder.Thewordmonk (monachus) is derived frommonos,
meaning “alone.” For originallymonks abandoned theworldly life for
the sake of that solitude in which, by meditation and contemplation,
they could attempt to save their souls. Communion with God would
enable their souls to be entered by God. Later the outward forms
of monkdom changed, and monks came to live a communal life in
convents, observing the Rule of the Order which they had entered,
and taking the vows of poverty, chastity and obedience. It was the
monk’s great work to go out into the world so as to save men and to
bring men to God. A separate development, a still further change
displaced the monk’s earlier ideal of finding his own salvation while
leading the life of a hermit or anchorite in the desert. Moreover, as
monasticism developed, century by century, the early communal
poverty gave way to communal plenty. Monasteries became land-
owners, monks became cultivators of the soil, makers of various
kinds of produce, copyists of manuscripts, storehouses of learning,
although by none of these activities was individual property or gain
supposed to result.

Now the Buddhist bhikkhu did not live alone, but in communities;
and there is nothing in thederivationof bhikkhu comparable tomonos.
bhikkhu, bhikṣu is from the desiderative base of bhaj, to beg, to beg
alms. On the other hand, he did go into seclusion for meditation
during the “day-sojourn” (divāvihāra, cf. siesta), and sometimes for
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longer periods he retreated to lonely spots far from the haunts of
men. And possibly in his earlier history, as bhikṣu, he was one who
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lived alone, only gradually coming to live in a community, as the
monk came later to lead a cenobitic life. Part of the moral duty of
the Buddhist bhikkhuwas, if he had talent that way, to go forth and
giveDhamma for the sake of devas andmankind. In this he resembles
certain Orders of WesternMonachismwhich had as their mission
the salvation of theworld.The early Friars, too, did wayside teaching
and preaching, but later this was regulated by authority andmade
orthodox. Monks, in Gotama’s Order, were certainly not segregated,
and the Vinaya reveals all manner of inter-communication between
the religious and the lay sections of society.

In order to give dhamma, the bhikkhu had to tour the countryside
for ninemonths in each year.Thiswould also prevent him frombeing
a constant drain on the resources of the laity at any one place. But
he was forbidden to travel during the three months of the rains. In
this there was nothing similar to the Benedictine “vow of stability,”
by which a monk undertook to remain permanently at one house.
This vow was imposed because wandering ascetics had become a
nuisance, whereas Buddhist monks had to stay in one fixed abode
for the rains, lest in journeying during this season they should harm
the young crops or destroy animal life. A motive such as the latter
was far from the thoughts of Western monks, one of whose many
activities was to tend the crops and dig the soil.Their view of life did
not include a close kinship existing betweenmen and animals, and
even the Friars, who spoke to the animals as their “brothers,” did
not suggest that a man might be undergoing rebirth as an animal
(tiracchāna-gata).

It may also be supposed that the nine months of touring was
made obligatory on a Buddhist monk in order to keep him healthy.
The heaviest manual work he did was the washing, bleaching and
beating of his robes, and now and again repairs to buildings. This
was not because the entrants into the Order were weak, decrepit or
sick. It was because the nature of the beliefs which they held made
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work on the land impossible for them. In theWest, agriculture and
all forms of manual labour were regarded as essentials in the main
work. They served the further purpose of helping the conquest of
the spirit in its perpetual battle with the flesh, and of sharpening
and toughening the monks against the vice of accedia. The Eastern
bhikkhuwho, on account of the climate, might have beenmore prone
to this was, I think it reasonable to hold, fortified against sloth and
indolence by the discomforts of journeying on foot (for the use of
vehicles was not allowed), no less than by preaching and by spiritual
exercises.

The Buddhist bhikkhu has to renounce his worldly possessions
before he is ordained, and after his ordination he should own no
private property, but should regard his bowl and robe and other req-
uisites as being the communal property of the Order, lent to him for
his use. He should lead a life of chastity. He should be obedient to the
Pātimokkha courses of training. In these particulars his case closely
resembles that of an European monk. But, and here is a great differ-
ence between the Western monk and the bhikkhu, as understood
in the sixth century b.c. in India: there were no vows for a Sakyan
bhikkhu to take. He did not make any vows, did not bind himself by
vows. If he attempted right behaviour, this was because his spiri-
tual training had led to the taming of the self. But where this was of
no avail, penalties were inflicted and the discipline was tightened,
sometimes in ways which left no loop-holes for laxity.

If there were no initial vows, far less were there any “final vows,”
making a return to life “in the world” extremely difficult, if not im-
possible. For even after the second ordination ceremony, the up-
asampadā; a bhikkhu was able, if he wished, to “leave the Order,”
vibbhamati, as is the Vinaya word, and to “turn back to the low life
of the layman,” hīnāyavattati, as is the Piṭakan expression. What
was binding on the bhikkhuwas the one rule, the Pātimokkha, under
which he lived, the one training and the one work, as the definition
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of “in communion” at the end of each Pārājika rule shows, If he was
not at one with these, he was defeated and expelled from the Order.
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A bhikkhu goes for alms, he begs, silently, for alms; he is entirely
dependent on the laity for food, robes, lodgings and medicine. In
the great centuries of WesternMonachismmonks, far from being
beggars for alms, were the donors of abundant charity. bhikkhus
received alms, theydidnot give them. If a bhikkhu receivedno kaṭhina
cloth at the time of its distribution, hewore rags taken from the dust-
heap.Moreover, amark of the bhikkhu is that he is onewhowears the
patchwork cloth (bhinnapaṭadhara). For even gifts of robe-material
had to be made up, not whole, but in pieces, symbolical of a beggar’s
rags.The “yellow robes” of a bhikkhu are comparable to theWestern
“habit,” the frock and cowl.

In looking for points of contact between “monks” and bhikkhus,
their relation to the lay-followers might be adduced. In, for instance,
a Cistercian abbey the brethren were divided into the monks (mo-
nachi) and the lay-brothers (conversi).The Buddhist Order also had
its lay followers. But there, I think, the similarity between the Bud-
dhists and the Cistercians ends. For the Buddhist lay-followers of
the faith, in supporting the religious exponents and answering their
call of poverty, did not regard them as the means of transmitting
their gifts of charity to other needy laity.These gifts were made to
and for the bhikkhus, and there the matter ended. Nor were the lay-
followers organised as were the conversi. They did not live in the
vihāras and they had no cloistral duties to perform.These were ex-
ecuted by those bhikkhuswho had been duly appointed to various
offices,’ such as that of food-distributor, assigner of lodgings, robe-
distributor, silver-remover, and so forth, offices comparable to those
of almoner, kitchener, cellarer of theWestern convent, and which
in Cistercian abbeys were performed by the conversi. The vihāras
did not receive laity as guests; they only received monks from other
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districts. InWestern monasteries the entertainment of lay-visitors
was a very important matter.

The wide scope of meaning compressed into the word bhikkhu
is doubtless an indication that the word was of gradual growth, its
significance increasing as the object which it connoted acquired
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more andmore aspects and characteristics. I think the plain historic
fact is that originally bhikkhuswere no more than “men of the scrap-
bowl.” To this was added, for their greater merit, the meaning of
menwho, besides living on beggedmeats, had broken away from this
or that undesirable state, and had assumed various distinguishing
marks.

In spite of the differences between bhikkhu and monk, the affini-
ties between them seem tomemarked enough towarrant translating
bhikkhu as “monk.” I have also chosen “monk” for various other rea-
sons. In the first place, in the translations of Pali literature which
have already appeared, no less than in several books on Early Bud-
dhism, monk is a rendering that has been commonly adopted for
bhikkhu. This word, therefore, has some tradition behind it, and
hence will not arrest the reader’s attention with a sense of unfamil-
iarity. Secondly, in deciding upon the nearest English equivalent for
bhikkhu, I had to take into account the fact that an easy feminine form
would be required.  “Nun” is a very convenient translation for bhik-
khunī, and has, moreover, equivalents in other European languages.
This is not a negligible point when comparing translations. Another
reason for the choice of “monk” was that, in the period of Indian
history under review, this word necessitates, in the last resort, the
drawing of a distinction merely between the Sakyanmonk and the
Jain monk. Each of the other possible terms—almsman, mendicant,
friar¹—might be applicable to the disciples of other sects; but these
could hardly be termed “monks.”
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The tremendous growth in themeanings and associations of both
“monk” and bhikkhu clearly shows that in some cases it is impossible
for the history ofwords to be contained in their etymology. Imention
this tendency forwords to growand change, a tendency not of course
peculiar to these two terms, simply to remind the reader that ety-
mology is not an infallible guide to the developed meaning of terms.
By the time the objects that such terms denote have passed through
several phases, their historical meaning their significance in and for

¹ “Brother” is hardly possible, as I have tried to show above.
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history, may have come to be more than their etymological meaning
indicates, different from it, even the very reverse of it.Themost that
etymology can do in such cases is to point to the meanings that the
words once, very likely originally, possessed.This is of undoubted
importance. But to translate them according to that meaning, and
without a due regard for the known facts of their evolution, would
be grossly to neglect the significance that they came to acquire as a
result of their historical development.

In rendering samaṇa by “recluse” I am adopting what has come
to be a fairly usual translation. I am aware that it is a far from happy
one. It has no feminine form in English; its connotation of being seg-
regated and living in isolation is misleading. For the Sakyan samaṇas
were not segregated, in the sense of being confinedwithin the vihāra
precincts and forbidden to mix with the laity.They were restricted
from followingworldly occupations, for it was held that these should
be given up when aman or womanwent forth from the household
state. But the Sakyan samaṇas were in no way anchorites or her-
mits. Nor do I think “ascetic”¹ a particularly suitable rendering. For
nowhere is asceticism, as understood in the West, made of impor-
tance in Pali literature.The chief asceticismwhich it recognises is a
taming, a training (damatha, from the root dam), the restraint of evil
deeds, thoughts and words.Thus, although “ascetic” may, etymologi-
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cally, be more correct than “recluse,” unless the Sakyanmeaning of
asceticism be thoroughly understood, and its Western connotations
of bodilymortifications and austerities be dispelled, “recluse” comes
nearer to the Pali than does “ascetic.” For there were times when
the samaṇaswent into seclusion for meditation.There are, besides,
other words in Pali, such as tāpasa, literally burning, which more
definitely connote an ascetic.

Mrs. Rhys Davids says that “monk” is our nearest word² to
samaṇa, although she also puts forward another word, namely “re-

¹ E.g. E.J. Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought, 72, 82, 89. ² The Birth of Indian
Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 185; and cf. her Outlines of Buddhism,
p. 62, p. 65.
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treater,”¹ which perhaps is the best in the sense of preserving the
history buried in theword samaṇa, śramaṇa. Doubtless “monk” could
have been used for samaṇa, had this word not been selected as the
most appropriate for bhikkhu. For from internal evidence, not only of
the Suttavibhaṅga but of other parts of the Canon and the Commen-
taries,² it would appear that the Sakyan samaṇa was to all intents
and purposes regarded as much the same as the Sakyan bhikkhu. The
difference came to be more in the name than in the object, and may
even have depended more on the person who used the term than on
the person of whom it was used. This, in its turn, may depend on
some earlier aspects of the history of the two terms.

The word samaṇa is not used as a direct form of address in the
portion of the Suttavibhaṅga here translated. The brahmin of Ve-
rañjā, before he became a lay-follower, does not address Gotama
as samaṇa, although in speaking to him he uses this word of him
(Vin 3.2 = bd 1.2 below); and Gotama, in this same conversation, is
recorded to apply the term to himself.The schismatics also refer to
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Gotama in this way (Vin 3.171, Vin 3.172 = bd 1.296ff. below), but not in
his presence. Monks are not recorded to address one another in this
way, nor do the nuns employ the feminine samaṇi (vocative) when
speaking to one another, nor the nominative samaṇī in speaking of
one another.The laity, on the other hand, are sometimes recorded
to speak of a particular monk by his personal name, coupled with
the appellation samaṇa, such as samaṇaUdāyi (Vin 3.120 = bd 1.200
below). They also refer, so it is said, to monks as samaṇā, whether
they admired them (Vin 3.119 = bd 1.200 below) or were vexed with
them (Vin 3.120 = bd 1.200 below).

The curious thing is that the negative forms, asamaṇo, asamaṇī,
occur quite often as terms of reproach, and meaning “not a true
recluse.” On different occasions lay-people and monks are recorded

¹ Buddhism, Home Univeristy Library, new edition, p. 198. ² Canonical references
very frequent. For commentaries see, e.g. an-a iii.156 (Siamese edition), bhikkhū
kaṇhādhimuttikā ti samaṇā nām’ ete; and mn-a ii.4, where samaṇas are explained as
those on the four ways to arahantship, thus being identified with bhikkhus.
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tohave reprimandedamonk forhis badbehaviourby sayingasamaṇo
’si tvaṁ, “you are not a (true) recluse.” A nun is recorded to have
rebuked another nun in the single phrase asamaṇī ’si tvam. This was
evidently such a serious reproach as to send the person rebuked to
Gotama to receive his verdict on the offence committed or imputed,
as the case may have been. If the action performed by the monk or
nun in question is found by him to be blameworthy, one of the words
of censure put into his mouth is always assāmaṇaka, “not worthy of
a recluse, not belonging to a recluse” (e.g. Vin 3.24 = bd 1.43 below).

A common designation of the monastic followers of Gotama was
samaṇā Sakyaputtiyā, recluses (literally sons of the) Sakyans, or
Sakyan recluses.This was also used of them by the laity (e.g. Vin 3.43,
Vin 3.136, Vin 3.172 = bd 1.67, bd 1.234, bd 1.299 below), including those
occasions where the monks had given them cause for complaint
(Vin 3.44, Vin 3.73, Vin 3.119 = bd 1.70, bd 1.125, bd 1.200below). In each
definition that it gives of pārājika, the Old Commentary invariably
states that the errant bhikkhu is become one who is not a samaṇa,
not a Sakyaputtiya. These two words, asamaṇa and asakyaputtiya,
are sometimes used together in other passages as terms of abuse
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(Vin 3.164f. = bd 1.283 below). It may also be noted that, as the monas-
tic disciples of Gotama were called samaṇā Sakyaputtiyā, so  the fol-
lowers of Mahāvīra were called, even in the Pali canon,¹ samaṇā Ni-
gaṇṭhā, or to be exact, nigaṇṭhā nāma samaṇajātikā, a kind of recluse
called nigaṇṭhas (Jains).

If the Sakyan samaṇa came to correspond with the Sakyan bhik-
khu on the one side, on the other he came to correspond with brāh-
maṇa, brahmin, in the meaning of this term as it grew into Sakya,
and also into Jainism.² For the fact that samaṇa often appears in com-
bination with brāhmaṇa in Pali canonical literature does not there, I
think, necessarily imply any opposition between the two, any more

¹ an i.206 ² Jaina Sūtras, ii.138 (edited by Jacobi, Sacred Books of the East XLV):
“He who has no worldly attachment after entering the Order, who does not repent
of having become a monk … himwe call a brāhmaṇa.” Again at p. 422: “The samaṇas
or brāhmaṇaswho say thus … do not speak as samaṇas orNigranthas.”
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than it does in Jaina literature.¹ According to Professor B.M. Barua,²
there were various sects or groups or schools of Śramaṇawho broke
away from the “later form of Brahmanic religion, superstition and
mysticism.” So far there was opposition. But by the time that the
Sakyaputtiyas were known as samaṇas, the term brāhmaṇawas also
being incorporated into Sakyan usage, and was there receiving a
newmeaning.

While brahmins as a class remained, brahmins by birth and oc-
cupation, brahmins forming sects of ascetics, living by various rules,
the word brāhmaṇa was developing for Sakya the meaning of the
best, the highest person, not because of birth and lineage, but be-
cause of spiritual endeavour and attainment. To this, samaṇa in
public opinion was evidently equivalent. Had not the two words
come to have some identity of meaning, not exactly the same things
would have been said of them both, as is the case in a formula occur-
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ring now and again in this part of the Suttavibhaṅga (e.g. Vin 3.44,
Vin 3.120 = bd 1.70, bd 1.200 below). On the other hand, the words
samaṇa and brāhmaṇa occur in two other sentences at Vin 3.44, once
separated by the disjunctive vā (or), once forming a compound. It is
possible that some divergence between the two is intended here, as
perhaps referring to members of different sects; in which case the
two words would not be substitutes or synonyms for one another.³

I have left brāhmaṇa in its anglicised form of brahmin.The time
is perhaps not yet ripe to draw an infallible distinction between
brahmins as members of a sect opposed to Sakya, and brahmins as
men, asmonks,whohad attained, orwhohad failed to attain, someof
the ethical attributes and mental development inculcated by Sakya.
A verse in the Dhammapada clearly identifies the three, for it ends:
so brāhmaṇo so samaṇo sa bhikkhu (Dhp 142). To differentiate between
the Sakyan and non-Sakyan uses of brāhmaṇa, as this word occurs

¹ Cf. Jaina Sūtras, ii.140, and last note. ² Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, p. 242.
See also p. 237ff. ³ On samaṇas see B.M. Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy,
p. 242, and RatilalMehta, Asceticism in Pre-Buddhist Days, Indian Culture, iii.4.
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in the Pali canon, would be to emphasise the newmeaning which,
under Sakya, accrued to brāhmaṇa, as a word adopted from earlier
times.

For there is no doubt that the three terms—bhikkhu, brāhmaṇa
and samaṇa—were, in their Sanskrit forms of bhikṣu, brāhmaṇa, śra-
maṇa, already in the terminologyof pre-Sakyandays.¹ Eachwordwill
therefore have somepre-Sakyanhistory, even though this is, inmany
respects, still obscure. Brāhmaṇa is of course a term of enormously
long and complicated history, of indisputable antiquity. Professor
B.M. Barua says² that “śramaṇas became known, perhaps from the
practice of begging, as bhikṣus (mendicants).” And referring to a pas-
sage in theAṅguttara Commentary, he further points out that “by the
bhikṣusmust have beenmeant themembers of the fourth Brahmanic
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order, that is, the Brahmanist ascetics in the fourth stage of efforts
and fruitions who are designated bhikṣu, yati or parivrājaka in the
Dharma-Sūtras and the Dharma-Sāstras.”³ It is worth while to men-
tion that, according to Jacob’s Concordance, in the early Upāniṣads,
śramaṇa appears but once,⁴ brāhmaṇamany times, and bhikṣu not at
all. Śramaṇa occurs, however, in the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa.

If bhikkhuwere equivalent in fact to samaṇa, and if this were, on
some occasions at least, equivalent to the Sakyan usage of brāhmaṇa,
‘it is not difficult to see why the life of monks continued to be called
brahmacariya under Sakya.⁵ But as the most suitable translation of
brahmahas still to be decided upon,when it occurs in the compounds
brahmacariya and brahmacārin, I have left it untranslated.⁶The diffi-
culty is to determine what was meant by the “best life.” Whether
at one time brahma, as part of the compound brahmacariya, may
not have possessed the deep and essential meaning of the All, the
All-Real, the Highest that it possessed in the Upaniṣadic teaching

¹ Cf. interesting Jaina tradition that Mahāvīra’s parents were followers of the
śramaṇas, Sacred Books of the East xxii.194. ² History of Pre-Buddhist Philos-
ophy, p. 240. ³ Maskarī as an Epithet of Gośāla, Indian History Quarterly, iii.2,
p. 254. ⁴ Bṛhadārannyaka 4,3,22. ⁵ See Dialogues of the Buddha i.212–215. The
word brahmacārin occurs once in the Ṛg Veda in the (later)Maṇḍala, Ṛg Veda 10.109.
⁶ Vin 3.164 = bd 1.282 below.
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is as yet a matter of controversy. I find it hard to believe that Sakya
arose either in ignorance of this teaching or uninfluenced by it. And
even if, as seems highly probable, brahmacariya and brahmacārin are
words taken over by Sakya (and Jainism) from pre-Sakyan sects, it
has still to be established that for these brahma did not contain some
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profound philosophical or religious significance.

Besides brahmacariya and brahmacārin, I have left untranslated
two other words of great importance.These are dhamma and tathā-
gata.

Dhamma is awordwhosemeaning appears to vary in varying con-
texts. It may mean something like what we should call “conscience,”
that which should be done, in one passage; the externalised body of
doctrine, inanother; fashion, act (etenadhammena, Vin 3.133 = bd 1.225
below), in a third. Mrs. Rhys Davids has written at some length on
the meaning of dhamma in her later works, to which I now refer the
reader.

Anesaki, in his essay on Tathāgata,¹ closely connects the notion
of tathāgatawith that ofDhamma, but he comes nonearer to a conclu-
sive translation of tathāgata than do others. For the very ambiguity
of its derivation precludes any definitive meaning. This being the
case, and because Anesaki has virtually shown that no empirical
investigations of the uses of the term can bring us near to a meaning
fixed once and for all, wemust regard tathāgata as a term best left
untranslated. I give here four ways in which it might be rendered:

1. The one thus-gone, or thus-going (tathā-gata), since gatamay
be taken as a present as well as a past participle;

2. The one thus-come, or thus-coming (tathā-āgata);
3. The truth-finder, used by Lord Chalmers in Further Dialogues

of the Buddha, as the result of empirical considerations;
4. TheWay-farer, a rendering suggested byMrs. Rhys Davids,²

¹ Kataṁ Karanīyaṁ, Tokyo, 1934, p. 240ff. ² Sakya, pp. 67–68, p. 381; Manual of
Buddhism, p. 116.
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and used by F.L. Woodward in Gradual Sayings, V.¹

In Pali literature the term is not applied exclusively to Gotama
himself.

If the meaning of words is liable to vary in different contexts, it
is wiser and less misleading not to translate those words until there
has been some further advance in Pali criticism and interpretation.
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Deva,devatā and yakkha are otherwords that I havenot translated.
This is partly because the nature of these beings has not yet been
fully investigated or established; and partly because the little we
do know of them leads us to suppose that they represent kinds of
beings for whom in English there are no acceptable equivalents. For
example, in canonical Pali, devas are no longer “gods,” as theywere in
the Vedic age; nor are they “angels.”²Mrs. Rhys Davids has suggested
that theywere “brave andpious gentlemenwhohavepassed as ‘devas’
to the next world only to come back one day as men.”³ There is no
doubt that these three classes of being are regarded as having a close
contact with the world of men.Theword deva is often coupled with
manussa, men, people (e.g. Vin 3.1). The earth-devas are recorded
to have heard of Sudinna’s lapse, and to have communicated it to
the other groups of devas (Vin 3.18 = bd 1.33 below). It is told how a
devatā (feminine) belonging to Māra’s retinue came and encouraged
Migalaṇḍika for having deprived themonks of life (Vin 3.69 = bd 1.118
below).

Neither do yakkhas seem far removed from the human sphere.
Words like “fairies, sprites or goblins” do not accord at all well with
the Indian way of thinking. There are the predatory yakkhas (or
yakkhas in the form of beasts of prey) who killed somemonks, and
there is the story of the exorcist monk who deprived a yakkha of life
(Vin 3.84 = bd 1.146 below). A monk is recorded to have had sexual in-
tercourse with a yakkhinī (Vin 3.37 = bd 1.56 below), although the Old
Commentary does not include this type of being amongmātugāma,
women-kind (e.g. Vin 3.121 = bd 1.202 below). It definesmātugāma as

¹ See gs v.xiii; Verses of Uplift, Sacred Books of the Buddhists VIII, p. 81, n. 2. ² A.
Coomaraswamy, A New Approach to the Vedas, p. 60ff. ³ Manual of Buddhism,
p. 92.
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manussitthi, human women, and carefully and deliberately excludes
yakkhīs, petas, and female animals.

Where theword peta, and the feminine petī, occur I have used the
translation suggested byMrs. Rhys Davids¹ of “departed one”. It ap-
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pears that petas, departed ones, thosewho have gone on, gone before,
were regarded as still endowed with life, and able to speak to men.
There is the story of the body, inhabited by the peta (Vin 3.58 = bd 1.97
below), which rose up in the cemetery, by what the Commentary
calls “the peta’s own power,” and pursued a monk, asking him not
to remove his outer cloak from him. It is also curious that it was
thought possible for a monk to commit an offence with petas, and
that although an offence committed with petas, yakkhinīs and nāgīs
(female serpents?) is as grave in nature as one committed with a
human woman, these beings are excluded from the Old Commen-
tary’s definition of “woman-kind.” It almost looks as if a petameans
one who is quite recently dead, and whose mind and spirit still have
power over the body, being not yet entirely dissociated from it.

I think that what emerges most clearly from the Vinaya refer-
ences to devas, devatās, yakkhas and petas, is that there is a non-
humanworld (cf. amanussagāma at Vin 3.46 = bd 1.74 below) whose
various denizens penetrate the human world and participate in the
affairs ofmen, as their counterparts are thought todo in India, Burma
and Ceylon at the present day.

Where names ofweights,measures andmediums of exchange oc-
cur, I have left themuntranslated, and have given notes. All attempts
to correlate English words to these would be wholly misleading, and
would conjure up a set of wrong ideas.

Amongst the store of incidental knowledge that this part of the
Vinayabrings to light, it shouldbenoted that thewordnibbānaoccurs
only twice, each time in the same stereotyped formula (Vin 3.20,
Vin 3.111 = bd 1.35, bd 1.194 below). I have translated it as “waning.”
Nothing more can be safely deduced from its virtual absence than
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the concentration of this portion of the Suttavibhaṅga on outward

¹ Indian Religion and Survival, p. 35; and cf. p. 59.
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morality, on forms of behaviour to be regulated and guided by an
external standard rather than by an appeal to the inner conscience,
the inner morality which, in the India of the sixth century b.c., was
held to be immanent in man.

Besides this piece of negative information, a good many positive
details, mostly concerning contemporary manners and customs, are
brought to light in this part of the Suttavibhaṅga. There is, for ex-
ample, mention of the punishments that a king could mete out to a
thief, while there emerges the very fact that a king meted them out
(Vin 3.46 = bd 1.72, bd 1.73 below); mention of some of the kinds of or-
naments used (Vin 3.48, Vin 3.180 = bd 1.75f., bd 1.314 below); some of
the kinds of games played (Vin 3.180 = bd 1.316 below); the sort of food-
stuffs in common consumption; various kinds of animals, birds, in-
sects, plants andflowers (Vin 3.48, Vin 3.49, Vin 3.52, Vin 3.58 = bd 1.79,
bd 1.80, bd 1.87, bd 1.98 below); there is mention of the existence of
customs, frontiers and customs’ houses (Vin 3.52, Vin 3.62 = bd 1.86,
bd 1.104 below); smuggling, kidnapping of children, the kind of treat-
ment given by monks to their ill comrades; there is evidence for the
belief that trees may be inhabited by conscious beings; and there is
the indication that Indians, then as now, appear to have no difficulty
in dying at will. I have nothing to add to Rhys Davids’ and Olden-
berg’s remarks on the knowledge and use of writing¹ at the time of
the compilation of the Vinaya.

The followingauthorities, including the lateProfessorE.J. Rapson,
kindly helpedme on the difficult point of finding a translation for the
term bhikkhu; their letters were most interesting, while showing a
considerable diversity of opinion. I havemuch pleasure in tendering
my thanks to all their writers: to Professor J. Przyluski, Mrs. Rhys
Davids, Professor Otto Schrader, Professor Helmer Smith and Pro-
fessor F.W.Thomas. Above all, I should like to express my gratitude
to my friend, Miss A.M. Cooke, for her illuminating conversations
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on the Western monk. It remains for me to thank, especially and
most sincerely, Mrs. Rhys Davids for entrusting the translation of

¹ Vinaya Texts, i.xxiiff.
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the Vinaya to me, for her many rewarding suggestions, and for the
help that she has generously bestowed upon the preparation of this
volume.

(Note by Sujato:The following notes on the text do not apply to this
SuttaCentral edition.)

An asterisk in the text denotes that the word or passage beside
which it appears is given in full in Pali in the Appendix.

The page numbers, given in square brackets in the text, and
corresponding to Oldenberg’s page numbers of his edition of the
Vinayapiṭaka, are placed, not at the beginning of the pages to which
the translation corresponds, but at the end.This has been done in or-
der to introduce a certain consistency, for all Vinaya numbering—of
section, sub-section and paragraph—is placed at the end.

I.B. Horner
Manchester, 1938.

Editorial Note
BD 1.lxi

At the translator’s request I say here a fewwords. Words of valedic-
tion for a work which is a genuine labour of love. Result though it
be of strenuous, unfaltering research, the translation of an ancient
thesaurus of monastic legality, as is the Pali Vinaya Piṭaka, is not of
the class we call “best seller.” Labour and printing costs have been
alike undertaken bymy friend and colleague, the translator. And I
am not a little proud to think that a book which my husband helped,
in his early efforts, to bring in part before European readers, should
now receive my blessing in its first complete form after this interval
of over half a century.

It may interest some to learn, as to that translation in part, how
the two translators divided thework. For living indifferent countries,
each translating in his leisure moments, there seems to have been
(more’s the pity!) very little if any collaboration. No correspondence
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survives revealing that any took place. On the fly-leaf of Volume I
of Vinaya Texts, Sacred Books of the East XIII, there stands in Rhys
Davids’ handwriting the following:

“Of the work I have translated the

• Pātimokkha i.1–90.
• Mahāvagga v and vi.22; ii.1–ii.81. 80pp.
vi.32–vii.3. 43pp.
viii.12–32. 49pp.

• Cullavagga i–iii 120pp.
iv.1–12 (the whole volume). 440pp.
Total: 800pp. out of 1230pp.

The rest, as is well known, was the work of that fas-
tidiously careful scholar, Hermann Oldenberg.”

As she has stated in her Introduction, Isaline Horner begins her
translation at the beginning, as Oldenberg did not, in his edition
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of the Pali text, published shortly before the birth of the Pali Text
Society.TheSacredBooks of theEast translationwas a large selection,
not the complete work.

In the Vinaya, taking it by and large, we have the records of a
great effort, put forth by the culture of North India during the sixth
to the third century b.c., to “get rich quickly” in things, not ofworldly
experience, but of man’s spiritual fortune.The idea, in monasticism,
was that the man, in striving to become a More than his worldly
fellows, could best do so bymaking his life here a Less. By cutting out
a great part of what our poets have called “life in the whole,” it was
judged he would, by living a simplified remainder, progress much
faster. Progress, that is, towards that waning out of repeated spans
of life as he knew it here, or heard of it in the next world or worlds.

This is surely to misunderstand life as we find it. An enemy army
is not conquered by its being attacked in one section only.Themonk
admitted that he bore his enemy about with him in body andmind.
And to shelter body and mind from opportunities of efforts towards
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a Better, such as life in its fullness alone could afford, was no sound
method of seeking to grow. Man is but a less if he shirk much of life.
Not along such lines does the Hand draw himwhich au fond de lʼidéal
fait signe. (Being in the depths of the evidence is ideal.)

It is doubtless true that the withdrawn life is not only good at
times, but may, there or then, be necessary for the student. But I do
not find this need expressing itself in Buddhist monastic literature
as amotive for leaving the world. I may bewrong, and shall welcome
correction. For thehistory ofmonasticism, especially ofmonasticism
inwhat was perhaps its cradle, has yet to be written. And a complete
translation of the Vinaya Piṭaka will bring such a work nearer the
day when it can be written.

C.A.F. Rhys Davids

Preface to the SuttaCentral Edition

TheVinaya is oneofhumanity’smost extraordinary texts.Always rea-
sonable, often surprising, and full of outrageous andentertaining sto-
ries, it offers a vision of an ideal community that is as relevant—and
as challenging—as it has ever been. The Vinaya is thoroughly an-
archist: no hierarchy, no power vested in individuals, consensus
decision making, and property held in common. It is this that has al-
lowed the Sangha the flexibility to adapt Vinaya practice in response
to changing times and places.The Vinaya dispenses with power in
favour of principle. It works because themonastic communitywants
to do the right thing, and are willing to work together with sincerity.
Originating in a culture where torture and capital punishment were
considered normal, the Vinaya envisages no punishment worse than
expulsion from the community, whilemost “offences”may be settled
with a simple confession to another monastic.

The treatment of women in the Vinaya is somewhat complex
and controversial. However it must be borne in mind that the over-
riding purpose of the nuns’ Vinaya is so that women can set up and
run independent spiritual communities, teaching and training them-
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selves. And, as several Vinaya rules show, nunswere fully involved in
buidling monasteries, teaching the lay community, and all other as-
pects of monastic life.There is no power of command by monks over
nuns, and nowhere are the monks allowed to make Vinaya rulings
for the nuns.The nuns were a self-governing community, fully au-
tonomous except for a few occasions when they participated jointly
in formal acts of the Sangha together with monks. But even on such
occasions, the monks were not in control: the Vinaya is in control
and the monks must act in accord with Vinaya.

In this andmany other matters we see in the Vinaya a constant
compromise and adjustment, as the ideals of the Dhamma run up
against the realities of our profane world.The Vinaya does not shy
away from the sordid, even the evil. A large proportion of the text
documents the wicked behaviour of monastics. Yet it is essentially
optimistic. It assumes that people will, by and large, tell the truth
and try to do the right thing; and that, with the significant exception
of the Pārājika rules, everyone deserves a second chance.

The voice of the Buddha runs like a thread of light through the
entire Vinaya, informing every decision, and present on almost ev-
ery occasion. Yet much of the Vinaya as we have it today originated
later; I would put the main period of composition of the Vinayas at
perhaps 100–200 years after the Buddha. We are fortunate to have
many different recensions of Vinaya texts, a few of which are re-
ferred to by Horner in her introduction. Comparative studies of the
Vinaya, while still inadequate, have come a long way since her time.
One of the overwhelming findings of these studies is that, while the
Pātimokkha texts of the different versions are almost identical, the
background stories, detailed analyses, and case studies vary consid-
erably. Together with the very strong evidence of massive editorial
input in the text, for example in the artificial repetitions of nearly
identical events, it is clear that the Vinaya texts as they stand con-
stitute a complex, highly sophisticated literature that evolved and
developed over a considerable period of time. While it is not possi-
ble to say with certainty exactly what originated with the Buddha,
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we will not stray too far from the truth if we assume that the rules,
and some of the other material such as certain Saṅghakammas, origi-
nate from the Buddha himself, while most of the other material is
the product of later generations. This later material is not a fixed
recitation as the Pātimokkha was, but neither is it entirely invented;
rather, it draws freely and creatively from earlier traditions.

In 2013, as work for SuttaCentral was gathering pace, we heard
the good news that on 10 May the Pali Text Society had released a
numberof textsunderaCreativeCommonsAttributionNonCommer-
cial 3.0 licence.This release included the six volumes of the classic
Vinaya translation by I.B. Horner,The Book of the Discipline. Cru-
cially, the terms of the release permit derivativeworks, whichmeant
that the way was open to create a new edition of this classic of 20th
century Buddhist scholarship.

We immediately undertook to create a natively digital edition
of this translation, which remains the only complete translation of
the Vinaya into English. In doing so, we aimed to honor the work
of I.B. Horner and the Pali Text Society, and to promote a greater
awareness and understanding of the Vinaya for those who are not
able to access the printed edition.

The process of creating this edition was this. First the text was
scanned, ocr-ed, converted into aWord document, and proofread.
This initial process was done by Ven Jaganātha assisted by Ven Nib-
bidā.They then handed the project to me, and I engaged an IT firm,
Hi-Tech Outsourcing Services, to convert theWord document into
a detailed, clean, and semantic html/xml file, as well as doing an-
other round of proofreading.This demanding project was handled
with skill and good cheer by Jatin Patel and his team at Hi-Tech. Fi-
nally Iwent over the files, doing final touches like headings, ensuring
that references were consistent, creating internal links, and further
proofing. Ultimately the text is marked up in html5, closely related
to the markup used on SuttaCentral, but with a few special features.

Horner’s translation is easy to criticize. It regularly relies on over-
literal renderings, while at the same time there are many errors in
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rendering the Pali. The style is distractingly archaic, and it would be
a mistake to attribute this to the passing of time since publication: it
was already archaic when it was published.The Parivāra translation,
for example, was published in 1966, the same year “Good Vibrations”
and “Rainy DayWomen # 12 & 35” were released; yet it unironically
uses the phrase “Thou understandeth…”. Such archaisms indicate
a gulf not in time but in culture. Horner belonged to a generation
where Buddhist studies were the province of a European intellectual
elite;while the popularization of Buddhism that began in that decade
owed more to the Beach Boys and Bob Dylan than to the academic
texts of the Pali scholars.

Perhaps the most glaring example of the gulf in time and culture
between ourselves and Horner lies not in the style of the transla-
tion but in her doctrinal interpretations. Writing in the mid-20th
century, Horner came under the influence of her teacher andmen-
tor, Caroline Rhys-Davids, and her overbearing tendency to read
every possible word and phrase as implying that the Buddha’s real
teachingwas of a “Self ” that wasmade to “Become”.Thankfully, such
interpretations have (mostly) disappeared from the Buddhist world,
and exist now as relics of theWest’s gradual and uncertain progress
towards understanding the Dhamma, best discreetly passed over. I
only mention this here because I suspect that some modern read-
ers, unfamiliar with the historical context, will find such references
confusing.

Despite this, with one important exception—the Pārājika rules,
which I will discuss below—no substantive changes have been made
to the text. Tempting though it has been to correct some long stand-
ing mistakes (nuns do not carry weapons!), I have endeavoured to
recreate in digital form thework of I.B. Horner. Rather than attempt-
ing piecemeal corrections I felt it would be better to start with a
faithful digital text, then undertake a thorough revision.

However, I have not been so conservative when it comes to the
structure and referencing systems used in the text. Our goal has
been to create an edition that is compatible with SuttaCentral, and
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many details have been standardized accordingly. In particular, the
text incorporates a truly staggering quantity of references in the
footnotes. Normally for SuttaCentral’s texts we exclude footnotes
and similar material: we are presenting the ancient texts, not mod-
ern opinions. However, in this case I felt that the value of the notes
was such that it would be a shame for them to be omitted from a
digital edition. It is precisely the interconnectedness that marks the
Vinaya as a sophisticated system, and nowhere have the relations
between various parts of the text been delineated in as much detail
as in Horner’s notes. We thus decided to include the notes in a sepa-
rate digital edition, while the text on SuttaCentral will, as usual, be
presented without notes.

This meant we had to sort out the nearly 12,000 internal cross-
references, as well as over 7,000 external references. The internal
references required a great deal of work to standardize. To start
with, there is the problem that the entire text runs three distinct
referencing systems in parallel:

1. The “volume and page” of the pts Pali edition;
2. The “volume and page” of the English translation;
3. The “chapter and section” numbers, which are the same for
both editions.

It is a shame that the editors of the Pali editions did not uniformly
insist on a detailed “chapter and section” system, aswe are now in the
unfortunate situation where the academic standard is to reference
the volume and page of the increasingly outdated pts Pali paper
editions.

The situation is more complex than that, however. For the origi-
nal text placed the reference numbers at the end of the section they
refer to, following the Pali tradition. Such an arrangement does not
sit easily with the logic underlying modern documents, which are
codified in systems such as html, and for this edition we have relo-
cated all references to the beginning of the relevant section

In addition, Horner often used highly abbreviated forms of ref-
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erence, making it difficult to tell exactly what level of section or
subsection is being referred to. We have tried to eliminate this prob-
lem by spelling all references out in full. Once the references had
beenmade (so far as possible) entirely explicit and consistent, it was
a (relatively) simple matter to turn them into hyperlinks.Thus all of
the internal cross references should, in theory, link to the correct
place in the text. Any errors found in the references are likely to be
the result of the digitizing process, rather than being in the original
text, for errors of reference in the text are exceedingly rare (although
I have silently corrected a very few).

Abbreviations

The abbreviations follow the systemwe use on SuttaCentral. While
we do not arbitrarily violate accepted scholarly custom, the con-
straints of our environment force us to do some things differently.
For SuttaCentral, each abbreviation must be:

• Unique across the entire corpus;
• Case insensitive;
• Without special characters such as diacriticals;
• Usually two, hopefully no more than three, characters long.

While it may take some getting used to, the system is quite pow-
erful. “Bi-Pj 1” is “Bhikkhunī Pārājika 1”, “Kd 3.2.1” is “section 2, sub-
section 1 of the third Khandhaka”, and so on. I have also written in
full all of the rarely-used abbreviations, including almost all abbre-
viations for things outside the Pali canon. Table 1 presents a list of
abbreviations as used in this book.

Table 1: List of Abbreviations

BD The Book of the Discipline
Vin Pali Text Society’s Pali edition of the Vinayapiṭaka
Bu Bhikkhu
Bi Bhikkhunī
Pj Pārājika
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Ss Saṅghādisesa
Ay Aniyata
NP Nissaggiya Pācittiya
Pc Pācittiya
Pd Pāṭidesanīya
Sk Sekhiya
As Adhikaraṇasamatha
Kd Khandhaka
Prv Pārivāra
DN Dīgha Nikāya
MN Majjhima Nikāya
SN Saṁyutta Nikāya
AN Aṅguttara Nikāya
Kp Khuddakapātha
Dhp Dhammapada
Ud Udāna
It Itivuttaka
Snp Sutta Nipāta
Vv Vimānavatthu
Pv Petavatthu
Thag Theragāthā
Thig Therīgāthā
Tha-ap Thera-apadāna
Thi-ap Therī-apadāna
Ja Jātaka
Mnd Mahāniddesa
Cnd Cūḷaniddesa
Pt Paṭisambhidhāmagga
Ne Netti
Mil Milindapañha
Ds Dhammasaṅgaṇī
Vb Vibhaṅga
Pp Puggalapaññatti
Kv Kathāvatthu
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-a -Aṭṭhakathā (Commentary)
Vism Visuddhimagga
GS Gradual Sayings (pts translation of the Aṅguttara)
KS Kindred Sayings (pts translation of the Saṁyutta)

Note that in most references the “volume” is in Roman numerals.
The exceptions are the main references, Vin and bd, where the au-
tomated linking of cross-references would be mademore difficult
using Roman numerals, and they are therefore in ordinary numerals.
Thus Vin 2.34 means “Volume 2, page 34 of the pts Pali edition of the
Vinayapiṭaka”, while dn i.45 means “Volume 1, page 45 of the pts
Pali edition of the Dīgha Nikāya”. Where such texts appear without
Roman numerals, they indicate a sutta number; thus mn 34 means
“the thirty-fourth discourse of theMajjhima Nikāya”.

In addition, I have eliminated most of the abbreviations used by
Horner. She abbreviated “translated” as “transld.”, for example, and
peppered liberally through the text are countless other standard and
non-standard abbreviations that serve little purpose except to make
a difficult text more difficult.

The translation of the Pārājika rules

The single exception to the principle of preserving Horner’s transla-
tion lies in the Pārājika rules. Herewe present a substantially revised
translation byVen. Brahmali.The reason for presenting thismaterial
here is, on my part, a little embarrassing: I lost the originals.

What happened was this. When preparing the text, in discus-
sions with Ven. Brahmali, we agreed that this would be a wonderful
chance to correct and improve the many long-standing problems
with Horner’s translation. Yet we also wanted to honor her work
by presenting it as is. So we decided to produce a faithful digital
edition of her translation, and meanwhile, Ven. Brahmali under-
took a substantive revision. Ven. Brahmali is a Pali scholar of some
twenty years, was a major assistant to Bhikkhu Bodhi in the transla-
tions of the Saṁyutta and Aṅguttara Nikāyas, and has been teaching
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and practising the Vinaya for many years in a Sangha community; I
cannot think of anyone better qualified to do this work. Yet it is, of
course, a difficult and long process, and he has many other duties
calling his attention, so we agreed to release the Horner translation
first, and allow the revision to proceed at its own pace.

However, after handing the html files of the four Pārājikas to
Ven. Brahmali, I neglected to keep copies, while he, making the un-
warranted assumption that I was competent, proceeded to overwrite
the files I gave him. Of course, we still had the original Word docu-
ment, but it would be a long and dreary process to begin the markup
process from scratch. In addition, as it happens, the first Pārājika
is the place where Horner’s translation is the most deficient, due to
her Edwardian sense of propriety. So I decided to include Brahmali’s
translation of the four Pārājikas.

This creates some issues. First is that of consistency: Brahmali
uses some different renderings of Vinaya terms. Hopefully this will
not prove too confusing, and will be made up for by his more accu-
rate and articulate translation. More problematic, his translation
dispenses with the complex notes and cross-references of Horner’s
edition, since there is no need to duplicate this work. However, it
would be a shame to omit the notes from these important rules. So
I have made the choice, admittedly imperfect, to include Horner’s
notes with Brahmali’s translation.This occasionally results in incon-
gruity, repetition, or omission; I hope the reader can forgive such
infelicities under the circumstances. It should be borne in mind that
thiswill not be the final version of Ven. Brahmali’s translation.While
it is complete and careful as far as it goes, when translating the re-
mainder of the Vinaya it is to be expected that he will want to make
some corrections andmodifications to this section.

Structural changes

Some structural changes have been made. I have introduced a fuller
andmore informative set of headings, which were lacking in some
portions ofHorner’s text, notably theKhandhakas.Thedetailed head-
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ings are based on those found in theMahāsaṅgīti Pali edition used on
SuttaCentral.These mostly break the text at obvious places, which
usually, though not always, correspond to breaks of some kind in
Horner’s edition, such as section numbers, spaces in the text, or
notes on the end of sections. Occasionally, however, the breaks in
the Mahāsaṅgīti break impose theselves on the text, forcing new
paragraph breaks, as for example at the very beginning of the dis-
course on the eight wonderful qualities of the ocean (Kd 19.1.3); in
Horner’s text the Buddha’s speech starts in the same paragraph as
the introductory statement, whereas in the Mahāsaṅgīti edition the
Buddha’s speech begins after a new heading.

In a few cases theMahāsaṅgīti headings spell out the text inmore
detail, exposing the highly compressed form of Horner’s text in such
instances. While this might seem to add a certain disjointedness to
the text, as seen for example in Kd 11.11.1, it has the advantage of
revealing with greater clarity the extreme formalism of the text’s
structure.

In addition, the structure in a few cases has been adapted. Most
importantly, the Khandhakas are now treated as such, rather than
the artificial division of “Mahāvagga” and “Cullavagga”, which exist
only as conveniences for the manuscript editions, and which have
no counterparts in other Vinayas.

Two of Horner’s chapters in the Parivāra have been divided: her
Chapter IV has become Prv.4 and Prv.5, and her Chapter VII has
become Prv.8 and Prv.9.The numbering of other Chapters has been
adjusted accordingly, and I have made minor changes to some of the
wording so that the text remains comprehensible.This numbering
is used in the Mahāsaṅgīti Pali edition used on SuttaCentral, and
Horner’s extensive discussions of the problems with her numbering
(see BD6.xiii),which she based onOldenberg’s Pali text,make it clear
that theMahāsaṅgīti numbering is preferrable. Table 2 contains a
list of the changed numbering for the Parivāra chapters.

Many of the verses have been reformatted; in such cases I have
merely tried to present Horner’s wording in a clear manner, and
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Table 2: Changes in numbering for Parivāra Chapters

Horner SuttaCentral
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4 and 5
5 6
6 7
7 8 and 9
8 10
9 11
10 12
11 13
12 14
13 15
14 16
15 17
16 18
17 19
18 20
19 21

have not tried tomatch the verses line by line with the Pali. In one or
two cases—notably the lengthy passage at Kd 1.15.6—textmistakenly
treated as prose has been formatted as verse (without changing the
content).

In some cases, such as the Ekuttara of the Parivāra, I have treated
the text as a list for clarity.

Variant numbering for bhikkhunī rules

One area of difficulty is the numbering of the bhikkhunī rules.The
nuns incorporatemany of themonks’ rules, but these are notmarked
in the Pali text. We only know the full list of nuns’ rules from the
commentaries and the independent Nuns’ Pātimokkha texts. In most
cases this does not affect the numbering. The Sekhiyas and Adhi-
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karaṇasamathas are identical for monks and nuns.The Pātidesanīyas
are, on the other hand, completely different so there is no overlap.
With the Pācittiyas and the Nissaggiya Pācittiyas, the nuns’ rules are
listed at the start, and the monks’ rules added after, so they do not
affect the numbering.

However, in the case of the Pārājikas and Saṅghādisesas the num-
bering of the nuns’ rules is affected by the inclusion of the relevant
monks’ rules. The numbering in Horner’s text ignored the monks’
rules and simply listed the nuns’ rules in sequence as found in the
Pali. This follows the indications found at the end of each rule in the
Pali text; however the Pali is not consistent, as elsewhere the rules
are, as here, simply counted from one to eight (eg. Prv 2.1:Bi-Pj 6).
When incorporated as a combined edition on SuttaCentral each num-
ber must be unique. I have therefore changed the numbering of the
relevant rules for nuns as per Table 3.

Table 3: Changes in numbering of bhikkhunī rules

Horner SuttaCentral
Bi-Pj.1 Bi-Pj.5
Bi-Pj.2 Bi-Pj.6
Bi-Pj.3 Bi-Pj.7
Bi-Pj.4 Bi-Pj.8
Bi-Ss.7 Bi-Ss.10
Bi-Ss.8 Bi-Ss.11
Bi-Ss.9 Bi-Ss.12
Bi-Ss.10 Bi-Ss.13

Semantic markup

Oneof the featuresof our text is that it incorporates semanticmarkup.
(Of course this only applies to the html version.)This is especially
beneficial in the Vinaya, which has such a detailed and technical
structure. Thus rules are marked “rule”, terms defined as “term”,
definitions as “gloss”, and so on. Some of this semantic markup is
visible in the text, but not all. You can see, for example, that rules are
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bold, definitions are green, mnemonic verses are grey-on-grey, and
so on. I tried tomaintain a balance between readability and clarity of
structure.Thus there is much semantic information that is hidden,
but which can be exposed by a simple change to the css; it may also
be used for delimiting searches and the like. Note that the addition of
semantic tags is not complete. Table 4 contains a list of the semantic
tags used in the text.

Table 4: Semantic markup

bhik-
khuni

Matter concerning nuns.

kamma Formal acts of the Sangha and other codified state-
ments spoken in the midst of the Sangha.

jataka Jātaka type material.
sutta Sutta type material.
rule Any class of rule.
subrule A rule subsumed under another rule.
al-
lowance

An allowance by the Buddha.

uddana Mnemonic summary, usually in verse form.
term Word or phrase to be defined.
gloss Definition of such a word or phrase.
author Author, editor, or translator of a secondary

source.
essay Title of an article in a journal, etc. Note that we do

not use “article” for this to avoid conflicting with
the html5 article tag.

book Title of a book.
journal Title of an academic journal. These are usually

spelled out in full.
add Material added to the text by the translator. Usu-

ally consists of instructions for expanding abbre-
viated text.

gatha Verse.
namo Words of homage.

Much more can, and should, be done in this area, such as clearly
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marking all background stories, and so on. We hope to produce a
more fully marked up edition in the future, but this will wait for
further revisions of the translation by Ven. Brahmali.

Formats

In such a massive and complex text, I can hardly hope to have elimi-
nated all mistakes. Despite the great help given by the many hands
who have worked on this edition, I am all too conscious of what
remains undone. Yet other duties call, and I cannot delay this pub-
lication indefinitely. Of course, one of the advantages of a digital
edition is that it allows for progressive enhancement and correction.
If you notice any mistakes, I would be grateful if you would point
them out to me.

We have produced the text as html, and the ebook format epub,
in addition to a pdf version producedwith LATEX.My own experience
with the various ebook formats is that they are erratic and unstable,
and display quite differently on each device.This is particularly the
case for a complex document such as this. We have, nevertheless,
done our best to produce standards compliant and clean files, and
they work well on the systems we have used for testing.¹ The pdf
should, of course, work well everywhere. Since the base text is in
clean html5, it can be readily adapted to other formats. If you make
any substantive adaptations, or would like to see a different format,
please let me know.

The licence of the text allows for a printed edition as long as it
is for free distribution.The pdf we have produced is, however, opti-
mized for the screen. If you would like to sponsor a printed edition,
please contactme and Iwill help prepare a pdf to your specifications.

Bhikkhu Sujato
Sydney, March 2014.

¹ One bug I am aware of: in the ebook reader Calibre, the popup footnotes will not
work properly in the default “paged mode”; choose the “flowmode” and all should
be well. (Incidentally, I have not had good results using Calibre to convert this file
into other formats, as it dirties the code and breaks the footnotes.)
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Homage to the Master, theArahant, the truly Awakened One

The origin of the Vinaya
BD 1.1

Bu-Pj 1.1.1

Vin 3.1

At one time the¹ Buddha, the Master, was staying at Verañjā² near
Naḷeru s̓ Nimba tree³ with a great Sangha of five hundred monks.
Now a brahmin⁴ of Verañjā was told:
“Sir⁵, the recluse⁶ Gotama, the Sakyan,⁷ having gone forth from

the Sakyan clan, is staying at Verañjā near Naleru s̓ Nimba tree with
a great Sangha of five hundred monks.ThatMaster Gotama has ac-
quired a good reputaton,⁸ thus:

‘He is indeed aMaster, an arahant, fully awakened, accomplished
in true knowledge and conduct, fortunate, knower of the worlds,
unrivalled trainer of tamable people, teacher of gods and humans,
the Awakened One, the Master. Having realised with his own direct

BD 1.2

knowledge thisworldwith its gods, its lords of death and its supreme

¹ From here to end of Bu-Pj 1.1.1 cf. an iv.173. ² Quoted at dn-a i.12. Vin-a 108
merely says that Verañjā was the name of a town. It is mentioned again at an iv.172,
an iv.197. At an ii.57 it is said that Gotama was “journeying along the high-road
betweenMadhurā andVerañjā.” ForMadhurā on the Jumna see Buddhist India, p. 36;
C.H.I.i.316. mn4 says that Gotama addressed some brahmins and householders
from Verañjā at Sāvatthī. ³ Vin-a 108 says that here the yakkha is called Naḷeru,
that pucimanda is the nimba-tree (Azadirachta Indica), and thatmūlaṁ is samīpaṁ.
Cf. Pucimandajātaka, Ja iii.33. ⁴ Vin-a 111,mātāpitūhi katanāmavasena panāyam
Udayo ti vuccati. ⁵ See Introduction, bd 1.xxxviii. ⁶ See Introduction, bd 1.lff.
⁷ Brahmali: Sakyaputta, literally son of the Sakyan(s), but a Pali idiommeaning
simply “a Sakyan.” ⁸ cf. dn i.87.
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beings, this population with its recluses and brahmins, its gods and
humans, he makes it known to others. He teaches a Dhamma that is
good in the beginning, good in the middle and good in the end, with
the right meaning and phrasing; he reveals a perfectly complete and
pure spiritual life.ʼ Good indeed it is to see such arahants.”¹

Bu-Pj 1.1.2

Then the brahmin of Verañjā approached theMaster, exchanged
friendly greetings with him and sat down to one side.² He then said

Vin 3.2

this to theMaster:
“I have heard, good³ Gotama, that the recluse Gotama does not

pay homage to brahmins who are worn, old, burdened with years,
advanced in life, come to the last stage;⁴ nor that he stands up for
them or offers them a seat.This is indeed so, for the good⁵ Gotama
does not pay homage to brahmins who are worn, old, burdened with
years, advanced in life, come to the last stage; nor does he stand up
for them or offer them a seat.This, good Gotama, is not proper.”⁶
“Brahmin, in the world with its gods, its lords of death and its

supreme beings, in this population with its recluses and brahmins,
its gods and humans, I do not see one to whom I should pay homage,
for whom I should rise up or to whom I should offer a seat. For if the
Tathāgata should pay homage to anyone, rise up for him or offer him

BD 1.3

a seat, his head might even split asunder.”⁷
Bu-Pj 1.1.3

¹ All this is stock. ² Brahmali: The following is found in almost identical
terms at an8.11. ³ Bho. This is the vocative, singular and plural, of bhavant. See
Introduction, bd 1.xxxviii. ⁴ Also stock; cf., e.g., mn i.82, Snpp. 50, Snpp. 92;
Vin 2.188. ⁵ Bhavaṁ. ⁶ Na sampaṇṇaṁ eva. Vin-a 130 taṁ abhivādanādīnaṁ
akaraṇaṁ ayuitaṁ eva. Similar passages are at an i.67 (an-a: na yuttaṁ eva, na anuc-
chavikaṁ eva). Translator at gs i.63 says “the idea here is ‘not the perfect gentleman’
or ‘bad form.’ ” See also an iii.223; an iv.173. ⁷ muddhāpi tassa vipateyya. Bud-
dhaghosa explains at Vin-a 131: “the head of thatman (tassa puggalassa) having been
cut off from the neck, may it fall to the ground.” Same phrase occurs at dn i.143;
dn iii.19; Dhp 72.
Cf. Ja v.33,muddhāpi tassa vipphateyya sattadhāwith variant readings: vipa-, vipha-

and phaleyyuṁ. Cf. Ja v.493,muddhāpi me sattadhā phaleyya (“perhaps the best read-
ing”—Pali-English Dictionary), and ibid.,muddhāpi tassa vipateyya sattadhā.
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“The revered¹ Gotama lacks taste.”²
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama lacks taste.ʼ For tastes for forms, sounds,
scents, flavours, and tangible objects—these have been destroyed by
the Tathāgata, cut off at the root, made like a palm-stump, so utterly
done away with that they are incapable of future arising. This is a
way in which one could truly say of me, ‘the recluse Gotama lacks
taste.ʼ But that is not what you meant.”
“The revered Gotama is without enjoyment.”³
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama is without enjoyment.ʼ For enjoyments of
forms, sounds, scents, flavours, and tangible objects—these have
been destroyed by the Tathāgata, cut off at the root,made like a palm-
stump, so utterly done away with that they are incapable of future
arising.This is a way in which one could truly say of me, ‘the recluse

BD 1.4

Gotama is without enjoyment.ʼ But that is not what you meant.”
“The revered Gotama professes the doctrine of non-action.”⁴
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama professes the doctrine of non-action.ʼ For I
teach the non-doing ofmisconduct by body, speech andmind. I teach
the non-doing of manifold bad unwholesome actions.This is a way
in which one could truly say of me, ‘the recluse Gotama professes
the doctrine of non-action.ʼ But that is not what you meant.”
“The revered Gotama professes the doctrine of annihilation.”⁵
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

¹ Bhavaṁ. ² Arasarūpa. Vin-a 131 takes this tomean lack of goodmanners. Gotama
is said not to show complete taste, which consists in paying reverence, making
salutation, getting up from the seat and making a respectful greeting. cf. Tait-
tirīya Upaniṣad ii.7. ³ Nibbhoga, or “property,” as at gs iv.118. Vin-a 134 says that
greeting the aged is sāmaggiparibhoga. ⁴ For this passage to end of Bu-Pj 1.1.3 cf.
Vin 1.234–236 and an iv.180ff., in both of which Gotama is represented as speaking
with the General Sīha. The theory of non-action is usually attributed to Pūraṇa
Kassapa, as at dn i.52f.The theory of kiriyavādin and akiriyavādin is also stated at
an i.62. ⁵ Ucchedavāda, or cutting off. cf. dn i.34. Rhys Davids refers to Kaṭha
Upaniṣad i.20, where the doubt as to whether, after a man is dead, he exists or not,
is also voiced by Naciketas. Cf. also mn ii.228.
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me, ‘the recluse Gotama professes the doctrine of annihilation.ʼ For
I speak of the annihilation of sense desire, anger and confusion;¹ I
speak of the annihilation of manifold bad unwholesome qualities.
This is a way in which one could truly say of me, ‘the recluse Go-
tama professes the doctrine of annihilation.ʼ But that is not what you

Vin 3.3

meant.”
“The revered Gotama is one who detests.”²
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama is one who detests.ʼ For I detest misconduct
by body, speech andmind, and the acquisition³ of manifold bad un-

BD 1.5

wholesome qualities. This is a way in which one could truly say of
me, ‘the recluse Gotama is one who detests.ʼ But that is not what you
meant.”
“The revered Gotama is a disciplinarian.”⁴
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama is a disciplinarian.ʼ For I teach the Dhamma
for the disciplining of sense desire, anger and confusion; I teach the
Dhamma for the disciplining of manifold bad unwholesome qualities.
This is a way in which one could truly say of me, ‘the recluse Gotama
is a disciplinarian.ʼ But that is not what you meant.”
“The revered Gotama is one who practises austerities.”⁵
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama is one who practises austerities.ʼ For I say
that bad unwholesome qualities—misconduct by body, speech and

¹ cf. sn iv.252, definition of nibbāna. ² Jegucchī, one who loathes, or feels abhor-
rence. See Dialogues of the Buddha i.237, n. 2, and cf.mn i.77, mn i.78. ³ Samāpatti.
⁴ Venayika. Vin-a 135 says that the brahmin did not see the lord paying reverence
and so forth, and said that he restrained these acts with regard to the “highest in
the world,” therefore he thought him one to be restrained, one to be suppressed.
At mn i.140 Gotama is represented as telling the monks that he is charged with
being venayika. It here seems to mean annihilationist, for it is combined with: “he
preaches the disintegration, the destruction and annihilation of existing creatures.”
But as translator (gs iv.119, n. 4) remarks, we have natthika and ucchedavāda for ni-
hilist and annihilationist. See loc. cit. for valuable remarks, andanv.190. ⁵ Tapassī,
connected with tapas, literally burnt up. It can also mean “one who has his senses
under control.”
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mind—are to be burned up.¹ He who has destroyed the bad unwhole-
some qualities that are to be burned up, who has cut them off at the
root, made them like a palm-stump, done away with them so utterly
that they are incapable of future arising—him I call one who prac-
tises austerities.The Tathāgata has destroyed the bad unwholesome
qualities that are to be burned up, has cut them off at the root, made

BD 1.6

them like a palm tree, done away with them so utterly that they are
incapable of future arising. This is a way in which one could truly
say of me, ‘the recluse Gotama is one who practises austerities.ʼ But
that is not what you meant.”
“The revered Gotama is withdrawn.”²³
“There is indeed, brahmin, a way in which one could truly say of

me, ‘the recluse Gotama is withdrawn.ʼ He whose future conception
in a womb, whose rebirth in a future life, is destroyed and cut off
at the root, made like a palm-stump, so utterly done away with that
it is incapable of future arising—him I call one who is withdrawn.
The Tathāgatas̓ future conception in a womb, his rebirth in a future
life, is destroyed and cut off at the root, made like a palm-stump, so
utterly done away with that he is incapable of future arising.This
is a way in which one could truly say of me, ‘the recluse Gotama is
withdrawn.ʼ But that is not what you meant.”

Bu-Pj 1.1.4

“Brahmin, suppose there was a hen⁴ with eight or ten or twelve
eggs, which she had properly covered, properly warmed and prop-
erly incubated. Is the first chick that hatches safely—having pierced
through the egg-shell with the point of the claw on its foot, or with
its beak—to be called the eldest or the youngest?”
“He is to be called the eldest, good Gotama, for he is the eldest of

those.”
“Even so, brahmin, in this generation without understanding,

being like an egg, covered over, I alone⁵ in the world have split the
Vin 3.4

BD 1.7
¹ tapanīyā; cf. an i.49 and “should bemortified” at gs iv.120. ² Brahmali:The Pali
puns on the word apagabbha, which has the double meaning of “timid” and “not
going to a womb”, i.e. not being reborn. “Withdrawn” is an attempt at capturing
this. ³ apagabbha. Vin-a 136, the brahmin says that Gotama is either destined to
be reborn again in amother’s womb or not to arise in a deva-world. ⁴ cf.mn i.104.
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eggshell of ignorance and reached the unsurpassed full awakening.
I, brahmin, am the world s̓ eldest¹ and best.²

Bu-Pj 1.1.5

“Brahmin,³ I was firmly energetic and had clarity of mindfulness;
my body was tranquil and mymind unified. Fully secluded from the
five senses, secluded from unwholesomemental qualities, I entered
and remained in the first jhāna, which consists of rapture and hap-
piness born of seclusion, accompanied by movement of the mind.
Through the stilling of the movement of the mind, I entered and
remained in the second jhāna, which has internal confidence and
unification of mind⁴ and consists of rapture and happiness born
of samādhi. Through the fading away of rapture, I remained even-
minded, mindful and clearly comprehending, experiencing happi-
ness directly, and I entered and remained in the third jhāna of which
the noble one declare, ‘he is even-minded, mindful, and abides in
happiness.ʼ Through the abandoning of happiness and suffering and
the earlier ending of joy and displeasure,⁵ I entered and remained
in the fourth jhāna, which has neither suffering nor happiness and
consists of purity of mindfulness and even-mindedness.⁶

Bu-Pj 1.1.6

Thenwith themind collected, clarified, purified, flawless, void of
taints, grown soft and pliable, steady and imperturbable,⁷ I directed

BD 1.8

it⁸ to the knowledge of the memory of former lives. I recollected
many past lives, that is to say, one birth,⁹ two births, three births,
four births, five births, ten births, twenty births, thirty births, forty
births, fifty births, a hundred births, a thousand births, a hundred
thousand births, and many eons of world dissolution, many eons of

⁵ eko = eko adutiyo, Vin-a 139. ¹ Vin-a 140, on account of being thefirst-born among
ariyas. In Vin-a 165 ariyas are defined as Buddhas, paccekabuddhas, and the dis-
ciples of Buddhas. ² cf. dn ii.15, aggo, jeṭṭho, seṭṭho. ³ This passage to end of
Bu-Pj 1.1.8 below = mn i.21, but theMajjhima omits the simile of the chick. ⁴ ekodib-
hāva. ⁵ Explained by the Commentary tomean bodily ease and bodily discomfort.
⁶ cf. an i.53; sn v.318. ⁷ Vin 3.4; mn i.22, read āṇañjappattewith variant readings;
an ii.211; dn i.76; mn i.182 all read āṇejjappatte.This passage to end of Bu-Pj 1.1.8
below = mn i.22 = mn i.182–183, except that these omit the simile of the chick. ⁸ cf.
an ii.211; dn i.76ff. ⁹ cf. sn ii.122.
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world evolution,¹ and many eons of both dissolution and evolution:
“There I had such a name, such a family, such appearance,² such food,
such experience of happiness and suffering, and such a life-span.
Passing away from there I was reborn elsewhere, and there I had
such a name… and such a life-span. Passing away from there I was
reborn here. Thus I recollected many past lives with their charac-
teristics and particulars.”This was the first knowledge attained by
me in the first watch of that night;³ ignorance was dispelled, under-
standing arose, darkness was dispelled, light arose, as it is for one
who remains heedful, ardent and energetic.⁴ This, brahmin, was my
first successful breaking forth like a chick s̓ from the eggshell.

BD 1.9

Bu-Pj 1.1.7 Thenwith themind collected, clarified, purified, flawless, void of
taints, grown soft and pliable, steady and imperturbable, I directed
it to the knowledge of the arising and passing away of beings. With

Vin 3.5

the purified divine eye surpassing that of humans, I saw beings pass-
ing away and getting reborn, inferior and superior, beautiful and
ugly, gone to good destinations⁵ and bad destinations,⁶ and I under-
stood how beings fare according to their kamma: ‘These beings⁷ who
engaged in misconduct by body, speech andmind, who abused the
noble ones, held wrong view and acted accordingly,⁸ at the break-
ing up of the body after death, have arisen in the plane of misery,
a bad destination, the abyss, hell. But these beings who engaged in

¹ I follow Lord Chalmers’, translation at Further Dialogues of the Buddha i.15, for,
although it is not perfect, it gives the idea that the process is eternally repeated.
ks ii.86 reads “æon of involution … of evolution ”; gs iv.121, “rolling on and rolling
back ”; gs ii.145, “rolling up and rolling back.”The brahmanic idea is that as Viṣṇu
sleeps on the giant cobra, he dreams the world; this is its out-rolling, its coming
to be. When he awakes the world falls into nothingness, it is withdrawn, until the
god sleeps and dreams again. ² Vin-a 160, evaṁvaṇṇo ti odāto vā sāmo vā. ³ See
Further Dialogues of the Buddha i.15, n. 1 for this night being occupied with the “chain
of causation,” as at Vin 1.1. ⁴ pahitatta; see Mrs. Rhys Davids,The Birth of Indian
Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 295. ⁵ Vin-a 164, sugate ti sugatigate
… duggate ti duggatigate, literally gone to a good bourn, etc.; or, in a good bourn, etc.
⁶ Vin-a 164, sugate ti sugatigate … duggate ti duggatigate, literally gone to a good
bourn, etc.; or, in a good bourn, etc. ⁷ Bhonto. ⁸ kammasamādāna, translated
at gs iii.295, “action’s moulding,” and at gs iv.122, “men who have acquired this
karma.”
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good conduct of body, speech andmind, who did not abuse the noble
ones, held right view and acted accordingly, at the breaking up of
the body after death, have arisen in a good destination, a heaven
world.Thus with the purified divine eye surpassing that of humans,
I saw beings passing away and getting reborn, inferior and superior,
beautiful and ugly, gone to good destinations and bad destinations,
and I understood how beings fare according to their kamma.¹This
was the second knowledge attained byme in themiddlewatch of that
night. Ignorance was dispelled, understanding arose, darkness was
dispelled, light arose, as it is for one who remains heedful, ardent
and energetic. This, brahmin, was my second successful breaking
forth, like a chick s̓ from the eggshell.

Bu-Pj 1.1.8

Then²with themind collected, clarified, purified, flawless, void of
BD 1.10

taints, grown soft and pliable, steady and imperturbable, I directed it
to the knowledge of the ending of the corruptions. I knew according
to reality: This is suffering, this is the arising of suffering, this is
the ending of suffering, this is the course leading to the ending of
suffering. I knew according to reality:These are the corruptions, this
is the arising of the corruptions, this is the ending of the corruptions,
this is the course leading to the ending of the corruptions. When I
knew and saw this, my mind was freed from the corruption of sense
desire,mymindwas freed from the corruptionof existence,mymind
was freed fromthe corruptionof false views,mymindwas freed from
the corruption of ignorance.³When itwas freed, I knew,⁴ “It is freed,”
and I understood that birth is ended, the spiritual life has been lived,
the job has been done, there is no further state of existence.⁵ This
was the third knowledge attained by me in the third watch of that
night. Ignorance was dispelled, understanding arose, darkness was
dispelled, light arose, as it is for one who remains heedful, ardent
and energetic.⁶ This, brahmin, was my third successful breaking

Vin 3.6

forth, like a chick s̓ from the eggshell.”
Bu-Pj 1.1.9

¹ This passage = sn ii.122f. ² For this passage cf. an ii.211; mn i.23; mn iii.36.
³ These are the four āsavā. At mn i.23 and an ii.211, an iv.179 only three āsavas are
mentioned. ⁴ Cf. gs ii.225, n. 2; gs iv.123. ⁵ One of the formulæ of arahantship
⁶ To here from Bu-Pj 1.1.5 above = mn i.21 (and of mn i.182–183).
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When this had been said, the brahmin of Verañjā said to the
Master:
“Good Gotama is the eldest; good Gotama is the best. Wonderful,

good Gotama, wonderful. As one might set upright what had been
overturned, or reveal what had been hidden, or show the way to
one who was lost, or bring a lamp into the darkness so that those
with eyes might see forms—even so has the good Gotamamade the

BD 1.11

Dhamma clear in many ways. To good¹ Gotama I go for refuge, and
to the Dhamma and to the Sangha of monks. May the good Gotama
accept me as a lay follower who from today has gone for refuge for
life.² May the good Gotama consent to spend the rains at Verañjā
togetherwith theSanghaofmonks.”TheMaster consentedby silence.
Then the brahmin of Verañjā, understanding that the Master had
consented, rose from his seat, paid homage to him and departed,
keeping his right side towards him.

Bu-Pj 1.2.1 At that time Verañjā³ was short of food⁴ and stricken by hunger,
with crops blighted and turned to straw. It was not easy to keep one-
self going⁵ by collecting alms. Just then some horse-dealers from

¹ Here bhagavantaṁ; at an iv.179 bhavantaṁ. ² Vin 1.236; mn i.24, mn i.488f.,
etc., for this stock passage. To here, from beginning of this Pārājika, cf. an iv.173.
³ Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, ii.193, says that Jātaka no. 183 is derived from this
Vinaya story; and that the Commentary on Dhp83 is derived from this Jātaka; cf.
Dhp-a ii.153ff. ⁴ Cf. below Bu-Pj 1.5.5; Bu-Pj 4.1.1.
Themeaning of these four stock-phrases is doubtful: (1) Short of almsfood = dubb-

hikkhā; may also mean: (suffering from) famine. Vin-a 174, dullabhikkhā, almsfood
(was) hard to get. (2) Difficult to obtain = dvīhitikā; may also mean: crops were bad.
See article in Pali-English Dictionary. (3) Suffering from famine = setaṭṭhikā; may
also mean: i) (strewnwith) white bones, ii) mildew. So translated at Vinaya Texts
iii.326 Vin 2.256), where this word used in simile = an iv.279, translated gs iv.185 (see
gs iv.185 n. 2), “white-as-bones” (disease). (4) Food tickets were issued = salākāvuttā;
may also mean: people subsisted on blades of grass. Vin-a 175 gives both mean-
ings. gs i.142 = an i.160: grown to mere stubs. At an i.24 Kuṇḍadhāna is called “chief
among those who are the first to receive a food ticket” (gs i.18). an-a i.260f. appar-
ently refers to a food ticket. Cf. Vin-a 174f., an-a ii.257, sn-a iii.106. Also gs i.142,
ks iv.228 (= an i.160, sn iv.323) and their notes. ⁵ yāpetuṁ. Cf. description of Vesālī
in opposite terms at Vin 1.238.
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Uttarāpathaka¹ entered the rains residence at Verañjā with five hun-
BD 1.12

dred horses. In the horse-pen² they prepared patthameasure after
patthameasure of steamed grain ³ for the monks.Themonks, hav-
ing dressed in the morning, took their bowls and robes and entered
Verañjā for alms. Being unable to obtain anything, they went to the
horse-pen. Having brought the patthameasures of steamed grain
back to the monastery, they pounded them and ate them. Venerable
Ānanda, having crushed a patthameasure of the steamed grain on a
stone, took it to theMaster, and theMaster ate it.

Now theMaster had heard the sound of the mortar. Tathāgatas
sometimes ask knowing,⁴ and knowing sometimes do not ask; they
ask knowing the right time to ask, and they ask knowing the right
timewhen not to ask. Tathāgatas askwhen it is beneficial,⁵ not when

BD 1.13

¹ Probably meaning Northern India, see B.C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism,
p. 48. At Ja ii.287 five hundred horse-dealers from Uttarāpatha are mentioned. Also
a certain dealer had five hundred horses. ² Āssamaṇḍalika. Vin-a 176 says: “Not
being able to journey during the four rainy months in this district, they built
outside the city in a place not submerged by water, sleeping quarters (vāsāgara)
forthemselves and stables (mandira) for the horses, encircled by a fence.” ³ Pattha-
paṭṭhamūlaka = Dhp-a ii.154, where n. 4 gives Fausböll’s reading, pattan thūlakaṁ. In
my copy of Fausböll’s edition of the Dhammapada, which was formerly Trenckner’s,
Trenckner has altered this reading to patthaṁmūlakaṁ. Vin-a 176 reads °pulakaṁ
with variant readingmūlakaṁ. Pattha is a measure of a certain capacity. See Rhys
Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 18. At Vin-a 176 it is said: pattho nāma
nāḷimattaṁ. Nāḷimattaṁ would seem to mean as much as a tube or hollow stalk
holds; translated at gs ii.210 “root-fibres.” Snp-a 476 says cattāro patthā āḷhakaṁ, an
āḷhaka being another measure; thus one pattha = ¼ āḷhaka. At Dhp-a ii.70; Pv-a 283
and Ja i.419 pattha is used of ajalaṇḍika, put down a bad monk’s throat.
Buddhaghosa says, Vin-a 176, that a patthameasure of pulakawas prepared for

eachmonk, the horse-dealers saying, “What if we were now to take a patthamea-
sure from the morning meal of each horse and give it to each monk.Thus they will
not suffer and the horses will be kept going.” Buddhaghosa says, pulakaṁ nāma
nitthusan katvā ussedetvā gahitayavataṇḍulā vuccanti, which would seem to mean:
“having done away with the husk and having steamed it—pulaka is the name of
barley and rice husked and taken after steaming” = steamed—i.e., rice ready for
boiling.
Ussedeti is not given in Pali-English Dictionary, but sedeti is given as causative of

sijjati, to heat, to steam. ⁴ = Vin 1.158 = Vin 3.88–89 below.
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it is unbeneficial; in regard to what is unbeneficial, the Tathāgatas
have destroyed the bridge.¹²The Buddhas, the Masters, question the
monks for two reasons: “We shall teach the Dhamma or lay down a
training rule for the disciples.”

Then theMaster addressed Venerable Ānanda: “Ānanda, what is
this sound of a mortar?”

Then Venerable Ānanda informed theMaster.
Vin 3.7

“Good, good, Ānanda, you who are superior people³ have con-
quered⁴ (the problems of famine);⁵ later generations⁶ will despise
even rice and meat.”

Bu-Pj 1.2.2

Then Venerable Mahāmoggallāna⁷ approached theMaster, paid
homage to him and sat down to one side. He then said to him:
“Atpresent,Master,Verañjā is short of foodandstrickenbyhunger,

BD 1.14

with crops blighted and turned to straw. It is not easy to keep one-
self going by collecting alms. Master, the under-surface of this great
earth is abounding with food,⁸ and its taste is just like pure honey.⁹
It would be good, Master, if I inverted the earth,¹⁰ so that the monks
might enjoy the nutritive essence of the water-plants.”
“But what will you do with those creatures, Moggallāna, who are

⁵ Attha, in Sakya the positive goal. The translators of Vin 1.158 at Vinaya Texts, i.327
translate atthasaṁhita as “full of sense,” thus taking attha (quite unnecessarily)
in its later, debased and narrowed meaning. The negative word anattha appears
at Vin 1.10 in the First Utterance, the positive form being there absent. See gs iv.,
gs vii. and gs xix. ¹ Brahmali:This seems to mean that Tathāgatas are unable
to do what is unbeneficial due to their achievement of awakening, cf. Vin-a i.180,7.
² Setughāta. Vin-a 180 says setu vuccati maggo.Thus if we follow Buddhaghosa in
this interpretation of setughāta, the rendering “the bridge is pulled down for the
Tathāgatas” of Vinaya Texts i.327 must be given up. Cf. an i.220, where it seems
to mean the breaking down of new actions; and cf. an i.260; an ii.145; Ds 299ff.
³ Sappurisa. On prefix sa- seeMrs. Rhys Davids, Introduction to gs i.ixf. ⁴ Vijitaṁ,
also meaning conquered, subdued. Vin-a 180 says dubbhikkhaṁ vijitaṁ lobho vijito
icchācāro vijito. ⁵ Brahmali: See Vin-a i.180,24. ⁶ Pacchimā janatā. Vin-a 181
says anāgate; also that they will be sitting in the vihāra, getting food easily, but
feeling nothing but contempt for it as being not to their liking. Cf. below, bd 1.66.
⁷ Generally paired with Sāriputta. At an i.23 he is called chief among the disciples
who have psychic power. Cf. Vin 1.39;Thag 382ff. ⁸ Brahmali: See Vin-a i.182,9.
⁹ For this simile cf. dn iii.87. ¹⁰ Vin-a 182 explains: so as to turn up the lowest
level to the top.
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supported by the earth?”
“Master, I will make one of my hands broad, like the great earth,

and I will make those creatures who are supported by the earth go
there.Then with the other hand I will invert the earth.”
“Enough, Moggallāna, please do not invert the earth, or beings

may become deranged.”¹
“It would be good, Master, if the whole Sangha of monks could go

to Uttarakuru² for alms.”
“Enough, Moggallāna, do not pursue this idea.”

Bu-Pj 1.3.1Now while Venerable Sāriputta³ was in seclusion, he thought
this: “For which Buddhas, for whichMasters, did the spiritual life
not last long? ForwhichBuddhas, forwhichMasters, did the spiritual
life last long?”

Then, in the evening, Venerable Sāriputta came out of seclusion
and approached theMaster. He paid homage to him, sat down to one
side and said this: “Just now, Master, as I was in seclusion, I thought

BD 1.15

this: ‘For which Buddhas … last long?ʼ”
“Sāriputta, the spiritual life established byMaster Vipassī,⁴ Mas-

ter Sikhī and Master Vesabhū did not last long. But the spiritual
life established byMaster Kakusandha,⁵ Master Konāgamana and
Master Kassapa did last long.”

Bu-Pj 1.3.2

“Andwhat,Master, is the reasonwhy the spiritual life established
by Master Vipassī, Master Sikhī and Master Vesabhū did not last
long?”
“Sāriputta, Master Vipassī, Master Sikhī and Master Vessabhū

were disinclined to teach the Dhamma in detail to their disciples.

¹ Vipallāsa, from vi + pari + as, literally to throw round against. ² B.C. Law in his
Geography of Early Buddhism, p. 17, p. 53, says that Uttarakuru “is alluded to in Pāli
literature as a mythical region.” ³ Usually paired withMoggallāna. See Psalms
of the Bretheren, p. 340. At an i.23 he is called chief among the disciples “of great
wisdom.” ⁴ Some of the 24 Buddhas. For Sikhin see sn i.155ff., and for all three
Ja i.4ff.; dn ii.2ff. ⁵ The last three Buddhas before the present supreme Buddha.
Cf. Ja i.43; Dhp-a i.84, Dhp-a iii.236; dn ii.2ff.
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They had few discourses¹ in prose and in prose and verse, few exposi-
tions, verses, inspired utterances,² quotations, birth stories, amazing
accounts and analyses³⁴; and training rules were not laid down and
a Pātimokkha was not recited. After the disappearance of those Bud-
dhas, thoseMasters, after the disappearance⁵ of the disciples enlight-
ened under those Buddhas,⁶ those who were the last disciples—of
various names, clans,⁷ and social strata,⁸ who had gone forth from

BD 1.16

various families—caused that spiritual life rapidly to disappear. It
is just like various flowers, lying on a flat piece of wood⁹ without
being tied together by a thread, are scattered about, whirled about
and destroyed by the wind. Why is that? Because they are not held
together by a thread. Even so, at the disappearance of those Buddhas,
those Masters, at the disappearance of the disciples enlightened un-
der those Buddhas, those who were the last disciples—of various
names, clans and social strata, who had gone forth from various fam-
ilies—caused that spiritual life rapidly to disappear. Instead those
Masters were untiring in exhorting their disciples, after reading
their minds with their own.¹⁰

Formerly, Sāriputta, while staying in a certain frightening jun-
gle thicket, Master Vessabhū, the arahant, the fully Awakened One,
exhorted and admonished a Sangha of a thousandmonks, reading

¹ See Further Dialogues of the Buddha i.93, n. 1 on meaning of “Suttas”; not explained
in Vinaya Commentary on above passage. Also on these names see E.J. Thomas,
History of BuddhistThought, p. 277ff., and J. Przyluski, Le Concile de Rājagṛha, p. 342ff.
At dn-a i.23f., Vin-a 28, an-a iii.5f., Atthasālinī 26, these nine aṅgas of the Canon
are listed and described. ² Udāna. On this name see Sacred Books of the Bud-
dhists, Vol. XIII, p. vf. ³ Brahmali: Vedalla. ⁴ On derivation of vedalla, see J.
Przyluski, Le Concile de Rājagṛha, p. 344; E.J. Thomas,History of BuddhistThought,
p. 278, n. 1. ⁵ Vin-a 187, “after the disappearance of the khandhas, after the parinib-
bāna.” ⁶ Vin-a 187, anubuddhā = sammukhasāvakā. AtThag 679 = Thag 1246 = sn i.193
buddhānubuddho yo thero Koṇḍañño, translated, “who next to our great Waked One
was awake.” sn-a i.282 says: “The Teacher was first enlightened in the four truths,
afterwards the thera.”Thusan interestingvariation is apparent in the interpretation
of buddhānubuddho as given by sn-a and Vin-a ⁷ Vin-a 187, such as “protected by
Buddha, protected by dhamma.” ⁸ Vin-a 187, such as khattiya, brāhmaṇa. ⁹ pha-
laka, a board, a plank. Perhaps a tray here, such as flower-vendors carry. ¹⁰ Cf.
dn i.79; mn i.445; sn ii.233.
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their minds with his own, saying: ‘Think like this,¹ not like this;²
pay attention like this,³ not like this;⁴ forsake this;⁵ having attained
this,⁶ abide in it.ʼ Then, when those thousand monks had been ex-
horted and admonished byMaster Vessabhū, the arahant, the fully
Awakened One, their minds were freed from the corruptions with-
out grasping.⁷ But if anyone not devoid of desire should enter that
frightening jungle- thicket, usually their hair would stand on end.

BD 1.17

This is the reasonwhy the spiritual life established byMasterVipassī,
Master Sikhī andMaster Vesabhū did not last long.”

Bu-Pj 1.3.3

“But what, Master, is the reason why the spiritual life established
byMaster Kakusandha, Master Konāgamana andMaster Kassapa
lasted long?”

Vin 3.9

“Sāriputta, Master Kakusandha, Master Konāgamana andMaster
Kassapa were diligent in teaching the Dhamma in detail to their
disciples. They had many discourses in prose and in prose and in
verse, many expositions, verses, inspired utterances, quotations,
birth stories, amazing accounts and analyses; and training rules for
their disciples were laid down and a Pātimokkha was recited. At the
disappearance of those Buddhas, thoseMasters, at the disappearance
of the disciples who were enlightened under those Buddhas, those
whowere the last disciples—ofvariousnames, clans and social strata,
who had gone forth fromvarious families—established that spiritual
life for a long time. It is just like various flowers, lying on a piece of
woodbut beingwell tied together by a thread, are not scattered about,
whirled about or destroyed by the wind. Why is that? Because they
are well tied together by the thread. Even so, at the disappearance of
those Buddhas, those Masters, at the disappearance of the disciples
whowere enlightened under those Buddhas, those whowere the last
disciples—of various names, clans and social strata, who had gone
forth from various families—established that spiritual life for a long

¹ Vin-a 188, i.e. to the three vitakkā: viz., renunciation, benevolence and non-injury.
² Vin-a 188, to their opposites: viz., sensual pleasures, malevolence and injury.
³ Vin-a 188, i.e. to impermanence, sorrow and non-self. ⁴ Vin-a 188, i.e. to their
opposites. ⁵ Vin-a 188, i.e. what is wrong. ⁶ Vin-a 188, i.e. what is right.
⁷ Anupādāya.
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time.This is the reason why the spiritual life established byMaster
Kakusandha, Master Konāgamana andMaster Kassapa lasted long.”

Bu-Pj 1.3.4

Then Venerable Sāriputta got up from his seat, put his robe over
one shoulder, put the palms of his hands together and said to the

BD 1.18

Master:
“This is the right time, Master,¹ to lay down training rules and

recite a Pātimokkha, so that this spiritual life may persist and last
for a long time.”
“Hold on, Sāriputta, the Tathāgata will know the right time for

that.The teacher does not lay down training rules for his disciples
and recite a Pātimokkha until the causes of corruption appear in the
Sangha.² And they do not appear until the Sangha has attained long
standing,³ great size⁴⁵⁶ or great learning.⁷ But when this happens,

BD 1.19

then theTeacher lays down training rules for his disciples and recites
Vin 3.10

a Pātimokkha in order to ward off those causes of corruptions. Sāri-
putta, theSanghaofmonks is devoid of immorality,⁸ devoid of danger,
stainless, purified, established in the essence.⁹Themost backward¹⁰
of these five hundred monks is a stream-enterer, not liable to be
reborn in any state of misery, assured, bound for awakening.¹¹

¹ Sugata. ² Vin-a 191, things belonging to the here and now and to the next world,
the bonds of murder, bad conscience and the reproaching of others, and a variety of
ill and woe. For this passage, cf.mn i.445. ³ Vin-a 194 quotes Kd 1.31. ⁴ Vin-a 194
quotes Bu-Pc 5; cf.mn-a iii.156. ⁵ lābhaggamahatta. Vin-a 194 lābhassa aggamahat-
taṁ yo lābhassa aggo uttamomahantabhāvo taṁ patthot īti attho. For list of “gains”
see an i.38. At mn i.445 we find lābhaggam, translated Further Dialogues of the Bud-
dha i.317 as “wealth.” ⁶ Vin-a 195 quotes Bu-Pc 41; cf.mn-a iii.156. ⁷ Vin-a 195
quotes Bu-Pc 68; cf. mn-a iii.157. ⁸ nirabbuda. Lokasmiṁ abbuda, translated at
ks i.61 “a hell on earth,” and sn-a i.100 says that “thieves are those who cause ruin
in the world.” At Vin-a 195 nirabbudo = niccoro, free from thieves. It explains that
here thieves mean those who are immoral, not being true samaṇas; but pretend-
ing to be, they steal the requisites of others.Therefore nirabbuda (free from ruin)
means free from thieves, free from immorality.Nirabbuda recurs below, Vin 3.18.
⁹ Buddhaghosa says, Vin-a 195, that this consists of virtue, contemplation, wisdom,
freedom, and knowledge and insight into freedom. ¹⁰ pacchimaka.At an ii.80 and
dn ii.155 Gotama is made to use this sentence in addressing Ānanda.The Commen-
tary on an ii.80 and at dn-a ii.593 say that by pacchimaka, Ānanda is meant. Our the
Commentary (Vin-a 195) naturally does not refer to him. ¹¹ A usual formula for
stream-entrants.
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BD 1.20
Bu-Pj 1.4Then theMaster addressed Venerable Ānanda: “Ānanda, it is the

custom for Tathāgatas not to tour the country without having taken
leave of those who invited them to spend the rains. Let us go to the
brahmin of Verañjā and take leave.”
“Yes, Master.”
Then theMaster dressed, took his bowl and robe and, with Ven-

erable Ānanda as his attendant,¹ went to the dwelling of the brahmin
of Verañjā and sat down on the prepared seat.Then the brahmin of
Verañjā approached theMaster, paid homage to him and sat down to
one side.TheMaster then said to the brahmin of Verañjā:

Vin 3.11

“Brahmin, having stayed for the rainy season according to your
invitation, we are taking leave of you. Wewish to depart for a tour
of the country.”
“It is true, good Gotama, that you have stayed for the rainy season

according to my invitation, but a gift has not been given.That is not
good, nor is it because we did not want to give. It happened because
household life is busy and there is much to do. May the good Gotama
consent to a meal tomorrow together with the Sangha of monks.”

TheMaster consented by keeping silence.Then theMaster, hav-
ing taught, roused, gladdened and delighted the brahmin of Verañjā
with a talk on the Dhamma, rose from his seat and went away.Then,
when the night was over, the brahmin of Verañjā prepared various
kinds of delicious food² in his own home, and then informed the
Master:
“It is time, good Gotama, the meal is ready.”
Then theMaster, having dressed in the morning, took his bowl

and robe and, together with the Sangha of monks, he went to the
dwellingof thebrahminofVerañjā and sat downon theprepared seat.

BD 1.21

Then, with his own hands, the brahmin of Verañjā served various
kinds of delicious food to the Sangha of monks with the Buddha at
its head. When they were satisfied and the Master had eaten and

¹ Pacchāsamaṇa, the junior monk who walks behind the senior on his rounds.
Ānanda accompanies Gotama again at Vin 4.78. ² Defined at Vin 4.92.
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finished his meal, he gave theMaster a set of three robes and a pair
of robes to each monk.¹ TheMaster instructed, roused, gladdened
and delighted the brahmin of Verañjā with talk on the Dhamma, and
then rose from his seat and departed.

TheMaster, having remained at Verañjā for as long as he liked,
went to Payāgapatiṭṭhāna via Soreyya,² Saṅkassa³ and Kaṇṇakujja.⁴
There he crossed the river Ganges and proceeded to Benares. Having
remained at Benares for as long as he liked, he set out for Vesālī on
tour. Wandering on tour by stages, he arrived at Vesālī.⁵ There he
stayed in the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked roof.

The chapter on Verañjā is finished

Origin story

First sub-story
Bu-Pj 1.5.1 At that time not far fromVesālī was a village called Kalandaka.There

lived Sudinna, the son of a prominent merchant.⁶ Now Sudinna the
BD 1.22

Kalandaka⁷ went to Vesālī on some business together with many
Vin 3.12

friends. At that time theMaster was seated, surrounded by a great
assembly of people, teaching the Dhamma. When Sudinna saw this
he thought:⁸ “Perhaps I should listen to theDhamma?”⁹ThenSudinna
approached the assembly and sat down to one side.

As he was sitting there, Sudinna thought: “So far as I understand

¹ dussayuga, cf.Vin 1.278andVinayaTexts ii.190,n.;mn i.215 = sn v.71. ² A townnear
Takkasilā; mentioned also in connection with these other two towns at Vin 2.299.
³ A town, said by Fausböll to be the locus of Dhp 181. At its gate Sāriputta interpreted
a problem, on which Jātaka 134 is based. See Ja i.473. ⁴ Themodern Allahabad.
⁵ Capital of the Vajji country. See B.C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, p. 12f.
⁶ Vin-a 202 says that as other people there were called Kalanda(ka), Sudinna was
also called “son of the great merchant” (seṭṭhiputta)—to distinguish him. ⁷ Re-
ferred to at Vin 2.286 as “the first pārājika, promulgated at Vesālī on account of
Sudinna with regard to sexual intercourse.” Referred to at Mil 170. ⁸ Vin-a 202,
“because having in former births been very meritorious, he was incited, a clans-
man’s son, bound to become” (bhabbakulaputta). ⁹ This same story is told in
practically the same words about Raṭṭhapāla at mn ii.55ff.
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the Dhamma taught by theMaster, it is no easy matter for one who
lives inahouse to lead the spiritual life that isutterlyperfect andpure
as a polished conch shell. Perhaps I should cut offmy hair and beard,
put on the yellow robes and go forth from home into homelessness?”

When the crowd had been taught, roused, gladdened and de-
lighted by theMaster with talk on the Dhamma, they rose from their
seats, paid homage to theMaster, circumambulated himwith their
right side towards him and departed. When the crowd had departed,
Sudinna approached theMaster, paid homage to him and sat down
to one side. He then said to theMaster:
“Master, so far as I understand the Dhamma taught by the Master,

it is not an easy matter for one who lives in a house to lead the spir-
itual life that is utterly perfect and pure as a polished conch shell.
Master, I wish to cut offmy hair and beard, put on the yellow robes
and go forth from home into homelessness. May theMaster let me
go forth.”

BD 1.23

“But, Sudinna, do you have your parentsʼ permission?”
“No, Master.”
“Sudinna, Tathāgatas do not ordain a child without the parentsʼ

permission.”
“I will do whatever is necessary, Master, to get my parentsʼ per-

mission.”
Bu-Pj 1.5.2

Then Sudinna, having finished his business in Vesālī, returned
to Kalandaka.There he approached his parents and said:
“Mother and father, in so far as I understand the Dhamma taught

by theMaster, it is no easymatter for onewho lives in a house to lead
the spiritual life that is utterly perfect and pure as a polished conch
shell. I wish to cut offmy hair and beard, put on the yellow robes and
go forth from home into homelessness. Give me your permission to

Vin 3.13

go forth.”
His parents replied:
“But, Sudinna, you are our only child, dear and beloved, you live

in comfort and are well cared for. Sudinna, you have no experience
of suffering. Even if you died, wewould not willingly be without you.
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How can we, while you are still living, permit you to go forth from
home into homelessness?”

A second time Sudinna said to his parents: “Mother and father
…” “… into homelessness?” A third time Sudinna said to his parents:
“Mother and father …” “… into homelessness?”

Thinking, “My parents do not permitme to go forth,” he lay down
on the bare ground and said: “I will either die right here or go forth.”
And he stopped eating and did not eat at the next seven meals.¹

BD 1.24

Thenhis parents said: “Dear Sudinna, you are our only child, dear
and beloved, you live in comfort and are well cared for; you have no
experience of suffering. Even if you died, we would not willingly be
without you. How can we, while you are still living, permit you to go
forth? Get up, Sudinna, eat, drink and amuse yourself. Find delight²
in sensual pleasures and in doing meritorious actions.³ We do not
allow you to go forth.” When they had said this, Sudinna was silent.

A second time and a third time the parents of Sudinna said: “…
We do not permit you to go forth.”A third time Sudinna was silent.

Bu-Pj 1.5.3

Then the friends of Sudinna approached him and said: “Sudinna,
youareyourparentsʼ only child, dear andbeloved.You live in comfort

Vin 3.14

and are well cared for; you have no experience of suffering. Even if
you died, your parents would not willingly be without you. How can
they, while you are still living, allow you to go forth? Get up, Sudinna,
eat, drink and amuse yourself. Find delight in sensual pleasures and
in doing meritorious actions. Your parents will not allow you to go

BD 1.25

forth.”
When theyhad said this, Sudinnawas silent. A second and a third

time the friends of Sudinna said: “Sudinna, you are …” and a third
time Sudinna was silent.

Bu-Pj 1.5.4

Then the friends of Sudinna approached his parents and said:
“Mother and father, Sudinna says that he will either die right there
on the bare ground or go forth. If you do not allow Sudinna to go

¹ This passage omitted at mn ii.57, see mn ii.57, n. 7. ² Abhiramassu or “indulge
in love”; but from the context I think not here. Cf. below, bd 1.114. ³ Vin-a 205,
“giving gifts, cleansing the way to a good bourn, doing good actions.”
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forth, he will die there. But if you allow him to go forth, you will see
him again afterwards. And if he does not enjoy the going forth, what
alternative¹ will he have but to come back here? Allow Sudinna to go
forth.”
“We allow him,” they said.
Then the friends of Sudinna approached him and said: “Get up,

Sudinna, your parents allow you to go forth from home into home-
lessness.”

Then Sudinna thought: “They say that my parents will allowme
to go forth from home into homelessness.” And he rose, joyful, de-
lighted and elated, stroking his limbs with his hands.Then Sudinna,
having spent a few days regaining his strength, approached theMas-
ter, paid homage to him and sat down at one side. He then said to the
Master:
“I am permitted by my parents, Master, to go forth from home

into homelessness. May theMaster allowme to go forth.”
Vin 3.15

BD 1.26Then Sudinna received the going forth in the presence of the
Master, and he received the full ordination. And not long afterwards
Venerable Sudinna practised these kinds of ascetic practises:² living
in the wilderness, going on alms-round, wearing rags, going on con-
tinuous alms-round; and he dwelt depending on a certain village of
the Vajjians.

Bu-Pj 1.5.5

At that time the Vajjians³ were short of food⁴ and stricken by
hunger, with crops blighted and turned to straw, and it was not easy
to keep oneself going by collecting alms. Now Venerable Sudinna
thought to himself: “At present the Vajjians are short of food and
stricken by hunger, with crops blighted and turned to straw, and it
is not easy to keep oneself going by collecting alms. But I have many
relations in Vesālī who are rich, have great wealth and property,
much gold and silver,⁵ many resources and requisites, much wealth

¹ gati, literally going or bourn. ² Vin-a 206, dhutaguṇe = kilesaniddhunanake guṇe.
³ Tribes belonging to one of the sixteen stockmahājanapadas (an i.213, an iv.252,
an iv.256, an iv.260). See E.J. Thomas,The Life of Buddha, p. 13, and, on the Vajjis or
Vajjians, T.W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 25. ⁴ Cf. above Bu-Pj 1.2.1, and below,
Bu-Pj 4.1.1. ⁵ jātarūpa-rajata. See below, bd 1.28, n. 1.
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in grain.¹ Perhaps I should live in dependence onmy relatives? Be-
cause of me my relations will be able to make offerings and make
merit, the monks will obtain requisites and I will not go short of
almsfood.”

ThenVenerable Sudinna, having put his lodging in order, tookhis
bowl and robe and set out for Vesālī, where he arrived by travelling
in stages. There the Venerable Sudinna stayed in the hall with the
peaked roof in the Great Wood.The relations of Venerable Sudinna
heard that he had arrived in Vesālī and they brought him sixty offer-

BD 1.27

ings of barley as a gift of food.²ThenVenerable Sudinna, having given
these sixty offerings of barley to the monks, dressed in the morning,
took his bowl and robe and entered the village of Kalandaka for alms.
As hewas going aboutKalandaka on a continuous alms-tour, he came
to his own father s̓ house.

Bu-Pj 1.5.6

At that time the female slave of Venerable Sudinnas̓ relations
wanted to throwaway theprevious evening s̓ porridge. ButVenerable
Sudinna said to her:
“If that is to be thrown away, sister, put it here in my bowl.”
As the slave-girl of Venerable Sudinnas̓ relationswas putting the

previous evening s̓ porridge into his bowl, she recognised his hands,
feet and voice.³ She then went to his mother and said:
“Please know,⁴ madam, that the young master Sudinna is back.”
“If you speak the truth, I will make you a freed woman.”
Just then Venerable Sudinna was eating the previous evening s̓

porridge at the base of a certainwall.⁵TheVenerable Sudinnas̓ father,
Vin 3.16

¹ For this stock phrase cf. an ii.86; sn i.17. On prosperity of Vesālī, cf. Vin 1.268.
² Vin-a 207 explains that each offeringwould feed tenmonks, therefore sixtywould
feed six hundred. ³ Vin-a 208 explains that Sudinna had been a monk for eight
years, so although the slave did not know him at once, she recognized the character
of his hands, feet and voice. ⁴ yagghe. ⁵ aññataran kuḍḍamūlaṁ nissāya. Pali-
English Dictionary calls kuḍḍamūla, “a sort of root.” But Vin-a 209 says it means
“that in this district there are rooms in the houses of the large householders where
there are seats prepared, and where those going for alms sit down and eat the
gruel offered to them.” cf.mn i.62, where kuḍḍaṁwith variant reading kuḍḍamūlaṇ.
mn-a iii.297 = Vin-a 210. Lord Chalmers translates “under the hedge.” May mean
“leaning against a wall.”
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coming fromwork, saw him there. He approached him and said:
BD 1.28

“But, Sudinna, isnʼt there … and you are eating old porridge! Isnʼt
there your own home to go to?”
“We went to your house, householder.That s̓ where we received

this porridge.”
Then Venerable Sudinnas̓ father took him by the arm and said:

“Come, Sudinna, let s̓ go to the house.”
Then Venerable Sudinna went to his own father s̓ house and sat

down on a prepared seat. And his father said to him: “Eat, dear
Sudinna.”
“There is no need, householder, I have finished eating for today.”
“Then please come back for the meal tomorrow.”
Venerable Sudinna consented by keeping silent. He then rose

from his seat and departed.
Then Venerable Sudinnas̓ mother had the ground smeared with

fresh cow-dung, had two heaps made, one of gold coins¹ and the
other of gold. The heaps were so large that a man standing on one

BD 1.29

side could not see a man standing on the other. Hiding these heaps
with screens and preparing a seat between them surrounded by a
curtain, she addressed Venerable Sudinnas̓ former wife:
“Daughter-in-law, adorn yourself in the way that our son Sudinna

BD 1.30

found you especially attractive.”
“Yes, madam,” she responded.

Bu-Pj 1.5.7

Then, in the morning, Venerable Sudinna dressed, took his bowl
and robe and went to his father s̓ house, where he sat down on the
prepared seat. His father approached him, uncovered the heaps and
said:
“This dowry, dear Sudinna, the fortune fromyourmother, is yours.

Another is the fortune from your father and another from your an-
cestors.² It is possible, Sudinna, to return to the low life, enjoywealth
andmake merit. Come, Sudinna, please do so.”

Vin 3.17

¹ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been
moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2969.) ² It is curious that
here there seem to be three heaps, whereas just above it is said that two were made.
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“I amnot able to do so, father, I cannot. I am enjoying¹ the spiritual
life.”

A second and a third time Venerable Sudinnas̓ father repeated
his request. Venerable Sudinna replied:
“If you would not get offended, householder, we could tell you

what to do.”
“Speak, Sudinna.”
“Well then, householder, make some large bags of hemp-cloth, fill

themwith the coins and the gold, take them away in carts and dump
BD 1.31

them in themiddle of theGanges. Andwhy? Because youwould avoid
the danger, fear,² terror, and (trouble with) protection that they will
cause you.”

When he had said this, his father became displeased and thought,
“How could our son Sudinna speak like this.”

Then he addressed Venerable Sudinnas̓ former wife: “Well now,
daughter-in-law, as you were dear and beloved by him, perhaps our
son Sudinna will listen to you.”

Then the former wife of Venerable Sudinna took hold of his feet
and said: “What are these nymphs like, my lord s̓ son, for whose sake
you lead the spiritual life?”
“I do not lead the spiritual life, sister, for the sake of nymphs.”
Then the former wife of Venerable Sudinna thought:
“From today my lord s̓ son calls me ‘sisterʼ” and she fainted on the

spot.
Bu-Pj 1.5.8

ThenVenerable Sudinna said to his father: “If, householder, there
is food to be given, give it, but do not annoy me.”
“Eat, Sudinna,” he said.
Then, with their own hands, Venerable Sudinnas̓ mother and

father served and satisfied himwith various kinds of delicious food.
Then,whenVenerable Sudinna had finished hismeal, hismother

said to him:
“This family, dear Sudinna, is rich, has great wealth and property,

¹ abhirato, to be translated in this context as above. But see below, bd 1.114.
² Chambhitatta, see below, bd 1.119, n. 3.
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much gold and silver, many resources and requisites, much wealth
in grain. It is possible, dear Sudinna, to return to the low life, enjoy
wealth andmake merit. Come, Sudinna, please do so.”

BD 1.32

“Mother, I am not able to do so, I cannot. I am enjoying¹ the spiri-
Vin 3.18

tual life.”
A second time … a third time Venerable Sudinnas̓ mother said:

“This family, Sudinna, is rich…muchwealth in grain. For this reason,
dear Sudinna, beget offspring; do not let the Licchavis² take over our
heirless property.”
“It is possible for me to do this,³ mother.”
“Where are you staying at present?”
“In the Great Wood,” he said.Then Venerable Sudinna rose from

his seat and departed.
Bu-Pj 1.5.9

Then themother ofVenerable Sudinna addressedhis formerwife:
“Daughter-in-law, as soon as youmenstruate, please tell me.”
“Very well, madam,” she replied. Not long afterwards Venerable

Sudinnas̓ formerwifemenstruated, and she reported it to Venerable
Sudinnas̓ mother.
“Daughter-in-law, adorn yourself in the way that our son Sudinna

found you especially attractive.”
“Very well, madam,” she replied.

BD 1.33

Then Venerable Sudinnas̓ mother, together with his former wife,
approached Venerable Sudinna in the Great Wood.There she said to
him:
“This family, dear Sudinna, is rich, has great wealth and property,

much gold and silver, many resources and requisites, much wealth
in grain. For this reason, Sudinna, beget offspring; do not let the
Licchavis take over our heirless property.”
“It is possible for me to do this, mother,” he said. He then took his

former wife by the arm, plunged into the Great Wood and—there

¹ abhirato, here I think meaning simply as translated above. But see below, bd 1.114.
² Their capital was at Vesālī. ³ Vin-a 212 says that he said this thinking that if he
had issue his relationswould no longer bother him about looking after the property,
and so he would be able to follow the dhamma of recluses at ease.
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being no training rule and he seeing no danger—had sexual inter-
course with his former wife three times. As a result she conceived.

The earth-gods cried out: “Good sirs, the Sangha of monks has
been healthy¹ and free from danger. But Sudinna the Kalandaka has
produced a tumour, has produced danger.”

The gods belonging to the heaven of the four great kings hearing
the cry of the earth-gods in turn cried out … the Tāvatiṁsa gods …
the Yāma gods … the Tusita gods … the gods who delight in creation
… the gods who control the creation of others … the gods belonging

Vin 3.19

to the retinue of the supreme beings in turn cried out:
“Good sirs, the Sangha of monks has been healthy and free from

danger. But Sudinna the Kalandaka has produced a tumour, has
produced danger.”Thus in that moment, in that instance, the report
spread as far as the Brahmā-world.²

Then the pregnancy of Venerable Sudinnas̓ wife developed and
she eventually gave birth to a son. Now the friends of Venerable
Sudinna called this boy Bījaka³; they called Venerable Sudinnas̓ for-
mer wife Bījakas̓ mother; they called Venerable Sudinna Bījakas̓

BD 1.34

father. After some time they both⁴ went forth from home into home-
lessness, and they realised arahantship.

Bu-Pj 1.5.10

But Venerable Sudinna was anxious and remorseful, and he
thought: “Indeed, it s̓ a loss for me, it s̓ no gain; indeed, it s̓ badly
gained by me, not well-gained: having gone forth in such a well-
proclaimed Dhamma and training, I was not able for life to practice
the perfectly complete and pure spiritual life.” And because of his
anxiety and remorse, he became thin, haggard and pale, his veins
protruding all over his limbs; he became sad, of sluggish mind, mis-
erable, depressed, remorseful, weighed downwith grief.⁵

Then the monks who were Venerable Sudinnas̓ friends said to
him: “Formerly, friend Sudinna, you were handsome, your features
rounded, your face a good colour, your skin clear. But now you are
thin, haggard and pale, your veins protruding all over your limbs;

¹ nirabbuda, cf. above, bd 1.19, n. 4. ² Vin-a 215, brahmalokā = akaniṭṭhabrahmalokā,
i.e. the worlds of the Elder Brahmā-devas. ³ Brahmali: Literally, “Seed.”
⁴ Ibid.—i.e., Bījaka and his mother. ⁵ Stock.
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and you are sad, of sluggish mind, miserable, depressed, remorseful,
weighed downwith grief. Could it be, friend Sudinna, that you lead
the spiritual life dissatisfied?”¹
“I do not, friends, lead the spiritual life dissatisfied. I have done an

bad deed. I have had sexual intercourse with my former wife.That is
why I am anxious … I was not able for life to practice the perfectly
complete and pure spiritual life.”
“Friend Sudinna, no wonder you are anxious,² no wonder you

feel remorse, in that, having gone forth in such a well-proclaimed
Dhamma and training, you were not able for life to practice the per-
fectly complete and pure spiritual life. Is not, friend, the Dhamma

BD 1.35

taught by the Master in various ways for the sake of dispassion, not
for the sake of passion; for the sake of freedom from bondage, not for
the sake of bondage; for the sake of non-grasping, not for the sake of
grasping? When the Dhamma is taught by the Master for the sake of
dispassion, how can you be intent upon passion? When the Dhamma
is taught by theMaster for the sake of freedom from bondage, how

Vin 3.20

can you be intent upon bondage?When the Dhamma is taught by the
Master for the sake of non-grasping, how can you be intent upon
grasping? Friend, has not the Dhamma been taught in many ways
by theMaster for the waning of passion, for the subduing of intox-
ication, for the restraint of desire, for the abolition of clinging, for
the annihilation of the round of existence,³ for the destruction of
craving, for fading away, for cessation, for extinguishment?⁴ Has not
the abandoning of sense pleasures been declared in many ways by
theMaster, the full understanding of the perception of sense plea-
sures, the abolishing of thirst for sense pleasures, the elimination
of thoughts of sense pleasures, the stilling of the fever of sense plea-
sures? It will not, friend, give rise to confidence in those without it,
nor increase the confidence of those who have it, but it will hinder

¹ anabhirato, Vin-a 217, “fretting, longing to be a householder… but I find no delight
(anabhirato) in making become the conditions of higher righteousness.” See below,
bd 1.114, notes. ² = Vin 2.250. ³ Vin-a 218, tebhūmakavaṭṭaṁ ucchijjati (i.e. the
kāma, rūpa and arūpa becomings). ⁴ Cf. an ii.34, and various passages in sn v.
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confidence in thosewithout it and itwill cause somewith confidence
to change their minds.”

Bu-Pj 1.5.11

Having rebuked Venerable Sudinna in various way, those monks
told this matter to the Master. And in this connection the Master
convened the Sangha of monks and questioned Venerable Sudinna:

BD 1.36

“Is it true, Sudinna, that you had sexual intercourse with your
former wife?”
“It is true, Master.”
The Buddha, the Master, rebuked him: “Foolish man, it is not

suitable it is not becoming, it is not proper, it is unworthy of a recluse,
it is not allowable, it is not to be done. How could you go forth in such
a well-proclaimed Dhamma and training and not be able for life to
practice the perfectly complete and pure spiritual life? Have I not
taught the Dhamma in manyways for the sake of dispassion…When
the Dhamma has been taught by me for the sake of dispassion, how
can you be intent upon passion? …Have I not in manyways declared
the abandoning of sense pleasures … the stilling of the fever of sense
pleasures? It would be better, foolish man, for your male organ to
enter the mouth of a terrible and poisonous snake than to enter a
woman. It would be better for your male organ to enter the mouth
of a black snake than to enter a woman. It would be better for your
male organ to enter a charcoal pit, burning, ablaze, afire, than to
enter a woman.Why is that? Because for that reason youmight die
or experience deadly suffering, but you would not on that account,
at the breaking up of the body after death, be reborn in the plane
of misery, a bad destination, the abyss, hell. But for this reason, at
the breaking up of the body after death, you might be reborn in the
plane of misery, a bad destination, the abyss, hell.¹ Foolish man, you

Vin 3.21

have practised what is contrary to the true Dhamma,² the common
BD 1.37

¹ Cf. below, bd 1.155. ² asaddkamma.Vin-a 221, “Youwould follow untrue Dhamma
of inferior people.” On prefix sa- see Mrs. Rhys Davids, introduction to gs i.ix.f.
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practice, the low practice,¹ the coarse practice, that which ends with
a wash,² that which is done in private, that which is done wherever
there are couples. You are the forerunner, the first performer of
many unwholesome things. It will not give rise to confidence in
those without it, nor increase the confidence of those who have it,
but it will hinder confidence in those without it and it will cause
some with confidence to change their minds.”

Then theMaster, having rebuked Venerable Sudinna in various
ways, spoke in dispraise of being difficult to support andmaintain, in
dispraise of great desires, lack of contentment, socialising³ and lazi-
ness, but he spoke in praise in various ways of being easy to support
andmaintain, of desiring little, contentment, self-effacement,⁴ as-
cetic practices, serenity, decrease of defilements,⁵ and of the putting
forth of energy.⁶ Having given a Dhamma talk on what was right and
seemly, he addressed the monks:
“On account of this,⁷ monks, I will lay down a training rule for

the monks for the following ten reasons: for the well-being of the
Sangha, for the comfort of the Sangha, for the restraint of recalci-
trant people, for the ease of well-behavedmonks, for the restraint
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of corruptions that pertain to the present life and for warding off
corruptions that pertain to future lives, to give rise to confidence in
those without it and to increase the confidence of those who have

¹ Vin-a 221, “outcastes (vasala) rain down evil dhamma; the dhamma of the out-
caste, low men is outcaste, or it is a dhamma pouring out the kilesas.” Vasala
at Snp 116ff. translated by Lord Chalmers, Suttanipāta, Harvard Oriental Se-
ries 37, as “wastrel.” ² Odakantika—i.e., following the sexual act. Vin-a 221
explains: udakakiccaṁ antikaṁ avasānaṁ assā ti, the water-libation (the cleans-
ing, the washing) is at an end, finished for him. The word udakakicca oc-
curs at dn ii.15, but dn-a is silent. ³ Saṁganika = kilesasaṁganika, Vin-a 222.
⁴ Sallekhana = niddhunana, Vin-a 222. ⁵ Apacaya = sabbakilesāpacayabhūtā, Vin-
a 222. ⁶ = Vin 1.45 = Vin 2.2 = Vin 3.171 = Vin 4.213, where this standing dhamma-talk
is given.These are doubtless the subjects to be filled in where the text in so many
places baldly states that Gotama “gave dhamma-talk.” All my renderings differ from
those given at Vinaya Texts i.153, Vinaya Texts ii.331; Vinaya Texts iii.252. Cf.mn i.13.
The Commentary on Vin 3.171 is silent. ⁷ I.e., Sudinna’s offence, Vin-a 223.
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it, for the continuation of the true Dhamma¹ and for supporting the
training.² And, monks, this training rule should be recited thus:

First preliminary ruling

If a monk has sexual intercourse, he is expelled³ and not in commu-
nion.”

Thus theMaster laid down this training rule for the monks

The section on Sudinna is finished

Second sub-story

At one time a certainmonk in the GreatWood near Vesālī won over a
femalemonkeywith food and had sexual intercourse with her.Then,
in themorning, he dressed, tookhis bowl and robe and enteredVesālī
for alms. Now at that time a number of monks who were engaged
in touring the lodgings came to this monk s̓ dwelling. The female
monkey, seeing thosemonks coming, went up to them and shook her
buttocks in front of them, wagged her tail, presented her buttocks
and made a gesture. Then the monks thought: “Undoubtedly this

Vin 3.22

BD 1.39 monk is having sexual intercourse with this monkey,” and they hid

¹ Vin-a 225 says that saddhamma is threefold: (1) the Tipiṭaka, all the utterances of
the Buddha (cf. Kp-a 191ff.); (2) the thirteen scrupulous ways of life, the fourteen
duties, virtue, contemplation, insight; (3) the four ariyanWays and the four fruits
of samaṇaship and nibbāna. ² Vin-a 226 says that Vinaya or discipline is fourfold:
discipline by restraint, by rejection, by calm, by making known. ³ On derivation
of pārājika, seeVinaya Texts i.3, n. 2. Editor takes it as “involving or suffering defeat,”
either specifically as defeat in the struggle withMāra; or more probably defeat in
the struggle against evil generally, defeat in the effort to accomplish the supreme
goal of arahantship. Vin-a 259 gives pārājiko ti parājito, parājayam āpanno, defeated,
fallen on defeat. “In this meaning pārājika exists for those people for whom there is
an offence (āpatti) against the training. Whoever transgresses against the course of
training, it defeats him (parājeti), therefore it is called a defeat. Whoever commits
an offence, that defeats him, therefore that is called a defeat.Theman, inasmuch as
defeated, fallen on defeat, is thereby called a defeated one.” We thus get a neuter,
feminine andmasculine reference for pārājika. Childers says, “meriting expulsion.”
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to one side.Then, when that monk had gone for alms in Vesālī and
had returned with his almsfood, he ate one part himself and gave
the rest to the female monkey. Having eaten the food, the monkey
presented her buttocks to the monk. He then had sexual intercourse
with her.

Then those monks said to that monk: “Friend, hasnʼt a training
rule been laid down by the Master? Why then do you have sexual
intercourse with a monkey?”
“It is true, friends, that a training rule has been laid down by the

Master, but it refers to human women, not to animals.”
“But, friend, that is just the same. It is not suitable, it is not becom-

ing, it is not proper, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it
ought not to be done. How could you go forth in this well-proclaimed
Dhamma and training and not be able for life to practice the perfectly
complete and pure spiritual life? Has not the Dhamma been taught
in various ways by theMaster for the sake of dispassion and not for
the sake of passion¹ … for the stilling of the fever of sense pleasures?
Friend, it will not give rise to confidence in those without it … and it
will cause some with confidence to change their minds.”

Having rebuked that monk in various ways, they told this matter
to theMaster.TheMaster then had the Sangha of monks convened,
and questioned that monk:
“Is it true,monk, that you had sexual intercoursewith amonkey?”
“It is true, Master.”
Then theMaster rebukedhim, saying: (= Bu-Pj 1.5.11 above. Instead

of of a woman, read of a monkey) … “… Foolish man, it will not give
BD 1.40

rise to confidence in those without it … And so, monks, this training
rule should be recited thus:

Second preliminary ruling

“If amonkhas sexual intercourse, evenwith an animal,² he is expelled
and not in communion.”

Thus theMaster laid down this training rule for the monks.

¹ Cf. above, Bu-Pj 1.5.10. ² Cf. Vin 1.96.
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The story of the female monkey is finished

Third sub-story
Bu-Pj 1.7.1

Vin 3.23
At that time a number of Vajjian monks from Vesālī ate, slept and
bathed as much as they liked. Doing so and not paying proper at-
tention, they had sexual intercourse, without first renouncing the
training¹ and disclosing their weakness. After some time they were
affected by loss of relatives, by loss of property and by illness.They
then approached Venerable Ānanda and said:
“Bhante Ānanda, we do not blame the Buddha, the Dhamma or the

Sangha; we only blame ourselves.Wewere unfortunate, we had little
BD 1.41

merit: having gone forth in such a well-proclaimed Dhamma and
training, we were unable for life to practice the perfectly complete
and pure spiritual life. If, bhante Ānanda, we were now to obtain
the going forth and the full ordination in the presence of the Master,
we would have clarity about wholesome qualities and be devoted
day after day to developing the aids to awakening.² Bhante Ānanda,
please inform theMaster of this matter.”
“Yes, friends,” he replied. He then went to the Master and in-

formed him of this matter.
“It is impossible, Ānanda, it cannot happen,³ that the Tathāgata

¹ sikkhaṁ apaccakkhāya, not having denied the teaching, not having said: “I re-
nounce (formally) my submission to the discipline,” i.e. “I am no longer a monk.”
Cf. Vinaya Texts i.275, n. 2, where editor thinks this is a formal renunciation of the
Order as opposed to the Vinaya’s term vibbhamati, “he returns to the house.” Cf.
an iv.372, where among the nine Impossibles (abhabba) is that the monk who is an
arahant should disavow the Buddha, dhamma or Order. At sn ii.231 a monk, assailed
by passion, disavows the training and hīnāyāvattati, the Sutta word for returning
to the low life of the layman, and cf. sn ii.271.
Paccakkhāti is paṭi+akkhāti = ā + khyā, and not paṭi + akkh. The root akkh is purely

theoretical and would certainly not explain the ā of paccakkhāti, paccakkhāya.
² The term bodhipakkhiyadhamma, or as it is here bodhipakkhika°, is not usually
considered to belong to the earlier literature.The later literature andCommentaries
reckon these states as thirty-seven. On their arrangement see Mrs. Rhys Davids,
Sakya, p. 395, and ks v.vi. ³ FollowingWoodward’s translation at gs i.25 and see
gs i.25 n. 6. Vin-a 229 elucidates anavakāso by kāraṇapaṭikkhepavacanaṁ.
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should abolish a training rule that entails expulsion because of the
Vajjians.”

TheMaster then gave a Dhamma talk and addressed the monks:
“Monks, if a monk, without first renouncing the training and dis-
closing his weakness, has sexual intercourse, he may not receive the
full ordination. But, monks, if someone has sexual intercourse after
first renouncing the training and disclosing his weakness, he may
receive the full ordination.
“And so, monks, this training rule should be recited thus:

Final ruling

“If a monk, having entered upon the monksʼ training and way
BD 1.42

of life, without first renouncing the training and disclosing his
weakness, has sexual intercourse, even with an animal, he is ex-
pelled and not in communion.”

Definitions
Bu-Pj 1.8.1A means: whoever, of such a kind, of such activity, of such social

standing, of such name, of such family, of such conduct, of such
Vin 3.24

behaviour, of such association,¹ who is an elder,² one who is new or
one of middle standing:—this is called amonk.

Monk means: he is a monk because he lives on alms; a monk
because he has gone over to living on alms; a monk because he is
one who wears the patchwork cloth; a monk by convention; a monk
on account of his acknowledgement; a “come, monk” monk; a monk
because he was ordained by going to the three refuges; a goodmonk;
a monk of substance; a trainee monk; a monk beyond training; a
monk who is ordained by a complete Sangha through a procedure³
of one motion and three announcements,⁴ which is unchallengeable

¹ For definition of gocara see Vb 247. ² Vin-a 239, thera is one who has completed
ten years; nava, a novice, is one of four years standing; andmajjhima is one of more
than five years standing. ³ So Vin-a 243. ⁴ ñatticatuttha.
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and fit to stand. The monk who is ordained by a complete Sangha
through a procedure of onemotion and three announcements,which
is unchallengeable and fit to stand,¹ this sort ofmonk is meant in
this case.

Trainingmeans: the three trainings are—training in the higher
morality, training in the highermind, training in the higher wisdom.

BD 1.43

The training in the higher morality is the trainingmeant in this case.
Way of lifemeans: whatever training rule is laid down by the

Master: this is calledway of life. One trains in this, and thereby one
is called possessed of themode of life.

Bu-Pj 1.8.2

Without first renouncing the training and disclosing his
weaknessmeans:

There is, monks, a disclosure of weakness without the training
being renounced; and there is, monks, a disclosure of weakness to-
gether with the training being renounced.
“And how, monks, is there a disclosure of weakness without the

training being renounced? Here, monks, a monk who is discontent,
dissatisfied, desirous of abandoning the state of a recluse, disgusted,
troubled and repelled² by monkhood, longing to be a householder,
longing to be a lay-follower, longing to be a monastery attendant,
longing to be a novice, longing to belong to another sect, longing to
be a disciple of another sect, longing not to be a recluse, longing not
to be a son of the Sakyan—he says and declares: ‘Perhaps I should
renounce the Buddha?ʼ In this was, monks, there is a disclosure of
weakness without the training being renounced.

Then further, discontent, dissatisfied … longing not to be a son
of the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘Perhaps I should renounce
the Dhamma?ʼ … the Sangha … the training … the discipline … the
Pātimokkha … the recital …my preceptor …my teacher … being a

Vin 3.25

disciple … being a pupil … our common preceptor … our common
teacher…he says and declares: ‘Perhaps I should renouncemy fellow

BD 1.44

monks?ʼ … he says and declares: ‘Perhaps I should be a householder?ʼ

¹ Cf. list of eighteen explanations of monk at Vb 245–246. ² For these three words,
cf. dn i.213, where Gotama is made to use them in reference to the exercise of
supernormal powers.
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… ‘Perhaps I shouldbea lay-follower?ʼ… ‘Perhaps I shouldbeamonas-
tery attendant?ʼ … ‘Perhaps I should be a novice?ʼ … ‘Perhaps I should
be an adherent of another sect?ʼ … ‘Perhaps I should be a disciple
of another sect?ʼ … ‘Perhaps I should not be a recluse?ʼ … ‘Perhaps
I should not be a son of the Sakyan?ʼ In this way, monks, there is a
disclosure of weakness without the training being renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied… longing not to be a son of

the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘But if I renounced the Buddhaʼ …
he says and declares: ‘But if I were not a son of the Sakyanʼ … he says
and declares: ‘Perhaps I should renounce the Buddha?ʼ … he says and
declares: ‘Perhaps I should not be a son of the Sakyan?ʼ … he says and
declares: ‘Well then, I should renounce the Buddhaʼ … he says and
declares: ‘Well then, I should not be a son of the Sakyanʼ … he says
and declares: ‘I think I should renounce the Buddhaʼ … he says and
declares: ‘I think I should not be a son of the Sakyan.ʼ In this way,
monks, there is a disclosure of weakness without the training being
renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied … longing not to be a son

of the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘I remember my motherʼ … ‘I
remember my fatherʼ … ‘I remember my brotherʼ … ‘I remember
my sisterʼ … ‘I remember my sonʼ … ‘I remember my daughterʼ …
‘I remember my wifeʼ … ‘I remember my relationsʼ … ‘I remember
my friendsʼ … ‘I remember my villageʼ … ‘I remember my townʼ …
‘I remember my fieldsʼ … ‘I remember my landʼ … ‘I remember my
gold coinsʼ … ‘I remember my goldʼ … ‘I remember my professionʼ …
he says and declares: ‘I remember my former laughter, chatter and
amusement.ʼ In this way, monks, there is a disclosure of weakness

Vin 3.26

without the training being renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied … longing not to be a son

of the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘I have a mother, she ought to be
supportedbymeʼ… ‘I have a father, he ought to be supportedbymeʼ…

BD 1.45

‘I have a brother … ‘I have a sister … ‘I have a son… ‘I have a daughter
… ‘I have a wife … ‘I have relations … he says and declares: ‘I have
friends, they ought to be supported byme.ʼ In this way, monks, there
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is a disclosure of weakness without the training being renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied… longing not to be a son of

the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘I have a mother, she will support
meʼ … ‘I have a father, he will support meʼ … (as above) … ‘I have
friends, they will support meʼ … ‘I have a village, I will live by means
of itʼ … ‘I have a town, I will live bymeans of itʼ … fields … land… gold
coins … gold … he says and declares: ‘I have a profession, I will live
by means of it.ʼ In this way, monks, there is a disclosure of weakness
without the training being renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied… longing not to be a son of

the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘This is difficult to doʼ … ‘this is not
easy to doʼ … ‘this is difficultʼ … ‘this is not easyʼ … ‘I cannot endureʼ
… ‘I am unableʼ … ‘I do not enjoy myself ʼ … ‘I take no delight.ʼ¹ In this
way, monks, there is a disclosure of weakness without the training
being renounced.

Bu-Pj 1.8.3

“And how, monks, is there a disclosure of weakness together with
the training being renounced? Here, monks, a monk who is discon-
tent, dissatisfied … longing not to be a son of the Sakyan, says and
declares: ‘I renounce the Buddha.ʼ In this way, monks, there is a
disclosure of weakness together with the training being renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied … longing not to be a son

of the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘I renounce the Dhammaʼ …
Vin 3.27

‘I renounce the Sanghaʼ … the training … the discipline … the Pāti-
mokkha…the recital…mypreceptor…myteacher…beingadisciple
… being a pupil … our common preceptor … our common teacher …

BD 1.46

he says and declares: ‘I renounce my fellow monksʼ … he says and
declares: ‘Consider me a householderʼ … ‘Consider me a lay-followerʼ
… amonastery attendant … a novice … an adherent of another sect
… a disciple of another sect … not a recluse … ‘Consider me not a
son of the Sakyan.ʼ In this way too, monks, there is a disclosure of
weakness together with the training being renounced.
“Then further, discontent, dissatisfied … longing not to be a son

of the Sakyan, he says and declares: ‘I have no need of the Buddhaʼ …

¹ See bd 1.114, n. 1.
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‘I have no need of my fellowmonks.ʼ In this way too, monks …
“Then further … he says and declares: ‘No more of the Buddha for

meʼ … ‘Nomore of my fellowmonks for me.ʼ In this way too, monks
…
“Then further … he says and declares: ‘The Buddha is no of use to

meʼ … ‘My fellowmonks are of no use to me.ʼ In this way too, monks
…
“Then further … he says and declares: ‘I am well freed from the

Buddha.ʼ … I amwell freed frommy fellowmonks.ʼ In this way too,
monks … being renounced.
“Or whatever other synonyms there are for the Buddha, for the

Dhamma, for the Sangha, for the training … for one s̓ fellowmonks,
for householders … or for not being a son of the Sakyan; he speaks
and declares by way of these indications, by way of these marks,
by way of these signs. In this way, monks, there is a disclosure of
weakness together with the training being renounced.

Bu-Pj 1.8.4

“And how, monks, is the training not renounced? Here, monks, if
one renounces the training by way of these indications, by way of
these marks, by way of these signs, but one is insane, then the train-
ing is not renounced. If one renounces the training in the presence
of one who is insane, the training is not renounced. If one who is
deranged renounces the training … if one renounces the training in
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the presence of onewho is deranged… if one is overwhelmed by pain
… if one renounces the training in the presence of one who is over-
whelmed by pain … if one renounces the training in the presence of
gods¹ … if one renounces the training in the presence of an animal,
the training is not renounced. If an Indian² renounces the training
in the presence of a foreigner³ and he does not understand, the train-
ing is not renounced. If a foreigner renounces the training in the

¹ Vin-a 255, from the earth devatās to the devatās of the Akaniṭṭha realm. ² Vin-
a 255, ariyakameans the proper mode of speech, the language of Magadha. Note the
form ariyaka. ³ milakkhuka.Cf.Mlecchas, nowa term for all non-caste people.Here
perhaps the aboriginal inhabitants of India. Vin-a 255 says, nāma yo koci anariyako
Andha-Damiḷādi, the people of Andha (i.e. the Telugus) and the Tamils, cf. Vb-a 387,
Vb-a 388.
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presence of an Indian … if an Indian renounces the training in the
presence of an Indian … if a foreigner renounces the training in the

Vin 3.28

presence of a foreigner and he does not understand, the training is
not renounced. If he renounces the training as a joke…he renounces
the training by speaking too fast … if he announces what he does
not wish to announce … if he does not announce what he wishes to
announce … if he announces to one who does not understand … if
he does not announce to one who understands … or if he does not
make a full announcement, the training is not renounced. In this
way, monks, the training is not renounced.”

Bu-Pj 1.8.5

Sexual intercoursemeans:what is contrary to the trueDhamma,
the common practice, the low practice, the coarse practice, that
which ends with a wash, that which is done in private, that which is
done wherever there are couples: this is called sexual intercourse.

Hasmeans: organ with organ, genital with genital, even to the
depth of a sesame seed, this is called has.

Even with an animalmeans: even having sexual intercourse
with a female animal,¹ he is not a recluse, not a son of the Sakyan;
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howmuch less so with a woman: therefore it is called evenwith an
animal.

He is expelledmeans: as amanwithhis head cut off is incapable²
of living by (re-establishing) that bodily connection, so is a monk
whohashad sexual intercoursenot a recluse, not a sonof theSakyan³:
therefore it is said that he is expelled.

Not in communion means: communion⁴ means: a common
official action, the same recital, the same training—this is called
communion. He does not take part in this—he is therefore called
not in communion.

¹ Tiracchānagatitthi, literally a woman gone to the animals. Cf. below, bd 1.212.
² Abhabba. ³ Cf.Vin 1.96. ⁴ Saṁvāsa, literally living with, co-residence. It often
refers to the household life, as at an ii.57, an ii.187; an iii.164; an iv.174; Snp 283,
Snp 290; but in Vinaya it is a term of importance in religion.
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Permutations

Permutations part 1

Summary
Bu-Pj 1.9.1Three kinds of female: a human female, a non-human female, a fe-

male animal.Threekindsofhermaphrodite: ahumanhermaphrodite,
a non-humanhermaphrodite, an animal hermaphrodite.Threekinds
of paṇḍaka¹: a human paṇḍaka, a non-human paṇḍaka, an animal
paṇḍaka. Three kinds of male: a humanmale, a non-humanmale, an
animal male.²

Exposition part 1

There is an offence entailing expulsion if he has sexual intercourse
with a human female through three orifices, the anus, the vagina or
the mouth …with a non-human female …with a female animal …
with ahumanhermaphrodite…with anon-humanhermaphrodite…
with an animal hermaphrodite through three orifices, the anus, the
vagina or themouth.There is an offence entailing expulsion if he has
sexual intercourse with a human paṇḍaka through two orifices, the
anus or the mouth …with a non-human paṇḍaka…with an animal
paṇḍaka…with a humanmale …with a non-humanmale …with a
male animal though two orifices, the anus or the mouth.

Exposition part 2

voluntary sexual intercourse
Bu-Pj 1.9.2

Vin 3.29For a monk who, having the intention of association, lets his pe-
nis enter a human female through the anus … through the vagina
… through the mouth, there is an offence entailing expulsion. For

BD 1.49

a monk who … lets his male organ enter a non-human female … a
female animal … a human hermaphrodite … a non-human herm-

¹ Brahmali:The exact meaning of paṇḍaka is disputed. ² Brahmali: Contrary
to the pts edition, the Mahāsaṅgīti takes this as a separate paragraph.
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aphrodite … an animal hermaphrodite through the anus … through
the vagina … through the mouth, there is an offence entailing expul-
sion. For a monk who, having the intention of association, lets his
penis enter a human paṇḍaka… a non-human paṇḍaka… an animal
paṇḍaka … a human male … a non-human male … a male animal
through the anus … through the mouth, there is an offence entailing
expulsion.
forced sexual intercourse

Bu-Pj 1.9.3

Opponents who are monks, having brought a human female into
a monk s̓ presence, insert his penis into her anus, her vagina or her
mouth. If he agrees to the entry, if he agrees to having entered, if
he agrees to remaining, if he agrees to the taking out,¹ there is an
offence entailing expulsion. Opponents who are monks … if he does
not agree to the entry, but agrees to having entered, to remaining, to
the taking out, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Opponentswho aremonks… if he does not agree to the entry nor
to having entered, but to remaining and to the taking out… entailing
expulsion. Opponents who are monks … if he does not agree to the
entry nor to having entered nor to remaining, but to the taking out
… entailing expulsion. Opponents who are monks … if he does not
agree to the entry nor to having entered nor to remaining nor to the
taking out, there is no offence.

Opponents who aremonks, having brought a human female who
is awake … asleep … intoxicated …mad… drunk… dead but unde-
composed … dead andmostly undecomposed … there is an offence
entailing expulsion. Having brought one who is dead and mostly
decomposed into the monk’s presence, they insert his penis into the
anus … the vagina … the mouth. If he agrees to the entry, to having

Vin 3.30

entered, to remaining, to the taking out, there is a serious offence …
if he does not agree, there is no offence.

(All this is repeated for a non-human female and a female ani-
mal; a human, a non-human and an animal hermaphrodite; a hu-

¹ Brahmali:This does not mean that he consents to the ending of the act, but that
he consents to the intercourse at this stage.
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man, a non-human and an animal paṇḍaka; a human male, a non-
humanmale and a male animal; except that for the three categories
of paṇḍakas and the three categories of males only two orifices apply,
the anus and the mouth.)

Bu-Pj 1.9.4

Opponents who are monks, having brought a human female into
Vin 3.31

a monk s̓ presence, insert his penis into her anus … her vagina … her
mouth, the female being covered, the monk uncovered … the female
uncovered, the monk covered … the female covered, the monk cov-

BD 1.50

ered… the female uncovered, themonkuncovered. If he agrees to the
entry, to having entered, to remaining, to the taking out, there is an
offence entailing expulsion. … If not, there is no offence. Opponents
who aremonks… a human female who is awake… asleep… dead but
mostly undecomposed … entailing expulsion. Having brought one
who is dead, but mostly decomposed into a monk s̓ presence, they
insert his penis into the anus … the vagina … the mouth, the female
being covered, the monk uncovered … both being uncovered. If he
agrees to the entry … to the taking out, there is a serious offence. …
If not, there is no offence.

(All this is repeated for a non-human female and a female ani-
mal; a human, a non-human and an animal hermaphrodite; a hu-
man, a non-human and an animal paṇḍaka; a human male, a non-
humanmale and a male animal; except that for the three categories

Vin 3.32

of paṇḍakas and the three categories of males only two orifices apply,
the anus and the mouth.)

Bu-Pj 1.9.5

(Vin 3.32–33, §§ 5, 6 are repetitions of §§ 3, 4 but reading “oppo-
nents who are monks, having brought a monk into the presence of a
human female) …”

Vin 3.33

Bu-Pj 1.9.7As the sections on “opponents who are monks” have been ex-
plained in detailed, so should the following categories be explained:
opponents who are kings, opponents who are thieves, opponents
who are scoundrels, “lotus-scent” opponents.¹

¹ Uppalagandha, perhaps a soubriquet of some brigands. Vin-a 268 says they needed
human hearts: except monks, men were rare. Monks should not be murdered, so
the brigands led them astray by bringing women to them. Cf. It-a ii.57.
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Permutations part 2

He enters an orifice through an orifice,¹ there is an offence entailing
expulsion. He enters a non-orifice through an orifice … entailing
expulsion. He enters an orifice through a non-orifice … entailing
expulsion. He enters a non-orifice through a non-orifice, there is a
serious offence.

Amonkmolests a sleeping monk: if he wakes up and consents,
both should be expelled; if he wakes up but does not consent, the
molester should be expelled. Amonkmolests a sleeping novice: if he

BD 1.51

wakes up and consents, both should be expelled;² if he wakes up but
does not consent, themolester should be expelled. A novicemolests a
sleepingmonk: if hewakes up and consents, both should be expelled;
if he wakes up but does not consent, themolester should be expelled.
A novicemolests a sleeping novice: if hewakes up and consents, both
should be expelled; if hewakes up but does not consent, themolester
should be expelled.

Non-offence clause
Bu-Pj 1.9.8

There is no offence: for one who does not know, for one who does not
consent, for one who is insane, for one who is deranged, for one who
is overwhelmed by pain, for the first offender.

The section on covering is finshed

¹ Brahmali:The Pali word here translated “orifice” ismagga, and it refers either
to the anus or the genitals. The meaning of non-orifice, amagga, is not clear, but
it could refer either to the mouth or to the situation described below in section
Bu-Pj 1.10.9. However, since the final offence in this series of permutations is a
thullaccaya, a serious offence, the latter possibility seemsmore likely. ² nāsetabbo.
I follow the rendering of Vinaya Texts i.215, which seems to suit the context better
than the “to atone” of the Pali-English Dictionary.Nāseti is the causative of nassati,
to disappear, to come to an end. Cf. below, bd 1.62, bd 1.280.
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Case rulings
mnemonic list
The female monkey, and the Vajjians,
householder and a naked one, adherents of other sects,
The girl, and Uppalavaṇṇā, then two about characteristics,/
Mother, daughter, and sister, and wife, supple, long,

Vin 3.34
Two sores, and a picture, and a wooden doll,/
Five with Sundara, five about charnel grounds, bones,
A female dragon and a female spirit, and a female ghost,
a paṇḍaka, impaired, he touched, /
The sleeping arahant in Bhaddiya, four about others in Sāvatthī,
Three in Vesālī, garlands,¹ the one from Bharukaccha in his dream,/
Supabbā, Saddhā, a nun, a probationary nun, and a novice nun,

BD 1.52
A prostitute, a paṇḍaka, a householder, one another,
one who had gone forth when old, a deer.

Case details
Bu-Pj 1.10.1At one time a certain monk had sexual intercourse with a female

monkey. He became anxious, thinking: “TheMaster has laid down a
training rule. Perhaps I have committed an offence entailing expul-
sion.”²They informed theMaster … “You, monk, have fallen into an
offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.2

At one time a number of Vajjian monks from Vesālī had sexual
intercourse, without first renouncing the training and disclosing
their weakness. They became anxious, thinking: “The Master has
laid down a training rule. Perhaps we have committed an offence
entailing expulsion.”They informed theMaster… “You,monks, have
fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.3

¹ This is printed asMallā. But the section Bu-Pj 1.10.21 below to which this heading
refers has nothing to do with the Mallians, but it does have to do with garlands,
mālā. I have therefore rendered it thus above. Oldenberg suggests the emendation
at Vin 3.269, mālā; but mallā may be correct (= malyā). ² Here and following:
pārājikaṁ āpattiṁ āpanno, instead of the more usual āpatti pārājikassa.
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At one time a certain monk, thinking he would avoid an offence,
had sexual intercourse while looking like a layman. He became anx-
ious … “… entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk, thinking he would avoid an offence,
had sexual intercourse while naked. He became anxious … “… en-
tailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk, thinking he would avoid an offence,
had sexual intercourse while dressed in a kusa-grass garment¹ …

BD 1.53

while dressed in a bark garment² … while dressed in a garment of
wood shavings …while dressed in a hair blanket³ …while dressed in
a horse-hair blanket …while dressed in a garment of owlsʼ wing …
while dressed in a garment of antelope hide⁴ … He became anxious
… entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.4

Nowat one time a certainmonkwhowas an alms-goer sawa little
girl lying on a bench. Being lustful, he inserted his thumb into her
vagina. She died. He became anxious …”…Monk, there is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is an offence entailing suspension.”⁵

Vin 3.35

Bu-Pj 1.10.5

Now at one time a certain brahmin youth was in love with the

¹ At an i.240 = an i.295 = an ii.206 = Vin 1.305 = dn i.167 these various sorts of gar-
ments are given. At Vin 1.305 monks, including the one who was nagga are also
given in this order. ² Cf. dn i.166–167 for these words. At Ja i.356 we get purisaṁ
phalakaṁ katvā, translated “making this man my stalking-horse,” which editor
suggests, Vinaya Texts ii.246, “may he a figure of speech founded on the use of this
word andmean ‘making him his covering.’ ” ³ As Ajita Kesakambalin, see dn i.55.
⁴ Vin-a 272, “with the hair and hooves.” ⁵ See below, bd 1.195, n. 1.
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nun Uppalavaṇṇā.¹Then, when the nun Uppalavaṇṇā had entered
the village for alms, he entered her hut and hid himself. The nun Up-

BD 1.54

palavaṇṇā, after her meal, when she had returned from almsround,
washed her feet, entered her hut and sat down on the bed. Then
that brahmin youth took hold of the nun Uppalavaṇṇā and raped
her.The nun Uppalavaṇṇā informed the nuns.The nuns informed
the monks,² who in turn informed theMaster. “There is no offence,
monks, for one who does not consent.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.6

Now at one time the characteristics of a woman³ appeared on a
certain monk.They informed theMaster. He said: “Monks, I allow
that very discipleship, that very ordination,⁴ those years as a monk,
to be transferred to the nuns.Those offences that the monks have in
common with the nuns are to be dealt with in the presence of the

¹ Thig verse 224ff., Thig-a 190; Dhp-a ii.48ff. and an-a i.355–356 all relate how she
had power in the sphere of light (cf. Dabba, in Bu-Ss 8 below), and say that she was
born at Sāvatthī in the family of a great merehant. Dhp-a ii.49 tells much the same
story as that given above, her assaulter there being a young kinsman, and it says
that she went into the DarkWood, because at that time forest-dwelling for nuns
had not been forbidden. In Bu-NP 5 she is also said to have entered the DarkWood.
There is no doubt, I think, that the Uppalavaṇṇā of Vin 3.35 above and of Dhp-a are
one and the same.That the Uppalavaṇṇā of theTherīgāthā is the same is less likely.
For though some of the thoughts there attributed to her might be construed to
be the outcome of her adventures, the main episode of her life as represented in
theTherīgāthā is that of being her mother’s co-wife. Nothing is said of this surely
very unusual situation in either Dhp-a or an-a Vin-a gives no story. It may be that
Dhp-a and an-a havewelded the story of the two Uppalavaṇṇās into one story. Such
a welding of two stories into one has a parallel in the story of Kisāgotamī, Psalms of
the Sisters, p. 109, with which cf. the story of Paṭācārā, Psalms of the Sisters, p. 70. At
an i.24 Uppalavaṇṇā is called chief of the disciples who are nuns having psychic
potencies; and at an i.88 she and Khamā are taken as the standard and measure by
which to estimate the disciples who are nuns. See Horner,Women under Primitive
Buddhism, p. 168f. ² In no passage are the nuns recorded to tell the matter to
the lord direct, but always through the medium of the monks. An exception to
this is in the case of his aunt Mahāpajāpatī. ³ Itthiliṅga. ⁴ Taṁ yeva upajjhaṁ
taṁ eva upasampadaṁ, explained at Vin-a 273 as pubbe gahitaupajjhaṁ eva pubbe
kataupsampadaṁ eva ca anujānāmi, which seems to mean: I allow the teacher who
was taken before, the upasampadā that was conferred before …
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nuns. For those offences that themonks do not have in commonwith
the nuns, there is no offence.”

At one time the characteristics of a man appeared on a certain
nun.They informed theMaster. He said: “Monks, I allow that very
discipleship, that very ordination, those years as a nun, to be trans-
ferred to the monks.Those offences that the nuns have in common
with the monks are to be dealt with in the presence of the monks.
For those offences that the nuns do not have in common with the
monks, there is no offence.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.7

BD 1.55 At one time a certain monk, thinking he would avoid an offence,
had sexual intercourse with his mother … his daughter … his sister.
He became anxious … He informed the Master. “You, monk, have
fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk had sexual intercourse with his for-
mer wife. He became anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.8

At one time a certain monk had a supple back.¹ Tormented by
discontent, he took his penis into his ownmouth.He became anxious
… “… entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk had a long penis. Tormented by dis-
content,² he inserted his penis into his own anus. He became anxious
… “… entailing expulsion.”

Vin 3.36

Bu-Pj 1.10.9

At one time a certainmonk saw a dead body, and on the bodywas
a sore next to the genitals.Thinking he would avoid an offence, he
inserted his penis in the genital and it came out through the sore. He
became anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

¹ Vin-a 177, he had formerly been a dancer. ² See below, bd 1.114, n. 1.
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At one time a certainmonk saw a dead body, and on the bodywas
a sore next to the genitals.Thinking he would avoid an offence, he
inserted his penis in the sore and it came out through the genitals.
He became anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.10

At one time a certain lustful monk contacted the genitals of a
picture¹ with his penis. He became anxious … “…Monk, there is no
offence entailing expulsion; there is an offence of bad conduct.”

At one time a certain lustful monk contacted the genitals of a
wooden doll² with his penis. He became anxious … “… bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.11

BD 1.56At one time a monk called Sundara, who had gone forth from
Rājagaha, was walking along a carriage-road. A certain woman said:
“Wait a moment, honoured sir, I will pay homage to you.” As she was
paying homage she held up his lower robe and took his penis into
her mouth. He became anxious … “…Monk, did you consent?”
“I did not consent, Master.”³
“There is no offence, monk, for one who does not consent.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.12

Now at one time a certain woman, seeing a monk, said: “Come,
honoured sir, have sexual intercourse.”
“Enough, sister, it is not allowable.”
“Come, honoured sir, I will make the effort, not you. In this way

there will be no offence for you.” The monk acted accordingly. He
became anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain woman, seeing a monk, said: “Come, hon-
oured sir, have sexual intercourse.”

¹ Lepacitta. Vin-a 278 says cittakammarūpa. ² Dārudhītalikā. Vin-a 278 says
kaṭṭharūpa. ³ Vin-a 278 says he was a non-returner, therefore he did not agree.
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“Enough, sister, it is not allowable.”
“Come, honoured sir, you make the effort, not I. In this way there

will be no offence for you.”Themonk acted accordingly. He became
anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain woman, seeing a monk, said: “Come, hon-
oured sir …” “… it is not allowable.”
“Come, honoured sir, rub inside but discharge outside … rub out-

side but discharge inside.Thus there will be no offence for you.”The
monk acted accordingly. He became anxious … “… entailing expul-
sion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.13

Now at one time a certain monk went to a charnel ground and
saw an undecomposed body. He had sexual intercourse with it. He

BD 1.57

Vin 3.37 became anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk went to a charnel ground and saw a
mostly undecomposed body … “… entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk went to a charnel ground and saw a
mostly decomposed body … “…Monk, there is no offence entailing
expulsion; there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certain monk went to a charnel ground and saw a
decapitated head. He inserted his penis into the wide openmouth,
touching itwith the penis. He became anxious… “…You,monk, have
fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk went to a charnel ground and saw a
decapitated head. He inserted his penis into the wide openmouth,
without touching it with the penis. He became anxious … “Monk,
there is no offence entailing expulsion; there is an offence of bad
conduct.”
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At one time a certainmonkwas in lovewith a certainwoman. She
died and her bones were thrown away and scattered in the charnel-
ground. Then the monk went to the charnel ground, collected the
bones andbroughthis penis into the (area of the) genitals.Hebecame
anxious … “…Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion; there is
an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.14

At one time a certain monk had sexual intercourse with a female
dragon¹ … with a female spirit² … with a female ghost³ … with a

BD 1.58

paṇḍaka. He became anxious … “… entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.15

At one time a certain monk s̓ faculties were impaired.⁴ Think-
ing he would avoid an offence because he felt neither pleasure nor
pain, he had sexual intercourse.They informed theMaster. “Monks,
whether that foolish man felt anything or did not feel anything,⁵
there is an offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.16

At one time a certainmonk, intending to have sexual intercourse
with a woman, felt remorse at the mere touch … “Monk, there is no
offence entailing expulsion, but there is an offence entailing suspen-
sion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.17

At one time a certain monk was lying down in the Jātiyā Grove

¹ Vin-a 279 says “whether it is a young female nāgā (nāgamāṇavikā, cf. Ja iii.275 and
Dhp-a iii.232, translated at Buddhist Legends, iii.57, as ‘dragon-maiden’) or a kinnarī”
(birds [?] living in the heart of mountains); cf.Thig-a 255. ² Vin-a 279, “the female
yakkhas are all devatās.” ³ Vin-a 279, “the nijjhāmataṇhika petas and so on are not
to be approached, but there are petaswho live in mansions; the demerit of these
matures during the dark half of the month, but in the light half they experience
bliss like devatās.”The nijjhāmataṇhika petas are consumed by thirst. At Mil 294 it is
said that they do not derive benefit from offerings made by their living relatives. Cf.
Mil 303, Mil 357. ⁴ upahatindriya. ⁵ vedayi vā … na vā vedayi.
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at Bhaddiya,¹ having gone there to spend the day. And he had an
erection because of wind. A certainwoman sawhim and sat down on
his penis; and having taken her pleasure, she departed.Themonks,
seeing the moisture,² informed theMaster. “Monks, an erection oc-

Vin 3.38

curs for five reasons: because of lust, because of excrement, because
of urine, because of wind, because of being bitten by caterpillars. It
is impossible, monks, it cannot be, that that monk had an erection
because of lust. That monk is an arahant. There is no offence for that
monk.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.18

At one time a certain monk was lying down in the Dark Wood
at Sāvatthī, having gone there to spend the day. A certain woman
cowherd saw him and sat down on his penis.Themonk consented to
the entry, to having entered, to remaining and to the taking out. He
became anxious … “You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing
expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk was lying down in the DarkWood at
Sāvatthī … A certain woman goatherd saw him…A certain woman
gathering fire-wood saw him … A certain woman gathering cow-

BD 1.59

dung saw him and down on his penis … “… entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.19

Now at one time a certain monk was lying down in the Great
Wood at Vesālī, having gone there to spend the day. A certain woman
saw him and sat down on his penis; and having taken her pleasure,
she stood laughing nearby.Themonk woke up and said: “Have you
done this?”
“Yes, I did it.” He became anxious …
“Monk, did you consent?”
“I didnʼt even know, Master.”
“Monk, there is no offence for one who doesnʼt know.”

¹ The capital of the Aṅga kingdom. Here lived Meṇḍaka, famed for his psychic
potency, Vin 1.240ff.The town is mentioned also at Vin 1.189, Vin 1.190: an iii.36.
² kilinna.
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Bu-Pj 1.10.20

At one time a certain monk, having gone to the Great Wood at
Vesālī to spend the day,was lying down and resting his head against a
tree. A certain woman saw him and sat down on his penis.Themonk
got up hastily. He became anxious …
“Monk, did you consent?”
“I did not consent, Master.”
“There is no offence for one who does not consent.”

At one time a certain monk, having gone to the Great Wood at
Vesālī to spend the day,was lying down and resting his head against a
tree. A certain woman saw him and sat down on his penis.Themonk
kicked her off.¹ He became anxious …
“Monk, did you consent?”
“I did not consent, Master.”
“There is no offence for one who does not consent.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.21

BD 1.60At one time a certain monk had gone to spend the day in the hall
with the peaked roof in the GreatWood at Vesālī. He opened the door
and lay down. And he had an erection because of wind. Now at that
time a number of women, bringing scents and garlands, came to

Vin 3.39

the monastery to look at the monastic dwellings.Then those women
saw that monk and they sat down on his penis. Having taken their
pleasure, they said, “what a bull of a man,”² and they placed their
scents and garlands and departed.Themonks, seeing the moisture,
informed the Master. “Monks, an erection occurs for five reasons: …

¹ akkamitvā pavaṭṭesi. Vin-a 280 says that the monk, rising suddenly and giving a
kick (akkamitvā), knocked her over in such a way that she rolled on the ground.
The same expression recurs below, bd 1.138, in connection with a mortar.The Com-
mentary on this passage, Vin-a 475 gives akkamitvā in explanation of ottharitvā,
which seems to mean “sitting on.” Critical Pali Dictionary says that akkamati is “to
make a kick at one,” and in that connection cites the above passage. Pali-English
Dictionary, evidently following the Commentary, gives “to rise” for this passage.
² purisusabha.
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(as in Bu-Pj 1.10.17) …There is no offence for that monk. I advise you,
monks, when you are in seclusion during the day, to close the door.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.22

At one time a certain monk of Bharukaccha¹ dreamt that he had
sexual intercoursewithhis formerwife.He thought hewasno longer
a monk and that he would have to disrobe.² While on his way to
Bharukaccha, he saw the Venerable Upāli³ and informed him ofwhat

BD 1.61

had happened. Venerable Upāli said: “There is no offence, friend,
since it was in a dream.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.23

At one time in Rājagaha therewas a female lay-follower called Su-
pabbā⁴ who had mistaken⁵ faith. She held the view that any woman
who gives sexual intercourse gives the highest gift. Seeing a monk,
she said: “Come, bhante, have sexual intercourse.”
“Enough, sister, it is not allowable.”
“Come, bhante, rub between the thighs, thus there will be no

offence for you…Come, bhante, rub against the navel … the stomach
… the waist … the throat … the ear … the coil of hair … the spaces

¹ Bhārukacchako bhikkhu. Bharukaccha was a town, see Ja iii.188; and Psalms of the
Bretheren, p. 194, Psalms of the Sisters, p. 103; here Vaḍḍha and his mother were said
to have been born. Professor E. Müller, Journal of the Pali Text Society 1888,
p. 63, says that Bharukacchaka is a monk; but he is mentioned nowhere but here. At
Mil 331 the inhabitants of the town are called Bhārukacchakā. Psalms of the Sisters,
p. 103, n. 1, calls it “a seaport on the north-west seaboard, the Bharoch of today.”
² Vibbhamissāmi. Pali-English Dictionary, referring to the above passage, says “co-
habiting.” But see below, bd 1.114, for an exact repetition of this phrase, where it
is probably to be taken in its sense of “to leave the Order.” The question is, does
the text of the above passage justify the Dictionary’s rendering? It is as easy to
believe that the monk was merely returning to his former home as that he was
declaring his intention of returning to his formerwife. On the other hand, on bd 1.62
below, vibbhama possiblymeans “cohabit.” At bd 1.323 below, vibbh° probablymeans
“left the Order.” Doubtless this meaning carried the other with it. See also bd 1.114
and n. 3. ³ At an i.25 he is called “chief among those who know the disciplinary
rules by heart,” quoted by Vin-a 283. Verses atThag 249, see Psalms of the Bretheren
168. Cf. Vinaya Texts ii.276, n. 1; Mrs. Rhys Davids, Manual of Buddhism, p. 217.
⁴ Mentioned, I think, nowhere but here. ⁵ Brahmali: Readingmudhāwith the
Mahāsaṅgīti, as against Buddha in the pts edition.
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between the fingers … Come, bhante, having made an effort with my
hand, I will make you discharge, thus there will be no offence for
you.”Themonk acted accordingly. He became anxious. “Monk, there
is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an offence entailing
suspension.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.24

At one time in Sāvatthī there was a female lay-disciple called
Saddhā who had mistaken faith. She held the view that any woman
who gives sexual intercourse gives the highest gift. Seeing a monk,
she said: “Come, bhante, have sexual intercourse.”
“Enough, sister, it is not allowable.”
“Come, bhante, rub between the thighs … Come, bhante, having

made an effort with my hand, I will make you discharge, thus there
will be no offence for you.”Themonk acted accordingly. He became
anxious … “Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion, but there
is an offence entailing suspension.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.25

At one time in Vesālī some Licchavi youths took hold of a monk
and made him commit misconduct with a nun. Both agreed: both

BD 1.62
Vin 3.40should be expelled.¹ Neither agreed: no offence for either.

At one time in Vesālī some Licchavi youths took hold of a monk
andmade him commit misconduct with a probationary nun …with
a novice nun. Both agreed: both should be expelled. Neither agreed:
no offence for either.

At one time in Vesālī some Licchavi youths took hold of a monk
andmade him commit misconduct with a prostitute² … with a paṇ-
ḍaka…with a woman householder.Themonk agreed: he should be
expelled.Themonk did not agree: there is no offence for him.

¹ nāsetabbo. Cf. above, bd 1.50. ² vesī, or low-caste woman.
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At one time in Vesālī some Licchavi youths took hold of some
monks andmade them commit misconduct with one another. Both
agreed: both should be expelled. Neither agreed: no offence for ei-
ther.

Bu-Pj 1.10.26

At one time a certainmonkwhohadgone forth inhis old agewent
to see his former wife. She said, “Come, bhante, leave the Sangha,”¹
and she took hold of him.Themonk, stepping backwards, fell down
on his back.² She, having pulled up his robe,³ sat down on his penis.
He became anxious …They informed theMaster. He said:
“Monk, did you consent?”
“I did not consent, Master.”
“There is no offence for one who does not consent.”

Bu-Pj 1.10.27

At one time a certain monk dwelt in the jungle. A young deer
went to his place of urination, drank the urine and took his penis in
its mouth.Themonk consented. He became anxious … He informed

BD 1.63

theMaster. He said: “You,monk, have fallen into an offence entailing
expulsion.”

The first offence entailing expulsion is finished.⁴

¹ vibbhama, see above bd 1.60, n. 3. ² Vin-a 284, says that he stepped back to free
himself from her grasp, but fell down as he was weak through old age. But he was
a non-returner, one who had cut off passion and sense-desires, therefore he did
not consent. ³ Ubbhujitvā. Cf. Vin 2.222. ⁴ samattaṁ, instead of the more usual
niṭṭhitaṁ.
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Origin story

First sub-story

Bu-Pj 2.1.1

BD 1.64

Vin 3.41

At one time the Buddha, the Master, was staying at Rājagaha on
MountVulture s̓ Peak.Nowat that time anumber ofmonkswhowere
friends made grass huts on the slope of Mount Isigili¹ and entered
the rains there. Among them was Venerable Dhaniya, the potter s̓
son.Then, after three months, when the rains (residence) was over,
themonks demolished their grass huts, put away the grass andwood
and departed to wander around the country. But Venerable Dhaniya
spent the rains there, and the winter and the summer.Then, while
Venerable Dhaniya was in the village collecting alms, women gather-
ing grass and firewood demolished the grass hut and took away the
grass and sticks. A second time Venerable Dhaniya collected grass
and sticks and made a grass hut. A second time, while Venerable
Dhaniya was in the village collecting alms, women gathering grass
and firewood demolished the grass hut and took away the grass and
sticks. And the same thing happened a third time.Then Venerable
Dhaniya thought: “Three times this has happened. But I am well-

BD 1.65

trained and experienced in my own craft, the potter s̓ craft. Perhaps
I should kneadmudmyself andmake a hut consisting of nothing but
clay?”Then Venerable Dhaniya did just that. He then collected grass,

Vin 3.42

wood and cow-dung and baked his hut. It was a beautiful, lovely and

¹ One of the group of hills above Rājagaha, whence the other crests could be seen
(mn iii.68ff.); a resort of the Order, Vin 2.76; where Godhika committed suicide,
sn i.120; cf. dn ii.116.
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charming little hut, and it was red just like a scarlet rain-mite.¹ And
(when hit) it sounded just like the sound of a bell.

Bu-Pj 2.1.2

Then theMaster, descending fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak with a
number of monks, saw the hut. He then addressed the monks:
“Monks, what is this beautiful, lovely and charming thing, which

is red like a scarlet rain-mite?”Themonks then informed theMaster.
The Buddha, the Master, was critical, saying:
“It is not suitable, monks, for that foolishman, it is not fit, it is not

becoming, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it should
not bedone. Forhowcould that foolishmanmakeahut out of nothing
but clay? Certainly this foolish man can have no consideration, com-
passion andmercy for living beings.² Go, monks, and demolish this

BD 1.66

hut. Do not let future generations take up the destruction of living
beings.³And, monks, a hut consisting of nothing but clay should
not bemade. If one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”⁴
“Yes, bhante,” the monks replied, and they went to that hut and

BD 1.67

demolished it.Then Venerable Dhaniya said to those monks:
“Why, friends, are you demolishing my hut?”
“Friend, the Master has asked us to.”
“Demolish it, friends, if the Lord of the Dhamma⁵ has said so.”

Bu-Pj 2.1.3

Then Venerable Dhaniya thought: “Three times, while I was in
the village collecting alms, women gathering grass and firewood
demolished my hut and took away the grass and sticks. And now

¹ Indagopaka, literally Indra’s cowherds. Commentary makes no remark. But cf.
Thag 13 and Psalms of the Bretheren 18, n., where it is said that “according to the (Thag
) Commentary these are coral-red insects, alluded to in connection with recent
rain, but said by some to be a red grass.” Note also here Sir Charles Eliot’s remark
that the Russians call lady-birds, “God’s little cows.” Dhaniya’s hut might have been
of a round kraal-like shape, suggesting a beetle’s back. MonierWilliams’ Sanskrit-
English Dictionary gives under indragopaka, “the insect cochineal of various kinds”;
and St. Petersburgh Dictionary gives “Coccinelle.” The coccineds are, however,
lady-birds. ² na hi nāma tassa moghapurisassa pāṇesu anuddayā anukampā avihesā
bhavissati.This must refer to the small creatures in the mud which would be de-
stroyedwhen themudwas baked. ³ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset
due to its length, so it has been moved to an appendix with other long notes on
page 2970.) ⁴ Vin-a 289, “There was no offence for Dhaniya, because it was a first
offence.” ⁵ dhammasāmi, cf. sn iv.94; an v.226.
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my hut made of nothing but clay has been demolished at the Mas-
ter s̓ request. Now the overseer of the wood-yard is a friend of mine.
Perhaps I should ask him for wood andmake a hut out of it?”

Then Venerable Dhaniya approached the overseer of the wood-
yard and said this: “Three times, friend, while I was in the village
collecting alms, women gathering grass and firewood … has been
demolished at the Master s̓ request. Give me some wood, friend, I
want to make a wooden hut.”
“There is no such wood, bhante, that I could give you.This wood

Vin 3.43

is held by the king, and it is meant for the repair of the town and put
aside in case of emergency. Only if the king gives it, may you take it.”
“Friend, it has been given by the king.”
Then the overseer of the wood-yard thought: “These recluses,

sons of the Sakyan, are followers of dhamma, of just conduct, commit-
ted to the spiritual life, speakers of truth, virtuous, of good conduct.
Even the kinghas faith in these.Hewouldnot¹ say something is given
if it were not.”Then the overseer of the wood-yard said to Venerable
Dhaniya : “You may take it, bhante.” Then Venerable Dhaniya had

BD 1.68

that wood broken up into pieces, removed it by means of carts and
made a wooden hut.

Bu-Pj 2.1.4

Now the brahmin Vassakāra,² the chief minister of Magadha,
while he was inspecting the works in Rājagaha, went to the overseer
of the wood-yard and said to him: “What is going on: where is the
wood held by the king that is meant for the repair of the town and
put aside in case of emergency?”
“Sir,³ that wood was given by the king to master Dhaniya.”
Then the brahminVassakārawas upset: “How could the king give

away the wood, which is meant for the repair of the town and put
aside in case of emergency, to Dhaniya, the potter s̓ son?”

Then the brahmin Vassakāra went to King Seniya Bimbisāra of
Magadha and said to him: “Is it true, sire, that the wood held by

¹ na arahati. ² At Vin 1.225 = dn ii.86 = Ud 87 he and Sunidha, another chief min-
ister, were building a fortified town at Pāṭaligāma against the Vajjians. At dn ii.72
Ajātasattu, then King of Magadha, sent Vassakāra to tell Gotama that he (Ajāta°)
was going to fight the Vajjins. ³ Sāmi.
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the king, meant for the repair of the town and put aside in case of
emergency, were given by the king to Dhaniya, the potter s̓ son?”
“Who said that?”
“The overseer of the wood-yard, sire.”
“Well then, brahmin, send for the overseer of the wood-yard.”

Then Vassakāra had the overseer of the wood-yard bound and taken
by force.

Venerable Dhaniya saw the overseer of the wood-yard being
BD 1.69

bound and taken by force and said to him: “Friend, why is this hap-
pening to you?”
“Because of the business with that wood, bhante.”
“Go, friend, and I too will come.”
“Please come before I am done for, bhante.”

Bu-Pj 2.1.5

Then Venerable Dhaniya went to the dwelling of King Bimbisāra
and sat downon theappointed seat.ThenKingBimbisāra approached
Venerable Dhaniya, paid homage to him and sat down to one side.

Vin 3.44

King Bimbisāra then said this to him:
“Is it true, bhante, that the wood held by the king, meant for the

repair of the town and put aside in case of emergency, have been
given by me to the master?”
“Yes, great king.”
“We kings are very busy—having given, wemay not remember.

Please remindme, bhante.”
“Do you remember, great king, when you were first anointed,

speaking these words: ‘Let the recluses and brahmins enjoy gifts of
grass, sticks and waterʼ?”
“I remember, bhante.There are recluses and brahmins who have

a sense of shame, are scrupulous and desirous of training.They have
a sense of conscience even in regard to small matters. What was ut-
tered bymewasmeant¹ for these, and it concernedwhat is ownerless
in the wilderness.² Yet you, bhante, imagine you can take wood not

¹ Tesaṁmayā sandhāya bhāsitaṁ. Sandhāya of text altered to saddhāya at Vin 5.260.
Vin-a 295 reads sandh°. ² Vin-a 295 says: “that grass, wood, and water not owned
in the jungle, this is the meaning intended by me.”
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given to you bymeans of this trick? But how could one like me flog,
BD 1.70

imprison or banish a recluse or a brahmin living in my kingdom?
Go, you are free because of your status,¹² but do not do such a thing
again.”

Bu-Pj 2.1.6

People criticised and denounced him: “These recluses, the sons of
the Sakyan, are shameless, immoral, liars.They claim to be followers
of dhamma, of just conduct, committed to the spiritual life, speakers
of truth, virtuous, of good conduct. But there is no recluseship or
brahminhood among these—it is lost to them.Where is recluseship
and brahminhood among them?They have departed from it. They
even deceive the king; what then other people?”

Monks heard the criticism of those people. Those monks who
had few desires and a sense of shame, who were contented, scrupu-
lous, and desirous of training, criticised and denounced Venerable
Dhaniya: “How could he take wood belonging to the king that had
not been given to him?”Then thesemonks informed theMaster. And
in this connection the Master convened the Sangha of monks and
questoned Venerable Dhaniya:
“Is it true, Dhaniya, that you have taken wood belonging to the

king that was not given to you?”
“It is true, Master.”

BD 1.71

The Buddha, the Master, rebuked him: “Foolish man, it is not
suitable, it is not becoming, it is not proper, it is not worthy of a
recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done. How could you take

Vin 3.45

wood belonging to the king that has not been given to you? This

¹ Brahmali: “Loma, “literally “hair,” buthere seems tobeused idiomatically to refer
to status or social position. ² Lomena. Vin-a 295 says that loma is the characteristic
mark of pabbajjā. It is like the case of some evil-minded people, who wanting to eat
flesh, take a goatwith afine coat. A clevermancomes along and thinks that the goat’s
coat is valuable, so giving the other people two goats, he himself takes the valuable
one.Thus this goat is freedonaccount of its coat orhair (lomena). Similarly, although
the man who has done the deed (referred to in the text) is worthy of flogging or
binding, yet because he bears the mark of an arahan (arahaddhaja) he is scatheless.
Therefore, on account of his hair (lomena, i.e., the down on the limbs) which is the
sign of his having gone forth, he is freed, like the valuable goat.
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will not give rise to confidence in those without it,¹ nor increase the
confidence of thosewhohave it, but itwill hinder confidence in those
without it and it will cause some with confidence to change their
minds.”

Now at that time a certain former chief minister of justice who
had gone forth among the monks was sitting near theMaster.The
Master said to him: “For what amount of theft, monk, does King
Bimbisāra flog, imprison or banish a thief?”
“For a pāda,² Master, for the worth of a pāda³, or for more than a

pāda.”
Now at that time in Rājagaha a pāda was worth five māsakas.⁴

BD 1.72

¹ an i.98.Atgs i.84appasannānaṁ is translated “to believers” in error. It is, of course,
“to non-believers or unbelievers.” ² For pāda see Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins and
Measures of Ceylon, p. 2f., where he says “there is nothing to prove that it meant a
coin at all; it may have been a weight … recognised as a basis of calculation or a
medium of exchange.” Vin-a 297 says, “then in Rājagaha a kahāpaṇawas (worth)
twentymāsakas, therefore a pādawas (worth) fivemāsakas, and a pāda, because of
this property, is to be called a quarter of a kahāpaṇa throughout the countryside.”
At Vin 3.238, Vin 3.240, kahāpaṇa appears in definition of rajata (silver), rūpiya
(silver), respectively, but I think that it need not necessarily mean silver literally,
as the copper, wood and lacmāsakas also appear in these definitions of rajata and
rūpiya. See bd 1.72, n. formāsaka. At Vv-a 11 = Dhp-a iii.108 we get a descending line,
kahāpaṇa, aḍḍhapāda,māsaka, then kākaṇikā. For this last see Rhys Davids, Ancient
Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 10. Owing to the uncertainty as to the exact nature
of the coins kahāpaṇa, māsaka, pāda, if indeed they were coins at all, I think it
better to leave them untranslated. All we can say is that the kahāpaṇawas the unit
of exchange in Pali literature, and that the others were mediums of exchange of
lesser value than the kahāpaṇa. To translate kahāpaṇa by “penny” and so on as
does Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, ii.333f. brings us no nearer to the sense of the
Pali. ³ pādārahaṁ. Here we have what is possibly an early use of arahaṁ, when
it simply meant “worth” or “value,” and not even so much as a “worthy person,”
far less a saint or man perfected. ⁴ māsaka frommāsa, a bean of the phaseolus,
see below, bd 1.83, n. Enough has been said to show that usually twentymāsakas
were reckoned to make a kahāpaṇa. As mentioned in foregoing note the copper,
wood and lac māsakas are included in a definition of rajata and rūpiya. See also
Vin-a 689–Vin-a 690, which speaks ofmāsakasmade of skin, bone, fruits or seeds of
trees, and says that somemāsakas have figures stamped upon them.This passage
goes on to say that, together with silver and gold, the goldmāsaka and the silver
māsaka are four things to be given up (by monks) See Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins
andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 8, p. 14. Cf. sn i.79.
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Then theMaster, having rebuked Venerable Dhaniya in several ways
for being difficult to support … “… And, monks, this training rule
should be recited thus:

Preliminary ruling

“If a monk takes by way of theft what has not been given to him—the
sort of theft for which kings, having caught a thief, would flog, im-
prison or banish him, saying, ‘You are a robber, you are foolish, you
have gone astray, you are a thief ʼ—he too is expelled and not in com-
munion.”

Thus theMaster laid down this training rule for the monks

Second sub-story
Bu-Pj 2.2

At one time the group of six monks went to the dyersʼ spread (of
dyed cloth)¹, carried off the dyersʼ goods, took it to the monastery
and divided it out. Other monks said:
“Friends, you have great merit, for many robes have accrued to

you.”
“How is theremerit for us, friends? Just nowwewent to the dyersʼ

spread (of dyed cloth) and carried off the dyersʼ goods.”
“Friends, hasnʼt a training rule been laid down by the Master?

Why then do you carry off the dyersʼ goods?”
“It is true, friends, that a training rule has been laid down by the

Master, but it concerns the village, not the wilderness.”
“But, friends, that is just the same. It is not suitable, it is not becom-

BD 1.73

ing, it is not proper, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable,
it should not be done. How could you carry off the dyers s̓ goods?
It will not give rise to confidence in those without it, nor increase
the confidence of those who have it, but it will hinder confidence in
those without it and it will cause some with confidence to change
their minds.”

¹ Brahmali: See Vin-a 2.298,16.
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Then thosemonks, having rebuked the group of sixmonks in var-
ious ways, informed theMaster. And in this connection the Master

Vin 3.46

convened the Sangha and questoned the group of six monks:
“Is it true, monks, that you went the dyersʼ spread (of dyed cloth)

and carried off the dyersʼ goods?”
“It is true, Master.”
The Buddha, theMaster, rebuked them: “it is not suitable, foolish

men, it is not becoming, it is not proper, it is not worthy of a recluse,
it is not allowable, it should not be done. How could you go to the
dyersʼ spread (of dyed cloth) and carry off the dyersʼ goods? Itwill not
give rise to confidence in those without it … to change their minds.”
Then theMaster, rebuking the group of six monks in various ways,
spoke in dispraise of being difficult to support … but he spoke in
praise … of the putting forth of energy. Having given a Dhamma talk
on what was right and seemly, he addressed the monks … “… And so,
monks, this training rule should be recited thus:

Final ruling

“If amonk takes byway of theft from a village or from thewilder-
ness what has not been given to him—the sort of theft forwhich
kings, having caught a thief,would flog, imprison or banish him,
saying, ‘You are a robber, you are foolish, you have gone astray,
you are a thief ʼ—he too is expelled and not in communion.”

Definitions
Bu-Pj 2.3

Ameans: whoever, of such kind …
Monkmeans: … this sort ofmonk is meant in this case.

BD 1.74

Villagemeans: a village of one hut, a village of two huts, a village
of three huts, a village of four huts, an inhabited village, an uninhab-
ited village,¹ a fenced-in village, a village which is not fenced in, a

¹ samanusso pi gāmo amanusso pi gāmo, or “a village that is inhabited or a village
that is uninhabited.” See bd 1.147, n. 2 below.
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disorganised village, and even a caravan that is camping for more
than four months is called a village.The precincts of the village
means: of a fenced-in village, the outward stone-throw of a man of
average height standing at the threshold (of the village gate); of a
village not fenced in, the outward stone-throw of a man of average
height standing within the precincts of a house.¹

Wildernessmeans: leaving aside the village and the precincts
of the village, what remains is called the wilderness.²

What has not been givenmeans: what has not been given, nor
let go of, nor thrown away; what is guarded, protected, regarded as
“mine”, what belongs to others—this is calledwhat has not been
given.

By way of theftmeans: intending to steal, intending to carry
off.

If (he) takesmeans: if (he) takes, if (he) takes away, if (he) carries
off, if (he) interrupts the mode of movement, if (he) removes from
its base, if (he) does not fulfill an obligation.³

The sort of theftmeans: a pāda, the worth of a pāda, or more
than a pāda.

Vin 3.47

Kingsmeans: kings of the earth, local kings, governors of is-
lands,⁴ governors of border areas, judges, chiefministers, orwhoever
metes out physical punishment—these are called kings.

BD 1.75

A thiefmeans: one who takes by way of theft anything having
the value of fivemāsakas ormore than fivemāsakas that has not been
given—he is called a thief.

Would flog means: they would flog with the hand, the foot, a
whip, a cane, a rod, or by maiming.

¹ SeeVism 71f., which goes into the question of fixing the village precincts at greater
length. It adduces Vinaya evidence: a stone thrown by youngmen in a display or
strength fixes the boundary.The standard throw decides this.The Visuddhimagga
goes on to say that the Suttanta scholars say that the boundary is the fall of a stone
thrown to drive away a crow. ² Quoted at Snp-a 83; and at Vism 73. Here Vibhaṅga
definition is also collected: “it is jungle when one goes out by the gate pillars,”
Vb 251. Suttanta views as to relation of jungle and village are also given at Vism 73.
³ saṁketa, see below Bu-Pj 2.4.30. ⁴ Brahmali: See Vin-a 2.309,6.
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Would imprisonmeans: they would imprison by constriction
with a rope, by constriction with fetters, by constriction with chains,
by constriction to a house, by constriction to a town, by constriction
to a village, by constriction to a small town, by being guarded.

Would banishmeans: they would banish from the village, small
town, town, province or rural district.

You are a robber, you are foolish, you have gone astray, you
are a thiefmeans: this is censure.¹

Hetoomeans: this is saidwith reference to the preceding offence
entailing expulsion.

Is expelledmeans: just as a fallen, withered leaf could not² be-
come green again, so a monk who takes by way of theft a pāda, the
worth of a pāda or more than a pāda, which had not been given to
him, is not a recluse, not a son of the Sakyan³—he is therefore called
one who is expelled.

Not in communionmeans: communionmeans: a common offi-
cial action, the same recital, the same training—this is called com-
munion. He does not take part in this—he is therefore called not in
communion.

Permutations

Permutations part 1

Summary
Bu-Pj 2.4.1 Being in the earth, being on firm ground, being in the air, being
BD 1.76

above ground, being in water, being in a boat, being in a vehicle,

¹ Brahmali: Because of the way I have translated the rule I have had to leave out
the next two definitions, neither of which relate to anything inmy translation. Both
definitons are found in the Pali and in I.B. Horner s̓ translation. However, since both
of these definitions are verbatim repetitions of definitions already given under this
rule (see the definitions of “The sort of theft” and “Should take” above), there is no
loss of information. ² Abhabba. ³ Cf. Vin 1.96, where it is said that a monk who
has received the upasampadā ordination should abstain from taking what is not
given him and from theft, even of a blade of grass.
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carried as a burden, being in a park, being in a monastic dwelling,
being in a field, being on a plot of land, being in a village, being in
the wilderness, water, tooth-wood, forest tree, goods being carried,
deposit, customs station, a living being, footless, two-footed, four-
footed,many-footed, a spy, akeeperof entrustedproperty, amutually
agreed theft, an arranged action, the making of a sign.

Exposition
Bu-Pj 2.4.2

Being in the earthmeans: the goods are put down into the earth,
buried, covered. If, intending to steal, he thinks, “I will take the
goods that are in the earth,” and he seeks for a companion,¹ or he
seeks for a hoe or a basket, or he goes (to the goods),² there is an

BD 1.77

offence of bad conduct.³ If he breaks a piece of wood or a slender
Vin 3.48

tree⁴ growing there, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he digs up
the soil or removes it or lifts it up, there is an offence of bad conduct.
If he touches the container,⁵ there is an offence of bad conduct. If he
makes it quiver,⁶ there is a serious offence. If he moves it from its
base,⁷ there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Putting his own vessel into (the container)⁸, if he touches some-
thing worth five māsakas or more than five māsakas, there is an
offence of bad conduct. If he makes it quiver, there is a serious

¹ dutiya, a second one, a mate or helper, a friend, associate or accomplice. ² (This
footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been moved
to an appendix with other long notes on page 2972.) ³ Dukkaṭa, explained at
Vin-a 313 as duṭṭhu kata, badly, wrongly done; and transgressing being done is
called dukkaṭa. This is not one of the worst transgressions. ⁴ Latā, a slender
creeper. ⁵ Brahmali:Kumbhi, literally, “pot”, but here it functions as a container.
⁶ Phandāpeti, cf.mn i.404 phandato phandāpayato, translated at Further Dialogues of
the Buddha i.291,“who sets folk quaking or causes another to do so.”Themeaning
probably is that he takes hold of the article so that it throbs, trembles or shakes—a
worse offence thanmerely laying hold of it, but not so bad as removing it. ⁷ Ṭhānā
cāveti. Cf. Snp 442māmaṁ ṭhānā acāvayi, translated H.O.S. Vol. 37, “May he never
beat me back,” and Sacred Books of the East, Volume X, “that he may not drive me
away frommy place.” ⁸ Brahmali: Vin-a 2.316,15.
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offence.¹ If he makes it enter his own vessel² or takes it with his
fist,³⁴ there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If, intending to steal, he touches goods held together by a string,⁵
or a bracelet,⁶ a necklace ,⁷ an ornamental girdle,⁸ a robe, or a turban,
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there is an offence of bad conduct.
If he makes it quiver, there is a serious offence. If, grasping it at

the top,⁹ he pulls it, there is a serious offence. If while stroking it, he
lifts it,¹⁰ there is a serious offence. If he removes the goods even as
much as a hair s̓ breadth over the rim of the container, there is an
offence entailing expulsion.

If, intending to steal, he drinks, in one undertaking,¹¹ ghee, oil,
honey or molasses¹² to the value of fivemāsakas or more than five

¹ Thullaccaya, an offence whose nature is grave, Vin-a 314. ² Attano bhājana-
gataṁ vā karoti. Cf. below, bd 1.85. Bhājanagataṁ explained at Vin-a 316 to mean
bhājane yeva hoti, as kumbhigataṁ is kumbhiyaṁ, feminine locative. ³ Brahmali:
So that contact is broken with the other goods in the container; Vin-a 2.316,28.
⁴ Muṭṭhiṁ chindati, i.e., of kahāpanas. Vin-a 316; which also says, evam muṭṭhiṁ
karontomuṭṭhiṁ chindati nāma, making a fist so is called detaching a handful so that
no kahāpaṇas come out between the fingers. ⁵ Suttārūḷhaṁ. Vin-a 316, “putting
on chains means, tying on chains, made of chains.” Cf. Vin 2.106 where the group
of six monks wore similar things. ⁶ Pāmaṅga, at Vinaya Texts iii.69, “ear-drops.”
Vin-a 316, “made of gold, made of silver, made of chains, strings of pearls and so on.”
Otherwise Buddhaghosa of no help here. Cf. Vin-a 534. ⁷ Brahmali: The next
item occurring in I.B. Horner s̓ translation is “an ornamental string hanging from
the ear,” but since this is not found in theMahāsaṅgīti, I have left it out. Her note on
this is: “Kaṇṇasuttaka at Vin 1.286 seems to mean a clothes-line; but cf. Vin 2.143.”
⁸ Kaṭisuttaka. Not enumerated at Vin 2.136 where other special kinds of girdles
are mentioned.Themonks were forbidden to wear any of these things, Vin 2.107.
The use of kaṭisuttaka, meaning a hip-string, is forbidden to the nuns at Vin 2.271.
⁹ koṭiyam gahetvā = ākāsaṭṭham akaronto, Vin-a 317. ¹⁰ ghaṁsanto nīharati, which
according to Vin-a 317 means that when a big pot is brim-full, drawing it out and
levelling a chain (pāmaṅga) across the mouth of the big pot, if he draws the chain
further than the mouth, so that he drags off whatever goods rise higher than the
level of the top of the pot, there is a pārājika offence. But if, in pulling the chain, he
does not pull over any goods, as he does not pull the chain beyond the rim, there
is a thullaccaya offence. See above, bd 1.77 n., on pāmaṅga. ¹¹ payoga, an elastic
term, meaning action, business, undertaking; cf. Vin 3.50 below, where it seems
to mean occasion, occurrence, happening. ¹² These, with fresh butter, navanīta,
constitute the five kinds of medicine, cf. below, Vin 3.251.
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māsakas, there is an offence entailing expulsion. In this case, if he
destroys it, throws it away, burns it or renders it useless, there is an
offence of bad conduct.

Bu-Pj 2.4.3

Being on firm ground¹ means: the goods are put down on the
firmground. If, intending to steal and thinking, “Iwill steal the goods
which are on the firm ground,” he either searches for a companion,
or goes himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches
them, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he makes them quiver,
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there is a serious offence. If he moves them from their base, there is
an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.4

Being in the airmeans: the goods are in the air.² A peacock, a
francolin partridge,³ a partridge, a quail,⁴ a robe,⁵ a turban or differ-
ent varieties of gold—⁶⁷ that falls to the ground when cut. If, intend-
ing to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods in the air,” and he either
searches for a companion or goes himself, there is an offence of bad
conduct. If he cuts off their course of movement,⁸ there is an offence
of bad conduct. If he touches them, there is an offence of bad conduct.
If he makes them quiver, there is a serious offence. If he moves them
from their base, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.5

¹ thalaṭṭhaṁ. Thala is solid ground, firm ground, as opposed to water; dry
ground—i.e., high, raised or sloping as opposed to low ground; or a plateau
as opposed to a low-lying place. Vin-a 322 explains by bhūmitale vā pāsādapab-
batatalādīsu vā. ² ākāsagataṁ, gataṁ being an elastic termination of some fixed
significance. ³ kapiñjara, possibly with this meaning, cf. Kv 268 (kapiñjala) and
Ja vi.538. ⁴ vaṭṭako. Pali-English Dictionary says a “cart,” vaṭṭakā being “quail.”
⁵ Blown by the force of the wind and extended on the ground, Vin-a 324. ⁶ Brah-
mali:This renders hiraññaṁvā suvaṇṇaṁvā.These are two differentwords for gold,
the exact distinction between them being unclear. ⁷ hiraññaṁ vā suvaṇṇaṁ vā.
While people are putting on, e.g. a necklace or while a goldsmith is making a salākā,
if it falls from the fastener, and the thief makes off with it, Vin-a 324. But for these
two words, hirañña and suvaṇṇa, cf. above bd 1.28, n. ⁸ Brahmali: Presumably
this refers to something moving through the air, perhaps especially birds.
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Beingaboveground¹means: the goods are foundaboveground.²
On a bed, on a bench, on a bamboo pole for hanging robes from,³ on a
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cord forhanging robes from,onapeg in thewall,⁴ onanelephant tusk
peg,⁵ in a tree, or even if just fastened to a bowl stand.⁶ If, intending to
steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods that are found above ground,”
and he either searches for a companion or goes himself, there is an
offence of bad conduct. If he touches them, there is an offence of bad
conduct. If he makes them quiver, there is a serious offence. If he
moves them from their base, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.6

Vin 3.49 Being in thewatermeans: the goods are deposited in the water.
If intending to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods in the water,”
and he either searches for a companion or goes himself, there is an
offence of bad conduct. He either dives into the water or emerges
from it, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches the goods,
there is an offence of bad conduct. If he makes them quiver, there
is a serious offence. If he moves them from their base, there is an
offence entailing expulsion.

If intending to steal, he touches either a blue, red, or white lotus
which is growing there,⁷ or the sprout of a lotus, or a fish or a tur-
tle to the value of fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas, there is
an offence of bad conduct. If he makes them quiver, there is a seri-

¹ Vehāsaṭṭhaṁ. There is usually little difference between vehāsa and ākāsa, which is
part of the word explained in the preceding paragraph. Both usually mean “air” or
“atmosphere.” But it is clear in this context that some greater difference is intended.
In this paragraph, beginning “Being above ground,” the goods are shown to come
into contact with something standing on or supported by the earth, and are not, as
“in the air,” freed, like a bird, from the earth’s support. Vehāsaṭṭhaṁ, with bhūmi-
gataṁ, occurs at dn i.115, and is translated at Dialogues of the Buddha i.i47 “above the
ground,” which I follow, and at Dialogues of the Buddha ii.94, “housed in treasury
chambers.” dn-a i.284 = mn-a iii.420 says “completing terraces and turrets (pāsā-
daniyyūhādāyo) andputting (it there) is called ‘above the ground.’ ” ² vehāsagataṁ.
³ cīvaravaṁsa. This and the next, cīvararajju, are often found together in Vinaya; cf.
Vin 1.47 and Vin 1.286 where these things were prescribed for the monks. ⁴ bhit-
tikhīla. Vin-a 327, something knocked against the wall, driven straight in, or some-
thing that was there originally. ⁵ nāgadanta. Vin-a 327 says that this is curved.
⁶ Vin-a 328: this may be a support on a tree or on a fence or on a stick. ⁷ tatthajā-
taka, literally born there.
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ous offence. If he moves them from their base, there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.7

Aboatmeans: that bywhich one crosses.¹Being inaboatmeans:
the goods are deposited in a boat. If intending to steal, he thinks, “I
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will steal the goods which are deposited in the boat,” and he either
searches for a companion or goes himself, there is an offence of bad
conduct. If he touches them… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If intending to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the boat” … or goes
himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches it, there is
an offence of bad conduct. If he makes it quiver, there is a serious
offence. If he loosens themoorings, there is an offence of bad conduct.
If, having loosened the moorings, he touches it, there is an offence
of bad conduct. If he makes it quiver, there is a serious offence. If he
makes it move up or down, or across the water even for as much as a
hair s̓ breadth, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.8

A vehicle² means: a litter, a two-wheeled carriage, a cart, a char-
iot.³ Being in a vehiclemeans: the goods are deposited in a vehicle.
If intending to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods deposited in
the vehicle” … or goes himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If
he touches them… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If intending to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the vehicle” … or goes
himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches it … there
is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.9

A burdenmeans: a burden carried on the head, a burden car-
ried on the back, a burden carried on the hip, one hanging down.
If intending to steal, he touches the burden on the head, there is
an offence of bad conduct. If he makes it quiver, there is a serious
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¹ Vin-a 332, here meaning even a washerman’s tub or a sheaf of bamboos. ² yāna,
a way, the act of going, so a vehicle. Earlier, in the Brāhmaṇas and Upaniṣads, it
had meant a way, rather than the means of going, as devayāna, pitṛyāna, the way
to the devas, the way to the ancestors. Dasgupta,History of Indian Philosophy i.125
sees the word as “career”. This rendering was adopted by E.J. Thomas, History
of Buddhist Thought, p. 178, in referring to later (Mahāyāna) teaching. The above
definition clearly rules out “career” for this passage. ³ Cf. Vin 4.339 where two
more are added: sivikā pāṭaṅkī, palanquin and sedan-chair.
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offence. If he lowers it to the back, there is an offence entailing ex-
pulsion. If intending to steal, he touches the burden on the back,
there is an offence of bad conduct. If he makes it quiver, there is a
serious offence. If he lowers it to the hip, there is an offence entailing
expulsion. If intending to steal, he touches the burden on the hip,
there is an offence of bad conduct. If he causes it to quiver, there is
a serious offence. If he takes it with his hands, there is an offence
entailing expulsion. If intending to steal a burden in the hand, he
deposits it on the ground, there is an offence entailing expulsion.
Intending to steal, he takes it from the ground, there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.10

Aparkmeans: a parkwith flowers, an orchard.¹Being in a park
means: the goods are deposited in thepark in fourplaces: in the earth,
on the firm ground, in the air, above the ground. If intending to steal,
he thinks, “I will steal the goods in the park ”… or goes himself, there

Vin 3.50

is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches them… there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

If intending to steal, he touches a root growing there,² or a piece
of bark,³ a leaf, a flower,⁴ or a fruit to the value of five māsakas or
more than fivemāsakas… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If he claims the park,⁵ there is an offence of bad conduct. If he
evokes doubt in the owner as to his ownership⁶, there is a serious
offence. If the owner thinks, “I wonʼt get it back,” and he gives up
the effort of reclaiming it,⁷⁸ there is an offence entailing expulsion.
If he resorts to the law⁹ and defeats the owner, there is an offence
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¹ Brahmali:The word ārāma, “park”, also includes monasteries. ² tatthajātaka,
cf. bd 1.80, n. 5; Vin-a 337f., applies this adjective only tomūla. ³ Bark was used
for medicine or dye; to harm a tree with valuable bark was a pārājika, Vin-a 338.
⁴ Such as jasmine and lotus. ⁵ Vin-a 338, i.e. belonging to someone else, saying, ‘It
is mine’; in this attempt to take what is not given, there is a dukkaṭa. ⁶ Brahmali:
Vin-a 2.338,16. ⁷ Brahmali: Vin-a 2.338,21. ⁸ dhuraṁ nikkhipati, or “throws off
his responsibility.” ⁹ dhammaṁ caranto. Vin-a ii.339: bhikkhusanghe vā rājakule vā
vinicchayaṁ karonto; but the judges having descended to false witnesses pervert
justice and conquer the keeper.
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entailing expulsion. If he resorts to the law¹ but is defeated,² there is
a serious offence.

Bu-Pj 2.4.11

Being in amonastic dwelling³ means: the goods are deposited
in amonastic dwelling in fourplaces: in the earth, on thefirmground,
in the air, above the ground. If, intending to steal, he thinks, “I will
steal the goods in the monastic dwelling” … or goes himself, there is
an offence of bad conduct. If he touches them… there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

If he claims the monastic dwelling … but is defeated, there is a
serious offence.

Bu-Pj 2.4.12

Afieldmeans: where grain or vegetables grow.⁴ Being in a field
means: the goods are deposited in a field in four places: in the earth,
on the firm ground, in the air, above the ground. If, intending to
steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods deposited in the field” … or
goes himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches them
… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If, intending to steal, he touches the grain or the vegetableswhich
BD 1.84

grow there to the value of fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas…

¹ Here Vin-a 339 says, “but if proceeding with the investigation bymeans of Vinaya
and Dhamma and the master’s teaching, he accomplishes his own defeat … he falls
into a thullaccaya.” ² parajjati. ³ Note that this paragraph and Bu-Pj 2.4.14 below
do not begin by saying: “a vihārameans:”, “a village means:”, as do the others here.
⁴ There are seven sorts of grain (pubbaṇṇa) and seven kinds of pulses or cereals
(aparaṇṇa). Cnd 314 distinguishes these two sorts of grain: pubbaṇṇa (natural) and
aparaṇṇa (prepared). To the first, here called dhañña, belong sāli and vīhi (rice-
sorts), yava (barley), godhūma (wheat), kaṅga (millet), varaka (beans), kudrūsaka.
At Dialogues of the Buddha iii.70 n. 1 translator says kudrūsaka is a “kind of rye.” At
dn iii.71 it is said that as now sāli and curry (maṁsodana) are the highest kinds of
food, so whenman’s life-span is reduced to ten years, kudrūsakawill become the
highest food. At Vin 4.264 these kinds of grain are catalogued under āmaka-dhañña,
“raw” grain, corn in its natural, unprepared state. At dn i.5 = an ii.209 it is said that
Gotama is onewho abstains from accepting this āmakadhañña.Mnd 248, in defining
khetta gives a rather different series of seven grains; sāli, vīhi,mugga (kidney-bean),
māsa (a bean, Phaseolus indica or radiata), yava, godhūma, tila (sesame plant).
Mil 106 again varies slightly: sāli, vīhi, yava, taṇḍula (rice-grain), tila,mugga,māsa.
an iv.108 = an iv.112 includes tila,mugga,māsa under aparaṇṇa. A list of provisions
for a journey at Vin 1.244 includes taṇḍula,mugga,māsa. Ja v.106 says that hareṇukā
ti aparaṇṇajā ti.
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there is an offence entailing expulsion.
If he claims the field … but is defeated, there is a serious offence.
If he shiftsapost, a cord, a fence, or aboundary, there is anoffence

of bad conduct. When one action of the shifting remains, there is a
serious offence. When the last action of the shifting is completed,
there is an offence entailing expulsion.¹

Bu-Pj 2.4.13

A plot of landmeans: the plot of land of a park or a monastery,
the plot of land of a monastic dwelling. Being on a plot of land
means: the goods are deposited on a plot of land in four places: in the
earth, on the firm ground, in the air, above the ground. If, intending
to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods on the plot of land” … or he
goes himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he touches them
… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If he claims the plot of land … but is defeated, there is a serious
offence.

If he shiftsapost, a cord, a fence, or aboundary, there is anoffence
of bad conduct. When one action of the shifting remains, there is a
serious offence. When the last action of the shifting is completed,
there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.14

Being in a villagemeans: the goods are deposited in a village in
four places: in the earth, on the firm ground, in the air, above the
ground. If, intending to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the goods the
village” … or he goes himself, there is an offence of bad conduct. If
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he touches them… there is an offence entailing expulsion.
Bu-Pj 2.4.15

Vin 3.51 Thewildernessmeans: any wilderness which is owned by peo-
ple.²Being in thewildernessmeans: the goods are deposited in the

¹ Ekaṁpayogaṁanāgate, āpatti thullaccayassa; tasminpayogeāgate, āpatti pārājikassa.
Note the use of accusative and locative. Vin-a 341 says, “desiring to make a field for
himself using the enclosure of another person’s field, he digs in thewood. Each time
he uses a piece, there is a dukkaṭa offence (payoge payoge dukkaṭaṁ); when one piece
is still to come, there is a thullaccaya offence (ekasmiṁ anāgate thullaccayaṁ); when
that piece has come, there is a pārājika (tasmiṁāgate pārājikaṁ).” Commentary goes
on to say that if by these means one is able to enclose a field for himself, then there
is a dukkaṭawith the first payoga, and finally (avasāne) there is one of two things: a
thullaccaya according to one, a pārājika according to the other. ² Brahmali: See
Vin-a 2.342,4.
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wilderness in four places: in the earth, on the firm ground, in the air,
above the ground. If, intending to steal, he thinks, “I will steal the
goods in the wilderness” … or he goes himself, there is an offence
of bad conduct. If he touches them … there is an offence entailing
expulsion.

If, intending to steal, he touches a piece of wood belonging there,
or a creeper or grass, to the value of fivemāsakas or more than five
māsakas… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.16

Watermeans: in a vessel, in a pond, or in a reservoir. If, intend-
ing to steal, he touches it … there is an offence entailing expulsion.
Putting his own vessel into (the container holding the water), if he
touches water to the value of fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas,
intending to steal it, there is an offence of bad conduct. If he makes
it quiver, there is a serious offence. If he puts it into his own bowl,¹
there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If he breaks the embankment, there is an offence of bad conduct.
Having broken the embankment, if he empties water to the value of
fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas, there is an offence entailing
expulsion. If he empties water to the value of more than onemāsaka
but less than fivemāsakas, there is a serious offence. If he empties
water to the value of a māsaka or less than a māsaka, there is an
offence of bad conduct.

Bu-Pj 2.4.17

Tooth-woodmeans: either cut or uncut. If, intending to steal, he
touches what has a value of fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas,
there is an offence of bad conduct. If he makes it quiver, there is
a serious offence. If he moves it from its base, there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

BD 1.86
Bu-Pj 2.4.18Forest tree², “the oldest tree, but here (idha) all are taken

for the use of people.”means:Whatever tree is owned by people. If,
intending to steal, he fells it, for each blow there is an offence of bad
conduct. When one blow remains (before the tree is felled), there
is a serious offence. When that last blow is completed, there is an
offence entailing expulsion.³

Bu-Pj 2.4.19

¹ attano bhājanagataṁ karoti, cf. above, bd 1.77. ² Vin-a 347 ³ Cf. above, Bu-
Pj 2.4.12, Bu-Pj 2.4.14.
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Goods being carried¹ means: the goods of another are being
carried. If, intending to steal, he touches them… there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

If he thinks, “together with the carrier I will carry off the goods,”
and he makes the carrier move one foot, there is a serious offence.
If he makes himmove the second foot, there is an offence entailing
expulsion.

If he thinks, “Iwill seize the fallen goods,” andhemakes them fall,
there is an offence of bad conduct. If, intending to steal, he touches
the fallen goods to the value of fivemāsakas ormore thanfivemāsakas
… there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.20

Depositmeans: goods depositedwith oneself. If one is told, “give
me the goods,” and one says, “I am not getting them,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If he evokes doubt in the mind of the owner
(as to whether he will get them back), there is a serious offence. If

Vin 3.52

the owner thinks, “he wonʼt give them to me,” and he gives up the
effort of getting them back, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

If he resorts to the law and defeats the owner, there is an offence
entailing expulsion. If he resorts to the law but is defeated, there is a
serious offence.²

Bu-Pj 2.4.21

Customsstationmeans: it is establishedbyaking in amountain-
pass, at a ford in a river or at the gate of a village, so that tax shall
be received from a person entering there. If, intending to steal, and
having entered there, he touches goods that have a (tax)³ value to the
king of fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas, there is an offence of
bad conduct. If he makes them quiver, there is a serious offence. If
he goes beyond the customs station with one foot, there is a serious
offence. If he goes beyond the customs station with his second foot,
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there is an offence entailing expulsion.
If, standing within the customs station, he makes the goods fall

outside the customs station, there is an offence entailing expulsion.
If he avoids the customs station, there is an offence of bad con-

¹ haraṇaka, from √hr, to bring, convey, carry, fetch. ² Cf. above, Bu-Pj 2.4.10.
³ Brahmali: See Vin-a 2.358,29.
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duct.
Bu-Pj 2.4.22

Creaturemeans: a human being.¹ If, intending to steal, he touch-
es him… there is an offence entailing expulsion. If he thinks, “I will
take him away on foot,” and he makes himmove the first foot, there
is a serious offence. If he makes himmove the second foot, there is
an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.23

Footlessmeans: snakes andfish. If, intending to steal, he touches
what has the value of fivemāsakas ormore than fivemāsakas… there
is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.24

Two-footed² means: humans and birds. If, intending to steal, he
touches them… there is an offence entailing expulsion. If he thinks,
“I will take them away on foot,” and he makes themmove the first
foot, there is a serious offence. If he makes themmove the second
foot, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.25

Four-footedmeans: elephants, horses, camels,³ cattle, asses, do-
mesticated animals.⁴ If, intending to steal, he touches them… there
is an offence entailing expulsion. If he thinks, “I will take them away
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on foot,” and he makes themmove the first foot, there is a serious
offence. If he makes themmove the second foot, there is a serious
offence. If he makes them move the third foot, there is a serious
offence. If he makes themmove the fourth foot, there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.26

¹ Brahmali: According to the commentary, this refers to slaves; see Vin-a 2.361,11.
² Vin-a 363 says there are three kinds of creatures born with wings: those with
wings of down (loma), such as peacocks and partridges; those with wings of skin,
such as bats; those with wings of bone, such as bees. ³ oṭṭha, “camel” in Classical
Sanskrit.This word appears in another list of animals at Mil 32, there translated
“camels.”Morris, Journal of thePali Text Society 1887, p. 150, for oṭṭhivyādhi suggests
“female elephant,” a rendering followed by Francis andNeil in translating Ja iii.385.
Here the oṭṭhivyādhi is made to speak of feats done by her in battle with words
which, however, ring equally true if they came from a camel.Oṭṭha can hardlymean
“elephant” here, since the ordinary word hatthi is included in the list. Monier
Williams, Sanskrit Dictionary, Oxford, 1872, has sa… a buffalo; a bull with a hump;
a camel; a cart, a waggon; … (ī), f. a she-camel; an earthen vessel in the shape of
a camel.” ⁴ Brahmali: Pasuka. According to the commentary, this last term
includes all four-footed animals; see Vin-a 2.363,23.
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Many-footedmeans: scorpions, centipedes, caterpillars¹. If, in-
tending to steal, he touches what has the value of five māsakas or
more than fivemāsakas… there is an offence entailing expulsion. If
he thinks, “I will take them away on foot,” and he makes themmove,
there is a serious offence for each leg that moves. When the last leg
moves, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.27

A spymeans: having spied out goods², if he describes them³ and
says, “steal such and such goods,” there is an offence of bad conduct.
If he takes those goods, there is an offence entailing expulsion for
both.⁴

Bu-Pj 2.4.28

Vin 3.53 A keeper of entrusted property means: guarding goods that
have been brought to him to the value of fivemāsakas or more than
fivemāsakas, and intending to steal, he touches them⁵ … there is an
offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 2.4.29

Amutually agreed theftmeans: if many have agreed together⁶
but only one steals the goods, there is an offence entailing expulsion
for all of them.

Bu-Pj 2.4.30

An arranged action⁷ means: if one makes an arrangement for
before the meal or for after the meal, for the night or for the day,
saying, “take those goods according to this agreement,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If he takes those goods according to that
agreement, there is an offence entailing expulsion for both. If he
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takes those goods before or after the time of the agreement, there is
no offence for the instigator, but an offence entailing expulsion for
the thief.

Bu-Pj 2.4.31

Themaking of a signmeans: hemakes a sign. If he says, “when
I wink, raise my eyebrow, or raise my head, at that sign steal the
goods,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If, at that sign, he steals
the goods, there is an offence entailing expulsion for both. If he

¹ Brahmali: Uccāliṅgapāṇakā. The exact meaning is uncertain. ² “examining
them and considering them.” Vin-a 365. ³ I.e., to another as goods put carelessly
or unguarded in other houses or vihāras. ⁴ ubhinnaṁ pārājikassa, for he both
incites others and assists in the theft himself. ⁵ “He puts them into a sack or a
well.” Vin-a 366. ⁶ samvidahitvā, also below, Bu-Pj 2.7.34. ⁷ saṁketakamma.
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steals the goods before or after the sign, there is no offence for the
instigator, but an offence entailing expulsion for the thief.

Permutations part 2
Bu-Pj 2.5.1If amonk tells amonk, “steal suchand suchgoods,” there is anoffence

of bad conduct. If he steals them, thinking they are the ones he has
been asked to steal, there is an offence entailing expulsion for both.
If a monk tells a monk, “steal such and such goods,” but he steals
something else, thinking they are the ones he has been asked to
steal, there is no offence for the instigator, but there is an offence
entailing expulsion for the thief. If a monk tells a monk, “steal such
and such goods,” and he steals them, thinking they are something
else thanwhat hehas been asked to steal, there is an offence entailing
expulsion for both. If a monk tells a monk, “steal such and such
goods,” but he steals something else than what he has been asked
to steal, thinking it is something else, there is no offence for the
instigator, but there is an offence entailing expulsion for the thief.¹

Bu-Pj 2.5.2

If a monk tells a monk, “tell such and such to tell such and such
to steal such and such goods,” there is an offence of bad conduct. In
informing the next person, there is an offence of bad conduct. If the
(potential) thief agrees, there is a serious offence for the instigator.
If he steals these goods, there is an offence entailing expulsion for all
of them.²³ If a monk tells a monk, “tell such and such to tell such and
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such to steal such and such goods,” there is an offence of bad conduct.
If he tells someone else than the one he was told to tell, there is an
offence of bad conduct. If the (potential) thief agrees, there is an
offence of bad conduct. If he steals these goods, there is no offence
for the instigator, but there is an offence entailing expulsion for the
conveyor of the message and the thief.

Bu-Pj 2.5.3

If a monk tells a monk, “steal such and such goods,” there is an
Vin 3.54

¹ Brahmali: The ellipses points found in I.B. Horner s̓ translation and in the
pts original used by her have been filled in in accordance with theMahāsaṅgīti.
² Brahmali:That is, altogether four people. ³ Vin-a 369, sabbesaṁ catunnam pi
janānaṁ pārājikaṁ.
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offence of bad conduct. Having gone, he returns, saying, “I am not
able to steal those goods,” and if he tells him again, “when you are
able, then steal those goods,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If
he steals the goods, there is an offence entailing expulsion for both.

Bu-Pj 2.5.4

If a monk tells a monk, “steal such and such goods,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If, having told him, he regrets it, but does
not say¹ to him, “do not steal,” and he then steals those goods, there
is an offence entailing expulsion for both.

If a monk tells a monk, “steal such and such goods,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If, having told him, he regrets it and says, “do
not steal,” but the other says, “I have been told by you,” and he then
steals those goods, then there is no offence for the instigator, but an
offence entailing expulsion for the thief.

If a monk tells a monk, “steal such and such goods,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If, having told him, he regrets it and says to
him, “do not steal,” and he says, “very well,”² and desists, there is no
offence for either.

Permutations part 3
Bu-Pj 2.6.1 For one who steals there is an offence entailing expulsion when five

factors are fulfilled: it is the possession of another; one perceives it
as such; it is a valuable possession worth at least fivemāsakas; one
has the intention to steal; if one touches it, there is an offence of bad
conduct / if one makes it quiver, there is a serious offence / if one
makes it move from its base, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

For one who steals there is a serious offence when five factors
are fulfilled: it is the possession of another; one perceives it as such;
it is an ordinary possession worth more than onemāsaka but less
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than fivemāsakas; one has the intention to steal; if one touches it,
there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it quiver, there is
an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it move from its base, there
is a serious offence.

For one who steals there is an offence of bad conduct when five
¹ na sāveti, causative of suṇāti, to hear. ² suṭṭhu.
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factors are fulfilled: it is the property of another; one perceives it
as such; it is an ordinary possession worth onemāsaka or less; one
has the intention to steal; if one touches it, there is an offence of bad
conduct / if one makes it quiver, there is an offence of bad conduct /
if onemakes it move from its base, there is an offence of bad conduct.

Bu-Pj 2.6.2

For one who steals there is an offence entailing expulsion when
six factors are fulfilled: one does not perceive it as one s̓ own; one
does not take it on trust;¹ one does not borrow it; it is a valuable
possession worth at least fivemāsakas; one has the intention to steal;
if one touches it, there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes
it quiver, there is a serious offence / if one makes it move from its
base, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

For one who steals there is a serious offence when six factors are
fulfilled: one does not perceive it as one s̓ own; one does not take it on
trust; one does not borrow it; it is an ordinary possessionworthmore

Vin 3.55

than onemāsaka but less than fivemāsakas; one has the intention
to steal; if one touches it, there is an offence of bad conduct / if one
makes it quiver, there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it
move from its base, there is a serious offence.

For one who steals there is an offence of bad conduct when six
factors are fulfilled: one does not perceive it as one s̓ own; one does
not take it on trust; one does not borrow it; it is an ordinary posses-
sion worth onemāsaka or less; one has the intention to steal; if one
touches it, there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it quiver,
there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it move from its
base, there is an offence of bad conduct.

Bu-Pj 2.6.3

For one who steals there is an offence of bad conduct when five
factors are fulfilled: it is not the possession of another; but one per-
ceives it as thepossessionof another; it is a valuablepossessionworth
at least fivemāsakas; one has the intention to steal; if one touches it,
there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it quiver, there is
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an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it move from its base, there

¹ Brahmali:This means he has a prior agreement with the owner whereby he has
permission to take his possessions or certain of his possessions.
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is an offence of bad conduct.
For one who steals there is an offence of bad conduct when five

factors are fulfilled: it is not the possession of another; but one per-
ceives it as the possession of another; it is an ordinary possession
worth more than onemāsaka but less than fivemāsakas; one has the
intention to steal; if one touches it, there is an offence of bad conduct
/ if one makes it quiver, there is an offence of bad conduct / if one
makes it move from its base, there is an offence of bad conduct.

For one who steals there is an offence of bad conduct when five
factors are fulfilled: it is not the possession of another; but one per-
ceives it as the possession of another; it is an ordinary possession
worthonemāsakaor less; onehas the intention to steal; if one touches
it, there is an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it quiver, there is
an offence of bad conduct / if one makes it move from its base, there
is an offence of bad conduct.

Non-offence clause
Bu-Pj 2.6.4

There is no offence if one perceives it as one s̓ own; if one takes it on
trust; if one borrows it;¹ if it is the property of a ghost² or an animal;
if one perceives it as discarded;³ if one is insane; if one s̓ mind is
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unhinged; if one is overwhelmed by pain; if one is the first offender.⁴

The first section on stealing is finished

¹ I.e., with intention to give it back; Vin-a 372, paṭidassāmi paṭikarissāmi; cf.
Vin 3.66 = Vin 2.174, where the lord is represented as allowing monks to take away
temporarily. ² petapariggahe = pittivisaye, Vin-a 372, the realm or world of the
departed. Mrs. Rhys Davids, Indian Religion and Survival (London, 1934), p. 35, says
peta, “a word which, meaning literally ‘gone before,’ is held to be a corruption of
the older term pitṛ-, or fathers’ world.” Vin-a 372 says, “having done his time in the
world of the departed where he had arisen and being reborn in that existence, all
the devas of the retinue of the Four Firmament Devas go to destruction as departed
ones: for these there is no guilt in that realm.” ³ Vin-a 373. If he knows that these
rags have no owner (assāmika) there is no offence in taking them; but if they have
an owner, he should give them to him, having had them fetched. ⁴ Buddhaghosa
says (Vin-a 373) that Dhaniya was the beginner, and there was no offence for him.
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Case rulings

mnemonic list
Five are told with dyers, and four with blankets,
Five indeed with darkness, and five with carrying, /
Five with speech, another two with wind,
Fresh, the dropping of a kusa-grass ticket,¹
in the sauna² is the tenth, /
Five are told with animal kills, and five without grounds,
Shortage of food, and boiled rice and meat, pasteries, cakes, sweetmeats, /
With requisites, bag, cushion, bolster, a bamboo robe-rack, on not coming
out,
And taking food on trust, another two on perceiving as one s̓ own, /
Seven on not regarding as taking, and seven where they did take,
Seven where they took from the Sangha, and another two with flowers, /
Three on taking messages,³ three on taking jewels past,
And pigs, deer, fish, and setting a vehicle in motion, /
Two on a piece of flesh, two on wood, discarded, two on water,
Step by step, by arrangement, it did not amount (to fivemāsakas), /

Vin 3.56
Four handfuls at Sāvatthī, two on scraps of meat, two about grass,
Seven on dividing the belongings of the Sangha, and seven on non-owners,
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Wood, water, clay, two on grass,
seven on taking by theft the belongings of the Sangha,
One should not take away what has an owner,
one may borrowwhat has an owner, /
Campā and in Rājagaha, and Ajjuka at Vesālī,
And Benares, and Kosambī, and Sāgalā with Dalhika.

Case details
Bu-Pj 2.7.1At one time the group of six monks went to the dyersʼ spread (of

dyed cloth) and carried off the dyersʼ goods.They became anxious
and thought, “TheMaster has laid down a training rule. Could it be
that we have fallen into an offence entailing expulsion?”⁴ … They
informed the Master … “You, monks, have fallen into an offence
entailing expulsion.”

¹ A blade (or blades) of the kusa grass cast to give the proper distribution of robes.
Vin-a 378. ² Text here reads jantagghena, but at Vin 3.58, where the story is given
we get jantāghare. ³ vuttavādino. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Pj 1.10.1.
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Bu-Pj 2.7.2

At one time a certain monk, having gone to the dyersʼ spread
(of dyed cloth) and seeing a valuable garment, had the intention to
steal it. On account of this he became anxious … “There is no offence,
monk, for the arising of a thought.”

At one time a certainmonk…sawavaluable garment and, intend-
ing to steal it, he touched it. On account of this he became anxious
… “Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an
offence of bad conduct.”

At one time a certain monk … saw a valuable garment and, in-
tending to steal it, he made it quiver. On this account he became
anxious … “… but there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certain monk … saw a valuable garment and, in-
tending to steal it, he moved it from its base. On account of this he
became anxious … “You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing
expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.3

At one time a certain monk who was an almsgoer saw a valuable
BD 1.95

blanket¹ and had the intention to steal it … intending to steal it, he
touched it … intending to steal it, he made it quiver … intending to
steal it, he moved it from its base. On account of this he became anx-
ious … “You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.4

At one time a certain monk, seeing some goods during the day,
took note of them, thinking, “I will steal them at night,” and he stole
them, thinking they were the ones he had seen. … but he stole some-
thing else, thinking they were the ones he had seen. … and he stole
them, thinking they were something else.² … but he stole something

¹ uttarattharaṇa. ² Which he had originally thought of stealing.
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else, thinking it was something else. On account of this he became
anxious … “… expulsion.”

Vin 3.57

At one time a certain monk, seeing some goods during the day,
took note of them, thinking, “I will steal them at night,” but he stole
his own goods, thinking theywere something else. On account of this
he became anxious … “Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion,
but there is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.5

At one time a certain monk carrying the goods of another on
his head touched the burden intending to steal it … intending to
steal it, he made it quiver … intending to steal it, he lowered it onto
his shoulder … intending to steal it, he touched the burden on the
shoulder … intending to steal it, he made it quiver … intending to
steal it, he lowered it onto his hip … intending to steal it, he touched
the burden on the hip … intending to steal it, he made it quiver …
intending to steal it, he took hold of it with his hands … intending
to steal the burden in his hands, he deposited it on the ground …
intending to steal it, he took it from the ground. On account of this he
became anxious … “You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing
expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.6

At one time a certain monk, having spread out his robe in the
open air, entered his dwelling. A second monk, thinking, “let not
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this robe be lost,” put it aside. Having come out of his dwelling, the
first monk¹ asked the monks, “Friends, who has taken my robe?”
The secondmonk² said, “I have taken it.”The first monk seized him
and said, “You are no longer a recluse.” The second monk became
anxious. He informed theMaster.TheMaster said, “what was your
intention?”
“Master, it was just a way of speaking.”
“There is no offence, monk, since it was just a way of speaking.”³

¹ The first monk. ² The secondmonk. ³ āpatti here followed by locative instead
of genitive.
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At one time a certain monk, putting down his robe on a bench …
putting down his sitting cloth on a bench … putting his bowl under a
bench, entered his dwelling. A second monk, thinking, “let not this
bowl be lost,” put it aside. Having come out, the first monk asked the
monks, “Friends, who has takenmy bowl?”The secondmonk said,
“I have taken it.” The first monk seized him …“There is no offence,
monk, since it was just a way of speaking.”

At one time a certain nun, having spread out her robe on a fence,
entered her dwelling. A second nun, thinking, “let not this robe be
lost,” put it aside. Having come out, the first nun¹ asked the nuns,
“Ladies,²whohas takenmyrobe?”Thesecondnun³ said, “I have taken
it.”The first nun seized her and said, “You are no longer a recluse.”
On account of this the second nun became anxious. She informed
the nuns.The nuns informed the monks.Themonks informed the
Master … “There is no offence, monks, since it was just a way of
speaking.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.7

Vin 3.58 At that time a certain monk, seeing a robe blown up during a
whirlwind, took hold of it, thinking, “I will give it to the owners.”
The owners reprimanded the monk, saying, “You are no longer a
recluse.” On account of this he became anxious … “What was your
intention, monk?”
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“I did not intend to steal it, Master.”
“Monk, there is no offence for one who does not intend to steal.”

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal it, took hold of a
turban blown up during a whirlwind, thinking, “lest the owners see
it.”The owners reprimanded the monk, saying, “You are no longer
a recluse.” He became anxious … “You, monk, have fallen into an
offence entailing expulsion.”

¹ The first nun. ² ayye. ³ The second nun.
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Bu-Pj 2.7.8

At one time a certain monk went to a charnel ground and took
the rags from a fresh corpse.¹ But the ghost² was still dwelling in
that body.³ Then the ghost said to the monk, “Bhante, do not take
my robe.”Themonk took no notice and went away.Then the body
got up⁴ and followed closely behind that monk.Themonk entered
his dwelling and closed the door, and the body fell down at that very
place.⁵ He became anxious … “Monk, there is no offence entailing
expulsion. But a monk should not take rags from a fresh corpse.⁶ If
one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.9

At one time, when robes belonging to the Sangha were being
distributed, a certain monk, disregarding his kusa-grass ticket⁷ and
intending to steal, took a robe. He became anxious … “… entailing
expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.10

At one time when Venerable Ānanda was in a sauna,⁸ thinking
that the inner robe of another monk was his own, he put it on.That
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monk said, “Why, friend Ānanda, did you put on my inner robe?”
“Friend, I thought it was my own.”
They informed theMaster. He said: “There is no offence, monks,

for one who perceives it as his own.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.11

At one time a number of monks, descending from Mount Vul-
ture s̓ Peak and seeing the remains of a lions̓ kill, had it cooked and
ate it. They became anxious … “Monks, there is no offence when it is
the remains of a lions̓ kill.”⁹
¹ Brahmali: Defined by commentary as still warm; see Vin-a 2.374,29. ² peta.
See above, bd 1.92, n. ³ “On account of its longing for a cloak,” Vin-a 374—i.e
probably naked and needing a cloak. ⁴ Through the peta’s own power, Vin-a 374.
⁵ At the closed door the peta, being devoid of desire for the cloak, left the body, and
went according to its deed, Vin-a 374. ⁶ Still warm. Vin-a 374,29. ⁷ Brahmali:
Kusa-grass was apparently used as robe tickets. ⁸ jantāghara. ⁹ This shows
that vegetarianismwas not (at this time) enjoined; cf. below, bd 1.297, bd 1.298.
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At one time a number of monks, descending from Mount Vul-
ture s̓ Peak and seeing the remains of a tiger s̓ kill … seeing the re-
mains of a panther s̓ kill … seeing the remains of a hyenas̓ kill …
seeing the remains of a wolf s̓ kill, had it cooked … “Monks, there is
no offence when it is the property of an animal.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.12

Vin 3.59 At one time, when rice belonging to the Sangha was being dis-
tributed, a certain monk said without grounds,¹ “give me a portion
for another,” and he took it away.He became anxious… “Monk, there
is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an offence entailing
confession² for deliberately lying.”³

At one time, when food belonging to the Sangha was being dis-
tributed, a certain monk … when cakes belonging to the Sangha
were being distributed, a certain monk …when sugar-cane belong-
ing to the Sangha was being distributed, a certain monk … when
certain fruits belonging to the Sangha were being distributed, a cer-
tain monk said without grounds, “give me a portion for another,”
and he took it away. He became anxious… “Monk, there is no offence
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entailing expulsion, but there is offence entailing confession for
deliberately lying.”⁴

Bu-Pj 2.7.13

At one time a certain monk, entering a rice kitchen⁵ during a
shortage of food and intending to steal, stole a bowlful of rice. He
became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk, entering a slaughterhouse during a
shortage of food and intending to steal, stole a bowlful of meat. … “…
expulsion.”⁶

¹ amūlaka. ² Pācittiya, discussed in forthcoming volume. ³ He must therefore
have eaten it himself, the “for another” being only an excuse. ⁴ Hemust therefore
have eaten it himself, the “for another” being only an excuse. ⁵ odaniyaghara.
⁶ Again the fault is not in eating meat, it is in stealing.
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At one time a certain monk, entering a bakery during a shortage
of food and intending to steal, stole a bowlful of baked cakes … in-
tending to steal, stole a bowlful of cakes … intending to steal, stole a
bowlful of sweet-meats. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.14

At one time a certain monk, seeing a requisite during the day,
took note of it, thinking, “I will steal it at night.” He took it, thinking
it was the one he had seen … He took something else, thinking it
was the one he had seen … He took it, thinking it was something
else than what he had seen … He took something else, thinking it
was something else than what he had seen. He became anxious …
“… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk, seeing a requisite during the day,
took note of it, thinking, “I will steal it at night.” He took his own
requisite, thinking it was something else. He became anxious …
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an offence
of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.15

At one time a certainmonk, seeing a bag on a bench and thinking,
“if I take it fromhere I shall be expelled,” took it bymoving the bench.
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He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.16

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal, stole a cushion
belonging to the Sangha. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.17

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal, stole a robe from
Vin 3.60

a bamboo robe-rack.¹ He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.18

¹ Here cīvaravaṁsa is not in conjunction with cīvararajju, the cord or rope for
hanging the robes on.
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At one time a certain monk stole a robe in a dwelling, thinking,
“if I come out from here I shall be expelled,” and he did not come
out from that dwelling.They informed theMaster. He said, “Monks,
whether that foolish man comes out or not, there is an offence en-
tailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.19

At one time two monks were friends. One of them went into
the village for alms.The secondmonk, when food belonging to the
Sangha was being distributed, took his friend s̓ portion. Taking it on
trust, he ate it. Finding this out, the first monk¹ reprimanded him,
saying, “You are no longer a recluse.” He became anxious …
“Monk, what was your intention?”
“I took it on trust, Master.”
“There is no offence, monk, for one who takes on trust.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.20

At one time a number of monks were making robes. When food
belonging to the Sangha was being distributed, having taken their
shares,² they put them down.³ A certain monk, thinking that it was
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his own, ate another monk s̓ portion.⁴ He, finding this out, repri-
manded him, saying, “You are no longer a recluse.” He became anx-
ious … “…Monk, what was your intention?”
“I thought it was my own, Master.”
“There is no offence, monk, for one who perceives it as his own.”

At one time a number of monks were making robes. When food
belonging to the Sangha was being distributed, having brought a
certainmonk s̓ sharewith the bowl of anothermonk, itwas put down.
Themonk who was the owner of the bowl ate the food, thinking it
was his own. Finding this out, the owner of the food reprimanded
him … “There is no offence, monk, for one who perceives it as his
own.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.21

¹ The first monk. ² paṭivisa. ³ Upanikkhittā honti. Upanikkhitta is the participle
of the perfect passive of upanikkhipati. ⁴ paṭivisa.
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At one time mango thieves cut down some mangoes, collected
them in a bundle and left.The owners pursued them.The thieves, see-
ing the owners, dropped the bundle and ran away. Somemonks, per-
ceiving them as discarded, had them offered¹ and ate them.The own-
ers reprimanded these monks, saying, “You are no longer recluses.”
They became anxious and informed theMaster.
“Monks, what was you intention?”
“Master, we perceived them as discarded.”
“Monks, there is no offence for one who perceives them as dis-

carded.”

At one time rose-apple thieves … bread-fruit thieves … jack-fruit
thieves … palm-fruit thieves … sugar-cane thieves … thieves of tim-
barūka fruit cut some of them down, collected them in a bundle and
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left.Theowners… “There is no offence,monks, for onewhoperceives
them as discarded.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.22

At one time mango thieves cut down somemangoes … left. Some
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monks, intending to steal them and thinking, “lest the owners see
them,” ate them.The owners reprimanded the monks, saying, “You
are no longer recluses.”They became anxious … “You, monks, have
fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time rose-apple thieves … thieves of timbarūka fruit … left.
Somemonks, intending to steal them and thinking, “lest the owners
see them,” ate them.The owners … “You, monks, have fallen into an
offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.23

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal, took a mango
belonging to the Sangha… a rose-apple… a bread-fruit… a jack-fruit

¹ Brahmali: Offered in the sense that a non-monk gave them the fruit, not in the
sense that the owners actually gave it away.This was presumably to avoid falling
into pācittiya 40 for eating food that has not been properly given.
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… a palm-fruit … a sugar-cane … intending to steal, took a timbarūka
fruit belonging to the Sangha. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.24

At one time a certain monk went to a flower-garden and, intend-
ing to steal, took a flower worth fivemāsakas that had already been
plucked. He became anxious. … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk went to a flower-garden and, intend-
ing to steal, picked a flower worth fivemāsakas and took it away. He
became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.25

At one time, as he was going to the village, a certain monk said
to another monk, “Friend, I can take a message¹² to the family that
supports you.” He went there and brought back a robe that he used
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it himself.The othermonk, finding out about this, reprimanded him,
saying, “You are no longer a recluse.” He became anxious … “Monk,
there is no offence entailing expulsion. But, monks, you should not
say, ‘I can take a message.’ If one does, there is an offence of bad
conduct.”

At one time a certain monk was going to the village. Another
monk said to him, “Friend, please take a message to the family that
supports me.” He went there and brought back a pair of robes. He
used one himself and gave the other to the other monk. The other
monk, finding out about this, reprimanded him, saying, “You are no
longer a recluse.” He became anxious … “Monk, there is no offence

¹ Brahmali: Vutto vajjemi, literally “I, spoken to (by you), could say.” It is not clear
exactly what this means and it is possible that it simply refers to the conveying of
greetings. ² Vutto vajjemī ti. Vin-a 382 says that this means, “being spoken to by
you, I speak on your behalf.” Hence the one who takes the message of greeting will
be treated at the house in the same way as is the regular diner there. Thus vutto
vadetimeans: to greet somebody on the part of somebody.The offence would seem
to lie in the substitution of onemonk for another. Vin-a 382 implies that it is allowed
for one monk to take greetings from another if he is going to ask for something
definite.
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entailing expulsion. But, monks, you should not say, ‘please take a
message.’ If one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”

At one time, as he was going to the village, a certain monk said
Vin 3.62

to another monk, “Friend, I can take a message to the family that
supports you.” He replied, “please do so.” Hewent there and brought
back an āḷhakameasure¹ of ghee, a tulāmeasure² of sugar and a dona
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measure of husked rice, which he ate by himself. The other monk,
finding out about this, reprimanded him, saying, “You are no longer
a recluse.” He became anxious… “Monk, there is no offence entailing
expulsion. But, monks, you should not say, ‘I can take a message;’
nor should you say, ‘please take a message.’ If one does, there is an
offence of bad conduct.”

¹ See RhysDavids,Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 18–p. 20. Vin-a 702 gives a
discussion on the āḷhaka, fromwhich it appears that it was a very variable measure:
“ ‘takes half an āḷhaka of grue’ means: takes the gruel made from two nāḷis of un-
cooked rice according to theMagadha nāḷi. In the Andha Commentary aMagadha
nāḷi is said to be thirteen and a half palas (a weight).The nāḷi in use in the Island of
Ceylon is larger than the Tamil nāḷi. The small Magadha nāḷi is the right measure.
In the Great Commentary it is said that one Sinhalese nāḷi is equal to one and a half
of this Magadha nāḷi.” At Snp-a 476 it is said that four patthasmake an āḷhaka, reck-
oning by the Kosala patthas, and that four āḷhakamake a dona. See Ancient Coins and
Measures of Ceylon, p. 18, and cf. above, bd 1.12, on pattha.Thisword āḷhaka is the same
as that which occurs in the name of one of the games, pattāḷhaka, Vin 3.180, dn i.6,
mn i.166.The various Commentaries always explain as paṇṇanāḷika, a nāḷikamea-
sure of leaves.Nāḷika = nāḷi. At an ii.55 = an ii.337 āḷhaka is used in connection with
the “ocean.” It is therefore a liquid as well as a dry measure. It is translated as “gal-
lon” at gs ii.64, and as “pailful” at gs iii.237. At Vin 1.240 it occurs in the compound
āḷhakathālikā, translated at Vinaya Texts ii.122, “pint pots.” At an iii.369 it occurs
again in this same compound; translated at gs iii.262, “as big as pipkins,” with
commentarial exegesis, n. 6, taṇḍuḷāḷhakassa bhattapacana-thāḷikā, which seems to
mean “a small bowl for cooking food to the extent of an āḷhaka of unboiled rice.”
Same compound āḷhakathālikā occurs at Dhp-a iii.370, with variant reading bhat-
tathālikā, as though the bowl of an āḷhaka’s capacity were being identified with a
bowl of food. ² Tulā is some kind of measure. At sn ii.236 = an i.88 Khemā and Up-
palavaṇṇā are called the tulā pamāṇa (measure) of the disciples who are nuns. Tulā
at an-a ii.157 simply seems to mean standard or weight.The Abhidhānappadīpikā §
481 (a late work), says that a tulā is a hundred palas.
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Bu-Pj 2.7.26

At one time a certain man, carrying a valuable jewel, was going
alongamain road togetherwitha certainmonk.Then theman, seeing
a customs station, put the jewel into the monk s̓ bag without his
knowing it. Having gone past the customs station, he retrieved it.
Themonk was remorseful …
“Monk, what was your intention?”
“I did not know, Master.”
“There is no offence, monk, for who does not know.”

At one time a certain man, taking a valuable jewel … seeing a
customs station, he pretended to be ill and gave his own bag to the
monk. When the man had passed the customs station, he said to the
monk, “Give memy bag, bhante, I am not ill.”
“Why then, friend, did you say so?”
Then the man informed the monk. He became anxious … “There

is no offence, monk, for who does not know.”

At one time a certainmonkwas going along amain road together
BD 1.105

with a caravan.A certainmanwon thatmonkoverwith a gift.¹ Seeing
a customs station, he gave themonkavaluable jewel, saying, “Bhante,
please take this jewel past the customs.” So the monk took the jewel
past the customs station. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.27

At one time a certain monk out of compassion released a pig
trapped in a snare. He became anxious …
“What was your intention, monk?”
“I was motivated by compassion, Master.”²
“There is no offence for one who is motivated by compassion.”

At one time a certain monk released a pig trapped in a snare,

¹ āmisena upalāpetvā, literally cajoling with a reward. ² Literally, “I am one who
has a sense of compassion.”
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intending to steal it, thinking, “lest the owners see it.” He became
anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk out of compassion released a deer
trapped in a snare … released a deer trapped in a snare, intending
to steal it, thinking, “lest the owners see it.” … out of compassion

Vin 3.63

released fish trapped in a fish-net … released fish trapped in a fish-
net, intending to steal them, thinking, “lest the owners see them.”
He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.28

At one time a certain monk, seeing some goods in a vehicle,
thought, “If I take these from here I will be expelled.” So he took
them by setting the vehicle in motion. He became anxious … “…
expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.29

Atone timea certainmonk, thinking, “Iwill give it to the owners,”
seized a piece of flesh taken up by a hawk.The owners reprimanded
that monk, saying, “You are no longer a recluse.” He became anxious
… “There is no offence, monk, for one who does not intend to steal.”

BD 1.106

At one time a certainmonk, intending to steal and thinking, “lest
the owners see it,” seized a piece of flesh taken up by a hawk.The
owners reprimanded themonk, saying, “You are no longer a recluse.”
He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.30

At one time somemenwhohad put a raft together placed it on the
river Aciravatī.¹ When the bindings were destroyed, they went away,
the sticks being spread all over. Some monks, perceiving them as
discarded, got them out of the water.The owners reprimanded those
monks, saying, “You are no longer recluses.”They became anxious …
“Monks, there is no offence for onewhoperceives themas discarded.”

¹ B.C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, p. 36: “Aciravatī is the river Rapti in Oudh,
on which the town of Sāvatthī was situated.”
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At one time somemenwho had put a raft together placed it on
the river Aciravatī. When the bindings were destroyed, they went
away, the sticks being spread all over. Some monks, intending to
steal and thinking, “lest the owners see it,” got them out of the water.
The owners reprimanded the monks, saying, “You are no longer
recluses.”They became anxious … “You, monks, have fallen into an
offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.31

At one time a certain cowherd, hanging his robe on a tree, went
to relieve himself. A certain monk, thinking it was discarded, took
it.Then the cowherd reprimanded that monk, saying, “You are no
longer a recluse.” He became anxious … “There is no offence, monk,
for one who thinks it is discarded.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.32

At one time, as a certain monk was crossing a river, a robe that
had escaped from the hands of dyers, stuck to his foot. The monk
took hold of it, thinking, “I will give it to the owners.”The owners
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reprimanded that monk, saying, “You are no longer a recluse.” He
became anxious … “There is no offence, monk, for one who does not
intend to steal.”

At one time, as a certain monk was crossing a river, a robe that
had escaped from the hands of dyers stuck to his foot . The monk

Vin 3.64

took hold of it, intending to steal and thinking, “lest the owners see
it.”The owners reprimanded the monk, saying, “You are no longer a
recluse.” He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.33

At one time a certain monk, seeing a pot of ghee, ate it little by
little. He became anxious … “Monk, there is no offence entailing
expulsion, but there is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.34
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At one time a number of monks, having made an arrangement,¹
went away, thinking, “we will steal these goods.” One of them stole
the goods.The others said, “We are not expelled; the one who took it
is expelled.”They informed theMaster. He said, “You, monks, have
fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time a number of monks, having made an arrangement
and having stolen some goods, shared them out. When it was being
shared out, none of them received a share that amounted to five
māsakas.They said, “We are not expelled.”They informed theMaster.
He said, “You, monks, have fallen into an offence entailing expul-
sion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.35

At one time, when Sāvatthī was short of food, a certain monk,
intending to steal, took a handful of rice belonging to a shopkeeper.
He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time, when Sāvatthī was short of food, a certain monk,
intending to steal, took a handful of kidney-beans … a handful of
beans…ahandful of sesamumbelonging to a shopkeeper.Hebecame
anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.36

BD 1.108At one time thieves in the DarkWood near Sāvatthī, having killed
a cow, eaten some flesh and put the remainder aside, went away.
Some monks, perceiving it as discarded, had it offered and ate it.
The thieves reprimanded those monks, saying, “You are no longer
recluses.”They became anxious … “There is no offence, monks, for
one who perceives it as discarded.”

At one time thieves in the DarkWood near Sāvatthī, having killed
a pig … “… for one who perceives it as discarded.”
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Bu-Pj 2.7.37

At one time a certain monk went to a meadow and, intending to
steal, took some cut grass worth fivemāsakas. He became anxious …
“… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk went to a meadow and, intending
to steal, cut grass worth fivemāsakas and took it away. He became
anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.38

Vin 3.65 At one time some visitingmonks divided up themangoes belong-
ing to the Sangha and ate them.The resident¹ monks reprimanded
those monks, saying, “You are no longer recluses.” They became
anxious.They informed theMaster.
“What was your intention, monks?”
“We thought they was meant for eating, Master.”
“There is no offence, monks, for one who thinks it is meant for

eating.”

At one time some visiting monks divided up the rose-apples be-
longing to the Sangha … the bread-fruit belonging to the Sangha …
the jack-fruit … the palm fruits … the sugar-cane … the timbarūsaka
fruits belonging to the Sangha and ate them. The resident monks
… “There is no offence, monks, for one who thinks it is meant for
eating.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.39

At one time the keepers of a mango-grove gave a mango to some
BD 1.109

monks.Themonks, thinking, “They² have the authority to guard, but
not to give,” had scruples and did not accept it.They informed the
Master. He said, “There is no offence, monks, when it is a gift from a
guardian.”

¹ saṁvidahitvā, also above, Bu-Pj 2.4.29, where the rule is laid down. ¹ Āvāsika.
² Issara.
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At one time keepers of a rose-apple grove … a timbarūsaka grove
gave timbarūsaka fruit to somemonks.Themonks, thinking, “they
have the authority to guard …” … “There is no offence, monks, when
it is a gift from a guardian.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.40

At one time a certain monk, having borrowed a piece of wood
belonging to the Sangha, used it to shore up the wall of his own
dwelling.Themonks reprimanded that monk, saying, “You are no
longer a recluse.” He became anxious and informed theMaster. He
said, “monk, what was your intention?”
“I was borrowing it, Master.”
“There is no offence, monk, when one is borrowing.”¹

Bu-Pj 2.7.41

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal, took water be-
longing to the Sangha … clay belonging to the Sangha … intending
to steal, took a pile of tiṇa-grass belonging to the Sangha. He became
anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal, set fire to a pile
of tiṇa-grass belonging to the Sangha. He became anxious … “There
is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an offence of bad con-
duct.”²

Bu-Pj 2.7.42

At one time a certainmonk, intending to steal, took a bed belong-
ing to the Sangha. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk, intending to steal, took a bench
belonging to the Sangha … took a cushion … a pillow… a door … a
window³ … intending to steal, took a rafter⁴ belonging to the Sangha.
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He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.43

¹ Cf. below, bd 1.110. ² Brahmali: Because itwas notmoved from its base, says the
Commentary; see Vin-a 2.389,25. ³ ālokasandhi, cf. Vin 1.48; Vin 2.209 = Vin 2.218.
⁴ gopanāsi, cf. an i.261; mn i.80.
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At one time the furnishings and requisites for a dwelling¹ belong-
Vin 3.66

ing to a certain lay follower² were used elsewhere by somemonks.
That lay-follower became vexed, annoyed and angry, and said, “how
can those venerables use elsewhere requisites belonging somewhere
else?”They informed theMaster. “Monks, one should not use else-
where requisites belonging somewhere else. If one does, there is an
offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.44

At one time some monks, having scruples about taking requi-
sites³ to the uposatha hall or to a meeting place, sat down on the
ground. Their limbs and robes were covered with dust. They in-
formed theMaster.⁴ “Monks, I allow you to borrow.”⁵

Bu-Pj 2.7.45

At one time at Campā⁶ a nun who was a pupil of the nunThul-
lanandā went to the family who supported the nunThullanandā and
said, “The lady⁷ wants to drink⁸ rice-gruel containing the three pun-
gent ingredients.”⁹ When it was ready, she took it away and enjoyed
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¹ Vihāraparibhoga. See Vin 2.174. ² Thus he could not give them to senior monks
coming in, Vin-a 391. ³ Vin-a 390, a couch or chair. ⁴ Part of the story seems to
be omitted. ⁵ = Vin 2.174. See also above, bd 1.109. Tāvalālika, translated at Vinaya
Texts iii.217 as “for a certain time only”; and at Dialogues of the Buddha ii.195 = Bud-
dhist Suttas, second edition, p. 241 (translation of Ja i.393), as “only for a time … as
temporary” (word occurring twice). At Vinaya Texts ii.154, n. 7, editor says tāvakā-
likameans “only for a time, temporary, on loan,” and translates it by “on loan” at
Vinaya Texts ii.347 (= Vin 2.174). At Ja i.121 the word is used of a cart taken on hire. Cf.
Vin 4.286, when it is not considered an offence to give recluses robes temporarily.
⁶ The ancient capital of Aṅga. ⁷ Ayyā. ⁸ Pātuṁ, infinitive of pivati, balanced by
khādituṁ in the next story. ⁹ Tekaṭulayāgu. Vin-a 391 says “made with either tila
(sesamum), taṇḍula (rice-grain),mugga (kidney-beans), or tila, taṇḍula, andmāsa
(a bean), or tila, taṇḍula and kulattha (a kind of vetch), or any one prepared grain
with tila and taṇḍula, making three (ingredients).” Cf. above, bd 1.83, n. 4.The word
tekaṭulayāgu also occurs at Vin 1.210, where Gotama is said to make this gruel of
tila, taṇḍula andmugga. Editor at Vinaya Texts ii.68, n. 2, says kaṭumeans pungent,
and that these three substances are explained to be ginger and two kinds of pepper.
Apparently the gruel could be made of three kinds of grain and flavoured with
three spices. But Vin-a 391 says: “It is said that they make this (gruel) mixing these
three (prepared grains) inmilk and four parts of water and adding ghee, honey and
molasses.”
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it herself. When the nun Thullananadā found out about this, she
reprimanded her, saying, “You are no longer a recluse.” She became
anxious. She then informed the nuns, who in turn informed the
monks, who then informed theMaster. “Monks, there is no offence
entailing expulsion, but in a deliberate lie there is an offence entail-
ing confession.”

At one time in Rājagaha a nun who was a pupil of the nunThul-
lanandā went to the family who supported the nunThullanandā and
said, “The lady¹ wants to eat a honey-ball.”² When it was ready, she
took it away and enjoyed it herself.When the nunThullanandā found
out about this, she… “Monks, there is no offence entailing expulsion,
but in a deliberate lie there is an offence entailing confession.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.46

At one time in Vesāli the householder who was the supporter
of Venerable Ajjuka had two children living with him, a son and a
nephew.That householder said to Venerable Ajjuka, “Bhante, please
point out this location³ to the one of these two boys who has faith
and confidence.”

At that time the householder s̓ nephew had faith and confidence,
and so Venerable Ajjuka pointed out that location to him. He then
established a household with that wealth andmade a gift.Then the
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householder s̓ son said to Venerable Ānanda:
“Bhante Ānanda, who is the father s̓ heir, the son or the nephew?”
“The son, friend, is the father s̓ heir.”
“Bhante, this master Ajjuka has pointed out our wealth to our

cohabitant.”
“Friend, Venerable Ajjuka is no longer a recluse.”Then Venerable

Ajjuka said to Venerable Ānanda:
“Friend Ānanda, please investigate.” At that time Venerable Up-

Vin 3.67

āli⁴ was siding with Venerable Ajjuka.Then Venerable Upāli said to

¹ Ayyā. ² Madhugoḷaka. Pali-English Dictionary gives only one reference to goḷaka
at Thig-a 255; and under kīlā-goḷaka to Vism256 (cf. Khp-a 53). Vin-a 391 defines
madhugoḷaka as atirasapūva, which seems to mean a “very tasty cake.” ³ Okāsa.
⁴ See above, bd 1.60, n. 4.
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Venerable Ānanda:
“Friend Ānanda, when one is asked by the owner to point out a

location to so-and-so, and one does so, what offence has one commit-
ted?”
“Bhante, one has not committed any offence, not even one of bad

conduct.”
“Friend, Venerable Ajjuka was asked by the owner to point out a

loaction to so-and-so, and he did so. Friend, there is no offence for
Venerable Ajjuka.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.47

Now at that time in Benares the family that supported Venerable
Pilindavaccha¹ was oppressed by thieves, and two children were
kidnapped. Venerable Pilindavaccha having bought these children
back by his psychic power placed them in a large house. People saw
those children and said:
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“This is themajesty of the psychic power ofmaster Pilindavaccha,”
and they placed confidence in Venerable Pilindavaccha.Themonks
becamevexed, annoyed and angry, and said, “Howcan thisVenerable
Pilindavaccha bring back children who have been kidnapped by
thieves?” They informed the Master. He said: “Monks, there is no
offence in the area of psychic powers for one who possesses them.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.48

At one time the two monks Paṇḍaka and Kapila² were friends.
One lived in a village and one at Kosambī.Then, while the first monk
was going from the village to Kosambī, as he was crossing a river, a
lump of fat that had escaped from the hands of pork-butchers stuck

¹ Vin 1.206ff. = Vin 3.248ff. recounts the feats he did by his mystic potency in Rāja-
gaha when Bimbisāra was King ofMagadha. At an i.24 he is called “chief among the
disciples who are dear and delightful to the devas.” At Ud 28 objections are raised to
his “foul talk.” I think he is probably the same as the Pilinda-Vaccha ofTheragāthā;
see Psalms of the Bretheren ix and Psalms of the Bretheren p. 14, n. 4; Psalms of the
Bretheren p. 15, n. 2. We learn from Commentary onTheragāthā that Pilinda was his
name, Vaccha the name of his clan (cf. Vana-Vaccha, Psalms of the Bretheren xiii),
and that he was waited on by a deva and acquired the Gandhāra charm. For this,
see dn i.213; Ja iv.498. ² Mentioned, I think, nowhere but here. Naturally not the
Kapila to whommn-a i.91 refers as the depraved monk (cf. Vin 3.107), reborn with
his saṅghāṭi-robe flaming.
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to his foot. He took hold of it, thinking, “I will give it to the owners.”
The owners reprimanded him, saying, “You are no longer a recluse.”

Then a woman cowherd who had seen him crossing said, “Come,
bhante,have sexual intercourse.”Thinking, “I amno longera recluse,”
he had sexual intercourse with her.

When he arrived in Kosambī, he informed the monks and they
informed theMaster. He said, “Monks, there is no offence entailing
expulsion for stealing,¹ but there is an offence entailing expulsion
for having sexual intercourse.”

Bu-Pj 2.7.49

Now at that time at Sāgalā,² a monk who was the disciple of Ven-
erable Daḷhika, being tormented by discontent,³ took a turban⁴ from
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a shopkeeper. He then said to Venerable Daḷhika, “Bhante, I am no
longer a recluse, I will leave the Sangha.”⁵
“But what have you done, friend?” He told him. Having had the

turban brought, Venerable Daḷhika valued it, and it was not worth
fivemāsakas. “Friend, there is no offence entailing expulsion,” and

¹ For he did not intend to steal it. ² SeeMil p. 1, for description of a city of this
name. A Sāgalā, capital of the kingdom of the Maddas, is mentioned at Ja iv.230;
Ja v.283, Ja v.285, Ja v.289f.; Ja vi.471. ³ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset
due to its length, so it has been moved to an appendix with other long notes on
page 2972.) ⁴ Veṭhana, possibly a wrap or a cloak, as at Ja vi.12, taken as a disguise.
A wrap to put over the “yellow robes” would have been a better disguise than a
turban, but could a wrap possibly have beenworth less than fivemāsakas? A turban,
on the other hand, would have hidden the shaven head, but that is all. Perhaps it
was meant symbolically. ⁵ Vibbhamissāmi. On those occasions when anabhirati
is in connection with sexual desire, it would look as if vibbhamissāmi should then
be translated, “I will co-habit,” and not as “I will leave the Order.” But except for
the occurrence anabhirati in the above story, I see doubtful justification for such
a rendering of vibbhamissāmi here. For the point of the story is that the monk
has taken something worth less than fivemāsakas, which does not rank as a theft.
However, we must remember that in the preceding story the offence is shown to be
that of sexual intercourse, and not that of taking what was not given. Something of
the same sort may have been here originally, but left out by a redactor.
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he gave a talk on the Dhamma. That monk was delighted.¹

The second offence entailing expulsion is finished

¹ abhirami, aorist of abhiramati. I cannot help thinking that this word in this rather
curious ending of the second Pārājika ismeant to balance the an-abhiratiwithwhich
this story began. Abhiramati and abhirati both derive from abhi + ram. It is most
rare to find it said that a monk, when told that there is for him no offence, “was
delighted,” and I more than ever believe that there are omissions in the text as we
have it. I do not believe that the monk “was delighted” that he had committed no
offence. I believe that in his appropriated veṭhana, he enjoyed himself (a meaning
of abhiramati), or even fell in love (another meaning, cf. Snp 718, Snp 1085), which
would balance the anabhirati of the opening sentence. I think, in fact, that this
story was meant to end up in exactly the same way as the preceding one. But as the
material for this is wanting, I have left the phrase as “was delighted.”
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Origin story

First sub-story

Bu-Pj 3.1.1

BD 1.116
Vin 3.68

At one time the Buddha, the Master, was staying at Vesālī in the
hall with the peaked roof in the Great Wood. At that time the Master
talked inmanyways to themonks on the subject of unattractiveness,¹
he spoke in praise of unattractiveness, he spoke in praise of develop-
ing (the perception of) unattractiveness,² he spoke thus and thus³ he
spoke inmanyways in praise of the attainment of unattractiveness.⁴
Then theMaster addressed the monks:
“Monks, I wish to go into solitary retreat for half a month. No one

is to approach me except the one who brings me almsfood.”⁵
“Yes, Master,” the monks replied, and accordingly no one ap-

proached theMaster except the one to take him almsfood.
Then the monks thought, “TheMaster has talked in many ways

on the subject of unattractiveness,” and they dwelt intent upon the
practice of developing (the perception of) unattractiveness in its
many different aspects. As a consequence they became troubled by

¹ Vin-a 393f. Cf. Buddhist Psychological Ethics, 2nd edition, p. 63, n. 2. ² asubhabhā-
vanā, Vin-a 394 says, avatassa cittassa bhāvanā vaḍḍhanā phātikammaṁ, and goes
on to say that the monk intent upon the impure attains the first musing, and then
making insight to grow, he reaches the highest goal (uttamattha), arahantship.
³ ādissa ādissa, explained at Vin-a 394: evam pi ittham pīti punappuna vavatthānaṁ
katvā. ⁴ Brahmali: According to the commentary, Vin-a ii.396,18, this refers to
the state where the mind no longer inclines towards sexuality. ⁵ As at sn v.320,
where the subject of asubha, the impure or “the unlovely,” also occurs, but with
some omissions and variations.
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their own bodies,¹ ashamed of them, loathing them. Just as a young
BD 1.117

woman or man, fond of adornments² and with head washed,³ would
be ashamed, humiliated and disgusted if the carcase of a snake, a
dog or amanwere hung around their neck, just so thosemonkswere
troubled by their own bodies, ashamed of them and loathed them.
They took their own lives,⁴ took the lives of one another, and they
approached Migalaṇḍika,⁵ a sham recluse,⁶ the recluse lookalike,
and said, “Friend, please kill us.This bowl and robe will be yours.”
Then Migalaṇḍika, hired⁷ for a bowl and robe, killed a number of

BD 1.118

monks.
He then took his blood-stained knife to the river Vaggumudā,⁸

and while he was washing it he became anxious and remorseful:
“Indeed, it s̓ a loss for me, it s̓ no gain; indeed, it s̓ badly gained byme,
not well-gained. I have made much demerit because I have killed

Vin 3.69

¹ sakena kāyena, translated at ks v.284 “as to this body.”
² = dn i.80 = Vin 2.255 = mn ii.19; this simile omitted at snv.320. ³ Vin-
a 399, “washed, together with the head.” ⁴ attanāpi attānaṁ jīvitā voropenti.
Vin-a 399 says, “like that man, having no desire for the carcase, the monks being
desirous of quitting (pariccajati) their own bodies, taking the knife attanā pi…
voropenti.”This is probably a way of saying that they committed suicide, cf. sn v.320,
satthahārakaṁ pariyesanti … satthaṁ āharanti. Or the phrase might possibly mean
that “the self deprives the Self of life ”—i.e., there may be some notion lingering
on from the Upaniṣad philosophy that this kind of slaying affects the Ātman,
the All-Real, the Self. Some other attā couples of sayings occur in the Aṅguttara
Nikāya—e.g., at an i.57, an i.149; an iv.405; anv.182, and at sn ii.68, and seem
to have this implication. ⁵ Vin-a 399 calls him Migaladdhika, with variant
reading as in the text. He is not mentioned at snv.320, nor as far as I know at
any other passage. ⁶ Vin-a 399, samaṇakuttaka = samaṇavesadhāraka, one who
wears a recluse’s dress. “Having shaved his head and put on one yellow robe and
another over his shoulder, depending on the vihāra, he lived on a substance of
broken-meats.” ⁷ bhaṭa, Commentary is silent. If bhaṭameans soldier, cf. Sacred
Books of the East translation of Mil 234, Mil 240, the sense would be that he hit
about him with a knife, and perhaps stifled the monks with his robe. But bhaṭa
can also mean “hireling, servant.” There seems to be no verb in Pali of which it
is the past participle. It is connected with the Epic and Classical Sanskrit bhaṭa,
which is connected with bhṛta. Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary,
gives for this: “hired, kept in pay, paid; possessed of, endowed with, having earned,
acquired, gained …” ⁸ Vin-a 399 says, “a river considered by people to be lovely
(vaggu-matā, mata from maññati), renowned for merit. He went there saying,
‘There I will wash away this evil.’ ”
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monks who were virtuous and of good conduct.”
Then a certain god¹ of Māras̓ retinue, walking across the water,²

said toMigalaṇḍika, “Well done, superiorman;³ it is a gain for you, it
is well-gained. You have made muchmerit, because you bring those
across who have not yet crossed.”⁴

BD 1.119

ThenMigalaṇḍika thought, “So it seems it is a gain for me, that it
is well-gained byme, and that I have made muchmerit by bringing
those across who have not yet crossed.” He then went from dwelling
to dwelling, from dormitory to dormitory,⁵ and said, “Who has not
yet crossed? Whom do I bring across?” And those monks⁶ who were

¹ Vin-a 400 says, “not a well-known earth-devatā, a holder of false views, on the
side of Māra, taking Māra’s part.” ² abhijjamāne udake gantvā. Vin-a 400 says,
“coming as though walking on the earth’s surface.”This power of walking on the
water is one of the forms of iddhi, see dn i.78. Bhijjamāna is present participle of
bhijjati, passive of bhindati + a, not being broken, or divided, therefore firm, un-
ruffled, undivided, unbroken, undisturbed. But the reading at dn i.78 = an i.170 is
udake pi abhijjamāno gacchati, he goes on the water without breaking it (Dialogues
of the Buddha i.88 and cf. an i.255), but this loses the passive aspect of the verb. At
dn i.212 we get udake abhijjamānaṁ gacchantaṁ. However at mn i.34 = mn i.494 the
reading is (as at Vin 3 above) udake pi abhijjamāne, translated Further Dialogues of
the Buddha i.24, “on the water’s unbroken surface.” Thus, there is a good deal of
variation in the reading of abhijj°. See Ps.2.208 which reads °māne, and says that
as ordinary people walk on the earth, so the psychic person (iddhimā) walks on
the unbroken water, having first refiected on it. Vism 396, in explaining how by
will-power such a person transforms the water to earth, quotes this Paṭisambhidā-
magga passage. ³ sappurisa. On prefix sa- see gs i.ix. ⁴ atiṇṇe tāresi, Vin-a 401,
“You free them from saṁsāra… those who are not dead are not freed from saṁsāra,
those who are dead are freed.” Tarati, to cross, was frequently used in connection
with ogha, the flood,mahogha, the great flood.The flood was later broken up into
four floods, which became identified with the four āsavas. But the commentarial
exegesis, as above, which is not rare, shows the view that to be across was to be
across nothing more nor less than saṁsāra, the round of death and rebirth.This is
what, in the monkish outlook of the commentator, it was highly desirable to stop.
Cf. Snp 571,tiṇṇo tāres’ imaṁ pajaṁ. ⁵ = Vin 1.216 = Vin 1.247. On pariveṇa, cell, see
Vinaya Texts iii.109, n. 3, where editor says that it is here doubtless a cell used as a
cooling room, after the steam bath. But at Vinaya Texts iii.203 editor takes pariveṇa
to mean “a number of buildings,” in n. 1 saying that “here it evidently included
several vihāras.” ⁶ Tasmiṁ samaye.
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not free from desire became fearful and terrified,¹ with their hair
standing on end, but not so those who were free from desire.Then
Migalaṇḍika killed a monk, on a single day he killed twomonks, on
a single day … three … four … five … ten … twenty … thirty … forty
… fifty… on a single day he killed sixty monks.

Bu-Pj 3.1.2

At the end of that half-month, theMaster arose from seclusion
and addressed Venerable Ānanda: “Ānanda, why is the Sangha of
monks so diminished?”

BD 1.120

“It is because theMaster talked to themonks inmanyways on the
subject of unattractiveness—he spoke in praise of unattractiveness,
in praise of developing (the perception of) unattractiveness, and
in many ways in praise of the attainment of unattractiveness. And,
Master, those monks thought, ‘TheMaster has talked in many ways
on the subject of unattractiveness,ʼ and so they dwelt intent upon
the practice of developing (the perception of) unattractiveness in its
many different aspects. As a consequence they became troubled by
their own bodies, ashamed of them, loathing them. Just as a young
woman or man, fond of adornments and with head washed, would
be ashamed, humiliated and disgusted if the carcase of a snake, a
dog or a man were hung around their neck, just so these monks
were troubled by their own bodies, ashamed of them, loathing them.

Vin 3.70

They then took their own lives, took the lives of each other, and they
approached Migalaṇḍika, the recluse lookalike, and said, ‘Friend,
please kill us.This bowl and robe will be yours.’ Then, Master, hired
for a bowl and robe, Migalaṇḍika killed a monk … on a single day he
killed sixty monks. Master, please give another instruction² for the

¹ Chambhitatta. Cf. dn i.49. Pali-English Dictionary says that here dn-a i.50 wrongly
explains it by sakala-sarīra-calanaṁ. Vin-a 401 reads, “beginning with the flesh of
the heart, the body trembled (sarīracalanaṁ)”; it speaks of those being devoid of
passion as being khīṇāsava. It also gives thambhitatta as a synonym of chambhitatta.
Pali-English Dictionary says that this meaning of thambhitatta as fluctuation, un-
steadiness, is late, and is caused bymisinterpretation of chambhitatta. ² Pariyāya.
Vin-a 402 explains it by kammaṭṭhāna, basis for meditation.
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Sangha of monks to be established in final knowledge.”¹
“Well then, Ānanda, call together in the assembly-hall all the

monks that dwell near Vesālī.”
BD 1.121

“Yes, Master,” he said. And when he had done so, he approached
the Master and said, “Master, the Sangha of monks is assembled.
Master, please do what you think² is appropriate.”

Then theMaster went to the assembly-hall, sat down on the pre-
pared seat, and said:

Bu-Pj 3.1.3

“Monks,³ the samādhi bymindfulness of breathing, when devel-
oped and cultivated,⁴ is peaceful and sublime,⁵ an exalted state of
happiness, and it stops and settles bad, unwholesome qualities on
the spot,⁶ whenever they arise. Just as a big storm, when it arises out
of season⁷ in the last month of the hot weather,⁸ stops and settles the
dust and dirt in the atmosphere—even so the samādhi bymindful-
ness of breathing, when developed and cultivated, is peaceful and
sublime, an exalted state of happiness, and it stops and settles bad,
unwholesome qualities on the spot, whenever they arise. And how
is the samādhi bymindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated
in this way?

As to that, monks, a monk sits down in the wilderness, at the
BD 1.122

foot of a tree, or in an empty hut; he crosses his legs, straightens his
body, and establishes mindfulness in front of him.⁹ Simply mindful,

¹ Aññā. See Psalms of the Bretheren, Introduction, p. xxxiii, andMrs. Rhys Davids,
The Birth of Indian Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 225, where she says
“aññā—i.e., the having-come-to-know… had taken the place of the older Sakyan
term for the summum bonum: attha the thing needed, the thing sought;” andMrs.
Rhys Davids,The Birth of Indian Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 264,
“coming-to-know or learning … as what might be rendered as gnosis or saving
knowledge.” ² Maññasi. At. sn v.321,maññati. ³ From here to end of Bu-Pj 3.1.3
below = sn v.321f. exactly. ⁴ Cf.mn i.421. ⁵ Asecanaka. Vin-a 403f. says, nāssa
secananti (adulterating, mixing, sprinkling), anāsittako (unsprinkled) abbokiṇṇo
pāṭekko āveṇiko. Cf.Thig. verse 55. ⁶ Ṭhānaso. Vin-a 404 khaṇen’ eva. ⁷ Vin-a 404
says: having arisen, the whole sky is covered, and for the whole half-month of
the bright moon in this āsāḷhamonth there are clouds shedding rain. ⁸ Called
āsāḷhamāsa at Vin-a 404. ⁹ parimukhaṁ. Or, “round the face.”
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he breathes in;¹ simply mindful, he breathes out. When he breathes
in long, he knows it; and when he breathes out long, he knows that.
When he breathes in short, he knows it; and when he breathes out
short, he knows that. While breathing in, he trains² in having the
full experience (of the breath); while breathing out, he trains in

Vin 3.71

having the full experience (of the breath). While breathing in, he
trains in calming the activity of the body³; while breathing out, he
trains in calming the activity of the body. While breathing in, he
trains in experiencing rapture; while breathing out, he trains in
experiencing rapture. While breathing in, he trains in experiencing
happiness; while breathing out, he trains in experiencing happi-
ness. While breathing in, he trains in experiencing the activity of
the mind; while breathing out, he trains in experiencing the activity
of the mind. While breathing in, he trains in calming the activity of
themind;while breathing out, he trains in calming the activity of the
mind. While breathing in, he trains in experiencing the mind; while
breathing out, he trains in experiencing the mind. While breathing
in, he trains in gladdening the mind; while breathing out, he trains
in gladdening the mind. While breathing in, he trains in unifying
themind; while breathing out, he trains in unifying themind.While
breathing in, he trains in freeing the mind; while breathing out, he
trains in freeing the mind. While breathing in, he trains in contem-
plating impermanence; while breathing out, he trains in contemplat-
ing impermanence. While breathing in, he trains in contemplating
fading away; while breathing out, he trains in contemplating fading
away.While breathing in, he trains in contemplating cessation;while
breathing out, he trains in contemplating cessation.While breathing
in, he trains in contemplating relinquishment; while breathing out,
he trains in contemplating relinquishment.

Monks, when the samādhi by mindfulness of breathing is devel-
oped and cultivated in this way, it is peaceful and sublime, an exalted

¹ Cf. dn ii.291 = mn i.56 for this passage, also mn iii.82, mn iii.89, and Ps.i.177, quoted
Vism272. ² Sikkhati, Vin-a 411, ghaṭati vāyamati, and goes on to say he trains
himself in the three trainings: the higher morality, the higher thought, the higher
wisdom. ³ Brahmali:That is, the breath.
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state of happiness, and it stops and settles bad, unwholesome quali-
ties on the spot, whenever they arise.”

Bu-Pj 3.1.4

And in this connection theMaster convened the Sangha ofmonks
BD 1.123

and questoned the monks:
“Monks, is it true that some monks have taken their own lives,

havekilled one another, andhave said toMigalaṇḍika, ‘Friend, please
kill us.This bowl and robe will be yoursʼ?”
“It is true, Master.”
The Buddha, theMaster, rebuked them: “Monks, it is not suitable

for these monks, it is not becoming, it is not proper, it is not worthy
of a recluse, it is not allowable, it should not be done. How could
those monks take their own lives … and say … ‘…This bowl and robe
will be yours’? It will not give rise to confidence in those without it
… And, monks, this training rule should be recited thus:

Preliminary ruling

If a monk intentionally kills a human being or searches for someone
to kill him, he too is expelled and not in communion.”

Thus theMaster laid down this training rule for the monks

Second sub-story
Bu-Pj 3.2

At one time a certain lay-follower was ill. His wife was beautiful and
pleasant, and the group of sixmonks had fallen in lovewith her.Then
those monks said to each other: “Friends, if this lay-follower lives,

Vin 3.72

wewonʼt get this woman. Come, let us praise the beauty of death to
him.” So they went to that lay follower and said:
“Friend, you have done what is good¹ and wholesome; you have

made a shelter from fear.² You have not done anything bad; you have
BD 1.124

not been greedy and immoral. What need have you of this wretched,

¹ Cf. an ii.174, an ii.175; It p. 25. ² katabhīruttāṇa, Vin-a 436 says that he has gained
protection against the dread beings have at the time of dying, possibly by means of
a charm (parittā) as is suggested by the Commentary on an ii.174.
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difficult life? Death is better for you than life. When you have passed
away, at the breaking up of the body after death, you will be reborn
in a happy destination, in a heaven world.¹ There² you will amuse
yourself and enjoy the five types of heavenly sensual pleasures.”³

Then that lay-follower thought, “The Masters have spoken the
truth, for I have donewhat is good and avoidedwhat is bad, and after
death I will be reborn in a happy destination.”

He ate various types of detrimental food, he drank detrimental
drinks,⁴ and because of this he became seriously ill⁵ and died.

His wife criticised and denounced them: “These recluses, the
BD 1.125

sons of the Sakyan,⁶ are shameless, immoral, liars. They claim to
be followers of dhamma, of just conduct, committed to the spiritual
life, speakers of truth, virtuous, of good conduct. But there is no
recluseship or brahminhood among these—it is lost to them. Where
is recluseship and brahminhood among them?They have departed
from it. They praised the beauty of death to my husband. Because of
themmy husband has died.”

And other people criticised and denounced them: “These recluses
… Because of them that lay-follower has died.

Monks heard the criticism of those people. Those monks who
had few desires and a sense of shame, who were contented, scrupu-
lous, and desirous of training, criticised and denounced the group
of six monks: “How could they praise the beauty of death to that
lay-follower?”Then those monks informed theMaster …

Vin 3.73

“Is it true, monks, that you praised the beauty of death to that
lay-follower?”
“It is true, Master.”
The Buddha, the Master, rebuked them: “Foolish men, it is not

¹ J. Przyluski, Le Concile de Rājagṛha, p. 368, where he says that in the oldest (Bud-
dhist) period svarga (Pali, sagga) and brahmaloka are synonymous terms.This seems
here borne out by next sentence in text. It has been suggested, and confuted by J.
Przyluski, Le Concile de Rājagṛha, p. 371, that Asoka spoke only of svarga, and not of
nirvāna, because he addressed the laity, and not monks. ² I.e., in a deva-world,
Vin-a 436. ³ Cf. an v.273. ⁴ Cf. Vin 1.44 for these four items. ⁵ Kharo ābādho
uppajji = dn ii.127. ⁶ As below, bd 1.200, bd 1.223.
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suitable, it is not becoming, it is not proper, it is not worthy of a
recluse, it is not allowable, it should not be done. How could you
praise the beauty of death to that lay-follower?This will not give rise
to confidence in those without it … And so, monks, this training rule
should be recited thus:

Final ruling

“If amonk intentionally kills a humanbeing or searches for some-
one to kill him¹ or praises death or incites someone to die, saying,

BD 1.126

‘Goodman, what use to you is this wretched, difficult life? Death
is better for you than life.’ If, thinking² and intending³ thus, he
praises death in variousways or incites someone to die, he too is
expelled and not in communion.”

Definitions
Bu-Pj 3.3

Ameans: whoever, of such kind …
Monkmeans: … this sort ofmonk is meant in this case.
Intentionallymeans: knowing, perceiving, having intended,⁴

having come to a conclusion, he transgresses.
Human being⁵ means: from the mind s̓ first arising,⁶ from the

¹ satthahārakam vāssa pariyeseyya. For lack of any better interpretation, explana-
tion of Vin-a 441 is followed here. Cf. sn iv. 62; mn iii.269. ² iticittamano, so the
mind and thought; Vin-a 442 says, “so the mind, (or heart, citta), so the thought;
‘death is better for you than life’ here means: the mind set on death, thought set on
death, wherefore thought is called the illustration of mind. From this meaning the
two are as if one, therefore, no division is to be seen; as the mind so the thought, as
the thought so the mind.”This last phrase = bd 1.127 below, the old the Commentary
on this passage. ³ cittasaṁkappa, intention of mind. On saṁkappa, as a term
of “awareness, thought, reflection, purpose,” see Mrs. Rhys Davids,The Birth of
Indian Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 55ff., p. 273ff. ⁴ = Vin 4.290,
and = Vin 3.112 in explanation of sañcetanika. At Vin 2.91 it is said that whatever
transgression is committed like this, is called a legal question whether an offence
be wrong. ⁵ Manussaviggaha. ⁶ Vin-a 437 paraphrases by paṭhamaṁ paṭisand-
hicittaṁ, the mind being first reinstated.
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time of consciousness becoming first manifest in a mother s̓ womb,
until the time of death—in between these; this is called a human
being.

If (he) killsmeans: he cuts off the faculty of life,¹ brings it to an
end, interrupts its duration.

Or searches for someone to kill himmeans: a knife, a dagger,
an arrow, a cudgel, a stone, a sword, poison or a rope.²

BD 1.127

Or praises death means: he shows the danger in living, and
speaks in praise of death.

Or incites someone to diemeans: he says, “take a sword, or eat
poison, or die by hanging yourself with a rope.”

Goodman, means: this is a form of address.
Whatuse toyouis thiswretched,difficult lifemeans:wretch-

ed lifemeans: the life of the poor is wretched compared to the life of
the rich; the life of the impoverished iswretched compared to the life
of the wealthy; the life of humans is wretched compared to the life
of gods. Difficult life³ means: for one whose hands are cut off, for

Vin 3.74

one whose feet are cut off, for one whose hands and feet are cut off,
for one whose ears are cut off, for one whose nose is cut off, for one
whose ears and nose are cut off. Because of this sort of wretchedness
and because of this sort of difficult life, one says, “death is better for
you than life.”

Thinkingmeans: mind and thought are equivalent.
Intendingmeans: perceiving death, intending death, aiming at

death.
In various waysmeans: in manifold manners.
If he praises deathmeans: he shows the danger in living and

speaks in praise of death, saying, “When you have passed away, at
the breaking up of the body after death, youwill be reborn in a happy
destination, in a heaven world.There you will amuse yourself and
enjoy the five types of heavenly sensual pleasures.”

¹ Cf. Vb 123. ² Satthahāraka as we have seen is literally “sword-carrier,” so that
this definition probably implies “carrying a knife … carrying a rope.” Cf. below,
bd 1.133, where these items are grouped together under “a trap.” ³ dujjīvita.
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If he incites someone to diemeans: he says, “Take a sword, or
eat poison, or die by hanging yourself with a rope; or fall into a lake,
into a pit, or off a cliff.”¹

He toomeans: this is said with referrence to the preceding offen-
ces entailing expulsion.²

Is expelled means: just as an ordinary stone which has been
BD 1.128

broken in half cannot be put together again,³ so a monk who has
intentionally killed a human being is not a recluse, not a son of the
Sakyan⁴—he is therefore called one who is expelled.

Not in communionmeans: communionmeans: a common offi-
cial action, the same recital, the same training—this is called com-
munion. He does not take part in this—he is therefore called not in
communion.

Permutations

Summary
Bu-Pj 3.4.1Oneself, having resolved,⁵ by a messenger, by a series of messengers,

by a messenger who does not follow instructions,⁶ by a messenger
gone and returned again.

Not in private, but perceiving it as private; in private, but perceiv-
ing it as not private; not in private, and perceiving it as not private;
in private, and perceiving it as private.

He praises by means of the body; he praises by means of speech;

¹ Vin-a 443, papātā ti pabbatantare vā thalantare. ² Vin-a 443 says, “like the blame-
worthy man who has fallen into defeat, having committed sexual intercourse, and
having takenwhat was not given.” ³ This is the only Pārājikawhere, in the simile,
the word abhabba does not occur. ⁴ Cf. Vin 1.97, where it is said that a monk who
has received the upasampadā ordination should not deprive any living being (pāṇa)
of life, even down to an ant or a worm. ⁵ Adhiṭṭhāya. Adhitiṭṭhati or adhiṭṭhahati,
adhiṭṭhāti, adhiṭṭheti is a word of wide meaning. Critical Pali Dictionary includes
above passage under “to determine, resolve, wish.” Vin-a 445 explains adhiṭṭhahitvā
by samīpe ṭhatvā. On the “volitional force” of adhiṭṭhāna consult Mrs. Rhys Davids,
The Birth of Indian Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 112. Adhiṭṭhita used
in connection with robes at Vin 3.196. ⁶ Brahmali: See Vin-a 2.449,28.
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hepraises bymeans of both the body and speech; he praises bymeans
of a messenger; he praises by means of a writing.¹

A pit, a piece of furniture,² placing near, medicine, arranging a
sight, arranging a sound, arranging a smell, arranging a taste, ar-
ranging a touch, arranging dhamma, announcement, instruction,
making an arranged action,³ making a sign.

Exposition
Bu-Pj 3.4.2

BD 1.129 Oneselfmeans: one oneself kills bymeans of the body or bymeans of
something attached to the body or by means of something released.

Having resolvedmeans: having resolved, he tells someone: hit
thus, strike thus, kill thus.

by amessenger
Vin 3.75

If amonk tells a secondmonk, “Kill so-and-so,” there is an offence
of bad conduct. If the second monk kills that person,⁴ thinking he is
the one he was told to kill, there is an offence entailing expulsion for
both.

If amonk tells a secondmonk, “kill so-and-so,” there is an offence
of bad conduct. If the secondmonk kills someone else, thinking he is
the one he was told to kill, there is no offence for the instigator, but
there is an offence entailing expulsion for the murderer.

If a monk tells a second monk … If the second monk kills that
person, thinking it is someone else than the one he was told to kill,
there is an offence entailing expulsion for both.

If amonk tells a secondmonk… If the secondmonkkills someone
else, thinking it is someone else than the one he was told to kill,
there is no offence for the instigator, but there is an offence entailing
expulsion for the murderer.

by a series of messengers
If a monk tells a second monk, “tell so-and-so to tell so-and-so

to kill so-and-so,” there is an offence of bad conduct. In informing

¹ Lekhāya.Lekhāmeans literally a scratching, therefore awriting. Seebelow, bd 1.131,
n. 1. ² Apassena. ³ Saṁketakamma. See above, bd 1.88. ⁴ Taṁ.
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the next person, there is an offence of bad conduct. If the (potential)
murderer accepts, there is a serious offence for the instigator. If he
kills that person, there is an offence entailing expulsion for all of
them.

by amessengerwho does not follow instructions
If a monk tells a second monk, “tell so-and-so to tell so-and-so

to kill so-and-so,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the second
monk tells someone else than the one he was told to tell, there is an
offence of bad conduct. If the (potential) murderer accepts, there is
an offence of bad conduct. If he kills that person, there is no offence
for the instigator, but there is an offence entailing expulsion for the
conveyor of the message and for the murderer.

by amessenger gone and returned again
If amonk tells a secondmonk, “kill so-and-so,” there is an offence

of bad conduct. He goes, but returns, saying, “I was not able to kill
BD 1.130

him.” If the first monk tells him again, “when you are able, then kill
him,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the second monk kills
that person, there is an offence entailing expulsion for both.

If amonk tells a secondmonk, “kill so-and-so,” there is an offence
of bad conduct. He then becomes remorseful, but does not say, “do
not kill him.” If the secondmonk then kills that person, there is an
offence entailing expulsion for both.

If amonk tells a secondmonk, “kill so-and-so,” there is an offence
of bad conduct. He then becomes remorseful and says, “do not kill
him.” If the secondmonk replies, “I have been told by you to do so,”
and then kills that person, there is no offence for the instigator, but
there is an offence entailing expulsion for the murderer.

If a monk tells a second monk … He then becomes remorseful
and says, “do not kill him.” If the secondmonk replies, “very well,”
and desists, there is no offence for either.

Bu-Pj 3.4.3

Not in private, but perceiving it as private, he says aloud, “if
only so-and-sowere killed,” there is an offence of bad conduct. Inpri-
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vate, but perceiving it as not private, he says aloud, “if only so-and-
so were killed,” there is an offence of bad conduct. Not in private,
and perceiving it as not private, he says aloud, “if only so-and-so

Vin 3.76

were killed,” there is an offence of bad conduct. In private, and per-
ceiving it as private, he says aloud, “if only so-and-so were killed,”
there is an offence of bad conduct.

Bu-Pj 3.4.4

He praises by means of the bodymeans: in making a gesture
with the body,¹ which effectively says, “Whoever dies thus,² receives
wealth, fame or goes to heaven,” there is an offence of bad conduct.
If, because of that praise, the target person thinks, “I shall die,” and
he does what is painful, there is a serious offence.³ If he dies, there
is an offence entailing expulsion.

BD 1.131

Hepraises bymeans of speechmeans: in saying, “whoever dies
thus …” … If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Hepraises bymeansof thebodyandspeechmeans: inmaking
a gesture with the body and saying, “whoever dies thus …” … If he
dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

He praises bymeans of amessengermeans: in giving instruc-
tions to a messenger, saying, “whoever dies thus, receives wealth,
fame or goes to heaven,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If, having
heard the messenger’s instruction, the target person thinks, “I shall
die,” and he does what is painful, there is a serious offence. If he dies,
there is an offence entailing expulsion.

¹ Kāyena vikāraṁ karoti (dasseti, Vin-a 452, with variant reading karoti), literally he
makes an (expressive) gesture. ² According to Vin-a 452, by taking a sword or by
drinking poison, as at bd 1.127 above. ³ Brahmali:That is, the pain that arises as
he tries to kill himself.
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Hepraisesbymeansofawritingmeans: inwriting:¹ “Whoever
dies thus, receiveswealth, fameorgoes toheaven,” there is anoffence

BD 1.132

of bad conduct for each character.² If, having seen the writing, the
target person thinks, “I shall die,” and he does what is painful, there
is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 3.4.5

A pitmeans: in digging a pit for people, thinking, “falling into
it someone will die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If a person
falls into it, there is an offence of bad conduct. If, when he has fallen,
he experiences pain, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an
offence entailing expulsion.

In digging a non-specific pit, thinking, “whatever falls in will
die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If a person falls into it, there
is an offence of bad conduct. If, when he has fallen, he experiences
pain, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing

¹ lekhaṁ chindati, Vin-a 452, “he cuts syllables (akkharāni) on a leaf or a book (pot-
thake, cf. Sanskrit pustaka). Cf. Ja ii.90, akkharāni chinditvā, here on a kaṇḍa, a stalk
or cane. Lekhaṁ chindati could not therefore here mean “destroys the letter” as Pali-
English Dictionary says. Cf. rūpaṁ chindati at Vin-a 690 in connection with cutting a
figure on the woodenmāsaka. Lekhā therefore does not necessarily mean writing
as we have it today. At Vin 4.7 lekhā is one of the three “high crafts” (or occupations,
sippa). At Vin 1.77 = Vin 4.128 Upāli’s parents decide against letting him learn lekhā
on the grounds that his fingers will become painful. At Vin 4.305 it is said to be
no offence for a nun to learn writing (lekhaṁ pariyāpuṇāti). Lekha is the writing,
the letter; lekhā the line, the tracing (cf. Ja 6. 56). Vin-a 867 explains by akkharāni
likhantassa. Cf. Vin-a 739 lekhā ti akkharalekhā, letters: syllables or letters; see next
note for akkhara.
At Vin 2.110 the context seems to demand another meaning for lekhā: it is to be

something that can be separated from the bowl; this can be given away, whereas
lekhañ ca me paribhogaṁ bhavissati, “so that the chips shall remain my property”
(Vinaya Texts iii.78), or “the chips will come to be formy personal use,” or “the chips
will be of use tome.” (Paribhoga is thatwhich one uses, of use, rather than property.)
At this passage lekhaṁ (which has faulty variant reading likhaṁ; cf. likhāpaṇṇa for
lekhā° at Pv-a 20) is almost certainly to be taken in its meaning of “chips, shavings.”
At an i.283 = Pp 32 three kinds of individuals are described: pāsāṇalekhūpama,

pathavilekhūpama, udakalekhūpama. Here lekhā is translated at gs i.262 by “carving.”
Neither Commentary remarks on lekhā. ² akkharakkharāya, or “for the syllables
and syllables” so “for each syllable.” Critical Pali Dictionary says that akkhara is op-
posed to pada, word. Akkhara seems to be connected with akṣara of the Upaniṣads,
the Imperishable—perhaps because the letters when engraved could faintly emu-
late the Imperishable (Veda).
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expulsion. If a spirit, ghost or animal in human form¹ falls into it,
there is an offence of bad conduct.² If, when it has fallen, it experi-
ences pain, there is an offence of bad conduct. If it dies, there is a
serious offence. If an animal falls into it, there is an offence of bad
conduct. If,when it has fallen, it experiences pain , there is anoffence

BD 1.133

of bad conduct. If it dies, there is an offence entailing confession.³
Bu-Pj 3.4.6

A piece of furnituremeans: if he places a dagger in a piece of
furniture, smears the furniture with poison or makes it weak, or
if he places it near a lake, a pit or a cliff, thinking, “falling down,
he will die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the target person
experiences pain on account of the dagger or the poison or the fall,
there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing

Vin 3.77

expulsion.
Bu-Pj 3.4.7

Placing nearmeans: if he places a knife, a dagger, an arrow, a
club, a stone, a sword, poison or a rope⁴ near him, thinking, “using
this he will die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the target
person thinks, “using that, I shall die,” and he does what is painful,
there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing
expulsion.

Bu-Pj 3.4.8

Medicinemeans: if he gives ghee, butter, oil, honey ormolasses,⁵
thinking, “having tasted this, he will die,” there is an offence of bad
conduct.When the target person tastes it andexperiencespain, there

¹ Tiracchānagatamanussaviggaha, literally a man taking up the form of one going as
an animal.This is obviously meant to be something different from tiracchānagata,
going as an animal, just below.The former probably refers to an animal who has the
power to put on human form in this life; for this is a beliefwhich existed at that time.
Cf. the rulewhich forbids an animal in human form to be ordained, Vin 1.86, Vin 1.87.
The latter, going as an animal, or just an animal, is a fairly forceful expression in
connectionwith the belief in rebirth,meaning that someone is going as an animal in
this rebirth. ² Vin-a 455 says, “It was dug for a man, (therefore) he is not guilty of
the death of yakkhas and so forth who fall into it.” In the Vinaya, yakkhas constantly
appear as the denizens of some sphere or other, not far removed from the realm
of mankind.The same is true of the petas, or departed ones. ³ Brahmali:That
is, a pācittiya offence, according to Bu-Pc 61. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 1.126, where these
items are grouped together under “should look about so as to be his knife-bringer.”
⁵ These are the five kinds of medicine, cf. Vin 3.251.
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is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.
Bu-Pj 3.4.9

Arranging a sight¹ means: in arranging a dreadful and terrify-
ing sight, thinking, “seeing this and becoming terrified, he will die,”
there is an offence of bad conduct. If the target person sees it and
becomes terrified, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an
offence entailing expulsion. In arranging a lovely sight, thinking,
“seeing this and then not being able to obtain it, he will wither and

BD 1.134

die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the target person sees
it and then withers because of not obtaining it, there is a serious
offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Arranging a soundmeans: in arranging a dreadful and terrify-
ing sound, thinking, “hearing this and becoming terrified, he will
die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the target person hears it
and becomes terrified, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an
offence entailing expulsion. In arranging a lovely and heart-stirring²
sound, thinking, “hearing this and then not being able to obtain it, he
will wither and die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If the target
person hears it and then withers because of not obtaining it, there is
a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Arranging a smellmeans: in arranging a disgusting and repul-
sive smell, thinking, “smelling this, hewill die from disgust and aver-
sion,” there is an offence of bad conduct. When the target person
smells it and experiences suffering because of disgust and aversion,
there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing
expulsion. In arranging a lovely smell, thinking, “smelling this and
then not being able to obtain it, he will wither and die,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If the target person smells it and thenwithers
because of not obtaining it, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there
is an offence entailing expulsion.

Arranging a tastemeans: in arranging a disgusting and repul-

¹ It is curious that the five senses are all equally powerful here, and that the last
three are not grouped together undermuta, sensed, felt, thought or imagined, as
sometimes occurs in the older literature, e.g. Vin 4.2. It is also curious that these
five senses have the power to cause death. Was it really believed that people died
because of a bad smell or loud noise? ² Hadayaṁgama, cf. dn i.4.
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sive taste, thinking, “tasting this, he will die from disgust and aver-
sion,” there is an offence of bad conduct. When the target person
tastes it and experiences suffering because of disgust and aversion,
there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing
expulsion. In arranging a lovely taste, thinking, “tasting this and
then not being able to obtain it, he will wither and die,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. If the target person tastes it and thenwithers
because of not obtaining it, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there
is an offence entailing expulsion.

BD 1.135

Arranging a touch means: in arranging a painful and harsh
Vin 3.78

physical contact, thinking, “touched by this, he will die,” there is an
offence of bad conduct. When the target person makes contact with
it and experiences pain, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there
is an offence entailing expulsion. In arranging a pleasant and soft
physical contact, thinking, “touched by this and then not being able
to obtain it, hewillwither anddie,” there is an offence of bad conduct.
If the target person is touched by it and then withers because of not
obtaining it, there is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence
entailing expulsion.

Arranging dhamma means: in talking about hell¹ to one des-
tined to go to hell, thinking, “hearing this and becoming terrified,
he will die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. When the target per-
son hears it and becomes terrified, there is a serious offence. If he
dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion. In talking about heaven
to someone of good behaviour,² thinking, “hearing this and being
intent on it,³ he will die,” there is an offence of bad conduct. When
the target person hears it, becomes intent on it and thinks, “I shall
die,” and he does what is painful, there is a serious offence. If he dies,
there is an offence entailing expulsion.

Bu-Pj 3.4.10

Announcementmeans: if, being asked, he says, “die in thisway;⁴
he who dies like this receives wealth, fame or goes to heaven,” there
is an offence of bad conduct. If, because of that announcement, the
target person thinks, “I shall die,” and he does what is painful, there

¹ Niraya. ² Adhimutta. Cf. below, bd 1.148. ³ Kalyāṇakamma. ⁴ Evaṁmarassu.
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is a serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.
Instructionmeans: if, without being asked, he says, “die in this

way; he who dies like this receives wealth, fame or goes to heaven,”
there is an offence of bad conduct. If, because of that instruction,
the target thinks, “I shall die,” and he does what is painful, there is a
serious offence. If he dies, there is an offence entailing expulsion.

An arranged actionmeans: if he makes an arrangement for be-
fore themeal or for after themeal, for the night or for the day, telling

BD 1.136

another person, “kill that person according to this arrangement,”
there is an offence of bad conduct. If the other person kills that per-
son according to that arrangement, there is an offence entailing
expulsion for both. If he kills him before or after the arranged time,
there is no offence for the instigator, but there is an offence entailing
expulsion for the murderer.

Making a sign means: he makes a sign. If he says to another
person, “when I wink, raise my eyebrow, or raise my head, at that
sign kill that person,” there is an offence of bad conduct. If, at that
sign, the other person kills that person, there is an offence entailing
expulsion for both. If he kills him before or after the sign, there is no
offence for the instigator, but there is an offence entailing expulsion
for the murderer.

Non-offence clause
Bu-Pj 3.4.11

There is no offence if it was unintentional, for one not knowing, for
one not aiming at death, for one who is insane, for the first offender.

The first section on expulsion in relation to human beings is finished

Case rulings

mnemonic list
Praising, sitting down, with pestle, and with mortar;

Vin 3.79
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gone forth when old,¹ a falling out,² first,³ experimental poison, /
and three with making sites, another three with bricks,

BD 1.137
An adze, and a rafter, a platform, descent, fell off,/
Sweating, and nose treatment,
massage, and by bathing, and by smearing,
Making get up, making lie down,⁴ death through food and drink,/
Child by a lover, and co-wives, he killed the mother, the child, both,
He killed neither,⁵ crushing, heating, barren, fertile,/
Tickling, in restraining, a spirit, and sent to a predatory spirit,
Thinking it was him he gave a blow,⁶ talk on heaven, and on hell,/
Three trees at Āḷavī, three others with forest about fires,
Do not keep in misery, not as you, buttermilk, and salty medicine./

Case details

Bu-Pj 3.5.1 At one time time a certainmonkwas ill. Out of compassion themonks
praised the beauty of death to him. He died.They became anxious
and said, “Could it be that we have fallen into an offence entailing
expulsion?”They informed theMaster. He said: “You, monks, have
fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.2

At one time a certain monk who was an almsgoer sat down on a

¹ vuḍḍhapabbajitā usually “those long gone forth, old monks.” ² Oldenberg,
Vin 3.271f. gives variant readings vuḍḍhapabbajitā ca bhisanno, °jitā sinno, and “°jji-
tassanocorrected to °jjitābhisannoandhe says, “I donotknowhowtocorrectbhisanno
or sinno.” The final ā of °jjitāmay possibly belong to bhissanno, then = abhisanno,
meaning “full of, overflowing with” (old monks, Bu-Pj 3.5.4), or a “falling out” (of
meat, Bu-Pj 3.5.5). Sinna as past participle of sijjati usually means “wet with per-
spiration, boiled,” but it cannot mean that here.Theword does not appear again
in the stories below. Possibly one group has been omitted. ³ Text reads aggaṁ.
Oldenberg proposed an emendation to laggaṁ, doubtless thinking of vilagga in
Bu-Pj 3.5.5, but aggaṁ refers to agga (-kārika) of Bu-Pj 3.5.6. ⁴ Text, maraṇaṁ.
⁵ ubho namiyyare. Cf. na miyyare at Snp 575. ⁶ pahari.
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bench,¹ crushing a boywhowas concealed by a rag.The boy died, and
the monk became anxious. … “Monks, there is no offence entailing

BD 1.138

expulsion.But amonkshouldnot sit downona seatwithout checking
it. If one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.3

At one time a certain monk was preparing a seat in a refectory
among the houses. When he took hold of a pestle high up, a second
pestle fell down hitting² a certain boy who then died. He became
anxious … “What was your intention?”
“I did not intend it, Master.”
“There is no offence, monk, when it is unintentional.

At one time a certain monk was preparing a seat in a refectory
among the houses. He stepped³ on the requisites belonging to a mor-
tar,⁴ which fell and hit⁵ a certain boy, who then died. He became
anxious … “There is no offence, monk, when it is unintentional.”

¹ Ottharitvā; this word occurs again below in the next paragraph and also at bd 1.146
below. Vin-a 475 on this latter passage explains by akkamitvā, and goes on to say
that a monk having fallen down was dragged along by some others, and one having
got on to his stomach sat there. But cf. bd 1.59, n. 1, above for akkamitvā, meaning
“kicking,making a kick at.” AtMil 121 ottharati is used in connectionwith thewaves
of the sea: they “flow” (so translated Sacred Books of the East xxxi.182), meaning
they flow again over the spot whence they had rolled back. It there has the sense of
covering over or covering up. Pali-English Dictionary under ottharati says, “see also
avattharati “for both of which it gives much the samemeanings. I think it possible
that ottharati (as here and in next paragraph below, and again below at bd 1.146) and
avattharati as at next note below, have the sense of dealing roughly with someone,
even bymistake. Avatthāsi occurs, again, bd 1.140, where it also seems as if it means
“hit” (with locative). Both words certainly seem to include the sense of hard, sitting
hard enough or hitting hard enough to cause death. ² avatthāsi. ³ akkamitvā
pavaṭṭesi. Akkamitvā here seems to be in its meaning of “to tread on.” We get the
same expression in Vin 3.38, above, bd 1.59, where it seems to mean “rising, he
knocked her over,” and I should like to add hard, rising hard or suddenly. See above,
bd 1.137, n. 4. ⁴ bhaṇḍikā. This is a comprehensive word meaning a heap of goods,
a collection. At Ja iii.41 it is variant reading for gaṇḍikā, which as “executioner’s
block” could not make sense here. “Mortar-requisites” would include the pestle.
⁵ ottharitvā see above, bd 1.137, n. 4.
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Bu-Pj 3.5.4

At one time a father and son had gone forth among the monks.
When the timewas announced¹ the son said to his father, “Go, bhante,
the Sangha is waiting for you,” and seizing him by the back, he

BD 1.139

pushed him away. Falling down, he died. He became anxious. …
Vin 3.80

“What was your intention?”
“I did not mean to cause his death, Master.”
“There is no offence, monk, for one who is not aiming at death.

At one time a father and son had gone forth among the monks.
When the timewas announced² the son said to his father, “Go, bhante,
the Sangha is waiting for you,” andmeaning to cause his death he
seized him by the back and pushed him away. Falling down, he died.
He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a father and son had gone forth among the monks.
When the timewas announced the son said to his father, “Go, bhante,
the Sangha is waiting for you,” andmeaning to cause his death he
seized him by the back and pushed him away. Falling down, he did
not die. He became anxious … “There is no offence, monk, entailing
expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.5

Atone timewhile a certainmonkwas eating somemeat³ got stuck
in his throat. A certain monk hit him on the neck. The meat came
out together with blood, and the monk died. He became anxious
… “There is no offence, monk, for one who does not mean to cause
death.”

At one timewhile a certainmonkwas eating somemeat got stuck
in his throat. A certain monk, meaning to cause his death, hit him

¹ kāle ārocite. ² kāle ārocite. ³ maṁsa; again showing that the monks were not
vegetarians. Cf. above, bd 1.98.
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on the neck.Themeat came out together with blood, and the monk
died. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one timewhile a certainmonkwas eating somemeat got stuck
in his throat. A certain monk, meaning to cause his death, hit him
on the neck.Themeat came out together with blood, but the monk

BD 1.140

did not die. He became anxious … “There is no offence entailing
expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.6

At one time a certain monk who was an almsgoer received poi-
soned almsfood. He brought it back and gave the first portion to the
monks.They died. He became anxious … “What was your intention,
monk?”
“I did not know, Master.”
“There is no offence for one who does not know.

At one time a certain monk gave poison to a certain monk, with
the purpose of investigating it. That monk died. He became anxious
… “What was your intention, monk?”
“My purpose was to investigate it, Master.”
“There is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a serious

offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.7

Atone time themonksofĀḷavīwerepreparinga site for adwelling.
Vin 3.81

A certain monk who was below lifted up a stone. The stone, being
badly held by a second monk who was above, fell on¹ the head of the
monkwhowas below, and he died.The secondmonk became anxious
… “There is no offence, monk, when it is unintentional.”

Atone time themonksofĀḷavīwerepreparinga site for adwelling.
A certainmonkwhowas below lifted up a stone. A secondmonkwho

¹ avatthāsi, cf. above, bd 1.137, n. 4.
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was above, aiming to kill the one who was below, dropped the stone
on his head. He died … he did not die.The second monk became anx-
ious… “There is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a serious
offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.8

Atone time themonksofĀḷavīwereerectingawall¹ for adwelling.
A certain monk who was below lifted up a burnt brick. The brick,

BD 1.141

being badly held by a secondmonkwhowas above, fell on the head of
themonkwhowas below.He died.The secondmonk became anxious
… “There is no offence, monk, when it is unintentional.”

At one time themonks ofĀḷavīwere erecting awall for a dwelling.
A certain monk who was below lifted up a burnt brick. A second
monk who was above, intending to cause the death of the monk who
was below, dropped the burnt brick on his head. He died … he did
not die. The second monk became anxious … “There is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.9

At one time the monks of Āḷavī were doing building work. A
certainmonkwhowas below lifted up an adze.The adze, being badly
held by a second monk who was above, fell on the head of the monk
whowas below. He died.The secondmonk became anxious … “There
is no offence, monk, when it is unintentional.”

At one time themonks of Āḷavīwere doing buildingwork… lifted
up an adze. A second monk who was above, meaning to cause the
death of the monk who was below, dropped the adze on his head.
He died … he did not die …The secondmonk became anxious … ”…
serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.10

¹ Kuḍḍa. At Vin 4.266 three kinds of walls are mentioned: iṭṭhakā° (of tiles or bricks,
as here), silā° (of stones), dāru° (of wood).
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At one time the monks of Āḷavī were doing building work. A
certain monk who was below lifted up a rafter. The rafter, being
badly held by a monk who was above … (three cases as above) … “…
serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.11

Atone time themonksofĀḷavī, doingbuildingwork,wereputting
together a platform.¹ A certain monk said to a secondmonk, “Friend,
put it together by standing here.” Putting it together by standing
there, he fell downanddied.Thefirstmonkbecame anxious… “What
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Vin 3.82was your intention, monk?”
“I did not mean to cause his death, Master.”
“There is no offence for one who is not aiming at death.”

Atone time themonksofĀḷavī, doingbuildingwork,wereputting
together a platform.A certainmonk,meaning to causehis death, said
to second monk, “Friend, put it together by standing here.” Putting
it together by standing there, he fell down and died … fell down and
did not die.The first monk became anxious … “There is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.12

At one time a certain monk, having made a roof for a dwelling,
was coming down. A second monk said to that monk, “Friend, come
down here.” Coming down at that place, he fell down and died.The
second monk became anxious … “There is no offence, monk, for one
who is not aiming at death.”

At one time a certain monk, having made a roof for a dwelling,
was coming down. A second monk, meaning to cause his death, said
to him, “Friend, come down here.” Coming down at that place, he
fell down and died … fell down and did not die … “There is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

¹ Aṭṭaka. Vin-a 466 calls it vehāsamañca, literally a bed above the ground, probably
a platform or scaffold up a tree, such as hunters use. It is the diminutive of aṭṭa, a
watch-tower, Vin 3.200.
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Bu-Pj 3.5.13

At one time a certain monk who was tormented by discontent
climbedMount Vulture’s Peak, fell down the cliff and hit a certain
basket-maker. He died, and the monk became anxious … “There is
no offence entailing expulsion. But, monks, one should not jump off.
If one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”

At one time the group of six monks, having climbedMount Vul-
ture s̓ Peak, threw down a stone for fun. Hitting a certain cowherd,
it killed him.¹They became anxious. … “There is no offence entailing
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expulsion. But, monks, you should not throw down stones for fun. If
one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.14

At one time a certainmonkwas ill.Themonksmade him sweat by
heating him. He died.They became anxious. … “There is no offence,
monks, for one who is not aiming at death.”

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks, meaning to cause
his death, made him sweat by heating him. He died … he did not die.
They became anxious. … “There is no offence entailing expulsion,
but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.15

At one time a certainmonk had a headache.²Themonks gave him
Vin 3.83

medical treatment through the nose.³ He died.They became anxious.
… “There is no offence, monks, for one who is not aiming at death.”

¹ māresuṁ. We should say “it” (the stone), but the Pali regards the men as the
agents of the cowherd’s death. ² sīsābhitāpa, literally “heat in the head,” cf.
Vin 1.204, where Pilindavaccha is mentioned as suffering this ailment. ³ natthuṁ
adaṁsu = natthukamma as at Vin 1.204. dn-a i.98, explained telaṁ yojetvā n° karaṇaṁ.
At dn i.12 this treatment is included among the low arts by which some samaṇas
and brahmins earn awrong livelihood, but at Vin 1.204 it is allowed byGotama,with
details of how best to apply the drug to be taken through the nose. Cf. Dhp-a i.12.
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At one time a certainmonk had a headache.Themonks, meaning
to cause his death, gave him medical treatment through the nose.
He died … did not die.They became anxious. … “There is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.16

At one time a certain monkwas ill.Themonksmassaged him. He
died … (three cases as above) … “… but there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks bathed him. He
died … “… but there is a serious offence.”
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At one time a certainmonkwas ill.Themonks anointed himwith
oil. He died … “… but there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks made him get up.¹
He died … “ … but there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certainmonkwas ill.Themonksmade him lie down.
He died … “ … but there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks gave him food …
they gave him drink. He died … “… but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.17

At one time a certain woman whose husband was living away
from home became pregnant by a lover. She said to a monk who was
supported by her family, “Master, please find a method of abortion.”
“All right, sister,” he said, and he gave her a method of abortion.The
child died. He became anxious. … “You, monk, have fallen into an
offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.18

¹ Or, “raised him” (to a sitting position).
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At one time a certain man had two wives, one who was barren
and one who was fertile. The barren one said to a monk who was
supported by her family, “If she should bring forth a child, bhante,
shewill becomemistress of thewhole household.Master, please find
a method of abortion for her.” “All right, sister,” he said, and he gave
her a method of abortion.The child died, but the mother did not die.
He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certain man had two wives … he gave her a method
of abortion.Themother died, but the child did not die. He became
anxious … “There is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a

Vin 3.84

serious offence.”
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At one time a certain man had two wives … he gave her a method
of abortion. Both died … neither died. He became anxious … “There
is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.19

At one time a certain womanwho was pregnant said to a monk
who was supported by her family, “Master, please findme a method
of abortion.” “Well then crush¹ it, sister,” he said. She crushed it and
caused an abortion. He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

At one time a certainwomanwhowaspregnant…“Well thenheat
yourself, sister,” he said. She heated herself and caused an abortion.
He became anxious … “… expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.20

At one time a certain barren woman said to a monk who was
supported by her family, “Master, please findme somemedicine to
help me become pregnant.” “All right, sister,” he said, and gave her
somemedicine. She died. He became anxious … “There is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is an offence of bad conduct.”
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Bu-Pj 3.5.21

At one time a certain fertile woman said to a monk who was
supported by her family, “Master, please findme somemedicine to
help me not get pregnant.” “All right, sister,” he said …“… but there
is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.22

At one time the group of six monks made one of the group of
seventeen monks¹ laugh by tickling him with their fingers. Being
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unable to breathe, he died. They became anxious … “There is no
offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.23

At one time the group of seventeen monks, while doing some
work,² covered³ one of the monks of the group of six. He died.They
became anxious … “There is no offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.24

At one time a certain monk who was an exorcist⁴ killed a spirit.
He became anxious. …“There is no offence entailing expulsion, but
there is a serious offence.”⁵

Bu-Pj 3.5.25

At one time a certain monk sent a certain monk to a dwelling

¹ maddassu, crush, bruise. Cf. Ja iii.121. ¹ Cf. Vin 4.110, where this story also ap-
pears; tickling with the fingers is there said to be a pācittiya offence. The seven-
teen monks are also mentioned at Vin 4.41. At Vin 1.77 = Vin 4.128, the boy Upāli
is said to have seventeen friends. See Introduction, p. xxxvi, n. 2. ² kammaṁ
karissāma, possibly idiomatic, “we will do (for him)”, “we will have some fun.”
³ ottharitvā = akkamitvā, Vin-a 475. See above, bd 1.137. ⁴ bhūtavejjaka; bhūtavijjā
mentioned at dn i.9 as a “low art.” Bhūtavidyā (translated by R.E. Hume as “De-
monology”) also occurs at Chāndogya Upaniṣad 7.2.1 = Chāndogya Upaniṣad 7.7.1.
⁵ Themonk learned in exorcism, in freeing a person possessed by a yakkhamay cut
off a clay doll’s head; then the yakkha dies, killed by him. But he may kill not only
the yakkha but Sakka, king of the Devas; therefore it is a grave offence. Vin-a 475.
At sn i.206 some Sakka is called a yakkha. ks i.263, n. 3 says, “there is no tradition,
revealed in the Commentary that Sakka, ruler of theThirty[-three] Gods, is meant.”
He was a (eko) yakkha belonging to Māra’s faction, sn-a i.302.
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inhabited by predatory spirits.¹ The spirits killed him. He became
anxious … “There is no offence, monk, for one who is not aiming at
death.”

At one time a certain monk, meaning to cause his death, sent a
certainmonk to a dwelling inhabited by predatory spirits.The spirits
killed him… the spirits did not kill him. “There is no offence entailing
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expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.26

Vin 3.85 At one time a certain monk sent a certain monk to a wilderness
inhabited by beasts of prey² … to a wilderness inhabited by robbers.
The beasts of prey … the robbers … killed him. He became anxious …
(three cases each time as above) … “… but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.27

At one time a certain monk, thinking he was that person, killed
that person … thinking he was that person, killed someone else …
thinking he was someone else, killed that person … thinking he
was someone else, killed someone else. He became anxious … “…
expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.28

At one time a certain monk was possessed by a spirit.³ Another
monk gave him a blow.⁴ He died.The other monk became anxious …
“There is no offence, monk, for one who is not aiming at death.”

¹ vāḷayakkha. Vin-a 475, “In this vihāra a predatory (vāla), fierce yakkha dwelt; it
was his vihāra.” At an iii.256 vāḷayakkhas are said to be one of the five dangers
of Madhurā. See gs iii.188, n. 3. Mr. E.M. Hare translates vāḷayakkhā as “bestial
yakkhas.” Cf. yakkha eating men and cattle at dn ii.346. Term may mean “yakkha
in form of a beast of prey.” ² Vin-a 476: “In all of these wilds there are beasts of
prey and snakes … in all of those there are robbers.” Five kinds of wilds (kantāra)
mentioned at Ja i.99, sn-a i.324; four kinds at Cnd 630. ³ amanussena: amanussa
is a yakkha, a spirit, a ghost. At Vin 1.277 it is said that Kāka, a slave, was born
amanussena. Word occurs at dn i.116, sn i.91, and also above, bd 1.74. Vin-a 298 says,
they are either yakkhas ormenwho, having departed, desire to return. ⁴ Vin-a 476
“saying, ‘I will drive the yakkha away,’ he gives him (i.e., the monk) a blow. One
should not give a person possessed by a yakkha a blow, but should bind a palm-leaf
or protecting thread on his arm or leg.”
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At one time a certain monk was possessed by a spirit. Another
monk, meaning to cause his death, gave him a blow. He died … he
did not die.The other monk became anxious … “There is no offence
entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.29

BD 1.148At one time a certain monk gave a talk about heaven to a man of
good behaviour. He became keen on it¹ and died.Themonk became
anxious … “There is no offence, monk, for one who is not aiming at
death.”

At one time a certain monk, meaning to cause his death, gave a
talk about heaven to a man of good behaviour. He became keen on
it and died … he became keen on it, but did not die … “There is no
offence entailing expulsion, but there is a serious offence.”

At one time a certain monk gave a talk about hell to a man des-
tined to go to hell. Being terrified, he died … (the same three cases) …
“… but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.30

At one time themonks of Āḷavī, while doing buildingwork, felled
a tree. A certainmonk said to another monk, “Friend, fell it standing
here.”While he was felling it standing there, the tree fell on him and
killed him… (three cases) … “… but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 3.5.31

At one time the group of six monks set fire to a forest. Some
peoplewere burnt and died… (three cases) … “…but there is a serious
offence.”

Vin 3.86

Bu-Pj 3.5.32

¹ adhimutto. Critical Pali Dictionary, referring to this passage says, “impressed with
the idea.” Cf. above, bd 1.135.
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At one time a certain monk went to the place of execution and
said to the executioner: “Friend, do not keep him inmisery.¹ Kill him
with a single blow.” “All right, bhante,” he said, and he killed him
with a single blow. He became anxious. “You, monk, have fallen into
an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk went to the place of execution and
said to the executioner: “Friend, do not keep him in misery. Kill him
with a single blow.” “I will not do as you ask,” he said, and deprived
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himof life.He became anxious… “Monk, there is no offence entailing
expulsion, but there is an offence of bad conduct.”²

Bu-Pj 3.5.33

At one time a certain man whose hands and feet had been cut
off was in his relativesʼ house surrounded by his relations. A certain
monk said to those people, “Friends, do you desire his death?”
“Indeed, bhante, we do desire it.”
“Then you should make him drink buttermilk.”³
Theymade him drink buttermilk and he died.Themonk became

anxious … “You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing expul-
sion.”

At one time a certain man whose hands and feet had been cut off
was in his family s̓ house, surrounded by his relations. A certain nun
said to those people, “Friends, do you desire his death?”
“Indeed, honoured lady, we do desire it.”

¹ mā yimaṁ kilamesi. ² Apparently not a grave offence because the executioner
was not influenced by the monk’s words.Themonk only transgressed in uttering
the words, attempting to hasten the man’s death. ³ takka. Vin-a 478, “buttermilk
of a cow, a buffalo, a goat, hot, cold, flavoured or unflavoured.” At Vin 1.244 it is
included in the five products of the cow (pañca gorasā).
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“Then you should make him drink salty medicine.”¹
They made him drink salty medicine and he died. She became

anxious. She then informed the nuns, who in turn informed the
BD 1.150

monks, who then informed theMaster. He said, “Monks, that nun
has fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

The third offence entailing expulsion is finished

¹ loṇasuvīraka. Vin-a 478, “a medicine made of all tastes.” Buddhaghosa gives a long
description of the things mixed together to form it: various kinds of myrobalan
(astringent and intoxicant), all the seven grains and pulses, gruel, the fruit of
the plantain, and all fruits, the jungle creeper, sprouts of various trees, fish and
meat, honey and molasses, rock-salt, alkaline and bitter medicines.Then, letting it
mature for two or three years, it is the colour of the juice of the rose-apple and is
good for various diseases (mentioned here, cf. also anv.110), but further than that
(ca uttaraṁ) if decaying, it is no longer a medicine. At Vin 1.210 it is called sovīraka:
here the lord allows the use of it to one who is sick, and to one who is not sick the
use of it mixed with water as a medicine.
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Origin story

First sub-story
BD 1.151

Bu-Pj 4.1.1

Vin 3.87

At one time¹ the Buddha, the Master, was staying near Vesālī in the
hall with the peaked roof in the Great Wood. At that time a number
ofmonkswhowere friends had entered the rains on the banks of the
river Vaggumudā.² Just then Vajjī was short of food³ and stricken by
hunger, with crops blighted and turned to straw, and it was not easy
to keep oneself going by collecting alms.Then those monks thought
this:
“AtpresentVajjī is short of foodand strickenbyhunger,with crops

blighted and turned to straw, and it is not easy to keep oneself going
by collecting alms. By what means might we, united and in harmony,
have a comfortable rains and get almsfood without problems?”

Some said, “Well, friends,we could undertakework for the house-
holders, and they will give something in return. In this way, being
united and in harmony, we will spend the rains in comfort and have
no problems getting almsfood.”

Some said, “Friends, there is no need to undertake work for the
householders. Let us instead act as messengers for them,⁴ and they

BD 1.152

¹ From here to towards the end of Bu-Pj 4.1.2 below, cf. Vin 4.23–25, where it is a
pācittiya for a monk to tell of his knowledge of conditions belonging to the further-
men, even if he possessed this knowledge. If he does not possess it, it is a pārājika
offence to speak of it, as here at Bu-Pj 4. ² Mentioned at Ud 25; it is also here
said that somemonks spent vassa on its banks. ³ Cf. above, Bu-Pj 1.2.1; Bu-Pj 1.5.5.
⁴ dūteyyaṁ harāma.
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will give something in return. In this way, being united and in har-
mony, we will spend the rains in comfort and have no problems
getting almsfood.”

Some said, “Friends, there is no need to undertake work for the
householders, nor to act as messengers for them. Let us instead
praise one another s̓ super-human achievements¹ to the household-
ers: ‘Such a monk obtains the first jhāna, such a monk the second
jhāna, such amonk the third, such amonk the fourth; such amonk is
stream-enterer, such a monk a once-returner, such a non-returner,
such an arahant; such a monk has the three true knowledges,² and
such the six direct knowledges.ʼ³ Then they will give to us. In this
way, being united and in harmony,wewill spend the rains in comfort

Vin 3.88

and have no problems getting almsfood. Indeed, friends, this is the
better way, that we praise one another s̓ super-human achievements
to the householders.”

Then those monks praised one another s̓ super-human achieve-
ments to the householders: “Such a monk obtains the first jhāna
… such a monk has the six direct knowledges.” And those people
thought: “It is a gain for us, it is well-gained, that suchmonks have
come to us for the rains. Such monks as these, who are virtuous and
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of good character, have never before entered the rainswith us.”Then
they gave such food and drink to those monks that they did not even
eat and drink themselves, or give to their parents, to their wives
and children, to their slaves, servants and workers, to their friends
and companions, or to their relatives. In this way those monks were
handsome, with rounded features, bright faces and clear skin.⁴

Bu-Pj 4.1.2

Now it was the custom⁵ for monks who had finished keeping

¹ uttarimanussadhamma, on this term, see bd1, Introduction, xxivf. ² tevijjo—i.e.,
he has knowledge of his own previous rebirths, of the arising and passing away of
beings, and of the destruction of the cankers. It is a term handed down from the
Upaniṣads, where it meant knowledge of the three Vedas. ³ chaḷabhiñño—i.e.,
psychic power, clairaudience, knowledge of the thoughts of other beings, knowledge
of previous rebirths, clairvoyance, and knowledge of destruction of the cankers.
Cf. an iii.15; dn i.77ff.; and see gs iii Introduction viii for these being originally five.
⁴ A stock phrase. ⁵ For the beginning of this paragraph cf. Vin 1.158.
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the rains to go and see theMaster. So when the rains was finished
and the three months had elapsed, those monks put their lodging in
order,¹ took their bowls and robes and departed for Vesālī. Walking
by stages, they arrived at Vesālī and went to the hall with the peaked
roof in the Great Wood. There they approached the Master, paid
homage to him and sat down to one side.

At that time the monks who had spent the rains in that region
were thin, haggard² and pale,³ their veins protruding all over their
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limbs.⁴ But the monks from the banks of the Vaggumudā were hand-
some, with rounded features, bright faces and clear skin. It is the
custom for Buddhas, for Masters, to exchange friendly greetings
with incoming monks.⁵ And so theMaster said to them:
“I hope you are keeping well,⁶ monks, I hope you are comfortable;

I hope you spent the rains at ease, in concord and harmony, without
dispute, and that you had no trouble getting almsfood?”
“We are keeping well, Master,⁷ we are comfortable; we spent the

rains at ease, in concord and harmony, without dispute, and we had
no trouble getting alsmfood.”

Tathāgatas sometimes ask knowing, and knowing sometimes do
Vin 3.89

not ask … Buddhas, Masters, question the monks for two reasons,
thinking, “we shall teach the Dhamma or lay down a training rule for
the disciples.”⁸Then theMaster said to those monks:

¹ senāsanaṁ saṁsāmetvā, translated at Vinaya Texts i.326, “set their places of rest
in order.” I closely follow Chalmers’ “packed away their bedding” at Further Di-
alogues of the Buddha i.104, because I prefer “away” rather than “up” which sug-
gests the possibility of their taking their bedding with themwhen vassawas over.
“Places of rest” is, I think, misleading: much teaching of the laity went on dur-
ing vassa, which could therefore only be regarded as a time of leisure in so far as
there was no travelling from vihara to vihara. ² This is all stock-phrase. Dub-
baṇṇa: Chalmers, Further Dialogues of the Buddha ii.65 translates “ill-looking,”
while at Vinaya Texts i.186 it is translated “discoloured.” ³ uppaṇḍuppaṇḍukajāta,
Chalmers, Further Dialogues of the Buddha ii.65, “jaundiced,” and Vinaya Texts i.186,
“( … his complexion has become) more and more yellow.” ⁴ dhamanisanthata-
gatta, Chalmers, Further Dialogues of the Buddha ii.65, “their veins standing out like
whipcord.” ⁵ = Vin 1.59 = Vin 1.212 = Vin 1.253. ⁶ = Vin 1.59 = Vin 1.212 = Vin 1.253.
Kacci khamanīyaṁ, cf. Vin 1.204, Vin 1.205, where na kkhamanīyo hoti is used of a
disease which had not become better. ⁷ Bhagavā. ⁸ = Vin 1.158 = Vin 3.6.
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“In what way, monks, did you spent the rains at ease, without
having any trouble getting almsfood?”Then those monks informed
theMaster.
“But had you really obtained those super-human achievements?”¹
“No, Master.”
The Buddha, the Master, rebuked them:
“It is unsuitable, foolish men, it is not becoming, it is not proper,
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it is not fitting for a recluse, it is unallowable, it is not to be done.
How could you for the sake of your stomachs praise one another s̓
super-human achievements to householders? It would be better for
your bellies to be cut open with a sharp butcher s̓ knife than for you
to praise one another s̓ super-human achievements to householders.
Why is that? For that reason, foolish men, you may incur death or
death-like suffering, but not on that account would you at the break-
ing up of the body after death be reborn in the plane of misery, a bad
destination, the abyss, hell.² But for this reason youmight.This is not
for the benefit of non-believers …” and having thus rebuked them
and given a talk on the Dhamma, he addressed the monks:

Bu-Pj 4.1.3

“Monks, there are these five great gangsters to be found in the
world.³ What five? A⁴ certain great gangster thinks like this: ‘When
indeed will I, with a following of a hundred or a thousandmen, wan-
der among villages, towns and the seats of kings, killing and making
others kill, destroying andmaking others destroy, tormenting and
making others torment;ʼ and after some time he does just that. Just
so, monks, a certain bad monk thinks like this: ‘When indeed will I,
with a following of a hundred or a thousand people, go on tour among
villages, towns and the seats of kings, being honoured, respected,
revered and worshipped by both householders and those gone forth,
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and obtain robes, almsfood, lodgings and medicines;ʼ and after some
time he does just that.This is the first great gangster found existing

Vin 3.90

in the world.
Again, a certain bad monk learns the Dhamma and training pro-

¹ Kacci pana vo bhūtan ti. ² Cf. above, bd 1.36. ³ Cf an i.153; an iii.128. ⁴ idhā
ti imasmiṁ sattaloke, Vin-a 482.
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claimed by the Tathāgata and takes it as his own.This is the second
great gangster found existing in the world.

Again, a certain badmonk groundlessly accuses someone who
lives the spiritual life in purity of not being celibate.¹This is the third
great gangster found existing in the world.

Again, a certain badmonk takes valuable goods and requisites
belonging to the Sangha—amonastery, the land of a monastery, a
dwelling, the land for a dwelling, a bed, a bench, a cushion, a pillow,
a brass vessel, a brass jar, a brass pot, a brass receptacle, an adze, a
hatchet, an axe, a spade, a chisel, a creeper, bamboo,muñja-grass,
babbaja-grass, tiṇa-grass, clay, wooden articles, earthenware arti-
cles²—and uses these to win over and create a following among
householders. This is the fourth great gangster found existing in
the world.
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But in this world with its gods, its lords of death and its supreme
beings, among this population with its recluses and brahmins, its
gods and humans, this the greatest gangster: he who untruthfully³
and groundlessly⁴ boasts about a super-human achievement. Why
is that? Monks, you have eaten the country s̓ almsfood by theft.”

Whoever should declare himself to be other than he truly
is,

¹ Vin-a 484 says, suddhañ ca brahmacāriṁ is a monk whose cankers are destroyed.
Parisuddhaṁ brahmacariyaṁ carantanmeans lead the best (highest) life free from
the kilesas… Amūlakena abrahmacariyena anuddhaṁseti, means he censures and
blames this man for a pārājika offence. ² At Vin 2.170 all these items are grouped
into five categories of things which are not transferable by the Order or by a group
or by an individual. At Vin 2.122 a brass pot is one of the three kinds ofwater-vessels
allowed. At Vin 2.143 all kinds of brassware are allowed to theOrder exceptweapons,
all kinds of wooden articles except divans (Vin 1.192), long-armed chairs (Vin 1.192),
bowls (Vin 2.112) and shoes (Vin 1.188); all kinds of earthenware except katakas (foot
scrubbers, see Vinaya Texts iii.130, n. 3), and large earthen vessels to be used as huts
to live in. See Vinaya Texts iii.156 for these references,This last item is the only one
notmentioned in previous rules. At Vin 3.211 injunctions are given tomonks setting
out on a journey as to what to do with their wooden and earthenware articles. At
Vin 1.190 it is a dukkaṭa offence for monks to make foot coverings of tiṇa-,muñja- or
babbaja-grass. ³ Asanta. ⁴ Abhūta.
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Has eaten this by theft, like a cheater who has deceived,

Many¹ yellow-necks of bad qualities, uncontrolled and
Wicked, by their wicked deeds, in hell they are reborn.

Better to eat an iron ball heated like a blazing fire,
Than for the immoral and uncontrolled to eat the coun-

try s̓ alms.

Then theMaster, having rebuked themonks fromthebanksof the
Yaggumudā in various ways for being difficult to maintain, difficult
to support … “… And, monks, this training rule should be recited
thus:

Preliminary ruling

If a monk falsely claims for himself a super-human achievement,
knowledge and vision²worthy of the noble ones, saying: “This I know,

BD 1.158

this I see”, but after some time—whether examined or not, but hav-
ing committed the offence³ and desiring purification—should say,
‘friends, not knowing I said that I know, not seeing that I see; what I

Vin 3.91

said was empty and false,ʼ he too is expelled and not in communion.”

Thus theMaster laid down this training rule for the monks

Second sub-story
Bu-Pj 4.2.1At one time a number of monks, thinking they had seen what they

had not, attained what they had not, achieved what they had not,

¹ From here to end of verses = Dhp 307, Dhp 308 = It 43 = It 90 (last three lines only
at It 90). I follow Mrs. Rhys Davids, translated at Sacred Books of the Buddhists
VII. ² Alamariyañanadassana. Vin-a 489 says that the highest ariyan purity is
knowledge and insight. Alaṁ is explained pariyattaṁ, sufficient, enough, so that
alaṁmeans “intent on enough ariyan knowledge and insight for the destruction
of the kilesas.” ³ Apanna, cf. below, Old Commentary explanation, bd 1.160, and
Vin-a 492, “because he has fallen (āpanno) into defeat, therefore, putting monkdom
to one side, he cannot become one to arrive at musing and so forth ”—musing, etc.,
being given in explanation of states of further-men, see below, bd 1.159.
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realised what they had not, declared final knowledge¹ based on over-
estimation.² After some time their minds inclined³ to sense desire,
anger and confusion.They became anxious, thinking, “TheMaster
has laid down a training rule; yet we … declared final knowledge
based on overestimation. Could it be that we have fallen into an
offence entailing expulsion?They informed Venerable Ānanda, who
informed theMaster. He said: “Ānanda, these monks declared final
knowledge based on overestimation, thinking they had seen what

BD 1.159

they had not … but this is negligible.⁴
And so, monks, this training rule should be recited thus:

Final ruling

If a monk falsely claims for himself a super-human achieve-
ment, knowledge and insight worthy of the noble ones, saying:
“This I know, this I see,” but after some time—whether examined
or not, but having committed the offence and desiring purifica-
tion—should say, ‘friends, not knowing I said that I know, not
seeing that I see; what I said was empty and false,ʼ except if it
is through overestimation, he too is expelled and not in commu-
nion.”

Definitions
Bu-Pj 4.3.1 Ameans: whoever, of such kind …

Monkmeans: … this sort ofmonk is meant in this case.
Falsely means: although a certain wholesome quality is non-

¹ Añña. Cf. above, bd 1.120, n. 2. ² Adhimāna, pride, arrogance. ³ Namati, in
translation; cittaṁ is the subject. Cf. sn i.137 ⁴ Tañ ca kho etaṁ abbohārikan ti.
Same phrase occurs again below, bd 1.196. Because Vin-a 488 says that the phrase
means that “it does not belong to the business and is not a form of offence”, I take
the ti after abboharika to mean that the phrase was uttered by Gotama and not by
the monks. The word seems to mean “not to the point, irrelevant.” See Points of
Controversy, p. 361, n. 4.
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existent, not factual, not to be found in himself, and he does not see
it or know it, he says, “I have this wholesome quality.”

Asuper-humanachievementmeans: jhāna, emancipation, sam-
ādhi, attainment, knowledge and insight, development of the path,¹
realisation of the fruits, abandoning the defilements, amindwithout
hindrances, delighting in solitude.

For himselfmeans: either he presents these good qualities as in
himself, or he presents himself as among these good qualities.

Knowledgemeans: the three true knowledges.
Insightmeans: knowledge and insight are equivalent.²

Vin 3.92

If (he) claimsmeans: if he proclaims to a woman or a man, to a
householder or one gone forth.

This Iknow, this I seemeans: “I know these qualities, I see these
BD 1.160

qualities; these qualities are in me, and I conform to these qualities.”
After some timemeans: the moment, the second, the instant

when the claim is completed.
Examinedmeans: he is examined in regard to what he has ac-

knowledged: “What was attained by you, howwas it attained by you,
when was it attained by you, where was it attained by you?Which
defilements have you destroyed?Which qualities did you gain?”

Notmeans: nothing being said.
Having committed the offencemeans: having bad desires, be-

ing habitually desirous, claiming a non-existent, non-factual super-
human achievement, he has committed an offence entailing expul-
sion.

Desiring purificationmeans: he desires to be a householder, a
lay follower, a monastery attendant or a sāmaṇera.³

Friends,notknowing I said that Iknow,not seeing that I see

¹ Maggabhāvanā, or making the (four) ways (to arahanship) become. But see Old
Commentary’s definition, below, bd 1.161. ² Repeated at Vin-a 489. ³ Vin-a 492
says, “Inasmuch as being a house-man, a lay-follower, a park-keeper, or a proba-
tioner he is able (bhabba) to set going theway to heaven through giving, the refuges,
morality and the restraints, or the way to freedom throughmusing and freedom,
therefore the state of a householder and so on is called pure; therefore desiring this
purity, he is said to be one desiring purity.”
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means: “I do not know these qualities, I do not see these qualities;
these qualities are not found in me, and I do not conform to these
qualities.”

What I saidwasemptyandfalse,means:what I saidwas empty,
what I said was false, what I said was untruthful;¹ I said it without
knowing.

Except if it is through overestimation means: setting aside
overestimaton of oneself.

Hetoomeans: this is saidwith reference to theprecedingoffences
entailing expulsion.

Is expelledmeans: just as a palm treewith the crown cut off is in-
capable² of further growth, just so amonkwithbaddesires,who isha-

BD 1.161

bitually desirous, having claimed a non-existent, non-factual super-
human achievement, is not a recluse, not a son of the Sakyan³—he
is therefore called one who is expelled.

Not in communionmeans: communionmeans: a common offi-
cial action, the same recital, the same training—this is called com-
munion. He does not take part in this—he is therefore called not in
communion.

Permutations

Summary

Bu-Pj 4.4.1 A super-human achievement⁴ means: jhāna, emancipation, sam-
ādhi, attainment, knowledge and insight, development of the path,
realisation of the fruits, abandoning the defilements, amindwithout
hindrances, delighting in solitude.

¹ Abhūta ² abhabba. ³ Cf.Vin 1.97, where it is also said that themonk is not even
to say that he delights in solitude. ⁴ This definition = that given above, bd 1.159.
From here to end of Bu-Pj 4.4.1 below = Vin 4.25–26.
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Definitions

Jhānameans: the first jhāna, the second jhāna, the third jhāna, the
fourth jhāna.

Emancipationmeans: emptiness emancipation, signless eman-
cipation, desireless emancipation.¹

Vin 3.93

samādhimeans: emptiness samādhi, signless samādhi, desireless
samādhi.

Attainmentmeans: emptiness attainment, signless attainment,
desireless attainment.

Knowledge and insightmeans: the three higher knowledges.
Development of the pathmeans: the four focuses of mindful-

ness, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic potency, the five
BD 1.162

faculties, the five powers, the seven factors of awakening, the noble
eightfold path.²

Realisationof thefruitsmeans: realisationof the fruit of stream-
entry, realisation of the fruit of once-returning, realisation of the
fruit of non-returning, realisation of the fruit of arahantship.

Abandoning the defilementsmeans: the abandoning of sense
desire, the abandoning of anger, the abandoning of confusion.³

A mind without hindrancesmeans: the mind without sense
desire, the mind without anger, the mind without confusion.

Delight in solitude means: Because of the first jhāna there is

¹ Vin-a 493 says that void means void of passion, hatred and confusion. “Signless”
and “in which there is no hankering” are also explained with reference to these
three. At Ps.ii.35 the long homily begins: “Monks, there are these three kinds of
freedom: that of the void, that of the signless, that in which there is no hankering.”
Cf. sn iv.295 (where appaṇihīta is translated “aimless”) Cf. Vism658, Atthasālinī
223, where in the translation appaṇihīta is rendered “unhankered” and “undesired”
respectively. At Mil 333, Mil 337 the translation is given as “the freedom (or con-
centration) in which no low aspirations remain.” In translation of Ds 351, Ds 507ff.
appaṇihīta is rendered “unaimed at.” ² This is the usual order in which these
thirty-seven things helpful to enlightenment, as they are called in the Commen-
taries, appear. But another order is sometimes given. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya
395 and ksV., vi.ff. ³ Cf. sn iv.251, where the definition of nibbāna is ragakkhaya,
dosakkhaya,mohakkhaya (instead of pahāna, as above) = sn iv.252 in definition of ara-
hatta. Vin-a 494 says, “passion and hatred are destroyed by the thirdWay, confusion
by the fourthWay.”
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delight in solitude, because of the second jhāna … because of the
third jhāna… because of the fourth jhāna there is delight in solitude.

Exposition

first jhāna
Bu-Pj 4.4.2

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are
fulfilled: before he has lied, he knows he is going to lie; while lying,
he knows he is lying; after he has lied, he knows he has lied.¹

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when four conditions are
fulfilled: before he has lied, he knows he is going to lie; while ly-
ing, he knows he is lying; after he has lied, he knows he has lied; in

BD 1.163

misrepresenting his view (of what is true).
For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna,”

there is an offence entailing expulsion when five conditions are
fulfilled: before he has lied … in misrepresenting his view (of what
is true); in misrepresenting his belief (of what is true).

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when six conditions are ful-
filled: before he has lied … inmisrepresenting his view (of what is
true); in misrepresenting his belief (of what is true); in misrepre-
senting his acceptance (of what is true).

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when seven conditions are
fulfilled: before he has lied … in misrepresenting his view (of what
is true); in misrepresenting his belief (of what is true); in misrep-
resenting his acceptance (of what is true); in misrepresenting his

¹ Here are three tenses of the verb bhaṇati: bhaṇissaṁ, bhaṇāmi, bhaṇitaṁ. Cf.
Vin 4.2ff. to end of Bu-Pj 4.4.2 below. Cf.mn i.414 where Gotama speaks to Rahula on
“conscious lying.”This Rahulovada is famous as being alluded to in an Asoka Edict;
see Hultzsch, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol.i, 1925, p. 172, p. 173.
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sentiment (of what is true).¹
Bu-Pj 4.4.3

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I am attaining the first
jhāna,” there is an offence entailing expulsionwhen three conditions
are fulfilled … in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I have attained the first
jhāna,” there is an offence entailing expulsionwhen three conditions
are fulfilled … in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I obtain the first jhāna,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are
fulfilled … in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I master the first jhāna,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are
fulfilled … in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

Vin 3.94

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I have realised the first
jhāna,” there is an offence entailing expulsionwhen three conditions
are fulfilled … in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

As the first jhāna has been expouded in detail, so all (below) should be
expanded

other individual attainments
Bu-Pj 4.4.4

For onewho deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the second jhāna
… the third jhāna… the fourth jhāna… I am attaining … I have at-

BD 1.164

tained… I obtain… Imaster… I have realised the fourth jhāna,” there
is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled
…

Bu-Pj 4.4.5

¹ These four psychological modalities are added to the three tenses of the verb
bhaṇati. They are diṭṭhi, khanti, ruci, bhāva, which I have translated as opinion,
approval, pleasure, intention, respectively. They are, as it were, added on to the
three modes of the verb, thus making seven constituents. Buddhaghosa at Vin-
a 400 points out a contradiction in the Parivara (Vin 5.136), which attributes eight
aṅga (literally limbs, thus constituents) to a lie, for it adds (Vinidhaya-) saññaṁ,
knowledge, to the above seven.These expressions also occur at Vin 2.295; Vin 4.2ff.
Cf. also Vb 245 where these with ādāya, a casually taken-up belief (cf. Vin 1.70),
instead of bhāva are given in definition of idha, here, now. And cf.Mnd64f.where
laddhi, a religious belief, view, especially an heretical view, is substituted for bhāva.
Three of these terms occur below at bd 1.305.
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For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the emptiness
emancipation … the signless emancipation … the desireless eman-
cipation¹ … I am attaining … I have attained … I obtain … I master
… I have realised the desireless emancipation,” there is an offence
entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the emptiness
samādhi … the signless samādhi … the desireless samādhi … I am
attaining … I have attained … I obtain … I master … I have realised
the desireless samādhi,” there is an offence entailing expulsionwhen
three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the emptiness
attainment² … the signless attainment … the desireless attainment
… I am attaining … I have attained … I obtain … I master … I have
realised the desireless attainment,” there is an offence entailing
expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the three true
knowledges … I have realised the three true knowledges,” there is
an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the four focuses
of mindfulness … the four right efforts … the four bases of psychic
potency … I have realised the four bases of psychic potency,” there is
an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For onewho deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the five faculties
… the five powers … I have realised the five powers,” there is an
offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For onewho deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the seven factors
of awakening… Ihave realised the seven factors of awakening,” there
is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled
…

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the noble eight-
fold path … I have realised the noble eightfold path,” there is an
offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the fruit of

¹ See above, bd 1.161. ² Cf. Vin 4.26ff.
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stream-entry… the fruit of once-returning… the fruit of non-return-
BD 1.165

ing … arahantship… I have realised arahantship,” there is an offence
entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

Vin 3.95

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I have given up sense de-
sire, I have renounced sense desire, I have let go of sense desire, I
have abandoned sense desire, I have relinquished sense desire, I
have forsaken sense desire, I have thrown aside sense desire … I
have given up anger, I have renounced anger, I have let go of anger, I
have abandoned anger, I have relinquished anger, I have forsaken
anger, I have thrown aside anger … I have given up confusion, I have
renounced confusion, I have let go of confusion, I have abandoned
confusion, I have relinquished confusion, I have forsaken confu-
sion, I have thrown aside confusion,” there is an offence entailing
expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “mymind is free from the
hindrance of sense desire,” there is an offence entailing expulsion
when three conditions are fulfilled …

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “mymind is free from the
hindrance of anger … confusion,” there is an offence entailing expul-
sion when three conditions are fulfilled … when seven conditions
are fulfilled: before he has lied he knows he is going to lie; while
lying, he knows he is lying; after he has lied, he knows he has lied; in
misrepresenting his view (of what is true); in misrepresenting his
belief (of what is true); in misrepresenting his acceptance (of what
is true); in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

The simple (permutations series) is finished

combinations of two attainments
Bu-Pj 4.4.6

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna
and the second jhāna … the first jhāna and the third jhāna … the
first jhāna and the fourth jhāna… the first jhāna and the emptiness
emancipation … the first jhāna and the signless emancipation … the
first jhāna and the desireless emancipation … the first jhāna and
the emptiness samādhi… the first jhāna and the signless samādhi…
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the first jhāna and the desireless samādhi… the first jhāna and the
emptiness attainment … the first jhāna and the signless attainment
… the first jhāna and the desireless attainment … the first jhāna and
the three true knowledges … the first jhāna and the four focuses of
mindfulness … the first jhāna and the four right efforts … the first
jhāna and the four bases of psychic potency … the first jhāna and
the five faculties … the first jhāna and the five powers … the first

Vin 3.96

jhāna and the seven factors of awakening … the first jhāna and the
noble eightfold path … the first jhāna and the fruit of stream-entry
… the first jhāna and the fruit of once-returning… the first jhāna and
the fruit of non-returning … the first jhāna and arahantship… the
first jhāna and I have given up sense desire, renounced it, let it go,
abandoned it, relinquished it, forsaken it, thrown it aside … the first
jhāna and I have given up anger, renounced it, let it go, abandoned it,
relinquished it, forsaken it, thrown it aside … the first jhāna and I
have given up confusion, renounced it, let it go, abandoned it, relin-
quished it, forsaken it, thrown it aside … the first jhāna andmymind
is free from the hindrance of sense desire … the first jhāna andmy
mind is free from the hindrance of anger … the first jhāna and my
mind is free from the hindrance of confusion … I am attaining the
first jhāna andmymind is free from the hindrance of confusion … I
have attained the first jhāna andmymind is free from the hindrance

BD 1.166

of confusion … I obtain the first jhāna andmymind is free from the
hindrance of confusion … I master the first jhāna and my mind is
free from the hindrance of confusion… I have realised the first jhāna
andmymind is free from the hindrance of confusion,” there is an
offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled …
when seven conditions are fulfilled: before he has lied, he knows he
is going to lie; while lying, he knows he is lying; after he has lied, he
knows he has lied; in misrepresenting his view (of what is true); in
misrepresenting his belief (of what is true); in misrepresenting his
acceptance (of what is true); in misrepresenting his sentiment (of
what is true).

The permutation of one part is finished
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Bu-Pj 4.4.7
For onewho deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the second jhāna

and the third jhāna… the second jhāna and the fourth jhāna… the
second jhāna and mymind is free from the hindrance of confusion,”
there is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are
fulfilled …

For onewho deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the second jhāna
and the first jhāna… I have realised the second jhāna and the first
jhāna,” there is an offence entailing expulsionwhen three conditions
are fulfilled …when seven conditions are fulfilled …

The contracted permutation is finished

Bu-Pj 4.4.8
Thus each item is to be dealt with in the same way as the con-

tracted permutation. In brief:
For one who deliberately lies, saying, “mymind is free from the

hindrance of confusion and I attained the first jhāna… the second
jhāna… the third jhāna… the fourth jhāna… the emptiness emanci-

Vin 3.97

pation …mymind is free from the hindrance of confusion and it is
free from the hindrance of anger,” there is an offence entailing ex-
pulsionwhen three conditions are fulfilled…when seven conditions
are fulfilled …

That which is based on one item is finished

Bu-Pj 4.4.9
The (sections) based on two items, three items, four items, five

items, six items, seven items, eight items, nine items and ten items
is to be given in detail in the same way as the (section) based on one
item.This is the section based on all items:

combination of all attainments
BD 1.167

For one who deliberately lies, saying, “I attained the first jhāna
and the second jhāna and the third jhāna and the fourth jhāna and
the emptiness emancipation and the signless emancipation and the
desireless emancipation and the emptiness samādhi and the signless
samādhi and the desireless samādhi and the emptiness attainment
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and the signless attainment and the desireless attainment and the
three true knowledges and the four focuses of mindfulness and the
four right efforts and the four bases of psychic potency and the five
faculties and the five powers and the seven factors of awakening and
the noble eightfold path and the fruit of stream entry and the fruit
of once-returning and the fruit of non-returning and arahantship
… I am attaining … I have attained … and I have given up sense de-
sire, renounced it, let it go, abandoned it, relinquished it, forsaken
it, thrown it aside; and I have given up anger, renounced it, let it
go, abandoned it, relinquished it, forsaken it, thrown it aside; and I
have given up confusion, renounced it, let it go, abandoned it, relin-
quished it, forsaken it, thrown it aside; andmymind is free from the
hindrance of sense desire; andmymind is free from the hindrance of
anger; and mymind is free from the hindrance of confusion,” there
is an offence entailing expulsion when three conditions are fulfilled
…when seven conditions are fulfilled: before he has lied, he knows
he is going to lie; while lying, he knows he is lying; after he has lied,
he knows he has lied; in misrepresenting his view (of what is true);
in misrepresenting his belief (of what is true); in misrepresenting
his acceptance (of what is true); in misrepresenting his sentiment
(of what is true).

Section based on all items is finished

meaning to say one thing, but saying something else
Bu-Pj 4.5.1 For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “I attained the first

jhāna,”while actually saying,¹ “I attained the second jhāna,”when the
listener understands there is an offence entailing expulsion when
there are three characteristics; when the listener does not under-

BD 1.168

stand there is a serious offence when three conditions are fulfilled
… For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “I attained the first
jhāna,” while actually saying, “I attained the third jhāna… the fourth

¹ vattukama, cf.Vism 522 = Vb-a 130. Oldenberg says, Vin 3.272, “theMSS. constantly
read vatthukāmo, vatthuvisārakassa” (below). “I have no doubt that I was right in
correcting vattuk°, vattuv°.”This is borne out by Vin-a 500f.
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jhāna”… there is a serious offencewhen three conditions are fulfilled
… For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “I attained the first
jhāna,” while actually saying, “mymind is free of the hindrance of
confusion” … there is a serious offence when three conditions are
fulfilled …when seven conditions are fulfilled: before he has lied …
in misrepresenting his sentiment (of what is true).

The permutation of one part based on one expanded item is finished
Bu-Pj 4.5.2

Vin 3.98For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “I attained the
second jhāna,” while actually saying, “I attained the third jhāna…
the first jhāna” … there is a serious offence when three conditions
are fulfilled …when seven conditions are fulfilled …

The contracted permutation based on one expanded item; the root in brief
Bu-Pj 4.5.3

For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “Mymind is free
of the hindrance of confusion,” while actually saying, “I attained the
first jhāna” … there is a serious offence when three conditions are
fulfilled … For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “Mymind
is free of the hindrance of confusion” …while actually saying, “My
mind is free of the hindrance of anger” … there is a serious offence
when three conditions are fulfilled … when seven conditions are
fulfilled …

The (section) based on one expanded item is finished
Bu-Pj 4.5.4

BD 1.169The (sections) based on two items, three items … ten items are to
be done just so.This is the (section) based on all items:

For one who deliberately lies, meaning to say, “I attained the
first jhāna… andmymind is free of the hindrance of anger,” while
actually saying, “My mind is free of the hindrance of confusion,”
when the listener understands there is an offence entailing expul-
sion when there are three characteristics; when the listener does
not understand there is a serious offence when three conditions are
fulfilled … when seven conditions are fulfilled … For one who de-
liberately lies, meaning to say, “I attained the second jhāna and the
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third jhāna and the fourth jhāna and the emptiness emancipation
… and arahantship and I have given up sense desire, renounced it,
let it go, abandoned it, relinquished it, forsaken it, thrown it aside;
and I have given up anger … and I have given up confusion … andmy
mind is free from the hindrance of sense desire … of anger … of con-
fusion,” while actually saying, “I attained the first jhāna,” when the
listener understands there is an offence entailing expulsion when
there are three characteristics; when the listener does not under-
stand there is a serious offence when three conditions are fulfilled …
when seven conditions are fulfilled … For one who deliberately lies,
meaning to say, “I attained the third jhāna and the fourth jhāna…
andmymind is free from the hindrance of confusion and I attained
the first jhāna,” while actually saying, “I attained the second jhāna”
… there is a serious offence when three conditions are fulfilled …
when seven conditions are fulfilled … For one who deliberately lies,
meaning to say, “Mymind is free from the hindrance of confusion
and I attained the first jhāna and the second jhāna and the third jhāna
and the fourth jhāna… andmymind is free from the hindrance of
sense desire,” while actually saying, “Mymind is free from the hin-
drance of anger,” when the listener understands there is an offence
entailing expulsion when there are three characteristics; when the
listener does not understand there is a serious offence when three
conditions are fulfilled …when seven conditions are fulfilled …

The section based on all expanded items is finished.The expanded
permutation is finished

gross hinting
Bu-Pj 4.6.1

BD 1.170

Vin 3.99

For onewhodeliberately lies, saying, “Hewho lived in your dwell-
ing attained the first jhāna… is attaining … has attained … obtains
the first jhāna…masters the first jhāna…has realised the first jhāna,”
when the listener understands there is a serious offence when three
conditions are fulfilled; when the listener does not understand there
is an offence of bad conduct when three conditions are fulfilled …
when seven conditions are fulfilled: before he has lied … inmisrep-
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resenting his sentiment (of what is true) … For one who deliberately
lies, saying, “hewho lived in your dwelling attained the second jhāna
… the third jhāna… the fourth jhāna… the emptiness emancipation
… arahantship… is attaining arahantship… has realised arahantship”
… bad conduct when three conditions are fulfilled … For one who
deliberately lies, saying, “he who lived in your dwelling, that monk
has given up sense desire… has given up anger…has given up confu-
sion, renounced it, let it go, abandoned it, relinquished it, forsaken it,
thrown it aside; that monk has a mind free from sense desire … free
from anger … free from confusion” … bad conduct when three con-
ditions are fulfilled … For one who deliberately lies, saying, “he who
lives in your dwelling attained the first jhāna in an empty dwelling…
the second jhāna… the third jhāna… the fourth jhāna… is attaining
… has attained … obtains the fourth jhāna in an empty dwelling …
masters … has realised the fourth jhāna in an empty dwelling” … bad
conductwhen three conditions are fulfilled…when seven conditions
are fulfilled: before he has lied … in misrepresenting his sentiment
(of what is true).

The remainder should be expanded in the same way

Bu-Pj 4.6.2
For one who deliberately lies, saying, “he whomade use of your

dwelling…whomadeuse of your robes…whomadeuse of your alms-
food…whomadeuse of your lodgings…whomadeuse of yourmedic-
inal requisites for the sick …who has made use of your dwelling …

BD 1.171

who has made use of your robes …who has made use of your alms-
food …who has made use of your lodgings …who has made use of
your medicinal requisites for the sick … because of whom you gave
a dwelling … because of whom you gave robes … because of whom
you gave almsfood … because of whom you gave lodgings … because
of whom you gave medicinal requisites for the sick … he attained
the fourth jhāna in an empty dwelling … he has realised the fourth
jhāna in an empty dwelling,” when the listener understands there
is a serious offence; when the listener does not understand there

Vin 3.100

is an offence of bad conduct when three conditions are fulfilled …
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when seven conditions are fulfilled: before he has lied, he knows he
is going to lie; while lying, he knows he is lying; after he has lied, he
knows he has lied; in misrepresenting his view (of what is true); in
misrepresenting his belief (of what is true); in misrepresenting his
acceptance (of what is true); in misrepresenting his sentiment (of
what is true).

The abbreviated fifteen are finished

Non-offence clause
Bu-Pj 4.7.1 There is no offence (if one makes the claim) because of overestima-

tion; for one not intending to make a claim; for one who is insane;
for one who is deranged; for one who is overwhelmed by pain; for
the first offender.¹

Case rulings

mnemonic list
Because of overestimation, in thewilderness, alms, a preceptor,² behaviour,

Bu-Pj 4.8.1 Fetters, qualities in private, a dwelling, attended on, /
Not difficult, energy, and then of death, fear friend, remorse,³ right,
By energy, by being intent on exertion,⁴ then on feeling, two on enduring, /

BD 1.172

¹ Vin-a 502 says that the monks from the banks of the Vaggumuda were beginners,
therefore there was no offence for them. ² Upajjhā, a short form of upajjhāya,
found in Vin 1.94; Vin 3.35; at Vin 4.326 upajjhā is feminine. ³ Vippaṭisārī: “strongly
remembering something against (oneself), so generally ‘remorse,’ ” thus gs iii.125,
n. 2 (on an iii.165 = Pp 64). Cf. Vin 2.249 = an iii.197 for the refrain: “there’s no need
for remorse in thee,” which is the result of being exhorted on five scores on which
no remorse ought to be set up. See gs iii.145.The word is also sometimes translated
“regret, repentance.” Although I have translated kukkuccaṁhoti as “was remorseful”
and although kukkucca and vippaṭisārī are often found together, I keep “remorseful”
also for vippaṭisārī, for “regret” seems not forceful enough, and “repentance” is now
byWesterners associated with “repenting of a sin”—an idea foreign to Buddhism.
Vippaṭisārī comes near to “bad conscience,” which is also remembering something
against oneself. Words for conscience are sadly lacking in Pali, but this may be an
attempt to express the idea of it, emerging in the sixth century b.c.
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Five stories on a brahmin, three on declaring final knowledge,
House, rejected sense-pleasures, then delight, set out, /
Bones and lump are both¹ cattle-butchers,
the morsel is a poultry butcher, the sheep-butcher is flayed,
The pig-butcher has swords, a deer-hunter knives,
the torturer arrows, the horse trainer needles, /
The slanderer is sewn,
the corrupt magistrate has testicles that are a burden,
An adulterer is submerged in a pit,
the eater of dung was a wicked brahmin, /
The flayed woman was an adulteress,
the ugly woman was a fortune-teller,
The sweltering woman scattered coals on a co-wife,
the beheaded one was an executioner, /
A monk, a nun, a probationary nun,
a novice monk, a novice nun,
These having gone forth in the training of Kassapa
did bad deeds just then,² /
The Tapodā in Rājagaha, a fight,
and on the plunging of elephants,
Themonk Sobhita, arahant, can recall five hundred eons.

Case details, part 1
BD 1.173

At one time a certain monk declared final knowledge³ because of
overestimation. He became anxious, thinking, “TheMaster has laid
down a training rule. Could it be that I have committed an offence
entailing expulsion?” He informed theMaster …
“There is no offence, monk, when it is due to overestimation.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.2

At one time a certain monk lived in the wilderness because he
Vin 3.101

⁴ These two on feeling, if that means physical pain, seem to be included in the
next, “on giving in.” Or, and this is more likely and was suggested by Oldenberg,
Vin 3.272, “two stories appear to be wanting”, i.e those correspnding to ārādhanāya
and vedanāya. ¹ Ubho. ² Tavade. ³ Añña.
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wanted¹ people to esteem him.² People esteemed him. He became
anxious …
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion. But, monks, one

shouldnot live in thewilderness because of awish.³ If one does, there
is an offence of bad conduct.”

At one time a certainmonkwas going for alms because hewanted
people to esteem him. People esteemed him. He became anxious …
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion. But, monks, one

should not go for alms because of a wish. If one does, there is an
offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.3

At one time a certain monk said to another monk, “Friend, those
who are pupils of our preceptor are all arahants.” He became anxious
… He informed theMaster.
“What was your intention, monk?”
“I wanted to make a claim, Master.”
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a seri-

ous offence.”

BD 1.174

At one time a certain monk said to another monk, “Friend, those
who are the students of our preceptor are all of great psychic potency,
of great power.” He became anxious …
“… but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.4

At one time a certain monk walked up and down because he
wanted people to esteem him… stood because he wanted people to
esteem him … sat because he wanted people to esteem him … laid

¹ Paṇidhāya, gerund of paṇidahati. Vin-a 502, patthanaṁ katvā, making a wish,
cf. Ja i.68. For paṇidhāya, cf. an iii.249 = an iv.461, translated in Gradual Sayings as
“set on gaining.” sn-a i.99 on sn i.42 explains paṇidhāya by ṭhapetvā, establishing.
² Vin-a 502, “May people esteem me living in the jungle as being at the stage of
arahanship, or of a learner, then I will become revered by the world, venerated,
respected, worshipped. ³ Vatthabbaṁ, from √vas, to live, to dwell.
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down because he wanted people to esteem him. People esteemed
him. He became anxious … He informed theMaster …
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion. But, monks, one

should not walk up and down… stand … sit … lie down because of a
wish. If one does, there is an offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.5

At one time a certainmonk claimed a super-human achievement
to another monk: “Friend, I have abandoned the fetters.” He became
anxious … He informed theMaster …
“You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.6

At one time a certainmonk claimed a super-human achievement
in private.¹ Anothermonk, knowing themind of thatmonk, rebuked
him: “Donʼt speak like that, friend, you havenʼt got it.” He became
anxious … He informed theMaster …
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an

offence of bad conduct.”

At one time a certainmonk claimed a super-human achievement
Vin 3.102

in private. A god rebuked him: “Bhante,² donʼt speak like that, you
BD 1.175

havenʼt got it.” He became anxious … He informed theMaster …
“Monk, there is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is an

offence of bad conduct.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.7

At one time a certainmonk said to a certain lay-follower: “Friend,
whatever monk lives in your dwelling is an arahant.” Now he lived
in that dwelling.³ He became anxious …
“What was your intention, monk?”
“I wanted to make a claim, Master.”

¹ According to Vin-a 503 he said, “I am an arahan,” but as he did this not (really)
believing it in his mind (namanasā cintitaṁ), it was a dukkaṭa offence. ² Note the
way a fellow-monk uses āvuso in addressing a monk, while a non-monk, lay people,
and, as here, a devatā, use bhante, honoured sir. ³ I.e., the lay-follower’s.
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“There is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a serious
offence.”

At one time a certainmonk said to a certain lay-follower: “Friend,
the one you attend on with the requisites of robes, alms-food, lodg-
ings andmedicines for the sick, he is an arahant.” Now he was the
one who was attended on with those requisites. He became anxious
…
“ … but there is a serious offence.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.8

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks said to him: “Ven-
erable Sir, do you have any super-human achievement?”
“Friends, it is not difficult to attain.”
He became anxious and thought, “Thosewho are true disciples of

the Master may speak thus, but I am not such a disciple.¹ Could it be
that I have committed an offence entailing expulsion?” He informed
theMaster.
“What was your intention, monk?”
“I did not intend to make a claim, Master.”

BD 1.176

“There is no offence for onewho does not intend tomake a claim.”²

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks said to him: “Ven-
erable Sir, do you have any super-human achievement?”
“Friends, it is not difficult to declare final knowledge.” He became

anxious … He informed theMaster.
“What was your intention, monk?”
“I did not intend to make a claim, Master.”³
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.9

¹ = below, bd 1.180. ² Anullapanādhippāyassa. Vin-a 502 says, kohaññe icchācāre
aṭhatvā, not wanting to have his needs filled by hypocrisy (or deceit). Critical Pali
Dictionary gives, “not intending to showoff, to impose,” under anulla°. ³ Vin-a 503,
“it is not difficult for a virtuous man, who has set insight going to declare profound
knowledge, he is competent to attain arahanship.” But this monk did not reckon
himself in this category.
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At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks said to him: “Ven-
erable Sir, do you have any super-human achievement?”
“Friends, an achievement is to reached by one who is energetic.”

He became anxious … He informed theMaster …
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

Atone timeacertainmonkwas ill.Themonks said tohim, “Friend,
do not be afraid.”
“Friends, I am not afraid of death.” He became anxious …
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

Atone timeacertainmonkwas ill.Themonks said tohim: “Friend,
Vin 3.103

do not be afraid.”
BD 1.177

“Friends, one who is remorseful¹ might be afraid.” He became
anxious …
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks said to him: “Ven-
erable Sir, do you have any super-human achievement?”
“Friends, an achievement is to be reached by one who is rightly

intent.”² He became anxious …
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

At one time a certain monk was ill …
“Friends, an achievement is to be reached by one who is ener-

getic.”³ He became anxious …
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

At one time a certain monk was ill …

¹ Vippaṭisārī, cf. above, bd 1.171, n. 3. Vin-a 504, “let the monk in whom remorse
arises be afraid, but I am not remorseful, the moral precepts are completely pure,
why then should I be afraid of death?” ² Sammā payuttena. ³ As above, bd 1.176.
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“Friends, an achievement is to be reached by one who is intent on
exertion.”¹ He became anxious …
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.10

At one time a certain monk was ill. Themonks said to him:
“We hope, friend, that you are bearing up, we hope that you are

comfortable?”
“Friends, it is not possible for just anyone to endure this.” He

became anxious … He informed theMaster …
BD 1.178

“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

At one time a certain monk was ill …
“Friends, it is not possible for an ordinary person to endure this.”²

He became anxious …
“Monk, what was your intention?”
“I intended to make a claim, Master.”
“There is no offence entailing expulsion, but there is a serious

offence.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.11

At one time a certain brahmin invited the monks: “Let the good
sirs, the arahants, come.”³

They became anxious and said: “But we are not arahants, and yet
this brahmin addresses us as if we were. What should we do?”They
informed theMaster.
“Monks, there is no offence in regard to what is spoken in faith.”

BD 1.179

At one time a certain brahmin invited the monks: “Let the good
sirs, the arahants, be seated … Let the good sirs, the arahants, eat …

¹ Yuttayoga. This word also occurs at Ja i.65 and is translated “devout” (Buddhist
Birth Stories, second edition, p. 178). Yuñjati (of which yutta is past participle) occurs
at Ja iv.131, Ja v.369, with ghaṭati vāyamati, all meaning to strive, to endeavour. Yoga
(yogya) has sense of “fit for.” ² Vin-a 504, surrounding him. ³ āyantu, from
ā + √ī and meaning āgacchantu. Vin-a 504, “Whoever said this would also have said:
‘Prepare seats for all the arahans, give water for washing the feet, let the arahans
wash their feet.’ ”
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Let the good sirs, the arahants, be satisfied … Let the good sirs, the
arahants, go” …

They became anxious and said …
“Monks, there is no offence in regard to what is spoken in faith.”¹

Bu-Pj 4.8.12

At one time a certainmonk claimed a super-human achievement
to another monk: “Friend, I have abandoned the corruptions.” He
became anxious …
“You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk … “Friend, I have these qualities.” He
Vin 3.104

became anxious …
“You, monk, have committed an offence entailing expulsion.”

At one time a certain monk … “Friend, I conform to these quali-
ties.” He became anxious …
“You, monk, have committed an offence entailing expulsion.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.13

At one time the relations of a certain monk said to him: “Come,
bhante, live in a house.”
“Friends, one likeme is incapable of living in a house.” He became

anxious …
¹ Pasādabhaññe. Apart from the meaning of this very rare word, it is noteworthy
that it is in the locative, instead of, as is usually the case after āpatti and anāpatti,
in the genitive. Vin-a 504 says, “The meaning being: instigated (samussāhitassa)
through his own power of faith, being one who goes by faith.” Cf. for bhaññā (for
which Pali-English Dictionary refers to bhā) Ja v.317, Ja v.318. The former of these
passages reads bhaññaṁ with variant reading haṁñam, bhuñjaṁ, and the latter
explains by saying bhā tiratanass’ etaṁ nāmaṁ. But I think that here bhañña derives
from √bhāṣ, to speak, and not from √bhās, to shine. At an ii.31; sn iii.72; mn iii.78
we find Ukkalā vassa-bhaññā. ks iii.63 translates vassa-bhaññā as “preachers in
retreat”—i.e., during vassa, the rains. But sn-a ii.279 says vasso ca Bhañño ca, and
evidently means that these are names of people in certain districts, like Ukkala-
janapada-vāsino; while mn-a iv.136 declares this to be the case: Vasso ca Bhañño
cā ti dve janā. Cf. Points of Controversy 95, n. 2. I do not, however, think that the
pasāda-bhaññe of Vinaya above can refer to the Bhañña people.
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“There is no offence, monk, for one who does not intend to make
a claim.”

At one time the relations of a certain monk said to him: “Come,
bhante, enjoy the pleasures of the senses.”
“Friends, the pleasures of the senses have been rejected by me.”¹

He became anxious …
BD 1.180

“There is no offence, monk, for one who does not intend to make
a claim.”

At one time the relations of a certain monk said to him: “Come,
bhante, enjoy yourself.”²
“Friends, I am enjoying myself with the highest enjoyment.”³
He became anxious, thinking: “Thosewho are true disciple of the

Mastermay speak thus, but I am not such a disciple.⁴ Could it be that
I have committed an offence entailing expulsion?” He informed the
Master.
“Monk, what was your intention?”
“I did not intend to make a claim, Master.”
“There is no offence for one who does not intend to make a claim.”

Bu-Pj 4.8.14

At one time a number of monks entered the rains in a certain
monastery, making this agreement: “Whoever sets out from this
monastery first, we will know as an arahant.”

A certain monk thought, “let them knowme as an arahant,” and
he set outfirst fromthatmonastery.Hebecameanxious.He informed
theMaster …
“You, monk, have fallen into an offence entailing expulsion.”

¹ Vin-a 505, āvaṭā ti āvāritā nivāritā paṭikkhittā ti attho. Had they in truth been
rejected he would have been an arahan. Before they attained this supreme state,
monks were not indifferent to the beauties of nature, as for example some of the
Theragāthā show. ² On abhirati and abhiramati see above, bd 1.114. ³ Vin-a 505,
“the monk says, ‘Because there is no lack of exposition and questionings on the
teaching, and because I enjoy this state of things, I say I am enjoying myself with
the highest enjoyment.’ ” ⁴ = above, bd 1.175.
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Case details, part 2

Bu-Pj 4.9.1At one time¹ the Buddha, the Master, was staying at Rājagaha in
the Bamboo Grove at the squirrelsʼ feeding place. Now at that time
Venerable Lakkhaṇa² and Venerable Mahāmoggallāna were staying

BD 1.181

on Mount Vulture s̓ Peak. Then, in the morning, Venerable Mahā-
moggallāna dressed, took his bowl and robe, approached Venera-
ble Lakkhaṇa and said: “Friend Lakkhaṇa, let us enter Rājagaha for
alms.”
“Yes, friend,” Venerable Lakkhaṇa replied.
Then, as he was descending fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak, Venera-

Vin 3.105

ble Mahāmoggallāna smiled at a certain place. Venerable Lakkhaṇa
said to him: “Friend, why are you smiling?”
“This is not the right time, friend, for this question. Ask me in the

presence of theMaster.”
Bu-Pj 4.9.2

Then, after their meal and after returning from alms-round, Ven-
erable Lakkhaṇa and Venerable Mahāmoggallāna approached the
Master and sat down to one side. Venerable Lakkhaṇa then said to
Venerable Mahāmoggallāna:
“Just now, as theVenerableMahāmoggallānawasdescending from

Mount Vulture s̓ Peak, he smiled at a certain place. Why, friend, did
you smile?”
“As I was coming down fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak, I saw a skele-

BD 1.182

ton flying through the air,³ and vultures, crows and hawks⁴ were in

¹ sn ii.254–262 from here to end of Bu-Pj 4.9.3 below. ² Vin-a 506 = sn-a ii.216, “He
from among a thousand Jaṭilas (matted hair ascetics) received the ‘Come, monk’
for upasampadā ordination. He attained arahanship at the end of the Discourse on
Burning. He should be called one great disciple (eko mahā-sāvako). Inasmuch as he
is endowed with this mark and is possessed of a Brahma-like existence, he is called
Lakkhaṇa.Mahā-Moggallāna, the second great disciple, attained arahanship on the
seventh day after he had gone forth into homelessness.”Thismention ofMoggallāna
as second to Lakkhaṇa is curious, for in the Suttas he is only ever linked with Sāri-
putta. See Vin 1.33ff. for the story of the conversion of the Jaṭilas. ³ Vehāsagata, or
going above ground, cf. above, bd 1.79, n. 7. ⁴ Vin-a 507 calls these yakkha vultures,
yakkha crows and yakkha hawks, probably meaning that these birds eat flesh. Cf.
the predatory yakkhas, above, bd 1.146.
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close pursuit, striking it¹ between the ribs,² while it uttered cries
of distress.Then, friend, I thought how amazing and astounding it
is that such a being should exist, such a spirit, such a state of exis-
tence.”³

The monks criticized and denounced him: “Venerable Mahā-
moggallāna is claiming a super-human achievement.”⁴

Then theMaster addressed the monks:
Monks, there are disciples who possess vision and knowledge,⁵

such that they can see, know and witness such a thing. Previously I
too have seen that being, but I didnʼt speak about it. If I had, others
would not have believedme and that would have been for their harm
and suffering for long time.That being, monks, was a cattle butcher⁶

BD 1.183

in this very Rājagaha. As a result of his deeds he was tormented⁷ in

¹ Vitudenti. Vin-a 507 reads vituddhenti tī vinivijjhitvā gacchanti vitudantī ti (variant
reading vitudentī ti) vā pāṭho. sn ii.255 reads vitacchenti vibhajenti, as in the cases
below, with variant reading vitudenti for vitacchenti and omitting vibhajenti. ² Pā-
suḷa, with variant reading pāsula; sn ii.255 reads phāsuḷa. ³ Attabhāvapaṭilābha.
⁴ Omitted at sn ii.255. ⁵ Cakkhubhūta, bhūta being past participle of bhavati. At
anv.226 the tathāgata is called cakkhubhūto ñāṇabhūto (as above) and dhamma-
bhūto brahmabhūto, translated at gs v.157 “he has become the eye, he has become
knowledge,” etc. Vin-a 508 says, cakkhubhūtaṁ jataṁ uppannaṁ tesan ti cakkhub-
hūtā, bhūtacakkhukā uppannacakkhukā. Cakkhuṁ uppadetva viharanti dutiyapade pi
es’ eva nayo. an-a on anv.226) (Siamese edition) says, cakkhubhūto ti cakkhu viya
bhūto nibbatto. Ñāṇabhuto ti ñāṇasabhāvo. (an-a also explains bhūta in dhamma° and
brahma° by sabhāva.) ⁶ Vin-a 508, “at the time of his passing from the Pit (naraka)
his outward appearance was a mass of bones … he has arisen as a departed one
(peta) who is a skeleton.” Of his deeds, tassa kammassa explained Tassa nānācetanāhi
āyūhi tassa aparāpariyakammassa. ⁷ paccitvā, passive of pacati. Paccati is literally
to be boiled or cooked, Pali-English Dictionary saying, “Nearly always applied to
the torture of boiling in niraya, where it is meant literally.” But I think that the
idea (found in the active) of ripening and maturing for the next rebirth is also
intended. The context brings out this point. One was not condemned to eternal
damnation. Vin-a 508 also emphasises this by saying that through what remained
of the result of his deeds after his reinstatement (paṭisandhi) in naraka, he took
on reinstatement again-among the petas. I have translated paccitvā literally, since
for lack of an English word to express the idea of being boiled to a ripeness which
entails a change, it seems to me preferable to “has been punished” (ks ii.170), as
this conveys the idea still less of the past deeds maturing until the individual is
ready for a new rebirth.
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hell formany years, formany hundreds of years, formany thousands
of years, formany hundreds of thousands of years. And now, because
of the remaining result of his actions, he is experiencing such a
state of existence. Moggallāna spoke truly. There is no offence for
Moggallāna.”¹

Bu-Pj 4.9.3

“As I was coming down fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak, I saw a lump
of flesh flying through the air, and vultures, crows and hawks were
in close pursuit, tearing at it and pulling it to pieces, while it uttered
cries of distress.” …

Vin 3.106

“Monks, that being was a cattle-butcher
in this very Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak, I saw amorsel
of flesh flying through the air, and vultures, crows and hawks were

BD 1.184

in close pursuit, tearing at it and pulling it to pieces,² while it uttered
cries of distress.” …
“Monks, that being was a poultry butcher³ in this very Rājagaha.

…”

“As I was coming down fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak, I saw a flayed
man flying through the air, and vultures, crows and hawks were
in close pursuit, tearing at him and pulling him to pieces, while he
uttered cries of distress.” …
“Monks, that being was a sheep-butcher⁴ in this very Rājagaha.

…”
¹ Omitted at sn ii.256. ² Cf. mn i.364, where the simile is possibly taken from
this Vinaya passage. mn i.364 reads, vitaccheyyuṁ virajeyyuṁ, translated Further
Dialogues of the Buddha i.261, “to tear and rend it.” Virajenti is a variant reading for
vibhajenti at both Vin 3.105 above and sn ii.256, and it would not seem unintelligible
in these contexts. ³ Vin-a 509, “at the time of his passing from the Pit (naraka)
his outward appearance was a piece of flesh, therefore he arose as a departed one
who is a piece of flesh.” ⁴ orabbhika, Vin-a 509, eḷake vidhitvā, having skinned
them during his life, afterwards his appearance was that of a skinless ram’s body,
and therefore he has arisen as a departed one who is flayed (nicchavipeto).
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“As I was coming down fromMount Vulture s̓ Peak, I saw aman
who had body hairs of swords flying through the air. Again and again
those sword went in and out of his body, while he uttered cries of
distress.” …
“Monks, that being was a butcher of pigs¹ in this very Rājagaha.

…”

“As I was coming down… I saw amanwith body hairs of knives
flying through the air. Again and again those knives went in and out
of his body, while he uttered cries of distress.” …
“Monks, that being was a deer-hunter² in this very Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down… I saw aman with body hairs of arrows
flying through the air. Again and again those arrows …
“Monks, that being was a torturer³ in this very Rājagaha. …”

BD 1.185

As I was coming down… I saw amanwith body hair of needles
flying through the air. Again and again those needles …
“Monks, that being was a horse trainer⁴ in this very Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down… I saw aman with body hairs of needles
flying through the air.Those needles pierced his head and came out

¹ He killed the pigs with swords, thus his outward appearance is the state of hav-
ing drawn swords, thus he has arisen as a departed one who has swords for hair.
² His outward appearance is a state of being struck with knives, because he killed
the deer with knives. ³ Kāraṇika, but judge at ks ii.171, which has note “cruel to
criminals.” According to the Commentaries “a man causing death, shooting with
arrows,” kaṇḍena vijjhitva. Hence possibly the confusion, Pali-English Dictionary,
referring only to sn ii.257, and saying, “usu°, however, used simply in the sense
of making: arrow-maker, fletcher.” ⁴ sārathi. sn ii.257 reads, sūcako here as in
the next example. Translator at ks ii.172 suggests sūto for sūcako. Both words, ac-
cording to Pali-English Dictionary, mean charioteer or coachman, but Vin-a 509 and
sn-a ii.220 (under sūto, with note that title in text sūci-sārathi) speak of horse-tamer,
cow-tamer.
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through his mouth, entered his mouth and came out through his
breast, enteredhis breast and cameout throughhis stomach, entered
his stomach and came out through his thighs, entered his thighs and
cameout throughhis calves, entered his calves and came out through
his feet, while he uttered cries of distress.” …
“Monks, that being was a slanderer in this very Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down… I saw a man who had testicles like pots¹
flying through the air. When he walked, he had to lift his testicles
on to his shoulder, when he sat down he sat on top of his testicles.
Vultures, crows and hawks were in close pursuit, tearing at him and
pulling him to pieces, while he uttered cries of distress.” …
“Monks, that beingwas a corruptmagistrate in this very Rājagaha.

…”

“As I was coming down… I saw aman, head and all, submerged
in a dung-pit …”

BD 1.186

“Monks, that being was an adulterer in this very Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down… I saw aman, head and all, submerged
Vin 3.107

in a dung-pit and eating dung with both hands …”
“Monks, that beingwasawickedbrahmin in this veryRājagaha.At

the time of Kassapa, the fully Awakened One, he invited the Sangha
of monks to a meal. He filled a trough with dung, announced the
time and said: ‘Sirs, eat as much as you like and take the rest away
with you.ʼ …

¹ kumbhaṇḍa. Note word-play on aṇḍa. Vin-a 510 = sn-a ii.220 says, kumbhamattā
mahāghaṭappamāṇā aṇḍā ahesuṁ, while Ja iii.147 defines as kumbhamattarahass-
aṅgāmahodarā yakkhā. Our Commentaries say that as he hadmade others suffer
by his secret wrong-doing, so now he suffers in his secret organs. At dn-a i.73 a
kumbhaṇḍa is placed on the back of a horse as a sign of instability. Kumbhaṇḍī at
Vism 183, in connection with latā, creeper, translated “pumpkin.”This is evidently
the secondary meaning of the word.
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“As I was coming down… I saw a flayedwoman flying through the
air. Vultures …were pulling her to pieces, while she uttered cries of
distress …”
“Monks, this woman was an adulteress¹ in this very Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down… I saw a foul-smelling and ugly woman
flying through the air. Vultures …were pulling her to pieces …”
“Monks, that womanwas a fortune-teller² in this very Rājagaha.

…”

“As I was coming down… I saw a woman who was roasting, swel-
tering and sooty³ flying through the air … while she uttered cries of
distress.” …
“Monks, this womanwas the chief queen of the King of Kālinga.

Being the jealous sort, she threwouther rival⁴ and scattered abrazier
of burning coals over her. …”

BD 1.187

“As I was coming down… I saw the headless trunk of a body flying
through the air. Its eyes and mouth were on its chest. Vultures …
were pulling it to pieces while it uttered cries of distress.” …
“Monks, that being was an executioner called Hārika⁵ in this very

Rājagaha. …”

“As I was coming down … I saw a monk flying through the air.

¹ Inasmuch as she got her pleasures with other men, not with her own husband,
she is reborn flayed so as to undergo a painful contact, being deprived of pleasant
touch. Vin-a 510. ² Vin-a 511, deceiving the people by taking gifts of flowers and
perfumes from them, saying, “now there will be increase for you.” ³ upakkaṁ
okiliniṁ okiriniṁ. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 511 says, “she fell on to a heap of coals …
therefore, she is shrivelled by the agonising fires, okilinī, and her body inflamed,
drop upon drop oozing from her body, okiriṇī, and surrounded by charcoal; from
below the charcoal was on both sides of her, like the red flowers of the kiṁsuka tree;
the charcoal fell from the air on her.” ⁴ She was a dancer who had pleased the
King bymassaging him. ⁵ Vin-a 512, for a long time he had beheaded thieves at
the king’s command.Therefore he was reborn headless.
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His outer robe was ablaze and burning,¹ his bowl was ablaze and
burning, his waistbandwas ablaze and burning, his bodywas ablaze
and burning, and he was uttering cries of distress.” …
“Monks, during the time of the Buddha Kassapas̓ dispensation,

that monk was a bad monk.”²

“As I was coming down… I saw a nun … I saw a probationary nun
… a novice monk… a novice nun³ flying through the air. Her outer
robe was ablaze and burning, her bowl was ablaze and burning, her
waistbandwas ablaze and burning, her bodywas ablaze and burning,
and she was uttering cries of distress.Then, friend, I thought how
amazing and astounding it is that such a being should exist, such a
spirit, such a state of existence.”

Themonks criticised anddenouncedhim: “VenerableMoggallāna
is claiming a super-human achievement.”⁴

Then theMaster addressed the monks:
“Monks, there are disciples who possess vision and knowledge

BD 1.188
Vin 3.108such that they can see, know and witness such a thing. Previously,

monks, I too have seen this novice nun, but I did not speak about it.
If I had, others would not have believedme and that would have been
for their harmand suffering for long time. During the time of Buddha
Kassapas̓ dispensation, that novice nun was a bad novice nun. As
a result of her deeds, she was tormented in hell for many years, for
many hundreds of years, for many thousands of years, for many
hundreds of thousands of years. And now, because of the remaining
result of her actions, she is experiencing such a state of existence.
Moggallāna spoke truly.There is no offence for Moggallāna.”

Bu-Pj 4.9.4

Then Venerable Mahāmoggallāna addressed the monks:

¹ Quoted at mn-a i.91, and said to refer to the monk Kapila. Vin-amentions no
names. ² He went about enjoying himself to his heart’s content, therefore he was
boiled in hell for an interval between Buddhas, and then arising in a peta-world
he arose with an existence like a monk. ³ Feminine in Table of Contents, above,
bd 1.172. ⁴ Omitted at sn ii.261.
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“Friends, this stream the Tapodā flows from a lake with beautiful
water—cool, sweat and pure—with lovely and charming fords, with
an abundance of fishes and turtles, and with blooming lotuses the
size of wheels. And yet the Tapodā is hot.”

Themonks criticised and denounced him: “How can the Vener-
able Mahāmoggallāna say, ‘Friends, this stream the Tapodā flows
from a lake of beautiful water … And yet this Tapodā is hot.ʼ Venera-
ble Mahāmoggallāna is claiming a super-human achievement.” And
they informed theMaster.
“Monks, the Tapodā flows from a lake of beautiful water …with

blooming lotuses the size of wheels. But the Tapodā runs between
the two great hells,¹ that is why it is hot. Moggallāna spoke truly.

BD 1.189

There is no offence for Moggallāna.”

Bu-Pj 4.9.5

At one time King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha was defeated in
battle with the Licchavis.Then the king collected his armies and beat
the Licchavis. Delight about the battle spread about: “The Licchavis
were defeated by the king!”

Then the Venerable Mahāmoggallāna addressed the monks:
“Friends, the king was defeated by the Licchavis.”
Themonks criticised and denounced him: “How can Venerable

Moggallāna say, ‘Friends, the king was defeated by the Licchavis,ʼ
when delight about the battle is spreading about thus: ‘The Liccha-
vis were defeated by the king!ʼ The Venerable Mahāmoggallāna is
claiming a super-human achievement.”They informed theMaster.
“Monks, first the king was defeated by the Licchavis and then,

Vin 3.109

after he had collected his army, the king beat the Licchavis. Moggal-
lāna spoke truly.There is no offence for Moggallāna.”

Bu-Pj 4.9.6

Then the Venerable Mahāmoggallāna addressed the monks:

¹ Tapodameans “boilingwaters.”Vin-a 512, says, “they say that the townofRajagaha
is near the world of the departed, and this Tapoda comes there between the two
great red pits of the hells.” Cf. below, bd 1.274, n. 6. At anv.196 Ānanda and the
wanderer Kokanuda went to this river to bathe their limbs.
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“Friends, after attaining an imperturbable samādhi on the banks
of the river Sappinikā,¹ I heard the noise of elephants plunging in,
emerging and trumpeting.”²

Themonks criticised and denounced him: “How can Venerable
Mahāmoggallāna say such a thing. He is claiming a super-human

BD 1.190

achievement.”They informed theMaster.
“Monks, there is such a samādhi, but it is not wholly purified.³

Moggallāna spoke truly.There is no offence for Moggallāna.”

Bu-Pj 4.9.7

Then the Venerable Sobhita⁴ addressed the monks: “Friends, I
can recall five hundred eons.”

Themonks criticised and denounced him: “How can Venerable
Sobhita say, ‘I can recall five hundred eonsʼ? He is claiming a super-
human achievement.”They informed theMaster.
“Monks, Sobhita has this ability, and that was just one birth. Sob-

hita spoke truly.There is no offence for Sobhita.”

The fourth offence entailing expulsion is finished

Venerables, the four rules entailing expulsion have been recited.
If a monk commits any one of them, he is no longer in communion

¹ Mentioned also at sn i.153; an ii.29, an ii 176, Sappinī; at an i.185, Sappinikā; cf.
alsoVinayaTexts i.254, n. 2. Usually translated the “Snake River.”Thewanderers had
a park on its banks. It was near Rājagaha. ² Vin-a 513, “plunging down into the
deep water, and bathing and drinking there, and taking up water with their trunks,
they mingle together and cross over.” ³ parisuddha. Vin-a 513f. “They say that the
thera attained arahanship on the seventh day after he went forth, and had mastery
in the eight attainments, but not having purified himself well in the obstructions to
contemplation…and rising up frommusing and hearing the sound of the elephants,
he heard it between the attainments. Of this hewas aware.” ⁴ an i.25 says, that he
is the chief of the monks remembering his former rebirths. In his verses,Thag 165,
Thag 166, he twice repeats that he remembered five hundred kalpas in a single night.
At Atthasālinī 32 he is said to be the third in the line of theraswho conveyed the
Abhidhamma up to the time of theThird Council.
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with the monks. As before,¹ so after, he is expelled and not in com-
BD 1.191

munion. In regard to this I ask the Venerable ones: are you pure in
this? A second time I ask: are you pure in this? A third time I ask: are
you pure in this?The Venerable ones are pure in this and therefore
silent. I will remember it thus.

Sexual intercourse, stealing, person, super,
the four offences entailing expulsion,
the foundation is cut² without a doubt.Vin 3.110

The chapter on offences entailing expulsion is finished

¹ Vinaya Texts i.5, n. 2, says that the phrase yathā pure tathā pacchā “probablymeans
that the monk is irrevocably defeated. He must remain for ever in the condition (of
permanent exclusion from theOrder) intowhich he has brought himself.” Vin-a 516
says, “as in his time as a householder, at the time when he was not (yet) ordained,
and as after when he has fallen into defeat, he is not in communion; there is not for
him communion with the monks at the Uposatha (observance-day), the pavaraṇā
(ceremony at the end of the rains), under the rule of the Pātimokkha, or at the
legal acts of the Order.” ² Chejjavatthu. See chejja (√ched) above, bd 1.75, meaning
maiming.
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Bu-Ss 1.1.1

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park. Now at that time the venera-
ble Seyyasaka¹ led the Brahma-life, dissatisfied.² Because of this he
was thin, wretched, his colour bad, yellowish, the veins showing all
over his body.³The venerable Udāyin saw the venerable Seyyasaka
thin, wretched, his colour bad, yellowish, his veins showing all over
his body. Seeing him thus, he said to the venerable Seyyasaka: “Rev-
erend Seyyasaka, why are you thin, wretched … the veins showing
all over your body? Perhaps it is that you, reverend Seyyasaka, lead
the Brahma-life, dissatisfied?”
“It is so, your reverence,” he said.
“Now then, you, reverendSeyyasaka, eat asmuchas you like, sleep

as much as you like, bath⁴ as much as you like: eating as much as
you like, sleeping as much as you like, bathing as much as you like,
if dissatisfaction arises in you and passion assails⁵ your heart, then

¹ AtVin 2.7ff.he is represented as being tiresome invariousways. ² anabhirato see
above, bd 1.114, for discussion on this term. Vin-a 517 says on this term, vikkhittacitto
kāmarāgapariḷāhena pariḍayhamāno na pana gīhibhāvam patthayamāno, upset in
his mind, burning with a fever of passion and sense-desires, but not wanting the
household state. ³ Stock-phrase. ⁴ Vin-a 517, anointing the body with clay,
rubbing on chunam. ⁵ A stock-phrase, rāgo cittaṁ anuddhaṁseti, as at mn i.26;
sn i.186; an ii.126. Vin-a 518 says, kāmarāgo cittaṁ dhaṁseti padhaṁseti vikkhipati
c’eva milāpeti ca.mn-a 1.142 explains anuddhaṁsessati by hiṁsissati adhibhavissati.
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emit semen using your hand.”¹
BD 1.193

“But, your reverence, are you sure that it is suitable to act like
this?”
“Yes, your reverence, I do this.”
Then the venerable Seyyasaka ate as much as he liked, slept as

much as he liked, bathed as much as he liked; but having eaten as
much as he liked, slept as much as he liked, bathed as much as he
liked, dissatisfaction arose, and passion assailed his heart, so he
emitted semen using his hand.Then in a short time the venerable
Seyyasaka was nice-looking with rounded features, of a bright com-
plexion and a clear skin. So the monks who were the friends of the
venerable Seyyasaka spoke thus to the venerable Seyyasaka:
“Formerly, reverend Seyyasaka, you were thin, wretched, of a bad

colour, yellowish, with the veins showing all over your body. But
now, at present, you are nice-looking with rounded features, of a

Vin 3.111

bright complexion and a clear skin.Why now, do you takemedicine,²
reverend Seyyasaka?”
“I do not take medicine, your reverences, but I am eating as much

as I like, I am sleeping as much as I like, I am bathing as much as I
like; then eating as much as I like, sleeping as much as I like, bathing
as much as I like, if dissatisfaction arises in me and passion assails
the heart, I emit semen using my hand.”

Bu-Ss 1.1.2

“But do you, reverend Seyyasaka, eat the gifts of faith³ with the
very same hand as that which you use to emit semen?”
“Yes, your reverences,” he said.
Those who were modest monks became annoyed, vexed and an-

gry, saying:
BD 1.194

¹ Vin-a 518, “Thus will your mind become one-pointed.The teacher is said to have
taught this.” At Vin-a 517 it is said that Seyyasaka’s teacher is LālUdāyin, “an un-
steady monk.”This thera LālUdāyin is mentioned at Dhp-a 2.123 as having the repu-
tation of saying the wrong thing; at Ja 1.123 as coming into conflict with Dabba the
Mallian over food-tickets; and at Ja 2.164 as being extremely nervous and unable to
talk. ² bhesajjaṁ karosi. ³ saddhā-deyya, Vin-a is silent, but Dhp-a 1.81 explains
as kammañ ca phalañ ca idhalokañ ca paralokañ ca saddahitvā dinnāni.
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“How can the venerable Seyyasaka emit semen in this way?”
Then these monks, having rebuked the venerable Seyyasaka in

various ways, told this matter to the lord.Then the lord on this occa-
sion, in this connection, having had the order of monks convened,
asked the venerable Seyyasaka:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Seyyasaka, using your hand, emit

semen?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “It is not fit,

foolish man, it is not becoming, it is not suitable, it is not worthy of
a recluse, it is not right, it is not to be done. How can you, foolish
man, emit semen using your hand? Foolish man, have I not uttered
dhamma in many ways for the stilling of passion,¹ and not for the
sake of passion, taught dhamma for the sake of being devoid of the
fetters, and not for the sake of being bound, taught dhamma for the
sake of being without grasping,² and not for the sake of grasping?
How can you, foolish man, while dhamma is taught by me for the
sake of passionlessness, strive after passion? How can you, while
dhamma is taught for the sake of being devoid of the fetters, strive
after being bound? How can you, while dhamma is taught for the
sake of being without grasping, strive after grasping? Foolish man,
have I not taught dhamma in various ways for the stilling of passion,
taught dhamma for the subduing of conceit, for the restraint of thirst,
for the elimination of attachment, for the cutting through the round
of becomings, for the destruction of craving, for passionlessness, for
stopping, for waning? Foolish man, have I not declared in various
ways the destruction of the pleasures of the senses, declared the full
understanding of ideas of the pleasures of the senses, declared the
restraint of the thirst for pleasures of the senses, declared the elimi-

BD 1.195

nation of thoughts of pleasures of the senses, declared the allaying
of the fever of pleasures of the senses? Foolish man, it is not for the
benefit of unbelievers, nor for increase in the number of believers,

¹ = above, bd 1.35, except that in this second passage the lord is represented as
speaking. Cf. an ii.34. ² Anupādāna, sa-upādāna.
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but it is, foolish man, to the detriment of unbelievers as well as of
believers, and it causes wavering in some.”

Then the lord having rebuked the venerable Seyyasaka in various
Vin 3.112

ways on account of his difficulty in maintaining his state … said:
“…Thus, monks, this course of training should be set forth:
Intentional emission of semen is amatter entailing a formalmeet-

ing of the Order.”¹
Thus this course of training for monks was made known to the

lord.

Bu-Ss 1.2.1 Now at that time, monks, having eaten abundant food, went to
sleep, thoughtless and careless. While they were sleeping, thought-
less and careless, one of them emitted semen as the result of a dream.
Thesewere remorseful andsaid²: “Thecourseof trainingmadeknown

BD 1.196

by the lord says that intentional emission of semen is a matter re-
quiring a formal meeting of the Order; and because of a dream one
of us (did this). Now is this intention permitted? What now if we
have fallen into an offence requiring a formal meeting of the Order?”
They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Monks, this was the intention, but it does not apply.³ monks, this

course of training should be set forth:

¹ Saṅghādisesa. Cf. an ii.242. Vin-a 522 says, saṅgho ādimhi c’ eva sese ca icchitabbo
assā ti saṅghādiseso. This explanation was noted by Childers: an offence to be dealt
with by a saṅghakamma in the beginning, ādi and in the remaining cases, sesa. See
below, Old Commentary’s explanationwhichmakes clear the first stage, the placing
on probation; the second stage of sending back to the beginning of the probation;
the third stage, themānatta discipline; and the last stage, the rehabilitation.This
type of offence is next in gravity after the Pārājikas. Because it cannot be settled by
many people or by one man (Old Commentary) it therefore has to be settled by the
Order, which presumably has to be convened for the purpose, as the above incident
shows. Editor at Vinaya Texts i.7, n. 1, notes that, “these thirteen offences give rise to
the various saṅghakammas…which are explained in detail in the third Khandhaka
of the Cūḷavagga.” ² These first sentences recur at Vin 1.294. Cf. Kv 164 where the
matter of this story formed the controverted point of one of the early debates on
arahans. ³ = above, bd 1.159, and see n. 1.
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Intentional emission of semen except during a dream is an
offence requiring a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 1.2.2

Intentional means: a transgression committed knowingly, con-
sciously, deliberately.¹

Semenmeans: there are* ten kinds of semen …
Emissionmeans: the removal from the place is called emission.
Except during a dreammeans: setting the dream aside.
Offence requiring a formalmeeting of the Ordermeans: the

Order places him on probation² on account of the offence, it sends
him back to the beginning,³ it inflicts the mānatta discipline;⁴ it
rehabilitates⁵; it is not many people, it is not one man; therefore it

BD 1.197

is called an offence which in the earlier as well as the later stages
(requires) a formal meeting of the Order. A synonym for this class of
offence is a work;⁶ therefore, again, it is called (an offence which in
the earlier as well as the later stages requires) a formal meeting of
the Order.⁷

Bu-Ss 1.3.1

¹ = above, bd 1.126, and seen. 3. ² parivāsaṁdeti. Cf.Vin 2.7. Rules formonksplaced
on probation are given at Vin 2.31ff. At Vin 2.40 Udāyin was placed on probation for
one day, since he had concealed this first Saṅghādisesa for one day. See Vinaya Texts
ii.384, n. 1, for the four principal kinds of probation, and for Seyyasaka’s conduct.
At Vin 1.69 it is said that a person who was formerly an adherent of another sect
and who asks for ordination should be put on probation for four months, and the
measures to be taken for the proper carrying out of this step are stated. Valid and
invalid proceedings are given at Vin 1.320ff. ³ I.e., of his probationary term. Cf.
Vin 2.7. At Vin 2.34 rules for those thrown back to the beginning are given: they
are the same as for those placed on probation. ⁴ This appears to be much like
being placed on probation, cf. Vin 2.35. At Vin 2.45 Udāyin underwentmānatta for
six days. For the correct carrying out of this discipline see below, bd 1.328. ⁵ The
way in which a monk should ask for rehabilitation is given at Vin 2.39 and cf. below,
bd 1.328. ⁶ kamma, possibly meaning saṅghakamma: an act or ceremony, for the
infliction of the penalty, to be performed by an assembly of monks met together in
solemn conclave. Probably kamma has here an ancient technical meaning. ⁷ Cf.
Vin 4.225, the first Bhikkhunī-saṅghādisesa. Here “inflictsmānatta” is apparently
substituted for “places on probation,” which is not mentioned.
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(Thewhole of Bu-Ss 1.3, Vin 3.112–Vin.3.115, because of the outspo-
kenness and crudeness which it contains, and which seems to be
inseperable from early literatures, appears unsuitable for incorpo-
ration in a translation designed principally forWestern readers.)

Vin 3.116

He aims at it, makes the effort, it is emitted—an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order. He aims at it, makes the effort, it is
not emitted—a grave offence. He aims at it, does not make the effort,
it is emitted—not an offence. He aims at it, does not make the effort,
it is not emitted—not an offence. He does not aim at it, he makes the
effort, it is emitted—not an offence. He does not aim at it, does not
make the effort, it is emitted—not an offence. He does not aim at it,
does not make the effort, it is not emitted—not an offence.

There is no offence if hewas dreaming, if therewasno intentional
emission, if he was mad, unhinged, in pain, a beginner.

mnemonic list
A dream, excrement and urine, reflection,

Bu-Ss 1.4.1 and about hot water,
Medicine, itching, the way, the bladder,
a hot room for bathing-purposes, making an effort,
And a novice, and asleep, the thigh,

BD 1.198
he pressed with the fists,
In the air, firmness, he meditated on,
an aperture, he hit with a stick, /
In the stream, muddy water,
running, a twist of flowers, a lotus,
Sand, mud, water, lying down, and with the thumbs.

At one time while a certain monkwas dreaming he emitted se-
men. He was remorseful and said: “What now if I have fallen into
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order?”That monk told
this matter to the lord. He said: “There is no offence for the monk
because he was dreaming.”

Bu-Ss 1.5
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(The reasons for not including the remainder of bd 1.5 in this
translation are the same as those for not including bd 1.3 above.)

Told is the First Offence entailing a formal Meeting of the Order
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BD 1.199

Bu-Ss 2.1.1
Vin 3.119

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the JetaGrove inAnāthapiṇdika’s park. At that time the venerableUd-
āyin lived in the jungle.The dwelling¹ of the venerable onewas lovely,
good to look upon, beautiful, the inner chamber in the middle was
entirely surrounded by the house; the couch and chair, the bolster
and pillow were well designed, the water used for drinking and that
used for washing were well placed; the cell² was well swept. Many
people came to look at the dwelling of the venerable Udāyin, and a
certain brahmin together with his wife approached the venerable
Udāyin, and having approached the venerable Udāyin, he said: “We
want to see the dwelling of the good Udāyin.”
“Do look at it, brahmin,” he said, and taking the key, unfastening

thebolt, andopening thedoor,³ he entered thedwelling.Thebrahmin
entered after the venerable Udāyin, and the brahmin lady entered
behind the brahmin. Then the venerable. Udāyin, opening some
windows and closing others, going round about the inner room, and

¹ Vihāra. ² pariveṇa, see above, bd 1.119, n. 1. ³ Kavāṭaṁ paṇāmetvā. Cf. Vin 1.87;
Vin 2.114, Vin 2.207 and Vinaya Texts iii.88, where in note 1 the translator (rightly)
insists that paṇāmeti is “to open” and not “to shut.” Our passage above is further
evidence that this is so. But Pali-English Dictionary says “kavāṭaṁ paṇāmeti, to shut
the door.” Possibly it means “to make the door lean,” i.e. when open against the
wall, when closed against the post.
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coming up from behind, rubbed up against¹ the brahmin lady limb
by limb. Then the brahmin, having exchanged greetings with the

BD 1.200

venerable Udāyin, went away.Then the brahmin, who was pleased,
burst out with a cry of pleasure:² “Superb are these recluses, sons
of the Sakyans; who dwell in such a jungle, superb is the revered
Udāyin who dwells in such a jungle.”

Having spoken thus, the brahmin lady said to the brahmin:
Vin 3.120

“What is there superb about him? Even as you rubbed up against
me limb by limb, so did this recluse Udāyin rub up against me limb
by limb.”

Then the brahmin became annoyed, vexed, angry and said:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans,³ are shameless, of lowmoral-

ity, liars. And they pretend to be walking by dhamma, walking by
right, leading the Brahma-life, speaking truth, virtuous, of good
conduct. Among these there is no recluseship, among these there
is no brahmanhood. Perished is recluseship among these, perished
is brahmanhood among these. Where is recluseship among these?
Where is brahmanhood among these? Fallen from recluseship are
these, fallen from brahmanhood are these. How can this recluse
Udāyin rub up against my wife limb by limb? It is not possible to
go to the park or dwelling with wives of respectable families, with
daughters of respectable families, with girls of respectable families,⁴

¹ parāmasi, see below, bd 1.203, and n. 6. This “rubbing up against” was not, I
think, an act of deliberate familiarity or meant offensively. In the tiny cell-room
Udāyin just rubbed up against the visitors, as we might rub up against peo-
ple in a crowd—in a bus or train or queue. ² attamano attamanavācaṁ nic-
chāresi = mn i.32 andmn i.509 (nicchāreyya). Vin-a is silent. mn-a 1.151 says: attamano
ti sakamano tuṭṭhamano; pītisomanassehi va gahitamano. Attamanavācaṁ nicchāresī ti
attamanatāya vācaṁ, attamanabhāvassa vā yuttavācaṁ nicchāresi. Udīrayi, pabyāharī
ti vuttaṁ hoti. ³ As above, bd 1.125, and below, bd 1.223. ⁴ These two are prob-
ably meant to be opposed. Buddhaghosa calls kuladhītā, purisantaraṁ gatā, and
kulakumāriyo, aniviṭṭhā (unsettled).
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with daughters-in-law¹ of respectable families, with women-slaves
of respectable families. If wives of respectable families, daughters

BD 1.201

of respectable families, girls of respectable families, daughters-in-
law of respectable families, women-slaves of respectable families
should go to a park or dwelling, the recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
may assault them.”

Bu-Ss 2.1.2

Themonks heard this brahmin as he was grumbling, murmur-
ing, and becoming angry. Those who were modest monks became
annoyed, vexed, angry and said: “How can the reverendUdāyin come
into bodily contact with women-kind?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. Then the lord on this occasion, for this reason,
causing the Order of monks to be convened, asked the reverend Ud-
āyin:
“Is it true as they say, Udāyin, that you came into bodily contact

with a woman?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
Then the enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“It is not right, foolishman, it is not becoming, it is not suitable, it

is not fit in a recluse, it is not proper, it is not to be done.How can you,
foolish man, come into bodily contact with a woman? Foolish man,
is not dhamma uttered by me in various ways for the sake of stilling
passion, and not for the sake of passion…declared the allaying of the
flames of the pleasures of the senses? It is not, foolish man, for the
benefit of unbelievers …Thus, monks, this course of training should
be set forth:
“Whatever monk, affected by desire,² with perverted³ heart,

¹ Kulasuṇhā. Pali-English Dictionary gives suṇhā under suniṣa. At Vinaya Texts ii.348
it is translated “sisters-in-law.” Childers gives daughter-in-law. Vin-a 532 says,
“brought from another family for the youngmen of respectable families, they are
vadhuyo,” which is daughters-in-law. And indeed a daughter-in-law held a more
important position in the social system than did a sister-in-law. ² Otiṇṇa, as
passive: possessed by. See Old Commentary’s explanation below in Bu-Ss 2.2.1. The
translators in Vinaya Texts i.7, n. 2 say, “our word ‘degraded’ has often a very similar
connotation.”They render otiṇṇaby “degraded”.Cf.below, bd 1.215. ³ Vipariṇatena,
literally changed. Cf. below, bd 1.215.
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should come into¹ physical contact with a woman, holding her
BD 1.202

hand,orholdingabraidofherhair, or rubbingagainstanyoneor
other of her limbs: this is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 2.2.1Whatevermeans: he who …
Monk means: … this is how monk is to be understood in this

sense.
Vin 3.121

Affected by desiremeans: infatuated, full of desire, physically
in love with.²

Pervertedmeans: the perverted heart is impassioned, the per-
verted heart is corrupt, the perverted heart is erring. And in this
meaning it is to be understood that the perverted heart is impas-
sioned.³

Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-
male departed one, not a female animal,⁴ even a girl born on this
very day, all the more an older one.⁵

Togetherwithmeans: together.
Should come into physical contactmeans: it is called a trans-

¹ Samāpajjeyya = saṁ + āpajjati, Sanskrit. āpadyate = ā + pad, to get into, to come into,
to meet with. Sam + ā (as here) very often pleonastic. Although samāpajjati does
not, in the above context, necessarily imply deliberate action, coming into physical
contact with a woman was nevertheless regarded as an offence of a serious nature,
because the desires possibly resulting from such a contact had to be suppressed. For
in a growing vogue of monasticism the majority of members were perhaps young
andmiddle-agedmen. Cf. below, bd 1.338. ² = below, bd 1.215. ³ = below, bd 1.215.
⁴ = below, bd 1.215. ⁵ Mahattarī. This is comparative ofmahant. The Sanskrit form
ismahattarā, but Pali has -ī, after therī. Same definition occurs below, bd 1.332.
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gression.¹
BD 1.203

Thehandmeans: going up from the tip of the nail as far as the
elbow.

Braid of hairmeans: nothing but hair,² or mixed with threads,³
or mixed with garlands,⁴ or mixed with gold coins,⁵ or mixed with
gold,⁶ or mixed with pearls, or mixed with jewels.⁷

A limbmeans: setting to one side a hand and a braid of hair,what
remains is called a limb.

Bu-Ss 2.2.2

Rubbing, rubbing up against, rubbing downwards, rubbing up-

¹ Ajjhācāra, cf. ajjhācarati (adhy-ā + √car) topractise (somethingbad).Used inVinaya
in the sense of a fault, a transgression; then in an erotical sense as above, and
cf. below, bd 1.216. It could not there be used in sense of contact, for the speech,
not the body, was at fault. Vin-a 533 says, “whatever is called physical contact (cf.
Vin-a 547, “offensive speech”) according to that meaning it is a transgression.” Cf.
also Vin-a 213, “she, because of his transgression, became pregnant.” Vin-a 19 says,
“he disciplines body and speech through the restraint of transgressions of body
and speech.” At Vin 1.63 we get adhisīle sīlavipanno hoti ajjhācāre ācāravipanno hoti
atidiṭṭhiyā diṭṭhivipaṇṇo hoti. Here ajjhācāre (indeclinable) means according to Crit-
ical Pali Dictionary, “in matter of conduct” as adhisīle means not “in the higher
morality,” but “as to a matter of morality.” Vinaya Texts i.184, n. 1, points out that
there Buddhaghosa says that adhisīle “is said with regard to offences against the
Defeat and Formal Meeting rules, while ajjhācāre consists in offences against the
minor rules of the Pātimokkha.” But below, bd 1.211, “to come into physical contact,”
which above is called a transgression, is there (below) called a Formal Meeting
offence. ² I.e., unmixed with threads, Vin-a 533. ³ I.e., the hair mixed with
threads of five colours. ⁴ l.e., with jasmine flowers, and so on. ⁵ On hirañña
and suvaṇṇa see above, bd 1.28. Here Vin-a 534 says that hiraññamissameans mixed
with garlands and kahāpaṇas; and suvaṇṇamissameans mixed with golden cīraka
and with pāmaṅga. Here suvaṇṇacīraka probably means gold threads or bands or
fillets (cf. Ja 5.197 where suvaṇṇacīraka seems to mean gold brocade). On pāmaṅga,
cf. above, bd 1.77. ⁶ See previous note. ⁷ With jewels strung on threads.
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wards,¹ bending down, raising up, drawing to, pushing back, holding
back hard, taking hard hold of, the grasp, the touch.

Rubbing is called merely rubbed. Rubbing up against is called
BD 1.204

moving from here and there. Rubbing downwards is called bring-
ing down low.Rubbing upwards is called raising up high. Bending
down is called lowering.Bendingup is called raisinguphigh.Draw-
ing to is called pulling. Pushing back is called sending back.Hold-
ing back hard² is called holding back having taken hold of a limb.
Taking hard hold of is called taking hold together with someone.
Grasp is called merely taken. Touchmeans merely contact.

Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means: …
therefore it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

Bu-Ss 2.3.1If there is a woman, and thinking her to be a woman, if the monk
is infatuated, and rubs the woman’s body with his body, rubs up
against it, rubs it downwards, rubs it upwards, bends it down, raises
it up, draws it to, pushes it back, holds it back hard, takes hold of
it hard, grasps it, touches it, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

If there is a woman, and being doubtful, if the monk is infatu-
ated, and rubs the woman’s body with his body, rubs up against it …
touches it, there is a grave offence.

If there is a woman, and thinking it to be an eunuch, if the monk
is infatuated … grave offence.

¹ These four words: āmasanā, parāmasanā, omasanā, ummasanā are all connected
withmasati from √mrṣ, to touch. I have tried to give the force of the prefixes with
masati by suitable prepositions. Ā has the force of “at,” therefore ā-masati, to stroke
at, touch at, although ā in itself denotes touch (contact) or a personal (close) relation
with the object—so Pali-English Dictionary. Cf. below, bd 1.211. Parāmeans “over.”
Note the difference of o = ava and ut in the third and fourth words.There are similar
prefixes in some of the following words, meaning “down” and “up.” Parāmasati at
Vin 2.216 is translated by “wipes” (atVinayaTexts iii.291)—i.e., wipes over, rubs over
(the spoon and the dish). Cf. parāmasati, above, bd 1.199. ² abhiniggaṇhanā, while
merely “holding back” is niggaṇhanā. Also cf. next, abhinippīḷanā and nippīḷanā.
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If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a man … thinking it to
be an animal, if the monk is infatuated … grave offence.

If there is an eunuch, and thinking it to be an eunuch, if the
monk is infatuated, and rubs the eunuch’s body… touches it … grave

Vin 3.122

offence.
If there is an eunuch, and being doubtful … thinking it to be a

man… thinking it to be an animal … thinking it to be a woman, if the
monk is infatuated, and rubs the eunuch’s body … touches it, there
is an offence of wrong-doing

If there is a man, and thinking it to be a man… doubtful … think-
ing it to be an animal … thinking it to be a woman… thinking it to
be an eunuch, if the monk is infatuated and rubs the man’s body …

BD 1.205

touches it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If there is an animal, and thinking it to be an animal … doubtful

… thinking it to be awoman… thinking it to be an eunuch… thinking
it to be a man, if the monk is infatuated and rubs the animals body
… touches it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Beginning with one

Bu-Ss 2.3.2
If there are two women, and thinking the two women to be wom-

en, if the monk is infatuated and rubs the women’s bodies … touches
them, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

If there are twowomen, and being doubtfulwhether they are two
women… thinking them to be men … to be eunuchs … to be animals,
if the monk is infatuated and rubs with his body the bodies of the
two women… touches them, there are two grave offences.

If there are two eunuchs, and thinking the eunuchs to be two
eunuchs, if the monk is infatuated and rubs their bodies … touches
them, there are two grave offences.

If there are two eunuchs, and being doubtful of their being eu-
nuchs … thinking them to be men … to be animals … to be women, if
themonk is infatuated and rubs the bodies of the eunuchs… touches
them, there are two offences of wrong-doing.

If there are two men, and thinking the two men to be men, if the
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monk is infatuated and rubs the twomenwith his body … touches
them, there are two offences of wrong-doing.

If there are two men, and being doubtful of their being men …
thinking them to be animals … to be women … to be eunuchs, if the
monk is infatuated and rubs the twomenwith his body … touches
them, there are two offences of wrong-doing.

If there are two animals, and thinking the two animals to be
animals … doubtful … thinking them to be women … to be eunuchs
… to bemen, if themonk is infatuated and rubs the two animals with
his body, there are two offences of wrong-doing.

Bu-Ss 2.3.3

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and thinking both to be
women, if the monk is infatuated and rubs with his body … touches

Vin 3.123

BD 1.206them, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and being doubtful, if the
monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-doing together
with a grave offence.

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and thinking both to be
eunuchs, if the monk is infatuated … there are two grave offences.

If there are a woman and an eunuch and thinking both to be
men, if the monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-doing
together with a grave offence.

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and thinking both to be
animals, if the monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-
doing together with a grave offence.

If there are awomanandaman, and thinkingboth tobewomen, if
themonk is infatuated… there is an offence ofwrong-doing together
with an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

If there are a woman and a man, and being doubtful of both …
thinking them to be eunuchs … to be men … to be animals, if the
monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-doing together
with a grave offence.

If there are a woman and an animal, and thinking both to be
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women, if the monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-
doing together with an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and being doubtful of both
… thinking them to be eunuchs … to be men… to be animals, if the
monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-doing together
with a grave offence.

If there are an eunuch and a man, and thinking both to be eu-
nuchs, if the monk is

infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-doing together with a
grave offence.

If there are an eunuch and a man, and being doubtful of both …
thinking them to bemen… to be animals… to bewomen, if themonk
is infatuated … there are two offences of wrong-doing.

BD 1.207

If there are an eunuch and an animal, and thinking both are
eunuchs, if the monk is infatuated … there is an offence of wrong-
doing together with a grave offence.

If there are an eunuch and an animal, and being doubtful of both
… thinking them to be men … to be animals … to be women, if the
monk is infatuated … there are two offences of wrong-doing.

If there are a man and an animal, and being doubtful of both …
thinking them to be animals … to be women … to be eunuchs, if the
monk is infatuated … there are two offences of wrong-doing.

Beginning with two
Bu-Ss 2.3.4

If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if themonk is
infatuated and rubswith his body thewoman’s article of dress (worn
on the body¹) touches it, there is a grave offence.²

If there are two women, and thinking the two women to be wom-
en, if the monk is infatuated and rubs with his body an article of
dress belonging to the two women … touches it, there are two grave
offences.

Vin 3.124

¹ Kāyapaṭibaddha or ornaments, e.g. rings, Vin-a 536, clothes and flowers, Vin-a 537.
Whoso takes several women, encircling them in things to beworn, commits various
offences. Cf. below, bd 1.218. ² Cf. Vin 4.214.
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If there are a woman and an eunuch, thinking that both are
women if the monk is infatuated and rubs an article of dress of both
with his body … touches them, there is an offence of wrong-doing
together with a grave offence.

If there is a woman, thinking it to be a woman, if the monk is
infatuated and rubs his body with the woman’s article of dress …
touches it, there is a grave offence.

If there are two women… there are two grave offences.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there is an offence of

wrong-doing together with a grave offence.
If there is a woman, thinking it to be a woman, if the monk is

infatuated and rubs (his) article of dress with the woman’s article of
dress … touches it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹

BD 1.208

If there are two women… there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.
If there is a woman, and thinking it is a woman, if the monk is

infatuated and rubs the woman’s body with something that may be
thrown (aside), there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are two women, and thinking that the two women are
women, if the monk is infatuated and rubs the bodies of the two
womenwith something that may be thrown² (aside), there are two
offences of wrong-doing.

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and thinking both are
women, if the monk is infatuated and rubs the body of each with
something that may be thrown (aside), there are two offences of
wrong-doing.

If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk
is infatuated and rubs the woman’s article of dress with something
that may be thrown (aside), there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are two women, and thinking that the two women are
women, if the monk is infatuated and rubs an article of dress belong-
ing to the two womenwith something that may be thrown (aside),

¹ Cf.Vin 4.214. ² nissaggiya, cf. bd 1.129. Vin-a 540, flowers and fruits; cf.Vin 4.214.
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there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if themonk is

infatuatedandrubs somethinghehas thrown(aside)with something
of the woman’s which may be thrown (aside), there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

If there are two women… there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.

Told is the Monk Repetition

Bu-Ss 2.3.5
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk

is infatuated and the woman rubs the body of the monk with her
body, rubs against it, rubs it downwards, rubs it upwards, bends it

BD 1.209

down, raises it up, draws it to her, pushes it back, holds it back hard,
takes hard hold of it, grasps it, touches it; if desiring cohabitation,
he exerts his body and recognises the contact, there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

If there are two women, and thinking them to be women, if the
monk if infatuated and the women rub… and recognises the contact,
there is an offence entailing two formal meetings of the Order.

Vin 3.125

If there are a woman and an eunuch, and thinking both to be
women, if the monk is infatuated and if both rub … and recognises
the contact, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk
is infatuated and the woman rubs with her body the monk’s article
of clothing … there is a grave offence.

If there are two women… there are two grave offences.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there is an offence of

wrong-doing together with a grave offence.
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk
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is infatuated and the woman rubs the monk’s body with, her article
of dress … there is a grave offence.

If there are two women… there are two grave offences.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there is an offence of

wrong-doing together with a grave offence.
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk

is infatuated and the woman rubs the monk’s article of dress with
her article of dress … there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are two women … there are two offences of wrong doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk

is infatuated and the woman rubs the monk’s body with something
that may be thrown (aside), if desiring cohabitation, he exerts his
body and recognises the contact, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

BD 1.210

If there are two women… there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if the monk

is infatuated and the woman rubs the monk’s article of dress with
something that may be thrown (aside) … and recognises the contact,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are twowomen… there are two offences of wrong- doing.
If therearea woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.
If there is a woman, and thinking it to be a woman, if themonk is

infatuated and the woman rubs with something that may be thrown
(aside) something of the monk’s that may be thrown (aside), if de-
siring cohabitation, he exerts his body but does not recognise the
contact, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are two women… there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.

Bu-Ss 2.3.6
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If desiring cohabitation, he makes bodily exertion and recog-
nises contact, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order. If desiring cohabitation, he makes bodily exertion but does
not recognise contact, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If desiring
cohabitation, he does not make bodily exertion but recognises con-
tact, there is no offence. If desiring cohabitation, he does not make
bodily exertion nor recognises contact, there is no offence.

If desiring emission he exerts his body and recognises contact,
there is no offence. If desiring emission, he exerts the body but does
not recognise contact, there is no offence. If desiring emission, he

Vin 3.126

does not exert the body but recognises contact, there is no offence. If
desiring emission, he does not exert the body and does not recognise
contact, there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 2.3.7

BD 1.211 There is no offence if it is not on purpose, not intentional, not
knowing, not agreeing, if he is mad, unhinged, in pain, a beginner.¹

mnemonic list
Mother, daughter, and sister, wife, and female yakkha, eunuch,

Bu-Ss 2.4.1 Asleep, dead, an animal, about a wooden doll, /
Pressing up to, a bridge, a road, a tree, and a boat, and a cord,
A stick, he disclosed the bowl,² in salutation,
he exerted himself but did not touch.

Nowat that timea certainmonk stroked³ amother⁴ for the sakeof
amother’s affection…adaughter for the sakeof adaughter’s affection
… a sister for the sake of a sister’s affection. He was remorseful, and
said: “What now if I have fallen into an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order?” He told this matter to the lord. He said:

¹ Vin-a 541 says that thera Udāyin was the first offender, therefore there was no
offence for him. ² Cf. kavāṭaṁ paṇāmeti. See bd 1.199, n. 3, above, and bd 1.213,
below. ³ Āmasi, see above, bd 1.199, n. 4, and bd 1.203 n. 6. Āmasi is the word there
translated by “to rub,” but there it seems to call for “to stroke.” ⁴ Vin-a 541 says
“he strokes themother’s body, saying, ‘she is mymother.’ ” In text āmasi (he stroked)
is not followed by the accusative as is usually the case.
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“Monk, this is not an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order, it is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.2

Now at one time a certain monk came into physical contact with
his former wife. He was remorseful …
“You,monk, have fallen into an offence entailing a formalmeeting

of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.3

Now at that time a certain monk came into physical contact with
a female yakkha…with a eunuch. He was remorseful … “Monk, it is
not an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order, it is a grave

BD 1.212

offence.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.4

Now at one time a certain monk came into physical contact with
a sleeping woman. He was remorseful … “Monk, you have fallen into
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

At one time a certain monk came into physical contact with a
deadwoman.Hewas remorseful. “Monk, it is not anoffence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order, it is a grave offence.”

Now at one time a certain monk came into physical contact with
a female animal¹ … “Monk, it is not an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order, it is an offence of wrong-doing.”,

Now at one time a certain monk came into physical contact with
a wooden doll … “an offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.5

Now at one timemany women, pressing up to² a certain monk,
led him about arm-in-arm. He was remorseful … “Did you consent,
monk?” he said.
“I did not consent, lord,” he said.
“It is not an offence, monk, as you did not consent,” he said.

Vin 3.127

Bu-Ss 2.4.6

¹ tiracchānagatitthi, see above, bd 1.47, n. 4. ² sampīḷetvā, pressing, pinching, or
worrying.
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Now at one time a certain monk, being infatuated, shook the
bridge¹ upon which a woman had ascended. He was remorseful …
“… offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.7

Now at one time a certain monk seeing a womanwhom hemet
on the way, was infatuated, and gave her a blow on the shoulder. He
was remorseful … “… formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.8

BD 1.213 Now at one time a certainmonk, being infatuated, shook the tree
up which a woman had climbed … the boat in which a woman had
embarked. He was remorseful … “… offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 2.4.9

Now at one time a certain monk, being infatuated, pulled a cord²
of which a woman held (the other end). He was remorseful … “…
grave offence,” he said.

Now at one time a certain monk, being infatuated, pulled a stick
of which a woman held (the other end). He was remorseful … “…
grave offence,” he said.

Bu-Ss 2.4.10

Now at one time a certain monk, being infatuated, greeted³ a
woman with his bowl. He was remorseiul … “… grave offence,” he
said.

Bu-Ss 2.4.11

¹ Vin-a 546, whether it is a bridge for one passenger, or for waggons, if he succeeds
in shaking it or not, it is a dukkaṭa. ² rajjuṁ āviñji. ³ pattena paṇāmesi. In “Table
of Contents,” bd 1.211, above, this appears as pattaṁ paṇāmesi, which at Vin 2.216 is
“uncovered (or disclosed) the bowl.”The translation of this passage at Vinaya Texts
iii.290 is not accurate; but it means “he presents the bowl with his right hand.” In
the above passage it is so curious that patta is in the instrumental, as against the
more natural accusative that I am inclined to suspect that añjaliṁ should have been
inserted—thenmeaning, “he raised his hands together with his bowl in respectful
salutation of the woman.”Thus this “greeting with the hands” would be balanced
just below by “greetingwith the feet.” Commentary is silent. I think that theremust
be some confusion between pattaṁ paṇāmeti and añjaliṁ paṇāmeti. Cf. on kavāṭaṁ
paṇāmeti, above, bd 1.199, n. 3.
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Now at one time a certain monk, infatuated by a woman who
made reverence, raised his foot. He was remorseful … “… formal
meeting of the Order,” he said.

Now at one time a certain monk, saying: “I will take a woman,”
exerted himself but did not touch one. He was remorseful … “…
offence of wrong-doing,” he said.

Told is the Second Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order
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BD 1.214

Bu-Ss 3.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park. At that time
thevenerableUdāyin lived in the jungle.Thevenerable one’s dwelling
was lovely, good to look upon, beautiful. At that timemany women
came to the park¹ in order to see the dwelling. Then those women
approached the venerable Udāyin, and having approached him, they
said to the venerable Udāyin:
“Honoured sir, we want to see the master’s dwelling.”
Then the venerable Udāyin, showing these women his dwelling

and pointing out² the privies to them, spoke in praise, spoke in blame
and begged and implored and asked and questioned and described
and exhorted and abused.Thosewomenwhohad little fear of blame,³

Vin 3.128

who were sly and who had no shame mocked at the venerable Ud-
āyin, called out to him, laughed at him, made fun of him.⁴ But those
womenwho had shame, upon departing complained to the monks,
saying:
“Honoured sirs, this is not suitable, it is not fitting, we should

not wish this spoken about even by our husbands, to say nothing of
master Udāyin.”⁵

Bu-Ss 3.1.2

Then those whoweremodest monks became annoyed, vexed and
angry and said:

BD 1.215

¹ Oldenberg, Vin 3.274, suggests araññaṁ agamaṁsu. ² ādissa = apadisitvā, Vin-
a 546. ³ chinnikā = chinnaottappā, Vin-a 546. ⁴ uppaṇḍentī ti paṇḍako ayaṁnāyaṁ
puriso ti. ⁵ Kiṁ pan’ ayyena Udāyinā
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“How can the venerable Udāyin offend women with lewd words?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord on this
occasion and in this connection had the company ofmonks convened
and questioned the venerable Udāyin, saying:
“Is it true as is said, Udāyin, that you offended women with lewd

words?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“It is not suitable, foolish man, it is not proper, it is not becoming,

it is not worthy of a recluse, it is out of place, it is not to be done.
How can you, foolish man, offend women with lewd words? Foolish
man, is not dhamma uttered in various ways by me for the sake of
passionlessness, not for the sake of passion … proclaimed for the
allaying of the flames of pleasures of the senses? It is not, foolish
man, for the benefit of unbelievers … and thus, monks, this course
of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, affected by desire¹, with perverted heart,²

should offend awomanwith lewdwords concernedwithunchas-
tity, as, for example, a youth to a young woman, it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 3.2.1Whatevermeans: he who …
Monk means: … this is how monk is to be understood in this

meaning.
Affected by desiremeans: infatuated, full of desire, physically

in love with.³
Pervertedmeans: the perverted heart is impassioned, the per-

verted heart is corrupt, the perverted heart is erring. And in this
meaning it is understood that the perverted heart is impassioned.⁴

Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-
maledepartedone,not a female animal⁵; she is intelligent, competent

BD 1.216

to know good and bad speech, what is lewd and what is not lewd.⁶

¹ See above, bd 1.201, n. 1. ² See above, bd 1.201, n. 2. ³ Cf. above, bd 1.202. ⁴ Cf.
above, bd 1.202. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 1.202. ⁶ = below, bd 1.337
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Lewd speechmeans: speech connected with privies and with
unchastity.

Should offend¹ means: it is called a transgression.²
As, for example, a youth to a youngwomanmeans: a lad to a

young girl, a boy of tender age to a girl of tender age, a male enjoying
sense-pleasures to a female enjoying sense-pleasures.

Vin 3.129

Concernedwith unchastitymeans: connected with unchaste
things.³

A formal meeting of the Ordermeans: … because of this it is
called a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 3.3.1 Pointing out the two privies he speaks in praise, and he speaks in
blame, and he begs, and he implores, and lie asks, and he questions,
and lie describes, and he exhorts, and he abuses.

He speaks in praisemeans: he extols, he praises, he commends
…

He speaks in blamemeans: he curses, he reviles, he finds fault
with …

He begsmeans: he says, “give to me, you are worthy to give to
me.”

He imploresmeans: he says, “When will your mother be recon-
ciled?⁴ When will your father be reconciled? When will your devatās
be reconciled? When will there be a good opportunity, a good time, a
good moment? When shall I have sexual intercourse with you?”

He asksmeans: he says, “How do you give to your husband? How
do you give to a paramour?”

BD 1.217

He questionsmeans: he says, “They say that as you give to your
husband so you give to your paramour.”

He describesmeans: having asked, he says: “Give thus, giving
thus you will become dear and beloved to your husband.”

¹ obhāseyyā ti avabhāseyya … asaddhammavacanaṁ vadeyya. ² Cf. above, bd 1.202,
in explanation of kāyasaṁsagga. ³ It is difficult to render into English the
slight difference of meaning in the Pali:methunupasaṁhitāhī ti methunadhamma-
paṭisaṁyuttāhi. Cf. below, bd 1.226. ⁴ Vin-a 548, “on the reconciliation of your
mother I will indulge in sexual intercourse.”
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He exhortsmeans: not having asked, he says: “Give thus, giving
thus you will become dear and beloved to your husband.”

He abusesmeans: he says, “You are without sexual characteris-
tics, you are defective in sex, you are bloodless, your blood is stag-
nant, you are always dressed, you are dripping, you are a deformed
woman,¹ you are a female eunuch, you are a man-like woman, your
sexuality is indistinct, you are a hermaphrodite.²

Bu-Ss 3.3.2

If it is a woman, if he is infatuated thinking her to be a woman,
and if the monk, pointing out the two privies to a woman, speaks in
praise, speaks in blame … abuses, it is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

If there are two women, if he is infatuated thinking them to be
women, and if the monk pointing out the two privies to the two
women… it is an offence entailing two formal meetings of the Order.

If it is a woman and an eunuch, if he is infatuated thinking them
both to be women, and if the monk pointing out the two privies to
both … there is an offence of wrong-doing with an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 3.3.3

If there is awoman, if he is infatuated thinkingher to be awoman,
and if the monk leaving out (talk on) the two privies to the woman,
pointing out (anypart) frombelow the collar bone to above the knee,³
speaks in praise, and speaks in blame … and abuses, there is a grave

Vin 3.130

offence.
BD 1.218

If there are two women… there are two grave offences.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there is an offence of

wrong-doing together with a grave offence.

Bu-Ss 3.3.4

If there is awoman, if he is infatuated thinkingher to be awoman,
and if the monk, pointing out (any part) from below the collar bone

¹ sikharaṇī—i.e., probably with certain defects of the pudendum. ² For these
abnormalities, cf. same list at Vin 2.271. ³ Cf. Vin 4.213.
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to above the knee to the woman, speaks in praise, speaks in blame …
abuses, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are two women… there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.

Bu-Ss 3.3.5

If there is awoman, if he is infatuated thinkingher to be awoman,
if themonk, pointing out an article of clothing¹ to thewoman, speaks
in praise … there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If there are two women… there are two offences of wrong-doing.
If there are a woman and an eunuch … there are two offences of

wrong-doing.

Bu-Ss 3.3.6

There is no offence if he is aiming at (explaining) themeaning,² if
he is aiming at (explaining) dhamma,³ if he is aiming at (explaining)
the teaching, if he is mad, if he is a beginner.⁴

mnemonic list
Red, thick and short, matted, shaggy and long, sown,

Bu-Ss 3.4.1 I hope the way is at an end, faith, about a gift, about work.

BD 1.219

At one time a certain woman was wearing a newly dyed blanket.
A certain monk, being infatuated, said to this woman: “Sister, is that
red thing yours⁵?” She did not understand and said:
“Yes, master, it is a newly dyed blanket.”
He was remorseful and said; “What now if I have fallen into an

offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order?” He told this matter
to the lord, who said:

¹ Kāyapaṭibaddha, Vin-a 549 says, “a garment or a flower or an ornament,” so here
not necessarily article of dress. Cf. above, bd 1.207. ² atthapurekkhāra dhamma-
purekkhāra. Attha and dhamma taken together are sometimes rendered “the letter
and the spirit” as at an i.69; cf. “not-dhamma and not-aim” at gs 5.155. Vin-a 549 says
of attha°, “telling the meaning of the words or reciting the commentary,” and of
dhamma°, “teaching or reciting the text (pāḷi). ³ See previous note. ⁴ Vin-a 549
again says, Udāyin was the beginner. ⁵ lohita is both “blood” and “red.”
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“Monk, it is not an offence entailing a formalmeeting of the Order,
it is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 3.4.2

At one time a certain woman was wearing a rough blanket …
said:
“Sister, is that thick, short hair¹ yours?” She did not understand

and said:
“Yes, master, it is a rough blanket ”… “ … offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 3.4.3

Atone timea certainwomanwaswearinganewlywoven²blanket
… and said:
“Sister, is that your matted hair³?” She did not understand and

said:
“Yes, master, it is a newly woven blanket.” He was remorseful …

“… offence of
wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 3.4.4

At one time a certain womanwas wearing a rough blanket … and
said:
“Sister, is that stiff ⁴ hair yours?” …
“Yes, master, it is a rough blanket”… “… offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Ss 3.4.5

At one time a certain woman was wearing a mantle … and said:
BD 1.220

“Sister, is that long hair yours?”… “… offence of wrong-doing.”
Vin 3.131

Bu-Ss 3.4.6

¹ Vin-a 550, kakkasaloman ti rassalomaṁ bahulomaṁ. ² āvuta seems to be derived
from āvayati = ā + vā, to weave, a root which has been merged in ā + vṛ (āvarati),
to string on, to fix on. Āvuta as “woven” is not given in the Pali-English Dictionary
³ Vin-a 550, ākiṇṇaloman ti jaṭitalomaṁ. ⁴ Vin-a 550, kharaloman ti thaddhalomaṁ.
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At one time a certainwoman came alonghavinghad afield sown.¹
A certain monk being infatuated said to this woman:
“Well, sister, has there been some sowing²?” She, not understand-

ing, said:
“Yes, master, only I have not closed³ the furrow.”
He was remorseful … “Monk, there is no offence entailing a for-

mal meeting of the Order, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 3.4.7

At one time a certain monk seeing a female wanderer⁴ on the
road, and being infatuated, said to this female wanderer:
“I hope, sister, that there is a way at the end?”⁵
She, not understanding, said:
“Yes, monk,⁶ you will follow it.” He was remorseful … “… grave

offence.”

Bu-Ss 3.4.8

At one time a certain monk, being infatuated, said to a certain
woman:
“You are faithful, sister, but you do not give to us what you give to

your husband.”
“What is that, sir?” she said.

BD 1.221

“Sexual intercourse,” he said. He was remorseful … “… an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

¹ Note here the play of the three conjugations: (1) double causative, vapāpetvā,
having had the sowing done, or having superintended it, (2) simple causative,
vāpitaṁ, (3) radical verb paṭi + vuttaṁ = Sanskrit praty-upta, as noted by Oldenberg,
Vin 3.274, and by Geiger, Pali Grammar p. 72, Pali Grammar p. 147, and not prati-
vac, as given in Pali-English Dictionary Vapāpeti, vutta and vāpita are given under
vapati, to sow. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 550, who naturally attaches the word to vap,
to sow, has two explanations; one for udakavappa, another for thūlavappa. ² See
previous note. ³ See previous note. ⁴ paribbājikā. At Vin 4.92 it is a pācittiya for
a monk to give food to one, at Vin 4.285 for a nun to give a robe to one. ⁵ Under
saṁsīdati the Pali-English Dictionary, referring to this passage, takes it to mean that
the way (magga) is at an end. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 550 has another explanation;
indeed, without himwe could not understand these puns. ⁶ Note that the female
wanderer addresses the monk as bhikkhu, while laywomen say ayya, master, or
bhante, honoured sir.
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Bu-Ss 3.4.9

At one time a certain monk, infatuated, said to a certain woman:
“You are faithful, sister, for you do not give us the highest gift.”
“What is the highest gift, sir?” she said.
“Sexual intercourse,” he said. He was remorseful … “… an offence

entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 3.4.10

At one time a certain woman was doing some work. A certain
monk, infatuated, said to this woman:
“Stand, sister, I will work” … “sit, sister, I will work … lie down,

sister, Iwillwork.” She, not understanding… “…anoffence ofwrong-
doing.”

Told is theThird Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order
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BD 1.222

Bu-Ss 4.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park. At that time
the venerable Udāyin was dependent on families, and approached
many families. Now at that time there was a certain womanwhowas
a widow, beautiful, good to look upon, lovely. Then the venerable
Udāyin, rising early and taking his robe and bowl, came up to this
woman’s dwelling and having come up he sat down on the appointed

Vin 3.132

seat.Then thiswoman approached the venerable Udāyin, and having
approached she greeted the venerable Udāyin and sat down to one
side. As she was sitting to one side the venerable Udāyin rejoiced,
pleased, gladdened, delighted thiswomanwith talkondhamma.Then
this woman having been … delighted with talk on dhamma by the
venerable Udāyin, said to the venerable Udāyin:
“Do say, honoured sir, what (will be) of use¹; we are able to give to

the master, that is to say, the requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings
and medicine for the sick.”
“It is not hard, sister, for us to come by those things, that is to say,

the requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings, medicine for the sick.
Give² what is hard for us to come by.”
“What is that, honoured sir?”
“Sexual intercourse,” he said.
“(Will it be) of use,³ honoured sir,” she said.
“(It will be) of use, sister.”

¹ Yena attho. Cf. Vin 3.210 for the same expression. ² Dehi. The use of the imper-
ative in such a connection is a very grave thing. ³ Attho, to balance yena attho
above (?).
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“Come, honoured sir,” she said, and entering into an inner room,
taking off her cloak, she lay back on the couch.Then the venerable

BD 1.223

Udāyin approached this woman, and having approached her he said:
“Who could touch this evil-smelling wretch¹?” and he departed

spitting.²
Then this woman became annoyed, vexed, angry and said:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans³ are shameless, of lowmoral-

ity, liars. And they pretend to be those walking by dhamma, walking
by right, leading the Brahma-life, speaking truth, virtuous, of good
conduct. Among these there is no recluseship, among these there
is no brahmanhood. Perished is recluseship among these, perished
is brahmanhood among these. Where is recluseship among these?
Where is brahmanhood among these? Fallen from recluseship are
these, fallen from brahmanhood are these. How can this recluse Ud-
āyin, having himself begged me for sexual intercourse, say: ‘Who
could touch this evil-smelling wretch’ and depart spitting? What
is bad in me?What is evil-smelling in me? In what am I inferior to
whom?”⁴

Other women became annoyed, vexed, angry and said: “These
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are shameless … How can this recluse
Udāyin, having himself begged this (woman) for sexual intercourse,
say: ‘Whocould touch this evil-smellingwretch?’ anddepart spitting?
What is bad in her? What is evil-smelling in her? In what is she
inferior to whom?”

Bu-Ss 4.1.2

Themonks heard these women who were annoyed, vexed and
angry.Thosewhoweremodestmonks became annoyed, vexed, angry
and said:

BD 1.224

¹ It is curious that vasala is in the masculine or neuter, but it obviously refers to
the woman. Buddhaghosa sees it as a masculine here, Vin-a 551. ² Niṭṭhuhitvā ti
kheḷaṁ pātetvā, Vin-a 551; cf. Pv-a 80, kheḷan ti nuṭṭhubhanaṁ. Cf. Vin 1.271 where the
seṭṭhi’swife spat out (nuṭṭhuhitvā) ghee into a spittoon. Cf. also Ja 1.459. Forms of this
verb are niṭṭhubhati, nuṭṭhubhati and niṭṭhuhati. ³ As above, bd 1.125, bd 1.200.
⁴ Kassāhaṁ kena hāyāmi. Vin-a 551, “with regard to treasure, jewelry or beauty, to
what other women am I inferior? Who is better than I am?”
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“How can this venerable Udāyin speak in praise of ministering to
sense-pleasures for self ¹ in the presence of women-folk?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord for
this reason, on this occasion, having had the Order of monks con-
vened, questioned the venerable Udāyin, saying:

Vin 3.133

“Is it true as is said that you,Udāyin, spoke in praise ofministering
to sense-pleasures for self in the presence of women-folk?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him saying:
“It is not right, foolish man, it is not becoming, it is not suitable,

it is not worthy of a recluse, it is out of place, it is not to be done.
How can you, foolish man, speak in praise of ministering to sense-
pleasures for self in the presence of women-folk? Foolish man, is not
dhamma preached byme in various ways for the stilling of passion
… the allaying of the flames of sense-pleasures declared? It is not,
foolishman, for the benefit of unbelievers…Thus,monks, this course
of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, affected by desire,² with perverted heart,³

should speak in praise of ministering to sense-pleasures for self
in the presence of women-folk, saying: ‘Sister, this is the high-
est kind of ministration: that a woman⁴ should minister to one
like me, virtuous, of good conduct, leading the Brahma-life, in

BD 1.225

this fashion’⁵—meaning with what is connected with sexual in-
tercourse—that is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the

¹ Attahāmapāricariyāya, Vin-a 551 says,methunadhammasamkhā-tena kāmena pāri-
cariyā kāmapāricariyā, attano atthāya kāmapāri-cariyā attakāmapāricariyā. This pas-
sage is quoted at Vv-a 11,where atta° cariyāya is called gāmadhamme—i.e., low states,
those belonging to the village. Note that the term attakāma could be used also with
religious significance: seeMrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism (HomeUniversity Library),
second edition, p. 81, and cf. gs 2.21, “he to whom the self is dear,” and ks i.102, “the
soul-lover.” See also attakāmarūpa at Vin 1.350 = mn i.205 = mn iii.155. mn-a 2.236 and
Old Commentary below give two quite different interpretations of attakāma, the
one giving the higher and the other the lower meaning. ² Cf. above, bd 1.201,
bd 1.215. ³ Cf. above, bd 1.201, bd 1.215. ⁴ Yā, whoever, feminine. ⁵ Etena
dhammena. It might also mean “according to this dhamma” (teaching), but that it
does not here is apparent from the Old Commentary’s exegesis below.
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Order.”

Bu-Ss 4.2.1Whatevermeans:… (see Bu-Ss 3.2… competent to know)…what
is lewd and what is not lewd.

In the presence of women-folkmeans: in the neighbourhood
of women-folk, near women-folk.

Sense-pleasures for selfmeans: sense-pleasures for self,¹ for
the sake of self, desiring for self, ministering to self.

This highestmeans: this highest, this best, this foremost, this
utmost, this most excellent.

She² means: a noble woman,³ a brahmin woman, a merchant-
class woman, a low-caste woman.⁴

One likememeans: a noble man, a brahmin, a merchant-class
man, a low-caste man.

Virtuous means: refraining from onslaught on creatures, re-
fraining from taking what is not given, refraining from lying.⁵

Leading the Brahma-lifemeans: refraining from sexual inter-
course.⁶

Of good conductmeans: he is of good conduct in respect of this
virtue and in respect of this Brahma-life.

BD 1.226

In this fashionmeans: with regard to sexual intercourse.
Shouldminister tomeans: should give pleasure to.
Connectedwithunchastitymeans: connectedwithunchastity.⁷
A formal meeting of the Ordermeans: … because of this it is

called a formal meeting of the Order.
Vin 3.134

¹ Attakāman ti attano kāmam. ² Yā, translated above “a woman.” ³ Vin-a 552,
“if it is said, ‘I am a noble man, you are a noble woman, a noble woman is worthy
to give to a noble man, because they are of the same caste,’ it is not a saṅghādisesa
offence. But if you say, ‘I am a noble man … you are worthy to give me sexual
intercourse,’ because you are speaking of things connectedwith unchastity, there is
a saṅghādisesa offence.” ⁴ Showing that the four castes were by now recognised.
⁵ Corresponding to the first three Pārājika offences, with the addition of refraining
from lying. Deliberate lying has appeared as a pācittiya offence and as a pārājika
offence. ⁶ Corresponding to the first three Pārājika offences, with the addition of
refraining from lying. Deliberate lying has appeared as a pācittiya offence and as a
pārājika offence. ⁷ Cf. above, bd 1.216.
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Bu-Ss 4.3.1 If there is awoman, if he is infatuated thinkingher to be awoman,
and if the monk speaks in praise, in the woman’s presence, of minis-
tering to sense-pleasures for self, it is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

If there are two women, if … thinking they are two women …
there are two offences … a formal meeting of the Order.

If there are a woman and an eunuch, if … thinking them both
to be women… there is an offence of wrong-doing with an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 4.3.2

There is no offence if he speaks, saying: “Support¹ (us) with the
requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings, medicine for the sick,” if he
is mad, if he is a beginner.²

mnemonic list
How can a barren woman?

Bu-Ss 4.4.1 (How) can I get a son, and be dear?
How can I be charming?
What may I give? With what shall I support (you)?
How can I go to a good bourn?

At one time a certain barren woman said to a monk dependent
on (her) family: “How could I, honoured sir, bear (a child)?”

BD 1.227

“For this, sister, give the highest gift.”
“What is the highest gift, honoured sir?” she said.
“Sexual intercourse,” he said.
He was remorseful … “… a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 4.4.2

At one time a certain fertile woman said to a monk dependent on
(her) family: “How could I, honoured sir, get a son?”

¹ upaṭṭhaha, imperative of upaṭṭhahati, from upa + √sthā. ² Vin-a 552 again says
that Udāyin was the beginner, and therefore there was no offence for him.
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“For this, sister, give the highest gift … “… a formal meeting of the
Order.”

Bu-Ss 4.4.3

At one time a certain woman said to a monk dependent on (her)
family: “How could I, honoured sir, be dear to (my) husband?” …
“How could I, honoured sir, be charming?”
“For this, sister, give the highest gift ”… “… a formal meeting of

the Order.”

Bu-Ss 4.4.4

At one time a certain woman said to a monk dependent on (her)
family:
“What, honoured sir, may I give to the master?”
“The highest gift, sister,” he said.
“What is the highest gift, honoured sir?”
“Sexual intercourse,” he said. He was remorseful … “… of the

Order.”

Bu-Ss 4.4.5

At one time a certain woman said to a monk dependent on (her)
family:
“With what can I, honoured sir, support the master?”
“With the highest gift, sister,” he said.
“What is the highest gift, honoured sir?” she said … “… formal

meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 4.4.6

At one time a certain woman said to a monk dependent on (her)
family:

BD 1.228

“How can I go to a good bourn, honoured sir?”
“For this, sister, give the highest gift.”
“What is the highest gift, honoured sir?” she said … “… formal

meeting of the Order.”

Told is the fourth offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order
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BD 1.229

Bu-Ss 5.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park. At that time
the venerable Udāyin was dependent on families at Sāvatthī, and he
approachedmany families.Whenhe saw a youth not (yet) a husband,
or a young girlwithout a husband, he spoke in praise of the girl in the
presence of the youth’s parents, saying: “The young girl of that family
is beautiful, good to look upon, lovely, she is learned, accomplished,
wise, clever, energetic.This young girl is suitable for that youth.”

These said: “They do not know us, honoured sir, nor who we are,
nor towhomwebelong. If, honoured sir, themasterwill induce them
to give, we might convey this girl to this youth.”

He spoke in praise of the youth in the presence of the girl’s par-
ents, saying: “The youth of that family is beautiful, good to look
upon, lovely, he is learned, accomplished, wise, clever, energetic.
That young girl is suitable for this youth.”

They said: “They do not know us, honoured sir, nor who we are,
nor towhomwebelong, nor inwhat, as it were, is the girl’s property.¹
But if, honoured sir, the master would beg, we might give this girl to
that youth.”

By this means he brought about the leading² of the bridegroom
(to the bride’s home), he brought about the leading away³ (from the

BD 1.230

¹ Or, taking vatthuṁ as wrong reading for vattuṁ: “we should be ashamed (kismiṁ
viya, cf.Vin-a 552) to speak thus for the girl(’s sake).” ² āvāha, Vin-a 552, “The
bringing of the youth from another family to the girl.” ³ vivāha, Vin-a 553, “The
sending out of the girl herself to another family.”
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bride’s home), he caused marriages¹ to take place.

Bu-Ss 5.1.2

Now at that time the daughter of a certain womanwho was for-
merly a courtesan was beautiful, good to look upon, lovely. Some
disciples of Naked Ascetics coming from a distant village, said to the
courtesan: “Lady, give this girl to our boy!”

She said: “Masters, I do not know you, nor who these are, nor
to whom he belongs; and I will not give my only daughter to go to a
distant village.”

Some people said to these disciples of Naked Ascetics: “Masters,
why did you come?”²
“Nowwe, masters, begged that courtesan for her daughter for our

son; and she said, ‘But, masters, I do not know you, nor who these
are, nor to whom he belongs, and I will not give my only daughter to
go to a distant village.’ ”
“Master, why did you beg the courtesan for her daughter? Cer-

tainly master Udāyin should be told, master Udāyin will induce her
to give (her daughter).”

Then these disciples of Naked Ascetics approached the venera-
Vin 3.136

ble Udāyin, and having approached him, they said to the venerable
Udāyin: “Now, honoured sir, we begged that courtesan … ‘distant
village.’ It would be good, honoured sir, if the master could induce
this courtesan to give her daughter to our boy.”

Then the venerable Udāyin approached that courtesan, and hav-
ing approached, he said to that courtesan: “Why did you not give
your daughter to these (people)?”
“But, master, I do not know them, nor who they are, nor to whom

he belongs, and I will not give my only daughter to go to a distant
village.”

BD 1.231

“Give her to them, I know them.”
“If, honoured sir, the master knows them, I will give (her),” she

¹ vāreyāni, text; Vin-a 553, vāreyyan, with variant reading vāreyyāni. Vin-a 553, “beg-
ging: give your girl to our boy, or settling the day, lunar mansion, astronomic law.”
² kissa tumhe āgat’ attha? Here attha is second plural of atthi, from √as.
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said. Then this courtesan gave her daughter to these disciples of
Naked Ascetics.

Bu-Ss 5.1.3

Then these disciples of Naked Ascetics, taking the young girl, for
a month made use of her according to her lot as a daughter-in-law¹;
then afterwards theymade use of her according to her lot as a female
slave.²Then this young girl dispatched a messenger to her mother,
saying: “I am wretched, I am miserable, I get no happiness. For a
month theymade use of me according tomy lot as a daughter-in-law,
now after that they are making use of me according to my lot as a
female slave. Let mymother come for me, let her take me away.”

Then the courtesan came up to the disciples of Naked Ascetics,
and having come up, she said to these disciples of Naked Ascetics,
“Masters, do not make use of this young girl according to her lot as
a female slave, make use of this young girl according to her lot as a
daughter-in-law.”

They said: “We do not want anything to do with you,³ we want to
have to do (only) with a recluse. You go away, we do not know you.”

Then this courtesan, being reproached by these followers of the
NakedAscetics, returned again to Sāvatthī. A second time this young
girl dispatched amessenger to hermother, saying: “I amwretched…
takeme away.”Then the courtesan approached the venerableUdāyin,
and having approached him, she said to the venerable Udāyin:
“Honoured sir, it is said that the young girl is wretched,miserable,

she gets no happiness. For a month they made use of her according
BD 1.232

to her lot as a daughter-in-law, and now after that they are making
use of her according to her lot as a female slave. Honoured sir, do
say: ‘Masters, do not make use of this young girl according to her lot
as a female slave, make use of this young girl according to her lot as
a daughter-in-law.’ ”

¹ I.e., Vin-a 553, they enjoyed what she cooked, and the meals she served. ² I.e.,
working in the fields, throwing out sweepings, fetchingwater, etc. ³ Āhārūpahāro.
Vin-a 553 says,“taking and offering, getting and giving, nothing is taken or offered
by us, buying and selling with you is not our custom.”
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Then the venerable Udāyin approached these disciples of the
Naked Ascetics, and having approached them, he said to these disci-
ples of the Naked Ascetics:
“Masters, do not make use of this young girl according to her lot

as a female slave, make use of this young girl according to her lot as
a daughter-in-law.”

They said: “We do not want anything to do with you; we want to
have to do (only) with the courtesan. A recluse should be without
occupation,¹ the recluse will become a model recluse.² You go away,

Vin 3.137

we do not know you.”
Then the venerable Udāyin having been reproached by these

disciples of Naked Ascetics, returned again to Sāvatthī. For a third
time the young girl dispatched a messenger to her mother, saying:
“I am wretched, take me away.” For a second time the courtesan
approached the venerable Udāyin … “… Do say: ‘Masters … as a
daughter-in-law.’ ”

He said: “When Iwent before, Iwas reproached by these disciples
of the Naked Ascetics. Go yourself. I will not go.”

Bu-Ss 5.1.4

Then the courtesanbecameannoyed, vexed, angry and said: “May
this master Udāyin be wretched, may this master Udāyin be miser-
able, may this master Udāyin not find happiness, even as my girl

BD 1.233

is wretched, miserable, and finds no happiness because of her evil
mother-in-law, because of her evil father-in-law, because.of her evil
husband.” And then the young girl became annoyed, vexed, angry,
saying: “May this master Udāyin be wretched, may this master Ud-
āyin be miserable, may this master Udāyin not find happiness, even
as I am wretched, miserable and find no happiness because of my

¹ Avyāvaṭa, a rare word. Cf. Ja 3.65 and its variant readings ajhāvata, abyāvata;
Ja 6.188; dn ii.141. At Cnd 72 appossukha = abyāvata anapekkha. ² Samaṇena bhav-
itabbaṁ, avyāvaṭena samaṇo assa sumano. The word sumano has variant readings
sumaṇo, susamaṇo; Vin-areads sussamaṇo. This explanation seems to showwhat is
rare: that Oldenberg’s text is faulty. No doubt the text could be emended: samaṇena
bhavitabbaṁ avyāvateṇa (avyāvaṭo) samaṇo assa sussamaṇo, but the elliptical con-
struction isperhaps intentional, and showsapopular style,whichdoesnot, however,
sound very well.
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evil mother-in-law, because of my evil father-in-law, because of my
evil husband.”

Evenotherwomen,unhappywith theirmothers-in-law,unhappy
with their fathers-in-law, unhappywith their husbands, denounced¹
him, thus: “May…bewretched…evenaswearewretched,miserable,
and find no happiness because of our evil mothers-in-law, because
of our evil fathers-in-law, because of our evil husbands.”

But those women who were happy with their mothers-in-law,
with their fathers-in-law, and with their husbands, these prayed to²
him thus: “May thismaster Udāyin be happy,may thismaster Udāyin
be blest³, may this master Udāyin prosper,⁴ even as we are happy,
blest and do prosper because of our goodmothers-in-law, because of
our good fathers-in-law, because of our good husbands.”

Bu-Ss 5.1.5

Themonks heard some women denouncing, some women pray-
ing.Then thosewhoweremodestmonks became annoyed, vexed, an-
gry and said: “How can the venerable Udāyin act as a go-between?”⁵
Then thesemonks told thismatter to the lord.Then the lord on this oc-
casion, for this reason, having had the company of monks convened,
questioned the venerable Udāyin, saying:

BD 1.234

“Is it true, as is said, Udāyin, that you acted as a go-between?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
Then the enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “How

could you, foolish man, act as a go-between?That is not, foolish man,
for the benefit of unbelievers …Thus, monks, this course of training
should be set forth:

Vin 3.138

“Whatever monk should act as a go-between for a womanwith a
man in mind or for a man with a woman in mind, whether as a wife
or as a mistress, that is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.”

Bu-Ss 5.2.1
¹ oyācati and āyācati. For āyācati. cf. dn i.240. ² oyācati and āyācati. For āyācati. cf.
dn i.240. ³ sajjito, Vin-a 553 says, “endowed with all means of livelihood, beauti-
fully adorned.” ⁴ sukhamedho. ⁵ sañcarittaṁ samāpajjati. For note on samāpajjati
see bd 1.201, n. 3.
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At one time many men of abandoned life¹ who were amusing
themselves in a pleasure grove, sent a messenger to a harlot to say,
“Come, we will enjoy ourselves in the pleasure grove.”

She said: “Masters, I do not know you, nor who you are, nor to
whom you belong; and I have many goods, I am well-to-do, and I
will not go outside the city.”² Then the messenger told this matter
to the men of abandoned life. A certain man said to these men of
abandoned life:
“Masters,whydoyoubeg thisharlot? SurelymasterUdāyin should

be told. Master Udāyin will procure (her for you).”
When he had spoken thus, a certain lay-follower said to thatman:

“Do not speak like that, master; it is not right for recluses, sons of the
Sakyans, to act like that. Master Udāyin will not do it.”

When he had spoken thus, they said, “Will he do it, or won’t
he do it?” and they made a bet. Then these men of abandoned life
approached the venerable Udāyin, and having approached him they
said to the venerable Udāyin:

BD 1.235

“Nowwe, honoured sir, amusing ourselves in the pleasure grove,
sent a messenger to some harlot, saying, ‘Come, we will enjoy our-
selves in the pleasure grove’ She said: ‘Masters, I do not know you,
nor who you are, nor to whom you belong; and I have many goods, I
am well-to-do, and I will not go outside the city.’ It would be good,
honoured sir, if the master would procure this harlot (for us).”

Then the venerable Udāyin went up to this harlot, and having
come up he said to this harlot: “Why do you not go among these
(men)?”
“Master, I do not know them… I will not go outside the city.”
“Go among them,” he said, “I know them.”
“If, honoured sir, the master knows them, I will go.”
Then these men of abandoned life, taking this harlot, went to the

pleasure grove.

¹ Vin-a 533 calls them“abandonedwithwomen,” itthīdhutta, not necessarily leading
the wild life of gambling or the wild life of drink—the other two of the three kinds
of abandoned life. ² bahinagarañ ca gantabbaṁ nāhaṁ gamissāmi.
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Bu-Ss 5.2.2

Then that lay-follower became annoyed, vexed, angry, saying:
“How canmaster Udāyin act as a go-between for a temporary wife?”¹
The monks heard that lay-follower who was annoyed, vexed, an-
gry.Those who were modest monks became annoyed, vexed, angry,
saying: “How can the venerable Udāyin act as a go-between for a
temporary wife?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord.

Vin 3.139

“Is it true, as they say, Udāyin, that you acted as a go-between for
a temporary wife?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “How can

you, foolish man, act as a go-between for a temporary wife? It is
not, foolish man, for the benefit of unbelievers …Thus, monks, this
course of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should act as a go-between for awomanwith

a man in mind, or for a man with a woman in mind whether as
BD 1.236

a wife or as a mistress or even as a temporary wife, there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 5.3.1 Whatevermeans: he who …
Monkmeans: … thus monk is to be understood in this meaning.
Should act as a go-betweenmeans: either sent by a woman he

goes into a man’s presence, or sent by a man he goes into a woman’s
presence.

For awomanwith aman inmindmeans: he tells to a woman
the mind of a man.

For amanwith awoman inmindmeans: he tells to a man the
mind of a woman.

¹ Cf. Buddhaghosa, who says at Vin-a 553–554 that taṁkhaṇo heremeans “for a short
time”; thus taṁkhaṇikāmaymean “a temporary wife” as in this Saṅghādisesa rule.
See below bd 1.236, for explanation of the Old Commentary.
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As awife¹ means: You will become a wife.
As amistressmeans: You will become a mistress.
Even as a temporarywife² means: You will become a wife for

the moment.
Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order … because

of that it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 5.4.1Ten (kinds of) women: protected by themother, protected by the
father, protected by the parents, protected by the brother, protected
by the sister, protected by the relations, protected by the lineage,
protected by dhamma, with protection, protected by a stick.³

BD 1.237

Ten (kinds of) wives: one bought with money, one kept for pas-
sion, a kept woman, one who receives clothes, one who provides
water, one who takes off the pad (for the burden she carries on the
head), the slave and wife, the servant and wife,⁴ the flag-brought,⁵
the wife for the moment.

Bu-Ss 5.4.2

Protected by themothermeans: themother protects,⁶ guards,⁷
wields supremacy,⁸ has her under control.⁹

¹ Vin-a 554, “Speaking to a womanwith a man in mind he speaks of being a wife.
Speaking to a man with a woman in mind, he speaks of being a mistress. Further,
speaking to a womanwith aman inmind he speaks of wifehood, of the sure state of
being awife, of the low livelihood of amistress, but saying this, he also says, ‘they say
you will become a wife.’ In speaking to a man with a woman in mind he says, ‘You
will become a lord, a husband, you will become an adulterer.’ ” ² Taṁkhaṇikā and
muhuttikā arepractically synonymous. ³ mn i.286 = mn iii.46, gives thefirst fiveon
this list, then sassāmikā, saparidaṇḍā antamaso mālāguḷaparikkhittā. an v.264 gives
the first five, then dhammarakkhitā (with variant readings to insert gotta-rakkhitā),
sassāmikā, etc., as at mn i.286; mn iii.46. Vv-a 72 follows the Vinaya reading. Cf.
gs 5.177, n. 2. ⁴ For explanation see below, bd 1.238. ⁵ For explanation see below,
bd 1.238. ⁶ Vin-a 555, “the mother lets her go nowhere.” ⁷ Vin-a 555, “she puts
her in a place so (well) guarded that other people cannot see (her).” ⁸ Vin-a 555,
“restrains her from living in lodgings of her own choice, and overrules her.” ⁹ Vin-
a 555, “Saying ‘do this, do not do that.’ ” Cf.mn i.214, where the expression cittaṁ
vasaṁ vatteti, “has his heart under control,” or, as at Further Dialogues of the Buddha
1.155, “is master of his heart.”
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Protected by the fathermeans: the father … has her under con-
trol.

Protected by the parentsmeans: the parents … have her under
control.

Protected by the brothermeans: the brother … has her under
control.

Protected by the sistermeans: the sister … has her under con-
trol.

Protected by the relationsmeans: the relations … have her un-
der control.

Protected by the lineagemeans: her own clans-people … have
her under control.

Protected bydhamma¹ means: those regarding dhamma…have
her under control.

Withprotectionmeans: she is appropriated in thewombsaying:
“She is mine,” even if she is betrothed.

Protected by the stickmeans: the stick is put by some people,
BD 1.238

and whoever goes to such-and-such a woman says: “What a stick.”²
Vin 3.140

Bu-Ss 5.4.3

Bought with moneymeans: having bought (her) with money,
he makes her stay.

Kept for passion³, “kept for passion, means, he lives of his
own free will for passion. Inasmuch as she is not only passion-
ate, but a wife she is accepted by theman.”means: the dear one
makes the dear one stay.⁴

A kept womanmeans: giving her wealth, he makes her stay.⁵

¹ Vin-a 555, “neither lineage nor dhamma protects her, but she is protected by her
own clans-people and by those regarding dhammawho, on account of one teacher,
have gone forth belonging to one company.” It is not the abstract but the concrete
whichprotects her; people andnot ideas, in fact, her co-religionists (sahadhammikā).
This is an interesting heading as being a recognised kind together with nine others.
² etako daṇḍo. ³ Vin-a 555 ⁴ piyo piyaṁ vāseti. ⁵ Vin-a 555, “A country-woman
comes to be a wife, having received the household implements.”
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Onewho receives clothesmeans: giving a garment, he makes
her stay.¹

Onewho provides watermeans: having handled a bowl of wa-
ter, he makes her stay.²

One who takes off the pad (for burdens she carries on the
head)means: taking down the pad he makes her stay.³

A slavemeans: she is a slave and a wife.
A servantmeans: she is a servant and wife.⁴
Flag-broughtmeans: a woman taken in a raid.⁵
A temporarywifemeans: a wife for a moment.

Bu-Ss 5.4.4

A man sends a monk saying: “Go, honoured sir, to such a one
protected by the mother, and explain: ‘He says become the wife of

BD 1.239

such a one bought for money.’ ”If he accepts, examines and brings
back, it is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

A man … protected by the father, explain: … protected by a stick,
explain … a formal meeting of the Order.

The steps in the composition

A man sends a monk saying: “Go, sir, to such and such a one
protected by the mother, protected by the father and say: ‘He says,
become the wife of so-and-so bought with money.’ ” If he accepts …
formal meeting of the Order.

Aman…protected by themother and protected by the parents…

¹ Vin-a 555, “receiving as much as a garment or cloak, a vagabond woman rises to
be a wife.” ² Vin-a 555, plunging their two hands into one pot of water, he says:
“Joined like this water, so let them not be divided.” ³ Vin-a 555, “Someone who
is a gatherer of firewood and so on, and taking the pad off her head, he keeps her
in the house.” In India the women put a coiled pad of cotton or some material or
grass on their head, and then balance their burdens: brass vessels, long bunches of
firewood, big round baskets and so on, on the pad. ⁴ Vin-a 555, “She works in the
house for wages. Somebody lives a household life with her—not satisfied with his
ownwife.” ⁵ Vin-a 556, “Having gone with the army erecting the flag, plundering
another district, she is brought back. If anyone makes her his wife, she is called
flag-brought.”
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protected by the mother and protected by a stick … formal meeting
of the Order.

A portion of the series

Aman… “protected by the father and protected by the parents
… protected by the father and protected by the mother” … formal
meeting of the Order.

Told is the beginning of the contracted series

A man …“protected by a stick and protected by the mother …
protected by a stick and with protection …” … formal meeting of the
Order.

Told is that beginning with one

That beginning with two and that beginning with three up to
that beginning with nine should be done in the same way. This is
that beginning with ten:

A man sends a monk saying: “Go, sir, to such a one protected by
the mother and protected by the father … and protected by a stick,
and explain: ‘He says, become …’ ” … a formal meeting of the Order.

Told is the series about women bought with money

Bu-Ss 5.4.5

A man sends a monk, saying: “Go, honoured sir, to such a one
protected by the mother, and explain: ‘He says, become the wife
kept for passion of such a man… the kept woman… the temporary
wife.’ ”If he accepts … a formal meeting of the Order.

Aman sends amonk, saying: “Go, honoured sir, to such a woman
BD 1.240

Vin 3.141 protected by themother and protected by the father… and protected
by a stick, and explain: ‘… a temporary wife.’ ” If he accepts … formal
meeting of the Order.

Told is the series on the woman who is a temporary wife
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Bu-Ss 5.4.6

A man sends a monk saying: “Go, honoured sir, explain to so-
and-so protected by themother: ‘He says, become thewife bought by
money of such and such a man,’ ” If he accepts, examines her, brings
back, it is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

A man … ‘the wife kept for passion’ … ‘the kept woman’ … ‘the
temporary wife’ … formal meeting of the Order.

The steps of composition

This is that beginning with ten:
A man sends a monk, saying: “Go, honoured sir, explain to so-

and-so protected by a stick: ‘He says, become the wife of so-and-so,
bought by money, and kept for passion and … and the temporary
wife’ ” … formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 5.4.7

Aman sends amonk saying: “Go, honoured sir, explain to so-and-
so protected by the mother: ‘It is said, become the wife bought by
money of so-and-so.’ ” … a formal meeting of the Order.

A man … “to so-and-so protected by the mother and protected
by the father, explain: ‘It is said, become the wives and so-and-so,
bought by money and kept for passion, and …’ ” … a formal meeting
of the Order.

A man … “to so-and-so protected by the mother and protected
by the father and protected by the parents, and explain: ‘He says,
become the wives of so-and-so, bought with money, and kept for
passion, and the kept woman and …’ ” … a formal meeting of the
Order.

Increase from both (ends) is to be made thus:
A man sends a monk saying: “Go, honoured sir, to so-and-so

protected by the mother and protected by the father and … and pro-
tected by a stick and explain: ‘He says, become thewives of so-and-so,
bought by money, and kept for passion … and temporary wives.’ ” …
a formal meeting of the Order.
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Told is the increase from both (ends)

Bu-Ss 5.4.8

BD 1.241 Themother of a man sent a monk … the father of a man sent a
monk … the parents of a man sent a monk … the brother of a man
sent a monk … the sister of a man sent a monk … the relations of
a man sent a monk … the clansmen of a man sent a monk … the

Vin 3.142

co-religionists of a man sent a monk.

Bu-Ss 5.4.9

Themother of (a girl) protected by the mother sent a monk, say-
ing: “Go, honoured sir, explain to so-and-so: ‘Let her be the wife,
bought by money, of so-and-so …’ ” … formal meeting of the Order.

Themother of (a girl) protected by the mother sent a monk, say-
ing: “Go, honoured sir…be thewife kept for passion… the temporary
wife …” … a formal meeting of the Order.

The steps in the composition

This is that beginning with ten:
Themother of (a girl) protected by the mother sent a monk, say-

ing: “Go, honoured sir, explain to so-and-so: ‘Let her be the wife of
so-and-so bought by money and the wife kept for passion and … and
the temporary wife …’ ” … a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 5.4.10

The father of (a girl) protected by the father sent a monk… the
parents of (a girl) protected by the parents sent amonk… the brother
of (a girl) protected by the brother sent a monk … the sister of (a
girl) protected by the sister sent a monk … the relations of (a girl)
protected by the relations sent amonk… the co-religionists of (a girl)
protected by dhamma sent amonk… onewhowas appropriatedwith
protection sent a monk … one who has put a stick, for protection
with a stick, sent a monk, saying: “Go, honoured sir, explain to so-
and-so: ‘Be the wife of so-and-so bought with money … be the wife
of so-and-so bought withmoney and the wife kept for passion… and
the temporary wife.’ ” … a formal meeting of the Order.
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Bu-Ss 5.4.11

One protected by themother sent a monk, saying: “Go, honoured
sir, explain to so-and-so: ‘I am the wife bought by money for so-and-
so …’ ” … a formal meeting of the Order.

One protected by the mother … ‘the wife kept for passion … the
temporary wife’ … formal meeting of the Order.

The steps of composition

If one protected by a stick sends a monk, saying: “Go, sir, explain
to so-and-so: ‘I am the wife for so-and-so, bought with money …

BD 1.242

another wife kept for passion and and the temporary wife.’ ” If he
accepts, examines, and brings back, it is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

Told is the whole abbreviated series

Bu-Ss 5.4.12

If he accepts, examines, brings back, it is an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order. If he accepts, examines, but does not

Vin 3.143

bring back, it is a grave offence. If he accepts, but does not examine
and does not bring back, it is an offence of wrong-doing. If he does
not accept, but examines and brings back, it is a grave offence. If
he does not accept, but examines, yet does not bring back, it is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he does not accept, and does not examine,
but brings back, it is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he does not accept,
does not examine and does not bring back, it is not an offence.

Bu-Ss 5.4.13

If a man enjoins manymonks, saying: “Go, honoured sirs, exam-
ine such and such a woman,” and if they all accept, all examine and
all bring back, it is an offence entailing a formalmeeting of the Order
for them all.

If a man … “… examine such and such a woman,” and if they all
accept, all examine, but if onemakes thembring back, it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order for them all.
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If a man … “… examine such and such a woman,” if all accept, if
one makes them examine her and if all bring back, it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order for them all.

If a man … “… examine such and such woman,” if all accept, but
if one makes them examine, and if one makes them bring back, it is
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order for them all.

Bu-Ss 5.4.14

A man enjoins a monk: “Go, honoured sir, examine such and
such a woman.” If he accepts, examines her and brings back, it is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Aman enjoins amonk: “Go, honoured sir, examine such and such
awoman.” If he accepts, examines her butmakes a novice bring back,

BD 1.243

it is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
Aman enjoins amonk: “… such and such awoman.” If he accepts,

makes a novice examine, but himself brings back, it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Aman enjoins amonk: “… such and such awoman.” If he accepts,
makes a novice examineher, and thenovice having examined, brings
back alone,¹ there is a grave offence for both.²

Bu-Ss 5.4.15

Going, he procures, coming back he deceives with words—it
is a grave offence. Going he deceives with words, coming back he
procures—it is a grave offence. Going he procures, coming back he
procures—it is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 5.4.16

¹ bahiddhā, not telling his teacher, the monk. ² Vin-a 559, “A grave offence for
both means: the accepting, and making over the examining is a grave offence with
two parts for the teacher.The accepting and the bringing back is a grave offence
with two parts for the novice.”
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There is no offence if it is for the Order,¹ or for a shrine,² or if he
is ill;³ if he is going on business, if he is mad, if he is a beginner.

mnemonic list
Asleep, and dead, gone out,

Bu-Ss 5.5.1unsexed woman, a female eunuch,
She was reconciled after having quarrelled,
and did go-between for a eunuch.

BD 1.244

Atone timeacertainmanenjoineda certainmonk: “Go,honoured
Vin 3.144

sir, examine such and such a woman.” As he was going, he asked
some people: “Where is so-and-so?”
“She is asleep, honoured sir,” they said. He was remorseful, and

said: “What now if I have fallen into an offence requiring a formal
meeting of theOrder.”He told thismatter to the lord.He said: “Monk,
this is not an offence requiring a formal meeting of the Order; it is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

Bu-Ss 5.5.2

At one time a certain man enjoined a certain monk, saying: “Go,
honoured sir, examine such and such a woman.” As he was going he
asked some people: “Where is so-and-so?” “She is dead, honoured
sir,” they said … “She has gone out, honoured sir,” they said … “That
is an unsexed woman, honoured sir.” … “That is a female eunuch,⁴

¹ Vin-a 599f., “It is not an offence if any hall for reciting the Pātimokkha belonging
to the Order is left unfinished, and a lay-follower sends a monk to a female lay-
follower in order to get food as wages for the workers, or if a female lay-follower
goes to a lay-follower on business connected with the Order. It is the same for
building a shrine.” ² I do not think a cetiya is necessarily a “tumulus, sepulchral
monument, cairn,” as the Pali-English Dictionary defines it. The cetiyas at, e.g., the
Caves of Ellora and Ajanta are certainly neither tumuli nor cairns, nor do they
contain relics. Erected probably after the life-time of the Buddha, they were used
as places for meditation, (√cet, to think), or for listening to discourses. See below,
bd 1.266. ³ “If he goes for the sake ofmedicine for an invalid, sent by a lay-follower
into the presence of a female lay-follower, or sent by a female lay-follower into the
presence of a male lay-follower.” ⁴ Itthipaṇḍakā, may be name of a deformity. Cf.
above, bd 1.217; and Vin 2.271 (°paṇḍikā).
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honoured sir,” they said. He was remorseful …“offence of wrong-
doing.”

Bu-Ss 5.5.3

At one time a certain woman, having quarrelled with her hus-
band, went to her mother’s house. A monk, dependent on (her) fam-
ily, effected a reconciliation. He was remorseful …
“Monk, is she not one to be told ‘enough’?”¹
“She is not one to be told ‘enough,’ lord.”
“It is not an offence, monk, as she is not one to be told ‘enough’.”

Bu-Ss 5.5.4

BD 1.245 Atone timeacertainmonkactedas ago-between for a eunuch.He
was remorseful. “What now if I have fallen into an offence requiring
a formal meeting of the Order?” He told this matter to the lord.
“Monk, it is not anoffence requiringa formalmeetingof theOrder;

it is a grave offence.”

Told is the Fifth Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order

¹ alaṁvacanīyā, a womanwho has to be addressedwith alaṁ (enough), perhaps the
husband’s way of divorcing, and the wife returns to her parental home.That this
woman did not return to the parental home, nālaṁvacanīyā, means, according to
Buddhaghosa, Vin-a 561, “she was not abandoned (by her husband). For anywoman
who is abandoned according to the customs of diverse districts and thus ceases to
be a wife, is called alaṁvacanīyā. But this woman was not one to be told ‘enough’
(perhaps = divorce) on account of some quarrel, so that here the lord said there was
no offence.”
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BD 1.246

Bu-Ss 6.1.1

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place.
At that time the monks of Āḷavī,¹ begging in company,² were having
huts built with no benefactor,³ for their own advantage, and not
according tomeasure⁴; but thesewere not finished.They lived intent
on begging, intent on hinting⁵: “Give a man, give a servant, give an
ox, give a wagon, give a knife, give a hatchet, give an axe, give a
spade, give a chisel, give a creeper, give bamboo, give muñja-grass,
give coarse grass, give tiṇa-grass, give clay.” People were oppressed
with the begging, oppressedwith the hinting, andwhen they saw the
monks they were perturbed, then alarmed, then they ran away, then
they went by a different route,⁶ turned in another direction⁷ and
closed the door; and when they saw cows they ran away, imagining

Vin 3.145

them to be monks.
BD 1.247

¹ Vin-a 561, “boys born in the kingdom of Āḷavī were called Āḷavakā, and at the time
of their going forth they were known as Āḷavakā.”These monks often gave trouble
over new buildings, cf. above, bd 1.148, and Vin 2.172. ² Oldenberg says, Vin 3.274,
“probably we ought to read constantly saṁyācikāya kuṭiyo.” Vin-a 566 takes saṁyā-
cikāya tomean begging themselves. See below, bd 1.254. ³ Assāmikāyo ti anissariyo,
Vin-a 561, which goes on to say, “having them built without a donor,” or benefactor,
dāyaka. ⁴ Appamāṇikāyo. Vin-a 561, “with this amount they will be completed,”
they said. So they were not limited in size, their measure increased, their measure
was great. ⁵ See Vin 3.227 ⁶ Vin-a 565, “having come to a road, then leaving it
and turning back, they went taking the left side or the right.” ⁷ Aññena mukhaṁ
karoti: to direct the face towards another (quarter).
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Then the venerable Kassapa the Great¹ arose from spending the
rains in Rājagaha, and set out for Āḷavī. In due course he arrived
at Āḷavī.There the venerable Kassapa the Great stayed in the chief
shrine at Āḷavī.²Then the venerable Kassapa the Great rising early,
and taking his bowl and robes, entered Āḷavī for alms. People seeing
the venerable Kassapa the Great were perturbed, then alarmed, then
they ran away, then theywent by a different route, turned in another
direction and closed the door.Then the venerable Kassapa the Great,
having walked Āḷavī for alms, after having eaten and finished his
meal, addressed the monks saying:
“Formerly, your reverences, Āḷavī had good alms-food, alms were

easily obtained, it was easy to keep oneself going by gleaning or by
favour. But now this Āḷavī is short of alms-food, alms are difficult to
obtain, nor is it easy to keep oneself going by gleaning or by favour.
What is the reason, what the cause that now this Āḷavī is short of
alms-food, that alms are difficult to obtain, that it is not easy to keep
oneself going by gleaning or by favour?”

BD 1.248

Then these monks told this matter to the venerable Kassapa the
Great.

Bu-Ss 6.1.2

¹ Mahā.The rendering “Great” is perhaps a littlemisleading, for onewouldnot think
himeminent enough tobe so called.Theepithetwas clearly given so as todistinguish
him fromother Kassapas. Conceivably itmeans that he had been in theOrder longer
than they had. We cannot say the “Elder” as thera is an elder; but Kassapa Senior
might be possible. Further, I think it doubtful whether it is right to renderMahā as
“Great” in any of the cases where it occurs as an epithet of disciples. For example,
Sāriputta was never calledMahā-Sāriputta, as Moggallāna was referred to, very
frequently, as Mahā-Moggallāna; and yet as far as “greatness” goes, there is little or
nothing to choosebetween them. ² Aggāḷave cetiye,mentionedatVin 2.172; sn i.185;
Snp p. 59; Dhp-a 3.170. Buddhaghosa atSnp-a 344 = sn-a i.268 explains aggāḷave cetiye
as Āḷaviyaṁ aggacetiye, and says that it was transformed into a vihāra. At ks i.234, it
is taken to be “the chief temple” at Āḷavī; in Buddhist Suttas, p. 56 (second edition),
it is called “the temple at Aggālava”; while translator at Vinaya Texts iii.212 appears
to regard it as a proper name. Mr. E.M. Hare in gs 4.147 translates, “at Aggāḷava,
near the shrine there,” and gives no notes. It was probably a pre-Buddhist shrine.
See above, bd 1.243, n. 4, and below, bd 1.266, n. 5. Also see B.C. Law, Geography of
Early Buddhism, Appendix, p. 74ff.
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Then the lord having dwelt at Rājagaha for as long as he thought
fit, set out on a tour for Āḷavī. Making the tour, in due course he
arrived at Āḷavī.There at Āḷavī the lord dwelt in the chief shrine at
Āḷavī. Then the venerable Kassapa the Great approached the lord,
and having approached him, he greeted the lord and sat down to one
side. Sitting to one side the venerable Kassapa the Great told this
matter to the lord. Then the lord on that occasion, for that reason,
having had the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks of
Āḷavī, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, begging in company, were

having huts built, with no benefactor, for your own advantage, not
according to measure, and that these were not completed?They say
that you dwelt intent on begging, intent on hinting: ‘Give a man…’…
seeing cows they ran away, taking them for monks.”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men, begging in company, have huts built? … ‘Give a
man… give clay.’ It is not foolishmen, for the benefit of unbelievers,”
… having rebuked them and given dhamma-talk, he addressed the
monks:

Bu-Ss 6.1.3

“Formerly,¹monks, two brothers (whowere) holymen² lived close
by the river Ganges. Then, monks, Maṇikaṇṭha,³ the nāga-king,⁴

Vin 3.146

emerging from the river Ganges, came up to the younger holy man,
BD 1.249

and having come up and encircled the younger holyman seven times
with his coils, he stood spreading his great hood above his head.⁵

¹ Cf. Ja 2.283,Maṇikaṇṭhajātaka, for this story. ² Isi, holyman or anchorite. Isi has
not the great force of ṛṣi of the brahminical tradition, meaning a seer or inspired
singer to whom the Vedas were spoken or revealed.There are interesting variations
in the details of this story as described in Vinaya and Jātaka. ³ Vin-a 565, “the
nāga-king went with a very valuable jewel able to grant all desires, adorning his
throat, therefore he is called ‘jewel-throated.’ ” Cf. Hindu mythology, where the
cow granting all desires and the jewel granting all desires were brought out from
the sea at the Churning of the Ocean. ⁴ Or serpent-king ⁵ I.e., according to
Vin-a 565, above the younger holy man’s head. He was practisingmettā-vihāra, and
the nāga-king shaded himwith his hood.
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Then, monks, the younger holy man, through fear of this snake, be-
came thin, wretched, of a bad colour, yellowish, his veins showing all
over his body. Monks, the elder holy man saw that the younger holy
manwas thin, wretched, of bad colour, yellowish, the veins showing
all over his body. Seeing this, he said to the younger holy man: ‘Why
are you, good sir, thin … all over your body?’
“ ‘Now, the nāga-king, Maṇikaṇṭha, came out of the river Ganges

forme, and came up tome, and having come up and having encircled
me seven times with his coils, he stood spreading his great hood
above my head. I, good sir, through fear of the snake, became thin …
all over my body.’
“ ‘But, good sir, do you not want this snake to return?’
“ ‘Good sir, I do not want this snake to return.’
“ ‘Do you, good sir, see anything of this snake?’
“ ‘I see, good sir, the jewelled ornament on his throat.’
“ ‘Then, good sir, you beg this snake for the jewel, saying: “Good sir,

give me the jewel; I want the jewel.”’
“Then, monks, Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king, emerging from the

river Ganges, came up to the younger holy man and having come
up he stood to one side. Monks, as he was standing to one side, the
younger holy man said to Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king: ‘Good sir, give
the jewel to me, I want the jewel.’ ThenMaṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king,
said: ‘A monk begs for the jewel, a monk wants the jewel,’ and he
hurried away.
“A second time, monks, did Maṇikaṇṭha emerging … come up

to the younger holy man.Then, monks, the younger holy man saw
Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king, coming from afar, and seeingMaṇikaṇ-
ṭha, the nāga king, he said: ‘Good sir, give me the jewel, I want the

BD 1.250

jewel.’ Then, monks, Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king, said: ‘A monk begs
for the jewel, a monk wants the jewel.’ And then he turned away
again.
“A third time, monks, Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king, came up from

the river Ganges.Then, monks, the younger holy man sawMaṇikaṇ-
ṭha, the nāga-king, emerging from the river Ganges, and seeing him,
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he said to Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king: ‘Good sir, give me the jewel, I
want the jewel.’Then,monks,Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king, addressed
these verses to the younger holy man:

Vin 3.147

“ ‘My food and drink is produced abundantly,
Excellently, by reason of this jewel,
I do not give it to you, you are one who asks too much,
And not for you will I come to a hermitage.

“Like a lad, his hand on a tempered sword,¹
You frighten² (me) begging for this stone,³
I do not give it to you, you are one who asks too much
And not for you will I come to a hermitage.’

“Then, monks, Maṇikaṇṭha, the nāga-king, said: ‘A monk begs
for the jewel, a monk wants the jewel,’ and he went away; then he
was gone, and did not come back again.Then, monks, the younger

BD 1.251

holy man, not seeing that beautiful snake, became increasingly thin,
wretched, of a bad colour, yellowish, the veins showing all over his
body. The elder holy man, seeing that the younger holy man had
become increasingly thin … the veins showing all over his body, said
to the younger holy man:
“ ‘Why are you, good sir, increasingly thin … the veins showing all

over your body?’
“ ‘It is because I, good sir, do not see the beautiful snake that I

become increasingly thin … the veins showing all over my body.’

¹ sakkharadhotipāṇi. Ja 2.285 explained “your hand is on a sword polished on the
oil-(whetting) stone.” Vin-a 566 says: sakkharā vuccati kāḷasilā (a dark stone) …
sakkharadhotapāṇi, pāsāṇe dhotanisita-khaggahattho ti attho, which seems to mean
“in the hand the sword whetted and cleaned on a stone.” “As a manwith a hand on a
sword frightens, do you frighten begging me for the stone.” Ibid., Rouse translates
this line at Ja 2.198: “Like lads who wait with tempered sword in hand” (lads, susū
being there in the plural). ² tāsesi, causitive of tasati, to tremble, shake, to have
fears. ³ Reading with Jātaka, tāses’ imaṁ selaṁ yācamāno, and not with Vinaya,
tāsesi maṁ… Jātaka Commentary says (Ja 2.285): “asking for this jewel, you frighten
me like a young man who would unsheathe his goid-hilted sword and say: ‘I cut
off your head.’ ” Vin-a 566 reads, evaṁ tāsesi maṁ selaṁ yācamāno, maṇiṁ yācanto ti
attho.
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“Then, monks, the elder holy man addressed these verses to the
younger holy man:

“ ‘Do not beg himwho is dear for what you covet,
It is odious to ask for too much,
The snake, begged by a brahmin for a jewel,
Disappeared, and was not seen (again).’¹

“Monks, begging from these animals and living creatures will
become hated, begging by hinting (will become) hated, howmuch
more then (will be begging) frommen?

Bu-Ss 6.1.4

“Once upon a time, monks, a certain monk lived in a certain
thicket on a slope of the Himālayas. Monks, not far from the thicket
was an extensive, low-lying marshy ground.Then, monks, a great
flock of birds, going daily to feed in this marshy ground, entered the
thicket at night to roost. Then, monks, that monk, worried by the
noise of the flocking birds, came up to me, and having come up and
greetedme, he sat down to one side. Sitting to one side, I said,monks,
to that monk: ‘I hope, monk, you are getting on well, I hope, monk,

Vin 3.148

you are keeping going, having accomplished your journey with but
little fatigue. But where do you come from, monk?’
“ ‘I am getting along fairly well, lord,² I am keeping going, lord,³

and, lord,⁴ have accomplished my journey with but little fatigue.
BD 1.252

There is, lord,⁵ on the slopes of the Himālayas a large thicket, and,
lord, not far from this thicket there is an extensive, low-lyingmarshy
ground. Now, lord, a great flock of birds going daily to feed at that
marshy ground goes into that thicket at night to roost.That is why I
come, lord,⁶ for I amworried by the noise of that flock of birds.’
“I said: ‘Monk, do you want this flock of birds not to return?’
“ ‘I want, lord,⁷ this flock of birds not to return.’
“I said: ‘Then you, monk, going there, and penetrating this thicket

three times in the first watch of the night must utter this sound:

¹ = Ja 2.285. ² Bhagavā. ³ Bhagavā. ⁴ Bhante. ⁵ Bhante. ⁶ Bhagavā.
⁷ Bhante.
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‘Listen to me, good sirs, whatever birds have come to roost in this
thicket, I want a feather. Good sirs, give me one feather ‘at a time.’
Three times in the middle watch … three times in the last watch …
at a time.’ Then, monks, this monk having gone there, and having
penetrated the thicket, uttered this sound three times … in the mid-
dle watch of the night … in the last watch of the night … ‘at a time.’
Then, monks, that flock of birds said: ‘Themonk begs for a feather,
the monk wants a feather,’ and they departed from that thicket, and
after they were gone, they did not come back again. Begging, monks,
from these animals and living creatureswill become hateful, hinting
(will become) hateful, howmuchmore then frommen?

Bu-Ss 6.1.5

“Once upon a time, monks, the father of Raṭṭhapāla, the noble
youth, addressed these verses to Raṭṭhapāla, the noble youth:

“ ‘Tho’ I do not know them, Raṭṭhāpāla, the many-folk,
These, meeting me, beg—why do you not beg of me?’

‘The beggar is not liked, the not-giver to beggar is not
liked,¹

Therefore I do not beg of you, do not be angry with me.’²

BD 1.253
“Monks, if Raṭṭhapāla, the noble youth, can speak thus to his own

father, howmuchmore then ean (any) person to (any other) person?

Bu-Ss 6.1.6

“Monks, it is difficult for householders to collect possessions ,
Vin 3.149

and difficult to protect their stores; how can you, foolish men, dwell
intent on begging, intent on asking by hinting (for something) from
among these possessions which are difficult to collect, and from
among these stores which are difficult to protect, saying: ‘Give a
man, give a servant, give an ox, give a wagon, give a knife, give a
hatchet, give an axe, give a spade, give a chisel, give a creeper, give
bamboo, give muñja-grass, give coarse grass, give tiṇa-grass, give

¹ For not giving is not liked, Vin-a 566. ² = Ja 3.352, Ja 3.353, except first line.
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clay.’This is not, foolish men, for the benefit of unbelievers … and,
monks, thus this course of training should be set forth:
“A monk begging in company¹ for having a hut built, which

has no benefactor, for his own advantage, shouldmake it accord-
ing to measure.This is the measure: in length, twelve spans of a
span of the accepted length²; inwidth seven spans inside.Monks
should be brought for marking out the site. A site not involving
destruction,³andwithanopenspaceround it,⁴ shouldbemarked
outby thesemonks. If thatmonkshouldbuildahut, begginghim-
self fora sitewhich involvesdestructionandwhichdoesnothave
an open space round it, or if he should not bring the monks for
marking out a site, or if he should exceed the measure, there is
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 6.2.1
BD 1.254 Begging in companymeans: oneself begging for a man, for a

servant, for an ox, for a wagon, for a knife, for a hatchet, for an axe,
for a spade, for a chisel … for tiṇa-grass, for clay.

A hutmeans: it is smeared inside or it is smeared outside, or it
is smeared inside and outside.⁵

For having… builtmeans: building or causing to be built.
Without a benefactor means: there is not anyone who is the

owner, either a woman or a man or a householder or one who has
gone forth.

For his own advantagemeans: for the good of himself.⁶
Should make it according to measure. This is the measure:

in length, twelve spans of a span of the accepted lengthmeans:

¹ Vin-a 566, “saññācikāmeans, having themselves inaugurated is called ‘begging,’
therefore saññācikāya is called begging themselves,” cf. Vin-a 561 and below, Old
Commentary, sayaṁ yācitvā. ² Sugata-vidatthiyā, see Vinaya Texts i.8, n. 2,
for a discussion of this phrase. Vin-a 567, “a man of medium height is three
spans, a builder’s cubit (hattha, the hand used as a measure) is one and a half
cubits.” ³ Anārambha—i.e., to living creatures, see below, Old Commentary,
bd 1.257. ⁴ Saparikkamana—i.e., accessible, good for rambling in. See below, Old
Commentary, “possible for a cart drawn by a yoke of oxen to go round it.” I follow
translation as at Vinaya Texts i.8. ⁵ = below, bd 1.267, in definition of vihāra. ⁶ Cf.
below, bd 1.268
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for the outside measure. Inwidth, seven insidemeans: for the in-
side measure.

Bu-Ss 6.2.2

Monks should be brought formarking out a sitemeans: that
a monk building a hut, having cleared a site for a hut, approaching
the Order, arranging his robe over one shoulder, honouring the feet
of the senior monks, squatting down on his heels, and saluting with
his palms outstretched, should speak thus to them¹: ‘Honoured sirs,
I, begging in company, for my own advantage, am desirous of build-
ing a hut, it has no benefactor; honoured sirs, I beg the Order for
inspection of the site for a hut.’ A second time it should be begged
for, a third time it should be begged for. If the whole Order² is able to

Vin 3.150

inspect a site for a hut, it should be inspected by thewhole Order. But
if the whole Order is not able to inspect a site for a hut, then those
monks who are experienced and competent to knowwhat involves
destruction, what does not involve destruction, what has an open
space round it, what does not have an open space round it—begging

BD 1.255

these, they should depute (them).
And thus, monks, should they depute (them): the Order should

be informed by an experienced, competent monk: ‘Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen to me. Such and such a monk, begging in com-
pany, for his own advantage, desirous of building a hut which has no
benefactor, begs the Order for inspection of the site for a hut. If it is
the right time for the Order,³ the Order should depute such and such
monks to inspect a site for a hut for thatmonk.This is themotion. Let
the Order listen to me, honoured sirs. Such and such a monk … site
for a hut.The Order depute such and suchmonks to inspect a site for
a hut for such and such amonk. If it seems good to the venerable ones
to depute the inspection of a site for a hut to such and suchmonks
for that monk, be silent; if it does not seem good, then you should
speak. Such and suchmonks are deputed by the Order to inspect a

¹ Vin-a 569, “theOrder should be spoken to thus by him.” ² I.e., all the community
of a district or of a vihāra. ³ Vin-a 569, “for this inspection.”
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site for a hut for such and such a monk. It seems good to the Order,
therefore they are silent; thus do I understand.’

These monks (thus) deputed, going there, a site for a hut should
be inspected, it should be known whether it involves destruction,
whether it does not involve destruction, whether it has an open
space round it, whether it does not have an open space round it. If it
involves destruction and has not an open space round it, it should
be said: Do not build here. If it does not involve destruction and has
an open space round it, the Order should be told that it does not
involve destruction and that it has an open space round it.Themonk
building the hut, going up to the Order, arranging his robe over one
shoulder, honouring the feet of the senior monks, squatting down
on his heels, and saluting with his palms outstretched, should speak
thus: ‘I, honoured sirs, begging in company, am desirous of building
a hut; it has no benefactor, it is for my own advantage. Honoured

BD 1.256

sirs, I beg the Order to mark out the site for a hut.’ A second time it
should be begged for, a third time it should be begged for.The Order
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. Such and such a monk, begging in
company, is desirous of building a hut, it has no benefactor, it is for
his own advantage. He begs the Order to mark out a site for a hut. If
it is the right time for the Order, the Order should mark out a site
for a hut for such and such a monk. This is the motion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. Such and such a monk … site for a
hut.TheOrdermarks out a site for a hut for such and such amonk. If

Vin 3.151

the marking out of the site for a hut for such and such a monk seems
good to the venerable ones, be silent; if it does not seem good, then
speak.The site for a hut for such and such a monk is marked out by
the Order. It seems good to the Order, therefore they are silent; thus
do I understand.’

Bu-Ss 6.2.3

Involving destructionmeans: if it is the abode of ants or if it is
the abode of termites or if it is the abode of rats or if it is the abode
of snakes or if it is the abode of scorpions or if it is the abode of
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centipedes or if it is the abode of elephants or if it is the abode of
horses or if it is the abode of lions or if it is the abode of tigers or
if it is the abode of leopards or if it is the abode of bears or if it is
the abode of hyenas¹ or if it is the abode of any other animals or
living creatures, or if it is connected with² grain or if it is connected
with vegetables, or if it is connected with the slaughtering-place³
or if it is connected with the execution-block or if it is connected
with a cemetery or if it is connected with a pleasure-grove or if it is
connectedwith theking’s property or if it is connectedwith elephant-
stables or if it is connected with horses’ stables or if it is connected

BD 1.257

with a prison or if it is connected with a tavern⁴ or if it is connected
with a slaughter-house or if it is connected with a carriage road or if
it is connected with a cross-road or if it is connected with a public
rest-house or if it is connected with a meeting-place:⁵ this means
involving destruction.

Notwith an open space round itmeans: It is not possible to go
round it even with a yoked wagon, to go round it everywhere with a
ladder.⁶This means not with an open space round it.

Not involving destructionmeans: if it is not the abode of ants
nor is it the abode of termites … it is not connected with a meeting-
place.This means not involving destruction.

With an open space round itmeans: it is possible to go round
it even with a yoked wagon, to go round it everywhere with a ladder.
This meanswith an open space round it.

Bu-Ss 6.2.4

Begging in companymeans: oneself begging saying: Give aman
… give clay.

A hutmeans: it is smeared inside or it is smeared outside or it is
smeared inside and outside.
¹ Cf. above, bd 1.98; an iii.101; Ja 5.416. At Vin 1.219–220 it is a dukkaṭa to eat the flesh
of some of these animals. ² Nissita throughout. ³ For thieves, Vin-a 570. ⁴ At
Vin 4.267 nuns are forbidden to keep both such places. ⁵ Text reads, saṁsaraṇa;
Vin-a 570 reads sañcaraṇa. ⁶ Vin-a 570, “a ladder having been put up by those
approving of the hut, it is not possible to go round it with a ladder (to lean a ladder
on every point of it).
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Should buildmeans: he builds or he causes to be built.
If he should not bring the monks for marking out a site, or if

he should exceed the measuremeans: not having caused the site
for a hut to be marked out by a vote following upon the motion, he
builds or causes to be built, exceeding the length or width by as
much as even a hair’s breadth, in each operation there is an offence
ofwrong-doing. If one lump¹ is (still) to come there is a grave offence,
but when that lump has come there is an offence entailing a formal

BD 1.258

meeting of the Order.²
Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means: …

because of this it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Vin 3.152

Bu-Ss 6.3.1 If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out,
involving destruction, not with an open space round it, there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order together with two
offences of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having beenmarked out, in-
volving destruction, with an open space round it, there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order together with an offence of
wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out, not
involving destruction, not with an open space round it, there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order together with an
offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out, not
involving destruction, having an open space round it, there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

If amonkbuilds a hut, the site having beenmarked out, involving
destruction, not with an open space round it, there are two offences
of wrong-doing.

If amonkbuilds a hut, the site having beenmarked out, involving

¹ Of plaster, Vin-a 571. ² Cf. below, bd 1.268.
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destruction, having an open space round it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site having been marked out, not
involving destruction, not with an open space round it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site having been marked out, not
involving destruction, having an open space round it, there is no
offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.2

BD 1.259If amonk builds a hut, exceeding themeasure, involving destruc-
tion, not with an open space round it, there is an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order together with two offences of wrong-
doing.

If a monk builds a hut, exceeding the measure, involving de-
struction, with an open space round it, there is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order together with an offence of wrong-
doing.

If a monk builds a hut, exceeding the measure, not involving
destruction, not with an open space round it, there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the. Order together with an offence of
wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, exceeding the measure, not involving
destruction,with anopen space round it, there is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order.

If a monk builds a hut to (the right) measure, involving destruc-
tion,notwithanopenspace round it, there are twooffencesofwrong-
doing.

If a monk builds a hut to (the right) measure, involving destruc-
tion, with an open space round it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut to (the right) measure, not involving de-
struction, not with an open space round it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

If a monk builds, a hut to (the right) measure, not involving de-
struction, with an open space round it, there is no offence.
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Bu-Ss 6.3.3

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out,
exceeding the measure, involving destruction, not with an open
space round it, there are two offences entailing a formal meeting of
the Order together with two offences of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out,
exceeding the measure, involving destruction, with an open space
round it, there are two offences entailing a formal meeting of the
Order together with an offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out,
BD 1.260

exceeding the measure not involving destruction, not with an open
space round it, there are two offences entailing a formal meeting of
the Order together with an offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site not having been marked out,
exceeding the measure, not involving destruction, with an open
space round it, there are two offences entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Vin 3.153

Bu-Ss 6.3.4

If a monk builds a hut, the site having beenmarked out, to (the
right) measure, involving destruction, not with an open space round
it, there are two offences of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site having beenmarked out, to (the
right) measure, involving destruction, with an open space round it,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site having beenmarked out, to (the
right) measure, not involving destruction, not with an open space
round it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If a monk builds a hut, the site having beenmarked out, to (the
right) measure, not involving destruction, with an open space round
it, there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.5

Amonk commands: “Build a hut for me.” If they build a hut for
him, the site not having beenmarked out, involving destruction, not
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with an open space round it, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order together with two offences of wrong-doing …
If they build a hut for him, the site having beenmarked out, to (the
right) measure, not involving destruction, with an open space round
it, there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.6

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away.
But he did not command: “Let the site be marked out, and let it not
involve destruction, and let it have an open space round it.” They
built a hut for him, the site not having beenmarked out, involving

BD 1.261

destruction, not with an open space round it: there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order together with two offences
of wrong-doing … the site having been marked out, not involving
destruction, with an open space round it: there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.7

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away.
But he did not command: “Let it be to (the right) measure, and not
involving destruction, andwith an open space round it.”They built a
hut for him, exceeding the measure, involving destruction, not with
an open space round it: there is an offence entailing a formalmeeting
of the Order together with two offences of wrong-doing … to (the
right) measure, not involving destruction, with an open space round
it: there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.8

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away.
But he did not command: “Let the site be marked out, and let it be
to (the right) measure, and not involving destruction, and with an
open space round it.” They built a hut for him, the site not having
been marked out, exceeding the measure, involving destruction,
not with an open space round it: there are two offences entailing a
formal meeting of the Order together with two offences of wrong-
doing … the site having been marked out, to (the right) measure,
not involving destruction, with an open space round it: there is no
offence.
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Bu-Ss 6.3.9

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away.
Andhe commanded: “Let the site bemarked out, and let it not involve
destruction, and let it have an open space round it.”They built a hut
for him, the site not having been marked out, involving destruction,
not with an open space round it. He heard and said: “They say that a
hut was built for me, the site not having been marked out, involving
destruction, not with an open space round it.”This monk should go
himself or a messenger should be sent, saying:

BD 1.262

“Let the site be marked out, and let it not involve destruction, and
Vin 3.154

let it have an open space round it.” If he should not go himself or
send a messenger, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” … they built a
hut for him, the site not having been marked out, involving destruc-
tion, with an open space round it. He heard … or amessenger should
be sent saying: “Let the site be marked out, and let it not involve
destruction.” If he should not go himself nor send amessenger, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

A monk having commanded: …“Let the site be marked out, and
with an open space round it … Let the site be marked out … Let it not
involve destruction, and let there be an open space round it … Let
it not involve destruction … Let there be an open space round it” …
there is an offence of wrong-doing …They built a hut for him, the
site not having been marked out, not involving destruction, with an
open space round it, there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.10

Amonkhaving commanded: “Build ahut forme,”went away.And
he commanded: “Let it be to (the right) measure, and not involving
destruction, and with an open space round it.”They built a hut for
him, exceeding themeasure, involving destruction, notwith an open
space round it. He heard and said: “They say that a hut was built for
me, exceeding the measure, involving destruction, not with an open
space round it.”This monk should go himself or a messenger should
be sent, saying: “Let it be to (the right) measure, and, not involving
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destruction, andwith an open space round it … Let it be to (the right)
measure, and not involving destruction … Let it be to (the right)
measure, and with an open space round it … Let it be to (the right)
measure … Let it not involve destruction, and let it have an open
space round it … Let it not involve destruction … Let it have an open
space round it” … there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.11

BD 1.263Amonk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away. He
commanded: “Let the site be marked out, and let it be to (the right)
measure, and let it not involve destruction, and let it have an open
space round it.” They built a hut for him, the site not having been
marked out, exceeding the (right) measure involving destruction,
not with an open space round it. He heard … no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.12

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away.
He commanded: “Let the site be marked out, and let it not involve
destruction, and let there be an open space round it.” They built
the hut for him, the site not having beenmarked out, involving de-
struction, not with an open space round it: there are three offences
of wrong-doing for the builders … involving destruction, with an
open space round it: there are two offences of wrong-doing for the
builders … not involving destruction, not with an open space round
it: there are two offences of wrong-doing for the builders … not in-
volving destruction, with an open space round it, there is an offence
of wrong-doing for the builders … the site having been marked out,
involving destruction, notwith an open space round it: there are two
offences of wrong-doing for the builders … involving destruction,
with an open space round it: there is an offence of wrong-doing for
the builders … not involving destruction, not with an open space

Vin 3.155

round it: there is an offence of wrong-doing for the builders…not in-
volving destruction, with an open space round it: there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.13

A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me” went away.
He commanded: “Let it be to (the right) measure, and not involving
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destruction, and with an open space round it” … A monk having
commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away. He commanded: “Let
the site be marked out, and let it be to (the right) measure, and not
involving destruction, and with an open space round it” … there is
no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.14

BD 1.264 A monk having commanded: “Build a hut for me,” went away.
They built a hut for him, the site not having beenmarked out, involv-
ing destruction, not with an open space round it. If he comes back
(and finds that it is) imperfectly executed, the hut should be given
by this monk to another, or being destroyed should be rebuilt. If he
does not give it to another, or destroying it have it rebuilt, there are
two offences of wrong-doing together with an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order … Amonk having commanded: “Build
a hut for me,” went away.They built a hut for him, the site having
beenmarked out, to (the right) measure, not involving destruction,
with an open space round it: there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 6.3.15

If he finishes¹ by himself what was imperfectly executed by him-
self, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order. If
others finish what was imperfectly executed by himself, there is an
offence … of the Order. If he finishes by himself what was imper-
fectly executed by others, there is an offence… of the Order. If others
finish what was imperfectly executed by others, there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 6.3.16

There is no offence if it is (built) in a mountain-cave² as a hut,³ as

¹ Cf. Vin 3.225, Vin 3.229. ² leṇa. Vin 1.206 = Vin 3.248, translated at Vinaya Texts
ii.61, “cave dwelling-place.” At Vin 2.146 it is given as the generic term for five kinds
of abode. ³ guhā Vin-a 573, “a hut of bricks or in a rock or of wood or of earth.”
Guhā is mentioned at Vin 1.58 = Vin 1.96, with the four other abodes of Vin 2.146, as
an allowance extra to that of dwelling at the foot of a tree. At Vin 1.107 the Order is
allowed to fix upon an UposathaHall in any one of these five dwelling-places, and at
Vin 1.239 the Order is allowed to keep the stores in any one of them. Cf. Vin 1.284.
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a hut of tiṇa-grass,¹ for the good of another² except it be as a house,
BD 1.265

there is no offence in any of these circumstances,³ nor if he is out of
his mind or a beginner.⁴

Told is the Sixth Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order: that of
building a hut⁵

¹ “ = a seven-storied palace if (only) the covering is of leaves or of tiṇa-grass”, Vin-
a 573. A seven-storied (sattabhūmaka) hut is, I suppose, conceivable, but seems
hardly possible. ² “If it is built for the benefit of a preceptor or teacher or for the
Order,” Vin-a 574. ³ Vin-a 574, “except it be as a house (dwelling or home, agāra)
for himself, he has it built, saying: ‘It will become another half for the recitation of
the Pātimokkha, or a hot room for bathing purposes, or a dining-room, or awarmed
refectory’; in all these circumstances there is no offence. But if he says that it will
become these things and that ‘I will dwell in it’ there is an offence.” ⁴ For these
exemptions cf.Vin 4.48; Vin-a 574 indicates that themonks of Āḷavī were beginners.
⁵ Probably niṭṭhitaṁ is omitted here by mistake.
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BD 1.266

Bu-Ss 7.1.1

… at Kosambī in Ghosita’s Park.¹ At that time a householder, the
supporter² of the venerable Channa,³ said to the venerable Channa:
“Do find out a site for a vihāra,⁴ honoured sir. I will have a vihāra

built for the master.”
Then the venerable Channa, clearing a site for the vihāra, had a

tree cut down that was used as a shrine,⁵ revered by village, revered
by little town, revered by town, revered by the country-side, revered
by the kingdom. People became vexed, annoyed, angry, saying: “How
can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have a tree cut down that is
used as a shrine revered by village … revered by the kingdom?The

Vin 3.156

recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are depriving a one-facultied thing⁶ of
life.”Themonks heard these peoplewhowere vexed, annoyed, angry.
Those who were modest monks became vexed, annoyed, angry and

¹ Vin-a 574, “it was made, they say, by Ghosita, the great merchant.” ² Vin-a 574,
“at the time of the bodhisatta Channa was his supporter.” ³ Cf. Vin 2.21ff.; at
Vin 2.88, he took the side of the nuns in a quarrel with the monks; at Vin 2.290 the
brahmadaṇḍa penalty was laid on him, but he attained arahanship (dn ii.154). Cf.
also Vin 4.35f., Vin 4.47, Vin 4.113, Vin 4.141 and below, bd 1.309. ⁴ Vin-a 574, “not a
whole vihāra, but one dwelling-place.” Vihāra originally was probably rather more
than “cell,” and “cell” would most likely have been called pariveṇa, a monk’s cell, cf.
Vinaya Texts iii.109, and above, bd 1.119. ⁵ Vin-a 575 explains cetiya by cittikata.
This is from citti-karoti, to honour, to esteem. Vin-a 575 further says that “a cetiya is
for the sake of honouring: the term is used of those worthy of worship of sacred
places. Cetiyameans the honoured (or revered or selected) tree, it is a tree used
(as a place) for honouring.” See above, bd 1.243, n. 4, and bd 1.247, n. 2. ⁶ With
body-sensibility—i.e., sense of touch.
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said:
BD 1.267

“How can the venerable Channa have a tree cut down that was
used as a shrine, revered by village… revered by the kingdom?”Then
these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, Channa, that you had a tree cut down that

was used as a shrine, revered by village … revered by the kingdom?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, have a tree cut down that was used as

a shrine, revered by village … revered by the kingdom? For, foolish
man, in a tree are people having consciousness as living beings.This
is not, foolish man, for the benefit of unbelievers …Thus, monks,
this course of training should be set forth:
“If there is a monk building a large¹ vihāra for his own advan-

tage, having a benefactor,monks should be brought formarking
out a site.A site shouldbemarkedoutby thesemonks,not involv-
ing destruction, with an open space round it. If a monk should
build a large vihāra on a site involving destruction, not with an
open space round it, or if he should not bringmonks tomark out
a site, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Or-
der.”

Bu-Ss 7.2.1Largemeans: it is called a vihāra having a benefactor.²
Vihārameans: it is smeared inside or it is smeared outside or it

is smeared inside and outside.³
BD 1.268

Buildingmeans: building or causing to be built.

¹ Mahallaka, here not in the usual sense of “full of years,” but = mahantabhāvo …
pamāṇmahantāya mahallakaṁ… atthadassanatthaṁmahallako nāma, Vin-a 575. But
see Old Commentary’s definition below. Cf. Vin 2.166, where a vihāra is also called
mahallaka. ² Because then it can be made to the size of the approvedmeasure,
apparently meaning not smaller than this. ³ Cf. above, bd 1.254, where hut, kuṭī,
is defined in these same terms. Ullittālitta, which I have rendered “smeared inside
and outside,” also occurs at an i.101 = mn iii.61, in the simile of the (wise and foolish)
non-inflammable and inflammable house with gabled roofs.
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Having a benefactormeans: a certain person is the benefactor:
a woman or a man or a householder or one who has gone forth.¹

For his own advantagemeans: for his own good.²
Monks should be brought formarking out a sitemeans: that

monk building a vihāra, clearing the site for a vihāra … (see Bu-
Ss 6.2.2) … should say: ‘I, honoured sirs, am desirous of building a
large vihāra, having a benefactor, for my own advantage; honoured
sirs, I beg the Order to inspect the site for a vihāra… this is called
having an open space round it.

Largemeans: it is called a vihāra having a benefector.
Vihārameans: it is smeared inside or it is smeared outside or it

is smeared inside and outside.
Should buildmeans: he builds or he causes to be built.
If he should not bring monks to mark out the sitemeans: not

having caused the site for a vihāra to be marked out by a vote follow-
ing directly upon the motion, he builds or causes to be built, in each

Vin 3.157

operation there is an offence of wrong-doing. If one lump (of plaster)
is (still) to come, there is a grave offence; when that lump has come
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.³

Offence entailing a formalmeeting of theOrdermeans:… on
account of this it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Bu-Ss 7.3.1 If a monk builds a vihāra, the site not having beenmarked out,
involving destruction, not with an open space round it … (see Bu-
Ss 6.3.1.The sections which contain “exceeding the measure” and “to
(the right) measure” are not repeated here) … the site having been
marked out, involving no destruction, with an open space round it,
there is no offence.

BD 1.269

Bu-Ss 7.3.2 Amonk commanded: “Build a vihāra for me.”They built a vihāra
for him, the site not having been marked out, involving destruction,

¹ Cf. above, bd 1.254. ² Cf. above, bd 1.254. ³ Cf. above, bd 1.258.
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not with an open space round it … the site not having been marked
out, not involving destruction, with an open space round it, there is
no offence.

Bu-Ss 7.3.3

Amonk having commanded: “Build a vihāra for me,” went away.
And he did not command: “Let there be marking out of the site, and
let it not involve destruction, and let it have an open space round
it.”They built a vihāra for him, the site not having been marked out,
involving destruction, not with an open space round it … the site
having been marked out, not involving destruction, with an open
space round it, there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 7.3.4

Amonk having commanded: “Build a vihāra for me,” went away.
And he commanded: “Let there be marking out of the site, and not
involving destruction, and with an open space round it.”They built
the vihāra for him, the site not having beenmarked out, involving
destruction, not with an open space round it. He heard and said:
“They say that a vihāra was built for me, the site not having been
marked out, involving destruction, not with an open space round it.”
If this monk should go himself … there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 7.3.5

Amonk having commanded: “Build a vihāra for me,” went away.
And he commanded: “Let there be marking out of the site, and let
it not involve destruction, and let there be an open space round
it.” They built a vihāra for him, the site not having been marked
out, involving destruction, not with an open space round it. For the
builders there are three offences of wrong-doing … the site marked
out, not involving destruction, with an open space round it, there is
no offence.

Bu-Ss 7.3.6

Amonk having commanded: “Build a vihāra for me,” went away.
They built a vihāra for him, the site not having been marked out,

BD 1.270

involving destruction, not with an open space round it. If he comes
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back there (and finds that it is) imperfectly executed … the site hav-
ing been marked out, not involving destruction, with an open space
round it, there is no offence.

Bu-Ss 7.3.7

If he finishes by himself what was imperfectly executed by him-
self … (= Bu-Ss 6.3.15–Bu-Ss 6.3.16) … if he is a beginner.

Told is the Seventh Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order: that
of building a vihāra
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BD 1.271

Bu-Ss 8.1.1
Vin 3.158

At one time¹ the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Rājagaha
in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place. At that time
perfection had been attained by the venerable Dabba,² the Mallian,³
seven years after his birth. All that there is to be attained by a disciple
had been fully attained by him⁴; for him there was nothing further
to be done,⁵ no increase⁶ to (be added to) that which had been done.
Then the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, as he was meditating alone
and in solitude, thought: “Perfection was realised by me seven years
after my birth. Whatever there is to be attained by a disciple, all this
has been fully attained by me; for me there is nothing further to be
done, no increase (to be added) to that which has been done. What
now if I should render a service to the Order?”Then the venerable

BD 1.272

¹ From here to bd 1.9 below = Vin 2.74–79; translated at Vinaya Texts iii.4–18. ² Vin-
a 576, “he realised arahanship in the tonsure hall”—i.e., as his curls were being
cut off. Cf. Thag 5, and Psalms of the Brethren, p. 10; at an i.24 he is called “chief
among those who assign quarters.” ³ The son of the rāja or chief of the Mallians.
⁴ Vin-a 576,“the threefold wisdom, the four branches of logical analysis, the six
super-knowings, the nine other-worldly matters.” ⁵ Vin-a 576. “It is said that by
him there is nothing further to be done in the four true things, the fourWays, owing
to the commission of the sixteenfold thing that ought to be done.” ⁶ paticaya.This
is translated at Vinaya Texts iii.4 as “nothing left that he ought to gather up as the
fruit of his past labour.” But this, I think, is reading more into these words than
is justified. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 576 says, “there is no increasing (vaḍḍhana) of
what ought to be done,” such as cleansing (a cleaned bowl). I think that this is the
right interpretation. Cf. Vin 1.183, Vin 1.185; an iii.376; an iv.355 for phrase katassa
vā paṭicayaṁ. Pati° as at Vin 3.158 above is unusual.
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Dabba, theMallian, thought: “What now if I should assign lodgings
to the Order, and should distribute the meals?”

Bu-Ss 8.1.2

Then the venerable, Dabba, the Mallian, rising up from his medi-
tation at evening time, approached the lord, and having approached
him and greeted him, he sat down to one side. As he was sitting to
one side, the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, said to the lord: “Now,
lord, as I was meditating alone and in solitude, I thought: ‘…What
now if I were to render a service to the Order?’ I thought of this, lord:
‘What now if I were to assign lodgings to the Order? What if I should
distribute the meals?’ ”
“It is good, it is good, Dabba; then, you, Dabba, assign the lodgings

to the Order and distribute the meals.”
“Very well, lord,” the reverend Dabba, the Mallian, answered the

lord.

Bu-Ss 8.1.3

Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given
dhamma-talk, addressed the monks: “Monks, let the Order consent
that Dabba, the Mallian, should assign the lodgings, and should dis-
tribute the meals. Monks, this should be authorised thus: Dabba
should first be asked and having been asked, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk: ‘Honoured sirs, let
the Order hear me. If it is the right time for the Order, let the Order
consent that the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, should assign the
lodgings and distribute the meals.That is the motion. Honoured sirs,

Vin 3.159

let the Order hear me.The Order agrees that the venerable Dabba,
theMallian, should assign the lodgings and distribute themeals. If it
pleases the venerable ones and there is permission that the venerable
Dabba, the Mallian, should assign lodgings and distribute the meals,
then be silent; if it does not seem good, then you should speak. It is
agreed by the Order that the venerable Dabba, theMallian, should
assign the lodgings and distribute the meals. It is agreed …Thus do I

BD 1.273
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understand.’ ”¹

Bu-Ss 8.1.4

Then the venerable Dabba, theMallian, being so chosen, assigned
one lodging in the same place for those monks who belonged to the
same company. For thosemonkswhoknew the Suttantas he assigned
a lodging in the same place, saying: “These will be able to chant over²
the Suttantas to one another.” For those monks versed in the Vinaya
rules, he assigned a lodging in the same place, saying: “They will
decide upon the Vinaya with one another.” For those monks teach-
ing dhamma he assigned a lodging in the same place, saying: “They
will discuss dhammawith one another.” For those monks who were
musers he assigned a lodging in the same place, saying: “They will
not disturb one another.” For those monks who lived indulging in
low talk³ and who were athletic he assigned a lodging in the same
place, saying: “These reverend ones will live⁴ according to their plea-
sure.” For thosemonkswho came in late at night⁵ he, having attained
the condition of heat,⁶ assigned a lodging by this light.⁷ So much so,

BD 1.274

that the monks came in late at night on purpose, (and) they thought:
“We will see the wonder of the psychic potency of the venerable
Dabba, theMallian.” And having approached the venerable Dabba,

¹ Cf. Vin 2.176, where it is said that “at that time there was no one who allotted
lodgings for the Order,” and Vin 2.175, where it is said that “at that time there was
no one who distributed meals for the Order.” ² n.b. not to read: writing was
apparently very little used at this date. ³ tiracchānakathikā, literally talkers about
animals, so: talkers on low or childish subjects. ⁴ acchissantī ti viharissanti, Vin-
a 579. ⁵ vikāle ⁶ tejodhātuṁ samāpajjitvā. At Ud 92 Dabba is credited with this
same power, which he exerted at the time of his utter waning out. This power is
also ascribed to Gotama at Vin 1.25; and to Uppalavaṇṇā at Thig-a 190. SeeMinor
Anthologies of the Pali Canon, ii. Sacred Books of the Buddhists VIII, p. 11, n. 1, where
Mr.Woodward considers that this “power over the fire-element is probably the
basis of śakti (suttee) in India.” I think, however, that suttee is connectedwith satī, the
good, virtuous wife; while śakti is literally ability, willpower, influence. Cf. sn i.144
and ks i.182, n. 2; also an i.176; an ii.165; dn iii.27, dn iii.228, dn iii.247. ⁷ Vin-a 579,
“having entered upon the fourth jhāna by meditation on fire, arising from that
his fingers were glowing as a result of knowledge in the six super-knowings”: the
power of iddhi, or psychic potency, was one of the six abhiññā.
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theMallian, they spoke thus: “Reverend Dabba, assign a lodging to
us.”

The venerable Dabba, theMallian, spoke thus to them: “Where
do your reverences desire it? Where shall I assign it?”

Then these (monks) would quote a distant place on purpose, say-
ing: “Reverend Dabba, assign us a lodging on the Vulture’s Peak¹;
your reverence, assign us a lodging on the Robber’s Cliff; your rev-
erence, assign us a lodging on the slopes of Isigili Hill² on the Black
Rock; your reverence, assign us a lodging on the slopes of Vebhāra³ at
Sattapaṇṇi Cave; your reverence, assign us a lodging in Sītā’s Wood⁴
on the slopes of the Snake Pool; your reverence, assign us a lodging at
the Gomata Glen; your reverence, assign us a lodging at the Tinduka
Glen; your reverence, assign us a lodging at the Tapodā Glen⁵; your
reverence, assign us a lodging at the Tapodā Park⁶; your reverence,
assign us a lodging at Jīvaka’s Mango Grove;⁷ your reverence, assign

Vin 3.160

BD 1.275 us a lodging in the deer-park at Maddakucchi.”⁸
The venerable Dabba, the Mallian, having attained the condition

of heat for these (monks) went in front of each with his finger glow-
ing; and they by the light of the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, went
behind him.The venerable Dabba, theMallian, assigned a lodging
to them and said: “This is the couch, this the bed, this the bolster,
this the pillow, this a privy, that a privy, this the drinking water, that
the water for washing, this the staff, this is (the form of) the Order’s
agreement, this is the time it should be entered upon, this the time

¹ A mountain near Rājagaha.These place-names also occur at dn ii.116. ² Isigili-
passa. Here at the Black Rock, Godhika took his own life, sn i.120, and Vakkali,
sn iii.123. From here the other peaks round Rājagaha could be seen, mn iii.68.
³ One of the mountains near Rājagaha. See Psalms of the Bretheren p. 45, notes, and
illustrations facing p. 364. ⁴ Vin 1.182. ⁵ The river Tapodā (hot waters) ran
beneath the Vebhāra Hill. See above, bd 1.188, and n. 1. Samiddhi was tempted by
a devatā as he was bathing in the Tapodā, sn i.8ff., which is very similar to the
Samiddhi Jātaka, Ja 2.56. ⁶ See previous note. ⁷ A garden at Rājagaha belonging
to the physician Jīvaka Komārabhacca. Mentioned at mn i.368 (cf.mn-a 3.45).The
Sāmaññaphala Suttanta was spoken here, dn i.47; this is referred to at Vin 2.287.
⁸ At Vin 1.105 the Bhagavan appeared toMahākappina here and exhorted him to ob-
serve the Uposatha. At both sn i.27 and sn i.110 it is said that in this garden Gotama’s
foot was hurt by a splinter.
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it should be departed from.”Then the venerable Dabba, the Mallian,
having assigned a lodging to these (men), went back again to the
Bamboo Grove.¹

Bu-Ss 8.1.5

Now at that time the monks who were the followers of Mettiya
and Bhummajaka² were newly ordained and of little merit; they ob-
tainedwhatever inferior lodgings belonged to the Order and inferior
meals. At that time the people in Kājagaha wished to give the Elder
monks alms-food having a specially good seasoning,³ and ghee and
oil and dainties.⁴ But to themonkswhowere the followers ofMettiya

BD 1.276

and Bhummajaka they gave ordinary food, unseasoned porridge of
broken rice⁵ accompanied by sour gruel. These, after they had eaten
and had returned from their meal, asked the Elder monks: “What
did you get, your reverences, at the refectory?What did you?”

Some Elders spoke thus: “There was ghee for us, your reverences,
there was oil for us, there were dainties for us.”

But the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhumma-
jaka spoke thus: “Your reverences, there was nothing for us, (only)
ordinary food, unseasoned porridge of broken rice accompanied by
sour gruel.”

Bu-Ss 8.1.6

At that time a householder who had nice food gave to the Or-
der in continuous food supply a meal for four monks. He, together
with his wife and children, attended and served in the refectory.

¹ Vin-a 579, “talking to them with talk about the country, he did not sit down,
but returned to his own dwelling.” ² Vin-a 579, “the chief men of the sixfold
group.” At Vin-a 614 (on Vin 3.179) it is said that Assaji and Punabbasuka are the
foremost in this group, and at mn-a 3.186, they are called “among these six, two
teachers of the crowd.” ³ abhisaṁkhārika piṇḍapāta. Abhi°means what specially
belongs to the saṁkhāras, merit-accumulating. Pali-English Dictionary suggests
tentatively “specially prepared.”The parallel passage at Vin 2.77 omits piṇḍapāta.
The reading there is probably defective, and has led translators of Vinaya Texts iii.9,
to render abhi° as a “wishing-gift.” See Vinaya Texts iii.9 n. 3. ⁴ uttaribhaṅga;
also at Vin 4.259; Ja 1.349. Ghee, oil and uttari° are mentioned together at Vin 2.214.
⁵ kaṇājakaṁ = sakuṇḍakabhattaṁ, a meal with husk-powder cake. Cf. Ja 5.383.
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One offered boiled rice, another offered curry, another offered oil,
another offered dainties. Now at that time ameal given by the house-
holder who had nice food was apportioned for the following day
to the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka.
Then the householder who had nice food went to the park on some
business and approached the venerable Dabba, theMallian, and hav-
ing approached the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, and greeted him,
he sat down to one side. As he was sitting to one side, the venera-

Vin 3.161

ble Dabba, the Mallian, rejoiced … gladdened with dhamma-talk the
householder who had nice food. Then when the householder who
had nice food had been rejoiced … gladdened with dhamma-talk by
the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, he said to the venerable Dabba,
theMallian: “For whom, honoured sir, is the meal apportioned for
tomorrow in our house?”
“Householder, the food apportioned in your house for tomorrow

is for themonks who are the followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka.”
BD 1.277

Then the householder who had nice food was sorry and said:
“How can these depraved monks¹ enjoy themselves in our house?”
And going to his house, he gave orders to a female slave, saying:
“Having prepared for those who come to eat tomorrow a seat in the
store-room,² serve themwith porridge of broken rice accompanied
by sour gruel.”
“Very well, master,” the female slave answered the householder

who had nice food.

Bu-Ss 8.1.7

Then the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhum-
majaka said to one another: “Yesterday, your reverences, a meal was
allotted to us by the householder who has nice food. Tomorrow the

¹ This acquiescence in “pāpabhikkhū” is curious. It reminds one of the lax monks,
not uncommon in Burma at the present day, who do not keep the Vinaya precepts.
There are said to be good and earnest monks who do keep them, but who are not
seen about much for the very reason that they lead the good life, as intended.
² koṭṭhaka, a store-room for various things. At Vin 2.153 a koṭṭhaka is allowed to the
monks. It was usually built over the gateway. Here Vin-a 580, says it was outside the
gateway of the vihāra in the Bamboo Grove. See Vinaya Texts iii.109 for meanings
and references.
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householder who has nice food, attending with his wife and chil-
dren, will serve us. Some will offer boiled rice, some will offer curry,
some will offer oil, some will offer dainties.”These, because of their
happiness, did not sleep that night as much as they had expected.

Then the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhum-
majaka, rising up early and setting out taking their bowls and robes,
approached the dwelling of the householder who had nice food.The
female slave sawthemonkswhowere followers ofMettiya andBhum-
majaka coming from afar; and seeing them andmaking ready a seat
in the store-room, she said to the monks who were followers of Met-
tiya and Bhummajaka: “Sit here, honoured sirs.”

Then themonkswhowere followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka
thought: “But undoubtedly the food will not be ready,¹ since we are

BD 1.278

made to sit in the store-room.”
Then the female slave came up with the porridge of broken rice

accompanied by sour gruel and said: “Eat, honoured sirs.”
“But, sister, we are those who enjoy a continuous supply of food.”
“I know that the masters enjoy a continuous supply of food. But

yesterday I was ordered by the householder: ‘Having prepared a
seat in the store-room for those who come for a meal today, serve
themwith porridge of broken rice accompanied by sour gruel.’ Eat,
honoured sirs,” she said.

Then the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhum-
majaka said: “Yesterday, your reverences, the householder who has
nice things to eat went to Dabba, theMallian,² in the park; doubtless
Dabba, the Mallian, set the householder at variance with us.”These
(monks) on account of their lamentations did not eat as much as was
expected.

Then the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhum-
majaka, after they had eaten and had returned from their meal,

Vin 3.162

going to the park and putting aside their bowls, sat down outside

¹ siddha. This is past participle of (1) sijjati, to boil, to cook; (2) sijjhati, to be accom-
plished, (see Pali-English Dictionary). ² Note that the monks now drop the epithet
“venerable” or “reverend” in speaking of Dabba.
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the store-room of the park,¹ squatting against their outer cloaks,²
silent, abashed, their shoulders bent,³ their heads lowered, brooding,
speechless.⁴

Bu-Ss 8.1.8
BD 1.279 ThenthenunMettiyā⁵ approached themonkswhowere followers

of Mettiya and Bhummajaka, and having approached them she said
to the monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka: “I
salute you,masters.”When shehad spoken thus themonkswhowere
followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka did not respond. A second
time … A third time the monks who were followers of Mettiya and
Bhummajaka did not respond.
“Do I offend against themasters?Why do themasters not respond

to me?” she said.
“It is because you neglect us, sister, when we are got into difficul-

ties by Dabba, the Mallian.”
“What can I do, masters?” she said.
“If you would like, sister, this very day you could make the lord

expel Dabba, the Mallian.”
“What can I do, masters? How am I able to do that?” she said.
“Come, sister, go up to the lord, and having gone up, say to the

lord: ‘Now, lord, it is not suitable, it is not becoming that this quarter
which should be without fear, secure, without danger is the very
quarterwhich is full of fear, insecure, and full of danger.Where there
was a calm, now there is a gale. It seems the very water is blazing. I
have been assaulted by master⁶ Dabba, the Mallian.’ ”

¹ Vin-a 580, “outside the door of the store-room of the vihāra of the Bamboo
Grove.” ² sanghāṭi-pallatthikāya, a curious expression. Palla° alsomeans “lolling,”
cf. Vin 4.129. ³ pattakkhandhā. Khandha here, I think, in one of its crude mean-
ings, of back or shoulder, and not as suggested at Vinaya Texts iii.13, n. 1, “faculties.”
See ks i.155, n. 5. Vin-a 580 = mn-a 2.104 explains pattakkhandhā as patitakkhandhā.
⁴ All this is stock. Cf. an iii.57; sn i.124 = mn i.258. ⁵ The following narrative
down to Bu-Ss 8.1.9 = Vin 2.78–79 and is almost exactly the same as that recorded
at Vin 2.124–127, except that here the monks send Vaddha to the lord to say that
Dabba has assaulted Vaḍḍha’s wife. ⁶ ayyena, instrumentive, therefore not “lord”
(vocative) as at Vinaya Texts iii.14. Ayyawas a usual way in which the laity and nuns
addressed the monks, but I do not think that anyone ever addressed the lord thus.
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“Very well, masters,” the nunMettiyā answered the monks who
were followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka, and she approached the
lord. Having approached and greeted the lord, she stood to one side.
As she was standing to one side, the nunMettiyā spoke thus to the
lord: “Now, lord, it is not suitable … bymaster Dabba, the Mallian.”

Bu-Ss 8.1.9

BD 1.280Now the lord on this occasion and in this connection, having
had the Order of monks convened, asked the venerable Dabba, the
Mallian:
“Dabba, do you remember doing as the nunMettiyā says?”
“Lord, the lord knowswith regard tome,” he said. A second time…

a third time the lord said to the venerable Dabba, theMallian…“with
regard to me.”
“Dabba, the Dabbas¹ do not give evasive answers like that. If what

was done was done by you, say so; if it was not done by you, say it
was not.”
“Lord, since I was born, I cannot call to mind² ever indulging in

sexual intercourse even in a dream;much less so when I was awake.”
Then the lordaddressed themonks, saying: “Becauseof this, expel

the nunMettiyā,³ and take these monks to task.”
Vin 3.163

Having spoken thus, the lord rising up from his seat entered the
vihāra. Then these monks expelled the nunMettiyā.Then the monks
whowere followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka said to thosemonks:
“Your reverences, do not expel the nunMettiyā; she has not com-

mitted any sin; she was urged on by us, because we were angry,
displeased and wanted him out of the way.”
“But are not your reverences defaming the venerable Dabba, the

Mallian, with an unfounded charge involving defeat?”
“It is so, your reverences,” they said.

¹ They are wise, Vin-a 581. ² abhijānāmi. ³ This is, I think, clear evidence of
monkish gloss. In every case of supposedwrong-doing the lord has always asked the
supposed wrong-doer “Is it true?” and has never condemned anyone without first
hearing what he has to say. It is so noteworthy as to be suspicious: where a woman
is involved she is given no chance to exculpate herself to the lord. See Horner,
Women under Primitive Buddhism, p. 266.
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Then those whoweremodest monks became annoyed, vexed and
angry, and said: “How can the monks who are followers of Mettiya

BD 1.281

and Bhummajaka defame the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, with
an unfounded charge involving defeat?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that you defamed Dabba, theMallian,

with an unfounded charge involving defeat?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
Then the enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How

can you, foolishmen, defameDabba, theMallian,with an unfounded
charge involving defeat? It is not, foolish men, for the benefit of
unbelievers… Thus, monks, this course of training should be set
forth:
“Whatever monk, malignant, malicious and ill-tempered,

should defame a monk with an unfounded charge involving de-
feat, thinking: ‘Thus perhaps may I drive him away from this
Brahma-life,’ then, if afterwards he, being pressed or not being
pressed, the legal question turning out to be unfounded, if the
monk confesses¹ his malice, it is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 8.2.1 Whatevermeans: who …
Monk² means: … in this meaningmonk is to be understood.
Monkmeans: another monk.
Malignant, malicious means: angry, displeased, dissatisfied,

the mind worsened, stubborn.³
Ill-temperedmeans: with this anger, with this hatred, and with

this displeasure, and with this dissatisfaction he is angry.
BD 1.282

Unfoundedmeans: unseen,⁴ unheard, unsuspected.

¹ patiṭṭhāti with more general meaning of “to stand fast.” But here, judging by
the Old Commentary, see below at end of Bu-Ss 8.1.2, it must mean “confess” with
the sense that his words were standing on or founded in malice. The verb, how-
ever, in such meanings is followed by the locative. But paṭi governs the accusative.
² Accusative. ³ Cf. Vin 4.236, Vin 4.238; dn iii.238, mn i.101. ⁴ Vin-a 585, not
seen by self or others, nor by the bodily eye, nor by clairvoyance.
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Involving defeatmeans: of one of the four (headings involving
defeat).

Should defame means: should reprove or should cause to re-
prove.¹

Thus perhaps may I drive him away from this Brahma-life
means: I may drive (him) away frommonkdom, I may drive (him)

Vin 3.164

away from recluse-dhamma,² I may drive (him) away from the ag-
gregates of morality, I may drive (him) away from the advantage of
religious austerity.³

Afterwardsmeans: in the moment in which he is defamed that
moment, that minute, that second has passed.

Being pressedmeans: he is defamed in that matter in which he
is pressed.

Not being pressedmeans: not being spoken to by anyone.
A legal question⁴ means: there are four legal questions: legal

questions arising out of disputes legal questions arising out of cen-
sure, legal questions arising out of transgressions, legal questions
arising out of obligations.

If the monk confesses his malice means: empty words have
been spoken byme, a lie has been spoken byme, untruth has been
spoken by me, it has been spoken by me not knowing.

Offence entailing a formalmeeting of the Ordermeans … on
account of this it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Bu-Ss 8.3.1

BD 1.283
He is unseen by him committing⁵ an offence involving defeat,⁶

but if he reprimands him saying: “Seen byme, you are one who has

¹ Vin-a 587, “should reprove means he reproves him himself with the words ‘you
have fallen into defeat’ … should cause to reprove means … he enjoins another
monk and this one reproves himwith his (i.e. the enjoiner’s) words.” ² samaṇa-
dhamma, explained at an iii.371: therefore not “the ascetic’s path” as at. Ja 1.31.
³ tapoguṇa. ⁴ adhikaraṇa. = Vin 4.126 = Vin 4.238. Cf. Vin 2.88ff., where the na-
ture of these questions is explained, and Vin 2.99ff., which explains the ways of
settling these questions. At mn ii.247ff. Gotama is represented as explaining all this
to Ānanda. ⁵ ajjhāpajjanta, present participle. ⁶ Pārājika dhamma.
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committed¹ a matter involving defeat, you are not a (true) recluse,
you are not a (true) son of the Sakyans, there is no (holding) the
observance-day (ceremony),² or the ceremony held at the end of
the rains,³ or the ceremony performed by a chapter of monks⁴ with
you,”—for each speech⁵ there is an offence entailing a formal meet-
ing of the Order.⁶

He is unheard by him committing an offence involving defeat,
but if he reprimands him saying: “Heard byme, you are…”—for each
speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

He is unsuspected by him of committing an offence involving
defeat, but if he reprimands him saying: “Suspected by me, you are
…”—for each speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order.

Bu-Ss 8.3.2

He is unseen by him committing an offence involving defeat, but
if he reprimands him saying: “Seen and heard by me, you are one
who has committed an offence involving defeat …”—for each speech
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

He is unseen by him committing an offence involving defeat, but
if he reprimands him saying: “Seen and suspected by me … Seen,
heard and suspected by me …”—for each speech there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

He is unheard by him committing an offence involving defeat,
but if he reprimands him saying: “Heard and suspected by me …

BD 1.284

Heard and seen byme…Heard, seen and suspected by me…”—for
each speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

He is unsuspected by him of committing an offence involving
defeat, but if he reprimands him saying: “Suspected and seen by me

¹ Ajjhāpanna, past participle. ² Uposatha, a chapter of monks meeting on the
fifteenth day of eachhalf-month to expound dhamma, Vin 1.102. E.M.Hare, gs 4.140,
gs 4.170, gives “observance-day” for uposatha. ³ Pavāraṇā, when themonks invite
one another to tell of anything seen, heard or suspected to be wrong, Vin 1.160 and
cf. Vin 2.32. ⁴ Saṅghakamma, the monks being assembled together in solemn
conclave. Cf. Vin 1.123, Vin 1.143. ⁵ Vācāya vācāya. ⁶ Cf. below, bd 1.292.
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… Suspected and heard byme… Suspected, seen and heard byme
…”—for each speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order.

Vin 3.165

Bu-Ss 8.3.3

He is seen by him committing an offence involving defeat, but if
he reprimandshimsaying: “Heardbyme…Suspectedbyme…Heard
and suspected by me, you are one who has committed an offence
involving defeat …”—for each speech there is an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order.

He is heard by him committing an offence involving defeat, but
if he reprimands him saying: “Suspected by me … Seen by me …
Suspected and seen byme… ”—for each speech there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

He is suspected by himof committing an offence involving defeat,
but if he reprimands him saying: “Seen byme…Heard byme… Seen
and heard by me …”—for each speech there is an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 8.3.4

He is seen by him committing an offence involving defeat; but
he is in doubt as to the sight, he does not trust the sight, does not
remember the sight, is confused as to the sight. He is in doubt as to
what he has heard … is confused as to what he heard. He is in doubt
as to the suspicion … he is confused as to what he suspected; yet he
reprimands him saying: “Suspected and seen byme…Suspected and
heard byme … Suspected and seen and heard by me …”—for each
speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 8.3.5

BD 1.285He is unseen by him committing an offence involving defeat, but
if he causes him to be reprimanded saying: “You are seen, you are
one who has committed an offence involving defeat …”—for each
speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

He is unheard …He is unsuspected …

Bu-Ss 8.3.6
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He is unseen by him committing an offence involving defeat,
but if he causes him to be reprimanded saying: “You are seen and
heard … You are seen and suspected … You are seen and heard and
suspected …”—for each speech there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 8.3.7

He is seen by him committing an offence involving defeat, but if
he causes him to be reprimanded saying: “You are heard … You are
suspected … You are heard and suspected …”

He is heard by him…He is suspected by him…

Bu-Ss 8.3.8

He is seen by him committing an offence involving defeat; he is
in doubt as to the sight … he is confused as to what he suspected,
yet he causes him to be reprimanded saying: “You are suspected and
seen …” … he is confused as to what he suspected, yet he causes him
to be reprimanded saying: “You are suspected and heard …” … he
is confused as to what he suspected, yet he causes him to be repri-
manded saying: “You are suspected and seen and heard … involving
defeat …”—for each speech there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

Vin 3.166

Bu-Ss 8.4.1 There is a view of what is pure in what is impure, a view of what
is impure in what is pure, there is a view of what is impure in what
is impure, a view of what is pure in what is pure.

Bu-Ss 8.4.2

BD 1.286 If aman is impure, committing a certain offence involving defeat,
even though there exist a view of purity, if he speaks desiring his
expulsion, but without having gained his leave,¹ there is an offence
ofwrong-doing togetherwith an offence requiring a formal-meeting
of the Order.

If a man is impure … if he speaks desiring his expulsion, but

¹ See Vin 1.114, where it is said that no monk who has not given leave may be re-
proved for an offence.
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having gained his leave, it is an offence requiring a formal meeting
of the Order.

If a man is impure … not having gained his leave, he spoke in-
tending abuse, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with one
of insulting speech.

If a man is impure … having gained his leave, he spoke intending
abuse, it is an offence of insulting speech.

Bu-Ss 8.4.3

If a man is pure, not committing a certain offence involving de-
feat, even though there exist a view of impurity, if he speaks desiring
his expulsion, butwithouthavinggainedhis leave, there is anoffence
of wrong-doing.

If a man is pure … having gained his leave, he speaks intending
his expulsion, there is no offence.

If it is a pure man…without having gained his leave, he speaks
intending abuse, it is an offence ofwrong-doingwith one of insulting
speech.

If it is a pureman… having gained his leave, he speaks intending
abuse, it is an offence of insulting speech.

Bu-Ss 8.4.4

If aman is impure, committing a certain offence involving defeat,
even though there exist a view as to impurity, he speaks wishing
his expulsion, but not having gained his leave, there is an offence of
wrong-doing … it is not an offence … it is an offence of wrong-doing
with one of insulting speech … it is an offence of insulting speech.

Bu-Ss 8.4.5

BD 1.287If a man is pure, not committing an offence leading to defeat,
even though there exist a view as to purity … there is an offence of
wrong-doingwith an offence entailing a formalmeeting of the Order
… it is an offence requiring a formal meeting of the Order … it is
an offence of wrong-doing with one of insulting speech … it is an
offence of insulting speech.

Bu-Ss 8.4.6
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There is no offence if there is a view as to what is impure in what
is pure, if there is a view as to what is impure in what is impure, if
he is mad, if he is a beginner.

Told is the Eighth Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order: that
concerned with what is unfounded
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BD 1.288

Bu-Ss 9.1.1

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
At that time as the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and
Bhummaja were descending from the slope of the Vulture’s Peak,
they saw a he-goat copulating with a nanny-goat; seeing them they

Vin 3.167

said: “Look here, your reverences, let us call this he-goat Dabba, the
Mallian, and this nanny-goat Mettiyā, the nun; thus we will express
it: ‘Formerly, your reverences, we spoke to Dabba, theMallian, about
what was heard, but nowwe have ourselves seen him sinning with
the nun Mettiyā.” These gave that he-goat the name of Dabba, the
Mallian, and called that nanny-goat Mettiyā, the nun.

These told the monks: “Formerly, your reverences, we spoke to
Dabba, the Mallian, about what was heard, but now we ourselves
have seen him sinning withMettiyā, the nun.”

The monks said: “Your reverences, do not speak like that; the
venerable Dabba, the Mallian, would not do that.”

Then thesemonks told thismatter to the lord.The lord, on that oc-
casion, in that connection, having had the Order of monks convened,
asked the venerable Dabba, the Mallian:
“Do you remember,¹ Dabba, to have done as these monks say?”
“Lord, the lord knows with regard to me,” he said.
A second time, the lord … a third time the lord said to the venera-

ble Dabba, the Mallian … “knows with regard to me,” he said.
BD 1.289

“Do not, Dabba, …” … “… howmuchmore when I was awake.” he

¹ Cf. above, bd 1.280.
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said.
Then the lord addressed the monks: “Because of this, monks, you

should put questions to these monks.” Having spoken thus, the lord
rising up from his seat, entered the vihāra.

Bu-Ss 9.1.2

Then these monks put questions¹ to the monks who were fol-
lowers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka.These, being questioned by the
monks, told this matter to the monks.
“Did you not defame the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, your rev-

erences, with a charge of falling into defeat, taking up some point as
a pretext in a legal question really belonging to something else?”
“It is so, your reverences,” they said.
Then those whoweremodest monks became annoyed, vexed and

angry, and said: “How can the monks who are followers of Mettiya
and Bhummajaka defame the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, with …
to something else?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said: “Is it true
as is said, that you, monks, defamed Dabba, theMallian, with … to
something else?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men, defame Dabba, theMallian, with … to something
else? Foolish men, it is not for the benefit of unbelievers … And thus,
monks, this course of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, malignant, malicious and ill-tempered,

Vin 3.168

should defame amonkwith a charge involving defeat, taking up
some point as a pretext in a legal question really belonging to
somethingelse, saying: ‘Thusperhapsmay Idrivehimaway from

BD 1.290

this Brahma-life’; then, if afterwards, he, being pressed or not
being pressed, the legal question turning out to belong to some-
thing different, if the monk confesses his malice and (confesses)

¹ Vin-a 598, “Where did you see Dabba with Mettiyā? … at what time? … where
were you going then? …Who knows you were at that time in the Bamboo Grove? …”
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having takenup somepoint as a pretext: it is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 9.2.1Whatevermeans: … (= Bu-Ss 8.2) … is angry.

Bu-Ss 9.2.2

In a legal question really belonging to something elsemeans:
either it is an offence of a different kind or it is a legal question of a
different kind.

How is a legal question connected with a different kind of legal
question?The legal question arising out of disputes may belong to
something different: to a legal question arising out of censure, to
a legal question arising out of transgressions, to a legal question
arising out of obligations. A legal question arising out of censure
… a legal question arising out of transgressions … a legal question
arising out of obligations may belong to something different: to a
legal question arising out of disputes to a legal question arising out
of transgressions, to a legal question arising out of obligations.Thus
a legal question may belong to a different legal question.

How is a legal question connected with a legal question? A ques-
tion arising out of disputes is connectedwith aquestion arising out of
disputes A question arising out of censure is connected with a ques-
tion arising out of censure. A question arising out of transgression
may be connected with a question arising out of transgression, or it
may be connectedwith something else. How is a question arising out
of transgression connected with something other than a question
arisingout of transgression?Anoffence involvingdefeat through sex-
ual intercoursemaybelong to something else: to an offence involving
defeat through taking something that was not given, to an offence
involving defeat through taking up human form, to an offence in-

BD 1.291

volving defeat through claiming states of further-men. An offence
involving defeat through taking something that was not given … an
offence involving defeat through taking uphuman form…an offence
involving defeat through claiming states of further-menmay belong
to something else: to an offence involving defeat through sexual in-
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tercourse, to an offence involving defeat through taking something
that was not given, to an offence involving defeat through taking
up human form.Thus a question arising out of transgression may
belong to something other than a question arising out of transgres-
sion. And how can a question arising out of transgression belong to
a question arising out of transgression? An offence involving defeat
through sexual intercoursemaybelong to anoffence involvingdefeat
through sexual intercourse … an offence involving defeat through
claiming states of further-menmay belong to an offence involving
defeat through claiming states of further-men. Thus does a ques-
tion arising out of transgression belong to a question arising out of
transgression. A question arising out of obligations may belong to a
question arising out of obligations.Thusmay a legal question belong
to a legal question.

Bu-Ss 9.2.3

Takingupsomepointasapretext.¹Apretextmeans that there
are ten pretexts: the pretext of birth, the pretext of name, the pretext

Vin 3.169

of family, the pretext of characteristic, the pretext of offence, the
pretext of a bowl, the pretext of a robe, the pretext of a teacher, the
pretext of a preceptor, the precept of lodgings.

Thepretext of birthmeans: A noble is seen committing² a mat-
ter involving defeat; seeing another noble³ he reprimands him, say-
ing: “A noble is seen byme; you are onewho has committed⁴ amatter
involving defeat, you are not a (true) recluse, you are not a (true) son

BD 1.292

of the Sakyans; there is no (holding) the observance-day (ceremony)
with you, or the ceremony at the termination of the rains, or the
ceremony performed by a chapter of monks”—for each speech there
is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.⁵

A brahmin is seen … a merchant is seen … a low-caste man is
seen… for each speech there is an offence entailing a formalmeeting
of the Order.

The pretext of name means: one who is a Buddharakkhita is

¹ Lesa. ² Ajjhāpajjanta. ³ Vin-a 601, who was a monk, he seizes the pretext of
his khattiya birth. ⁴ Ajjhāpanna. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 1.283.
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seen… onewho is a Dhammarakkhita is seen… onewho is a Saṅgha-
rakkhita is seen committing a matter involving defeat; seeing an-
other Saṅgharakkhita… for each speech there is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order.

Thepretext of familymeans: a Gotama is seen … aMoggallāna
is seen…aKaccāna is seen…aVāsiṭṭha is seen committing anoffence
involving defeat; seeing another Vāsiṭṭha … for each speech there is
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

The pretext of characteristic means: a tall man is seen … a
short man is seen … a dark man is seen … a fair man is seen commit-
ting an offence involving defeat … for each speech there is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Thepretextofanoffencemeans: one is seencommittinga slight
offence, and if he reprimands him for a matter involving defeat, say-
ing: “You are not a (true) recluse …” … for each speech there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Thepretext of a bowlmeans: one carrying a copper bowl is seen
…one carrying a bowl of hide¹ is seen…one carrying a cracked bowl²
is seen committing amatter involving defeat … for each speech there
is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

BD 1.293

The pretext of a robe means: one wearing robes taken from
the dust-heap is seen … one wearing householders’ robes is seen
committing a matter involving defeat … for each speech there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

The pretext of a teachermeans: the pupil of such and such a
one is seen committing a matter involving defeat … for each speech
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Thepretext of a preceptormeans: the novice of such and such
a one is seen committing amatter involving defeat … for each speech
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Thepretext of lodgingsmeans: a dweller in such and such lodg-
ings is seen committing a matter involving defeat … for each speech

Vin 3.170

¹ Vin-a 602, sāṭakapatta, “like the copper bowl it is well-turned, of beautiful hide,
glossy, of black colour (literally bee-coloured), it is called a clay bowl.” ² Vin-a 602,
“it was an ordinary clay bowl.”
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there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 9.2.4

With a charge involving defeatmeans: one of the four … (= Bu-
Ss 8.2) … a question arising out of obligations.

Taking up some point as a pretextmeans: taking up a certain
pretext among these pretexts.

If themonk confesses his malicemeans: … (= Bu-Ss 8.2) … be-
cause of this it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

Bu-Ss 9.3.1 A monk is seen committing an offence which entails a formal
meeting of the Order; in the offence which entails a formal meeting
of the Order there is a wrong view as to an offence which entails
a formal meeting of the Order. If he reprimands him for a matter
involving defeat, saying: “You are not a (true) recluse … nor a cere-
mony performed by a chapter of monks,” thus it is connected with a
different kind of offence and a pretext is taken up: for each speech
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

A monk is seen committing an offence which entails a formal
meeting of the Order; in the offence which entails a formal meeting

BD 1.294

of the Order there is the wrong view that it is a grave offence… there
is the wrong view that it is an offence requiring expiation … there is
the wrong view that it is an offence which ought to be confessed …
there is the wrong view that it is an offence of wrong-doing … there
is thewrong view that it is an offence of evil speech. If he reprimands
him… for each speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order.

Amonk is seencommittingagraveoffence…anoffence requiring
expiation … an offence which ought to be confessed … an offence of
wrong-doing … an offence of evil speech; in the evil speech there is a
wrong view of evil speech. If he reprimands him… for each speech
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

A monk is seen committing an offence of evil speech; there is
the wrong view that in the offence of evil speech there is an offence
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entailing a formal meeting of the Order; there is the wrong view
that in the evil speech there is a grave offence, an offence requiring
expiation, an offence which ought to be confessed, an offence of
wrong-doing. If he reprimands him … for each speech there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Beginning severally, the series, with this exception, should be put
together

Bu-Ss 9.3.2
Amonk is seen committing an offence entailing a formalmeeting

of the Order; in the offence which entails a formal meeting of the
Order there is a wrong view as to an offence which entails a formal
meeting of the Order. If he causes him to be reprimanded for an
offence involving defeat, saying: “You are not a (true) recluse … for
each speech there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

Amonk is seen committing an offence entailing a formalmeeting
of the Order; in the offence which entails a formal meeting of the
Order there is a wrong view that it is a grave offence … awrong view

BD 1.295

that it is an offence of evil speech … amonk is seen committing an
offence of evil speech … there is a wrong view that it is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he causes him to be reprimanded … for each speech
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bu-Ss 9.3.3

There is no offence if, thinking what is true,¹ he reprimands him
or causes him to be reprimanded, if he is out of his mind, if he is a
beginner.

Told² is the Ninth Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order

¹ Tathāsaññi, cf. tathāgata, the “truth-finder.” ² Samatta, instead of the more
usual niṭṭhita.
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BD 1.296

Bu-Ss 10.1.1
Vin 3.171

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place.
And thenDevadatta¹ cameup toKokālika,² and toKaṭamorakatissaka,
and to the son of the lady Khaṇḍā, and to Samuddadatta, and having
come up he said to Kokālika, Kaṭamorakatissaka, and the son of the
lady Khaṇḍā, and to Samuddadatta: “Nowwe, your reverences, will
make a schism in the Order of the recluse Gotama, a breaking of the
concord.”³

When he had spoken thus Kokālika said to Devadatta: “Your rev-
erence, the recluse Gotama has great psychic power, and greatmight.
How can we make a schism in the Order of the recluse Gotama, a
breaking of the concord?”
“Nowwe, your reverence, having approached the recluse Gotama,

will beg for five items: ‘Lord, the lord in many ways speaks in praise
of desiring little, of being contented, of expunging (evil), of being
punctilious, of what is gracious, of decrease (of the obstructions), of
putting forth energy.⁴ Lord, these five items are conducive in many
ways to desiring little, to contentment, to expunging (evil), to being

¹ This story is given almost word for word at Vin 2.196ff. ² These schis-
matics appear again in Bu-Ss 11. Mentioned at Vin 4.66, Vin 4.335. At
sn i.149 = an v.170 = Snpp. 123, Kokālika tried to defame the two chief disciples.
³ Vinaya Texts iii.251, “let us stir up a division in the samaṇa Gotama’s saṅgha and
in the body of his adherents,” with note that “in cakka-bhedaṁ the first word no
doubt connotes ‘kingship, lordship’ as in dhamma-cakka, cakkavatti, etc.” But it can
also mean breaking a wheel, and symbolically cakkabheda has special meaning of
“breaking up the peace, sowing discord.” ⁴ = Vin 1.45 = Vin 2.2 = Vin 3.21 = Vin 4.213.
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punctilious, to what is gracious, to decrease (of the obstruction), to
BD 1.297

putting forth energy.

1. It were good, lord, if themonks for as long as life lasted, should
be forest-dwellers;whoever shouldbetakehimself to theneigh-
bourhood of a village, sin¹ would besmirch² him.

2. For as long as life lasts let them be beggars for alms;³ whoever
should accept an invitation, sin would besmirch him.

3. For as long as life lasts let them be wearers of robes taken
from the dust-heap; whoever should accept a robe given by a
householder, sin would besmirch him.⁴

4. For as long as life lasts let them live at the foot of a tree;⁵ who-
ever should go under cover, sin would besmirch him.

5. For as long as life lasts let them not eat fish and flesh;⁶ whoever
should eat fish and flesh, sin would besmirch him.”

“The recluse Gotama will not allow these things.Thenwewill win
over the people by means of these five items.”
“It is possible, your reverence, with these five items, to make a

schism in the Order of the recluse Gotama, a breaking of the concord.
For, your reverence, people esteem austerity.”⁷

Bu-Ss 10.1.2

ThenDevadatta togetherwith his friendswent up to the lord, and
having gone up and greeted the lord, he sat down to one side. As he
was sitting to one side, Devadatta said to the lord: “Lord, the lord in
many ways speaks in praise of desiring little …who should eat fish

BD 1.298

or flesh, sin would besmirch him.”

¹ vajja. ² phuseyya from phusati to touch, not from phusati to sprinkle. Vin-a 603,
“let hatred touch that monk, let the lord deal with him for the offence.” ³ Those
who only eat the alms received in the begging-bowl. ⁴ At Vin 1.280 it is laid down
that the monks may wear either the paṁsukula robes or accept lay robes, as they
please. ⁵ At Vin 1.152 monks are forbidden to spend vassa out in the open. ⁶ At
Vin 1.238 and below, bd 1.298, it is laid down that fish and meat are pure for the
monks if they do not see, hear or suspect that it has been killed for them. Cf. bd 1.98,
bd 1.99 above,where there seems to be no offence in eatingmeat. ⁷ lūkhappasanna,
cf.an ii.71, where this is one of the four types of personswho estimate by and esteem
outward form. Each type is explained at Pp 53.
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“Enough,Devadatta,”he said. “Whoeverwishes, lethimbea forest-
dweller; whoeverwishes, let him dwell in the neighbourhood of a vil-
lage; whoever wishes, let him be a beggar for alms; whoever wishes,

Vin 3.172

let himaccept an invitation;whoeverwishes, let himwear rags taken
from the dust-heap; whoever wishes, let him accept a householder’s
robes. For eight months, Devadatta, lodging at the foot of a tree is
permitted byme.¹ Fish andflesh are pure in respect of three points: if
they are not seen, heard or suspected (to have been killed for him²).”

Then Devadatta thinking: “The lord does not allow these five
items,” was joyful and exultant.³ He rose from his seat, and hav-
ing greeted the lord, and paid homage to him keeping him on his
right side, he departed together with his friends. Then Devadatta,
entering Rājagaha, taught the people bymeans of the five items: “We,
your reverences, having approached the recluse Gotama, begged for
five items: ‘Lord, the lord in variousways speaks in praise of desiring
little … whoever should eat fish and flesh, sin would besmirch him.’
The recluse Gotama does not allow these. But we live in conformity

BD 1.299

with these five items.”

Bu-Ss 10.1.3

Then those who were men of no faith, not virtuous, and of poor
enlightenment, said: “These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are punc-

¹ I.e., not in the four months of the rains. ² Vin-a 604, “not seen means, having
killed deer and fish for the benefit of the monks, their being caught was not seen;
not heardmeans, having killed… of themonks, the taking (of them)was not heard”;
not suspccted means, if the monks see men going from a village to the jungle with
nets and snares in their hands; and if on the next day they receive fish and flesh
with their alms in the village they suspect: “Was not this done for the benefit of
the monks?” They ask the men, who deny it, and say it was done for their own
benefit. Or the monks may hear it said that men are going out to the jungle with
nets and snares, or they may neither see the hunters nor hear it said they that have
gone out, but simply receive fish and flesh in their begging-bowls.The same doubts
assail them, and they ask if the killing took place for their benefit. But if it was not
done expressly for the monks’ benefit, inasmuch as there is no doubt as to this,
everything is quite in order. ³ Vin-a 606, says he was joyful and exultant because
he now thought he could cause a schism.
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tilious¹ and practise the expunging of evil; but the recluse Gotama is
luxurious and strives after abundance.”

Then those who were faithful, virtuous, clever, enlightened peo-
ple became vexed, annoyed, angry and said: “How can this Devadatta
go forward with a schism in the Order of the lord, with a breaking of
the concord?”

Then the monks heard these people who were vexed, annoyed,
angry.Those who were modest monks were … angry, and said: “How
can this Devadatta go forward with a schism, with a breaking of the
concord?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord.

He said: “Is it true, as is said, Devadatta, that you went forward
with a schism in the Order, with a breaking of the concord?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “How can

you, foolish man, go forward with a schism in the Order, with a
breaking of the concord? It is not, foolish man, for the benefit of
unbelievers … Thus, monks, this course of training should be set
forth:
“Whatever monk should go forward with a schism of the Or-

der which is harmonious, or should persist in taking up some le-
gal question leading to a dissension: thatmonk should be spoken
to thus by the monks: ‘Do not, venerable one, go forward with
a schism of the Order which is harmonious, or persist in taking
up some legal question leading to a dissension. Let the venerable

BD 1.300

one be associated with the Order; for the Order is harmonious,
on friendly terms, not quarrelsome, it dwells comfortably under
a single rule.’²And if thatmonk, after he has been spoken to thus
by the monks, should persist, that monk should be admonished

Vin 3.173

up to three times by the monks together concerning his giving
up such a course. Should he give it up after being admonished up

¹ Vin-a 607, they are dhuta because they are endowed with the paṭipadā which
shakes off the kilesas; they are sallekhavuttī because their course of life (vutti) re-
duces the kilesas. ² I.e., not Gotama’s authority, but that of the Pātimokkha rules.
This word, ekuddesa, occurs in the Pārājikas in definition of saṁvāsa, communion.
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to three times, this is good. Should he not give it up, there is an
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 10.2.1 Whatevermeans: he who …
Monkmeans: … in this meaning is monk to be understood.
Harmoniousmeans: an Order belonging to the same commu-

nity¹ is established within the same boundary.²
Should go forwardwith a schismmeans: saying, “How should

these folk be separated, how should they be separated, how should
they be at variance?” seeking a faction, he gets a group together.

A legal question leading to a dissensionmeans: the eighteen
ways of causing a division.³

Taking upmeans: taking.
Leading tomeans: kindling.

BD 1.301

Should persistmeans: should not give up.
Thatmonkmeans: that schismatic monk.
By the monksmeans: by other monks, whoever see, whoever

hear; these should say: “Do not, venerable one, go forward with
a schism of the Order which is harmonious, nor persist in taking
up a legal question leading to a dissension. Let the venerable one
be associated with the Order. The Order, harmonious, on friendly
terms, not quarrelsome, dwells comfortably under a single rule.” A
second time they should say … A third time they should say … If he
gives it up, this is good. If he does not give it up, it is an offence of
wrong-doing. If having heard, they do not speak, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.That monk, having been pulled to the middle of the
Order, they are to say: “Do not, venerable one, go forward with a

¹ Vin-a 607.There is no separation as tomind. ² Vin-a 607.There is no separation
as to body. Belonging to the same community means that there are none living
together holding various heretical views or various religious proceedings; that
there is nomental separation from those of the samemind.Within the same bound-
ary means there is no bodily separation from those in bodily concord. For these
expressions see also Vin 1.321. ³ These are given at Vin 2.204 and are the same as
the eighteen things by which you may conclude that a monk is a speaker of what is
not dhamma, Vin 1.354.The first ten are also given at an i.19.
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schism of the Order, which is harmonious, nor persist in taking up
a legal question leading to a dissension. Let the venerable one be
associated with the Order. The Order, harmonious … comfortably
under a single rule.” A second time they should say … A third time
they should say … If he gives it up, that is good. If he does not give it
up, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Thatmonk should be admonished. Thus, monks, should he be
admonished: the Order should be informed by an experienced, com-
petent monk: “Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk,
so and so, proceeds with a schism of the Order which is harmonious.
He does not give up this course. If it is the right time for theOrder, let
the Order admonish this monk, so and so, so that he may give up his
course.This is themotion. Honoured sirs, let the Order hearme.This
monk, so and so … does not give up his course.The Order together

Vin 3.174

admonishes the monk, so and so, that he may give up his course. If it
seems good to the venerable ones, together admonishing this monk,
so and so, that he should give up his course, be silent; if it does not
seem good, then you should speak. A second time I speak this matter
… A third time I speak this matter … then you should speak. It has

BD 1.302

been said by the Order that the monk, so and so, should give up his
course. It seems good to the Order …Thus do I understand.”

According to the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; ac-
cording to the two resolutions¹ there are grave offences;² according to
the end of a resolution there is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order. If he is committing an offence entailing a formal meet-
ing of the Order, the offence of wrong-doing according to themotion
and the grave offences according to the two resolutions, subside.³

An offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means:
… because of this it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Bu-Ss 10.3.1

¹ kammavācā, resolution; ñatti, motion, cf. Vin 1.317 and Vinaya Texts i.169, n. 2;
Vinaya Texts ii.265, n. 2. ² Vin-a 609. He towhom these three offences do not seem
good, should speak. ³ = below, bd 1.307, bd 1.313
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Thinking a legally valid act¹ to be a legally valid act, he does not
give it up, there is au offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
Being in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act, he does not give
it up, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
Thinking an act which is not legally valid to be an act which is legally
valid, he does not give it up, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.Thinking an act which is legally valid to be an
act which is not legally valid, is an offence of wrong-doing. Being
in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, is an offence of
wrong-doing. Not thinking an act which is legally valid to be an act
which is not legally valid, is an offence of wrong-doing.²

Bu-Ss 10.3.2

BD 1.303 There is no offence if he has not been admonished, if he gives it
up, if he is mad, out of his mind, in pain, a beginner.³

Told is the Tenth Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order: that of
a schism in the Order

¹ Vin-a 609, “a legally valid act, an act which has been repeated together.” An
unlawful act is explained at Vin 1.317f. It is connected with ñatti and kammavācā.
² = below, bd 1.307, bd 1.313. ³ = below, bd 1.308, bd 1.313.
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BD 1.304

Bu-Ss 11.1.1

…at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place. At
that time Devadatta proceeded to a schism in the Order, a breaking
of the concord. The monks spoke thus: “Devadatta is not one who
speaks dhamma, Devadatta is not one who speaks Vinaya.¹ How can
this Devadatta proceedwith a schism in theOrder,with a breaking of
the concord?” Having spoken thus, Kokālika, Kaṭamorakatissa, and
the son of the lady Khaṇḍā and Samuddadatta² said to these monks:
“Do not speak thus, venerable ones; Devadatta is one who speaks

Vin 3.175

dhamma, Devadatta is one who speaks vinaya, and Devadatta hav-
ing adopted³ our desire and objective, gives expression to them; he
knows that what he says for us⁴ seems also good to us.”

Then those who were modest monks were … angry, and said:
“How can these monks become those throwing in their lot with⁵ and
taking part in⁶ Devadatta’s proceeding for a schism in the Order?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord.
“Is it true as they say,monks, that (these)monks are thosewho are

throwing in their lot with and taking part in Devadatta’s proceeding
for a schism in the Order?”

BD 1.305

“It is true, lord”, they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

¹ At dn iii.135 these words occur in a kind of definition of “Tathāgata.” ² The
samemonks as in Bu-Ss 10, above. ³ ādāya, literally having taken. ⁴ jānāti no
bhāsati, Vin-a 611, he knows our desires, and so on. ⁵ anuvattaka, Vin-a 611, “those
following him by taking up (his) opinions, pleasures, approvals.” ⁶ vaggavādaka.
“They speak words not on the side of unanimity,” Vin-a 611.
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how can these foolish men become those to throw in their lot with,
to take part in Devadatta’s proceeding for a schism in the Order? It is
not,monks, for the benefit of unbelievers…Thus,monks, this course
of training should be set forth:
“If amonk hasmonks: one or two or three, who throw in their

lot with him or take his part, and if these should speak thus: ‘Do
not, venerable ones, say anything against this monk; this monk
is onewho speaks dhamma, thismonk is onewho speaks Vinaya;
and this monk, adopting our desire and objective, gives expres-
sion to them;heknows thatwhathe says forus seemsalsogood to
us.’Thesemonks shouldbe spoken to thusbymonks: ‘Donot, ven-
erable ones, say this. This monk is not one who speaks dhamma,
thismonkisnotonewhospeaksVinaya.Pleasedonot leta schism
in the Order seem good to the venerable ones; let the venerable
ones be at one with the Order, for the Order being harmonious
and on friendly terms, not quarrelsome, dwells comfortably un-
der one rule.’ If thesemonkshavingbeen spoken to by themonks
should persist, then these monks should be admonished up to
three times by these monks in a body, for giving up their course.
If these, having been admonished up to three times, should give
it up, that is good; if they should not give it up, that is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 11.2.1 If amonkmeans: if a schismatic monk.
Hasmonksmeans: has other monks.
Throw in their lot withmeans: he is one having that view, that

allegiance, that objective; and these are those having that view, that
allegiance, that objective.¹

Take his partmeans: these are standing for his sort, his faction.
BD 1.306

One or two or threemeans: there are one or two or three.
If these should speak thus means: “Do not, venerable ones,

speak against this monk. This monk is one who speaks dhamma,
and this monk is one who speaks Vinaya, and this monk is one who

¹ Cf. above, bd 1.163, and dn i.187; mn i.487.
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having adopted our desire and allegiance, gives expression to them.
Vin 3.176

He knows that what he says for us seems also good to us.”
Thesemonksmeans: these monks who throw in their lot with.
Bymonksmeans: by other monks who see, and who hear.These

should say: “Do not, venerable ones, speak thus.Thismonk is not one
who speaks dhamma, and this monk is not one who speaks Vinaya.
Please do not let a schism in the Order seem good to the venerable
ones. Let the venerable ones be at one with the Order; for the Order
being harmonious and on friendly terms, not quarrelsome, dwells
comfortably under one rule.” A second time they should say … A
third time they should say … if they give it up, that is good; if they do
not give it up, it is an offence of wrong-doing.

These monks, having pulled them into the middle of the Order,
should say: “Do not, venerable ones, speak thus. He is not … under
one rule.” A second time they should say … a third time they should
say … if they give up their course it is good; if they do not give it up
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Thesemonks shouldbeadmonishedmeans:Thus,monks, they
should be admonished … the Order should be informed by an experi-
enced, competentmonk: “Let theOrder hearme, honoured sirs. Such
and such monks, having thrown in their lot with such and such a
monk, are taking his side in a proceeding for making a schism in the
Order.These do not give up this course. If it is the right time for the
Order, let the Order as a body admonish such and such monks about
giving up this course.This is themotion. Honoured sirs, let the Order
hear me: such and suchmonks … not give up the course.The Order
as a body admonishes such and such monks about giving up this
course. If it seems good to the venerable ones to admonish such and

BD 1.307

such monks for giving up this course, you should be silent; if it does
not seem good to you, you should speak. A second time I proclaim
this matter. A third time I proclaim this matter … you should speak.
Let the Order as a body admonish such and suchmonks for giving
up this course. It seems good to the Order …Thus do I understand.”

According to the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; ac-
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cording to two resolutions there are grave offences; at the end of
the resolution there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order. If they are committing an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order, the offence of wrong-doing according to the motion
and the grave offences according to the two resolutions, subside.¹

Two or three should be admonished together; further than that²
they should not be admonished.

An offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means:
… because of that it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Vin 3.177

Bu-Ss 11.3.1 Thinking a legally valid act to be a legally valid act, they do not
give it up, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
Being in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act, they do not give
it up, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
Thinking an act which is not legally valid to be an act which is legally
valid, they do not give it up, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order. Thinking an act which is legally valid to be
an act which is not a legally valid act, is an offence of wrong-doing.
Being in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, is an offence
of wrong-doing. Not thinking an act which is legally valid to be an
act which is not legally valid, is an offence of wrong-doing.³

Bu-Ss 11.3.2

BD 1.308 It is not an offence if they have not been admonished, if they give
it up, if they are mad, out of their minds, in pain, beginners.⁴

Told is the Eleventh Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order:
that of siding in with a schism

¹ = above, bd 1.302; below, bd 1.313, bd 1.327. ² taduttari. ³ = above, bd 1.302;
below, bd 1.313, bd 1.327. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 1.303; below, bd 1.313, bd 1.327.
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BD 1.309

Bu-Ss 12.1.1

… at Kosambī in Ghosita’s park. At that time the venerable Channa¹
indulged in bad habits.Themonks said: “Reverend Channa, do not
do that, it is not suitable.”²

He said: “What do you, your reverences, think should be said to
me? It is Iwho should tell you.³Theenlightened one is for us, dhamma
is for us, dhamma is realised for us by a master.⁴ Just as a great wind
blowing would raise up grass, sticks, ferns and rubbish together; or
just as a mountain-born⁵ river would raise up various water plants⁶
together, so you, having gone forth fromvariousnames, fromvarious
clans, from various lineages, from various families, are raised up
together. What do you, your reverences, think should be said to me?
It is I who should tell you.The enlightened one is for us, dhamma is
for us, dhamma is realised for us by a master.”

Then those who were modest monks were … angry, and said:
“How can the venerable Channa, himself being spoken to by the

BD 1.310

¹ = Vin 4.141. ² Also in Bu-Ss 7. ³ Vin-a 612, “I amworthy to say to you: ‘Do this,
do not do that. For when, as our enlightened one, mounting Kanthaka (his horse),
Ieft the household lifewithme, Iwent forth into homelessness.’ ” ⁴ Vin-a 612, “The
fourfold true things having been penetrated for us by amaster (ayyapatta), dhamma
is for us. But thinking that the Order was hostile to him, he did not say, ‘The Order
is for us.’ ” ⁵ pabbateyya, Vin-a 612, “Its source is on a mountain.” ⁶ saṅkha-
sevāla-paṇaka: saṅkha, a water-plant, probably unidentified; sevāla = Blyxa octandra
moss; paṇaka or paṇṇaka a name of a water-plant, most likely a fern (so Pali-English
Dictionary). Vin-a 612, “saṅkha is called the leaf and the moss, with a long root;
sevāla is dark sevāla (moss); the rest are water-plants, sesame plants and seeds; and
everything that is to be styled a water-plant.”
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monks in accordance with dhamma, reckon himself as one not to be
spoken to?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as they say, Channa, that you, yourself being spoken to

by the monks in accordance with dhamma, reckon yourself as one
not to be spoken to?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolishman, yourself being spoken to by themonks

in accordance with dhamma, reckon yourself as one not to be spoken
to? It is not, foolishman, for thebenefit of unbelievers…Thus,monks,

Vin 3.178

this course of training should be set forth:
If a monk is one who is difficult to speak to,¹ and if himself

being spoken to by themonks according to dhamma² concerning
the courses of training included in the exposition,³ he reckons
himself as one not to be spoken to, saying: ‘Do not say anything
to me, venerable ones, either good or bad, and I will not say any-
thing to the venerable ones, either good or bad; refrain, vener-
able ones, from speaking to me (then) that monk should be spo-
ken to thusby themonks: ‘Donot, venerable one, reckonyourself
as one not to be spoken to; let the venerable one reckon himself
as one to be spoken to; let the venerable one speak to the monks
in accordance with dhamma,⁴ and then the monks will speak to

BD 1.311

the venerable one in accordance with dhamma. Thus is the mul-
titude increased for the lord, that is to say by speaking with one

¹ Dubbacajātika. Vin-a 612, says that dubbacameans that it is impossible to speak to
him. EditorsVinayaTexts i.12 get nearer to this in their note than in their translation,
which reads: “refuses to listen to what is said to him.” I follow translation at gs 2.151
(of an ii.147) and at ks ii.137 (of sn ii.206). But at gs 3.133 (an iii.178) the reading is,
“they are speakers of ill,” and at gs 5.104 (anv.152), “of foul speech.” But Channa,
above, has given no indication that his speech was evil. Chalmers, Further Dia-
logues of the Buddha 1.69 (mn i.95), has “unruly,” but mn-a 2.66 explains: so dukkhena
vattabbo hoti, with which cf. sn-a ii.173, dukkhaṁ vattabbā. ² Sahadhammikaṁ,
here adverbial. Vin-a 613, “according to the courses of training made known by the
enlightened one.” For similar use, see Vin 1.60; Vin 4.141. ³ I.e., in the Pātimokkha,
see below, Old Commentary. ⁴ Saha dhammena.
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another, by assistingoneanother.¹And if thatmonkwhenhehas
been spoken to by the monks should persist as before, then that
monk should be admonished up to three times by the monks to-
gether for giving up his course. And if after being admonished
up to three times by the monks together, he gives up his course,
that is good; if he does not give it up, there is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 12.2.1If amonk is onewho is difficult to speak to means: he is diffi-
cult to speak to, endowed with qualities which make him difficult to
speak to,² intractable,³ incapable of being instructed.⁴

In the courses of training included in the expositionmeans:
in the courses of training included in the Pātimokkha.

By themonksmeans: by other monks.
According to dhamma means: that course of training made

known by the lord, this is called according to dhamma.
Himself being spoken to he reckons himself as one not to be

spoken to, saying : “Donot, venerable ones, say anything tome,
BD 1.312

either good or bad, and Iwill not say anything to the venerable
ones, either good or bad; refrain, venerable ones, from speak-
ing tome ”—(then) thatmonkmeans: that monk who is difficult
to speak to.

By themonksmeans: by other monks, these see, these hear. He
should be spoken to by these, saying: “Venerable one, do not reckon
yourself as one not to be spoken to, let the venerable one reckon him-

¹ Aññamañña-vuṭṭhāpanena, translated at Vinaya Texts i.12, “by mutual help.”
Vuṭṭhāpeti is also to ordain, to rehabilitate, cf. Vin 4.226, Vin 4.317, where vuṭṭhā-
peti = upasampādeti in Old Commentary. ² Vin-a 612, “endowed with these con-
ditions, they make a man difficult to talk to.”There are nineteen such conditions
enumerated here; sixteen atmn-a 2.66. ³ Akkhama, Vin-a 613, “he does not submit
to, does not endure the exhortation.” ⁴ Appadakkhiṇaggāhī anusāsaniṁ, literally
a left-handed (i.e., unskilled, clumsy) taker of the teaching.They do not take the
teaching with deference, but disrespectfully (cf. Vin-a 613 and mn-a 2.66), possibly
also referring to the fact that they do not (depart) keeping the right side towards
the teacher, which is padakkhiṇaṁ karoti. This whole phrase is stock, occurring at,
e.g., sn ii.201; an ii.147; an iii.178; an v.152; mn i.95.
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self as one to be spoken to, let the venerable one speak to the monks
in accordance with dhamma, and then the monks will speak to the
venerable one in accordance with dhamma. Thus is the multitude
increased for the lord, that is to say by speaking to one another, by
assisting one another.” A second time he should be spoken to … A
third time he should be spoken to … If he gives it up, that is good; but

Vin 3.179

if he does not give it up, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If, having
heard, they do not speak, there is an offence of wrong-doing.That
monk, having been pulled into themiddle of the assembly, should be
told: “Do not, venerable one, reckon yourself as one not to be spoken
to … by ordaining one another.” A second time he should be told …
A third time he should be told … If he gives it up, that is good; if he
does not give it up, there is an offence of wrong-doing.That monk
should be admonished. And thus, monks, should he be admonished.
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk:
“Honoured sirs, let the Order hearme.Thismonk, so and so, being re-
monstrated with by themonks in accordance with dhamma, reckons
himself as one not to be spoken to: he does not give up this course. If
it is the right time for the Order, let the Order admonish this monk
so that hemay give up this course.That is themotion. Honoured sirs,
let the Order hear me.This monk, so and so …Thus do I understand.”

According to the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; ac-
cording to the two resolutions there are grave offences; at the end
of a resolution there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order. If he is committing an offence entailing a formal meeting of

BD 1.313

the Order, the offence of wrong-doing according to the motion and
the grave offences according to the two resolutions, subside.¹

An offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means:
… on account of this it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order.

Bu-Ss 12.3.1 Thinking a legally valid act to be a legally valid act, he does not
give it up, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

¹ = above, bd 1.302, bd 1.307; below, bd 1.327.
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Being in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … Not thinking
an act that is legally valid to be an act that is not legally valid is an
offence of wrong-doing.¹

Bu-Ss 12.3.2

There is no offence if he has not been admonished, if he gives it
up, if he is mad, if he is a beginner.²

Told is the Twelfth Offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order: that
concerning one to whom it is difficult to speak

¹ Cf. above, bd 1.302, bd 1.307; below, bd 1.327. ² Cf. above, bd 1.303, bd 1.308; below,
bd 1.327.
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Bu-Ss 13.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park. Now at that
time,¹ unscrupulous, depraved monks who were the followers of
Assaji and Punabbasu² were in residence³ at Kiṭāgiri.⁴They indulged
in the following kinds of bad habits: they planted and caused to be
planted small flowering trees; they watered them and caused them

Vin 3.180

to be watered; they plucked them and caused them to be plucked;
they tied themup into (garlands) and caused them to be tied up; they
madeandcaused tobemadegarlandshavinga stalkonone side⁵; they
made and caused to be made garlands having a stalk on both sides⁶;
they made and caused to be made a branching flower-stalk⁷; they
made and caused to be made a wreath⁸; they made and caused to be

BD 1.315

¹ This whole passage = Vin 2.10ff. ² Vin-a 614, “they were the foremost of the
sixfold group of monks”—the bad group, often giving trouble. ‘They say, ‘alms in
the countryside are now abundant, now short. Let us not live in one place but in
three places.’ So they chose Kāsī of the kingdom of Kosala, Aṅga of the kingdom of
Magadha, and Kiṭāgiri. They did things not to be done and neglected the courses of
training which had been set forth. So they are called ‘unscrupulous, evil monks.’ ”
At Vin-a 579 (on Vin 3.160) it is said that Mettiya and Bhummajaka are the leaders
of the sixfold group. ³ āvāsika. Vin-a 613, āvāso ti vihāro. “Avāsikā are those to
whom this āvāsa belongs, for they have the care of the new buildings and the re-
pairs to the old: these are the residents.Those who only stay in a vihāra are called
inmates (nevāsika), but these were residents (āvāsikā).” mn-a 3.187 defines āvāsikā
as nibandhavāsino, “continual dwellers.” ⁴ Vin-a 613, “that was the name of the
countryside,” whilemn-a 3.186 says, “thatwas the name of the township.” ⁵ ekato-
vanṇṭikamāla. Vin-a 617, “a garlandmade with the stalks on one side of the flowers.”
⁶ ubhatovantikamāla. Vin-a 617, “a garlandmade with the stalks of the flowers on
both sides.” ⁷ manjarika. Vin-a 617, “an arrangement of flowers.”
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made a garland worn round the forehead¹; they made and caused to
bemade an ear-ornament; theymade and caused to bemade a breast-
plate.²These (monks) take or send garlandshaving a stalk on one side
to wives of reputable families, to daughters of reputable families, to
girls of reputable families, to daughters-in-law of reputable families,
to female slaves of reputable families. They take or send garlands
having a stalk on both sides; they take or send a branching flower-
stalk; they take or send a wreath; they take or send a garland worn
round the forehead; they take or send an ear-ornament; they take or
send a breast-plate.These eat from one dish together with wives of
reputable families, with daughters of reputable families, with girls
of reputable families, with daughters-in-law of reputable families,
with female slaves of reputable families.They drink fromone beaker;
they sit down on one seat; they share³ one couch; they share one
mat⁴; they share one coverlet; they share one mat and coverlet. They
eat at the wrong time; they drink intoxicants; they wear garlands,
(use) perfumes and cosmetics; they dance and sing and play musical
instruments, and they sport.They dancewhen she dances,⁵ they sing
when she dances, they play musical instruments when she dances,
they sportwhen she dances; they dancewhen she sings… they dance
when she plays musical instruments … they dance when she sports
… they sport when she sports.

Bu-Ss 13.1.2

BD 1.316They play⁶ on a chequered board for gambling⁷; they play on a

⁸ vidhutika. Vin-a 617, “It is done by piercing the flowers of the Yitex negundo tree
(sinduvara) with a needle or small stick.” ¹ vaṭaṁsaka. The commentary is of no
use here. Sometimes as at Vv 38 an ear-ornament = kaṇṇikā, Vv-a 174. But here next
item, āveḷa = kaṇṇikā Vin-a 617. ² uracchada. Vin-a 617, “floral garlands like a hāra
to be put on the breast.” ³ Vin-a 620, “they lie down on.” ⁴ attharaṇa, literally
strewing, spreading (neutral). Hence probably a mat or rug, or even something
spread over them, some cover. ⁵ Vin-a 620, “when a nautch-girl dances, they go
dancing in front of her or behind her.” ⁶ For these games cf. dn i.6ff., and see
Dialogues of the Buddha 1.11ff. for discussions on the terms. ⁷ aṭṭhapada. Vin-a 620,
“they play at dice on the chequered board,” having eight squares on each side.
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draught-board¹; they play with imagining such boards in the air²;
they play a game of keeping stepping on to diagrams³; they play
with spillikans⁴; they play at dice; they play tip-cat⁵; they play brush-
hand⁶; they play with a ball⁷; they play at blowing through toy-pipes
made of leaves⁸; they play with a toy plough⁹; they play at turning
somersaults¹⁰; they play with a toy windmill¹¹; they play with a toy
measures of leaves¹²; they play with a toy cart¹³; they play with a toy

BD 1.317

bow¹⁴; they play a game of guessing at letters¹⁵; they play a mind-

¹ dasapada—i.e., a boardwith ten squares on each side.Thecommentary on this pas-
sage to “deformities,” below = dn-a 1.85f.. ² Vin-a 620, “as they play on the dice or
draught board, so they play in space.” ³ parihārapatha. Vin-a 62 = dn-a 1.85, “hav-
ing drawna circlewith various lines on the ground, there they play avoiding the line
to be avoided.” ⁴ santikāya kīḷanti. Vin-a 621, “putting together chessmen and little
stones into heaps, they move them away and put (new ones) with the nails without
letting them tremble; but if one trembles there is defeat.” ⁵ ghaṭikena kīḷanti, Vin-
a 621, “they move about hitting a short stick with a long stick.” ⁶ salākahatthena
kīḷanti, Vin-a 621 = moistening the brush-hand in crimson lac or in floury water,
and beating it on the ground or on a wall, he says, “ ‘What shall it be?’ and they play
showing the form required”—elephants and horses. ⁷ akkhena kīḷanti, Vin-a 621,
guḷena, with a ball. Critical Pali Dictionary says akkha is a die. ⁸ paṅgacīrena kīḷanti,
Vin-a 621, “they play blowing that leafy pipe.” ⁹ vaṅkakena kīḷanti, Vin-a 621, “they
play with the plaything, the small plough of village boys.” Variant readings caṅgak-
ena, vaṅgakena. ¹⁰ mokkhacikāya kīḷanti, derivation extremely obscure, see article
Pali-English Dictionary and Journal of the Pali Text Society 1885, p. 49. Vin-a 621 says
“it is called a game of rolling about (samparivattaka)” (cf. Ja 2.142). “Holding a stick
in the air, and putting the head on the ground, they play turning about by being
upside down.” At Vin 1.275 the son of a great merchant disabled himself by playing
this way. See also Vinaya Texts ii.184, n. ¹¹ ciṅgulakena kīḷanti, Vin-a 621, “a wheel
that is made of the leaves of palm-trees and so on; the wheel reels round at a breath
of wind—they play with this.” On ciṅgulaka see Journal of the Pali Text Society 1885,
p. 50. ¹² pattāḷhakena kīḷanti, Vin-a 621, pattāḷhakam vuccati paṇṇanāḷikā, and it
also says, “they play measuring the leafy pipe with this sand and so on.” On the
measures, āḷhaka and nāḷikā, see above, bd 1.103. ¹³ rathakena, Vin-a 621, with a
little cart. ¹⁴ dhanukena kīḷanti, Vin-a 621, “with a little bow.”These last six and
“tip-cat” are given as examples of childish games at mn i.266 = an v.203 = Mil 230.
¹⁵ akkharikāya kīḷanti, Vin-a 621, “they play the game of recognising syllables in the
air or on their backs.”
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reading game¹; they play a game of mimicking deformities²; they
train themselves in elephant lore³; they train themselves in horse
lore⁴; they train themselves in cart lore; they train themselves in
archery; they train themselves in swordsmanship; then they run in
front of an elephant, they run in front of a horse and they run in
front of a chariot; now they run backwards, now they run forwards,⁵
and they whistle,⁶ and they snap their fingers,⁷ and they wrestle,⁸
and they fight with fists, and having spread out their upper robes
as a stage,⁹ they say to a dancing girl: “Dance here, sister,” and they

BD 1.318

applaud,¹⁰ and indulge in various bad habits.

Bu-Ss 13.1.3

At one time a certain monk, rising up from spending the rains
among the people of Kāsī, and going to Sāvatthī for the sake of seeing
the lord, arrived at Kiṭāgiri. Then this monk getting up early and

Vin 3.181

taking his bowl and robe entered Kiṭāgiri for alms-food. He was
pleasing whether he was approaching or departing, whether he was

¹ manesikāya, Vin-a 621, “they play the game of knowing the mind and thoughts.”
² yathāvajjena kīḷanti. This means the blind, the lame, the deformed and so on:
imitating thatwhich is a deformity, theyplay the gameof exhibiting it. ³ Vin-a 621,
“they learn the learning which is to be learnt for the (craft and care) of elephants”
and horses. ⁴ Vin-a 621, “they learn the learning which is to be learnt for the
(craft and care) of elephants” and horses. ⁵ dhāvanti pi ādhāvanti, Vin-a 621,
dhāvanti pī tiparammukhā gacchantā dhāvanti. Ādhāvanti pī ti yattakaṁ dhāvanti
tattakaṁ eva abhimukhā puna āgacchantā ādhāvanti. ⁶ usseḷhenti. So far this word
appears only to come here and at the parallel passage, Vin 2.10.The translators at
Vinaya Texts ii.349, n. 1, “are quite uncertain how to render this word.” I admit I
do not agree with their rendering, “they used to exhibit signs of anger,” as I think
that all these activities were entered upon in a friendly spirit. See Pali-English
Dictionary under seḷeti; also Morris, Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1885, p. 54,
who is inclined to think usseḷheti is connected with seleti, and signifies “to shout
out.” Snp-a 485 (on Snp 682) explains seḷenti asmukhena usselanasaddaṁmuñcanti.
⁷ Here, and at Vin 2.10, appoṭhenti. Pali-English Dictionary gives only apphoṭeti, with
meaning of “to snap the fingers or clap the hands.” But at Mil 13, Mil 20 appoṭhe° is
given as a variant reading, also apphoṭhe°. ⁸ Vin-a 622, “they make a wrestling
contest.” ⁹ raṅgamajjha; cf. sn iv.306, Ja 4.495. ¹⁰ nalāṭikam denti, which Pali-
English Dictionary says, “gives a frown.” Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 622 says, “they say,
‘Very good, sister,’ and placing their fingers on their own foreheads they then place
them on her forehead.”
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looking before or looking behind, whether he was drawing in or
stretching out (his arm),¹ his eyes were cast down, he was possessed
of pleasant behaviour.²

People seeing this monk, spoke thus:
“Who can this be like an idiot of idiots, like a fool of fools, like

a very supercilious person?³ Who will go up to him and give him
alms? Ourmasters, the followers of Assaji and Punabbasu are polite,⁴
genial, pleasant of speech, beaming with smiles, saying: ‘Come, you
are welcome.’They are not supercilious, they are easily accessible,
they are the first to speak.⁵Therefore alms should be given to these.”

A certain lay follower saw that monk wandering in Kiṭāgiri for
alms; seeing that monk he approached him, and having approached
and greeted him, he said:
“Honoured sir, are alms obtainable?”

BD 1.319

“Alms are not obtainable, your reverence,” he said.
“Come, honoured sir, we will go to my house.”

Bu-Ss 13.1.4

Then the lay follower having taken this monk to his house and
made him eat, said:
“Where, honoured sir, will the master go?”
“I will go to Sāvatthī, your reverence, to see the lord,” he said.
“Then, honoured sir, in my name salute the lord’s feet with your

head and say: ‘Lord, the residence at Kiṭāgiri has been corrupted.
At Kiṭāgiri are residing unscrupulous, depraved monks who are the
followers of Assaji and Punabbasu.These indulge in the following
bad habits … they indulge in a variety of bad habits. Lord, those men
who formerly had faith and were virtuous now have no faith and
are not virtuous.Those who formerly were chaṇṇels for gifts⁶ to the
Order are now cut off; they neglect the well-behavedmonks, and the

¹ From “he was pleasing” is more or less stock, cf., e.g., mn iii.35, mn iii.90; dn i.70;
an ii.104, an ii.106, an ii.210. ² iriyāpatha can mean “good behaviour” besides
the postures, of which there are four. ³ bhākuṭikaṇhākuṭiko. Vin-a 622, “having
frowned when he cast down his eyes, they say that he goes about like an angry man
with his mouth clenched.”These last two words are in Pali kuṭitamukha, for which
there are variant readings saṅkuṭi°, saṅkuci°. ⁴ saṇha = nipuṇa. “They greet a lay
woman and are not like a fool of fools,” so Vin-a 622. ⁵ Cf. dn i.116 for some of
these words. ⁶ dānapatha.
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depravedmonks stay on. It were good, lord, if the lord would send
monks to Kiṭāgiri, so that this residence in Kiṭāgiri may be settled.”¹

Bu-Ss 13.1.5

“Very well, your reverence,” and that monk having answered and
rising up from his seat, departed for Sāvatthī. In due course he ap-
proached Sāvatthī, the Jeta Grove and Anāthapindika’s park and the
lord; and having approached and greeted the lord, he sat down to one
side. It is usual for enlightened ones, for lords, to exchange greetings
with in-coming monks. So the lord said to this monk:
“I hope, monk, that it is going well with you, I hope that you are

keeping going, I hope that you have accomplished your journey with
but little fatigue. And where do you come from, monk?”
“Things go well, lord, I am keeping going, lord, and I, lord, accom-

Vin 3.182

plished my journey with but little fatigue. Now, I, lord, having spent
BD 1.320

the rains among the people of Kāsī, and coming to Sāvatthī for the
sake of seeing the lord, arrived atKitāgiri.Then I, lord, risingup early,
and taking my bowl and robe, entered Kitāgiri for alms-food.Then,
lord, a certain lay follower sawme as I was wandering in Kitāgiri for
alms-food, and seeing me he approached, and having approached
and greeted me, he said: ‘Are alms obtainable, honoured sir?’ ‘No,
your reverence, alms are not obtainable,’ I said. ‘Come, honoured sir,
we will go to my house,’ he said.Then, lord, that lay follower, taking
me to his house and feeding me, said: ‘Where, honoured sir, will the
master go?’ I said: ‘Your reverence, I will go to Sāvatthī for the sake
of seeing the lord.’ Then he said … ‘may be settled.’ Therefore, lord,
do I come.”

Bu-Ss 13.1.6

Then the lord, on that occasion, in that connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, asked the monks:
“Monks, is it true as is said, that the monks who are followers of

Assaji and Punabbasu, residing in Kitāgiri, are unscrupulous and
depraved and indulge in the following bad habits: they plant small

¹ saṇṭhaheyya; or, may be put in order, may continue, may be established.
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flowering trees … indulge in a variety of bad habits … and thosemen,
monks … and the depraved monks stay on?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men indulge in this kind of bad

habit, how can they plant small flowering trees or cause them to be
planted?Howcan theywater themor cause them to bewatered?How
can they pluck them or cause them to be plucked? How can they tie
up garlands or cause them to be tied up? How can theymake or cause
to be made …How can they take or send …How can they eat … How
can they drink … sit … stand … eat … drink … run … dance and sing
and play musical instruments and sport … play … train themselves

BD 1.321

… run … run round facing … how can they whistle and snap their
fingers and wrestle and fight with fists, and having spread out their
upper robes as a stage, say to a nautch girl: ‘Dance here, sister,’ and
applaud and indulge in a variety of bad habits? It is not, monks, for
the benefit of unbelievers …” and having rebuked them and given
them talk on dhamma, he addressed Sāriputta andMoggallāna:
“You go, Sāriputta¹ andMoggallāna; and having gone to Kitāgiri

make an act of banishment² from Kiṭāgiri against those monks who
are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu; these are fellow monks of
yours.”³

They said: “Lord, how can wemake an act of banishment from
Vin 3.183

Kitāgiri against the monks who are followers of Assaji and Punab-
basu?These monks are violent and rough.”
“Then, Sāriputta andMoggallāna, go together with manymonks.”
“Very well, lord,” Sāriputta andMoggallāna answered the lord.

Bu-Ss 13.1.7

¹ Sāriputtā. Use of karotha and later karoma clearly indicates that both the chief
disciples aremeant.Cf.Vin 1.351 for similaruseofAnuruddhā. ² pabbājaniyakamma.
This is directed against those who bring families into disrepute. ³ saddhivihārino.
At Vin 2.171 the followers of Assaji and Punabbasu refused to prepare lodgings for
Sāriputta andMoggallāna saying that they were men of evil desires.This Assaji is
not the same as he who converted Sāriputta andMoggallāna to the teaching of the
lord.
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“And this, monks, is how it should be done. First, the monks who
are the followers ofAssaji andPunabbasu should be reproved; having
been reproved they should be reminded; having been reminded they
should be accused of the offence; having been accused of the offence,
the Order should be informed through an experienced, competent
monk: ‘Let the Order listen to me, honoured sirs.These monks who
are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu are those who bring a family

BD 1.322

into disrepute, they are of evil conduct; their evil conduct is seen
and also heard, and respectable families corrupted by them are seen
and also heard. If it seems the right time for the Order, let the Order
make an act of banishment from Kiṭāgiri against the monks who are
the followers of Assaji and Punabbasu, so that the monks who are
the followers of Assaji and Punabbasu may not be in Kiṭāgiri. This is
the motion. Let the Order listen to me, honoured sirs.These monks
who are … seen and also heard. The Order issues an act of banish-
ment from Kiṭāgiri against the monks who are followers of Assaji
and Punabbasu so that the monks who are followers of Assaji and
Punabbasu may not be in Kiṭāgiri. If it seems good to the venerable
ones to make an act of banishment from Kiṭāgiri against the monks
who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu so that themonkswho are
the followers of Assaji and Punabbasumay not be in Kiṭāgiri, then be
silent; if it does not seem good (to you) then you should speak. A sec-
ond time I speak forth thismatter…And a third time do I speak forth
this matter: Let the Order listen to me … should speak. By the Order
there has been made an act of banishment from Kiṭāgiri against the
monks who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu so that the monks
who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu may not be in Kiṭāgiri. If
it seems good to the Order, then be silent; so do I understand.’ ”

Bu-Ss 13.1.8

Then¹ Sāriputta and Moggallāna, at the head of a company of
monks, having gone to Kiṭāgiri made an act of banishment fromKiṭā-
giri against the monks who were followers of Assaji and Punabbasu,

¹ Vin 2.13 here has somematter not given at Vin 3.183. But the story continues in
Vin 2.14 as above.
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so that themonkswhowere followers of Assaji and Punabbasumight
not be in Kiṭāgiri.The act of banishment having beenmade by the
Order, these did not conduct them selves properly,¹ nor did they be-

BD 1.323

come subdued,² nor did they mend their ways,³ they did not ask the
monks for forgiveness,⁴ they cursed them,⁵ they reviled them,⁶ they
offended by following a wrong course through desire, by following a
wrong course through hatred, by following a wrong course through
stupidity, by following a wrong course through fear⁷; and they went
away, and they left the Order.⁸

Those who were modest monks became angry … and annoyed,
and said: “How can the monks who are followers of Assaji and Pun-
abbasu, banished by the Order, not conduct themselves properly, not

BD 1.324

¹ Vin-a 625, “theydidnot dowell in the eighteenduties.” ² “Throughnot following
a suitable course they are not subdued,” Vin-a 625, and taking the variant reading
paṇṇalomā, pannalomā instead of pana na loma, as given in the printed edition of
the Vin-a Pali-English Dictionary says, lomaṁ pātetimeans to let the hair drop, as
a sign of modesty or subduedness. By this must be meant some analogy with an
animal (such as a dog or cat) who, having raised the fur (loma), lets it fall back
as a sign of good temper restored. Hence this phrase is almost certainly meant to
be taken metaphorically. In Commentary, on Vin 2.5 (see Vin 2.309), where this
same expression occurs, Buddhaghosa explains lomaṁ pātenti by paṇṇalomā honti,
which means those whose down is flat, not standing up in excitement, and whose
minds are therefore subdued. Cf. “he takes up the wrong course,” mn-a 3.153 on
mn i.442. ³ Na netthāraṁ vattanti. Vin-a 625, “they did not follow the way of the
overcoming of self.” Commentary on Vin 2.5, given at Vin 2.309, is fuller: netthāraṁ
vattantī ti nittharantānaṁ etan ti netthāraṁ yena sakkā nissāranā nittharituṁ taṁ
aṭṭhārasavidhaṁ sammāvattaṁ vattantī ti attho. Same phrase occurs at mn i.442,
translated at Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.316 “fails to atone,” but this rendering
is, I think, too Christian in tone to fit. mn-a 3.153 on mn i.442 says: na nitthāraṁ
vattatī ti nitthāraṇakavattamhinavattati āpattivuṭṭhānatthaṁturitaturito chandajāto
na hoti., variant reading nitthāra, as atmn i.442. ⁴ Vin-a 625, “ ‘we have done badly,
we will not do so again, forgive us.’ They did not ask for forgiveness.” ⁵ Vin-a 625,
“They swore at those who did the commission of the Order with the ten expressions
of cursing.”These are given at Dhp-a 1.211. ⁶ Dhp-a 1.211–212, “Theymade dread
appear in these.” ⁷ These are the four so-called agatis. At dn iii.133 = an iv.370, they
occur among the nine “Impossibles” (abhabbaṭṭhāna) for a monk who is khīṇāsava.
The agati-formula is stock; cf., e.g., Vin 1.283; Vin 2.167, Vin 2.176, Vin 2.177; Vin 3.238,
Vin 3.246; dn iii.182, dn iii.228; an i.72; an ii.18; an iii.274. ⁸ vibbhamanti. Vin-a 625
says, ekacce gihī honti. Cf. bd 1.60, n. 3.
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become subdued, not mend their ways? Why do they not ask for for-
Vin 3.184

giveness from the monks?Why do they curse and revile them?Why
do they, following a wrong course through desire, hatred, stupidity
and fear, go away and leave the Order?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord.¹

He asked: “Is it true as is said, monks, that the monks who are
the followers of Assaji and Punabbasu, having been banished by the
Order, do not conduct themselves properly … leave the Order?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying …“And thus,

monks, this course of training should be set forth:
If a monk lives depending on a certain village or little town,

and is one who brings a family into disrepute and is of depraved
conduct, and if his evil conduct is seen and heard, and families
corrupted by him are seen and also heard, let that monk be spo-
ken to thus by the monks: ‘The venerable one is one who brings
families into disrepute, and is of depraved conduct. The venera-
ble one’s depraved doings are seen and heard, and families cor-
rupted by the venerable one are seen and also heard. Let the ven-
erable one depart from this residence; you have lived here long
enough.’ And if this monk having been spoken to by the monks
should say to these monks: ‘The monks are followers of desire
and themonks are followers of hatred and themonks are follow-
ers of stupidity and themonks are followers of fear; they banish
some for such an offence, they do not banish others’—this monk
should be spoken to thus by the monks: ‘Venerable one, do not
speak thus.Themonks are not followers of desire and themonks
are not followers of hatred and the monks are not followers of
stupidity and themonks are not followers of fear.The venerable

BD 1.325

one is one who brings families into disrepute and is of depraved
conduct. The depraved doings of the venerable one are seen and
heard, and families corrupted by the venerable one are seen and

¹ Here at Vin 3.184, the next normal step is omitted: “Then the lord on that occasion,
in that connection, having convened the Order of monks, asked the monks.”This is
given at parallel passage, Vin 2.14.
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also heard. Let the venerable one depart from this residence; the
venerable one has dwelt in this residence long enough.’ If this
monk, when spoken to thus by the monks, should persist as be-
fore, that monk should be admonished up to three times by the
monks for giving up his course. If after being admonished up to
three times, he gives up that course, it is good. If he does not give
it up, it is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.”

Bu-Ss 13.2.1 A monk (is dependent on) a certain village or a little town
means: a village and a little town and a city, and thus a village and a
little town.

Lives depending on means: there they are dependent for the
requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings andmedicine for the sick.

A familymeans: there are four kinds of families: a noble family,
a brahmin family, a merchant family, a low-caste family.¹

Vin 3.185

Onewhobrings a family into disreputemeans: he brings fam-
ilies intodisrepute bymeans of aflower² or a fruit³ orwith chunamor
clay or with a toothpick or with bamboo or with medical treatment⁴
or with going messages on foot.⁵

BD 1.326

Of depraved conductmeans: he plants or causes to be planted
a little flowering tree; he waters it and causes it to be watered; he
plucks it and causes it to be plucked; he ties up garlands and causes
them to be tied up.

Are seen and also heardmeans: those who are face to face with
them see; those who are absent hear.

Families corrupted by him means: formerly they had faith,

¹ = Vin 4.272. ² Vin-a 626, a monkmust not steal a flower from lay followers in
order to make a gift or to offer in worship at a cetiya, or to give to people to use in
worship; and it is not right to urge people to use flowers in worship. ³ Vin-a 626,
a fruit means his own property, which he can give to his parents and relations; but
he must not give his own property or that of others to win favour with families, but
to sick men or to lords who have arrived, or to those whose earnings are destroyed.
⁴ Vin-a 628, “here it is the art ofmedical treatment as explained in the Commentary
on theThird Pārājika.” ⁵ Vin-a 626, “taking up a householder’s order—this should
not be done; taking it up and going is a dukkaṭa offence for each step.”
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now thanks to him they are without faith; having been virtuous,
now they are without virtue.

Are seen and also heardmeans: those who are face to face with
them see; those who are absent hear.

That monkmeans: that monk who brings a family into disre-
pute.

By the monksmeans: by other monks; these see, these hear;
it should be said by these: ‘The venerable one is one who brings
families into disrepute and is of depraved conduct; the venerable
one’s depraved conduct … has lived here long enough.’ And if the
monk being spoken to thus by the monks should say: ‘… they do not
banish others’.

Thismonkmeans: this monk against whom proceedings have
been taken.

By themonksmeans: by other monks; these see, these hear; it
should be said by these: ‘Do not, venerable one, speak thus … the
venerable one has lived here long enough.’ A second time should they
say … A third time should they say … if he gives up the course that
is good; if he does not give it up it is an offence of wrong-doing. If,
having heard, they do not speak, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
That monk having been drawn into the middle of the Order, should
be told: ‘Do not, venerable one, speak thus… you have lived here long
enough.’ A second time he should be told … A third time he should
be told … if he gives up his course it is good, but if he does not give it
up there is an offence of wrong-doing.

That monk should be admonished. The Order should be in-
formed through an experienced, competent monk: ‘Let the Order
listen to me, honoured sirs.This monk, so and so banished by an act

BD 1.327

of the order, makes the monks fall into wrong courses by following
desire, by following hatred, by following confusion, by following
fear; and he does not give up his course. If it seems the right time to
the Order, let the Order admonish this monk for the sake of giving
up his course.This is the motion. Let the Order listen to me …Thus
do I understand.’
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According to the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing …
grave offences subside.

An offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means:
the Order places him on probation on account of his offence, it sends
him back to the beginning, it inflicts themānatta discipline, it reha-
bilitates; it is notmany people, it is not oneman, therefore it is called

Vin 3.186

an offence which in the earlier as well as in the later stages requires
a formal meeting of the Order. A synonym for this class of offence is
a work; therefore, again, it is called an offence which in the earlier
as well as in the later stages entails a formal meeting of the Order.¹

Bu-Ss 13.3.1 Thinking a legally valid act to be a legally valid act, he does not
give it up—there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order. Being in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … Not
thinking an act which is legally valid to be an act which is not legally
valid, is an offence of wrong-doing.²

Bu-Ss 13.3.2

It is not an offence if he is not admonished, if he gives it up, if he
is mad, if he is a beginner.

Told is theThirteenth Offence entailing a Formal meeting of the Order:
that of bringing families into disrepute

BD 1.328

Thethirteenmatterswhich require a formalmeeting of theOrder
have been set down, venerable ones—ninewhich become offences at
once,³ and fourwhich are not completed until the third admonition.⁴

If a monk offends against one or other of these, for as many days
as he knowingly conceals his offence,⁵ for so many days should pro-

¹ Cf. above, bd 1.196. ² Cf. bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.313. ³ paṭhamāpattikā. ⁴ yā-
vatatiyakā: name of the last four Saṅghādisesas, where before punishment can be
inflicted, the monks must have been admonished so as to give up their wrong
courses, even up to the third time. ⁵ Vin-a 629, “for asmany days as he knowingly
conceals his offence, saying: ‘I have fallen into such and such an offence,’ and does
not tell his co-religionists.”
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bation be spent by thismonk, even against his will.¹When thismonk
has spent his probation, a further six days are to be allowed for the
monk’smānatta discipline. If, when themonk has performed themā-
natta discipline, the company of monks numbers twenty, that monk
may be rehabilitated.² But if the Order of monks should rehabilitate
thatmonkwhennumbering less than twenty even by one, thatmonk
is not rehabilitated and these monks are blameworthy. This is the
proper course there. Now I ask the venerable ones: I hope that you
are pure in thismatter?³ A second time I ask: I hope that you are pure
in this matter? A third time I ask: I hope that you are pure in this
matter?The venerable ones are pure in this matter, therefore they
are silent.Thus do I understand.⁴

Told are the thirteen

the summary of this is
Emission and bodily contact;
lewd talk and one’s own pleasure,
Acting as a go-between; and a hut, and a vihāra;
without foundation,
And some point, and a schism, even siding in with,

BD 1.329
Difficult to speak to, and bringing a family into disrepute—
these are the thirteen offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Vin 3.187

Told are the thirteen sections

¹ Vin-a 629, taking up probation (parivāsa) it may be spent unwillingly, not under
his power. ² Abbheti, to rehabilitate after suspension for breach of rules. ³ I.e.,
of being at least a group of twenty. ⁴ For this passage cf. Vin 4.242.
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BD 1.330

Bu-Ay 1.1.1

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī
in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park in the Jeta Grove. At that time the venera-
ble Udāyin was dependent on families in Sāvatthī and approached
many families. Now at that time the young girl of a family who was
supporting the venerable Udāyin had been given (in marriage) to a
boy of a certain family.Then the venerable Udāyin, getting up early
and taking his bowl and robe; approached that family, and having
approached them he asked the people:
“Where is (the girl) called so and so?”They said:
“Honoured sir, shewas given to a boy of a certain family.”Now this

family supported the venerable Udāyin.Then the venerable Udāyin
approached this family, and having approached them he asked the
people:
“Where is (the girl) called so and so?”They said:
“Master, she is sitting in the inner room.”
Then the venerable Udāyin approached this girl, and having

approached her, he sat down together with that girl, a man and a
woman, in a secret place on a secluded, convenient seat,¹ conversing
at the right time, speaking dhamma at the right time.²

Now at that time Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, had many children

¹ Old Commentary, see below, bd 1.333, and Vin-a 631 explain that this means a
seat where “it is possible to indulge in sexual intercourse.” ² Vin-a 631, “talk-
ing for a time when anyone comes and goes in their presence, then he says: ‘You
should perform a seeming observance-day, you should give food to be distributed
by ticket.’ ”
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and many grandchildren.¹ The children were healthy and the grand-
BD 1.331

children were healthy and she was considered to be auspicious.²
People used to regale Visākhā first at sacrifices, festivals³ and feasts.⁴
So Visākhā, being invited, went to that family. Visākhā saw the ven-
erable Udāyin sitting together with that girl, a man and a woman,⁵
in a secret place on a secluded, convenient seat. Seeing this, she said
to the venerable Udāyin:
“This is not proper, honoured sir, it is not suitable that the master

should sit togetherwithwomen-folk, aman and awoman, in a secret
place on a secluded, convenient seat. Although, honoured sir, the

Vin 3.188

master has no desire for that thing,⁶ unbelieving people are difficult
to convince.”⁷

But the venerable Udāyin took no heed after he had been spo-
ken to thus by Visākhā.Then Visākhā, when she had departed, told
this matter to the monks. Those who were modest monks became
annoyed, vexed, angry and said:
“How can the venerable Udāyin sit together with womenfolk, a

man and a woman, in a secret place on a secluded, convenient seat?”
And these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, Udāyin, that you sat togetherwithwomenfolk,

aman and awoman, in a secret place on a secluded, convenient seat?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “How can

you, foolishman, sit together with womenfolk, a manwith a woman,
in a secret place on a secluded, convenient seat? It is not, foolish
man, for the benefit of unbelievers … And thus, monks, this course
of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should sit down togetherwith awoman, the

BD 1.332

one with the other, in a secret place on a secluded, convenient

¹ Vin-a 631, “they say that she had ten sons and ten daughters … and that her sons
and her daughters each had twenty children, so that in addition to her own, she had
four hundred children.” ² Abhimaṅgalasammatā. ³ Vin-a 631, “The blessings of
leading the bride to one’s own home and away from her own home”—i.e., wedding
feasts. ⁴ Feasts at the beginning and at the end of the rains. ⁵ Eko ekāya. ⁶ Tena
dhammena. ⁷ I.e., that he and the woman were on purely platonic terms.
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seat, and ifa trustworthy¹womanlay-followerseeinghimshould
speak concerning a certain one of three matters: either one in-
volving defeat,² or one entailing a formal meeting of the Order,³
or one involving expiation,⁴ and the monk himself acknowledg-
ing that he was sitting down, should be dealt with according to
a certain one of three matters: as to whether it is one involving
defeat, or as to whether it is one entailing a formal meeting of
the Order, or as to whether it is one involving expiation. Or that
monk should be dealt with according to what that trustworthy
womanlay-followershouldsay.This isanundeterminedmatter.”⁵

Bu-Ay 1.2.1

Whatevermeans: he who …
Monkmeans: this is howmonk is to be understood in this sense.
Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-

male departed one, not a female animal, even a girl born on this very
day, muchmore an older one.⁶

Togetherwithmeans: together.⁷
Amanwithawoman⁸means: there is amonkandalso awoman.
A secret placemeans: secret from the eye, secret from the ear.

Secret from the eyemeans: if covering the eye or raising the eyebrow
or raising the head he is unable to see. Secret from the ear means: he
is unable to hear ordinary speech.

A secluded seatmeans: it is secluded by a wall built of wattle
and daub, or by a door or by a screen or by a screen wall or by a tree

Vin 3.189

or by a pillar or by a sack or it is concealed by anything whatever.⁹
BD 1.333

Convenientmeans: it is possible to indulge in sexual intercourse.
Should sit downmeans: when the woman is sitting the monk is

sitting or lying close to her; when the monk is sitting the woman is
sitting or lying close to him; both are sitting, or both are lying.

Trustworthymeans: (a woman who) has attained the fruit,¹⁰

¹ Vin-a 632, “one who has attained the fruit of stream-entry.” ² The First
Defeat. ³ The second Formal Meeting. ⁴ Bu-Pc 44, Bu-Pc 45. ⁵ It depends
upon circumstances. ⁶ = above, bd 1.202. ⁷ = above, bd 1.202. ⁸ Literally
one (masculine) with one (feminine). ⁹ Cf. Bu-Ay 2.2.1 and Vin 4.269. ¹⁰ Of
stream-attainment, Vin-a 632.
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one who possesses complete understanding,¹ one who has learned
the teaching.

Female lay-followermeans: one going to the enlightened one
for refuge, one going to dhamma for refuge, one going to the Order
for refuge.

Seeingmeans: seeing.²

Bu-Ay 1.2.2

Should speak concerning a certain one of three matters: ei-
ther one involving defeat, or one entailing a formalmeeting of
theOrder, orone involvingexpiation, and themonkhimself ac-
knowledging that hewas sitting down, should be dealtwith ac-
cording to a certainoneof threematters: as towhether it is one
involving defeat, or as to whether it is one entailing a formal
meeting of the Order, or as to whether it is one involving ex-
piation. Or that monk should be dealt with according to what
that trustworthywoman lay-follower should say.

If she should say this: “Themaster was seen by me sitting and in-
dulging in sexual intercoursewith awoman,” and if he acknowledges
this, he should be dealt with for an offence.

If she should say this: “The master was seen by me sitting and
indulging in sexual intercourse with a woman,” and if he should say
this: “It is true that I was sitting but I was not indulging in sexual
intercourse,” he should be dealt with for sitting down.

If she should say this: “The master was seen by me sitting and
indulging in sexual intercourse with a woman,” and if he should say
this: “I was not sitting but I was lying down,” he should be dealt with

BD 1.334

for lying down.
If she should say this: “The master was seen by me sitting and

indulging in sexual intercourse with a woman,” and if he should say
this: “I was not sitting but I was standing,” he is not to be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themasterwas seenbyme lying downand
indulging in sexual intercourse with a woman,” if he acknowledges
this, he should be dealt with for an offence.

¹ Vin-a 632, “one who has penetrated the four truths.” ² disvā ti passitvā.
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If she should say this: “Themaster was seen …with a woman,”
and he should say this: “It is true that I was lying down but I was not
indulging in sexual intercourse,” he should be dealt with for lying
down.

If she should say this: “Themaster …with a woman,” and if he
should say this: “I was not lying down but I was sitting,” he should
be dealt with for sitting down.

If she should say this: “The master … with a woman,” and he
Vin 3.190

should say this: “I was not lying down but I was standing,” he should
not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “The master was seen by me sitting to-
gether with a woman and indulging in physical contact,” and if he
acknowledges this he should be dealt with for an offence … “It is
true that I was sitting, but I did not indulge in physical contact,” he
should be dealt withfor sitting down… “I was not sitting, but I was
lying down,” he should be dealt with for lying down … “I was not
sitting but I was standing,” he should not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themaster was seen by me lying down
together with a woman and indulging in physical contact,” and if
he acknowledges this he should be dealt with for an offence … “It is
true that I was lying down, but I did not indulge in physical contact,”
he should be dealt with for lying down… “I was not lying down but
I was sitting down” … “I was not lying down, I was standing,” he
should not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themasterwas seenbyme sitting together
with a woman, the one with the other, in a secret place on a secluded
seat suitable (for sexual intercourse),” and if he acknowledges this
he should be dealt with for sitting down… “I was not sitting down,
but I was lying down,” he should be dealt with for lying down… “I
was not sitting down, I was standing,” he should not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themaster was seen by me lying down
… on a secluded seat suitable (for sexual intercourse),” and if he

BD 1.335

acknowledges this he should be dealt with for lying down… “I was
not lying down, I was sitting down,” lie should be dealt with for
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sitting down… “I was not lying down, I was standing,” he should not
be dealt with.

Undeterminedmeans: not determined as to whether it involves
defeat, or formal meeting of the Order, or expiation.

Bu-Ay 1.3.1He acknowledges going,¹ he acknowledges sitting down, he ac-
knowledges an offence,² he should be dealt with for an offence.³ He
acknowledges going, he does not acknowledge sitting down, but he
acknowledges an offence, he should be dealt with for an offence. He
acknowledges going, he acknowledges sitting down, but he does not
acknowledge an offence, he should be dealt with for sitting down.
He acknowledges going, he does not acknowledge sitting down and
he does not acknowledge an offence, he should not be dealt with. He
does not acknowledge going, but he acknowledges sitting down and
he acknowledges an offence, he should be dealt with for an offence.
He does not acknowledge going, he does not acknowledge sitting
down, but he acknowledges an offence, he should be dealt with for

Vin 3.191

an offence. He does not acknowledge going, but he acknowledges
sitting down, though he does not acknowledge an offence, he should
be dealt with for sitting down. He does not acknowledge going, he
does not acknowledge sitting down, he does not acknowledge an
offence, he should not be dealt with.

Told is the First Undetermined Offence

¹ Vin-a 633, “saying: ‘I am going to a secret place for the sake of sitting down.’ ”
² Vin-a 633, “a certain offence among the three ”—i.e., either a pārājika or a
saṅghādisesa or a pācittiya. ³ Vin-a 633, āpattiyā kārelabbo, “he should be dealt
with according to which of the three he acknowledges.”
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BD 1.336

Bu-Ay 2.1.1

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s park. At that time the venerable
Udāyin said: “It has been forbidden by the lord to sit together with
womenfolk, a man and a woman, in a secret place on a secluded,
convenient seat,” but he sat together with that young girl, the one
with the other, in a secret place, conversing at the right time, talk-
ing dhamma at the right time. A second time did Visākhā, Migāra’s
mother, being invited, come to that family. Visākhā saw the venera-
ble Udāyin sitting together with that girl, the one with the other, in
a secret place, and seeing them she said to the venerable Udāyin:
“This, honoured sir, is not right, it is not suitable for the master

to sit together with womenfolk, a man and a woman, in a secret
place. Although, honoured sir, the master has no desire for that
thing, unbelieving people are difficult to convince.”

But the venerable Udāyin took no heed after he had been spoken
to thus by Visākhā.Then Visākhā, when she had departed, told this
matter to the monks.Those who were modest monks … (= Bu-Ay 1.1;
thewords on a secluded, convenient seat are omitted here)…“And thus,
monks, this course of training should be set forth:
“And furthermore, if there is not a seat which is secluded and

convenient, but sufficient¹ for speaking to a woman with lewd
words,² then whatever monk should sit down on such a seat to-
gether with a woman, the one with the other, in a secret place,

BD 1.337

and a trustworthy woman lay-follower seeing him should speak
concerning a certain one of two matters: either one entailing a

¹ Alaṁ. ² Cf. Bu-Ss 3.
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formalmeeting of the Order, or one involving expiation, and the
monk himself acknowledging that he was sitting down, should
bedealtwith according to a certain one of twomatters: as towhe-
ther it is one entailing a formal meeting of the Order, or as to
whether it is one involving expiation. Or that monk should be

Vin 3.192

dealtwithaccording towhat that trustworthywoman lay follow-
er should say.This again is an undeterminedmatter.”

Bu-Ay 2.2.1And furthermore, if there is not a seat which is secluded
means: it is not secluded by a wall built of wattle and daub or by
a door or by a screen or by a screen wall or by a tree or by a pillar or
by a sack, or it is not secluded by anything whatever.¹

Not convenient means: it is not possible to indulge in sexual
intercourse.²

Butsufficientlyso forspeakingtoawomanwith lewdwords
means: it is possible to speak to a woman with lewd words.

Whatevermeans: he who.
Monkmeans: … this is the sense in which monk is to be under-

stood.
On such a seatmeans: on a seat like that.
Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-

male departed one, not a female animal,³ one who is learned and
competent to know good and bad speech, and what is lewd and what
is not lewd.⁴

Togetherwithmeans: together.⁵
Should sit downmeans: when the woman is sitting …⁶
Seeingmeans: seeing.⁷

Bu-Ay 2.2.2

BD 1.338Should speak concerning a certain one of twomatters:
Either one entailing a formal meeting of the Order, or one in-

volving expiation, and the monk himself acknowledging that he was
sitting down, should be dealt with according to a certain one of two

¹ Cf. Bu-Ay 1.2.1 and Vin 4.269. ² Cf. Bu-Ay 1.2.1. ³ Cf. Bu-Ay 1.2.1. ⁴ = above,
bd 1.215. ⁵ Cf. Bu-Ay 1.2.1. ⁶ Cf. Bu-Ay 1.2.1. ⁷ Cf. Bu-Ay 1.2.1.
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matters: as to whether it is one entailing a formal meeting of the
Order, or as to whether it is one involving expiation. Or that monk
should be dealt with according to what that trustworthy woman
lay-follower should say.

If she should say this: “Themaster was seen by me when he was
sitting down and coming into¹ physical contact with a woman,” if he
acknowledges this he should be dealt with for an offence.

If she should say this: “The master was seen by me … physical
contact,” and if he should say: “It is true that I was sitting, but I did
not come into physical contact,” be should be dealt with for sitting
… “I was not sitting, but I was lying down,” he should be dealt with
for lying down… “I was not sitting, but I was standing,” he should
not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themaster was seen byme lying down,
and coming into physical contact with awoman,” if he acknowledges
this he should be dealt with for an offence … “It is true that I was
lying down, but I did not come into physical contact,” he should be
dealt with for lying down… “I was not lying down, but I was sitting
down,” he should be dealt with for sitting down… “I was not lying

Vin 3.193

down, but I was standing,” he should not be dealt with.
If she should say this: “Themaster was heard bymewhen he was

sitting down and speaking lewd words to a woman,” if he acknowl-
edges this he should be dealt with for an offence.

If she should say this: “Themaster… to awoman,” and if he should
say: “It is true that I was sitting down but I did not speak lewd words
to a woman,” he should be dealt with for sitting down… “I was not
sitting down but I was lying down,” he should be dealt with for lying
down… “I was not sitting down but I was standing,” he should not
be dealt with.

BD 1.339

If she should say this. “The master was heard as he was lying
down and speaking lewd words to a woman” … “but I was standing,”
he should not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themasterwas seenbyme sitting together

¹ Samāpajjanto. On samāpajjati, see above, bd 1.201, n. 3.
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with a woman, the one with the other, in a secret place,” and if he
acknowledges this he should be dealt with for sitting down… “I was
not sitting down, but I was lying down,” he should be dealt with for
lying down… “I was not sitting down, but I was standing,” he should
not be dealt with.

If she should say this: “Themaster was seen by me lying down
together with a woman, the one with the other, in a secret place,”
and if he acknowledges this, he should be dealt with for lying down
… “I was not lying down, but I was sitting down,” he should be dealt
with for sitting down… “I was not sitting down, but I was standing,”
he should not be dealt with.

This againmeans: it is called so with reference to the former.
Undeterminedmeans: not determined as to whether it involves

a formal meeting of the Order, or expiation.

Bu-Ay 2.3.1

He acknowledges going, he acknowledges sitting down, he ac-
knowledges an offence, he should be dealt with for an offence. He
acknowledges going, he does not acknowledge sitting down, he ac-
knowledges an offence, he should be dealt with for an offence. He
acknowledges going, he acknowledges sitting down, he does not ac-
knowledge an offence, he should be dealt with for sitting down. He
acknowledges going, he does not acknowledge sitting down, he does
not acknowledge an offence, he should not be dealt with. He does
not acknowledge going, he acknowledges sitting down, he acknowl-
edges an offence, he should be dealt with for an offence. He does not
acknowledge going, he does not acknowledge sitting down, but he
acknowledges an offence, he should be dealt with for an offence. He
does not acknowledge going, he acknowledges sitting, he does not
acknowledge an offence, he should be dealt with for sitting down. He
does not acknowledge going, he does not acknowledge sitting down,
he does not acknowledge an offence, he should not be dealt with.¹

Told is the First Undetermined Offence

¹ Cf. above, Bu-Ay 1.3.
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Vin 3.194

BD 1.340 Set forth, venerable ones, are the two undetermined matters. In
this connection I ask the venerable ones: I hope that you are pure
in this matter? A second time I ask: I hope that you are pure in this
matter? A third time I ask: I hope that you are pure in this matter?
The venerable ones are pure in this matter, therefore they are silent.
Thus do I understand.

its summary
Convenient and so and likewise, but not thus,
such undetermined matters are well pointed out
by the best of Buddhas.

Told is the Undetermined
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BD 2.v

This volume of the Book of the Discipline covers Oldenberg’s edition
of the Vinayapiṭaka, vol.3, p. 195, to vol.4, p. 124, and thus comprises
the thirtyNissaggiya rules and sixty of the ninety-two Pācittiya rules
laid down for monks.

Theactual rules, sikkhāpada, of the Pali Pātimokkha are accessible
to English readers in Rhys Davids and Oldenberg’s translation,¹
and translations even earlier.²They have also all been set out in full
byB.C. Law,³while E.J. Thomas⁴ has given some in their entirety and
has summarised others, classifying these, under their appropriate
sections, where affinities are visible.This is the first translation into
English of these sikkhāpadas complete with their attendant material.

It has been truly and helpfully observed by the editors of Vinaya
Texts⁵ that “inside each class (of offence) the sequence of the clauses⁶
follows no invariable rule. Sometimes offences of a related character
are placed together in groups, but sometimes those which would
naturally come together are found scattered in quite different parts
of the same class.” In addition, as Oldenberg has pointed out,⁷ “it
not infrequently happens that a rule refers to the one immediately
preceding it.”

A considerable amount of work having been done on the Pāti-
mokkha, it will be better in this Introduction not to enlarge upon

BD 2.vi

¹ Vinaya Texts i.1ff., Sacred Books of the East XIII. ² Dickson, Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society 1876; Gogerly, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 1862; R. Spence
Hardy, EasternMonachism, 1850, in various chapters. ³ AHistory of Pali Literature
i.50ff., based on Vinaya Texts i.1ff. ⁴ AHistory of BuddhistThought, 16ff. ⁵ Vinaya
Texts i.xiv. ⁶ I.e., rule, ordinance, sutta, dhamma, clause or article. ⁷ Vin.1.xvii.
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rules, grouping of rules or sporadic appearance of rules, but to con-
finemyselfmainly to variousfindings arising froma study of the aux-
iliary material—stories, Old Commentary and anāpatti (no offence)
clauses—surrounding each rule.

Some of these Pātimokkha rules, when read in conjunction with
their attendant material, testify that, although the legal decree and
the penalty for its infringement may be the culminating point, there
was also a softening influence at work. For the not altogether infre-
quent anujānāmi (“I allow”) allowances, always put into themouth of
Gotama, tend to counteract any too great stringency, inexpediency
or lack of clarity on the side of which the sikkhāpada, as first framed,
may have erred.

Doubtless the sikkhāpadas, if isolated from their surrounding
matter and viewed either as extracts from this or as the foundations
on which it was later reared,¹ may be said to amount to not much
more than a series of prohibitions. But on those occasions when
an anujānāmi is present in the auxiliary material, then anujānāmi
and sikkhāpada, allowance and rule, taken in association as they are
intended to be, produce a balance, a middle way between the two
extremes of uncompromising legal ordinance and unchecked laxity
of behaviour. On such occasions the anujānāmi pulls against the rule,
and appears as an event potent in its effect on the character of the
rule, no less than on the history of its formulation.

TheNissaggiyas and Pācittiyas are arranged on the same general
plan that the Suttavibhaṅga follows throughout. This comprises a
story leading up to the formulation of a rule, sikkhāpada, which is
laid down together with the penalty for breaking it. In some cases
there follow one or more other stories showing that it was advisable
to remodel the rule, and at whose conclusion the amended version of
the rule is given. Next comes the Old Commentary or Padabhājaniya,

BD 2.vii

defining the words of the rule; then cases where the penalty for
breaking the rule or some lighter (never heavier) penalty is incurred;
and finally, a list of cases which entail no offence against the rule.

¹ bd 1.xivf.
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TheNissaggiya Group

Each of the thirtyNissaggiya rules for monks has, as the penalty for
breaking it, expiation of the offence, Pācittiya, involving forfeiture,
Nissaggiya.This penalty is stated in thewordsNissaggiyaṁPācittiyaṁ,
“(an offence) involving forfeiture, to be expiated.”The forfeiture en-
joined is that in respect ofwhich the offence had been committed, for
example a robe or bowl or rug.These rules are concerned both with
behaviour as such and with the wrongful acquisition or unsuitable
usage of things.

The form of expiation enjoined by the Old Commentary is confes-
sion¹ of the offence of wrongful acquisition. From internal evidence,
Pācittiya is a (minor) offence to be confessed, āpatti desetabbā, a state-
ment common to all the Nissaggiyas. But etymologically the word
Pācittiya has nothing to do with confession. I have therefore kept to
the more literal translation,² and have rendered it “offence of expia-
tion” throughout, and the two words Nissaggiya Pācittiya as “offence
of expiation involving forfeiture.” According to the Old Commentary,
“having forfeited (the article), the offence should be confessed.”Thus
the act of forfeiture should precede the expiation or confession. I
will say somethingmore below about themethod inwhich forfeiture
should be made.³

In history, the place at which an event is said to have taken place
is often of some importance. It is well known that Gotama spent
the greater part of his teaching life at Sāvatthi and his last years
at Vesālī. It is worth recalling, for the evidence contributed, that
Sāvatthi, with an overwhelming majority, is given as the locus of

BD 2.viii

twenty-twoNissaggiyas, Rājagaha of three, Vesālī and Kapilavatthu
each of two, Āḷavī of one.

As many as sixteen Nissaggiya rules for monks are concerned
with robes, and fall into twogroups,Bu-NP 1–Bu-NP 10,Bu-NP 24–Bu-NP 29;
five with rugs (santhata), Bu-NP 11–Bu-NP 15; two with sheep’s wool,
Bu-NP 16, Bu-NP 17; three with gold and silver and bartering, Bu-

¹ Cf.S.Dutt,EarlyBuddhistMonachism, p. 104ff. ² See below, bd 2.3, n. 4. ³ Below,
bd 2.xii.
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NP 18–Bu-NP 20; twowithbowls, Bu-NP 21, Bu-NP 22; onewithmedicine,
Bu-NP 23; and the last one, Bu-NP 30, is against amonkappropriating
for his own use benefits intended for the Order.There are, moreover,
a few cross-sections. For example, in thematter of exchange of robes
(Bu-NP 5), in the matter of washing, dyeing and beating robes (Bu-
NP 4, and in the matter of washing, dyeing and beating sheep’s wool
(Bu-NP 17), the correct behaviour for a monk to observe towards a
nun also comes under legislation; and in two of the rules connected
with making rugs, sheep’s wool is also the subject of legal attention.

Oddly, there is noNissaggiya concerned with either lodgings or
bedding, senāsana, or with almsfood, piṇdapāta, which with robes
andmedicine are regarded as amonk’s four indispensable requisites.
There are offences regarding these which had to be confessed, and
which occur in the Pācittiya section of the Pātimokkha, but evidently
there are no types of offences where lodgings and almsfood had to
be forfeited, in addition to their wrongful acquisition or usage being
confessed.

About half the rules were formulated because the monks ac-
quired something bymeans considered un-becoming, tiresome or
inconvenient: theyasked for toomuch, theypressedpotential donors,
for example as to the quality of the robe-material they particularly
desired. The remaining half were formulated because monks did
various things or used various articles in ways thought unsuitable:
they had an unnecessary amount of robes or bowls, they laid aside
their robes for too long, they made nuns wash their robes or their
sheep’s wool for them, and they carried sheep’s wool so far that the
laity made fun of them.

BD 2.ix

The formulation of the majority, namely of sixteen Nissaggiya
rules, resulted, so it is recorded, from criticisms made of a monk or
monks by the laity; eight from criticisms made by modest monks,
three from thosemade bynuns, two from thosemade byĀnanda, and
one from those made by a wanderer. With the exception of Ānanda,
who complained for the sake of theOrder, andnot because he himself
had been specially inconvenienced, these various classes of critics
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put forward their complaints because they personally had been in
some way adversely affected by the monks’ behaviour.Thus there
is a parallelism between the sources of criticism and the sections of
society annoyed. Once Gotama is recorded to have heard of trouble-
some behaviour direct fromMahāpajāpatī while he was talking to
her (Bu-NP 17), and once he came upon signs of it himself (Bu-NP 17).
Four times a new rule is framed in place of one already existing,
for occasions afterwards arose which showed that its scrupulous
observance resulted in unfair situations.

It will be seen that the number of Nissaggiya rules formulated ac-
cording to this reckoning is thirty-six.This means that six times the
rule as originally framed had to be altered: four times, as mentioned
above, in accordance with circumstances that had not been foreseen
when it was first set forth (Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 14, Bu-NP 21),
and twice when close adherence to the rule as first drafted is shown
to result in occurrences so unsuitable as to provoke complaints and
criticism (Bu-NP 5, Bu-NP 6).

TheseNissaggiyaswhere the rulehad tobe altered, althoughnever
more than once, thus contain two stories, one leading up to the first,
and the other to the second version of the rule.The second version
must be taken to annul the validity of the first.This however had to
remain in the text for the sake of historical interest, and as to some
extent explanatory of the force and wisdom of the second version.
Had it been omitted, the incidents showing its shortcomings and
its need for revision could not have been used as testimony that

BD 2.x

such shortcomings were remediable and such revision necessary
and reasonable.

In these six Nissaggiyas where a rule is formulated twice, the
first version is always followed by the phrase, “And thus this rule of
training for monks came to be laid down by the lord.” There is no
instance of this phrase occurring either after the second formulation
of the rule, or in any of the remaining twenty-fourNissaggiyaswhere
the rule is framed once only.

Yet in the text of the Vinaya is every rule, whether it had to be
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revised or not, and every amended rule, ascribed to Gotama. The
formula so very definitely attributing “to the lord” only those rules
that had to be altered is to mymind somewhat inexplicable. It is not
peculiar to the Nissaggiyas, but occurs throughout the Vibhaṅga. It is
possible that the occurrence of this phrase points to some compara-
tively old stratum in the Suttavibhaṅga, where only those rules, so
pointedly said to have been laid down “by the lord,” were genuinely
prescribed by him; but that then there came a case, perhaps before,
perhaps after his death, which made it clear that a revision and a
more exact delimitation of the rule already formulated was wanted
in the interests of reason, decency or justice.

Suchrevisionmay then in facthavebeenmade,notby the founder,
but by one of his followers or by the saṅgha. Or a decision may have
been taken at the final recension of the “texts” to attribute all rules to
the lord, so as to invest themwith his authority. Even so, themystery
remains why this phrase, “And thus this rule of training for monks
came to be laid down by the lord,” was appended only to those rules
which, as the history of the Order shows, had to be altered, and not
to those whose original version has been able to stand and operate
down the centuries.

It is something more than coincidence, and looks like adherence
to some thought-out pattern, that in the six Nissaggiyaswhere a rule
is twice formulated there should occur, after its first formulation,
this phrase ascribing its setting forth “to the lord,” and before its
second formulation an anujānāmi, an “allowance.” In each case the
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anujānāmi occurs in the talk which, before the rule was revised, is
reputed to have been given by Gotama to monks. Its effect is not to
tighten but to mitigate the force and application of the rule as first
drawnup. An anujānāmihowever also occurs in five of the remaining
twenty-fourNissaggiyas (Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 15, Bu-NP 22, Bu-NP 28, Bu-
NP 29), not immediately before, but some way before the rule, here
of course formulated only once.

In theNissaggiya group of rules, there occurs the formulation of
fourdukkaṭa offences, those ofwrong-doing. Eachof these is ascribed
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to Gotama. Many others appear in the material placed after the Old
Commentary, but it is not said of these that he was the author.

Most rare it is to find, as in Bu-NP 1 and Bu-NP 21, which have sev-
eral other points in common, a short story leading up to the drafting
of an offence of wrong-doing placed after the anāpatti (no offence)
clauses.¹ As would be expected, the story and the offence are perti-
nent to the matter in hand.

In Bu-NP 6 the anujānāmi, which is unusually long, ends, excep-
tionally for the Nissaggiya section, in the formulation of a dukkaṭa
offence. It immediately precedes the second drafting of the rule.

In Bu-NP 22, which because of some peculiarities that it contains
I shall discuss more fully below, the first story introduces, not a
Nissaggiya Pācittiya offence, but one of wrong-doing.

The occurrence of dukkaṭa offences in Bu-NP 6 and Bu-NP 22 be-
fore the final formulation of the rule, no less than their ascription to
the lord, should correct the impression given at Vinaya Texts i.xxv
that the term dukkaṭa “occurs only in … the latest portion of the
Piṭaka,” that is in “the Notes giving the exceptions to, and the exten-
sions of the Rule in the Pātimokkha” (Vinaya Texts i.xix), which are
always placed after the Old Commentary.

BD 2.xii

As a general rule, the Padabhājaniya states that forfeiture and
confession were to be made to an Order, that is to any part of the
whole Order, five monks or more,² living within one boundary, sīmā,
or within one residence, āvāsa; or to a group, gaṇa³ of monks, that
is to a group of from two to four monks; or to an individual monk.
When the article had been forfeited and the offence confessed, the
offence was to be acknowledged, in the first two instances, by “an ex-
perienced, competent monk”; in the third by the monk to whom the
forfeiture and confession had beenmade.The forfeited article was
then to be givenback to themonkwho, having acquired itwrongfully,
had forfeited it.

The value of theNissaggiya Pācittiya type of penalty was, I think,

¹ Similarly at Bi-NP 1. ² Sizes of a saṅgha, order, are given at Vin 1.319. ³ In the
Old Commentary, the phrase sambahulā bhikkhū also occurs, and appears often to
be a synonym for gaṇa. See below, bd 2.7, bd 2.8.
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in the eyes of the framer or framers of the Pātimokkha rules, its
deterrent effect on the commission of further similar offences, and
its redemptive power for each particular offender. It was apparently
held that an offence whose penalty was of this nature was annulled
by confessing it and having it acknowledged, combined with this
hardly more than symbolic act of forfeiting the article wrongfully
acquired. This involved some formality, but evidently the offence
was not considered bad enough to warrant the offender’s permanent
loss of the goods he had obtained improperly.

Thus it is only true that “rules were required to prevent his (i.e.,
a monk’s) acquiring a store of property,”¹ on the assumption that
these rules were deterrent and preventive and not retributive and
revengeful. More important is it perhaps to realise that, behind this
statutory limiting of possessions, therewas the conviction that greed,
craving, thirst, taṇhā, themselves undesirable, produced further
undesirable states of mind.

It is true that any great emphasis on themonastic ideal, any clear
expression of it, is lacking in the Vinaya, and is to be found almost
exclusively in the Suttapiṭaka.

BD 2.xiii

The rules were probably, like the Rule of St. Benedict, to help
the beginners, the backsliders, in their struggle towards “the lofty
heights of virtue” and wisdom. Yet there is one notable occasion,
in Bu-NP 17, when we are reminded of the end, the ideal, the thing
sought, to which the Vinaya rulesmust be held to constitute ameans
of realisation.This is when the lord is shown as askingMahāpajāpatī
whether the nuns are “zealous, ardent, with a self that is striving,”
a triad of words belonging to Sutta material. To which she answers
that while monks make them wash their sheep’s wool for them, it
is impossible for nuns to attend to “the higher morality, the higher
thought, the higher wisdom,” also a Sutta triad.

Conquest in this age-old struggle on the part of certain women
to escape the ties of domesticity so as to seek the “further shore” is
happily expressed in verses ascribed to Sumaṅgala’s mother:²

¹ E.J. Thomas AHistory of BuddhistThought, p. 19. ² Thig.23.
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“O woman well set free! how free am I,
How thoroughly free from kitchen drudgery!
Me stained and squalid ’mong my cooking-pots,
My brutal husband ranked as even less
Than the sunshades he sits and weaves away.”

Yet although references to the need for ideals and their value,
and for man’s inner spiritual and mental training and the means of
attaining these, may be, practically absent from the Vinaya, there is
no doubt that its legal and somewhat austere character is based on a
high andmature standard of morality, justice and common sense.

There are three exceptions to the Nissaggiyas’ customary insis-
tence on the return of the forfeited article to themonkwho had come
by it unlawfully, and had forfeited it, only to be given it back again.
And there are three exceptions to their usual instruction that forfei-
ture and confession are to be made to an Order or to a group or to
an individual monk.The same threeNissaggiyas, Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 19,

BD 2.xiv

Bu-NP 22 share both these irregularities.
Bu-NP 18 and Bu-NP 19 are both concerned with gold and silver,

called jātarūparajata¹ in the one case, and rūpiya in the other.TheOld
Commentary on theseNissaggiyas requires a monk who has picked
up gold and silver (Bu-NP 18), or who has entered into various trans-
actions in which they are used (Bu-NP 19), to make forfeiture in the
midst of the Order, saṅghamajjhe. It does not give the usual alterna-
tives of forfeiting to a group or an individual.That these commodities
may not be forfeited to either of these parties is precluded by the rule
of Bu-NP 18 itself, for this lays it down as an offence for a monk to
have gold and silver in his possession.The saṅgha ismore impersonal,
and is, when need arises, a body of monks in their official character,
with the functions of discharging legal and juridical business and of
carrying out formal acts.

But although the saṅghamay receive the forfeited gold and silver,
it may neither retain them nor return them to the monk who for-
feited them. Itmust either hand themover to some lay person, asking

¹ On these terms see below, bd 2.100, n. 2.
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him to bring medicines in exchange, or, failing this, the Order must
appoint from among its number a “silver-remover,” rūpiyachaḍḍaka,
whose office it is to dispose of whatevermediums of exchange rūpiya
and jātarūparajata denote.

Of the various objects with which the rules of theNissaggiyas are
concerned, gold and silver are the only ones which a monk might
in no circumstances have in his possession. Clearly he had access to
them, for his association with the laity was but little restricted.

Similarly Bu-NP 22, besides precluding forfeiture and confession
to either a group or an individual, also debars the return of the for-
feited article, here a bowl, to the monk who forfeited it. But he is to
be given another bowl in its place.This is unique in theNissaggiyas. It
is also unique to find given in the rule itself the method of forfeiture.
This is otherwise invariably and solely, found in theOld Commentary.

BD 2.xv

Here the method of forfeiture enjoined in the rule appears again,
though in more detailed form, in the Old Commentary.

The sikkhāpada of Bu-NP 22, after stating that a monk who, get-
ting another new bowl in exchange for a bowl mended in less than
five places, incurs an offence, proceeds to say: “That bowl must be
forfeited by that (offending) monk to a bhikkhuparisā (company, as-
sembly, congregation of monks). And whatever is the last bowl (pat-
tapariyanta) belonging to that company of monks, it should be given
to that monk, with the words, ‘Monk, this is a bowl for you; it should
be kept until it breaks.’ ”

It is interesting to find that the new bowl got in exchange for the
mended bowl is subject to forfeiture only to the Order.This suggests
that bowls were regarded at some time asmore especially communal
property than were robes,¹ or the other objects in regard to which
a monk might commit an offence involving forfeiture. Yet in Bu-
NP 21, an extra bowl, if it had been used for more than ten days,
might be forfeited either to anOrder or to a group or to an individual.

¹ On a monk’s death, his robes did not necessarily return to the Order. He could
bequeath them to the monk who had nursed him or to a pupil. Moreover, robe-
materialmight be presented to individualmonks, if the laity sowished. See Bu-NP 8,
Bu-NP 9, Bu-NP 10.
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Nevertheless the injunctionwhichoccurs at the endof the sikkhāpada
of Bu-NP 22reveals a closer concern for communal ownership and
property than do the otherNissaggiya sikkhāpadas. In these others,
although theOrder, or a section of it,may receive the forfeited article,
it also, with the exception of Bu-NP 18 and Bu-NP 19, returns it, the
community as a whole assuming no further responsibility.

At the end of Bu-NP 21, it is said that failure to give back a bowl
that had been forfeited entails a dukkaṭa offence.¹ Yet in Bu-NP 22
it appears that a bowl on being forfeited becomes an extra bowl for
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a company of monks and is absorbed into their stock of bowls.The
result of an Order’s obtaining an additional bowl in this way is that
all its members are liable to profit. For their bowls, on the accretion
of this extra one, may all be shuffled round. But this is not to be
done haphazard.The rule has given concise directions for the right
procedure, and these are followed and expanded at some length by
the Old Commentary.

There is a still further way in which Bu-NP 22 is unique among
theNissaggiyas. It contains three stories instead of, as is normal, one,
or, as in six cases, two.This means that a chain of three connected
circumstances have arisen, each of which demands jurisdiction.The
curious thing is, that the first, story does not end with the formu-
lation of a Nissaggiya Pācittiya offence, but with that of an offence
of wrong-doing.This is to the effect that a monkmust not ask for a
bowl. But monks observed this precept too scrupulously. Lay peo-
ple complained that, by receiving almsfood into their hands, they
resembled members of other sects. So Gotama, it is said, made an
“allowance” moderating the dukkaṭa rule, and permitting monks to
ask for a bowl when theirs were broken or destroyed. But because
the sixmonks abused this privilege, theNissaggiya Pācittiya rule was
formulated.

I have dwelt on Bu-NP 22 at some length, for I think that, even
as there are some grounds for holding that Bu-Ss 12 may represent
some specially ancient fragment of the Pātimokkha,² so likewisemay

¹ Cf. end of Bu-NP 1, where same offence incurred by failure to give back a robe.
² See bd 1.xxviiif.
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thisNissaggiya.
In the first place, the term bhikkhuparisā, because it merely indi-

cates an assembly, a company of monks, may belong to those earlier
days before Gotama’s followers were fully organised into a saṅgha,
bound by the same observances and obligations, the same rules and
(formal) acts, and living in the same communion.

BD 2.xvii

It is possible that, in such a context, bhikkhu did not mean all
that at some time it came to mean. Secondly, the mention of this
“company of monks” as the recipient body of a forfeited bowl may
point to a time when communal ownership was more actual than
nominal. Thirdly, the need for stating, in the Nissaggiya Pācittiya
rule itself, that the article wrongfully acquired must be forfeited,
suggests that this-rule antedates the otherNissaggiyas, and belongs
to a time when forfeiture was new as a penalty, and when therefore
the method of carrying it out had to be plainly stated. Fourthly, one
might suppose that the first story in thisNissaggiya purports to be
recounting unsuitable behaviour in an early follower of Gotama. For
the early followers, itmay be presumed, entering fromamore urgent
sense of religion, committed less serious offences than the later, and
hence incurred lighter penalties.

The appointment of two officials is mentioned in the Nissaggiyas,
that of silver-remover (Bu-NP 18) and that of assigner of bowls (Bu-
NP 22).Theduty of both is to dealwith the results of offences, and not
with the distribution of articles, such as robes and lodgings, lawfully
acquired. Appointments of officials were not of one officer for the
whole saṅgha, but of an officer for any of those lesser sections of it
which, dwelling within one boundary or residence, were, to the not
negligible confusion of later historians, also called saṅgha. Even so,
we do not know whether each of these saṅghas always appointed
every possible official, ready to function—and a not inconsiderable
number are named throughout the Vinaya—or if only those were
appointed when occasion demanded their service. Nor do we know
whether an official, once appointed, held his post permanently or
temporarily.
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I think it fairly safe to presume the latter.Monks travelled a great
deal on the one hand, and on the other had to spend the three or four
months of the rains in one residence with other monks. Had two
permanent office-bearers met, and a case within their orbit arisen, a
rulingwould have been necessary as towhich one, such as the senior
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or the one first arrived, was to deal with the situation. But there is
no record of any such event.

It seems more likely, and the internal evidence, such as it is,
points this way, that the authorised procedure for appointing the
officials was prescribed as the need for this or that official was felt.
Thus a similar appointment could be correctly made if and when
future need arose. But if there was, for example, no occasion for a
silver-remover or an assigner of bowls, which could only be because
no monk had acquired gold and silver or a new bowl in exchange for
one mended in less than five places, then there was no obligation to
appoint a monk to fill either of these offices.

The procedure for the appointment of the officials is in each case
much the same; and theyhave to be “agreedupon”by the entireOrder
affected.This well illustrates the democratic nature of the monastic
institution. Two other “agreements of the monks,” bhikkhusammuti,
are described in theNissaggiyas (Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 14), and again the
responsibility for making the required agreement is shown to be
vested in the whole organism, and not in any one of its members.

Some English translations of Pali words and phrases appear to
have become almost traditional by now, and hence attract little crit-
ical attention. Such a phrase is “pattacīvaraṁ ādāya,” “taking the
bowl and robe.” It is the occurrence of this phrase in Bu-NP 5, to-
gether with themention of various sorts of robes, that has raised the
question ofwhich robe it is that is here referred to in the phrase.

Dialogues of the Buddha ii.162, n. 1, describes the three usual robes
of a monk as the inner one worn in the residence, the upper robe
put on before a monk left the monastery and went out to a village,
and the outer cloak carried, and put on near the outskirts of the
village. If this is a correct interpretation—and it is the one generally
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accepted—the phrase pubbaṇhasamayaṁ nivāsetvā would appear
to mean, “having dressed in the morning in the upper robe.” This
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implies that themonkwill already have put on his inner robe towear
in the residence, if indeed he had not slept in it, but later put on his
upper robe with a view to going on his almsround. Again, the phrase
pattacīvaramṁ ādāya, which as a rule immediately follows this other
one, would in effect mean, “taking the outer cloak and the bowl.” I
think it possible however that if the cīvara of this phrase did at some
time come to refer exclusively to the saṅghāṭi, the outer cloak, it may
not always have done so. For it is hard to see the sense that such an
interpretation couldmake in Bu-NP 5, as I hope to show. On the other
hand, the occurrence of the phrase here may be due to some later
editorial addition to the story.

The nun Uppalavaṇṇā is elsewhere in the Vinaya¹ the focus of an
alteration in the rules on jungle-dwelling for nuns. Here too another
episode in her life, as this is recorded in Bu-NP 5, is the centre round
which turn some intricate questions with regard to robes.

According to this Nissaggiya, Uppalavaṇṇā, in the stereotyped
phrase, “having dressed in the morning and taking her bowl and
robe,” pubbaṇhasamayaṁ nivāsetvā pattacīvaraṁ ādāya, had gone to
Sāvatthī for almsfood. Shehad thenusedherupper robe,uttarāsaṅga,
to tie up somemeat. She next gave her inner robe, antaravāsaka, to
the monk Udāyin, although protesting that it was her last, her fifth
robe, idañ ca me antimaṁ pañcimaṁ cīvaraṁ. And finally it is said
that on her return to the nunnery, the nuns receiving from her her
bowl and robe, pattacīvaraṁ paṭiganhaṇtiyo, asked her where her
inner robe was.

The question is, which of the five robes allowable to a nun did she
set out “taking,” and which did the nuns “receive” from her when
she came back to the nunnery?

Thefive robes of a nun,mentioned also at Vin 4.218, Vin 4.282, are
named at Vin 2.272 as the three usual robesworn also bymonks,with
the addition of the vest or bodice, saṁkacchika, and the bathing-cloth,

¹ Vin 3.35ff. = bd 1.53ff.
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and it is said that these should be pointed out to women wishing to
BD 2.xx

receive the upasampadā. At Vin 4.345 it is laid down as an offence
of expiation for a nun to enter a village without her bodice, that
is without having this on under her inner robe. Buddhaghosa at
Vin-a 663 assumes that Uppalavaṇṇā had on her bodice, for he says,
“dressed in (nivattha) her bodice, and showing only the palms of her
hands … she went away,” that is from Udāyin. We know that she
had had her upper robe, and suspect that it was accounted for by
the phrase, “having dressed in the morning.” Likewise, on account
of the phrase, “taking her bowl and robe,” she should have had her
outer cloak with her. But had she in fact had this, surely she would
have put it on. Yet in the narrative of hermeetingwith Udāyin, there
is no suggestion that she was either carrying it or wearing it.

Either therefore “havingdressed in themorning” refers toputting
on the inner robe, and “taking the bowl and robe” to the upper robe,
and not to the saṅghāṭi, the outer cloak; or this latter phrase is some
later interpolation.

Now at Vin 1.298 it is a dukkaṭa offence to enter a village wearing
only the inner and the upper robes, that is without the outer cloak.
This rule, be it noticed, was made in reference to monks, and I do
not think that it applies to nuns.¹ For at Vin 4.281 it is a Pācittiya
offence for nuns, having laid aside the cīvara, here certainly the
outer cloak, to go into the country for more than five days with only
the inner and the upper robes. Therefore if, at the time to which
Bu-NP 5 purports to refer, a nun did not have to go into a village on
her morning almsround taking her outer cloak, Uppalavaṇṇāmay
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have “taken” merely her upper robe. She would then have returned
to the nunnery dressed only in her bodice, as Buddhaghosa seems to

¹ It is too facilely said by some writers that the Vinaya for nuns is a mere copy
of that for monks—e.g., H. Kern, AManual of Indian Buddhism, p. 86; though it is
probable that the Pātimokkha of the nuns was “modelled on” that of the monks;
Cf. E.J. Thomas, AHistory of IndianThought, 15, n. 1; M. Winternitz, AHistory of
Indian Literature ii.24, speaking of it as “a similar code compiled later for the nuns”;
Miss D. Bhagvat, Early Buddhist Jurisprudence, p. 18, as a “mere imitation of the
former”—i.e., the Bhikkhu-Pātimokkha.
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imply.
With the growing disparagement of nakedness in monks and

nuns,¹ the robe the nuns “received” from her would hardly have
been her bodice. Besides, this “receiving” of a bowl and robe from an
incomingmonk or nun came to be but a recognised, standardised act.
It would thus appear possible that the discrepancy which exists may
be attributable to a later interpolation of the phrase which denotes
this act of respect done to a monk or nun on coming back to the
residence.

If we allow that the phrase pattacīvaraṁ ādāya, of the beginning
of the story, betrays neither themarks of interpolation nor of accred-
itedmeaning, but signifies taking the upper robe, thenwe are almost
forced to see the phrase pattacīvaraṁ paṭigaṇhantiyo, towards the
conclusion of the story, as some additional matter. For if the course
of the story is carefully followed, it is impossible to identify these
two cīvara the one with the other.

Thus an explanation of the discrepancy between whatever robes
itwas that these phrases are intended to signify is that thisNissaggiya
has suffered some careless “editorial” gloss or glosses.Thepoint itself
may be small and of no particular importance. But every instance
of perceptible “curling and combing”² of the texts must make us
the more alive to the possibility of their patchwork nature, their
composite “authorship,” to their gradual alterations and additions,
and probably to their losses too.

Having taken an instance of the translation of a frequent phrase,
whose latent reference has been perhaps too little questioned, and
hence too easily regarded as uniformly specific, I turn now to aword,
santhata, and the verb, santharati (= saṁ + stṛ), of which it is the past
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participle. In this case it is owing to the comparative infrequency
of these two words that their latent reference has been too little
questioned on the one hand, but on the other not fully perceived to
be specific.

¹ Cf. Vin 1.292, Vin 1.293, Vin 1.305; Vin 4.278; and below, bd 2.45, bd 2.134. ² A
phrase I borrow fromMrs. Rhys Davids, “Poems by Monks and Nuns”, Review of
Religion, January, 1940, p. 129.
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InBu-NP 11–Bu-NP 15, santhataoccurs as aneuternoun,¹meaning
a rug or mat.² Because there are other words for rug, mat, carpet,
ground-covering, sheet and so on, the problem before us is to find
the differentiating feature peculiar to the kind of rug called santhata,
the particular characteristic in virtue of which it was so named.
For neither the Old Commentary nor Buddhaghosa describes the
finished article; they concentrate instead on the process of making
it. The result of the process is what in the text of the introductory
stories and the sikkhāpadas is called a santhata.

TheOldCommentary is very terse, but, by exclusion, informative:
santhatameans, what comes to be made having spread, not woven,
santharitvā kataṁ hoti avāyimaṁ. Thus santharitvā in this definition
needs someword tobe suppliedas its object, suchasone representing
the material used in making the article by this process known as
santharati. Buddhaghosa, at Vin-a 684, describes the technique of
what the Old Commentary, in defining santhata, calls santharitvā, by
saying, “it is made having spread (santharitvā) silk³ filaments (aṁsu)
one upon the other on a level piece of ground, having poured boiled
rice (or corn) and so on over the silk filaments.”

This then is the kind of process meant by santhata, and it is the
BD 2.xxiii

only one described It seems that the basic material of which the
article was beingmadewas spread out in layers, in strata all running
the same way, and not cross-wise so as to be woven, and that it was
then somehowwelded together by pouring boiling rice over it.The
result of this operation was a santhata, a thing made by this process.

Childers defines the cognate noun, santhāra, as “layer, stratum”;
and there arepassages in theVinayaand theSuttas⁴where santharati,

¹ See e.g. dn ii.160, Snp 401, Snp 668; also the stock-phrase, dhamani-santhata-gatta,
having the limbs strewnwith veins. As a noun, santhata occurs only once elsewhere,
Vv 63,5. ² Pali-English Dictionary, B.C. Law, AHistory of Pali Literature i.53, “rug
or mat”; E.J. Thomas, AHistory of BuddhistThought, p. 19, “rug.” Vinaya Texts i.24
translates “rug or mat” and “rug”; Huber, Journal Asiatique, 1913, p. 497, “couver-
ture”; Vidyabhusana, So-sor-thar-pa, p. 20, “mat.” ³ “Silk” is not essential to
the argument.This part of the Commentary is referring to Bu-NP 11, where monks
thought of making santhatamixed with silk. In Bu-NP 12–Bu-NP 14 they were made
of wool. ⁴ Vin 1.227; dn ii.84,dn iii.208; Ud 8.6; mn i.354.
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used largely in connectionwith preparing a council-hall, mustmean
to spread or to strewmost probably in layers, by a spreadingmethod,
of layering. This, at all events, is the view held by the commenta-
tor¹ who describes the arrangement of covering the ground with
cow-dung, scents, coloured, mats, fleecy rugs, and skins of various
animals, all one above (upari) the other. It is unfortunate that the
commentator, in thus defining santharitvā, more than once uses the
word itself. In spite of this, the description is of inestimable help in
arriving at a fuller understanding of what santharati implies.

If my hypothesis is correct, the cognate verb attharati (= ā + stṛ)
would denote the simpler act of spreading, covering, laying out, but
not in layers, and as it were once only or one thing only, such as cloth
(Vin 1.254ff.) or a bridge (Ja i.199). Itwould then follow that santharati,
when used with reference to spreading a couch or chair or mattress
or stool,² must mean not simply the act of putting out the couch or
chair unurnished, but converting it into something fit to sit on or
lie on. This could be done by spreading on it or under it different
coverings, in layers: the sheet, pacuttharaṇa, the ground-covering,
bhummattharaṇa, for example.These coverings would in no way be
held together as though woven, but would be spread one on top of
the other.

For the translationof santhata inBu-NP 11–Bu-NP 15 I have chosen
BD 2.xxiv

“rug” in preference to “mat,” because it seems desirable to convey
the impression that a santhatawas something that could both be sat
on and also worn wrapped round the body.The Old Commentary on
Bu-NP 15 defines purāṇa-santhata, an old, used or soiled santhata,
in exactly the same terms as it uses to define purāṇa-cīvara, an old,
used or soiled robe. Of both it says that they mean, “dressed in it
once, put on once,” using for this the words nivāseti and pārupati,
which usually refer to the complete dressing in the monk’s three
robes. Buddhaghosa defines these words, “dressed in” and “put on,”
as “sat on” and “lain on” (Vin-a 687). Yet on the very same page he
speaks of a santhata “counting as a fourth robe.”

¹ mn-a iii.18; Ud-a 409. ² See below, bd 2.238f.
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But for Buddhaghosa apparently these two definitions are not
impossible of reconciliation. For in his exegesis on Bu-NP 4 he says
(Vin-a 660) that a robe is called “old” (i.e., dressed in it once, put on
once) if a monk lies on it, using it as a pillow.Thus a robe, meant to
be worn, could also on occasion be used to lie on.

As the Vinaya itself provides no evidence as to what exactly san-
thatameans, whether it is a rug or a mat, although it describes the
process by which it is made, I have followed the commentator in re-
garding the article as something that could either be sat on or worn.
“Rug” rather more accurately than “mat” seems to cover these two
usageswhich, by the time of Buddhaghosa at any rate, appear to have
grown into the meaning of santhata.

The nisīdana-santhata of Bu-NP 15 is not a species of santhata, but
of nisīdana, and is a piece of cloth to sit upon (nisīdana) made with
the addition of part of an old santhata. A nisīdana was so called if
it had a border.¹ But the reason why a border came to be allowed,
together with its correct measurements, is given at Vin 4.170f., and
has nothing to dowith the need to add part of a santhata to a nisīdana.

The Pācittiya Group (Nos. 1–60)
BD 2.xxv

A curious feature of the Pācittiyas is that the Old Commentary on
these rules nowhere explains what is meant by Pācittiya, the offence
which gives its name to this whole section. It is from the phrase
āpatti desetabbā, occurring in the Vibhaṅga on eachNissaggiya, that
we infer that Pācittiya is an offence to be confessed; and even as
forfeiture and confession are to be made to an Order or to a group
or to an individual, so we may conclude that the same holds good
when the offence is one whose penalty is merely that of expiation,
of confession unaccompanied by forfeiture.

By and large each Pācittiya is composed on the same general
lines as the other classes of rules in the Sutta Vibhaṅga: introductory
story, rule, sometimes another story, evenmore than one, with the

¹ Vin 3.232, Vin 4.123, Vin 4.171.
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amended version or versions of the rule, Old Commentary, other
exegetical material, and a list of no offences against the rule.There
are, as in the Nissaggiyas, irregularities and variations from this
customary pattern.These cannot be analysed until the translation
of the ninety-two Pācittiyas is complete, and even then it will be
doubtful whether they will throw any light on “the comparative age
of any different parts of the Pātimokkha.”¹

One thing however we can do now, and it is not altogether unim-
portant. We can correct the misapprehension into which the editors
of Vinaya Texts fell, and which I,² among others,³ have hitherto fol-
lowed too uncritically. For it is not quite the case that the Old Com-
mentary is a “word for word commentary upon”⁴ each of these rules,
although undoubtedly it is nearly so. Setting aside the occasions
where words are defined by themselves, but nevertheless defined,
there yet remain a few distinct but notable lapses and omissions,
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some words of a rule not being commented upon at all. There is no
attempt in the Old Commentary to explain “water (that) contains
life” (Bu-Pc 20), “monkarrivedfirst” (Bu-Pc 16), or “indestruction of”
(vegetable growth) (Bu-Pc 11), although in the last case the paragraph
following the Old Commentary’s definition of “vegetable growth”
leads us to suppose that “destruction” means cutting, breaking and
cooking.

Sāvatthī, again with a large majority, is said to be the locus of
thirty-nine of these sixty Pācittiyas, Rājagaha of six, Kosambī of five,
Vesālī andĀḷavī eachof four,Kapilavatthuof twoandSuṁsumāragiri
of one.The total of sixty-one is accounted for by the fact that, in Bu-
Pc 5, the first version of the rule is reputed to have been formulated
when Gotama was at Āḷavī, and the second when he hadmoved on
from there to Kosambī.

The critics, as a result of whose complaints Pācittiya rules for
monks were made or revised, are thirty-five times shown to have
been the “modest monks,” fifteen times “people,”manussa, to which

¹ Vinaya Texts i.xiv. ² bd 1.xxxiii. ³ S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, 91; M.
Winternitz, AHistory of Indian Literature, ii.24. ⁴ Vinaya Texts i.xv.
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must be added the criticism of a lay-woman (Bu-Pc 7, both stories),
of a man (Bu-Pc 45), of a poor workman (Bu-Pc 33), of Mahānāma
Sakka (Bu-Pc 47), and of hirelings of the king (Bu-Pc 58). Four times
the nuns complain, once the titthiyas, once a brahmin, once upāsakā,
lay-followers.

These last, also, upon one occasion (Bu-Pc 41) are recorded to have
told Gotama how monks might avoid bringing discredit on them-
selves frommembers of other sects; he laid downa rule in accordance
with their representations. Once King Pasenadi thought of a device
by which Gotama might know that monks had been behaving in-
decorously (Bu-Pc 53). Five times, it appears, Gotama discovered by
direct observation or by questioning that legislation was required.
By a too fastidious adherence to a rule, it is on several occasions
demonstrated to be unsatisfactory, and is revised.

Thus the total number of rules appearing in these Pācittiyas is
BD 2.xxvii

greater than sixty. It is not uniformly the case, as in theNissaggiya
section, thatwhen a rule is amended, it is amended once only. At least
three of these sixty Pācittiyas provide evidence of a long struggle to
get the rule right. In Bu-Pc 32 the rule on a group-meal, gaṇabhojana,
revised seven times, results finally in seven legalised exceptions
being allowed to the offence, as it otherwise remains, of eating in a
group. To the ruling on paraṁparabhojana (Bu-Pc 33), eating meals
out of the turns in which they have been offered, four exceptions are
sanctioned.Thirdly, six exceptions are made to the rule that a monk
should not bathe at intervals of less than half a month (Bu-Pc 57).

A consideration of the reasons leading to the exceptions made
to these, as to several other rules, reveals something of the care and
vigilance needed for the smooth running of the Buddhist cenobium,
impinging as it did on various elements and aspects of the society of
the day.The laity were, on the one hand, not to be drained of their
resources, on the other, not to be refused when they offered food, as
this might result in wounding their spirit of generosity, in dashing
their hope of merit, and in the loss to monks of the robe-material
which the laity, at the right time of year, gave to members of the
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Orders with meals. Nor were the laity to be kept waiting. At least I
think that that, asmuch as the discourtesy of refusing the offer,made
to monks who were travelling, to “eat just here,” and which looks as
if the lay-people were willing to provide the meal, is at the root of
two exceptions, made at Bu-Pc 33.5. For there are various times in
Nissaggiya and Pācittiyawhen lay-people are recorded to be annoyed
with monks for keeping themwaiting.

At Bu-Pc 33.4 it is obvious that the assigning to another monk of
a meal that is expected later is a device for overcoming the rudeness,
otherwise involved, of refusing food that is actually being offered.
Nor, so it emerges, is it polite to refuse an invitation given to a meal
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by a wanderer, a paribbājaka-samāpanna. A naked ascetic, ājīvaka,
had, as is stated, on Bimbisāra’s advice, asked the monks to a meal
with him, but they had refused (Bu-Pc 32.8).

Incidentally this story reveals thenecessity forkeeping the friend-
ship of the kings, onwhom the success of theOrder largely depended.
Theydidmuch to set the fashion in faith. I havementioned Pasenadi’s
device for letting the lord know, but without himself speaking to
him, that he had seen monks, arahans at that, sporting in the water.
Mallikā, his queen, was of the opinion either that there was no rule
against this, or that these monks did not know about it. Apparently
her first surmisewas right.The thirdmention of a king in these sixty
Pācittiyas is again of Bimbisāra. Because monks, by bathing until
after dark, kept himwaiting his turn, for it appears that he did not
wish to disturb them, a rule, severe compared with its cause, was
formulated forbidding monks to bathe at intervals of less than half
a month (Bu-Pc 57). But this proved deleterious to robes and lodg-
ings. For in the hot weather, the fever weather, at a time of wind and
rain, whenmaking repairs or going on a journey, monks lay down
to rest with their limbs damp from rain or sweat. And the restric-
tion on bathing was uncomfortable for those who were ill. This is a
rule whose various adjustments are the direct outcome of a tropical
climate.

I think that the growing needs of the monks, as expressed for
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example in the exceptions to Bu-Pc 57, and also in the acquisition
of more and more accessories, recounted principally in theMahā-
vagga, does not necessarily indicate soft-living and greed on their
part, but a desire to keep what they had properly and cleanly, to use
it as efficiently as possible, and to keep themselves in a good state
of health, for this was regarded as an essential basis for leading the
higher life. Four great, perpetual and destructive enemies against
which man has to fight in India are the heat of the sun, the damp of
the rains, the strength of thewinds blowing up dust and dirt, and the
persistent ravages of insects.When theVinayahas been exhaustively
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studied, I believe it may as often as not be found that the desire and
its sanction to acquire various objects in order to preserve others,
or to lessen by making exceptions the constraint of some rules, will
prove to be attributable to one or other of these forces of nature.

Illness, though not gone into in detail, is however kept in mind
by the constant allusion to provisions made for the comfort of ill
monks. Such provisions are usually contained in a sikkhāpada, or an
anujānāmi, or both.The permission to bathe more often than once
a fortnight is a case in point. Again, a monk, if ill, is allowed to eat
more than one meal in succession at a public rest-house (Bu-Pc 31),
to kindle a fire for warming himself (Bu-Pc 56), and a nun who is
ill may receive exhortation from amonk in the nunnery instead of
going to the monk’s quarters (Bu-Pc 23).

Of these sixty Pācittiya rules for monks, fifteen are devoted to
rules for eating, Bu-Pc 29, Bu-Pc 31–Bu-Pc 43, Bu-Pc 46. None occur
in Bu-Pc 61–Bu-Pc 92. Since therefore all the Pācittiya ordinances
falling under this head are contained in this volume, it is possible
to allude to various points arising from them here; I have already
drawn attention to some. Rules concerned with the exhortation of
nuns are arranged exclusively in Bu-Pc 21–Bu-Pc 24, but as I have dis-
cussed these elsewhere,¹ I shall not do so again now. Rules regarding
the army and, to all intents and purposes, robes come only within
this volume. Other rules cannot be so profitably discussed until the

¹ Women under Primitive Buddhism, p. 126ff.
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Pācittiya translation is completed.
In these rules, which cannot always be fully understood unless

read in conjunction alike with their introductory stories, the Old
Commentary and the anāpatti clauses, much diverse and interesting
material comes to light. It would be a long and delicate business to
investigate all the ramifications, and to connect these with those
other parts of the Vinaya to which they sometimes seem to refer.

BD 2.xxx

Merely to take two random examples from Bu-Pc 47. For understand-
ing the definition of “time of giving robes” (= Bu-Pc 32), acquaintance
with, for example, Kd 7 is necessary. Again the fact that there is “no
offence” if a monk is going to the nuns’ quarters presupposes at
least a knowledge of the Pācittiyas concerned with the exhortation
of nuns.

The rules on eating are important for monks, for taking nothing
but food given in alms involved a three-foldmaintenance of a correct
attitude: towards the laity, towards members of other sects, and
towards fellowmonks.Thesameapplies to robes,where also amonk’s
behaviour towardsanunhas tobe taken into account. Itmight indeed
be said that a monk’s attitude towards eating and robes epitomises
his whole attitude towards the society of the day.

The Pācittiyas on meals and eating would provide material for
an extensive essay. I have already referred to the group-meal and
the out-of-turn meal,¹ that is to two ways in which, leaving aside
the exceptions, a meal might not be eaten. Here I shall do nomore
than note down some of the more outstanding words for various
kinds of meals, that is for classes of food named. Notes will be found
appended to these words where they appear in the text.

1. The five kinds of meals, pañca bhojanāni, given in the Old Com-
mentary onBu-Pc 35 as rice-gruel, foodmadewith flour, barley,
fish, meat, and mentioned in the anāpatti clauses of Bu-Pc 29,
Bu-Pc 31–Bu-Pc 33, are used in theOld Commentary onBu-Pc 35
to define “soft food,” bhojaniya.

2. “Solid food” is defined by exclusion. In Bu-Pc 35 it is everything

¹ Above, bd 2.xxvii.
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except the five soft foods and food that may be eaten during a
watch of the night, during seven days and during life. These
last three categories seem to refer solely to medicines. In Bu-
Pc 41 solid food is everything but the five soft foods and water
for cleansing the teeth.

BD 2.xxxi
3. Five other classes of food are given in the anāpatti clauses of Bu-
Pc 32, Bu-Pc 33, dependent on how andwhen given: the regular
supply of food, that allowed by ticket, that given on a day of
the waxing or waning of the moon, on an observance day, and
on the day after this.

4. Comparing the Old Commentary on Bu-Pc 35 and Bu-Pc 42, it
appears that yāgu, conjey, ranks neither as a solid food nor as
a soft food.

5. In Bu-Pc 39 the five standardmedicines, andmeat andfish (two
of the soft foods) with milk and curds are called “sumptuous
foods,” paṇītabhojanāni.

6. Solid food or soft food that is not left over, anatiritta, and solid
or soft food that is left over, atiritta, are mentioned in Bu-Pc 35.

There is nothing very special to say about the Pācittiya rules for
robes.These receive a large share of legislation in theNissaggiyas, and
are given comparatively scant attention in the Pācittiyas. Their rules
constitute two small groups: Bu-Pc 25, Bu-Pc 26, Bu-Pc 58–Bu-Pc 60;
again, but not in this volume, Bu-Pc 79 and Bu-Pc 92.

A monk incurs an offence of expiation if he gives a robe to a nun
who is not a relation, except in exchange (Bu-Pc 25 and cf. Bu-NP 5).
This rule was the outcome of generosity on a monk’s part, not of
greed.The first draft had to be revised because nuns were affronted
that monks would not even exchange robes with them. Again, an
offence is incurred:

1. if a monk sews a robe for a nun who is not a relation (Bu-
Pc 26)—the result of Udāyin’s obscene design on a nun’s robe;

2. if he does not use one of the three prescribed modes of disfig-
uring a new robe, apparently so as to be able to recognise it
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(Bu-Pc 58, and whose anāpatti clauses should be read in con-
junction with Vin 1.254, Vin 1.255);

3. if he uses a robe after having assigned it to a member of any
of the five classes of his co-religionists (Bu-Pc 59), for clearly
these must be able to rely on an assignment; and

4. if he hides a robe or a bowl or various other specified requisites
BD 2.xxxii

belonging to another monk (Bu-Pc 60).

Bu-Pc 81 should be compared with Bu-Pc 59. Bu-Pc 92 declares it
an offence for a monk to have a robe made, up to the measure of a
Sugata’s robe, or larger. It will be noticed that Bu-Pc 25 and Bu-Pc 59
provide evidence that a monk had power to dispose of a robe in his
possession, either by exchange or assignment, a point which wars
against the view that the Order was the owner of the robes, even
after they had been allotted or assigned to individual monks.

A set of three Pācittiya rules (Bu-Pc 48–Bu-Pc 50) came to be laid
down for the conduct to be observed by monks in regard to an army.
There is no blinking of facts, no pretence of ignoring the existence of
armies as part of the structure of worldly life, either here or in vari-
ous Sutta passages.Moreover, from themanymilitary similes used to
describe a man’s (puggala, as at an iii.91ff.) or a monk’s (as at an i.184,
an ii.116, an ii.170, an ii.202) successful mental purification and vic-
torious spiritual battles, it is clear that fighting by kings, chieftains
and soldiers, though never frankly condoned as in the Gītā, was yet
on the whole not roundly censured. Two Sutta passages should how-
ever be specially remarked, the one in the Saṁyutta,¹ depicting the
utter futility ofwar, for it settles nothing, does not stop the deed from
rolling on; the other in the Dhammapada,² violently contrasting the
use of force with the exercise of dhamma. Dhamma—conscience,
duty, the moral “ought,” the disciplinary rules, the body of teach-
ing, and it has meant all of these—is arrayed against brute force.
There is no doubt as to which is found the more fitting and the more
admirable.

Even had not the intentional taking of life ranked as a Pārājika

¹ sn i.85. ² Dhp 256, Dhp 257.
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offence, there was yet the moral sīla, or principle, binding a monk
to refrain from onslaught on creatures, and binding the laity too,
but only on the fortnightly uposatha days. Thus, clearly, fighting
bymonks was condemned, and Buddhist monks could not become

BD 2.xxxiii

soldiers. In this respect they differ widely from theWesternmonk of
theMiddle Ages, who saw nothing incongruous in taking up arms.

Further, as these Pācittiyas show, amonk’s dealings with an army
were, though not forbidden outright, reduced to the minimum. For,
contrary to the view sometimes put forward that Gotama and his
followers were breakers of homes, it is apparent here as elsewhere
in the canon that his relations were by no means inaccessible to a
man once he had turned monk.

In Bu-Pc 48, a monk is allowed to go and see an army fighting, if
there is sufficient reason.This exception is a generalisation from the
particular instance of a monk’s wish to visit a sick relation who was
in the army. But, having gone to the army, a monk is not to stay there
for more than three nights (Bu-Pc 49), nor while there to witness
manoeuvres: sham fights, troops in array, the massing of the army,
reviews (Bu-Pc 50).This is a group where the later “rule refers to the
one immediately preceding it.”¹

In all of these manoeuvres the four “wings” of an army might
participate: the elephants each requiring twelve men, the horses
each with three men, the chariots each with four men, the infantry
with (bows and) arrows.

In the Jātakas there is not infrequent reference to this fourfold
composition of an army. But that it should be set down in consider-
able detail in the Old Commentarymay be ascribed to the determina-
tion that, given lucid explanations, the monks should be in no doubt
as to what was an army or part of one.

In eachof these threemonastic rules connectedwith an army, it is
recorded that the laity, apparently a little stung by jealousy, complain
of the monks’ conduct. They realise that it is because of their own
poor acquirement (alābha dulladdhaṁ of good deeds) in the past that,
in the present, they are brought into contactwith fighting forces.The

¹ Vin.1.xvii.
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implication seems to be that for a monk this should not be necessary
BD 2.xxxiv

or inevitable: being amonkhe should be beyond the desire towitness
fighting, real or sham, both because his karma in this respect should
be worn away, and for fear lest he should engender a new bad karma
for the future. In general terms it may be said that there is no offence
if a monk sees an army or a conflict through no fault of his own, and
not having gone of set purpose to see either the one or the other.

In their Introduction to Vinaya Texts¹ Rhys Davids and Olden-
berg have drawn attention to a curious irregularity in the method
of framing some of the Pācittiya rules. In referring to the Pācittiyas
and the apparent “effort to arrange the offences in groups (vagga)
of ten,” they raise the question of the three cases in which “we find
regulations formulated with the utmost brevity (the offences being
merely expressed by a locative case dependent upon Pācittiyaṁ) at
the commencement of such a vagga.” And they go on to say, “It seems
to us, at least in the present state of our knowledge, quite impossible
to draw any conclusions from such peculiarities as to the compar-
ative age of any different parts of the Pātimokkha.” Now since all
the Pācittiyas referred to fall within this volume, I will attempt to
discuss them, but without necessarily, since “the present state of our
knowledge” is still defective, trying to arrive at any conclusion.²

They are Bu-Pc 1–Bu-Pc 3, Bu-Pc 11–Bu-Pc 13, Bu-Pc 51–Bu-Pc 54.
Any attempt to trace a cause for the peculiar way in which the rule
in each of these Pācittiyas is framed must depend to some extent
upon the nature of the material found within these same Pācittiyas.
Nothing as yet can be suggested as towhy they stand at the beginning
of their respective vaggas. I would only point out, first, that in the
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Bhikkhunī-Vibhaṅga there is one Pācittiya, Bu-Pc 4, which is of this
same brief type, but it does not head a vagga; and secondly, that
the Bhikkhu-Pācittiyas Bu-Pc 72, Bu-Pc 73, although not of the brief
type yet conform to it to the extent that, after some introductory

¹ Vinaya Texts i.xiv. ² There are also the seven concluding Pācittiyas, Bu-
Pc 86–Bu-Pc 92, where the offence of expiation involves, not Nissaggiya, forfeiture,
but some other penalty in respect of an article made of the wrongmaterial or to the
wrong measure.
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material included in the rule and leading up to the formulation of the
offence, the offence itself is expressed by a locative case dependent
on Pācittiyaṁ.These two rules do not head their division, and its first
rule is framed in the normal manner.

Leaving Pācittiyas Bu-Pc 72, Bu-Pc 73 and Bhikkhunī-Pācittiya
Bi-Pc 4 to one side, I will now summarise such outstanding features
as are evinced by the three groups of rules which are “formulated
with the utmost brevity,” together with their attendant material.

1. In Bu-Pc 1, Bu-Pc 2, Bu-Pc 3 (repeating Bu-Pc 2), Bu-Pc 11, Bu-
Pc 54, not only is the key-word or words (sometimes there are
two) of the rule defined, but also the words used in such a defi-
nition are themselves defined.The definition of these words
I believe not to belong to the original Old Commentary, but
to a revised version of it. This is not however a point pecu-
liar to these five Pācittiyas; for Bu-Pj 4 and Bu-Pc 10 also define
the words used in the definition of the words of the rule. To
mymind such supplementary definitions portray a synthesis
of thought, based on knowledge, which is far from primitive
or tentative. Again, the very material of the rule of Bu-Pc 11,
that it is an offence to destroy vegetable growth, may be com-
paredwith that of Bu-Pc 10 and Bu-Pc 20, where it is an offence
to dig the soil or to sprinkle water containing life. The sole
purpose of all these three Pācittiyas is to preserve from harm
creatures that are one-facultied. In this respect then Bu-Pc 11 is
not unique or peculiar. Itmay in addition be suitably compared
with Bu-Pc 10, as much for the similarity of guiding principle
as for the defining of words used in definition.
The words used to define the definitions of the key-word of
Bu-Pc 2 and Bu-Pc 3 do not seemwholly contrived formonastic
purposes. Why should “crafts,” for example, be classified as
“high and low” and then catalogued?
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It was impossible for monks to follow any of the crafts men-
tioned. Such painstaking analysis of all the ten ways in which
“insulting speech” and “slander” might be made seems to point
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to later days when classification and analysis had come to be
in vogue.

2. I suppose that in the introductory story of Bu-Pc 2, the group of
six monks when they jeered at the well-behaved monks about
five out of ten things—birth, name, clan, work, craft—must
have had inmind the social position and the occupation held by
thesewhile theywere still “in theworld.” For all such consider-
ations should count as nothing once aman had become amonk.
The offence was summarised as one of “insulting speech,” and
not as one of probing intomatters whose importance tomonks
should be infinitesimal. Nor can one say of Gotama’sOrder that,
as time went on, such considerations came to be of account,
or that the richer and better-born entrants came to hold the
more influential positions.This has never been the case.The
influence of themembers has always depended on theirmental
and spiritual attainments alone, or on some gift of character.
This backward view, if such it is meant to be, into amonk’s past
is unique in the Pācittiyas. But yet I cannot see that it affords
any data for the comparative age of this Pācittiya.

3. Bu-Pc 2 has a reference to lekhā. If this is writing, which, partly
owing to the paucity of references alike to it and to writing-
materials, is assumed to be an art of later discovery, then a
clue is at once established for a comparatively late date of this
Pācittiya, or at any rate of a portion of it; or to writing being
less a “later discovery” than is hitherto assumed.

4. Bu-Pc 1 contains a long and sophisticated analysis of the way
in which an offence of expiation is incurred by the three and
the sevenways of telling a conscious lie.Thismay be compared
with the beginning of a similar analysis in Bu-Pj 4¹ of the in-
curment of an offence involving defeat by the three and the
seven ways of telling a conscious lie. The passage in Bu-Pj 4
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as it goes on is paralleled by a passage in Bu-Pc 8. In both Bu-
Pj 4 on the one hand and Bu-Pc 1 and Bu-Pc 8 on the other, this

¹ Vin 3.93ff. = bd 1.162ff.
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analysis with its very different style and terminology consorts
strangely with the more archaic language and the more direct
modes of thought that we usually associate with the Vinaya.

5. Bu-Pc 2 and Bu-Pc 51 contain material belonging to Jātaka sto-
ries—but so does Bu-Pc 5.

6. As already noted, there is the failure of the Old Commentary
on Bu-Pc 11 to explain one of the two key-words of the rule: “in
destruction of,” pātabyatāya.

7. Bu-Pc 12, with its mention in the introductory story of Channa,
who, having indulged in bad habits, anācāraṁ ācaritvā, was
being examined for an offence in the midst of the Order, to
mymind brings the whole question of monastic disciplinary
regulation a step later in time. For it points to a period when
formal proceedings had been constituted, when faults were
examined, not merely expiated by confession, and when there
was an apparatus for dealing with, amongmany other trans-
gressions, questions of failure in habit or conduct, ācāravipatti.
These are set out in detail in Kd 14. This Pācittiya, in striking
contrast to Bu-Ss 12, where again the same fault is imputed
to Channa, seems to have been compiled in full cognisance of
these later legal proceedings.

8. Bu-Pc 13 appears to be recording an event later in time than
that recorded in Bu-Ss 8. In this latter, Dabba theMallian is ap-
pointed, so it is said, to the double office of assigning lodgings
and distributing meals. Between this and the compilation of
the Pācittiya some timemust have elapsed, since in the Pācit-
tiya he is being accused of acting out of favouritism.The Old
Commentary mentions a number of offices tenable by mem-
bers of the Order, showing that it knew of the creation of these.
It does not mention all. So far we know little of the chronology
of these offices, but it is unlikely that they were formed during
the earliest days of the Sakyan venture.

BD 2.xxxviii
9. Now, in Bu-Pj 3, the gist of the offence lies in intentionally de-
priving a person of life.The case is cited, in the stories given
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after the formulation of the rule, of one monk tickling another,
who laughed so much that he died. It is here not said openly
that this constitutes an offence, merely that it is not one in-
volving defeat, because his death was not caused intentionally.
Either some need to clarify the nature of this offence must
have grown up, for in Bu-Pc 52 the same story is recounted and
entails an offence of expiation; or the nature of the offence
was decided contemporaneously with the Pārājika story, but,
being Pācittiya, was reserved for the Pācittiya group of rules
and offences. If this is the case here, it is otherwisewith Bu-Pj 2.
For this now and again states that an offence of deliberate lying
may not be such as to constitute an offence of defeat, although
it may be one involving expiation (Vin 3.59, Vin 3.66).

10. Bu-Pc 53 seems to offer little data as to its comparative age. It
is unusual, however, in that no verbal reports of unsuitable
behaviour are recorded to reach the lord.The framing of the
rule is made to depend upon Pasenadi’s belief that his “device”
will arouse the required suspicions in Gotama’s mind.

11. The rule framed in Bu-Pc 54, that “in disrespect there is an
offence of expiation,” is not unique.Three times a similar Pācit-
tiya offence is laid down at Vin 1.176, in connection with the
elaborate arrangements made there for holding the Pavarana
ceremony. SuchPācittiyas are thereforepart andparcel of large-
scale administration and regulation, such as could only be un-
dertaken when the Order was comparatively advanced in age
and stability. But who can say whether the rule at Bu-Pc 54
is based on these other anādariye pācittiyas, or they on it, or
whether they are independent? All one can say is that it is
not at all necessary to suppose that the bad habits that again
Channa is recorded to have indulged in had anything to dowith
preparations for the Pavāraṇā.

BD 2.xxxix

For a long list of “bad habits,” quite unconnected with this, is
given at Bu-Ss 13.

If the evidence of the Pācittiyaswhich are briefly stated and stand
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at the head of three only out of the eight divisions of which the Pācit-
tiya section is composed, appears to be on the side of their compara-
tive lateness, it must be not forgotten that the remaining Pācittiyas
have never been subjected to any kind of critical examination.When
this has been undertaken, it may be found that some of them also,
although their rules are framed in the more normal manner, show
similar or different signs of comparatively late construction. What
I have done here is no more than to indicate possible lines which
historical inquiry into the comparative age of different parts of the
Vinaya might follow.

In discussing these “brief ” Pācittiyas, I have had occasion tomen-
tion the overlapping of Pārājika and Pācittiyamaterial. I have cited
Bu-Pj 4 and Bu-Pc 8, and these are also seen to work in with one an-
other in a still further fashion. In the former it is an offence involving
defeat for a monk, out of undue estimate for himself, to boast that
he has attained some state of “further-men,” when this is not a fact,
abhūta. In the latter it is an offence of expiation for a monk to speak
of attaining such a state to anyone not ordained, even though it be
a fact, bhūta. In both cases the introductory story is identical up to
this point, although Bu-Pj 4, before the final draft of the rule, adds
material not appearing in Bu-Pc 8. This same long story with the
two endings may in fact be the record of no more than one event,
some monks averring that they had told a lie, others maintaining
that they had told the truth. If so, Bu-Pj 4 and Bu-Pc 8 would belong
to precisely the same date, suggesting that the two cases were legis-
lated for simultaneously, although the two findings were relegated
to different but appropriate parts of the Pātimokkha.

Judging by the great length of Bu-Pj 4, and the number of cases
adduced and legislated for, the topic was one that was at some time
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of immense importance.¹ It is not therefore surprising that it figures
also in the Pācittiya section. It suggests, as does the substance of no
other rules at all, the spiritual value attached to a man becoming
something more and greater than he was before.

There are still further occasionswhen the contents of this volume
¹ bd 1.xxivf.
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refer to different portions of theVinaya or are referred to by it. Under
the latter heading come also certain allusions which are generally
wrappedup in thephrase, yathādhammokāretabbo, he shouldbedealt
with according to the rule—that is, according to someNissaggiya or
Pācittiya rule.This indicates that such a rule had been formulated
before that portion of the Vinaya referring to it had been compiled.
I have drawn attention, in the notes, to any references that I have
found in the contents of this volume to or from other parts of the
Vinaya.

Another Pācittiyawhich betrays the marks of some later accre-
tion is Bu-Pc 29. In it there is a list of eleven personswho, for a house-
holder, were elders, therā, and whom he invited to a meal. It is an
interesting list. It contains the names of nine out of the ten to twelve
men whomMrs. Rhys Davids considers were at the beginning of his
ministry “clustering about the Leader in the Vinaya.”¹ Two there-
fore look like intruders into this early company: Upāli, “the Vinaya
expert”²—but expert only on the assumption that by his day the dis-
cipline had had time to grow into some coherent form; and Rahula,
the founder’s son. He was probably not among his father’s followers
from the very beginning of his teaching, and was never a particu-
larly satisfactory monk, although several earnest discourses were
addressed to him.³

BD 2.xli

Members of Other Sects—This volume contains some interest-
ing details about the titthiyas, especially, as is natural, regarding
ways in which their life and that of the Sakyan followers might over-
lap.

1. InBu-NP 22, people, jumping fromtheparticular to thegeneral,
complained that the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, went about
for almsfood to be put into their hands, like members of other
sects.

2. In Bu-NP6, monks coming “naked as they were” to Sāvatthī
were mistaken by their co-religionists for ājīvaka, Naked As-

¹ Sakya, p. 127. For further information on these early followers see Gotama theMan,
Ch.6, and Sakya, Ch.7. ² Sakya, p. 352. ³ mn61, mn62, mn 147.
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cetics.¹
3. In Bu-Pc 1, Hatthaka, a monk, having been outwitted in an
argument by members of other sects, titthiyas, resorted to un-
worthy methods in order to confound them.The titthiyas com-
plained, and not in vain, for the modest monks heard them
and asked Hatthaka if there was truth in what they had been
saying. He seems to have been very cross, saying that somehow
the titthiyas should be worsted. But the modest monks were
not impressed by this declaration, and told the incident to the
lord. The result was what is now the first Pācittiya rule. This
story merely confirms what is well known: that monks and tit-
thiyas debated together, and that, whatever individual monks
might do or think, the considered opinion of the saṅghawas
that titthiyas should not be treated contemptuously.

4. Bu-Pc 32.8 supplies various items of interest. To begin with
there is theājīvakawhowanted toprovide “ameal for all heretics,”
sabbapasaṇḍika-bhatta. This shows that he thought of those
who were not of his sect, although they were following a life of
religion, as “heretics”; at the same time he wished to honour
them by entertaining them. In accordancewith this view, or so
it seems, the ājīvakawas advised by King Bimbisāra, a relation
of his, first of all to invite Gotama and his monks. He sent a
messenger to themonks, but they refused the invitation, for at
that time a group-meal of this nature hadnot been allowed.The
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naked ascetic then approached Gotama, whom he greeted in
an amicable and friendly way, and argued that onewho is gone
forth, pabbajita, is fit or worthy, arahati, to accept the alms of
anotherwho is gone forth. Gotama then, as recorded, accepted,
and allowed the monks to eat a group-meal at the meal-time
of recluses, samaṇa-bhatta-samaya. Here, as not infrequently,
the terms of the rule arewider than the terms used in the story
leading up to its formulation. Samaṇawas a word of very gen-
eral application, covering ājīvaka, as well as members of all

¹ Literally, “Men of the Livelihood”, Buddhist India, p. 143.
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other diverse and “heretical” sects. In the Old Commentary,
samaṇa is defined as paribbājaka-samāpanna, literally one who
has attained to being awanderer.Paribbājaka¹was, like samaṇa,
a word of tremendous range, although it did not, for members
of Gotama’s Order themselves, include “monk” or “nun.” For,

5. In Bu-Pc 41 (= Vin 4.285, and cf. Vin 4.224), wanderer and fe-
male wanderer are, taking their definitions in conjunction,
explained as, “setting aside monk and novice, nun, female pro-
bationer and female novice, whoever (else) has attained to
being a (male or female) wanderer.” It is only regrettable that
the definition contains the word to be defined. In this portion
of the Old Commentary too, Naked Ascetic, here and also in
the rule, called acelaka,² although he figured in the story as an
ājīvaka, is defined as “whoever, naked, has attained to being
a wanderer.”This definition should be compared with that of
samaṇa in Bu-Pc 32.

6. Bu-Pc 41 further tells that a monk gave almsfood, at a distribu-
BD 2.xliii

tion of food, to an ājīvaka. All that the ājīvaka seems to have
done by way of thanks was to tell his fellow sectarians that the
food was obtained by him from amuṇḍagahapatika belonging
to Gotama, the recluse, samaṇa. This curious term, possibly
unique to this context, is clearly one of contempt. It means
literally “little shaven householder” and would seem to imply
that the ājivakas despised the monks for their less austere way
of living, and were not above having a sly dig at their more
indulgent tendencies.

¹ Theaccount of paribbājakā atBuddhist India, p. 141, hasnot been superseded. ² He
who is without a cloth, cela. Jacobi, Jaina Sūtras, ii.xxx–xxxi, says that “the Bud-
dhists denote byAcelaka the followers ofMakkhali Gosāla and his two predecessors,
Kisa Samkicca and Nanda Vaccha, and have preserved an account of their religious
practices in the mn36.” Jacobi draws attention to the identity of the rules for the
acelakas and the Jains. Gosāla’s views are set forth at dn i.53. Dialogues of the Buddha
i.71, n. 1, calls his followers ājīvaka. B.M. Barua,The Ajīvakas, Pt.1, p. 13, summarises
the position thus: “Both the Jaina and Buddhist records agree in speaking of Gosāla
as a leader of theĀjivaka sect…They also agree in calling theĀjivakas naked ascetics
(acelakas).”
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People who heard what the ājīvaka had said are recorded to
advise the lord not to let monks, whom they call ayya, masters,
givewith their ownhands to titthiyas, since thesewant to bring
discredit on the Buddha, the dhamma and the Order.
Three points emerge from this episode with the lay-people.
First, that ājivakas did not live, anymore than did monks, ei-
ther in seclusion from the “world” or frommembers of other
sects, including Gotama’s. Secondly, that the lay-people appear
to have come to the conclusion that their representations to
the lord must include more than the one sect of the ājivakas,
and they therefore say titthiyas, a term of broader application.
Thirdly, that the odd intrusion of the later “triad of Buddhism”
may suggest that this passage belongs to a comparatively late
date, but that then, with the increasing popularity of Gotama’s
Order, relations between Sakyanmonks and followers of other
sects were becoming somewhat strained.
This Pācittiya, rich in its references to members of other sects,
contains yet onemore. Gotama is reputed to tell Ānanda to give
what surplus there is of the Order’s solid food to “thosewho eat
scraps,” broken meats, or remains of food, vighāsāda. Ānanda,
always showing a touching regard for women, chose as the
recipients some female wanderers, paribbājikā. Here then is
contributory evidence that wanderers were eaters of scraps,
of food not otherwise wanted, and that they did not object to
receiving this from Gotama’s religious followers.
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7. In Bu-NP 20 a wanderer, paribbājaka, is recorded to barter his
costly cloth for Upananda’s outer cloak, but when he wanted
to exchange the articles again Upananda refused. The wan-
derer complained, basing his argument on the life of theworld:
because householders give out of compassion to another house-
holder, should not one who has gone forth, pabbajita, give to
one who has gone forth?The resemblance to the ājīvaka’s rea-
soning inBu-Pc 32.8 cited above is quite remarkable. Upananda
is rebuked both by other monks and by Gotama for bartering
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with a wanderer.The wanderer’s park or monastery, ārāma, is
mentioned.¹

Sakyaputta—In this volume there are twomonks who have ap-
pended to their name the epithet Sakyaputta.These are Upananda
Sakyaputta, to whom there are frequent references—e.g., Bu-NP 6,
Bu-NP 8–Bu-NP 10, Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 20, Bu-NP 25, Bu-NP 27, Bu-Pc 9,
Bu-Pc 42–Bu-Pc 46, Bu-Pc 59, and Hatthaka Sakyaputta, Bu-Pc 1.This
epithet, which I have translated as “son of the Sakyans,” was presum-
ably given to distinguish these men from others bearing the same
name. Neither Upananda nor Hatthaka was an ornament to the Or-
der, and thus the epithet will not have been conferred in recognition
of any special ability on his part. It indicated primarily that they
were Sakyans, born into the Sakyan clan or tribe, gotta. But it did
more than this. It implied, not only that the men so described were
of Sakyan descent and themselves Sakyans, but that they were also
members of the religious sect known by its contemporaries as the
Sakyaputta sect, its adherents being called sakyaputtiyas.

For Sakyanswhowerenotmonks are called,when therewasneed
to differentiate them from others of the same name, not Sakyaputta,
but Sakka. A good example is Mahānāma Sakka (Bu-Pc 47 and, e.g.,
an i.26, an i.276), a brother of Anuruddha and cousin of Gotama.
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There does not seem to have been any other notable Anuruddha
contemporary with this brother of Mahānāma’s, and so there was
no occasion to append Sakka to his name.There were however other
Mahānāmas,² hence the suffix Sakka for the one of Sakyan descent.

I hold it essential to translate the putta in Sakyaputta. Yet in
saying that a Sakyan who had become a follower of Gotama’s was
called Sakyaputta if his own name was not sufficiently distinctive, I
donot in the leastwish to suggest anythingmystical or comparable to
the Hindu “twice born.” No more is meant than the recording of the
case of a Sakyan who had become a follower of the Sakyaputta sect,
or, after the Order had been fully constituted, a monk in Gotama’s
Order. In this way, the force of putta in Sakyaputta is double-edged.

¹ See Buddhist India, p. 142. ² See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names
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It indicates at one and the same time a man’s birth as Sakyan and
his calling as religious. Moreover, the fact is emphasised that the
sectarian or monastic body which he has entered is one founded by
his kinsman, a member of his own clan, Gotama Sakyaputta, as he is
called by members of other sects,¹ and by Assaji, recently become a
follower.²

In its beginnings, the sect founded by Gotama, and which after-
wards turned into an “Order,”³ was largely entered and maintained
by his relations. I therefore think it advisable, in order to keep be-
fore the mind the Sakyan and not merely Gotamic influences on the
origin of the monastic institution, to translate the Sakya part of the
compound Sakyaputta as “of the Sakyans,” using the plural.The same
will apply to Sakyaputtiyo, “sons of the Sakyans,” a name frequently
given to Gotama’s followers, whether they were of the Sakyan clan
or not. By their calling, and not on account of their birth, these had
become “sons” of the Sakyan leader, Sakyamuni,⁴ and of his Sakyan
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co-workers and co-founders.⁵There is a commentarial support for
taking the Sakya of the compound as a plural. For Vin-a 735 defines
Sakyaputta as sakyānaṁ putto, “son of the Sakyans,” sakyānaṁ being
a genitive plural.

It is perhaps not always necessary, although I hold it to be cor-
rect, to insert “son,” putta, in translations of various compounds,
such as devaputta (e.g., an i.278, Hatthaka devaputta) andMallaputta
(e.g., DabbaMallaputta, Vin 3.158, Vin 4.37), it being sufficient to read
merely a, or the, deva, and a, or the, Mallian.

Butwhen a person can only be distinguished fromothers bearing
the same name by calling him “so and so, the son of so and so,” as Up-

¹ E.g., Vin 3.1. ² Vin 1.41. Assaji is recorded to refer to Gotama asmahāsamaṇo
Sakyaputto Sakyakulā pabbajito, the great recluse, the son of the Sakyans, gone forth
from a Sakyan family. ³ See S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, Ch.3. ⁴ E.J.
Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 1, n. 1, “Śākyamuni, ‘the sage of the Śakyas’ ”; AHistory
of BuddhistThought, p. 150, “Śākyamuni, ‘the recluse of the Śākyas’ ”; S. Radhakr-
ishnan, Indian Philosophy, i.351, “Śākyamuni, the sage of the Śākyas.” ⁵ Mrs.
Rhys Davids, Gotama theMan, p. 89ff.; Sakya, p. 115ff.; and cf. Unknown Co-founders
of Buddhism, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1927, p. 193ff.
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asena Vaṅgantaputta,¹ then the putta part of the namemust be trans-
lated. For he was not Upasena Vanganta, but Upasena, Vanganta’s
son.The great exception to this is Sāriputta, where, for English trans-
lators and readers, putta seems to have become an integral part of
his name, since it is never translated as “the son of (Rūpa-)Sarī.”

As putta sometimes forms part of a name, so also doesmātā, pitā,
dhītā, mother, father, daughter. For example, there are Sigalamātā,
Nakulamātā, VisākhāMigāramātā, Nakulapita, Suppavasa Koliyad-
hītā. Now Nakulamātā and Nakulapita have, in the Pali canon, no
other names.Theymust therefore be translated as “Nakula’s mother”
and “Nakula’s father.” I think it as necessary to translate puttawhere
it means a “son” in a life of religion, as it is to translatemātā, pitā,
dhītā and again puttawhere no such reference is intended.

There are further the terms ayya and ayyaputta; these cannot
BD 2.xlvii

mean exactly the same thing.The former is “master” and the latter
“little master,” something like our “son of the house,” the young gen-
tleman. Again there is seṭṭhi and seṭṭhiputta. The former is variously
translated as banker, merchant, great merchant, treasurer. A differ-
ence in standing is, I hold, intended by seṭṭhiputta (see Bu-NP 6), and
should be shown in translations. A seṭṭhiputta is a youngmerchant,
literally a son of amerchant, but he is not yet the head of the firm, for
his description as puttameans that his father is still alive. It would
not be actually wrong to translate seṭṭhiputta as “merchant,” since
he is one by occupation, but the full significance implicit in putta can
only be brought out by regarding theword as pithy, not as pleonastic.
In the same way I think that the intended implication of putta, when
the poor workman addresses Kirapatika, in Bu-Pc 33, as ayyaputta,
is that this employer, although paying the wages, was not the head
of his business because his father was still living.

Dhammī kathā and dhamma—I have translated dhammī kathā
often as “reasoned talk,” sometimes as “talk on dhamma.” In so doing,
I have been guided mainly by the context. I hold that in the phrase,
“then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given

¹ See below, bd 2.83.
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dhammīkathā, addressed themonks, saying,” the lord isnot supposed
to have given them talk on dhamma, onmaterial now found chiefly in
the Suttas. I think itmore probable that hewas engaged in explaining
to themonks such circumstances ashadarisen since thefirst framing
of a rule, and telling themwhy he thought its alteration justifiable.
He would thus have been reasoning out the situation with them,
marshalling the arguments bearing on the case.

Similarly, Gotama is sometimes shown, for example in Bu-NP 3
and Bu-Pc 58, as questioning monks or hearing reports about their
conduct.Then, it is said, “having given dhammī kathā,” he framed a
rule so that, given certain circumstances, they need not behave in

BD 2.xlviii

that particular way again. In this connection Bu-Pc 58 is interesting,
for it asserts that thedhammīkathā givenwas “onwhat is befitting, on
what is suitable.”These words, (an-)anulomika and (an-)anucchavika,
do not properly belong to Sutta but to Vinaya material. When they
occur in the Suttas,¹ it seems uniformly the case that they are used
in connection with the discipline of monks or other samaṇas.

On the other hand, when it is said, for example in Bu-Pc 6, that
Anuruddha roused and delighted the woman dhammiyā kathāya, it
would be a mistake to think that he was explaining to her the need
for making or altering a rule.The context in no way suggests this; it
suggests that he had given her an inspiring talk in virtue of which
she became a lay-adherent.

Again, to take from amongmany other instances of it, the phrase
as it stands in Bu-Pc 21. From the context it may be inferred that
Gotama gave the nuns some lofty discourse to recompense their
disappointment for “the merely inferior talk on dhamma,” parittañ
ñeva dhammiṁ kathaṁ katvā, given them by the group of six monks
in place of the exhortation.²

Lest it be thought that in the Nissaggiyas and these Pācittiyas
the phrase dhammī kathā supplants dhamma, it will be wise to draw
attention to someof the passageswhere this greatword occurs. In Bu-

¹ E.g., an i.106, an ii.27, an iii.116; mn i.477; It 103; Snp 385. ² Cf.mn iii.270, where
Mahāpajāpatī is shown asking Gotama for exhortation, for instruction, for dham-
mikathā, “talk on dhamma,” for the nuns.
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Pc 4, the group of six monks are foundmaking lay-followers speak
dhamma line by line.Thiswasmade an offence.TheOld Commentary
on this Pācittiya, as well as that on Bu-Pc 7, by its choice of words
for defining dhamma, makes it clear that dhamma as the teaching, as
discourses, as great sayings, as connected with the goal, attha, was
being considered; and neither dhamma as dhammī kathā, reasoned
talk germane to the matter in hand, nor dhamma as pāḷi, the text,
as it is explained in Buddhaghosa’s commentary.¹ Bu-Pc 7 traces the
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evolution of the circumstances in which it became permissible for a
monk to teach dhamma, dhammaṁdeseti, to women. Bu-Pc 5 confines
itself tomentioning that lay-followers listened to dhamma spoken by,
bhāsita, monks who were elders.This would be in accordance with
part of the definition given by the Old Commentary on Bu-Pc 4 and
Bu-Pc 7, that dhamma is what is spoken by disciples.

Dhamma, for the reason stated in the Introduction to BD.1, I have
left untranslated.²

Ārāma; vihāra—I have usually translated ārāma, not as “park,”
but as “monastery”; and vihāra as “dwelling-place.”³The Vinaya de-
picts monastic life at a fairly advanced stage, and it is reasonable to
assume that the many words connected with the monks’ lodgings
had attained definite meanings reflecting the habits and customs
induced by their way of living.

Ārāmaswere doubtless originally places for enjoyment, parks.
Many were handed over by rich benefactors to the Order as it grew
and its increasing numbers called for larger andmore fixed settle-
ments. Ārāmas thus became monasteries, places made use of by
monks, and intended solely for this purpose.

Vihāras too, as the monks increased in number, changed their
character.Theword had at some time stood for somethingmuch like
an isolated pariveṇa, or cell, but it came to imply a row of cells, or
individual dwelling-places, connected by a verandah, pamukha.⁴

It is curious and disappointing that the definition of vihāra in

¹ For Buddhaghosa’s interpretations of the words used in defining dhamma, see
Vin-a 742, and below, bd 2.191. ² bd 1.lvi. ³ For notes on these terms, see below,
bd 2.2, bd 2.46. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Pc 17.2.1.
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Bu-Pc 19 and at Vin 3.156 is so unenlightening. Neither is the word
explained where other comparable terms are briefly defined in Bu-
Pj 2.¹

H. Kern² has to mymind given an acceptable, though short, ac-
count of ārāma, vihāra, pariveṇa and kuṭī (hut); and S. Dutt has a

BD 2.l

learned and illuminating chapter³ on the development, interrela-
tion and use of these quarters for monks, together with the function
and character of such other words denoting habitations for monks
as sīmā, boundary, limit; āvāsa, residence, settlement, colony; and
senāsana, lodgings, bedding, “seats.” S. Dutt shows, in this chapter,
that as “the communal life of the bhikkhus came to gravitate more
andmore towards a coenobium,” largely “brought about by the in-
stitutions of Vassa,” the rains-retreat, so there developed the means
and the rules for communal, as against eremitical, dwelling.

Ekamantaṁ—The literal meaning of this is “at one side.” The
word constantly occurs in the phrases, “he, or she, stood, or sat down
at one side.” This implies respect accorded to a superior. In order
to bring out this aspect of ekamantaṁ, of the respectful attitude
adopted by laity towards monks, by monks to senior monks or to
wiser monks, I have translated the word as “at a respectful distance.”
In so doing, I am following the Commentaries.These enumerate six
wrong ways of sitting, nisajjadosa,⁴ such as would bring discomfort
and inconvenience to a person worthy of consideration and honour.
The only reason why I prefer my translation to the more literal one
is that it better emphasises a particular point in the manners of the
day; and also when we hear of lay-people sitting down or standing
by monks “at a respectful distance,” one more piece of evidence,
however small, testifying to the esteem in whichmonks were held
by the laity, is forced to contribute its weight.

Abbhantara—This is a linearmeasure,mentionedbelowonbd 2.20,
bd 2.22, and which I have left untranslated for fear lest an English
rendering should give a false impression.⁵

BD 2.li

¹ See bd 1.83. ² AManual of Indian Buddhism, p. 80ff. ³ Early BuddhistMonachism,
Ch.5. ⁴ See below, bd 2.42, n. 5. ⁵ See bd 1.lviii.
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Buddhaghosa’s Commentary¹ remarks that “here one abbhantara
is twenty-eight hands (hattha)”; the Critical Pali Dictionary says no
more than that it is “a certain measure of length.” The Vibhaṅga
Commentary does not include abbhantara among its graded linear
measurements at all.² InMoggallāna’s schemeofmeasures of length,³
although given at the very end of the scheme and looking like an
afterthought,wefind that twenty-eight ratanas equal oneabbhantara.
Rhys Davids,⁴ following this scheme, describes ratana as “(cubit,
forearm) = hattha = kukku,” and says that hattha “is the usual word.”⁵
The Saṁyutta Commentary explains kukku by hattha.⁶ As it is very
likely that these measurements varied with time and locality, in
trying to establish the length of a Vinaya abbhantara it will be best to
consider the hattha, twenty-eight of which were held to compose an
abbhantara, according to Vinaya interpretations.

We find hattha defined in the Old Commentary⁷ as “from the
elbow as far as the tip of the nail,” whichmeans that hattha, taken
as a measure of length, would comprise the hand together with the
forearm.⁸Evenso, there is yet somevagueness, for the tips of thenails
are not all the samedistance from the elbow.We are thus leftwithnot
an exact measurement. Rhys Davids however suggested that “to the
endof the littlefinger only ismeant,”⁹ apparently on thegrounds that
because the span, vidatthi, is the basis of computation for the ratana,
two vidatthimaking one ratana, and because vidatthi is “the name
for the ordinary span to the end of the fourth or little finger” from
the end of the thumb, therefore the hattha, which is equivalent to
the ratanameasure, would be from the elbow as far as the nail of the
little finger.This provides a straight line for measurement, and the
distance is about fifteen inches. One abbhantara, if taken as equal to
twenty-eight hatthas, would therefore correspond to roughly thirty-
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five feet. The “staff” in Bu-Sk 58 (Vin 4.200), that had to measure
“four hands,” would be about five feet in length.

¹ Vin-a 654. ² Vb-a 343. ³ Abhidhānappadīpikā 194–197. ⁴ Ancient Coins
and Measures of Ceylon, p. 15. ⁵ Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon, p. 15, n. 2.
⁶ sn-a iii.300. ⁷ Vin 3.121, Vin 4.221. ⁸ Cf. Vin-a 533. ⁹ Ancient Coins and
Measures of Ceylon, p. 15, p. 17.
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In conclusion, I very gratefully acknowledge my debt to Mrs.
Rhys Davids for her unflagging interest in the preparation of this
volume, and for kindly reading the proofs. Two revered theras of
Colombo, the Venerable Rambukwella Siddhartha and the Venera-
ble S.P. Vajirañāṇa, have given me much valuable assistance with
monastic practice and Vinaya terminology.

To these inparticular, andalso to other friends andacquaintances
in Ceylon, too numerous tomention, Iwould tendermywarm thanks
in recognition of conversations that were as instructive as they were
stimulating. I am also indebted to the editor for his kind permission
to reprint in this Introduction, part of an article published in 1939 in
the Vesak Number of the Ceylon Daily News.

I. B. Horner
Manchester, 1940.
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Monks’ Forfeiture (Nissaggiya) 1

Bu-NP 1.1.1
Vin 3.195

BD 2.1

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Vesālī in the
Gotamaka shrine.¹ At that time three robes were allowed to monks
by the lord.² The group³ of six monks, thinking: “Three robes are

BD 2.2

¹ Gotamaka-cetiya, one of the cetiyas or shrines of Vesālī, to the south (dn iii.9).
Mentioned, with the other shrines of Vesālī, as being pleasant (dn ii.102–dn ii.103,
dn ii.118; an iv.309, sn v.159; Ud 62). an-a 2.373 ascribes the Gotamaka-cetiya to a
yakkha named Gotamaka. For further references to these shrines see Ud-a 322–323;
Dialogues of the Buddha 1.220ff.; ks v.230, ks v.231; Mrs. Rhys Davids, Gotama the
Man, 193; E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha as Legend and History, 137; B.C. Law, Geography
of Early Buddhism, p. 46, and Appendix; and Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. ² The
three robes, ticīvara, consisted of the inner robe or cloth, antaravāsaka, the upper
robe or cloth, uttarāsaṅga, the outer cloak, saṅghāṭi. Permission to wear a double,
diguṇa, outer cloak, a single, ekacciya, upper robe, and a single inner robe is given
at Vin 1.289, also at the Gotamaka shrine. At Vinaya Texts ii.212, n. 2, the three robes
are described in detail, although there the saṅghāṭi is wrongly called the “waist
cloth”.
The antaravāsaka is put on at the waist, and hangs down to just above the ankles,

being tiedwith the kāyabandhana, a strip of clothmade into a belt or girdle (allowed
at Vin 2.136). The method of putting on the antaravāsaka is different from that
adopted by laymen, Vin 2.137. Monks take the two ends together, fold them across
together in front and then fold themback again; then the garment is held in position
by the belt. The uttarāsaṅga is the upper robe worn when a monk is in a residence.
It covers him from neck to ankle, leaving one shoulder bare; it should not be worn
in the same way as laymen wear their upper cloth, Vin 2.137.The saṅghāṭi is put on
over thiswhen themonk goes out. Itmay be exactly the same size as the uttarāsaṅga,
but it consists of double cloth, since to make it two robes are woven together. It
is a good protection against cold, and monks may wrap themselves in it to sleep.
All these three robes are made in the patchwork fashion. Only the bathing-cloth is
plain.
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allowed by the lord,” entered a village in one set of robes, remained
in the monastery¹ in another set of three robes, went down to bathe
in another set of three robes.Those who were modest monks looked
downupon,² criticised,³ spread it about,⁴ saying: “How can the group
of sixmonkswear an extra robe?”⁵Then thesemonks told thismatter
to the lord.
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that you wear an extra robe?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

BD 2.3

“How can you, foolish men, wear an extra robe? It is not, fool-
ish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased⁶ … And thus,
monks, this rule of training⁷ should be set forth:

Whatever monk should wear an extra robe, there is an offence⁸

³ To end of Bu-NP 1.1 below, cf. Vin 1.289, where the sixfold group is again recorded
as offending in this way.There a reference to thisNissaggiya rule is implied, for it
is said that monks should not wear an extra robe, and whoever does so should
be dealt with yathādhammo, according to the rule. ¹ ārāma, a park, a place
where one enjoys oneself, ā + ramati. Cf. definition of ārama at Vin 3.49 as pup-
phārāma phalārāma, flower-park, fruit-park (orchard). In Pali, however, the word
has come to be used largely in connection with a residence for monks, hence a
monastery. ² ujjhāyanti Explained at Vin-a 296 as avajjhāyanti avajānantā taṁ
jhāyanti olokenti, lāmakato vā cintentī ti attho, they censured, despising, they were
angry, (and) looked down upon him, or the meaning is they thought (of him) as
inferior. Cf.Vin-a 770 (ujjhāpeti) and sn-a i.349.Ujjhāyati therefore seems tomean to
think poorly of, to look down upon, to belittle someone, rather than to be irritated,
angry, or to grumble. Cf. Bu-Pc 13, Vin 4.38. ³ khīyanti. Explained at Vin-a 296 as
tassa avaṇṇaṁ, kathenti pakāsenti, they speak blame (dispraise) of him, they show
him up. Cf. sn-a i.349. Hence to speak badly of someone, to criticise. Cf. Bu-Pc 13,
Vin 4.38, Bu-Pc 79, Vin 4.152, Bu-Pc 81, Vin 4.154. ⁴ vipācenti. Explained atVin-a 296
as vitthārikaṁ karonti sabbattha pattharanti, they make wide-spread, they spread
everywhere. Hence to speak disparagingly, to spread ill-fame. Cf. sn-a i.349.These
three words occur frequently in Vinaya, but only once I think otherwise in the
Canon, at sn i.232. ⁵ atirekacīvara. ⁶ appasannānaṁ pasādāya. Pasāda, prasāda
(Sanskrit) is “pleasing.” Cf. buddhe pasannā of sn i.34, pleased with the Buddha,
and therefore become his followers, i.e. converted.Thus “pleasing” has the sense
of “converting.” ⁷ sikkhāpada. Pada is a sentence, rule, regulation, ordinance,
which indicates a training. Here pada is rule; sikkhā is training, Hence a rule of, or
for, training. ⁸ Although no word for “offence” occurs in these rules, the terms
themselves—e.g. pācittiya, dukkaṭa—imply “offence.”
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of expiation¹ involving forfeiture.”²
BD 2.4

Thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down³ by the
lord.

Bu-NP 1.2.1 At that time⁴ an extra robe accrued to⁵ the venerableĀnanda; and
the venerable Ānanda was desirous of giving that robe to the ven-
erable Sāriputta, but the venerable Sāriputta was staying at Sāketa.
Then it occurred to the venerable Ānanda: “A rule of training laid
down by the lord is that an extra robe should not be worn. And this
extra robe has accrued to me, and I am desirous of giving this robe
to the venerable Sāriputta, but the venerable Sāriputta is staying at

Vin 3.196

¹ pācittiya. E.J. Thomas,History of BuddhistThought, p. 18, n. 3, says that “this trans-
lation depends on the derivation of pācittiya from Sanskrit prāyaścittika, but this
is not the term used in the Sanskrit versions of the Pātimokkha, which have pā-
tayantika and pāyantika.” Vinaya Texts i.32 and Geiger, Pali Literatur und Sprache §
27, incline to etymology prāyaścittika. Geiger points out that Sylvain Lévi derives
it from prāk-citta, which +ika is the derivation to which the Pali-English Dictionary
inclines. Pācittiya as prāyaścittikameans literally “in repentance, in compensation,
in expiation.” Expiation is not, however, enjoined in these rules, but confession.
Thus in reality pācittiyameans a (minor) offence to be confessed. But since the term
pācittiya has etymologically nothing to do with confession, I have kept to the more
literal rendering, of “expiation.” B.C. Law,History of Pali Literature, i.46ff., speaks
of Pācittiya offences as those “for which some expiation was laid down… requiring
repentance … requiring confession and absolution.”
At Vin 1.254 five things are allowed to the monks after the ceremonial making of

the kaṭhina cloth, one being to have as many robes as are wanted.This appears to
be a relaxation of the above rule. ² nissaggiya. The thing to be forfeited or given
up was that in respect of which the offence had been committed.
The name of this class of offence,Nissaggiya Pācittiya, means that, besides confess-

ing the offence, there is an object wrongfully acquired which has to be forfeited. In
thenext class of offence,Pācittiya, there is no suchobjectwhichneeds to be forfeited.
To mark the distinction between these two classes of offence (Nissaggiya Pācittiya,
and Pācittiya), as also their connection, in translating nissaggiya pācittiya I have
put nissaggiya, “involving forfeiture,” in the secondary position, although in the
Pali it stands before pācittiya. ³ paññatta. The primary sense, “made known,” is
now lost. The word is now used in its secondary sense of established, given, passed,
laid down. ⁴ = Vin 1.289. Also cf. below, Bu-NP 21, where the same story is told in
the same words about an extra bowl. ⁵ uppannaṁ hoti, literally there came to be
arisen to, produced for, or born to. Cf. below, bd 2.24, bd 2.90, bd 2.99, bd 2.114.
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Sāketa. Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed byme?”Then
the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the lord. He said:
“But, Ānanda, how long before Sāriputta will come (here)?”
“Lord, on the ninth or tenth day,” he said.
Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given

reasoned talk,¹ addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow you to wear an extra robe for at most ten days.

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“When the robe-material is settled,²when a monk’s³ kaṭhina⁴

BD 2.5

(privileges)⁵ have been removed,⁶ an extra robemay beworn for
at most ten days. For him who exceeds that (period), there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 1.3.1

BD 2.6¹ dhammī kathā. In this and similar contexts this does not mean talk on dhamma,
on the doctrine as expounded in the Suttas, so much as any good, reasonable talk
relevant to the matter in hand.Thus here the lord, it may be supposed, would have
reasoned with the monks and have explained to them the causes and conditions
leading him to modify the rule as originally laid down. Cf. Vin-a 637. ² niṭṭhita,
established, closed, settled, finished, ready to wear, or “done for.” For this last see
Vinaya Texts i.19 in note.That niṭṭhita has the twomeanings of “made” and “done
for” is borne out by the Old Commentary. Huber, J.Bu-As, 1913, Nov–Dec, p. 490, has
“si un bhikṣu a les trois robes au complet,” and doubtless the meaning here is that the
robes have been distributed and each monk has his set of three robes made up and
ready to wear. ³ bhikkhunā, instrumental used for genitive. ⁴ The kaṭhina cloth
is the cotton cloth supplied annually, after the rains, by the laity to the monks for
making robes. Kaṭhina refers to a specially ceremonial cloth, for it is made with
special ceremony at the end of the rains. The kaṭhina cloth should be brought at
dawn, offered to the Order, cut by the monks, sewn and dyed. All this must be
done on the same day.Then it is taken to a sīmā, boundary, and with formulae is
offered by the Order to onemonk.Ways inwhich kaṭhina comes to bemade, atthata,
and not made, anatthata, are given at Vin 1.254f.The kaṭhina cloth brings certain
privileges, which, however, last only four months. It loses its quality automatically
at the end of the season, as well as in other ways. Amonk can wear kaṭhina cloth for
any length of days as long as the kaṭhina quality is there. If it is not kaṭhina cloth,
he can wear an extra robe for only ten days. On atthata cf. also below, bd 2.26, n. 3.
⁵ Five things were allowable to monks when the kaṭhina cloth had been (formally)
made, atthata, Vin 1.254. ⁶ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to
its length, so it has beenmoved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2976.)
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When the robe-material is settledmeans: the robe-material is
made up¹ for a monk, or lost² or destroyed³ or burnt, or an expecta-
tion of robe-material is disappointed.⁴

When the kaṭhina (privileges) have been removed means:
they come to be removed because of a certain one of eight grounds,⁵
or they come to be removed before the time by the Order.

For atmost ten daysmeans: it may be worn for ten days at the
maximum.

BD 2.7

An extra robemeans: one that is not allotted,⁶ not assigned.⁷
Robe-materialmeans: any one robe-material of the six (kinds

¹ kata; cf. katacīvara at Vin 1.256, a robe that is made up, finished, ready to wear,
opposed to cīvara, robe-material, probably meaning not ready to wear, and vip-
pakatacīvara, a robe or robe-material that is imperfectly executed, thus not ready
to wear. Vin-a 638 says that katameans that it is finished by means of a needle.
² Vin-a 638, “carried off by thieves.” On removal of kaṭhina privileges owing to
loss of the robe-material, see Vin 1.255ff. ³ Vin-a 638, “destroyed by white ants.”
⁴ cīvarāsā upacchinnā. On amonk going awaywith the expectation of a robe and the
removal of his kaṭhina privileges on various grounds, see Vin 1.259ff. Vin-a 638 says
that “longing for a robe arises and is cut off.These are impediments to getting robes
settled.”The last four cases mean that a monk’s responsibility for a robe is gone.
⁵ Given at Vin 1.255, also at Vin-a 638. See above, bd 2.5, n. 3, and Vinaya Texts ii.157
for a discussion of the validity of these grounds or reasons,mātikā, for removal.
They are as follows: the ground depending on (the monk) having gone away, on
(his robe being) settled, on his having resolved (not to have it finished), on (his
robe) being lost, on his having heard (that the privileges are removed in a certain
residence), on the lapse of an expectation (that a special gift of a robe would be
made to him), on his having gone beyond the boundary (of the community to which
the kaṭhina cloth was given), on the general removal (of the kaṭhina privileges of
the whole Order). Removal means that the quality of kaṭhinawill disappear (see
above, bd 2.5, n. 1). ⁶ anadhiṭṭhita. This means a robe used by a certain monk
himself, rather than one not yet designated for a particular monk, and thus still at
the disposal of the Order, not disposed of, not allotted. See Vin-a 642ff. Cf. niṭṭhita
in connection with robes, translated above as “settled.” Also see note on adhiṭṭhāna,
bd 1.128. Critical Pali Dictionary gives adhiṭṭhita as “determined” for a similar Vinaya
passage. ⁷ avikappita, possibly meaning kept and given to another monk. At
Vin 1.289monks are allowed to assign an extra robe; then presumably it ceases to be
“extra.” On the allowance to allot, not to assign (adhiṭṭhātum na vikappetuṁ) various
articles, see Vin 1.296f.
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of) robe-materials¹ (including) the least one fit for assignment.²

Bu-NP 1.3.2

For himwho exceeds that period there is an offence involv-
ing forfeiture means: it is to be forfeited on the eleventh day at
sunrise; it should be forfeited to the Order,³ or to a group⁴ or to an
individual. And thus, monks, it should be forfeited:That monk, ap-
proaching the Order, arranging his upper robe over one shoulder,
honouring the feet of the seniormonks, sittingdownonhishaunches,
saluting with joined palms, should speak⁵ thus: ‘Honoured sirs, this

BD 2.8

robe is to be forfeited by me, the ten days having elapsed. I forfeit it
to the Order.’ Having forfeited it, the offence should be confessed.⁶
The offence should be acknowledged by an experienced, competent
monk; the robe forfeited⁷ should be given back⁸ (with the words):
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This robe of the monk so
¹ At Vin 1.281 six kinds of robes were permitted to themonks: made of linen, cotton,
silk, wool, coarse hemp, canvas. At Vin 1.58, Vin 1.96 these six are called benefits
extra to rag-robes. Cf. below, bd 2.40, bd 2.48, and Vin 4.60. ² vikappanupaga-
pacchima. Pali-English Dictionary explains vikappanupaga as “according to option,”
under upaga. But vikappana is a technical termmeaning the assignment of robes.
The meaning of pacchima, according to the Commentary, is “the least”—i.e., the
smallest in measurement according to the assignment or apportioning of the robes.
For Vin-a 639 says, “having pointed out the kinds of robes, i.e., the six kinds, as in
note above), now, in order to point out the measure, he says vikap° pacchimaṁ. Its
measure is two spans in length, one span in width.Thus the text says, ‘Monks, the
least robe that I allow you to assign is one that is eight finger-breadths in length
and four finger-breadths wide according to the finger-breadth of the accepted stan-
dard’ ” (sugataṅgula, cf. Vin 4.168). The ‘text’ quoted by Buddhaghosa is Vin 1.297.
Cf. below, bd 2.40, bd 2.48, bd 2.140. ³ saṅgha, five or more monks; see Vin 1.319.
⁴ gaṇa; two to four monks. ⁵ passive construction, literally “the Order should
be spoken to.” ⁶ āpatti desetabbā. Vin-a 640, having greeted the Order (as above)
the monk says, ‘I, reverend sirs, having fallen into such and such an offence, that I
confess.’ If there is one robe it constitutes one offence of expiation involving for-
feiture; if there are two (robes) there are two (such offences); if there are many
(robes) there is a multiplicity (of such offences). He should forfeit his robe or robes
saying, ‘Here is a robe (are robes) to be forfeited for transgressing the ten days. I
forfeit it (them) to the Order.’ The same procedure is required if forfeiting them to
a group or to one monk.The offending monk then says that he sees his offence, and
is exhorted to restrain himself in the future. ⁷ nissaṭṭha-cīvara, nissaṭṭha being
past participle of nissajjati. ⁸ dātabbaṁ.
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and so, which had to be forfeited, is forfeited (by him) to the Order.
If it seems right¹ to the Order, the Order should give back this robe
to the monk so and so.’

That monk, approaching two or three² monks, arranging his up-
per robe over one shoulder … joined palms, should speak thus: ‘Hon-
oured sirs, this robe is to be forfeited by me, the ten days having

Vin 3.197

elapsed. I forfeit it to the venerable ones.’ Having forfeited it, the
offence should be confessed.The offence should be acknowledged by
an experienced, competent monk; the robe forfeited should be given
back (with thewords): ‘Let the venerable ones listen tome.This robe
of themonk so and so, which had to be forfeited, is forfeited (by him)
to the venerable ones. If it seems right to the venerable ones, let the

BD 2.9

venerable ones give back this robe to the monk so and so.’
That monk, approaching one monk, arranging his upper robe

over one shoulder, sittingdownonhishaunches, salutingwith joined
palms, should speak thus to him: ‘Your reverence,³ this robe is to
be forfeited by me, the ten days having elapsed. I forfeit it to the
venerable one.’ Having forfeited it, the offence should be confessed.
The offence should be acknowledged by thismonk; the robe forfeited
should be given back (with the words): ‘I will give back this robe to
the venerable one.’

Bu-NP 1.4.1 If he⁴ thinks⁵ that ten days have elapsed when they have done
so, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in
doubt as to whether ten days have elapsed, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he does not think that ten days have

¹ pattakalla = pattakāla, having attained the (right) time. ² sambahulā bhikkhū in
Vinaya almost always means a gaṇa—i.e., two to four monks. In the Suttapiṭaka the
expressionmeans “manymonks.”Yet atVin 2.15 sambahulā therā bhikkhū apparently
include eleven theras, and at Vin 1.300 sambahulā therā include five elders; thus
in these two passages sambahulā should be translated by “several, a number of.”
³ āvuso; in preceding cases bhante. ⁴ i.e. a monk. ⁵ saññī, or “is aware.” It has
been suggested to me that the first two cases (excluding that of “is in doubt”) are
more definite in meaning than the later ones, and that therefore these first two
might be translated by “is aware” and “is not aware,” and the others by “thinks”
and “does not think.” But the Pali word is the same throughout.
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elapsed when they have done so, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that one¹ is allotted² when it is not
allotted, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that one is assignedwhen it is not assigned, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that one is bestowed
when it is not bestowed, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If he thinks that one is lost when it is not lost, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that one is
destroyed when it is not destroyed, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that one is burnt when it is not

BD 2.10

burnt, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that one is stolen when it is not stolen, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. Not forfeiting the robe which had
to be forfeited, if he makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.³ If he thinks that the ten days have elapsed when they have
not elapsed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether the ten days have not elapsed, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that the ten days have not elapsed when
they have not elapsed, there is no offence.

There is no offence if, within ten days, it is allotted,⁴ assigned,
bestowed, lost, destroyed, burnt,⁵ if they tear it from him,⁶ if they
take it on trust⁷; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.⁸

Bu-NP 1.5.1
¹ i.e. an extra robe. ² This and the next six cases = below, Vin 3.251 (without the
“assigned” clause), Vin 3.262. ³ dukkaṭa, also to be confessed. ⁴ adhiṭṭheti,
according to Critical Pali Dictionary to employ, adopt, keep for oneself. ⁵ These
clauses indicate that the monk has lost responsibility for the robe. ⁶ acchinditvā
gaṇhanti. This phrase appears to be a substitute for vilumpati, to steal, which as
avilutte viluttasaññī occurs immediately after “burnt” in the preceding paragraph.
⁷ vissāsaṁ gaṇhanti. At Vin 1.296 things are allowed to be taken on trust from a
monk endowed with five qualities: he must be an acquaintance and a friend, alive,
he must have spoken about the thing taken, and must know that he will be pleased
with the monk for taking it. Cf. also Vin 1.308 for various cases where a robe taken
on trust is said to be rightly taken or wrongly taken. ⁸ Cf. Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3,
Bu-NP 28; and cf. Bu-NP 1, where for “burnt” we get “broken” (of a bowl).
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Then¹ the group of six monks did not give back a robe that had
been forfeited.They told this matter to the lord. He said: “Monks, a
robe that has been forfeited is not not to be given back.² Whosoever

BD 2.11

should not give it back, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
Vin 3.198

¹ tena kho pana samayena, very likely equivalent here to atha, then, for in this and
similar contexts it does not mean so much “at one time,” as at the more definite
“then”—i.e., at a time (shortly) after the rule had been laid down, but marking a
continuation of the story which led up to and included the formulation of the rule.
² na nisaṭṭhacīvaraṁ na dātabbaṁ; cf. below, bd 2.117, and Vin 4.245, where the same
thing (using the double negative) is said of a bowl.
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BD 2.12

Bu-NP 2.1.1

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At that time monks,
entrusting robes to the hands of (other) monks, set out on a tour of
the country with (only) an inner and an upper robe¹; these robes,
deposited for a long time, became soiled²; the monks dried them in
the sun. The venerable Ānanda, as he was engaged in touring the
lodgings, saw these monks drying these robes in the sun. Seeing
these monks he came up to them, and having come up he said to
these monks:
“Your reverences, whose are these robes that are soiled?” Then

thesemonks told thismatter to the venerable Ānanda.The venerable
Ānanda looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the monks, entrusting robes to the hands of (other)

monks, set out on a tour of the country with (only) an inner and an
upper robe?”³Then the venerable Ānanda told thismatter to the lord.
He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks, entrusting robes to the

hands of (other) monks, set out on a tour of the country with (only)

¹ That is with the antaravāsaka, the inner robe, and the uttarāsaṅga, the upper
robe or garment.The two together are called santaruttara—i.e., sa-antar’-uttara,
the inner one with the upper one. They did not wear the outer cloak, Vin-a 652.
For notes on the three robes see above, bd 2.1, n. 2.This rule is in opposition to the
previous one, where monks wore more than the prescribed number of robes; here
they wear less than the right number. See also Bi-Pc 24. ² Vin-a 651, “having
black and white circles on the places which had been touched by the perspiration.”
³ At Vin 1.298 Ānanda himself, though through thoughtlessness, entered a village
without his outer cloak.
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an inner and an upper robe?”
BD 2.13

“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can these foolishmen, having entrusted robes to the

hands of (other) monks, set out on a tour of the country with (only)
an inner and an upper robe? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“When the robe-material is settled, when a monk’s kaṭhina (privi-

leges) have been removed, if this monk should be away, separated
from his three robes,¹ even for one night, there is an offence of expi-
ation involving forfeiture.”²

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-NP 2.2.1 At that time a certainmonk became ill in Kosambī. Relations sent
amessenger to this monk, saying: “Let the revered sir³ come, wewill
nurse (him).” The monks said: “Go, your reverence, relations will

BD 2.14

nurse you.” He said:
“Your reverences, a rule of training laid down by the lord is that

¹ ticīvarena vippavaseyya. Cf. Vin 2.123, where it is a dukkaṭa, offence for a monk
to be separated from his nisīdana, piece of cloth for sitting on, for four months.
² At Vin 1.254 the five privileges allowable to monks after the ceremonial making
of the kaṭhina-cloth, atthatakaṭhina, include one called asamādānacāra, translated,
at Vinaya Texts ii.151, in accordance with Buddhaghosa’s explanation, as “going for
alms without wearing the usual set of three robes,” a relaxation of the above rule.
At Vin 1.298 it is a dukkaṭa offence for a monk to enter a village wearing (only) his
inner and upper robes. But because Ānanda thoughtlessly did so on one occasion,
the lord is reputed to have put forward five reasons for laying aside the outer cloak,
five (identical) reasons for laying aside the upper and inner robes, and five (partly
identical and partly different) reasons for laying aside the cloth for the rains. It is
not said which reason covered Ānanda’s lapse. Whenmonks are staying in lodgings
in the jungles they are allowed to lay aside one of the three robes in a house; but then
it came about that if they are away from that robe for more than six nights, there is
an offence; see Bu-NP 29. ³ bhaddanto, an honorific title. Cf. below, bd 2.80, where
an ill monk is allowed to travel without a rug, santhata, if he has the agreement of
the Order as to the rug.
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one should not be away, separated from the three robes; but I am ill,
I am not able to set out taking the three robes. I will not go.”

Vin 3.199

They told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion,
in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, to give a monk who is ill the agreement (to

be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes.¹ And thus,
monks, should it be given: That monk who is ill, approaching the
Order, arranging his upper robe over one shoulder, honouring the
feet of the senior monks, sitting down on his haunches, saluting
with joined palms, should speak thus: ‘I, honoured sirs, am ill, I
am not able to set out taking the three robes.Thus I, honoured sirs,
request the Order for the agreement (to be regarded) as not away,
separated from the three robes.’ A second time it should be requested,
a third time it should be requested.The Order should be informed
by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me. This monk so and so is ill, he is not able to set
out taking the three robes. He requests the Order for the agreement
(to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes. If it
seems right to the Order, let the Order give this monk so and so the
agreement (to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three
robes.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me…

BD 2.15

the three robes.TheOrder gives themonk so and so the agreement (to
be regarded) asnot away, separated fromthe three robes. If the giving
to the monk so and so of the agreement (to be regarded) as not away,
separated from the three robes, is pleasing to the venerable ones, let
them be silent; if it is not pleasing, they should speak. Agreement (to

¹ ticīvarena avippāvasasammutiṁ. This means that by convention, by agreement
among other monks, the one who is ill is regarded as not separated from his three
robes, although in fact he is separated from them and goes away without them. On
account of this agreement, sammuti, the separation, being regardedasno separation,
does not count as an offence. Cf. also sammuti at, e.g., Bu-NP 14; Vin 1.283f.The
government is by democracy, for the monks agree among themselves. At Vin 1.298
the illness of a monk is one of the reasons “allowed” for his laying aside his outer
cloak. See Vin 1.109f. for agreement to, and removal of, ticīvarena avippavāsa in
connection with sīmā, boundary.
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be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes, is given by
the Order to the monk so and so, and it is pleasing to the venerable
ones; therefore they are silent, so do I understand this.’ And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

“When the robe-material is settled, when a monk’s kaṭhina
(privileges) have been removed, if thismonk should be away, sep-
arated from the three robes, even for one night, except on the
agreement of themonks,¹ there is an offence of expiation involv-
ing forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 2.3.1 When the robe-material is settledmeans: the robe-material is
made up for a monk, or lost or destroyed or burnt, or an expectation
of robe-material is disappointed.²

When the kaṭhina (privileges) have been removed means:
they come to be removed because of a certain one of eight grounds,
or they come to be removed before the time by the Order.³

If thismonkshouldbeaway, separated fromthethreerobes,
even for one nightmeans: without the outer cloak, or without the
upper robe, or without the inner robe.

Except on the agreement of the monksmeans: setting aside
the agreement of the monks.

There is an offence involving forfeituremeans: it is to be for-
feited at sunrise; it should be forfeited to the Order, or to a group,
or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited … ‘Hon-

Vin 3.200

oured sirs, these three robes were away, separated from me for a
BD 2.16

night, without the agreement of the monks (and) are to be forfeited.
I forfeit them to the Order …’ ‘… should give back… let the venerable
ones give back … I will give back this robe to the venerable one.’

Bu-NP 2.3.2

A village having one precinct,⁴ various precincts, a dwelling hav-
ingoneprecinct, variousprecincts; a stable⁵ havingoneprecinct, var-

¹ Cf. rule in Bu-NP 29. ² Cf. Bu-NP 1.3.1. ³ Cf. Bu-NP 1.3.1 ⁴ ekupacāra; cf.
Vin 3.46, gāmupacāra. ⁵ uddosita; Vin-a 654 explained, yānādīnaṁ bhaṇḍānaṁ
sālā, a room for such implements as waggons, etc.
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iousprecincts; awatch-tower¹havingoneprecinct, variousprecincts;
a quadrangular building² having one precinct, various precincts;
a long house³ having one precinct, various precincts; a mansion⁴
having one precinct, various precincts; a boat having one precinct,

BD 2.17

various precincts; a caravan having one precinct, various precincts;
a field having one precinct, various precincts; a threshing-floor⁵
having one precinct, various precincts; a monastery⁶ having one
precinct, various precincts; a dwelling-place⁷ having one precinct,
various precincts; the foot of a tree having one precinct, various
precincts; an open space having one precinct, various precincts.

Bu-NP 2.3.3

A village having one precinctmeans: a village comes to be for
one family⁸ and is enclosed⁹: laying aside the robe within the village,
he should remain¹⁰ within the village. It is not enclosed¹¹: he should

¹ aṭṭa; Vin-a 654 explained, “it is made with bricks for warding off hostile kings,
and thick walls, and is four or five storeys high.” Cf.Vb-a 366. ² māla (ormāḷa). Cf.
Vin 1.140; dn i.2; Snp p. 104. Snp-a 447 callsmaṇḍalamālaṁ, amandapaṁ, or pavilion.
AtVibhaṅga 251 this and theprecedingbuilding (aṭṭa) and the followingone (pāsāda)
are included in the definition of senāsana, lodgings. Vin-a 654 says that māla is
ekakūṭasaṅgahīto caturassapāsādo, a quadrangular building comprised under one
roof. Vb-a 366 quotes this definition, while saying thatmāla is like an eating-hall,
a pavilion. This and the next two, pāsāda and hammiya, occur, as māla, pāsāya,
hammiya at Āyaraṁgasutta 2.7.1, and are translated by Jacobi in Jaina Sūtras 1.105 as
loft, platform, roof. See his note onmāla, loc. cit. But from the Commentary, it seems
thatmāla and pāsāda are two different styles of houses, the one square, the other
long, while hammiya is a larger type of house. ³ pāsādo ti dīghapāsādo, Vin-a 654.
Pāsāda has also been defined as the big buildings of kings; cf. below, bd 2.130, the
pāsāda of King Bimbisāra. If a pāsāda type of building is built by other people, then
it is called a hammiya. ⁴ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its
length, so it has beenmoved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2977.)
⁵ karaṇa; here, in dhaññakaraṇa, seems to mean preparing the doing. Vin-a 654
explains by khala, corn ready for threshing, or the threshing-floor. ⁶ Vin-a 654, “a
flower-park or an orchard.” ⁷ vihāra. ⁸ Vin-a 652, “it is the village of one ruler
or headman.” ⁹ Vin-a 652, “it is enclosed by a wall or by a fence or by a ditch.”
¹⁰ vatthabbaṁ. In this meaning cf. Vin 2.8. Vin-a 652, “he ought to wait in a place of
his own choosing within the village until the sun rises.” ¹¹ Vin-a 652, “it is shown
by this that there are various precincts to this same village.”
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remain in the same house¹ as that in which the robe was laid aside,
BD 2.18

or it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.²
A village comes to be for various families,³ and is enclosed: he

should remain in the same house as that in which the robe was laid
aside—either in the hall or at the entrance⁴—or it should not be
removed from the reach of the hand. Or if, going to the hall, laying
aside the robe within a reach of the hand, either he should remain in
the hall or at the entrance, or it should not be removed from the reach
of the hand. The robe being laid aside in the hall, he should either
remain in the hall or at the entrance, or it should not be removed
from the reach of the hand. It is not enclosed: he should remain in
the same house as that in which the robe was laid aside, or it should
not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.4

A dwelling comes to be for one family, and is enclosed; there are
various rooms, various inner rooms⁵: laying aside the robewithin the
dwelling, he should remain within the dwelling. It is not enclosed:
he should remain in the same room as that in which the robe was
laid aside, or it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.

A dwelling comes to be for various families, it is enclosed and
there are various rooms, various inner rooms: he should remain in
the same room as that in which the robe was laid aside, or at the

BD 2.19

main entrance,⁶ or it should not be removed from the reach of the
hand. It is not enclosed: he should remain in the same room as that

¹ Vin-a 652, “the definition of a house is that, it is the dwelling of one family, etc.”
² hatthapāsa. Vin-a 652 says that the robe should not be moved for more than two
and a half linear measures—i.e., ratana. Cf. Vb-a 343, dve vidatthiyo ratanaṁ. A
vidatthi is a span of twelve fingers’ breadth. Cf. also Vin 3.149. Vin-a 652 proceeds,
“having gone beyond this measure, if the monk by psychic potency waits in the air
until the sun rises, there is an offence involving forfeiture.” Hatthapāsa, a reach
of the hand, arm’s length, is a technical term, always used in the Vinaya to de-
note a distance of two and a half cubits around oneself. ³ Vin-a 652, “it is a
village belonging to various rulers and headmen, like Vesālī and Kusināra, etc.”
⁴ dvāramūle = nagaradvārassa samīpe, Vin-a 652. ⁵ There is not much difference
between gabbha, “room,” and ovāraka, “inner room,” but the latter is usually a
bedroom, sleeping-apartment. ⁶ Vin-a 654, dvāramūle = gharadvāramūle.
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in which the robe was laid aside, or it should not be removed from
the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.5

A stable comes to be for one family, and is enclosed; there are
various rooms, various inner rooms: laying aside the robewithin the

Vin 3.201

stable, he should remain within the stable. It is not enclosed: … (See
Bu-NP 2.3.4) … A stable comes to be for various families … It is not
enclosed … or it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.6

Awatch tower comes to be for one family: laying aside the robe
within the watch-tower, he should remain within the watch-tower.
A watch-tower comes to be for various families; there are various
rooms, various inner rooms; he should remain in the same inner
room as that inwhich the robewas laid aside or at themain entrance,
or it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.7

A quadrangular building comes to be for one family: laying aside
the robe within the quadrangular building (See Bu-NP 2.3.6) … A
quadrangular building comes to be for various families … from the
reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.8

A long house comes to be for one family: laying aside the robe
within the long house. … A long house comes to be for various fami-
lies … from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.9

A mansion comes to be for one family: laying aside the robe
within the mansion. … Amansion comes to be for various families
… from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.10

BD 2.20A boat comes to be for one family: laying aside the robe within
the boat. … A boat comes to be for various families; there are various
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rooms, various inner rooms¹; he should remain in the same inner
room as that in which the robe was laid aside, or it should not be
removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.11

A caravan comes to be for one family: laying aside the robe in the
caravan, seven abbhantaras² should not be removed before or behind,
an abbhantara should not be removed from the side. A caravan comes
to be for various families: laying aside a robe in the caravan, it should
not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.12

A field comes to be for one family, and is enclosed: laying aside
the robe within the field, he should remain within the field. It is not
enclosed: it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.³ A
field comes to be for various families, and is enclosed. Laying aside
the robe within the field, he should either remain at the main en-
trance, or it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.⁴ It is
not enclosed: it should not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.13

A threshing-floor comes to be for one family, and is enclosed:
laying aside the robe on the threshing-floor, he should remain on the
threshing-floor. It is not enclosed: it should not be removed from the
reach of the hand. A threshing-floor comes to be for various families,
and is enclosed: laying aside the robe on the threshing-floor, he

BD 2.21

should either remain at the gate, or it should not be removed from
the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.14

Amonastery comes to be for one family, and is enclosed.⁵ … (See

¹ Cf. the “ocean-going ship” of an iv.127 = sn iii.155, and the one at Ja 5.75 which took
five hundred passengers.Thus the Indians at the time of the compilation of these
works were not apparently ignorant of quite large-scale shipbuilding. ² abbhan-
tara also at Vin 1.111. Vin-a 654 says, “here one abbhantara is twenty-eight hands.”
See bd 2, Introduction, p. 50. ³ Vin-a 654, “of the field.” ⁴ Variant readings at
Vin 3.276 suggest some difficulty, even as though there were some omission. ⁵ At
Vin 2.154 monks were allowed to enclose their ārāmas (monasteries) with bamboo
fences, thorn fences and ditches.
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Bu-NP 2.3.13) … It is not enclosed. … A monastery comes to be for
various families: … It is not enclosed; it should not be removed from
the reach of the hand.

Vin 3.202

Bu-NP 2.3.15

A dwelling-place comes to be for one family, and is enclosed:
laying aside the robe within the dwelling-place, he should remain
within the dwelling-place. It is not enclosed: he should remain in
the same dwelling-place as that in which the robe was laid aside, or
it should not be removed from the reach of the hand. A dwelling-
place comes to be for various families, and is enclosed: he should
remain in the same dwelling-place as that in which the robe was laid
aside for at the main entrance, or it should not be removed from the
reach of the hand. It is not enclosed: he should remain in the same
dwelling-place as that in which the robe was laid aside, or it should
not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.16

A foot of a tree comes to be for one family: laying aside the robe in
the shade, if he spreads it entirely in the shade at the time ofmid-day,
hemust remain in the shade.¹ A foot of a tree comes to be for various
families; it must not be removed from the reach of the hand.

Bu-NP 2.3.17

An open space having one precinctmeans: in a jungle where
there are no villages,² the same precinct is seven abbhantaras all

BD 2.22

round³; beyond that there are different precincts.⁴

Bu-NP 2.3.18

¹ The area is that to which the mid-day shadow spreads. People used to live at the
foot of trees.Mūla, foot, is literally root. ² Cf. definition of “jungle” at Vin 3.46,
Vin 3.51. ³ = Vin 1.111. Vin-a 655 says, “standing in the middle there are seven
abbhantaras extending to all quarters; sitting in the middle he guards the robe
put down on the boundary of the eastern or western quarter. But if at the time of
sunrise he goes as much as a hair’s breadth to the eastern quarter, the robe is to be
forfeited in the western quarter. But at the time of uposatha, beginning with the
monks sitting at the outer circle of the congregation, the boundary of the seven
abbhantaras should be removed, so that the boundary increases to the size to which
the Order increases.” ⁴ Thus, in order to be in the same precinct as the robe, he
has to be within seven abbhantaras of it.
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If he thinks that he is away, separatedwhen he is away, separated,
except on the agreement of the monks, there is an offence of expia-
tion involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to whether he is away,
separated, except on the agreement of themonks, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that he is not away,
separated, when he is away, separated, except on the agreement of
the monks, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If
he thinks that it is taken away¹ when it is not taken away … If he

BD 2.23

thinks that it is bestowed when it is not bestowed … If he thinks that
it is lost when it is not lost … If he thinks that it is destroyed when it
is not destroyed … If he thinks that it is burnt when it is not burnt
… If he thinks that it is stolen when it is not stolen, except on the
agreement of the monks, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. Not forfeiting the robe which had to be forfeited, if he
makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
he is away, separated, when he is not away, separated, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as towhether he is not away,
separated, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he
is not away, separated, when he is not away, separated, there is no
offence.

Bu-NP 2.3.19

There is no offence if before sunrise² it is taken away, bestowed,
lost, destroyed, burnt; if they tear it fromhim; if they take it on trust³;
if there is the agreement of the monks,⁴ if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.⁵

¹ (This footnoteproved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it hasbeenmoved
to an appendix with other long notes on page 2973.) ² anto aruṇe = anto-aruṇagga,
“the time before sunset,” so Critical Pali Dictionary. ³ Cf. Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 3, Bu-
NP 21 (“broken” = Vin 4.245), Bu-NP 27, Bu-NP 29. ⁴ All these clauses show that in
some way the monk’s responsibility for the robe had gone. ⁵ Cf. below, bd 2.159.
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Bu-NP 3.1.1

BD 2.24

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At
that time a robe¹ accrued to² a certain monk not at the right time.³
The robe, as they made it, did not suffice for him.Then that monk,

Vin 3.203

pulling out that robe, smoothed it again and again.⁴The lord, as he
was engaged in touring the lodgings, saw this monk pulling out this
robeandsmoothing it againandagain, andseeinghimheapproached
this monk, and having approached he said to this monk:
“Why, monk, do you, pulling out this robe, smooth it again and

again?”
“Lord, this robe which accrued to me not at the right time, as they

made it does not suffice for me, therefore do I, pulling out this robe,
smooth it again and again.”
“But, monk, is there for you an expectation of a robe?”⁵
“There is, lord,” he said.
Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given

reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow you, having accepted a robe not at the right time,

to lay it aside in the expectation of a robe.”⁶

¹ cīvarameans both the made-up robe and the robe-material or robe-cloth. ² up-
pannaṁ hoti. Cf. above, bd 2.4, n. 3; below, bd 2.90, bd 2.99. ³ akalacīvara. Also
at Vin 4.245, Vin 4.246, Vin 4.284, Vin 4.287. ⁴ Vin-a 658, “thinking, if one gets
rid of the creases, it will be big (enough for me), sprinkling it with water, treading
upon it with his feet, pulling it out with his hands and taking it up, he rubbed it
across his back … but dried by the sun, it (i.e., the robe-material) became as small
as before, so he did this again.” ⁵ cīvarapaccāsā. Cf. cīvarāsā at Vin 1.259ff., and
bhattapaccāsā at Vin 4.77. ⁶ Cf. Bu-NP 2, where monks are not allowed to wear
extra robes.
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Bu-NP 3.1.2

Then monks said: “It is allowed by the lord, if a robe has been
accepted not at the right time, to lay it aside in the expectation of a
robe.”These, accepting robes not at the right time, laid them aside

BD 2.25

for more than a month.These robes, tied up in bundles, remained
on a bamboo for hanging up robes.¹Then the venerable Ānanda, as
he was engaged in touring the lodgings, saw these robes tied up in
bundles that remained on the bamboo for hanging up robes. Seeing
them, he addressed the monks thus:
“Your reverences, whose are these robes, tied up in bundles, that

remain on the bamboo for hanging up robes?”
“Your reverence, they are our robes, given not at the right time,

that are laid aside in the expectation of robes.”
“But for how long, your reverences, have these robes been laid

aside?”
“For more than a month, your reverence,” they said. Then the

venerable Ānanda looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying:
“How can these monks, having accepted robe-material not at the

right time, lay it aside for more than a month?”
Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks having accepted robe-

material not at the right time, laid it aside for more than a month?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, having accepted robe mate-

rial not at the right time, lay it aside for more than amonth? It is not,
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus also,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

“When the robe-material is settled, when a monk’s kaṭhina
BD 2.26

(privileges) have been removed, if robe-material should accrue
to themonknotat theright time, itmaybeacceptedbythatmonk
if he so wish. Having accepted it, it should be made up quickly.

¹ cīvaravaṁsa, with cīvararajju allowed at Vin 1.286, Vin 2.121. Cf. below, bd 2.152.
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But if it is not sufficient for him, that robe-material may be laid
aside by that monk for a month at most, should he have any ex-
pectation that the deficiencymay be supplied.¹ If he should lay it
aside for longer than that, evenwith the expectation (of the defi-
ciency being supplied), there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture.”

Vin 3.204

Bu-NP 3.2.1When the robe-material is settledmeans: … (See Bu-NP 2.3) …
or they are removed before the time by the Order.

If robe-material (should accrue)not at the right timemeans:
some that has accrued during the eleven months² when the kaṭhina
cloth is not (formally)made³; some that has accrued during the seven
months when the kaṭhina cloth is (formally) made, even a gift (of ma-
terial) offered⁴ at the right time; thismeans robe-material (accruing)
not at the right time.

BD 2.27

Should accrue means: should accrue from the Order or from
a group or from a relation or from a friend, or as rag-robes, or by
means of his own property.⁵

If he sowishmeans: himself desiring, it may be accepted.
Having accepted it, it should be made up quickly means: it

should be made up within ten days.

¹ Literally “for the completion of,” pāripūriyā. ² Vin-a 658, “setting aside one
last month of the rainy season (kattika), there remain eleven months.” ³ atthata,
from attharati, literally “to spread out.” Not however, to be taken literally here, but
as the ceremony of making the robes at the end of the rains. See Vinaya Texts ii.148
note for very interesting remarks on distributing the robes, and above, bd 2.5, n. 1.
These curious expressions, “during the eleven, during the seven months,” mean,

I think, that, in the case of the eleven, the kaṭhina cloth is only distributed in the
month following the termination of the rains; therefore there would be eleven
months when it is not made. In the case of the seven months, it is probably meant
that no making of robes takes place during the rains, but that in unusual circum-
stances robe-materialmight be given to amonkduring the remaining sevenmonths
of the year. Vin-a 658 says that the four months of the rainy season (kattika) are
in the winter; thus setting aside five months (i.e., these, with the one remaining
over after “elevenmonths”), there remain seven. Cf.Vin-a 729. Cf. above, bd 2.5, n. 3;
below, bd 2.154, n. 3. ⁴ ādissa; Vin-a 658, uddisitvā. ⁵ Cf. below, bd 2.91.
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But if it is not sufficient for himmeans: if it is not enough to
be worn.

Thatrobe-materialmaybe laid aside…for amonthatmost¹
means: it may be laid aside for a month at the maximum.²

That the deficiency may be supplied means: for the sake of
supplying the deficiency.

Any expectationmeans: there is expectation from the Order or
from a group or from a relation or from a friend, or as to rag-robes,
or by means of his own property.³

Bu-NP 3.2.2

If he should lay it aside for longer than that, even with the
expectation (of the deficiency being supplied) means: if a robe
that was expected accrues on the very day that the first robe⁴ ac-
crues, he should have it made up within ten days. … If a robe that
was expected accrues two days … three days … four days … five days
… six days … seven days … eight days … nine days … ten days after
the first robe accrues, he should have it made up within ten days.
If a robe that was expected accrues eleven days … twelve days …
thirteen days … fourteen days … fifteen days … sixteen days … sev-
enteen days … eighteen days … nineteen days … twenty days after

BD 2.28

the first robe accrues, he should have it made up within ten days …
twenty-one days after the first robe accrues, he should have it made
up within nine days … twenty-two … twenty-three … twenty-four …
twenty-five … twenty-six days after the first robe accrues, he should
have it made upwithin four days. If a robe that was expected accrues
twenty-seven … twenty-eight … twenty-nine days … he should have
it made up within one day. If a robe that was expected accrues thirty
days after the first robe accrues, on that same day it should be al-

¹ pārāmaṁ … paramatā. ² pārāmaṁ … paramatā. ³ Vin-a 658, “on a certain
day the Order or a group will receive robes, and there will be a robe for me; … a
robe has been ordered for me bymy relations, by a friend; when these come they
will give the robes. … I will get a robe from the dust-heap, … bymy own property,
meaning cotton threads, etc.”This lastmustmean that if he has themeans of sewing
the robes together, he may do so. Cf. below, bd 2.91. ⁴ mūlacīvara, as opposed to
paccāsā-cīvara, the robe that was expected (Vin-a 659).
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lotted, assigned, bestowed. But should it not be allotted or assigned
or bestowed, it is to be forfeited on the thirty-first day at sunrise; it

Vin 3.205

should be forfeited to the Order, or to a group, or to an individual.
And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: … ‘This robe, honoured sirs,
(given) not at the right time, is to be forfeited by me, the month hav-
ing elapsed. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘The Order should give back
… let the venerable ones give back … I will give back this robe to the
venerable one.’

Bu-NP 3.2.3

If the robe that was expected accrues but is different from the
first robe that has accrued, and there are some nights over,¹ it should
not be caused to be made up unwillingly.² If he thinks that a month
has elapsed when it has elapsed, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to whether a month has
elapsed … If he does not think that a month has elapsed when it has
elapsed … If he thinks that one is allotted when it is not allotted … If
he thinks that one is assigned when it is not assigned … If he thinks

BD 2.29

that one is bestowed when it is not bestowed … If he thinks that one
is lost when it is not lost … If he thinks that one is destroyed when
it is not destroyed … If he thinks that one is burnt when it is not
burnt … If he thinks that one is stolen when it is not stolen, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. Not forfeiting the robe
which had to be forfeited, if he makes use of it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that a month has elapsed when it has not
elapsed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to
whether amonth has not elapsed, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that a month has not elapsed when it has not elapsed,
there is no offence.

Bu-NP 3.2.4

¹ I.e., the month not being finished (Vin-a 659). ² akāma. Vin-a 659, “if the first
robe is soft and the robe that was expected is coarse and it is impossible to mix
them, and there are nights, though not a month, remaining, the robe should not
be caused to be made up unwillingly. But taking another robe that was expected,
this should be made up after an interval, and the robe that was expected should be
assigned as a cloth used for water-strainers.”
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There is no offence if within a month it is allotted, assigned, be-
stowed, lost, destroyed, burnt, if they tear it from him, if they take it
on trust; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 28, Bu-NP 29; and Bu-NP 21 = Vin 4.245 (“broken” in-
stead of “burnt”).
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Bu-NP 4.1.1

BD 2.30

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time¹ the former wife of the venerable Udāyin had gone forth
among the nuns. She frequently came to the venerable Udāyin, and
the venerable Udāyin frequently went to this nun. Now at that time
the venerable Udāyin used to participate in a meal with this nun.
Then the venerable Udāyin, dressing in the morning,² taking his
bowl and robe, approached this nun, and having approached and
disclosed his private parts in front of this nun, he sat down on a seat.
And further, the nun having disclosed her private parts in front of
the venerable Udāyin, sat down on a seat.Then the venerable Udāyin,
impassioned, looked at and thought about³ this nun’s private parts
and emitted semen.Then the venerable Udāyin said to this nun:
“Go, sister, fetch water, I will wash the inner robe.”

Vin 3.206

“Give⁴ it (to me), master, I will wash it myself,” and she took hold
of one part with her mouth and placed one part on her private parts.
Because of this she conceived a child.The nuns spoke thus:
“This nun is one who does not lead the Brahma-life, (because) she

is pregnant.”
(She, sayin,) “Ladies,⁵ I amnot onewhodoes not lead the Brahma-

life,” told this matter to the nuns.
BD 2.31

The nuns looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“HowcanmasterUdāyin get a soiled robe⁶washedby anun?”Then

¹ Opening phrases are the same as those of Bu-Pc 30. ² pubbaṇha and aparaṇha
are the morning and the afternoon. Cf. Kp-a 105. ³ upanijjhāyati has sense of
“to look at (eagerly)” and “to reflect on.” ⁴ āharati has sense of “to give” here.
⁵ ayye. ⁶ purāṇa-cīvara, literally “old robe.”
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these nuns told this matter to the monks.Those who were modest
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“Howcan the venerableUdāyin get a soiled robewashedby anun?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Udāyin, got a soiled robe washed by

a nun?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
“Was she a relation of yours, Udāyin, or not a relation?”
“She was not a relation, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man,¹ one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable orwhat is unsuitable, or what is pleasant orwhat is unpleas-
ant for a womanwho is not a relation.Thus you, foolishman, will get
a soiled robe washed by a nun who is not a relation. It is not, foolish
man, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should get a soiled robe washed or dyed² or

beaten³ by a nun who is not a relation, there is an offence of ex-
piation involving forfeiture.”⁴

Bu-NP 4.2.1 Whatevermeans: he who …
(A nun)who is not a relationmeans: one who is not related on

the mother’s side or on the father’s side back through seven genera-
tions.⁵

BD 2.32

Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.⁶

¹ Oldenberg’s edition hasmoghapuriso; but see Sinhalese edition, and also below,
bd 2.39, bd 2.44,where the vocative,moghapurisa, occurs in similar contexts. ² Six
kinds of dyes allowed atVin 1.286. ³ AtVin 1.286monks are allowed to beat, ākoṭeti,
with the hands robe-material that has become harsh. ⁴ Cf. Bu-NP 17 for both
“rule” and Old Commentary. ⁵ Cf. below, Bu-NP6.3.1. This definition = Vin 3.212,
Vin 3.214, Vin 3.216, Vin 3.219, Vin 3.235; Vin 4.60, Vin 4.61. ⁶ = below, bd 2.40,
bd 2.96, and passim. Vin-a 660, “she is ordained by a motion of the Order of nuns
where the resolution is put three times and followed by the decision (as the fourth
item, ñatticatuttha), then she is ordained in the same way by the Order of monks.
Therefore she is ordained by eight Vinaya acts.”
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A soiled robemeans: dressed in¹ it once, put on² once.
Washmeans: he gives an order³—there is an offence of wrong-

doing. If washed, it is to be forfeited.
Dye means: he gives an order—there is an offence of wrong-

doing. If dyed, it is to be forfeited.
Beat means: he gives an order—there is an offence of wrong-

doing. If once having given a blow with the palm (of the hand) or
a blowwith a club, it is to be forfeited. It should be forfeited to the
Order, or to a group, or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it
be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, this soiled robe which I had washed by
a nun who is not a relation, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’
… ‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable ones give back
… I will give back this robe to the venerable one.’ ”

Vin 3.207

Bu-NP 4.2.2

If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a relation
andmakes herwash (his) soiled robe, there is an offence of expiation

BD 2.33

involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation and makes her wash, makes her dye (his) soiled
robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
involving forfeiture.⁴ If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation and makes her wash, makes her beat (his) soiled

¹ nivattha, past participle of nivāseti. It refers to the antaravāsaka, the inner or
under robe that hangs down from the waist, and to the uttarāsaṅga, upper robe;
also to the cloths for the rains (Bu-NP 24), to garments worn by members of other
sects (Vin 1.305f.), to garments called akkanāla and potthaka (Vin 1.306f.), to nuns’
vests (Vin-a 663), to a laywoman’s outer cloak, sāṭaka, Vin 4.18. ² pāruta, past
participle of pārupati. It refers to the saṅghāṭi, outer cloak; also to a (costly) paṭa, or
cloth (below, bd 2.109), and to vihāracīvara, and other things that a monkmay put
on, pārupituṁ, to cover the body if the robes are stolen or lost (Bu-NP 6).Thus, for a
monk, both nivāseti and pārupati are required to indicate the putting on or dressing
in the complete set of three robes. Cf. Vin 4.281f., where the two words occur in
connection with the five kinds of robes a nun should wear. See below, bd 2.88,
where “old rug,” purāṇasanthata, is defined as is “soiled robe,” purāṇa-cīvara, above.
³ Vin-a 660, “the nun who was ordered prepares an oven, collects sticks, makes
a fire, fetches water, until, having washed it, she holds it up: there is an offence
of wrong-doing in each action for the monk.” ⁴ nissaggyiyena āpatti dukkaṭassa;
probably pācittiya omitted merely for the sake of brevity.
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robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation andmakes her wash, makes her dye, makes her beat
(his) soiled robe, there are two offences of wrong-doing together
with an offence involving forfeiture.

If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a relation
and makes her dye (his) soiled robe, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when
she is not a relation andmakes her dye, makes her beat (his) soiled
robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation and makes her dye, makes her wash (his) soiled
robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation andmakes her dye, makes her beat, makes her wash
(his) soiled robe, there are two offences of wrong-doing together
with an offence involving forfeiture.

If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a relation
and makes her beat (his) soiled robe, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation and makes her beat, makes her wash (his) soiled
robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she
is not a relation and makes her beat, makes her dye (his) soiled robe,
there is anoffence ofwrong-doing togetherwith anoffence involving

BD 2.34

forfeiture. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a
relation andmakes her beat, makes her wash, makes her dye (his)
soiled robe, there are two offences of wrong-doing together with an
offence involving forfeiture.

If he is in doubt as to whether she is not a relation … If he thinks
that a woman is a relation when she is not a relation … If he makes
her wash another’s soiled robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he makes her wash a sheet (used as) a piece of cloth for sitting
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on,¹ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he makes a womanwho
has been ordained by one (Order only) wash it,² there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is
a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether she is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he thinks that she is a relation when she is a relation, there is no
offence.

Bu-NP 4.2.3

There is no offence when a female relation is washing it if a
woman assistant who is not a relation is (helping); if she washes
it unasked³; if he makes her wash an unused one; if he makes her

BD 2.35

wash another requisite,⁴ except the robe; if it is (washed) by a fe-
male probationer, by a female novice; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.⁵

¹ A compound word in Pali, nisīdana-paccattharaṇa.Nisīdana is a piece of cloth for
sitting on; paccattharaṇa is the bed-clothes, really a piece of cloth for covering a bed
or chair, thus a sheet. Cf. below, bd 2.46, n. 3. At Vin 1.295 a nisīdanawas found to be
too small to protect the whole lodging; to meet this difficulty the lord is reputed to
have allowed a paccattharaṇa, made as large as one wishes. It looks therefore as if
nisīdana-paccattharaṇa is either a sheet that is a piece of cloth to sit upon, although
larger than a mere “piece of cloth to sit upon,” the mere nisīdana; or that it is a
sheet used as, or instead of, a piece of cloth for sitting on. Cf. nisīdana-santhata, in
Bu-NP 15, and both in Introduction. ² Vin-a 662, “causing it to be washed by one
who was ordained (only) in the presence of the nuns is an offence of wrong-doing,
and it is the same lor one who has been ordained (only) in the presence of the
monks; five hundred Sakyan women were ordained in the presence of the monks.”
³ Vin-a 662, “if she has come for the Exposition and the Exhortation, seeing the
soiled robe and taking it from the place where it was put, she says: ‘Give it, master,
I will wash it,’ and when it is brought she washes it and moreover dyes it and beats
it—this is called ‘she washes it unasked’ (avuttā). If she hears a monk ordering
a youth or a novice to wash the robe, she says: ‘Bring it, master, I will wash it,’
and she washes it, or taking it for a time, having washed it and dyed it, she then
gives it back—this is called ‘she washes it unasked.’ ” ⁴ Vin-a 662, “a sandal, bowl,
shoulder-strap, girdle, couch, chair, strawmat.” ⁵ Cf. below, bd 2.97f.
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Bu-NP 5.1.1

BD 2.36

…at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place. At
that time thenunUppalavaṇṇā¹was stayingat Sāvatthī.Then thenun
Uppalavaṇṇā, dressing in themorning and taking her bowl and robe,

Vin 3.208

entered Sāvatthī for alms-food. Having wandered about Sāvatthī
for alms-food, returning from her alms-gathering after her meal,²
she approached the BlindMen’s Grove³ for the mid-day rest; having
plunged into the BlindMen’s Grove she sat down at the foot of a tree
for the mid-day rest. Now at that time some thieves, having done
their deeds,⁴ having killed a cow⁵ and taken the flesh, entered the
BlindMen’s Grove.Then the robber-chief saw the nun Uppalavaṇṇā
as she was sitting at the foot of the tree for the mid-day rest, and
seeing her, it occurred to him: “If my sons and brothers see this nun

BD 2.37

they will trouble her,” and he went by a different way.⁶

¹ Vin 3.35 tells the story of the rape of Uppalavaṇṇā by a brahmin youth; see bd 1.53,
n. 5. ² pacchābhatta; bhatta usually means cooked rice. As this is the main thing
put into the bowl, it has come tomean thewholemeal. ³ Malalasekera,Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names 1.111, says, “ ‘Blind,’ usually, but wrongly, translated ‘Dark’.” He
gives the story accounting for the name of this Grove, an episode that must have
taken place before the rape of Uppalavaṇṇā, as it is said (Dhp-a 2.49, Dhp-a 2.52)
that after that time nuns were not to stay in this Grove. Vin-a 662 also says that
Uppalavaṇṇā entered the BlindMen’s Grove, because the rule of training had not
then been laid down.Those who translate andhavana as “Dark Grove” think of it,
rightly or wrongly, as a Grove where, because it is so dark, it is impossible to see
anything. ⁴ kata-kammā—i.e., committed thefts. Said ofmāṇava (Commentary:
cora, thief) at an iii.102, and of cora at Vism 180, Ja 3.34. ⁵ The cowwas probably
not so sacred then as now, and the cattle-thief common in those days. ⁶ Vin-a 662,
“It is said that formerly the robber-chief knew the therī, therefore seeing her as he
went in front of the robbers, he said: ‘Do not go there, all come here,’ and taking
them he went by another way.”
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Then that robber-chief, taking the best meats of the cookedmeat,
tying (them up) in a leaf-packet, and hanging it up on a tree near
the nun Uppalavaṇṇā, said: “Whatever recluse or brahmin sees it,
it is given (to him), let him take it,”¹ and having spoken thus, he
departed.Then the nun Uppalavaṇṇā, arising from contemplation,²
heard these words of that robber-chief as he was speaking.³ Then
the nun Uppalavaṇṇā, taking that meat, went to the nunnery.Then
the nun Uppalavaṇṇā, having prepared⁴ that meat at the end of that
night, tying it up into a bundle with her upper robe,⁵ rising in the
air,⁶ reappeared in the Bamboo Grove.

Bu-NP 5.1.2

Now at that time the lord was visiting the village for alms-food,
and the venerable Udāyin came to be the one left behind as guardian
of thedwelling.Then thenunUppalavaṇṇāapproached thevenerable
Udāyin, and having approached, she said to the venerable Udāyin:
“Where, honoured sir, is the lord?”

BD 2.38

He said, “Sister, the lord has entered the village for alms-food.”
“Give this meat to the lord, honoured sir,” she said.
“You, sister, have pleased the lord with this meat; if you were to

give me your inner robe, likewise would I become pleased with the
inner robe.”⁷
“But we women, honoured sir, get things with difficulty.This is

¹ By these words the meat was made kappiya, allowable, and became a gift that
might be taken. ² On samādhi as a term inHinduphilosophy, seeRadhakrishnan,
Eastern Religions andWesternThought, 49–52. It is there rendered as “unification,”
“identification,” “ecstatic consciousness.” It is possible that the “sense of immediate
contact with ultimate reality, of the unification of the different sides of our nature,”
was not absent from the Early Buddhist conception of samādhi. ³ Vin-a 663, “It is
said that the therī arose from contemplation at the appointed time: he spoke (the
words reported above) at that very moment, and she heard and thought, ‘There
is no other samaṇa or brahmin here but me.” ⁴ sampādetvā, possibly “roasted.”
⁵ = Vin 4.162. ⁶ On vehāṁsa as “above the ground” see bd 1.79, n. 6. ⁷ Vin-a 663,
Udāyin is filled with lust and greed.
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my last, (my) fifth robe.¹ I shall not give it to you,” she said.
“It is as if, sister, a man giving an elephant should caparison² its

girth,³ yet even so do you, sister, (though) giving meat to the lord,
not give⁴ me your inner robe.”⁵

Then the nun Uppalavaṇṇā, being pressed by the venerable Ud-
āyin, giving him her inner robe, went to the nunnery. The nuns,
taking the nun Uppalavaṇṇā’s bowl and robe, said to the nun Up-
palavaṇṇā:
“Lady, where is your inner robe?”
The nun Uppalavaṇṇā told this matter to the nuns. The nuns

Vin 3.209

looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Udāyin accept a robe from a nun?Women

come by things with difficulty.” And then these nuns told this matter
BD 2.39

to the monks. Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying:
“How can the venerable Udāyin accept a robe from a nun?”Then

these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Udāyin, accepted a robe from a

nun?”
“It is true, lord.”
“Is she a relation of yours, Udāyin, or not a relation?”

¹ Vin-a 663, she did not speak from greed, for “in those who have destroyed the
cankers there is no greed”; but there was no robe left over of the five that were to be
worn by nuns.These five, as pañca cīvārani, are referred to at Vin 4.281f.At Vin 2.272
it is said that the three usual robes, the vest, saṁkacchika, and the bathing-cloth,
should be pointed out to womenwho wish to receive the upasampadā ordination.
Nuns were also allowed indoors robes or cloths, āvasathacīvara (Vin 2.217), but
apparently such things were handed from nun to nun as need arose (Vin 4.303).
² sajjeyya. Sajjeti is to send out, to prepare, equip, fit up, decorate, deck out, and
came to mean to give. ³ kaccha, here accusative plural. It is the girth or middle of
an animal. If a present of an elephant is being made, a decorated cloth to be tied
round his middle should also be given. ⁴ sajjeyya. Sajjeti is to send out, to prepare,
equip, fit up, decorate, deck out, and came to mean to give. ⁵ Here there is a
parallelism between kaccha, an accessory of the elephant, and antaravāsaka, the
inner robe, which Udāyin thought might accompany the gift of meat.Themeat had
been wrapped up in the nun’s upper robe, and it is to be presumed that she was in
consequence going about in her inner robe; see bd 2.xviii.
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“She is not a relation, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right¹ or what is wrong for
a woman who is not a relation.²Thus you, foolish man, will accept a
robe from the hand of a nun who is not a relation. It is not, foolish
man, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should accept a robe from the hand of a nunwho

is not a relation, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-NP 5.2.1Then scrupulous monks did not accept exchange of robes³ with
nuns.The nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the masters not accept exchange of robes with us?”
Monks heard these nuns who looked down upon, criticised,

spread it about.Then these monks told this matter to the lord.Then
the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow you to accept exchange among these five (classes

BD 2.40

of people)⁴: a monk, a nun, a female probationer, a male novice, a
female novice. I allow you, monks, to accept exchange among these
five (classes of people). And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatever monk should accept a robe from the hand of a nun

who is not a relation, except in exchange, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture.”⁵

Bu-NP 5.3.1
¹ santa, meaning “right” or “existent.” ² Cf. below, bd 2.44, and Vin 4.59. Also
above, bd 2.31, where, however, we get pāsādika and apāsādika, pleasant and un-
pleasant, instead of santa and asanta, right and wrong. ³ pārivattakacīvara. Cf.
parivatteti barter, bd 2.55, below. ⁴ Vin-a 663, “among these five (kinds of) co-
religionists having the same faith, the same morality, the same views.” ⁵ At
Vin 4.60 it is a pācittiya to give (dātuṁ) a robe to a nun who is not related, except in
exchange.
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Whatevermeans: … (See Bu-NP 4.2.1) …
Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.¹

Vin 3.210

Arobemeans: anyone robe of the six (kinds of) robes (including)
the least one fit for assignment.²

Except in exchangemeans: without an exchange.
He accepts: in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; it

should be forfeited on acquisition; it should be forfeited to the Order,
or to a group, or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be
forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, this robe, accepted from the hand of a nun
who is not a relation, is to be forfeited byme. I forfeit it to the Order.’
… ‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable ones give back
… I will give back this robe to the venerable one.’

Bu-NP 5.3.2

If he thinks that a woman is not a relation when she is not a
relation, (and) accepts a robe, except in exchange, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to whether the
woman is not a relation, (and) accepts a robe, except in exchange,
there is an offence of expiation invoking forfeiture. If he thinks that
a woman is a relation when she is not a relation, (and) accepts a
robe, except in exchange, there is an offence of expiation involving

BD 2.41

forfeiture. If he accepts a robe, except in exchange, from the hand
of a woman ordained by one (Order only),³ there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that a woman is not a relation when she is
a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to
whether a woman is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that a woman is a relation when she is a relation, there
is no offence.

Bu-NP 5.3.3

There is no offence if she is a relation; if there is an exchange; if
there is a large thing for a small thing, or a small thing for a large

¹ = above, bd 2.32, below, bd 2.96, and Vin 4.52, Vin 4.55, Vin 4.57, Vin 4.60, passim.
² = above, bd 2.7, and see there n. 4; see also below, bd 2.48, bd 2.140. ³ Vin-a 664,
“taking from the hand of a woman ordained in the presence of nuns (only), is an
offence of wrong-doing; but from one ordained in the presence of monks (only), is
an offence of expiation.”
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thing¹; if a monk takes it on trust²; if he takes it for the time being; if
he takes another requisite, except the robe; if she is a female proba-
tioner, a female novice; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Vin-a 664, “if bartering a precious sandal, a robe, shoulder-strap, waist-band, for
a robe of little value, he accepts that robe, there is no offence.” ² At Vin 4.60 it is
the nun whomay take on trust, the monk giving.
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Bu-NP 6.1.1
BD 2.42

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,¹ came
to be skilled² in giving dhamma-talk.³ Now at that time a certain
son of a (great) merchant⁴ approached the venerable Upananda, the
son of the Sakyans, and having approached and greeted the vener-
able Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, he sat down at a respectful
distance.⁵ As he was sitting at a respectful distance, the venerable

¹ He had a novice, Kaṇḍaka, who behaved badly, Vin 1.79, Vin 1.85. At Vin 1.153,
having promised Pasenadi to spend the rains with him, he went to another place;
and at Vin 1.300, having spent the rains at one place, he accepted a share of robes
at others. At Vin 2.165, coming late to a meal, he made a monk get up and give him
his place. At Vin 2.168 he took two lodgings, and is also called a “maker of strife,
quarrelsome.” He is mentioned in Bu-NP 8, Bu-NP 9, Bu-NP 10, Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 20,
Bu-NP 25, Bu-NP 27, and in various Pācittiyas. ² paṭṭho, probably for paddho. Vin-
a 665 says, paṭṭho ti cheko samattho paṭibalo. ³ dhammī kathā. Here, more a talk
on religious or philosophical matters than the “reasoned talk” given by the lord
beforemodifying one of the rules. See above, bd 2.4, bd 2.14. ⁴ seṭṭhiputta. Seṭṭhi is
a banker and a trader combined, hence a merchant, head of a guild. He is primarily
a merchant, and a banker only because a merchant, and because there were no
banks in those days. Seṭṭhi-putta indicates that the father was still alive, so that
his son, the setthiputta, is not yet head of the firm, but will be on the death of his
father. He would then become a seṭṭhi. ⁵ ekamantaṁ nisīdi, literally sat down
to one side, or end. In sitting down in the presence of an honoured person, care
should be taken not to sit down in any of the six wrong ways, or nisajjadosa. These
are atidūra, accādsanna, uparivāta, unnatappadesa, atisammukha, atipacchā, too far,
too near, to windward, on a higher seat, too much in front, too much behind; see
Vin-a 129 = mn-a 1.110; Ud-a 53 (abbreviated); sn-a i.16 for similar six wrong ways of
standing; and cf. sn-a ii.86 for a different set of six nisajjadosa. To consider all these
difficulties, and to sit down so as to cause no discomfort to the honoured person, is
ekamantaṁ nisīdi.
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Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, gladdened … and delighted that
BD 2.43

son of a (great) merchant with dhamma-talk. And then the son of
the (great) merchant, having been gladdened… and delighted by the
venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, with dhamma-talk, said
to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“Honoured sir, do let me knowwhat will be of use.¹ We are able to

Vin 3.211

give to the master, that is to say of the requisites of robes, alms-food,
lodgings andmedicine for the sick.”²
“If you, sir, are desirous of giving something to me, give (me) one

cloth from these,”³ he said.
“Wait, honoured sir, until I go to the house; having gone to the

house I will send either one cloth from these or something better
than these.”

A second time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
said to the son of the (great) merchant … A third time the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, said to the son of the (great) mer-
chant: “If you, sir, are desirous of giving something to me, give (me)
one cloth from these.”
“Now, honoured sir, for us who are sons of respectable families, it

is awkward⁴ to go out with (only) one piece of cloth. Wait, honoured
sir, until I go to the house; having gone to the house I will send either
one cloth from these or something better than these.”

BD 2.44

“What is the good, sir, of your offering without desire to give,
because even after you have offered you do not give?”

Then that son of the (great) merchant, being pressed by the ven-

¹ yena attho. Cf. bd 1.222 for same expression. ² Genitive or dative plural used
here instead of accusative plural, which usually goes with dātuṁ, to give. ³ ito.
This refers to the two pieces of cloth that a man would ordinarily wear, as is done
today in India, except in the Punjab: the dhoti and the chaddar, the one put on at the
waist, and the other to cover the top part of the body.The son of the merchant, in
this story, presumably had on nomore than the customary two pieces of cloth, so
that if he gave one away, he would have to go partially naked. So he said, “Wait.”
⁴ kismiṁ viya = kiṁ viya, it is what? it is like what?There is no English expression
to render this exactly, but in most Indian languages there is something of the sort.
The origin of the expression is obscure. Cf. “it is awkward to go empty-handed,”
kismiṁ viya rittahatthaṁ gantuṁ, below, bd 2.321, and n. 4.
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erable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, giving one cloth, went
away.

Bu-NP 6.1.2

People, seeing the son of a (great) merchant, spoke thus:
“Why do you, master, come with (only) one cloth?”Then this son

of a (great) merchant told this matter to these people. The people
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have great desires, they are

not contented; among them it is not easy to make reasonable re-
quests.¹ How can they take a cloth when a reasonable request was
made by the son of a (great) merchant?”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, ask

the son of a (great) merchant for a robe?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, asked the son of the

(great) merchant for a robe?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
“Is he a relation of yours, Upananda, or not a relation?”
“He is not a relation, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right or what is wrong for
one who is not a relation.²Thus you, foolish man, will ask a son of a
(great) merchant for a robe. It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those

BD 2.45

who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should ask a man or a woman householder who

is not a relation (of his) for a robe, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture.”

¹ dhammanimantana, a request such as could reasonably bemade by a piousman to
a good monk, a request made to religious people in a suitable way. Here the monk
presumed on the request made him by the merchant’s son. ² Cf. above, bd 2.39.
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And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-NP 6.2.1Now at that time several monks¹ were going along the high-road
Vin 3.212

from Sāketa to Sāvatthī. Midway on the road, thieves issuing forth,
plundered these monks.²Then these monks said:
“It is forbidden by the lord to ask a man or woman householder

who is not a relation for a robe.” And being scrupulous, they did
not ask, (but) going naked as they were to Sāvatthī, they saluted the
monks respectfully.Themonks said:
“Your reverences, these Naked Ascetics³ are very good because

they respectfully salute these monks.”⁴
They said: “Your reverences, we are not Naked Ascetics, we are

monks.”
The monks said to the venerable Upāli: “If so,⁵ reverend Upāli,

question these.”⁶
Then the venerable Upāli, having questioned these monks,⁷ said

to the monks: “These are monks, your reverences; give them robes.”
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How

canmonks come naked? Should they not come covered upwith grass
or leaves?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord.Then the
lord, on that occasion, in that connection, having given reasoned

BD 2.46

talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, one whose robe is stolen or one whose robe is

destroyed, to ask a man or woman householder who is not a relation
(of his) for a robe. If there is for the Order at the first residence⁸

¹ sambahulā, bhikkhū, or “two or three” or “manymonks”; see above, bd 2.8, n. 6.
² Vin-a 665, “they stole their bowls and robes.” ³ ājīvakā. ⁴ Or, “these Naked
Ascetics who respectfully salute these monks are very good.” ⁵ iṅgha. ⁶ Vin-
a 665, “ask them for the sake of knowing their status as monks.” ⁷ Vin-a 665, “he
asked them about the pabbajjā and the upasampadā ordinations, and about bowls
and robes.” ⁸ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it
has been moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2978.)
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which he approaches either a robe in the dwelling-place¹ or a bed-
cover² or a ground-covering³ or a mattress- cover,⁴ (I allow) him to

BD 2.47

take it to put on, if he says, ‘Getting (a robe), I will replace⁵ it.’ But
if there is not for the Order either a robe in the dwelling-place or a
bed-cover or a ground-covering or a mattress-cover, then he should
come covered up with grass or leaves; but he should not come naked.
Who should so come, there is an offence of wrong-doing.⁶ And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshouldaskamanorwomanhouseholderwho

is not a relation (of his) for a robe, except at the right time, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. This is the right

¹ vihāracīvara. As far as I know the word occurs only here. Vin-a 666 says, “people
having had a residence erected, thinking, ‘Let the four requisites belonging to us
be of use (to the monks),’ making ready sets of three robes and depositing them
in the residence that they have erected—this is what is called a vihāracīvara.” It
thus seems to be a robe put by in case of need in a residence, and more specifi-
cally in the vihāra, or dwelling-place portion of it—i.e., not in the refectory or any
of the other rooms used together by the community. ² uttarattharaṇa. This is
a cover for a bed or chair, used out of respect for the person who uses the bed
or chair, so as to prevent his clothes from being soiled. Vin-a 666 says that it is
called a sheet for spreading on or over a couch, uttarattharaṇan ti mañcakassa upari
attharaṇakaṁ paccattharaṇaṁ vuccati. At Vin-a 776 uttarattharaṇa is called a sheet
that may be spread over couches and chairs, uttarattharaṇan ti nāmamañcapīṭhā-
nam upari attharitabbakaṁ paccattharaṇaṁ. On paccattharaṇa see above, bd 2.34,
n. 1. ³ bhummattharaṇa. Vin-a 666, “when the earth is prepared, they cover it for
the sake of preserving its texturewith carpets; spreading out a strawmat above this
they walk up and down” At Vin-a 776 bhummattharaṇa is called a mat for sitting or
lying on, kaṭusāraka, thatmay be spread on the ground. Cf. below, bd 2.73. ⁴ bhisic-
chavi. Vin-a 666, “the outer skin (chavi) of a mattress for a couch or a mattress for a
chair.” Bhisi, a mattress, may mean a door-rug, something thick for wiping the feet,
or a cushion. In fact, anything like a mattress afterwards came to be called bhisi. At
Vin 4.40 (= below, bd 2.240) five materials are given of which a bhisimight lawfully
be made. See also Vinaya Texts ii.210, n. ⁵ odahissāmi. Vin-a 667 explains by puna
ṭhapessāmi, “I will deposit again.” ⁶ Cf. Vin 1.305: whatever monk adopts naked-
ness, the adoption of members of other sects, there is a grave offence; Visākhā’s
strictures on nakedness for monks and nuns, Vin 1.292, Vin 1.293; and Bu-NP 24
below. At the root of the desire that monks should be clothed was the need, lay and
monastic, to differentiate between bhikkhus and titthiyas, or those of them who
were Naked Ascetics.
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time in this case: if a monk becomes one whose robe is stolen or
whose robe is destroyed; in this case this is the right time.”

Bu-NP 6.3.1Whatevermeans: he who …
Monkmeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not a relationmeans: one who is not related on the mother’s

side or on the father’s side back through seven generations.¹
A householdermeans: he who lives in a house.²
Awoman householdermeans: she who lives in a house.³

Vin 3.213

BD 2.48Arobemeans: anyone robe of the six (kinds of) robes (including)
the least one fit for assignment.⁴

Except at the right timemeans: setting the right time to one
side.

Onewhose robe is stolenmeans: amonk’s robe becomes stolen⁵
by kings or by thieves or by rogues, or it becomes stolen by anyone
whatsoever.

One whose robe is destroyed means: a monk’s robe becomes
burnt by fire, or it becomes carried away by water,⁶ or it becomes
eaten by rats and white ants, or it becomes worn by use.

Bu-NP 6.3.2

If he asks, except at the right time, there is an offence of wrong-
doing in the action; it is to be forfeited on acquisition. It should be
forfeited to the Order, or to a group, or to an individual. And thus,
monks, should it be forfeited: ‘This robe, honoured sirs, asked for by
me from a householderwho is not a relation, except at the right time,
is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give
back … let the venerable ones give back … I will give back this robe
to the venerable one.’

Bu-NP 6.3.3

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.31; below, bd 2.55. ² Cf. below, bd 2.55. Ajjhāvasati is, according to
Critical Pali Dictionary, “to dwell in (as an owner).” ³ Cf. below, bd 2.55. Ajjhāvasati
is, according to Critical Pali Dictionary, “to dwell in (as an owner).” ⁴ Cf. above,
bd 2.7 and n. 4; bd 2.40, and below, bd 2.140. ⁵ Here presumably with the sense
of “taken forcibly.” ⁶ udakena vuḷhaṁ; cf. Vin 1.32. Sinhalese edition has vūḷhaṁ,
which I understand to be the correct form.
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If he thinks that a man (or woman) is not a relation when he is
not a relation, (and) asks for a robe except at the right time, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to
whether a man is not a relation (and) asks for a robe except at the
right time, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that a man is a relation when he is not a relation, (and) asks
for a robe except at the right time, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a man is not a relation when
he is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether a man is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

BD 2.49

If he thinks that a man is a relation when he is a relation, there is no
offence.

Bu-NP 6.3.4

There is no offence if it is at the right time; if they belong to
relations; if they are invited¹; if it is for another; if it is by means of
his own property²; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Vin-a 667 seems to take ñātakānaṁ pavāritānaṁ together—i.e., without the
comma of the text. Commentary says “if they are for relations who are invited”;
and later pavāritānaṁ is taken up again, “whoever having invited, but who owing
to foolishness or forgetfulness, does not give, should be asked … If he says, ‘I invite
you to my house,’ going to his house you should sit down for as long as desirable, or
lie down, but take nothing. If he says, ‘I invite you to whatever is in my house,’ you
should ask for what is allowable there.” Cf. below, bd 1.52, bd 1.57. ² Vin-a 667, “if
he asks for a robe by means of utensils allowable to monks (kappiyabhaṇḍa), if it is
by an allowable procedure (kappiyavohārena).” Cf. above, bd 2.27, n. 3.
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Bu-NP 7.1.1

BD 2.50

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At that
time the group of six monks having come up to monks whose robes
had been stolen, said: “Your reverences, one whose robe has been
stolen or one whose robe has been destroyed is allowed by the lord
to ask for a robe from a man or woman householder who is not a
relation¹; your reverences, ask (them) for a robe.”

They said: “No, we don’t want² (one), your reverences, a robe has
been obtained by us.”
“We are asking for the venerable ones,” they said.
“Do ask (them), your reverences.”
Then the group of six monks, having approached householders,

said:
“Sirs, monks are coming whose robes have been stolen; give them

robes,” (and) they asked for many robes. At that time a certain man
Vin 3.214

who was sitting in a village assembly hall³ said to another man:
“Master,⁴ monks are coming whose robes have been stolen; I gave

them a robe.”
Then he said: “I also gave (to them).”
Then another man said: “I also gave (to them).”
These men … spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses,

sons of the Sakyans, not knowing moderation,⁵ ask for many robes?
Will the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, deal in the cloth trade⁶ or will
they set up a shop⁷?”

¹ Bu-NP 6. ² alaṁ. ³ sabhāyaṁ nisinno. ⁴ ayyo, not ayye, indicates affection
and familiarity along with respect. ⁵ They do not care for moderation, do not
think of it, or have forgotten it. ⁶ This is simply a rebuke. ⁷ Cf. below, bd 2.113,
and Vin 2.291.
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Themonks heard these men who … spread it about.
BD 2.51

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can the group of six monks, not knowing moderation, ask for many
robes?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, not knowingmoderation,

asked for many robes?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“Howcanyou, foolishmen,notknowingmoderation, ask formany

robes? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“If amanorawomanhouseholderwho isnota relation, asking

(a monk), should invite¹ him (to take material for) many robes,
thenatmost (material for) an innerandanupper robe² shouldbe
acceptedas robe-material by thatmonk; if he should acceptmore
than that, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 7.2.1 Himmeans: the monk whose robe has been stolen.
Amanwho is not a relationmeans: … (See Bu-NP 6.3.1) … she

who lives in a house.
(For) many robes³ means: (for) abundant robes.⁴
Asking, should invite means: he says, “Take just as much as

you want.”
At most (material for) an inner and an upper robe should

BD 2.52

be accepted as robe-material by that monk means: if the three

¹ abhihaṭṭhuṁ pavādreyya. See Vinaya Texts ii.440 for note on this phrase. It is
there found that abhihaṭṭhuṁ (in spite of the spelling with -ṭṭh-) is a gerund from
abhi-har, like Prakrit abhihaṭṭuṁ. This is confirmed by Vin-a 668, mn-a 2.264 (on
mn i.222) = an-a (on anv.350) = sn-a iii.54 (on sn iv.190) which explain abhihaṭṭhuṁ
by abhiharitvā.The phrase abhihaṭṭhuṁpavāreti is followed by the instrumental, the
sense of pavāreti being to “present with, to supply with, to invite with.” Here “to in-
vite” seems the best translation, as the choice of the amount ismade to rest with the
monk. Also Vin-a 668 says that the termmeans “to make to like,” as well as niman-
teti, to request, or invite. Critical Pali Dictionary suggests that abhiharati + pavāreti
means to bring out and offer (food, etc.). ² santaruttara; see above, bd 2.12, n. 1.
³ bahūhi … bahukehi. ⁴ bahūhi … bahukehi.
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(robes) come to be destroyed, two may be accepted; if two are de-
stroyed, one may be accepted; if one is destroyed nothing may be
accepted.

If he should acceptmore than thatmeans: if he asks for more
than that there is an offence of wrong-domg in the action. It is to be
forfeited on acquisition; it should be forfeited to the Order, or to a
group, or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
‘Honoured sirs, having goneup to a householderwho is not a relation,
this robe material asked for bymemore than that (which I should
ask for), is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order

Vin 3.215

should give back… let the venerable ones give back… Iwill give back
this robe to the venerable one.’

Bu-NP 7.2.2

If he thinks that a man is not a relation when is he not a relation
(and) asks for robe-material more than that (which he should ask
for), there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in
doubt as to whether he is not a relation … (See Bu-NP6.2) … is no
offence.

Bu-NP 7.2.3

There is no offence if, saying: ‘I will take the remainder,’ taking
it he goes away; if they give the remainder, saying: ‘Let it be only for
you’; if they do not give because (a robe was) stolen¹; if they do not
give because (a robe was) destroyed; if they belong to relations²; if
they are invited; if it is by means of his own property³; if he is mad,
if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Vin-a 669, “they give on account of his being learned and so on” (and not because
he was robbed). ² Cf. above, bd 2.49. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.27, bd 2.49.
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Bu-NP 8.1.1
BD 2.53

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At
that time¹ a certain man said to his wife: “I will present² master
Upananda³ with a robe.” A certain monk who was going for alms
heard the words of this man as he was speaking. Then this monk
approached the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, and
having approached he said to the venerable Upananda, the son of
the Sakyans:
“You, reverend Upananda, are of great merit⁴; on a certain occa-

sion a certain man said to his wife: ‘I will present master Upananda
with a robe.’ ”
“Your reverence, he is my supporter,” he said.
ThenthevenerableUpananda, the sonof theSakyans, approached

this man, and having approached he said to this man:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, sir, desire to present me with a

robe?”
“Did I not also think,master: I will presentmaster Upanandawith

a robe?”
“If you, sir, desire to present me with a robe, present me with a

robe like this. What shall I do with one presented that I cannot make
use of?”

Then that man… spread it about, saying: “These recluses, sons
of the Sakyans, have great desires, they are not contented. It is not
easy to present themwith a robe. How canmaster Upananda, before

¹ Cf. Bu-NP9 ² acchādeti has sense of to give so as to clothe or cover. ³ See
also Bu-NP 6. ⁴ Same thing said to Upananda at Vin 1.300, and Vin 3.217, Vin 3.257
(bd 2.58, bd 2.145, below).
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being invited by me, approaching me, put forward a consideration¹
with regard to a robe?”

BD 2.54

Monks heard that man who… spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, before being invited, approaching
a householder, put forward a consideration with regard to a robe?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:

Vin 3.216

“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, before being invited,
approaching a householder, put forward a considerationwith regard
to a robe?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
“Is he a relation of yours, Upananda, or not a relation?”
“He is not a relation, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation² does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right or what is wrong
for one who is not a relation.³Thus you, foolish man, before being
invited, approaching a householder who is not a relation, will put
forward a consideration with regard to a robe. It is not, foolish man,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“In case a robe-fund⁴ comes to be laid by for a monk by a man

or a woman householder who is not a relation (of his), thinking:
‘Iwill present themonkso and sowith a robe, havinggot the robe
in exchange for this robe-fund’—then if thatmonk, out of desire
for somethingfine, approachingbeforebeing invited, shouldput
forward a considerationwith regard to a robe, saying: ‘Indeed it
would be well; do let the venerable one,⁵ having got a robe like

BD 2.55

this or like that in exchange for this robe-fund, present it tome,’

¹ vikappaṁ āpajjissati. Cf. below, bd 2.145, where again Upananda is greedy about
robes. ² Cf. below, bd 2.147. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.39, bd 2.44, and below, bd 2.59,
bd 2.147. ⁴ cīvaracetāpana. A robe-fund consisted of things for barter.This passage
is complicated by the various meanings, brought out by the Old Commentary, (see
below), which appear to be attached to the cognate forms, °cetāpana, °cetāpanena,
and °cetāpetvā. Vin-a 670, cīvaracetāpanan ti cīvaramūlaṁ. ⁵ āyasmā, perhaps
here “gentleman”—or “lady”; certainly it is an honorific title. Cf. below, bd 2.148
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there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 8.2.1 For amonk¹ means: for the good of a monk, making a monk an
object, being desirous of presenting to a monk.

Amanwho is not a relationmeans: one who is not related on
the mother’s side or on the father’s side back through seven genera-
tions.²

A householdermeans: he who lives in a house.³
Awoman householdermeans: she who lives in a house.
Robe-fundmeans: gold or a gold coin⁴ or a pearl or a jewel or a

coral or a ploughshare⁵ or a (piece of) cloth⁶ or thread or cotton.
For this robe-fundmeans: for what is present.⁷
Having got in exchangemeans: having bartered.⁸
I will presentmeans: I will give.
Then if thatmonkmeans: that monk for whom the robe-fund

comes to be laid by.
Before being invitedmeans: before it was said (to him): ‘What

kind of robe do you want, honoured sir? What kind of robe shall I
get in exchange for you?’

Approachingmeans: going to thehouse, approaching (him) any-
where.

Should put forward a consideration with regard to a robe
BD 2.56

means: ‘Let it be long or wide or rough⁹ or soft.’
Vin 3.217

For this robe-fundmeans: for what is present.
Like this or like thatmeans: long or wide or rough or soft.

¹ Cf. this portionof theOldCommentary,with that onBu-NP 8andBu-NP 27. ² See
above, bd 2.31, bd 2.47. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.47. ⁴ For oneonhirañña, unwrought gold,
and suvaṇṇa, wrought gold, see bd 1.28. ⁵ phāla. At sn i.169, Snp p. 13 and Snp 77,
this means “plough-share.” Cf. Vin 1.225. ⁶ paṭaka seems connected with paṭa.
⁷ paccupaṭṭhita, present, ready, at hand. ⁸ parivatteti; also means to turn over,
to deal with, to change. Cf. pārivattakacīvara, exchange of robes, at bd 2.39, above.
At Vin 2.174 monks are allowed to barter valuable woollen garments and valuable
cotton garments, or cloths, kambala and dussa, for increasing (the accessories of
lodgings). ⁹ appitaṁ, of a close weave, solid. But, as opposed to “soft,” it must
here mean harsh or rough. Vin-a 727 explains it by ghana, solid, compact, massive.
Cf. below, bd 2.145.
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Having got in exchangemeans: having bartered.
Present (it)means: give (it).
Out of desire for something finemeans: wanting what is good,

wanting what is costly.
If according to what he says, he gets in exchange one that is long

or wide or rough or soft, there is an offence of wrong-doing in the
action. It is to be forfeited on acquisition; it should be forfeited to the
Order, or to a group, or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it
be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, before I was invited (to take) this robe,
approaching a householder who was not a relation, I put forward a
consideration with regard to a robe; it is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to
the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable ones
give back … I will give back this robe to the venerable one.’

Bu-NP 8.2.2

If he thinks that a man is not a relation when he is not a relation,
(and) before being invited, approaching a householder, puts forward
a consideration regarding a robe, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to whether the man is not a
relation, (and) before being invited, approaching ahouseholder, puts
forward a consideration with regard to a robe, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a man is a relation
when he is not a relation, (and) before being invited, approaching
a householder, puts forward a consideration with regard to a robe,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that
a man is not a relation when he is a relation, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as towhether aman is a relation, there

BD 2.57

is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that a man is a relation
when he is a relation, there is no offence.

Bu-NP 8.2.3

There is no offence if they belong to relations,¹ if they are invited;
if it is for another; if it is by means of his own property; if he gets
something of small value in exchange while he desires to get some-
thing costly in exchange; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. bd 2.49, bd 2.52.
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Bu-NP 9.1.1

BD 2.58

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At
that time¹ a certain man said to another man: “I will present master
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, with a robe.”Then he² said: “I also
will present master Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, with a robe.”
A certain monk who was going for alms heard this conversation of
thesemen.Then thismonk approached the venerable Upananda, the
son of the Sakyans, and having approached, he said to the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“You, reverend Upananda, are of great merit; on a certain occa-

sion a certain man said to another man: ‘I will present master Up-
Vin 3.218

ananda, the son of the Sakyans, with a robe.’ Then he said: ‘I also
will present master Upananda, the son of the Sakyans with a robe.’ ”
‘Your reverence, these (men) are my supporters.’ Then the venera-
ble Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, approached these men, and
having approached, he said to these men:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, sirs, desire to present me with

robes?”
“Didwenot think,master: ‘Wewill presentmasterUpanandawith

robes?’ ”
“If you, sirs, desire to present me with robes, present me with

a robe like this. What shall I do with ones presented that I cannot
make use of?”

Then these men … spread it about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have great desires, they are

not contented. It is not easy to present them with robes. How can

¹ Cf. Bu-NP8 ² The other man.
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master Upananda, before being invited by us, approaching, put for-
ward a consideration with regard to a robe?”

BD 2.59

Monks heard these men who … spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, before being invited, approaching
householders, put forward a consideration with regard to a robe?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, before being invited,

approaching householders, put forward a consideration with regard
to a robe?” “It is true, lord,” he said.
“Are they relations of yours, Upananda, or not relations?”
“They are not relations, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right or what is wrong for
those who are not relations.¹ Thus you, foolish man, before being
invited, approaching householders who are not relations, will put
forward a consideration with regard to a robe. It is not, foolish man,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“In case various robe-funds come to be laid by for a monk by

twomenhouseholders or by (two)womenhouseholderswho are
not relations (of his), thinking: ‘Wewill present themonk so and
so with robes, having got various robes in exchange for the var-
ious robe-funds.’Then if that monk, out of desire for something
fine, approachingbeforebeing invited, shouldput forwardacon-
siderationwith regard to a robe, saying: ‘Indeed itwould bewell;
do let the venerable ones, having got a robe like this or like that
in exchange for the various robe-funds, present it tome, the two
togetherwithone,’² there is anoffenceof expiation involving for-
feiture.”

Vin 3.219

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.39, bd 2.44, bd 2.59. ² Ubho’va santā, ekenā ti. The Commentary
says nothing, but see Old Commentary below. It means that the two men should
combine and put their funds together so that there should be two fundswhich could
then be exchanged for one (good) cloth or robe, and the twomen present the monk
with one robe.
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Bu-NP 9.2.1

BD 2.60
For a monk¹ means: … (See Bu-NP8.2.2) … being desirous of

presenting to a monk.
By two² means: by two.³
Menwho are not relationsmeans: … back through seven gen-

erations.⁴
Men householdersmean: they who live in a house.
Women householdersmean: they who live in a house.
Robe-fundsmean: gold or gold coins or pearls or jewels or corals

or ploughshares or cloths or threads or cottons.⁵
For thesevarious robe-fundsmeans: for these (things) that are

present.
Having got in exchangemeans: having bartered.
Wewill presentmeans: we will give.
Then if thatmonkmeans: that monk for whom the robe-funds

have come to be laid by.
Before being invitedmeans: … ‘… what kind of robe shall we

get in exchange for you?’
Approaching…shouldput forwardaconsiderationwithre-

gard to a robemeans: ‘Let it be long …’
For thesevarious robe-fundsmeans: for these (things) that are

present.
Like this … present (it)means: give (it).
The two togetherwith onemeans: two people for one (robe).⁶
Out of desire for something finemeans: wanting what is good,

wanting what is costly.
If, according to what he says, they get in exchange one that is

long or wide or rough or soft, there is an offence of wrong-doing in
the action … (See Bu-NP 8.2.1–Bu-NP.8.2.3; instead of a householder

¹ Cf. this portion of the Old Commentary, with that on previous Nissaggiya. ² ub-
hinnaṁ, (more properly ‘both’) … dvinnaṁ. ³ ubhinnaṁ, (more properly ‘both’) …
dvinnaṁ. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.39, bd 2.44, bd 2.54. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 2.55, where these
items are given in the singular, since only one robe-fund is being defined. ⁶ dve pi
janā ekena, two people with one (fine robe instead of with twomore ordinary ones).
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who is not a relation, … a householder read householders who are
BD 2.61

not relations … householders) … if he gets something of small value
in exchange while they desire to get something costly in exchange;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.
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Bu-NP 10.1.1
BD 2.62

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time a chief minister,¹ the supporter of the venerable Upananda,
the son of the Sakyans, sent a robe-fund² by a messenger to the
venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, saying: “Having got a
robe in exchange for this robe-fund, present master Upananda with
a robe.”

Then that messenger approached the venerable Upananda, the
son of the Sakyans, and having approached, he said to the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans: “Honoured sir, this robe-fund
was brought for the venerable one; let the venerable one accept this
robe-fund.”

Vin 3.220

Whenhehad spoken thus, thevenerableUpananda, the sonof the
Sakyans, said to that messenger: “Sir, we do not accept a robe-fund;
but we accept a robe if it is at the right time and if it is allowable.”³

When he had spoken thus, that messenger said to the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans: “But is there someone who is the
venerable one’s attendant⁴?”

At that time a certain lay-follower went to the monastery on
some business or other.Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the
Sakyans, said to that messenger: “Sir, this lay-follower is the monks’
attendant.”
¹ mahāmatta is at bd 1.74 included in definition of “kings.” ² See Bu-NP8 and
Bu-NP 9. ³ kappiya—i.e., something that is made allowable for the monks to take
because it has been given, and so made legally acceptable. See Vin 1.206. ⁴ veyyā-
vaccakara, usually a lay-attendant in little better position than a servant. Vin-a 672
explains by kiccakaro kappiyakārako, one whomakes something legally allowable
(to the monks by offering it to them).
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Then that messenger, informing¹ that lay-follower, approached
BD 2.63

the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, and having ap-
proached, he said to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“Honoured sir, the person whom the venerable one has pointed

out as an attendant has been instructed² by me; let the venerable
one approach (him) at the right time (and) he will present you with
a robe.”

Then the chief minister sent a messenger to the venerable Up-
ananda, the son of the Sakyans, to say: “Let the master make use of
this robe; we want this robe made use of by the master.”

Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, did not say
anything to that lay-follower. A second time the chief minister sent
a messenger to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, to
say: “Let the master make use of … by the master. “A second time the
venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, did not say anything to
that lay-follower. A third time the chief minister sent a messenger
to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, to say: “Let the
master make use of … by the master.”

Bu-NP 10.1.2

Nowat that time there came tobeameeting-day for the townspeo-
ple,³ and an agreement was made by the townspeople that: Whoever
comes the last pays fifty.⁴Then the venerable Upananda, the son of

¹ saññapetvā = jānāpetvā, Vin-a 672. ² saññatto = āṇatto, Vin-a 672. ³ negamassa
samayo hoti. Negama also occurs at Vin 1.268.The word comes from nigama, which
is from nadī-gāma. Originally things were sent by water rather than by land, so
that villages on rivers (nadī-gāma) would become the centres of trade. In India all
important cities are on a river.Thus nadī-gāma is an important place, a town even,
which may or may not be the seat of a king (rājadhāni). If a gāma, village, becomes
very big, it is called nagara, town. If not so big, then it is a pura. This is usually a
fortified town. Villages and towns run in this order: gāma, village; nigama, a river-
side and hence important village or little town; pura, a fortified town, in which
kings may live; nagara, a town (this may contain a fortified portion, but may spread
outside it); rājadhāni, seat of a king. ⁴ paññāsaṁ bandho. Buddhaghosa is doubtful
of the reading; there is also the variant reading baddho, which is synonymous with
jito or jīno below. Vin-a 672 says “the fine (or punishment, daṇḍa) is fifty kahāpaṇas.”
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the Sakyans, approached that lay-follower, and having approached,
he said to that lay-follower:

BD 2.64

“Sir, I want the robe.”
“Honoured sir, wait this day¹ (only). Today there comes to be a

meeting-day for the townspeople, and an agreement was made by
the townspeople that: Whoever comes last pays fifty.”
“Sir, give me the robe this very day,”² he said, and he took hold of

his waist-band.³Then that lay-follower, being pressed by the venera-
ble Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having got a robe in exchange
for the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, went the last.
People said to this lay-follower: “Why do you, master, come the last?
You have lost fifty.”⁴Then that lay-follower told this matter to those
people.The people … spread it about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have great desires, they are

not contented; amongst them it is not easy to render a service. How
Vin 3.221

can they, being told by a lay-follower: ‘Honoured sir, wait this day
(only),’ not wait?” Monks heard these people who … spread it about.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can
the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, being told by a lay-
follower: ‘Honoured sir, wait this day (only),’ not wait?”Then these
monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, being told by a lay-

BD 2.65

follower: ‘Honoured sir, wait this day (only),’ did not wait?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“Howcanyou, foolishman, being toldbya lay-follower: ‘Honoured

¹ ajjuṇho. Vin-a 672 explains by ajja ekaṁ divasaṁ. It is therefore more likely to
mean “(only) this day (the rest of the present day-and-night)” as given in the Critical
Pali Dictionary, than “this moonlight night” of the Pali-English Dictionary ² ajj’
eva. ³ ovaṭṭikāya pārāmasi. Ovaṭṭikā can also mean a bracelet and a patch. See
VinayaTexts ii.153, n. 3;Morris, Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1887, p. 156.Pārāmasi,
translated at bd 1.203 as “rubs up against” is here explained by Vin-a 672 as gaṇhi,
took hold. ⁴ paññāsaṁ jino ’si. Oldenberg, Vinaya Texts iii.277 says, “Probably we
ought to read jīno ’si.” Vin-a 672 has the reading jito ’si. Jīyati, one ofwhosemeanings
is “to lose,” is in Pali both the passive of √ji and the present middle of √jya, (jī),
therefore it can have jita or jīna as past participles.
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sir, wait this day (only),’ not wait? Foolish man, it is not for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:

Bu-NP 10.1.3

“In case a king or one in the service of a king¹ or a brahmin
or a householder should send a robe-fund for a monk by a mes-
senger, saying: ‘Having got a robe in exchange for this robe-fund,
present the monk so and so with a robe’; then if this messenger
shouldapproachthemonkandsay: ‘Honouredsir, this robe-fund
was brought for the venerable one; let the venerable one accept
this robe-fund,’ then the messenger should be spoken to thus by
this monk: ‘Sir, we do not accept a robe-fund, but we accept a
robe if it is at the right time and if it is allowable.’ If this mes-
senger should say to the monk: ‘But is there someone who is the
venerable one’s attendant?’, then, monks,² an attendant should
be pointed out by the monk in need of a robe—either one who
is engaged in the monastery³ or a lay-follower—saying: ‘This is
the monks’ attendant.’ If this messenger, instructing this atten-
dant, approaching that monk, should speak thus: ‘Honoured sir,

BD 2.66

I have instructed thepersonwhomthevenerable onepointedout
as an attendant; let the venerable one approach at the right time,
(and) hewill present youwith a robe’; then,monks, if thatmonk
is in need of a robe, approaching that attendant, he should state⁴
and remind him two or three times, saying: ‘Sir, I am in need of a
robe.’ If while stating and reminding two or three times, he suc-
ceeds in obtaining⁵ that robe, that is good. If he does not succeed

¹ rājabhogga. Pali-English Dictionary seems to see in this the meaning of “Of royal
power, entitled to the throne, as a designation of class.” It says, under article for
bhogga, and quoting this passage, that rājabhogga “takes the place of the usual
khattiya.” I think, however, that the reference is back to the chief minister, who has
alreadyappeared in this episode.Cf.alsobelow,OldCommentary, bd 2.67. ² Vinaya
Texts i.23, n. 1, “this word of address is most noteworthy … It must be meant as an
address by the Buddha himself to the brethren.” Cf. also Bu-Pc 71, where bhikkhave
again occurs in the sikkhāpada, rule. ³ ārāmika, one who is employed in petty or
menial works in a monastery, an attendant in a monastery. Nowadays such a man
receives food there. ⁴ codetabbo, here to request or state, but “state” is chosen for
the translation, sincemonkswerenot allowed tomake a request. ⁵ abhinipphādeti.
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in obtaining it, he should stand silently¹ for it four times, five
times, six times at the utmost. If he succeeds in obtaining that
robe, standing silently for it, four times, five times, six times at
the utmost, that is good. If he, exerting himself ² further than

Vin 3.222

that, succeeds in obtaining that robe, there is an offence of expi-
ation involving forfeiture. If he does not succeed in obtaining it,
he should either go himself to where the robe-fundwas brought
from for him,³ or a messenger should be sent to say: ‘That robe-
fund which you, sirs, sent for a monk, is not of any use to that
monk.⁴ Let the gentlemen make use of their own,⁵ let your own
things be not lost.’⁶This is the proper course in this case.”

Bu-NP 10.2.1 For amonkmeans: for the good of a monk, making a monk his
object, being desirous of presenting to a monk.

A kingmeans: he who rules a kingdom.
BD 2.67

One in the king’s servicemeans: whoever is in the king’s pay.⁷
A brahminmeans: a brahmin by birth.
A householdermeans: excepting the king and he who is in the

king’s service and the brahmin, he who remains is called a house-
holder.⁸

A robe-fundmeans: gold or a gold coin or a pearl or a jewel.⁹
For this robe-fundmeans: for what is present.
Having got in exchangemeans: having bartered.
Presentmeans: give.
If that messenger, approaching that monk, should say : ‘Hon-

oured sir, this robe-fund was brought for the venerable one, let the

¹ The silent mode of asking came to be the only one allowed to the monks. But
here they are permitted to express their wants in words before they begin their
silent standing. ² vāyamamāna. ³ According to Vin-a 674 if a monk neither
goes himself nor sends a messenger, he falls into an offence of wrong-doing for
breaking a custom (vattabheda). ⁴ na taṁ tassa bhikkhuno kiñci atthaṁ anubhoti.
⁵ yuñjant’ āyasmanto sakaṁ, or “let the gentlemen have the benefit of their own
things.” ⁶ mā vo sakaṁ vinas(s)ā ti. ⁷ rañño bhattavetanāhāro, living on a salary
and food from a king. ⁸ Cf. earlier definitions of a “householder” as “he who lives
in a house,” above, bd 1.47, bd 1.55, bd 1.60. ⁹ Cf. earlier and longer definitions of
“robe-fund” at bd 2.55, bd 2.60.
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venerable one accept this robe-fund,’ then this messenger should
be spoken to thus by this monk: … ‘… is the monks’ attendant.’ He
should not say: ‘Give it to him,’ or ‘He will deposit it,’ or ‘He will
barter it,’ or ‘He will get it in exchange.’

If this messenger, instructing this attendant, approaching that
monk, should speak thus: ‘Honoured sir, I have instructed the person
whom the venerable one pointed out as an attendant; let the vener-
able one approach at the right time (and) he will present you with
a robe’; then, monks, if that monk is in need of a robe, approaching
that attendant, he should state and remind him two or three times,
saying: ‘Sir, I am in need of a robe.’ He should not say: ‘Give me a
robe,’ ‘Fetchme a robe,’ ‘Barter a robe forme,’ ‘Get a robe in exchange
for me.’ A second time he should say … A third time he should say …

If … he succeeds in obtaining (that robe), that is good. If he does
not succeed in obtaining it, going there, he should stand silently
for it; he should not sit down on a seat, he should not accept food,
he should not teach dhamma¹; being asked, ‘Why did you come?’

BD 2.68

he should say: ‘You know it, sir.’ If he either sits down on a seat or
Vin 3.223

accepts food or teaches dhamma, he loses an opportunity.² A second
time he may stand. A third time he may stand. Having stated four
times, he may stand four times. Having stated five times, he may
stand twice. Having stated six times, he may not stand.³

Bu-NP 10.2.2

If he, exerting himself further than that, succeeds in obtaining
that robe, there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action. It is to be
forfeited on acquisition; it should be forfeited to the Order, or to a
group, or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:

BD 2.69

‘Honoured sirs, this robe obtained byme, by stating more than three
times, by standing more than six times, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it

¹ na dhammo bhāsitabbo. Vin-a 673 says that if asked to recite a piece of the text
(or a blessing, at the beginning of a ceremony) or a grace (at the end of a meal),
he should not say anything. ² ṭhānaṁ bhanjati—i.e., to go and stand. Vin-a 673
ṭhānaṁ = āgatakāraṇaṁ—i.e., the reason or occasion for which he came (namely, to
acquire a robe). ³ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length,
so it has been moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2978.)
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to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable
ones give back … I will give back this robe to the monk so and so.’

If he does not succeed in obtaining it, he should either go himself
to where the robe-fund was brought from for him, or a messenger
should be sent to say: ‘That robe-fund which you, sirs, sent for a
monk, is not of any use to that monk. Let the gentlemenmake use of
their own, let your own things be not lost.’

This is the proper course¹ in this casemeans: this is the appro-
priate course² in this case.

Bu-NP 10.2.3

If he succeeds in obtaining it by stating more than three times,
by standing more than six times, thinking that they are more, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he succeeds in ob-
taining it by stating more than three times, by standing more than
six times, but is in doubt (as to the number of times), there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he succeeds in obtaining
it by stating more than three times, by standing more than six times,
thinking them to be less, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If, stating less than three times, standing less than six
times, he thinks them to bemore, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If stating less than three times, standing less than six times, he is
in doubt (as to the number), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If,
stating less than three times, standing less than six times, he thinks
them to be less, there is no offence.

Bu-NP 10.2.4

There is no offence in stating three times, in standing six times;
in stating less than three times, in standing less than six times; if

BD 2.70

himself not stating, he gives; if stating, the owners give; if he is mad,
if he is the first wrong-doer.

The First Division: that on Kaṭhina-cloth³

¹ “Proper course” is sāmīci, etiquette, courtesy; “appropriate course” is anudham-
matā, custom; used with regard to the monks. Dhamma here means good social
manners and customs. Anudhammatā is a synonym for sāmīci. ² See previous
note. ³ kaṭhinavagga. Cf. the Kaṭhinakkhandhaka, Vin 1.253–265.
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this is its key¹
Ten (nights), one night, and a month,
and washing, acceptance,
Three about those who are not relations, of two,
and by means of a messenger.

Vin 3.224

¹ uddāna, something like a mnemonic verse, an abbreviation, in which only a
leading word of each rule is given, and simply to help the memory of the monkwho
is reciting the rules. All the teaching was oral.
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Bu-NP 11.1.1
BD 2.71

… at Āḷavī in the chief shrine at Āḷavī.¹ At that time the group of
six monks, approaching silk-makers,² said: “Sirs, hatch³ many silk-
worms, and give them to us, for we want to make a rug⁴ mixed with
silk.”These looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, approaching us,

speak thus: ‘Sirs, hatch … mixed with silk’? It is a loss for us, it is
ill-gotten for us that we, for the sake of livelihood, for the sake of
wife and children, are bringing (these) many small creatures into
destruction.”

Monks heard these men who … spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks, approaching silk-makers, say:

‘Sirs, hatch … a rug mixed with silk’?” Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, approaching silk-makers,

spoke thus: ‘Sirs, hatch … a rug mixed with silk’?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, approaching silk-makers, speak thus:

‘Sirs, hatch … a rug mixed with silk’? It is not, foolish men, for pleas-
ing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of

BD 2.72

training should be set forth:
“Whatever monks should cause a rug to be made mixed with

¹ Cf. bd 1.247. ² kosiyakāraka, those preparing the raw silk, raising silk-worms
(kosakāraka), rather than silk-weavers. ³ pacatha, literally boil or cook. ⁴ san-
thata, something that is spread: a rug, mat or a sheet. See bd 1.247.
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silk, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 11.2.1Whatevermeans: he who …
Monkmeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
A rugmeans: it is made “having spread,” not woven.¹
Should cause to be mademeans: if he makes it or causes it to

be made mixing it with one silken filament,² there is an offence
of wrong-doing in the action. It is to be forfeited on acquisition. It
should be forfeited to the Order, or to a group, or to an individual.
And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: … ‘Honoured sirs, this rug,
which I had made mixed with silk, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to
the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable ones
give back … I will give back this rug to the venerable one.’

Vin 3.225

Bu-NP 11.2.2

If what was incompletely executed by himself, he has finished
by himself, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If
he makes others finish what was incompletely executed by himself,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If what was
incompletely executed by others, he has finished by himself, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he makes others
finish what was incompletely executed by others, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he makes it or causes it to be
made for another, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, acquiring
what was made for another, he makes use of it, there is an offence of

BD 2.73

wrong-doing.³

There is no offence if he makes a canopy⁴ or a ground-covering⁵

¹ I.e., having spread out the material, or by the spreading method; see bd 2, Intro-
duction, p. xxii. ² aṁsu is really the technical name of those small particles of
which a thread is composed, not the thread itself. ³ = below, Vin 3.227, Vin 3.229,
Vin 3.233, and Vin 4.167, Vin 4.171. ⁴ Nowadays a canopywould be used for putting
over shrines. ⁵ Cf. bd 2.46, above.
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or a screen-wall¹ or a mattress² or a squatting mat³; if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Such as a wall made up of cloth. Word occurs at Vin 3.189, Vin 4.269, Ja 2.88.
² bhisi; see above, bd 2.47. ³ bimbohana, such asmonks in Ceylon use nowadays in
the hall where the uposatha is held and the upasampadā conferred.They are usually
padded.These items recur below at bd 2.78, bd 2.82, bd 2.89, and Vin 4.171, Vin 4.279.
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Bu-NP 12.1.1
BD 2.74

… at Vesālī in the Great Grove in the Hall of the Peaked Roof. At that
time the group of six monks had a rug¹ made of pure black sheep’s²
wool. People, engaged in touring the dwelling-place, seeing them…
spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
have a rug made of pure black sheep’s wool, like householders who
enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Monks heard these people who …
spread it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying:
“How can the group of six monks have a rug made of pure black

sheep’s wool?”Then thesemonks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monks, had a rugmade of pure black

sheep’s wool?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men, have a rugmade of pure black sheep’s wool? It is
not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should cause a rug to be made of pure black

sheep’swool, there isanoffenceofexpiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 12.2.1
BD 2.75¹ santhata, see above, bd 2.71, n. 4. ² eḷaka, a ram, a wild goat, according to Pali-

English Dictionary and Childers. Eḍaka (Sanskrit) is a kind of sheep, a ram, a wild
goat, according toMonier-Williams.Aja is certainly a goat.The compound aj-eḷaka
sometimes occurs, as at dn i.5, seeming to mean the goats and the sheep. In India,
the goat and the sheep closely resemble one another: the tails of the former stick
up, those of the latter hang down; but the colour and texture of their hair, or wool
(loma), are similar.
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Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Blackmeans: there are two (kinds of) black: black by nature or

dyed black.
A rugmeans: it is made “having spread,” not woven.

Vin 3.226

Should cause to be mademeans: if he makes it or causes it to
be made, there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action. It is to be
forfeited … to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
… ‘… this rug which I, honoured sirs, had made of pure black sheep’s
wool …’ … if he is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. Bu-NP 11.
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Bu-NP 13.1.1

BD 2.76

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At
that time the group of six monks said: “It is forbidden by the lord
to have a rug made of pure black sheep’s wool.”¹ And these, taking
only a little white for the seam,² all the same³ had a rugmade of pure
black sheep’s wool.Thosewhoweremodestmonks… spread it about,
saying:
“How can this group of six monks, taking only a little white for

the seam, all the same have a rug made of pure black sheep’s wool?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, taking only a little white for

the seam, all the same had a rug made of pure black sheep’s wool?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, taking … pure black sheep’s wool? It

is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …
And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“When a new rug is made for a monk, two portions of pure

black sheep’s wool may be taken, the third of white, the fourth

¹ Bu-NP 12 ² anta. Vin-a 684, “applying (or bringing) white to it, making as it
were a border at the edge (anta) of the sheet.” ³ tath’ eva, or “as before.”
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of reddish brown colours.¹ If a monk should cause a new rug to
BD 2.77

be made not taking two portions of pure black sheep’s wool, the
third of white, the fourth of reddish brown colours, there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 13.2.1 Newmeans: it is so called with reference to the making.
A rugmeans: it is made “having spread,” not woven.²
Is beingmademeans: making or causing to be made.
Twoportionsofpureblacksheep’swoolmaybe takenmeans:

being brought, two tulāweights³ may be taken.
The third of whitemeans: a tulāweight of white.
The fourth of reddish brown coloursmeans: a tulāweight of

reddish brown colours.
Vin 3.227

If a monk … not taking two portions of pure black sheep’s
wool, the third of white, the fourth of reddish brown colours
means: if he makes or causes a new rug to be made not taking a
tulā, weight of white, a tulā, weight of reddish brown colours, there
is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; it should be forfeited
on acquisition. It should be forfeited to … an individual. And thus,
monks, should it be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, this rugwhich I caused
to be made not taking a tulāweight of white, a tulāweight of reddish
brown colours, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the
Order should give back … let them give back … I will give back this
rug to the venerable one.’

If what was incompletely executed by himself, he has finished by

¹ gocariyānan ti kapilavaṇṇānaṁ, Vin-a 684, which seems to indicate “the colour
of oxen,” although cariya does not mean vaṇṇa, colour. Vinaya Texts i.25, n. 2, says,
“This is deliberately chosen as an ugly mixture, which would lessen the commercial
value of the rug.” It might also be a preventive of unsuitable pride in a fine article.
But I think that this rule should be regarded as a continuation of the previous
one (Bu-NP 12), expanding it, and giving the detail necessary for carrying it out
properly.Themonks had nothing to do with the “commercial value” of things, but
it was important that they should not behave like those leading the household life.
² See above, bd 2.72, note, and bd 2.75. ³ tulā, literally balance, a measure of
weight.
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himself … (See Bu-NP 11.2.2) … hemakes use of it, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if he makes it taking a tulāweight of white,
a tulāweight of reddish brown colours; if he makes it taking more

BD 2.78

of white, more of reddish brown colours; if he makes it taking only
of white, only of reddish brown colours; if he makes a canopy or a
ground-covering or a screen-wall or a mattress or a squatting-mat¹;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.73, and notes.
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BD 2.79

Bu-NP 14.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At that
timemonks had a rugmade every year.Theywere intent on begging,
intent on hinting,¹ saying: “Give sheep’s wool, wewant sheep’s wool.”
People … spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of
the Sakyans, have a rug made every year? How can they be intent
on begging, intent on hinting, saying: ‘Give sheep’s wool, we want
sheep’s wool’? For, (although) our children soil and wet them² and
they are eaten by rats, our rugs once made last for five or six years.
But these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have a rug made every year;
they are intent on begging, intent on hinting, saying: ‘Give sheep’s
wool, we want sheep’s wool.’ ”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
weremodestmonks… spread it about, saying: “How canmonks have
a rugmade every year? How can they be intent on begging, intent on
hinting, saying: ‘… we want sheep’s wool’?”Then these monks told
this matter to the lord. He said:

Vin 3.228

“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, have a rug made every year,
that you are intent on begging, intent on hinting, saying: ‘…wewant
sheep’s wool’?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can these foolish men have a rug made every year? How can
they be intent on begging, intent on hinting … ‘…wewant sheep’s
wool’? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

¹ = bd 1.246. ² Cf. Vin 4.129.
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“A new rug which a monk has had made should be used for six
BD 2.80

years. If, within the six years, whether he has got rid of or has not
got rid of that (former) rug, he should have a new rug made, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-NP 14.2.1Now at that time a certainmonk became ill in Kosambī. Relations
sent amessenger to thismonk, saying: “Let the revered sir¹ come, we
will nurse (him).” Monks spoke thus: “Go, your reverence, relations
will nurse you.” He said:
“Your reverences, a rule of training laid down by the lord is that a

new rug which a monk has hadmade should be used for six years;
but I am ill, I am not able to set out taking a rug, and without a rug
there comes to be no comfort for me. I will not go.”

They told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion,
in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, to give a monk who is ill the agreement as

to a rug.² And thus, monks, should it be given:That monk who is ill,
approaching the Order, arranging his upper robe over one shoulder,
honouring the feet of the seniormonks, sittingdownonhishaunches,
saluting with joined palms, should speak thus: ‘I, honoured sirs, am
ill; I amnot able to set out taking a rug.Thus I, honoured sirs, request
the Order for the agreement as to a rug.’ A second time it should be
requested, a third time it should be requested.The Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk so and so is ill. He is not
able to set outmaking a rug.He requests theOrder for the agreement

BD 2.81

as to a rug. If it seems right to the Order, let the Order give this monk

¹ bhaddanto. Cf. above, bd 2.13ff., where an ill monk is allowed to travel without his
three robes, if he has the formal agreement of the Order to be regarded as not away,
separated from them. ² santhata-sammuti. Vin-a 685 says that he may have a new
rug made at the place to which he goes (thereby not waiting for the six years to
elapse). Cf. Bu-NP 2.
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so and so the agreement as to a rug. This is the motion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk … requests the Order for

Vin 3.229

the agreement as to a rug. The Order gives to the monk so and so
the agreement as to a rug. If the giving to the monk so and so of the
agreement as to a rug is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be
silent; if it does not seem right, they should speak. Agreement as to
a rug is given by the Order to the monk so and so; it is pleasing … So
do I understand this.’ And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“A new rug which a monk has had made should last for six

years. If, within the six years, whether he has got rid of or has
not got rid of that (former) rug, he should have a new rug made,
except on the agreement of the monks, there is an offence of ex-
piation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 14.3.1 Newmeans: … not woven.
Has hadmademeans: making or causing to be made.
Should be used for six yearsmeans: it should be used for six

years at the minimum.
If within six yearsmeans: in less than six years.
Getting rid of… that (former) rugmeans: giving it to others.
Not getting rid ofmeans: not giving it to anyone.
Except on the agreement of the monksmeans: setting aside

the agreement of the monks, if he makes or causes another new rug
to be made, there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action. It is to
be forfeited on acquisition. It should be forfeited to the Order, or to
a group, or to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
‘Honoured sirs, this rug, which I had made for me less than six years
ago without the agreement of the monks, is to be forfeited. I forfeit
it to the Order.’ … ‘… should give back … let the venerable ones give

BD 2.82

back … I will give back this rug to the venerable one.’
If what was incompletely executed by himself, he has finished

by himself, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture … if
he makes others finish what was incompletely executed by others,
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there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.¹

There is no offence if he makes one after six years; if he makes
one after more than six years; if he makes it or causes it to be made
for another; if, acquiring what was made for another, he makes use
of it; if he makes a canopy or a ground-covering or a screen-wall or a
mattress or a squatting-mat²; if there is the agreement of the monks;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 3.230

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.72. ² Cf. above, bd 2.73.
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Bu-NP 15.1.1

BD 2.83

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery.Then
the lord addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, I want to go into soli-
tary retreat for three months. I am not to be approached by anyone
except the one who brings the alms-food.”¹
“Verywell, lord,” thesemonks answered the lord, and accordingly

no one here went up to the lord except the one who brought the
alms-food. Now at that time an agreement was made by the Order at
Sāvatthī, saying: “Your reverences, the lordwishes to go into solitary
retreat for three months.The lord should not be approached by any-
one except the one who brings the alms-food. Whoever approaches
the lord should be made to confess² an offence of expiation.”

Then the venerable Upasena, the son of Vaṅganta,³ approached
the lord together with his followers, and having approached and
greeted the lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. Now it is the
custom for enlightened ones, for lords, to exchange friendly greet-
ings with in-coming monks.The lord said to the venerable Upasena,

¹ At sn v.325 the lord dwelt in solitude for threemonths; at Vin 3.68, sn v.12, sn v.320
for two weeks. ² desāpetabbo. ³ Referred to at Vin 1.59, Ja 2.449 for ordaining
his saddhi-vihārika only a year after his own ordination. At an i.24 he is called chief
among those who are altogether charming (samanta-pāsādika, which is also the
title of the Vinaya Commentary). Both these points are referred to at Psalms of the
Bretheren 261f. He was younger brother to Sāriputta, and had three sisters, Cālā,
Upacālā, Sīsupacālā, their mother being Rūpasārī, and his father Vaṅganta; cf. Dhp-
a 2.84, where Sāriputta’s father is also said to be Vaṅganta; and Psalms of the Sisters,
p. 96, where the three sisters are said to be junior to Sāriputta. See alsoThag 576,
Tha-ap 62 for his verses; Ud 46, where he says that he is of great psychic power and
majesty; and see Dictionary of Pali Proper Names.
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the son of Vaṅganta, as he was sitting at a respectful distance:
“Upasena, I hope things go well with you, I hope you are keep-

BD 2.84

ing going, I hope you have come here with but little fatigue on the
journey?”
“Lord, things go well with us, lord, we keep ourselves going, we

have come here with but little fatigue on the journey, lord.”
Now at that time the monk who was the fellow- resident of the

venerable Upasena, the son of Vaṅganta, was sitting not far from the
lord.Then the lord said to this monk: “Monk, are rag-robes pleasing
to you?”
“Rag-robes are not pleasing to me, lord,” he said.
“Then how is it, monk, that you are one who wears rag-robes?”
“Lord, my preceptor is one who wears rag-robes, therefore am I

also one who wears rag-robes.”Then the lord said to the venerable
Upasena, the son of Vaṅganta:
“And is this crowd¹ agreeable to you, Upasena? How is it that you

lead² the crowd, Upasena?”
He said: “Lord, I say to whoever asksme for the upasampadā ordi-

nation: ‘Your reverence, I ama jungle-dweller, an almsman,³ onewho
wears rag-robes.⁴ If you also will become a jungle-dweller, an alms-
man, one who wears rag-robes, then will I confer the upasampadā
ordination upon you.’ If he promises me, I confer the upasampadā
ordination, but if he does not promiseme I do not confer the upasam-
padā ordination. I say to whoever asks me for help⁵: ‘Your reverence,

Vin 3.231

I am a jungle-dweller, an almsman, one who wears rag-robes. If you
also will become a jungle-dweller, an almsman, one who wears rag-
robes, then I will give you help.’ If he promises me, I give help; but if
he does not promise me, I do not give help.Thus do I, lord, lead the
crowd.”

BD 2.85

Bu-NP 15.1.2“Good,Upasena, good; it is good,Upasena, that you lead the crowd.

¹ parisā. ² vinesi. ³ piṇḍapdātika.This I think is aword thatmaybe correctly ren-
dered by “almsman,” “beggar for alms.” See bd 1, Introduction, p. xii, and Vism66.
⁴ These three aṅga (practices) are explained in detail at Vism 59ff. Sometimes
combined with tecīvara, a wearer of the three robes, as e.g. at Vin 1.253, mn i.214.
⁵ nissaga.
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But do you know, Upasena, of the Order’s agreement at Sāvatthī?”
“Lord, I do not know the Order’s agreement at Sāvatthī.”
“At Sāvatthī, Upasena, an agreement was made by the Order:

‘Your reverences, the lord wishes to go into solitary retreat for three
months. The lord should not be approached by anyone except the
one who brings the alms-food. Whoever approaches the lord should
be made to confess an offence of expiation.’ ”
“Lord, the Order at Sāvatthī will be well known for its own agree-

ment; we will not lay downwhat is not (yet) laid down, nor will we
abolish what has been laid down, but we will dwell in conformity
with and according to the rules of training which have been laid
down.”
“That is very good, Upasena; what is not (yet) laid down should

not be laid down, nor should what is laid down be abolished, but
one should dwell in conformity with and according to the rules of
training which have been laid down. Upasena, I allow those monks
who are jungle-dwellers, who are almsmen, who wear rag-robes to
come up for the sake of seeing me, if they wish to.”

At that time several monks¹ who came to be standing outside
the gateway,² said: “We will make the venerable Upasena, the son of
Vaṅganta, confess to an offence of expiation.”Then the venerable Up-
asena, the son of Vaṅganta, rising up fromhis seat with his followers,
greeting the lord, departed keeping his right side towards him.Then
thosemonks said to the venerable Upasena, the son of Vaṅganta: “Do
you, reverend Upasena, know of the Order’s agreement at Sāvatthī?”
“But, your reverences, the lord said tome: ‘But do you know of the

Order’s agreement at Sāvatthī? … according to the rules of training
whichhave been laid down.’ Your reverences, it is allowedby the lord,

BD 2.86

who said: ‘Those monks who are jungle-dwellers, who are almsmen,
who wear rag-robes may come up for the sake of seeing me, if they
wish to.’ ”

Then these monks said: “What the venerable Upasena says is
true; what has not yet been laid down should not be laid down, nor

¹ sambahulā bhikkhū, see above, bd 2.8, n. 6. ² dvārakoṭṭhaka, or the (store-)room
over or by the gate.
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should what has been laid down be abolished, but one should dwell
in conformity with and according to the rules of training that have
been laid down.”

Bu-NP 15.1.3

Thenmonks heard: “They say it was allowed by the lord, saying:
‘Those monks who are jungle-dwellers, who are almsmen, who wear
rag-robes may come up for the sake of seeing me, if they wish to.’ ”
These, longing for a sight of the lord, discarding their rugs,¹ tookupon

Vin 3.232

themselves the practice of jungle-dwellers, the practice of those who
are almsmen, the practice of those who wear rag-robes.²Then the
lord as he was engaged in touring the lodgings together with several
monks,³ saw here and there discarded rugs, and seeing them, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“How is it, monks, that there are these discarded rugs here and

there?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord. Then the lord,

BD 2.87

on that occasion, in that connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“On account of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training for

monks based on ten grounds: for the excellence of the Order, for the
comfort of the Order …⁴ … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“When, (with the addition of part of) a rug, (a piece of) cloth

¹ See above, bd 2.71, n. 4. It is on this passage that Vin-a 687 says “their santhata
(rugs) counting as a fourth robe.” Reference to a fourth robe, catutthaka cīvara, is
made at Vism65, to be worn principally apparently for the purpose of washing and
dyeing the three usual robes, and as either an inner or an outer robe. ² These
three aṅgas appear as dhūtaguṇa (together with that of sapadānacārika, continuous
alms-begging) at Vin 3.15 (= bd 1.26), and together with others at Vism 59ff. Cf. also
Vin 1.253, Vin 2.299 (with tecīvarika) and Vin 2.32. At an iii.391 the three ways of
living given above occur with gāmantavihārī, one who dwells in village-outskirts,
nemantanika, the guest, and gaha-paticīvaradhara, the wearer of robes given by a
householder. If any one of these does not behave suitably he is ten’aṅgena gārayho,
blameworthy as to that attribute (which he has taken on himself)—aṅga being a
technical term covering these various modes of scrupulous living. ³ See above,
bd 2.8, n. 6. ⁴ = Vin 3.21 (bd 1.37f.); an i.98, an i.100; anv.70.
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to sit upon¹ is beingmade for amonk, (a piece) the breadth of the
accepted span²must be taken from all round an old rug in order
to disfigure³ it. If amonk should havemade (with the addition of
part of) a rug, a new (piece of) cloth to sit upon without taking
(a piece) the breadth of the accepted span from all round an old
rug, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 15.2.1 A (piece of) cloth to sit upon means: it is so called if it has a
border.⁴

BD 2.88

A rugmeans: it is made “having spread,” not woven.⁵
Is beingmademeans: making or causing to be made.
Old rugmeans: dressed in it once, put on once.⁶ (A piece) the

breadth of the accepted span must he taken from all round in order
to disfigure it means: cutting a circle or square so that it may become
firm,⁷ it should be “spread” in one quarter or it should be “spread”
having been unravelled.

If a monk … without taking (a piece) the breadth of the ac-
cepted span from all round an old rug means: if without having

¹ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been
moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2979.) ² sugatavidatthī,
see bd 1.253. ³ dubbaṇṇakaraṇāya, occurring also below, bd 2.407, in Bu-Pc 58.
⁴ sadasaṁ vuccati. Cf. Vin iv.123, Vin iv.171. Sadasa = sa + dasā. At Vin 2.301–307 we get
the opposite (adjective), adasaka, again qualifying nisīdana, and where an unbor-
dered, adasaka, nisīdana is not allowed (even if it is of the right size). At Vin 4.170,
Vin 4.171 the right size is prescribed for the nisīdana, a border is allowed, and it is
said that this border should be a span; if these measurements are exceeded the
nisīdana should be cut down (to the proper size) on acquisition. At the Council of
Vesālī, Vin 2.294ff., it is said that a piece of cloth to sit upon that has no border is
not allowable, because a monk who had one of this nature would incur the pācittiya
offence involving cutting down (i.e., Bu-Pc 89), Vin 2.307. All the tenmatters, vatthu,
whose allowability is being questioned at the Council are explained, see Vin 2.300f.,
except this one and the one concerning gold and silver (Bu-NP 18). ⁵ Cf. above,
bd 2.72, bd 2.75, bd 2.77. ⁶ = definition of soiled, or old, robe, above, bd 2.32.Thus
the words used are those which usually refer to the putting on of the set of three
robes: nivattha and pāruta. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 687, in explaining their meaning
in the above passage, defines them as nisinna and nipanna respectively, sat on and
lain on. See bd 2, Introduction, p. xxiv. ⁷ thirabhāvāya.
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taken (a piece) the breadth of the accepted span from all round an
old rug, he makes or has made, (with the addition of part of) a rug, a
new (piece of) cloth to sit upon, there is an offence of wrong-doing
in the action; it should be forfeited on acquisition. It should be for-
feited to … an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
‘Honoured sirs, this (piece of) cloth to sit upon having been made
(with the addition of part of) a rug, (but) without having taken (a
piece) the breadth of the accepted span from all round an old rug is
to be forfeited by me. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should
give back … let the venerable ones give back … I will give back to the
venerable one.’

BD 2.89

If what was incompletely executed by himself he has finished by
himself, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture … (See
Bu-NP 11.2.2) … if he makes it or causes it to be made for another,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if he makes it having taken (a piece) the
breadth of the accepted span from all round an old rug; if, failing to

Vin 3.233

get it, he makes it having taken a smaller (piece)¹; if, failing to get
it, he makes it not having taken (any portion)²; if acquiring what
was made for another, he makes use of it; if he makes a canopy or a
ground-covering or a screen-wall or a mattress or a squatting-mat³;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ alabhanto thokataraṁ ādiyitvā karoti. Buddhaghosa is silent. ² alabhanto anādiy-
itvā karoti. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.73, bd 2.75, bd 2.78, bd 2.82; and Vin 4.171ff.
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Bu-NP 16.1.1
BD 2.90

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time as a certain monk was in the country of the Kosalas¹ going
to Sāvatthī, (some) sheep’s wool² accrued³ (to him) on the way.Then
that monk went along tying up that sheep’s wool into a bundle with
his upper robe.⁴ People, seeing this monk, made fun of him, saying:
“For howmuch have you bought (it), honoured sir, how great will
the profit become?”

Thismonk, beingmade fun of by these people, became ashamed.⁵
Then thatmonk, going toSāvatthī, threwdown⁶ the sheep’swool even
as he was standing.⁷ Monks said to this monk: “Why do you, your
reverence, throw down this sheep’s wool even as you are standing?”
“Because I, your reverences, was made fun of by (some) people on

account of this sheep’s wool.”
“But fromhow far have you, your reverence, conveyed this sheep’s

wool?”
“For more than three yojanas,⁸ your reverences,” he said. Then

BD 2.91

those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can

¹ Sāvatthī was the capital of the Kosala country. ² eḷakalomāni. ³ uppajjiṁsu;
uppajjati is usually “arises, is produced, is born”; cf. above, bd 2.4, bd 2.24, below,
bd 2.99, bd 2.153. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.37. ⁵ maṅku, literally staggered or shocked.
See anv.5. ⁶ āsumbhi. ⁷ ṭhitako ’va. Vin-a 687 says, “as men bringing a large
burden of wood from the jungle, being weary, let it drop (pātenti) even as they are
standing (ṭhitakā ’va), so he let it drop.” ⁸ See Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins and
Measures of Ceylon, p. 16, for “Tabulated Statement of Passages on the length of the
Yojana.” His tentative conclusion is that in fifth-century Pali literature the yojana
means between seven and eight miles. Childers reckoned twelve miles to a yojana.
See also E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha as Legend and History, 1927, p. 17. An ascending
scale of measures of length is given at Vb-a 343.
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this monk convey sheep’s wool for more than three yojanas?”Then
these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, conveyed sheep’s wool for

more than three yojanas?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, convey sheep’s wool for more than

three yojanas? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Sheep’swoolmay accrue to amonk as he is going along a road.

It may be accepted by thatmonk, if he likes; but having accepted
it, it should be conveyed in his (own) hands for three yojanas at
the utmost, if there areno carriers. If he should convey it further
than that, even if there are no carriers, there is an offence of ex-
piation involving forfeiture.”

Vin 3.234

Bu-NP 16.2.1To amonk as he is going along a roadmeans: as he is going on
a roadway.¹

Sheep’s wool may accruemeans: it may accrue from the Order
or from a group or from a relation or from a friend or as rag-robes
or by means of his own property.²

If he likesmeans: if he wishes.
Itmaybeaccepted…buthavingaccepted it, it shouldbecon-

veyed in his (own) hands for three yojanas at the utmostmeans:
it should be conveyed in his (own) hands for three yojanas at the
maximum.

If therearenocarriersmeans: if there is no onewho is a carrier,
neither awomannor aman, nor a householder nor onewho has gone
forth.

If he should convey it further than that, even if there areno
carriersmeans: if he makes the first foot go beyond three yojanas,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he makes the second foot go

¹ pantha. ² Cf. above, bd 2.27.
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beyond, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If stand-
BD 2.92

ing within three yojanas he lets it drop beyond the three yojanas,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If hemakes it go
beyond three yojanas, placing it in a vehicle or a bundle of another
(person) without (his) knowing it, it is to be forfeited. It should be
forfeited … to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
‘Honoured sirs, this sheep’s wool, made by me to go beyond three
yojanas, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order
should give back… let the venerable ones give back… Iwill give back
this sheep’s wool to the venerable one.’

If hemakes it go beyondmore than three yojanas thinking them to
bemore, there is anoffenceof expiation involving forfeiture. If, being
in doubt, he makes it go beyond more than three yojanas, there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he makes it go beyond
more than three yojanas thinking them to be less, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it is less than three
yojanaswhen it is more, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is
in doubt as towhether it is less than three yojanas, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is less than three yojanaswhen it
is less, there is no offence.

There is no offence if he conveys it for three yojanas; if he con-
veys it for less than three yojanas; if he conveys it for three yojanas
and conveys it back; if desiring a habitation, going three yojanas, he
conveys it beyond that¹; if he conveys something stolen that he has
got back²; if he conveys something destroyed that he has got back; if

BD 2.93

¹ Vin-a 688 says, “going where he is unable to receive the recitation and interroga-
tion (of the Pātimokkha) or necessities and so on, he goes elsewhere beyond that.
Elsewhere beyond that means, there is no offence in so conveying it for a hundred
yojanas.” ² Vin-a 688, “thieves stealing it (fromhim), knowing its uselessness give
it back.”This means that thieves took his sheep’s wool when he had done perhaps
two and a half yojanas; he retraces his steps and they return him the wool as it is
of no value for them; he goes a yojana in order to reach his vihāra. Thus he would
have done three and a half yojanas, but the part of the journey due to the robbing
incident does not count.
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he makes another convey goods tied up in a bundle¹; if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ katabhanṇḍa; cf. below, bd 2.98. Vin-a 689 says “goods tied up (kataṁ bhaṇḍam) in
a blanket, fleecy cover, sheet and so on, anything even if it is tied up only with a
thread.”
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Bu-NP 17.1.1

BD 2.94

… among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyan monastery.¹ At
that time the group of six monks had sheep’s wool washed and dyed

Vin 3.235
and combed by nuns.The nuns, through washing, dyeing, combing
the sheep’s wool, neglected² the exposition, the interrogation, the
higher morality, the higher thought, the higher insight.³ThenMahā-
pajāpatī the Gotamid approached the lord, and having approached,
greeting the lord, she stood at a respectful distance. As shewas stand-
ing at a respectful distance, the lord spoke thus to Mahāpajāpatī the
Gotamid:
“Gotami, I hope that the nuns are zealous, ardent, (with) a self

¹ Besides the Nigrodhārāma at Kapilavatthu, there was another at Rājagaha,
mentioned, e.g., at dn ii.116. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names says that the one at
Kapilavathu was given to the Order by a Sakyan named Nigrodha. If the evidence
for thiswere stronger, it would have been translated “Nigrodha’smonastery.” ² Cf.
Vin 1.190, where these same five items are again connected with riñcati, to neglect.
³ adhisīla, adhicitta, adhipañña, given at dn iii.219 as the “three trainings.”The de-
scriptions given at an i.235 and of adhicittam-anuyutta at an i.254ff. to my mind
make it quite clear that adhi- points to the higher states of morality, thought and
insight, and therefore should not be translated, as would also be possible, by “as to”
morality, etc. E.M. Hare, at gs 3.310, translates “further virtue, further thought,
further insight.” Moreover the exposition and the interrogation were not “as to”
morality, thought and insight.The exposition (uddesa) was the recital of the Pāti-
mokkha rules, and the interrogation (paripuccha) was the asking of all present at
the fortnightly recitals if they had seen, heard or suspected any offence.
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that is striving?”¹
BD 2.95

“Whence, lord, is there zeal in the nuns?Themasters, the group of
six monks, have sheep’s wool washed and dyed and combed by nuns.
The nuns … neglect the exposition, the interrogation, the higher
morality, the higher thought, the higher insight.”

Then the lord…gladdenedMahāpajāpatī the Gotamidwith dham-
ma talk. ThenMahāpajāpatī the Gotamid … gladdened by the lord
with dhamma talk, greeting the lord, departed keeping her right
side towards him.Then the lord, in this connection, on this occasion,
having had the Order of monks convened, asked the group of six
monks:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, had sheep’s wool washed

and dyed and combed by nuns?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
“Were they relations of yours, monks, or not relations?”
“They were not relations, lord,” they said.
“Foolish men, those who are not relations do not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is pleasant or what is un-
pleasant to those who are not relations.Thus you, foolish men, will
have sheep’s wool washed and dyed and combed by nunswho are not
relations? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should have sheep’s wool washed or dyed or

combed by a nun who is not a relation, there is an offence of ex-
piation involving forfeiture.”²

Bu-NP 17.2.1Whatever³ means: he who …
¹ pahitatta. I take this translation from Mrs. Rhys Davids’sThe Birth of Indian
Psychology and its Development in Buddhism, p. 347, “the self bedriven”; p. 350, “the
man who is pahittatto, he who has the self that has striven.” The commentarial
exegesis is usually, if not always, pesitatta, the self expunged, an exegesis in line
with the editors’ desire for cessation and waning of the individual self. They were
wrongly, though possibly deliberately, deriving pahitatta from pahiṇati, to send,
instead of from padahati, to strive. ² Cf. Bu-NP 4, which is referred to under
the name of purāṇa-cīvarasikkhāpada at Vin-a 689. ³ From here to end of this
Nissaggiya, cf. Bu-NP 4.2.2.
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Monkmeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.96

(A nun) who is not a relation means: one who is not related
on the mother’s side or on the father’s side back through seven gen-
erations.

Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
Washmeans: he gives an order—there is an offence of wrong-

doing. If washed, it is to be forfeited.¹
Dye means: he gives an order—there is an offence of wrong-

doing. If dyed, it is to be forfeited.
Combmeans: he gives an order—there is an offence of wrong-

doing. If combed it is to be forfeited. It should be forfeited … to an
Vin 3.236

individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs,
this sheep’s wool, caused byme to be washed by a nun who is not a
relation, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order
should give back… let the venerable ones give back… Iwill give back
this sheep’s wool to the venerable one.’

If he thinks that a woman is not a relation when she is not a
relation and makes her wash sheep’s wool, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a
relation when she is not a relation andmakes her wash, makes her
dye sheep’s wool, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with
an offence involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a
relation when she is not a relation andmakes her wash, makes her
comb sheep’s wool, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with
an offence involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a
relation when she is not a relation andmakes her wash, makes her
dye, makes her comb sheep’s wool, there are two offences of wrong-
doing together with an offence involving forfeiture.

If he thinks that a woman is not a relation when she is not a rela-
tion and makes her dye sheep’s wool, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a relationwhen

BD 2.97

she is not a relation and makes her dye, makes her comb sheep’s
wool, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence

¹ In the plural, since animals’ hair or wool, lomāni, is thought of as a plural in Pali.
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involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a relationwhen
she is not a relation and makes her dye, makes her wash sheep’s
wool, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with an offence
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a relationwhen
she is not a relation and makes her dye, makes her comb, makes her
wash sheep’s wool, there are two offences of wrong-doing together
with an offence involving forfeiture.

If he thinks that a woman is not a relation when she is not a
relation and makes her comb sheep’s wool, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a
relation when she is not a relation andmakes her comb, makes her
wash sheep’s wool, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with
an offence involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a
relation when she is not a relation andmakes her comb, makes her
dye sheep’s wool, there is an offence of wrong-doing together with
an offence involving forfeiture. If he thinks that a woman is not a
relation when she is not a relation andmakes her comb, makes her
wash, makes her dye sheep’s wool, there are two offences of wrong-
doing together with an offence involving forfeiture.

If he is in doubt as to whether a woman is not a relation … If he
thinks that a woman is a relation when she is not a relation … If he
makes her wash another’s sheep’s wool, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he makes a womanwho has been ordained by one (Order
only) wash it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that a
woman is not a relation when she is a relation, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether a woman is a relation,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that a woman is a
relation when she is a relation, there is no offence.

There is no offence if a female relation is washing it when a
BD 2.98

woman assistant who is not a relation is (helping); if she washes
it unasked; if he makes her wash unused goods tied up in a bundle¹;

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.93, on katabhaṇḍa.
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if it is (washed) by a female probationer, by a female novice; if he is
mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.34.
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Bu-NP 18.1.1
BD 2.99

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time the venerable Upananda,¹ the son of the Sakyans,

Vin 3.237
was dependent as a regular diner on a certain family in Rājagaha.
When solid food or soft food came to² that family, a portion from that
was set aside for the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans.
Now at that time meat came one evening to that family, a portion
from that was set aside for the venerable Upananda, the son of the
Sakyans. A young boy belonging to that family, getting up in the
night towards morning, cried: “Give memeat.”Then the man spoke
thus to his wife:
“Give the boy the master’s portion, having got another (portion)

in exchange, we will give that to the master.”
Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, dressing

in the morning and taking his bowl and robe, approached the family,
and having approached he sat down on the appointed seat.Then that
man approached the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans;
having approached, having greeted the venerable Upananda, the,
son of the Sakyans, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was
sitting at a respectful distance, that man spoke thus to the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“Yesterday evening, honoured sir, (some) meat came, a portion

from that was set aside for the master.This young boy, honoured sir,
got up in the night towards morning and cried: ‘Give memeat,’ and
the master’s portion was given to the boy. What could you get with a

BD 2.100

¹ See above, bd 2.42, below, bd 2.109. ² uppajjati, cf. above, bd 2.4, bd 2.24, bd 2.90,
below, bd 2.153.
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kahāpaṇa,¹ honoured sir?”
“(The use of) kahāpaṇas is given up byme, sir,” he said.
“Yes, honoured sir, it is given up.”
“Nevertheless give me a kahāpaṇa, sir,” he said. Then that man

having given the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, a
kahāpaṇa, looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“As we accept gold and silver,² so do these recluses, sons of the

Sakyans, accept gold and silver.”
BD 2.101

Monks heard that man who… spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, accept gold and silver?” Then
these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you,Upananda, accepted gold and silver?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, accept gold and silver?

BD 2.102

It is not, foolishman, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased
… And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshould take gold and silver,³or should get an-

other to take it (for him), or should consent to its being kept in
deposit⁴ (for him), there is an offence of expiation involving for-
feiture.”

Vin 3.238

Bu-NP 18.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.

¹ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been
moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2974.) ² (This footnote
proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to an appendix
with other long notes on page 2975.) ³ jātarūparajata. Cf. next note above. At
Vin 1.245 the lord is recorded to say, “I do not say, monks, that in any waymay gold
and silver be consented to, may be looked about for.”The Cūḷavagga, in the account
of the Council of Vesālī, Vin 2.294ff., includes the acceptance of gold and silver
(jātarūparajata) by monks as the last of the ten matters questioned, but ruled not to
be permissible. At dn i.5 an ordinary manmight say of Gotama that he is one who
refrains from accepting jātarūparajata. ⁴ upanikkhittaṁ vā sādiyeyya. See Rhys
Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 7, and Vinaya Texts i.26, n. 4.
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Gold¹ means: it is called the colour of the teacher.²
Silver³means: the kahāpaṇa,⁴ themasaka⁵ of copper,⁶ themāsaka

of wood,⁷ themāsaka of lac,⁸ used in business.⁹
BD 2.103

Should takemeans: if he himself takes, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture.

Should get another to take it (for him)means: if he causes an-
other to take it, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.

Should consent to its being kept in depositmeans: if he says:
‘Let this come to be for the master,’ or consents to its being kept
in deposit, it is to be forfeited. It should be forfeited in the midst
of the Order. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: That monk,
approaching the Order, arranging his upper robe over one shoulder,
honouring the feet of the seniormonks, sittingdownonhishaunches,
saluting with joined palms, should speak thus: ‘I, honoured sirs,
accepted gold and silver,¹⁰ this is to be forfeited by me. I forfeit it
to the Order.’¹¹ Having forfeited it, the offence should be confessed.

¹ jātarūpa. ² satthuvaṇṇa. ³ rajata. ⁴ See bd 1.28, n. 1; bd 1.71, n. 2; and above,
bd 2.100, n. 1. ⁵ See bd 1.71, n. 2, and bd 1.72. ⁶ lohamāsaka. Vin-a 689 says that
it is amāsaka (bean) made up of copper and bronze (tamba), etc. ⁷ dārumāsaka.
Vin-a 689 says that this is amāsakamade up of strong, durable wood, or of a piece
of bamboo, or even of palm leaves, cutting a figure or engraving into it (rūpaṁ
chinditvā). ⁸ jatumāsaka. Vin-a 690 says that this is amāsakamade with lac or
with resin, on to which a figure has been embossed or introduced (literally caused
to be raised up samuṭṭhāpetvā).
It is interesting to note the present-day usage in force in some parts of Tibet:

J. Hanbury-Tracy, Black River of Tibet, p. 73, “a collection of shells, short lengths
of polished wood with curious markings, bean-pods and round discs.These were
the tallies used in tax-collecting.” And bd 2.74, “in some parts of Tibet lumps of
silver, in the shape of ponies’ hooves, are used formoney.” ⁹ ye vohāraṁ gacchanti.
Vin-a 690 says that in all districts where there is business every kind is included,
even if made of bone, of hide, of fruit, of seeds of trees, or whether a figure has been
raised up on it or not. This passage goes on to say that the things which involve
forfeiture are silver, gold, a goldmāsaka, a silvermāsaka; the things that involve an
offence of wrong-doing are pearls and other gems, the seven sorts of grain, slaves,
fields, flower-parks and orchards; the things that are allowable include thread, a
plough-share, cloth, cotton, cooked pulses, and oil, ghee, butter, honey, molasses as
medicine. ¹⁰ rūpiya. ¹¹ Vin-a 691 points out that as rupiya is not legally allowed
(akappiya), neither a group nor an individual may possess it, but only the Order.
Therefore it can only be forfeited to the Order.
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The offence should be acknowledged by an experienced, competent
monk. If an attendant of a monastery or a lay-follower comes there,
he should be told: ‘Sir, find out about this.’ If he says: ‘What could
be got with this?’ he should not be told: ‘Bring this or that’; oil or
ghee or honey or molasses may be mentioned as allowable. If he
brings what is allowable, having got it in exchange for this, it may be
made use of by all except the one who accepted the gold and silver. If
he can undertake to do this in this way,¹ it is well. But if he cannot
undertake to do it, he should be told: ‘Sir, remove this.’² If he removes

BD 2.104

it, it is well. But if he does not remove it, a monk endowed with five
qualities³ should be agreed upon as silver-remover⁴: one who would
not follow a wrong course through desire, one who would not follow
a wrong course through hatred, one who would not follow a wrong
course through stupidity, one who would not follow a wrong course
through fear,⁵ and onewhowould knowwhat is removed andwhat is
not removed. And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon: First, the
monk is to be requested. Having been requested, the Order should
be informed by an experienced, competentmonk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let theOrder listen tome. If it seems right to theOrder, theOrder
should agree upon the monk so and so as silver-remover.This is the
motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.The Order agrees
upon the monk so and so as silver-remover. If it is pleasing to the
venerable ones to agree upon the monk so and so as silver-remover,
let them be silent; if it is not pleasing, they should speak.Themonk

¹ evaṁ ce taṁ labhetha—i.e., to procure what is allowable.This comprises the four
medicines (oil, ghee, etc.) mentioned above. Note that the fifthmedicine, butter, is
absent here. ² imaṁ chaḍḍehi. If he cannot go and exchange the rūpiya for some-
thing allowable, the rūpiya should be removed, since it is not allowable. ³ Pañcah’
aṅgehi samannāgato. Here the qualities are as follows in the text. Another group of
qualities are detailed at an i.162 = sn i.99; these are the constituents of morality, of
concentration, of wisdom, of freedom, of freedom by knowledge and insight that
are possessed by the adept (asekha)—i.e., the arahan. Cf. below, bd 2.122. ⁴ rūpiya-
chaḍḍaka. I think that to translate this term as “bullion-remover,” as at Vinaya Texts
i.26, n. 4, gives a false notion of the extent of any largesse that a monkmight have
received. Cf.Thag620 pupphacchaddaka, a scavenger of flowers, and Vin 4.6, where
this is given as one of the low types of work. ⁵ These are the four agatis, see
bd 1.323, n. 7.
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so and so is agreed upon by the Order as silver-remover, and it is
right …Thus do I understand this.’ It is to be removed by the monk
agreed uponmaking no sign.¹ If, making a sign, he lets it drop, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

Vin 3.239

BD 2.105If he thinks that it is gold and silver when it is gold and silver,
(and) accepts gold and silver, there is an offence of expiation involv-
ing forfeiture. If he is in doubt as towhether it is gold and silver, (and)
accepts gold and silver, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If he thinks that it is not gold and silverwhen it is gold and
silver, (and) accepts gold and silver, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it is gold and silver when it is
not gold and silver, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is not gold and silver, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not gold and silver when it is not
gold and silver, there is no offence.

There is no offence if, taking² it or causing (another, to take it
within a monastery or within a house,³ he lays it aside, thinking,
‘It will be for him who will take it’⁴; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ The silver-remover must avoid drawing attention to the place where he throws
down the rūpiya. ² uggahetvā. ³ ajjha-āvasatha. At Vin 4.69ff. āvasatha is a
“public rest-house.” But cf. ajjhāvasati, to inhabit, to dwell in a house, above, bd 2.47,
n. 5. ⁴ yassa bhavissati so harissati. Probably a monk, whether accepting rūpiya
from a lay-person visiting a monastery, or from a lay person whose house he is
visiting, should lay it aside at once, so that either the owner may take it again,
or someone else may pick it up. Cf. Vin 4.162ff. in reference to a jewel—not given
to a monk but picked up by a monk. At all events, in laying it aside, the monk’s
responsibility ceases, and he cannot be accused of committing an offence. To be
allowed to accept rūpiya at all must be attributed to the courtesy that the monks
must display towards the laity: by accepting gifts they confer a boon upon the
donors. In view of the anāpatti (no offence) clause, the sikkhāpada (rule) clause
evenmore strongly suggests not that a monkmust not take or cause rūpiya to be
taken at all, but that he must not take it or cause it to be taken for himwith a view
to keeping and using it or putting it by in deposit.
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Bu-NP 19.1.1

BD 2.106

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks engaged in¹ various transactions
in which gold and silver was used.² People … spread it about saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, engage in various

transactions in which gold and silver is used, like householders who
enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Monks heard these people who …
spread it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying:
“How can this group of six monks engage in various transactions

in which gold and silver is used?”Then these monks told this matter
to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, engaged in various transac-

tions in which gold and silver is used?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men, engage in various transactions in which gold and
silver is used? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Whatever monk should engage in various transactions in

which gold and silver is used, there is an offence of expiation in-
volving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 19.2.1
¹ samāpajjati, or “came into,” see bd 1.201, n. 3. ² rūpiya-saṁvohāra, which Vin-
a 696 explains as jātarūparajata-panvattana, (involving) the exchange of gold and
silver. On rūpiya, jātarūpa and rajata, see above, bd 2.100, n. 2.
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Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.107

Variousmeans: shaped¹ andunshapedand (partly) shaped, (part-
ly) unshaped.

Shapedmeans: intended (as an ornament) for the head, intended
(as an ornament) for the neck, intended (as an ornament) for the
hand, intended (as an ornament) for the foot, intended (as an orna-
ment) for the hips.

Unshapedmeans: it is called shaped in a mass.²
(Partly) shaped, (partly) unshapedmeans: both of these.

Vin 3.240

Gold and silver³ means: what is the colour of the teacher,⁴ the
kahāpaṇa, themāsaka of copper, themāsaka of wood, themāsaka of
lac, used in business.⁵

Should engage inmeans: if he gets shaped in exchange for shap-
ed, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he gets
unshaped in exchange for shaped, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he gets (partly) shaped, (partly) unshaped
in exchange for shaped, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If he gets shaped in exchange for unshaped … If he gets
unshaped in exchange for unshaped … If he gets (partly) shaped,
(partly) unshaped in exchange for unshaped … If he gets shaped
in exchange for (partly) shaped, (partly) unshaped … If he gets un-
shaped in exchange for (partly) shaped, (partly) unshaped … If he
gets (partly) shaped, (partly) unshaped in exchange for (partly)
shaped, (partly) unshaped, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. It is to be forfeited in the midst of the Order. And thus,
monks, should it be forfeited: That monk, approaching the Order,
arranging his upper robe over one shoulder, honouring the feet of
the seniormonks, sitting down onhis haunches, salutingwith joined
palms, should speak thus: ‘I, honoured sirs, engaged in various trans-

BD 2.108

¹ kata. This means made up into some definite object, an earring or another orna-
ment, for instance, as opposed to akata, unshaped—i.e., still a ghana, a (shapeless)
mass. ² ghanakata. ³ rūpiya. ⁴ satthuvaṇṇa, see above, bd 2.100, n. 2. ⁵ This
definition of rūpiya covers those of jātarūpa and rajata at Vin 3.238, thus giving the
impression that rūpiya is a generic term for jātarūpa and rajata. See above, bd 2.100,
n. 2.
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actions in which gold and silver are used; this is to be forfeited by
me. I forfeit it to the Order.’ Having forfeited it, the offence should be
confessed.The offence should be acknowledged by an experienced,
competent monk. If an attendant of a monastery or a lay-follower
comes there … (See Bu-NP 18.2; instead of : except by the one who
accepted gold and silver … and accepts gold and silver read: except
by the one who got gold and silver in exchange … and gets gold and
silver in exchange) … If he thinks that it is gold and silver when it
is not gold and silver, (and) gets gold and silver in exchange, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as
to whether it is not gold and silver, (and) gets gold and silver in ex-
change, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that it is not gold and silver when it is not gold and silver,
(and) gets gold and silver in exchange, there is an offence of expia-
tion involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it is gold and silver when
it is not gold and silver, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is not gold and silver, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not gold and silver when it is not
gold and silver, there is no offence.

There is no offence if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ This is the only anāpatti paragraph in the thirtyNissaggiyaswhere nothing more
than these two invariable exemptions are given.
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BD 2.109

Bu-NP 20.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at the time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, came
to be skilled¹ in robe-making. He, making an outer cloak of cloth
rags,²making it well-dyed, well-worked, clothed himself in it.Then a
certainwandering student,³ having clothedhimself in a costly cloth,⁴
approached the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, and
having approached the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
he said:

Vin 3.241

“Your reverence, this outer cloak of yours is beautiful, give it to
me for (this) cloth.”
“Find out about it,⁵ your reverence,” he said.
“Yes, your reverence, I know (about it).”
“Very well, then, your reverence,” he said and gave (it to him).
Then thatwandering student, clothinghimself in that outer cloak,

went to the wandering students’ monastery.⁶ The wandering stu-

¹ paṭṭho, to be read throughout as paddha, also said of Upananda at Vin 3.210, of
Udāyin at Vin 4.60. See Vin-a 665. ² paṭa-pilotikā, cf. sn ii.219. ³ paribbājaka,
a wanderer, wandering student, wandering teacher. See Rhys Davids, Buddhist
India, pp. 141ff.; B.M. Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, p. 192, and Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names. ⁴ paṭa, or cloak or garment. ⁵ jānāhi. I think that the point
of this injunction must be that when the wandering student wished to exchange
the garments again (see just below), Upananda refused to do so because he was
not going to be “taken in,” and get back the outer cloak which he had managed to
barter with the student. For, according to Buddhaghosa (Vin-a 699), his outer cloak
was dubbala (worn). ⁶ Special places were given for the accommodation of the
wanderers, where they could meet with one another and enter into discussions
during their travels. Also, like the Sakyaputtiyas, they did not go on tour during
the three months of the rains.
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dents spoke thus to this wandering student: “This outer cloak of
BD 2.110

yours is beautiful, your reverence. Where did you get it?”
“It was in exchange for my cloth, your reverences.”
“But, your reverence, this outer cloak will do¹ for you for some

time (only).That cloth was better for you.”
Then that wandering student, thinking: “What the wandering

students said is true.This outer cloak will do for me for some time
(only).That cloth was better for me,” approached the venerable Up-
ananda, the sonof the Sakyans, andhaving approachedhe spoke thus
to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans: “Your reverence,
here is your outer cloak, give the cloth to me.”
“But, your reverence, did I not say to you, ‘Find out about it’? I will

not give it,” he said.
Then that wandering student … spread it about, saying: “Even

householders give back to a householder if he regrets²; but why will
one who has gone forth not give back to one who has gone forth?”

Monks heard that wandering student who … spread it about.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can
thevenerableUpananda, the sonof the Sakyans, engage inbartering³
together with a wandering student?” Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, engaged in bartering

together with a wandering student?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, engage in bartering together with a

wandering student? It is not, foolishman, for pleasing those who are
not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be

BD 2.111

set forth:
“Whatevermonk should engage in various kinds of bartering,

¹ bhavissati. ² vippaṭisāri. Here it means if he regrets what he has bartered and
wants it back again. ³ kayavikkaya, or “buying and selling.” Cetāpeti, to get in
exchange, and parivatteti, to exchange or barter (cf. above, bd 2.60, bd 2.67, where
the one is defined by the other), also imply a bartering. Here there was no buying
and selling, only an exchange of articles.
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there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”¹

Bu-NP 20.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Variousmeans: the requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings,med-

icine for the sick, and even a lump of chunam and a toothpick and
unwoven thread.²

Should engage in… barteringmeans: if he transgresses,³ say-
ing: ‘Give this for that, take this for that, barter this for that, get this
in exchange for that,’⁴ there is an offence of wrong-doing. Inasmuch
as it is bartered—one’s own goods gone to the hands of another, an-
other’s goods gone to one’s own hands—it is to be forfeited. It should
be forfeited … to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be for-

Vin 3.242

feited: ‘I, honoured sirs, engaged in various kinds of bartering; this is
to be forfeited by me. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should
give back … let the venerable ones give back … I will give back (these
goods) to the venerable one.’

If he thinks that it is bartering when it is bartering, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.⁵ If he is in doubt as to
whether it is bartering, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If he thinks that it is not bartering when it is bartering,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that
it is bartering when it is not bartering, there is an offence of wrong-

BD 2.112

doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not bartering, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not bartering when it
is not bartering, there is no offence.

There is no offence if he asks the value, points it out to one who

¹ At dn i.5 it is said that an ordinarymanmight say of Gotama, in speaking praise of
him, that he refrains from kayavikkaya, bartering. ² = below, bd 2.161 = Vin 4.154 in
definition of lābho. The last three items occur again below, bd 2.149. ³ ajjhācarati;
cf. bd 1.202, n. 3. ⁴ Cf. below, bd 2.135. ⁵ Theremust, I think, be a clause omitted:
‘and engages in bartering.’ Otherwise there is no sense in the offence.
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makes it legally allowable,¹ saying: ‘This is ours, and we want this
and that’; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second Division: that on Silk

this is its key
Two portions on silk and pure, for six years, a rug,
And two on (sheep’s) wool, on taking, both the various kinds.²

¹ A kappiyakāraka makes a thing allowable by giving it. Vin-a 701, “saying, ‘my
utensils are valuable, give your bowl to another.’ ” ² I.e., rūpiyasaṁvohāra (Bu-
NP 19), and kayavikkaya (Bu-NP 20). In the former there was not bartering, but
payment in some kind of medium of exchange; in the latter there was exchange
and barter, giving and taking.
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Bu-NP 21.1.1
BD 2.113

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six monks made a hoard of many bowls.¹ Peo-
ple, engaged in touring the dwelling-place² and seeing (this hoard),
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, make a hoard of

many bowls? Will these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, do a trade in
bowls or will they set up an earthenware shop?³” Monks heard these
people who … spread it about. Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of sixmonks keep an extra bowl?”Then these

monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, keep an extra bowl?”
“It is true, lord.” The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“How can you, foolish men, keep an extra bowl? It is not, foolish

men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
Vin 3.243

this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should keep an extra bowl, there is an offence

of expiation involving forfeiture.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-NP 21.2.1
BD 2.114¹ Cf.Vin 4.243. ² vihāra.The laity visited the special vihāraswhich they themselves

supported.This form of interest in the Order’s well-beingmust have given an added
reason for visiting vihāras, like our ownway of visiting some charitable or other
institution in which we are interested. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.50.
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Now at that time¹ an extra bowl had accrued to² the venerable
Ānanda, and the venerable Ānanda became desirous of giving this
bowl to the venerable Sāriputta; but the venerable Sāriputta was
staying at Sāketa.Then it occurred to the venerable Ānanda: “A rule
of training laid down by the lord is that an extra bowl should not
be kept. And this extra bowl has accrued to me, and I am desirous
of giving this bowl to the venerable Sāriputta, but the venerable
Sāriputta is staying at Sāketa. Nowwhat line of conduct should be
followed byme?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the
lord. He said:
“But, how long, Ānanda, before Sāriputta will come (here)?”
“On the ninth or tenth day, lord,” he said.
Then the lord, on that occasion, in that connection, having given

reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to keep an extra bowl for at most ten days.

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“An extra bowlmay be kept for at most ten days. For himwho

exceeds that (period), there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture.”³

Bu-NP 21.3.1 For at most ten daysmeans: it may be kept for ten days at the
maximum.⁴

An extra bowlmeans: one that is not allotted, not assigned.⁵
BD 2.115

Abowl⁶ means: there are two kinds of bowls: an iron bowl, a clay
bowl.⁷There are three sizes⁸ for a bowl: a large bowl, amedium-sized

¹ Cf. Bu-NP 1, where the same story is told in the same words about keeping an
extra robe. See above, bd 2.4. ² uppanno hoti. ³ At Vin 4.243 the rule is that a
hoard of bowls should not be made.There the group of six nuns, as here the group
of six monks, are recorded to have made a hoard.There seems some discrepancy
between a hoard and an extra bowl.The rule in this Bu-NP 21 may have been altered
from “a hoard” to “an extra bowl” to balance that against wearing an extra robe,
Bu-NP 1. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.6. ⁵ = definition of “extra robe” at bd 2.7 above, and of
sannicayaṁ kareyya at Vin 4.244. ⁶ This definition of patta = Vin 4.123, Vin 4.243.
⁷ At Vin 2.112 these two kinds of bowls are “allowed” (anujānāmi). Whoever uses a
wooden bowl, a golden or a silver one or one of eight other kinds mentioned there,
commits a dukkaṭa offence. ⁸ vaṇṇā ti pamāṇāni, Vin-a 702.
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bowl, a small¹ bowl. A large bowl means that it takes half an āḷhaka
measure² of boiled rice, a quarter of that quantity of uncooked rice,
a suitable curry.³ A medium-sized bowl means that it takes a nāḷika
measure of boiled rice, a quarter of that quantity of uncooked rice,
a suitable curry. A small bowl means that it takes a patthameasure
of boiled rice, a quarter of that quantity of uncooked rice, a suitable
curry. (A bowl) greater than that⁴ is not a bowl, (a bowl) smaller
(than that) is not a bowl.

For him who exceeds (that period), there is an offence in-
volving forfeituremeans: it is to be forfeited on the eleventh day at
sunrise. It should be forfeited to … an individual. And thus, monks,
should it be forfeited:That monk, approaching the Order, arranging
his upper robe over one shoulder, honouring the feet of the senior
monks, sitting down on his haunches, saluting with joined palms,

BD 2.116

should speak thus: ‘Honoured sirs, this bowl is to be forfeited by
Vin 3.244

me, the ten days having elapsed. I forfeit it to the Order.’ Having
forfeited it, the offence should be confessed.The offence should be
acknowledged by an experienced, competent monk; the bowl for-
feited should be given (back with the words): ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me.This bowl of the monk so and so, which had to be
forfeited, is forfeited (by him) to the Order. If it seems right to the
Order, the Order should give back this bowl to the monk so and so.’

¹ omaka, inferior, insignificant. Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon,
p. 19, calls these “high, middle and low bowls.” ² For these measures, āḷhaka,
nāḷika and pattha, see Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, pp. 18–20,
and bd 1.12, n. 2; bd 1.103, n. 1. ³ tadupiya vyañjana. On tadupiya see Trenckner,
Journal of the Pali Text Society 1908, p. 131ff., Commentary on Mil 9. He says it
is “perhaps properly a Vinaya word.” But it occurs, as he mentions, at sn iii.146,
tadupiyañca sūpeyyaṁ, translated ks iii.124 “broth for seasoning thereto.” Atmn ii.54
we get the same phrase, translated Further Dialogues of the Buddha 2.28 “with curry-
stuffs to match.” mn-a 3.287 explains it as tadanurūpa-telaphāṇitadīni, while Vin-
a 703 says: tassa odanassa anurūpaṁmaccha-maṁsa-saka-phala-kaḷīrādi byañjanaṁ,
curry of fish, meat, vegetables, fruits, bamboo-tips suitable to this boiled rice. At
Ja 2.160 there is the expression na ca pañña tadupikā, which is explained to mean,
‘But your wisdom does not match (tadupikā), does not correspond to (anucchavikā)
your body’ (which was large). ⁴ tato ukkaṭṭho apatto, omako apatto. On apattaka,
see below, bd 2.123.
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Thatmonk, approaching twoor threemonks…(SeeBu-NP 1.3–Bu-NP 1.4)
… ‘… I will give back this bowl to the venerable one.’ …

… If he thinks that one is destroyedwhen it is not destroyed, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that one
is broken¹ when it is not broken, there is an offence of expiation in-
volving forfeiture. If he thinks that one is stolenwhen it is not stolen,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. Not forfeiting
the bowl which had to be forfeited, if he makes use of it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that the ten days have elapsed
when they have not elapsed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he is in doubt as to whether the ten days have not elapsed, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that the ten days have not
elapsed when they have not elapsed, there is no offence.

There is no offence if within ten days it is allotted, assigned, be-
stowed, lost, destroyed, broken, if they tear it from him, if they take
it on trust; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.²

Bu-NP 21.4.1 Then the group of six monks did not give back a bowl that had
been forfeited.They told this matter to the lord. He said: “Monks, a

BD 2.117

bowl that has been forfeited is not not to be given back. Whosoever
should not give it back, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”³

¹ In Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 28 we get “burnt,” of a robe. ² Cf. Bu-NP 1,
Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 28 (“burnt”), and Vin 4.245 (“broken”). ³ See Bu-NP 1,
where a similar story is told of a robe that had been forfeited; and Vin 4.245, again a
bowl.
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Bu-NP 22.1.1
BD 2.118

… among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyan monastery.¹
Now at that timemonks were invited by a certain potter who said:
“If these masters need a bowl, I (can supply them) with a bowl.”²
Now at that timemonks, not knowing moderation, asked for many
bowls. They asked for large bowls for those who had small bowls,
they asked for small bowls for those who had large bowls.Then that
potter, making many bowls for the monks, could not make other
goods for sale,³ and he could not keep himself going and his wife
and children suffered. People … spread it about, saying: “How can
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not knowing moderation, ask
for many bowls?This (man), making many bowls for these (monks),

Vin 3.245

is not able to make other goods for sale, and he cannot keep himself
going and his wife and children suffer.”

Monksheard thesepeoplewho…spread it about.Thosewhowere
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can thesemonks, not
knowing moderation, ask for many bowls?Then these monks told
this matter to the lord. He said:
“Monks, is it true, as is said, thatmonks, not knowingmoderation,

asked for many bowls?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, not knowing moderation,

ask for many bowls? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not

¹ See above, bd 2.94. ² yesaṁ ayyānaṁ pattena attho ahaṁ pattenā ti. For rest of
this par. cf. Bu-Pc 86. ³ vikkāyikaṁ, or “for giving away”—i.e., in exchange or
barter; see above, bd 2.110. Cf. Ja 1.201.
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(yet) pleased …” And having rebuked them and given reasoned talk,
BD 2.119

he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a bowl is not to be asked for. Whoever should ask (for

one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”¹

Bu-NP 22.1.2

Now at that time a certain monk’s bowl became broken.²Then it
occurred to that monk: “Asking for a bowl is forbidden by the lord,”
and being scrupulous; he did not ask (for one); he went about for
alms-food (tobeput) intohishands.³ People…spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, go about for alms-food
(to be put) into their hands, like followers of other sects?”⁴ Monks
heard these peoplewho…spread it about.Then thesemonks told this
matter to the lord.Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection,
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: “I allow
you, monks, when a bowl is destroyed or when a bowl is broken, to
ask for a bowl.”

Bu-NP 22.1.3

Now at that time the group of six monks said: “It is allowed by
the lord to ask for a bowl when a bowl is destroyed or when a bowl is
broken”; and these, because (their bowls) were a little broken and
a little chipped⁵ and a little scratched,⁶ asked for many bowls.Then

BD 2.120

¹ Note that Gotama is not here laying down a nissaggiya pācittiya, but a dukkaṭa, rule.
Because of it a monk, following the injunction scrupulously, arouses the criticism
of the laity, and an “allowance,” an anujānāmi, is given (in Bu-NP 22.1.2).Then the
group of six monks transgress the allowance; this leads to the formulation of the
nissaggiya pācittiya (in Bu-NP 22.1.3). ² Examples of ways in which bowls got
broken given at Vin 2.113f. ³ hatthesu piṇḍaya carati. See Vin 1.90, where this
expression occurs again, and again people complain that those ordained as monks
are like titthiyas. Cf. also Vin 2.114, tumbakaṭāhe piṇḍaya caranti, they went for alms-
food (to be put) into a gourd; and Vin 2.115, ghaṭikaṭāhe, into a water-pot (or skull).
⁴ This wish to differentiate between Sakyaputtiyas and titthiyas shows the interest
taken by lay people in the former, according to the texts, and a certain desire that
their behaviour should be suitable. Monks were not to ape householders on the one
hand—e.g., above, bd 2.74, bd 2.106; now and at Vin 1.90, Vin 2.114, Vin 2.115, they
are not to look like titthiyas. ⁵ appamattakena khaṇḍena. ⁶ vilikhitamattena.
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that potter, making many bowls, as before,¹ for the monks, was not
able to make other goods for sale, and he did not keep himself going
and his wife and children suffered. As before, people … spread it
about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not
knowing moderation, ask for many bowls?This (man) making many
bowls for these (monks), is not able to make other goods for sale,
and he does not keep himself going and his wife and children suffer.”
Monks heard these people who … spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
monks, when their bowls are a little broken and a little chipped and

Vin 3.246

a little scratched, ask for many bowls?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, when your bowls were a

little broken … asked for many bowls?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, when your bowls are a little broken

… ask for many bowls? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who
are not yet pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should get anothernewbowl in exchange for

a bowl mended² in less than five places, there is an offence of ex-
piation involving forfeiture. That bowl is to be forfeited by that
monk to the company of monks, and whatever is the last bowl³
belonging to that company ofmonks, that should be given to this

BD 2.121

monk with the words: ‘Monk, this is a bowl for you; it should be
kept until it breaks.’⁴That is the proper course in this case.”

Bu-NP 22.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
¹ tath’ eva, “in that very way,” thus “as before.” ² bandhanena, from bandhati,
to tie together, to unite; and not from bhindati, to break, as appears to have been
thought at Vinaya Texts i.27. Critical Pali Dictionary says, “without bands, esp.not
riveted (said of alms-bowls).” ³ pattapariyanta. Vin-a 708 says, “the bowl that
remains at the end (pariyante) after this handing over.” ⁴ bhedanāya, √bhid. Cf.
phrase kāyassa bhedā, on the breaking up of the body.
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Abowlmended in less thanfiveplacesmeans: it is notmended,
or it is mended in one (place), or it is mended in two (places), or it
is mended in three (places), or it is mended in four (places). A bowl
with no room for mends means: its rim is not two finger-lengths¹
(in breadth). A bowl with room for mends means: its rim is two
finger-lengths (in breadth).

New bowlmeans: it is so called with reference to the asking for
(it).²

Should get in exchange means: he asks for (it). There is an
offence of wrong-doing in the action. It is to be forfeited on acqui-
sition. It should be forfeited in the midst of the Order. All should
come together taking each the bowl in his keeping.³ An inferior bowl
should not be in his keeping if he hopes, ‘I shall receive a costly bowl.’
If an inferior bowl is in his keeping, and he hopes, ‘I shall receive a
costly bowl,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. And thus, monks,

BD 2.122

should it be forfeited.That monk, approaching the Order, arranging
his upper robe over one shoulder, honouring the feet of the senior
monks, sitting down on his haunches, saluting with joined palms,
should say: ‘Honoured sirs, this bowl, got in exchange by me for a
bowl mended in less than five places, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it
to the Order.’ Having forfeited it, the offence should be confessed.
The offence should be acknowledged by an experienced, competent
monk. Amonk endowedwith five qualities should be agreed upon as

¹ dvaṅgulā, as at Vin 2.294,Thig.60. Vin-a 708, commenting upon dvaṅgulā rājī na
hoti, says that there is not a rim measuring two finger-lengths below the upper
circumference. Cf. Vb-a 343, sattadhaññamāsappamāṇaṁ ekaṁ angulaṁ. ² Cf.
above, bd 2.77, for definition of “new santhata.” ³ adhiṭṭhita-patta. Adhiṭṭhita,
from adhitiṭṭhati (or adhiṭṭhahati or adhiṭṭheti). This variety of spelling is paralleled
by variety of meaning. Critical Pali Dictionary, referring to the above passage, says
that adhiṭṭhitapatta is “the obligatory alms-bowl.” Adhiṭṭhita, besides meaning
“allotted,” as hitherto rendered, also means “taken in use, taken in possession.”
“Allotted bowl” would not be right here, since the “assigner of bowls” is yet to be
agreed upon or appointed, which occurs just below. And he is appointed precisely
to remedy any tendency of monks to carry an inferior bowl to the meeting of the
Order, as though it were his usual one, hoping to get a costly one in its place.
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assigner of bowls¹: onewhowouldnot followawrong course through
desire, one who would not follow a wrong course through hatred,
one who would not follow a wrong course through stupidity, one
who would not follow a wrong course through fear,² and one who
would knowwhat is taken and what is not taken. And thus, monks,

Vin 3.247

should he be agreed upon. First, themonk is to be requested. Having
been requested, the Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
If it seems right to the Order, the Order should agree upon the monk
so and so as assigner of bowls.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let
the Order listen to me.The Order agrees upon the monk so and so as
assigner of bowls. If it is pleasing to the venerable ones to agree upon
themonk so and so as assigner of bowls, let them be silent; if it is not
pleasing, they should speak.Themonk so and so is agreed upon by
the Order as assigner of bowls, and it is right … So do I understand.’

BD 2.123

Themonk agreed upon should make the bowl pass. He should say
to an elder³: ‘Honoured sir, let the elder take the bowl.’⁴ If the elder
takes it, the elder’s bowl should be passed to a second.⁵ He should not
take it out of regard⁶ for him.⁷ For whoever should not take it, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. It should not be made to pass to one

¹ pattagāhāpaka, agent noun from causative gāhāpeti = to make to take, but here “to
invite to take,” to say: “be so good as to receive,” “to make the bowl pass from one
monk to another.” Cf. Vin 2.177, where it is said that there was no pattagāhāpaka at
that time; and an iii.275, where many of the officials of the Order are mentioned,
and are recommended not to be appointed if they follow the four agatis, and cannot
make a proper discrimination in their province. ² On the agatis see bd 1.323, n. 7,
and cf. above, bd 2.104. Also cf. Vin 1.283 for “receiver of robes” and Vin 2.167 for
“assigner of lodgings,” and above, bd 2.104, for “silver-remover.” ³ Vin-a 708,
“pointing out what is commendable in the bowl, he should say, ‘This bowl is of the
right measure, it is nice and it is suitable for an elder. Take it.’ ” ⁴ I.e., the new
bowl just put at the disposal of the Order. ⁵ To a second elder, according to age.
⁶ anuddayatāya, explained as anukampāya (pity, compassion) at Vin-a 708. But for
whoever is contented and says, ‘What good is another bowl to me?’ and does not
take it, there is no offence. ⁷ I.e., the elder.
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who has what is not a bowl.¹ In this way the bowl should be made to
pass down to the youngest member of the Order.²

And whatever is the last bowl belonging to the company of
monks should be given to this monk³ with the words⁴: ‘Monk,
this is a bowl for you; it should be kept until it breaks’means:
This bowl should not be laid aside by that monk in what is not the
right place⁵; it should not be used for improper purposes⁶; it should
not be given away⁷ with the words: ‘How can this bowl be lost or

BD 2.124

destroyed or broken?’ If it is laid aside in the wrong place or used for
improper purposes or given away, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.

This is the proper course in this casemeans: this is the appro-
priate course in this case.

Bu-NP 22.2.2

If he gets an unmended bowl in exchange for an unmended bowl,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he gets a bowl
that is mended in one place … in two places … in three places … in
four places in exchange for an unmended bowl, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he gets an unmended bowl… a bowl
that ismended inoneplace… in twoplaces… in threeplaces… in four
places in exchange for a bowl that is mended in one place, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he gets an unmended
bowl … a bowl that is mended in one place … in two places … in three
places … in four places in exchange for a bowl that is mended in

¹ apattaka. See Bu-NP 21.3, above, bd 2.115, on apatta. At Vin 1.90 it is said that one
who is apattako is not to be ordained. Apattakameans either one who uses what
is not a bowl—e.g., gourds and water-pots—or one who has not a bowl—e.g., a
titthiyawho uses his hands to receive alms-food (Vin 2.114, Vin 2.115). Cf. acīvaraka
at Vin 1.90, which seems to mean one who has not a robe and who therefore went
naked. At Vin 1.93 monks are to be asked at the ordination ceremony whether they
are complete as to bowl and robes. ² Everyone receives another bowl, so that the
former bowl of the youngest member of the community remains free. ³ I.e., the
one who had to forfeit his bowl. ⁴ Doubtless spoken by the “assigner of bowls.”
⁵ adese, on a bench or couch or peg to hang a sunshade on. It is to be laid aside on a
stand or stool, Vin-a 709. Dukkaṭa offences for putting bowls away in various wrong
ways and places are given at Vin 2.113f. ⁶ I.e., for cooking, colouring or boiling
rice-gruel. ⁷ na vissajjetabbu ti aññassa na dātabbo, Vin-a 709.
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two places … in three places … in four places, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture.

If he gets a bowl with no room for mends in exchange for an
unmended bowl, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
If he gets a bowl that has room for one mend in exchange for an
unmended bowl … If he gets a bowl that has room for four mends in
exchange for a bowl that is mended in four places, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture.

Vin 3.248

If he gets an unmended bowl in exchange for a bowl that has no
room for mends, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture
… If he gets a bowlmended in four places in exchange for a bowl that
has room for four mends, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture.

If he gets a bowl with no room for mends in exchange for a bowl
that has no room formends… If he gets a bowl that has room for four

BD 2.125

mends in exchange for a bowl that has room for four mends, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.

There is no offence if the bowl is destroyed, if the bowl is broken,
if they belong to relations, if they are invited, if it is for another,
if it is by means of his own property; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.49, bd 2.52, bd 2.57.
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Bu-NP 23.1.1

BD 2.126

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery.¹ Now
at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha,² desiring to make a cave,³
had a (mountain) slope cleared near Rājagaha. Then King Seniya
Bimbisāra ofMagadha approached the venerable Pilindavaccha, and
having approached and greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, he sat
down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respect-
ful distance, King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus to the
venerable Pilindavaccha:
“What, honoured sir, is the elder having made?”
“Sire, desiring to make a cave, I am having a (mountain) slope

cleared,” he said.
“Honoured sir, does themaster require anattendant for themonas-

tery?”
“Sire, an attendant for a monastery is not prescribed by the lord.”
“Well, honoured sir, asking the lord, you must tell him of me.”
“Very well, Sire,” the venerable Pilindavaccha answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha.
Then the venerable Pilindavaccha taught, roused and gladdened

King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha with dhamma-talk. And when
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha had been taught, roused and
gladdened with dhamma-talk by the venerable Pilindavaccha, rising
up from his seat, greeting the venerable Pilindavaccha, he departed,
keeping his right side towards him.

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha sent a messenger to the lord,
to say: “Lord, King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha desires to present

¹ = Vin 1.206–209. ² Cf. bd 1.112. ³ leṇa.
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an attendant for a monastery. Now, lord, what line of conduct is to
BD 2.127

be followed?”
Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given

reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, I allow an at-
tendant for a monastery.”

Then a second time did King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha ap-
Vin 3.249

proach the venerable Pilindavaccha, and having approached and
greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus to the venerable Pilindavaccha:
“Honoured sir, has the lord prescribed an attendant for a monas-

tery?”
“Yes, Sire,” he said.
“Well, honoured sir, I will give the master an attendant for the

monastery.”
Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, promising the venera-

ble Pilindavaccha an attendant for the monastery, forgetting (but)
remembering after a time, addressed a chief minister who was con-
cernedwithall the affairs,¹ saying: “Mygoodman,²has that attendant
for the monastery whom I promised, been given to the master?”
“YourMajesty,³ an attendant for themonastery has not been given

to the master.”
“My good man, how long is it since it was considered?”
“Then that chief minister, counting up the days, spoke thus to

King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: “It is five hundred days,⁴ your
Majesty.”
“Well then, give five hundred attendants for the monastery to the

master.”
“Very well, yourMajesty,” and the chief minister, replying thus

to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, made over to the venerable
Pilindavaccha five hundred attendants for the monastery, and a dis-
tinct village established itself. They even called it “The Village of the

BD 2.128

¹ sabbatthaka mahāmatta. ² bhaṇe. ³ deva. ⁴ “five hundred,” of course, only
means “many, several.”
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Monastery Attendants,”¹ and they called it Pilinda Village.²

Bu-NP 23.1.2

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha came to be depen-
dent (for alms) on the families in this village. Then the venerable
Pilindavaccha, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and robe,
entered Pilinda Village for alms-food. Now at that time there came to
be a festival in this village; young girls³ wearing ornaments, adorned
with garlands, were celebrating it.Then the venerable Pilindavaccha,
as hewas going about in Pilinda Village on continuous alms-begging,
came up to the dwelling of a certain attendant of the monastery,
and having come up he sat down on the appointed seat. Now at that
time, the daughter of the monastery attendant’s wife, seeing other
little girlswearing ornaments, adornedwith garlands, cried and said:
“Give me a garland, give me an ornament.”

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha said to that monastery atten-
dant’s wife: “Why is this little girl crying?”
“Honoured sir, this little girl is crying because, having seen other

little girlswearing ornaments, adornedwith garlands, she says: ‘Give
me a garland, give me an ornament.’ Whence is there a garland for
us who are poor, whence is there an ornament?”

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha, taking a roll of grass,⁴ said to
that monastery attendant’s wife: “Now set⁵ this roll of grass on this

BD 2.129

little girl’s head.”Then that monastery attendant’s wife, taking that
roll of grass, set it on the little girl’s head; it became a golden chaplet,⁶

¹ Ārāmikagamaka. ² Pilindagāmaka. ³ dārikā, with variant reading dārakā.
Oldenberg at Vin 3.278, referring to this passage and to the one immediately follow-
ing, says, ‘I think we ought to read dārakā, dārake.’ See also his notes at Vin 3.382. I
think, however, that it is not necessary to take the reading dārakā. The point proba-
bly is that the daughter of themonastery attendant’s wifewas jealous of “other little
girls,” rather than of the children in general. ⁴ tiṇaṇḍupakan ti tiṇacumbaṭakaṁ,
Vin-a 709.This is the circular roll or coil of grass (or cloth) which Indians put on
the head when they are carrying baskets, water-vessels, etc., on the head. One type
of wife, Vin 3.139, is called obhatacumbaṭa, one fromwhom the pad (for the burdens
she carries on her head) is taken. At Ja 1.208 we get the word cumbaṭakalaha, a
quarrel about a head-pad. ⁵ paṭimuñca. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 709 says paṭimuñcī
ti ṭhapesi. ⁶ suvaṇṇamālā; Vin-a 709 says a chaplet of golden lotuses.
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beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there was no golden chaplet
Vin 3.250

like it in thewomen’s quarters of the king. People said to King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“YourMajesty, in thehouse of a certainmonastery attendant there

is a golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there is
no golden chaplet like it in the women’s quarters of your Majesty. As
he is poor, where (could he have got it) from? Undoubtedly it was
taken by theft.”

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha had that monastery at-
tendant’s family imprisoned. A second time did the venerable Pilin-
davaccha, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, enter
Pilinda Village for alms-food. As he was going about in Pilinda Vil-
lage on continuous alms-begging, he came up to that monastery
attendant’s dwelling, and having come up, he asked the neighbours:
“Where has this monastery attendant’s family gone?”
“Honoured sir, they have been imprisoned by the king on account

of that golden chaplet,” they said.

Bu-NP 23.1.3

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha went up to the residence of
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, and having gone up he sat down
on the appointed seat.Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha ap-
proached the venerable Pilindavaccha, and having approached and
greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Pilindavaccha said to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: “How is it,

BD 2.130

Sire, that the monastery attendant’s family is imprisoned?”
“Honoured sir, in that monastery attendant’s house there was a

golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there is no
golden chaplet like it in our women’s quarters.Where (could he have
got it) from, as he is poor? Undoubtedly it was taken by theft.”

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha exercised volitional force,¹ and

¹ adhimucci = adhiṭṭhāsi, Vin-a 709. Critical Pali Dictionary, under both adhimuccati
and adhitiṭṭhati gives “to make a (magical) act of volition.” Literally hyper-released,
hyper-persisted. Cf. bd 1.128, n. 3.
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said: “The palace¹ of King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha is golden,”
and it becamemade all of gold.² He said: “Now, Sire, fromwhere have
you got so much gold?”

Saying, “I understand, honoured sir, this is the master’s majesty
of psychic potency,” he set free the monastery attendant’s family.
People, delighted, full of satisfaction because they heard that a state
of further-men, a wonder of psychic potency had been shown by
master Pilindavaccha to the king and his retinue, presented the five
kinds of medicine to the venerable Pilindavaccha, that is to say ghee,
fresh butter, oil, honey, molasses. Now the venerable Pilindavaccha
was customarily a receiver,³ so when he received the five kinds of
medicine he gave them away among his company. And his company
came to live in abundance; whatever they received, filling pots and
pitchers, they put them away, and filling water-strainers and bags,
they hung them up⁴ in the windows.These (pots, etc.) were leaking,⁵
and the dwelling-places became beset and overrun⁶ by rats. People

BD 2.131

Vin 3.251 seeing (this) as they were engaged in touring the dwelling-places,
lookeddownupon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “These recluses,
sons of the Sakyans, are storing up goods indoors,⁷ like King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha.” Monks heard these people who … spread
it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can monks strive after abundance such as this?” Then these
monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks strive after abundance

such as this?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

¹ pāsāda, see above, bd 2.16, n. 5. ² Mentioned at Kv 608. ³ lābhin. He usually
got plenty of alms-food, etc., and so did not need the extra amount. ⁴ laggeti, or
perhaps “packed.” Cf.Vin 2.152, where monks thavikāyo laggenti, hung up or packed
up their bags at the foot of beds and chairs. ⁵ olīnavilīnāni tiṭṭhanti, were sticking
andmelting, hence they let through their contents, and hence there came to be rats.
The Colombo and Siamese editions of Vin-a read heṭṭhā ca abhato-passtsu ca gaḷitāni,
leaking through the bottom and the sides. ⁶ okiṇṇavikiṇṇā. ⁷ antokoṭṭhāgārikā.
At Ja 3.364,mahicchā ime samaṇā anto°.
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“Monks, how can these foolish men strive after abundance such
as this? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:¹

“Those medicines which may be partaken of ² by ill monks,
that is to say, ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey, molasses: accepting
these, theymay be used as a store for atmost seven days. For him
whoexceeds that (period), there is anoffence of expiation involv-
ing forfeiture.”³

Bu-NP 23.2.1Thosemedicines which are partaken of by ill monksmeans:
ghee⁴ is called ghee from cows or ghee from she-goats or ghee from

BD 2.132

buffaloes; ghee from those whose meat is suitable. Fresh butter
means: fresh butter from just these. Oilmeans: sesamum oil, oil of
mustard seeds, oil containing honey,⁵ oil of the castor-oil plant, oil
from tallow.⁶Honeymeans: honey of bees.⁷Molassesmeans: what
is produced from sugar-cane.

Acceptingthese, theymaybeusedasastore foratmostseven
daysmeans: they may be used for seven days at the maximum.

Forhimwhoexceeds that (period) there isanoffence involv-
ing forfeituremeans: it is to be forfeited on the eighth day at sun-
rise. It should be forfeited to … an individual. And thus, monks,
should it be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, seven days having elapsed,
this medicine of mine is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ …
¹ At Vin 1.209 instead of this paragraph read, “having rebuked them and given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:” ² paṭisāyaniyānī ti paṭisāyitab-
bāni paribhuñjitabbānī ti attho, Vin-a 710. ³ Vin 1.209, “exceeding that (time) is
a matter to.be dealt with according to the rule.” From beginning of Bu-NP 23 to
here = Vin 1.206–209. Cf. Bu-Pc 38 for rule against eating food that has been stored.
The Gandharajātaka (Ja 3.363) was told in reference to this rule.
Beginning with the above rule, the order of the Nissaggiyaswhich follow is differ-

ent in the Pali, Sanskrit and Chinese texts. See Le Prātimoksasūtra des Sarvāstivād-
dins, ed. Finot, J.Bu-As, Nov–Dec, 1913, p. 39 (= 499). ⁴ = Vin 4.88, to “sugar-cane,”
below. ⁵ madhukatela, or “of the honey-tree,” madhuka being the tree Bassia
latifolia.Madhukapuppharasa, not allowed at Vin 1.246; translated at Vinaya Texts
ii.133 “liquorice-juice.” ⁶ vasā. At Vin-a 714 five kinds of vasā are given: that
from bears, fish, alligators, pigs, donkeys. ⁷ makkhikāmadhu. The bee is called
madhumakkhikā.
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‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable ones give back …
May I give back this medicine to the venerable one?’

If he thinks that seven days have elapsedwhen they have elapsed,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt
as to whether the seven days have elapsed, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that the seven days have
elapsed when they have not elapsed, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it is allotted¹ when it is not
allotted, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that it is bestowed when it is not bestowed … If he thinks
that it is lost when it is not lost … If he thinks that it is destroyed
when it is not destroyed … If he thinks that it is burnt when it is

Vin 3.252

not burnt, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
BD 2.133

thinks that it is stolen when it is not stolen, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture.

Acquiring something that has been forfeited,² it must not be
made use of for bodily enjoyment,³ it must not be consumed, it may
bedone into⁴ a lamporblackcolour,⁵ itmaybemadeuseofbyanother
monk for bodily enjoyment, it must not be consumed (by him). If he
thinks that the seven days have not elapsed when they have elapsed,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether
the seven days have not elapsed, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that the seven days have not elapsed when they have not
elapsed, there is no offence.

There is no offence if within seven days it is allotted, bestowed,
lost, destroyed, burnt; if they tear it from them; if they take it on trust;

¹ This and the next five cases = Vin 3.197, Vin 3.262, except that avikappita, assigned,
does not occur above. For adhiṭṭhita see above, bd 2.7, n. 1. ² nissaṭṭha, cf. above,
bd 2.8. ³ Such as anointing the limbs. ⁴ upanetabbaṁ, from upa +√nī, to bring
to. ⁵ kālavaṇṇe. Exact significance unknown, but with padīpa (lamp) is another
use for oil, since Vin-a 718 uses the verbmakkheti.
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if it is sacrificed, renounced, given up¹ to one who is not ordained; if
one devoid of longing,² giving (and) acquiring, makes use of it; if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ At Vin 3.96 and mn i.37 catto vanto mutto pahīno. Vin-a 719, “if the medicine is
sacrificed, renounced, given up for the sake of one’s mind, the mind is sacrificed,
renounced, given up, then the man is called devoid of longing as to his mind; it
means, thus being devoid of longing, giving to a sāmaṇera (novice).” ² anapekkha.
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Bu-NP 24.1.1

BD 2.134

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a cloth for the rains¹ came to be allowed to monks by
the lord.² The group of six monks, saying: “A cloth for the rains is
allowed by the lord,” looked about beforehand for robe-material as
cloths for the rains, (and) making them beforehand, they put them
on, (but going) naked because the cloths for the rains were old, they
let their bodies get wet with the rain.Thosewhoweremodest monks
… spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six monks look
about beforehand for robe-material as cloths for the rains, (and)
making them beforehand put them on, (but) because the cloths for
the rains are old, (going) naked,³ let their bodies get wet with the
rain?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:

BD 2.135

¹ vassikasāṭikā. These are cloth garments used instead of the robes, for these had
been found to become wet and heavy during the rains, Vin 1.253. At Vin 2.177 we
get sāṭiya- (= sāṭika-) gāhāpaka, translated at Vinaya Texts iii.223 “receiver of under-
garments.” But gāhāpaka is “assigner,” see above, bd 2.122, n. 1. Udakasāṭika occurs
at e.g. Vin 1.294, Vin 4.278–279, meaning bathing-cloths (for nuns).This was not a
cloth that was put on on top of or under the robes, but was worn instead of them.
In the same way the vassikasāṭikāwere worn bymonks to save the robes and the
discomfort of wearing wet robes. At Vin 4.172 the group of six monks had their
vassikasāṭikā made to an unsuitable measure. The right measure was therefore
prescribed, and was to be in length six spans of the accepted length, in breadth two
and a half spans. As editor of Vinaya Texts ii.225, note (q.v.) observes: “this is just
enough to go round the loins from the waist half down to the knee.” At Vin 4.173
vassikasāṭikā are defined as “for the four months of the rains,” while at Vin 1.297 it
is allowed to allot cloths for the rains during the four months of the rains, after that
time to assign them. ² Vin 1.294; the giving of vassikasāṭikāwas one of the eight
boons conferred upon Visākhā. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.45, where monks complained of
monks going naked.
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“Is it true, as is said, that you,monks, looking about beforehand for
robe-material as cloths for the rains, (and) making them beforehand
put them on, (but) because the cloths for the rains were old, (going)
naked, you let your bodies get wet with the rain?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, looking about before-hand for robe-

material as cloths for the rains, (and) making them beforehand put
them on, (but) because the cloths for the rains were old, (going)
naked, let your bodies get wet with the rain? It is not, foolish men,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“If he thinks, ‘A month of the hot weather remains,’ robe ma-

terial as a cloth for the rains should be looked about for by that
monk. If he thinks, ‘Half a month of the hot weather remains,’
making it, it should be put on. If he thinks, ‘More than a month

Vin 3.253

of thehotweather remains,’ and should lookabout for robemate-
rial as a cloth for the rains; if he thinks, ‘More than half amonth
of thehotweatherremains,’ andmaking it, shouldput iton, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 24.2.1If he thinks, ‘Amonth of the hotweather remains,’ robema-
terial as a cloth for the rains should be looked about for by that
monkmeans: having approached those people who formerly gave
robe material as cloths for the rains, he may speak to them thus: ‘It
is the time for robe-material as cloths for the rains, it is the season
for robe-material as cloths for the rains, and other people are giving
robe-material as cloths for the rains.’ He should not say, ‘Give me
robe-material as a cloth for the rains, bring me robe-material as a
cloth for the rains, barter¹ robe-material for me as a cloth for the

BD 2.136

rains, get in exchange robe-material for me as a cloth for the rains.’
Ifhe thinks, ‘Halfamonthof thehotweatherremains,’mak-

¹ parivattetha. Cf. above, bd 2.60, bd 2.67, bd 2.111.
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ing it, it should be put onmeans: making it in the half month of
the hot weather remaining, it should be put on.

Ifhe thinks, ‘Morethanamonthof thehotweatherremains’
means: if he looks about for robe-material as a cloth for the rains
while over a month of the hot weather remains,¹ there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture.

If he thinks, ‘More than half amonth of the hot weather remains,’
making it he puts it on while more than half a month of the hot
weather remains, it is to be forfeited. It should be forfeited to … an
individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs,
this robe-material as a cloth for the rains was looked about for by
me while more than a month of the hot weather remained; making
it, it was put on² while more than half a month of the hot weather
remained; it is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order
should give back… let the venerable ones give back… Iwill give back
this cloth for the rains to the venerable one.’

If he thinks that more than a month of the hot weather remains
when there is more, and looks about for robe-material as a cloth for
the rains, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is
indoubt as towhethermore thanamonthof thehotweather remains,
and looks about for robe-material as a cloth for the rains, there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that less than
a month of the hot weather remains when there is more, and looks
about for robe-material as a cloth for the rains, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that more than half a
month of the hotweather remainswhen there ismore, (and)making
it, puts it on, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.

BD 2.137

If he is in doubt as to whether more than half a month of the hot
weather remains, (and) making it, puts it on, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that less than half a
month of the hotweather remainswhen there ismore, (and)making
it, puts it on, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
If (going) naked, although there is a cloth for the rains, he lets his

¹ atirekamāse sese gimhāne. ² paridahita here replaces a past participle of nivāseti,
otherwise used in this story.
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body get wet with the rain, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹ If
he thinks that more than a month of the hot weather remains when
there is less, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether less than a month of the hot weather remains, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that less than a month of the
hot weather remains when there is less, there is no offence. If he
thinks thatmore than half amonth of the hot weather remainswhen
there is less, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether less than half a month of the hot weather remains, there

Vin 3.254

is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that less than half a month
of the hot weather remains when there is less, there is no offence.

There is no offence if, thinking, ‘A month of the hot weather
remains,’ he looks about for robe-material as a cloth for the rains;
if, thinking, ‘Half a month of the hot weather remains,’ making it,
he puts it on; if, thinking, ‘Less than a month of the hot weather
remains,’ he looks about for robe-material as a cloth for the rains;
if, thinking, ‘Less than half a month of the hot weather remains,’
making it, he puts it on; if the cloth for the rains that has been looked
for is worn out during the rains²; if the cloth for the rains that has

BD 2.138

been put on is worn out during the rains; washing them, they should
be laid aside, they should be put on (again) at the right season. (There
is no offence) if the robe-material is stolen,³ if the robe-material is
destroyed,⁴ if there are accidents; if he ismad, if he is the first wrong-
doer.

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.45, n. 3. ² vassaṁ ukkaḍḍhiyyati. Vin-a 721 gives khepetvā khepeti
perhaps meaning “to cause to waste.” Ukkaḍḍhiyyati is perhaps “worn out,” cf.
karṣita, from√kṛṣ, oneofwhosemeanings is givenas “wornout” inMonier-Williams’
Dictionary. Avakarṣati (ava-kṛṣ) can also mean “to take off.” Kshāpayati given by
Monier-Williams as “to destroy, ruin, make an end of, finish.” ³ acchinnacīvarassā
ti etaṁ vassikasāṭikam sandhāya vuttaṁ, Vin-a 723. It might be stolen by thieves
when the monks were bathing. ⁴ naṭṭhacīvara, see above, bd 2.47, bd 2.48.
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Bu-NP 25.1.1

BD 2.139

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,¹ said to
the monk who shared his brother’s cell: “Come, your reverence, we
will set out on a tour of the country.”
“I will not go, honoured sir,” he said, “my robe is worn thin.”²
“Come, your reverence, I will give you a robe,” he said and he gave

him a robe. Then that monk heard: “It is said that the lord will set
out on a tour of the country.”Then it occurred to that monk: “I will
not set out on a tour of the country with the venerable Upananda,
the son of the Sakyans; I will set out on a tour of the country with
the lord.”

Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, said to
that monk: “Come now, your reverence, we will set out on a tour of
the country.”
“I will not set out on a tour of the country with you, honoured sir,

I will set out on a tour of the country with the lord.”
“But that robe, your reverence, which I gave you, that will set out

on a tour of the countrywithme,” he said, and angry anddispleased,³
he tore it away.⁴Then that monk told this matter to themonks.Those
who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the
venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, himself having given
a robe to a monk, angry and displeased, tear it away?” Then these
monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, yourself having given a

BD 2.140

¹ See above, Bu-NP 6, Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 20. ² dubbala. ³ kupito anattamano, said
of Devadatta at Vin 2.189. ⁴ Vin-a 723, by force, balakkārena aggahesi.
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robe to a monk, angry and displeased, tore it away?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“Howcanyou, foolishman, yourself having given a robe to amonk,

Vin 3.255

angry and displeased, tear it away? It is not, foolishman, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, himself having given a robe to a monk, an-

gry and displeased, should tear it away or should cause it to be
torn away, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”¹

Bu-NP 25.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
To amonkmeans: to another monk.
Himselfmeans: himself ² having given.
Arobemeans: anyone robe of the six (kinds of) robes (including)

the least one fit for assignment.³
Angry,displeasedmeans: dissatisfied, themindworsened, stub-

born.⁴
Should tear it awaymeans: if he tears it away himself, there is

an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
Should cause it to be torn away means: if he commands an-

other, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If having commanded
once, he then tears many away,⁵ it is to be forfeited. It should be
forfeited to … an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
‘Honoured sirs, having myself given this robe to a monk, it was torn

BD 2.141

away by me; it is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the
Order should give back … let the venerable ones give back … I will
give back this robe to the venerable one.’

Having given a robe to one who is ordained thinking that he is

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 81. ² sāmaṁ explained by sayaṁ. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.7, bd 2.40, bd 2.48.
⁴ Cf. bd 1.281; Vin 4.236; mn i.101. ⁵ Vin-a 723, “if he commands, ‘take robe-
material,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing; if, having commanded, he says, ‘take
many,’ there is an offence of expiation. If he says, ‘take the outer cloak, the inner
and the upper robes,’ for each speech there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he says,’
take everything given by me,’ for one speech made there are many offences.”
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ordained, if angry and displeased, he tears it away or causes it to
be torn away, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
If he is in doubt as to whether one is ordained, (then if) angry and
displeased he tears it away or causes it to be torn away, there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture. Having given a robe to
one who is ordained thinking that he is not ordained, if angry and
displeased, he tears it away or causes it to be torn away, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. Having given another
requisite, if angry and displeased, he tears it away or causes it to be
torn away, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Having given a robe
or another requisite to one who is not ordained, (then if) angry and
displeased, he tears it away or causes it to be torn away, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that one is ordained when he is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether one is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that one is not ordained when he is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.¹

There is no offence if he gives it or takes (from him) in a friendly
manner²; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 3.256

¹ Here text is surely corrupt, for instead of āpatti dukkaṭassa it should read anāpatti.
Oldenberg gives no variant reading. ² vissasanto, putting his trust in him. Text
reads vissāsanto; Sinhalese edition vissasanto, which is rather more correct, being
from viśvasiti.
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Bu-NP 26.1.1
BD 2.142

…at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place. At
that time the group of six monks, at the time of robe-making, asked
for much yarn,¹ so that when the robe-material was made much
yarn came to be over. Then it occurred to the group of six monks:
“Now then, your reverences, let us, asking for more yarn, have robe-
material woven by weavers.”Then the group of six monks, asking
for more yarn, had robe-material woven by weavers, but when the
robe-material was woven much yarn came to be over. A second time
did the group of sixmonks, asking formore yarn, have robe-material
wovenbyweavers, butwhen the robe-materialwaswovenmuchyarn
came to be over. A third time did the group of six monks, asking for
more yarn, have robe-material woven by weavers. People … spread
it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, themselves asking

for yarn, have robe-material woven by weavers?”
Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who

were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks, themselves asking for yarn,

have robe-material woven by weavers?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, yourselves asking for yarn,

had robe-material woven by weavers?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen, yourselves asking for yarn, have robe-

BD 2.143

¹ sutta, yarn or thread.
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material woven by weavers? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, himself asking for yarn, should have robe-

material woven by weavers, there is an offence of expiation in-
volving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 26.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Himselfmeans: himself asking.
Yarnmeans: the six (kinds of) yarn¹: linen, cotton, silk, wool,²

coarse hempen cloth,³ canvas.⁴
Byweavers⁵ means: if he has it woven by weavers⁶ there is an

offence of wrong-doing in the action. It is to be forfeited on acqui-
BD 2.144

sition; it should be forfeited to … an individual. And thus, monks,
Vin 3.257

should it be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, this robe caused byme to be
wovenbyweavers, havingmyself asked for the yarn, is to be forfeited.
I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give back … let the

¹ These are the six kinds of thread for making the six kinds of robe-materials that
are allowable to monks.These latter are given in this order at e.g. Vin 1.58 = Vin 1.96,
and especially see Vin 1.281, where they are allowed.The six kinds of robe-materials
or robes are referred to at e.g.Vin 3.210,Vin 3.213. ² Vin-a 724, yarnof sheep’swool.
³ The wearing of sāṇawas one of the practices adopted by wanderers belonging to
other sects, dn i.166, dn iii.41, an i.240, mn i.78, Pp 55.The commentaries explain
sāṇa by using the word itself, as either sāṇavākasutta (Vin-a 724, yarn of the bark
of sāṇa), sāṇa-vākacelāni (dn-a 356 = an-a 2.354, garments of …), sāṇavāka-mayaṁ
(sn-a i.159, made of …). Sāṇawas probably a plant, see next note below. At sn ii.202
Kassapa insisted onwearing, and at sn ii.222 accepted from the lord his own, sāṇāni
paṁsukūlāni, coarse hempen rag-robes. ⁴ bhaṅga. Vin-a 724, Vin-a 1119 give two
meanings: (1) thread made of bark, (2) thread mixed with these five other threads.
See Joges Chandra Ray, IHQ. xv.2, 1939, p. 197, “the inner bark of the plant yields
a strong fibre, fit for strings and ropes, and a coarse cloth, canvas, is woven.” In
identifying Bhaṅgāwith Soma, the relation of bhaṅga to sāṇa is also brought out, for,
according to the lexicographers quoted by Chandra Ray, they also are identical; and
the commentarial explanations, that sāṇāni are said to be of bark, are illuminated. I
am indebted to this article for the suggestion that “canvas” is a possible translation
of bhaṅga. ⁵ tantavāya. ⁶ pesakāra. Cf. Vin 4.7. Monier-Williams: “peśaskārī, f.,
Ved. a woman who weaves artistically or embroiders.”
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venerable ones give back… Iwill give back this robe to the venerable
one.’

If he thinks that it was caused to be woven when it was caused to
bewoven, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is
in doubt as to whether it was caused to be woven, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it was not caused
to be woven when it was caused to be woven, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it was caused to be
woven when it was not caused to be woven, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it was not caused to be
woven, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it was
not caused to be woven when it was not caused to be woven, there is
no offence.

It is no offence to sewa robe¹ to a binding,² to a belt,³ to a shoulder-
strap,⁴ to a bag for carrying the bowl in,⁵ to a water-strainer⁶; if it
belongs to relations; if they are invited; if it is for another; if it is by
means of his own property⁷; if he ismad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Vin-a 727 says that there is no offence in asking for thread (or yarn) to sew a robe.
² Āyoga. At Vin 2.135 the use of āyoga is allowed to monks.Theword is translated
at Vinaya Texts iii.141 as “handicraft.” But I think that because the monks ask how
an āyoga should be made (omitted at Vinaya Texts iii.141), and are allowed the ap-
paratus belonging to a loom, āyoga should be rendered “bandage” or “binding” in
that passage. Cf. Vv 33 (p. 30), where āyogapaṭṭa (preceded by aṁsavaṭṭaka and that
by kāyabandhana) means “strip, bandage.” ³ kāyabandhana. At Vin 2.136 belts
or waist-bands were allowed to monks. ⁴ aṁsabandhaka. At Vin 1.204, Vin 2.114
shoulder-straps are allowed tomonks. ⁵ pattatthavikā; allowed at Vin 2.114. ⁶ Al-
lowed at Vin 2.118.These five articles arementioned together again as not giving rise
to an offence at Vin 4.170. ⁷ Cf. above, bd 2.27, bd 2.49, bd 2.52, bd 2.57, bd 2.125.
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Bu-NP 27.1.1

BD 2.145

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. At that
time a certain man, going off on a journey,¹ said to his wife:
“Weighing² yarn, give it to a certain weaver; getting him to weave

robe-material, take care of it;when I comeback Iwill present³master
Upananda⁴ with robe-material.”

A certain monk, as he was going for alms, heard this man as
he was speaking thus. Then this monk approached the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, and having approached he spoke
thus to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“You, reverendUpananda, are of greatmerit,⁵ for at a certain place

a certainman, going off on a journey, said to his wife: ‘Weighing yarn
… I will present master Upananda with robe-material.’ ”
“Sir, he is my supporter,” he said. For this very weaver was the

supporter of the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans.Then
the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, approached this
weaver, and having approached he spoke thus to the weaver:
“Sir, this robe-material is being specially woven for me; make it

long and wide and rough,⁶ make it evenly woven⁷ and well woven⁸
BD 2.146

¹ pavāsaṁ gacchanto. ² dhārayitva ti tuletvā, Vin-a 727. Tuleti is to weigh. ³ ac-
chādeti, see above, bd 2.53, n. 2. ⁴ Cf. Bu-NP6, Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 20, Bu-NP 25.
⁵ Same thing said to Upananda at Vin 1.300 and Vin 3.215, Vin 3.217 (bd 2.53, bd 2.58,
above). ⁶ Here “soft,” the opposite of “rough,” is omitted. Cf. above, bd 2.56. ⁷ su-
vīta. Vin-a 727, sabbaṭṭhanesu samaṁ katvā, making it level (or even) everywhere.
⁸ suppavāyita. Vin-a 727, sabbaṭṭhānesu samam katvā tante pasāritaṁ, making it level
everywhere, it is stretched on a loom. Really suppavāyita is a synonym for suvīta.
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and well scraped¹ and well combed.”²
“Honoured sir, having weighed this yarn, they gave it to me, say-

ing, ‘Weave robe-material with this yarn.’ Honoured sir, I am not
able to make it long or wide or rough, but I am able, honoured sir,

Vin 3.258

to make it evenly woven and well woven and well scraped and well
combed.”
“You, if you please, sir, make it long and wide and rough; there

will not come to be a shortage³ of this yarn.”
Then that weaver, as soon as the yarn had been brought,⁴ setting

it up on the loom, went up to that woman, and having gone up he
said to that woman: “Themaster wants yarn.”
“Were not you,master, told byme: ‘Weave robe-material with that

yarn’?”
“It is true that I, lady, was told by you: ‘Weave robe-material with

this yarn’; but master Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, said to me:
‘You, if you please, sir, make it long and wide and rough; there will
not come to be a shortage of this yarn.’ ”

Then thatwomangavea second time⁵ just asmuchyarnas shehad
given at first. Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
heard it said that “The man is come back from his journey.” Then
the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, approached that

BD 2.147

man’s dwelling and having approached he sat down on the appointed
seat.Then that man approached the venerable Upananda, the son of
the Sakyans, and having approached and greeted the venerable Up-
ananda, the son of the Sakyans, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, that man said to his
wife: “Is that robe-material woven?”
“Yes, master, that robe-material is woven.”

¹ suvilekhita. Vin-a 727 says lekhaniyā suṭṭhu vilikhitaṁ. Perhaps it means that the
yarn is well scraped so as to remove any rough bits, but the meaning of lekhanī is
doubtful. ² suvitacchita. Vin-a 727 says, kocchena suṭṭhu vitacchitaṁ suviniddhotan
ti attho. Pali-English Dictionary gives “well-carded” for suvitacchita. Koccha is a comb.
³ paṭibaddhan ti vekallaṁ. Vin-a 727–728, perhaps “a refusal, a holding back, an
obstructionwith regard to.” ⁴ yathābhataṁ suttaṁ. Seemeanings of yathābhataṁ
in Pali-English Dictionary. ⁵ pacchā, afterwards.
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“Bring it, I will present master Upananda with robe-material.”
Then thatwomanbringing that robe-material andgiving it toherhus-
band, told him this matter.Then that man, giving that robe-material
to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have great desires, they are

not contented; it is not easy to present them with robe-material.
How canmaster Upananda, before being invited by me, going up to
a householder’s weavers, put forward a consideration with regard to
robe-material?”¹

Monks heard that man who… spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, before being invited, going up to
a householder’s weavers, put forward a consideration with regard to
robe-material?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord.
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, before being invited,

going up to a householder’s weavers, put forward a consideration
with regard to robe-material?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
“Is he a relation of yours, Upananda, or not a relation?”
“He is not a relation, lord.”
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right or what is wrong
for one who is not a relation. Thus will you, foolish man, before
being invited, going up to a householder’s weavers, put forward a

Vin 3.259

BD 2.148 consideration with regard to robe-material. It is not, foolish man,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“A man or a woman householder who is not a relation may

cause robe-material to be woven by weavers for a monk.Then if
thatmonk, before being invited, going up to theweavers, should
put forward a consideration with regard to the robe-material,
saying: ‘Now sirs, this robe-material is being speciallywoven for

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.53.
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me. Make it long and wide and rough, and make it evenly wo-
ven and well woven and well scraped and well combed. If you do
so we could give the venerable ones¹ something or other in ad-
dition.’² And if the monk, speaking thus, should give something
or other in addition, even as little as the contents of a begging-
bowl,³ there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 27.2.1For amonk⁴ means: for the good of a monk, making a monk an
object, being desirous of presenting to a monk.

Amanwho is not a relationmeans: one who is not related on
the mother’s side or on the father’s side back through seven genera-
tions.

A householdermeans: he who lives in a house.
Awoman householdermeans: she who lives in a house.
Byweaversmeans: by weavers.⁵
Robe-materialmeans: any one robe-material of the six (kinds

of) robe-material including the least one fit for assignment.⁶
BD 2.149

May cause to bewovenmeans: causes to be woven.
If that monkmeans: the particular monk for whom the robe-

material is being woven.
Before being invitedmeans: before it was said (to him): ‘What

kind of robe-material do youwant, honoured sir?What kind of robe-
material shall I have woven for you?’

Going up to theweaversmeans: going to the house, approach-
ing (them) anywhere.

Shouldput forwardaconsiderationwithregard to therobe-
materialmeans: he says: ‘Now sirs, this robe-material is being spe-
cially woven for me. Make it long and wide and rough, andmake it
evenly woven and well woven and well scraped and well combed. If

¹ āyasmantānaṁ. Polite, perhaps here cajoling, form of address. Cf. above, bd 2.54.
² Anupadajjeyyāma. ³ piṇḍapātamattaṁ; piṇḍapāta is the alms-food, but enough
was usually received for the daily meal to fill a begging-bowl. See Old Commentary,
below. ⁴ For the remainder of this Nissaggiya cf. Bu-NP8.2. ⁵ tantavāyehī ti
pesakārehi, cf. above, bd 2.143. ⁶ Cf. above, bd 2.40, bd 2.48, bd 2.140.
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you do so we could give the venerable ones something or other in
addition.’

And if the monk, speaking thus, should give something or
other in addition, even as little as the contents of a begging-
bowlmeans: the contents of a begging-bowl are called conjey and
rice¹ and solid food and a lump of chunam² and a tooth-pick and

Vin 3.260

unwoven thread, and he even speaks dhamma.³
If according to what he says, he makes it long or wide or rough,

there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action. It is to be forfeited
on acquisition. It should be forfeited to … an individual. And thus,
monks, should it be forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, before I was invited (to
take) this robe-material, approaching the weavers of a householder
who is not a relation, I put forward a consideration with regard to
the robe-material; it is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘…
the Order should give back … let the venerable ones give back … I
will give back this robe to the venerable one.’

BD 2.150

If, before being invited, going up to theweavers of a householder,
thinking that he is not a relation when he is not a relation, he puts
forward a consideration with regard to robe-material, there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If, being in doubt as to
whether he is not a relation, before being invited, going up to the
weavers of a householder, he puts forward a consideration with
regard to robe-material, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If, before being invited, goingup to theweavers of a house-
holder, thinking that he is a relation when he is not a relation, he
puts forward a consideration with regard to robe-material, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he thinks that he is not
a relation when he is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether he is a relation, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is a relation when he is a relation,

¹ bhatta; cf.Vin 4.129.More usually bhojaniya is combinedwith, the next, khādaniya.
² This and the next two occur together at Vin 3.241, Vin 3.266; Vin 4.154. ³ Vin-
a 728, “he gives dhamma-talk”—i.e., perhaps a blessing, good words—for as the text
shows, a monk can give things of the mind (dhamma-dāna, the best of gifts, an i.91)
besides material things.
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there is no offence.

There is no offence if it belongs to relations; if they are invited; if
it is for another; if it is by means of his own property; if desirous of
having costly (robe-material) woven he has (robe-material) costing
little woven; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.
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Bu-NP 28.1.1
BD 2.151

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain chief minister, going on a journey, sent a mes-
senger to the monks, saying: “Let the revered sirs come, I will give
a rains-residence (gift).”¹Themonks, thinking: “A rains-residence
(gift) at the end of the rains is allowed by the lord,”² being scrupulous,
did not go.³The chief minister … spread it about, saying:
“How can the revered ones not come⁴ when a messenger was sent

by me? Well, I am going with the army, life is uncertain, death is
uncertain.”⁵

Monks heard that chief minister who … spread it about. Then
these monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occa-
sion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the
monks, saying:

¹ vassāvāsika. Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, i.228, renders, “food of the season
of the rains”; Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, ii.8, “lodging during the season of
the rains,” but neither of these can be meant here, since the rule is concerned
with robes. It means rather something connected with the rains-(vassa-)residence
(āvāsa), which may be food, clothing or lodgings, as the story demands. Vassāvāsa
occurs at Vin 1.153. ² Cf.Vin 1.153ff. ³ It seems that the minister must have been
offering his gift during the rains—i.e., at a time when the monks must travel as
little as possible—and not at the end of the rains. Otherwise the scrupulous monks
could have gone, and no complaints would have been raised. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.64,
where Upananda did not wait when bidden by a layman to do so. ⁵ dujjanaṁ
jīvitaṁ dujjanaṁ, maraṇam.
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“I allow you, monks, having accepted a special robe,¹ to lay it
aside.”

Bu-NP 28.1.2
BD 2.152Now at that timemonks said: “It is allowed by the lord, accepting

a special robe, to lay it aside.”These accepting special robes, let the
Vin 3.261

robe-season² pass. These robes tied up in bundles, remained on a
bamboo for hanging up robes.³Then the venerableĀnanda, as hewas
engaged in touring the lodgings, saw these robes tied up in bundles,
that remained on the bamboo for hanging up robes; seeing them he
said to the monks:
“Your reverences, whose are these robes, tied up in bundles, that

remain on the bamboo for hanging up robes?”
“Your reverence, they are our special robes,” they said.
“But for how long, your reverences, have these robes been laid

aside?”
Then thesemonks told the venerableĀnandawhen theyhadbeen

laid aside.The venerable Ānanda … spread it about, saying:
“How can these monks, having accepted a special robe, let the

¹ acceka-cīvara, explained at Vin-a 729 as accāyika-cīvara. Cf. Vin 4.166, accāyike
karaṇīye, “if there is something urgent (special) to be done” See Vinaya Texts i.29,
n. 3, where it is said “ ‘special robe’ is no doubt an inadequate rendering; butwe have
chosen it in reference to the special circumstances in which the donation is made,
and in default of a better translation.” Critical Pali Dictionary says of accekacīvara
that it is “a robe presented to a priest [sic] not at the usual time,” and of accāyika
(Sanskrit ātyayika) that it is “not suffering delay, urgent, pressing.” An “exceptional”
or “emergency” robe might be a suitable translation, if it is remembered that it is
the donor who is in an emergency, who is pressed for time, and who because of
some exceptional or unusual circumstances, wants to make his gift without delay,
and so gain the “merit” for his act of giving. Here the chief minister wanted to
make his gift before he went into the army and faced the uncertainties of life and
death. See Old Commentary, below and Vin-a 729 which correlate accekacīvarawith
vassāvāsika, as though a robe given to meet some emergency implies a robe given at
an unusual time—i.e., here during the rains.The robe therefore is “special,” both
in regard to the reason for giving it, and in regard to the time at which it was given.
² cīvarakālasamaya, see Old Commentary, below.This robe-season is the usual time
for accepting, distributing and settling robe-material. Cf. also Bu-NP 1 and Vinaya
Texts i.18, n.The word occurs again at Vin 4.286. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.25.
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robe-season pass?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to
the lord. He said:

BD 2.153

“Is it true, as is said, monks, thatmonks, having accepted a special
robe, let the robe-season pass?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
How, monks, can these foolish men, having accepted a special

robe, let the robe-season pass? Monks, it is not for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“If a special robe should accrue¹ to a monk ten days before the

full moon of the (first) Kattika, three months (of the rains hav-
ing passed),² it may be accepted by that monk if he thinks of it
(as something) special³; having accepted it, it should be laid aside
until the robe-season. But if he should lay it aside for longer than
that, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 28.2.1 Ten days beforemeans: ten days before the ceremony held at
the end of the rains.⁴

Thefullmoon of Kattika, threemonths (of the rains having
passed)means: the ceremony held at the end of the rains is called
Kattika.

A special robemeans: one is desirous of going with the army,
BD 2.154

¹ uppajjeyya, literally should arise, should beproduced for. See above, bd 2.4, bd 2.24,
bd 2.90, bd 2.99, bd 2.114. ² kattikatemāsipuṇṇamā. Kattika (Sanskrit kārttika) is
the month is the month October–November, when the full moon (puṇṇamā) is
near the Pleiades. This month is the last of the five months of the rains. The full
moon of Assayuja is called kattikatemāsinī; the full moon of Kattika (the last month
of the rains) is called kattikatemāsinī. Thus there were two full moons in Kattika.
Kattikatemāsipuṇṇamāmight be translated: “The full moon of Kattika, threemonths
(of the rains having passed”; or even “three months of the year having passed,” if
the yearwere reckoned to begin at the firstmonth of the rains, Āsāḷha). Cf.Bu-NP 29
below, bd 2.157, for kattikacātumāsinī. ³ accekaṁmaññamānena. ⁴ pavāraṇā,
held to inquire whether any fault can be laid to the charge of anymonk or nun in
respect of what has been seen, heard, or suspected. Cf. Vin 1.160, Vin 2.32; bd 1.283,
bd 1.292; and Horner,Women under Primitive Buddhism, pp. 133ff.
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or one comes to be going on a journey, or one comes to be ill, or a
woman becomes pregnant, or faith comes to be arisen in one who
was without faith, or pleasing comes to be arisen for one who was
not pleased.¹ If such a one should send a messenger to the monks
saying: ‘Let the revered sirs come, I will give a rains-residence (gift),’
this means a special robe.

It may be accepted by that monk if he thinks of it (as some-
thing) special; having accepted it, it should be laid aside until
the robe-seasonmeans: making a sign,² it must be laid aside; this
is a special robe.

The robe-seasonmeans: if the kaṭhina cloth has not been (for-
mally)made then the lastmonth of the rains; if it has been (formally)
made, it is five months.³

Vin 3.262

If he should lay it aside for longer than that means: if the
kaṭhina cloth has not been (formally) made, and he lets the last day
of the rains pass, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
If the kaṭhina cloth has been (formally) made and he lets the day
for removing the kaṭhina (privileges)⁴ pass, it is to be forfeited. It
should be forfeited … to an individual. And thus, monks, should it be
forfeited: ‘Honoured sirs, letting pass the robe-season, this special
robe ofmine is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… theOrder
should give back… let the venerable ones give back… Iwill give back
this special robe to the venerable one.’

If he thinks that it is a special robe when it is a special robe, and
lets the robe-season pass, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to whether it is a special robe and
lets the robe season pass, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If he thinks that it is not a special robe when it is a special

BD 2.155

robe and lets the robe-season pass, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that one is allotted when it is not

¹ appasannassa vāpasādouppannohoti.Cf. above, bd 2.3, n. 1, on the recurring expres-
sion: n’ etaṁ bhikkhave appasannānaṁ vā pasādāya, “it is not for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased.” ² saññanaṁ katvā. Vin-a 729, kiñci nimittaṁ katvā, “making
somemark,” presumably on the robe. ³ = Vin 4.286f. Cf. bd 2.5, n. 1, bd 2.26, n. 3
above on atthata, formally made. ⁴ kaṭhinuddhāradivasa, cf. above, p. 5, n. 3.
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allotted,¹ there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that one is assigned when it is not assigned … If he thinks
that one is bestowed when it is not bestowed … If he thinks that
one is lost when it is not lost … If he thinks that one is destroyed
when it is not destroyed … If he thinks that one is burnt when it is
not burnt … If he thinks that one is stolen when it is not stolen and
lets the robe-season pass, there is an offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. Not forfeiting the robe which had to be forfeited, if he
makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
it is a special robe when it is not a special robe, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a special robe,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a special
robe when it is not a special robe, there is no offence.

There is no offence if, within the season, it is allotted, assigned,
bestowed, lost, destroyed, burnt, if they tear it (from him), if they
take it on trust; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.²

¹ This and thenext six cases = Vin 3.197, Vin 3.251, see above. ² Cf.Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2,
Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 21, Bu-NP 9.
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Bu-NP 29.1.1

BD 2.156

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time monks who had finished keeping the rains were staying in
lodgings in the jungles.Thieves (of the kindwho attackmonks in the
month) of Kattika¹ attacked them, saying: “Themonks have received
possessions.”²They told thismatter to the lord.Then the lord, on this
occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed
the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks, when staying in lodgings in
the jungles, to lay aside one of the three robes inside a house.”³

Bu-NP 29.1.2

Now at that time monks thought: “It is allowed by the lord when
staying in lodgings in the jungles to lay aside one of the three robes

Vin 3.263

inside a house.”These, laying aside one of the three robes inside a
house, were away for more than six nights. These robes were lost
and destroyed and burnt and eaten by rats.Themonks became badly
dressed, wearing shabby robes. (Other) monks spoke thus:
“How is it that you, your reverences, are badly dressed, wearing

shabby robes?” Then these monks told this matter to the monks.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can these monks, laying aside one of the three robes inside

a house, be away for more than six nights?”Then these monks told
this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks laying aside one of the

BD 2.157

¹ kattikacorakā. Vin-a 730, kattikamāse corā—i.e., after the distribution of the robes.
² laddhalābhā. ³ So as to be guarded, Vin-a 730. Cf. Bu-NP 2 above, and notes,
where an ill monkmay be awaywithout his set of three robes for more than a night,
if he has the agreement of the monks.
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three robes inside a house were away for more than six nights?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, laying aside one of the three

robes inside a house, be away for more than six nights? It is not,
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Having spent the rains up to the fullmoon of Kattika,¹ in case

a monk who is staying in such lodgings as those jungle lodgings
which are held to be dangerous and frightening, so desires, he
may lay aside one of his three robes inside a house; and should
there be any reason for that monk to be away, separated from
that robe, that monk may be away, separated from that robe for
atmost sixnights. Shouldhebeaway, separated (fromit) for long-
er than that, except on the agreement of the monks,² there is an
offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 29.2.1 Having spent the rainsmeans: when they have finished (keep-
ing) the rains.

The fullmoon of Kattikameans: it is called the (night of) Katti-
ka-cātumāsinī.³

Those jungle lodgingsmeans: the last lodging called “jungle” is
five hundred dhanumeasures⁴ (away from the village).⁵

BD 2.158

Dangerous⁶means: if, in amonastery, in theprecincts of amonas-
tery, a place where thieves are halting is seen, a place where they are

¹ Kattikapuṇṇamā, see Old Commentary, below.This is the next full moon to that
meant in the lastNissaggiya—i.e., it is the last fullmoon of Kattika (and of the rains);
see Vin-a 658, Vin-a 730 and above, bd 2.153, n. 2. ² Probably the same kind of
agreement as in Bu-NP 2—i.e., the agreement to be regarded as not away, separated
from the robe, although in fact the monk was away from it. ³ See above, bd 2.153,
n. 2. Vinaya Texts i.324 says: “the epithet cātumāsinī refers to the Vedic Cāturmāsya
festival, which falls upon that day” (i.e., the full moon day in the month of Kattika).
This day, or night, “is called Komudī (from kumuda, a whitewater-lily), because that
flower is supposed to bloom then,” Dialogues of the Buddha 1.66, note. ⁴ dhanus is
a measure of length; according to Monier-Williams it is equivalent to four hastas,
or ½000 gavyūti. ⁵ So Vin-a 731. ⁶ Cf. below, bd 2.290, and mn-a 2.109.
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resting¹ is seen, a place where they are sitting down is seen, a place
where they are lying down is seen.

Frightening² means: if, in a monastery, in the precincts of a
monastery, people injured by thieves are seen, (people) plundered
are seen, (people) beaten down are seen.

Incaseamonkis staying insuch lodgingsmeans: amonk stay-
ing in lodgings like these.

Vin 3.264

Desiresmeans: wanting.
One of his three robesmeans: the outer cloak or the upper robe

or the inner robe.³
May lay aside inside a housemeans: he may lay it aside in the

neighbourhood in a food-village.⁴
And should there be any reason for that monk to be away,

separated from that robemeans: should there be a reason, should
there be (something) to be done.⁵

That monk may be away, separated from that robe for at
most six nights means: he may be away, separated (from it) for
six nights at the maximum.

Except on the agreement of the monksmeans: setting aside
the agreement of the monks.

Should he be away, separated (from it) for longer than that
means: it is to be forfeited at sunrise on the seventh day. It should be
forfeited to … an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited:
‘Honoured sirs, having been away, separated from this robe of mine,
for more than six nights, except on the agreement of the monks, it is
to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give
back … let the venerable ones give back … I will give back this robe
to the venerable one.’

If he thinks that it is more when it is more than six nights, (and)
BD 2.159

is away, separated, except on the agreement of the monks, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to

¹ ṭhitokāsa. ² Cf. below, bd 2.290, and mn-a 2.109. ³ See above, bd 2.1, n. 2.
⁴ gocara-gāma, Vin-a 731 says: “in the neighbourhood of his jungle lodging.” Cf.
Pv-a 12.42. It is a village where food is given to monks; gocarameaning pasturage or
grazing. ⁵ karaṇīya.
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whether it is more than six nights, and is away, separated, except
on the agreement of the monks, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If he thinks that it is less when it is more than
six nights, (and) is away, separated, except on the agreement of the
monks, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If he
thinks that (the robe) is taken away when it is not taken away¹ … If
he thinks that it is bestowed when it is not bestowed … If he thinks
that it is lost when it is not lost … If he thinks that it is destroyed
when it is not destroyed … If he thinks that it is burnt when it is not
burnt … If he thinks that it is stolen when it is not stolen, (and) is
away except on the agreement of the monks, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture. Not forfeiting the robe which had to
be forfeited, if he makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it is more, when it is less than six nights, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is less than
six nights, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is
less when it is less than six nights, there is no offence.

There is no offence if he is away, separated for six nights; if he is
away, separated for less than six nights; if, being away, separated for
six nights, entering the village-boundary and staying (there) he de-
parts again; if, within six nights, the (robe) is taken away, bestowed,
lost, destroyed, burnt, if they tear it from him, if they take it on trust;
if there is the agreement of the monks; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.²

Vin 3.265

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.22, n. 3. ² Cf. above, bd 2.23.
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Bu-NP 30.1.1

BD 2.160

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery.¹ Nowat
that time at Sāvatthī robes and food were prepared for² the Order by
a certain guild,³ saying: “Having offered them food,⁴ we will present
themwith robe-material.”Then the group of six monks approached
that guild, and having approached they said to that guild: “Sirs, give
these robes to us.”
“Honoured sirs, we will not give; alms-food with robes are got

ready by us every year for the Order.”
“Sirs, many are the Order’s benefactors, many are the Order’s

devotees.⁵ We are here, depending on you, looking to you, but if you
will not give to us, then who is there⁶ who will give to us? Sirs, give
these robes to us.”

Then that guild, being pressed by the group of six monks, giving
the group of six monks as much robe-material as was prepared,
served the Order with a meal. Those monks who knew that robe-
material and a meal were prepared for the Order, and did not know
that (it) was given to the group of six monks, spoke thus:
“Sirs, dedicate⁷ robe-material to the Order.”

BD 2.161

¹ = Bu-Pc 82, Vin 4.155, except that there the offence is procuring something for an-
other person, and not, as here, for oneself. Cf. Bu-Pc 81. ² paṭiyattaṁ. ³ pūja, or
group. ⁴ bhojetvā. ⁵ bhattā, with variant reading kattā (see Vin 3.279), and Sin-
halese edition bhaddā. Vin-a 732 reads bhadrā, taking it = bhadrāni = lābhamukhāni
(with variant readings bhaddā, bhattā … bhattāni). It therefore looks more as if
a “devotee” were meant than a “meal,” especially in conjunction with dāyakā,
benefactors. ⁶ ko carahi. ⁷ oṇojethā ti detha, Vin-a 732; cf. Vin 1.39, an iv.210,
Mil 236, where oṇojeti seems to imply a rite of cleansing by water (udakaṁ oṇojetvā)
and also a ceremonial giving, implied by the presence of bhiṅkāra, a ceremonial
vessel used in donations.
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“Honoured sirs, there is none; themasters, the group of sixmonks,
appropriated¹ to themselves asmuchrobe-material aswasprepared.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of sixmonks knowingly² appropriate to them-

selves an apportioned³ benefit belonging to the Order?”Then these
monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, knowingly appropriated to

yourselves an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, knowingly appropriate to yourselves

an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order? It is not, foolish men,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should knowingly appropriate to himself an

apportionedbenefit belonging to theOrder, there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bu-NP 30.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
He knows⁴ means: either he knows by himself or others tell him

or (someone) tells (him).
Vin 3.266

Belonging to theOrdermeans: it comes to be given to theOrder,
handed over to (it).⁵

A benefit means: the requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings,
medicine for the sick, and even a lump of chunam and a toothpick
and unwoven thread.⁶

BD 2.162

Apportionedmeans: it has been expressly said,⁷ “we will give,
we will make.”

If he appropriates to himself, in the action there is an offence of

¹ pariṇāmesuṁ, causative of pariṇamati. ² jānaṁ. ³ pariṇata. This is derived
from the same root as pariṇāmeti; its indicative is pariṇamati. Vin-a 733 says ninna
poṇa pabbhāra, bending to, leading to, sloping to. ⁴ jānāti, indicative, instead of
the jānaṁ, participle, of the Rule. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.43. ⁶ Cf. above, bd 2.111, bd 2.149,
andVin 4.154. ⁷ vācā bhinnāhoti; cf. vācaṁbhindeyya at Vin 1.157, “uttering aword,”
Vinaya Texts i.326.
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wrong-doing; it is to be forfeited on acquisition. It should be forfeited
to … an individual. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: ‘Hon-
oured sirs, this apportioned benefit belonging to the Order, know-
ingly appropriated byme to myself, is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to
the Order.’ … ‘… the Order should give back … let the venerable ones
give back … I will give back this benefit to the venerable one.’

If he thinks that it was apportioned when it was apportioned
(and) appropriates it to himself, there is an offence of expiation in-
volving forfeiture. If he is in doubt as to whether it was apportioned
(and) appropriates it to himself, there is an offence of expiation in-
volving forfeiture. If he thinks that it was not apportioned when it
was apportioned (and) appropriates it to himself, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture. If he appropriates what was appor-
tioned to the Order for another (part of the) Order¹ or for a shrine,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he appropriates what was ap-
portioned to a shrine for another shrine or for an Order or for an
individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he appropriates
what was apportioned to an individual for another individual or for
an Order or for a shrine, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it was apportioned when it was not apportioned, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it was
not apportioned, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that it was not apportioned when it was not apportioned, there is no
offence.

There is no offence if he himself being asked, ‘Where do we give?’
BD 2.163

says, ‘Give wherever your gift would be used² or could be mended³
or should be for a long time or when for you the mind is peaceful’⁴;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The third Division: that on Bowls
¹ Vin-a 733, for the Order in one vihāra. Saṅghameans, not the whole Order, but
five or more monks (see above, bd 2.7, n. 5) staying in various districts and vihāras.
² paribhogaṁ labheyya, literally might receive use. ³ paṭisaṁkhāraṁ labheyya.
⁴ tumhākaṁ cittaṁ pasīdati.
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this is its key
Two on bowls, and onmedicine,
for the rains, the fifth on a gift,
Oneself, causing to be woven, a special robe,
dangerous, and for the Order.

Venerable ones, recited are the thirty rules for offences of expia-
tion involving forfeiture. Concerning them, I ask the venerable ones:
I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? And a second time I
ask: I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? And a third time
I ask: I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? The venerable
ones are quite pure in this matter, therefore they are silent, thus do
I understand this.

Told are the Offences of Expiation involving Forfeiture¹
Vin 3.267

¹ Here ends Oldenberg’s Vinayapiṭaka, vol.iii.
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Bu-Pc 1.1.1
Vin 4.1

BD 2.164

At that time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time
Hatthaka,¹ the son of the Sakyans,² came to be overthrown in de-
bate.³ He, talking with followers of sects holding other views, having
denied, acknowledged, having acknowledged, denied, he shelved
the question by (asking) another,⁴ he told a conscious lie,⁵ having
made a rendezvous,⁶ he deceived with words.⁷ The followers of sects
holding other views looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying:

BD 2.165

“How can this Hatthaka, the son of the Sakyans, talking together
with us, having denied, acknowledge, having acknowledged, deny,
shelve the question by (asking) another, tell a conscious lie, having
made a rendezvous, deceive with words?”

¹ Probably not the Hatthaka of Āḷavī, see an i.26, an i.88, an i.136, also an i.278
(devaputta), an iv.218. But probably the same as the Hatthaka concerning whom
Dhp 264 (namuṇḍakena samaṇo)was uttered. For Dhp-a 3.390,which, though longer,
is very similar to Vin-a 736, says that whenever Hatthaka was defeated in argument
he would make another appointment with his opponents, then precede them to
the appointed place and say: “The followers of other sects are so frightened of
me that they dare not meet me; this is like a defeat on their part.” This fits in
well with Vinaya story told above. ² Vin-a 735, Sakyānaṁ putto ti Sakyaputto.
³ vādakkhitto. ⁴ āññaṁ aññam paṭicarati. Vin-a 735 says, aññena kāraṇena aññaṁ
kāraṇaṁ paṭicarati paṭicchādeti ajjhottharati, he answered one question by another,
hid it, covered it up. Cf. dn i.94, an i.187, an i.198, mn i.250, Vin 4.35. “To meet one
question with an answer of quite different contents” (Critical Pali Dictionary), but
at Vin 4.35 Channa meets questions by putting other questions. ⁵ sampajānamusā
bhāsati. ⁶ saṁketaṁ katvā. Cf. Vin 3.53, Vin 3.78. ⁷ visaṁvādeti. Forestalling his
opponents at the rendezvous, he said that they were defeated.
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Monks heard these followers of sects holding other views who
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about.Then these monks ap-
proached Hatthaka, the son of the Sakyans, and having approached,
they spoke thus to Hatthaka, the son of the Sakyans:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, reverendHatthaka, talking together

with followers of sects holding other views, having denied, acknowl-
edged … deceived with words?”
“Your reverences, these followers of sects holding other views

should be vanquished in someway; victory should not be given to
them thus.”

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying: “How can this Hatthaka, the son of the Sak-
yans, talking together with followers of sects holding other views,
having denied, acknowledge, having acknowledged, deny, shelve

Vin 4.2

the question by (asking) another, tell a conscious lie, having made a
rendezvous, deceive with words?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord on
this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order of monks
convened, questioned Hatthaka, the son of the Sakyans:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Hatthaka, talking together with

followers of sects holding other views, having denied, acknowledged
… deceived with words?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, talking together with followers of

sects holding other views, having denied, acknowledge … having
made a rendezvous, deceive with words? It is not, foolish man, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:

BD 2.166
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“In telling a conscious lie,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”²

Bu-Pc 1.2.1Telling a conscious lie means: the words, the utterance, the
speech, the talk, the language, the intimation, the un-ariyan state-
ments³ of one intent upon deceivingwithwords, saying: “I have seen
what I have not seen, heard what I have not heard, sensed⁴ what I
have not sensed, cognised what I have not cognised.⁵ I have not seen
what I have seen, not heard what I have heard, not sensed what I

BD 2.167

have sensed, not cognised what I have cognised.”
Notseenmeans:not seenby theeye.Notheardmeans:notheard

¹ sampajānamusāvāde. Cf. Vin 3.59, Vin 3.66, Vin 3.93f., where this rule has been
anticipated; and see bd 1.xxv, Bu-Pj 4 for offences involving defeat for telling a
conscious lie. Here Kankhā-vitaraṇī, Simon Hewavitarne Bequest, p. 83, says that all
conscious lying is a pācittiya. It, however (p. 82), draws attention to the fact that
the conscious lie of claiming a state of further-men is a pārājika (4); that falsely to
accuse someone of a pārājika is a saṅghādisesa (8); that unfoundedly to accuse some-
one of a saṅghādisesa is a pācittiya (76); that falsely to accuse someone of a failure
in morality is a dukkaṭa (Bu-Pc 76, Vin 4.148). ² pācittiya. See above, bd 2.3, n. 4.
³ anariya-vohārā. The above eight are enumerated at Vin 5.125, dn iii.232, an ii.246,
Vb 376. ⁴ amutaṁmutaṁme.Mutaṁ translated at Dialogues of the Buddha 3.127
“felt,” Dialogues of the Buddha 3.223 “thought of,” Further Dialogues of the Buddha
1.3 and gs 2.251 “sensed,” Sacred Books of the East X, 2nd edition, p. 198 “thought.”
Geiger, Pali Literature, gives “gedacht.”The Old Commentary’s definition ofmuta
shows that the sense-functions of nose, tongue and body had been differentiated by
the time that it was compiled. Hence I have translatedmuta by “sensed” and not by
“thought,” although etymologically “thought” may be more correct. Possiblymuta,
as a term covering these three sense-functions, dates from a time prior to their
differentiation.Thatmuta does not include the sense-functions of the eye and ear
suggests that these were recognised earlier than the others, their specific terminol-
ogy emerging earlier. Cf. Vin-a 736; and Buddhist Psychological Ethics, 2nd edition,
p. 221, n. 1, formuta pointing to an older tradition of a time when the five senses
had not been co-ordinated. ⁵ diṭṭha-suta-muta-viññāta, combined at dn iii.232,
mn ii.231, mn iii.29, Snp 1086, Snp 1122, Ds 961, It 121. At eight Sutta-nipāta passages
d°, s°, m° are combined, sometimes with other items, but not with v°. The first three
may therefore belong to some old tradition, originally threefold, viññāta being
added later with the rise of interest in mind, manas, of which viññāta is here a
function. See sn i.270 = Thag 1216, where d°, s°, m° are combined with paṭigha; and
cf. sn-a i.270. See also Psalms of the Bretheren 398, n. 9, ks i.237, n. 1; and Buddhist
Psychological Ethics, 2nd edition, p. 221, n. 1, for Upaniṣad references.
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by the ear.Not sensedmeans: not smelt by the nose, not tasted by
the tongue, not felt¹ by the body.Not cognisedmeans: not cognised
by the mind.

Seen means: seen by the eye. Heard means: heard by the ear.
Sensedmeans: smelt by the nose, tasted by the tongue, felt by the
body. Cognisedmeans: cognised by the mind.

Bu-Pc 1.2.2

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie² that,
“In threeways I have seenwhat I have not seen”: before he has lied he
knows, “I am going to lie”; while lying he knows, “I am lying”; having
lied he knows, “I lied.”

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In four ways I have seen what I have not seen”: before he has lied he
knows, “I am going to lie”; while lying he knows, “I am lying”; having
lied he knows, “I lied,” misrepresenting his opinion.

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In fiveways… I lied,”misrepresenting his opinion,misrepresenting
his approval.

Vin 4.3

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In six ways … I lied,” misrepresenting his opinion, misrepresenting
his approval, misrepresenting his pleasure.

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In seven ways … I lied,” misrepresenting his opinion, misrepresent-
ing his approval, misrepresenting his pleasure, misrepresenting his
intention.

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have heardwhat I have not heard” … “… sensedwhat
I have not sensed” … “… cognised what I have not cognised”: before
he has lied he knows, “I am going to lie”; while lying he knows, “I am
lying”; having lied he knows, “I lied.”

BD 2.168

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In four ways … in five ways … in six ways … in seven ways …” mis-
representing his intention.

¹ phuṭṭhaṁ. ² From here to end of Bu-Pc 1.2.6 cf. bd 1.162–171.
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Bu-Pc 1.2.3

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have seen and heard what I have not seen “… for
telling the conscious lie that, “In three ways I have seen and sensed
what I have not seen” … “… I have seen and cognised what I have not
seen”… “… I have seen and heard and sensedwhat I have not seen”…
“… I have seen and heard and cognised what I have not seen” … “… I
have seen and heard and sensed and cognised what I have not seen.”

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have heard and sensed what I have not heard” … “…
I have heard and cognised what I have not heard” … “… I have heard
and seen what I have not heard” … “… I have heard and sensed and
cognised and seen what I have not heard.”

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have sensed and cognised what I have not sensed” …
“… I have sensed and cognised and heard and seen what I have not
sensed.”

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have cognised and seen what I have not cognised”
… “… In three ways I have cognised and seen and heard and sensed
what I have not cognised.”

Bu-Pc 1.2.4

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have seen what I have not seen … heard what I have
not heard … sensed what I have not sensed … cognised what I have
not cognised.”

Bu-Pc 1.2.5

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways I have seen what I have heard … I have seen what I

BD 2.169

have sensed … I have seen what I have cognised.”
There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,

“In threeways I have seenwhat I haveheard andwhat I have sensed…
I have seenwhat I have heard andwhat I have cognised… I have seen
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what I have heard and what I have sensed and what I have cognised”
Vin 4.4

… “… I have cognised what’I have seen and what I have heard and
what I have sensed.”

Bu-Pc 1.2.6

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In three ways he is in doubt as to what he has seen: he does not
trust what he has seen, he does not remember what he has seen,
he becomes confused as to what he has seen.¹ He is in doubt as to
what he has heard: he does not trust what he has heard, he does not
remember what he has heard, he becomes confused as to what he
has heard. He is in doubt as to what he has sensed …He is in doubt
as to what he has cognised … he becomes confused as to what he
has cognised, saying: ‘It was cognised and seen byme’; he becomes
confused as to what he has cognised, saying: ‘It was cognised and
heardbyme’; hebecomes confusedas towhathehas cognised, saying:
‘It was cognised and sensed by me’; he becomes confused as to what
he has cognised, saying: ‘It was cognised and seen and heard by me’;
he becomes confused as to what he has cognised, saying: ‘It was
cognised and seen and sensed by me’; he becomes confused as to
what he has cognised, saying: ‘It was cognised and seen and heard
and sensed by me.’ ”

There is an offence of expiation for telling the conscious lie that,
“In four ways … in five ways … in six ways … in seven ways he is
confused as to what he has cognised, saying: ‘It was cognised and
seen and heard and sensed byme.’ ” (These are the seven ways): be-
fore he has lied he knows, “I am going to lie”; while he is lying he

BD 2.170

knows, “I am lying”; having lied he knows, “I lied,” misrepresent-
ing his opinion, misrepresenting his approval, misrepresenting his
pleasure, misrepresenting his intention

Bu-Pc 1.2.7

There is no offence if he speaks in jest,² if he speaks in fun.He
speaks in jestmeans he speaks in haste³; he speaks in funmeans,

¹ Cf. bd 1.284. ² davā. ³ sahasā; Vin-a 737, without considering or reflecting.
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saying: ‘I will speak of this,’ he speaks of that¹; if he is mad, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ As saying cīvaraṁ for cīraṁ, Vin-a 737. It is very unusual, if not unique, for com-
mentarial exegesis to occur in the “no offence” paragraph.
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Bu-Pc 2.1.1
BD 2.171

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time, the group of six monks, quarrelling with well behaved
monks, insulted the well behaved monks; they jeered at them, they
scoffed at them about birth and name and clan and work and craft
and disease and distinguishing mark and passion¹ and attainment²
and low mode of address.³ Those who were modest monks looked
down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, quarrelling with well behaved

monks, insult the well behavedmonks? How can they jeer at them,
Vin 4.5

scoff at them about birth … lowmode of address?”Then these monks
told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, quarrelling with well be-

haved monks, insulted the well behaved monks, jeered at them …
about lowmode of address?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men, quarrelling with well behavedmonks, insult the
well behavedmonks, jeer at them, scoff at them about … lowmode of

BD 2.172

¹ kilesa. ² āpatti. ³ akkosa. Critical Pali Dictionary gives “abuse, scolding, re-
viling,” and Pali-English Dictionary “shouting at, abuse, insult, reproach, reviling.”
But from the distinction drawn by the Old Commentary, below, bd 2.177, between
hīna and ukkaṭṭha akkosa, these words must mean the ways in which you accost or
address a person, either with insult or with respect. That the word akkosa came
to mean “cursing” is evident from the compound akkosavatthu, (the ten) ways of
cursing, referred to at Ja 1.191, which is founded on this Vinaya story.These ways
are also referred to at Vin-a 625; Snp-a 364, Snp-a 467; and Dhp-a 1.212 = Snp-a 342,
where ten curses are enumerated.These vary somewhat from those given below in
the Old Commentary.
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address? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” And having rebuked them and given dhamma-talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:

Bu-Pc 2.1.2

“Formerly, monks, at Takkasilā,¹ Nandivisāla was the name of an
ox belonging to a certain brahmin.Then, monks, Nandivisāla, the
ox, spoke thus to the brahmin: ‘Brahmin, you go, bet a thousand²
with the great merchant,³ saying: “My ox will draw a hundred carts
tied together.”’ Then, monks, that brahmin made a bet of a thousand
with the great merchant, saying: ‘My ox will draw a hundred carts
tied together.’ Then, monks, that brahmin having tied together a
hundred carts, having yoked Nandivisāla, the ox, spoke thus: ‘Go,
hornless one,⁴ let the hornless one pull them along.’⁵Then, monks,
Nandivisāla, the ox, stood just where he was. Then, monks, that
brahmin, having suffered the loss⁶ of a thousand, was overcome by
grief.⁷ Then, monks, Nandivisāla, the ox, spoke thus to the brahmin:
‘Why are you, brahmin, overcome by grief?’

‘Because I, good sir,⁸ suffered the loss of a thousand through you.’
‘But why do you, brahmin, bring me, who am not hornless, into

disgrace with words of deceit?⁹ Brahmin, you go, bet two thousand
with the great merchant, saying: “My ox will draw a hundred carts
tied together,” but do not bring me, who am not hornless, into dis-
grace with words of deceit.’

Then, monks, that brahmin bet two thousandwith the great mer-
chant, saying: ‘My ox will draw a hundred carts tied together.’ Then,
monks, that brahmin having tied together a hundred carts, having

BD 2.173

yoked Nandivisala, the ox, spoke thus: ‘Go, good creature,¹⁰ let the
good creature pull them along.’ Then, monks, Nandivisala, the ox,
drew the hundred carts tied together.

¹ Modern Taxila. Story given again, with slight variations, at Ja 1.191. ² “Pieces,”
probably kahāpaṇas to be understood. ³ seṭṭhi, see above, bd 2.42, n. 4. ⁴ kūṭa,
not horned, therefore harmless. Jātaka Translation has “rascal.” Such maimed
beasts had not a good reputation for work, Vism268, Vism269. Kūṭa also means
false, deceitful. ⁵ vahassu. ⁶ parājita, with instrumental ⁷ pajjhāyi. ⁸ bho.
⁹ kūṭavāda, or “words about being hornless.” ¹⁰ bhadra.
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Speak only words of kindness,¹
never words unkind.
For himwho spoke him fair, he moved
A heavy load, and brought himwealth, for love.

Vin 4.6

At that time, monks, jeering and scoffingwere not liked byme,
so however could jeering and scoffing become liked now? It is not,
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“In insulting speech² there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 2.2.1 Insulting speechmeans: he insults in ten ways: about birth and
name and clan and work and craft and disease find distinguishing
mark and passion and attainment andmode of address.

Birthmeans: there are two kinds of birth: low birth and high
birth. Low birthmeans: birth as (a member of) a despised class,³

¹ manāpa. Ja 1.193 readsmanuñña throughout. This seems to be a later word, see
Pali-English Dictionary references. ² omasavāde. ³ caṇḍāla. These five kinds
of birth occur again at e.g. mn ii.152, mn ii.183, mn iii.169, sn i.93, an i.107, an ii.85,
Pp 51.
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birth as a bamboo-plaiter,¹ birth as a hunter,² birth as a cartwright,³
birth as a refuse- scavenger⁴—this means low birth. High birth

BD 2.174

means: birth as a noble, birth as a brahmin—this means high birth.
Namemeans: there are two (kinds of) name: low name and high

name. Low namemeans: Avakaṇṇaka,⁵ Javakaṇṇaka, Dhaniṭṭhaka,
Saviṭṭhaka,Kulavaḍḍhaka, orwhat is disdained,⁶ disregarded,⁷ scorn-
ed,⁸ treatedwith contempt,⁹ despised¹⁰ in thesedistricts—thismeans

¹ Or basket-weaver, veṇa. Vin-a 738 says veṇajātī ti tacchakajāti veṇukārajāti (with
variant reading veḷu°), birth as a veṇa means birth as a carpenter, birth as a
bamboo-worker. At Ja 5.306, veṇī is explained by tacchikā, a female carpenter.
sn-a i.162 = an-a 2.175 paraphrase vena by vilīvakāra, a worker in bamboo, basket-
maker.TheQuestions of KingMilinda 2.211 (Sacred Books of the East) has “savages,”
and see loc. cit., n. 2. ² nesāda. Vin-a 738 = sn-a i.162 = an-a 2.175 = Pu-a 227 explain
bymigaluddaka, a hunter or trapper.TheQuestions of KingMilinda, 2.211 has “wild
men of thewoods,”with note that Sinhalese simply says “Weddahs, thewell-known,
interesting wild men of Ceylon.” ³ rathakāra, or carriage builder, chariot maker.
Vin-a 738 = sn-a i.162 = an-a 2.175 = Pu-a 227 = Ja 4.174 explain by cammakāra, usually
a leather-worker. Cammakāra occurs below, bd 2.176, among the low crafts, while
rathakāra is among the low kinds of birth; but there seems to be no correspondence
between the kinds of low birth and the kinds of low craft, such as would enable one
to say that a man of such-and-such a birth follows such-and-such a trade or craft.
See Dialogues of the Buddha 1.100, Dialogues of the Buddha 1.102, which distinguishes
those who are low by birth and those who follow low occupations, and which draws
the inference that there “was no hard-and-fast line, determined by birth, for those
who gained their living by these trades.” Mil 331, in a long list of people, gives both
rathakāra and cammakāra, as though these represented two different types of oc-
cupation. I therefore think that at all events at some time these two words had
two distinct meanings. ⁴ pukkusa. Vin-a 738 = sn-a i.162 = an-a 2.175 paraphrase as
pupphacchaḍḍaka, literally a scavenger of flowers, see below, bd 2.175. On Pukkusa
as a proper name see Dialogues of the Buddha 2.141, n., and Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names Sometimes, as at an i.162, an iii.214, we get caṇḍāla-pukkusa. For note on the
insertion of the three other kinds of birth (veṇakāra, nesāda, rathakāra) between
caṇḍāla and pukkusa seeDialogues of the Buddha 1.100.Here also the hereditarynature
of these, as occupations, is discussed. It is clear that none of the five is included
under sūdra, the lowest of the four vaṇṇa (colour, caste) or kula (family), fromwhich
the caste-system probably derived. ⁵ These five are, according to Vin-a 738, the
names of slaves. Kulavaḍḍhaka look as though they were of caste on one side only,
kula + aḍḍhaka, thus not of good family; or that they were low caste people trying to
become higher caste people, kula + vaḍḍhaka. ⁶ oññāta. ⁷ avaññāta. ⁸ hīlita.
⁹ paribhūta. ¹⁰ acittikata.
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low name.High namemeans: connected with the enlightened one,¹
connected with dhamma, connected with the Order, or what is not
disdained, not disregarded, not scorned, not treated with contempt,
what is esteemed in these districts—this means high name.

Clan² means: there are two (kinds of) clan: low clan and high
BD 2.175

clan. Low clanmeans: a Kosiya clan,³ a Bharadvāja clan,⁴ or what is
disdained, disregarded, scorned, treated with contempt, despised in
these districts—this means low clan.High clanmeans: a Gotama⁵
clan, a Moggallāna clan, a Kaccāyana clan,⁶ a Vāsiṭṭha clan,⁷ or what
is not disdained …what is esteemed in these districts—this means
high clan.

Workmeans: there are two (kinds of) work: low work and high
work. Lowworkmeans: work of a store-room (keeper),⁸ work of
a flower-scavenger,⁹ or what is disdained … despised in these dis-
tricts—thismeans lowwork.Highworkmeans: agriculture,¹⁰ trade,¹¹
cattle-keeping,¹² orwhat is not disdained…what is esteemed in these

¹ buddha- dhamma- saṅgha-paṭisaṁyutta, not Buddharakkhita, etc., as at bd 2.179
below and Vin 3.169. ² gotta. ³ A brahmin clan; see Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names. ⁴ Another brahmin clan; see Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. ⁵ Cf.
dn ii.3. These four clan or family names occur at Vin 3.169. ⁶ See Dictionary of
Pali Proper Names. ⁷ See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. ⁸ koṭṭhakakamma.
Vin-a 739 paraphrases as tacchakakamma, carpenter’s work. At Ja 5.306 veṇī, female
bamboo-worker, is explained by tacchikā. Koṭṭhaka is usually the store-room itself.
⁹ pupphacchaḍḍakakamma, the work of the person whose duty it was to remove
dead flowers which had been offered at shrines but not removed by the devotees
themselves. It was a low hereditary trade towhich, e.g., Sunīta belonged, see Psalms
of the Bretheren, p. 271 and verse 620, where he says that he was born in a low family
(nīca kula). ¹⁰ kasi.This and the two following occur atmn i.85,Mil 178.Kasikamma
translated at Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.60 “being an estate-agent.” ¹¹ vāṇi-
jjā, translated at Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.60 “purveyor,” and explained at
mn-a 2.56 as trade on water and trade on land. ¹² Gorakkhā, translated at Further
Dialogues of the Buddha 1.60 “herd-manager.” mn-a 2.56 explains it as “minding cows
for self or others, there is work and livelihood by bartering (vikkaya, or selling) the
five products of the cow,” while mn-a 3.435 = Snp-a 466 explains it by khettarakkha
kasikamma, minding the fields, agriculture, and says that go is a name for paṭhavī,
the earth. I see, however, no reason for adopting this interpretation here. These
three types of work are mentioned at Pv 1.5.
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districts¹—this means high work.
BD 2.176

Craft² means: there are two (kinds of) craft: low craft and high
Vin 4.7

craft. Low craftmeans: the craft of the basket-maker,³ the potter’s
craft, the weaver’s craft, the leather-worker’s⁴ craft, the barber’s
craft, or what is disdained … despised in these districts—this means
low craft.High craftmeans: reckoning on the fingers,⁵ calculation,⁶

BD 2.177

writing,⁷ what is not disdained … what is esteemed in these dis-
tricts—this means high craft.

¹ These examples of despised and esteemed work are not monks’ but lay-people’s
work.This looks like a fragment of original Sakya “left in” from a time when the
Founder had the lay-people in mind as well as monks and nuns. ² sippa, craft
or occupation. Eight are mentioned at mn i.85; another list is at Ud 31–Ud 32. At
dn i.51 all the crafts, except the leather-worker’s, termed “low” by Vinaya above,
are enumerated under ordinary (puthu) crafts. Here also are included those who
follow the crafts of “calculation” and “counting on the fingers” (gaṇaka,muddika,
see below, notes 4 and 5, termed “high crafts” above. ³ naḷakāra, worker in reeds
or rushes. ⁴ cammakāra, see above, bd 2.173, n. 7. ⁵ (This footnote proved
troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been moved to an appendix with
other long notes on page 2980.) ⁶ ganaṇā. Word occurs, e.g., at dn i.11, mn i.85,
Ud 31, Vin 1.77 = Vin 4.128, Mil 59, Mil 78; see previous note. According to Critical
Pali Dictionary ganaṇāmeans “the counting (of numbers) in unbroken series,” in
contradistinction to the last, as noticed by Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha
1.22, n. 1. Vin-a 739 = dn-a 1.95 = mn-a 2.56 = Ud-a 205 explain by acchiddaka (variant
readings acchinnaka-, acchindaka-) ganaṇā. At Vin 1.77 = Vin 4.128 both ganaṇā and
lekhā are considered unsuitable occupations for the boy Upāli to study. At dn i.11
and Ud 31–Ud 32muddā and ganaṇā are followed by saṅkhānā, reckoning, with lekhā
comingnext to this. See SacredBooks of theBuddhists8.38 andnotes, andTheQuestions
of KingMilinda 1.91, n. 2. ⁷ lekhā. Word occurs at Ud 32, Mil 59, Mil 178; see above,
bd 2.176, n. 4. Also at Vin 1.77 = Vin 4.128 (see previous note). At Vin 3.76 we find: “He
praises by means of writing (lekhāya) means: if he cuts a writing there is a dukkaṭa
offence for each syllable (akkharakkharāya),” while at Vin 4.305 there is no offence
for a nun to learn what is written. Vin-a 739 explains by akkharatekhā, writing,
tracing, scratching or engraving syllables, as on a piece of metal, wood, a leaf or
clay; see Vin-a 452. Some such process was probably known in India before writing
as we understand it. Ud-a 205 says that the craft of writing (lekhā-sippa) is “the craft
of writing (likhana) syllables in various ways, or the knowledge of writing (likhā).”
See bd 1.131, n. 1. These sippāni, like the kammāni above, bd 2.175, were not intended
to be followed by monks, and the distinction between “high” and “low” is probably
mainly for the laity, although it gives the monks a guide as to the social standing of
the laity.
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All diseases are low, except that diabetes¹ is a high (kind of)
disease.

Distinguishingmark² means: there are two (kinds of) distin-
guishing mark: low distinguishing mark and high distinguishing
mark. Low distinguishing mark means: (being) very tall, very
short, very dark, very fair—this means low distinguishing mark.
High distinguishingmarkmeans: not (being) very tall, very short,
very dark, very fair—this means high distinguishing mark.

All passions³ are low.
All attainments⁴ are low, except that stream-attainment and

higher attainment⁵ are high.
Mode of address⁶ means: there are two modes of address: low

BD 2.178

mode of address and high mode of address. Lowmode of address
means: he says, “You are a camel, you are a ram, you are an ox, you
are an ass, you are an animal, you are (destined) for a state of woe,⁷
a good bourn is not for you, but a bad bourn is to be expected for
you,” or by adding ya or bha (to the end of his name),⁸ or by calling
himmale and female⁹—thismeans lowmode of address.Highmode
of addressmeans: he says, “You are learned, you are experienced,
you are wise, you are clever, you are a speaker of dhamma,¹⁰ a bad
bourn is not for you, but a good bourn is to be expected for you”—this
means high mode of address.

Bu-Pc 2.2.2

¹ madhumeha. Pali-English Dictionary suggests diabetes, and it is so translated at
gs 5.75. ² liṅga, or characteristic. Cf.Vin 3.169. ³ kilesa. ⁴ At Vin 2.93 sota- and
sam-āpatti are called āpattis not subject to legal question. See Vinaya Texts iii.44,
n.The play on the words āpatti, sot-āpatti, sam-āpatti cannot well be reproduced
in English if we regard āpatti in its more secondary sense of “fault, transgression,
offence,” as seems to be the usual meaning in Vinaya, and as the translators of
dn iii.212, an i.84, an i.94, Ds 1329 take it. When āpatti is combined with sota- and
sam- it has the more primary meaning of acquiring, obtaining, entering into a rela-
tionship with. On āpatti as an offence, see Buddhist Psychological Ethics, 2nd edition,
p. 321. ⁵ sam-āpatti.Fornote on the samāpattis seeBuddhist Psychological Ethics, 2nd
edition, p. 321, n. ⁶ See above, bd 2.171, n. 3. ⁷ nerayika. ⁸ yakārena vā bhakārena
vā—i.e., as a diminutive and therefore as a disparaging ending. ⁹ kāṭakoṭacikā.
¹⁰ Inclusion here is characteristic of the respect in which the dhamma-kaṭhikawas
held.
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If one who is ordained, desiring to jeer at, desiring to scoff at, de-
siring to shame¹ one who is ordained speaks of a low thing—(amem-
ber of) a despised class, a bamboo-plaiter, a hunter, a cartwright, a
refuse-scavenger, with lowwords and says: “You are (amember of a)
despised class, you are a bamboo-plaiter, you are a hunter, you are a
cartwright, you are a refuse-scavenger,” for each sentence there is
an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring to jeer at … desiring to shame
one who is ordained speaks of a high thing—a noble, a brahmin,
with lowwords and says: “You are (a member of) a despised class …
you are a refuse-scavenger,” for each sentence there is an offence of
expiation.

If onewho is ordained, desiring to jeer at…desiring to shame one
who is ordained speaks of a low thing—(a member of) a despised
class … a refuse-scavenger, with high words and says: “You are a
noble, you are a brahmin,” for each sentence there is an offence of

BD 2.179

expiation.
If one who is ordained, desiring to jeer at … desiring to shame

onewho is ordained speaks of a high thing—anoble, a brahmin,with
high words and says: “You are a noble, you are a brahmin,” for each

Vin 4.8

sentence there is an offence of expiation.
If onewho is ordained, desiring to jeer at…desiring to shame one

who is ordained speaks of a low thing—anAvakaṇṇaka, a Javakaṇṇa-
ka, a Dhaniṭṭhaka, a Saviṭṭhaka, a Kulavaḍḍhaka, with low words,
for each sentence there is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who is ordained
speaks of a high thing—a Buddharakkhita, a Dhammarakkhita, a
Saṅgharakkhita² with lowwords and says: “You are an Avakaṇṇaka
… you are a Kulavaḍḍhaka,” for each sentence there is an offence of
expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who is ordained
speaks of a low thing with high words … speaks of a high thing with

¹ maṅkuṁ kattukāmo. Cf. snv.74, Dhp 249, Vin 2.118, and Hardy, A.v., p. v. ² Cf.
bd 1.292, and above, bd 2.174, which reads buddha- dhamma- saṅgha-paṭisaṁyutta.
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high words … for each sentence there is an offence of expiation.
If one is ordained, desiring… to shame…speaks of a low thing—a

Kosiya, a Bhāradvāja with low words … speaks of a high thing—a
Gotama, a Moggallāna, a Kaccāyana, a Vāsiṭṭha with low words …
speaks of a low thing with high words … speaks of a high thing with
high words … there is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low
thing—a store-room keeper, a flower-scavenger with lowwords …
speaks of a high thing—a cultivator,¹ a trader,² a cattle-keeper³ with
low words … speaks of a low thing with high words … speaks of a

BD 2.180

high thing with high words … there is an offence of expiation.
If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low

thing—a basket-maker, a potter, a weaver, a leather-worker, a bar-
ber with lowwords … if he speaks of a high thing—a reckoner,⁴ an
arithmetician,⁵ a scribe⁶with lowwords… speaks of a low thingwith
high words … speaks of a high thing with high words … there is an
offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low
thing—one afflicted with leprosy, with boils, with eczema, with con-
sumption, with epilepsy⁷ with low words … if he speaks of a high
thing—one afflicted with diabetes with lowwords … if he speaks of
a low thing with high words … if he speaks of a high thing with high
words … there is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low

¹ kassaka, or husbandman, ploughman; not as above, bd 2.175, agriculture or plough-
ing, kasi. ² vāṇija; not vāṇijjā, trading, trade, as above, bd 2.175. ³ Presumably
this, in the accusative gorakkhaṁ, is in the nominative gorakkha here, and not
gorakkhā as above, bd 2.175. ⁴ muddika, so translated at Dialogues of the Buddha
1.68. At dn i.51muddika is included under ordinary (puthu) crafts. Word occurs at
sn iv.376, translated ks iv.267 “ready-reckoner.” sn-a iii.113 defines as one who is
good at computing by reckoning on the fingers. Above, bd 2.176, we had muddā.
⁵ gaṇaka, or computer, accountant; also an ordinary craft at dn i.51. Word also oc-
curs at sn iv.376, translated ks iv.267 “accountant.” sn-a iii.113 says it means one
who is good at computing in unbroken series. Above, bd 2.176, we had gaṇanā.
⁶ lekhaka, clerk or scribe, not mentioned at dn i.51. But see Mil 42. ⁷ These are all
included in list of diseases at Vin 2.271, an v.110, Mnd 17, Mnd 47, Cnd 304.
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thing—(being) very tall, very short, very dark, very fair, with low
words—speaks of a high thing—not (being) very tall, not very short,

Vin 4.9

not very dark, not very fair with lowwords … speaks of a low thing
with high words … speaks of a high thing with high words … of
expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low
thing…of one obsessed¹ by passion, of one obsessed by hatred, of one
obsessed by confusion with lowwords … speaks of a high thing—of

BD 2.181

onewithout passion, of onewithouthatred, of onewithout confusion
with lowwords … speaks of a low thing with high words … speaks of
a high thing with high words … of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low
thing with low words—of being guilty of an offence of defeat,² of
being guilty of an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order,
of being guilty of a grave offence, of being guilty of an offence of
expiation, of being guilty of an offence which ought to be confessed,
of being guilty of an offence of wrong-doing, of being guilty of an
offence of wrong speech… speaks of a high thing—a stream-attainer
with lowwords … speaks of a low thing with high words … speaks of
a high thing with high words … there is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low
thing—a camel, a ram, an ox, an ass, an animal, one (destined) for
a state of woe, and says, “You are a camel … you are (destined) for
a state of woe, a good bourn is not for you but a bad bourn is to be
expected for you,” for each sentence there is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame… speaks of a high
thing—a learned person, an experienced, wise, clever person, one
who is a speaker of dhamma with low words, and says, “You are a
camel … but a bad bourn is to be expected for you,” for each sentence
there is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame … speaks of a low
thing—a camel … one (destined) for a state of woe with high words,
and says, “You are learned, you are experienced, you are wise, you

¹ pariyuṭṭhita. ² Cf. Vin 3.164.
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are clever, you are a speaker of dhamma, a bad bourn is not for you
but a good bourn is to be expected for you,” for each sentence there
is an offence of expiation.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame… speaks of a high
BD 2.182

thing—a learned person … and says, “… but a good bourn is to be
expected for you,” for each sentence there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 2.2.3

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who is ordained,
speaks thus, saying: “There are here some (members of) despised
classes, bamboo-plaiters, hunters, cartwrights, refuse-scavengers,”
for each sentence there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If onewho is ordained, desiring… to shame…speaks thus, saying:
“There are here some nobles and brahmins,” for each sentence there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

If onewho is ordained, desiring… to shame…speaks thus, saying:
Vin 4.10

“There are here some Avakaṇṇakas, Javakaṇṇakas, Dhaniṭṭhakas,
Saviṭṭhakas, Kulavaḍḍhakas…Buddharakkhitas, Dhammarakkhitas,
Saṅgharakkhitas … Kosiyas, Bhāradvājas … Gotamas, Moggallānas,
Kaccānas, Vāsiṭṭhas … store-room (keepers),¹ flower-scavengers …
cultivators, traders, cattle-keepers … basket-makers, potters, weav-
ers, leather-workers, barbers … reckoners, arithmeticians, scribes
… those afflicted by leprosy, by boils, by eczema, by consumption,
by epilepsy … those afflicted by diabetes … (those who are) very tall,
very short, very dark, very fair … (those who are) not very tall, not
very short, not very dark, not very fair … (those who are) obsessed
by passion, obsessed by hatred, obsessed by confusion … (those who
are) without passion, without hatred, without confusion … (those
who are) guilty of an offence involving defeat … guilty of an offence
of wrong speech… (those who are) stream-attainers … camels, rams,
oxen, asses, animals, (those destined) for a state ofwoe, a good bourn
is not for these, but a bad bourn is to be expected for these… learned,
experienced, wise, clever people, speakers of dhamma, a bad bourn

¹ koṭṭhakā; cf. above, bd 2.175, where we had koṭṭhakakamma.
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is not for these, but a good bourn is to be expected for these,” for
each sentence there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 2.2.4

BD 2.183If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who has been
ordained, speaks thus, saying: “What now if these are (members
of) a despised class, bamboo-plaiters, hunters, cartwrights, refuse-
scavengers?” … saying: “What now if these are learned, experienced,
wise, clever people, speakers of dhamma?”, for each sentence there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 2.2.5

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who has been
ordained, speaks thus, saying: “We are not (members of) a despised
class, bamboo-plaiters, hunters, cartwrights, refuse-scavengers” …
saying, “We are not learned, experienced, wise, clever people, speak-
ers of dhamma, a bad bourn is not for us, but a good bourn is to be
expected for us,” for each sentence there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

Bu-Pc 2.2.6

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who is not or-
dained,¹ speaks of a low thing with lowwords, of a high thing with
low words, of a low thing with high words, of a high thing with high
words, of a learned person, of an experienced, wise, clever person, of
a speaker of dhamma, saying: “You are learned, you are experienced,
you are wise, you are clever, you are a speaker of dhamma, a bad
bourn is not for you but a good bourn is to be expected for you,” for
each sentence there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If one who is ordained, desiring … to shame one who is not or-
dained, speaks thus: “There are here some members of low castes
…, we are not learned people, experienced, wise, clever people, not
speakers of dhamma, a bad bourn is not for us, but a good bourn

Vin 4.11

is to be expected for us,” for each sentence there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

¹ Kankhā-vitaraṇi, bd 2.83, says that here it is meant that nuns also are “not
ordained.”
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Bu-Pc 2.2.7

If onewho is ordained, not desiring to jeer at, not desiring to scoff
at, not desiring to shame one who is ordained, (but having) a fond-

BD 2.184

ness for joking, speaks of a low thing—of a (member of a) despised
class, a bamboo-plaiter, a hunter, a cartwright, a refuse-scavenger
with low words, and says: “You are (a member of) a despised class …
you are a refuse-scavenger,” for each sentence there is an offence of
wrong speech.

If one who is ordained, desiring not … to shame one who is or-
dained, (but having) a fondness for joking, speaks of a high thing—a
noble, a brahmin with lowwords, and says: “You are (a member of)
a despised class … you are a refuse-scavenger” … speaks of a low
thing with high words … speaks of a high thing with high words—of
a noble, a brahmin, and says: “You are a noble, you are a brahmin,”
for each sentence there is an offence of wrong speech.

If one who is ordained, not desiring … to shame one who is or-
dained, (but having) a fondness for joking, speaks of a low thingwith
lowwords … speaks of a high thing with lowwords … speaks of a low
thing with high words … speaks of a high thing with high words—of
a learned person …” … but a good bourn is to be expected for you,”
for each sentence there is an offence of wrong speech.

If one who is ordained, not desiring … to shame one who is or-
dained, (but having) a fondness for joking, speaks thus: “There are
here some (members of a) despised class…we are not learned people,
experienced, wise, clever people, we are not speakers of dhamma, a
bad bourn is not for us, but a good bourn is to be expected for us,”
for each sentence there is an offence of wrong speech.

Bu-Pc 2.2.8

If one who is ordained, not desiring … to shame one who is not
ordained, (but having) a fondness for joking, speaks of a low thing
with low words … of a high thing with low words … of a low thing
with high words … of a high thing with high words—of a learned
person … “… but a good bourn is to be expected for you,” for each
sentence there is an offence of wrong speech.

BD 2.185
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If one who is ordained, not desiring … to shame one who is not
ordained, (but having) a fondness for joking, speaks thus: “There are
here some (members of a) despised class…we are not learned people,
experienced, wise, clever people, we are not speakers of dhamma, a
bad bourn is not for us, but a good bourn is to be expected for us,”
for each sentence there is an offence of wrong speech.

Bu-Pc 2.2.9

There is no offence if he is aiming at (explaining) the goal, if he
is aiming at (explaining) dhamma, if he is aiming at (explaining) the
teaching,¹ if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The second

¹ = Vin 3.130 (bd 1.218) = Vin 4.277. Vin-a 740 “praising the goal.”
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Vin 4.12

BD 2.186

Bu-Pc 3.1.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks brought slander¹ against monks
for quarrelling, for disputing, for engaging in contention²; hearing
of this they were proclaimed for that and this dissension; hearing
of that they were proclaimed³ for this and that dissension, so that
quarrels that had not arisen arose, and also quarrels that had arisen
rolled on for becomingmore, for expansion.Those whoweremodest
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks bring slander against monks

for quarrelling, (so that) hearing of this … they were proclaimed …
for expansion.”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, brought slander against

monks for quarrelling, (so that) hearing of this … they were pro-
claimed … for expansion?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, bring slander against monks for quar-

relling, (so that) hearing of this … they were proclaimed … for ex-
pansion. It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased, nor for increase in thosewhoarepleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“In slander bymonks,⁴ there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ pesuññaṁ upasaṁharanti. ² These three words are defined at Vin 4.150 as “en-
gaging in legal questions,” so it may be supposed that the “quarrels,” etc., were of a
doctrinal rather than of a personal nature. ³ akkhāyanti. ⁴ bhikkhupesuññe.
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Bu-Pc 3.2.1

BD 2.187
Slandermeans: slander comes to be in two ways: making dear¹

or desiring dissension.
One brings slander in ten ways: on account of birth² and on ac-

count of name and on account of clan and on account of work and
on account of craft and on account of disease and on account of
distinguishing mark and on account of passion and on account of
attainment and on account of mode of address.

Birthmeans³: there are two (kinds of) birth: low birth and high
birth. Low birth means: birth as (a member of) a despised class,
birth as a bamboo-plaiter, birth as a hunter, birth as a cartwright,
birth as a scavenger of refuse—this means low birth. High birth
means: birth as a noble, birth as a brahmin—thismeans high birth…
Mode of addressmeans: there are twomodes of address: lowmode
of address and high mode of address. Lowmode of addressmeans:
he says, “You are a camel …” … by calling himmale and female—this
means lowmode of address.Highmode of addressmeans: he says,

Vin 4.13

“You are learned … a good bourn is to be expected for you”—this
means high mode of address.

Bu-Pc 3.2.2

One who is ordained, hearing of one who is ordained, brings a
slander against the one who is ordained, saying: “So and so calls
him ‘a (member of a) despised class,⁴ a bamboo-plaiter, a hunter,
a cartwright, a refuse-scavenger,’ ” for each sentence there is an
offence of expiation.

One who is ordained, hearing of one who is ordained, brings a
slander against the one who is ordained, saying: “So and so calls
him ‘a noble, a brahmin’ ” … “So and so calls him ‘an Avakaṇṇaka,
a Javakaṇṇaka, a Dhaniṭṭhaka, a Saviṭṭhaka, a Kulavaḍḍhaka’ ” …
saying: “So and so calls him ‘a camel, a ram, an ox, an ass, an animal,

BD 2.188

one (destined) for a state of woe, a good bourn is not for him, but

¹ piyakamyassa. Vin-a 740, “he says, ‘Thus will I become dear to him,’ desiring to be
dear himself.” ² Cf. above, bd 2.171; here ablative is used throughout. ³ For the
rest of this pācittiya, cf. Bu-Pc 2. ⁴ For this passage, cf. above, bd 2.178f.
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a bad bourn is to be expected for him’,” … saying: “So and so calls
him ‘learned, experienced, wise, clever, a speaker of dhamma, a bad
bourn is not for him, but a good bourn is to be expected for him,’ ”
for each sentence there is an offence of expiation.

One who is ordained, hearing of one who is ordained, brings
a slander against the one who is ordained, saying: “So and so says
that ‘there are here some (members of a) despised class, bamboo-
plaiters, hunters, cart-wrights, refuse-scavengers,’ he does not say
anything else, he says just this,” for each sentence there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

One who is ordained … brings a slander against the one who is
ordained, saying: “So and so says that ‘there are here some nobles,
brahmins,’ he does not say anything else, he says just this” … “So and
so says that, ‘There are here some learned, experienced, wise, clever
people, speakers of dhamma, there is no bad bourn for these, but a
good bourn is to be expected for these,’ he does not say anything else,
he just says this,” for each sentence there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

One who is ordained … brings a slander against the one who is
ordained, saying: “So and so says, ‘What now if these are (members
of a) despised class, bamboo-plaiters, hunters, cartwrights, refuse-
scavengers?’ he does not say anything else, he says just this” … “So
and so says, ‘What now if these are learned, experienced,wise, clever
people, speakers of dhamma?’ He does not say anything else, he says
just this,” for each sentence there is an offence of wrong-doing.

One who is ordained … brings a slander against the one who is
ordained, saying: “So and so says, ‘We are (members of a) despised
class’ ” … So and so says, ‘We are not learned, experienced, wise,
clever people, speakers of dhamma, a bad bourn is not for us, but a
good bourn is to be expected for us,’ he does not say anything else, he

BD 2.189

Vin 4.14 says just this,” for each sentence there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 3.2.3

If one who is ordained, hearing of one who is ordained, brings a
slander against the one who is ordained, for each sentence there is
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an offence of expiation. If one who is ordained, hearing of one who
is ordained, brings a slander against one who is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If one who is ordained, hearing of one
who is not ordained, brings a slander against one who is ordained,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If one who is ordained, hearing
of one who is not ordained, brings a slander against the one who is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 3.2.4

There is no offence if he is not making dear, if he is not desiring
dissension, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheThird
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Bu-Pc 4.1.1

BD 2.190

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time, the group of six monks made lay-followers speak dhamma
line by line¹; the lay-followers were disrespectful, not deferential
towards the monks, they did not live in harmony.²Those who were
modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of sixmonksmake lay-followers speak dham-

ma line by line?The lay-followers are disrespectful … they do not live
in harmony.”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, made lay-followers speak

dhamma line by line, (and that) lay-followers … in harmony?”
“It is true, lord.” The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“How can you, foolish men, make lay-followers speak dhamma

line by line, (so that) lay-followers … in harmony? It is not, foolish
men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, nor for increase
in those who are pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should make one who is not ordained speak

dhamma line by line, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 4.2.1

BD 2.191 ¹ padaso. Vin-a 741, padaṁ = koṭṭhāsaṁ. Commentary also calls pada a fourth part of a
verse (gāthāpada), the others being anupada, anvakkhara, anuvyañjana. Cf.mn-a 1.2,
where is given the number of padas and akkharas of which Majjhima is said to
consist; seeW.A. de Silva, Catalogue of Palm Leaf Manuscripts, i.xx., who also says,
“eight letters (akkhara) are a Pada, four Pada, a Gāthā.” ² Cf. an iii.14.
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Not ordainedmeans: setting aside monk and nun, the rest are
called not ordained.

Vin 4.15

A line, the next line, every syllable, the next phrase. A line¹
means: starting together they end together.²Thenext line³ means:
starting singly they end together.⁴ Every syllable⁵ means: saying
“form is impermanent” (rūpaṁ aniccaṁ) he drops the rū.⁶Thenext
phrase⁷ means: while saying “form is impermanent,” he⁸ utters the
sound, “feelings are impermanent.”Whatever is line andwhatever is
next line andwhatever is every syllable andwhatever is next phrase,
all this means dhamma line by line.

Dhamma means: spoken by the enlightened one,⁹ spoken by
disciples,¹⁰ spoken to holy men,¹¹ spoken by devatās,¹² connected

BD 2.192

¹ pada, see above, bd 2.190, n. 1. ² ekato paṭṭhapetvā ekato osāpenti. Vin-a 741 says
that beginning every line together with a novice, so it is ended together. ³ anu-
pada. Vin-a 741 says dutiyapada. Vin-a ’s assumption is that a thera and a novice
are reciting a verse, Dhp 1 being cited. ⁴ pāṭekkaṁ paṭṭhapetvā ekato osāpenti. A
thera says the first line alone and a novice says the second line together with him,
Vin-a 741. ⁵ anvakkhara. On akkhara see bd 1.132, n. 1. Vin-a 741 says, anvakkharan
ti ekekaṁ akkharaṁ. ⁶ run ti opāteti, he drops run. Pali-English Dictionary gives
“sound-particle” for run. Cf. Ja 1.418, sā run ti saddaṁ akāsi. Variant readings of text
are ruppaṁ, rūpaṁ; of Vin-a , rū. The Sinhalese version of Vinaya reads, rūpan ti
osāpeti, he ends at rūpaṁ; he thus drops (opāteti) aniccaṁ, which is not the same
as dropping a single syllable out of one word, and which seems to be the offence.
⁷ anubyañjana. The offence here is for a thera and a novice to say “form” and “feel-
ings” simultaneously, instead of the latter waiting to begin his line until the former
has finished his. ⁸ The novice, see Vin-a 741–742. ⁹ Vin-a 742 says, “the whole
Vinayapiṭaka, Abhidhammapiṭaka, Dhammapada, Cariyapiṭaka, Udāna, Itivuttaka,
Jātaka, Suttanipāta, Vimānavatthu, Petavatthu, the Brahmajālā and other Suttas.”
¹⁰ Vin-a 742 says, “spoken by disciples belonging to the fourfold congregation: the
Anaṅgaṇa, Sammādiṭṭhi, Anumāna, Cūḷavedalla, Mahāvedalla Suttas and others,”
all Majjhima Suttas. mn-a 2.67 records that the ancients call the Anumāna the Bhik-
khu Pātimokkha. ¹¹ Isibhāsita. Vin-a 742 says, “spoken to wanderers outside (the
SakyaputtiyaOrders): thewholeof theParibbājakavagga,” in theMajjhima. ¹² Vin-
a 742 says, “spoken by (or with) devas: the Devatāsaṁyutta, Devaputtasaṁyutta,
Mārasaṁyutta, Brahmasaṁyutta, Sakkasaṁyutta,” of the Saṁyuttanikāya.
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with the goal,¹ connected with dhamma.²
Shouldmake speak³ means: he makes (him) speak by line, for

every line there is an offence of expiation. He makes (him) speak by
syllable, for every syllable there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 4.2.2

If he thinks that he is not ordainedwhen he is not ordained (and)
makeshimspeakdhamma lineby line, there is anoffenceof expiation.
If he is in doubt as to whether he is not ordained (and) makes him
speak dhamma line by line, there is an offence of expiation. If he
thinks that he is ordained when he is not ordained (and) makes
him speak dhamma line by line, there is an offence of expiation. If
he thinks that he is not ordained when he is ordained, there is an
offence ofwrong-doing. If he is in doubt as towhether he is ordained,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is ordained
when he is ordained, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 4.2.3

There is no offence in making (him) recite it together,⁴ in study-
ing it together,⁵ if while speaking he drops a phrase⁶ usually famil-

BD 2.193

iar,⁷ if he drops it while expounding,⁸ if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

The Fourth

¹ atthupasaṁhito ti aṭṭhakathānissito; so Vin-a 742, meaning apparently what is con-
nected with the Commentary—a far cry from attha as originally the goal, the aim,
the thing sought. ² dhammupasaṁhito ti pāḷinissito; so Vin-a 742, thus identifying
dhamma with the text. This definition of dhamma occurs again below, bd 2.206.
Again not the earlier meaning of dhamma. ³ Below, bd 2.206, where same ex-
planation is given for deseyya, should teach. According to Vin-a 742–Vin-a 743 it
is an offence to speak line by line anymatter included at the three Councils; also
various suttas, named, but not so included; and various other compilations, enu-
merated, and called abuddhavacana. ⁴ Vin-a 743, if taking an exposition with an
unordained person, he speaks it with him. ⁵ With one who is not ordained, so
Vin-a 743. ⁶ Text, gandha; Vin-a 743 ganthawith variant reading gaṇṭha. ⁷ Vin-
a 743 says that “if the half-line of a verse does not come (to him), but the rest comes,
this is called yebhuyyena paguṇagantho.” ⁸ I.e., a sutta, so Vin-a 744.
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Bu-Pc 5.1.1

BD 2.194

…at Āḷavī in the chief shrine at Āḷavī.¹ Now at that time lay-followers
came to the monastery for the sake of hearing dhamma. When dham-
ma had been spoken, the monks who were elders went to their own
dwelling-place,² (but) the monks who were novices lay down in a
sleeping-place³ just there in the attendance hall⁴ together with the
lay-followers, careless, thoughtless, naked, mumbling,⁵ snoring.⁶
The lay-followers⁷ looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying:
“How can the revered sirs lie down in a sleeping-place careless,

thoughtless, naked, mumbling, snoring?”
Monks heard these lay-followers who looked down upon, criti-

cised, spread it about.Those who were modest monks looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:

Vin 4.16

“How can these monks lie down in a sleeping-place with one who
is not ordained?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks lay down in a sleeping-

¹ See bd 1.247, for Āḷavī; and Ja 1.160, for this story. ² yathāvihāra. ³ seyyaṁ
kappeti. It is clear fromOld Commentary below that seyyā is to be taken as a separate
word; hence I have added “in a sleeping-place.” There is the verb nipajjati, to lie
down, but not necessarily in a recognised sleeping-place. ⁴ upaṭṭhānasālā. Monks
and laymen can stay here for a night.The upaṭṭhānasālāmeans a hall where help
and support is given, food and so on, by the dāyakas or benefactors, for the monks
who come fromoutside. It is like the dānasālā, of the present day in Ceylon. ⁵ vikū-
jamānā, which Vin-a 744 paraphrases as vippalapamānā. ⁶ kākacchamānā, which
Vin-a 744 says is like making the noise of a crow, in the nose, emitting senseless
noises. Also at an iii.299. ⁷ I.e., the first-mentioned ones, Vin-a 744.
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place with one who is not ordained?”
BD 2.195

“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men lie down in a sleeping-place

with one who is not ordained? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should lie down in a sleeping-place with one

who is not ordained, there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 5.2.1 Then the lord,¹ having stayed at Āḷavī for as long as he found
suitable, set out on tour for Kosambī. Going along on tour, he arrived
in due course at Kosambī. The lord stayed there at Kosambī in the
Badarikā monastery.² Monks spoke thus to the venerable Rāhula:
“Reverend Rāhula, a rule of training laid down by the lord says

that there should be no lying down in a sleeping-place with one who
is not ordained. Reverend Rāhula, find a sleeping-place.”³

Then the venerable Rāhula, not obtaining a sleeping-place, lay
down in a privy.Then the lord, getting up in the night towardsmorn-
ing, approached this privy, and having approached, he coughed and
the venerable Rāhula also coughed.
“Who is here?” he said.
“It is I, lord, Rahula,” he said.
“Why are you sitting there, Rahula?”
Then the venerable Rahula told this matter to the lord.Then the

BD 2.196

¹ Again, cf. Ja 1.160–Ja 1.161, where this story is given in greater detail. The sudden
appearance of Rāhula in the Vinaya version gives the appearance of material left
out. ² One of the four establishments for the Order at Kosambī. ³ According to
Ja 1.161, before this rule was laid down, the monks had always welcomed Rāhula as
though the place were his own. But from the day that it was laid down they would
not give him a resting-place, for fear of transgressing.
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lord in this connection, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk,¹
addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to lie down in a sleeping-place with one who

is not ordained for two or three nights. And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should lie down in a sleeping-placewith one

who is not ordained for more than two or three nights, there is
an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 5.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not ordainedmeans: setting aside monk, the rest are called not

ordained.²
More than two or three nightsmeans: exceeding two or three

nights.
Vin 4.17

Withmeans: together with.
Sleeping-place³ means: if it is fully covered,⁴ if it is fully closed

round, if it is partially covered, if it is partially closed round.
Should lie down in a sleeping-placemeans: if at sunset on the

fourth day a monk lies down⁵ while one who is not ordained is lying
down, there is an offence of expiation. If onewho is not ordained lies
downwhile a monk is lying down,⁶ there is an offence of expiation.
Or if both lie down, there is an offence of expiation. If getting up,
they lie down again, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 5.3.2

BD 2.197If he thinks that one is not ordained when he is not ordained
(and) lies down in a sleeping-place formore than two or three nights,
there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether one is

¹ At Ja 1.161, Sāriputta is reprimanded by the lord, because if he did not know about
Rāhula, what would he know about other youths? But in the Vinaya version Rāhula,
judging by the prefix āyasmā to his name, is considered as ordained. It was not
therefore that ordainedmonks should not lie downwith him, but that he should
not lie downwith unordained persons. ² Cf. above, bd 2.191, wherewe get “setting
asidemonk and nun.” ³ seyyā. In the rule only the phrase seyyaṁkappeyya occurs;
this is explained next. Another definition of seyyā, occurs below, bd 2.244. ⁴ I.e.,
by a roof. ⁵ nipajjati. ⁶ Monks’ nipanne, variant readings given at Vin 4.355.
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not ordained (and) lies down in a sleeping-place formore than two or
three nights, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that one is
ordainedwhen he is not ordained (and) lies down in a sleeping-place
for more than two or three nights, there is an offence of expiation.
If it is half covered, half closed round, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that one is not ordained when he is ordained,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether
one is ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
one is ordained when he is ordained, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 5.3.3

There is no offence if he stays for two or three nights; if he stays
for less than two or three nights; if having stayed for two nights,
departing before dawn on the third night, he stays again¹; if it is fully
covered (but) not fully closed round; if it is fully closed round (but)
not fully covered; if it is partially uncovered, partially not closed
round; if the monk sits downwhile one who is not ordained is lying
down; if one who is not ordained sits downwhile the monk is lying
down; or if both sit down; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fifth

¹ Cf. below, bd 2.378.
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Bu-Pc 6.1.1
BD 2.198

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Anuruddha, going to Sāvatthī through the
country of Kosala, in the evening arrived at a certain village. Now
at that time a rest-house¹ in that village had been made ready by
a certain woman.Then the venerable Anuruddha approached that
woman,² and having approached he spoke thus to that woman:
“Sister, if it does not inconvenience you, we would stay for one

night in the rest-house.” “Do stay, honoured sir,” she said. But other
travellers came up to that woman, and having come up, they spoke
thus to that woman:
“Lady, if it does not inconvenience you, we would stay for one

night in the rest-house.”
Vin 4.18

“But this master, the recluse, arrived first. If he allows it, do stay,”
she said.

Then these travellers approached the venerable Anuruddha, and
having approached, they spoke thus to the venerable Anuruddha:
“If it does not inconvenience you, honoured sir, we would stay for

one night in the rest-house.”
“Do stay, sirs,” he said.
Then that woman, on account of his appearance, fell in love with

the venerable Anuruddha. Then that woman approached the ven-
erable Anuruddha, and having approached, she spoke thus to the
venerable Anuruddha:

¹ āvasathāgāran ti āgantukānaṁ vasanāgāraṁ, a dwelling-house for those coming
in, Vin-a 750. Cf. āvasatha-piṇḍa, below, bd 2.303. ² Vin-a 750 says that he had
heard of this resting-place from other people.
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“Honoured sir, the master will not be comfortable, crowded with
BD 2.199

these people. Honoured sir, it would be good if I were to prepare a
couch within for the master.”

The venerable Anuruddha consented by becoming silent.
Then that woman, having prepared a couch within for the vener-

able Anuruddha, having decked herself up in ornaments,¹ smelling
of perfumes, approached the venerable Anuruddha, and having ap-
proached she spoke thus to the venerable Anuruddha:
“Honoured sir, the master is beautiful, good to look upon, charm-

ing; I also am beautiful, good to look upon, charming. It were good,
honoured sir, if I were to become the master’s wife.”

When she had spoken thus, the venerable Anuruddha was silent.
A second time…A third time thatwoman spoke thus to the venerable
Anuruddha:
“Honoured sir, the master is beautiful, good to look upon, charm-

ing; I also ambeautiful, good to look upon, charming. Pray, honoured
sir, let the master take me as well as all the wealth.”

A third time the venerable Anuruddha became silent.Then that
woman, having slipped off ² her outer cloak, walked up and down
before the venerable Anuruddha, then she stood, then she sat down,
then she lay down.Then the venerable Anuruddha, keeping control
over (his) faculties,³ neither so much as looked at that woman nor
addressed her.Then that woman said:
“Indeed it is wonderful, good sir, indeed it is marvellous, good

sir, manymen send for me with a hundred⁴ or a thousand,⁵ but this
recluse, being himself begged by me does not desire to take me as
well as all the wealth,” and dressing in her outer cloak, saluting the

BD 2.200

feet of the venerable Anuruddha with her head, she spoke thus to
the venerable Anuruddha:
“Honoured sir, a transgression has overcome⁶ me, in that I acted

¹ Cf. Vin 4.161. ² nikkhipitvā, ni + khipati, to put down or off. ³ okkhipitvā,
ava + khipati, to cast or throw down; figuratively usually applied to the eyes, and
thence to the other senses; thus meaning to control, to have under control. Cf.
an iv.254, where Anuruddha again indriyāni okkhipi. ⁴ kahāpaṇas presumably.
⁵ kahāpaṇas presumably. ⁶ Following passage = dn i.85. Cf. also mn i.438.
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thus, foolish, misguided,¹ wrong that I was. Honoured sir, let the
master acknowledge for me the transgression as a transgression for
the sake of restraint in the future.”
“Truly, sister, a transgression overcame you in that you acted thus,

foolish, misguided, wrong that you were. But if you, sister, seeing
the transgression as a transgression, confess² according to the rule,

Vin 4.19

we acknowledge it for you; for, sister, in the discipline of the noble,
this is growth³: whoever, seeing a transgression as a transgression,
confesses according to the rule, and⁴ attains restraint in the future.”

Then that woman, at the end of that night, having with her own
hands satisfied and served the venerable Anuruddha with abundant
food, both solid and soft, greeting the venerable Anuruddha when
he had eaten and removed his hand from the bowl, sat down at a
respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a respectful distance,
the venerable Anuruddha gladdened, roused, pleased, delighted that
woman with talk on dhamma. Then that woman, gladdened, roused,
pleased, delighted by the venerableAnuruddhawith talk on dhamma,
said to the venerable Anuruddha:
“Excellent, honoured sir, it is excellent, honoured sir; even as

one, honoured sir, would set upright what is overturned, or would
uncover what is hidden, or would point out the way to one who is
astray, orwould bring out an oil lamp into the darkness, so that those
with eyes could see forms—even so has dhamma been explained in
many a figure bymaster Anuruddha. Honoured sir, I myself go to the
lord as refuge, to dhamma and to the Order of monks; let the master

BD 2.201

receive me as a lay-follower from this day forth, so long as life lasts,
as one gone for refuge.”⁵

Then the venerable Anuruddha, having gone to Sāvatthī, told this
matter to the monks.Those who were modest monks, looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Anuruddha lie down in a sleeping-place

with a woman?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord …
¹ mūḷha, or erring, infatuated, blind. ² paṭikarosi. Above, bd 2.8, the word trans-
lated “confess” was deseti. ³ Vuddhi h’esā ariyassa vinaye. ⁴ ca omitted at dn i.85.
⁵ A stock formula—e.g., dn i.85; an i.56.
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“Is it true, as is said, that you, Anuruddha, lay down in a sleeping-
place with a woman?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, Anuruddha, lie down in a sleeping-place with a

woman¹? Anuruddha, it is not for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth :
“Whatever monk should lie down in a sleeping-place with a

woman, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 6.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-

male departed one, not a female animal, even a little girl born this
very day, all the more an older one.²

Withmeans: together.³
Sleeping-placemeans: if it is fully covered, if it is fully closed

round, if it is partially covered, if it is partially closed round.⁴
Vin 4.20

Should lie down ina sleeping-placemeans: if at sunset amonk
lies down when a woman is lying down, there is an offence of ex-
piation. If a woman lies downwhen amonk is lying down, there is

BD 2.202

an offence of expiation. Or if both lie down there is an offence of
expiation. If getting up, they lie down again, there is an offence of
expiation.⁵

Bu-Pc 6.2.2

If he thinks that it is awoman⁶when it is awoman (and) lies down
in a sleeping-place with (her), there is an offence of expiation. If he
is in doubt as to whether it is a woman (and) lies down in a sleeping-
placewith (her), there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is
not a woman when it is a woman (and) lies down in a sleeping-place

¹ This seems unfair, as Anuruddha is shown not to have lain downwith the woman.
He was a cousin to Gotama, and one of his most eminent disciples. At an i.23 he is
called chief of those of deva-like sight, a gift he highly prized; see mn i.213. ² Cf.
bd 1.202, bd 1.332. ³ sahā ti ekato. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.196. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 2.196;
Vin 4.138. ⁶ Cf. below, bd 2.206, bd 2.358.
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with (her), there is an offence of expiation. If it is half covered, half
closed round, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he lies down
in a sleeping-place with a female yakkha or with a female departed
one or with a eunuch or with a female animal, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.¹ If he thinks that it is a womanwhen it is not a woman,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it
is not a woman, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
it is not a woman when it is not a woman, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 6.2.3

There is no offence if it is fully covered (but) not fully closed
round, if it is fully closed round (but) not fully covered, if it is par-
tially uncovered, partially not closed round, if the monk sits down
while the woman is lying down, if the woman sits down while the
monk is lying down, or if both sit down; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.²

The Sixth

¹ Cf. below, bd 2.207, bd 2.358. ² Cf. above, bd 2.197.
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Bu-Pc 7.1.1

BD 2.203

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Udāyin frequented families, and he ap-
proached many families. Then the venerable Udāyin, dressing in
the morning, taking his bowl and robe, went up to a certain family.
Now at that time the house-wife¹ was sitting at the entrance-door,²
and the daughter-in-law of the house³ was sitting at the door of the
living-room.⁴Then the venerable Udāyin went up to the house-wife,
and having gone up he gave dhamma privately⁵ to the house-wife.
Then the daughter-in-law of the house thought thus:
“Whatnow, is this recluse themother-in-law’s lover, or is he speak-

ing offensively?”
Then the venerable Udāyin, having given dhamma privately to

the house-wife, approached the daughter-in-law of the house, and
having approached he gave dhamma privately to the daughter-in-law
of the house.Then the house-wife thought:
“What now, is this recluse the lover of the daughter-in-law of the

house, or is he speaking offensively?”
Vin 4.21

Then the venerable Udāyin, having given dhamma privately to
the daughter-in-law of the house, departed. Then the house-wife
said to the daughter-in-law of the house:
“Well now, what did this recluse say to you?”
“Lady, he taught dhamma to me⁶; but what did he say to the lady?”

¹ gharaṇī = gharasāminī, Vin-a 750 = Pv-a 174. Cf. kulagharaṇī at sn i.201; gharaṇī
at Vin 1.271, Pv 3.1.9. ² nivesanadvāre ti nivesanassa mahādvāre, Vin-a 750.
³ gharasuṇhā. ⁴ āvasathadvāre ti ovarakadvāre, Vin-a 750. ⁵ upakaṇṇake, literally
into the ear. ⁶ me the first time,mayhaṁ the second.
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“He also taught dhamma to me,”¹ she said.
BD 2.204

These (women) looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying:
“How can master Udāyin teach dhamma privately? Should not

dhamma be given clearly² and openly?”
Monks heard these women who looked down upon, criticised,

spread it about.Those who were modest monks looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Udāyin teach dhamma to women?”³
Then these monks told this matter to the lord …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Udāyin, taught dhamma to women?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, teach dhamma to women? It is not,

foolishman, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should teach dhamma to women, there is an

offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 7.2.1Now at that time female lay-followers, seeing monks, spoke thus:
“Please, masters, teach dhamma.”
“Sisters, it is not allowable to teach dhamma to women.”
“Please, masters, teach dhamma in five or six sentences,⁴ it is pos-

sible to learn dhamma in a few (sentences).”
BD 2.205

“Sisters, it is not allowable to teach dhamma to women,” and being
scrupulous, they did not teach.The female lay-followers looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:

¹ me the first time,mayhaṁ the second. ² vissattkena, which Pali-English Dictio-
nary, quoting Vin 2.99 (vissaṭṭhena), calls “in confidence.” Vin-a 750 says, vissaṭṭhenā
ti suniggatena saddena. ³ Note how the emphasis is shifted from “privately” to “to
women”; probably such a shifting bears the mark of a later editorial hand, when
womenno longer occupied the comparatively high place thatwas theirs under early
Buddhism. ⁴ vācā, or word, saying, speech.
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“How can these masters, being asked by us, not teach dhamma?”
Monks heard these female lay-followers who looked down upon,

criticised, spread it about.Then these monks told this matter to the
lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow you to teach dhamma to women in five or six

sentences. And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should teach dhamma to women inmore than

five or six sentences, there is an offence of expiation.”
Vin 4.22

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 7.3.1 Now at that time the group of six monks thought: “It is allowed
by the lord to teach dhamma to women in five or six sentences”; and
these, making an unlearned man¹ sit down near by, taught dhamma
towomen inmore than five or six sentences.Thosewhoweremodest
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks, making an unlearned man sit

down near by, teach dhamma to women in more than five or six
sentences?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks … to women?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men… to women? It is not, foolish men, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
BD 2.206

rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshould teachdhamma towomeninmore than

five or six sentences, except a learnedman² (be present), there is
offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 7.4.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
¹ aviññuṁ purisaviggahaṁ. ² viññunā purisaviggahena. Vin-a 750 says, “not a
yakkha, not a departed one, not an animal.”
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Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-
male departed one, not a female animal, one who is learned, compe-
tent to know good speech and bad speech, what is lewd and what is
not lewd.¹

Inmore thanfive or six sentencesmeans: exceeding five or six
sentences.

Dhammameans: spoken by the enlightened one, spoken by dis-
ciples, spoken to holy men, spoken by devatās, connected with the
goal, connected with dhamma.²

Should teachmeans: if he teaches by line, for every line there is
an offence of expiation. If he teaches by syllable, for every syllable
there is an offence of expiation.³

Excepta learnedman(bepresent)means: setting aside a learn-
ed man.

Alearnedmanmeans: onewho is competent toknowgoodspeech
and bad speech, what is lewd and what is not lewd.

Bu-Pc 7.4.2

If he thinks that it is a woman⁴ when it is a woman (and) teaches
dhamma in more than five or six sentences, except a learned man
(be present), there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether it is a woman (and) … except a learned man (be present),
there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is not a woman

BD 2.207

when it is a woman … except a learned man (be present), there is
an offence of expiation. If he teaches dhamma in more than five or
six sentences to a female yakkha or to a female departed one or to a
eunuch or to an animal in woman’s form, except a learned man (be

Vin 4.23

present), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is a
woman when it is not a woman, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a woman, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a womanwhen it is not a
woman, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 7.4.3

¹ = bd 1.215, bd 1.337. ² = above, bd 2.192. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.192, where there is
the same explanation for vāceyya as here for deseyya. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.202, below,
bd 2.358.
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There is no offence if a learned man (be present); if he teaches
dhamma in five or six sentences; if he teaches dhamma in less than
five or six sentences; if he teaches having risen, having sat down
again; if the woman having risen sits down again, and he teaches
at that (moment)¹; if he is teaching a different woman; if she asks a
question; if (she) having asked a question, he speaks; if talking for
the good of another, a woman hears²; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

The Seventh

¹ tasmiṁ deseti; Vin-a 751, tasmiṁ khaṇe deseti. ² Cf. bd 2.272, bd 2.275.
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Bu-Pc 8.1.1
BD 2.208

… at Vesālī in the pavilion of the Gabled Hall in the Great Grove. Now
at that time¹ manymonks who were friends and companions went
for the rains to the banks of the river Vaggumudā. At that time Vajji
was short of alms-food,whichwas difficult to obtain; it was suffering
from a famine, and food-tickets were being issued. Nor was it easy
to keep oneself going by gleaning or by favour. Then these monks
said to one another:
“At present Vajjī is short of alms-food … Nor is it easy to keep

oneself going by gleaning or by favour. What now if we, by some
strategem, all together, being on friendly terms and harmonious,
should spend a comfortable rainy season and not go short of alms-
food?”

Some spoke thus: “Look, your reverences, we could superintend
the business of householders, thus they will think to give to us; thus
we, all together, being on friendly terms and harmonious, will spend
a comfortable rainy season and not go short of alms-food.”

Some spoke thus: “Enough, your reverences, of super-intending
the business of householders. Look, your reverences, wewill execute
householders’ commissions, thus they will think to give to us; thus
we, all together, being on friendly terms and harmonious, will spend
a comfortable rainy season and not go short of alms-food.”

Some spoke thus: “Enough, your reverences, of super-intending
the business of householders and of executing householders’ com-
missions. Look, your reverences, we will speak praise to household-

¹ Cf.Bu-Pj 4,where it is anoffence involvingdefeatunfoundedly to claimacondition
of further-men (uttarimanussa-dhamma). See bd 1.151ff. for notes.
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ers concerning this or that condition of further-men, saying: ‘Such
BD 2.209

a monk is possessed of the first musing, such a monk is possessed
Vin 4.24

of the second musing, such a monk is possessed of the third mus-
ing, such a monk is possessed of the fourth musing, such a monk
is a stream-attainer, such a monk is a once-returner, such a monk
is a non-returner, such a monk is man perfected, such a monk is a
three-fold wisdomman, such a monk is a sixfold super-knowledge
man.’ Thus these (householders) will think to give to us; thus we,
all together, being on friendly terms and harmonious, will spend a
comfortable rainy season and not go short of alms-food. It is better,
your reverences, to speak praise to householders concerning this or
that condition of further-men.”

Then these monks spoke praise to householders concerning this
or that condition of further-men, saying, “Such a monk is possessed
of the firstmusing… such amonk is a sixfold super-knowledgeman.”
Then these (men) thought: “Surely we have gained, surely there is a
profit for us that suchmonks have come to us for the rains. Surely
suchmonks as these monks, virtuous and of good character, never
came to us for the rains before.” Accordingly these did not on their
own account eat meals—they gave not to parents, they gave not to
wife and children, they gave not to slave or servant, they gave not
to friend or colleague, they gave not to blood-relations, as they gave
to the monks. Accordingly these did not on their own account take
savoury solid foods or drinks—they gave not to parents, they gave
not to wife and children, they gave not to slave or servant, they gave
not to friend or colleague, they gave not to blood-relations, as they
gave to the monks.Thus these monks became handsome, of rounded
features, their complexions bright, their skins clear.

Bu-Pc 8.1.2

Now it was the custom for monks who had finished keeping the
rains to go and see the lord. Then these monks who had finished
keeping the rains, the three months having elapsed, packing away
their bedding taking their bowls and robes, went up to Vesālī. In the

BD 2.210

course of time they came up to Vesālī, the Great Grove, the pavilion
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of the Gabled Hall, and to the lord, and having approached the lord,
they greeted him and sat down at a respectful distance. At that time
themonkswho had spent the rains in those regions had become lean,
wretched, of a bad colour, having become very yellow, their veins
standing out all over their bodies; but the monks from the banks of
the Vaggumudā had become handsome, of rounded features, their
complexions bright, their skins clear. Now it was the custom for
enlightened ones, for lords, to exchange friendly greetings with in-
coming monks. So the lord said to the monks from the banks of the
Vaggumudā:

Vin 4.25

“I hope, monks, that things went well with you, I hope that you
had enough to support life, I hope that, all together, being on friendly
terms and harmonious, you spent a comfortable rainy season and
did not go short of alms-food?”
“Things did go well with us, lord, we had enough to support life,

lord, and all together we, lord, being on friendly terms and harmo-
nious, spent a comfortable rainy season and did not go short of alms-
food.”

Tathāgatas knowing (sometimes) ask; knowing (sometimes) do
not ask; they ask, knowing the right time (to ask), and they do not
ask, knowing the right time (when not to ask). Tathāgatas ask about
what belongs to the goal, not about what does not belong to the goal;
the breaking of the bridge of the Tathāgatas is among what does not
belong to the goal. Enlightened ones, lords, questionmonks concern-
ing twomatters, either: “Shall we teach dhamma?” or, “Shall wemake
known a rule of training for disciples?”

Then the lord spoke thus to the monks from the banks of the
Vaggumudā:
“Inwhatway did you,monks, all together, being on friendly terms

and harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and not go short
of alms-food?”Then these monks told this matter to the lord.

BD 2.211

“Indeed, monks, I wonder if that is a fact?”
“It is a fact,¹ lord,” they said.

¹ At Vin 3.89 (bd 1.154), the answer is, “It is not a fact,” or it is a falsehood (abhūta).
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The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, monks, for the sake of your stomachs, speak praise

to householders concerning this or that condition of further-men?
It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should speak of a condition of further-men

to one who is not ordained—if it is a fact,¹ there is an offence of
expiation.”

Bu-Pc 8.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not ordainedmeans: setting aside monk and nun, the rest are

called not ordained.
Condition of further-men² means: musing, freedom, concen-

tration, attainment, knowledge and insight, making theWay to be-
come, realisation of the fruits, destruction of the corruptions, delight
in solitude for the mind devoid of the hindrances.

Musingmeans: the first musing, the secondmusing, the third
musing, the fourth musing.

Freedom means: void freedom, signless freedom, freedom in
which there is no hankering.

Concentrationmeans: void concentration, signless concentra-
tion, concentration in which there is no hankering.

Attainment means: void attainment, signless attainment, at-
tainment in which there is no hankering.

Vin 4.26

Knowledge and insight³ means: the three knowledges.
Making theWay to becomemeans: the four presences of mind-

fulness, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic potencies,
the five faculties, the five powers, the seven parts of enlightenment,

BD 2.212

the noble eightfoldWay.
Realisationof thefruitsmeans: realisationof the fruit of stream-

attainment, realisation of the fruit of once-returning, realisation of
the fruit of no-return, realisation of the fruit of perfection.

¹ If it is not a fact, then there is a Pārājika offence (Bu-Pj 4). ² From here to end of
thisPācittiya, cf.Vin 3.92–100 (bd 1.161–171). ³ AtVin 3.93, simplyñāṇa, knowledge.
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Destruction of the corruptionsmeans: the destruction of pas-
sion, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of confusion.

For the mind devoid of the hindrances means: the mind de-
void of the hindrance of passion, the mind devoid of the hindrance
of hatred, the mind devoid of the hindrance of confusion.

Delight in solitudemeans: during the first musing there is de-
light in solitude, during the second musing … during the third mus-
ing … during the fourth musing there is delight in solitude.

Bu-Pc 8.2.2

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I am attaining the first musing.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I attained the first musing.” … “I am
possessed of the first musing … I am master of the first musing …
The first musing is realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained: “I will attain the second … third …
fourth musing. I am attaining the second … third … fourth musing. I
attained the second … third … fourth musing. I am possessed of the
… fourth musing. I ammaster of the … fourth musing.The … fourth
musing is realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained: “I will attain … I am attaining …
I attained the void freedom, the signless freedom, the freedom in

BD 2.213

which there is no hankering, the void concentration, the signless
concentration, the concentration in which there is no hankering, I
am possessed of … I ammaster of the concentration in which there
is no hankering, the concentration in which there is no hankering is
realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained: “I will attain … I am attaining … I
attained thevoid attainment, the signless attainment, the attainment
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in which there is no hankering, I am possessed of … I ammaster of
the attainment in which there is no hankering, the attainment in
which there is no hankering is realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained: “I will attain the three knowledges …
I am possessed of the three knowledges …”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained: “I will attain … I am possessed of the

Vin 4.27

four presences of mindfulness, the four right efforts, the four bases
of psychic potencies …”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained: “I will attain the five faculties, the
five powers … I am possessed of … I ammaster of the five powers, the
five powers are realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the seven parts of en-
lightenment … I am possessed of the seven parts of enlightenment
…”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the noble eightfoldWay
… I am possessed of the noble eightfoldWay …”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the fruit of stream-
attainment, the fruit of once- returning, the fruit of no-return, per-

BD 2.214

fection … I am possessed of perfection …”
Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-

ing to one who is not ordained, “Passion is given up by me, hatred is
given up byme, confusion is given up byme… renounced … sacri-
ficed … destroyed … forsaken … thrown aside … rejected.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “Mymind is devoid of the hindrance
of passion … of hatred … my mind is devoid of the hindrance of
confusion.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
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ing to one who is not ordained: “In solitude I will attain the first
musing … the secondmusing … the third … the fourth musing … in
solitude I am possessed of the fourth musing …”

Bu-Pc 8.2.3

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
secondmusing … the secondmusing is realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
third musing … the first musing and the fourth musing are attained
by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
void freedom and the signless freedom and the freedom in which
there is no hankering and the void concentration and the signless
concentration and the concentration in which there is no hankering
… is realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
void attainment and the signless attainment and the attainment in
which there is no hankering … is realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for saying
to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the

BD 2.215

three knowledges … is realised by me.”
Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-

ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
Vin 4.28

four presences of mindfulness and the four right efforts and the four
bases of psychic potencies … realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
five faculties and the five powers … realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
seven parts of enlightenment, and the noble eightfoldWay, and the
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fruit of stream-attainment, and the fruit of once-returning, and the
fruit of no-return, and perfection … realised by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing … I
attained … and passion is given up by me, and hatred is given up by
me, and confusion is given up byme, and … rejected.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing … I
am attaining … realised by me… andmymind is devoid of the hin-
drance of passion … of the hindrance of hatred … of the hindrance
of confusion.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will enter upon the secondmusing
and the third musing, and the secondmusing and the fourthmusing
… andmymind is devoid of the hindrance of confusion.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the second musing and
the first musing … attained by me.”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “Mymind is devoid of the hindrance
of confusion and I will attain the firstmusing and the secondmusing

BD 2.216

and the third musing and the fourth musing … realised by me …”
Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-

ing to one who is not ordained, “Mymind is devoid of the hindrance
of confusion andmymind is devoid of the hindrance of hatred …”

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain … I am attaining … I
attained the first musing and the secondmusing and the third mus-
ing and the fourth musing and the void freedom and the signless
freedomand the freedom inwhich there is nohankering and the void
concentration and the signless concentration and the concentration
in which there is no hankering and the void attainment and the sign-
less attainment and the attainment in which there is no hankering
and the three knowledges and the four presences ofmindfulness and
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the four right efforts and the four bases of psychic potencies and the
five faculties and the five powers and the seven parts of enlighten-
ment and the noble eightfoldWay and the fruit of stream-attainment

Vin 4.29

and the fruit of once-returning and the fruit of no-return and per-
fection and passion is given up byme… and hatred is given up byme
… and confusion is given up byme, renounced, sacrificed, destroyed,
forsaken, thrown aside, rejected, and mymind is devoid of the hin-
drance of passion and mymind is devoid of the hindrance of hatred
andmymind is devoid of the hindrance of confusion.”

Bu-Pc 8.2.4

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing,” and
for acknowledging it, if he is desirous of saying, “I will attain the
secondmusing”; but if he does not acknowledge it, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing,” and
for acknowledging it, if he is desirous of saying, “I will attain the
third musing … the fourth musing … the void freedom … and my

BD 2.217

mind is devoid of the hindrance of confusion”; but if he does not
acknowledge it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the second musing,”
and for acknowledging it, if he is desirous of saying, “… and my
mind is devoid of the hindrance of confusion” … for saying, for ac-
knowledging … “I will attain the first musing …”; but if he does not
acknowledge it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “Mymind is devoid of the hindrance
of hatred,” and for acknowledging it, if he is desirous of saying, “I
will attain the first musing” … for saying, for acknowledging … “…
Mymind is devoid of the hindrance of confusion”; but if he does not
acknowledge it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
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ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the first musing and the
secondmusing and the third musing and the fourth musing … and
mymind is devoid of the hindrance of hatred,” and for acknowledg-
ing it, if he is desirous of saying, “Mymind is devoid of the hindrance
of confusion”; but if he does not acknowledge it, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

Should speak ofmeans: there is an offence of expiation for say-
ing to one who is not ordained, “I will attain the second musing and
the third musing … andmymind is devoid of the hindrance of con-
fusion,” and for acknowledging it, if he is desirous of saying, “I will
attain the first musing”; but if he does not acknowledge it, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 8.2.5

There is an offence of wrong-doing for saying to one who is not
ordained, “Themonk who lives in this dwelling-place will attain …
is attaining … attained the first musing, this monk is possessed of,
master of the first musing, the first musing is realised by this monk.”

BD 2.218

There is an offence of wrong-doing for saying to one who is not
ordained, “Themonkwho lives in this dwelling-place will attain … is
attaining… attained the secondmusing, the thirdmusing, the fourth
musing, the void freedom… perfection … Passion is given up by this
monk … hatred is given up … confusion is given up by this monk,

Vin 4.30

renounced … rejected.This monk’s mind is devoid of the hindrance
of passion … of hatred … is devoid of the hindrance of confusion.”

There is an offence of wrong-doing for saying to one who is not
ordained, “Themonk who lives in this dwelling-place will attain …
is attaining … attained the first musing in solitude … the second
musing … the third musing … the fourth musing in solitude …This
monk is possessed of the fourth musing in solitude, is master of …
The fourth musing is realised by this monk in solitude.”

There is an offence of wrong-doing for saying to one who is not
ordained, “Themonk who uses your dwelling-place, who uses your
robes, who uses your alms-food, who uses your lodgings, who uses
your medicines for the sick … by whom your dwelling-place was
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used, by whom your robes were used, by whom your alms-food was
used, by whom your lodgings were used, by whom your medicine
for the sick were used … to whom, thanks to you, he gave a dwelling-
place, he gave robes, he gave alms-food, he gave lodgings, he gave
medicines for the sick, that monk attained the fourth musing in
solitude … the fourth musing was realised by that monk in solitude.”

Bu-Pc 8.2.6

There is no offence if he speaks of what is a fact¹ to one who is
ordained; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth

¹ bhūta.
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Bu-Pc 9.1.1

BD 2.219

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, came to
be making a quarrel with the group of six monks. He, having fallen
into the offence of intentional emission of semen,¹ begged the Order
for probation on account of this offence. The Order granted him
probation on account of this offence. At that time a certain guild at
Sāvatthī had food for the Order. He, being under probation, sat down
in the refectory at the end of a seat.The group of six monks said to
these lay-followers:
“Your reverences, this venerableUpananda, the sonof theSakyans,

an esteemed dependent of yours, is eating the gift of faith with the
very same hand as that which he used to emit semen. He, falling into

Vin 4.31

the offence of intentional emission, begged the Order for probation
on account of that offence.The Order granted him probation on ac-
count of that offence, so that being under probation, he is sitting at
the end of a seat.”

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks speak of a very bad offence² of

a monk to one who is not ordained?”
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, spoke of a very bad offence

of a monk to one who is not ordained?”

¹ Bu-Ss 1, Vin 3.112 = bd 1.196. Cf. also Bu-Pc 64. ² duṭṭhullā āpatti. Old Commentary
shows that duṭṭhullameans here something more general than “lewd” (Vin 3.128,
Vin 3.191–192; bd 1.215, bd 1.336–337). Vinaya Texts i.33 has “grave offence,” but I am
keeping this as a technical term for thullaccaya. Cf. Kv 163.
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“It is true, lord.”
BD 2.220

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, speak of a monk’s very bad offence to

one who is not ordained? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should speak of amonk’s very bad offence to

onewho is not ordained, except on the agreement of themonks,¹
there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 9.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Of amonk’smeans: of another monk’s.
Very bad offencemeans: both the four involving defeat and the

thirteen involving a formal meeting of the Order.²
Not ordainedmeans: setting aside monk and nun, the rest are

called not ordained.³
Should speak ofmeans: should speak of to a woman or to a man

or to one who leads the household life⁴ or to one who has gone forth.
Except on the agreement of the monksmeans: setting aside

the agreement of the monks.
There is agreement of the monks limited to offences,⁵ not lim-

ited to families; there is agreement of the monks limited to families,
not limited to offences; there is agreement of the monks limited to
offences and limited to families; there is agreement of the monks
neither limited to offences nor limited to families.

Limited to offencesmeans: if he says: “he should be spoken to
concerning just those offences,”⁶ offences come to be taken up.⁷

Limited to familiesmeans: if he says: “he should be spoken to
BD 2.221

among just those families,” families come to be taken up.

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.15, bd 2.157. ² = Vin 4.128. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.191, bd 2.211.
⁴ gahaṭṭha. ⁵ āpattipariyantā. Cf.Vin 2.58, āpattipariyantaṁna jānāti, rattipariyan-
taṁ na jānāti; translated at Vinaya Texts ii.416 “he was not aware of the degree of
the offences and was not aware of the duration of the times.” Cf. below, bd 2.371,
bhesajjapariyantā and rattipariyantā. ⁶ ettakāhi āpattīhi. ⁷ āpattiyopariggahitāyo.
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Limited to offences and limited to familiesmeans: if he says:
“he should be spoken to concerning just those offences among just
those families,” offences come to be taken up and families come to
be taken up.

Neither limited to offences nor limited to families means:
there come to be offences that are not taken up and there come to be
families that are not taken up.

In “limited to offences,” if setting aside those offences which
come to be offences that are not taken up, he speaks about other
offences, there is an offence of expiation. In “limited to families,”
if setting aside those families which come to be families that are
not taken up, he speaks among other families, there is an offence of

Vin 4.32

expiation. In “limited to offences and limited to families,” if setting
aside those offences which come to be offences that are taken up,
and if setting aside those families which come to be families that are
taken up, he speaks about other offences among other families, there
is an offence of expiation. In “neither limited to offences nor limited
to families,” there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 9.2.2

If he thinks that it is a very bad offence when it is a very bad
offence (and) tells one who is not ordained, except on the agreement
of the monks, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether it is a very bad offence (and) tells one who is not ordained,
except on the agreement of the monks, there is an offence of expia-
tion. If he thinks that it is not a very bad offencewhen it is a very bad
offence (and) tells one who is not ordained, except on the agreement
of themonks, there is an offence of expiation. If he tells of an offence
that is not very bad, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he tells one
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who is not ordained of a transgression¹ which is very bad or which
is not very bad, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that

BD 2.222

it is a very bad offence when it is not a very bad offence, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a very
bad offence, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is
not a very bad offence when it is not a very bad offence there is an
offence of wrong-doing.²

Bu-Pc 9.2.3

There is no offence if he speaks of an example but not of an
offence; if he speaks of an offence but not of an example³; if there is
the agreement of themonks; if he ismad, if he is the firstwrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ ajjhācāra. Examples are given at Vin 3.121 (coming into physical contact with a
woman), Vin 3.128 (offending a woman by lewd speech); see bd 1.202, n. 3. At Vinaya
Texts i.184 ajjhācāra is taken to be transgression in conduct, consisting in offences
against the minor rules of the Pātimokkha. Vin 1.172 is cited in support of this, for
here failures in good behaviour, ācāravipatti, are said to be grave offences, those of
expiation, those of confession, those of wrong-doing and those of wrong speech.
This is what Vin-a 754 must be referring to when it says that “beginning with five
rules, a transgression is called very bad; the rest are not very bad.” ² This should
surely read anāpatti. ³ According to Vin-a 754 if he names some transgression
done by someone, there is no offence; likewise if he merely mentions an offence
into which a monk has fallen, beginning with a Pārājika and going down to one of
wrong speech, there is no offence. But if he names the type of offence and gives an
example of it, such as saying, ‘This (monk) has fallen into an offence involving a
formal meeting of the Order, for having emitted impurely,’ there is an offence for
bringing forward (ghaṭetvā) the offence together with an example of it. The word
translated as “example” is vatthu, matter, substance.
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Bu-Pc 10.1.1
BD 2.223

… at Āḷavī in the chief shrine at Āḷavī. Now at that time the monks of
Āḷavī, making repairs, dug the ground and had it dug. People looked
down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, dig the ground and

have it dug? These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are harming life
that is one-facultied.”¹

Monks heard these people who looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about.Those who were modest monks looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these monks of Āḷavī dig the ground and have it dug?”

…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, dug the ground and had it

dug?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, dig the ground and have it dug? For,

foolish men, people having consciousness as living beings are in the
Vin 4.33

ground. It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should dig the ground or have it dug, there is

an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 10.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Groundmeans: there are two (kinds of) ground: natural ground

¹ Cf. Vin 3.156 = bd 1.266f.
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and artificial ground.¹Natural groundmeans: pure soil, pure clay,
(with) few stones, (with) few pebbles, (with) few potsherds, (with)

BD 2.224

little gravel,² (with) little sand, almost all soil, almost all clay. Natural
ground is also called not burnt.³ And whatever heap of soil or heap
of clay is (left) damp⁴ for more than four months, this too is called
natural ground.Artificial groundmeans: pure stone, pure pebbles,
pure potsherds, pure gravel, pure sand, little soil, little clay, almost
all stones, almost all pebbles, almost all potsherds, almost all gravel,
almost all sand. Artificial ground is also called burnt. And whatever
heap of soil or heap of clay is (left) damp for less than four months,
this too is called artificial ground.

Should digmeans: if he himself digs, there is an offence of expi-
ation.

Should have (it) dugmeans: if he commands another, there is
an offence of expiation. Commanding once, if he then digs many
times, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 10.2.2

If he thinks that it is groundwhen it is ground (and) digs it or has
it dug or breaks it or has it broken or burns it or has it burnt,⁵ there
is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is ground
(and) digs it … or has it burnt, there is an offence of expiation. If he
thinks that it is not ground when it is ground (and) digs it … or has
it burnt, there is no offence. If he thinks that it is ground when it
is not ground, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is not ground, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it is not ground when it is not ground, there is no
offence.

Bu-Pc 10.2.3

¹ jātā ca pathavī ajātā ca pathavī. ² marumbā, or perhaps coarse sand. At Vin 2.121
monks are allowed to spread marumbā, in a damp or swampy cell. Cf. Vin 2.142,
Vin 2.153; also Mil 197. ³ By the potter. ⁴ ovaṭṭha; Vin-a 756 ovaṭṭawith variant
readings ovuṭṭa, ovuṭṭha, ovaṭṭha. ⁵ Even by making a fire for cooking a bowl,
Vin-a 758.
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There is no offence if he speaks, saying: “Find¹ this, give this,
convey this, this is wanted, make this allowable”; if it was uninten-

BD 2.225

tional,² if (he was) not thinking, if he did not know, if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.³

TheTenth

this is its key
Lying, insulting speech, slander, lines, then two on lying down,
Except a learned man (be present), facts, very bad offence, digging.

The First Division
Vin 4.34

¹ jāna; Vin-a 758 reads jānāhi, and indicates that these four activities refer to holes
dug for stakes, to heavy clay, clay for chaff (thusamattikā) and soil. ² = Below,
bd 2.229, bd 2.262, and Vin 4.125, Vin 4.185, and cf. Vin 3.78 (bd 1.136). ³ Cf. below,
end of Bu-Pc 11.
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Bu-Pc 11.1.1
BD 2.226

… at Āḷavī in the chief shrine at Āḷavī. Now at that time the monks of
Āḷavī, making repairs, were cutting down trees and having them cut
down; and a certain monk of Āḷavī cut down a tree, and the devatā
living in that tree said to this monk:
“Do not, honoured sir, desiring to make an abode for yourself, cut

downmy abode.”
This monk, taking no notice, cut it down, and in doing so, struck

the arm of that devatā’s son.Then it occurred to that devatā:
“What now if I, just here, should deprive this monk of life?”Then

it occurred to that devatā:
“But this would not be suiting in me, that I were, just here, to

deprive this monk of life. What now if I were to tell this matter to
the lord?”

Then this devatā approached the lord, and having approached
she told this matter to the lord.
“Very good, devatā, it is good that you, devatā, did not deprive this

monk of life. If today you, devatā, had deprived this monk of life, you,
devatā, would also have produced much demerit. You go, devatā; in a
certain place there is a solitary tree, go you into it.”

People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, cut down trees

and have them cut down?These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are
harming life that is one-facultied.”¹ Monks heard these people who
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about.Those who were mod-
est monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:

BD 2.227

¹ As in Bu-Pc 10.
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“How can these monks of Āḷavī cut down trees and have them cut
down?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monks, cut down trees and had them

cut down?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, cut down trees and have them cut

down? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“For destruction of vegetable growth¹ there is an offence of ex-

piation.”

Bu-Pc 11.2.1 Vegetable growthmeans: there are five kinds of propagation:
(what is) propagated from roots, propagated from stems,² propa-
gated from joints, propagated from cuttings,³ and fifthly (what is)
propagated from seeds.⁴

Vin 4.35

Propagated from roots⁵ means: turmeric, ginger, orris root,
white orris root, garlic,⁶ black hellebore, khus- khus,⁷ nut-grass,⁸ or

BD 2.228

¹ bhūtagāma; translation taken from Mrs. Rhys Davids, To Become or Not to Be-
come, p. 118. Vin-a 761 says gāmo ti rāsi, and that standing green grass and trees is a
synonym for bhūtagāma. Dialogues of the Buddha 1.6 has “growing plants” for this
word.This rule is referred to at Dhp-a 3.302; Snp-a 3. At Mil 266 the destruction of
bhūtagāma is said to be no sin in the eyes of the world, but a sin in the teaching of
the Jina (an epithet for both Gotama and the Jain,Mahāvīra). Cf.mn i.180 = mn iii.34.
² khandhabīja. ³ aggabīja.Dialogues of the Buddha 1.6: “propagated frombuddings,”
with note that “it may mean ‘graftings’ if the art of grafting was then known in
the Ganges valley.” But the plants mentioned could not be propagated by buddings,
which, moreover, does not seem to be a recognised botanical term.These plants are
propagated by cuttings. ⁴ For this list, cf. dn i.5, dn iii.44, dn iii.47 (= Dialogues of
the Buddha 3.40, Dialogues of the Buddha 3.42, “things grown from tubers, or shoots,
or berries, or joints, or fifthly from seeds”), sn iii.54 (= ks iii.46, “root-seed, trunk-
seed, seed from shoots, seed from joints, grain-seed, making five in all”); cf. dn-a 77,
sn-a ii.272. ⁵ Cf. dn-a 81 to end of Bu-Pc 11.1.1 below. ⁶ ativisā, or dried ginger;
an antidote to poison.
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whatever others are born from a root, arise from a root; this means
propagated from roots.

Propagated from stemsmeans: the fig-tree,¹ the banyan-tree,
(a kind of) fig-tree,² (another kind of) fig-tree,³ the Indian cedar
wood,⁴ the wood-apple,⁵ or whatever others are born from a stem,
arise from a stem; this means propagated from stems.

Propagated from jointsmeans: sugar-cane, bamboo, reeds or
whatever others are born from a knot, arise from a knot⁶; this means
propagated from joints.

Propagated from cuttingsmeans: basil,⁷ camel- grass,⁸ a kind
BD 2.229

⁷ usīra, probablyAndropogonmuricatum. Cf. below, bd 2.240,where one of the four
kinds of stools or settees (koccha) ismade of usīra. At Vin 2.130 one of the three kinds
of fans allowed is made of usīra. In some parts of the East the roots are woven into
sweet-smelling mats and baskets and are used in making perfume. ⁸ bhaddamut-
taka, probably Cyperus rotundus. Has underground edible tubers. See Vin 1.201,
where these roots (or tubers) are allowedmedicinally for flavouring foods which
otherwise would be too unpalatable, for ill monks to take. Decoction of these roots
used today in Ceylon as medicine for fever and stomach complaints. ¹ This list is
the same as that at sn v.96. ² pilakkha, probably Ficus infectoria. “Wave-leafed,”
as at ks v.80, is not a sufficient differentiation and is not the botanical name of any
of the vast family of figs. ³ udumbara, probably Ficus glomerata; of bunchy habit.
⁴ Or Toon tree, kacchaka. Cedar suggested at ks v.80. Pali-English Dictionary gives
Cedrela Toona; Path of Purity ii.210 (= Vism 183), “black fig.” ⁵ kapiṭhana. Variant
readings are kapiṭṭhaka, kapitthana, kapittana. Pali-English Dictionary says that it is
the treeThespesia populneoides, as does Childers under kapītano. ks v.80 and Path
of Purity ii.210, both reading kapiṭṭhaka, render by “wood-apple.”The Dictionaries,
placing “wood-apple” under kapiṭṭha, kapittha, call it Feronia elephantum.There
is, however, no family connection betweenThespesia populneoides and Feronia
elephantum.The former has a hard, dry, inedible fruit; the latter an edible fruit
with a hard woody shell filled with a soft pulp, also used for medicinal purposes.
Neither is a fig-tree (as tentatively suggested at ks v.80), but Feronia is more like a
fig, and would be meant if we were certain that the context was suggesting a tree
with an edible fruit. ⁶ pabba, joint, knot or section. Word hitherto translated as
“joint” is phaḷu. ⁷ ajjuka. Pali-English Dictionary and Critical Pali Dictionary give
Ocimum gratissimum. Probably the ordinary basil, Ocimum basilicum, is meant,
as O. gratissimum is sometimes used as a synonym for this.
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of andropogon,¹ or whatever others are born from a cutting, arise
from a cutting; this means propagated from cuttings.

Propagated from seedsmeans: grain, pulses,² or whatever oth-
ers are born from a seed, arise from a seed; this means propagated
from seeds.

Bu-Pc 11.2.2

If he thinks that it is a seed when it is a seed (and) cuts it or has
it cut or breaks it or has it broken or cooks it or has it cooked, there
is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is a seed
(and) cuts it … or has it cooked, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it is not a seed when it is a seed (and) cuts it … or
has it cooked, there is no offence. If he thinks that it is a seed when it
is not a seed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether it is not a seed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is not a seed when it is not a seed, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 11.2.3

There is no offence if he speaks, saying: “Find this, give this, con-
vey this, this is wanted, make this allowable”; if it was unintentional,
if (he was) not thinking, if he did not know; if he is mad, if he is the
first wrong-doer.³

The First

⁸ phanijjaka= bhūtanaka, Ja 6.536. Childers calls it the plant samīraṇa, which, ac-
cording to Monier-Williams, is the plantmaruvaka. (I cannot discover what is
meant by this.) Pali-English Dictionary calls bhūtanaka, Andropogon schoenanthus.
Camel-grass yields aromatic oil,mostly used formedicinal purposes. ¹ hirivela, oc-
curring also at Ja 6.537. Pali-English Dictionary suggests as above.Monier-Williams
gives hrīvela, a kind of perfume = hrīvera, a kind of drug and perfume (= bāla, bālaka).
Under bāla he gives “a kind of perfume or fragrant grass, Andropogon schoenan-
thus.” Childers also gives hiriveraṁ, a perfume, Andropogon schoenanthus. ² Cf.
bd 1.83, n. 3. ³ Cf. above, end of Bu-Pc 10; also below, bd 2.262, and Vin 4.125. Vin-
a 766 says that the clauses “Find this,” etc., refer to medicines made from roots, to
roots and leaves, to trees or creepers, to flowers and fruits, and to trees or creepers
or fruits respectively. Vin-a 767 refers to an anujānāmi at Vin 2.109, in whichmonks
are allowed to eat fruit that has become allowable to recluses in five ways.
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Bu-Pc 12.1.1
BD 2.230

… at Kosambī in Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time the venera-
ble Channa, having indulged in bad habits,¹ being examined for an
offence² in themidst of theOrder, shelved the question(s) by (asking)
others,³ saying, “Who has committed?What has he committed? On
what ground has he committed? How has he committed? What do
you say? Why do you say (it)?” Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Channa, being examined for an offence

in the midst of the Order, shelve the question(s) by (asking) others,
saying: ‘Who has committed …Why do you say (it)?’ … “It is true,
lord,” he said.

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, being examined for an offence in

the midst of the Order … saying, ‘… Why do you say (it)?’? … It is
Vin 4.36

not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …”
and having rebuked him and given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“Well then,monks, let theOrder bring a charge of evasion⁴ against

the monk, Channa. And thus, monks, should he be charged: the Or-
der should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:

BD 2.231

¹ As at bd 1.309. Cf. Channa at Vin 2.292, dn ii.154. ² At Vin 2.88, when monks
charge amonkwith failure in conduct, ācāravipatti, there is a legal question arising
out of censure. ³ aññen’ aññaṁ paṭicarati; cf. above, bd 2.164. ⁴ aññavādakaṁ
ropetu. Aññavādaka is the person who prevaricates, who evades the issue by talking
about something else, “who prefers to talk about something else, shuffling and
evading the thing in question” (Critical Pali Dictionary). Verbal evasion only ismeant,
see Old Commentary.
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‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk, Channa, being
examined for an offence in the midst of the Order, shelved the ques-
tion(s) by (asking) others. If it seems right to the Order, the Order
should bring a charge of evasion against the monk, Channa.This is
the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This monk,
Channa … by (asking) others.The Order brings a charge of evasion
against the monk, Channa. If the bringing of a charge of evasion
against the monk, Channa, seems right to the venerable ones, let
them be silent; if it does not seem right, they should speak. A charge
of evasion is brought by the Order against the monk, Channa, and it
is right … So do I understand.’ ”

Then the lord having rebuked the venerable Channa in many
a figure for his difficulty in maintaining himself … “… And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“In evasion,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 12.2.1 Now at that time the venerable Channa, being examined for an
offence in themidst of the Order, thinking, “Shelving the question(s)
by (asking) others, I will fall into an offence,” (so) having become
silent, he vexed² the Order.Those whoweremodest monks … spread
it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Channa, being examined for an offence

in the midst of the Order, having become silent, vex the Order?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Chaiina, being examined for an

offence in the midst of the Order, having become silent, vexed the
Order?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.

BD 2.232

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man… vex the Order? It is not, foolish man,

¹ aññavādake. ² tuṇhibhūto saṅghaṁ viheseti. Vin-a 770 says that vihesaka, vexing,
is a name for becoming silent.
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for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” and having rebuked
him and given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, let the Order bring a charge of vexing¹ against

the monk, Channa. And thus, monks … (as above in Bu-Pc 12.1.1;
instead of evasion read vexing; instead of shelving the question(s) by
(asking) others read having become silent, he vexes the Order) …
should this rule of training be set forth:
“In evasion, in vexing, there is an offence of expiation.”²

Vin 4.37

Bu-Pc 12.3.1Evasionmeans: being examined in the midst of the Order on an
example³ or for an offence, not wishing to speak of it, not wishing to
bring it forward,⁴ he shelves the questions by (asking) others, saying:
‘Who has committed?What has he committed? On what ground has
he committed? How has he committed? What do you say? Why do
you say (it)?’—this means evasion.

Vexingmeans: being examined in the midst of the Order on an
example or for an offence, not wishing to speak of it, not wishing
to bring it forward, having become silent, he vexes the Order—this
means vexing.

If he is not being charged with evasion (but) is being examined
in the midst of the Order on an example or for an offence, (and) not
wishing to speak of it, not wishing to bring it forward, he shelves the
question(s) by (asking) others, saying: ‘Who has committed? …Why
do you say (it)?’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is not being
charged with vexing (but) is being examined… not wishing to speak

BD 2.233

of it, not wishing to bring it forward, having become silent, he vexes
the Order, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is being charged
with evasion (and) is being examined…he shelves the question(s) by
(asking) others, saying: ‘…Whydo you say (it)?’, there is an offence of
expiation. If he is being chargedwith vexing (and) is being examined

¹ vihesakaṁ ropetu. ² aññavādake vihesake pācittiyaṁ. Vin-a 770 says that in the
two-foldmatter there is a twofold pācittiya. ³ vatthusmiṁ; cf. vatthu + āpatti above,
bd 2.222. ⁴ na ugghāṭetukāma.
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… having become silent, he vexes the Order, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bu-Pc 12.3.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act, in evasion, in vexing, there is an offence of expiation. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act, in evasion, in vexing,
there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is not a legally
valid act¹ when it is a legally valid act, in evasion, in vexing, there is
an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when
it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it
is not a legally valid act, there is no offence.²

Bu-Pc 12.3.3

There is no offence if, not knowing, he asks; if, being ill, he does
not speak; if, thinking: ‘Quarrel or dispute or strife or contentionwill
come to be for the Order,’ he does not speak; if, thinking: ‘There will
come to be schism in the Order or dissension in the Order,’³ he does
not speak; if, thinking: ‘He will carry out an (official) act⁴ according
towhat is not the rule,⁵ or by an incomplete congregation,⁶ or against

BD 2.234

one who is not suitable for an (official) act,’⁷ he does not speak; if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ adhammakamma, explained at Vin 1.317. ² Cf. bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.313, bd 1.327;
below, bd 2.237. ³ Cf. Vin 4.128, Vin 4.153, Vin 4.217. Saṅghabheda and saṅgharāji
discussed at Vin 2.303; referred to at Vb-a 428. ⁴ Six kinds of kamma, official
acts, given at Vin 1.317. ⁵ adhammena. Cf. Vin 1.115, where it is allowed to protest
against an (official) act that is being conducted according to what is not the rule.
⁶ vaggena, by a section only of the Order, not all the members being present.
Cf. Vin 1.108, Vin 1.111; also below, bd 2.269, and Vin 4.126. ⁷ na kammārahā. Cf.
Vin 4.126, Vin 4.152, Vin 4.153; Vin 5.221.
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Bu-Pc 13.1.1

BD 2.235

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Nowat that time the venerable Dabba, theMallian, assigned lodgings
to the Order and distributed meals.¹ Now at that time monks who
were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka were newly ordained
as well as of little merit; they obtained whatever inferior lodgings

Vin 4.38

belonged to the Order and inferior meals.²These made monks look
down upon³ the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, saying:
“Dabba, theMallian, assigns lodgings through favouritism⁴ and

distributes meals through favouritism.”
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How canmonks who are followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka

make monks look down upon the venerable Dabba, the Mallian?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, made monks look down

upon Dabba, the Mallian?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them saying:
“How can you, foolish men, make monks look down upon Dabba,

the Mallian? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“In making (someone) look down upon,⁵ there is an offence of

expiation.”

¹ Cf. Vin 3.158 (= bd 1.272ff.) and Vin 4.154. ² Cf. Vin 3.160 = bd 1.275. ³ ujjhāpenti.
Vin-a 770 says avajānāpenti avaññāya olokāpenti lāmakato vā cintāpentī ti attho; cf.
above, bd 2.2, n. 3, on ujjhāyanti. ⁴ chandāya = pakkhapātena, Vin-a 771. ⁵ ujjhā-
panake; in full probably meaning “in making a monk look down upon another
monk,” see Old Commentary, below.
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And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 13.2.1

BD 2.236
Nowat that timemonkswhowere followers ofMettiya andBhum-

majaka thought: “Making (someone) look downupon is forbidden by
the lord, (but) thismuch shall themonkshear,” and in the neighbour-
hood of monks, they criticised¹ the venerable Dabba, the Mallian,
saying:
“Dabba, the Mallian, assigns lodgings through favouritism and

distributes meals through favouritism.”
Those who were modest monks … (as in Bu-Pc 13.2.1 instead of

“makemonks lookdownupon” read “criticise”)…“…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“Inmaking (someone) lookdownupon, in criticising,² there is

an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 13.3.1 Making (someone) look downuponmeans: if hemakes (some-
one) look down upon or if he criticises one who is ordained, desiring
to bring blame, desiring to bring discredit, desiring to bring shame³
to one who is ordained (and) agreed upon by the Order as assigner
of lodgings or as distributor of meals or as apportioner of conjey or
as apportioner of fruit or as apportioner of solid foods or as disposer
of trifles,⁴ there is an offence of expiation.

¹ khīyanti. Khīyati (Sanskrit kṣiyate) is explained in the Dictionaries to mean “to
be exhausted, to waste away, to become dejected, to fall away from” (Pali-English
Dictionary); “geht zu Ende” (Geiger, Pali Literature, p. 115); “to wane, to decrease, to
be diminished, to waste away, perish” (Monier-Williams). But Vin-a 296, Vin-
a 771 gives pakāsenti, to show up, illustrate, explain, make known, give information
about (Pali-English Dictionary). Cf. above, bd 2.2, n. 4. ² khīyanake—i.e., the action
of a person. Pali-English Dictionary calls this “a falling-away offence (legal term
denoting the falling away from a consent once given),” as in Bu-Pc 79, Bu-Pc 81
(khīyadhamma); also see Vin 2.94, Vin 2.100, an iii.269, an iv.374. ³ maṅku, liter-
ally staggering, so shock, confusion, shame; see anv.v.This trio also occurs below,
bd 2.280. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.155. At Vin 2.176f. the qualifications that a monk appointed
“distributor,” etc., should possess, are given.The items that the last, appamattakavis-
sajjaka, is to dispose of, are enumerated at Vin 2.177. Cf. also an iii.275.
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Bu-Pc 13.3.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act, in making (someone) look down upon, in criticising, there is

BD 2.237

an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is a legally
valid act, in making (someone) look down upon, in criticising, there
is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act
when it is a legally valid act, in making (someone) look down upon,
in criticising, there is an offence of expiation. If he makes (someone)
look down upon or if he criticises one who is not ordained, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he makes (someone) look down upon
or if he criticises one who is ordained or one who is not ordained,
desiring to bring blame, desiring to bring discredit, desiring to bring
shame to one who is ordained (but) not agreed upon by the Order
as assigner of lodgings … as disposer of trifles there is an offence

Vin 4.39

of wrong-doing. If he makes (someone) look down upon or if he
criticises one who is ordained or one who is not ordained, desiring
to blame, desiring to bring discredit, desiring to bring shame to one
who is not ordained, (but) agreed upon or not agreed upon by the
Order as assigner of lodgings … or as disposer of trifles, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when
it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it
is not a legally valid act, there is no offence.¹

Bu-Pc 13.3.3

There is no offence if he makes (someone) look down upon or
if he criticises one acting by nature from desire, from hatred, from
stupidity, from fear²; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

TheThird
¹ Cf. bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.313, bd 1.327; above, bd 2.233, and Vin 4.155. ² These are
the four agatis. Only a monk not endowedwith them can be appointed a distributor
of the various items mentioned here and in other parts of Vinaya. See Vin 2.176f.;
also cf. the “silver-remover,” above, bd 2.104, the assigner of bowls, above, bd 2.122,
and Vin 3.183, Vin 3.185; see bd 1.323, n. 7, for further references. ³ Cf. Vin 4.155.
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Bu-Pc 14.1.1

BD 2.238

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time, monks preparing lodgings¹ in winter-time in the open
air, drying their bodies in the sun, when the time was announced,²
setting forth neither removed³ themnor had themremoved, (but) set
forth without having asked (for permission).⁴The lodgings became
damp.⁵Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How canmonks, preparing lodgings in the open air, setting forth,

neither remove themnor have them removed, (but) set forthwithout
having asked (for permission, so that) the lodgings are (left) damp?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks preparing lodgings in

the open air … (left) damp? … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, spreading⁶ or having spread in the open air

BD 2.239

¹ A definition of senāsana given at Vb 251 is a catalogue of things to sit and lie on, var-
ious types of buildings, caves, etc. It does not include seyyā, obviously thought of as a
senāsana, below, bd 2.244. Vb-a 365 merely says that if he sleeps and sits there, it is a
“lodging.” ² Vin-a 770 says, “for the gruelmeal.” ³ uddharati. Sameword as ubb-
hata (+ kaṭhina) of Bu-NP 1–Bu-NP 3 ⁴ anāpucchā. Cf. āpucchā and anā° at Vin 4.100,
Vin 4.101, Vin 4.165, Vin 4.166. Cf. also Vin 2.211, wheremonks set out without asking
permission as to the lodgings. It is there said, and cf.Old Commentary, below, that a
monk, or, failing him, a probationer, or, failing him, a monastery-attendant should
be asked for permission; this is in order that such a person may take care of the
lodgings during the monks’ absence. ⁵ ovaṭṭham hoti. Vin-a 770 says that what
remained became damp owing to the snow and rain.Ovaṭṭha occurs above, bd 2.224,
in connection with heaps of clay and soil. ⁶ santharitvā. Cf. above, bd 2.72, n. 1,
but not used in that sense here.
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a couch or a chair or a mattress or a stool¹ belonging to the Or-
der, setting forth, should neither remove it nor have it removed,
or should go away without asking (for permission), there is an
offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 14.1.2

Now at that timemonks, staying in the open air, were bringing
back² lodgings early in the morning. Now the lord saw these monks
bringing back lodgings early in the morning, and seeing them, in
this connection, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, for the eight months (of the time) not ap-

pointed for keeping the rains³ to put aside lodgings in a hut⁴ or at the
Vin 4.40

foot of a tree, wherever crows or vultures do not leave droppings.”⁵

Bu-Pc 14.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Belonging to theOrdermeans: it comes to be given to theOrder,

handed over to it.⁶
BD 2.240

¹ koccha. See Old Commentary, below. Vinaya Texts i.34, n., says, “it is appar-
ently therefore of wicker work.” Called at Vinaya Texts iii.165 (= Vin 2.149) “a cane-
bottomed chair.” Allowed at Vin 2.149. ² atiharanti, or removing from one place
to another. ³ avassika-saṁkete. At Vin 1.298 vassika-saṁkete is one of the five oc-
casions when a monkmay lay aside his outer cloak. Saṁketa at BD.1.was rendered
“rendezvous”—i.e., an appointment, an appointed time. SeeVinayaTexts ii.234, note,
on this word. At Vin 1.107 it is an offence of wrong-doing to recite the Pātimokkha
in cell after cell without making a rendezvous or appointment (asaṁketena), since
incomingmonks did not knowwhere the uposathawas to be held. Vin-a 772 says
that the fourmonths of the cold and the fourmonths of the hot seasons are the eight
months not thus appointed (evaṁ apaññatte) as months of the rains. ⁴ maṇḍape.
Vin-a 772 says, “amaṇḍapa (shed or hut) of sākhā (branches), or amaṇḍapa of padara
(boards, planks of wood; or this might be amaṇḍapa in a crevice). ⁵ n.b.—This is
not a sikkhāpada, rule, but an anujānāmi, “allowance.” ⁶ Cf. above, bd 2.161.
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Couchmeans:¹ there are four (kinds of) couch: a long one,² one
with slats,³ one with curved legs,⁴ one with removable legs.⁵

Chairmeans: there are four (kinds of) chair: a long one, onewith
slats, one with curved legs, one with removable legs.⁶

Mattressmeans: there are five (kinds of) mattress: a mattress
(made) of wool, a mattress (made) of cotton-cloth, a mattress (made)
of bark, amattress (made) of tina-grass, amattress (made) of leaves.⁷

Stoolmeans: made of bark or made of khus-khus⁸ or made of
muñja-grass or made of reeds⁹; it is bound, having tucked them in.¹⁰

Spreadingmeans: himself spreading.
BD 2.241

Having spread¹¹ means: making another spread. If he makes
one who is not ordained spread (it), it is an impediment¹² for him.¹³
If he makes one who is ordained spread it, there is an impediment
for the one who spreads (it).¹⁴

¹ This definition ofmañca occurs at Vin 4.168, Vin 4.169; Vb-a 365.These four kinds
of couches and four kinds of chairs are allowed at Vin 2.149. ² masāraka. Vin-
a 773 says, “it is made by boring a hole into the feet of the couch, and putting a
knotched end through there.” ³ bundikābaddha. Vin-a 773 says, “it is made by
holding the bedstead together, having burnt the feet of the couch with knotched
ends.” ⁴ kuḷīrapādaka, or carved. Vin-a 773, “madewith feet like the feet of horses,
rams, etc. Whatever has curved feet (vaṅkapādako, literally curved as to the feet)
is called kuḷīrapadaka” (literally a crab-footer). ⁵ āhaccapādaka. Vin-a 774 says
that “it is made by piercing the leg (aṅge).Then having pierced the knotched end,
putting a knot through there, and giving a pin (or peg, āṇiṁ) above, the couch that
is made should be called an āhaccapādaka.”This probably means that the pin can be
removed at pleasure, when the couch would collapse. At Vin 4.46 it is defined as
aṅge vijjhitvā ṭhito hoti, standing, having pierced the leg—i.e., having put the pin
through. Āhacca-pādakameans literally a “take-away footer”—i.e., one whose feet
can be taken away. ⁶ = Vin 4.168, Vin 4.169, Vb-a 365. ⁷ Same definition given
at Vb-a 365.These five kinds of bhisi are allowed at Vin 2.150. Cf. above, bd 2.47, n. 1,
on bhisi. ⁸ usīra, one of the plants “propagated from roots,” cf. above, bd 2.228.
⁹ babbaja, or bulrushes. Shoes made of this and ofmuñja-grass were not to be worn,
Vin 1.190. ¹⁰ anto saṁveṭhetvā baddhaṁ hoti. Vin-a 774 says that it is bound in the
middle and spread out above and below.Themiddle, beingmade of the hides of lions
and tigers, gives the senāsana the appearance of being made of gold. ¹¹ Causative.
¹² palibodha, or obstacle, obstruction. Cf. Vinaya Texts ii.157, n. 2. ¹³ Vin-a 774,
for the one who causes it to be spread out. ¹⁴ santhāraka, at Vin 2.113, Vin 2.116,
Vin 2.148, meaning a (tiṇa-grass) mat. Here it must refer to the person spreading
out the things.
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Setting forth, should neither remove it means: should not
himself remove it.

Nor have it removedmeans: should not make another remove
it.

Or should go away without asking (for permission)means:
not asking a monk or a novice or a monastery attendant (for permis-
sion),¹ if he goes further than the outward stone-throw of a man of
average height,² there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 14.2.2

If he thinks that it belongs to theOrder³when it belongs to theOr-
der, spreading it or having it spread in the open, setting forth should
neither remove it nor have it removed, or should go away without
asking (for permission), there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether it belongs to the Order … there is an offence
of expiation. If he thinks that it belongs to an individual when it
belongs to the Order, spreading it or … in the open air … without
having asked (for permission), there is an offence of expiation. If it
is a carpet⁴ or a bed-cover⁵ or a ground- covering⁶ or a straw-mat⁷ or

BD 2.242

an animal’s skin⁸ or amat for the feet⁹ or awooden chair,¹⁰ spreading
it or having it spread in the open air, setting forth should neither re-
move it nor have it removed, or should go awaywithout having asked

¹ Cf. Vin 2.211. ² Cf. bd 1.74 = Vin 3.46. ³ Cf. Bu-Pc 15, Bu-Pc 16. ⁴ cimilikā. At
Vin 2.150 monks are allowed to use cola, cotton-cloth, as a cilimikā. Editor, Vinaya
Texts iii.167, n. 2, says, cilimikamay be a “rug … It is probably the same word as,
or connected with, cimilikā.” See same note for Buddhaghosa’s definition of this
word. Here he says, Vin-a 775, when the earth is preparedwith plaster it is made for
preserving its texture, spreading it below, they spread out a kaṭasāraka (a mat for
sitting on or lying on) above. ⁵ uttaratharaṇa, see above, bd 2.46, n. 3. ⁶ bhum-
mattharaṇa, see above, bd 2.46, n. 4. ⁷ taṭṭikā. Vin-a 776 says, “made of palm-leaves
or of bark.” Cf. Ja 1.141, Vism97. ⁸ cammakhaṇḍa. At Vin 2.122 this was allowed
as a water vessel (vāraka). Above it means a skin used as a mat, as at Mil 366 and
Vism99 (translated Path of Purity, p. 115, “piece of leather”). ⁹ pādapuñchanī. At
Vin 2.174 monks are allowed to use a bear-skin, a piece of drapery (cakkali), and a
little piece of cloth as a pādapuñchanī. This, according to Vinaya Texts iii.218, is a
mat to wipe the feet on, not to sit upon. Vin-a 776 says that it is made of rope and
rags for wiping the feet on. ¹⁰ Phalaka-pīṭha, a chair (made) of a board, plank or
slips of wood. Also called at Vin-a 776 dārumayapīṭha, a chair made of wood.
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(for permission), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that it belongs to the Order when it belongs to an individual, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it belongs
to an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
it belongs to an individual when it belongs to an individual (but) to
another individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing; if it belongs
to the individual himself, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 14.2.3

There is no offence if, having removed it, he goes away; if, having
caused it to be removed, he goes away; if, having asked (for permis-
sion), he goes away; if, drying himself in the sun, he goes away¹; if
it comes to be taken possession of by something²; if there are acci-
dents³; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fourth

¹ otāpento gacchati. Vin-a 776 says there is no offence if, drying himself in the heat
of the sun, he thinks, ‘Coming back I will remove it.’ ² kenaci palibuddhaṁ hoti.
Vin-a 776 says that if a senior monk, turning (the owner) out (uṭṭhāpetvā), takes it,
if a yakkha or a departed one, coming along, sits on it, or if some ṛṣi, coming along,
takes it, or if lions and tigers stand on it, the lodging becomes taken possession of.
³ āpadāsu—i.e., Vin-a 777 says there is no offence if there are accidents (antarāya)
to those leading the brahma-life for their life-time. Cf. Bu-Pc 15, Bu-Pc 16
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Bu-Pc 15.1.1

BD 2.243

Vin 4.41

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of seventeen monks were companions. Staying,
they just stayed together, setting forth, they just set forth together.
These, spreading¹ a sleeping-place in a certain dwelling belonging
to the Order, setting forth, neither removed it nor had it removed,
(but) set forth without having asked (for permission).The lodging
becameeatenbywhite ants.Thosewhoweremodestmonks…spread
it about, saying:
“How can this group of seventeen monks, spreading a sleeping-

place in a dwelling belonging to the Order, setting forth, neither
remove it nor have it removed, (but) set forth without having asked
(for permission, so that) the lodging is eaten by white ants?”Then
these monks told this matter to the lord …He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of seventeen monks …

belonging to the Order, setting forth neither removed it … eaten by
white ants?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men… eaten by white ants? It is

not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, spreading a sleeping-place or having it

spread in adwellingbelonging to theOrder, setting forth, should
neither remove it nor have it removed, or should go away with-
out asking (for permission), there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ santharitvā, see Introduction, bd 2.xxii.
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Bu-Pc 15.2.1

BD 2.244
Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Belonging to theOrdermeans: it comes to be given to theOrder,

handed over to it.¹
Sleeping-place² means: a mattress,³ a carpet,⁴ a bed-cover, a

ground-covering, a strawmat, an animal’s skin,⁵ a piece of cloth for
sitting on,⁶ a sheet,⁷ a grass-mat,⁸ a leaf mat.

Spreadingmeans: himself spreading.⁹
Having spreadmeans: making another spread.¹⁰
Setting forth, should neither remove it means: should not

himself remove it.¹¹
Nor have it removedmeans: should not make another remove

it.¹²
Or should go away without asking (for permission)means:

not asking a monk or a novice or a monastery-attendant (for per-
Vin 4.42

mission), if he goes further than the fence of a fenced-in monastery,
there is an offence of expiation; if he goes further than the precincts¹³
of a monastery not fenced-in, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 15.2.2

If he thinks that it belongs to the Order¹⁴ when it belongs to the
Order, spreading a sleeping-place or having it spread, setting forth
should neither remove it nor have it removed, or should go away
without asking (for permission) there is an offence of expiation. If
he is in doubt as to whether it belongs to the Order …without asking
(for permission), there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that
it belongs to an individual when it belongs to the Order, spreading

BD 2.245

a sleeping-place … or should go away without asking (for permis-

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.161, bd 2.239. ² Another definition of seyyā given above, bd 2.196.
³ Cf. above, bd 2.240. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.241, for this and the next fourwords. ⁵ Cf.
above, bd 2.241, for this and the next four words. ⁶ nisīdana. Defined at Vin 3.232,
Vin 4.123, Vin 4.171. ⁷ paccattharaṇa. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 777 calls it pāvāro
kojavo, a cloak (mantle?), a rug or cover with long hair. ⁸ tiṇa-santhāra. Vin-a 777
says amat of any grasseswhatsoever; the same for a leaf-mat. ⁹ Cf. above, bd 2.241.
¹⁰ Cf. above, bd 2.241. ¹¹ Cf. above, bd 2.241. ¹² Cf. above, bd 2.241. ¹³ upacāra.
¹⁴ Cf. Bu-Pc 14, Bu-Pc 16.
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sion), there is an offence of expiation. If, spreading a sleeping-place
or having it spread in the precincts of a dwelling-place¹ or in an
assembly-room² or in a hut³ or at the foot of a tree,⁴ setting forth
should neither remove it … or should go away without asking (for
permission), there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If, spreading a couch or a chair or having it spread in amonastery
or in the precincts of a monastery or in an assembly-room⁵ or in a
hut⁶ or at the foot of a tree, setting forth should neither remove it
… or should go away without asking (for permission), there is an
offence of wrong-doing.⁷ If he thinks that it belongs to the Order
when it belongs to an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether it belongs to an individual, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it belongs to an individual
when it belongs to an individual (but) to another individual, there
is an offence of wrong-doing; if it belongs to the individual himself,
there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 15.2.3

There is no offence if, having removed it, he goes away; if, having
caused it to be removed, he goes away; if, having asked (for permis-
sion), he goes away; if it comes to be taken possession of by some-
thing; if going with the expectation,⁸ standing there, he asks (for

BD 2.246

permission); if he becomes taken possession of by something⁹; if
there are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.¹⁰

The Fifth

¹ Vin-a 778 says that this means a cell, pariveṇa. ² upaṭṭhānasālā. Cf. above,
bd 2.194, n. 4. Vin-a 778 calls this pariveṇabhojanasālā, a refectory and cells.
³ maṇḍapa. Cf. above, bd 2.239, n. 4. Vin-a 778 says pariveṇa-maṇḍapo. ⁴ Vin-a 778
says pariveṇarukkhamūla. ⁵ Vin-a 778 here merely says bhojanasālā, refectory.
⁶ Vin-a 778 here says that it ismaṇḍapa, whether covered or not, for the assembly
of many people. ⁷ Apparently not a pācittiya as there is not somuch danger of the
things being eaten by white ants if spread in these places, Vin-a 778. ⁸ sāpekkho.
⁹ Vin-a 780, by full rivers, robber chiefs, and isunable to return. ¹⁰ Cf.Bu-Pc 14.2.3.
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Bu-Pc 16.1.1
BD 2.247

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of sixmonks took possession of the best sleeping-
places.¹Themonks who were elders turned them away.Then it oc-
curred to the group of six monks:
“What now if we, by some stratagem, should spend the rainy sea-

son² in this very place?”Then the group of six monks, encroaching
upon³ (the space intended for) monks who were elders, lay down in
the sleeping-places, saying:
“He for whom it becomes too crowded may depart.” Those who

were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks lie down in sleeping-places,

encroaching upon (the space intended for) monks who are elders?”
Then these monks told this matter to the lord. …

Vin 4.43

“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, lay down in sleeping-places
… for monks who are elders?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen, lie down in sleeping-places, encroach-

ing upon (the space intended for) monks, who are elders? It is not,
foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,

BD 2.248

¹ varaseyyāyo palibuddhanti = Vin 2.166. For palibuddha, cf. above, bd 2.242, bd 2.245f.
² Cf above, bd 2.208. ³ anupakhajja = anpavisitva according to Old Commentary,
and Vin-a 780. Word occurs again in Bu-Pc 43 and at Vin 2.213. Editor, Vinaya Texts
iii.285, n. 3, says that sense intended in these three passages is the same, while it is
different at Vin 2.88, there explained by Buddhaghosa as antopavisati. At Vin 1.47
the monk who shares the cell of his preceptor is not to sit down so as to encroach
upon the elders (na there bhikkhū anupakhajja nisīditabbaṁ).
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monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshould liedowninasleeping-place inadwell-

ing belonging to theOrder, knowing that he is encroaching upon
(the space intended for) amonkwho arrivedfirst, saying, ‘He for
whom it becomes too crowded may depart,’ doing it for just this
object, not for another,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 16.2.1Whatevermeans: …
Adwelling belonging to the Ordermeans: it comes to be given

to the Order, handed over to it.²
He knows³ means: he knows, thinking, ‘He is an old man’⁴; he

knows, thinking, ‘He is an ill man’; he knows, thinking, ‘It was given
to the Order.’

Encroaching uponmeans: forcing a way into.⁵
Should lie down in a sleeping-placemeans: if entering or de-

partinghe spreads a sleeping-place or has one spread in theprecincts
of a couch or a chair, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he sits
down on it or lies down on it, there is an offence of expiation.

Doing it for just this object, not for another means: there
comes to be no other object whatever for which to lie down, en-
croaching, in a sleeping-place.

Bu-Pc 16.2.2

If he thinks that it belongs to the Order when it belongs to the
Order, (and) encroaching, lies down, there is an offence of expia-
tion. If he is in doubt as to whether it belongs to the Order, (and)
encroaching, lies down, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks
that it belongs to an individualwhen it belongs to theOrder, (and) en-
croaching, lies down, there is an offence of expiation. If entering or
departing, setting aside the precincts of a couch or chair, he spreads
a sleeping-place or causes one to be spread, there is an offence of

BD 2.249

wrong-doing. If he sits down on it or lies down on it, there is an

¹ Cf. below, bd 2.352, and Vin 4.149, Vin 4.150. ² Cf. Vin 3.266, and above, bd 2.244.
³ Cf. above, bd 2.161. ⁴ vuḍḍho; therefore he should not be made to get up, Vin-
a 780. ⁵ anupavisitvā, or entering into = Vin 4.95. Cf. Vin-a 780.
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offence of wrong-doing. If he spreads a sleeping-place or causes one
to be spread in the precincts of a dwelling-place or in an assembly-
room or in a hut or at the foot of a tree or in the open air,¹ there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he sits down on it or lies down on it, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it belongs to the Order
when it belongs to an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether it belongs to an individual, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it belongs to an individual
when it belongs to an individual (but) to another individual, there
is an offence of wrong-doing; if it belongs to the individual himself,
there is no offence.²

Bu-Pc 16.2.3

There is no offence if an ill man enters, if one pressed by cold or
by heat enters, if there are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

The Sixth

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.241. ² Cf. Bu-Pc 14, Bu-Pc 15.
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Vin 4.44

Bu-Pc 17.1.1

BD 2.250

…at Sāvatthī¹ in the Jeta Grove inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery. At that
time the group of seventeen monks were repairing a large dwelling-
place in the neighbourhood,² thinking: “We will spend the rains
here.”

The group of six monks saw the group of seventeen monks as
they were repairing the dwelling-place, and seeing them, they said:
“Your reverences, this group of seventeenmonks are repairing a

dwelling-place. Come, we will turn them away.”
Some spoke thus: “Wait, your reverences, until they have re-

paired it; when it is repaired, we will turn them away.”
Then thegroupof sixmonks said to thegroupof seventeenmonks:

“Go away,³ your reverences, the dwelling-place belongs to⁴ us.”
“Your reverences, should not this have been explained before, and

we would have repaired another?”
“Your reverences, does not the dwelling-place belong to the Or-

der?”
“Yes, your reverences, the dwelling-place belongs to the Order.”
“Go away, your reverences, the dwelling-place belongs to us.”
“Your reverences, the dwelling-place is big⁵; you stay, and we too

will stay.”
BD 2.251

“Go away, your reverences, the dwelling-place belongs to us,” and
angry, displeased, taking them by the throat they threw them out.

¹ This story also forms the introductory story to Kd 16.11 = Vin 2.166. ² paccantima,
adjoining, bordering, next to. ³ uṭṭheta, or get up. ⁴ pāpuṇāti. ⁵ mahallaka,
said of a vihāra at Vin 3.156 (= bd 1.267). A big building containing several rooms to
accommodate a number of people (Ṭīkā); implies a permanent building.
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These being thrown out, wept. Monks said (to them):
“Why do you, your reverences, weep?”
“Your reverences, this groupof sixmonks, angry, displeased threw

us out of a dwelling-place belonging to the Order.”
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, angry, displeased, throw out

monks from a dwelling-place belonging to the Order?”Then these
monks told this matter to the lord…
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that you, angry and displeased … to

the Order?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, angry … belonging to the Order? Fool-

ish men, it is not for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, angry, displeased, should throwout amonk

or cause him to be thrown out from a dwelling-place belonging
to the Order, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 17.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Vin 4.45

Monk¹ means: another monk.
Angry,displeased²means: dissatisfied, themindworsened, stub-

born.
A dwelling-place belonging to the Ordermeans: it comes to

be given to the Order, handed over to it.³
Shouldthrowoutmeans: if, taking (him) in the room⁴he throws

him out on to the verandah,⁵ there is an offence of expiation. If,
BD 2.252

taking him on the verandah, he throws him outside,⁶ there is an
offence of expiation. If, with one effort⁷ he makes him pass through
many doors, there is an offence of expiation.

Should cause him to be thrown out means: if he commands
another, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.When once commanded,

¹ Accusative. ² Cf. bd 1.281 = Vin 3.163. ³ Cf. Vin 3.266, Vin 4.41, Vin 4.43.
⁴ gabbhe. ⁵ pamukhaṁ, house-front. ⁶ I.e., out of the compound. ⁷ payoga,
or action, thrust.
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if he makes him pass through many doors, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bu-Pc 17.2.2

If he thinks that it belongs to the Order¹ when it belongs to the
Order, (and) angry, displeased, throws him out or causes him to be
thrown out, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether it belongs to the Order, (and) angry … causes him to be
thrown out, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it be-
longs to an individual when it belongs to the Order, (and) angry …
to be thrown out, there is an offence of expiation. If he throws out or
causes his requisites to be thrown out, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he throws (a monk) out or causes (him) to be thrown out
from the precincts of a dwelling-place or from an assembly-room or
from a hut or from the foot of a tree or from the open air, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he throws out or causes his requisites to
be thrown out, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he throws out
or causes one who is not ordained to be thrown out from a dwelling-
place or from the precincts of a dwelling-place … or from the open
air, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he throws out or causes his
requisites to be thrown out, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it belongs to the Order when it belongs to an individual,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is doubtful as to whether it
belongs to an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it belongs to an individual when it belongs to an individ-
ual, (but) to another individual, there is an offence of wrong- doing;

BD 2.253

if it belongs to the individual himself, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 17.2.3

There is no offence if he throws out or causes one who is not
scrupulous to be thrown out, if he throws out or causes his requisites
to be thrown out; if he throws out or causes to be thrown out onewho
is mad, if he throws out or causes his requisites to be thrown out; if
he throws out or causes to be thrown out one whomakes strife, one
who makes quarrels, one who makes contention, one who makes

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 14–Bu-Pc 16.
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brawls, one who makes disputes in the Order,¹ if he throws out or
causes his requisites to be thrown out; if he throws out or causes
to be thrown out a novice or one who shares a cell or one who is
not proceeding fitly,² if he throws out or causes his requisites to be
thrown out; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Seventh

¹ These same words said of the nun Caṇḍakālī at Vin 4.230. See also Vin 1.328; and
an iii.252, where five dangers to be expected for such a monk are enumerated.
² na sammāvattanta.
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Bu-Pc 18.1.1
BD 2.254

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time twomonks (were) in a lofty cell with an upper part,¹ in

Vin 4.46
a dwelling-place belonging to the Order; one lived below, one above.
Themonk above sat down suddenly on a couchwith removable feet.²
The foot of the couch, falling off,³ hit⁴ the lower monk on the head,
(and) this monk uttered a cry of distress. Monks, running up, said to
this monk:
“Why do you, your reverence, utter a cry of distress?”
Then that monk told this matter to the monks.Those who were

modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can a monk, in a lofty cell with an upper part, in a dwelling-

place belonging to the Order, sit down suddenly on a couch with
removable feet?”

Then these monks told this matter to the lord…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, in a lofty cell with an upper

part, in a dwelling-place belonging to the Order, sat down suddenly
on a couch with removable feet?” …

BD 2.255

¹ upari-vehāsa-kuṭī. Meaning is obscure. For vehāsa as “above ground,” see bd 1.79.
Vehāsa-kuṭī seems to be a lofty cell, as Old Commentary, says it is onewhichwill not
knock the head of a man of medium height. Pali-English Dictionary gives “air-hut,
airy room.” Probably means the cell was so high that there was room for an “upper
berth” (see Dickson, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1876, 128, n. 1), not a single-
roomed cell. Vin-a 782 says uparivehāsakuṭī is a two or three storeyed cell without a
roof (acchannatala). ² āhaccapādaka, see above, bd 2.240, in definition of “couch”
and “chair.” Āhaccapādaka mañca allowed at Vin 2.149. ³ nippaṭtivā = nipatitvā,
nikkhamitvā, Vin-a 782. ⁴ avatthāsi. Cf. bd 1.138, bd 1.140 = Vin 3.79, Vin 3.81.
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“… It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, in a lofty cell with an upper part, in a dwell-

ing place belonging to the Order, should sit down¹ or lie down on
a couch or chair with removable feet, there is an offence of expi-
ation.”

Bu-Pc 18.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Dwelling-place belonging to the Ordermeans: it comes to be

given to the Order, handed over to it.²
Lofty cellmeans: it does not touch the head³ of aman ofmedium

height.
Couchwith removable feetmeans: having perforated⁴ the legs,

it stands.
Chair with removable feetmeans: having perforated the legs,

it stands.
Should sit down on means: if he sits down on it, there is an

offence of expiation.
Should lie down on means: if he lies down on it, there is an

offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 18.2.2

If he thinks that it belongs to the Order when it belongs to the
Order, (and) sits down on or lies down on a couch or a chair with
removable feet in a lofty cellwith anupper part, there is an offence of
expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it belongs to the Order … If
he thinks that it belongs to an individualwhen it belongs to theOrder

BD 2.256

¹ Note that sahasā, suddenly, hastily, is omitted in the Rule; it is put in at Vinaya
Texts i.34. Cf. this for translation of uparivehāsakuṭī; also Gogerly’s version, Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1862, p. 443, and Dickson’s, Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society, 1876, p. 111. The latter also puts sahasā (“hurriedly”) into the Rule, and it
would seem more logical to do so; for if no couch or chair with removable legs
were to be sat or lain on in an upper storey, there was little point in allowing these
objects there at all. ² Cf. above, bd 2.161, bd 2.239, bd 2.244, bd 2.248, bd 2.251.
³ asīsaghaṭṭā. Vin-a 782, none of the lower beams or rafters touch (or knock) the
head of a man of medium (middle or average, majjhima) measure. ⁴ cf. above,
bd 2.240, and Vin-a 774.
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…with an upper part, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks
that it belongs to the Order when it belongs to an individual, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it belongs
to an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
it belongs to an individual when it belongs to an individual (but) to
another individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing; if it belongs
to the individual himself, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 18.2.3

There is no offence if he is in a cell that is not lofty¹; if he is in
one that touches the head; if the one below comes to be not in use; if
there comes to be an accumulation of boards²; if a pin is provided³;
if standing on it he takes down from or hangs up on⁴; if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth

¹ avehāsakuṭīya. Vin-a 782, made among sāl-leaves on the ground, for it is not pos-
sible to hurt another person there. ² padara-sañcitaṁ hoti. Vin-a 783 (the cell)
of which the upper-most floor (tala) is spread over thickly with sticks and planks.
³ paṭāṇi dinnā hoti. This means the pin or peg which must be inserted in a couch
or chair whose feet are removable in order that the foot will not fall off when the
chair is sat upon; Vin-a 783, and cf. Vin-a 774. ⁴ Vin-a 783, “standing on a couch
or chair whose feet are removable, he says, ‘take down a robe or anything hung up
on a peg (nāgadanta)’ or hangs up another, there is no offence for him.”
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Bu-Pc 19.1.1

BD 2.257

Vin 4.47

… at Kosambī in Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time a chief minis-
ter, the venerable Channa’s supporter, was having a dwelling-place
built for the venerable Channa.¹Then the venerable Channa again
and again had the finished dwelling-place roofed, again and again
had it plastered.The overloaded dwelling-place fell down.Then the
venerable Channa, collecting grass and sticks, despoiled the corn-
field of a certain brahmin. Then that brahmin looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the revered ones despoil our cornfields?” Monks heard

this brahmin who … spread it about.Those who were modest monks
… spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Channa again and again have a finished

dwelling-place roofed, again and again have it plastered (so that) the
overloaded dwelling-place falls down?”Then these monks told this
matter to the lord…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Channa, again and again had a

finished dwelling-place roofed … so that the overloaded dwelling-
place fell down?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, again and again have a finished dwell-

ing place roofed, again and again have it plastered, (so that) the over-
loaded dwelling-place falls down? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of

¹ Cf. bd 1.266, where a householder was building a dwelling-place for him.
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training should be set forth:
“When a large dwelling-place is being built for a monk, an en-

BD 2.258

closure¹of twoor threeroofingsmaybedetermineduponforplac-
ing the door-bolts, for making the window-holes² as far as the
door-way,³ inestablishing itwhere therearenocrops.⁴ If, though
establishedwhere there are no crops, he should determine upon
(something) more than that, there is an offence of expiation.”⁵

Bu-Pc 19.2.1Largemeans: it is so called if it is a dwelling-place having a bene-
factor.⁶

Dwelling-placemeans: it comes tobe smeared insideor smeared
outside or smeared inside and outside.

Is beingmademeans: making or causing to be made.⁷
As far as the door-way⁸ means: a reach of the hand from all

round the door-posts and lintel.⁹
For placing the door-boltsmeans: for placing the door-way.
Formaking thewindow-holesmeans: for making windows¹⁰:

BD 2.259

¹ paryāya. Vin-a 784 says pariyāyaṁ vuccati parikkhepo. Parikkhepo is closing round,
surrounding, enclosure. Paryāya can also mean method. ² ālokasandhi, small
holes for light and air. ³ dvārakosa. Dvāra is “the aperture and not that by which
the aperture could be closed.”This is called kavāṭa. SeeVinayaTexts iii.160, n. 3.Kosa
is a cavity or enclosure containing something. ⁴ appaharita, “little or no grass”
(Critical Pali Dictionary), but Old Commentary points to “crops.” ⁵ My translation
of this rule differs considerably from that given at Vinaya Texts i.35, where editor
says, “This rule … is somewhat obscure, owing to our want of information as to the
mode in which such dwellings should be put up.” Vinaya Texts i.35 has “rectified”
for adhiṭṭhātabbaṁ, which I have translated as “determined upon.” For the point of
this rule is that when the vihāra is built and everything is ṭhito, fixed, established, a
monkmust not ask the dāyaka, benefactor, donor, to change the positions of doors
and windows or make any additions or rectifications. If he does so, he incurs a
pācittiya offence. ⁶ Cf. Vin 3.156 (= bd 1.267, bd 1.268). ⁷ Cf. Vin 3.226, Vin 3.232.
⁸ Vin-a 783 says that here dvārakosameans a space (okāsa) themeasure of the door’s
breadth from all round the door-posts and lintel; it quotes other authorities giving
different measures. Apparently doors and windows must not be made nearer than
this distance to the doorway. ⁹ piṭṭhasaṁgāṭa. Allowed at Vin 2.120, Vin 1.148. See
Vinaya Texts iii.105, n. 2. ¹⁰ vātapāna.Three kinds allowed at Vin 2.148, but not the
kinds given above. Vin-a 784 takes it as vātapānakavāṭa, shutters, which perhaps
makes more sense here.
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whitewash,¹ black colouring, the use of red chalk,² wreath-work,³
creeper-work, sword-fish design,⁴ cupboards.⁵

Vin 4.48

Anenclosure of two or three roofings should be determined
upon, in establishing it where there are no cropsmeans: crops
mean: grain and pulses.⁶ If it is established where there are crops
(and) he determines upon (some alteration), there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is roofing with a way, having determined upon
two ways, commanding a third way, he may depart.⁷ If he is roofing
with an enclosure, having determined upon two enclosures, com-
manding a third enclosure, he may depart.

If, though established where there are no crops, he should
determineupon (something)more than that⁸means: if he is roof-
ing with tiles, for every tile there is an offence of expiation. If he is
roofing with stones, for every stone there is an offence of expiation.
If he is roofing with plaster, for every lump there is an offence of ex-
piation. If he is roofing with grass, for every wisp there is an offence

BD 2.260

of expiation. If he is roofing with leaves, for every leaf there is an
offence of expiation.⁹

Bu-Pc 19.2.2

If he thinks that it is more when it is more than two or three
enclosures (and) determines upon,¹⁰ there is an offence of expiation.
If he is in doubt as to whether it is more than two or three enclosures

¹ All these items are allowed, in other connections, at Vin 2.121, also at Vin 2.117with
twomore not occurring above. Cf. Vin 2.172. “Whitewash” is setavaṇṇa, or plaster;
“black colouring” is kāḷavaṇṇa, or blacking. ² gerukaparikamma, red colouring.
These three colourings are allowed to be used in vihāras at Vin 2.150. ³ These four
kinds of design are allowed in another connection at Vin 2.152. ⁴ makaradantaka.
Themeaning is not at all clear, but “a design in painting or carving” (Pali-English
Dictionary). ⁵ pañcapaṭṭhika. For lack of better translation, I follow Vinaya Texts
iii.97, q.v. n. 3. But the meaning is very doubtful. ⁶ See bd 1.83, n. 4. ⁷ Vin-a 785,
having had it roofed in two ways, magga, but because it was badly done he may
have it roofed again in a third way—doubtless he may choose three of the five ways
mentioned immediately below. ⁸ Vin-a 785 says, “upon a fourth way or enclosure
over and above the three ways and enclosures.” ⁹ These five kinds of roofing are
allowed at Vin 2.154. It is meant here that once the building is finished he must not
add one tile or stone and so forth. ¹⁰ Presumably more roofings or enclosures.
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(and) determines upon, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks
that it is less when it is more than two or three enclosures (and)
determines upon, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that
it is more when it is less than two or three enclosures, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is less than
two or three enclosures, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is lesswhen it is less than two or three enclosures, there
is no offence.

Bu-Pc 19.2.3

There is no offence if there are two or three enclosures; if there
are less than two or three enclosures; if it is in a cave, if it is in a hut,
if it is in a tiṇa-grass hut; if it is for another; if it is by means of his
own property¹; except it be as a house there is no offence in any other
circumstances; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.²

TheNinth

¹ I was told in Ceylon that this means that a monk gives something—rice, paddy,
fruit—to a family, which then uses it in preparing a meal for him. ² Cf. Vin 3.155,
and bd 1.264, notes.
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Bu-Pc 20.1.1
BD 2.261

… at Āḷavī in the chief shrine at Āḷavī. Now at that time the monks of
Āḷavī, doing repairs, knowing that thewater contained life, sprinkled
grass and clay and had them sprinkled. Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the monks of Āḷavī, knowing that the water contained

life … and have them sprinkled?”Then these monks told this matter
to the lord…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, knowing that the water

contained life … and had them sprinkled?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen, knowing that the water contained life

… and have them sprinkled? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
Vin 4.49

who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk,knowingthat thewatercontains life, should

sprinkle grass or clay or should have them sprinkled, there is an
offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 20.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
He knows¹ means: either he knows by himself or others tell him.
Should sprinklemeans: if hehimself sprinkles, there is anoffen-

ce of expiation.
Should have sprinkledmeans: if he commands another, there

¹ Cf. bd 2.161, bd 2.297.
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is an offence of expiation. When once commanded, if he sprinkles
many times, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 20.2.2
BD 2.262If he thinks that it contains life when it contains life, (and) sprin-

kles grass or clay or has them sprinkled, there is an offence of ex-
piation. If he is in doubt as to whether it contains life … has them
sprinkled, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it
does not contain life when it contains life … has them sprinkled,
there is no offence.¹ If he thinks that it contains life when it does not
contain life, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to
whether it does not contain life, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it does not contain life when it does not contain life,
there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 20.2.3

There is no offence if it was unintentional, if he was not thinking,
if he did not know²; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheTenth

this is its key
Vegetable-growth, by another,
making (someone) look down upon,
these two on setting forth,
First, throwing out, removable (feet),
and on doors, containing life.

The Second Division: that on Vegetable-growth

¹ Oldenberg says, Vin 4.358, that in his manuscript called “C.” this case is left out.
² Cf. above, bd 2.225, bd 2.229, and Vin 4.125.
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Bu-Pc 21.1.1
BD 2.263

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time monks who were elders, exhorting nuns, came to receive¹
requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings,medicines for the sick.²Then
it occurred to the group of six monks:
“Your reverences, at present monks who are elders, exhorting

nuns, come to receive requisites … for the sick. Come, your rever-
ences, let us too exhort nuns.”

Then the group of six monks, approaching nuns, spoke thus:
“Now, approach us, sisters, then we will exhort (you).”

Vin 4.50

Then those nuns approached the group of six monks, and having
approached and greeted the group of six monks, they sat down at a
respectful distance.Then the group of six monks, giving the nuns
merely inferior talk on dhamma, spending the day in worldly talk,³
dismissed them, saying: “Go, sisters.”

Then these nuns approached the lord, and having approached
and greeted the lord, they stood at a respectful distance. As theywere
standing at a respectful distance, the lord spoke thus to these nuns:
“I hope, nuns, that the exhortation was effective?”⁴
“Lord, how could the exhortation be effective?Themasters, the

group of six monks, giving merely inferior talk … dismissed us, say-
ing, ‘Go, sisters.’ ”

Then the lord gladdened, roused, pleased, delighted these nuns
with talk on dhamma. Then these nuns, gladdened … delighted by

¹ lābhino honti, literally came to be receivers of. ² = bd 2.279. ³ tiracchānakathā.
Various species of this, talk of kings, robbers, and so on, given at Vin 4.164; dn i.7,
dn i.179; mn i.513; sn v.419; an v.128, etc. ⁴ iddha. Cf. Vin 4.313.
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the lord with talk on dhamma, greeting the lord, departed, keeping
BD 2.264

their right sides towards him.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this
connection, having had the Order of monks convened, questioned
the group of six monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, giving nuns merely inferior

talk … ‘Go, sisters’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, giving nuns merely inferior talk on

dhamma… dismiss them, saying: ‘Go, sisters’? It is not, foolish men,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And having rebuked
them, and given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow (you) to agreeupon¹ anexhorter ofnuns.And thus,

monks, should he be agreed upon. First, amonk should be requested,
and having been requested, the Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, let the Order agree upon
themonk so and so as exhorter of nuns.This is themotion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.The Order agrees Upon the monk so
and so as exhorter of nuns. If it pleases the venerable ones, let the
monk so and so be agreed upon as exhorter of nuns … they should
speak. And a second time I tell this matter … And a third time I tell
thismatter. Let theOrder listen tome… they should speak.Themonk
so and so is agreed upon by the Order as exhorter of nuns, and it is
right …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Then the lord, having rebuked the group of six monks in many a
figure for theirweakness… “…And thus,monks, this rule of training

Vin 4.51

should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, not agreed upon, should exhort nuns, there

is an offence of expiation.”
BD 2.265

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 21.2.1
¹ Cf. above, bd 2.14, bd 2.81, bd 2.157 for other “agreements,” sammuti.
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Now at that time monks who were elders, (and who had been)
agreed upon, exhorting nuns, came to receive, as before,¹ requisites
of robes, alms-food, lodgings,medicines for the sick.Then it occurred
to the group of six monks:
“Your reverences, at present, themonks who are elders, (andwho

have been) agreed upon, exhorting nuns, are receiving, as before,
requisites … for the sick. Come, your reverences, let us, going out-
side the boundary,² agreeing upon one another as exhorter of nuns,
exhort the nuns.”

Then the group of six monks, going outside the boundary, agree-
ing upon one another as exhorter of nuns, approaching the nuns,
said:
“Now we, sisters, are agreed upon, so approach us and we will

exhort (you).”
Then these nuns … (etc., as above Bu-Pc 21.1.1) … having rebuked

them, and given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with eight

qualities as exhorter of nuns: one who is virtuous,³ who lives re-
strained by the restraint of the Pātimokkha,⁴ who is possessed of
good behaviour and lawful resort,⁵ who sees danger in the slightest
faults,⁶whoundertaking, trainshimself in the rules of training,⁷who
has become very learned, who knows the learning by heart,⁸ who is a

BD 2.266

store of learning.⁹Those thingswhich, lovely at the beginning, lovely
at the middle, lovely at the ending, declare with the spirit, with the
letter¹⁰ the Brahma-life completely fulfilled, wholly purified—such
things¹¹ come to be much learned by him, learnt by heart,¹² repeated

¹ tath’ eva. ² Of their particular āvāsa, doubtless with the idea of set-
ting up as a saṅgha on their own and carrying out their own formal
acts. ³ = Vin 2.95 to “linguistic form” below; and = an ii.22 …to “vision”
below. ⁴ Cf. dn i.63 = an ii.14 = an iv.140 = mn i.33 = It 118 = Vism 1.15 = Vb 244.
⁵ References as in n. 4 above. Translation of ācāragocarasampanna as at Path
of Purity 1.20. Vin-a 788 says families possessed of faith are gocara, “lawful
resort.” ⁶ Cf. dn i.63 = an ii.14 = an iv.140 = mn i.33 = It 118 = Vism 1.15 = Vb 244. ⁷ Cf.
dn i.63 = an ii.14 = an iv.140 = mn i.33 = It 118 = Vism 1.15 = Vb 244. ⁸ suta-dhara, liter-
ally “a bearer of the heard,” all teaching being at that time oral. ⁹ suta-sannicaya.
¹⁰ See Vinaya Texts iii.50, n. 2. ¹¹ dhammā. ¹² dhatā. At Vin 2.95, Vin-a 788 dhatā.
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out loud, carefully pondered over, well penetrated by vision¹; both
the Pātimokkhas come to be properly handed down² to him in detail,
well sectioned, well regulated, well investigated rule by rule,³ as to
the linguistic form.⁴ He comes to be of charming speech, of charming
delivery⁵; as a rule he becomes dear to nuns, liked (by them), he be-
comes competent to exhort nuns, he does not come to be onewho, on
going forth for the sake of the lord, on being clad in the yellow robes,
has previously committed (some offence) against an important rule⁶;
he comes to be one of twenty years’ standing⁷ or ofmore than twenty
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years’ standing. Monks, I allow you to agree upon a monk endowed
with these eight qualities⁸ as exhorter of nuns.”

Vin 4.52

Bu-Pc 21.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not agreed upon means: not agreed upon by an (official) act

at which the motion is put three times and then followed by the
decision.⁹

Nunsmeans: ordained by both Orders.¹⁰
Should exhortmeans: if he exhorts concerning the eight impor-

tant rules, there is an offence of expiation. If he exhorts concerning

¹ diṭṭhiyā = paññāya, Vin-a 788. ² svāgatāni = suṭṭhu āgatāni, Vin-a 790. See also
an iv.140, gs 4.95, translated: “properly handed down,” and Vinaya Texts iii.51, “com-
pletely handed down.” Passage also occurs Vin 1.65, where it is the fifth of the five
necessary qualities in a monk who is to ordain a nun. At Vin 1.68 a sixth quality
is added. See also Vin 2.249. ³ suttaso or suttato. See Vinaya Texts i.xxix, bd 1.x,
for sutta in such contexts meaning “rule,” or “clause,” rather than “discourse.”
Translated as “rule” at Vinaya Texts iii.317. ⁴ anubyañjanaso. Vin-a 790 explains:
akkharapadapāripūriyā, as to the completion of line and syllable. ⁵ Vin-a 790,mad-
hurassara, sweet-toned, sweet-voiced. Cf. an ii.97, an iii.114. ⁶ garudhamma, es-
teemed or principal rule.Vinaya Texts iii.322 translates garudhammā as “chief rules,”
gs 4.183 as “cardinal rules.” Given in detail below and also at Vin 2.255; an iv.276. See
also Vinaya Texts i.35, n. 2.These “important rules” were recited toMahāpajāpatī
when Gotama told her that women might become nuns, and they were to count
as her ordination. Vin-a 790 says that in his time as a householder, he (i.e., the
monk agreed upon) had not committed unchastity with nuns, female novices or
probationers. ⁷ Vin-a 791, since his upasampadā ordination. ⁸ The eight qual-
ities are summarised at Vin-a 791. ⁹ ñatticatuttha kamma. Cf. below, bd 2.275.
¹⁰ Cf. above, bd 2.32.
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another rule,¹ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he exhorts one
who has been ordained by one (Order only), there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

When that monk has been agreed upon, sweeping the cell, pro-
viding drinking water and water for washing, making ready a seat,
taking a colleague,² they should sit down.³ The nuns going there,
greeting that monk, should sit down at a respectful distance.They
should be asked by thatmonk: ‘Sisters, are you all come?’⁴ If they say:
‘Master, we are all come,’ he says: ‘Sisters, are the eight important
rules⁵ being kept up?’ If they say: ‘Master, they are being kept up,’
he, saying: ‘This, sisters, is the exhortation,’ should deliver it. If they
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say: ‘Master, they are not being kept up,⁶’ he should expound them⁷:
A nunwho has been ordained (even) for a century⁸must greet re-

spectfully, rise up from her seat, salute with joined palms, do proper
homage to a monk ordained but that day.This rule is to be honoured,
respected, revered, venerated, never to be transgressed during her
life.

A nunmust not spend the rains in a residence where there is no
monk.⁹This rule is to be honoured … her life.

Everyhalfmonth anun should desire¹⁰ two things from theOrder

¹ aññena dhammena. ² dutiya. Vin-a 792 says this means that a dutiya should be
wanted for setting him free from offence in teaching dhamma; cf. above, bd 2.206,
where in teaching dhamma to women a learned man should also be present.
³ nisīditabbaṁ. Vin-a 792, “they should all sit down at the place of arrival, not at
the outskirts of or in the middle of the vihāra, not at the door of the uposatha-hall
or of the refectory.” ⁴ samagga ‘ttha bhaginiyo. Samagga also means “in unity,
harmonious,” but Vin-a 792 explains by sabbā āgaman’ attha, ‘are you all come?’
⁵ garudhamma, see above, bd 2.266. ⁶ Vattanti = āgacchanti, Vin-a 792. ⁷ os-
āretabbā, but Vin-a 792 reads osāretabbo. ⁸ See Horner,Women under Primitive
Buddhism, p. 120, where the eight garudhammā, their infringements and remod-
elling are set out in some detail.These eight principal rules occur again at Vin 2.255.
⁹ abhikkhuke āvāse. gs 4.183, “where there is no resident monk.” Vin-a 792 says, “if
the monks giving exhortation do not live within half a yojana of the nunnery (or
nuns’ quarters), this means a residence without monks (ayaṁ abhikkhuko āvāso
nāma).” For then she could not go for the exhortation.This rule is the same as the
56th Bhikkhunī Pācittiya, Vin 4.313. ¹⁰ paccāsiṁsitabbā, expect or ask for. Vin-a 794
gives icchitabbā, desire.
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of monks: the asking (as to the date) of the Observance day,¹ and the
coming for the exhortation.²This rule is to be honoured … her life.

After the rains, a nun must keep the ceremony held at the end
of the rains³ before both Orders, in respect of three matters: what
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was seen, what was heard, what was suspected. This rule is to be
honoured … her life.

A nun, offending against an important rule, must undergo the
mānatta discipline⁴ for half a month⁵ before both Orders.⁶This rule
… her life.

When, as a novice, she has trained in the six rules⁷ for two years,
she should seek ordination from both Orders.⁸This rule … her life.

A monk is not to be reviled⁹ or abused in any way¹⁰ by a nun.¹¹
This rule … her life.

From today, admonition¹² of monks by nuns is forbidden, admo-
nition of nuns bymonks is not forbidden.This rule is to be honoured,
respected, revered, venerated, never to be transgressed during her
life.

If, saying, ‘Master, we are all come,’ he speaks another rule, there

¹ I.e., whether it is to be held on the fourteenth or fifteenth day of the month, see
Vinaya Texts iii.323, n. 2, and Vin-a 794. ² ovādupasaṁkamana. Nuns should ask
for this. Cf.Vin 4.315 andVin-a 795.The vicissitudeswhich led to amonk going to the
nuns, instead of the nuns to a monk, are set out at Vin-a 794f., quoting Vin 2.263ff.
This rule is the same as the 59th Bhikkhunī Pācittiya, Vin 4.315. The 58th Bhikkhunī
Pācittiya is that it is an offence for a nun not to go for exhortation. ³ pavāretab-
baṁ. At this ceremony, the pavāraṇā, monks and nuns were mutually invited to
avow offences seen, heard, or suspected. gs 4.183 translates “Invitation Festival.”
See gs 4.183, n. 3. Failure of a nun to keep this rule is a pācittiya for her, Vin 4.314
(= Bi-Pc 57). Nuns’ shortcomingswith regard to the pavāraṇā are told at Vin 2.275, to-
gether with the means of carrying it out properly. Cf. Vin 1.159 ⁴ See bd 1.195–196.
⁵ pakkhamānatta. ⁶ Eventually only nuns were allowed to carry out a formal act
(kamma) against nuns, Vin 2.260, though not here specifically themānatta. ⁷ I.e.,
fornovices.Referred to,Bi-Pc 63–Bi-Pc 67. ⁸ Cf.Vin 2.257,Vin 2.271. ⁹ akkositabbo.
Cf. akkosa, “mode of address,” at bd 2.171 above. ¹⁰ kenaci pariyāyena. ¹¹ = Bi-Pc 52.
¹² vacanapatha. Ed. Vinaya Texts iii.324 says, “the reference is, no doubt, to the vari-
ous kinds of official admonitions given in detail in chapter 20 below” = Vin 2.276.
Vin-a 800 says she should not exhort or instruct a monk; while Commentary on
an iv.277 says that vacanapatha is ovādanusāsanadhammakathā, talk on dhamma
and instruction and exhortation.
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is an offence ofwrong-doing. If, saying, ‘Master,we arenot all come,’¹
he speaks the eight important rules, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If, not delivering² the exhortation, he speaks another rule,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Vin 4.53

Bu-Pc 21.3.2 If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act³ when it is not a legally
valid act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all come when the
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Order of nuns is not all come, there is an offence of expiation. If he
thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether the Order of nuns is
not all come, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is
not a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act (and) exhorts,
thinking that it is all come when the Order of nuns is not all come,
there is an offence of expiation.

If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act (and)
exhorts, thinking that it is not all come when the Order of nuns is
not all come … If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether the Order of nuns is
not all come … thinking that they are all come … there is an offence
of expiation.

If he thinks that it is a legally valid actwhen it is not a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all come when the Order of
nuns is not all come … (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether it
is not all come … (and) exhorts, thinking that it is all come when the
Order of nuns is not all come, there is an offence of expiation.

If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is not a legally
valid act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all comewhen theOrder
of nuns is all come … (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether it
is not all come … (and) exhorts, thinking that it is all come when the
Order of nuns is all come, there is an offence of expiation.

If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act (and)

¹ vagga. See Vinaya Texts i.36, n. 2 (from bd 2.35), where it is said that “vagga is
vyagra, the opposite of samagga.” ² aniyyādetvā is according to Vin-a 800 avatvā.
³ The (legal) act is here the formal act (kamma) appointing the exhorter, Vin-a 800.
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exhorts, thinking that it is not all comewhen the Order of nuns is all
come… (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether it is not all come
… (and) exhorts, thinking that it is all come when the Order of nuns
is all come, there is an offence of expiation.

If he thinks that it is a legally valid actwhen it is not a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all come when the Order of
nuns is all come … (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether it is
not all come … (and) exhorts, thinking that it is all come when the
Order of nuns is all come, there is an offence of expiation.

BD 2.271

If he thinks that it is not a legally valid actwhen it is a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all come when the Order of
nuns is not all come … (and) exhorts, being in doubt as to whether it
is not all come … (and) exhorts, thinking that it is all come when the
Order of nuns is not all come, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If he is in doubt as towhether it is a legally valid act (and) exhorts,
thinking that it is not all come … being in doubt … thinking that it is
all come when the Order of nuns is not all come, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all come … being in doubt …
thinking that it is all come when the Order of nuns is not all come,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is a legally
valid act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is all comewhen the Order of
nuns is all come… is in doubt … thinking that it is not all comewhen
the Order of nuns is all come, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If he is in doubt as towhether it is a legally valid act (and) exhorts,
thinking that it is all comewhen theOrder of nuns is all come… there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) exhorts, thinking that it is not all come when the Order of
nuns is all come, there is an offence of wrong-doing … (and) exhorts,
being in doubt as to whether the Order of nuns is all come, there is
an offence of wrong-doing … thinking that the Order of nuns is all
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come when it is all come, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 21.3.3

There is no offence (in) giving an exposition,¹ giving an interro-
gation²; if he expounds being called upon: ‘Expound, master³ if she

BD 2.272

asks a question⁴; if, having, asked a question, he speaks; if, talking
for the good of another, nuns hear; if it is to a female probationer, if
it is to a female novice; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.⁵

The First

¹ Cf. Vin 1.75, Vin 2.219. Vin-a 808, “reciting the text of the eight important rules.”
² paripucchā.Cf.below, bd 2.275, bd 2.278, bd 2.395, andVin 1.70,Vin 2.219. Vin-a 800,
“speaking an explanation on the text of the important rules.” ³ Vin-a 800, the
important rules. ⁴ Vin-a 801, “if a nun asks a question about the eight important
rules or about the khandhas, whatever the monk says to that is no offence for him.”
⁵ Cf. bd 2.207, bd 2.275.
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Bu-Pc 22.1.1
BD 2.273

Vin 4.54

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that timemonkswhowere elders exhorted the nuns in turn.¹ Now
at that time it came to be the turn of the venerable Cūḷapanthaka² to
exhort the nuns.The nuns said:
“Now today the exhortation will not be effective,³ for nowmaster

Cūḷapanthaka will speak the same stanza⁴ again and again.”
Then these nuns approached the venerable Cūḷapanthaka, and

having approached and greeted the venerable Cūḷapanthaka, they
sat down at a respectful distance. As they were sitting down at a
respectful distance, the venerable Cūḷapanthaka spoke thus to these
nuns:
“Sisters, are you all come?”⁵
“Master, we are all come.”
“Sisters, are the eight important rules being kept up?”⁶
“They are being kept up, master.”
“Sisters, this is the exhortation,” (and) delivering (it) he spoke

this stanza again and again:

“For the sage, high-minded, zealous,
trained in paths of wisdom,⁷
For such, tranquil, ever mindful,⁸

¹ pariyāyena. ² At an i.23 called chief among monks skilled in creating forms
by mind-power and mental “evolution.” His verses are atThag 557–Thag 566. See
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names for details of his life. ³ Iddha, cf. above, bd 2.263.
⁴ Udāna. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 2.267. ⁶ Cf. above, bd 2.267. ⁷ (This footnote proved
troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been moved to an appendix with
other long notes on page 2980.) ⁸ Sadā satīmato = sn i.81.
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sorrows come not to be.”¹
BD 2.274

The nuns spoke thus: “Is it not as we said?The exhortation will
not now become effective today, for nowmaster Cūḷapanthaka will
speak the same stanza again and again.”

The venerable Cūḷapanthaka heard this conversation of those
nuns.Then the venerableCūḷapanthaka, risingup above the ground,²
paced up and down in the air, in the sky, then he stood, then he sat
down, then he lay down in a sleeping-place, then he was obscured,
then blazed forth, then he disappeared; he spoke this same stanza
and another long utterance of the enlightened one.The nuns spoke
thus:
“Indeed it is wonderful, good-sir, indeed it is marvellous, good sir,

indeed never before has an exhortation come to be so effective as
this one of master Cūḷapanthaka.”

Then the venerable Cūḷapanthaka, exhorting these nuns until
the dark of the night, dismissed them, saying: “Go, sisters.” Then
these nuns, staying outside the town because the town-gate was
closed, entered the town in the morning.³ People looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying:
“These nuns are not leading the Brahma-life; having remained

together with monks in the monastery, now they are entering the
town.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
Vin 4.55

were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Cūḷapanthaka exhort nuns after sunset?”

…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Cūḷapanthaka, exhorted nuns after

sunset?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, Cūḷapanthaka⁴ … after sunset? Cūḷapanthaka, it is

not for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks,
BD 2.275

¹ = Ud 43 = Thag 68. ² vehāsa, cf. bd 1.79. ³ Cf. below, bd 2.401. ⁴ Note Gotama
calls him by his name here, and notmoghapurisa, “foolish man.”
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this rule of training should be set forth:
“If amonk, even thoughagreedupon, shouldexhortnunsafter

sunset, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 22.2.1Agreed uponmeans: agreed upon by an (official) act at which
the motion is put three times and then followed by the decision.¹

After sunsetmeans: after the sun has gone down.
Nunsmeans: ordained by both Orders.
Should exhortmeans: if he exhorts concerning the eight impor-

tant rules or concerning another rule, there is an offence of expia-
tion.²

Bu-Pc 22.2.2

If he thinks that (the sun) has set when it has set (and) exhorts,
there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it has
set (and) exhorts, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that
it has not set when it has set ( and) exhorts, there is an offence of
expiation. If he exhorts one who has been ordained by one (Order
only), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it has set
when it has not set, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in
doubt as towhether it has not set, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it has not set when it has not set, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 22.2.3

There is no offence (in) giving an exposition, giving an interro-
gation; if he expounds being called upon: ‘Expound, master if she
asks a question; if, having asked a question, he speaks; if, talking for
the good of another, nuns hear; if it is to a female probationer, if it is
to a female novice; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

The Second

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.267. ² Cf. above, ibid. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.207, bd 2.272.
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Bu-Pc 23.1.1

BD 2.276

…among the Sakyans atKapilavatthu in theBanyanmonastery.¹Now
at that time the group of six monks, approaching the nuns’ quarters,
exhorted the group of six nuns. Nuns spoke thus to the group of six
nuns: “Come, ladies, we will go for exhortation.”

Vin 4.56

“Well, ladies, we would go for the sake of exhortation, (but) the
group of the six masters exhort us in this very place.”²

Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of the sixmonks, approaching nuns’ quarters,

exhort nuns?”
Then these nuns told this matter to the monks.Those who were

modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks … exhort nuns?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks … exhorted nuns?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men … exhort nuns? Foolish men, it is not

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, approachingnuns’ quarters, shouldexhortnuns,

there is an offence of expiation.”³
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 23.2.1

BD 2.277 ¹ Cf. above, bd 2.94. ² Idh’ eva, literally “right here,” as the Americans say. ³ Cf.
Vin 2.259, where the laity complain that the monks go to nuns’ quarters to recite
the Pātimokkha.
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Now at that timeMahāpajāpatī the Gotamid became ill. Monks
who were elders approachedMahāpajāpatī the Gotamid, and having
approached they spoke thus to Mahāpajāpatī the Gotamid:
“Gotami, we hope things are going well with you, we hope you are

keeping going.”
“Masters, things are not going well with me, I am not keeping

going. Please, masters, give dhamma.”
“Sister, it is not allowable, approaching nuns’ quarters, to give

dhamma to a nun,” they said, and being scrupulous they did not give
it. Then the lord, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and robe,
approachedMahāpajāpatī the Gotamid, and having approached he
sat down on the appointed seat. As he was sitting down, the lord
spoke thus to Mahāpajāpatī the Gotamid:
“Gotami, I hope things are going well with you, I hope you are

keeping going.”
“Formerly, lord,monkswhowere elders, coming tome, gave dham-

ma: because of this comfort came to be for me.¹ But now they say it
is forbidden by the lord, and being scrupulous they do not give it;
because of this comfort does not come to be for me.”

Then the lord having … delighted Mahāpajāpatī the Gotamid
with talk on dhamma, rising up from his seat, departed. Then the
lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given dhamma-talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, approaching nuns’ quarters, to exhort a nun

who is ill. And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
Vin 4.57

“Whatever monk, approaching nuns’ quarters, should exhort
the nuns except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation.
This is a right time in this case: if a nun comes to be ill; this, in
this case, is a right time.”

Bu-Pc 23.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.278

Nuns’ quartersmeans: where nuns stay even for one night.
Approachingmeans: going there.

¹ Cf. below, bd 2.342, bd 2.399.
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Nunsmeans: ordained by both Orders.
Should exhortmeans: if he exhorts concerning the eight impor-

tant rules, there is an offence of expiation.
Except at a right timemeans: setting aside a right time.
An ill nunmeans: if she is unable to go for exhortation or for

communion.¹

Bu-Pc 23.3.2

If he thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained, (and)
approaching the nuns’ quarters, exhorts her—except at a right time,
there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether she
is ordained … at a right time, there is an offence of expiation. If he
thinks that she is not ordained when she is ordained … at a right
time, there is an offence of expiation. If he exhorts (her) concerning
a different rule, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he exhorts one
who is ordained by one (Order only), there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that she is ordained when she is not ordained,
there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he is in doubt as towhether she
is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
she is not ordained when she is not ordained, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 23.3.3

There is no offence if it is at a right time, (in) giving an exposition,
giving an interrogation (as Bu-Pc 22.2.3) … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

TheThird

¹ saṁvāsa. For definition of this, see Old Commentary’s exegesis on asaṁvāsa in
each Pārājika (BD.1).
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Bu-Pc 24.1.1

BD 2.279

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that timemonks who were elders, exhorting nuns, came to receive
requisites of robes, alms-food, lodgings, medicines for the sick.¹ The
group of six monks spoke thus:
“Themonks who are elders are not doing a service² in exhorting

nuns; the monks who are elders are exhorting nuns for the sake of
Vin 4.58

gain.”
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks speak thus: ‘The monks who

are elders … for the sake of gain’?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, spoke thus: ‘Themonks who

are elders … for the sake of gain’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen, speak thus: ‘Themonkswho are elders

… for the sake of gain’? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing, those who
are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatever monk should speak thus: ‘The monks who are el-

ders are exhorting nuns for the sake of gain,’ there is an offence
of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 24.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.280

¹ = bd 2.263. ² na bahukatā. Vin-a 804 says na katabahumānā na dhammabahumā-
naṁ katvā, “not revering, not doing reverence to dhamma,” apparently not render-
ing a service.
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For the sake of gainmeans: for the sake of robes, for the sake
of alms-food, for the sake of lodgings, for the sake of the requisite of
medicines for the sick, for the sake of honour, for the sake of respect,
for the sake of reverence, for the sake of homage, for the sake of
veneration.

Should speak thusmeans: if desiring to bring blame,¹ desiring
to bring discredit, desiring to bring shame² to one who is ordained
(and) agreed upon by the Order as exhorter of nuns, he speaks thus,
saying: ‘He is exhorting for the sake of robes … for the sake of vener-
ation,’ there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 24.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act, (and) speaks thus, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act, (and) speaks thus, there
is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act
when it is a legally valid act, (and) speaks thus, there is an offence
of expiation. If, desiring to bring blame, desiring to bring discredit,
desiring to bring shame to one who is ordained (but) not agreed
upon by the Order as exhorter of nuns, he speaks thus, saying: ‘He is
exhorting for the sake of robes … for the sake of veneration,’ there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If, desiring to bring blame … to bring
shame to one not ordained,³ agreed upon or not agreed upon by the
Order as exhorter of nuns, he speaks thus, saying, ‘He is exhorting
… for the sake of veneration,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether
it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid
act, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 24.2.3

BD 2.281 There is no offence if he usually speaks exhorting for the sake

¹ avaṇṇam kattukāmo. Cf. above, bd 2.236. ² maṅkuṁ kattukāmo. See above,
bd 2.178 and n. 5. ³ Such as a learned probationer, Vin-a 804.
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of robes … for the sake of veneration; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

The Fourth
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Bu-Pc 25.1.1

BD 2.282
Vin 4.59

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a monk was walking for alms in Sāvatthī along a certain
road. And a nun was walking for alms along that road. Then that
monk spoke thus to that nun: “Go, sister, in such and such a place
alms-food is being given.” And she spoke thus: “Go, master, in such
and such a place alms-food is being given.”

These had become friends through constantly seeing (one an-
other). Now at that time robe-material was being distributed to the
Order.Then that nun, going for exhortation, approached that monk,
and having approached and greeted that monk, she stood at a re-
spectful distance. As she was standing at a respectful distance, that
monk spoke thus to that nun:
“Sister, this is my share of the robe-material, you may accept it.”
“Yes, master, my robe is worn thin.” Then that monk gave that

nun the robe-material. Then that monk became one whose robe was
worn thin. Monks spoke thus to this monk.
“Your reverence, make up your robe-material now.” Then that

monk told this matter to the monks.Those who were modest monks
… spread it about, saying:
“How can a monk give robe-material to a nun?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monk, gave robe-material to a nun?”
“It is true, lord.”
“Is she a relation of yours, monk, or not a relation?”
“She is not a relation, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right or what is wrong for
BD 2.283
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a nun who is not a relation.¹ How can you, foolish man, give robe-
material to a nun who is not a relation? It is not, foolish man, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should give robe-material to a nun who is not a

relation, there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 25.2.1Then scrupulous monks did not give robe-material in exchange
to nuns.²The nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the masters not give robe-material to us in exchange?”

Vin 4.60

Monks heard these nuns who … spread it about. Then these
monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord on this occasion, in
this connection, having given reasoned talk addressed the monks,
saying:
“Monks, I allow you to give in exchange to five (classes of people):

to a monk, a nun, a female probationer, a male novice, a female
novice. I allow you, monks, to give in exchange to these five (classes
of people). And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should give robe-material to a nun who is

not a relation, except in exchange, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”³

Bu-Pc 25.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not a relationmeans: one who is not related on the mother’s

side or the father’s side back through seven generations.⁴
BD 2.284

Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
Robe-materialmeans: any one robe-material of the six (kinds

of) robe-materials, (including) the least one fit for assignment.⁵

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.39, bd 2.44. ² Cf. above, bd 2.39, where scrupulous monks did
not accept robes in exchange. ³ Cf. Bu-NP 5, where it is an offence for a monk to
receive a robe from a nun who is not related, except in exchange. ⁴ See above,
bd 2.31. ⁵ See above, bd 2.7.
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Except in exchangemeans: setting aside (the fact that) he gives
in exchange, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 25.3.2

If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a relation,
(and) gives robe-material (to her), except in exchange, there is an
offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as towhether she is a relation…
If he thinks that she is a relationwhen she is not a relation… there is
an offence of expiation. If he gives robe-material to one ordained by
one (Order only), except in exchange, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is a relation,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether
she is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
she is a relation when she is a relation, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 25.3.3

There is no offence if she is a relation; if there is an exchange; if
there is a large thing for a small thing, or a small thing for a large
thing; if a nun takes it on trust; if she takes it for the time being; if
he gives another requisite, except robe-material; if she is a female
probationer, a female novice; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-
doer.¹

The Fifth

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.41, and below, bd 2.287.
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Bu-Pc 26.1.1
BD 2.285

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Udāyin¹ became skilled² in making robes.

Vin 4.61
A certain nun³ approached the venerable Udāyin, and having ap-
proached she spoke thus to the venerable Udāyin:
“Honoured sir, it were good if the master sewed a robe for me.”
Then the venerable Udāyin, having sewed a robe for this nun,

having made it well dyed, well worked, having raised⁴ up a bold
design⁵ in the middle, having folded it up,⁶ laid it aside. Then that
nun approached the venerable Udāyin, and having approached she
spoke thus to the venerable Udāyin:
“Where, honoured sir, is that robe?”
“Come, sister, having taken this robe as it was folded up, having

laid it aside, when the Order of nuns comes for exhortation, then,
having put on this robe, come at the back of the Order of nuns.”

BD 2.286

Then that nun, having taken this robe as it was folded up, when

¹ Vin-a 804 calls himLāḷudāyi. SeeDictionary of Pali ProperNames. ² paṭṭha. Above,
bd 2.109, same thing said of Upananda. Cf. also above, bd 2.42. ³ Vin-a 804 says
she was his former wife. ⁴ vuṭṭhāpetvā, variant reading samuṭṭhāpetvā. ⁵ paṭib-
hānacitta. Vin-a 804 says paṭibhānacittan ti attano paṭibhaṇena, katacittaṁ, so kira
cīvaraṁ rajitvā tassa majjhe nānāvaṇṇehi vippakatamethunaṁ itthipurisarūpaṁ akāsi,
which seems to mean a design (or painting, citta) made by his ownwit (or ingenu-
ity, intelligence).They say that he, dyeing the robe-material, made in the middle,
with various colours, the form of a woman and aman in interrupted intercourse
(so Pali-English Dictionary for vippakatamethuna). Cf. Vin 2.151, where the group of
six monks had “imaginative drawings (paṭibhānacitta) painted on their vihāras,
figures of men and figures of women” (Vinaya Texts iii.172, q.v., n. 3). Paṭibhānacitta
occurs again as being in a cittāgāra, picture-gallery, at Vin 4.298. ⁶ saṁharitvā.
Cf. Vin 1.46; Vin 2.117, Vin 2.150.
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the Order of nuns came for exhortation, then, having put on this
robe, she came at the back of the Order of nuns. People … spread it
about, saying:
“Howlittle thesenuns fearblame, theyare sly, theyhavenoshame,¹

inasmuch as they raise up a bold design on a robe.”
Nuns spoke thus: “Whose work is this?”
“Master Udāyin’s,” she said.
“A thing like this should not adorn these who have little fear of

blame, who are sly, who have no shame. Is it not master Udāyin’s?”
they said.

Then the nuns told this matter to the monks. Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Udāyin sew a robe for a nun?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Udāyin, sewed a robe for a nun?”
“It is true, lord.”
“Is she a relation of yours, Udāyin, or not a relation?”
“She is not a relation, lord,” he said.
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is pleasing orwhat is unpleas-
ing for a woman who is not a relation. How can you, foolish man,
sew a robe for a nun who is not a relation? It is not, foolish man, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should sewor should cause a robe to be sewn

for a nunwho is not a relation, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 26.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not a relationmeans: one who is not related on the mother’s

BD 2.287

side or on the father’s side back through seven generations.²
Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.³

¹ = Vin 3.128 = bd 1.214. ² Cf. above, bd 2.31, bd 2.47. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.32, bd 2.40.
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A robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes.¹
Vin 4.62

Should sewmeans: if he himself sews, in each insertion of the
awl² there is an offence of expiation.

Should cause to be sewnmeans: if he commands another, there
is an offence of expiation. When once commanded, if he sews much,
there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 26.2.2

If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a relation,
(and) sews or causes a robe to be sewn, there is an offence of expia-
tion. If he is in doubt as towhether she is not a relation… If he thinks
that she is a relation when she is not a relation … there is an offence
of expiation. If he sews or causes a robe to be sewn for one ordained
by one (Order only), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that she is not a relation when she is a relation there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether she is a relation, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that she is a relation when
she is a relation, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 26.2.3

There is no offence if she is a relation; if he sews or causes another
requisite to be sewn, except a robe; if she is a female probationer, a
female novice; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

The Sixth

¹ Cf. below, bd 2.407. Vin-a 804 and Vin-a 863 say this means that which he is able
to put on, to dress in, using the verbs nivāsetuṁ and pārupituṁ, which refer to
the inner robe and to the upper robe and outer cloak; see above, bd 2.32, n. 2, n. 3.
Vin-a 863 expressly says that the robewhich is the least one fit for assignment is not
meant (at Vin 4.120); presumably it is not meant here either. ² ārāpathe. ³ Cf.
above, bd 2.284.
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Bu-Pc 27.1.1

BD 2.288

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks, having arranged together with
nuns,weregoingalong the samehigh-road.¹ People…spread it about,
saying:
“Just as we tour with our wives, so do these recluses, sons of the

Sakyans, tour together with nuns.”
Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who

were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, having arranged together with

nuns, go along the same high-road?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks … the same high-road?”
“It is true, lord.” The enlightened one, the lord rebuked them,

saying:
“How can you, foolish men … same high-road? It is not, foolish

men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of trailing should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, having arranged togetherwith a nun, should go

along the same high-road, even among villages,² there is an offence
of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 27.2.1 Now³ at that time several⁴ monks and nuns came to be going
Vin 4.63

along the high-road from Sāketa to Sāvatthī.Then these nuns spoke
BD 2.289

¹ Cf. Vin 4.131, Vin 4.133. ² gāmantaraṁ. ³ Cf. below, bd 2.292. ⁴ sambahulā,
usually in Vinaya “two or three,” a gaṇa.
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thus to these monks:
“We will go along with the masters.”
“Sisters, it is not allowable, having arranged together with a nun,

to go along the same high-road. Either you go first, or we will go
(first).”
“Honoured sirs, the masters are the highest men,¹ so let the mas-

ters go first.”
Then as those nuns were going last thieves robbed them on the

way and assaulted them.Then these nuns, having arrived at Sāvatthī,
told this matter to the nuns.The nuns … to the monks.Themonks …
to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having
given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to go along the same high-road, having ar-

ranged together with a nun, if it is on a road agreed upon as danger-
ous, frightening,² (where) one must go with a weapon.³ And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk,havingarrangedtogetherwithanun, should

go along the same high-road, even among villages, except at the
right time, there is an offence of expiation. In this case this is the
right time: if a road becomes agreed upon as dangerous, fright-
ening, (where) onemust gowith aweapon.This is the right time
in this case.”

Bu-Pc 27.2.3

Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
Togetherwithmeans: together.

BD 2.290

Having arranged⁴means: if one arranges, saying, ‘We are going,
sister,we are going,master,weare going,master,weare going, sister,

¹ aggapurisa, or foremost, chief amongmen. ² Cf. above, bd 2.158, for these two
words; and cf.mn i.134. ³ satthagamanīya. I follow rendering of Vinaya Texts i.37:
“when the road is so insecure and dangerous that travellers on it have to carry
arms,” and not the “caravan-road” of Pali-English Dictionary. For Old Commentary’s
definition would, in conjunction with this phrase, make nonsense if “caravan-road”
were meant. Sattha may be, more specifically, “knife,” cf. Bu-Pj 3 ⁴ Cf. below,
bd 2.293, and Vin 4.131.
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we are going either today or tomorrow¹ or the next day,’² there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Even among villagesmeans: in a village close enough for a cock
(to walk),³ among every (such) village,⁴ there is an offence of expia-
tion. For every half yojana⁵ in what is not a village, in a jungle,⁶ there
is an offence of expiation.⁷

Except at the right timemeans: setting aside the right time.⁸
A roadwhere onemust gowith aweaponmeans: it comes to

be impossible to go without a weapon.
Dangerous⁹ means: if, on this road, a place where thieves are

halting is seen, a place where they are eating is seen, a place where
they are resting is seen, a place where they are sitting down is seen,
a place where they are lying down is seen.

Frightening¹⁰ means: if on this road people injured by thieves
are seen, (people) plundered are seen, (people) beaten down are
seen.

Vin 4.64

Having gone to a frightening (place), having seen that it is not
frightening, they should be dismissed, with the words, ‘Go, sisters.’

Bu-Pc 27.3.1–2

BD 2.291
If he thinks that itwas arrangedwhen itwas arranged, (and) goes

along the same high-road even among villages, except at the right
time, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether
it was arranged … If he thinks that it was not arranged when it was
arranged… there is an offence of expiation. If a monk arranges (and)
a nun does not arrange, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it was arranged when it was not arranged, there is an

¹ hiyyo, usually “yesterday.” Cf. Hindustani kāl, meaning both “yesterday” and
“tomorrow.” ² pare, or it can mean “in the future.” ³ kukkuṭasampāte gāme.
Vin-a 806 says, “setting out from a village a cock goes on foot to another village.”
Cf. kukkuṭasampātika at an i.159, and gs 1.142, and n. 2; dn iii.75, and Dialogues of
the Buddha 3.72 and n. 2.Thewhole phrase seems to mean it is an offence to walk
to a village that is so close that a cock could walk to it. ⁴ gāmantare gāmantare.
⁵ See Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 16. ⁶ See definition of
“jungle” at bd 1.74, bd 1.85. ⁷ Cf. below, bd 2.294, and Vin 4.131. ⁸ To here from
“together with” above, cf. below, bd 2.293, and Vin 4.131. ⁹ Cf. above, bd 2.158, and
mn-a 2.109. ¹⁰ Cf. above, bd 2.158, and mn-a 2.109.
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offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it was not
arranged, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it was
not arranged when it was not arranged, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 27.3.3

There is no offence if it is at the right time; if he goes not having
arranged; if the nun arranges (and) the monk does not arrange; if
they go without (making) a rendezvous¹; if there are dangers²; if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

The Seventh

¹ visaṁketena. Vin-a 807, “If they say: we will go before the meal, and they go after
themeal; if they say: wewill come today, and they go on themorrow, thus as it is not
at the time of the rendezvous (kālavisaṁkete) there is no offence.” Cf. asaṁketena
above, bd 2.239, n. 3. ² Vin-a 807, “when there is dissension in the kingdom and
the country people mount their carts and drive away”; a stock phrase, cf. an i.178,
an iii.66, an iii.104. ³ Cf. below, bd 2.294, and Vin 4.132, Vin 4.133.
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Bu-Pc 28.1.1
BD 2.292

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks, having arranged together with
(some) nuns, embarked in one boat. People… spread it about, saying:
“Just as we amuse ourselves in a boat with our wives, so do these

recluses, sons of the Sakyans, having arranged together with nuns,
amuse themselves in a boat.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, having arranged together with

nuns, embark in one boat?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, having arranged together

with nuns, embarked in one boat?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen… embark in one boat? It is not, foolish

men … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, having arranged together with a nun, should

embark in one boat, going either upstream or downstream, there is
an offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Vin 4.65

Bu-Pc 28.2.1 Now¹ at that time several monks and nuns were going along the
high-road from Sāketa to Sāvatthī. On the way there was a river to
be crossed.Then these nuns spoke thus to these monks:

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.288.
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“We will cross over together with the masters.”
BD 2.293

“Sisters, it is not allowable, having arranged together with a nun,
to embark in one boat. Either you cross over first, or we will cross
over (first).”
“Honoured sirs, themasters are thehighestmen, so let themasters

cross over first.”
Then as those nuns were crossing over last thieves robbed them

and assaulted them.Then these nuns, having arrived at Sāvatthī, told
this matter to the nuns.The nuns … to the monks.Themonks … to
the lord.Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having
given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to embark in one boat, having arranged to-

gether with a nun, if it is for crossing over to the other bank. And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk,havingarrangedtogetherwithanun, should

embark in one boat, going either upstream or downstream, ex-
cept for crossing over to the other bank, there is an offence of
expiation.”

Bu-Pc 28.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
Togetherwithmeans: together.
Having arranged¹ means: if one arranges, saying, ‘We are em-

barking, sister,we are embarking,master,we are embarking,master,
we are embarking, sister, we are embarking either today or tomor-
row or the next day,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If the monk
embarks when the nun has embarked, there is an offence of expi-
ation. If the nun embarks when the monk has embarked, there is
an offence of expiation. Or if both embark there is an offence of
expiation.

Going upstream² means: upstream.³
BD 2.294

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.290. ² uddhaṁgāminī. Vin-a 808, “going against the stream of
the river.” ³ ujjavanikāya. Instrumental feminine, used as adjective. Cf.Vin 2.290.
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Going downstream¹ means: downstream.²
Except forcrossingoverto theotherbankmeans: settingaside

for crossing over to the other bank.
In a village close enough for a cock (to walk), among every (such)

village, there is an offence of expiation. For every half yojana in what
is not a village, in a jungle, there is an offence of expiation.³

Bu-Pc 28.3.2

If he thinks that it was arranged when it was arranged (and)
embarks in the same boat, going either upstream or downstream,
except for crossing over to the other bank, there is an offence of

Vin 4.66

expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it was arranged … (see
Bu-Pc 27.3.2) … no offence.

Bu-Pc 28.3.3

There is no offence if it is for crossing over to the other bank⁴; if
theyembarknothavingarranged; if thenunarranges (and) themonk
does not arrange; if they embark without (making) a rendezvous; if
there are dangers; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.⁵

The Eighth

¹ adhogāminī. ² ojavanikāya. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.290, and Vin 4.131. ⁴ Vin-a 809
says, ‘here it is not only the river, for there is no offence for one who goes from the
port of a great ford to Tāmalitti or Suvaṇṇabhūmi.’ Tāmalitti was a sea-port (the
modern Tamluk), formerly on the estuary of the Ganges, and the port fromwhere
Asoka sent the branch of the Bodhi-tree to Ceylon.
Suvaṇṇabhūmi is the modern Cambodia (Pali-English Dictionary); or more proba-

bly Lower Burma (Pegu andMoulmein districts), according to B.C. Law, Geography
of Early Buddhism, p. 70, the Pagan andMoulmein districts, according to Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names; mentioned at Mnd 155, Sāsanavaṁsa 10, where it is said that it
stands near the great sea. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 2.291.
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Bu-Pc 29.1.1

BD 2.295

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time the nunThullanandā¹ came to frequent a certain
family as a regular diner. And monks who were elders came to be
invited by that householder.Then the nunThullanandā, dressing in
the morning, taking her bowl and robe, approached that family, and
having approached, she said to that householder:
“Householder, why is this abundant solid food and soft food pre-

pared?”
“Lady, elders are invited by me.”
“But who are the elders for you, householder?”
“Master Sāriputta,² master Moggallāna the Great,³ master Kac-

cāna the Great,⁴ master Koṭṭhita the Great,⁵ master Kappina the
Great,⁶ master Cunda the Great,⁷ master Anuruddha,⁸ master Re-

¹ Cf. bd 1.110; Vin 4.211, Vin 4.332ff.; sn ii.219, sn ii.222. ² Chief of the disciples
of great wisdom, an i.23. See Thag 340. For reference to all these, see Psalms of
the Bretheren; gs 1.16–gs 1.20; and Dictionary of Pali Proper Names ³ Chief of the
disciples of psychic potencies, an i.23. See Thag 382. ⁴ Chief of the disciples
who are expounders in full of brief sayings, an i.23. See Thag 238. ⁵ Chief of
the disciples who are masters of logical analysis, an i.24. SeeThag 6. ⁶ Chief of
the disciples who are exhorters of monks, an i.25. SeeThag 254. ⁷ Not specially
distinguished in an i. SeeThag 118. ⁸ Chief of the disciples who are of deva-sight,
an i.23. SeeThag 325.
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vata,¹ master Upāli,² master Ānanda,³ master Rāhula.⁴”
BD 2.296

“But why did you, householder, invite fellows⁵ posing as⁶ great
heroes⁷?”
“But who are the great heroes for you, sister?”
“Master Devadatta, master Kokālika, master Kaṭamorakatissaka,

master the son of the lady Khaṇḍā, master Samuddadatta.”⁸
Now this chance talk⁹ of the nunThullanandā was interrupted¹⁰

when these monks who were elders entered. She said:
“Householder, is it true that the great heroes are invited by you?”¹¹
“You, lady, called (them) now ‘fellows,’ now ‘great heroes,’ ” he

said, and he turned her out of the house and put an end to regular
dining.Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can Devadatta eat alms-food knowing that it was procured

through (the intervention of) a nun?”¹²
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Devadatta, ate alms-food knowing

that it was procured through (the intervention of) a nun?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, eat alms-food knowing that it was

procured through (the intervention of) a nun? It is not, foolish man,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:

Vin 4.67

¹ Revata Khadiravaniya, “the acacia woodlander”; at an i.24 is called “chief of the
jungle-dwellers,” while Kaṅkhā-revata is there called chief of musers. Vin-a does
not say which one is meant. SeeThag 45,Thag 279,Thag 7. ² Chief of those versed
inVinaya, an i.25. SeeThag 168. Also BD.1, Index. ³ Chief of those ofwide learning,
of those who are mindful, of those of good behaviour, of those who are resolute, of
personal attendants, an i.24f. SeeThag 349. ⁴ Chief of those desirous of training,
an i.24. See Thag 183, Gotama’s only son. ⁵ cetaka. Under ceṭaka, Pali-English
Dictionary, referring to this passage, gives “servant, slave, (bad) fellow,” while for
cetaka it gives “decoy-bird.” Commentary of no help. ⁶ tiṭṭhamāna. ⁷ Mahā-
nāga, nāga also meaning snake or elephant. ⁸ The schismatics of Bu-Ss 10, Bu-
Ss 11, see BD.1. ⁹ antarākathā. Cf.Ud 11. ¹⁰ vippakatā, interrupted, broken off,
left unfinished, but Vin-a 808 reads vippakathā ’ti kayiramānā hoti (variant reading
honti). ¹¹ Vin-a 808, “looking round as the elders came in, she spoke thus, knowing
that they had heard her.” ¹² bhikkhunīparipācita; Vin-a 809, “procuring it, making
it be taken by explaining its qualities.”
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“Whatever monk should eat alms-food knowing that it was pro-
BD 2.297

cured through (the intervention of) a nun, there is an offence of
expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 29.2.1Now at that time a certain monk who had gone forth from Kaja-
gaha arrived at a family of (his) relations. People, saying: “At last the
revered sir¹ is come,” dulymade ready ameal. A nunwho frequented
that family spoke thus to these people:
“Sirs, give a meal to the master.”
Then that monk, thinking: “It is forbidden by the lord to eat alms-

food knowing that it was procured through (the intervention of) a
nun,” being scrupulous, did not accept it; he was not able to walk
for alms, he became famished.²Then that monk, having gone to the
monastery, told thismatter to themonks.Themonks told thismatter
to the lord.Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having
given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allowyou,monks, to eat alms-foodknowing that itwasprocured

through (the intervention of) a nun, if there is a prior arrangement
with the householder.³ And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshouldeatalms-foodknowingthat itwaspro-

cured through (the intervention of) a nun, unless there is a prior
arrangement with the householder, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”

Bu-Pc 29.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself, or others tell him,

or she herself tells him.⁴
BD 2.298

A nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.

¹ bhaddanto. ² chinnabhatta. ³ pubbe gihisamārambhe, a prior undertaking on
the part of the householder. Vin-a 809 says samārambha is a synonym for paṭiyādita,
given, arranged, prepared. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.161, bd 2.261; below, bd 2.333.
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Procuresmeans: previously not desirous of giving, not desirous
of treating him, if she says: “Themaster is a repeater, the master is
very learned, the master is versed in the Suttantas, the master is
an expert in Vinaya, the master is a speaker of dhamma, give to the
master, treat the master”: this means procures.

Alms-foodmeans: any one meal of the five (kinds of) meals.¹
Unless there is a prior arrangement with the house-holder

means: setting aside the arrangement with the householder.
An arrangement with the householdermeans: they are rela-

tions or they are invited² or they are ordinarily prepared (for the
monk).³

If he says: “I will eat,” and accepts (ameal), unless there is a prior
arrangement with the householder, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. For each mouthful there is an offence of expiation.

Vin 4.68

Bu-Pc 29.3.2

If he thinks that it is procured when it is procured (and) eats it,
unless there is a prior arrangement with the householder, there is
an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt⁴ as to whether it is procured
(and) eats … with the householder, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that it is not procured when it is procured (and)
eats …with the householder, there is no offence. If he eats what is
procured through (the intervention of) one ordained by one (Order
only), unless there is a prior arrangement with the house-holder,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is procured
when it is not procured, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is not procured, there is an offence of wrong-

BD 2.299

doing. If he thinks that it is not procured when it is not procured,
there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 29.3.3

¹ Cf. below, bd 2.305. These five kinds of meals are enumerated below, bd 2.330.
² pavārita. ³ pakaṭipatiyatta. Vin-a 809, they (i.e., meals) are usually prepared
(paṭiyādita) for that very monk, with the words, ‘we will give to the elder.’ ⁴ Old-
enberg at Vin 4.359 says that in this and the next case themanuscript called “C.” has
āpatti pācittiyassa, an offence of expiation.
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There is no offence if there is a prior arrangementwith the house-
holder; if a female probationer procures it, if a female novice pro-
cures it; setting aside the five (kinds of) meals, there is no offence in
(eating) any others¹; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ I.e., in eating rice-gruel, cakes, and fruits prepared for a nun, Vin-a 809. Cf. below,
bd 2.305, bd 2.314, bd 2.320.
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Bu-Pc 30.1.1

BD 2.300

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the former wife of the venerable Udāyin¹ had gone forth
among the nuns. She frequently came to the venerable Udāyin, and
the venerable Udāyin frequently went to this nun. Now at one time
the venerable Udāyin was sitting down in a private place together
with thisnun, theonewith theother.²Thosewhoweremodestmonks
… spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Udāyin sit down in a private place to-

gether with a nun, the one with the other?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Udāyin, sat down in a private place

together with a nun, the one with the other?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, sit down in a private place together

with a nun, the onewith the other? It is not, foolishman, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should sit down in a private place together

with a nun, the one with the other, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”³

Bu-Pc 30.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.

¹ Mentioned in Bu-Ss 2–Bu-Ss 5, to which Vin-a 809 refers, always in connection
with women. In both Aniyatas, he is discovered sitting in private with a lay woman.
Opening phrases of this pācittiya = Bu-NP 4. ² eko ekāya. ³ Cf.Bu-Pc 44, Bu-Pc 45.
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Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
BD 2.301

Togetherwithmeans: together.
Theonewith the othermeans: there is a monk and also a nun.

Vin 4.69

A private placemeans: private from the eye, private from the
ear. Private from the eye means: if covering the eye, or raising the
eyebrow, or raising the head, he is unable to see. Private from the
ear means: it is impossible to hear ordinary talk¹ (from him and the
woman).

Should sit downmeans: if a nun is sitting and a monk comes to
be sitting or lyingdownclose (to her), there is anoffence of expiation;
if a monk is sitting and a nun comes to be sitting or lying down close
(to him), there is an offence of expiation. Or if both are sitting or if
both are lying down, there is an offence of expiation.²

Bu-Pc 30.2.2

If he thinks that it is a private placewhen it is a private place (and)
sits down, the one with the other, there is an offence of expiation.
If he is in doubt as to whether it is a private place … If he thinks
that it is not a private place when it is a private place … is an offence
of expiation. If he thinks that it is a private place when it is not a
private place, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is not a private place, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that it is not a private placewhen it is not a private
place, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 30.2.3

There is no offence if some learned friend comes to be (present);
if he stands, does not sit; if he is not desirous of a private place; if he
sits down thinking about something else³; if he is mad, if he is the
first wrong-doer.⁴

TheTenth

this is its key
BD 2.302

Not agreed upon, the setting sun,

¹ Cf. bd 1.332, and below, bd 2.358, bd 2.361. ² Cf. below, bd 2.358, bd 2.361.
³ aññāvihita. ⁴ Cf. below, bd 2.358, and Vin 4.269.
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quarters, gain, because of a gift, he sews,
A high-road, a boat, should eat, the
one with the other: these ten.

TheThird Division: that on Exhortation
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Bu-Pc 31.1.1

BD 2.303

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time, not far from Sāvatthī, alms-food came to be prepared in
a public rest-house¹ by some guild.The group of six monks, dress-
ing in the morning, taking their bowls and robes, entering Sāvatthī
for alms-food, (but) not obtaining alms-food, went to the public
rest-house. People, saying: “At last the revered ones are come,” duly
waited upon them.Then the group of six monks also on the second
day … also on the third day, dressing in the morning … going to the
public rest-house, ate (a meal).Then it occurred to the group of six
monks:
“What difference do we make?² Having gone to the monastery,

then tomorrow³ it will be right to return just here.”⁴ Staying on and
on⁵ just there, they ate alms-food at the public rest-house. Followers

Vin 4.70

of other sects went away. People … spread it about, saying:
“How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, staying on and on,

eat alms-food at the public rest-house?The alms-food at the public
rest-house is not prepared merely⁶ for them, the alms-food at the
public rest-house is prepared simply for everybody.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“Howcan the group of sixmonks, staying on and on, eat alms-food

at a public rest-house?” …
BD 2.304

“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks … rest-house?”

¹ āvasathapiṇḍa. See Vinaya Texts i.37, n. 3, for information and references. Cf.
āvasathāgāra, above, bd 2.198. ² kiṁmayaṁ karissāma. ³ hiyyo. Vin-a 810 reads
bhīyyo pī ti sve pi. ⁴ idh’eva āgantabbaṁ bhavissati. ⁵ anuvasitvā anuvasitvā.
⁶ eva.
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“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men … rest-house? It is not, foolish men,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“One meal at a public rest-house may be eaten. If he should eat

more than that, there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 31.2.1 Now at that time the venerable Sāriputta, going through the Ko-
salan country to Sāvatthī, approached a certain public rest-house.
People saying: “At last the elder is come,” duly waited upon (him).
Then when the venerable Sāriputta had eaten, a painful affliction
arose, he was not able to leave that public rest-house.Then on the
second day these people spoke thus to the venerable Sāriputta: “Eat,
honoured sir.” Then the venerable Sāriputta, thinking: “It is not
allowed by the lord, staying on and on, to eat alms-food at a public
rest-house,” and being scrupulous, he did not accept; he became
famished. Then the venerable Sāriputta, having gone to Sāvatthī,
told this matter to the monks. The monks told this matter to the
lord.Then the lord in this connection, on this occasion, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, when a monk is ill, staying on and on, to

eat alms-food at a public rest-house. And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Onemeal in a public rest-housemay be eaten by amonkwho

is not ill. If he should eat more than that, there is an offence of
expiation.”

Bu-Pc 31.3.1 Not illmeans: he is able to leave that public rest-house. Illmeans:
he is not able to leave that public rest-house.

Vin 4.71

BD 2.305 Meal in a public rest-house means: any one meal of the five
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(kinds of) meals¹; as much as is wanted² is prepared, not specially
for him,³ in a hall or in a hut⁴ or at the foot of a tree or in the open
air.

By a monk who is not ill means: (a meal) may be eaten once
(only). If he accepts more than that, thinking: “I will eat,” there is
an offence of wrong-doing; for each mouthful, there is an offence of
expiation.⁵

Bu-Pc 31.3.2

If he thinks that he is not ill when he is not ill, (and) eats more
than ameal at a public rest-house, there is an offence of expiation. If
he is in doubt as to whether he is not ill … If he thinks that he is ill
when he is not ill … offence of expiation. If he thinks that he is not ill
when he is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether he is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that he is ill when he is ill, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 31.3.3

There is no offence if he is ill; if he eats once when he is not ill;
if he eats going out or coming in; if the proprietors, having invited
him, offer him food, if it is specially⁶ prepared (for him); if what is
prepared is not as much as is wanted⁷; setting aside the five (kinds
of) meals there is no offence in (eating) any others⁸; if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.298; below, bd 2.330. ² yāvadattho. Vin-a 810, “such a lot of
food not being allotted.” ³ anodissa. Vin-a 810, “prepared for all.” ⁴ maṇḍapa.
⁵ Cf. above, bd 2.298. ⁶ odissa, thus disproving Pali-English Dictionary’s “only in
negative”. ⁷ Vin-a 811, “and he takes very little.” ⁸ Cf. above, bd 2.299; below,
bd 2.314, bd 2.320.
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Bu-Pc 32.1.1

BD 2.306

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time¹ Devadatta, gain and honour lost,² ate with his
friends, having asked andasked³ amonghouseholds. People…spread
it about, saying:
“How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, eat, having asked and

asked among households? Who is not fond of well-cooked things?
Who does not like sweet things?”⁴

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can Devadatta eat with his friends, having asked and asked

among households?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Devadatta, ate with your friends,

having asked and asked among households?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, eat with your friends, having asked

and asked among households? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:

BD 2.307

¹ Cf. Vin 2.196. Vinaya Texts iii.250, n. 2, referring to this pācittiya, says that it is “a
rule the previous existence of which is implied in the decision given here”—i.e.,
that (not more than) three monks shall eat a groupmeal at people’s houses. Who-
ever does so shall be dealt with yathādhamma, according to the rule—this means
Bu-Pc 32. ² pahīnalābhasakkāra. Even Ajātasattu turned against him, when De-
vadatta, attempting to murder the Buddha, had a fierce elephant let loose on the
road by which Gotama was to travel. See Vin-a 811. Whole story told Vin 2.184ff.
³ viññāpetvā viññāpetvā. ⁴ = below, bd 2.341.
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In a group-meal,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.
Vin 4.72

Bu-Pc 32.2.1Now at that time people invited ill monks to a meal.Themonks,
being scrupulous, did not consent, saying: “A group-meal is forbid-
den by the lord.”They told this matter to the lord.Then the lord on
this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, when a monk is ill to eat a group-meal. And

thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of

expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness; this is a right
time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 32.3.1Now at that time people, at the time of giving robes, having pre-
pared a meal with the robes, invited monks, saying: “Having offered
food, we will clothe (you) with robes.”Themonks, being scrupulous,
did not consent, saying: “A group-meal is forbidden by the lord.”

BD 2.308

Little robe-material accrued (to them).²They told this matter to the

¹ gaṇabhojane, group- or party-meal. Two to four monks constitute a gaṇa, group.
See Old Commentary, below, and Vin-a 812. Vinaya Texts i.38, Vinaya Texts ii.151, “in
a body”—i.e., a meal taken in a body, a group, instead of singly. At Vin 2.196 one of
the three reasons why monks may not eat in a body is kulānuddayā, compassion
for households. Unrestricted, obviously they might become too heavy a burden.
But at Vin 1.254 a group-meal is allowable after the making of the kaṭhina cloth.
Gaṇabhojana, paraṁparabhojana (Bu-Pc 33) and (an)atirittabhojana (Bu-Pc 35) form
the subject of a controverted point at Kv 552. At Vism67 one of the advantages of
being a piṇḍapātika, almsman, livingmore or less on scraps, is said to be that such a
monkwill not fall into the offences, contained in this section of the Vinaya, of eating
a group-meal or an out-of-turn meal. ² uppajjati. Vin-a 811 says, “Not taking the
meal they did not give robes, therefore little accrued.” Cf. below, bd 2.318, bd 2.364.
Here Vinaya Texts i.38, n. 4, says this exception was “simply to guard against the
stock of robes falling short.” Cf. Vinaya Texts ii.150, n. 1.
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lord. He said:
“I allow you,monks, at a time of giving robes, to eat a group-meal.¹

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of

expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness, a time of giving
robes; this is a right time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 32.4.1 Now at that time people, at the (time of) making robes,² invited
monks to a meal. The monks, being scrupulous, did not consent,
saying: “A group-meal is forbidden by the lord.”They told thismatter
to the lord. He said:
“I allowyou,monks, at a time ofmaking robes, to eat a group-meal.

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of

expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness, a time of giving
robes, a time of making robes; this is a right time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 32.5.1 Now at one timemonks were going on a journey together with
Vin 4.73

(some) men.Then these monks said to these men:
“Sirs, wait a moment, we will go for alms-food.”These said:
“Honoured sirs, eat just here.”Themonks, being scrupulous, did

BD 2.309

not accept (food), saying: “A group-meal is forbidden by the lord.”
They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, at a time of going on a journey, to eat a group-

meal. And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of

expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness, a time of giving

¹ Cf. Vin 1.254. ² cīvarakārake. Here samaya is omitted; it is inserted in the “al-
lowance” and in the “rule,” cīvarakārasamaya, below.
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robes, a time of making robes, a time of going on a journey; this is a
right time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 32.6.1Nowat that timemonkswere going in aboat togetherwith (some)
men.Then these monks said to these men:
“Sirs, take us to the bank for a moment, we will go for alms-food.”

These said:
“Honoured sirs, eat just here.”Themonks, being scrupulous, did

not accept (food), saying: “A group-meal is forbidden by the lord.” …
“I allow you, monks, at a time of being embarked in a boat, to eat

a group-meal. And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:

In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of
expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness, a time of giving
robes, a time of making robes, a time of going on a journey, a time of
being embarked in a boat; this is a right time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 32.7.1Now at that time, monks having spent the rains in (various) dis-
tricts,¹ came to Rājagaha to see the lord. People, having seen the
monks from various parts of the country,² invited them to a meal.

BD 2.310

Themonks, being scrupulous, did not consent.
“I allow you, monks, to eat a group-meal when there is a great

scarcity.³ And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of

expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness … a time of

¹ Disā. ² nānāverajjake, or various provinces, different kingdoms. Cf. an iii.263.
³ mahāsamaye. See Old Commentary below, and Vin-a 813. Four Monks may not
beg, but when a great scarcity comes, this rule is waived, otherwise it might be
impossible for all to get a meal. Samaya also means both time and concourse; for
the latter, cf.Mahāsamayasuttanta of dn
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embarking in a boat, when there is a great scarcity; this is a right
time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Vin 4.74

Bu-Pc 32.8.1 Now at one time a blood-relation of King Seniya Bimbisāra of
Magadha had gone forth among theNaked Ascetics.Then that Naked
Ascetic approached King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, and having
approached, he spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“I, sire, wish to make a meal for all heretics.”¹
“If, you, honoured sir, would first entertain the Order of monks

with the enlightened one at their head, you might do this.”
Then that Naked Ascetic sent a messenger to the monks, saying:
“Let the monks consent to (take) a meal with me on the morrow.”
Themonks, being scrupulous, did not consent, saying: “A group-

meal is forbidden by the lord.”Then that Naked Ascetic approached
the lord, and having approached he exchanged friendly greetings
with the lord, and having exchanged greetings of friendliness and

BD 2.311

courtesy, he stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a
respectful distance, that Naked Ascetic spoke thus to the lord:
“The revered Gotama is gone forth; I, too, am gone forth. One who

has gone forth is worthy to accept the alms-food of onewho has gone
forth. Let the revered Gotama consent to (take) a meal with me on
the morrow together with the Order of monks.”

The lord consented by becoming silent.Then that Naked Ascetic,
having obtained the lord’s consent, departed.Then the lord, on that
occasion, in that connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed
the monks, saying:
“I allowyou,monks, to eat agroup-meal at ameal-timeof recluses.²

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“In a group-meal, except at a right time, there is an offence of

expiation. In this case, a right time is a time of illness, a time of

¹ sabbapāsaṇḍikabhatta. ² Samaṇabhattasamaya. Samaṇa is a member of a per-
manent body, either belonging to Gotama’s Order, saddhammika, or to another
ascetic-body, aññatitthiya.
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giving robes, a timeofmaking robes, a timeof going ona journey,
a time of being embarked in a boat,when there is a great scarcity,
a meal-time of recluses; this is a right time in this case.”

Bu-Pc 32.9.1Group-mealmeans: when four monks eat, invited to any one
meal of the five (kinds of) meals, this is called a group-meal.

Except at a right timemeans: setting a right time to one side.
Time of illnessmeans: even when the feet become split¹; this

means that at a time of illness (a group-meal) may be eaten.
Time of giving robesmeans: the last month of the rainy season

when the kaṭhina cloth is not (formally) made, the fivemonths when
BD 2.312

the kaṭhina cloth is (formally) made²; this means that at the time of
giving robes (a group-meal) may be eaten.

Time ofmaking robesmeans: when the robes are being made;
this means that at the time of making robes (a group-meal) may be
eaten.

Vin 4.75

Time of going on a journeymeans: if he thinks: “I will go for
half a yojana,” (a group-meal) may be eaten, it may be eaten by him
going out, it may be eaten by him coming in.³

Time of being embarked in a boatmeans: if he thinks: “I will
embark in a boat,” (a group-meal) may be eaten, it may be eaten by
him embarking, it may be eaten by him disembarking.

A great scarcitymeans: when two or three monks, walking for
alms-food, keep themselves going, (but) when a fourth has come
they do not keep themselves going; this means that when there is a
great scarcity (a group-meal) may be eaten.

Meal-timeof reclusesmeans:whoevermakes ameal, being one
who has attained (to the stage of) a wanderer,⁴ this means that at
the meal-time of recluses (a group-meal) may be eaten.

¹ pādāpi phālitā honti, so that a monk cannot go to a village for alms, Vin-a 812.
Not an uncommon complaint among people who usually go barefoot. ² = be-
low, bd 2.366. Cf. above, bd 2.5, bd 2.26, for atthata kaṭhina. ³ Cf. below, bd 2.405.
⁴ paribbājakasamāpanna. Vin-a 813 says this is a certain one among co-religionists
and members of other sects. For definition of paribbājaka, see Vin 4.92, Vin 4.285.
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If, except at the right time, he accepts (food), thinking, “I will
eat,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there is
an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 32.9.2

If he thinks that it is a group-meal when it is a group-meal, (and)
eats, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is a group-meal … If he thinks that it is not
a group-meal when it is a group-meal … offence of expiation. If he
thinks that it is a group-meal when it is not a group-meal, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a
group-meal, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it
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is not a group-meal when it is not a group-meal, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 32.9.3

There is no offence if it is at a right time; if two or three eat to-
gether¹; if having walked one by one for alms, they eat having assem-
bled together; if it is the regular supply of food; if it is food (allowed
by) ticket²; if it is (food given) on a day of the waxing or waning of

¹ Vin-a 814 distinguishes five groups of four persons: (1) those not invited, where
one of those invited does not come, but someone else arrives and receives food: no
offence; (2) those going for alms, where one does not accept the invitation but re-
ceives his share as he is going to the village: no offence; (3) those not ordained,when
monks are invited with a probationer: no offence; (4) those sending out their bowls,
where one going away sends out his bowl: no offence; (5) those who are ill, where
monks are invited with onewho is ill: no offence for the ill one. ² salākabhatta. At
times when alms-food was short, food-tickets were issued (salākāvutta) by a monk
in charge of the meals—a kind of steward. See, e.g., bd 1.11, bd 1.26, bd 1.151. This
and the next three terms occur at Vin 1.58, Vin 1.96; Vin 2.175. At Vin 1.58 = Vin 1.96
these four kinds ofmeals, togetherwith those derived from three other sources, are
called “extra allowances,” while at Vism66 it is said that the almsman, piṇḍapātika
(one who follows an ascetic practice), should not accept fourteen kinds of meals,
including food given by ticket and the next three kinds, as above. At Vin 2.175, at a
time when Rājagaha was short of alms-food, Gotama allows the monks to obtain
food in each of these (seven) ways.This and the next (as pakkhikabhatta) occur also
at Ja 2.209f.
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the moon,¹ if it is (given) on an Observance day,² if it is (given) on
BD 2.314

the day after an Observance day³; setting aside the five (kinds of)
meals, there is no offence in (eating) any other⁴; if he is mad, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ pakkhikaṁ. Cf. Vism66, translated at Path of Purity i.75, “on the day of the waxing
or waning of the month”; this emphasises the lunar control of such givings rather
better than does the “each fortnight” of Vinaya Texts i.173, or the “during a fortnight”
of Vinaya Texts iii.220. See Vinaya Texts iii.220, n. 6, and Pali-English Dictionary. A
fortnight, however, was one half of the lunar month: the light, moonlit half, or the
dark,moonless half.Pakkhikaṁmeans foodgivenanydayonce a fortnight,while the
next two expressions each refer to a particular day in the fortnight. ² uposathikaṁ,
the last day of each fortnight—i.e., either the full moon day or the dark moon day.
Uposathika is a fasting day for the lay people, butmonks recite the Pātimokkha then,
therefore it is a day to be observed or kept. Months are calculated from uposathika.
As it is the last day of each fortnight, the day after it is the beginning of a month.
³ pāṭipadikaṁ. Path of Purity i.75 has “on the first day of themoonlit fortnight”—i.e.,
at the beginning of a month, full moon to new moon or new moon to full moon.
⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.299, bd 2.305.
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Bu-Pc 33.1.1

BD 2.315

… at Vesālī in the Great Grove in the hall of the Gabled Roof. Now at
that time in Vesālī a succession of meals of sumptuous foods came to
be arranged.¹Then it occurred to a certain poorworkman: “This² will
not be inferior, in that these people duly prepare a meal. What now
if I were to prepare a meal?”Then that poor workman approached
Kirapatika,³ and having approached, he said to Kirapatika:
“I, master,⁴ want to prepare a meal for the Order of monks with

Vin 4.76

the enlightened one at the head. Give me a wage.”
NowKirapatika had faith andwas virtuous.ThenKirapatika gave

more than a wage⁵ to this poor work-man.Then the poor workman
went up to the lord, and having gone up, having greeted the lord,
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, the poor workman spoke thus to the lord:
“Lord, may the lord, together with the Order of monks, consent to

a meal with me tomorrow.”
“But, sir, do find out, the Order of monks is large.”
“Lord, let the Order of monks be large. Many are the jujube fruits⁶

prepared byme, the things to be drunk⁷ will be perfect on account
BD 2.316

¹ Vesāliyaṁ paṇītānaṁ bhattānam bhattapaṭipāṭi adhiṭṭhitā hoti. Cf. Vin 1.248, Kus-
inārāyam … hoti, translated Vinaya Texts ii.138, “a succession had been fixed, in
which the inhabitants of Kusināra should each in succession provide food for the
Saṅgha.” ² Vin-a 816, this teaching or this gift to the Order. ³ A clansman
(kulaputta) named Kira, evidently influential (patika), giving out work and paying
wages monthly, by the season, by the year, Vin-a 817. Mentioned nowhere but here,
I believe. ⁴ ayyaputta. ⁵ abbhatireka vetana. ⁶ badara. ⁷ peyya.
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of the juice of the jujube fruits.”¹
The lord consented by becoming silent.Then that poor workman,

having obtained the lord’s consent, having risen up from the seat,
having greeted the lord, departed, keeping his right side towards
him. Monks heard it said:
“The Order of monks, with the enlightened one at the head, is

invited for tomorrow by a poor workman. The things to be drunk
will be perfect on account of the juice of jujube fruits.” These ate,
walking for alms that morning. People heard it said: “The Order of
monks, with the enlightened one at the head, is invited by, the poor
workman.”These conveyedmuch solid food and soft food for the poor
workman. Then that poor workman, at the end of that night, hav-
ing had sumptuous solid food and soft food prepared, had the time
announced to the lord, saying: “Lord, it is time, the meal is ready.”
Then the lord, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and robe,
approached the poor workman’s dwelling, and having approached
he sat down on the appointed seat together with the Order of monks.
Then that poorworkman served themonks in a refectory.Themonks
spoke thus:
“Sir, give a little, give a little, sir.” He said: “Do not you, honoured

sirs, accept so very little saying, ‘This is a poorworkman.’Much solid
food and soft food was prepared for me. Honoured sirs, accept as
much as you please.”
“Sir, it is not for this reason thatwe accept so very little, butwe ate,

having walked for alms this morning; that is why we are accepting
so very little.”

BD 2.317

Then that poor workman looked down upon, criticised, spread it
about, saying:
“How can the revered sirs, invited byme, eat elsewhere?² Yet am I

¹ badaramissena. Vin-a 817 explains by badarasāḷavena. According to Pali-English
Dictionary, badaramissa is “mixture or addition of the juice of the jujube fruits,”
while it says that sāḷava is “perhaps a kind of salad.” At Atthasālinī 320 lapila, cf.
lambila, bitter or astringent, is defined as badarasāḷava-kapiṭṭhasāḷavadi, the s° of
the jujube, the s° of the wood-apple is astringent. ² Cf. Vin 3.66, where monks
accepted lodgings elsewhere, thus annoying their would-be host, who also refers
to them as bhaddantā.
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not competent¹ to give as much as they please?”
Monks heard this poor workman who… spread it about.Those

Vin 4.77

who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can these monks, invited somewhere, eat elsewhere?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the monks, invited somewhere,

ate elsewhere?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men … eat elsewhere? It is not,

monks … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In an out-of-turn meal,² there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 33.2.1

BD 2.318
Now at that time a certainmonk became ill. Amonk, taking alms-

food, went up to that monk, and having gone up he spoke thus to
that monk: “Eat, your reverence.”
“Very well, your reverence, but there is for me the expectation of

a meal.”
Alms-food was conveyed to that monk in the evening.That monk

did not eat as much as expected. They told this matter to the lord.

¹ na cāhaṁpaṭibalo. Oldenberg, Vin 4.359, says: “The ‘na’ appears not to be correct.”
It is only correct if the sentence is interrogative, na ca = but not. ² paraṁparabho-
jane. Vinaya Texts i.38, “there is pācittiya in taking food in turn,” with note (q.v.) to
say, “that is, in picking and choosing with regard to food, or in regard to different
invitations.The bhikkhus were to eat straight on whatever was given, and to accept
invitations in the order in which they were received.” Pali-English Dictionary gives
phrase as “taking food in succession,” successive feeding. Gogerly, Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society, 1862, p. 445, gets the gist of the notion without literal accu-
racy: “If a priest eat his ordinary meal when under an invitation to dine, except
on allowed occasions, it is Pachittiyan.” Also Dickson, Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society, 1876, p. 112: “A sin is committed when a priest takes food in any other order
than that in which it is offered to him.” Huber, J. Bu-As., Nov–Dec, 1913, does not
attempt a translation. Path of Purity 1.76 calls it “ameal subsequent to the acceptance
of a previous one.” This kind of meal should not be accepted by the piṇḍapātika,
almsman; see above, bd 2.307, n. 1.
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Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given rea-
soned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you,monks, when amonk is ill, to eat an out-of-turnmeal.

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
In an out-of-turn meal, except at a right time, there is an offence

of expiation. In this case, a right time is a time of illness; this is a
right time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 33.3.1At that time people, at the time of giving robes, having had ameal
prepared together with the robes, invited monks, saying: “Having
offered food, we will present (you) with robes.”Themonks, being
scrupulous, did not consent, saying: “It is forbidden by the lord to
eat an out-of-turn meal.” … (See Bu-Pc 32.3, Bu-Pc 32.4) … “… should
be set forth:
“Inanout-of-turnmeal, exceptataright time, there isanoffen-

ce of expiation. In this case a right time is a time of illness, a time
of giving robes, a time ofmaking robes; this is a right time in this
case.”¹

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 33.4.1Then the lord, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and
Vin 4.78

robe, with the venerable Ānanda as his attendant,² came up to a cer-
tain household, and having come up he sat down on the appointed

BD 2.319

seat.Then these people gave a meal to the lord and to the venerable
Ānanda. The venerable Ānanda, being scrupulous, did not accept
(it).
“Take it, Ānanda,” he said.
“Very well, lord, (but) there is for me the expectation of a meal.”
“Well now, Ānanda, having assigned it (to another), take (this

food).”

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.308; below, bd 2.365. ² Cf. bd 1.20, n. 1.
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Then the, lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, having assigned (food to another), to eat an

out-of-turnmeal. And thus, monks, should it be assigned: ‘I will give
the meal that I am expecting to so and so.’ ”¹

Bu-Pc 33.5.1 An out-of-turnmealmeans: invited to any one meal of the five
(kinds of) meals, having set this to one side, if he eats any one other
meal of the five (kinds of) meals, this means an out-of-turn meal.

Except at a right timemeans: setting aside a right time.
Time of illnessmeans: sitting in one seat he is not able to eat as

much as he pleases: this means that at a time of illness (an out-of-
turn meal) may be eaten.

Time of giving robesmeans: … Time ofmaking robesmeans:
… (see Bu-Pc 32).

If, except at a right time, he accepts (food), saying: “I will eat …”
(see Bu-Pc 32.9.1) … If he thinks that it is not an out-of-turn meal
when it is not an out-of-turn meal there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 33.5.2

There is no offence if it is at a right time; if he eats, having as-
signed (a meal); if he eats two or three invitations together²; if he

BD 2.320

eats the invitations in succession³; if invited by a whole village he
eats anywhere in that village; if invited by a whole guild he eats any-
where in that guild; if being invited, he speaks saying: “I will take
alms-food”⁴; if it is the regular supply of food; if it is food (allowed
by) ticket; if it is (food given) on a day of the waxing or waning of
the moon; if it is (given) on an Observance day; if it is (given) on the
day after an Observance day; setting aside the five (kinds of) meals,

¹ Either to one who is present, or if he sees no one, then he should assign it to one
person among the five kinds of his co-religionists. Vin-a 817. ² Vin-a 817, two or
three families invite him, and he puts the food into one bowl, eats it in one place.
³ nimantanapaṭipāṭiya bhuñjati. This must mean in the order in which they are
given. ⁴ Vin-a 819, “I do not require your meal.”
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there is no offence in (eating) any other; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.¹

TheThird

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 32.9.3.
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Bu-Pc 34.1.1

BD 2.321

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time a woman lay-follower, the mother of Kāṇā,¹ had faith and

Vin 4.79
was virtuous. Kāṇā² came to be given³ to a certain man in a village.
Then Kāṇā went to her mother’s house on some business or other.
Then Kāṇā’s husband sent a messenger to Kāṇā, saying: “Let Kāṇā
come back, I desire Kāṇā’s return.” Then the woman lay-follower,
Kāṇā’s mother, saying: “It is awkward to go empty-handed,”⁴ cooked
a cake.⁵ When the cake was cooked, a certainmonkwalking for alms
came up to the dwelling of the woman lay-follower, Kāṇā’s mother.
Then the woman lay-follower, Kāṇā’s mother, gave the cake to that
monk. He, having gone away, told another, and she gave him a cake.
He, having gone away, told another, and she gave him a cake.⁶ As

¹ Kāṇāmata.The Babbu-Jātaka was told on account of Kāṇāmata.The Introduction
to this Jātaka (Ja 1.477) differs somewhat from the above account, and also says that
Kāṇāmata was a stream-attainer (as does Vin-a 819) and a disciple of the noble
ones. Different version again at Dhp-a 2. 149ff. (on Dhp82). Kāṇāmata and Kāṇā
mentioned only in this Jātaka, pācittiya 34 and Dhp-a . ² She was so beautiful that
when people saw her they became blind (Kāṇā) through passion, blinded (andha)
with passion, so she was called Kāṇā because she caused blindness in others, Vin-
a 819. ³ I.e., in marriage. ⁴ kismiṁ viya rittahatthaṁ gantuṁ. Cf. Ja 1.477, kathaṁ
tuccha-hatthāvagamissasi; and seeabove, bd 2.43, “it is awkward togooutwith (only)
one piece of cloth,” kismiṁ viya ekasāṭakaṁ gantuṁ, with n. 4. Vin-a 819 explains by
kīdisaṁ viya, lajjanakaṁ viya hoti, it is like that, it is like causing shame. ⁵ pūva.
Vinaya Texts i.39, “sweetmeats,” which it was “the custom to send as presents from
one house to another” (Vinaya Texts i.39, n. 1). ⁶ Possibly a fourth monk came
and was given a cake, although the sentence is omitted. In the next paragraph four
monks went to the caravan for alms, and in the Babbu-Jātaka four cats make the
mouse give them food. Kāṇāmātā is said to have been themouse, and the fourmonks
the cats.
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soon as a cake was ready it disappeared.¹ A second time did Kāṇā’s
BD 2.322

husband send a messenger to Kāṇā, saying: “Let Kāṇā, come back,
I desire Kāṇā’s return.” A second time did the woman lay-follower,
Kāṇā’s mother, saying: “It is awkward to go empty-handed” … it
disappeared. A third time did Kāṇā’s husband send a messenger to
Kāṇā, saying: “Let Kāṇā, come back, I desire Kāṇā’s return. If Kāṇā
does not come back, I will take² another wife.” A third time did the
woman lay-follower, Kāṇā’s mother, saying: “It is awkward to go
empty-handed” … it disappeared. Then Kāṇā’s husband procured
anotherwife. Kāṇā heard: “It is said that anotherwife is taken by this
man.” She stood weeping.Then the lord, dressing in the morning,
taking his bowl and robe, came up to the dwelling of that woman
lay-follower, Kāṇā’s mother, and having come up he sat down on
the appointed seat. Then the woman lay-follower, Kāṇā’s mother,
approached the lord, and having approached and greeted the lord,
she sat down at a respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a
respectful distance, the lord spoke thus to the woman lay-follower,
Kāṇā’s mother:
“Why does this Kāṇā weep?”
Then the woman lay-follower, Kāṇā’s mother, told this matter to

the lord.Then the lord, having … gladdened the woman lay-follower,
Kāṇā’s mother, with talk on dhamma, rising up from his seat, de-
parted.

Bu-Pc 34.1.2

Nowat that time a certain caravanwas desirous of going fromRā-
jagaha to the south.³ A certainmonk, walking for alms-food, entered
that caravan for alms-food. A certain lay-follower had barley-meal⁴
given to that monk. He, having gone away, told another, and he had
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barley-meal given to him. He, having gone away, told another, and
he had barley-meal given to him. He, having gone away, told another,

¹ Vin-a 819: As she was a disciple of the noble ones, when she sawmonks she was
unable not to give, thus as soon as she gave everything disappeared. ² āneti, lead
back. ³ paṭi-y-āloka. Same phrase occurs at Vin 4.131; Vin-a 868 supports above
rendering. ⁴ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it
has been moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2981.)
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and he had barley-meal given to him. As soon as provisions for the
journey were ready, they disappeared.Then that lay-follower said to

Vin 4.80

these people:
“Masters, wait until tomorrow. As soon as provisions for the jour-

ney are ready, they are given to themasters. I will prepare provisions
for the journey.”

Saying: “Master, we are unable to wait, the caravan is setting
out,” they went away. Then as that lay-follower, having prepared
provisions for the journey,was going along last, thieves robbed (him).
People … spread it about, saying:
“How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not knowing moder-

ation, accept (provisions)?This (man) having given to them, going
along last, was robbed by thieves.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Then these
monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord in this connection,
on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“Because of this, monks, I will make known a rule of training for

monks, founded on ten reasons: for the excellence of the Order …
for following the rules of restraint.¹ And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“If a monk, going up to a family, (who) asking, should in-

vite² him (to take) cakes or barley-gruel,³ two or three bowl-
BD 2.324

fuls may be accepted by a monk desiring them. Should he ac-
cept more than that, there is an offence of expiation. Having
accepted two or three bowlfuls, having taken them back⁴ from
there, they must be shared together with the monks. This is the
proper course in this case.”

Bu-Pc 34.2.1 If a monk, going up to a familymeans: a family means: there

¹ Cf. bd 1.37, and above, bd 2.87. ² abhihaṭṭhuṁ pavāreyya. See above, bd 2.51, n. 1.
³ mantha. Combinedwithmadhupiṇḍdika, honey-ball, at Vin 1.4. See above, bd 2.322,
n. 4. ⁴ I.e., to the monastery.
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are four (kinds of) family: noble family, brahmin family, merchant
family, low-class family.¹

Going up tomeans: going there.
A cakemeans: whatever is prepared as a present.²
Barley-gruelmeans: whatever is prepared as provisions for a

journey.
Asking, should invitemeans: they say, ‘take just asmuch as you

want.’
Desiringmeans: wanting.
Two or three³ bowlfulsmay be acceptedmeans: two or three⁴

bowlfuls may be accepted.
Should he accept more than that means: if he accepts more

than that, there is an offence of expiation.
Having accepted two or three bowlfuls, while taking them back

from there, seeing a monk, he should be told: ‘Two or three bowl-
fuls were accepted byme in such and such a place, so do not accept
(anything) there.’ If, seeing (him), he does not tell (him), there is
an offence of wrong-doing.⁵ If, although told, he accepts, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Vin 4.81

Having taken them back from there, they must be shared
BD 2.325

together with the monksmeans: returning, having taken them
back,⁶ they must be shared.

This is the proper course in this casemeans: this is the appro-

¹ = Vin 3.184; Vin 4.177, Vin 4.272. ² pahiṇaka. Vin-a 819 explains by paṇṇākara, a
donation, present, gift. ³ dvitti…dve tayo. ⁴ dvitti…dve tayo. ⁵ Therewasa case
in Colombo not long ago where monks visited for alms-food the hut of some very
humble people, who that very day had managed to collect for themselves a rather
less scanty meal than usual.Themonks did not tell others that they had called here;
and it happened that others followed them, so thepeoplehad togive awayall the food
they had.Thematter was looked into by the Order and the monks’ attention drawn
to this Pācittiya. ⁶ paṭikkamanaṁ nīharitvā. Vin-a 820 says that if two or three
bowlfuls are taken, putting one aside for himself, one or two respectively should
be given to the Order. Cf. paṭikkamanasālā at Snp-a 53. Vin-a 820 says, āsanasālaṁ
gacchantena ca chaḍḍitasālā na gantabbaṁ yattha hi bhikkhusaṅgho nisīdati tattha
gantabbaṁ—that is, the monkmust go there where the Order is sitting down, to a
hall with seats.
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priate course¹ in this case.

Bu-Pc 34.2.2

If he thinks that there are more when there are more than two
or three bowlfuls, (and) accepts, there is an offence of expiation. If
he is in doubt as to whether there are more than … If he thinks that
there are less when there are more than two or three bowlfuls, (and)
accepts, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that there are
more when there are less than two or three bowlfuls, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether there are less
than two or three bowlfuls, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he thinks that there are less when there are less than two or three
bowlfuls, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 34.2.3

There is no offence if he accepts two or three bowlfuls; if he ac-
cepts less than two or three bowlfuls; if they give what is prepared
neither as a present nor as provisions for a journey; if they give the
remainder of what is prepared either as a present or as provisions
for a journey; if they give because the journey is given up²; if they
belong to relations; if they are invited; if they are for the good of
another; if it is by means of his own property; if he is mad, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

The Fourth

¹ anudhammatā; cf. above, bd 2.69. ² gamane paṭippassaddhe. Vin-a 820 says, “see-
ing an accident on the road, or not wanting (to travel), they say, ‘We will not set
forth, we will not go,’ ” thus the journey is paṭippassaddhe, upacchinne, broken off,
interrupted.
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Bu-Pc 35.1.1

BD 2.326

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time, a certain brahmin, having invited the monks, gave them a
meal.Themonks, having eaten,¹ being satisfied,² went to relations
and families, and some ate, some went out taking the alms-bowl.
Then that brahmin spoke thus to the neighbours³:
“Masters, themonks were satisfied⁴ byme; come and I will satisfy

you.”These said:
“Howwill you, master, satisfy us? For those invited by you came

to our houses, some ate, others went out taking the alms-bowl.”
Then that brahmin looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,

saying:
“How can the revered sirs, having eaten in our house, eat else-

where?⁵ Yet am I not competent to give as much as they please?”⁶
Monks heard that brahmin who … spread it about.Those who were

BD 2.327

modest monks … spread it about, saying:

¹ bhuttāvin. ² pavāritā. Pavāreti in conjunction with bhuttāvin seems in Vinaya
to mean “to offer, to invite,” also “to satisfy,” as in Pali-English Dictionary Vinaya
Texts i.39, Vin 2.74, Vin 2.76, Vin 2.118 use “to offer” or “invite.” Vin-a 821 says that
the brahmin told the monks to take as much as they wanted, but they asked for
only a little. Lower down there is another verb, santappati, meaning to satisfy, just
as nimantetimeans “to invite.” Doubtless the notion of offering implied satisfying,
and here “refusing” on the part of the monk. Vin-a 821 says, “the offer made, the
refusal made,” which probably means, as Vinaya Texts i.39 suggests, that the monk,
though he has finished his meal, is still invited to continue eating—but refuses to
do so. Cf. abhihaṭṭhuṁ pavāreyya at bd 2.51 above. At Mil 266 one of the offences into
which an arahan may fall is said to be that of thinking food was not offered when it
was offered. ³ paṭivissake. Cf.mn i.126. ⁴ santappitā. ⁵ Cf. bd 1.110, and above,
bd 2.317. ⁶ Cf. above, bd 2.317.
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“How can these monks, having eaten, being satisfied, eat else-
where?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks … ate elsewhere?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“Monks, how can these foolish men, having eaten, being satisfied,

Vin 4.82

eat elsewhere? Monks, it is not for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, having eaten, being satisfied, should eat or par-

take of solid food or soft food,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 35.2.1 Now at that time monks brought back sumptuous alms-food for
ill monks.²The ill monks did not eat as much as expected, (and) the
monks threw these away.³The lord heard a loud noise, a great noise,
a noise (like) the cawing of crows,⁴ and hearing this he addressed
the venerable Ānanda, saying:
“What, Ānanda, is this loud noise, this great noise, this noise (like)

the cawing of crows?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to
the lord.
“But, Ānanda, monks should eat what is left over by ill (monks).⁵”
“They would not eat it, lord.”
Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given

BD 2.328

reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to eat what is left over⁶ both by one who is ill

and by one who is not ill. And, monks, (what is left over) should be

¹ The two terms for eating, khādeyya and bhuñjeyya, correspond to the two classes
of food, khādaniya, solid food, and bhojaniya, soft food. Vinaya Texts i.39, n. 5, gives
some account of what these comprise, and see Old Commentary below. ² At
Vin 1.293 the monk who tends the sick,Monks’ gilānupaṭṭāko, is the one who brings
back food for him. ³ chaḍḍenti, or rejected them, tāni. ⁴ = Vin 1.239.The last of
these three noises is kākoravasadda. ⁵ gilānātiritta. ⁶ atiritta. Cf.Mil 266, where
one of the offences into which an arahan may fall is said to be that of thinking food
is left over when it is not left over.
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made left over,¹ saying, ‘All this is enough.’² And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, having eaten, being satisfied, should eat or

partake of solid food or soft food that is not left over,³ there is an
offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 35.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Having eatenmeans: any onemeal of the five (kinds of) meals,⁴

and even (as little as) becomes eaten with a blade of grass.⁵
Being satisfiedmeans: eating is to be seen,⁶ a meal is to be seen,

BD 2.329

standing within a reach of the hand,⁷ he asks⁸ (him), a refusal is to
be seen.⁹

What is not left over¹⁰ means: it becomes made not allowable¹¹;

¹ atirittaṁ kātabbaṁ. ² alaṁ etaṁ sabbaṁ, spoken by the ill monk. If he is too ill to
speak, he makes a sign. ³ anatiritta. Exceptions are made to this rule at Vin 1.213,
Vin 1.214, Vin 1.215 in times of scarcity. But at Vin 1.238, the time of scarcity having
passed, the exception does not stand, and the monk is to be dealt with according to
rule—i.e., to this Bu-Pc 35. Referred to also at Vism69. In the account of the Council
of Vesālī (Kd 12) it is affirmed that gāmantarakappa—i.e. (as explained at Vin 2.300),
going amidst villages, having eaten, being satisfied—it is not allowable to eat food
that is left over because (Vin 2.306) it violates a pācittiya rule. It is also affirmed that
amathitakappa—i.e. (as explained at Vin 2.301), having eaten, being satisfied—it
is not allowable to drink milk that is left over, because it violates a pācittiya rule
(Vin 2.307). ⁴ Thosementioned below, bd 2.330. ⁵ Cf.below, bd 2.100. ⁶ asanaṁ
paññāyati. Vinaya Texts i.39, n. 2, reads āsanaṁ, and translates tentatively, “a seat
for him is there.” Vin-a 821 says, “a meal left unfinished means ‘he is satisfied’ …
it is to be seen (dissati).” ⁷ hatthapāse ṭhito. Vin-a 821, “if, taking enough of the
meal offered, the donor comes to be in a place distant two and a half cubits (from
him)”; cf. above, bd 2.200, n. 1. ⁸ abhiharati—i.e., the donor or benefactor, dāyaka,
offers him food with a gesture. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 821, Vin-a 825 takes “standing
within a reach of the hand” and “he asks (him)” as separate items, while at Vin-
a 822 he says that in five ways is an offer or invitation, pavāraṇā, to be seen (or is
apparent, visible), and then he enumerates the five occurring in this paragraph.
⁹ paṭikkhepo paññāyati. Themonk refuses what was offered by a gesture or by voice.
This is called “being satisfied” according to the fifth of the ways given at Vin-a 822.
See preceding note, and also bd 2.326, n. 2. ¹⁰ anatiritta—i.e., if the following
means have not been carried out. ¹¹ akappiyakataṁ hoti. Kata in this and the
following phrases is comparable in meaning to the atirittaṁ kātabbaṁ above.
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it becomes made not formally accepted¹; it becomes made not deliv-
ered²; it becomes made not within a reach of the hand³; it becomes
made by one who has not eaten⁴; it becomes made by one who has
eaten, has been satisfied (and) has risen from his seat; it does not
come to be said, ‘All this is enough’; it does not come to be left over
by one who is ill: this means what is not left over.⁵

What is left overmeans: it becomesmade allowable; it becomes
made formally accepted; it becomesmadebeingdelivered; it becomes
made within a reach of the hand; it becomes made by one who has
eaten; it becomesmadebyonewhohas eaten, has been satisfied (and)
has not risen from his seat; it comes to be said, ‘All this is enough’; it

BD 2.330

comes to be left over by one who is ill: this means what is left over.
Vin 4.83

Solid foodmeans: setting aside the five (kinds of) meals, and
food (that may be eaten) during a watch of the night,⁶ during seven
days,⁷ during life,⁸ the rest means solid food.

Soft food means: the five (kinds of) meals: cooked rice,⁹ food

¹ appaṭiggahitakataṁ hoti—i.e., by the monk (Vin-a 829). ² anuccāritakataṁ hoti.
Vin-a 829 says kappiyaṁ kārāpetuṁ āgatena bhikkhunā īsakaṁ pi anukkhittaṁ vā
anapanāmitaṁ vā kataṁ. ³ Vin-a 829, to make it allowable is done by standing
beyond the reach of the hand of one coming in. ⁴ abhuttāvinā kataṁhoti. Vin-a 829
says that whoever saying, ‘This is enough,’ makes it left over, it is made (allowable)
by onewho has not eaten (though) a sufficientmeal was offered. ⁵ Vin-a 829 says,
by the seven Vinaya acts that which is left over is not made allowable, rather than
that not left over by an ill monk; but both should be called ‘not left over.’ ⁶ (This
footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to
an appendix with other long notes on page 2981.) ⁷ sattāhakālika. Vinaya Texts
ii.144 states that “this also refers to certain medicines; see the 23rd Nissaggiya.”
These medicines are the same as those referred to at Kd 6.1.5 = Kd 6.1.2 (Vin 1.199).
⁸ yāvajīvika. Vinaya Texts ii.144, n. 4, says, “what this refers to is unknown to us.”
I think it may refer to the different kinds of roots and other things allowed as
medicines, and which could be stored up for life, yāvajīvam, Vin 1.201. Vin-a 833,
quoting this Vinaya passage (Vin 1.201), says that these roots are called in the text
yāvajīvikaṁ.They apparently did not deteriorate with keeping, and so could be kept
during a life-time. ⁹ odana. Vin-a 822 says odana is sāḷi (rice), vīhi (paddy, rice),
yava (corn, barley), godhūma (wheat), kaṅgu (millet), varaka (a bean), kudrūsaka
(perhaps rye, see Dialogues of the Buddha 3. 70, n. 1)—i.e., the seven kinds of grain,
dhañña. At Vin 4.264 these seven appear in definition of āmakadhañña, grain in its
raw, uncooked state. Cf. dn-a 78, bd 1.83, n. 4. Vin-a 822 defines all these grains.
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made with flour,¹ barley-meal,² fish, meat. If he accepts, thinking,
‘I will eat, I will partake of,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. For
every mouthful there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 35.3.2

BD 2.331If he thinks that it is not left overwhen it is not left over (and) eats
or partakes of solid food or soft food, there is an offence of expiation.
If he is in doubt as to whether it is not left over … If he thinks that
it is left over when it is not left over … an offence of expiation. If he
accepts for the sake of nutriment (food to be eaten) during a watch
of the night, during seven days, during life, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. For everymouthful there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it is not left over when it is left over, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is left over,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is left over
when it is left over, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 35.3.3

There is no offence³ if, having caused it to be made left over, he
eats; if, having caused it to be made left over, he accepts it, thinking:
“I will eat”; if he goes away, conveying it for the sake of another; if
he eats the remainder of an ill (monk’s meal); if, when there is a
reason,⁴ he makes use of (food to be eaten) during a watch of the
night, during seven days, during life; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

The Fifth

¹ kummāsa. Vin-a 823 says that it is yavehi katakummāso, a junket made with barley;
see yava in previous note. ² sattu, see above, bd 2.322, n. 4. ³ Cf. Bu-Pc 36 below,
bd 2.334. ⁴ sati paccaye. Vin-a 831 says that if he is thirsty andmakes use of the
food to be eaten during the periods mentioned above, for the sake of slaking his
thirst, or if he has a pain that could be eased, and uses these foods for that purpose,
there is no offence.
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Bu-Pc 36.1.1

BD 2.332

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time two monks were travelling to Sāvatthī along a high-
road in the Kosalan districts. One monk indulged in bad habits; the
secondmonk said to this monk: “Your reverence, do not do that, it
is not allowable.” He grumbled at him.¹Then these monks arrived
at Sāvatthī. Now at that time food for the Order was (prepared) by a
certain guild² in Sāvatthī.The secondmonk, having eaten, came to
be satisfied.Themonk who grumbled,³ having gone to his relations,
taking alms-food, approached that monk, and having approached
he said to that monk:
“Do eat, your reverence.”
“No need, I am full, your reverence.”
“Your reverence, the alms-food is delicious, do eat.”
Then this monk, being pressed by that monk, ate that alms-food.

Themonk who grumbled said to that monk:
Vin 4.84

Your reverence, you think that I should be advised (byyou),when
you, having eaten, being satisfied, eat soft food that is not left over?”
“Your reverence, should it not be spoken about?”
“Your reverence, should it not be inquired into?”
Then that monk told this matter to the monks.Those who were

modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can a monk, asking a monk who has eaten, who is satisfied,

invite him (to take) soft food that is not left over?”
BD 2.333

¹ To here = Vin 2.118, but where the story proceeds to a tragic ending. ² Cf. above,
bd 2.160. ³ upanandha bhikkhu, explained by janita-upanāha, produced a grudge,
ill-will, Vin-a 831.
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“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, asking a monk … soft food
that is not left over?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, asking a monk who has eaten, who

is satisfied, invite him (to take) soft food that is not left over? It is
not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, asking¹ a monk who has eaten, who is sat-

isfied, should invite him (to take) solid food or soft food that is
not left over, saying: ‘Now, monk, eat or partake of,’² knowing,³
desiring to find fault with,⁴ in the eating there is an offence of
expiation.”

Bu-Pc 36.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Monkmeans: another monk.
Having eatenmeans: … (see Bu-Pc 35.3) … this meanswhat is not

left over.
Solid foodmeans: … (see Bu-Pc 35.3) …meat.
Asking, should invite⁵ means: he says, “Take just as much as

you want.
Heknows⁶means: either he knows byhimself, or others tell him,

or he⁷ tells him.
Desiring to find fault withmeans: if he asks (him), saying: ‘I

will reprove him for this, I will remind him, I will blame him, I will
makehim thinkback, Iwill shame⁸him,’ there is an offence ofwrong-
doing. If, at his bidding, he accepts, saying: ‘I will eat, I will partake

BD 2.334

of,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there is
an offence of wrong-doing. At the end of the meal there is an offence
of expiation.

¹ Above, bd 2.51, bd 2.323. ² Above, bd 2.327. ³ I.e., knowing bymeans of one
of the three ways of knowing (see Old Commentary) that that monk is satisfied.
⁴ āsādanāpekkho. Vin-a 831, desiring to arouse insult, rebuke, shame. ⁵ Above,
bd 2.51, bd 2.324. ⁶ Above, bd 2.161, bd 2.297. ⁷ I.e., that monk. ⁸ maṅkum
karoti, cf. above, bd 2.178.
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Bu-Pc 36.2.2

If he thinks that he was satisfied when he was satisfied (and),
asking him, invites him (to take) solid food or soft food that is not left
over, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether
he was satisfied … offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he was
not satisfiedwhen hewas satisfied… is no offence.¹ If he asks him (to
take) for the sake of nourishment (food to be eaten) during a watch
of the night, during seven days, during life, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If, at his bidding, he accepts, saying: ‘I will eat, I will
partake of,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he was satisfied
when he was not satisfied, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he

Vin 4.85

is in doubt as to whether he was not satisfied, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that he was not satisfied when he was not
satisfied, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 36.2.3

There is no offence² if, having caused it to be made left over, he
gives it; if, having caused it to be made left over, he gives it, saying,
“Eat”; if he gives it, saying: “Go away, conveying it for the sake of
another”; if he gives the remainder of an ill (monk’s meal); if, when
there is a reason, he gives (food to be eaten) during a watch of the
night, during seven days, during life, saying, “Make use of it”; if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Sixth

¹ Variant reading āpatti dukkaṭassa, see Vin 4.360. ² Cf. Bu-Pc 35, above, bd 2.331.
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Bu-Pc 37.1.1

BD 2.335

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time, in Rājagaha there came to be a festival on a moun-
tain top.¹The group of seventeenmonks went to see the festival on
the mountain-top. People, seeing the group of seventeen monks,
having bathed, having anointed themselves, having offered (them)
(food), gave solid food. The group of seventeen monks, taking the
solid food, having gone to the monastery, said to the group of six
monks:
“Take, your reverences, eat solid food.”
“Where did your reverences obtain solid food?” they said.
The group of seventeen monks told this matter to the group of

six monks.
“Then do you, your reverences, eat a meal at the wrong time?”²
“Yes, your reverences.”
The group of six monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it

about, saying:
“How can the group of seventeenmonks eat a meal at the wrong

¹ giraggasamajja. See on samajja interesting n. 4 at Dialogues of the Buddha 1.7, also
VinayaTexts iii.71. AtVin 2.107–108 the group of sixmonkswent to see such a festival,
at which there was singing, dancing, music: made a dukkaṭa offence. At Vin 4.267,
when the group of six monks went, the offence incurred is a pācittiya. Word oc-
curs again at Vin 2.150. In Vinaya the festival seems always to have been held on a
mountain near Rājagaha. Cf. Ja 3.538, where it is mentioned as being held all over
Jambudīpa. Vin-a 831 says that samajja (festival) is a high place on a mountain or
a high festival on a mountain. Also that it was announced seven days beforehand,
and held on level ground in the shadow of a mountain slope outside a city. See
also Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. Samajjamentioned alone at Ja 1.394, Ja 3.541.
² vikāle. Cf. Bu-Pc 85.
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time?”Then this group of six monks told this matter to the monks.
BD 2.336

Thosewhoweremodest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread
it about, saying:
“How can the group of seventeenmonks eat a meal at the wrong

time?”These monks told this matter to the lord.
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, ate a meal at the wrong

time?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, eat a meal at the wrong time? It is not,

foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should eat or partake of solid food¹ or soft

food at the wrong time,² there is an offence of expiation.”
Vin 4.86

Bu-Pc 37.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Thewrong timemeans: after noon has passed until sunrise.³

BD 2.337

Solid foodmeans: … Soft foodmeans: …meat. If he accepts it,
thinking: “I will eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-
doing. For every mouthful there is an offence of expiation.

¹ Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 832ff. enumerates various kinds of solid food under the
following categories: roots, tubers, roots of lotuses, top sprouts, leaves, flowers,
stones of fruits, eatables made from flour (piṭṭhakhā-daniya, cf. Vin 1.248, Vin 1.249,
where this was allowed to monks), resins. ² vikāle, see Old Commentary, just
below. At Vin 1.200 the fivemedicines are allowed to be used at the right time and at
the wrong time. Also at Vin 1.200 regulations are laid down for receiving, cooking,
mixing fat at the right time and at the wrong time. At Mil 266 it is said that a meal
at the wrong time is not a sin in the eyes of the world, but in the Jina’s teaching.The
account of the Council of Vesālī (Vin 2.294ff.) affirms that the dvaṅgula-kappa (i.e.,
when the shadow has turned by two finger-breadths, Vin 2.300) is not allowable,
because it violates the vikalābhojana pācittiya—i.e., eating at the wrong time.
See the vivid description attributed to Udāyin, at mn i.448f., of his feelings at

the successive injunctions for monks to give up day and evening meals, and his
ultimate conviction of the lord’s wisdom in stopping alms-giving in the dark of the
night. Cf. also mn i.124, mn i.473; and mn i.437, where Bhaddāli confessed that he
had not been able to keep to the regimen of one meal a day. ³ Cf. Vin 4.166.
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Bu-Pc 37.2.2

If he thinks that it is the wrong time when it is the wrong time
(and) eats or partakes of solid food or soft food, there is an offence of
expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is the wrong time … If he
thinks that it is the right time when it is the wrong time … offence
of expiation. If he accepts for the sake of nourishment (food to be
eaten) during a watch of the night, during seven days, during life,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is thewrong timewhen it
is the right time, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is the right time, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it is the right time when it is the right time, there is
no offence.

Bu-Pc 37.2.3

There is no offence¹ if, when there is a reason, he makes use of
(food) to be eaten during a watch of the night, during seven days,
during life; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Seventh

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.331, bd 2.334.
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Bu-Pc 38.1.1

BD 2.338

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa,¹ the preceptor of the venerable
Ānanda, was staying in the jungle. He, having walked for alms-food,
having conveyed boiled rice² to the monastery, having had it dried,
laid it aside;whenhe came toneed it for food, thenmoistening itwith
water, he ate it; after a long time he entered the village for alms-food.
Monks spoke thus to the venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa: “How is it that you,
your reverence, after a long time enter the village for alms-food?”
Then the venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa told this matter to the monks.They
said:
“But do you, your reverence, eat a meal that was stored³?”
“Yes, your reverences.”Those who were modest monks …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Belaṭṭhasīsa, ate a meal that was

stored?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, Belaṭṭhasīsa, eat a meal that was stored? It is not,

Belaṭṭhasīsa, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

Vin 4.87

“Whatevermonkshouldeatorpartakeof solid foodorsoftfood
BD 2.339

¹ Vin-a 838 says he was the prominent great thera of the thousand jaṭilas, or matted
hair ascetics. His verses given at Thag 16. In Commentary, on this (see Psalms of
the Bretheren, p. 21) it is said that with these ascetics he was tamed by Gotama, and
attained arahanship after the Utterance on Burning (Vin 1.35). He suffered from
eczema, Vin 1.202, Vin 1.295. ² sukkhakūra; Vin-a 838 calls it asūpabyañjana odana,
boiled rice without the curry and sauce. ³ sannidhikāraka bhojana.
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that was stored,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 38.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Storedmeans: accepted today, it becomes eaten the next day.
Solid foodmeans: … soft foodmeans: … meat. If he accepts it,

saying, “I will eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-
doing. For every mouthful there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 38.2.2

If he thinks that it is storedwhen it is stored (and) eats orpartakes
of solid food or soft food, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is stored … If he thinks that it is not stored
when it is stored … expiation. If he accepts for the sake of nutriment
food (to be eaten) during a watch of the night, during seven days,
during life, there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is storedwhen
it is not stored, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether it is not stored, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is not stored when it is not stored, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 38.2.3

There is no offence if, having stored² (food) for the time being,³
he eats it in that time; if, having stored (food to be eaten) during
a watch of the night, he eats it in a watch of the night⁴; if, having

BD 2.340

stored (food) to be eaten during seven days, he eats it in seven days;
if, when there is a reason, he uses (food to be eaten) during life⁵; if
he is mad; if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. rules against storing up medicines for more than seven days at Vin 1.209,
Vin 3.251. It is said that an arahan cannot become one to use for sensual pleasure
what is stored up, dn iii.235 = mn i.523 = an iv.370. Cf. also sannidhikāra at dn i.6. In
the Cūḷavagga account of the Council of Vesālī, Vin 2.294ff., it is called not allowable
to carry about salt in a horn, so as to put salt on to what is not salted (Vin 2.300), as
by so doing the “sannidhikārakabhojana pācittiya” would be infringed (Vin 2.306).
² nidahitvā, or hoarding. ³ yāvakālika. Vin-a 839, it may be eaten until noon. Cf.
above, bd 2.330, n. 1. ⁴ Vin-a 839, it may be eaten until the last watch of the night.
⁵ Cf. Vin 1.251 on relations of right and wrong times for eating these foods.
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The Eighth
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Bu-Pc 39.1.1

BD 2.341

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of sixmonks, having asked for sumptuous foods¹
for themselves,² ate them. People … spread it about, saying:
“Howcan the recluses, sons of theSakyans, having asked for sump-

tuous foods for themselves, eat them?Who is not fond ofwell-cooked
things? Who does not like sweet things?”³ Monks heard these people
who … spread it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it
about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, having asked for … eat them?”

Vin 4.88

…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, having asked for … ate

them?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, having asked for … eat them? It is not,

foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

Whatever are sumptuous foods, that is to say, ghee, fresh butter,
oil, honey, molasses,⁴ fish, meat, milk, curds—whatever monk, hav-
ing asked for sumptuous foods such as these for himself, should eat
them, there is an offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 39.2.1
¹ paṇītabhojanānī ti uttamabhojanam, Vin-a 840. ² attano atthāya.
³ = Vin 2.196 = Vin 4.71. ⁴ The five standard medicines.
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Now at that timemonks became ill. Monks, enquiring after the
ill ones, spoke thus to the ill monks:

BD 2.342

“We hope that your reverences are better, we hope that you are
keeping going.”
“Formerly, your reverences,we, having asked for sumptuous foods

for ourselves, ate them.Therefore there came to be comfort for us.
But now it is forbidden by the lord, and being scrupulous, we do not
ask, therefore there comes to be no comfort for us.”¹

They told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion,²
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, when amonk is ill, having asked for sump-

tuous foods for himself, to eat them. And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatever are sumptuous foods, that is to say, ghee, fresh but-

ter, oil,honey,molasses,fish,meat,milk, curds—whatevermonk
who isnot ill, having asked for sumptuous foods suchas these for
himself, should eat them, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 39.3.1 Whatever are sumptuous foods³: ghee⁴ is called ghee from cows
or ghee from she-goats or ghee from buffaloes, ghee from those
whose meat is allowable.⁵ Fresh butter means fresh butter from
just these. Oilmeans sesamum oil, oil of mustard seeds, oil contain-
ing honey, oil of the castor-oil plant, oil from tallow.Honeymeans
honey of bees.Molassesmeans what is produced from sugar-cane.
Fishmeans it is called one that lives in water.Meatmeans the meat
of thosewhosemeat is allowable.Milkmeansmilk of cows ormilk of
she-goats or milk of buffaloes, milk of those whosemeat is allowable.
Curdsmeans curds from just these.

Vin 4.89

BD 2.343 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
¹ Cf. above, bd 2.277; below, bd 2.399, bd 2.402. ² etasmiṁ pakaraṇe, “in this con-
nection,” omitted here. ³ Vin-a 840 says that besides these (nine)—i.e., ghee and
so on—sumptuous foods are also those prepared from the seven kinds of grain.
Cf. Vinaya Texts ii.133, n. 3. ⁴ From here to “sugar-cane” = Vin 3.251. See above,
bd 2.131. ⁵ Various kinds of meat which, if eaten, give rise to dukkaṭa offences are
given at Vin 1.218f.
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Sumptuous foods such as thesemeans: sumptuous foods like
these.

Not ill means: for whom there comes to be comfort without
sumptuous foods. Illmeans: for whom there does not come to be
comfort without sumptuous foods. Not ill, asks for himself, for
every request,¹ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he accepts
(alms) thinking, “I will eat on acquisition,” there is an offence of
wrong-doing. For every mouthful, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 39.3.2

If he thinks that he is not ill when he is not ill, (and) having asked
for sumptuous foods for himself, eats them, there is an offence of
expiation. If he is in doubt as-to whether he is not ill … If he thinks
that he is ill when he is not ill … expiation. If he thinks that he is
not ill when he is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in
doubt as to whether he is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he thinks that he is ill when he is ill, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 39.3.3

There is no offence if he is ill; if having become ill, having asked,
one who is not ill eats (the alms); if he eats the remainder of an ill
(monk’s meal);² if they belong to relations; if they are invited; if it is
for the good of another; if it is by means of his own property; if he is
mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ payoge payoge; each time he asks there is an offence. ² Cf. above, bd 2.331.
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Bu-Pc 40.1.1

BD 2.344

…at Vesālī in the Great Grove in theHall of the Gabled Pillars. Now at
that time a certain monk, wearing robes made entirely of rags, was
staying in a cemetery. He did not want to accept gifts¹ from people.
And himself taking (food) put down for the departed masters² in
a cemetery and at the foot of a tree and on a threshold,³ he ate it.
People … spread it about, saying:
“How can this monk, himself taking (food) put down for our de-

parted masters, eat it?This monk is strong,⁴ he is fat,⁵ for certain he
eats meat (belonging to) people.”⁶

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can a monk convey to his mouth⁷ nutriment not given?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, conveyed to your mouth

nutriment not given?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, convey to your mouth nutriment not

given? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
BD 2.345

pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
Vin 4.90

¹ diyyamāna. ² ayyavosāṭitakāni. Vin-a 842 says ayyā are the ancestors who have
done their time (here), and vosāṭitakāni are the solid and soft foods put down
in cemeteries and so on for these by their relations. ³ ummāre; cf. Vin 4.100,
Vin 4.160. ⁴ thero = thiro ghanabaddho, Vin-a 842. ⁵ vadhara = thūla, Vin-a 842,
reading vaṭhara. ⁶ Meat is a “soft food,” cf above, bd 2.330, and bhuñjati is the verb
technically associated with it. Here we getmanussamaṁsaṁ khādati. At Vin 1.218
manussamaṁsa is combined with paribhuñjati, and certainly means human flesh.
⁷ mukhadvādra, the door of the face.
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“Whatevermonk should convey to hismouth nutriment not given,
there is an offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 40.2.1Now at that timemonks were scrupulous in regard to water for
cleansing the teeth.¹They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, yourselves having taken water for cleansing

the teeth, to partake of it. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should convey to his mouth nutriment not

given, exceptwater for cleansing the teeth, there is an offence of
expiation.”

Bu-Pc 40.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Not givenmeans: it is called not accepted.²
Givenmeans: if in giving bymeans of the body or bymeans of

something attached to the body³ or by means of something that may
be cast,⁴ standing within a reach of the hand, if he accepts by means
of the body or bymeans of something attached to the body,⁵ this is
called given.

Nutrimentmeans: setting aside water for cleansing the teeth,
whatever is fit to eat, this is called nutriment.

Except water for cleansing the teethmeans: setting aside wa-
ter for cleansing the teeth.

If he takes it, thinking: ‘I will eat, I will partake of,’ there is an
BD 2.346

offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there is an offence of
expiation.

Bu-Pc 40.3.2

If he thinks that it is not accepted when it is not accepted (and)

¹ udakadantapoṇa, also a tooth-cleaner. Vinaya Texts i.40 takes this compound as
“water and a tooth-cleaner.” ² Vin-a 843 points out that in Bu-Pj 2, ‘not given’
means not appropriated from others. ³ E.g., a spoon, Vin-a 843. ⁴ Cf. bd 1.208.
⁵ E.g., a bowl, Vin-a 843.
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conveys to his mouth nutriment that is not given, except water for
cleansing the teeth, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt
as towhether it is not accepted… If he thinks that it is acceptedwhen
it is not accepted … offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is not
accepted when it is accepted, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether it is accepted, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is accepted when it is accepted,
there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 40.3.3

There is no offence in regard to water for cleansing the teeth; if
himself, having taken the four foul things,¹ he makes use of them
when there is a reason (and if) there is no one to make them allow-
able²; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheTenth

this is its key
Ameal, a joint (meal), an out-of-turn (meal),³
a cake, and two on having eaten, being satisfied,
At the wrong time, storing, milk,
with water for cleansing the teeth—these ten.

The Fourth Division: that on Food
Vin 4.91

¹ cattāri mahāvikatāni. These are given at Vin 1.206 as remedies for a monk who
was bitten by a snake. Further said that these things might be accepted sati kap-
piyakārake (if there is anyone there who, by offering a thing, makes that thing
kappiya, allowable), but if there is no one there to offer and hence tomake allowable,
then a monk may take these things himself. ² Again, cf. Vin 1.206, where it is
said, anujānāmi bhikkhave sati kappiyakārake paṭiggahāpetuṁ asati kappiyakārake
sāmaṁ gahetvā paribhuñjitun ti, I allow,monks, (these things) to be accepted if there
is anyone there to make them allowable; if there is no one there to make them
allowable, (I allow amonk) himself taking them, to make use of them. ³ paraṁ
here.
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Bu-Pc 41.1.1

BD 2.347

…at Vesālī in the Great Grove in theHall of the Gabled Pillars. Now at
that time there came to be abundant¹ solid food for the Order.Then
the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Well, Ānanda, give the cakes² to those who eat scraps of food.”³
“Very well, lord,” and the venerable Ānanda, having answered

the lord, having made those who eat scraps of food sit down one
after the other,⁴ giving a cake to each, gave two cakes to a certain
female wanderer, thinking that they were one. Neighbouring female
wanderers spoke thus to this female wanderer:
“This recluse is your lover.”
“This recluse is notmy lover; he gave two cakes, thinking that they

were one.”
A second time … A third time did the venerable Ānanda, giving

a cake to each one, give two cakes, thinking that they were one, to
this female wanderer. Neighbouring female wanderers spoke thus
to this female wanderer: …
“This recluse is notmy lover; he gave two cakes, thinking that they

were one.”
Saying, “The lover is not a lover,” they quarrelled.

Bu-Pc 41.1.2

Then a certain Naked Ascetic went to a distribution of food. A
certain monk, mixing cooked rice with a quantity of ghee, gave a

¹ ussanna. At Vin 1.285 said of robes; at Bu-Pc 47 of medicines. ² pūvaṁ, or “sweet-
meats,” see above, bd 2.321. ³ vighāsādda, not Sakyan monks who should not
eat what is left over, see above, bd 2.328. Word occurs at Ja 1.348, Ja 2.96, Ja 3.191.
⁴ paṭipāṭiyā, successively, in order.
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large alms-meal to that Naked Ascetic.Then the Naked Ascetic, tak-
BD 2.348

ing that alms-meal, went away. A certain Naked Ascetic said to that
Naked Ascetic:
“Where, your reverence, was an alms-meal obtained by you?”
“It was obtained, your reverence, at a distribution of food (made)

by a shaven householder¹ of that recluse Gotama.”
Lay followers heard this talk of those Naked Ascetics. Then these

lay followers approached the lord, and having approached, having
greeted the lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. As theywere
sitting down at a respectful distance, these lay followers spoke thus
to the lord:
“Lord, these adherents of other sects desire blame for the enlight-

ened one, they desire blame for dhamma, they desire blame for the
Order. It were well, lord, that the masters did not give to the adher-
ents of other sects with their (own) hand(s).”

Then the lord gladdened … delighted these lay followers with
dhamma-talk. Then these lay followers, having been gladdened …
delighted by the lord with dhamma-talk, rising from (their) seats,
having greeted the lord, departed, keeping their right sides towards
him. Then the lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“On account of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training for

monks, founded on ten reasons: for the excellence of the Order, for
Vin 4.92

the comfort of the Order … for establishing what is dhamma indeed,
for following the rules of restraint.² And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should give with his own hand solid food or

soft food to a naked ascetic³ or to a wanderer or to a female wan-
derer, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 41.2.1

BD 2.349
Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.

¹ muṇḍagakapatika, clearly a term of disparagement. It may be in apposition to
“that recluse Gotama.” ² = Vin 3.21 (bd 1.37f.). ³ Here acelaka, previously ājīvaka.
See bd 2, Introduction, p. xiii, n. 2.
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Naked ascetic¹ means: whoever being naked has reached (the
stage of) a wanderer.²

Wanderermeans: setting aside monk and novice, whoever has
reached (the stage of) a wanderer.³

Female wanderermeans: setting aside nun and female proba-
tioner and femalenovice,whoeverhas reached (the stageof) a female
wanderer.⁴

Solid foodmeans: setting aside the five (kinds of) meals (and)
water for cleansing the teeth, what remains is called solid food.

Soft food means: the five (kinds of) meals: cooked rice, food
made with flour, barley-meal, fish, meat.⁵

Should givemeans: if he gives bymeans of the body or bymeans
of something attached to the body or by means of something that
may be cast, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 41.2.2

If he thinks that he is an adherent of another sect when he is an
adherent of another sect, (and) gives with his (own) hand solid food
or soft food, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether he is an adherent of another sect … If he thinks that he is
not an adherent of another sect when he is an adherent of another
sect … of expiation. If he gives water for cleansing the teeth, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is an adherent of
another sect when he is not an adherent of another sect, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is not an
adherent of another sect, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that he is not an adherent of another sect when he is not an
adherent of another sect, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 41.2.3

BD 2.350There is no offence if he gets someone to give,⁶ (but) does not

¹ Here acelaka, previously ājīvaka. See Introduction, bd 2.xiii, n. 2. ² parib-
bājakasamāpanna. This definition = Vin 4.285. ³ = Vin 4.285. ⁴ Vin 4.285
⁵ = Vin 4.83. ⁶ dāpeti—e.g., one who is not ordained—Vin-a 855.
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(himself) give; if he gives depositing (it) near¹; if he gives ointment
for external (use)²; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

The First

¹ I.e., not giving “with his own hand,” but putting food on the ground or in his
bowl, and inviting the recipient to take from there. ² bāhirālepaṁ; offences are
incurred by giving a member of another sect things to eat or drink, even water for
washing the teeth. Ālepa occurs at Vin 1.274. ³ = Vin 4.303.
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Bu-Pc 42.1.1

BD 2.351

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, spoke
thus to a monk, who shared (his) brother’s cell:
“Come, your reverence, we will enter the village for alms-food.”

Without having had (alms-food) given to him, he dismissed him,
saying: “Go away, your reverence. Neither talking nor sitting down
with you comes to be a comfort forme; either talking or sitting down

Vin 4.93

alone comes to be a comfort for me.”
Then that monk, when the meal-time was near, was not able

to walk for alms, and returning he did not achieve participation in
the meal; he became famished.¹Then that monk, having gone to the
monastery, told this matter to the monks.Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the venerable Upananda,
the son of the Sakyans, saying to a monk, ‘Come, your reverence, we
will go into the village for alms-food,’without havinghad (alms-food)
given to him, dismiss him…?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, saying to a monk, ‘Come

…’ dismiss him? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Whatevermonk, saying toamonk, ‘Come,your reverence,we

will go into a village or little town² for alms-food,’ either causing
to be given or not causing to be given (alms-food) to him, should
dismiss him, saying, ‘Go away, your reverence, neither talking
nor sitting down with you comes to be a comfort for me; either

BD 2.352

¹ Cf. Vin 4.70, Vin 4.175. ² nigama; cf. above, bd 2.63, n. 2.
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talking or sitting down alone comes to be a comfort for me’—if
doing it for just this object, not for another,¹ there is an offence
of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 42.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Monkmeans: another monk.
Come, your reverence, to a village or little townmeans: a vil-

lage and a little town and a town, a village as well as little town.
Causing to be given (alms-food) to himmeans: causing conjey

or solid food or soft food to be given.
Notcausingtobegivenmeans:not causinganything tobegiven.
Should dismiss means: if desiring to laugh, desiring to sport

together with a woman, if desiring to sit down in private, if desiring
to indulge in bad habits, he speaks thus: ‘Go away, your reverence,
neither talking … sitting down alone comes to be a comfort for me,’
(and) dismisses² him, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. Dismissing
him from sight³ or from hearing is an offence of wrong-doing.When
he is dismissed, there is an offence of expiation.

If doing it for just this object, not for anothermeans: there
comes to be no other object whatever (for which) to dismiss him.

Bu-Pc 42.2.2

If he thinks that he is ordained when he is ordained, (and) dis-
misses him, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether he is ordained … If he thinks that he is not ordained when
he is ordained, (and) dismisses him, there is an offence of expiation.
If he finds fault with another,⁴ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he dismisses one who is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he finds fault with another,⁵ there is an offence of wrong-

BD 2.353

doing. If he thinks that he is ordained when he is not ordained there
Vin 4.94

is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that

¹ = above, bd 2.248; Vin 4.149, Vin 4.150. ² uyyojeti. ³ dassanūpacāraṁ (literally
the precincts of sight) vijahantassa; cf. below, bd 2.376. ⁴ kalisāsanaṁ āropeti.
⁵ kalisāsanaṁ āropeti.
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he is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.¹

Bu-Pc 42.2.3

There is no offence if he dismisses him, saying: ‘Together we
will not both keep going’²; if, seeing costly goods, he dismisses him,
saying, ‘It will produce a state of greed’³; if, seeing a woman, he dis-
misses him, saying, ‘Shewill produce dissatisfaction’; if he dismisses
him, saying, ‘Take back conjey or solid food or soft food for one who
is ill, or for one who is left behind,⁴ or for a guardian of the dwelling-
place’; if, not desiring to indulge in bad habits, he dismisses him if it
ought to be done; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ Most probably error for “no offence.” ² yāpeti, or “Wewill not both go together.”
³ lobhadhamma. ⁴ ohiyyaka, as e.g. on guard at a vihāra (though this notion is
covered by next word); cf. Vin 3.208.
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Bu-Pc 43.1.1

BD 2.354

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, going
to a friend’s house, sat down¹ in a sleeping-room² together with his
wife.Then that man approached the venerable Upananda, the son
of the Sakyans, and having approached, having greeted the vener-
able Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, that man
spoke thus to his wife:
“Give alms-food to the master.”
Then that woman gave alms-food to the venerable Upananda,

the son of the Sakyans.Then that man spoke thus to the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“Youmay go, honoured sir, inasmuch as alms-food has been given

to the master.”
Then that woman, observing, ‘This man is obsessed,’³ spoke thus

to the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“Sit down, honoured sir, do not go away.”
A second time that man… A third time that man spoke thus to

the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans:
“Youmay go, honoured sir, inasmuch as alms-food has been given

to the master.”
BD 2.355

A third time did that woman say to the venerable Upananda, the

¹ nisajjaṁ kappeti. ² sayanighara; a definition is given at Vin 4.160. Cf. Vin 1.140.
³ pariyuṭṭhita. Cf. Vin 4.229. Also dn ii.104; mn i.433; Vin 2.289 (where with citta).
Vin-a 856 says rāgapariyuṭṭhito methunādhippayo, obsessed (or possessed) by pas-
sion, desiring intercourse.
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son of the Sakyans:
“Sit down, honoured sir, do not go away.”Then that man, going

out, made monks look down upon¹ (Upananda), saying:
“Honoured sirs, this master Upananda is sitting in the sleeping-

room together with my wife; he, being dismissed by me, does not
wish to go. We are very busy, there is much to be done.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, intrud-

ing upon² a family with food,³ sit down?” …
Vin 4.95

“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, intruding upon … sat
down?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “How can

you, foolish man, intruding … sit down? It is not, foolish man, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, intruding upon a family with food, should

sit down, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 43.2.1

BD 2.356
Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Familywith foodmeans: there is a woman and also a man, and

both the woman and the man are not gone out, both are not without
passion.

Intrudingmeans: forcing a way into.⁴

¹ ujjhāpeti. Cf. above, bd 2.235. ² anupakhajja. Cf. above, bd 2.247, and note. ³ sab-
hojane kule. Vinaya Texts i.41, “into a house where ameal is going on.” Editor, Vinaya
Texts i.41, n. 3, remarks that the Vin-a , doubtless to justify the Old Commentary’s
definition (see below) with its “suggested implication,” makes sabhojanaṁ equal to
saha ubhohi janehi(!); or, in the alternative, to sabhogaṁ, since the wife is the bhoga
(property) “of a man still given to passion, and the husband the bhoga of a wife
…; it is just possible we should translate, ‘a household still given to pleasure” (cf.
Kd 18.5.1), or ‘fond of good food’ (Mil 76).” Huber, J.Bu-As., Nov, “dans une maison
ou on ‘mange.’” Pali-English Dictionary suggests very tentatively “sharing food (?).”
Sabhojana at Snp 102 means “with food.” At Vin 2.216 (= Kd 18.5.2), a monk who has
entered a dwelling for food should cover up his bowl with his robe when he has
received the alms, and turn away. ⁴ = above, bd 2.248.
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Should sit downmeans: if he sits down in a large house, having
left (the space of) a reach of the hand¹ from door-posts and lintel,²
there is an offence of expiation; if he sits down in a small house,
having gone beyond the beam,³ there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 43.2.2

If he thinks that it is a sleeping-roomwhen it is a sleeping-room
(and), intruding upon a family with food, sits down, there is an
offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is a sleeping-
room…Ifhe thinks that it is not a sleeping-roomwhen it is a sleeping-
room…an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is a sleeping-room
when it is not a sleeping-room, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a sleeping-room, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a sleeping-room
when it is not a sleeping-room, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 43.2.3

There is no offence if he sits down in a large house, not having
left (the space of) a reach of the hand from door-posts and lintel; if
he sits down in a small house, not having gone beyond the beam; if
there comes to be a second monk; if both have gone out⁴; if both are
with-out passion; if it is not in a sleeping-room; if he is mad, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

TheThird

¹ = Vin 4.269. ² piṭṭhasaṅghāta. Cf. above, bd 2.258, and Vin 2.120, and Vinaya
Texts iii.105, n. 2. ³ piṭṭhivaṁsa. Vin-a 856 says that if such a sleeping-room is
among four large rooms, then piṭṭhivaṁsaṁ atikkamitvāmeans going beyond the
middle (of the house), iminā majjhātikkamaṁ dasseti. The word piṭṭhivaṁsa occurs
at Dhp-a 1.52 (translated, Buddhist Legends 1.174, as “the central rafter of the hut”)
and at mn-a 3.167. ⁴ = Vin 4.161.
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Bu-Pc 44.1.1

BD 2.357

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, hav-
ing gone to the house of a friend, sat down in a private place on a
secluded seat together with his wife. Then that man looked down

Vin 4.96

upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can master Upananda sit down in a private place on a se-

cluded seat together with my wife?”
Monks heard that man who… spread it about.Those who were

modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, sit

down in a private place on a secluded seat together with a woman?”
…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, sat down … with a

woman?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, sit down … with a woman? Foolish

man, it is not for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should sit down in a private place on a se-

cluded seat together with a woman, there is an offence of expi-
ation.”¹

Bu-Pc 44.2.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
¹ Cf. the aniyatas, bd 1.330ff.; also Bu-Pc 30 (where monks are forbidden to sit down
in private with a nun), and Bu-Pc 45.
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Woman¹ means: a human woman, not a female yakkha, not a
BD 2.358

female departed one, not a female animal, even a girl born this very
day, muchmore an older one.

Togetherwithmeans: together.
A private placemeans: private from the eye, private from the

ear. Private from the eye means: if covering the eye, or raising the
eyebrow, or raising the head, he is unable to see. Private from the
ear means: it is impossible to hear ordinary talk.²

A secluded seatmeans: it is secluded by a wall built of wattle
and daub or by a door or by a screen or by a screen-wall or by a tree
or by a pillar or by a sack or by anything whatever.

Should sit downmeans: if a woman is sitting and amonk comes
to be sitting or lying down close (to her), there is an offence of expia-
tion; if a monk is sitting and a woman comes to be sitting or lying
down close (to him), there is an offence of expiation. Or if both are
sitting or if both are lying down, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 44.2.2

If he thinks that it is a woman³ when it is a woman (and) sits
down in a private place on a secluded seat, there is an offence of
expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is a woman… If he thinks
that it is not a woman when it is a woman … offence of expiation.
If he sits down in a private place on a secluded seat with a female
yakkha or with a female departed one or with a eunuch or with an
animal in woman’s form, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is a woman when it is not a woman, there is an offence

Vin 4.97

of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a woman,
there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not awoman
when it is not a woman, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 44.2.3

There is no offence if some learned friend comes to be (present);
if he stands, does not sit; if he is not desirous of a private place; if

BD 2.359

¹ From here to end Bu-Pc 44.2.2, cf. bd 1.332. ² Cf. above, bd 2.301. ³ Cf. above,
bd 2.202, bd 2.206.
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he sits down thinking about something else; if he is mad, if he is the
first wrong-doer.¹

The Fourth

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.301, and Vin 4.269.
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Bu-Pc 45.1.1

BD 2.360

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having
gone to the house of a friend, sat down in a private place together
with his wife, the one with the other. Then that man … spread it
about, saying:
“How canmaster Upananda sit down in a private place together

with a woman, the one with the other?”
Monks heard this man who… spread it about.Those who were

modest monks … spread it about, saving:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, sit

down in a private place together with a woman, the one with the
other?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, sat down… the one with

the other?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, sit down… the one with the other? It

is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …
And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should sit down in a private place together

with awoman, the onewith the other, there is an offence of expi-
ation.”¹

Bu-Pc 45.2.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.

¹ Cf. the aniyatas, bd 1.330ff., and Bu-Pc 30, Bu-Pc 44, above.
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Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-
male departed one, not a female animal, one who is learned, compe-
tent to know good speech and bad speech, what is lewd and what is
not lewd.¹

BD 2.361

Togetherwithmeans: together.²
The one with, the other means: there is a monk and also a

woman.³
Aprivate placemeans: … private from the eye… ordinary talk.⁴

Bu-Pc 45.3.1Should sit downmeans: … (see Bu-Pc 44.2.1. Instead of in a pri-
vate place on a secluded seat read in a private place, the one with the
other) … if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fifth
Vin 4.98

¹ = bd 1.215f., bd 1.337. ² = bd 1.332, bd 1.337; and above, bd 2.301, bd 2.358.
³ = bd 1.332. ⁴ = bd 1.332, and above, bd 2.301, bd 2.358.
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Bu-Pc 46.1.1

BD 2.362

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time the family who supported the venerable Upananda,
the son of the Sakyans, invited the venerable Upananda, the son of
the Sakyans, to a meal, and they invited other monks to the meal.
Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
used to visit¹ families before themeal.Then thesemonks said to these
people:
“Sirs, give the meal.”
“Wait, honoured sirs, until master Upananda comes.” A second

time these monks … A third time these monks said to these people:
“Sirs, give the meal before the right time passes.”² A third time

they said:
“Honoured sirs,wemade themeal on account ofmasterUpananda.

Wait, honoured sirs, until master Upananda comes.”
Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having

visited families before themeal, returned during the day.Themonks
did not eat as much as expected.Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, being

invited, and being (provided) with a meal, call upon³ families before
the meal?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, being invited, and being

(provided) with a meal, called upon families before the meal?”
BD 2.363

¹ payirupāsati, orwait upon. Cf.Vin 4.157,most likelymeaning there “to pay homage
to”; and for whole of this passage cf. Vin 1.213f. ² By Bu-Pc 37 monks were not
allowed to eat at the wrong time—i.e., after mid-day. ³ cārittaṁ āpajjati.
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“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, being invited … before the meal? It is

not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And
thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, being invited, and being (provided)with ameal,

should call upon families before the meal, there is an offence of
expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 46.2.1Now at that time the family who supported the venerable Up-
ananda, the son of the Sakyans, sent solid food for the Order, saying:
“Pointing it out as for master Upananda, it should be given to the

Order.” Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the
Sakyans, had entered the village for alms-food.Then these people,
having gone to the monastery, asked the monks: “Where, honoured
sirs, is master Upananda?”

Vin 4.99

“Sirs, this venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, has en-
tered the village for alms-food.”
“Honoured sirs, pointing out this solid food as for master Up-

ananda, it should be given to the Order.”
They told this matter to the lord.Then the lord on this occasion,

in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,
saying:
“Well then,monks, having accepted it, put it aside until Upananda

comes back.”
Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, thinking,

“It is forbiddenby the lord to call upon families before ameal,” having
visited families after a meal, returned during the day.¹The solid food
was left over.² Those who were modest monks … spread it about,

BD 2.364

¹ I.e., for the later part of it, after the meal-time. To here from beginning of this
par. cf. Vin 1.213f., but this passage continues differently, ending in an exception to
Bu-Pc 35.
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saying:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, call on

families after a meal?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, called on families after

a meal?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, call on families after a meal? It is not,

foolishman, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, being invited, and being (provided)with ameal,

should call upon families before a meal or after a meal, there is an
offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 46.3.1 Now at that time scrupulous monks,¹ at the time of giving robes,
did not visit families; little robe-material accrued. They told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, at the time of giving robes, to visit families.

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, being invited, and being (provided)with ameal,

should call upon families before a meal or after a meal, except at the
right time, there is an offence of expiation. In this case this is the
right time: the time of giving robes; this is the right time in this
case.”² And thus this rule of training formonks came to be laid down
by the lord.

Bu-Pc 46.4.1 Now at that time monks³ were making robes and they came to
be in need of needles and thread and scissors. The monks, being

BD 2.365

² khādaniyaṁ ussādiyittha. Cf. ussādiyiṁsu at Vin 2.167, and Vinaya Texts iii.202,
n. 4. ¹ Cf. above, bd 2.307, bd 2.318. ² At Vin 1.254 one of the five things allowed
to monks after the kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade is going to houses of people who
have not invited them. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.308, bd 2.318.
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scrupulous, did not visit families.They told this matter to the lord.
He said:
“I allow you, monks, at the time of making robes, to visit families.

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
Vin 4.100

“Whatever monk, being invited and being (provided) with a meal,
should call upon families before a meal or after a meal, except at the
right time, there is an offence of expiation. In this case this is the
right time: the time of giving robes, the time of making robes; this is
the right time in this case.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 46.5.1Now at that time monks became ill and came to be in need of
medicines.Themonks, being scrupulous, did not visit families…
“I allow you, monks, to visit families, having asked (for permis-

sion) if a monk be there.¹ And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, being invited and being (provided) with a

meal,nothavingasked (forpermission) if amonkis there, should
call upon families before ameal or after ameal, except at a right
time, there is an offence of expiation. In this case a right time is
the time of giving robes, the time of making robes²; this is the
right time in this case.”

Bu-Pc 46.6.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.366

Invited means: invited to any one meal of the five (kinds of)
meals.³
¹ santaṁbhikkhuṁ,āpucchā.Cf.Vin 4.165,where, inBu-Pc 75, āpucchā and anāpucchā
occur first without the phrase santaṁ bhikkhuṁ and then with it. Vinaya Texts i.42
has “without having previously spoken about it to a bhikkhu, if there is one there,”
and Vinaya Texts i.53 has “without having informed a bhikkhu if one is present.”
Cf. also anāpucchā in Bu-Pc 14, Vin 4.39, translated at Vinaya Texts i.34, “without
saying anything to anybody.” ² Time of illness seems to be overlooked here. Cf.
above, bd 2.308, bd 2.318. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.51, bd 2.324, bd 2.333.The five are given
at bd 2.330.
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With amealmeans: that to which he is invited with a meal.
If amonk be theremeans: he is able to enter having asked (for

permission).
If amonkbenot theremeans: he is unable to enterhaving asked

(for permission).
Before themealmeans: invited to it, he is onewho has not eaten

it.
After themealmeans: invited to it, even (as much as) becomes

eaten with a blade of grass.¹
Afamilymeans: there are four (kinds of) families: anoble family,

a brahmin family, a merchant family, a low-caste family.²
Should call on families means: there is an offence of wrong-

doing for entering the precincts of the house of another. If he makes
the first foot cross the threshold,³ there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he makes the second foot cross, there is an offence of expiation.⁴

Except at a right timemeans: setting aside a right time.
Time of giving robesmeans: the last month of the rainy, season

when the kaṭhina cloth is not (formally) made, the fivemonths when
the kaṭhina cloth is (formally) made.⁵

Time ofmaking robesmeans: when the robes are being made.

Bu-Pc 46.6.2

If he thinks that he is invited when he is invited (and), except
at the right time, calls on families before the meal or after the meal,
not having asked (for permission) if a monk be there, there is an
offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether he is invited …
If he thinks that he is not invited when he is invited … offence of

BD 2.367

expiation. If he thinks that he is invitedwhen he is not invited, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is not

Vin 4.101

invited, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is
not invited when he is not invited, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 46.6.3

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.328. ² Cf. bd 1.325; Vin 4.80, Vin 4.272. ³ ummāra. At Vin 4.160 in-
dakhīla is defined as the threshold (ummādra) of the sleeping-room, ⁴ = Vin 4.160.
⁵ Cf. above, bd 2.311; Vin 4.286.
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There is no offence, if at the right time, he enters having asked
(for permission) if amonk be there; if he enters not having asked (for
permission) if a monk be not there; if the way is through the house
of another; if the way is through the precincts of a house; if he is
going into a village¹; if he is going to the nuns’ quarters; if he is going
to a sleeping-place of adherents of other sects²; if he is going on his
way back³; if he is going to a house for food⁴; if there are accidents; if
he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.⁵

The Sixth

¹ Vin-a 857 says that if his dwelling-place is inside a village and he is going to
it. ² titthiyaseyyā. Commentary does not explain. ³ paṭikkamanaṁ gacchati.
⁴ bhattiyaghara. Vin-a 857 says, “the house where he is invited or the house of the
donors of ticket-food and so on.” ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.166.
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Bu-Pc 47.1.1

BD 2.368

…among the Sakyans in Kapilavatthu at the Banyanmonastery. Now
at that timeMahānāma the Sakyan¹ had abundant medicine.Then
Mahānāma the Sakyan approached the lord, and having approached,
having greeted the lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, Mahānāma the Sakyan
spoke thus to the lord:
“I want, lord, to invite the Order (to accept) medicine for four

months.”
“Very good, Mahānāma; well then, you, Mahānāma, invite the

Order (to accept) medicine for four months.”
The monks, being scrupulous, did not consent. They told this

matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you,monks, to accept² an invitation (to accept) a requisite

for four months.”

Bu-Pc 47.1.2

Thenmonks askedMahānāma the Sakyan for a little medicine,
(although)Mahānāma theSakyanhad abundantmedicine as before.³
A second time didMahānāma the Sakyan approach the lord … spoke
thus to the lord:
“I want, lord, to invite the Order (to accept) medicine for an addi-

tional four months.”

¹ Mahānāma Sakka, a cousin of Gotama, and belonging to a Sakyan family of
Kapilavatthu. He had not entered the Order, or he would have been called Sakya-
puttiya, literally son of the Sakyan(s), a distinction which should therefore be
preserved in translations. Referred to at an i.26 as an upāsaka, chief of those who
give choice things. Cf. an-a 1.393. ² sādituṁ, to consent to, to permit. ³ tath’ eva.
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“Very good, Mahānāma; well then, you, Mahānāma, invite the
Order (to accept) medicine for an additional four months.”

BD 2.369

The monks, being scrupulous, did not consent. They told this
matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to accept a renewed invitation.”¹

Bu-Pc 47.1.3

Thenmonks askedMahānāma the Sakyan for just² a little med-
icine, (although) Mahānāma the Sakyan had abundant medicine as
before. A third time didMahānāma the Sakyan approach the lord …

Vin 4.102

spoke thus to the lord:
“I want, lord, to invite the Order (to accept) medicine for life.”³
“Very good, Mahānāma; well then, you, Mahānāma, invite the

Order (to accept) medicine for life.”
The monks, being scrupulous, did not consent. They told this

matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to accept a permanent invitation.”⁴

Bu-Pc 47.1.4

Now at that time the group of six monks had become improperly
dressed, improperly clothed, not decently attired.⁵ Mahānāma the
Sakyan became a speaker⁶:
“Why are you, honoured sirs, improperly dressed, improperly

clothed, not decently attired? On going forth, should not one become
properly dressed, properly clothed, decently attired?”

Thegroup of sixmonks grumbled atMahānāma the Sakyan.Then
BD 2.370

¹ punapavāraṇā, or a further, additional offer or invitation. Cf. an-a 1.393, where,
after a year, the teacher does not consent to Mahānāma’s giving for any further
period. ² yeva. ³ One of the boons conferred on Visākhā was that she might
give medicines for the sick for life, Vin 1.292ff. ⁴ niccapavāraṇā. ⁵ dunnivatthā
duppārutā anākappasampannā. Cf. Vin 1.44, where monks went for alms like this,
and Vin 2.212, where they went to the refectory like this, and spread out their outer
cloaks (saṅghāṭi). See Vinaya Texts i.152, Vinaya Texts iii.285 for slightly different
translations, and see above, bd 2.32, n. 3, n. 4, on nivattha and pāruta. Rules for
going properly clad and with decent deportment into houses for alms are given at
Vin 2.213, Vin 2.215, and Bu-Sk 31–Bu-Sk 55 = Vin 4.191ff.Theword ākappasampanna
occurs at an iii.78, “it is hard to find one gone forth when old who is ākappā°.”
⁶ vattā hoti. Cf. vattar at an i.32, an v.79; dn i.139.
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it occurred to the group of six monks: “Now, in what way could we
bring shame¹ to Mahānāma the Sakyan?” Then it occurred to the
group of six monks: “The Order is invited byMahānāma the Sakyan
(to accept) medicine. Come, your reverences, let us askMahānāma
the Sakyan for ghee.”Then the group of sixmonks approachedMahā-
nāma the Sakyan, and having approached they spoke thus to Mahā-
nāma the Sakyan:
“Sir, we want a doṇa² measure of ghee.”
“Honoured sirs,wait this day (only)³; people are going to the cattle-

pen to get ghee; you may fetch it in the morning.”
A second time … A third time did the group of six monks speak

thus: … “… in the morning.”
“Do you, sir, not give what you invited (us to accept) because you

do not desire to give what you invited (us to accept)?”
ThenMahānāma theSakyan lookeddownupon, criticised, spread

it about, saying:
“How can these revered sirs, being told: ‘Wait this day (only),

honoured sirs,’ not wait?”
Monks heard Mahānāma the Sakyan as he … spread it about.

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks being told by Mahānāma the

Sakyan, ‘Wait this day (only), honoured sirs,’ not wait?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, being told … did not wait?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, being told byMahānāma the Sakyan

…notwait? It is not, foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“When a monk is not ill, an invitation (to accept) a requisite⁴

BD 2.371

for four months may be accepted, unless there be a renewed in-
Vin 4.103

vitation, unless there be a permanent invitation. If one should
accept for longer than that, there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ maṅkuṁ kareyyāma. Cf. above, bd 2.178. ² See bd 1.104, n. 2. ³ Cf.
Vin 3.220f. = above, bd 2.64. ⁴ Or requisites.
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Bu-Pc 47.2.1

When amonk is not ill, an invitation (to accept) a requisite
for fourmonthsmay be acceptedmeans: an invitation (to accept)
a requisite may be accepted by one who is ill.¹

And a renewed invitationmaybeacceptedmeans: if he thinks,
‘When I become ill, then I will ask.’

And a permanent invitation may be accepted means: if he
thinks, ‘When I become ill, then I will ask.’

If one should accept for longer than thatmeans: there is an
invitation limited to medicines, not limited to nights²; there is an
invitation limited to nights, not limited to medicines; there is an
invitation limited to medicines and limited to nights; there is an
invitation neither limited to medicines nor limited to nights.

Limited to medicinesmeans: if he says, “I invite (them to ac-
cept) just these medicines,” medicines come to be taken up.

Limited to nightsmeans: if he says, “I invite (them to accept)
on just these nights,” nights come to be taken up.

Limited tomedicines and limited to nightsmeans: if he says,
“I invite (them to accept) just these medicines on just these nights,”
medicines come to be taken up and nights come to be taken up.

Neither limited to medicines nor limited to nights means:
BD 2.372

there come to be medicines that are not taken up and there come to
be nights that are not taken up.

In “limited tomedicines,” if, setting aside thosemedicines which
he came to be invited (to accept), he asks for othermedicines, there is
an offence of expiation. In “limited to nights,” if, setting aside those
nights for which he came to be invited (to accept), he asks for other
nights, there is an offence of expiation. In “limited to medicines and

¹ Vin-a 857 says, if at that time he is not ill, it (i.e., the invitation) should not
be rejected; if he becomes ill, he says, ‘I will ask.’ ² bhesajjapariyantā na rat-
tipariyantā. Cf. above, bd 2.220, āpattipariyantā na kulapariyantā. Cf. also Vin 2.59,
āpattipariyantā ca rattipariyantā ca. Vinaya Texts ii.416 translates for the latter, “the
duration of the times,” while Pali-English Dictionary gives “limitation of the pro-
bationary period.” Here the limitation to nights (the Indian way of saying “days”)
seems to refer to the length of time or to particular nights for which the invitation
would hold good.
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limited to nights,” if setting aside those medicines which he came to
be invited (to accept), if setting aside those nights for which he came
to be invited (to accept), he asks for othermedicines for other nights,
there is an offence of expiation. In “neither limited to medicines nor
limited to nights” there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 47.2.2

If he asks for medicine that is not to be used as medicine,¹ there
is an offence of expiation. If he asks for one medicine that may be
used as a different medicine,² there is an offence of expiation. If he
thinks that it is for longer than that when it is for longer than that
(and) asks for medicine, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is for longer than that … If he thinks that it is
not for longer than that when it is for longer than that … offence of
expiation. If he thinks that it is for longer than that when it is not
for longer than that, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is not for longer than that, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not for longer than that when
it is not for longer than that, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 47.2.3

There is no offence if he asks for those medicines which he came
to be invited (to accept); if he asks for those nights forwhich he came

BD 2.373

to be invited (to accept); if he asks, explaining, ‘Of those medicines
Vin 4.104

which we were invited by you (to accept) we need this and that
medicine’; if he asks, explaining, ‘Those nights for which we were
invited by you have passed and we need medicine’; if they belong to
relations; if they are invited; if it is for the sake of another; if it is by
means of his own property; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Seventh

¹ Vin-a 858 says that if he can keep himself going on mixed food, it is not called
“used as medicine.” ² Vin-a 858 says that if offered ghee he asks for oil, if offered
an āḷhakameasure (he asks for) a doṇameasure.
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Bu-Pc 48.1.1

BD 2.374

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time King Pasenadi of Kosala came to march out against an
army.¹The group of six monks went to see the army fighting.²Then
King Pasenadi of Kosala saw the group of six monks coming from
afar; on seeing them, sending for them, he spoke thus:
“Why do you, honoured sirs, come here?”
“Sire, we want to see³ yourMajesty.”
“What, honoured sirs, is the good of seeingme since it is the battle

you delight in?⁴ Should not the lord be seen?”
People … spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, come to see an army

fighting? For us it is not profitable and for us it is ill-gotten; such as
we comewith the army for the sake of livelihood, on account of child
and wife.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks go to see an army fighting?”
They told this matter to the lord…
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, went to see an army fight-

ing?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

¹ senāya abbhuyyāto hoti. Vin-a 858, abbhuyyāto ti abhiuyyāto, parasenaṁ abhimukho
gamissāmī ti nagarato niggato ti attho,” themeaning is gone out from the town, think-
ing, ‘I will go forth towards the opposing army.’ ” Abbhuyyāta occurs at Vin 1.342;
mn ii.124. ² uyyutta, striving. ³ daṭṭhukāma. Cf. Snp 685. ⁴ yuddhābhinandinā.
Cf. Vin 1.73.
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“How can you, foolish men, go to see an army fighting? It is not,
foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

BD 2.375

Whatever monk should go to see an army fighting, there is an
offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Vin 4.105

Bu-Pc 48.2.1 Now at that time the uncle of a certain monk became ill in the
army. He sent a messenger to that monk, saying: “I am indeed ill in
the army, let the revered sir come. I want the revered sir to come.”

Then it occurred to that monk: “A rule of training laid down by
the lord says: ‘There should be no going to see the army fighting,’ but
my uncle is ill in the army. What line of conduct should be followed
byme?”He told thismatter to the lord.Then the lord on this occasion,
in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, to go to an army when there is sufficient

reason for it.¹ And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Whatever monk should go to see an army fighting, unless

there is sufficient reason for it, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 48.3.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Armyfightingmeans: having gone out from the village, it comes

to be camped or marched forth.² Army means elephants, horses,
chariots, infantry.³ An elephant (has) twelve men,⁴ a horse (has)
three men,⁵ a chariot (has) four men,⁶ the infantry (has) four men,
hands on arrows.⁷

BD 2.376

¹ tathārūpapaccayā. Cf. below, bd 2.399. ² payātā. ³ Cf. Ja 4.494. These four
divisions of an army are fairly frequently alluded to in the Jātakas; see Index, under
“Army,” to Cambridge translation. ⁴ Vin-a 838, four are mounted, two look after
each foot. ⁵ Vin-a 858, one is mounted, two look after the feet. ⁶ Vin-a 858, one
is the charioteer, one the warrior, two look after the linch-pins. ⁷ sarahatthā,
meaning presumably that each unit of infantry consists of archers.
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If he goes to see, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Standing
where he sees, there is an offence of expiation. If, having dismissed
from sight,¹ he sees again, there is an offence of expiation.

Unless there is sufficient reason for itmeans: setting aside a
sufficient reason for it.

Bu-Pc 48.3.2

If he thinks that there is fighting when there is fighting, (and)
goes to see, unless there is sufficient reason for it, there is an offence
of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether there is fighting … If he
thinks that there is not fighting when there is fighting … offence of
expiation. If he goes to see one or other,² there is an offence ofwrong-
doing. Standing where he sees, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If having dismissed from sight, he sees again, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that there is fighting when there is not
fighting,³ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to
whether there is not fighting, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he thinks that there is not fighting when there is not fighting, there
is no offence.

Bu-Pc 48.3.3

There is no offence if, standing in the monastery, he sees; if it
comes to a place where a monk is resting or to a place where he is
sitting down or to a place where he is lying down⁴; if he, going along
the opposite road, sees it; if there is a sufficient reason for it; if there
are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth

¹ dassanūpacāraṁ vijahitvā. Cf. above, bd 2.352. Vin-a 858 says, “if at a distance or
down in a hollow he does not see, thinking, ‘Standing here, it is impossible to see,’
going to another place, there is a pācittiya in every act of seeing.” ² ekamekaṁ.
Vin-a 858, one or another of the four divisions of the army, elephants and so on.
³ Vin-a 858 says that one manmounted on an elephant and a man at one foot of an
elephant means “not fighting”; also a king going to a pleasaunce or to a river is “not
fighting.” ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.158, bd 2.290.
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Vin 4.106

Bu-Pc 49.1.1

BD 2.377

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six monks, having gone to the army as there
was business, stayed with the armymore than three nights. People
… spread it about, saying:
“How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, stay with the army?

For us it is not profitable and for us it is ill-gotten; such as we stop¹
with the army for the sake of livelihood, on account of child and
wife.”

Monks heard these people … spread it about. Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks stay with the army for more

than three nights?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, stayed with the army for

more than three nights?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, stay with the army for more than

three nights? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“If there is for a monk some reason for going to an army, that

monkmay staywith the army for two or three nights. Should he
stay longer than that, there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ paṭivasāma, balancing the monks’ staying in the army; also against “come,” āgac-
chāma of previous pācittiya, and which balances the monks’ going to see the army.
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Bu-Pc 49.2.1

If there is foramonksomereasonforgoingtoanarmymeans:
if there is a reason, if there is business.

BD 2.378

Thatmonkmay stay with the army for two or three nights
means: he may stay two (or) three nights.

Should he stay longer than that means: if he stays with the
army until sunset on the fourth day, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 49.2.2

If he thinks that it is more when it more than three nights, (and)
stays with the army, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is more than three nights … If he thinks that it is less
when it is more than three nights … offence of expiation. If he thinks
that it is more when it is less than three nights, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is less than three
nights, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is less
when it is less than three nights, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 49.2.3

There is no offence if he stays for two (or) three nights; if he stays
for less than two (or) three nights; if having stayed for two nights,
having departed on the third night before dawn, he stays again¹; if
he stays (because he is) ill; if he stays because there is something
to be done for one who is ill or if the army becomes invested by the

Vin 4.107

opposing army²; if he comes to be taken possession of by something³;
if there are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.197. ² senā vā paṭisenāya ruddhā hoti. Vin-a 859 says, “inasmuch
as its approach (or road, sañcāra) is cut off, so it becomes invested.” Cf. nagaraṁ
rundhati at Ja 1.409; Ja 3.159; Ja 4.230. ³ If he is invested by an enemy or by a chief,
Vin-a 859.
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Bu-Pc 50.1.1

BD 2.379

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks, staying with the army for two
(or) three nights, went to a sham-fight and to the troops in array and
to the massing of the army and to see a review.¹Then a certain monk
of the group of six, having gone to a sham-fight, became pierced by
an arrow. People made fun of that monk, saying:
“Honoured sir, we hope it was a good battle. Howmany targets

were obtained by you?”²
That monk, being made fun of by these people, became ashamed.

People … spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, come to see a sham-

fight? For us it is not profitable, and for us it is ill-gotten; such as we
come to a sham-fight for the sake of livelihood, on account of child
and wife.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks go to see a sham-fight?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, went to see a sham-fight?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

BD 2.380

¹ uyyodidka balagga senābyūha anīkadassana. All occur at dn i.6; the first at an v.47.
Vin-a 859 explained the second term as “they know which is chief for strength,”
and also says (= dn-a 85), it is the place for counting the strength (or forces)—i.e.,
roll-calls as at Dialogues of the Buddha 1.9. As to vyūha, Ja 2.406 mentions three
types: paduma-(lotus), cakka-(wheel), sakaṭa-(waggon). ² kati te lakkhāni laddhāni.
“Target” is lakkha, which also means a mark, or a high numeral, cf. lak (also spelt
lac, lack, in modern times always implying rupees).
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“How can you, foolishmen, go to see a sham-fight? It is not, foolish
men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“If a monk, staying with the army for two nights (or) three

nights, should go to a sham-fight or to the troops in array or to
the massing of the army or to see a review, then is an offence of
expiation.”

Bu-Pc 50.2.1Ifamonk,stayingwiththearmyfortwonights, threenights
means: staying for two (or) three nights.

Sham-fightmeans: where a conflict¹ is seen.
Troops in arraymeans: so many elephants, so many horses, so

many chariots, so many infantry.
Massing of the armymeans: let elephants be on this side, let

horses be on this side, let chariots be on this side, let foot-soldiers²
be on this side.

A review means: a review of elephants, a review of horses, a
Vin 4.108

review of chariots, a review of infantry.The least elephant review
(has) three elephants, the least horse review (has) three horses, the
least chariot review (has) three chariots, the least infantry review
(has) four men as infantry, hands on arrows.

If he goes to see, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Standing
where he sees, there is an offence of expiation. If, having dismissed
fromsight, he sees again, there is an offence of expiation. If he goes to
see one or other, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Standing where
he sees, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If, having dismissed from
sight, he sees again, there is an offence of wrong-doing.³

Bu-Pc 50.2.2

There is no offence if, standing in the monastery, he sees; if a
conflict is seen, having come to a place where a monk is resting or
to a place where he is sitting down or to a place where he is lying
down; if he, going along the opposite road, sees (it); if, going as there

BD 2.381

¹ sampahāra. ² pattikā here. ³ Cf. above, bd 2.376.
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is something to be done, he sees (it); if there are accidents; if he is
mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheTenth

this is its key
Cakes, talking, three on Upananda,
and also (the family who) supported (him),
Mahānāma, Pasenadi,
the army, pierced, these ten.

The Fifth Division: that on the Naked Ascetic
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Bu-Pc 51.1.1

BD 2.382

… touring for alms in the Cetiya country,¹ set out for Bhaddavatikā.²
Cowherds, goatherds, yeomen farmers, travellers saw the lord com-
ing from afar, and seeing him they spoke thus to the lord: “Do not,
lord, let the lord go to Ambatittha³; lord, in Ambatittha a serpent⁴
lives in a matted-haired ascetic’s hermitage; he has psychic potency,
he is a terribly venomous snake; do not let him hurt the lord.”⁵When
they had spoken thus, the lord became silent. And a second time …
And a third time cowherds, goatherds, yeomen farmers, travellers
spoke thus to the lord:
“Do not, lord, let the lord go to Ambatittha; … do not let him hurt

the lord.” And a third time the lord became silent. Then the lord,
touring for alms, in the course of time arrived at Bhaddavatikā.The
lord stayed there at Bhaddavatika. Then the venerable Sāgata⁶ ap-

Vin 4.109

proached the hermitage of the matted-hair ascetic of Ambatittha,
and having approached, having entered the fire-room,⁷ havingmade
ready the grass mat,⁸ he sat down cross-legged, the back erect, hav-

BD 2.383

ing caused mindfulness to be present in front of him. Then that

¹ Cetiyesu. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names 1.911 says that “the people of Ceti seem
to have had two distinct settlements,” and thinks that the one referred to here
is probably the later colony, lying to the east of the earlier one. ² A market-
town near Kosambī. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names 2.351. ³ A village. ⁴ nāga.
⁵ For this passage cf. Vin 1.24f. and Ja 1.360.The Surāpāna-jātaka is founded on this
story. ⁶ No verses in the Theragāthā are ascribed to him. But at an i.25 he is
called chief of those good at the heat-condition. See an-a 1.324ff. At Vin 1.179 he
is called the lord’s attendant at that time, and performed some feats of psychic
potency. ⁷ Cf.mn i.501. Agyāgāra called at Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.353
“fire-hut,” at gs 5.162 (= an v.234) “fire-house.”Dictionary of Pali Proper Names article
on “Ambatittha” speaks of a “fire-place.” ⁸ tiṇasanthāraka.
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serpent, seeing that the venerable Sāgata had entered, bad at heart,¹
blew forth smoke. And the venerable Sāgata blew forth smoke.Then
that serpent, not conquering anger, blazed up, and the venerable
Sāgata, having attained to the condition of heat,² blazed up. Then
the venerable Sāgata, having mastered by heat that serpent’s heat,
approached Bhaddavatika.Then the lord, having stayed at Bhadda-
vatikā for as long as he found suitable, departed on an alms-tour to
Kosambī. Lay-followers of Kosambī heard:
“They say that master Sāgata came into conflict with the serpent

of Ambatittha.”
Then the lord, touring for alms, in the course of time arrived at

Kosambī.
Then the lay-followers ofKosambī, havingmet the lord, approach-

ed the venerable Sāgata; having approached, having greeted the
venerable Sāgata, they stood at a respectful distance. As they were
standing at a respectful distance, the lay-followers of Kosambī spoke
thus to the venerable Sāgata:
“Honoured sir, what is hard for the masters to obtain, and liked

(by them)?What may we give?”
When they had spoken thus, the group of six monks spoke thus

to the lay-followers of Kosambī:
“There is, your reverences, a spirituous liquor calledwhite spirits³;

it is hard for the monks to obtain, and liked (by them). Give that.”
Then the lay-followers of Kosambī having given the spirituous

BD 2.384

liquor, white spirits, in house after house, seeing that the venerable
Sāgata had entered for alms-food, spoke thus to the venerable Sāgata:
“Honoured sir, letmaster Sāgata drink the spirituous liquor,white

spirits; honoured sir, let master Sāgata drink the spirituous liquor,
white spirits.”

¹ dummano. ² tejodhātu; cf. bd 1.273, where Dabba attained this same condition.
³ kāpotikā nāma pasannā. Called in the Surāpānajātaka, Ja 1.360, kāpotikā surā,
pasannā kāpotikā and kāpotikā pāsanna, translated in Cambridge edition, Jātaka
vol.i, p. 207, as “white spirits, clear white spirit.” Vin-a 859 says kāpotikā is a shining
red colour like pigeons’ feet; and pasannā is a synonym for surāmaṇḍa, the finest
fermented liquor.
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Then the venerable Sagata, having drunk the spirituous liquor,
white spirits, in house after house, as he was departing from the
town fell down at the town-gate.Then the lord, departing from the
townwith a great companyofmonks, saw the venerable Sāgata fallen
down at the town-gate; seeing him, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, take up Sāgata.”
“Yes, lord,” and these monks having answered the lord, having

led the venerable Sāgata to the monastery, made him lie downwith
his head towards the lord.Then the venerable Sāgata, having turned
round, went to sleep¹ with his feet towards the lord.Then the lord
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, formerly was not Sāgata respectful, deferential towards

the Tathāgata?”
Vin 4.110

“Yes, lord.”
“But monks, is Sāgata respectful, deferential towards the Tathā-

gata now?”
“No, lord.”
“Monks, did not Sāgata come into conflict with the serpent of

Ambatittha?”
“Yes, lord.”
“But, monks, is Sāgata able to come into conflict with the serpent

of Ambatittha now?”
“No, lord.”
“But, monks, could he become unconscious, having drunk that

which may be drunk?”
“No, lord.”
“Monks, it is not fitting for Sāgata, it is not becoming, it is not

suitable, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be
done. How, monks, can Sāgata drink strong drink?² It is not, monks,

BD 2.385

¹ seyyaṁ kappesi, or “lay down in a sleeping-place.” ² majja. At Vin 1.205majja
was allowed to be put into oil in cases of illness.The six monks put in too much and
became drunk.They were to be dealt with according to the rule (i.e., this pācittiya ).
And the amount ofmajja allowed for the oil was such that neither its colour, smell
nor taste was perceptible. At dn iii.62, dn iii.63 it is said thatmajja should not be
drunk—one of the five sīlas. Cf. also Snp 398–Snp 400.
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for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“In drinking fermented liquor¹ and spirits² there is an offence

of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 51.2.1 Fermented liquormeans: if it is fermented liquor from flour,
fermented liquor from cakes, fermented liquor from cooked rice, if
it is worked-up yeast,³ if it is mixed with ingredients.⁴

Spiritsmeans: if it is an extract from flowers,⁵ an extract from
fruits, an extract from honey,⁶ an extract from sugar,⁷ if it is mixed
with ingredients.⁸

Should drinkmeans: if he drinks even (asmuch as) with a blade
of grass, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 51.2.2

If he thinks that it is strong drink when it is strong drink, (and)
drinks it, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether it is strong drink … If he thinks that it is not strong drink
when it is strong drink, (and) drinks it, there is an offence of expia-
tion. If he thinks that it is strong drink when it is not strong drink,

BD 2.386

there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it
is not strong drink, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that it is not strong drink when it is not strong drink, there is no
offence.

Bu-Pc 51.2.3

There is no offence if he drinks that which is not strong drink
though it comes to be the colour of strong drink, the smell of strong

¹ surā. ² meraya. At the Council of Vesālī, Vin 2.294, it was affirmed that it
was not allowable to drink jalogi, unfermented toddy; to do so would be to in-
fringe the “surāmerayapāne pācittiya” (Vin 2.307). mn i.238 states that the acelaka,
naked ascetic, leaders do not drink surā ormeraya. ³ kiṇṇapakkhitta. ⁴ samb-
hārasaṁyuttā. At dn-a 944, Vv-a 73, Kp-a 26, Vb-a 381 these are given as the fivefold
surā. ⁵ pupphāsava. Referred to at Ja 4.117 as a meraya. ⁶ madhvāsava. Pali-
English Dictionary says, “wine from the flower of Bassia latifolia.” ⁷ guḷāsava.
⁸ = dn-a 944 = Vv-a 73 = Kp-a 26. At Vb-a 381 these are called five āsavā or extracts.
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drink, the taste of strong drink; if it is in a concoction of broth, in
a concoction of meat, in a concoction of oil, in molasses and emblic
myrobalam¹; if he drinks a distilled liquor² that is not strong drink;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ āmalaka, Phyllanthus erablica (Pali-English Dictionary). One of the fruits allowed
as medicine, Vin 1.201. Mentioned again as a medicine at Vin 1.278. ² ariṭṭha, “a
kind of liquor” (Critical Pali Dictionary).
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Bu-Pc 52.1.1

BD 2.387

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six monksmade one of the group of seventeen
monks laugh by tickling himwith the fingers.This monk, faint and
unable to get his breath, died.¹ Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks make a monk laugh by tickling

Vin 4.111

himwith the fingers?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks …with the fingers?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men …with the fingers? It is not, foolish

men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“In tickling with the fingers there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 52.2.1 Ticklingwith the fingersmeans: if one who is ordained desir-
ing tomake laugh onewho is ordained, rubs² the bodywith the body,

BD 2.388

¹ = Vin 3.84 (bd 1.146f.). Though occurring in the pārājika section, this offence is
there said to be one not involving defeat; but as is sometimes the case, it is not said
what kind of offence it is.This suggests that Vin 3.84was formulated earlier than Bu-
Pc 52. Seebd 1 Introduction, p. xxxvi, for suggestionwhy theoffenceof causingdeath
by this treatment is not a pārājika; also for some translations of aṅgulipatodaka. So-
sor-thar-pa, p. 63, translated S.C. Vidyabhusana, 1915, p. 30, gives, “pokes a person
with the finger”; Le Prātimokṣa-sūtra des Sarvāstivādins, translated Huber, J. Bu-As.,
Nov, Bu-Pc 63 “chatouille quelqu’un avec le doigt.” Buddhaghosa, Vin-a 860, defines as
aṅgulīhi upakacchādighaṭṭanaṁ vuccati, “It is called striking (or touching, ghattana)
the arm-pits (loins, legs, upakacchd), and so on, with the fingers.” ² āmasati, see
bd 1.203, n. 6.
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there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 52.2.2

If he thinks that he is ordainedwhen he is ordained, (and)makes
him laughby ticklingwith thefingers, there is anoffenceof expiation.
If he is in doubt as to whether he is ordained … If he thinks that he is
not ordainedwhenhe is ordained…anoffenceof expiation. If he rubs
something attached to the body¹ with the body, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he rubs the body with something attached to the
body…wrong-doing. If he rubs something attached to the bodywith
something attached to the body …wrong-doing. If he rubs the body
with something thatmay be cast,² there is an offence ofwrong-doing.
If he rubs something attached to the body with something that may
be cast …wrong-doing. If he rubs something that may be cast with
something that may be cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
rubs the body of one who is not ordained³ with the body, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he rubs something attached to the body
with the body … the body with something attached to the body …
something attached to the bodywith something attached to the body
… the body with something that may be cast … something attached
to the body with something that may be cast … something that may
be castwith something thatmay be cast, there is an offence ofwrong-
doing. If he thinks that he is ordainedwhen he is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
he is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.⁴

Bu-Pc 52.2.3

BD 2.389There is no offence if, not desiring laughter, he rubs (him) if there
is something to be done⁵; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second
¹ kāyapaṭibaddha. Cf. bd 1.204ff. = Vin 3.120ff. ² nissaggiya. Cf.
bd 1.204ff. = Vin 3.120ff. ³ anupassampannaṁ kāyena kāyaṁ āmasati. Vin-
a 860 says that he may touch a nun for amusement, instead of one not ordained.
⁴ This surely is an error for anāpatti, no offence. ⁵ sati karaṇīye = above, bd 2.381.
Cf. sati paccaye at Vin 4.83, Vin 4.85ff.
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Bu-Pc 53.1.1

BD 2.390

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of seventeen monks were sporting in the water
of the river Aciravatī. Now at that time King Pasenadi, the Kosalan,

Vin 4.112

came to be on the upper storey of the palace¹ together with Queen
Mallikā. King Pasenadi, the Kosalan, saw the group of seventeen
monks sporting in the water of the river Aciravati; seeing them he
spoke thus to QueenMallikā:
“Mallikā, thesewho are sporting in thewater aremenperfected.”²
“Undoubtedly, sire, a rule of training has not been laid down by

the lord, or these monks are not conversant³ (with it).”
Then it occurred to King Pasenadi, the Kosalan:
“Is there not some device by which I would not speak to the lord

but (yet) the lord would know that these monks sported in the wa-
ter?”

Then King Pasenadi, the Kosalan, having had the group of seven-
teen monks summoned, gave them a large sugar-ball,⁴ saying:
“Honoured sirs, give this sugar-ball to the lord.”
Thegroupof seventeenmonks, taking that sugar-ball, approached

the lord, and having approached they spoke thus to the lord:
“Lord, King Pasenadi, the Kosalan, gives this sugar-ball to the

lord.”
“But, monks, where did the King see you?”

BD 2.391

“Sporting in the water of the river Aciravatī, lord.”

¹ uparipāsādavaragalo hoti; cf. Vin 4.158, and on pāsāda, cf. above, bd 2.16, n. 5.
² arahanto. ³ a-ppakata-ññū. Critical Pali Dictionary gives, “not knowing what is
appointed … ignorant of the main point.” Cf. Vin 4.143. ⁴ guḷapiṇḍa.
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The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, sport in the water? It is not, foolish

men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“In playing¹ in the water, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 53.2.1Playing in thewatermeans: if desiring, laughter he immerses
(the part) above the ankle in the water, or draws it out or swims,²
there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 53.2.2

If he thinks that it is playingwhen it is playing in thewater, there
is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is playing
in the water … If he thinks that it is not playing when it is playing in
the water, there is an offence of expiation. If he sports in the water
with (the part) below the ankle, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he sports with a boat,³ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
strikes the water with the hand or with the foot or with a stick⁴ or
with a sherd, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he sports with
water in a bowl,⁵ or with sour rice-gruel or with milk or with butter-
milk or with dye-stuff or with urine or with mud, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is playing when it is not playing
in the water, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is not playing in the water, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not playing when it is not playing
in the water, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 53.2.3

BD 2.392There is no offence if, not desiring laughter, plunging into the
water if there is something to be done, he immerses or draws out

Vin 4.113

or swims; if, going to the other side,⁶ he immerses or draws out or

¹ hāsadhamma, or, a thing of laughter. Vin-a 861 udakakīḷikā vuccati. ² palavati,
Vin-a 861 tarati, crosses, using either his hands or feet. See Dhp 334, Thag 399.
³ nāvāya; hauling it up on a bank or propelling it with rudder and oars, Vin-a 861.
⁴ Cf.an i.124 = Pp 30, Pp 36. ⁵ bhājanagata, cf. bd 1.77, bd 1.85, and notes. ⁶ pāraṁ.
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swims; if there are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-
doer.

TheThird
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Bu-Pc 54.1.1

BD 2.393

… at Kosambī in Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time the venerable
Channa indulged in bad habits.¹ Themonks said:
“Reverend Channa, do not do that, it is not allowable.” He did the

same (things) out of disrespect.²Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Channa do a disrespectful thing?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Channa, did a disrespectful thing?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, do a disrespectful thing? It is not,

foolishman, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“In disrespect there is an offence of expiation.”³

Bu-Pc 54.2.1Disrespect means: there are two (kinds of) disrespect: disre-
spect for amananddisrespect fordhamma.Disrespect foramanmeans:
if being spoken to by one who is ordained concerning what is laid

BD 2.394

down, thinking, ‘This one is suspended⁴ or disparaged⁵ or blame-
worthy,⁶ his bidding will not come to be done,’ he does a disrespect-

¹ Cf. bd 1.309; Vin 4.35, Vin 4.141. ² anādariyaṁ paṭicca karoti yeva. Cf. Vin 4.185,
Vin 4.349. At Vin 2.220 the group of six monks behaved disrespectfully (anādariyam
paṭicca) to the theras. At Pp 20 = Ds 1325 = Vb 359 anādariyaṁ is one of the terms
used to define dovacassatā, contumacy. Cf. anv.146, where the word occurs with
dovacassatā and pāpamittatā. ³ At Vin 1.176 there are three cases of anādariye
pācittiyaṁ connected with ill monks and the Pavāraṇā ceremony. ⁴ ukkhittaka. Cf.
Vin 1.97, Vin 1.121; Vin 2.61, Vin 2.173, Vin 2.213; Vin 4.137. ⁵ vambliita. ⁶ garahita.
Cf. Dhp 30, Snp 313.
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ful thing, there is an offence of expiation. Disrespect for dhamma
means: if being spoken to by onewho is ordained concerningwhat is
laid down, (saying), ‘Howmay this be lost or destroyed or disappear?
or, he does not wish to learn this,’¹ he does a disrespectful thing,
there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 54.2.2

If he thinks that he is ordained when he is ordained (and) does a
disrespectful thing, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt
as to whether he is ordained … If he thinks that he is not ordained
when he is ordained… offence of expiation. If being spoken to by one
who is ordained concerning what is not laid down,² thinking, ‘This
does not conduce to expunging (evil)³ nor to punctiliousness nor
to graciousness nor to decreasing (the obstructions) nor to putting
forth energy,’⁴ he does a disrespectful thing, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If being spoken to by onewho is not ordained concern-
ing what is laid down or concerning what is not laid down, thinking,
‘This does not conduce to expunging (evil) … nor to putting forth
energy,’ he does a disrespectful thing, there is an offence of wrong-

Vin 4.114

doing. If he thinks that he is ordainedwhen he is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
he is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.⁵

Bu-Pc 54.2.3

BD 2.395 There is no offence if he speaks, saying: ‘Thus the version⁶ of our
teachers is an interrogation’⁷; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-
doer.

¹ I.e., according to Vin-a 861, “what is laid down.” ² Vin-a 861, what has not been
handed down in the Suttas orAbhidhamma. ³ sallekhā. ⁴ See bd 1.37 (andnotes),
bd 1.296. ⁵ Doubtless should read anāpatti, no offence. ⁶ uggaha. See Vism96,
Vism99, translated, pts edition, ‘Version’ and ‘text.’ Vin-a 861 says, ‘in this matter
the version of the teacher as to respect should not be adopted, but the version of the
teacher that has come down as custom should be adopted.’ ⁷ paripucchā. Perhaps
‘questionable.’ Cf. above, bd 2.271, bd 2.275, bd 2.278.
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The Fourth
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Bu-Pc 55.1.1

BD 2.396

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six monks frightened¹ the group of seventeen
monks.These, being frightened, cried out. Monks spoke thus:
“Why do you, your reverences, cry out?”
“Your reverences, this group of six monks frightened us.”
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks frighten a monk?” … (see Bu-

Pc 52.1) … “… should be set forth:

Bu-Pc 55.2.1 “Whatever monk should frighten a monk, there is an offence
of expiation.”

Whatevermeans: is monk to be understood in this case.
Monkmeans: another monk.
Shouldfrightenmeans: if onewho is ordained, desirousof fright-

ening one who is ordained, arranges a form or a sound or a smell or
a taste or a touch,² whether he is afraid or whether he is not afraid,
there is an offence of expiation. If he points out the wilds of thieves,
or the wilds of beasts of prey, or the wilds of goblins,³ whether he is
afraid or whether he is not afraid, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 55.2.2

¹ bhiṁsāpenti. ² Cf. bd 1.133f. (= Vin 3.77f.). Vin-a 862 says, “offering a form and
so on is to be explained according to the meaning in manussaviggaha,” human
form—i.e., in Commentary, on Bu-Pj 3. ³ pisācakantāra. At Ja 1.99 five kinds of
kantāra are given, the first two as above and three others; each is defined. Four
kinds at Cnd 630.
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If he thinks that he is ordained when he is ordained (and) fright-
ens (him), there is an offence of expiation.

BD 2.397

If he is in doubt as to whether he is ordained … If he thinks that
he is not ordained when he is ordained (and) frightens (him), there
is an offence of expiation. If he is desirous of frightening one who is
not ordained (and) arranges a form… a touch, whether he is afraid
or whether he is not afraid, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
points out the wilds of thieves … or whether he is not afraid, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is ordained when he
is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt

Vin 4.115

as to whether he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that he is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.¹

Bu-Pc 55.2.3

There is no offence if, not desirous of frightening, he arranges
a form or a sound or a smell or a taste or a touch, or points out the
wilds of thieves or the wilds of beasts of prey or the wilds of goblins;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fifth

¹ Doubtless should read, as in Bu-Pc 54, anāpatti, no offence.
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Bu-Pc 56.1.1

BD 2.398

…was staying in the Bhagga country at Crocodile Hill¹ in Bhesakala
grove² in the deer-park. Now at that time monks, kindling in the
winter time a fire of large hollow logs, warmed themselves.³ And in
that hollow a dark poisonous snake⁴was scorched by the fire; issuing
forth, he pursued the monks.Themonks ran about here and there.⁵
Thosewhoweremodest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread
it about, saying:
“How can these monks, kindling a fire, warm themselves?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, kindling a fire, warmed

yourselves?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, kindling a fire, warm them-

selves? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, desirous of warming himself, should kindle or

should cause a fire to be kindled, there is an offence of expiation.”
BD 2.399

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

¹ Suṁsumāragiri. Vin-a 862 says it is the name of a town. It was probably the capi-
tal. Here were formulated two other Vinaya rules: Vin 2.127, Vin 4.198; cf. Vin 5.145.
Anumāna Sutta, mn i.95, Māratajjaniya Sutta, mn i.332, Bodhirājakumāra Sutta,
mn ii.91, uttered here. ² Called after the yakkhinīwho presided there, sn-a ii.249.
³ visibbesuṁ, from visibbeti = visīveti, to thaw, to warm oneself; another visibbeti
means to sew. Cf. visibbesuṁ at Vin 1.31–32, where the Jaṭilas “warmed themselves” at
vessels of burning fire after emerging from the cold river. Cf. visīvetvā atMil 47; and
visīvetuṁ twice, at Ja 2.68 with variant readings, one being visibbituṁ. ⁴ kaṇhas-
appa. Cf. Vin 3.20. ⁵ tahaṁ tahaṁ. Cf. Ja 1.384.
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the lord.

Bu-Pc 56.1.2

Now at that timemonks became ill. Monks, inquiring after the
ill ones, spoke thus to the ill monks: “We hope that your reverences
are better, we hope that you are keeping going.”
“Formerly, your reverences, we, kindling a fire, used to warm our-

selves; thus there came to be comfort for us. But now it is forbidden
by the lord, (and) being scrupulous, we do not warm ourselves; thus
there comes to be no comfort for us.”¹

They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, when a monk is ill, kindling or causing a

fire to be kindled, to warm yourselves. And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:

“Whatever monk, not being ill, desirous of warming himself,
should kindle or should cause a fire to be kindled, there is an offence

Vin 4.116

of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 56.2.1Now at that timemonks, being scrupulous, did not light a lamp
in the fire-room² or in the bath-room.³They told this matter to the
lord. He said:
“I allow you,monks, to kindle or to cause a fire to be kindledwhen

there is a sufficient reason for it.⁴ And thus … should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, not being ill, desirous of warming himself,

should kindle or should cause a fire to be kindled, unless there is
sufficient reason for it, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 56.3.1Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.400

Not being ill means: he for whom there comes to be comfort
without a fire.
¹ Cf. above, bd 2.277, bd 2.342, below, bd 2.402. ² jotika, according to Vin-a 862,
a fire for the purpose of sweating: pattapacanasedakammādīsu jotikaraṇe. ³ See
Vinaya Texts i.157, n. 2; Vinaya Texts iii.103. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 2.375.
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Illmeans: he forwhomtheredoesnot come tobe comfortwithout
a fire.

Desirous ofwarminghimselfmeans: wishing to heat himself.¹
Afire² means: what is called a fire.³
Should kindlemeans: if he himself kindles, there is an offence

of expiation.
Should cause to be kindled means: if he commands another,

there is an offence of expiation.Whenonce commanded, if he kindles
much, there is an offence of expiation.

Unless there is a sufficient reason for itmeans: setting aside
a sufficient reason for it.⁴

Bu-Pc 56.3.2

If he thinks that he is not ill when he is not ill, (and) desirous of
warming himself, kindles or causes a fire to be kindled, unless there
is a sufficient reason for it, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether he is not ill … If he thinks that he is ill when he
is not ill … offence of expiation. If he picks up a fallen fire-brand,⁵
there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If he thinks that he is not ill when
he is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is ill
when he is ill, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 56.3.3

There is no offence if he is ill; if he warms himself at onemade by
another; if he warms himself over raked-out embers⁶; if at a lamp,
in a fire-room, in a bath-room; if there is a sufficient reason for it; if
there are dangers⁷; if he is mad; if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Sixth

¹ tappitukāma. ² joti. ³ aggi. ⁴ Vin-a 862 says, “setting aside lamps and so
on, there is no offence in kindling (a fire) when there is another suitable reason for
it.” ⁵ paṭilātaṁ ukkhipati. Vin-a 862 says ḍayhamānaṁ alāṭaṁ patitaṁ (variant
reading patati taṁ) ukkhipati, if he picks up a glowing fire-brand that has fallen.
⁶ vitacchitaṅgāra. ⁷ Vin-a 862—i.e., from nasty beasts of prey and beings other
than human.
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Bu-Pc 57.1.1

BD 2.401

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time monks used to bathe in the Tapodā.¹ Now at that
time King Seniya Bimbisāra ofMagadha, thinking: “I will bathe (my)
head,” having gone to the Tapodā, waited for (them) at a respectful

Vin 4.117

distance, thinking: “(I will wait) as long as the masters bathe.”The
monks bathed until the dark of the night. Then King Seniya Bim-
bisāra of Magadha, bathing (his) head at the wrong time, staying
outside the town because the town gate was closed, when it was
early morning² approached the lord, anointed,³ perfumed⁴; having
approached, having greeted the lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the lord
spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“Why do you, sire, come in the early morning, anointed, per-

fumed?”
Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha told this matter to the

lord. Then the lord roused … delighted King Seniya Bimbisāra of
Magadha with dhamma-talk.Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Maga-
dha, having been roused … delighted by the lord with dhamma-talk,
rising from his seat, greeting the lord, departed keeping his right

BD 2.401

side towards him.Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection,
having had the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks,
saying:

¹ A lake, and also a river; literally the hot waters.The lake was cool, but the river
flowing from it was hot; see Vin 3.108 (bd 1.188), quoted at dn-a 1.35, Ud-a 110. ² Cf.
above, bd 2.274. ³ asambhinnena. Pali-English Dictionary says that this at the above
passage is the “name of a kind of ointment.” ⁴ vilepanena.
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“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks, though having seen the
king, not knowing moderation, bathed?”

BD 2.402

“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can these foolishmen, though having seen the king,

not knowing moderation, bathe? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should bathe (at intervals of) less than half a

month, there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 57.2.1 Now at that timemonks, being scrupulous, did not bathe in the
hot weather, in the fever weather; they lay down¹ with limbs covered
with sweat; robes and lodgings got soiled. They told this matter to
the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, in the hot weather, in the fever weather, to

bathe (at intervals of) less than half a month. And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should bathe (at intervals of) less than half a

month, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation.This is
a right time in this case: thinking, ‘a month and a half of the summer
remains,’ (and) ‘the firstmonth of the rains’—these are the two and a
half months when there is hot weather, when there is fever weather.
In this case this is a right time.”

Vin 4.118

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 57.3.1 Now at that timemonks became ill. Monks, inquiring after the
ill ones, spoke thus to the ill monks: “We hope that your reverences
are better, we hope that you are keeping going.”

Formerly, your reverences, we used to bathe (at intervals of) less

¹ sayanti, or, went to sleep.
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than half a month; thus there came to be comfort for us. But now it
BD 2.403

is forbidden by the lord, (and) being scrupulous, we do not bathe;
thus there comes to be no comfort for us.”¹

They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, when a monk is ill, to bathe (at intervals of)

less than half a month. And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatever monk should bathe (at intervals of) less than half a

month, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation.This
is a right time in this case …when there is fever weather, at a time
of illness. In this case this is a right time.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 57.4.1Now at that timemonks making repairs, being scrupulous, did
not bathe; they lay downwith limbs covered with sweat; robes and
lodgings got soiled.They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, at a time of work,² to bathe (at intervals of)

less than half a month. And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatever monk should bathe (at intervals of) less than half a

month, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation …”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 57.5.1Now at that timemonks, having gone on a journey, being scrupu-
lous, did not bathe; they lay downwith limbs covered with sweat …
They told this matter to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, at a time of going on a journey, to bathe (at

intervals of) less than half a month. And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should bathe (at intervals of) less than half a

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.277, bd 2.342, bd 2.399. ² Or, of building, kammasamaya; see the
Old Commentary’s definition below.
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month, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation.This
BD 2.404

is a right time in this case: …”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 57.6.1 Now at that time several monks, making robes in the open air,
became assailed¹ by a dusty wind, and the god was raining little by
little.²Themonks, being scrupulous, did not-bathe; they lay down
with damp limbs; robes and lodgings got soiled.They told thismatter

Vin 4.119

to the lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, at a time of wind and rain,³ to bathe (at inter-

vals of) less than half amonth. And thus,monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should bathe (at intervals of) less than half

a month, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation.
In this case this is a right time: thinking, ‘a month and a half of
the summer remains,’ (and) ‘the firstmonth of the rains’—these
are the two and a half months when there is hot weather, when
there is fever weather; at a time of illness, at a time of work, at
a time of going on a journey, at a time of wind and rain.This is a
right time in this case.”

Bu-Pc 57.7.1 Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
Less than half amonth⁴ means: less than half a month.⁵
Should bathemeans: if he bathes with chunam or with clay,⁶ in

each action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when the bathing is
completed there is an offence of expiation.

Except at a right timemeans: setting a right time to one side.
BD 2.405

Hotweathermeans: a month and a half of the summer remains.
¹ okiṇṇā. ² devo ca thokaṁ thokaṁ phusāyati. Cf. sn i.184, Ud 5, devo ekaṁ
ekaṁ phusāyati. ³ vātavuṭṭhi. Cf. an iii.378; Snp-a 34. ⁴ oren’ addhamāsaṁ.
⁵ ūnakaddhamāsaṁ. ⁶ Cf. Vin 1.202, where monks with affections of the skin
are allowed to use cuṇṇa, chunam, while those who are in health are permitted
mattikā, clay. Cf. also Vin 1.47 = Vin 1.52, and see notes at Vinaya Texts i.157; Vin 2.120,
Vin 2.220, Vin 2.224.
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Feverweathermeans: the first month of the rains.Thinking, ‘these
are the two and a half monthswhen there is hot weather, when there
is fever weather,’ there may be bathing.

Time of illnessmeans: if there comes to be no comfort for one
withoutbathing; thinking, ‘it is a timeof illness,’ theremaybebathing.

Time of workmeans: even a cell comes to be cleaned; thinking,
‘it is a time of work,’ there may be bathing.

Time of going on a journey means: saying, ‘we will go half a
yojana,’ there may be bathing; there may be bathing when going,
there may be bathing when gone.¹

Time of wind and rainmeans: if monks become assailed by a
dusty wind, if two or three drops of rain come to be fallen on the
body, thinking, ‘it is a time of wind and rain,’ there may be bathing.

Bu-Pc 57.7.2

If he thinks that it is less when it is less than half a month, (and)
bathes, except at a right time, there is an offence of expiation. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is less than half a month … If he thinks that
it is more when it is less than half a month … offence of expiation. If
he thinks that it is less when it is more than half a month, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is more
than half a month, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that it is more when it is more than half a month, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 57.7.3

There is no offence if it is at a right time; if he bathes at (intervals
of) the half-month; if he bathes (at intervals of) more than half a
month; if he bathes going to the further bank²; if he is in nothing but
bordering districts³; if there are accidents⁴; if he is mad, if he is the
first wrong-doer.

The Seventh

¹ Cf. above, bd 2.312. ² pāraṁ gacchanto nhāyati. Cf. above, bd 2.392. ³ sabba-
paccantimesu janapadesu. Buddhaghosa gives no explanation. ⁴ Such as being
pursued by bees, Vin-a 863.
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Bu-Pc 58.1.1

BD 2.406

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time manymonks and wanderers were going along the high-
road from Sāketa to Sāvatthī. On the way, thieves, having issued
forth, robbed them. At Sāvatthī hirelings of the king,¹ having issued
forth, having seized these thieves with the goods, sent a messenger
to the monks, saying:
“Let the revered sirs come; let each, recognising his own robe,

take it.”²
The monks did not recognise them. They³ looked down upon,

criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the revered sirs not recognise their own robes?”⁴
Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Then these

monks told this matter to the lord. Then the lord on this occasion,
in this connection, having had the Order of monks convened, hav-
ing given reasoned talk on what is befitting, on what is suitable,
addressed the monks, saying:
“On account of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training for

monks based on ten grounds: for the excellence of the Order, for the
comfort of the Order … for establishing what is verily dhamma, for
following discipline.⁵ And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“When amonk obtains a new robe, any onemode of disfigure-

BD 2.407

¹ rājabhaṭa, persons ill royal service. At Vin 1.74 it is a dukkaṭa to confer the
pabbajā on these. Cf. Vin 1.88. ² sakaṁ sakaṁ cīvaraṁ saṁjānitvā gaṇhantu.
³ I.e., the hirelings. ⁴ attano attano cīvaraṁ na saṁjānissanti. ⁵ = Vin 3.21
(bd 1.37f.)= bd 3.232 (above, bd 2.87)= an i.98, an i.100 (gs 1.84, gs 1.85)= an v.70
(gs 5.50).
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ment¹ of the threemodes of disfigurementmust be taken²: either
dark green ormud(-colour) or black.³” If a monk should make use
of a new robe without taking⁴ any one mode of disfigurement of the
three modes of disfigurement, there is an offence of expiation.⁵”

Bu-Pc 58.2.1

Vin 4.120
Newmeans: it is called so if not made allowable.⁶
Robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes.⁷
Any onemode of disfigurement of the threemodes of disfig-

urement must be takenmeans: even (as little as) with a blade of
grass must be taken.

Dark green⁸ means: there are two (kinds of) dark green: the
BD 2.408

¹ dubbaṇṇakaraṇaṁ. Vin-a 863 says dubbaṇṇakaraṇaṁ ādātabban ti etaṁ kap-
pabinduṁ sandhāya vuttaṁ. Pali-English Dictionary calls kappabindu a “small black
dot or smudge imprinted on a new robe to make it lawful” (kappa). Huber, J. Bu-
As., 1913, has (pācittiya 59): “si un bhikṣu reçoit un vetement neuf, il doit employer une
des trois manières pour en détruire la belle couleur.” At Vin 1.255 the kaṭhina-cloth is
called “made (atthata) if it is made allowable (kappakata).” sn v.217, dubbaṇṇakaraṇī
jare = ks v.192, “age that makes the colour fade.” ² ādātabbaṁ, from ādiyati, to
take up, take to oneself. Cf. Vin-a 684, ādātabbā ti gahetabbā. Vinaya Texts i.45, “he
must choose.” Cf. Vin 1.50, na ekacco pacchāsamaṇo ādātabbo = Vinaya Texts i.163, “let
him not take anyone else with him as his companion.” ³ Vinaya Texts i.45, “either
(making part of it) dark blue, or (marking part of it with) mud, or (making part
of it) black. ⁴ anādā. ⁵ The robe must be disfigured so as to be identifiable by
the monk to whom it belongs. Cf. Bu-NP 15, where portions of an old rug have to be
added to a new rug “so as to disfigure it,” although not for purposes of identification.
⁶ akatakappa. The robe is made allowable by having a smudge made upon it, Vin-
a 863. At Vin 1.215 fruit that is akatakappa is allowed to be eaten, even when there
is no one there to make it allowable (kappiyakāraka, cf. Vin 1.211) for the monks by
offering it to them. Cf. akappakata occurring below at Bu-Pc 58.2.3. ⁷ Cf. above,
bd 2.40, bd 2.48. HereVin-a 863 says,whatever he is able to put on, to dress in (using
nivāsetuṁ and pārupituṁ, the verbs referring to the inner robe, and to the upper
robe and outer cloak, cf. bd 2.32, n. 2, n. 3); the “least robe fit for assignment” is
not meant. Cf. above, bd 2.287. ⁸ nīla, often translated as blue, dark blue. But
Old Commentary lends support for green here. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhist
Psychological Ethics, 1924, p. 49, n.
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dark green of bronze,¹ the dark green of foliage.²
Mud(-colour)³ means: it is called water.⁴
Black⁵ means: anything that is of black.⁶
If amonk…without taking any onemode of disfigurement

of the threemodes of disfigurementmeans: if a monkmakes use
Vin 4.121

of a new robe without having taken⁷ any one mode of disfigurement
of the three modes of disfigurement, even (as little as) with a blade
of grass, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 58.2.2

If he makes use of it, thinking that he has not taken⁸ when he
has not taken, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether he has not taken… If hemakes use of it, thinking that he has
taken when he has not taken, there is an offence of expiation. If he
thinks that he has not taken when he has taken, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he has taken, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he has taken when he
has taken, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 58.2.3

BD 2.409 There is no offence if, having taken, he makes use of it; if what is
allowable becomes destroyed⁹; if what made the appearance allow-

¹ kaṁsanīla; kaṁsa is bronze, or sometimes metal. Vin-a 863 explains by cam-
makāranīla, the nīla of a leather-worker, and says that according to Mahāpaccariya
it is called ayomala (variant reading ayomaya) and lohamala, an iron-(or metal-)
stain, a copper-(brass-or bronze-) stain. ² palāsanīla, explained at Vin-a 863. yo
koci nīlavaṇṇo paṇṇaraso, whatever is a heap of leaves is nīla colour. At Vv-a 197,
Pv-a 158, harita, usually translated as “green,” is explained by nīla. ³ kaddama.
⁴ odaka. At Vin 2.262 monks and nuns sprinkled one another with kaddamodaka,
muddy water (kaddama-udaka). ⁵ kāḷāsama. Both kāḷa and sāma can mean black,
dark.Atmn i.246 thewordsmean, according toPali-EnglishDictionary, black, brown,
respectively; so translated at Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.176. But Pali-English
Dictionary also says (article for kāḷa) that “kāḷa-sāma at Vin 4.120 is to be taken as
dark-grey,” while under article for sāma it says, “Vin 4.120 (kāḷasāma dark blue
[?]).” Some words for colours may, in the Canon, have denoted more than one
colour, or nothing very definite and fixed; or wemay not yet know exactly to what
colour some of the words for colours refer. ⁶ kāḷasāmaka, or blackish, darkish.
⁷ anādiyitvā. ⁸ anādinna, presumably referring to a “disfigurement.” ⁹ kappo
naṭṭho hoti, perhaps if the smudge (bindu) disappears in some way.
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able becomes worn away¹; if what was not made allowable² becomes
sewn together³ with what was made allowable⁴; if there is a patch⁵;
if there is a braiding⁶; if there is a binding ⁷; if he is mad, if he is the

BD 2.410

first wrong-doer.

The Eighth

¹ kappakatokāso jiṇṇo hoti. ² akappakataṁ. Again cf.Vin-a 863 and above, bd 2.407.
³ saṁsibbitaṁ hoti. Cf. Vism 1, Mil 102, Mil 148. ⁴ kappakatena, as Critical Pali Dic-
tionary says, by kappabindu. Vin 4.286, samaṇacīvaraṁ nāma kappakataṁ vuccati, a
recluse’s robe is called what is made allowable. At Vin 1.254, Vin 1.255, the expres-
sions occur, na akappakatena atthataṁ hoti kathiṇaṁ; kappakatena atthataṁ hoti
kaṭhinaṁ, translated at Vinaya Texts ii.155, Vinaya Texts ii.156, “when the ceremony
has (has not) fallen through,” bd 2.155, n. 2, saying, “akappakatenā ti anādinna-kappa-
bindhunā (Buddhaghosa), which we do not understand. Perhaps we should read
bindunā.” SeeVin-a 1111 for thisdefinition, andwhere reading isbindunā.Thesense is
that the kaṭhina-cloth is not properlymade if it is notmade allowable—i.e., through
not taking a disfiguring smudge bywhich the owner can identify it. ⁵ aggaḷa. Vin-
a 863, “putting these aggaḷa, and so on, on to a robe after it is made allowable is not a
device formaking it allowable (kappakaraṇakicca).”Aggaḷa, patch, strip of cloth,was
used for strengthening robes. See Vin 1.290, where a monk’s inner robe was torn
andhe inserted a “strip of cloth” andwas commended by the lord. Buddhaghosa says
(see Vin-a 1128), aggaḷam acchādeyyan (text, acchupeyyaṁ) ti chinnaṭṭhāne pilotika-
khaṇḍaṁ laggāpeyyaṁ (variant reading ṭhapeyyaṁ): “(what now) if I should stick
bits of cloth (or rags) into the torn places?” Vin-a 1129 gives, suttalūkhaṁ kātun ti
sutten’ eva aggaḷam kātun ti attho, “to dam roughly with thread means to darn a
patch with thread.” ⁶ anuvāta. Vinaya Texts ii.154, n. 1, anuvāta-karaṇa-mattenā ti
piṭṭhi-anuvāta-āropana-mattena, fromwhich it appears that the anuvātawas put
along the back of the robe. Anuvāta used in explained of kusi at Vin 1.287, see Vinaya
Texts ii.208, n. 5. Vin-a 684 uses theword in explaining the rule for disfiguring a rug.
Critical Pali Dictionary calls anuvāta “probably a collar or facing (on amonk’s cowl).”
⁷ paribhaṇḍa. Vinaya Texts ii.154, n. 2, paribhaṇḍa-karaṇa-mattenā ti kucchi-anuvāta-
āropana-mattena, put inside. Buddhaghosa on Vin 1.297 again explains anuvāta and
paribhaṇḍa “by the words themselves,” see Vinaya Texts ii.231, n. 2.The two words
occur again at Vin 1.254 as things to be used in making a kaṭhina-cloth robe, and at
Vin 2.116 as things to be put on to the edge (anto) of the kaṭhinawhen it is worn thin;
at Vin 2.177 they are among the “trifles” for which a disposer is to be appointed. On
paribhaṇḍa as some kind of flooring, see Vin 2.113, Vin 2.172; Vinaya Texts iii.85, n. 3;
Vin 3.213, n. 6.
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Bu-Pc 59.1.1

BD 2.411

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, himself
having assigned a robe¹ to a monk who shared his brother’s cell,²
made use of it, (the robe) not having been taken away.³ Then that
monk told this matter to the monks, saying:
“Your reverences, this venerableUpananda, the sonof theSakyans,

himself having assigned a robe to me, makes use of it, (the robe) not
having been taken away.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“Howcan the venerableUpananda, the sonof the Sakyans, himself

having assigned a robe to a monk, make use of it, (the robe) not
having been taken away?”
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, yourself having assigned

… not having been taken away?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolishman, yourself having assigned…not having

been taken away? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are
not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be
set forth:
“Whatevermonk, himself having assigned a robe to amonk or

to a nun or to a female probationer or to a male novice or to a
female novice, should make use of it, (the robe) not having been
taken away, there is an offence of expiation.”⁴

¹ At Vin 1.297 monks were allowed to allot robes, but not to assign them. ² Cf.
above, bd 2.139. ³ apaccuddhāraka. Cf. above, bd 2.22, n. 3. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Pc 81.
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Bu-Pc 59.2.1

BD 2.412
Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.

Vin 4.122To amonkmeans: to another monk.
A nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.¹
A female probationermeans: one training in the six rules² for

two years.
Amale novicemeans: one conforming to the ten rules of train-

ing.³
Afemalenovicemeans: one conforming to the ten rules of train-

ing.⁴
Himself⁵ means: himself ⁶ having assigned.
A robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes, (includ-

ing) the least one fit for assignment.⁷
Assignmentmeans: there are two (kinds of) assignment, assign-

ment in the presence and assignment in the absence. Assignment in
the presencemeans that he says, ‘I assign this robe to you or to so and
so.’ Assignment in the absence means that he says, ‘I will give-this
robe to you for the sake of assigning (it).’⁸ He should say, ‘Who is
your friend or intimate acquaintance?’ ‘So and so, and so and so,’ he
says. He should say, ‘I will give to them; make use of what is due to
them or give it away or do as you like (with it).’

(The robe) not having been taken awaymeans: either if it is
not given to him, or if not putting his trust in him, he makes use of
it, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 59.2.2

If he thinks that (the robe) is not taken awaywhen it is not taken
away, (and)makes use of it, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether (the robe) is not taken away … If he thinks that

BD 2.413

(the robe) is taken away when it is not taken away, (and) makes use

¹ = above, bd 2.32, bd 2.40. ² chasu dhammesu sikkhitasikkhā. Cf. Vin 4.343.These
rules are the five sīlas and one against eating at the wrong time. For this last cf.
Bu-Pc 37. ³ dasasikkhāpadika. ⁴ dasasikkhāpadikā. Cf. Vin 4.343. ⁵ sāmaṁ…
sayaṁ. ⁶ sāmaṁ… sayaṁ. ⁷ Cf. above, bd 2.40, bd 2.48, bd 2.140. ⁸ Or, as at
Vinaya Texts i.45, n. 3, ‘I give this robe to you for you to appoint (to someone else).’
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of it, there is an offence of expiation. If he allots¹ it or gives it away,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that (the robe) is not
taken awaywhen it is taken away, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.
If he is in doubt as to whether (the robe) is taken away, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that (the robe) is taken away
when it is taken away, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 59.2.3

There is no offence either if he gives it, or if putting his trust in
him, he makes use of it; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ adhiṭṭheti, see above, bd 2.7, n. 1.
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Bu-Pc 60.1.1
BD 2.414

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of seventeenmonks did not store their requisites.
The group of six monks hid a bowl and a robe belonging to the group
of seventeen monks. The group of seventeen monks spoke thus to
the group of six monks:
“Your reverences, give back the bowl and the robe to us.”

Vin 4.123

The group of six monks laughed; these cried out. Monks spoke
thus:
“Why do you, your reverences, cry out?”
“Your reverences, this group of six monks are hiding a bowl and a

robe belonging to us.”
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of sixmonks hide a bowl and a robe belonging

to monks?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, are hiding a bowl and a robe

belonging to monks?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, hide a bowl and a robe belonging to

monks? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should hide or should cause to hide amonk’s

bowl or robe or (piece of cloth) to sit upon¹ or needle-case or gir-
dle, even in fun, there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ nisīdana. Cf. Vin 1.295 and above, bd 2.34, bd 2.87, bd 2.414
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Bu-Pc 60.2.1

Whatevermeans: … is monk to be understood in this case.
BD 2.415

Amonk’smeans: another monk’s.
Bowlmeans: there are two (kinds of) bowls, an iron bowl and a

clay bowl.¹
Robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes, (including)

the least one fit for assignment.²
(Piece of cloth) to sit uponmeans: it is so called if it has a bor-

der.³
Needle-case⁴ means: it is with a needle or it is without a needle.
Girdlemeans: there are two (kinds of) girdles, those made of

strips of cloth⁵ and those …⁶
Should hidemeans: if he himself hides, there is an offence of

expiation.
Or should came to hidemeans: if he commands another, there

is an offence of expiation. When once commanded, if he hides much,
there is an offence of expiation.

Even in funmeans: desiring amusement.

Bu-Pc 60.2.2

If he thinks that he is ordained when he is ordained, (and) hides
or causes (someone) to hide a bowl… or a girdle, even in fun, there is
an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether he is ordained
…Ifhe thinks thathe isnot ordainedwhenhe is ordained…offenceof
expiation. If he hides or causes (someone) to hide another requisite,
even in fun, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he hides or causes
(someone) to hide the bowl or robe or another requisite of one who
is not ordained, even in fun, there is an offence of wrong-doing.⁷
If he thinks that he is ordained when he is not ordained, there is

BD 2.416

¹ = above, bd 2.115 (where see n. 2), andVin 4.243. Cf. also the three bowlsmentioned
at Vin 3.169 = bd 1.292, lohapatta, sāṭakapatta, sumbhakapatta. ² Cf. above, bd 2.40,
bd 2.48. ³ sadasa. Cf. above, bd 2.87, andVin 4.171. ⁴ Cf.Vin 1.301ff., and Bu-Pc 86.
⁵ paṭṭika. I follow translation at Vinaya Texts iii.143. ⁶ sūkarantaka. Vinaya Texts
iii.143, n. 5, “wedonotventure to translate the term.”SeeBuddhaghosa’s explanation
at Vin 2.319. Both these kinds of girdles are allowed at Vin 2.136. ⁷ Indicating that
members of other sects were not to be inconvenienced.
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an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is not
ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is
not ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.¹

Bu-Pc 60.2.3

There is no offence if he is not desiring fun; if he puts in order
what is badly arranged²; if he puts it in order, thinking, ‘I will give
it back, having given dhamma-talk’; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

TheTenth

this is its key
Fermented liquor, the finger, and water,³
and disrespect, frightening,
Fire, bathing, disfigurement,
himself (the robe) not having been taken away,
and about hiding.

The Sixth Division: that on drinking fermented liquor

¹ Another of these errors, noted before—should surely read anāpatti, no offence.
² dunnikkhitta, wrongly put down or set down. ³ toya.
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BD 3.v

This volume of the Book of the Discipline concludes the translation
of the Suttavibhaṅga of the Vinaya and covers vol.4 of Oldenberg’s
edition of theVinayapiṭakaṁ, p. 124 to the end. It thus includes the last
thirty-twoPācittiyas formonks,Bu-Pc 61–Bu-Pc 92, the fourPāṭidesaniyas
or offences which ought to be confessed, the seventy-five Sekhiyas or
rules for training or of etiquette, and the seven Adhikaraṇasamathā
dhammā or ways for settling legal questions. This ends the Mahā-
vibhaṅga portion of the Suttavibhaṅga, that portion devoted to the
Pātimokkha rules of restraint and training formonks.The nuns’ por-
tion, the Bhikkhunivibhaṅga, follows immediately, the rules being
classified on the same lines as those for monks: Pārājika, Saṅghādis-
esa,Nissaggiya, Pācittiya, Pāṭidesaniya, Sekhiya, Adhikaraṇasamathā
dhammā. There is, however, no Aniyata, or undetermined class of
offence, for nuns.

TheMonks’ Pācittiya Group
(Bu-Pc.61–Bu-Pc.92)

Sāvatthī is given as the locus or provenance of twenty-eight of these
thirty-two rules, Rājagaha of two, Kosambī and Kapilavatthu of one
each. It is not uninstructive to look at these four rules in which
the lord is recorded to have been elsewhere than in Sāvatthī. Bu-
Pc 65, whose locus is given as Rājagaha, recounts the choice of young
Upāli’s parents of a monk’s career for him, apparently mainly on
the grounds that recluses are pleasant in their conduct and live in
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a certain amount of ease. The episode occurs again in the Mahā-
vagga (Vin 1.77), but there, because at the end it is stated that he who
ordains a person who is under twenty years of age “must be dealt
with according to the rule,” the existence of this Pācittiya is evidently
presupposed.

BD 3.vi

Both accounts assert that Upāli and his young friends were in
Rājagaha and also show the lord to have been here too.¹Thus there
would appear to be some tradition associating the boy Upāli with
this place.

Bu-Pc 81 has as its central figure Dabba the Mallian. In Bu-Ss 8
he is appointed distributor of lodgings and meals to the Order. In
Bu-Pc 13 he is accused of showing favouritism in the discharge of his
duties. These three contexts all lay the scene in Rājagaha, as does
Bu-Ss 9, where this same monk is falsely charged with seducing
Mettiyā. Although he was not born at Rājagaha, there is a consistent
propensity to regard this as the scene of many of his activities.

Similarly, Channa is a monk traditionally connected with Ko-
sambī. In Bu-Ss 12, Bu-Pc 54, and again in Bu-Pc 71, we hear of him
indulging in badhabits, alwayswhen the lord is said to be at Kosambī.
Alsowhile hewashere, Channa is reputed to have cut downa tree at a
shrine (Bu-Ss 12) and to have damaged a brahmin’s barley field when
building a dwelling-place given him by his supporter (Bu-Pc 19).

The introductory story of Bu-Pc 86 is developed on exactly the
same lines as the first story in Bu-NP 22, the only differences being
that (1) the Nissaggiya story ends in the formulation of a dukkaṭa
offence, and the Pācittiya in the formulation of a sikkhāpada, a rule;
and (2) the people who offer to supply the monks’ needs are potters
in the Nissaggiya and ivory-workers in the Pācittiya. In both these
stories the lord is said tohavebeen residing atKapilavatthu, his birth-
place. I have already put forward various reasons to supportmy view
that Bu-NP 22 represents some specially ancient fragment of the
Pātimokkha.² Now the form in which Bu-Pc 86 exists would appear

¹ All the incidents in Vin 1.35–Vin 1.80 are imputed to a time when the lord was
making a long stay in Rājagaha. ² bd 2, Introduction, p. xivff.
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to support this probability. It looks like amere copy of Bu-NP 22, and
in narrating its story may be said to utilise material already at hand.

BD 3.vii

For it cannot well be earlier than the Nissaggiya, since the articles
in respect of which the offence was committed were needle-cases,
whereas in theNissaggiya they were bowls, requisites doubtless al-
lowed to monks before they felt the lack of needle-cases.These latter
were not essential in the daily round,merely an adjunct to it, ameans
of preserving the needles, themselves one of the eight necessities,
and through them other necessities: robes, belts, shoulder-straps
and so on. In taking over an older setting, older because the articles
with which it deals were earlier accretions to the monks’ property,
the story of Bu-Pc 50 imitates the one it copies so closely as to cre-
ate the impression that it was borrowing this older setting because
there existed no special story which could be used to introduce the
formulation of its own rule.

Some of the twenty-eight rules whose provenance is given as Sā-
vatthī, for example Bu-Pc 63, Bu-Pc 69, Bu-Pc 73, Bu-Pc 79, Bu-Pc 80,
by dealing with the internal polity of a saṅgha, are portraying an
organisation no longer in its infancy. For they presuppose a time
when the saṅgha had been in existence long enough to have devel-
oped a working constitution of a certain complexity.They speak of
such technical institutes as “formal acts” and their carrying out (Bu-
Pc 63, Bu-Pc 79, Bu-Pc 80), of the giving of chanda, or an absentee
member’s consent by proxy to a fellow monk to attend a business
meeting of the Order on his behalf (Bu-Pc 79, Bu-Pc 80), and of “legal
questions” together with a ban on reopening these once they had
been settled “according to rule” (Bu-Pc 63).Thus, as Bu-Pc 63 shows,
the attempt to safeguard the validity and finality of legal questions
that had already been settled implies work still going forward in
regard to legal questions, although perhaps the procedure which
was gradually adopted was brought to its conclusion in this Pācittiya.
Two Pācittiyas, Bu-Pc 79 and Bu-Pc 81 (locus: Rājagaha), also seek
to prevent a monk frommaking criticisms, khīyadhammaṁ āpajjati,
after he has taken part in some constitutional proceedings. He must
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abide by the decisions that were taken then and in his presence, just
BD 3.viii

as by Bu-Pc 63 he must abide by whatever verdict had been given on
a legal question.

Other Pācittiyas in this volume also show signs of being relatively
late. Bu-Pc 70 refers to the material of Bu-Pc 5, and Bu-Pc 77 to that
of Bu-Pc 65, hence both must be later than the Pācittiyas to which
they refer. Bu-Pc 73 speaks of “a rule being handed down in a clause,
contained in a clause,” dhammo suttāgato suttāpariyāpanno, and due
to be recited at every half-monthly recitation of the Pātimokkha
rules, as though the rule referred to were to this extent fixed and
stable. The sikkhāpada of this Pācittiya has a late ring about it, the
language and thought depicting a time that had progressed some
way beyond the archaic.

In my Introduction to Book of the Discipline vol.2 I took up the
question¹ raised by Oldenberg and Rhys Davids of the comparative
age of those Pācittiyas noticed by them as “formulated with the ut-
most brevity.” After an examination of these Pācittiyas I came to the
tentative conclusion that they maymark some relatively late stage
in the growth of the disciplinary code. I remarked that Bu-Pc 72 and
Bu-Pc 73 “conform to” this brief type. Now the internal evidence of
these two Pācittiyas suggests references to times when constitution-
ally the saṅghawas fairly well developed.Therefore such evidence
may be regarded as contributing to the validity of the hypothesis
that the Pācittiyaswhich are briefly stated, as well as those which
conform to this type, belong to a comparatively late date.

But yet I think it unsafe to attempt any correlation of rules which
seem to be late with Gotama’s protracted residence at Sāvatthī to-
wards the end of his life. For other rules which bear the stamp of
earlier formulation are said to have been set forth when the lord was
here, while still others which might appear to emanate from later
days were promulgated when he is said to have been elsewhere.

BD 3.ix

This same feature, the great preponderance of sayings and dis-
courses said to have been delivered at Sāvatthī by the lord, is to be

¹ bd 2, Introduction, p. xxxiv.
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found in the Saṁyutta.¹ In this Collection, the phrase Sāvatthī nidā-
naṁ sometimes occurs as well as a “condensed opening formula”;²
and it is this that has led to the suggestion of nidāna here referring
“to the source of the deposited and transmitted record … and not to
the original scene of the original utterance.”³ Although the word
nidāna does not occur in such a connection in the Vinaya, future his-
torians will have to bear in mind the possibility of names of places,
Sāvatthī as well as the others, referring to the centres where “re-
peaters” met when the canon was being established, instead of to
the scene where the discourse was reputed to have been given or
the rule laid down. Against this, however, we have to set the small
villages, the hill-tops and mountain-sides spoken of throughout the
Suttas as the places where the lord or his disciples were staying, but
which were too small or remote ever to have reached eminence as
centres of learning, repeating or codifying.

Wemay now consider various peculiarities manifest in some of
the Pācittiyas already referred to as well as in others. Bu-Pc 72, for
example, contains at least three further points which require some
analysis. In thefirst place, in speaking of “mastering discipline under
Upāli,” discipline, Vinaya, is incidentally shown to have acquired
complexity and magnitude sufficient to attract expert study.Thus to
understand it properly, in detail and in its various aspects and rami-
fications, the help of some competent person, such asUpāli, the great
expert on discipline, was needed. According to the Vinaya tradition,
this monk played a leading part at the first Council. There are also
records showing him to have beenwith Gotama since relatively early
days of his ministry.⁴ This will mean, in the first place, that Upāli

BD 3.x

will have had good opportunity to study the rules as they came into
being and grew into a body; but that, in the second, had this body
not attained an appreciable size, it could not have formed a worthy
subject for any disciple’s study and mastery. Therefore the desire
of the monks in Bu-Pc 72 to learn discipline under Upāli (because

¹ ks 3, Introduction, p. xff., ks 4, Introduction, p. xivf. ² ks 3, Introduction, p. xi.
³ ks 4, Introduction, p. xv. ⁴ See Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 216f.
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the lord, as they are recorded to say, in praising discipline praises
Upāli again and again), may be ascribed to some indefinite time sub-
sequent to the establishment of this monk’s reputation as the most
eminent exponent of this branch of study

Again, Bu-Pc 72 in referring to “the lesser and minor rules of
training,” khuddānukkhudakāni sikkhāpadāni, does so in a way sug-
gestive of some attempt at classification already made for these.¹
This was a matter, as Vin 2.287 asserts, on which those elders who
attended the first Council were themselves at variance.TheOld Com-
mentary on Bu-Pc 72 is silent on the subject. It is very possible, as
B.C. Law points out,² and in fact it is almost certain, that the rules
themselves had existed in a classified form since the earliest times.
It would therefore be fallacious to find in any mention of “the lesser
and minor rules of discipline” a pointer to some particular epoch
of early Buddhist monastic history. At the same time, such a refer-
ence cannot belong to a time before there were sufficient rules and
sufficient types of rules to merit classification.

Besides the term khuddānukkhudakāni sikkhāpadāni, Bu-Pc 72 also
contains the term abhidhamma. So, too, does Nuns’ Bi-Pc 95. The
meaning of this term is debatable, since the term must have gone
through several fluctuations before coming to stand as the title of the
third Piṭaka.Thus the particular meaning ascribed to it in any one
context must depend largely on the sense, linguistic style and termi-
nology of that whole context, which should therefore be considered
on its ownmerits. I think that, not counting parallel passages, the
word abhidhamma does not appear more than ten times in the first

BD 3.xi

two Piṭakas, three of these being in the Vinaya.³ I will here confine
myself to the two occasions when the word occurs in Vin 4. These
are at Vin 4.144 and Vin 4.344.

Now Oldenberg⁴ and Max Müller,⁵ by basing their arguments

¹ See below, bd 3.41, n. 1. ² History of Pali Literature, i.19. ³ Vin 1.64 = Vin 1.68,
Vin 4.144, Vin 1.344. References in the admittedly later Parivāra—e.g., Vin 5.2,
Vin 5.86—are not counted among the “ten times” that abhidhamma appears.
⁴ Vin.1, Introduction, p. xff. ⁵ Dhammapada (Sacred Books of the East X), 1st
edition 1881, 2nd edition 1898, 1924, Introduction, p. xlff.
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on the Vinaya accounts, have established that the Abhidhamma as a
Piṭaka was not known by the time of the first Council. Thus the term
abhidhammawhen found in the Vinayapiṭaka and the Suttapiṭaka
should not be taken to refer to the third Piṭaka, at least not to it in its
finished closed form, unless the term can be regarded on such occa-
sions as a later interpolation. Rather it should be taken as referring to
somematerial ormethod in existence prior to the compilation of this
Piṭaka, and out of which it was gradually elaborated and eventually
formed.

The importance of the term cannot be appreciated unless the
meaning be understood.This will to a large extent depend upon the
meaning or meanings attributed to the great word dhamma. Since
an investigation of this has been undertaken by others,¹ let us see
dhamma as “doctrine,” as what had been and as what was being
taught to disciples both by the lord and by his fellow workers, as
religious views, precepts, sayings, which before being codified into
an external body of doctrine were as yet appealing direct to the
conscience, dhamma, in man, and to the deity, ātman and dhamma,
which in the sixth century b.c. in India was held to be immanent in
him.

Abhi- prefixed to a noun has in general an intensive meaning of
higher, super, additional; and it can also mean “concerning,” “per-
taining to.”Thus for the compound abhidhamma, we get some such
phrase as “the higher doctrine,” “further, extra doctrine” or “what

BD 3.xii

pertains to the doctrine”. It is possible that the cleavage between
these two is not very great.

At both Vin 4.144 and Vin 4.344, abhidhamma is associated with
Vinaya and also with suttanta, the words which gave the titles to
the first and second Piṭakas. But in the former passage these three
terms are also associated with gāthā, metric verses, songs, poems.
This quartet is as unique in Pali canonical literature as is the perfect,
unadulterated triad of vinaya suttanta abhidhamma at Vin 4.344. Yet
the very presence of the word gāthā, is enough to preclude the term

¹ Mrs. Rhys Davids, in several recent books, andW. Geiger, Pali Dhamma, 1920.
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abhidhamma from standing for the literary exegesis of that name,
for no reference to the third Piṭaka as such would have combined a
reference to part of the material, verses, which one of the Piṭakas
finally came to include.Moreover, with verses beingmade since very
early days, there is no reason to suppose the reference to the word
gāthā in Monks’ Bu-Pc 72 to stand for any completed collection or
collections of verses, as Oldenberg suggests.¹

As already mentioned, Monks’ Bu-Pc 72 purports to refer to the
time when Upāli was alive. But since he could not long have sur-
vived the first Council, in the Vinaya accounts of which there is no
mention of the Abhidhamma, this as a Piṭaka could not well have
been compiled and completed, until after his death. There is thus
no justification for seeing here in abhidhamma the title of the third
Piṭaka, in spite of its proximity to words which were used as the
titles of the two earlier Piṭakas.

Although we can say fairly confidently what abhidhamma does
notmean here, it is by no means so easy to assess what it does mean.
Amonkmay say to another, “Master suttantas or verses (gāthā) or
abhidhamma and afterwards you will master discipline.” To make
this the chief aim is only suitable in a disciplinary compilation. It
may be objected that, since for the purpose of mastering Vinaya,
mastery of the suttantas is put forward as an alternative to mastery

BD 3.xiii

of abhidhamma, there might be some redundancy; for the suttantas
are the repositories of dhamma. But if abhidhamma be taken to inten-
sify the meaning of dhamma, or to refer to somemethod of teaching
or learning it—by catechism, by analysis of terms, or by an almost
lexicographical arrangement of synonyms—this difficulty would to
a large extent fall away. Any one of thesewould imply something “ex-
tra” to dhamma, not in the sense of the addition of any freshmaterial,
so much as of the contrivance of a new and systematised method of
presenting some of the obscurer andmore fundamental terms and
concepts which it comprises.

If this be conceded, there would result for the monk who wants

¹ Vin.1, Introduction, p. xii, n. 2.
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to master Vinaya a choice of two approaches to dhamma, which con-
sidering its immense importance to Gotama and his early followers
is not out of proportion. Either, since the Vinaya itself contains no
broad principles of ethics, he would study dhamma as handed down
in the Suttas or as spoken in his hearing, in order to convince himself
of the moral ground and the ideal which inspire the discipline and
command adherence to itsmass of particular rules. Or hewould take
the more austere way of approaching Vinaya through abhidhamma,
an intellectual exercise perhaps, devoid of all extraneous matter, in
which the meaning of dhamma terms and concepts is to be grasped
through their grouping, through their classified relations of identity
and dependence and so on, instead of through the more picturesque,
personal and ortatory methods, oftenmade intelligible by homely
parable and simile, which is the Suttanta way of presenting dhamma.

As in the mastery of dhamma, so in the mastery of gāthā, the
disciple anxious to master Vinaya would find in them an inspiration
to urge him, as the song-makers themselves had found elsewhere
their own inspiration, to lead, to fulfil and to exult in brahmacariya,
the godly life or faring. The gāthā, provide as it were a human ap-
proach, often a record of human experience, their value as spurs to
mastering Vinaya lying in their appeal to the more emotional type

BD 3.xiv

of disciple, to the one who wants some personal example to emulate;
whereas the mastery of abhidhammawould provide a field to attract
the more intellectual type, while mastery of suttantaswould stir the
normally virtuous man of average mental equipment to act unremit-
tingly in thought, word and deed from the dictates of an awakened
conscience.

The abhidhamma passage in Nuns’ Bi-Pc 95 is stated by Oldenberg
to be “the only passage in the Vinaya which really presupposes the
existence of an Abhidhamma Piṭaka,”¹ and in which “we can unhesi-
tatingly assume” these “words” to be an interpolation. Which exact
“words “he means is not quite clear, since he only italicises abhid-
hamma. But probably he means no more than abhidhamma vā (or). A

¹ Vin.1, Introduction, p. xii, n. 2.
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nun, according to this Pācittiya, having obtained a monk’s permis-
sion to ask him about suttanta, commits an offence of expiation if
she asks him instead about Vinaya or abhidhamma; and it is the same
with the two variations on this theme.

Although I think that Oldenberg is very likely indeed to be right,
and there is no internal evidence to suggest that he is wrong, or in-
deed to suggest anythinghelpful at all, I cannot feelmyself so entirely
convinced as he appears to be that the Abhidhamma Piṭaka was in
existence by the time of the formulation of this passage.Themain
reason why I think he may be right is that this triad, appearing once
only in the canon, supplies the names of what at some time came to
be constituted as the three Piṭakas. Where, as in other contexts, ab-
hidhamma is associated with only one but not with both of the words
Vinaya and suttanta, then it is far less likely to have this reference.

On the other hand, although it is true that in the Nuns’ Pācittiya
group, Bi-Pc 95 is the last but one of the rules there formulated, we
shouldnot be toomuch swayedby this consideration. For theposition
of a rule in the class in which it is placed affords no sure guide to its

BD 3.xv

comparative date. For example, in the Monks’ Pācittiya group, some
of the rules towards the end have a much earlier aspect than some of
thosewhich precede themandwhich presume certain constitutional
developments such as are capable of having arisen only when the
Order had reached somedegree of long-standing. In aword, since the
rules cannot with certitude be said to survive in the order in which
they were formulated, they can thus yield no reliable evidence for
the historical sequence of their promulgation.

Another interesting Pācittiya among the thirty-two for monks
contained in this volume is Bu-Pc 68.The chief person concerned is
the “monk called Ariṭṭha.” He is not referred to as “the venerable
Ariṭṭha,” āyasmāAriṭṭho, in accordancewith the usual narrative prac-
tice of the Vinaya.This indicates an atmosphere of disapproval sur-
rounding him; and indeed he is a monk said to have held “pernicious
views.”The whole Ariṭṭha episode occurs again at Vin 2.25–Vin 2.26,
with the difference that here at the end, instead of a rule being set
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forth, the Order is enjoined to carry out an act of suspension against
Ariṭṭha.The episode is also given at mn i.130–132.There is a compara-
ble incident at sn iii.109, where to Yamaka, sometimes referred to as
“monk,” sometimes as “the venerable,” is attributed a different set of
“pernicious views,” and where monks, unable to dissuade him from
these themselves, asked Sāriputta to go to him “out of compassion
for him.”

Other Pācittiyaswhich contain material found in the Suttas are
Bu-Pc 83, where the passage on the ten dangers of entering a king’s
harem has its parallel at anv.81ff.; and Bu-Pc 85, whose stock enu-
meration of the various kinds of “low,”¹ “worldly,”² “childish”³ or
intellectually inferior talk, tiracchānakathā, occurs at several places
in the Suttas.

In the Ariṭṭha Pācittiya there is a noteworthy absence of the
BD 3.xvi

stereotyped phrase that “the modest monks looked down upon, crit-
icised, spread it about,” and that having thus complained they told
the lord. Here “several monks” tried, so it is recorded, to dissuade
Ariṭṭha fromhis pernicious views by repeating to him the ten similes
of the sense-pleasures. It was only when they failed in their object
that they told the lord. In accordance with his usual practice, as
given in the Vinaya, the lord then asked the offender, here Ariṭṭha,
if what the monks said was true. But Ariṭṭha, instead of giving a
meek affirmative answer, defended his views, or rather reiterated
them, so that the lord is reputed to have upbraided him in exactly
the same terms as those used by the “several monks.” It is true that
some passages in this Pācittiya, such as that including the similes of
the sense-pleasures, portray a literary skill and a knowledge of other
Piṭakan contexts as only a relatively late “editing” could achieve. Yet
the unusual development of the story, its omission of stereotyped
phrases,may possibly indicate its derivation from some early source,
in which was retained a tradition of an actual sequence of events
strong enough to prevent the narrative, on the three occasions when

¹ Dialogues of the Buddha i.13; Further Dialogues i.362 (“low and beastly”). ² Di-
alogues of the Buddha i.245; Vinaya Texts ii.20. ³ Dialogues of the Buddha iii.33;
ks v.355.
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it appears, from falling into the standardised and monotonously
recurring Vibhaṅgamould.

The sikkhāpada of thisPācittiya, Bu-Pc 68, is not somuch in accord
with Pācittiya formulation as with wording found in the type of
Saṅghādisesa sikkhāpada, where the offender is to be admonished by
his fellows up to the third time so as to give up his course. A Nuns’
Pācittiya, Bi-Pc 36, also incorporates into its sikkhāpada the kind of
material more usually associated with Saṅghādisesa formulation.
Such anomalies probably do not arise through pure chance or pure
carelessness, for in fact the early “editors” left little to chance, and
were not nearly so careless as is sometimes thought. So that we
have to attempt to account for the existence of these peculiarities in
other ways. And it may be that the offences to which they refer and
which now stand in the Pācittiya groups, were at one time counted
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as Saṅghādisesa offences¹; or that these offences only arose after the
Saṅghādisesa group had been closed, and it was thus not possible
to include them in it; or that, because the sikkhāpadas decree that
the admonition was to be made by “monks” and “nuns” respectively,
tacitly meaning a saṅgha—i.e., five or more monks or nuns—and
do not give the alternatives of its being made by a “group” or by
“one person,” these Pācittiyas automatically assume a Saṅghādisesa
complexion.

Bu-Pc 76 recalls Bu-Ss 8, although in another way. For where in
the latter there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order
for defaming amonkwith anunfounded charge of having committed
an offence involving defeat, in Bu-Pc 76 it is an offence of expiation
to defame amonk with an unfounded charge of having committed
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

We have also seen that in its story Bu-Pc 86 closely follows Bu-
NP 22. Likewise Bu-Pc 82 recalls Bu-NP 30. In the former the offence
is to appropriate for another person, puggala, benefits given to the
Order,while in the latter it is to appropriate for oneself any such ben-
efits. A great point in monastic life was communal ownership.The

¹ See bd 1.xxxiff.
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community should not be deprived for any individual, whoever he
might be, of anything to which it had a rightful claim. But naturally,
in the Pācittiya, the offending monk cannot as part of his penalty
forfeit the article wrongfully appropriated by him, for presumably
he had handed it over to another monk. I think it just as much this
practical consideration as the fact that, of two evils, it is less bad to
appropriate for another than for oneself, which was instrumental
in determining the classification and hence the seriousness of these
two comparable offences. To mymind the work of the early “editors”
was so careful and rationally based that latter-day strictures such as
S. Dutt’s, that “there is no reason why rule 82 of Pācittiya should be
placed under that category while rule 30 of theNissaggiyas (comes)
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under another category,”¹ must often with a fuller understanding of
Vinaya outlook fall to the ground.

The last of the Monks’ Pācittiyas, Bu-Pc 92, is noticeable for con-
taining theword sugata, often translated “well-farer.”As an epithet it
is usually assigned to Gotama, but occasionally also to his disciples.²
Its appearance in the Vibhaṅgas is very rare.³This Pācittiya also sug-
gests the growth of a legend already springing up round the Founder,
for in it it seems as though his robe, called sugata-cīvara, was of a
special size, rather larger than that permitted to the disciples.

The use of sugata in such a compound is all the more remark-
able, for the context itself rules out the meaning of “standard “or
“accepted,” which is what sugata appears to mean in the compounds
sugataṅgula (Vin 1.297, Vin 4.168), standard finger-breadth, and sug-
atavidatthi, standard span, a word which occurs at Vin 3.149 and also
in the rule of Bu-Pc 92 itself, in explanation of the correct measure-
ment of a sugatacīvara. The Founder, who reckoned himself a man
amongst men, had at one time, as other records show, been content
with robe-material picked piecemeal from the rag-heap. Moreover,
it is recorded that “he exchanged robes withMahā-Kassapa. Of the
two sets of robes brought by Pukkusa, one was given to Ānanda, and
one was reserved for the Buddha himself; and no one can read the

¹ Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 97. ² an i.217ff.; sn iv.252f. ³ Vin 3.1, Vin 3.9
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account in the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta without feeling that both are
supposed to be of the same size.”¹ It is also recorded that the brahmin
Piṅgiyānin, having been presented with five hundred robes by the
Licchavis, handed these on to the lord.²

Although the narrative part of this Pācittiya appears to refer to
the lifetime of the Founder, it is not easy to believe in view of these
records that before his death, by which time moreover, as theMahā-
parinibbāna-suttanta shows, hewas lonely and deserted, his disciples
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would have signified their admiration of him by ascribing to him a
physical superiority. And for the purpose of this Pācittiya there was
no need to do this. For had the Vinaya compilers wished to say that
a robe in excess of a proper measure was not to be worn bymonks,
they could have found other means to do so more in line with their
usual ways of expressing themselves.

On the other hand, if it were not giving utterance to some grow-
ing legend in which physical size was looked upon as a fitting accom-
paniment to mental strength, Bu-Pc 92 may possibly be looking back
to the theory of the thirty-two marks of the Great Man,³ which as
Rhys Davids says is pre-Buddhist.⁴ But in this, the noble proportions
by which the Great Man was marked were deemed to be perfect
rather than specially large.This Pācittiya therefore remains some-
thing of a mystery and something of a misfit, while showing some
unmistakable signs of late “editing.”

The last seven Pācittiyas form a group in which the penalty of
expiation is combined with some other form of penalty. As in the
class of offences of expiation involving forfeiture, Nissaggiyaṁ Pācit-
tiyaṁ, we have here “offences of expiation involving cutting down,”
chedanakaṁ pācittiyaṁ (Bu-Pc 87, Bu-Pc 89–Bu-Pc 92, and also Nuns’
Bi-Pc 22); “involvingbreakingup,”bhedanakaṁpācittiyaṁ (Bu-Pc 86);
“involving tearing off,” uddālanakaṁ pācittiyaṁ (Bu-Pc 88).

These Pācittiyas are concerned with prescribing the right mea-
surements, and to a lesser degree the right materials, for some of
the articles allowable to monks and used by them.They therefore do

¹ Vinaya Texts i.54, n. 3. ² an iii.239. ³ dn ii.16; mn i.136, mn i.137. ⁴ Dialogues
of the Buddha i.110, n. 2.
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not belong to the earliest days of the Order’s history, but to a time
subsequent to the “allowance” of those articles for whose proper
measurement and so on they prescribe. I cannot agree with S. Dutt
that “rules Bu-Pc 86–Bu-Pc 92 (except one) hang together,”¹ in view
of the fact that rules Bu-Pc 86–Bu-Pc 92 form a special class entailing
an extra penalty, and intowhich rules Bu-Pc 83 and Bu-Pc 24 nomore
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fit than does rule Bu-Pc 85, the one to which he takes exception.
It may be noted that the Old Commentary does not define sū-

cighara in Bu-Pc 86, although it does so in Bu-Pc 60.This omission
cannot be definitely ascribed to any feeling that the word did not
need to be explained again. For the Old Commentary on several occa-
sions defines the same words—for example, “robe,” “householder,”
“he knows,” “nun,” in exactly the same terms; or, guided by circum-
stances, it defines the same words—for example, “sleeping-place”
and, again, “householder,” in different terms. Its omissions must be
due either to carelessness or to some studied purpose or presupposi-
tion towhichwehave not as yet the clue. In Book of theDiscipline vol.2,
I have drawn attention to some of these commentarial omissions.²
In this volume the Old Commentary fails to define udāka, water, in
Bu-Pc 62; nihata, settled, in Bu-Pc 63; puggala, person, individual,
in Bu-Pc 65; ekaddhānamagga, the same high-road, in Bu-Pc 66, Bu-
Pc 67; chandaṁ datvā, having given leave of absence, in Bu-Pc 79; and
chandaṁ datvā and also vattamānāya, being engaged in, in Bu-Pc 80.
Neither does the Old Commentary attempt any explanation of words
contained in some sikkhāpadas but said to have been spoken by the
offending monks, as for example in Bu-Pc 68, Bu-Pc 70, Bu-Pc 72, Bu-
Pc 73, Bu-Pc 77, Bu-Pc 78. But the reason for this is understandable:
these sentences are clear enough for all ordinary purposes, nor are
they attributed to the lord.They therefore do not merit the meticu-
lous care and attention usually bestowed on words said to have been
used by him in formulating the rules, and which the Old Commen-
tary generally aims at rendering as lucid as possible by synonyms or
by somemore reasoned form of interpretation.

¹ Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 97. ² bd 2, Introduction, p. xxvf.
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Because these thirty-two Pācittiyas deal with the corporate as
well as with the individual behaviour of monks, it is not surprising
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to find in themnomore than three records of lay people’s complaints
of monks’ behaviour; while on the other hand “modest monks” are
recorded to have complained as many as twenty-four times, monks
who were elders once (Bu-Pc 92) and “several monks” twice (Bu-
Pc 68, Bu-Pc 70). Yet on many occasions, as the narratives show, this
large conventual source of criticismmight, if taken by itself, give a
somewhat misleading notion of the amount of association between
the monks and lay people which these same Pācittiyas portray.That
such association was easy and unrestricted needs no labouring at
this stage in Pali studies. Examples of it may be found in Bu-Pc 66,
Bu-Pc 67, Bu-Pc 83–Bu-Pc 86, Bu-Pc 88.

In addition, twice Gotama is reputed to formulate a rule as the
result of some piece of direct evidence observed by him and not
because someone had grumbled.Thus, in Bu-Pc 87, it is recorded how
the lord, having come to Upananda’s abide, himself takes exception
to this disciple’s body which evidently was too high. Again, the lord
is recorded, in Bu-Pc 65, to hear the noise made by boys who had
been ordained before they were twenty years old, and himself to
raise objections to ordaining a person, puggala, into the Order before
he was of an age to stand the physical hardships of monastic life.

It is a little curious that this is put as high as twenty, but it was
doubtless to allow an entrant to develop sufficient stamina to render
improbable his return to the “low life of a layman,” for any such
withdrawal from the Order was a blur on its reputation. In other
connections, notably in the Jātaka, the “age of discretion” is said to
be reached when a boy becomes sixteen. Nuns’ Bi-Pc 74 makes it an
offence for a nun to ordain a girl, a maiden, kumāribhūta, which the
Old Commentary explains by sāmaṇerī, a novice, who was less than
twenty. This therefore seems a kind of recognised age at which or
overwhich to receive the upasampadā ordination. For pabbajjā, going
forth into theOrder, althoughnot into fullmembership, clearly is not
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meant. Monks’ Bu-Pc 65 uses the word upasampādeti, and Nuns’ Bi-
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Pc 61–Bu-Pc 83 vuṭṭhāpeti, which the Old Commentary consistently
explains by upasampādeti as though these two words mean the same
thing.

InMonks’Bu-Pc 65 theboyUpāli andhisyoung friendsare recorded
to have obtained the consent of their parents to “go forth.” It was nec-
essary for a boy, putta, to obtain this sanction¹ for a measure which
the Vinaya states must not be accorded a youth, dāraka, if he were
less than fifteen years of age.²Themistake of the monks, in Bu-Pc 65,
seems to have been to let these youths go forth and simultaneously to
confer the upasampadā on them, pabbājesuṁ upasampādesuṁ, while
they were still under twenty years old. It was the latter step which
was here made to entail an offence of expiation, not for the ordinand
but for the ordaining monks; elsewhere it is stated that a monk in-
curs an offence of wrong-doing if he allows a youth under fifteen
to go forth.³ It would therefore seem as if the six boys of whom the
Theragāthā and its Commentary speak as each one having gone forth,
with his parent’s consent, at the age of seven,⁴ must antedate the
Vinaya ruling, unless some other hypothesis to explain this discrep-
ancy be found. It is tenable to suppose that in the early days of the
Order a personmight be admitted to its ranks by being ordained at
the same time as hewas allowed to go forth.The splitting of this early
double process into two parts—allowing to go forth and ordination,
as well as the minimum age clauses governing the legality of carry-
ing out either process—was doubtless a later introduction into the
growing monastic machinery.

In the sikkhāpadas ofMonks’ Bu-Pc 65 andNuns’ Bi-Pc 71–Bi-Pc 73,
the two words puggala and kumāribhūtā, respectively used to des-
ignate the kind of person not to be ordained if he or she were not
yet twenty, are striking enough to arrest attention. Puggala is most
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unfortunately not noticed by the Old Commentary on Monks’ Bu-
Pc 65. But I suspect it here to have a monastic intention, as it has
when it occurs as the third member of the triad saṅgha, gaṇa, pug-
gala, Order, group, individual (monk). Another form of this triad

¹ Vin 1.83. ² Vin 1.79. ³ Vin 1.79. ⁴ Psalms of the Bretheren 37f., 60f., 73, 220,
231f., 233f.
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is saṅgha, sambahulā bhikkhū, eka bhikkhu, where eka bhikkhu bal-
ances puggala and sambahulā bhikkhū balances gaṇa. The feminine
equivalent of this triad supplies additional evidence for the merging
of puggala and bhikkhu. For those parts of the legislative apparatus
affecting nuns provide no exact counterpart to puggala, since the
one word, ekabhikkhunī, one nun, does duty in the nuns’ triad for
the two words, puggala and eka bhikkhu, of the monks’ triads. More-
over,Nissaggiya regulations for forfeiture make it clear that the use
of these two words, puggala and eka bhikkhu, is derived more from
some convention than from any desire to discriminate between the
meaning, status or functions of the subject denoted by either.

Although the term puggala thus to some extent acquired the tech-
nical sense of “monk” in monastic terminology, it continued to be in
vogue among the laity and also to bewidely used bymonks in talking
of them. In addition lay life had the words purisa, man, male, and
kumāra, boy. Monks also made use of these words, but perhaps more
for the purpose of addressing or referring to men and boys (or girls,
kumāriyo), still “in the world”¹ than for addressing or referring to
members of the Order. Purisa and kumāraka are defined respectively
at Vin 4.334 as having attained and as not having attained to twenty
years of age. But at Vin 4.269, Vin 4.316 purisa is defined as “a human
man (or male personmanussapurisa), not a yakkha, not a peta, not an
animal.”

If a purisa or kumārawent forthhewasno longer distinguishedby
these appellations, which savoured of the world; he became known
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as a bhikkhu, a monk, and as such might be further differentiated,
for example as an elder, a teacher, a preceptor, a pupil, a novice, or
a puggala. Regarded as puggala in its technical sense of individual
(monk), a monk called puggala for any special purpose or reason
would have certain rights and duties in the monastic structure, even
before he received the upasampadā, ordination. After this had been
conferred on him, and he had entered on to the different rights and

¹ Cf. an i.136f., where Hatthaka of Āḷavī is addressed by the lord as kumāra; and
an iii.37 where the lord addresses girls newly joining their husbands’ families as
kumāriyo.
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duties of a full member of the Order, he yet remained liable to be
designated as either bhikkhu or puggala.

With the absence from the monks’ terminology of the word ku-
māra as a description applicable to a monk while under twenty,¹
and therefore before he was ripe for full ordination, it is odd to find
kumāribhūtā, a feminine form, of kumāra, applied to maidens under
twenty, but who, because they are represented as having the upasam-
padā conferred on them, must already have gone forth and so be in
some waymembers of the Order: probably, novices, sāmaṇerī, as the
Old Commentary states, or probationers.

That the admissibility of using puggala, monkish man, instead
of bhikkhu, monk, was not unknown to the Aṅguttara compilers,
is apparent from an iii.269, where their fellows in the godly life,
sabrahmacārī, might engage in criticism, a Vinaya expression,² if
they “lived in communion,” also a Vinaya expression, with such
men puggalehi, as are cemetery-like. Here the word puggala, from
its association with sabrahmācarī, is at once marked as having a
monastic reference. Similarly at an iii.270 the dangers of becoming
devoted to one person, puggala, show that person to be conceived of
as a monk. And at an i.33 the word puggala turns out to be used of
Makkhali Gosāla, the leader of a rival sect, but still a recluse who has
renounced the world, not a householder.
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Conversely both the Devadūta Sutta and Vagga³ show Yama, the
lord of death, addressing ekacco, “a certain one,” as purisa in a context
which clearly indicates ekacco to be not a monk but a person in the
world. Again, an iii.171–172, in speaking of a “good man,” a donor,
meaning a man “in the world,” calls him sap-purisa; and examples
could be multiplied.

Now to suggest that the Vinaya and sometimes other parts of
the canon use puggala to designate a man who is a monk, is not to
say that the term, as applying to male persons in general, vanished
from either the monastic or the lay vocabularies. The Aṅguttara
alone provides plenty of evidence to the contrary, with its mantra

¹ Cf. definition of kumāra at Vin 4.334. ² See Vin 4.152, Vin 4.154, Vin 4.331.
³ mn 130 and an i.138.
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occurring thirteen times: “There are in the world three sorts of)
men,” and thirty-six times “four (sorts of) men,”¹ puggala. Nor can
it be said that the use of purisa as referring either to man as homo
or as “man in he world” (as against in the houseless state), entailed
to complete lapse from the monks’ vocabulary as a arm applying to
monks. At the same time itmay bemarked thatwhen so used there is
a tendency for it to appear in a compoundwith another word affixed
to it.

For example,mahā-purisa occurs as an honorific title ascribed
to Gotama, the great recluse; and a monk endowed with certain
factors² or engaged on certain highmental work³ is called uttama-
purisa, the highest man. At Vin 4.63, Vin 4.65 nuns are recorded to
address monks obliquely as agga-purisa, the chief, topmost men. Yet
althoughpeople, humankind, are oftendenotedby the termmanussa,
it is not unreasonable to see purisa in these two Vinaya passages as
equivalent to homosapiens, man and woman. For the nuns, I think,
were not saying that the monks were the chief of all males, but only
of the present company; and that consisted of monks and nuns.

There is also the interesting compound purisa-puggala, “male
BD 3.xxvi

person,”⁴ which in various Vinaya passages seems to be useful when
reference is intended at one and the same time to men of the world
andmen of the cloister. In Nuns’ Pārājika Bi-Pj 5, Bi-Pj 8 and Bi-Ss 5,
purisapuggala is defined in the same way as is purisa in their Bi-Pc 11,
Bi-Pc 12 and Bi-Pc 60. The first word in this definition is manussa-
purisa, a humanmale.This will embrace monks and non-monks. For
however much nuns may be shown on these six occasions to have
behaved unsuitably with men in the world, called purisapuggala and
purisa, the legislation on such behaviour was extended to cover the
conduct of nuns towards monks in similar circumstances. I think it
highly probable that in Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5, Bi-Pj 8 and Bi-Ss 5, themonkish
puggalawas added to the worldly purisa, and that in Bi-Pc 11, Bi-Pc 12,

¹ See gs ii, Introduction, p. xi. ² anv.16; sn iii.61. ³ sn ii.278. ⁴ So trans-
lated, gs iii.156, and see also gs iii.274 n. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, “Vanished Sakyan
Window,”Wayfarer’s Words, ii.622, for further references.
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andBi-Pc 60 theworldly purisawasdefined asmanussapurisa, human
male, so as to leave the nuns no grounds for arguing that these rules
did not apply to their behaviour equally with monks as with men
leading the household life.Thus the word purisapuggalawas used to
place beyond all doubt the need for nuns to refrain from acting unde-
sirably eitherwithmen in theworld orwithmonks and recluses. But
when this word was not used, the same sense was achieved by the
Old Commentary’s definition of purisa asmanussa-purisa. For both
this and purisapuggala express the male of the human species under
the double aspect of householder and monk.

The same line of argument could doubtless be applied to the eight
purisapuggalamentioned at an iii.212. Here the Order is not called
the Order of monks, bhikkusaṅgha, but the Order of disciples, sā-
vakasaṅgha, which at once enlarges the scope of saṅgha to include
lay as well as monastic disciples. For by the eight purisapuggala are
meant those on the four ways and those who have attained the fruits
of the ways, achievements, as many records testify, not confined to
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monks alone, but won too by lay disciples. Very likely the force of
purisapuggala is here to include potentially both male lay disciples
and monks; but to exclude women, both female lay disciples and
nuns, not necessarily through a desire to depreciate them, for many
are recorded to have gained the ways and the fruits, but merely be-
cause the sight of the “white-frocked householder,” Anāthapiṇḍika,
inspired the lord to address Sāriputta with his mind focussed on
men.

My conclusion, however tentative it may be, is that for Vinaya
interpretation, the question of whether man became “lessened in
worth as man, as homo, by the word puggala, male, being used for
purisa, the older form”¹ is beside the point, for with Vinaya we are in
the region of technicalities. Whatever the intrinsic meaning of these
two words, whatever their age, their worth, both were needed in the
monastic scheme and idiom, the one, puggala, acquiring a special and
technicalmeaning equivalent to “monk”; and the other, purisa, being

¹ gs ii, Introduction, p. xi; Cf. gs iii.247, n.
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used both as a term of honour among monks and also as carrying
particular reference to men who were not monks.

The Sekhiyas

The rules for training, sekhiyā dhammā, numbering seventy-five, are
the same for monks and nuns. Several interesting points arise. In
the first place, the provenance for all except Bu-Sk 51, Bu-Sk 55, Bu-
Sk 56 is given as Sāvatthī. Secondly, the principal actors in the stories
leading up to each “training to be observed” are invariably said to be
the group of six monks, and then in the Nuns’ Sekhiyas, the group of
six nuns.Thirdly, an offence ofwrong-doing is incurred by anymonk
or nun who, out of disrespect, yo(yā)anādariyaṁ paṭicca, flies in the
face of the training promulgated.These two items: “out of disrespect”
and offence of wrong-doing, are common to all the trainings to be
observed. Fourthly, the trainings fall into three groups:
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1. Bu-Sk 1–Bu-Sk 56 are concerned with such etiquette and de-
cent, polite behaviour as is to be shownby amonk or nunwhen
visiting houses for almsfood;

2. Bu-Sk 57–Bu-Sk 72 are concerned with a regard to be accorded
dhamma, for they rule that it should not be taught to people
who, because of this circumstance or that, would be shutting
the door to both a respectful giving and a respectful hearing of
dhamma,

3. Bu-Sk 73–Bu-Sk 75 are concernedwithunsuitableways of obey-
ing the calls of nature and of spitting.

Thesematters would no doubt have lost some of their first impor-
tance once Buddhism became triumphantly established, although
their force as a guide to good manners has been in no way dimin-
ished by the passage of time. But when in its infancy early Buddhism
was groping its way, seeking to attract adherents in a very critical
world which had a big choice of teachings and opinions before it,
when it was in fact competing with other sects, it was necessary for
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it to do all in its power to make itself acceptable and to arrange its
external features in such a way as not to jeopardise any chances of a
fair hearing for its message.

According to the early Buddhist way of thinking, no attempt
should be made to kindle faith in this message unless people showed
theywere ready to listen in humility towhatwould be taught. A very
interesting example occurs in the Saṁyutta.¹ A monk, Udayin,² is
shown refusing to speak dhamma to a brahmin lady so long as she
sat down on a high seat,³ put on her sandals,⁴ andmuffled up (veiled)
her head.⁵ We here get a monk scrupulously keeping three of the
“rules for training.” He is shown as willing to speak dhamma to a
woman, but not until she learns of the respect due to it, and which
her pupil eventually tells her about. Andwhen at last he is portrayed
as teaching dhamma to this woman, even then, in compliance with
Bu-Pc 7, he does not use more than six sentences⁶: arahants point
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out pleasure-pain when there is eye, when there is tongue, when
there is mind, but do not point it out when there is not eye, tongue
or mind. No doubt Udayin regarded the brahmin lady’s pupil as the
“learnedman” whose presence was required by the rule of Bu-Pc 7
when a monk was teaching dhamma to a woman.⁷

A striking parallel to the Sekhiya rules for training in manners
is to be found in Clement of Alexandria’s Paedagogus (Instructor).⁸
Clement was apparently beset by the same kind of preoccupations
and faced by the same kind of bad manners as were those who drew
up the Sekhiyas. His own code of polite, civilised behaviour which
he vigorously hoped his fellow Christians would adopt has been put
in a nutshell by T.R. Glover,⁹ whom I cannot do better than quote.
He says: “Clement of Alexandria has much to say to Christians about
the minutiae of manners; they must not scratch themselves or spit
in public; they should not guffaw, nor twitch, nor crack their fingers,
nor fidget; theymust not eat or drink in uncouth styles. Very trifling?

¹ sn iv.121ff. ² There were three of this name, see ks iv.77, n. 2. ³ Bu-Sk 69.
⁴ Bu-Sk 61, Bu-Sk 62. ⁵ Bu-Sk 67. ⁶ sn iv.123. ⁷ bd 2.206. ⁸ Translated in
Ante-Nicene Christian Library, vol.iv; Clement of Alexandria, vol.i., Edinburgh,
1871. ⁹ TheDisciple, Cambridge, 1941, p. 33.
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No, not at all trifling; for these little things annoy the people towhom
you have to appeal, to whom Christ has sent you with a message
which it is important for them to hear.”Thus India in the sixth and
fifth centuries before Christ, and Egypt in the second century after,
had the acumen to perceive the value of decorum and good manners
in facilitating the growth of friendly interest, even faith, in the new
religious ventures experienced by each of these two richly endowed
countries.

Nuns’ Pātimokkha Rules

Thewhole of the Bhikkhunivibhaṅga, the framework together with
the statement of the Pātimokkha rules for nuns, falls within this
volume.The rules themselves, the sikkhāpada, although in isolation
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from their framework, have been translated by B.C. Law in two of
his works.¹ The list of rules which he gives, telescoping here and
there those which have the same tendency, is as useful as a swift
guide to the discipline for nuns as is Rhys Davids’s and Oldenberg’s
corresponding treatment of the discipline for monks.² Waldschmidt
has made a comparison of the Pali text of the nuns’ rules with the
Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan texts obtaining among various of the
schools.³ This study naturally necessitated a translation of each rule
(into German), although a complete translation of the whole of the
nuns’ Vibhaṅga, that is of the introductory stories, the Old Commen-
tarial material as well as of the rules themselves, would have been
beside the point for his purpose. Such a translation occurs, I believe,
for the first time in the present volume of the Book of the Discipline.

Both in regard to its grouping and its arrangement of thematerial
surrounding each rule, the Nuns’ Vibhaṅga is planned on exactly the
same lines as theMonks’.There is thus a Pārājika group, a Saṅghādis-

¹ Women in Buddhist Literature, p. 80ff., andHistory of Pali Literature, i.72ff., which
corrects the omission of a “not” in the former, in item (10). ² Sacred Books
of the East XIII. ³ E. Waldschmidt, Bruchstücke des Bhikṣunī-Prātimokṣa der
Sarvāstivādins, Kleinere Sanskrit-Texte, Heft iii, Leipzig, 1926.
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esa, aNissaggiya Pācittiya, a Pācittiya, a Pāṭidesaniya, a Sekhiya and
an Adhikaraṇasamathā dhammā group. The contents of these last
two appear to be exact copies, substituting “nun “for “monk,” of
the corresponding groups for monks.The nuns have no Aniyatas or
undetermined offences.

The Pali Bhikkhuni-vibhaṅga, as it has come down to us, is some-
whatmisleading in appearance. For the four Pārājikas, the ten Saṅgh-
ādisesas, the twelve Nissaggiyas, the ninety-six Pācittiyas and the
eight Pāṭidesaniyas there set forth for nuns do not represent, except
in the last case, the total number of rules which, according to the
Vibhaṅga’s reckoning, fall into these various classes.They represent
only those which have to be observed solely by nuns, and which are
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therefore not included in the discipline laid down for monks. The
introductory sentence and the concluding paragraph attached to
each class of rules in the Bhikkhuni-vibhaṅga refer respectively to
eight Pārājika, seventeen Saṅghādisesa, thirty Nissaggiya, a hundred
and sixty-six Pācittiya and eight Pāṭidesaniya rules for nuns, and
state that all of these come up for recitation. In effect, therefore, the
nuns have not fewer but as many as eighty-four more rules to keep
than have the monks. Traditionally those which do not appear in the
Nuns’ Vibhaṅga are held to be comprised in the Monks’ Vibhaṅga;
and they are also held to be as binding on nuns as they are onmonks
in spite of their being recorded in theMonks’ Vibhaṅga only.

Wemay therefore regard the Nuns’ Vibhaṅga in its present form
as an abridged version of some more complete Vibhaṅga for nuns.
This hypothesis is to some extent strengthened by a surviving frag-
ment of a few lines belonging to the Tibetan Bhikṣunī Prātimokṣa.
This fragment has been published by Finot.¹ It contains only the end
of one article and the beginning of another, but these can be easily
identified as Saṅghādisesas for nuns corresponding toMonks’ Bu-Ss 8
and Bu-Ss 9.The survival of this fragment tempts us to presume as
not impossible a time when a Nuns’ Pātimokkha existed in full, and
when it was not cut down, as it now is in the Pali Vibhaṅga, to include

¹ Le Prātimokṣasūtra des Sarvāstivādins, Appendix, Journal Asiatique, 1913, p. 548.
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no more than those rules held to be incumbent only on nuns, and
to exclude those others which, while being preserved only in the
Vibhaṅga for monks, which naturally shows that monks should ob-
serve them, are also traditionally held to form part of the authorised
discipline for nuns.

The rules which the Nuns’ Vibhaṅga assumes to exist and to be
binding on nuns, but which are not now to be found in that Vi-
bhaṅga, have been identified by Buddhaghosa with various rules
in the Monks’ Vibhaṅga. And, in various parts of his Vinaya Commen-
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tary,¹ he has named such rules as he holds to be observable by both
sides of the Order. With the exception of Finot’s fragment, this great
commentator is our sole authority for those rules for nuns which
are supposed to be included in theMonks’ Vibhaṅga, and which, al-
though they are not incorporated in the existing form of the Pali
Bhikkhunivibhaṅga, are traditionally held to be operative not only
for monks but for nuns as well.

If we accept Buddhaghosa’s opinions, the nuns’ eight Pārājikas
appear to consist of those four laid down in theNuns’Pārājika class in
addition to those four laid down in theMonks’ Pārājika class. While
therefore the nuns have four Pārājika rules peculiar to themselves,
and hence four in excess of the number laid down for monks, there
are on the other hand no Pārājikas peculiar to monks, since their
complete set of four is also regarded as binding on nuns.

This is farther borne out by the occurrence of the word pi (too,
also), in the sikkhāpadanot only of the last three but also of the first of
theNuns’Pārājikas:ayampi pārājikāhoti, “she toobecomes onewho is
defeated,” whichmeans, according to the Old Commentary, that “she
is so called in reference to the former (or preceding).”Thepresence of
the word pi in the text of the “rule” of Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5 is significant.The
Reference which it implies is to all foregoing Pārājikas. Among the
total of eight Pārājikas, pi is absent only fromMonks’ Bu-Pj 1, where
the corresponding phrase merely runs pārājiko hoti. Thus each of

¹ Vin-a 906, Vin-a 915, Vin-a 947, Vin-a 948. Failure to appreciate this important
point invalidates most of Miss D.N. Bhagvat’s argument in her Early Buddhist
Jurisprudence, p. 164ff.
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the remaining seven rules is held to concur, through its use of pi, in
connecting itself with whatever may be the number, one to seven,
of Pārājika rales which has preceded it. Had pi been absent from
Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5, then where it occurs in their Bi-Pj 6–Bi-Pj 8, it would
no doubt normally have been taken to refer to their Bi-Pj 5 only, as
the beginning of a series. But its occurrence in Bi-Pj 5 itself pushes
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this beginning further back still: to the Monks’ Pārājika class.
The Nuns’ Pārājika rules further exhibit a curious and unparal-

leled feature, in that each rule is, in the “rule” itself, named after
the woman who does the action giving rise to the particular offence
which the rules severally aim at checking. This name is not com-
mented upon by the Old Commentary because, as Buddhaghosa says
(Vin-a 901), “It is only the name of the one who is defeated.” She
may be one who touched (a man) above his knees (Bi-Pj 5); one who
conceals a fault (Bi-Pj 6); one who imitates a monk who has been
suspended (by the Order) (Bi-Pj 7); or one who does eight things
(Bi-Pj 8), that is, indulges in the eight kinds of dealings with men
enumerated in the “rule “of Bi-Pj 8. These are the offences against
which the Nuns’ Pārājikas legislate.

It should be noticed that, just as part of the Old Commentary’s
definition of a monk who is defeated is that he is not a son of the
Sakyans, asakyaputtiya, so part of its definition of a nun who is de-
feated is that she is not a daughter of the Sakyans, asakyadhītā. This
latter appellation occurs again in Nuns’ Bi-Ss 10, but in the positive,
sakyadhītā.

In their Saṅghādisesa class the nuns are said to have seventeen
rules of this type, although only ten are there set forth.Themonks
have thirteen. According to Buddhaghosa, six out of these thirteen
rules are applicable tomonks only, the remaining sevenbeing observ-
able by nuns as well. He indicates these latter to beMonks’ Bu-Ss 5,
Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Ss 9, all of which become offences at once (paṭhamāpatti-
ka), andMonks’ Bu-Ss 10–Bu-Ss 13, which constitute thewhole of the
subdivision where offences become so on the third admonition of a
monk or nun by other monks or nuns respectively (yāvatatiyaka).
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Thewording of theMonks’ Saṅghādisesa “rules” offers an interest-
ing contrast to that of the Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa “rules.” For each of the
monks’ rules names the penalty incurred in the briefest possibleway,
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simply byusing the oneword saṅghādiseso, “there is an offence entail-
ing a formalmeeting of the Order.”This holds good of the two groups
into which the Saṅghādisesa offences are divided: those where the
offences are so at once, and those where they are so on the third (and
unsuccessful) admonition.Themonks’ rules do not explicitly men-
tion these two groups by name, but their existence is recognised by
the internal evidence of the “rules” themselves, especially in the case
of the second group, that comprising Monks’ Bu-Ss 10–Bu-Ss 13; and
also by the paragraph which, in concluding theMonks’ Saṅghādis-
esa Section, places nine of these offences under group (1) and four
under group (2). In the Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa “rules” the nature of the
offence is statedmore explicitly and therefore at greater length than
in the monks’. In fact, not one word, but a sentence is used: ayam pi
bhikkhunī paṭhamāpattikaṁ (yāvatatiyakaṁ) dhammaṁ āpannā nis-
sāraṇiyaṁ saṅghādisesaṁ, that nun also has fallen into a matter that
is an offence at once (on the third admonition), entailing a formal
meeting of the Order involving being sent away.

Now this sentence contains several interesting points. In the first
place, the pi, although occurring unfailingly in Bi-Ss 2–Bi-Ss 13, does
not occur in the “rule” of Bi-Ss 1, so that this cannot be held to pay any
reference to preceding, that is, on the analogy of the Pārājikas, to the
Monks’ Saṅghādisesas, or in particular to those seven of themwhich
Buddhaghosa asseverates to be operative for both sides of the Order:
Monks’ Bu-Ss 5, Bu-Ss 8–Bu-Ss 13.The absence of pi from this context
raises the question whether, when the Saṅghādisesa standing first
in the nuns’ class was drawn up, those others now found only in the
monks’ class, but said to be observable also by nuns, were in actual
fact not already framed, and hence incapable of forming a point of
reference for Nuns’ Bi-Ss 1.

We have no conclusive evidence one way or the other on which
to base an answer to this question. All that can be said is that there
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is nothing inherent in Nuns’ Bi-Ss 1 to lead us to assign its formula-
tion to a date, posterior to the formulation of those seven which are
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posited by Buddhaghosa as common to both sides of the Order. In
fact, had it not been that Monks’ Bu-Ss 12 were included in this list,¹
therewould have been certain grounds for regardingNuns’ Bi-Ss 1 as
belonging to a date earlier than any of these others, with the possible
exception of one of them, and therefore as amatter of history unable
to refer to them. For Monks’ Bu-Ss 8 and Bu-Ss 9 speak of a “legal
question,” Bu-Ss 10 and Bu-Ss 11 of a schism, both of which, in order
to come into being, needed a certain amount of time to elapse after
the inception of the Order. Bu-Ss 13, without our looking further
than the length at which its “rule” is stated, suggests comparative
lateness in formulation. Bu-Ss 5, that against being a go-between, is
alone of these rules non-committal as to its possible date.

We thus get one rule (Bu-Ss 5) fromwhichnothing can be gleaned
as to its comparative age, one which suggests comparative earli-
ness (Bu-Ss 12), and five which suggest comparative lateness (Bu-
Ss 8–Bu-Ss 11, Bu-Ss 13). Yet this evidence, which is in any case no
more than tentative, is in addition neither sufficiently sound nor
consistent to warrant our definitely ascribing to these Saṅghādisesas
a date later in time than that of Nuns’ Bi-Ss 1, that penalising a nun
for speaking in envy of householders or recluses.Thus the absence
of pi here must remain something of a mystery, unless we care to
subscribe to the hypothesis which I have just advanced.

In the second place, each rule of the Saṅghādisesas set forth in the
nuns’ class states precisely the type to which belongs the Saṅghādis-
esa offence into which the nun has fallen, whether it is that where
an offence becomes one at once or after the third admonition. It is
not uninteresting to note in passing, although it is not important,
that theword for offence, āpatti, is comprised in the name of the first
type of Saṅghādisesa offence, called paṭhamāpattika, but not in the
second, called yāvatatiyaka, where therefore it has to be understood.
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¹ See bd 1, Introduction, p. xv for this Saṅghādisesa, possibly representing some
specially ancient fragment of the Pātimokkha.
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In the third place, the Saṅghādisesa offence, because it is gram-
matically constructed as that into which a nun has fallen, takes the
accusative case, as against the nominative in theMonks’ class. More-
over it is associated with the word nissāraṇīya, also in the accusative.
The phrase nissāraṇīyaṁ saṅghādisesaṁ, meaning “(an offence) en-
tailing a formal meeting of the Order involving being sent away,”
should be comparedwith the similar construction:NissaggiyaṁPācit-
tiyaṁ, “(an offence) of expiation involving forfeiture.” In theMonks’
Saṅghādisesas there is no mention of nissāraṇīyaṁ. Waldschmidt
translates the last sentence of the Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa rules as¹: “diese
Nonne wird schuldig des 3-Vergehens muss auf(ge)geben (werden) (nis-
sāraṇīyam) saṅghāvaśeṣa.”This does not say what it is that “must be
caused to be sent away.” But Buddhaghosa (Vin-a 908) states that
it is the nun who must be caused to be sent away from the Order
(ablative) and not the offence. Oldenberg’s suggestion that the cor-
rect reading at Old Commentary on Bi-Ss 12 (where the offence is
attributed to nuns, plural) is nissāriyanti, is therefore doubtless right,
and theMahīśāsaka version, quoted byWaldschmidt²: “diese Nonne
3 Ermahnungs-Vergehen, saṅghāvaśesa, muss remütig bekannt werden,”
wrong.

The phrase “involving being sent away” does not at all imply that
the offending nun is to be sent away from the Order for good, nor
did the Order let go of its erring members so lightly. It would seem
to mean that she would be sent away for the time being probably
because admonition, although it had been tried, had failed, and that
during this time she would cease to be regarded as a full member
of the Order. As the Old Commentary explains: “The Order imposes
themānatta discipline for her offence, it sends her back to the be-
ginning (of her probationary course as nun, not as probationer) and
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(then) it rehabilitates her.”This definition of Saṅghādisesa is identi-
cal with that of this same word in theMonks’ Saṅghādisesa section.
Lapse in full membership is of a temporary nature and lasting only

¹ E. Waldschmidt, Bruchstucke des Bhikṣunī-pratimokṣa der Sarvāstivādins, p. 91.
² Bruchstucke des Bhikṣunī-pratimokṣa der Sarvāstivādins, p. 91.
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a fortnight¹ while the offender is undergoing themānatta discipline
before, in the case of a nun, both Orders, as part of her penalty for
having committed an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Or-
der. Nissāraṇīya, involving being sent away, adds nothing new to
the penalty. It is not something extra to the Saṅghādisesa penalty
incurred by a nun, and hence marks no difference in the penalty
imposed on monks and nuns for having committed such an offence.
Only the word, as found in each “rule” of the Nuns’ Saṅghādisesas, is
extra.

Wrong and right kinds of nissāraṇā, “the causing to be sent away,”
are expounded at Vin 1.321, with an implied opposition to osāraṇā,
“the causing to be restored,” at Vin 1.322. Vin-a 1147 concerns itself
with two kinds of nissāraṇā, the one appearing to be by an act of
banishment, and the other by an act imposing certain disabilities.

In the Bhikkhuni-vibhaṅga, there are twice stated to be thirty Nis-
saggiya rules for nuns (the same number as for monks) although
only twelve are there recorded. For these twelve are peculiar to nuns
and are not regarded as operating for monks. From Buddhaghosa
we learn that eighteen Nissaggiya rules pertained to both Orders;
therefore there are also twelve peculiar to the monks. Buddhaghosa
arrives at the eighteen common to both sides of the Order by a pro-
cess of exclusion.They are as follows: bhikkhu Bu-NP 1–Bu-NP 3, Bu-
NP 6–Bu-NP 10,Bu-NP 18–Bu-NP 20,Bu-NP 22,Bu-NP 23,Bu-NP 25–Bu-NP 27,
Bu-NP 30.At the same timehe explains the compositionof theVaggas
(divisions of the rules usually into groups of ten each) in theNissag-
giya Section for nuns.These, comprising the twelve rules peculiar to
nuns and the eighteen to be observed by nuns as well as by monks,
although these latter are stated only in theMonks’ Vibhaṅga, work
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out as follows:

• Bhikkhunī Nissaggiya, Vagga 1 = Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3, Bu-
NP6, Bu-NP 7, Bu-NP8, Bu-NP9, Bu-NP 10 (8) + Bi-NP 2, Bi-
NP 3 (2).

¹ Vin 4.242; see below, bd 3.3.212.
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• Bhikkhunī Nissaggiya, Vagga 2 = Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 19, Bu-NP 20
(3) + Bi-NP 4, Bi-NP 5, Bi-NP 6, Bi-NP 7, Bi-NP 8, Bi-NP 9, Bi-
NP 10 (7).

• Bhikkhunī Nissaggiya, Vagga 3 = Bu-NP 22, Bu-NP 23, Bu-NP 25,
Bu-NP 26, Bu-NP 27, Bu-NP 28, Bu-NP 30 (7) + Bi-NP 1, Bi-NP 11,
Bi-NP 12 (3).

Of the hundred and sixty-six Pācittiyaswhich tradition computes
for the nuns, ninety-six are set forth in their section.These ninety-
six with the ninety-two set forth for monks together amount to a
hundred and eighty-eight. Buddhaghosa works out that twenty-two
Pācittiya rules, which he enumerates, are incumbent on monks only.
The remaining seventy therefore, which are applicable to members
of both Orders, bring the nuns’ given total of ninety-six up to their
actual total of a hundred and sixty-six.

In the nuns’ Pāṭidesaniya section, eight rules are stated, and since
eight is given as the total number, not one is here suppressed.Thus
monks and nuns share no Pāṭidesaniya rules, the nuns having these
eight and the monks their four.

A comparison of the monks’ rules and those for nuns will show
these together to contain:

1. Rules which owing to their subject matter could apply to one
side of the Order only and not to both, as for exampleMonks’
Bu-Ss 1; and also Bu-Ss 6, Bu-Ss 7 and Bu-NP 29 which, doubt-
less because nunswere not supposed to dwell alone or go about
singly (Bi-Ss 3), could not be taken to apply to them. For this
same reason their Bi-Ss 3 would have no point as a rule incum-
bent on monks;

2. Monks’ rules which could apply to nuns but which do not, for
example Bu-NP 11–Bu-NP 15, Bu-NP 16, Bu-NP 24;

3. Nuns’ rules which could apply to monks but which do not, for
BD 3.xxxix

example Bi-Ss 10–Bi-Ss 13, and all of theirNissaggiyas.

Moreover, the position is evenmore intricate than it might ap-
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pear. For example, Nuns’ Bi-NP 1 has an affinity with Monks’ Bu-
NP 21 (not held in common); Bi-NP 3 is similar to Monks’ Bu-NP 25
(held in common); and Bi-NP6 and Bi-NP8 resemble Monks’ Bu-
NP 30 (held in common). Further, Nuns’ Bi-Ss 11 may be compared
withMonks’ Bu-Pc 63 and Bu.Pc.79, for although they are not exactly
similar, all three concur in their mention of some dissatisfaction
evinced by a monk or nun after the settlement of a legal question or
after the carrying out of a formal act by the Order. Again, there is a
verymarked correspondence betweenNuns’ Bi-Ss 12 andMonks’ Bu-
Pc 64, with both of which Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6 may also be compared. Why
the monks should incur a lesser penalty than the nuns for a similar
kind of offence is a problem not yet solved, but it is an occurrence of
some frequency, of which an instance is noticed by Buddhaghosa at
Vin-a 902.

The reduction of the rules to the three categories mentioned
above seems to me to strengthen the view that rules were not pro-
mulgated in advance of the commission of offences, but as a result,
their formulation thus in the main depending upon conduct which
had actually takenplace.This hypothesiswould account for the inclu-
sion of identical rules entailing identical penalties in the Pātimokkha
of both Orders; for the resemblance, but without actual identity, of
rules found in one Pātimokkha to those found in the other; for the
not negligible degree of overlapping where similar or comparable
offences entail dissimilar penalties in the case of each Order; and for
the non-appearance in one Pātimokkha or the other of rules which,
from the point of view of their subject matter, might suitably have
found a place in it. To ascribe the inclusion or exclusion of such
rules to pure chance is no explanation. Had the rules been drafted
in advance of the commission of offences, it would have been a com-
paratively simple matter for the early “editors” to have kept apart
all of those, and not merely a selection of them, which could have
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only a one-sided application, and to have set forth all the remain-
der as observable by members of both branches, of the Order. But
because the drafting of rule and penalty follows a less simple, and
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less obvious course, wemay justifiably consider the composition of
the Pātimokkhas to have been determined by the compelling hand of
historical event and happening.

The critics, whose complaints of the nuns’ behaviour is shown to
result in the formulation of rules for nuns, are for the most part the
“modest nuns.” Seventy-four times they are recorded to be vexed and
annoyed. “People” are recorded to have made criticisms thirty-two
times. To these must be added the complaints of a man, of a Licchavi,
of the keeper of a field, of prostitutes, of parents and husband, of a
family, once each; of a brahmin and of a guild, twice each; of nuns,
three times; and of monks, four times. Only once, in Bi-Pc 21, are no
criticisms recorded, the nuns concerned telling other nuns, these
the monks, and these the lord.

The locus of the introductory stories to all the rules in the Bhik-
khuni-vibhaṅga is,with seven exceptions only, given as Sāvatthī. Four
stories, Bi-Pc 10, Bi-Pc 39, Bi-Pc 40, Bi-Pc 81, are set in Rājagaha, two,
Bi-Pc 5 and Bi-Pc 58, in Kapilavatthu, and one, Bi-Pc 52, in Vesālī.
Without attempting to draw any inference as to why such a huge
majority are attached to Sāvatthī, it may not be uninteresting to look
at those stories and their rules which are said to emanate from other
places.

Bi-Pc 10, which opens in the sameway asMonks’ Bu-Pc 37, had to
be set in Rājagaha because of its need to refer to a festival which used
to be held on a mountain top nearby.This was made the occasion in
theMonks’ Pācittiya for the prohibition of eating at the wrong time;
while in the Nuns’ Pācittiya it gave rise to the ban on their seeing
(dassana, also able to mean “perceiving, noticing”) dancing, singing
andmusic.¹
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Bi-Pc 39 and Bi-Pc 40 are concerned with nuns’ conduct dur-
ing and after the rains. Similar events, connected with monks, are
recorded in theMahāvagga² when again the lord is said to have been

¹ Possibly in Ancient India, as in old Malabar, singing and music took on the char-
acter of miming and acting. If so, “seeing” would be as apt a term as “hearing.”
² Vin 1.79, Vin 1.137, Vin 1.138.
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in Rājagaha. This town therefore, besides its other claims to fame,
may be regarded as a source of rules for the rains.

In Bi-Pc 81,Thullanandā, although herself not particularly con-
nected with Rājagaha, is shown in association with the schismatic
monks headed by Devadatta. Now these, inMonks’ Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Pc 11
and Bu-Pc 29 for example, are the leading personages in narratives
which purport to refer to times when the lord was staying in Rāja-
gaha, and thus themselves seem to have frequented this place. Be-
cause this Pācittiya needed to make use of them, a good reason is
forthcoming to account for its locus being given as Rājagaha.

Nuns’ Bi-Pc 58 appears to be complementary to Monks’ Bu-Pc 23,
the one rebuking nuns for not going to monks for exhortation, and
the other rebuking monks for going to a nunnery to exhort nuns.
Since Monks’ Bu-Pc 23 is for some reason set in Kapilavatthu, al-
though the other exhortation rules belong to Sāvatthī, it is consistent
to set the complementary rule for nuns also in Kapilavatthu. It may
in fact have been the source of these two rules, for the legislation on
exhortation went through several vicissitudes before being finally
settled.

The motive ascribing Bi-Pc 5 to a time when the lord was like-
wise said to be staying at his birthplace, although less obvious, is
more interesting. For here wemay be up against a rule the need of
which began to be felt at a comparatively early date. Mahāpajāpati,
one of the very few nuns shown to have direct access to the lord, is
present, as recorded, and in converse with him. Yet, since she was
his aunt, she could not have been much with him towards the end of
his life when he came to residemore andmore at Sāvatthī.Moreover,
this Pācittiya is very unusual in leading up to a rule through an “al-
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lowance.” Perhaps in early days it may have been guidance enough
to prescribe allowances, but later a number of causes led to their
abuse and hence to the need for a stricter type of regulation, framed
in rules and penalties. At all events allowances not seldom appear in
contexts which may reasonably be considered to show the influence
of some older tradition. I think, too, Indians loving personal cleanli-
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ness as they do, the question of the nuns washing themselves—the
subject of this Pācittiya—would have required legislation reasonably
soon after the inception of the female Order.

Therather elaborate introduction inBi-Pc 52,whose locus is given
as Vesālī, has no counterpart anywhere in the canon, nor is there
any tradition specially connecting the group of six nuns with this
place. In regard to the twomonks mentioned, Kappitaka and Upāli,
it is true that the Petavatthu associates Kappitaka with Vesālī, or
more exactly with Kapinaccanā, a locality probably nearby, even
perhaps the cemetery where according to Bi-Pc 52 this monk was
staying. Butwith no other canonical reference to Kappitaka, it seems
very likely that the Petavatthu and its Commentary¹ placed him in
Vesālī on the authority of this Vinaya story; and that this placed him
here because it veritably was the place where the enraged nuns tried
to murder him. He is rather a shadowy monk who fades from the
picture, attentionbeingdiverted instead toUpāli,whomthenuns are
recorded to have abused. Neither the Pācittiya nor its Commentary
elucidates the identity of this Upāli, but the Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names takes him to be the Vinaya expert. The offence for which
the rule legislates is abuse of a monk by a nun. Had the rule been
concerned with attempted murder, it would have appeared in the
Pārājika section, and Kappitaka might then have beenmore to the
fore as the peg on which to hang the rule.

The group of six nuns, more frequently heard of when the lord is
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not recorded to have been in Vesālī, are often present on occasions
when he is said to have been in Sāvatthī.² Thus there is no partic-
ular reason to expect Vesālī to be the scene when the activities of
these nuns are being recounted, any more than there is when the
thera Upāli’s name is mentioned. His journeyings must have been as
extensive as any of the great disciples’.

The group of six nuns formed a useful body to which to fasten
misdemeanours.The Dictionary of Pali Proper Names is of the opinion
that the group of six monks was so named because of its six leaders,

¹ Pv 49; Pv-a 230. ² Vin 2.262, Vin 2.266, Vin 2.269, Vin 2.271, Vin 2.276; Nuns’
Bi-NP 1, Bi-Pc 2, Bi-Pc 22.
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and that these had nuns also in their following: those referred to as
the group of six. Certainly in Bi-Pc 58 (cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 23) the two
groups are depicted in connection with one another.

Whether these nuns numbered six, or were the followers of six
leaders, or were so called because six was not reckoned among the
“lucky “numbers, there are some cases where offences clearly could
not have been perpetrated by nuns acting singly but only in concert;
for example, when they went to see play-acting (Bi-Pc 10), when
they went to see a picture gallery (Bi-Pc 41), when they travelled in
a vehicle (Bi-Pc 85), and when they bathed naked at a public ford
(Bi-Pc 2, Bi-Pc 21). For nuns were not allowed to go about alone (Bi-
Ss 3); therefore such offences had to be attributed to a group acting
together. But other offences for which they are made responsible
could have been committed as easily within themonastery precincts
as in the world outside, and as easily by one nun as by several. In
such conventual seclusion as existed, a nun would not have needed
associates inorder to spinyarn (Bi-Pc 43); to learnworldlyknowledge
(Bi-Pc 49), although if she wanted to teach it (Bi-Pc 50) she would
require other nuns as pupils; to wear women’s ornaments (Bi-Pc 87);
to use perfume and paint (Bi-Pc 88); to bathe with scented ground
sesamum (Bi-Pc 89); or to make a hoard of bowls (Bi-NP 1).
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The group of six monks is also recorded to have made, a hoard
of bowls (Monks’ Bu-NP 21), so that a certain balance is visible here,
although the resulting rule is differently stated in the ease of the two
Orders.

I think it as valid to contend that one group did in fact copy the
other in this acquisitive behaviour, or even unwittingly behaved in
the same way, as it is to hold that the story leading up to the fram-
ing of the nuns’ rule was copied, by the recensionists, from that of
the monks’. For I think that had the group of six nuns beenmerely
fictitious as a group, the “editors” would not have ascribed to them
both various offences which could have been as easily attached to “a
certain nun” without prejudicing the resulting rule, as well as vari-
ous offences which had to be shown capable of perpetration only by
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a number of nuns acting together.That this course was not adopted
appears to me to go to attest the historical reality of a group of nuns,
for some reason numbered as six, and their position as the veritable
authors of the offences imputed to them.

Ordination.—Twowhole divisions, one consisting of ten and the
other of thirteen Pācittiyas, Bi-Pc 61–Bi-Pc 70, Bi-Pc 71–Bi-Pc 83, are
devoted to the topic of ordination. No other subject in the Bhik-
khuni-vibhaṅga receives a comparable degree of attention. Hence
ordination appears to be of outstanding interest and importance.
The ceremony itself is not discussed. Of the twenty-four disqualifica-
tions precluding the admission of a woman into full membership of
the Order, as laid down at Vin 2.271, only two, her age and training,
are considered in the Pācittiyas. Together with these two points, the
Pācittiyas on ordination are, among other matters, concerned with
legislating for or against the admission of women in special circum-
stances: expectant and nursing mothers, married girls, maidens and
probationers; with laying down the kind of treatment to be accorded
newly ordainedwomen; with insisting on the necessity to obtain the
Order’s “agreement” to train and the “agreement” to receive ordi-
nation, and also the “agreement” to confer it; with emphasising the
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necessity to keep one’s promise to ordain; and with regulating the
number of times that each nunmight ordain annually, and also the
number of candidates whom she might ordain.Thewhole treatment
is very thorough.

Thewordused throughout thesePācittiyas for “toordain” isvuṭṭhā-
peti, meaning literally “to raise up,” but always explained by the rel-
evant parts of the Old Commentary as upasampādeti, to confer the
upasampadā ordination. The first step in joining the Order, pabba-
jjā, going forth (from home into homelessness), is not discussed, its
occurrence being assumed already to have taken place.

But a complication as to themeaning of vuṭṭhāpeti arises through
the use of this word in the rule of Nuns’ Bi-Ss 2.This, an ad hoc rule,
makes it an offence for a nun to vuṭṭhāpeti a female thief who merits
death if she has not obtained permission to do so, on theworldly side,
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from either a rajah, a guild or a company (seṇi); or on the religious
side, from either an Order or a group, unless the woman seeking ad-
mission to the Order is one who is “allowable.”The Old Commentary
explains that there are two ways in which a woman is “allowable”:
either because she has gone forth among other sects or because she
has gone forth among other nuns. These latter presumably mean
those already attached to Gotama’s Order, but belonging to some
residence or boundary other than that to which the womanmay be
subsequently seeking admission.

Although the Old Commentary on Bi-Ss 2 fails to explain vuṭṭhā-
peti,¹ in the “rule” of this Saṅghādisesa it would appear to mean nei-
ther upasampādeti nor pabbajati, to go forth.This latter word and its
causative form, pabbājeti, to let go forth, although used throughout
the introduction to this rule, are dropped by the rule itself. In their
place it employs the term vuṭṭhāpeti, a word which, however, does
not occur in the introductory story.There are other occasions when
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the word used in a rule is more precise, more restricted or more
inclusive in its scope than that used in the introduction to the rule.
This too is a case where the word of the rule is more precise for its
purposes, more technically correct than the word of the story.

For here vuṭṭhāpeti is meant to be synonymous neither with up-
asampādeti nor with pabbājeti. For whatever vuṭṭhāpetimay mean
in the Pācittiyas, and the phrase upasampadaṁ yāci, she asked for
the upasampadā ordination (to be conferred on her), occurring in Bi-
Pc 77 and Bi-Pc 78, strongly supports the Old Commentary’s regular
and undeviating Pācittiya interpretation of it by upasampādeti, the
internal evidence of Bi-Ss 2 suggests nothing to imply that vuṭṭhāpeti
stands there for receiving or conferring the upasampadā ordination.
The woman thief, who eventually askedThullanandā to let her go
forth, had just run away from her husband and hoped to find sanc-
tuary from his wrath among the nuns. But she had not reached a
stage in the monastic career when she might be ordained as a full
member. She is represented as asking for nomore than to be allowed

¹ Cf. bd 2, Introduction, p. xxv, for some other examples of the Old Commentary’s
omissions, and above, bd 3.xx.
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to go forth; and it was only in the very early stages of the monastic
venture that those who wanted to adopt the religious life asked, and
it was always the lord himself whom they are shown as asking, to go
forth and to be ordained at one and the same time.

Moreover, in Bi-Ss 2 it seems as if vuṭṭhāpeti cannot mean the
same as pabbājeti, to let go forth. It is used in connection with a
woman thief in circumstances where, if an entrant were going forth
for the first time, pabbājetiwould be expected. A trace of the other
meaning of vuṭṭhāpetimay therefore linger here, “to raise up” to a
higher level of morality and spirituality, to admit a woman to condi-
tions where she might come to see the error of her former ways.

But the usage of vuṭṭhāpeti here is also likely to depend I think on
the exceptionwhich the rulemakes legal: that of “receiving” (vuṭṭhā-
peti) and without having to get permission to do so from either the
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world or the cloister, a woman-thief who had already gone forth. It is
I think because of this, because the woman whom the exception has
inmind is envisaged as one already gone forth, some person or some
Order having already allowed her to do so, pabbājeti, that were this
word, pabbājeti, used in the rule a technical difficulty would arise.
For a word having a technical sense would then be used not precisely
in that sense. No one could go forth twice, unless in the meantime
he had returned to the household life¹; but the point of the exception
to the rule is that such an action has not taken place. Hence in order
to show that a nun was not allowing a woman-thief to go forth, as it
were for the first time, a word which did not technically imply this
had to be chosen.Thus the vuṭṭhāpeti of the rule is used in place of
the pabbājeti of the introductory story.

Wemust further conclude that there is a difference in the tech-
nical significance of vuṭṭhāpeti as used in Bi-Ss 2 and as used in the
Pācittiyas. In the former it has, because providing for the possibility
that someone has already “gone forth,” of necessity to bear some

¹ See Vin 2.279; if a woman has left the Order she is not a nun, and if she has joined
other sects, and then comes back again and asks for the upasampadā to be conferred
on her, she may not receive it. Cf. Vin 1.69, where a similar ruling is made in regard
to men who were formerly members of other sects.
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meaning that is different from this admittedly technical term. To
“receive” or to “accept” into an Order is perhaps the nearest render-
ing for which there is any justification, especially if we take it to
cover receiving or accepting a woman of doubtful character, with
a view to her spiritual regeneration. This interpretation might be
compared with the meaning the verb ullumpati apparently bears
at Vin 1.57–Vin 1.95. Here it is said that a man asking the monks for
ordination should say, “may the Order, out of compassion for me,
raise me up,” ullumpatu. The Commentary, Vin-a 984, explains this
as, “havingmademe arise from,what is badmay they (i.e., theOrder)
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establish me in what is good; or, having raised me from the status of
a novice may they establish me in the status of a monk.”

In the Pācittiyas, on the other hand, vuṭṭhāpeti appears to be
closely connected with the business of ordaining, on the part of
the nuns, a womanwho had served her term as a probationer in an
Order into full membership of that same Order. A fairly frequent
definition of “nun” in Vin 4 is “one ordained by both Orders.” First,
a woman had to be “ordained” by the nuns; then she had to pass
a similar examination before the monks so as to complete her full
ordination.Therefore two words were needed to distinguish these
two parts of a woman’s ordination ceremony. The nuns raised her
up, vuṭṭhāpeti; the monks ordained her fully, upasaṁpādeti, finishing
what the nuns had begun. But the actual process of ordination was
the same for the candidate, and the same questions were put to her,
whether she was being examined by a body of nuns or by a body of
monks.

Besides thewordvuṭṭhāpeti,which is akey-word inBi-Pc 61–Bi-Pc 83,
several other terms of interest come to the fore in the course of these
regulations for ordination, a few of which may now be considered.

In the first place, there is the word sikkhāmanā. This, as mean-
ing probationer, refers only to members of the female sex. It is a
technical term for a female entrant of a certain standing and with
certain duties to fulfil, and has no masculine counterpart. In this it
differs from “novice.” For sāmaṇera and sāmaṇerī both figure in their
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respective sides of the Order.
Technically a sāmaṇera is different in status from a bhikkhu, and

a sāmaṇerī from both a sikkhāmanā and a bhikkhuni. For these some-
times appear together as the five classes of people among whom it
is legitimate to effect certain transactions,¹ for example giving or
accepting robes in exchange (Monks’ Bu-NP 5, Bu-Pc 25. Further, the
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five are differently defined.² That is to say, the definition of “nun
“balances and resembles that of “monk”; the definition of “female
novice” balances and resembles that of “male novice,”³ “probationer”
alone having no opposite number. Again, “malewanderer” is defined
by excluding monk andmale novice; “female wanderer” by exclud-
ing nun, probationer and female novice.⁴There is too the women’s
testimony, in Bi-Pc 64, that having been ordained, they are not proba-
tioners but nuns, and therefore are not to be ordered about by other
nuns.

I should say that these five classes of persons represent a fun-
damental classification of the monastic personnel, and as such will
be to some extent inclusive of other and differently divided classes,
which may then be regarded as so many subdivisions: a monk (or
nun)who is a junior,nava, one ofmiddle standing, an elder; a teacher,
pupil, preceptor one who shares a cell, and so forth.

In the second place, two other words of interest which occur in
the ordination groups of rules are gihigatā,married girl, and kumārib-
hūtā, maiden. Gihigatā, meaning literally “one going (or gone) to a
householder.” and thus meaning a married girl or woman, or one
who has intercourse with a man, is defined in the Old Commentary
on Bi-Pc 65 as purisantaragatā, “one gone (or going) among men.”
Kumāribhūtā, “being a girl,” must I think, as standing in antithesis to
gihigatā, mean an unmarried woman, a maiden, or virgin. Kumārib-
hūtā is rather confusingly defined by the Old Commentary as sā-
maṇerī, a woman novice. For although, as I have said, in the Vinaya

¹ See, e.g., Vin 1.139, Vin 1.140, Vin 1.145. ² See Vin 4.122, Vin 4.343, and definitions
of “monk” and “nun” in the Old Commentary—e.g., on the Pārājikas, and of “nun”
constantly in Vin 3 and Vin 4 as “one ordained by both Orders.” ³ Vin 4.122.
⁴ Vin 4.92, Vin 4.285; cf. Vin 4.224.
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“female novice” is differently defined from “probationer,” yet in Bi-
Pc 72 and Bi-Pc 73 it is clear that the “maiden” is thought of in terms
more appropriate to a probationer than to a novice.
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Bi-Pc 65 makes it an offence for a nun to ordain “a gihagatā under
twelve.” But the question is, what exactly does this phrase mean?
Does it mean a married girl less than twelve years old, or a girl who
has beenmarried for less than twelve years? Waldschmidt adopts
the latter view,¹ apparently taking his stand on a phrase given by
Bendall: strī dvādaśavarsagṛhayuktā. If a girl were married at eight,
which is still customary in parts of India, betrothal having taken
place earlier, but if she were under twenty when she sought ordina-
tion, then she would not have been married for as many as twelve
years, and thiswould seem to be her age as considered from the point
of view of the legislation laid down in Bi-Pc 65–Bi-Pc 67.

Certainly a passage in Bi-Pc 65, which describes the hardships
young people were not able to endure, is used also in Monks’ Bi-
Pc 65 to showwhy persons under twenty, not under twelve, should
not be ordained. Again when the age for ordaining “maidens” is
being considered (Bi-Pc 71), twenty years is given as the minimum.
I bring forward this internal evidence in support of Waldschmidt’s
view, which I think merits serious consideration. Against it may
be set Buddhaghosa’s remarks at Vin-a 941 that, having given the
“agreement as to ordination” to amarried girl of ten, the upasampadā
may be conferred when she has completed twelve years of age.This
shows that Buddhaghosa at least was puzzled by the word gihigatā.

A main point concerning the ordination of a probationer, a mar-
ried girl and a maiden is the illegality of conferring the upasampadā
on her unless she has trained, under a nun, for two years in six rules:
the first five sīlas and abstention from eating at the wrong time.

Three Pācittiyas govern the ordination of amarried girl and three
that of a maiden: neither must be ordained (1) if she has not attained
theminimum age prescribed (2) even if she is old enough but has not
trained for two years in the six rules; and (3) even if she is old enough
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¹ Bruchstücke des Bhikṣunī-Prātimokṣa der Sarvāstivādins, p. 138.
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and has done the required training, but has not been agreed upon by
the Order (as a suitable person to be ordained).The second and third
clauses of each of these two groups have parallels in Bi-Pc 63, Bi-Pc 64
which, although omitting any reference to age, prohibit the ordina-
tion of a probationer, first, if she has not trained for two years in the
six rules, and secondly if, even although she has trained, she is not
agreed upon by the Order. Beyond the clause in Bi-Pc 80 prohibiting
ordination if she has not the consent of her parents or husband, only
these two rules, as against the three each for the married woman
and the maiden, concern themselves with a probationer’s eligibility
for ordination.

A reason for omitting to lay down a maximum age at which a
probationer would be entitled to receive the upasampadā, is that
this might be conferred on her, as on a married woman, however
old she might be, there being no limit at the top end of the scale.
But at the lower end, neither a maiden nor, or so it would appear,
a married girl might be ordained while still under twenty. Now a
probationer must be either married or not married. A widow, not
being specially catered for in theordination regulations,wasperhaps
regarded as ranking as a married woman for legislation purposes.
And any woman, whether married or single, when she entered on
the training (which is of course different from entering the Order)
became technically a probationer.The deduction may therefore be
made that a probationer must not be ordained if she were less than
twenty, this assumption being tacitly conveyed by the legislation
on the minimum age at whichmarried and unmarried girls might
receive the ordination. It is the same as the minimum age at which a
boymightbeordained.AndatVin 2.271 it is said that sheonwhomthe
upasampadā is being conferred, without however specifying more
fully what is to be understood by “she,” must be asked if she has
completed twenty years of age.

In all cases, whether a woman was specifically called a proba-
tioner, married woman or maiden, before she began the two years’
training in the six rules she had to obtain theOrder’s consent to enter
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upon this training (Bi-Pc 63, Bi-Pc 66, Bi-Pc 72), which was carried
out under the guidance of somenun.This consent is called the “agree-
ment as to training,” sikkhāsammuti. At the end of her training when
the probationer, married woman or maiden wanted to be ordained,
she had to obtain from the Order a further agreement sanctioning
this step, called the “agreement as to ordination,” vuṭṭhānasammuti.
If a woman was ordained before she had fully trained, there was an
offence for the nun who ordained her. To guard against such a con-
tingency, that part of the Order towhich the ordaining nun belonged
was made responsible for weighing the candidate’s claims; it was
the Order, and not a group or one nun, whom the candidate must
ask for the agreement as to ordination. But if this were refused, and
she were not agreed upon by the Order, saṅghena asammatā, even
though shewere of the right age and had trained properly, and a nun
were to ordain her, that nun incurred an offence of expiation.

Another interestingword is ūnadvādasavassā, appearing tomean
“one who is under twelve.” She may not ordain (Bi-Pc 74). But I do
not think that “being under twelve” refers to her actual age, any
more than I think that the same condition refers to themarried girl’s
actual age. Since theminimumage for ordination has been laid down
for married girls and for maidens, and since these together form a
comprehensive class embracing every kind of probationer, for had
widows been separately considered theywould have been separately
legislated for, to specify as twelve theminimumactual age atwhich a
woman or girl, though described as neither probationer,married nor
unmarried, might ordain, would betray such a gross inconsistency
with those rules which speak of ordination age as being twenty as to
reduce the legislation on these matters to an absurdity.

And I think that it was neither absurd nor careless enough to
throw us back on the old argument of its composition being patch-
work because it seems to entail contradictory statements, an easy
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line to take when we are baffled, but unfair to the work of the early
compilers.This I am convinced was more often subtle, delicate and
reasonable than we sometimes give it credit for. Here, for example,
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before we condemn their work as invalid because of its seeming in-
consistencies, it is necessary, in order to comprehend the gist and
implications of Bi-Pc 74, to study it both in conjunction with those
Pācittiyaswhich legislate for the age at which a candidate might be
ordained, and which appear to concur in their view of this being
twenty, and also in conjunction with the next Pācittiya, Bi-Pc 75.

Two words used here (Bi-Pc 75) provide a useful clue to support
the conjecture that ūnadvādasavassā does not mean a girl under
twelve years of age, but a nunwho has not been ordained for asmany
as twelve years.These two words are bhikkhunī and vuṭṭhāpanasam-
muti.Thefirst is used in connectionwith paripuṇṇadvādasavassā, and
clearlymeans a nunwho has completed twelve years (as an ordained
nun).This apposition of bhikkhunī and paripuṇṇadvādasavassā is very
revealing, the more so since we do not find probationer, married girl
or maiden described by the term bhikkhunī.

The second clueword is vuṭṭhāpanasammuti.This is an agreement
which a nun who has, technically speaking, completed twelve years
has to ask for from the Order if she wishes to carry out a monastic
function forwhich, in regard to her standing in theOrder, she is eligi-
ble. She does not have to ask, as do the probationer, married girl and
maiden, for the vuṭṭhānasammuti, the agreement as to ordination,
that is to be ordained. She has to ask instead for the vuṭṭhāpanasam-
muti, the “agreement to ordain.” For vuṭṭhāpana, causative, with
sammuti, means the agreement to cause ordination in others, to con-
fer ordination on them, to ordain them before an Order of nuns.This
Pācittiya shows this to be a privilege of a nun, but one which it is
not legally valid to exercise if the nun who wishes to ordain has not
herself completed twelve years as an ordained nun. It is interesting
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to find at Vin 1.59 a ruling which makes it an offence of wrong-doing
for a monk to ordain if he is of less than ten years’ standing, which
means the lapse of less than ten years since his own ordination, com-
bined with an “allowance” for a monk to ordain if he is of ten years’
standing or more.This difference of two years, ten since ordination
for a monk, twelve for a nun, not only indicates the detailed care
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lavished upon the ordination regulations. It also suggests the greater
length of time that nuns were, at the time of the compilation of the
Vinaya, supposed to need in order to qualify themselves for the office
of ordaining other nuns.

ThenextPācittiya, Bi-Pc 76, suggests that the agreement to ordain
must be asked for by a nun each time she wishes to ordain a pro-
bationer. Caṇḍakālī is recorded to ask for this agreement, but to be
refused it. She is called, as in her case is usual, “the nun Caṇḍakālī,”
although in Bi-Pc 79 she is, exceptionally, referred to as a probationer.
One canonly suppose this latterPācittiya to refer to a timeprevious to
that referred to by Bi-Pc 76 and the other passages where Caṇḍakālī
is called a “nun.”

In addition, there is no clause connected with the ūnadvādasa-
vassā corresponding to that for the probationer, married girl and
maiden, stressing theneed for her to have trained for twoyears in the
six rules.This indicates that this, for the “one under twelve years,”
will have been a thing of the past, carried out by her before her own
ordination, and for which she will have had to obtain from the Order
first the agreement to train and then the agreement to be ordained,
vuṭṭhānasammuti.

It would thus appear that on the two occasions when the word
ūnadvādasavassā is used in the Bhikkhunivibhaṅga, it does not re-
fer to the woman’s actual age, but to the number of years she had
followed a certain calling: either that of a married woman or that of
an ordained nun. To prohibit a nun, on pain of a penalty, to ordain
others unless she herself had attained to twelve years’ standing as a
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nun, is to give time to test her integrity, her sense of responsibility
and her value to the Order. To prohibit the ordination of a married
girl unless she had completed twelve years of married life is to pre-
serve and not to destroy domestic life; it calls to mind the four stages
in a brahmin’s career and the due regard paid there to his stage as a
householder.

While a woman was still a probationer it would not appear com-
pulsory for her to severher tieswith theworld. Caṇḍakālī is recorded
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tohavekept companywithmenandboyswhile shewasaprobationer.
The disapprobation which was felt for her, although she herself was
not censured, was transferred to the nun who ordained her, and
it was made an offence for a nun to ordain a probationer who had
behaved in this fashion (Bi-Pc 79). Nuns it would therefore seem had
no power sufficient to shut off intending nuns from the world; and
neither should they in respect of these disregard it entirely.

In spite of Pasenadi’s dictum¹ that once a woman had (so much
as) gone forth, there was nothing (for those in the world) to do in
regard to her, there was nevertheless the offence of ordaining a pro-
bationer if she had not the consent of her parents or husband. Since
probationers could be ordained however old, so long as they were
over twenty, this clause would appear to have young probationers
in mind, and may perhaps be regarded as pointing to the practice of
child-marriage.² In any case it provides onemore instance of the care
taken by the Order not lightly to ordain anyone still having duties to
the world, which is also shown by the questions put to women, and
tomen too, at the time of their ordination in respect of their freedom
from debt and their employment in a king’s service.³
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Besides the two divisions comprising the twenty-three rules for
ordination, there are other occasions where the nuns’ rules in treat-
ing of a similar kind of subject-matter are for the most part placed
in proximity to one another.

There are, for example, the sevenNissaggiyas, Bi-NP 4–Bi-NP 10,
formulated to deter nuns from getting in exchange somethingwhich
they fancied more than the commodity specified and earmarked by
the donors as gifts now for an Order, now for a group, or now for
one nun. Two rules, Bi-Pc 39 and Bi-Pc 40, legislate for almstouring
during and after the rains; while twomore concernedwith the rains,
Bi-Pc 56, Bi-Pc 57, cut into a small group of rules (Bi-Pc 56–Bi-Pc 59)
where, for the official carrying out of various transactions, such as
the exhortation and the Pavāraṇā, nuns are shown to be dependent

¹ Vin 4.226. Cf. Vin 1.75, where this same view (in regard to men who have gone
forth) is put into Bimbisāra’s mouth. ² Sec myWomen under Primitive Buddhism,
p. 27ff. ³ Vin 2.271.
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onmonks.These four rules are the same as four of the eight garud-
hammā,¹ the chief, cardinal or important rules for nuns, so that the
infringement of any of these four garudhammā is here shown to en-
tail a penalty of expiation. A fifth “important rule” is repeated at
Bi-Pc 52, which makes it an offence of expiation for a nun to abuse
or revile a monk.

In assessing the significance of this rule, it must be remembered
that monks incurred offences if they insulted or slandered other
monks (Monks’ Bu-Pc 2, Bu-Pc 3), while for nuns there was a rule
against cursing themselves or others, “others” being defined by the
Old Commentary as “ordained” (Bi-Pc 19), and also a rule against
abusing a group (Bi-Pc 53).Thus two rules against “abusing” stand
together (Bi-Pc 52, Bi-Pc 53). Monks had also to be restrained from
striking one another orusing a threatening gesture (Monks’ Bu-Pc 74,
Bu-Pc 75). Clearly violence of speech or gesture was not exclusively
a feminine trait.

If Bi-Pc 52 is connected on the one hand with Bi-Pc 53 through
the word “abuse,” it is connected no less on the other with Bi-Pc 51
through the word “monk.” This rule recounts nuns’ difficulties in
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entering amonastery not knowingwhethermonkswere in it or gone
out, their object apparently being to sweep the monastery and to
put ready for the monks’ use water for washing and drinking.The
offence here was in entering a monastery without having obtained
permission to do so. It was not in rendering these services to monks,
which apparently, unlikewashing amonk’s robe for him (Monks’ Bu-
NP 4) or standing close to himwith drinkingwater and a fanwhile he
was eating (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 6), remained permissible. It is noticeable in
Bi-Pc 6 that the rule is not formulated on the lines of the complaints
made by the modest nuns—that a nun struck a monk with a fan, but
on the lines of the situation postulated—that she was standing near
him with a fan and drinking water while he was eating. This was
made into the offence.

Bi-Pc 94 and Bi-Pc 95 make a kind of pair.The former prohibits a

¹ Given at Vin 2.255, Vin 4.52 (see bd 2.268).
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nun from sitting down in front of a monk without having asked for
permission, the latter from asking him a question without having
asked for permission. “Question” is taken by the Old Commentary
to mean a question on the Suttantas, Vinaya or Abhidhamma.The
difficulty arising from this last term has been discussed above.¹

Other rules for nuns which may be classified together are the
four against standing and talking with a man (Bi-Pc 11–Bi-Pc 14); the
three against impolite behaviourwhenvisiting at lay-people’s houses
(Bi-Pc 15–Bi-Pc 17); the one against bathing naked followed by the one
prescribing the right measurement for bathing-cloths (Bi-Pc 21, Bi-
Pc 22); the eight dealingwithvariouspoints connectedwith robes (Bi-
Pc 23–Bi-Pc 30); the two about sharing a couch and a cover-and-cloak
with another nun (Bi-Pc 31, Bi-Pc 32); the three covering ordinary
decent behaviour towards other nuns (Bi-Pc 33–Bi-Pc 35); the two
against walking for alms in a dangerous district without a weapon

BD 3.lviii

(Bi-Pc 37, Bi-Pc 38); the four against indulging in various practices
whichwere not censurable in laywomen: amusing oneself by visiting
picture galleries, reposing in comfort, spinning yarn, doing domestic
tasks² (Bi-Pc 41–Bi-Pc 44); the two restraining greed over food (Bi-
Pc 54, Bi-Pc 55); and another group of ten rules also against doing
things, chiefly for comfort and adornment, like women in the world
(Bi-Pc 84–Bi-Pc 93).

In view of these groupings, it would seem as if little support from
the Bhikkhunivibhaṅga itself were forthcoming for Miss Bhagvat’s
statement that this treatise is patchwork, “a work done in a hurry,
and signs of carelessness are obvious.”³ To take only one point: the
grouping of offences of a related character is as thorough, if notmore
so, than is the case in theMonks’ Vibhaṅga. I have attempted to show
howthorough it is, although it is true that sometimesoffences “which
would naturally come together are found scattered in quite different
parts of the same class.”⁴ This, however, is comparatively rare. A

¹ bd 3.xf. ² There are other occasions where nuns are rebuked for behaving
like women still leading a household life. ³ Early Buddhist Jurisprudence, p. 164.
⁴ Vinaya Texts i.Introduction xiv (referring to Monks’ Vibhaṅga).
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fairly good example is supplied by the last Pācittiya, Bi-Pc 96, which
is a rule against a nun’s going to a village without wearing a bodice,
saṁkacchika, and whichmore naturally belongs to the group of rules
on robes than to the isolated position which it occupies. Many of the
rules which appear in isolation do so however because there are no
others to which they are related in character.

The eight Pāṭidesaniyas form a complete group of related offences,
being word for word the same as one another, except for the particu-
lar commodity which each names: ghee, oil, honey, molasses, fish,
meat, milk, curds. If a nun who was not ill asked for any of these
and ate them, there resulted an offence to be confessed by her.The
offence did not He in having these things or in eating them, but in

BD 3.lix

asking for them so as to eat them. The same notion is apparent in
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 7. “Asking for” would probably mean obtaining the ar-
ticles of diet without waiting for them to be offered, and it was a
greedy thing to do.There is no Pāṭidesaniya offence forThullanandā
in Bi-NP 4 where the lay follower, as recorded, offers her something
and she chooses ghee; or for this same nun in Bi-NP 5 when she de-
cides to have oil for the kahāpaṇawhich a lay follower says he will
deposit in a shop for her to get what she likes with it. For on neither
of these occasions is she recorded to “ask for” anything, but merely
to choose something in response to an offer freely made.

I.B. Horner
Manchester, 1942.
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Bu-Pc 61.1.1
Vin 4.124

BD 3.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at one time the venerable Udāyin¹ was an archer,² and crows were
unpleasant to him. He, having shot crows, having cut off their heads,
put them in a row on a stake. Monks spoke thus:
“By whom, your reverence, were these crows deprived of life?’ ”
“By me, your reverences; crows are unpleasant to me.”Those who

were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Udāyin intentionally deprive a living

thing of life?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Udāyin, intentionally deprived a

living thing of life?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, intentionally deprive a living thing

of life? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should intentionally deprive a living thing

of life, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 61.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.2

Intentionally means: a transgression committed knowingly,
consciously, deliberately.³

¹ Perhaps the sameUdāyin as ismentioned atVin 3.110,Vin 3.119,Vin 3.127,Vin 3.130,
Vin 3.135, Vin 3.187, Vin 3.190 (see BD.1), and Vin 4.20, Vin 4.61, Vin 4.68 (see bd.2.).
² issāsa. Cf.mn iii.1 (issattha); an iv.423. Vin-a 864 says when he was a householder
he taught archers. ³ = Vin 3.73. See bd 1.126 and n. 3.
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Living thingmeans: it is called a living thing that is an animal.¹
Should deprive of lifemeans: if he cuts off the faculty of life,

destroys it, harms its duration,² there is an offence of expiation.

Vin 4.125

Bu-Pc 61.2.2 If he thinks that it is a living thing when it is a living thing, (and)
deprives it of life, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is a living thing, (and) deprives it of life, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.³ If he thinks that it is not a living thing
when it is a living thing, there is no offence. If he thinks that it is
a living thing when it is not a living thing, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a living thing,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a living
thing when it is not a living thing, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 61.2.3

There is no offence if it is unintentional; if (he is) not thinking; if
he does not know; if he is not meaning death⁴; if he is mad, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ Depriving human beings of life is dealt with in Bu-Pj 3. ² = Vin 3.73 (bd 1.126).
³ Variant reading āpatti pācittiyassa. See Vin 4.361. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.78 (bd 1.136);
bd 2.225, bd 2.229, bd 2.262.
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Bu-Pc 62.1.1
BD 3.3

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six monks knowingly made use of ¹ water that
contained living things.Those who were modest monks … spread it
about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks knowingly make use of water

that contains living things?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, knowingly made use of

water that contained living things?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, knowingly make use of water that

contains living things? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshouldknowinglymakeuseofwater that con-

tains living things, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 62.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: he knows by himself or others tell him.²
Thatcontains livingthingsmeans: if, knowing (this), hemakes

use of it knowing that “they will die from (this) use,” there is an
offence of expiation.

¹ paribhuñjati. Vinaya Texts i.46 renders by “drink.” Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 865 men-
tions this, and also other uses of water, for washing (bowls e.g.), for bathing, and
for sprinkling. Cf. Bu-Pc 20. See rules for filtering drinking water at Vin 2.118, and
Introductory story to 31st Jātaka. ² Cf. Vin 4.49, Vin 4.67.
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Bu-Pc 62.2.2
BD 3.4 If he thinks that it contains living things when it contains living

things (and) makes use of it, there is an offence of expiation. If he is
in doubt as to whether it contains living things (and) makes use of it,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹ If he thinks that it does not con-
tain living thingswhen it contains living things (and)makes use of it,
there is no offence. If he thinks that it contains living things when it
does not contain living things, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
he is in doubt as to whether it does not contain living things, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it does not contain living
things when it does not contain living things, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 62.2.3

There is no offence if he makes use of it not knowing that it con-
tains living things, knowing that it does not contain living things,
knowing that they will not die from this use; if he is mad, if he is the
first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ Variant reading āpatti pācittiyassa, offence of expiation. See Vin 4.361.
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Vin 4.126

Bu-Pc 63.1.1

BD 3.5

at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six monks knowingly opened up¹ for a further
(formal) act² a legal question³ settled⁴ according to rule, saying:
“The (formal) act is not carried out,⁵ the (formal) act is badly car-

ried out, the (formal) act should be carried out again, it is not settled,
it is badly settled, it should be settled again.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six monks knowingly open up … ‘… it should be
settled again’?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, knowingly opened up … ‘…

it should be settled again’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, knowingly open up … ‘… it should be

settled again’?” It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Whatevermonk should knowingly open up for a further (for-

mal)acta legalquestion (thatwas) settledaccording torule, there
is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 63.2.1

¹ ukkoṭeti. Cf. Vin 2.94, which refers to this Pācittiya; also Vin 4.151. ² punakam-
māya, or action, proceedings, adjustment. Cf. same expression at Vin 2.303. For
“formal acts” and wrong and right ways of carrying them out, see Vin 1.315ff. ³ ad-
hikaraṇa. Cf. Vin 3.164 = bd 1.282 and n. 5. See Vin 3.168 = bd 1.290, and S. Dutt, Early
Buddhist Monachism, 153ff. ⁴ nihata. ⁵ akata.
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Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself, or others tell him,

or (someone) tells him.¹
BD 3.6

According to rulemeans: carried out according to rule, accord-
ing to discipline, according to the teacher’s instruction,² this means
according to rule.

Legal questionmeans: there are four (kinds of) legal questions:
legal questions arising out of disputes legal questions arising out of
censure, legal questions arising out of transgressions, legal questions
arising out of obligations.³

Should open up for a further (formal) actmeans: if he opens
it up, thinking: ‘The (formal) act was not carried out, the (formal) act
was badly carried out, the (formal) act should be carried out again, it
was not settled, it was badly settled, it should be settled again,’ there
is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 63.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid actwhen it is a legally valid act,
(and) opens it up, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is a legally valid act, (and) opens it up, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act
when it is a legally valid act, there is no offence.⁴ If he thinks that it is
a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid
act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a
legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is no offence.⁵

Bu-Pc 63.2.3

There is no offence if he opens it up knowingly, thinking: ‘The
(formal) act was carried out according to what is not the rule, or by

¹ Cf. Vin 3.265; Vin 4.49, Vin 4.67. ² Cf. Vin 2.95; Vin 4.152; also dn ii.124ff.
³ = Vin 2.88 = Vin 3.164 (= bd 1.282) = Vin 4.238. ⁴ Variant reading āpatti pācit-
tiyassa (offence of expiation), Vin 4.361. ⁵ = Vin 4.37, Vin 4.152. Cf. also Vin 3.174
(= bd 1.302) = bd 1.177 = bd 1.179 = bd 1.186, at all of which the last clause ends āpatti
dukkaṭassa.
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an incomplete congregation, or against one who is not suitable for a
(formal) act’¹; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheThird

¹ Cf. Vin 4.37, Vin 4.126, Vin 4.152, Vin 4.153; Vin 5.221.
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Vin 4.127

Bu-Pc 64.1.1

BD 3.7

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having
fallen into the offence of intentional emission of semen,¹ said to his
brother, the monk who shared his cell:
“I, your reverence, have fallen into the offence of intentional emis-

sion of semen; do not tell anyone else.”
Now at that time a certain monk, having fallen into the offence

of intentional emission of semen, asked the Order for probation² on
account of this offence.The Order granted him probation on account
of this offence. He, being under probation, having seen that monk,
spoke thus:
“I, your reverence, having fallen into the offence of intentional

emission of semen, asked the Order for probation on account of this
offence.The Order granted me probation on account of this offence
of his,³ so I amunder probation. I, your reverence, am experiencing a
feeling, let the venerable one conceal me, saying: ‘He is experiencing
a feeling.’⁴”
“But, your reverence, does another who falls into this offence also

act likewise?”
“Yes, your reverence.”
“Your reverence, this venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,

having fallen into the offence of intentional emission of semen, said

¹ Formal Meeting, 1. See Vin 3.112 = bd 1.196. Cf. also Bu-Pc 9. ² parivāsa. See
bd 1.196, n. 3 for Vinaya references to “probation,” and S. Dutt, Early Buddhist
Monachism, p. 168. ³ tassa me saṅgho tassā āpattiyā… ⁴ vediyām’ ahaṁ āvuso
vediyatī ti maṁ āyasmā dhāretu.
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to me: ‘ Do not tell anyone.’ ”
BD 3.8

“But are you, then, your reverence, not concealing¹ (him)?”
“Yes, your reverence.”
Then that monk told this matter to the monks.Those who were

modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“Howcan thismonkknowingly conceal amonk’sverybadoffence?”²

…
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monk,knowingly concealedamonk’s

very bad offence?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, knowingly conceal a monk’s very bad

offence? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should knowingly conceal amonk’s very bad

offence, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 64.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Amonk’smeans: another monk’s.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself or others tell him

or (someone) tells him.³
Vin 4.128

Very bad offencemeans: both the four involving defeat and the
thirteen entailing a formal meeting of the Order.⁴

Should concealmeans: if he thinks, ‘Knowing this they will re-
prove him, theywill remind him, theywill jeer at him, theywill scoff
at him, they will shame him,⁵ I will not tell,’ in the mere fact that
responsibility is thrown off,⁶ there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 64.2.2

If he thinks that it is a very bad offence when it is a very bad
offence (and) conceals it, there is an offence of expiation. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is a very bad offence (and) conceals it,

BD 3.9

¹ paṭicchādeti. Cf. Bi-Pj 6, vajjapaṭicchādikā. ² duṭṭhullā āpatti. Cf. bd 2.219. ³ Cf.
Vin 3.266; Vin 4.49, Vin 4.67, and above, bd 3.3, bd 3.5. ⁴ = Vin 4.31. ⁵ khuṁseti
vambhetimaṅkuṁkaroti; cf.Vin 4.7. ⁶ dhuraṁnikkhittamatte.Cf. dhuraṁnikkhipati
at Vin 3.50 = bd 1.82.
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there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a very
bad offence when it is a very bad offence (and) conceals it, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he conceals an offence that is not a
very bad one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he conceals a
transgression¹ that is very bad or that is not very bad of one who is
not ordained,² there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
it is a very bad offence when it is not a very bad offence, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a very
bad offence, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is
not a very bad offence when it is not a very bad offence, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.³

Bu-Pc 64.2.3

There is no offence if he does not tell, thinking: “There will come
to be quarrel or dispute or strife or contention for the Order”; if he
does not tell, thinking: “There will come to be a schism in the Order
or dissension in the Order”⁴; if he does not tell, thinking: “This one,
harsh, rough, will be an obstacle to life or to the Brahma-life”⁵; if
he does not tell, not seeing other suitable monks; if he does not tell
(though) not desiring to hide⁶ (him); if he does not tell, thinking: “It
will be evident from his own action”; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.⁷

The Fourth

¹ ajjhācāra. Cf. Vin 3.121 = bd 1.202, where see n. 3. Also cf. Vin 4.32. ² Vin-a 866
says that the very bad ones are the above, while the not very bad ones are in the
remaining five classes of offence. ³ anāpatti, variant reading at Vin 4.361. But cf.
Vin 4.32 (bd 2.222), which also see for the whole passage. ⁴ = Vin 4.37, Vin 4.153,
Vin 4.217. Saṅghabheda and saṅgharāji discussed at Vin 2.203, Vin 2.204, referred
to at Vb-a 428. See S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 193ff. ⁵ These are the
last two of the ten dangers mentioned at Vin 1.112–Vin 1.113, Vin 1.169. ⁶ na chāde-
tukāma—i.e., the offence. ⁷ With this paragraph, cf. Vin 4.217, where, in their
Bu-Pj 2, similar exceptions are made for the nuns.
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Bu-Pc 65.1.1

BD 3.10

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Nowat that time inRājagaha¹ a group of seventeen boyswere friends;
of these the youth Upāli² was the chief.Then it occurred to Upāli’s
parents: “By what means could Upāli, after our demise, live at ease
and not be in want?” Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “If Upāli
should learn writing,³ so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease
and not be in want.”Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “But if Upāli
learns writing, his fingers will become painful. If Upāli should learn

Vin 4.129

calculation,⁴ so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease and not
be in want.”Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “But if Upāli learns
calculation, his breast will become painful.⁵ If Upāli should learn
money-changing,⁶ so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease and
not be in want.” Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “But if Upāli
learns money-changing, his eyes will become painful. Now there are
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, pleasant in habit,⁷ pleasant in

BD 3.11

¹ Fromhere to bd 3.12 below, “pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased” = Vin 1.77–78,
which in the phrase yathādhammo kāretabbo refers to this Bu-Pc.rule. ² Vinaya
Texts i.201, n. 1, “different from the famous Upāli who belonged to the chief disci-
ples of Buddha; the latter came not from Rājagaha, but from the Sakya country.”
³ lekhaṁ sikkheyya. Vin-a 867 says: ‘his fingers will become painful with writing
(likhantassa) syllables (akkharāni).’ Onwriting, in Vinaya, seeVinayaTexts i.xxxiiff.;
bd 1.131, n. 1. ⁴ gaṇanā. Cf. Vin 4.7 (=bd 2.176). ⁵ Vin-a 867: there must be much
thought for learning calculation. ⁶ rūpaṁ sikkheyya. Vin-a 867 says: ‘for learning
rūpasutta, kahāpaṇasmust be looked at turning them over and over.’Therefore rūpa
here seemed connected with the usual medium of exchange; I follow Vinaya Texts
i.201 in adopting this translation in preference to ‘drawing’ or ‘painting,’ or other
possible meanings given in Pali-English Dictionary under article rūpa. ⁷ sukhasīlā.
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conduct; having eaten goodmeals they lie down on beds sheltered
from the wind.¹ Now if Upāli should go forth among the recluses, the
sons of the Sakyans, so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease
and not be in want.”

The boy Upāli heard this conversation of (his) parents.Then the
boy Upāli approached those boys, and having approached he spoke
thus to those boys: “Come, masters,² we will go forth among the
recluses, sons of the Sakyans.”
“If you, master, will go forth, we likewise will also go forth.”
Then these boys, having each approached (his) parents, spoke

thus:
“Consent that I may go forth from home into homelessness.”
Then the parents of those boys consented, thinking: “All these

boys desire the same thing, they are bent on what is good.” These,
having approached monks, asked for the going forth.Themonks let
them go forth, they conferred the upasampadā ordination on them.
Getting up in the night towards dawn, these cried out:
“Give conjey, give rice,³ give solid food.”
The monks spoke thus: “Wait, your reverences, until it turns

light.”⁴ Should there be conjey, you shall drink it; should there be
rice, you shall partake of it; should there be solid food, you shall eat
it. But should there not be conjey or rice or solid food, havingwalked
for alms, you shall eat.”

But those monks, being spoken to thus by the monks, cried out
just the same⁵: “Give conjey, give rice, give solid food,” and they soiled
the bedding andmade it wet.⁶

The lord, getting up in the night towards the dawn, heard the
BD 3.12

noiseof theboys, andhearing (it) he addressed thevenerableĀnanda,
saying:
“Why ever, Ānanda, is there this noise of boys?”
Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the lord.Then the

lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order of

¹ = e.g., Vin 1.57, Vin 1.72. ² ayyo. ³ bhatta. Cf.Vin 4.259–260 (bd 2.149). ⁴ ratti
vibhāyati, said of the night brightening into day or dawn. Cf. dn ii.148. ⁵ yeva.
⁶ Cf. Vin 3.227.
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monks convened, questioned the monks, saying:
Vin 4.130

“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks knowingly conferred
the upasampadā ordination on an individual¹ under twenty years of
age?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

howcan these foolishmenknowingly confer theupasampadā, ordina-
tion on an individual under twenty years of age? Monks, an individ-
ual under twenty years of age is not able to endure cold, heat, hunger,
thirst, contact with gadflies, mosquitoes, wind and sun, creeping
things, abusive hurtful language; he is not the kind (of person) who
endures bodily feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, sharp,
shooting, disagreeable, miserable, deadly.² But, monks, an individ-
ual of twenty years of age is able to endure cold, heat …miserable,
deadly.Monks, this is not for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased
…³ And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshouldknowinglyconfer theupasampadāor-

dinationonan individualunder twentyyearsof age, both that in-
dividual is not ordained and thesemonks are blameworthy; this
is for him⁴ an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 65.2.1

BD 3.13
Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself or others tell him

or (someone) tells (him).⁵
Under twenty years of agemeans: not attained to twenty years

of age.⁶
If he thinks, “I will confer the upasampadā ordination,” (and)

¹ puggala, individual; unfortunately not defined in Old Commentary. Prob-
ably wrong to render “a man” here, for there is the word purisa, defined
at Vin 4.334 as “attained to twenty years of age.” See Introduction xxii.ff.
² = Vin 4.321 = mn i.10 = an ii.117 = an ii.143 = an iii.163 = an v.132. Last clause only at
Vin 1.302, Vin 1.303; an iii.143. ³ To here from beginning = Vin 1.77–78. ⁴ idaṁ
tasmiṁ—i.e., probably the preceptor. See Old Commentary below, end of 2, 1. ⁵ Cf.
bd 2.161. ⁶ Cf. below, bd 3.381.
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looks about for a group¹ or for a teacher² or for a bowl³ or for a robe,
or if he determines a boundary,⁴ there is an offence of wrong-doing.
As a result of the motion⁵ there is an offence of wrong-doing; as a
result of two proclamations⁶ there are offences of wrong-doing. At
the end of the proclamations,⁷ there is an offence of expiation for
the preceptor,⁸ an offence of wrong-doing for the group and for the
teacher.

Bu-Pc 65.2.2

If he thinks that he is under twenty years of agewhen he is under
twenty years of age, (and) confers the upasampadā ordination (on

BD 3.14

him), there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether
he is under twenty years of age, and confers the upasampadā ordina-
tion (on him), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
he has completed twenty years of age when he is under twenty years
of age, (and) confers the upasampadā ordination (on him), there is
no offence.⁹ If he thinks that he is under twenty years of age when
he has completed twenty years of age, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he has completed twenty years
of age there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he has

¹ gaṇa, two to four monks, as opposed to both saṅgha, five or more monks, and
puggala, one individual (monk). Cf. bd 3.184, bd 3.361f. below with this passage.
² ācariya. Allowed at Vin 1.60, where relationship of ācariya to antevāsika, pupil, is
set forth. ³ Symbols of entry into the Order. A person had to be in possession of a
bowl and robe before receiving the upasampadā ordination; cf. Vin 1.90. ⁴ A new
boundary, according to Vin-a 867. See Vin 1.106, where the right way to determine
a boundary is given. ⁵ ñatti. See S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 178, for
view that upasampadā is the third stage in evolution of ordination. At Vin 1.56 it is
allowed to confer the upasampada by a ñatticatuttha kamma, a formal act at which
themotion is put and then followed by three proclamations. ⁶ kammavācā. ⁷ Cf.
Vin 3.174, Vin 3.176, Vin 3.179 (= bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.312). ⁸ upajjhāya. See Vinaya
Texts i.178, n. 2 for discussion of distinction between this and ācariya, teacher.The
editors, referring to Vin 1.56, Vin 1.57 and above passage, say that upajjhāya “was
considered as themore important of the two,” and had amore prominent part in the
upasampadā service. See also S.Dutt,EarlyBuddhistMonachism, p. 181. ⁹ Vin-a 867,
one who has completed twenty years from (the time of) taking on re-instatement
(paṭisandhi), that is from the time of conception.
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completed twenty years of age when he has completed twenty years
of age, there is no offence.¹

Bu-Pc 65.2.3

There is no offence if he confers the upasampadā ordination on
one under twenty years of age thinking that he has completed twenty
years of age²; if he confers the upasampadā ordination on one who
has completed twenty years of age thinking that they are completed;
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

The Fifth

¹ Cf. below, bd 3.370. ² This exception to the rule is given also in preceding
paragraph. ³ Cf. below, bd 3.370.
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Bu-Pc 66.1.1
BD 3.15

Vin 4.131

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain caravan was desirous of going from Rājagaha
to the south.¹ A certain monk spoke thus to these people: “I will go
together with the venerable ones.”²
“But we, honoured sir, shall evade the tax.”³
“Do you understand (how to do so), sirs?” Then the overseers⁴

heard: “A caravan will evade the tax.”They infested the way.⁵Then
these overseers, having seized and ransacked that caravan, spoke
thus to that monk:
“How is it that you, honoured sir, knowingly go together with a

caravan (set on) theft⁶?” (and) having detained him they set him
free.⁷Then that monk, having arrived at Sāvatthī, told this matter to
themonks.Thosewhoweremodest monks… spread it about, saying:
“How can amonk, having arranged together with a caravan (set

on) theft, knowingly go along the same highroad?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, … knowingly went along the

same high road?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:

BD 3.16

¹ = Vin 4.79 (bd 2.322). Vin-a 868 says paṭiyālokan ti suriyālokassa paṭimukhaṁpacchi-
madisan attho: it means facing the light of the sun, the western quarter. Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names, on the contrary; calls it “a place near Rājagaha.” ² āyasman-
tehi. Rare for a monk to address lay people in this way. ³ suṅkaṁ pariharati. Cf.
Vin 3.52 (= bd 1.87) where this is a dukkaṭa offence for a monk. ⁴ kammikā, which
at Vin-a 868 is explained as suṅkaṭṭhāne kammikā, overseers, superintendents at
the customs place. ⁵ Cf. Atthasālinī 366. ⁶ theyyasattha. ⁷ palibuddhitvā
muñciṁsu.
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“How can you, foolish man, having arranged together with a cara-
van (set on) theft, knowingly go along the same high road? It is not,
foolishman, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

“Whatever monk, having arranged together with a caravan
(seton) theft, shouldknowinglygoalong thesamehighroad, even
among villages, there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bu-Pc 66.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself, or others tell him,

or (someone) tells him.²
Caravan (set on) theftmeans: they are thieves who have done

the deed or who have not done the deed³; or they go for the robbing
of kings or they evade the tax.

Togetherwithmeans: together.⁴
Having arrangedmeans: if one arranges, saying, “We are going,

reverend sir, we are going, honoured sir, we are going, honoured sir,
we are going, reverend sir, we are going either today or tomorrow or
the next day,” there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Even among villagesmeans: in a village close enough for a cock
(towalk), among every (such) village, there is an offence of expiation.
For every half yojana in what is not a village, in the jungle, there is
an offence of expiation.

Vin 4.132

Bu-Pc 66.2.2

If he thinks that a caravan is (set on) theftwhen the caravan is
(set on) theft, and having arranged, goes along the same high road,
even among villages, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt

BD 3.17

as to whether a caravan is (set on) theft… offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that a caravan is not (set on) theft when the caravan is

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 27; bd 2.289. ² Cf. above, bd 3.5, bd 3.8. ³ corā katakammā vā honti
akatakammā vā—i.e., thieves who have or who have not committed a theft. Cf.
mn i.448; an iii.102; Vism 180; Ja 3.34 (māṇava = cora, mn-a 3.164; an-a 3.271). ⁴ sad-
dhin ti ekato. Cf. Vin 3.121, Vin 3.188, Vin 3.192 (= bd 1.202, bd 1.332, bd 1.337). From
here to end of Bu-Pc 66.2.1 cf. Vin 4.63 (bd 2.290).
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(set on) theft … no offence. If monks arrange (and) the people do
not arrange, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
the caravan is (set on) theft when the caravan is not (set on) theft,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether
the caravan is not (set on) theft, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that the caravan is not (set on) theft when the caravan is
not (set on) theft, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 66.2.3

There is no offence if they go not having arranged; if the people
arrange (and) monks do not arrange; if they go without (making)
a rendezvous; if there are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.¹

The Sixth

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 27, Bu-Pc 28 (bd 2.291, bd 2.294), and below, bd 3.20.
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Bu-Pc 67.1.1

BD 3.18

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain monk, going to Sāvatthī through the Kosalan
districts, passed by a certain village-gate. A certain woman, hav-
ing quarrelled with her husband, having departed from the village,
having seen that monk, spoke thus: “Where, honoured sir, will the
master go?”
“I, sister, will go to Sāvatthī.”
“I will go together with the master.”
“If you wish to,¹ sister,” he said.
Then that woman’s husband, having departed from the village,

asked people: “Have the masters seen such and such a woman?”²
“She, master, is going along with one who has gone forth.”Then

that man, having followed after, having seized that monk, having
thrashed him, set him free.Then that monk, incensed,³ sat down at
the foot of a certain tree.Then that woman spoke thus to that man:
“Master, that monk did not make me come out⁴; but it is I myself

who amgoing along togetherwith thismonk.Thismonk is innocent⁵;
go along, apologise to him.”Then that man apologised to that monk.
Then that monk, having arrived at Sāvatthī, told this matter to the
monks.Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:

BD 3.19

“How can a monk, having arranged together with a woman, go

¹ eyyāsi. ² evarūpaṁ itthiṁ. Cf. Vin 1.76, evarūpaṁ dārakaṁ. ³ padhūpento; pad-
hūpāti usually meaning ‘to blow forth smoke or flames,’ and padhūpita, ‘reeking,
smoked out.’ Cf. padhūpāsi, Vin 4.109. Vin-a 869 says: pajjhāyanto attānaṁyeva parib-
hāsantonisīdi, downcast, he sat downreviling just himself. ⁴ nippātesi = nikkhāmesi,
Vin-a 869. ⁵ akāraka, one who has done nothing, therefore no wrong, thus inno-
cent, blameless.
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along the same high road?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, having arranged together

Vin 4.133

with a woman, went along the same high road?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, having arranged together with a wo-

man, go along the same high road? It is not, foolishman, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:

“Whatever monk, having arranged together with a woman,
should go along the same high road, even among villages, there
is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bu-Pc 67.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Womanmeans: a humanwoman, not a female yakkha, not a fe-

male departed one, not a female animal; she is intelligent, competent
to know good speech, bad speech, what is lewd, what is not lewd.²

Togetherwithmeans: together.³
Having arrangedmeans: if one arranges, saying, ‘We are going,

sister,we are going,master,weare going,master,weare going, sister,
we are going either today or … (see Bu-Pc 27.3.1; Bu-Pc 66.2.1).

Bu-Pc 67.2.2

If he thinks that it is a woman when it is a woman, (and) having
arranged, goes along the same high road, even among villages, there
is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as towhether it is awoman
… If he thinks that it is not a womanwhen it is a woman… offence of
expiation. If the monk arranges (and) the woman does not arrange,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, having arranged, he goes
along the same high road together with a female yakkha or a female

BD 3.20

departed one or with a eunuch or with an animal in the form of a
human woman,⁴ even among villages, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that it is a womanwhen it is not a woman, there

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 27, Bu-Pc 28, Bu-Pc 66. ² Cf. Vin 3.128, Vin 3.192 = bd 1.215, bd 1.337.
³ Cf. Vin 3.121, Vin 3.188, Vin 3.192. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.76 = bd 1.132, and see there n. 2; cf.
Vin 4.22–23.
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is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not
a woman, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is
not a woman when it is not a woman there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 67.2.3

There is no offence if he goes not having arranged; if the woman
arranges (and) the monk does not arrange; if he goes without (mak-
ing) a rendezvous; if there are accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.¹

The Seventh

¹ Cf. Vin 4.64, Vin 4.66, and above, bd 3.17.
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Bu-Pc 68.1.1
BD 3.21

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time¹ a pernicious view had arisen to² a monk named Ariṭṭha³
who had formerly been a vulture-trainer,⁴ like this:

Vin 4.134

“In so far as I understand dhamma taught by the lord, it is that in
following those things called stumbling-blocks⁵ by the lord, there is
no stumbling-block at all.”⁶

BD 3.22

Several⁷ monks heard: “A pernicious view has arisen to themonk
named Ariṭṭha, who was formerly a vulture-trainer, like this: ‘In so
far as I understand … there is no stumbling-block at all.’ ”

Then these monks approached the monk Ariṭṭha, who had for-
merly been a vulture-trainer, and having approached they spoke
thus to the monk Ariṭṭha, who had formerly been a vulture-trainer:
“Is it true, as is said, reverend Ariṭṭha, that a pernicious view has

¹ Ariṭṭha episode occurs at Vin 2.25–Vin 2.26; mn i.130–mn i.132. At the former,
instead of a rule being set forth, the Order is enjoined to carry out an ukkhep-
aniyakamma (act of suspension) against Ariṭṭha. ² pāpakaṁ diṭṭhigataṁ upannaṁ
hoti. Cf. other pernicious views at mn i.256, mn i.326; anv.194. ³ Mentioned in
Bu-Pc 69; at Vin 4.218 whereThullanandā imitated him; and at sn v.314. Note that he
is not referred to as āyasmā, but as bhikkhu. An upāsaka Ariṭṭha occurs at an iv.351.
⁴ gaddhabādhipubba. Vin-a 869 says it is meant that “he was born in a family gi-
jjhaghātaka.” Discussion of the term and occupation given at Vinaya Texts ii.377, n. 1.
Chalmers, Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.90ff. has “vulture-catcher.” Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names refers to Ariṭṭha as ga° bādhaputta. ⁵ (This footnote proved
troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has been moved to an appendix with
other long notes on page 2981.) ⁶ nālaṁ antarāyāya; Vinaya Texts ii.378 adding
“(to prevent his acquiring spiritual gifts),” and Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.90
“to him who indulges in them.” These same views condemned in Bu-Pc 70, and
the novice Kaṇḍaka expelled. Cf. the ten other antarāyas at Vin 1.112 = Vin 1.169.
⁷ sambahulā.
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arisen to you, like this: ‘In so far as I understand … no stumbling-
block at all’?”
“Undoubtedly,¹ your reverences, as I understand dhamma taught

by the lord, it is that in following those things called stumbling-
blocks by the lord, there is no stumbling-block at all.”
“Do not speak thus, reverend Ariṭṭha; do not misrepresent² the

lord, misrepresentation of the lord is not at all seemly, and the lord
certainly would not speak thus. Reverend Ariṭṭha, in many a figure
are things that are stumbling-blocks called stumbling-blocks by the
lord, and in following these, there is a veritable³ stumbling-block.
Sense-pleasures⁴ are declared by the lord to be (things) affording
little satisfaction,⁵ of much pain, of much tribulation, wherein is
more danger. Sense-pleasures are declared by the lord (to be) like a
skeleton,⁶ ofmuchpain, ofmuch tribulation,wherein ismoredanger.

BD 3.23

Sense-pleasures are declared by the lord (to be) like a lump of meat,⁷
of much pain, of much tribulation, wherein is more danger. Sense-
pleasure are declared by the lord (to be) like a fire-brand of dry-
grass,⁸ … Sense-pleasures are declared by the lord (to be) like a pit of
glowing embers,⁹ … Sense-pleasures are declared by the lord (to be)
like a dream, … Sense-pleasures are declared by the lord (to be) like
something borrowed,¹⁰ … Sense-pleasures are declared by the lord
(to be) like the fruits of a tree, … Sense-pleasures are declared by the

¹ evaṁ byā kho = evaṁ viya kho, Vin-a 870. Vinaya Texts ii. 378, n. 2: “Byā is only
known to us as an intensive particle occurring in passages like the present one.”
² abbhācikkhati, to accuse, slander, calumniate. Phrase occurs also at mn i.256;
mn iii.207; an iii.291. ³ alaṁ. I follow translation at Further Dialogues of the Buddha
1.91. ⁴ This simile paragraph = an iii.97.The ten similes also mentioned at Ja 5.210;
Thig.487–Thig.491. See “expanded” renderingatPsalmsof theSisters, p. 171. First seven
explained in full at mn i.364ff. ⁵ Dhp 186; Snp 71 (?). Cf. Ja 4.118. ⁶ aṭṭhikaṅkala;
an iii.97 reading aṭṭhisaṅkhala, with v.ll. Cf. sn ii.185 = It 17. SeeMorris, Journal of
the Pali Text Society 1885, p. 75. mn-a 3.42, if a rib, a bone of the spine, or the skull is
without flesh it is called kaṅkala. ⁷ See Journal of the Pali Text Society 1907, p. 122.
Cf.mn i.145. Vin-a 870 = mn-a 2.103 explains by bahusādhāraṇaṭṭhena, “shared in by
many,” forwhich cf.Mil 280. Referred to at Vism 341. ⁸ tiṇukkā. Cf. sn ii.152. ⁹ Cf.
sn iv.188; an iv.224, an v.175; Snp 396; Ja 1.231, Ja 1.232; dn iii.283. ¹⁰ Commentaries
say for the time being.
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lord (to be) like a slaughterhouse,¹ … Sense-pleasures are declared
by the lord (to be) like an impaling-stake,² … Sense-pleasures are
declared by the lord (to be) like a snake’s head,³ of much pain, of
much tribulation, wherein is more danger.”

Yet the monk Arittha, who had formerly been a vulture-trainer,
being spoken to thus by thesemonks, expressed that pernicious view
as before, obstinately holding to it, adhering to it:
“Undoubtedly, your reverences, as I understanddhamma taught by

the lord, it is that in following those things called stumbling-blocks
by the lord, there is no stumbling-block at all.”

And since thosemonkswereunable todissuade themonkAriṭṭha,
who had formerly been a vulture-trainer, from that pernicious view,
then those monks approached the lord, and having approached they
told this matter to the lord.⁴Then the lord, on this occasion, in this

Vin 4.135

BD 3.24 connection, having had the Order of monks convened, questioned
the monk Arittha, who had formerly been a vulture-trainer, saying :
“Is it true, as is said, that to you, Ariṭṭha, a pernicious view arose

like this: ‘In so far as I understand dhamma… no stumbling-block at
all’?”
“Undoubtedly, lord, as I understand dhamma … no stumbling-

block at all.”
“Towhomthen⁵doyou, foolishman,understand thatdhammawas

taught thus by me? Are not, foolish man, things that are stumbling-
blocks called stumbling-blocks byme inmany a figure, and in follow-
ing these is there not a veritable stumbling-block? Sense-pleasures
are declared byme (to be things) affording little pleasure, of much
pain, ofmuch tribulation,wherein ismoredanger…Sense-pleasures
are declared byme (to be) like a snake’s head, of much pain, of much
tribulation, wherein is more danger. And yet you, foolish man, not

¹ asisūnā. Cf.mn i.144. ² sattisūla, sword-stake. See sn i.128 = Thig.58 = Thig.141;
Vism 341. ³ sappasira. Cf. Snp 768. ⁴ Here mn i.131 puts in a little extra matter,
to the effect that the lord sends a monk to fetch Ariṭṭha to him, while it omits
the convening of the Order. ⁵ kassa nu kho. mn-a 2.104 “to (or for) a noble, or a
brahmin, or a merchant, or a low-caste person, or a householder, or one gone forth,
or a deva, or a man?”
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only misrepresent me because of your own wrong grasp,¹ but you
also injure yourself ² and give rise to much demerit which for a long
time will be for you, foolish man, of woe and sorrow.³ It is not, fool-
ish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …⁴ And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should speak thus⁵: ‘In so far as I understand

dhamma taught by the lord, it is that in following those things
called stumbling-blocks by the lord, there is no stumbling-block
at all’; that monk should be spoken to by the monks thus: ‘Do
not, venerableone, speak thus,donotmisrepresent the lord,mis-
representation of the lord is not at all seemly, and the lord cer-
tainly would not speak thus; in many a figure, your reverence,
are things that are stumbling- blocks called stumbling-blocks by

BD 3.25

the lord, and in following these there is a veritable stumbling-
block.’ And if that monk,⁶ when he has been spoken to thus by
themonks, should persist as before, thatmonk should be admon-
ishedbythemonksupto the third timeforgivingupthat (course).
If, being admonished up to the third time, he should give it up,
that is good. But if he should not give it up, there is an offence of
expiation.”⁷

Bu-Pc 68.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Should speak thusmeans: ‘In so far as I understand dhamma

taught by the lord … no stumbling-block at all.’
Thatmonkmeans: the monk who speaks thus.
By themonksmeans: by other monks, who see, who hear⁸; he

should be told by these: “Do not, venerable one, speak thus … a veri-
table stumbling-block.” And a second time he should be told … And
a third time he should be told … If he gives it up, that is good. If he

Vin 4.136

¹ Cf. dn ii.124f. ² Attānañ ca khaṇasi. ³ To here = mn i.130–mn i.132 except for
passages noted above, bd 3.23 n. ⁴ To here = Vin 2.25–26. ⁵ Cf. Bu-Pc 70.1. ⁶ Cf.
Vin 3.173, Vin 3.175 = bd 1.300, bd 1.305. ⁷ This is more like Saṅghādisesamaterial.
Cf. J.Bu-As. 1914, p. 514, for the version of the Prātimokṣasūtra des Sarvāstivādins.
⁸ From here to end, 2, 3, cf. Vin 3.173–174, Vin 3.176, Vin 3.177–178 (BD.1.361–362,
(bd 1.306, (bd 1.312).
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does not give it up, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, having
heard, they do not speak, there is an offence of wrong-doing.That
monk, having been pulled to the midst of the Order, should be told:
“Do not, venerable one, speak thus … a veritable stumbling-block.”
And a second time he should be told … And a third time he should be
told. … If he gives it up, that is good; if he does not give it up, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

That monk should be admonished. And thus, monks, should
he be admonished: the Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
A pernicious view has arisen to the monk so and so, like this: “In so
far as I understand … no stumbling-block at all.” He does not give

BD 3.26

up that view. If it seems right to the Order, let the Order admonish
the monk so and so that he may give up this view.This is the motion.
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me: A pernicious view has
arisen to the monk so and so … He does not give up this view.The
Order admonishes the monk so and so that he may give up this view.
If the admonishing of the monk so and so that he may give up this
view is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent; if it is not
pleasing, then you should speak. And a second time I speak forth
this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen tome… then you should speak.Themonk so
and so has been admonished by the Order for giving up this view. If
it is pleasing to the Order, let them be silent … thus do I understand
this.’

As a result of the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; as
a result of two proclamations there are offences of wrong-doing; at
the end of the proclamations there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 68.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) does not give it up, there is an offence of expiation. If he is
in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … If he thinks that it
is not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act (and) does not
give it up, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is a
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legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid
act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a
legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is no offence.¹

Bu-Pc 68.2.3

There is no offence if he is not admonished; if he gives it up; if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth

¹ Parallel passages at Vin 3.174, Vin 3.177, Vin 3.179, Vin 3.186 read for the last case,
āpatti dukkaṭassa.
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Vin 4.137

Bu-Pc 69.1.1

BD 3.27

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of sixmonks knowingly used to eat togetherwith
and be in communion with¹ and lie down in a sleeping place with
Ariṭṭha, the monk who talked thus,² who had not acted according to
the rule,³ who had got given up that view.Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks knowingly eat together with

and be in communion with and lie down in a sleeping place with
Ariṭṭha …who has not given up that view?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monks, knowingly eat togetherwith

and are in communion with and lie down in a sleeping place with
Ariṭṭha …who has not given up that view?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen, knowingly eat togetherwith and be in

communionwith and lie down in a sleepingplacewithAriṭṭha…who
has not given up that view? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should knowingly eat together with or be in

communion with or lie down in a sleeping place with a monk
BD 3.28

¹ saṁvāsati. See Old Commentary’s explanation below. Saṁvāsa at end of each
Pārājika rule translated in BD.1 by “communion.” ² tathāvādin—i.e., as in Bu-
Pc 68. Cf. tathāvādin at Snp 430; It 122. ³ akaṭānudhamma-i.e., he had not given
up his wrong views after the admonition suggested in the sikkhāpada of Bu-Pc 68.
Critical Pali Dictionarymisses the point in translating as “who had not been dealt
with according to the rule.”
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who talks thus, who has not acted according to the rule, who has
not given up that view, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 69.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself or others tell him

or (someone) tells him.¹
Talks thusmeans: talks so,² saying: ‘In so far as I understand

dhamma taught by the lord, it is that in following those things called
stumbling-blocks by the lord there is no stumbling-block at all.’³

Has not acted according to the rulemeans: he is suspended,
not restored.⁴

BD 3.29

Together with (to monk) who has not given up that⁵ view
means: together with (a monk) who has not given up this⁶ view.

Or should eat withmeans: there are two (kinds of) eating, eat-
ing food and eating dhamma. Eating food⁷ means, if he gives or ac-
cepts food, there is an offence of expiation. Eating dhammameans,
he recites or causes to recite. If he recites or causes a line to be re-
cited, for every line there is an offence of expiation; if he recites or
causes a syllable to be recited, for every syllable there is an offence
of expiation.⁸

Vin 4.138

Or should be in communion withmeans: if he performs the
Observance day (ceremony) or the Invitation ceremony or a (formal)
act of the Order⁹ together with one who is suspended, there is an
offence of expiation.

Or should lie down ina sleepingplacewithmeans: if onewho
is suspended is lying down and a monk lies down in a sleeping place
under the same roof,¹⁰ there is an offence of expiation. If a monk is
lyingdownandonewho is suspended lies down, there is an offence of

¹ Cf. Vin 3.265; Vin 4.49, Vin 4.67, and above, bd 3.5, bd 3.8, bd 3.16. ² evaṁvādin.
³ As in Bu-Pc 68. ⁴ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length,
so it has been moved to an appendix with other long notes on page 2982.) ⁵ taṁ.
⁶ etaṁ. ⁷ āmisasaṁbhoga. ⁸ Cf. Vin 4.15, Vin 4.22. ⁹ Cf. Vin 3.164 and bd 1.283
for these three ceremonies. ¹⁰ ekacchanne. Channa is a cover, meaning here a roof
rather than a coverlet. Cf. Vin 4.17, Vin 4.19, in definition of seyyā, sleeping-place.
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expiation. Or, if both are lying down, there is an offence of expiation.
If, getting up, they lie down again and again, there is an offence of
expiation.¹

Bu-Pc 69.2.2

If he thinks that one is suspended when he is suspended, (and)
eats togetherwith or is in communionwith or lies down in a sleeping

BD 3.30

place with (him), there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as
to whether one is suspended … offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that one is not suspended when he is suspended … no offence. If he
thinks that one is suspended when he is not suspended, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether one is not
suspended, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that one
is not suspended when he is not suspended, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 69.2.3

There is no offence if he knows, “He is not suspended”; if he
knows, “He was suspended, he is restored”; if he knows, “He has
given up that view”; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ Cf. Vin 4.17, Vin 4.19, and below, bd 3.34.
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Bu-Pc 70.1.1

BD 3.31

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a pernicious view had arisen to the novice¹ Kaṇḍaka,²
like this: “In so far as I understand dhamma taught by the lord, it is
that in following those things called stumbling-blocks by the lord,
there is no stumbling-block at all.”³

Several monks heard: “A pernicious view has arisen to the novice
Kaṇḍaka …” (See Bu-Pc 68.1. Instead of the monk Ariṭṭha, who was
formerly a vulture-trainer, read the novice Kaṇḍaka; instead of Ar-
iṭṭha, Kaṇḍaka; in his reply to the monks read honoured sir instead of
your reverence.) …
“… It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)

pleased … and it causes wavering in some.”
Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed

the monks, saying:
“Because of this, monks, let the Order expel⁴ the novice Kaṇḍaka.

And thus, monks, should he be expelled: ‘From today forth, reverend
Kaṇḍaka, the lord can neither be referred to as your teacher, nor can

Vin 4.139

that be yours of which other novices have the chance,⁵ namely the
lying down to sleep for two or three nights with monks.⁶ Get away⁷

BD 3.32

¹ samaṇuddesa, explained in Old Commentary as sāmaṇera. Samaṇuddesa = one
marked as a recluse; cf. dn i.151 (Sīha); mn ii.244 (Cunda); mn iii.128 (Aciravata);
an ii.78 (ārāmikasam°); an iii.109, an iii.343; Divyāvadāna 160. ² Another (?)
Kaṇḍaka was one of Upananda’s two novices, Vin 1.79; seduced a nun, Vin 1.85. Vin-
a 874 calls him and Ariṭṭha and the Vajjiputtakas of Vesālī, enemies of the Buddha’s
teaching. ³ See Bu-Pc 68. ⁴ nāsetu. Cf. above, bd 3.28, n. 4. ⁵ labhanti. ⁶ See
Bu-Pc 5. ⁷ carā ti gaccha, Vin-a 871.
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with you,¹ depart.’ ”²
Then the Order expelled the novice Kaṇḍaka. Now at that time

the group of six monks knowingly encouraged³ and supported⁴ and
ate with and lay down in a sleeping-place with the novice Kaṇḍaka,
thus expelled. Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying:
“How can the group of six monks knowingly encourage and sup-

port and eat with and lie down in a sleeping-place with the novice
Kaṇḍaka, thus expelled?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, knowingly encourage and

support and eatwith and lie down in a sleeping-placewith the novice
Kaṇḍaka, thus expelled?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“Howcanyou, foolishmen, knowingly encourage… thus expelled?

It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …
And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“If even a novice should speak thus⁵: ‘In so far as I understand

dhamma taught by the lord, it is that in following those things
called stumbling-blocks by the lord, there is no stumbling-block

BD 3.33

at all,” thatnovice shouldbe spoken to thusby themonks: ‘Donot
speak thus, reverend novice; do not misrepresent the lord, mis-
representation of the lord is not at all seemly, and the lord cer-
tainly would not speak thus. Reverend novice, in many a figure

¹ pire. Vinaya Texts i.49, n. 3, says: “In text read cara pi re, that is cara api re, instead
of cara pare.” Pali-English Dictionary says that pi and re both act “as parts of exclama-
tion.The Commentary explains by ‘pire (vocative?) = para amāmaka’ is an artificial
construction.” Critical Pali Dictionary, quoting this passage, calls pi re an “expression
of contempt; cf. je.” ² vinassā ti nassa, Vin-a 871, which adds “go away where we
do not see you.” ³ upalāpeti, to cajole, flatter. ⁴ upaṭṭhāpeti. Vinaya Texts i. 49,
n. 5 says that “no doubt upaṭṭhāpeti is used in the sense of showing such personal
attentions to another, as the upaṭṭhākā did to the Buddha; and such services would
very, rightly come under this rule.” Cf. upaṭṭhāpetabbā and upaṭṭhāpeyya at Vin 1.79;
not necessary to take it here in sense of ordaining as at Vinaya Texts i.205. It has
rather sense of supporting, waiting on, ministering to. See Old Commentary, below.
⁵ Cf. Bu-Pc 68.1.
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are things that are stumbling-blocks called stumbling-blocks by
the lord, and in following these, there is a veritable stumbling-
block.’And if thatnovice,whenhehasbeen spoken to thusby the
monks, should persist as before, that novice should be spoken to
thus by the monks: ‘From today forth, reverend novice, the lord
can neither be referred to as your teacher, nor can that be yours
of which other novices get the chance, namely, the lying down
to sleep for two or three nights with monks. Get away with you,
depart.’ Whatever monk should knowingly encourage or should
support or should eatwith or should lie down in a sleeping-place
with a novice thus expelled, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 70.2.1Novice¹ means: he is called a novice.²
Should speak thus means: he says: ‘In so far as I understand

dhamma taught by the lord … no stumbling-block at all.’³
Vin 4.140

That novicemeans: the novice who speaks thus.
By the monksmeans: by other monks, who see, who hear. He

should be told by these: ‘Do not, reverend novice, speak thus … no
stumbling-block at all.’ And a second time he should be told … And a
third time he should be told… If he gives it up, that is good. If he does
not give it up,⁴ that monk should be spoken to thus by the monies:
‘From today forth reverend novice … depart.’

Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself, or others tell him,

or (someone) tells him.⁵
BD 3.34

Thus expelledmeans: so expelled.
Novice⁶ means: he is called a novice.⁷
Should encouragemeans: if he encourages⁸ him, saying: ‘I will

give him a bowl or a robe or a recitation or an interrogation,’ there
is an offence of expiation.

¹ samaṇuddesa. ² sāmaṇera. ³ Cf. above, bd 3.24. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.25. ⁵ Cf.
above, bd 3.5. ⁶ samaṇuddesa. ⁷ sāmaṇera. ⁸ Vinaya Texts i.49, n. 4: “flatters
him (talks him-over, tassa upalāpeti) …” I do not think, however, that tassa goes
with upalāpeti, but with dassāmi: tassa pattaṁ vā cīvaraṁ vā… dassāmī ti upalāpeti;
in 2,2 upalāpeti is not preceded by tassa.
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Or should supportmeans: if he agrees¹ to chunam or clay or a
tooth-cleaner or water for the face² for him, there is an offence of
expiation.

Or should eatwithmeans: there are two kinds of eating: eating
food and eating dhamma… for every syllable there is an offence of
expiation.³

Or should lie down ina sleeping-placewithmeans: if a novice
who is expelled is lying down and a monk lies down under one roof,
there is an offence of expiation. If a monk is lying down and the
novice who is expelled lies down, there is an offence of expiation. Or
if both lie down, there is an offence of expiation. If, getting up, they
lie down again and again, there is an offence of expiation,’⁴

Bu-Pc 70.2.2

If he thinks that he is expelled when he is expelled, and encour-
ages or supports (him) or eats with or lies down in a sleeping-place
with him, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether he is expelled … an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that he is not expelled when he is expelled … no offence. If he thinks
that he is expelled when he is not expelled, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is not expelled, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is not expelled
when he is not expelled, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 70.2.3

BD 3.35 There is no offence if he knows, “He is not expelled”; if he knows,
“He has given up that view”; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Bu-Pc 70.3.1 The Tenth
this is its key
Intentional slaughter, with living things (in it),
opening up, concealment of what is very bad,

¹ sādiyati. Vinaya Texts i. 49, p. 5: “by providing himwith chunam…” ² On these
articles see Vin 1.46 (= Vin 2.223), Vin 2.51, Vin 2.52, Vin 2.61; and on tooth-cleaners,
dantakaṭṭha, Vin 2.137. ³ = above, bd 3.29. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.29, and bd 2.196,
bd 2.202.
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Under twenty, and a caravan, an arrangement, about Ariṭṭha,
Suspended, and Kaṇḍaka: just these ten rules of training.

The seventh Division: on what contains life.¹
Vin 4.141

¹ Vinaya Texts i.49, n. 6 points out that “this title is taken from the second, not, as
in all other cases, from the first rule in the section.” But in the ninth Division, the
Ratanavagga, again the second rule gives its title to the Division.
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Bu-Pc 71.1.1

BD 3.36

… at Kosambī in Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time the venera-
ble Channa indulged in bad habits.¹ Monks spoke thus: “Reverend
Channa, do not do that, it is not allowable.” He spoke thus:
“Your reverences, I will not train myself in this rule of training

until I have inquired about it of another monk, experienced, expert
in discipline.”²

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can the venerable Channa, being spoken to by monks regarding a
rule,³ speak thus: ‘Your reverences, I will not train myself … expert
in discipline’?”
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Channa, being spoken to by monks

regarding a rule, spoke thus: ‘Your reverences, I will not trainmyself
… expert in discipline’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, being spoken to by monks regarding

a rule, speak thus: ‘Your reverences, I will not train myself … expert
in discipline’? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not

¹ = Vin 3.177 = Vin 4.113. At Vin 2.9ff. = Vin 3.179ff. the act of banishment was to be
carried out against monks who indulged in the long list of bad habits specified
there. In view of this penalty it must be presumed that such bad habits were “not
allowable.” ² vinayadhara. At an i.25 Upāli is said to be chief of those monks who
are vinayadhara, proficient, skilled in discipline, who know it by heart; see bd 1.60,
n. 4. To be a vinayadhara is one of the ten qualities which make a monk altogether
charming and complete in every attribute, an v.10ff., while the qualities for making
one a vinayadhara are given at an iv.140ff. ³ sahadhammikaṁ; cf. bd 1.310, where
translation should have been as above.
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(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:

BD 3.37

“Whatever monk, being spoken to by monks regarding a rule,
should speak thus: ‘Your reverences, I will not train myself in
this rule of training until I have inquired about it from another
monk, experienced, expert in discipline,’ there is an offence of
expiation.Monks,¹ it shouldbe learnt,² it shouldbe inquired into,
it should be investigated³ by amonkwho is training.⁴This is the
proper course here.”

Bu-Pc 71.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Bymonksmeans: by other monks.
Regardingarulemeans:whatever is a rule of training laid down

by the lord, this is called regarding a rule.⁵
Being spoken to … should speak⁶ thus⁷: ‘Your reverences, I

will not train myself until I have inquired⁸ … expert in disci-
pline’means: if he says, “I am inquiring about it of a wise, experi-
enced, clever, learned speaker on the rules,”⁹ there is an offence of
expiation.

Bu-Pc 71.2.2

If he thinks that he is ordained when he is ordained (and) speaks
thus, there is anoffenceof expiation. If he is indoubt as towhetherhe

BD 3.38

¹ bhikkhave. Cf. Nissaggiya pācittiya 10, where this form of address also occurs in the
sikkhāpada, rule. ² aññātabbaṁ, or should come to be known. Cf. aññātāVindriya.
See my Early BuddhistTheory of Man Perfected, p. 162ff. ³ paripañhitabbaṁ. See Old
Commentary’s definition below. Vin-a 871 substitutes upaparikkhitabbaṁ. Vinaya
Texts i.50 has “settle in his ownmind.” Cf. anv.16 for inquire+investigate. ⁴ This
is the present participle medium, as also at dn ii.241. More frequently occurring
as a feminine noun, sikkhāmanā, meaning a probationer, a woman undergoing
a two years’ training; see below, Vin 4.319f., Vin 4.332ff. ⁵ = Vin 3.178 (bd 1.311).
⁶ Text and Siamese edition, vadeti; Sinhalese edition, vadeyya. ⁷ Sinhalese edition
adds ti, “means”. ⁸ Omitted by Oldenberg and Siamese edition, but present in
Sinhalese edition ⁹ dhammakathika. Here dhammamost probably in its Vinaya
meaning of a “rule” or rules.There would be no point if, wanting to find out about
the vinaya, the discipline, he were to ask someone whowas an expert in dhamma in
its Suttanta meaning of doctrine.
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is ordained… If he thinks that he is not ordainedwhenhe is ordained
Vin 4.142

(and) speaks thus, there is an offence of expiation. If, being spoken to
about what is not laid down, he speaks thus, “This does not conduce
to expunging (evil), nor to punctiliousness, nor to graciousness, nor
to decreasing (the obstructions), nor to putting forth energy,”¹ (and)
says: “Your reverences, I will not train myself in this rule of training
until I have inquired about it of another monk, experienced, expert
in discipline, onewho is a wise, experienced, clever, learned speaker
on the rules,”² there is an offence of wrong-doing. If being spoken to
by one who is not ordained about what is laid down or about what is
not laid down, he speaks thus: “This does not conduce to expunging
(evil) … nor to putting forth energy,” (and) says, “Your reverences,
I will not train myself in this rule of training until I have inquired
about it of anothermonk, experienced, expert in discipline, onewho
is a wise, experienced, clever, learned speaker on the rules,” there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he is ordained when he
is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that he is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.³

Is trainingmeans: is desiring to train.
It should be learntmeans: it should be known.⁴

BD 3.39

It should be inquired intomeans: he says, “This, honoured sir,
what is the meaning⁵ of this?”⁶

It should be investigatedmeans: it should be thought about, it

¹ Standing dhamma-talk. See bd 1.37, n. 6 for references. ² Following the Sin-
halese and Siamese editions, I omit Oldenberg’s text’s ti after byattiṁ vinayadharaṁ,
“experienced, proficient in discipline.”The verb paripucchāmi, inquire, occurs once
only in this sentence, at the end, thus governing the whole of it. As we have seen
above in Bu-Pc 71.2.1 the second clause, “a wise, experienced …” is given as the
definition of the first, “experienced, proficient in discipline,” and hence should not
be treated as a separate sentence spoken by the offending monk. ³ No variant
reading given. Probably should read anāpatti, no offence, although the next seven
Pācittiyas in parallel passages read anupasampanne anupasampannasaññī, āpatti
dukkaṭassa, as above. ⁴ jānitabbaṁ. ⁵ attha, or “use.” ⁶ Text inserts vā, or,
after imassa, of this, but Sinhalese and Siamese editions omit.
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should be examined.¹
This is the proper course heremeans: this is the appropriate

course here.

Bu-Pc 71.2.3

There is no offence if he says, “I will know (about it and) I will
train”; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ tulayitabbaṁ, literally “should be weighed.”
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Bu-Pc 72.1.1

BD 3.40

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the lord in many a figure talked a talk on discipline¹ to
the monks, he spoke in praise of discipline, he spoke in praise of
accomplishment in discipline, he spoke in praise of the venerable
Upāli,² referring (to him) again and again.³ Monks said: “The lord
in many a figure talked a talk on discipline … he spoke in praise of
the venerable Upāli, referring (to him) again and again. Come, your
reverences, let us master discipline under the venerable Upāli,” and
they, manymonks, elders and newly ordained and those of middle
standing, mastered discipline under the venerable Upāli. Then it
occurred to the group of six monks:

Vin 4.143

“At present, your reverences, many monks, elders and … are mas-
tering discipline under the venerableUpāli. If these becomeproperly
versed⁴ in discipline they will win us to (them), they will win us
round⁵ how they like, when they like, for as long as they like.⁶ Come,
your reverences, let us disparage⁷ discipline.”

Then the group of six monks, having approached the monks,
spoke thus: “On account of what are these lesser and minor rules

BD 3.41

¹ Vin-a 871 on what is connected with the allowable and the not allowable, with
offences andwhat are not offences, with restraint and rejection. ² Cf. bd 1.60, n. 4,
bd 1.112. ³ ādissa ādissa. Vin-a 875, punappunaṁ vavatthapetvā visuṁ visuṁ katvā.
⁴ pakataññuno. ⁵ ālaḍḍhisanti parikaḍḍhissanti. Kaḍḍhali is more literally to drag,
to pull, to draw than to ‘win’; but pari, round, over, used with any of these verbs,
owing to the more prevalent associations of “to pull round,” to drag round, cannot
well be used. ⁶ yenicchakaṁ yadicchakaṁ yāvadicchakaṁ. Cf. an iii.28; Vism 154;
Pp 11, Pp 12. ⁷ vivaṇṇeti, to dispraise, discredit, disparage.
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of training¹ recited? They only² tend to remorse, to vexation,³ to
perplexity.”⁴

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six monks disparage discipline’ …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, disparaged discipline?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, disparage discipline? It is not, foolish

men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should speak thus when the Pātimokkha is

being recited⁵: ‘On account of what are these lesser and minor
rules of training recited?They only tend to remorse, to vexation,
toperplexity,’ indisparagingaruleof training, there isanoffence
of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 72.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
When the Pātimokkha is being recitedmeans: when reciting

it or when causing (another) to recite it or when studying it.⁶
Should speak thusmeans: he says: ‘On account ofwhat are these

lesser and minor rules of training recited? … to perplexity.’ If he
disparages discipline to one who is ordained, saying: ‘For those who
master this there comes to be remorse, there comes to be vexation,

BD 3.42

there comes to be perplexity; for those who do not master this there
does not come to be remorse, there does not come to be vexation,
there does not come to be perplexity; this boon⁷ is not recited, this

¹ khuddānukhuddaka sikkhāpada. Vin 2.287 gives the views of various elders as to
what these comprise. See dn ii.154 (and Dialogues of the Buddha 2.171, n. 2); Mil 142ff.;
an i.231f.; B.C. Law,HistoryofPali Literature, i.19ff.; Przyluski,LeConcile deRājagṛha,
p. 52, p. 154, p. 217. ² yāvad eva. Cf.Neumann, Reden, p. 16 “nur”; Further Dialogues
of the Buddha 1.6, Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.7 “only.” ³ vihesā. Cf. vihesaka
at Vin 4.36 (bd 2.231f.), and vihesikā at Vin 4.239 (below, bd 3.207). At the former
passage it means to keep silence when being examined for an offence; at the latter
to protest against a formal act. ⁴ vilekhā. ⁵ uddissamāne. Vin-a 876, by a teacher
to a pupil. ⁶ Cf. Vin 4.15, sajjhāyaṁ karonto. ⁷ vara.
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boon is not learnt, this boon is not mastered, this boon is not borne
in mind,¹ or let discipline disappear or let these monks become not
properly versed,’² there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 72.2.2

If he thinks that he is ordainedwhen he is ordained, (and) dispar-
ages discipline, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether he is ordained … If he thinks that he is not ordained when
he is ordained … offence of expiation. If he disparages another rule,³
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he disparages discipline or
another rule to onewho is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he thinks that he is ordainedwhen he is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is

Vin 4.144

not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
he is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 72.2.3

There is no offence if, not desiring to disparage, he speaks, saying:
“Look here, do you master suttantas or verses or what is extra to
dhamma⁴ and afterwards you will master discipline;” if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ adhārita, not held. ² apakataññuno; also occurs at Vin 4.112. ³ dhamma, or here
perhaps “matter,” since dhamma is in opposition to Vinaya, the whole of the disci-
pline.Moreover, since there is Pācittiya in disparaging the lesser andminor rules, it
would seemas if disparaging anymore important rulewould incur aheavier penalty
than dukkaṭa. ⁴ abhidhammaṁ. Cf. Vin 4.344, Vin 5.86, where abhidhamma oc-
curs with suttanta and Vinaya. See bd 3, Introduction, p. xff. Other Sutta references
to abhidhamma are at Vin 1.64, Vin 1.68; mn i.472, mn ii.239, mn ii.240; dn iii.267;
anv.24, anv.27, anv.90, anv.201, anv.339; and see mn-a 3.185, mn-a 4.29; dn-a 18,
dn-a 1047.
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Bu-Pc 73.1.1

BD 3.43

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks, thinking: “Let them under-
stand¹ that having indulged in bad habits, we are fallen through
ignorance,”² while the Pātimokkha was being recited, spoke thus:
“Only now³ do we understand that this rule⁴ is, as is said, handed
down in a clause,⁵ contained in a clause, (and) comesup for recitation
every half-month.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of sixmonks speak thuswhile the Pātimokkha is being
recited … ‘… every half-month’?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that you spoke thus while the Pāti-

mokkha was being recited …’ … every half-month’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, speak thus while the Pātimokkha

is being recited: ‘… every half-month’? It is not, foolish men, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this

¹ jānantu, may these people understand, think that we have done this without
knowledge. ² aññāṇakena āpannā, attained by the ignorant, by themanwho does
not know the rule. ³ idān’ eva kho. Vinaya Texts i.50, “Now for the first time”; E.
Huber, J.Bu-As. Nov–Dec, 1913, Bu-Pc.83, “C’est maintenant seulement que je me rends
compte.” ⁴ dhamma. ⁵ suttāgata; cf. āgatāgama at, e.g. bd 3.71 below.Vinaya Texts
i.50, Vinaya Texts ii.434 (= Vin 2.68, where this whole speech also occurs) translate
suttāgato suttapariyāpanno as “is handed down in the suttas, is contained in the
suttas.” But cf. Vinaya Texts i.xxviiif. and bd 1.x for Vinaya use of sutta as rule, clause
or article. No rule of discipline was formally handed down in the Suttas—which in
any case ought perhaps more properly to be called Suttantas.
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rule of training should be set forth:
BD 3.44

“Whatevermonk,while the Pātimokkha is being recited every
half-month, should speak thus: ‘Only now do I understand that
this rule is, as is said, handed down in a clause, contained in a
clause, (and) comes up for recitation every half-month’; if other
monks should know concerning this monk that this monk has
sat down two or three times before,¹ not to say oftener,² while
the Pātimokkhawas being recited, there is not only no freedom³
for that monk on account of (his) ignorance, but he ought to be
dealtwith according to the rule for the offence intowhich he has
fallen there, and further confusion should be put on⁴ him, say-
ing: ‘Your reverence, this is bad for you, this is badly gotten by
you, that you, while the Pātimokkha is being recited, do not at-
tend applying yourself properly.’⁵This for him onwhom the con-
fusion is put⁶ is an offence of expiation.”

Vin 4.145

Bu-Pc 73.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Every half-monthmeans: every Observance day.⁷
When the Pātimokkha is being recitedmeans: when reciting

it.⁸
Should speak thusmeans: if he, thinking, “Let themunderstand

that, having indulged in bad habits, I am fallen through ignorance,”
speaks thus, while the Pātimokkha is being recited, “Only now do I

BD 3.45

understand… every half-month,” there is an offence ofwrong-doing.
If … thismeans: the monk whom they desire to confuse.

¹ Seats had to be arranged in the uposatha-hall, Vin 1.118; cf. Vin 1.125; and the rules
stating that the Pātimokkha must not be recited in a seated assembly, nisinnaparisā,
Vin 1.135. ² ko pana vādo bhiyyo. I follow translation at Vinaya Texts i.50. Huber,
J. Bu-As. Nov, “et pas davantage.” ³ mutti, from the offence, Vin-a 877. ⁴ moho
āropetabbo. It has to be established that he committed the offence in confusion, in
ignorance. ⁵ nā sādhukaṁ aṭṭhikatvā manasikarosi. Vinaya Texts i.51, “You fail
to take it to your heart, and attend to it with care.” ⁶ idaṁ tasmiṁ mohanake
pācittiyan ti. The act of confusing, of establishing the fact that a monk had spoken
or acted in ignorance, ismohanaka. It also means cheating, deceiving, pretending.
⁷ anvaddhamāsan ti anuposathikaṁ = Vin 4.315. ⁸ Cf. above, bd 3.41.
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Monks should know (concerning thismonk) that he has sat
down… and further confusion should be put on him. And thus,
monks, should it be put on him: the Order should be informed by
an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me.This monk so and so, while the Pātimokkha was
being recited, did not attend applying himself properly. If it seems
right to the Order, the Order should put confusion on the monk so
and so.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
This monk … did not attend applying himself properly.The Order is
putting confusion on the monk so and so. If the putting of confusion
on¹ the monk so and so is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them
be silent; if it is not pleasing, you should speak. Confusion is put on
the monk so and so by the Order, and it is right … So do I understand
this.’

If he confuses when confusion is not put on him,² there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he confuses when confusion is put on
him,³ there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 73.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act⁴ when it is a legally valid
act (and) confuses him, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … If he thinks that it is
not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act (and) confuses

BD 3.46

him, there is an offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is a legally
valid act when it is not a legally valid act (and) confuses him, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not
a legally valid act (and) confuses him, there is an offence of wrong-

¹ mohassa āropanā. ² This I think can only mean that if he is convicted of being
confused not by theOrder but by an individual, there is a dukkaṭa for that individual.
But if he is convicted of being confused by the Order and then some individual tries
to confuse him, there is pācittiya for that individual. ³ This I think can onlymean
that if he is convicted of being confused not by the Order but by an individual, there
is a dukkaṭa for that individual. But if he is convicted of being confused by the Order
and then some individual tries to confuse him, there is pācittiya for that individual.
⁴ Vin-a 877 “amongst these, the (formal) act of ‘putting confusion on (a monk)’ is
meant.”
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doing. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is not a
legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 73.2.3

There is no offence if he is not heard in detail; if he is heard in
detail (but) less than two or three times; if he does not desire to
confuse; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheThird
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Bu-Pc 74.1.1

BD 3.47

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of sixmonks, angry, displeased, gave the group of

Vin 4.146
seventeen monks¹ a blow; these cried out. Monks spoke thus: “Why
do you, your reverences, cry out?”
“Your reverences, this group of sixmonks, angry, displeased, gave

us a blow.”Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, angry, displeased, give monks a
blow?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, angry, displeased, gave

monks a blow?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, angry, displeased, give monks a blow?

It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …
And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk,angry,displeased, shouldgiveamonkablow,

there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 74.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Amonkmeans: another monk.
Angry,displeasedmeans: dissatisfied, themindworsened, stub-

born.²
Should give a blowmeans: if he gives a blow with the body or

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 52, Bu-Pc 55, Bu-Pc 60, Bu-Pc 75. ² = Vin 3.255 = Vin 4.236, Vin 4.238.
Cf. Vin 3.163 where these five words are used to explain duṭṭho doso, “malignant,
malicious”; see bd 1.281 and cf. dn iii.238; mn i.101.
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with something attached to the body or with something that may be
BD 3.48

cast,¹ and even with a lotus-leaf,² there is an offence of expiation.³

Bu-Pc 74.2.2

If he thinks that one is ordainedwhenhe is ordained, (and) angry,
displeased, gives a blow, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in
doubt as to whether one is ordained … If he thinks that one is not
ordained when he is ordained, (and) angry, displeased … offence
of expiation. If angry, displeased, he gives a blow to one who is not
ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that one
is ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he is in doubt as to whether one is not ordained, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that one is not ordained when
he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.⁴

Bu-Pc 74.2.3

There is no offence if, being in some difficulty, he gives a blow
desiring freedom⁵; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fourth

¹ Cf. Vin 3.74 = bd 1.129. Cf. bd 1.207, bd 1.218, where commentarial explanations of
kāyapaṭibaddha, “something attached to the body,” are cited. ² uppalapatta. Cf.
next Pācittiya and Bi-Pc 3, Bi-Pc 4. ³ Referred to at Dhp-a 3.48. ⁴ Surely should
read anāpatti, no offence. ⁵ kenaci viheṭhiyamāno mokkhādhippāyo. Vin-a 877 says
if it is on account of a man or an animal, it is no offence to strike a blowwith the
body, with something attached to it, or with something that may be cast.
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Bu-Pc 75.1.1

BD 3.49

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks, angry, displeased, raised the

Vin 4.147
palm of the hand¹ against the group of seventeen monks.² These,
frightened of a blow,³ cried out. Monks spoke thus: “Why do you,
your reverences, cry out?”
“Your reverences, this group of six monks, angry, displeased,

raised the palm of the hand against us.” Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six monks,
angry, displeased, raise the palm of the hand against the group of
seventeen monks?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, angry, displeased, raised

the palm of the hand against the group of seventeen monks?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, angry, displeased, raise the palm of

the hand against the group of seventeenmonks? It is not, foolishmen,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:

BD 3.50

¹ talasattikaṁ uggiranti. Vinaya Texts i.51 has “shall make use of any threatening
gesture,” a rendering governed by the Old Commentary’s explanation, q.v. ² Cf.
Bu-Pc 52, Bu-Pc 55, Bu-Pc 60, Bu-Pc 74. ³ Text reads pahārasamucitā. Variant
readings: te pahāraṁpamuccitā; te pahārasaṁmucitā; te pahārasamuccitā.Pali-English
Dictionary says of samucita “(saṁ+ucita, pp. of uc to be pleased), suitable, Vin 4.147
(must mean something else here, perhaps ‘hurt’ or ‘frightened’).” Vin-a 878 says
that these monks were familiar with blows, having received them before, and that
they were frightened.The variant readings suggest that the monks were suitable
objects for a blow, but that they escaped a blowwhich was threatened, not given.
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“Whatever monk, angry, displeased, should raise the palm of
the hand against a monk, there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bu-Pc 75.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Against amonkmeans: against another monk.
Angry, displeasedmeans: … stubborn.²
Should raise the palm of the hand means: if he lifts up³ the

body or something attached to the body, and even at most a lotus-
leaf,⁴ there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 75.2.2

If he thinks that one is ordainedwhenhe is ordained, (and) angry,
displeased, raises the palm of the hand … (see Bu-Pc 74.2) …There is
no offence if, being in some difficulty, he raises the palm of the hand
desiring freedom; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fifth

¹ Referred to at Dhp-a 3.50. ² = above, bd 3.47. ³ uccāreti. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.48.
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Bu-Pc 76.1.1

BD 3.51

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of sixmonks defamed amonkwith anunfounded
charge of an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.Those
who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the
group of six monks defame … formal meeting of the Order?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, defamed a monk with an

unfounded charge of an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order?” “It is true, lord.”

Vin 4.148

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can
you, foolish men, defame … formal meeting of the Order? It is not,
foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should defame a monk with an unfounded

chargeofanoffenceentailinga formalmeetingof theOrder, there
is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bu-Pc 76.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Monk² means: another monk.
Unfoundedmeans: unseen, unheard, unsuspected.³
Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Ordermeans: any

one of the thirteen (offences entailing this penalty).
BD 3.52

¹ Cf. Vin 3.163, Vin 3.167–168 = bd 1.281, where there is a saṅghādisesa offence in un-
foundedly charging a monk with an offence involving defeat; and cf. bd 1.289.This
Pācittiya and Bu-Ss 8 are referred to at Vin 1.173. ² Accusative. ³ = Vin 3.163
(= bd 1.282).
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Shoulddefamemeans: if he reprimands himor causes (another)
to reprimand him, there is an offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 76.2.2

If he thinks that one is ordained when he is ordained, and de-
fames (him) with an unfounded charge of an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order, there is an offence of expiation. If he
is in doubt as to whether one is ordained… If he thinks that one is
not ordained when he is ordained … offence of expiation. If he de-
fames (him) in respect of a falling away from right habits or a falling
away from right views,¹ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
defames onewho is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that one is ordained when he is not ordained, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether one is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that
one is not ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.²

Bu-Pc 76.2.3

There is no offence if, thinking what is true, he reprimands him
or causes (another) to reprimand him; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.³

The Sixth

¹ ācāravipattiyā vā diṭṭhivipattiyā vā. At Vin 1.171–172 these two, preceded by
sīlavipatti, are translated at Vinaya Texts i.343: “moral transgression, transgres-
sion against the rules of conduct, heresy.”This passage states the kind of offence
covered by each of these three groups.These three vipattiyo referred to at Ne 126.
² Doubtless should read anāpatti. ³ = Vin 3.170 = bd 1.295.
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Bu-Pc 77.1.1

BD 3.53

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks intentionally aroused¹ remorse
in the group of seventeen monks,² saying:
“Your reverences, a rule of training laid down by the lord says that

a person under twenty years of age is not to be ordained³; and you,
(though) under twenty years of age, are ordained.Then perhaps you
are not really ordained.”These cried out. Monks spoke thus: “Why
do you, your reverences, cry out?”
“Your reverences, this group of six monks intentionally aroused

remorse in us.”
Vin 4.149

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of sixmonks intentionally arouse remorse inmonks?”

… “Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, intentionally aroused
remorse in monks?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men, intentionally arouse remorse in monks? It is not,
foolishmen, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

“Whatever monk should intentionally arouse remorse in a
monk, thinking, “There will be no comfort for him even for a
moment,” if having done it for just this object, not for another,⁴
there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ upadahantī ti uppādentī, Vin-a 878. Cf. vippaṭisāraṁ upadahati at dn ii.135. ² Cf.
Bu-Pc 52, Bu-Pc 55, Bu-Pc 60, Bu-Pc 74, Bu-Pc 75 for these two groups. ³ Cf. Bu-
Pc 65. ⁴ = bd 2.248, bd 2.352; below, bd 3.55.
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Bu-Pc 77.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.54

In amonkmeans: in another monk.
Intentionally means: a transgression committed knowingly,

consciously, deliberately.¹
Should arouse remorsemeans: if he arouses remorse saying:

‘Surely you, (though)under twentyyears of age,² are ordained, surely
you eat at the wrong time,³ surely you drink strong drink,⁴ surely
you sit in a private place togetherwith awoman,’⁵ there is an offence
of expiation.⁶

Having done it for just this object, not for another means:
there comes to be no other object whatever (for which) to arouse
remorse.⁷

Bu-Pc 77.2.2

If he thinks that one is ordained when he is ordained, (and) in-
tentionally arouses remorse, there is an offence of expiation. If he
is in doubt as to whether one is ordained… If he thinks that one is
not ordained when he is ordained … offence of expiation. If he in-
tentionally arouses remorse in one who is not ordained,⁸ there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that one is ordained when he is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether one is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that one is not ordained when he is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 77.2.3

There is no offence if, not desiring to arouse remorse, he speaks,
saying: ‘Surely you, (though) under twenty years of age, are ordained
… surely you sit in a private place together with a woman; come
now, find out (about it), do not let there come to be remorse for you
afterwards;’ if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = Vin 3.73, Vin 3.112 (= bd 1.126, bd 1.196) = Vin 4.124 = Vin 4.290. ² Bu-Pc 65. ³ Bu-
Pc 37. ⁴ Bu-Pc 51. ⁵ Bu-Ay 1, Bu-Ay 2; Bu-Pc 44. ⁶ Vin-a 878, “for each sentence.”
⁷ Cf. bd 2.248, bd 2.352; below, bd 3.56. ⁸ Vin-a 878 calls such a one a sāmaṇera.
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The Seventh
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Bu-Pc 78.1.1

BD 3.55

Vin 4.150

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks quarrelled together with well
behaved monks.¹The well behaved monks spoke thus: “Your rever-
ences, this group of six monks are shameless; it is not possible to
quarrel together with them.”

Thegroupof sixmonks spoke thus: “Whydoyou, your reverences,
bring us into disgrace² by speaking (of us) as shameless?”
“But how could you, your reverences, hear?”
“We stood overhearing³ the venerable ones.”Thosewhoweremod-

est monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
monks stand overhearing monks when they are quarrelling, disput-
ing, engaged in contention?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, stood … engaged in con-

tention?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How could you, foolish men, stand … engaged in contention? It

is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …
And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should stand overhearingmonkswhen they

are quarrelling, disputing, engaged in contention, saying, ‘I will
hear what they say,’ if having done it for just this object, not for
another,⁴ there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 78.2.1

BD 3.56 ¹ Cf.Vin 4.4. ² pāpeti. Cf.Vin 4.5. ³ upassutiṁ. Cf. sn ii.75, sn iv.91. ⁴ = Vin 4.43,
Vin 4.93; above, bd 3.53.
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Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Whenmonksmeans: when other monks.
Are quarrelling, disputing, engaged in contention means:

(when they are engaged) with legal questions.¹
Shouldstandoverhearingmeans: if hearing these,hegoes away,

thinking: ‘I will reprove (him), I will remind (him), I will reprimand
(him), I will make (him) remorseful,² I will make him ashamed,’
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If standingwhere he hears, there
is an offence of expiation. If, going behind, he goes quickly, thinking:
‘I will hear,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If standing where
he hears, there is an offence of expiation. If, going in front, he stays
behind,³ thinking, ‘I will hear,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If standing where he hears, there is an offence of expiation. Having
come to a place where a monk is resting or to a place where he is
sitting down or to a place where he is lying down,⁴ taking counsel⁵

Vin 4.151

he should cough, he should let him know. Should he not cough or
should he not let him know, there is an offence of expiation.

Having done it for just this object, not for another means:
there comes to be no other object whatever (for which) to stand
overhearing.

Bu-Pc 78.2.2

If he thinks that one is ordainedwhenhe is ordained, (and) stands
overhearing, there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to
whether one is ordained… If he thinks that one is not ordainedwhen
he is ordained … offence of expiation. If he stands overhearing one
who is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks

BD 3.57

that one is ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is indoubt as towhetherone isnot ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that one is not ordained
when he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

¹ adhikaraṇajātānaṁ. On “legal question” see bd 1.282, bd 1.290, bd 1.300, and above,
Bu-Pc 63. ² paṭissāressāmi. ³ ohiyyati; cf. ohiyyaka at Vin 4.94. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.263.
⁵ Or, “advising him,” in sense of letting him know, informing him.Mantentan ti
aññena saddhiṁ aññasmiṁmantayamāne. Mantente ti vā pāṭho ayaṁ ev’ āttho, Vin-
a 879.
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Bu-Pc 78.2.3

There is no offence if having heard these he goes away, thinking:
‘I will desist,¹ I will refrain, I will be calm,² I will set myself free’³; if
he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth

¹ oramissāmi. Cf. Vin 3.54 = bd 1.90. See Journal of the Pali Text Society 1887, p. 154.
² vūpasamissāmi. Vin-a 879, ‘I will not make a quarrel.’ ³ parimocessāmi; “telling
of my innocence I will free myself,” Vin-a 879.
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Bu-Pc 79.1.1

BD 3.58

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks, having indulged in bad habits,
protested when a (formal) act¹ was being carried out² against each
one. Now at that time the Order came to be convened on some busi-
ness or other. The group of six monks, making robes, gave (their)
consent³ to one.Then the Order, saying:
“Your reverences, this monk of the sixfold group is come alone;

come, let us carry out a (formal) act against him,” carried out a (for-
mal) act against him.Then that monk approached the group of six
monks.The group of six monks spoke thus to that monk: “What did
the Order do, your reverence?”
“TheOrder carried out a (formal) act againstme, your reverences.”
“Your reverence, we did not give the consent for this, that it would

carry out a (formal) act against you. If we had known that it would
carry out a (formal) act against you, we should not have given the
consent.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can the group of six monks, having given (their) consent for legiti-

BD 3.59

¹ kamma. Cf. Vin 1.49, Vin 1.143, Vin 1.316f., etc.; Vin 2.93, and Bu-Pc 63. ² Cf.
Vin 1.115, where leave is given to protest if an act that is not legally valid is be-
ing performed; also Vin 2.93, and Vinaya Texts iii.46. ³ chandaṁ adaṁsu. Cf. below,
bd 3.61. Chanda here, as in other parts of Vinaya, used in a technical sense. It is
the declaration of consent of an absentee member; he sends his consent by proxy.
The rules of chanda are given at Vin 1.121, Vin 1.122; every member of an āvāsa had
to attend the performance of (official) acts either in person or by proxy. See also
Vin 2.93; Vinaya Texts i.277, n. 1, and S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 126, p. 146.
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mate (formal) acts,¹ afterwards engage in criticism?”² …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, having given (your) consent

Vin 4.152

for legitimate (formal) acts, afterwards engage in criticism?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, having given (your) consent … after-

wards engage in criticism? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:

“Whatever monk, having given (his) consent for legitimate
(formal) acts, should afterwards engage in criticism, there is an
offence of expiation.”³

Bu-Pc 79.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Legitimate (formal) actmeans: a (formal) act for which leave

ought to be asked,⁴ a (formal) act at which a motion is put,⁵ a (for-
mal) act at which a motion is put and followed by one proclama-
tion,⁶ a (formal) act at which amotion is put and is followed by three

BD 3.60

proclamations⁷; carried out according to rule, according to discipline,

¹ dhammika kamma. Explained in Old Commentary below. Cf. dhammakamma at e.g.
Vin 3.174, Vin 3.177, Vin 3.179. ² khīyadhammaṁāpajjati, literally attained the point
of humiliation, devaluation. Cf. same expression at Bu-Pc 81, Bi-Pc 76; an iii.269,
an iv.374. At Bu-Pc 13 it is an offence if a monk criticises, khīyati, and this offence is
called khīyanaka, see Vin 4.38. In Bu-Pc 79 khīyadhammam āpajjatimay have a quite
technical meaning of “falling into the rule against criticism”—dhamma in Vinaya
oftenmeaning a rule, āpajjati being the word used for falling into an offence, and
khīya being devaluation, falling away from, deterioration, and hence criticism. But
I think that it means “incline to criticism” or engage in it, for in Vinaya an offence
does not usually arise from committing another offence: offences lead to penalties,
not to other offences. ³ Referred to at Vin 2.94ff. ⁴ apalokana-kamma. See
commentarial exegesis onVin 2.89 atVinayaTexts iii.37. ⁵ ñattikamma. On this and
the next two terms see Vinaya Texts i.169, n. 2. ⁶ = ñattidutiyakamma. Cases where
this is carriedoutnot according to the rule givenatVin 1.317. ⁷ ñatticatutthakamma.
See Vin 1.317. At Vin 2.89 these four acts comprise legal questions arising out of
obligations, kiccādhikaraṇa. Cf. mn-a 4.43. See also Vin 2.90, Vin 2.91ff., Vin 5.116,
Vin 5.167, Vin 5.220. Vin-a 879 refers to these as four saṅghakammas, (formal) acts
of the Order.
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according to the teacher’s instruction,¹ this is called a legitimate (for-
mal) act.

Having given (his) consent, if he criticises,² there is an offence
of expiation.³

Bu-Pc 79.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid act⁴ when it is a legally valid
act (and), having given (his) consent, criticises, there is an offence
of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act
… offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a legally valid
act when it is a legally valid act … no offence. If he thinks that it is a
legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid
act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a
legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 79.2.3

There is no offence if he criticises, knowing, “The (formal) act
was carried out according to what is not the rule or by an incomplete
assembly or against one not suitable for a (formal) act”⁵; if he is mad,
if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ At Vin 4.126 these last three phrases occur as definition of yathādhammaṁ, ac-
cording to the rule. See dn ii.124ff.; an ii.168. ² khīyali. Cf. Vin 2.94, Vin 4.38.
³ Vin-a 879, “for each sentence.” ⁴ dhammakamma. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.37, Vin 4.126,
and below, bd 3.63.
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Bu-Pc 80.1.1
BD 3.61

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the Order came to be convened on some business or
other.The group of six monks, making robes, gave (their) consent
to one.¹Then the Order, thinking, “We will carry out that (formal)
act for the sake of which wewere convened,” set aside the motion.
Then that monk, thinking, “Even thus do they carry out a (formal)
act against each one; against whom do you carry out the (formal)
act?” not having given the consent, rising up from his seat, departed.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this monk, when the Order is engaged in decisive talk,²

Vin 4.153

not having given the consent, rising up from his seat, depart?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, when the Order was engaged

in decisive talk, not having given the consent, rising up from your
seat, departed?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying: “How can

you, foolish man, when the Order is engaged in decisive talk, not
having given the consent, rising up from your seat, depart? It is not,
foolishman, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, when the Order is engaged in decisive talk,

not having given the consent, rising up from his seat, should de-
part, there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 79. ² Vinicchayakathā. See Old Commentary below, and cf. Vism 16,
translated Path of Purity, i.20 “deciding discourse.” Translated at Vinaya Texts i.52
“(formal) enquiry.”
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Bu-Pc 80.2.1
BD 3.62Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.

When theOrder is engaged indecisive talkmeans: amatter is
announced (but) not decided, or amotion is set aside, or a resolution
is unfinished.¹

Nothavinggiventheconsent, risingupfromhisseat, should
departmeans: if he goes away, thinking, “Why should it not carry
out this (formal) act (although) itmay be quashed,² (although) itmay
be incomplete?”,³ there is an offence of wrong-doing. In leaving (the
space of) a reach of the hand⁴ from the assembly, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. When he has left, there is an offence of expiation.⁵

Bu-Pc 80.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid actwhen it is a legally valid act⁶
(and) not having given the consent, rising up from his seat, departs,
there is an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is
a legally valid act … offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is
not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act … no offence. If he
thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether
it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid
act, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 80.2.3

There is no offence if he goes away, thinking: “There will come
to be quarrel or dispute or strife or contention for the Order”; if he
goes away, thinking: “There will come to be schism in the Order or

BD 3.63

dissension in theOrder”; if he goes away, thinking: “Hewill carry out
the (formal) act according to what is not rule, or by an incomplete
congregation, or against onenot suitable for a (formal) act”⁷; if, being

¹ vippakala. Cf. Vin 2.243 = Vinaya Texts iii.310 “going on”; Vin 2.304 = Vinaya Texts
iii.405 “unfinished”; an ii.196 = gs 2.208 “broken off” and “interrupted.” ² kuppa.
Cf. kammena kuppena at Vin 2.71 and kammena akuppena at Vin 2.68, Vin 2.71.
³ Cf. Vin 1.315ff. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.200, Vin 4.47; Vin-a 783. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.93. ⁶ Cf.
Vin 3.174, Vin 3.177, Vin 3.179,Vin 3.186;Vin 4.126,Vin 4.152. ⁷ Cf.Vin 4.37, Vin 4.126,
Vin 4.152.
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ill, he goes away; if he goes away because there is something to be
done for one who is ill; if he goes away to relieve himself;* if anxious
not to find fault with the (formal) act,¹ he goes away, thinking: “I will
come back again”; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheTenth

¹ na kammaṁ kopetukāmo.
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Bu-Pc 81.1.1
BD 3.64

Vin 4.154

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time the venerable Dabba the Mallian assigned lodgings
to the Order and distributed meals.¹ And the venerable one’s robe
became worn thin. Now at that time one robe accrued to the Order.
Then theOrder gave this robe to the venerableDabba theMallian.The
group of six monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying: “The monks are appropriating a benefit belonging to the
Order² according to acquaintanceship.”³

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six monks, having given away a robe by means of a
complete Order,⁴ afterwards engage in criticism?”⁵ …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, having given away a robe …

afterwards engaged in criticism?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“Howcanyou, foolishmen,havinggivenawaya robe…afterwards

engage in criticism? It is not, foolishmen, for pleasing those who are
not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be
set forth:

BD 3.65

¹ Cf. Bu-Ss 8, Vin 3.158 (bd 1.271–272), and Bu-Pc 13, Vin 4.37 (bd 2.235). ² Cf.
Vin 3.265. ³ yathāsantataṁ, Variant reading -saṇhatam, explained below in Old
Commentary, as yathāmittatā… Cf. Bu-Pc 13 where Dabba is accused of acting out of
favouritism. ⁴ samaggena saṅghena. Allmembers of anyparticularOrder—i.e. that
part of the Order staying in a certain residence, āvāsa, or within a certain boundary,
sīmā, had to be present for the proper carrying out of all official proceedings. See
Old Commentary below. Cf. Bu-Pc 21, especially Vin 4.52. ⁵ Cf. Bu-Pc 79.
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“Whatevermonk, having givenawaya robe bymeans of a com-
plete Order, should afterwards engage in criticism, saying: “The
monksareappropriatingabenefitbelonging to theOrderaccord-
ing to acquaintanceship,” there is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 81.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Complete Order means: belonging to the same communion,¹

staying within the same boundary.²
Arobemeans: anyone robe of the six (kinds of) robes (including)

the least one fit for assignment.³
According to acquaintanceship means: according to friend-

ship,⁴ according to comradeship,⁵ according to intimacy,⁶ accord-
ing as one has the same preceptor, according as one has the same
teacher.⁷

Belonging to theOrdermeans: it comes to be given to theOrder,
handed over to (it).⁸

A benefit means: the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings,
medicines for the sick, and even a lump of chunam and a toothpick
and unwoven thread.⁹

Vin 4.155

Should afterwards engage in criticismmeans: if he criticises
when a robe is given to one who is ordained (and) agreed upon by
the Order as assigner of lodgings or as distributor of meals or as
apportioner of conjey or as apportioner of fruit or as apportioner of
solid food or as disposer of trifles,¹⁰ there is an offence of expiation.

BD 3.66

Bu-Pc 81.2.2

If he thinks that it is a legally valid actwhen it is a legally valid act,
(and) criticises when a robe is given, there is an offence of expiation.

¹ samānasaṁvāsaka. Cf. definition of saṁvāsa, communion, in each Defeat, BD.1.
² samānasīmāyaṁ ṭhito. These two expressions occur in same definition at bd 3.170,
bd 3.193 below, and Vin 3.173, also at Vin 1.321. See note at Vinaya Texts ii.209,
Vinaya Texts ii.271. That the two terms are not necessarily coincident is shown
at Vin 1.340. See also S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 132. ³ = bd 2.7, bd 2.40,
bd 2.48, bd 2.140. ⁴ yathāmittatā. ⁵ yathāsandiṭṭhatā. Sandiṭṭha is a friend,
one seen together with (you). ⁶ Yathāsambhattatā. Cf. dn ii.98. ⁷ Cf. Vin 4.178.
⁸ = Vin 3.266. ⁹ = Vin 3.266. Cf. Vin 3.241, Vin 3.260. ¹⁰ Cf. Vin 4.38 (= bd 2.236)
and note for references.
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If he is in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … If he thinks
that it is not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act … offence
of expiation. If he criticises when another requisite is given, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he criticises when a robe or another
requisite is given to one ordained, (but) not agreeduponby theOrder
as assigner of lodgings … as disposer of trifles, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he criticises when a robe or another requisite
is given to one who is not ordained, (whether) agreed upon or not
agreed upon by the Order as assigner of lodgings … as disposer of
trifles, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is a
legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid
act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is not a
legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is no offence.¹

Bu-Pc 81.2.3

There is no offence if he criticises, saying: ‘What is the use of giv-
ing to one acting by nature fromdesire, fromhatred, from confusion,
from fear? For having received it, he will ruin it, he will not look
after² it properly if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.³

The Eleventh⁴

¹ Cf. Vin 4.39. ² upanessati; upaneti, to bring up to, to conduce, to adduce; to
present, give. ³ Cf.Vin 4.39 (bd 2.237), and see n. 2. ⁴ See notes end of Bu-Pc 80.
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Bu-Pc 82.1.1
BD 3.67

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery.¹ Now
at that time at Sāvatthī food with robe-material was prepared for
the Order by a certain guild, saying: “Having offered food, we will
present them with robe-material.” Then the group of six monks
approached that guild, and having approached, they said to that
guild: “Sirs, give these robes to these monks.”
“Honoured sirs, we will not give; almsfood with robes are made

ready by us every year for the Order.”
“Sirs, many are the Order’s benefactors, many are the Order’s

devotees.These (monks) are here depending on you, looking to you,
but if you will not give to them, then who is there who will give to

Vin 4.156

them? Sirs, give these robes to these monks.”
Then that guild, being pressed by the group of six monks, giving

the group of six monks as much robe-material as was prepared,
served the Order with a meal. Those monks who knew that robe-
material with a meal² was prepared for the Order and did not know
that it was given to the group of six monks, spoke thus:
“Sirs, dedicate robe-material to the Order.”
“Honoured sirs, there is none; themasters, the group of sixmonks

appropriated to the masters, the group of six monks, as much robe-
material as was prepared.”

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six monks knowingly appropriate to an

individual an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order?” …
BD 3.68

¹ Cf. Bu-NP 30.There the offence, however, is procuring something for oneself. See
bd 2.160ff. for notes. ² sacīvarabhatta; at Vin 3.265 cīvarabhatta.
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“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, knowingly appropriated to
an individual an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, knowingly appropriate to an individ-

ual an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order? It is not, foolish
men, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased…And thus,monks,
this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should knowingly appropriate to an individ-

ual an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order, there is an
offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 82.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
He knowsmeans: either he knows by himself or others tell him

or (someone) tells him.
Belonging to theOrdermeans: it comes to be given to theOrder,

handed over to it.
A benefit means: the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings,

medicines for the sick, and even a lump of chunam and a toothpick
and unwoven thread.

Apportionedmeans: if it has been expressly said: “We will give,
we will make,” (and) he appropriates it to an individual, there is an
offence of expiation.

Bu-Pc 82.2.2

If ¹ he thinks that it is apportioned when it is apportioned (and)
appropriates it to an individual, there is an offence of expiation. If
he is in doubt as to whether it is apportioned (and) appropriates
it to an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that it is not apportioned when it is apportioned (and) appropriates
it to an individual, there is no offence. If he appropriates what is
apportioned to the Order for another (part of the) Order or for a
shrine, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he appropriates what

¹ Just before this passage Bu-NP 30 has the usual directions as to forfeiture, omitted
of necessity here.
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is apportioned to a shrine for another shrine or for the Order or for
BD 3.69

an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he appropriates
what is apportioned to an individual for another individual or for
an Order or for a shrine, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he
thinks that it is apportioned when it is not apportioned, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is not
apportioned, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it

Vin 4.157

is not apportioned when it is not apportioned, there is no offence.

Bu-Pc 82.2.3

There is no offence if he himself being asked, ‘Where do we give?’
says, ‘Give wherever your gift could be used or could be mended or
should be for a long time or when for you the mind is peaceful;’ if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheTwelfth

this is its key
Regarding a rule, and disparagement,
causing confusion, striking a blow,¹
The palm of the hand, and unfounded,
intentionally, and overhearing,
And preventing and consent,² and on Dabba, appropriating.

The Eighth Division: that on regarding a rule

¹ pahārakaṁ. ² paṭibāhanachandañ ca. Paṭibāhana does not occur in Bu-Pc 79 or
Bu-Pc 80. But in Bu-Pc 79 it may be inferred that the group of sixmonks would have
prevented one of their number from going to the Order, had they known that it was
going to carry out a formal act against him; and in Bu-Pc 80 a monk prevented a
formal act from being carried out bywithholding his consent. It is necessary for the
compound, paṭibāhana-chanda, to refer to two rules, in order to bring the headings
in the “key” up to twelve, which is the number contained in this Division.
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Bu-Pc 83.1.1

BD 3.70

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery.Then
King Pasenadi of Kosala enjoined the keeper of the pleasure ground,
saying: “Good sir,¹ go along, clear the pleasure ground, we will go to
the pleasure ground.”
“Very well, sire,” and the keeper of the pleasure ground, having

answered King Pasenadi of Kosala, clearing the pleasure ground,
saw the lord sitting at the foot of a certain tree, and seeing him,
he approached King Pasenadi of Kosala, and having approached he
spoke thus to King Pasenadi of Kosala:
“Sire, the pleasure ground is cleared, but the lord is sitting there.”
“Good sir, let him be, we will pay homage to the lord.”²Then King

Pasenadi of Kosala, having gone to the pleasure ground, approached
the lord. Now at that time a certain lay follower was sitting down
paying homage to the lord. King Pasenadi of Kosala saw that lay
follower sitting downpaying homage to the lord; seeing himhe stood,
afraid.Then it occurred to King Pasenadi of Kosala: “Thisman cannot
be depraved,³ inasmuch as he is paying homage to the lord,” (and)
he approached the lord; having approached, having greeted the lord,
he sat down at a respectful distance. Then that lay follower, out of
respect for the lord, neither greeted nor stood up for King Pasenadi

Vin 4.158

BD 3.71of Kosala.Then King Pasenadi of Kosala became displeased, saying:

¹ bhaṇe. Literally: ‘I say,’ being according to Pali-English Dictionary originally 1st sin-
gular, present medium of bhaṇati, used as an interjection of emphasis, usually from
kings to subjects.Cf.Vin 1.240,Vin 1.241,Mil 21. TranslatedVinayaTexts ii.122,Vinaya
Texts ii.123 “good sir,” and Quest. KingMilinda i.34, “my goodmen.” ² payirupāsati.
Also meaning “to visit,” to pay a call on; cf.mn ii.65; Vin 4.98. ³ nārahat’ āyaṁ
puriso pāpo hotuṁ.
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“How can this man, when I come neither greet (me) nor stand up?”
Then the lord, knowing that King Pasenadi of Kosala was dis-

pleased, spoke thus toKing Pasenadi of Kosala: “Sire, this lay follower
is very learned, he is one to whom the tradition has been handed
down,¹ he is devoid of passion in respect of sense-pleasures.”

Then it occurred to King Pasenadi of Kosala: “This lay follower
cannot be inferior, for the lord speaks praise of him,” and he said to
this lay follower: “Youmay say, lay follower, what will be of use.”²
“Very well, sire.”
Then the lord … delighted King Pasenadi of Kosala with talk on

dhamma. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala having been … delighted by
the lordwith talk on dhamma, rising up fromhis seat, having greeted
the lord, departed keeping his right side towards him. Now at that
time King Pasenadi of Kosala came to be on the upper storey of the
palace.³ Then King Pasenadi of Kosala saw this lay follower going
along the road, a sunshade in his hand; seeing him, having had him
summoned, he spoke thus: “They say that you, lay follower, are very
learned, one to whom the tradition has been handed down; it would
be well, lay follower, that you should teach dhamma in our women’s

BD 3.72

apartments.”⁴
“Sire, what I know is owing to themasters,⁵ only themasters shall

teach dhamma in the women’s apartments of the king.”

Bu-Pc 83.1.2

¹ āgatāgama.Cf.Vin 1.119 (translatedVinayaTexts i.272, “whohas studied theāgamas
(i.e., the collections of suttas)”; Vin 1.127; Vin 2.8 (translated Vinaya Texts ii.345 “a
man to whom the Nikāyas had been handed down”); an i.117 (gs 1.101 “versed in
the Sayings”); an ii.147 (translated gs 2.151–gs 2.152 “versed in the doctrines,” with
note that the āgama, what one goes by, is canonical ‘scripture,’ and that in Ceylon
the word is used today for the ‘Buddhist religion’); an iii.179 (gs 3.134 “to whom the
traditional lore has come down”); cf. āgama at Vin 2.249. See E.J. Thomas,History of
BuddhistThought, p. 157, p. 266.That the Nikāyas came to be called (and in Sanskrit)
āgamas (see Winternitz, History of Indian Literature 2.234) seems indisputable;
but in Vinaya, āgamamay not have stood for the Nikāyas themselves, so much as
for the material out of which they later came to be compiled. ² yena attho. Same
expression at Vin 3.132 = bd 1.222, and Vin 3.210 = bd 2.43. ³ uparipāsādavaragato
hoti; cf.Vin 4.112. ⁴ = Vin 1.72.Here the-word is itthāgāra; at Vin 3.250 it is antepura.
⁵ ayyānaṁ vāhasā.
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Then King Pasenadi of Kosala, thinking: “What the lay follower
says is true,” approached the lord;havingapproached,havinggreeted
the lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down
at a respectful distance, King Pasenadi of Kosala spoke thus to the
lord:
“It werewell, lord, if the lordwere to enjoin onemonkwho should

teach dhamma in our women’s apartments.”
Then the lord … delighted King Pasenadi of Kosala with talk on

dhamma…he departed keeping his right side towards him.Then the
lord addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Well now, Ānanda,
do teach dhamma in the King’s women’s apartments.”
“Very well, lord,” and the venerable Ānanda having answered

the lord, having gone in from time to time, spoke dhamma in the
King’s women’s apartments.Then the venerable Ānanda, dressing in
the morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of
King Pasenadi of Kosala. Now at that time King Pasenadi of Kosala
was in bed with QueenMallikā. QueenMallikā saw the venerable
Ānandaapproaching fromafar, and seeinghimshegotuphastily; her

Vin 4.159

garments, burnished cloth of gold, slipped down.Then the venerable
Ānanda, having turned back again from there, having gone to the
monastery, told this matter to the monks.Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Ānanda, not announced beforehand,¹

enter the King’s women’s apartments?” …
BD 3.73

“Is it true, as is said, that you, Ānanda, not announced beforehand,
entered the King’s women’s apartments?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, Ānanda, not announced beforehand, enter the

King’s women’s apartments? It is not, Ānanda, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased …” and having rebuked him, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

Bu-Pc 83.1.3

¹ pubbe appaṭisaṁvidita; cf. Vin 4.182; sn ii.54; an iii.59.
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“Monks, there are these ten dangers of entering a king’s women’s
quarters.¹ What are the ten?

1.“Here, monks, the king is seated together with the chief con-
sort; amonk enters there; either the chief consort, having seen
the monk, smiles, or the monk, having seen the chief consort,
smiles; then it occurs to the king: ‘Surely it is done by these, or
they will do it.’²This, monks, is the first danger of entering a
king’s women’s quarters.

2.“And again, monks, a king is very busy, with much to be done;
having gone to a certainwoman, he does not remember; she on
account of this, conceives (a child); then it occurs to the king:
‘No one enters here except one who has gone forth; now can
this be the deed of one who has gone forth?’This, monks, is the
second danger of entering a king’s women’s quarters.

3.“And again, monks, some jewel disappears in a king’s women’s
quarters.Then it occurs to the king; ‘No one else enters here
except onewho has gone forth; now can this be the deed of one
who has gone forth?’This, monks, is the third danger …

4.“And again, monks, the secret plans within a king’s women’s
quarters by being divulged abroad are spoiled.³Then it occurs
to the king: ‘No one else enters here except one who has gone
forth; now can this be the deed of one who has gone forth?’

BD 3.74

This, monks, is the fourth danger …
5.“And again, monks, in a king’s women’s apartments either a son
asks for⁴ (his) father, or a father asks for (his) son; it occurs
to these: ‘No one else enters here except one who has gone
forth; now can this be the deed of one who has gone forth?’
This, monks, is the fifth danger …

¹ Here the word is antepura. This passage = an v.81ff. ² gs 5.57: “Surely these
two are guilty or will be guilty.” ³ antepure abbhantarā guyhamantā bahiddhā
saṁbhedaṁ gacchanti. I followWoodward at gs 5.58, p. 5. with his note. ⁴ pattheti.
Vin-a 880 says antaraṁ passitvā ghātetum icchati, (looking) inside he wants to kill
him, while an-a on anv.81 hasmāretuṁ icchati (longs to kill). Woodward, gs 5.58,
n. 3, suggests that this refers ‘to the uncertainty of parentage in a royal harem,’ the
one gone forth being ‘suspected of causing the confusion.’
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6.“And again,monks, a king establishes in a high place one having
a lowly position; it occurs to those to whom this is unpleasing:
‘The king is associating with one who has gone forth; now can
this be the deed of one who has gone forth?’This, monks, is the
sixth danger …

7.“And again, monks, a king establishes in a lowly place one hav-
ing a high position; it occurs to those … This, monks, is the

Vin 4.160

seventh danger …
8.“And again, monks, the king sends out the army at the wrong
time. It occurs to those …This, monks, is the eighth danger …

9.“And again,monks, a king, having sent out the army at the right
time, makes it turn back from the highroad; it occurs to those
…This, monks, is the ninth danger …

10.“Andagain,monks,whenaking’swomen’squarters are crowded¹
with elephants, crowded with horses, crowded with chariots,
there are forms, sounds, scents, tastes, tangible objects for
causing delight, which are not suitable for one who has gone
forth. This, monks, is the tenth danger of entering a king’s
women’s quarters.

Monks, these are the ten dangers of entering a king’s women’s
quarters.”

BD 3.75

Thus the lord, in many a figure having rebuked the venerable
Ānanda on his difficulty in maintaining himself … “… And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk,notannouncedbeforehand, shouldcross the

thresholdof ananointedkingofnoble class² fromwhich theking

¹ sammadda. an v.83 reads sammada, drowsiness. As Woodward points out, it
should be sammadda, which occurs in the variant readings. Cf. sammaddanta at
Vin 1.137. ² rañño khattiyassamuddhāvasittassa.Cf. khattiyomuddāvasitto at dn i.69
(translated Dialogues of the Buddha 1.79, “a sovereign, duly crowned”); dn iii.60f.,
dn iii.69; an i.106, an ii.207ff. (rājā vā hoti khattiyo muddhāvasitto brāhmaṇo vā
mahāsālo); an iii.151 (gs 3.116 “awarrior rajah, anointed of head”); an iii.299;mn i.82,
mn i.231, mn i.343, mn ii.152, mn ii.183, mn iii.132, mn iii.172. Rulers, chieftains were
of the khattiya class. Rājas are called khattiyas at Dhp 294.
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hasnotdeparted, fromwhichthequeenhasnotwithdrawn,¹ there
is an offence of expiation.”

Bu-Pc 83.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Noble classmeans: of pure birth on both the mother’s side and

the father’s side back through seven generations, not open to criti-
cism,² unblemished in point of birth.³

Anointedmeans: he becomes anointed in accordance with the
consecration of a noble.⁴

From which the king has not departed means: the king has
not departed from the sleeping-room.⁵

From which the queen has not withdrawnmeans: the chief
consort has not departed from the sleeping-room; or neither has
departed.

Notannouncedbeforehandmeans:without having announced
oneself beforehand.⁶

BD 3.76

Threshold⁷ means: it is called the threshold⁸ of the sleeping-
room.

Sleeping-room⁹ means: there wherever the king’s bed is made
ready, even if it is only surrounded by a screen-wall.¹⁰

Should cross the threshold means: if he makes the first foot
cross the threshold, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he makes
the second foot cross, there is an offence of expiation.¹¹

Bu-Pc 83.2.2

If he thinks that he is not announced when he is not announced,
(and) crosses the threshold, there is an offence of expiation. If he

¹ anikkhantarājake aniggataratanake. See Critical Pali Dictionary under these head-
ings, and Vinaya Texts i.52, note.; Vin-a 881 says ratanaṁ vuccati mahesī, the chief
consort is called a jewel. ² akkhitta. ³ = an iii.151; cf., e.g., dn i.113; Snpp. 115;
an iii.223, an iii.228 (often said of a brahmin). ⁴ muddhāvasitto nāma khat-
tiyābhisekena abhisitto hoti. Cf. an i.107, referring to a khattiya; an ii.87, mn-a 3.12.
⁵ sayanighara. Cf. bd 2.354 = Vin 4.94. ⁶ anāmantetvā. Cf. Ja 6.475: anāmantā
pavisati pubbe appaṭivedito. ⁷ indakhīla. Cf. Vin 3.46 = bd 1.74. ⁸ ummāra. Cf.
Vin 4.100. ⁹ n.b.—Either this word should have appeared in the Sikkhāpada,
or the commentator is here defining a word used in the definition of ‘threshold.’
¹⁰ sāṇipākāraparikkhitta. ¹¹ = Vin 4.100.
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is in doubt as to whether he is not announced … If he thinks that
he is announced when he is not announced … offence of expiation.
If he thinks that he is not announced when he is announced, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether he is
announced, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that he
is announced when he is announced, there is no offence.

Vin 4.161

Bu-Pc 83.2.3

There is no offence if he is announced; if he is not of noble class;
if he is not anointed in accordance with the consecration of a noble;
if the king has departed from the sleeping-room, if the chief consort
has departed from the sleeping-room, or if both have departed;¹ if it
is not in the sleeping-room; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ = Vin 4.95.
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Bu-Pc 84.1.1

BD 3.77

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain monk was bathing in the river Aciravatī. And a
certain brahmin, having put down a purse of five hundred (pieces)
on the dry ground, having forgotten it while bathing in the river
Aciravatī, went away. Then that monk, thinking, “Do not let this
purse of that brahmin be lost,” took hold of it. Then that brahmin,
having remembered, having run back quickly, spoke thus to that
monk: “Good sir, did you not see my purse?” Saying, “Here (it is),
brahmin,” he gave it back (to him).

Then it occurred to that brahmin: “Now by what device can I
not give¹ an ample reward² to this monk?” Saying, “Good sir, I did
not have five hundred (pieces), I had a thousand (pieces),” having
obstructed him, he set him free.³Then thatmonk, having gone to the
monastery, told this matter to the monks.Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this monk pick up treasure?”⁴ …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, picked up treasure?”
“It is true, lord,” he said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“Howcan you, foolishman, pick up treasure? It is not, foolishman,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should pick up or should cause (another) to pick

¹ Cf. Vin 4.112. ² puṇṇapatta, literally a full bowl; cf. Ja 3.535. ³ Cf. Vin 4.131.
⁴ ratana.
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up treasure or what is considered as¹ treasure, there is an offence of
expiation.”²

BD 3.78

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 84.2.1Now at that time there came to be a festival in Sāvatthī. People,
having adorned themselves with ornaments,³ went to the pleasure
ground.Visākhā,Migāra’smother, thinking: “Havingadornedmyself
with ornaments, I will go to the pleasure ground,” having departed

Vin 4.162

from the village, thinking: “Having gone to the pleasure ground,
what shall I do? What now if I should pay homage⁴ to the lord?” hav-
ing taken off the jewelry, having tied it up into a bundle with an
upper robe,⁵ she gave it to a slave-woman, saying: “Come along, take
this bundle.”Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, approached the lord;
having approached, having greeted the lord, she sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As she was sitting down at a respectful distance,
the lord gladdened … delighted Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, with talk
on dhamma. Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, gladdened … delighted
by the lord with talk on dhamma, rising up from her seat, having
greeted the lord, departed keeping her right side towards him.Then
the slave-woman, having forgotten that bundle, went away. A monk,
having seen it, told this matter to the lord. He said:
“Well then, monk, having picked it up, lay it aside.”Then the lord,

on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks, having picked up
or having caused (someone) to pickup treasure orwhat is considered
as treasure that iswithin amonastery, to lay it aside, thinking, ‘Itwill
be for himwho will take it.’⁶ And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
¹ ratanasammata.Sammata is thewordused for “agreedupon”by themonks. ² The
monk seems to have been hoodwinked by the brahmin into believing that he took
some of the contents of the purse. He only took up the purse temporarily and with
no intention of stealing it, and it is not said that he looked at the contents; none of
these aspects is considered here. ³ Cf. Vin 4.18. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.98, Vin 4.157. ⁵ Cf.
Vin 3.208. ⁶ = Vin 3.239.
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“Whatever monk should pick up or should cause (someone) to
pick up treasure or what is considered as treasure, except within a

BD 3.79

monastery, there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 84.3.1 Now at that time in the Kāsi country there came to be a village in
which there was business¹ for the householder, Anāthapiṇḍika, so
that an inmate² came to be enjoined by the householder, saying: “If
the revered sirs come, you should make a meal (for them).” Now at
that time several monks, walking on alms-tour in the Kāsi country,
came up to the village in which there was business for the house-
holder, Anāthapiṇḍika.Thatman saw thesemonks coming from afar,
and seeing them, he approached these monks; having approached,
having greeted these monks, he spoke thus:
“Honoured sirs, let the masters consent to the householder’s meal

for tomorrow.”Themonks consented by becoming silent.Then that
man, at the end of that night, having had sumptuous solid foods
and soft foods prepared, having had the time announced, having
taken off a finger-ring,³ having served these monies with the meal,
said: “Having eaten, let the masters go away, and I will go back to
business,” and having forgotten the finger-ring, he went away.The
monks, having seen it, saying: “If we go away, this finger-ring will

Vin 4.163

be lost,” sat still just there.Then that man, returning from business,
having seen these monks, spoke thus :
“Honoured sirs, why are the masters sitting still just there?”Then

these monks, having told this matter to that man, having arrived at
Sāvatthī, told thismatter to themonks.Themonks told thismatter to
the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having
given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:

BD 3.80

“I allowyou,monks, having picked up or having caused (someone)
to pick up treasure or what is considered as treasure, that is within

¹ kammantagāma. ² antevāsin. Vin-a 881 says paricārako, an attendant, servant.
³ Cf. Vin 2.106.
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a monastery or within a house, to lay it aside, thinking, ‘It will be for
himwho will take it.’ And thus, monks, this rule of training should
be set forth:
“Whatevermonk should pick up or should cause (someone) to

pickup treasure orwhat is considered as treasure, exceptwithin
a monastery or within a house, there is an offence of expiation.
But if a monk, having picked up or caused (someone) to pick up
treasureorwhat is consideredas treasure, that iswithinamonas-
tery or within a house, it should be laid aside, thinking, ‘It will
be for himwhowill take it.’This is the proper course here.”

Bu-Pc 84.4.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Treasure means: pearl, crystal, lapis lazuli, mother-of-pearl,

quartz, coral, gold, silver, ruby, cat’s-eye.¹
What is considered as treasuremeans: that which is of profit,

of use² to people, this is called what is considered as treasure.
Exceptwithin amonastery orwithin a housemeans: setting

asidewithinamonastery,withinahouse.Withinamonasterymeans:
inside a monastery when the monastery is fenced in; the precincts
when it is not fenced in.³ Within a house means: inside the house
when a house is fenced in; the precincts when it is not fenced in.

Should pick up means: if he himself picks it up, there is an
offence of expiation.

Should cause (someone) to pickupmeans: if hemakes another
pick it up, there is an offence of expiation.

But if amonk,havingpickeduporhaving caused (someone)
BD 3.81

to pick up treasure… it should be laid asidemeans: havingmade

¹ Same list occurs at Vin 2.238. Cf. also list of jewels atMil 267, and for notes see Bud-
dhist Suttas, Sacred Books of the East XI, 2nd edition, p. 249; also on veḷuriya, perhaps
cat’s-eye or beryl, see Vinaya Texts ii.82, n. 1. ² upabhogaparibhoga. ³ = below,
bd 3.118
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a mark¹ by a form² or by a sign,³ having laid it aside, it should be
pointed out,⁴ saying: ‘Let him comewhose goods are lost.’ If he comes
there, it should be said to him, ‘Sir, what are your goods like?’ If he
succeeds inobtaining⁵ themby the formorby the sign, they shouldbe
given (to him). If he does not succeed in obtaining them, it should be
said (to him), ‘Examine them, sir.’ In setting out from that residence
he may set out, having deposited them in the hand(s) of those who
there are suitable monks. But if the monks are not suitable, he may
set out,⁶ having deposited them in the hands of those who there are
suitable householders.

Vin 4.164

This is the proper course heremeans: this is the appropriate
course here.

Bu-Pc 84.4.2

There is no offence if, having picked up or having caused (some-
one) to pick up treasure or what is considered as treasure that is
within a monastery or within a house, he lays it aside thinking: ‘It
will be for him who will take it’; if he takes on trust what is con-
sidered as a jewel; if he takes it for the time being; if he thinks it is
rag-robes; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ saññāṇaṁ katvā, or perhaps “having made it recognisable”; cf. cīvaraṁ saṁjānitvā,
at Vin 4.120. ² rūpena. Vin-a 882 says: “Having freed the goods, having computed
them, thinking, ‘There are so many kahāpaṇas or there is gold and silver,’ he should
examine them.” Cf. rūpaṁ sikkhati at Vin 1.77, Vin 4.129, perhaps some form of
money-changing. ³ nimitta. Vin-a 882, in explaining this, uses theword lañchana,
stamp, impress, seal; the goods are stamped or sealed with clay or with lac. ⁴ I.e.,
to the owner if he comes, but if he (the monk) does not see the owner, he should do
what is suitable; so Vin-a 882. ⁵ sampādeti. Word occurs at Vin 1.217, Vin 2.214.
⁶ The idea seems to be that he should set out in search of the owner, having left the
goods with some reliable persons.
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Bu-Pc 85.1.1

BD 3.82

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks having entered a village at the
wrong time,¹ having sat down in a hall,² talked a variety of worldly
talk,³ that is to say talk of kings, talk of thieves, talk of greatministers,
talk of armies, talk of fears, talk of battles, talk of food, talk of drink,
talk of clothes, talk of beds, talk of garlands, talk of scents, talk of
relations, talk of vehicles, talk of villages, talk of little towns, talk
of towns, talk of the country, talk of women,⁴ talk of strong drink,⁵
talk of streets,⁶ talk of wells, talk of those departed before,⁷ talk of

¹ vikāle, out of the (right) time—i.e., not in the hours when the alms-round was
permissible. Cf. Bu-Pc 37. ² sabhāya. Cf. Vin 3.200. ³ tiracchānakathā, liter-
ally animal talk, that is worldly, low, childish talk, gossip. Cf. Vin 1.188; dn i.7,
dn i.178, dn iii.36; mn i.513, mn ii.1, mn ii.23; sn v.419; anv.128; and ks v.355; Dia-
logues of the Buddha 3.33; gs 5.86. There is a tendency at dn-a 89 to couple geha-
sitakathā, talk ofworldly life,with tiracchānakathā. ⁴ On insertionof purisakathaṁ
after itthikathaṁ in some of the manuscripts, see Dialogues of the Buddha 3.34, n. 1.
⁵ surākathaṁ here. Vin 1.188; dn i.8, D.1.179, dn iii.36; mn i.513, mn ii.1, mn ii.23
read sūrakathaṁ, talk of heroes, valiant men; dn-a 90 = mn-a 3.223 saying that
Nandimitta, a warrior, was called a hero. Vin-a 882 says nothing. sn-a iii.295 ex-
plains that there are two readings, sūrak° and sūrak°; by the latter is meant con-
ducing to pleasure by drinking strong drinks. ⁶ visikhākathaṁ. Buddhaghosa at
dn-a 90 takes this as talk about streets, whether they are well or badly situated,
whether they contain brave people (sūrā), poor people, and so forth. Certainly “gos-
sip at (or from) street corners” (Dialogues of the Buddha 1.13, Dialogues of the Buddha
3.34) could not be meant here. See ks v.355, n. 7. ⁷ pubbapetakathaṁ. Dialogues of
the Buddha 1.14, Dialogues of the Buddha 3.34 read “ghost-stories”; Further Dialogues
of the Buddha 1.363 “kinsfolk departed” (following dn-a, mn-a and sn-a, “talk on
those who were formerly relations”).
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diversity,¹ speculation about the world,² speculation about the sea,
BD 3.83

talk on becoming and not becoming thus or thus.³ People looked
down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, having entered a

village at the wrong time, having sat down in a hall, talk a variety of
worldly talk, that is to say, talk of kings … talk on becoming and not
becoming thus or thus? It is like householders who enjoy pleasures
of the senses.”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group
of six monks, having entered a village at the wrong time, … talk a
variety of worldly talk, that is to say … talk of becoming and not
becoming thus or thus?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, having entered a village at

the wrong time … talked a variety of worldly talk, that is to say …
talk of becoming and not becoming thus or thus?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, having entered a village at the wrong

time,… talk a variety ofworldly talk, that is to say… talk of becoming
and not becoming thus or thus? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing

¹ nānattakathaṁ. Translated at Dialogues of the Buddha 1.14, Dialogues of the Buddha
3.34; gs 5.87; ks v.356 “desultory talk”; Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.363, “and all
the rest of it; Vinaya Texts ii.20 “various tales.” See Dialogues of the Buddha 1.14, n. 2.
(sn-a iii.295 calls it niratthakakathā, useless, profitless talk, but also seems to think
that it is talk onopposites: first, last; freed, something remaining. ² lokakkhāyikaṁ
samuddakkāyikaṁ. See Dialogues of the Buddha 1.14, n. 3. The Commentaries refer
to the lokāyatas (a school of theorisers; see Vinaya Texts iii.151, n. 2). Further Dia-
logues of the Buddha 1.363 has “chatter about world and ocean”; gs 5.87 “fables about
(the origin of) land and sea”; ks v.356. “fabulous talk about (the origin of) land
and sea”; Dialogues of the Buddha 3.34 “speculative talk on the world and the sea.”
Word occurs at Mil 316, translated Questions of KingMilinda, ii.187, “the physicists.”
³ itibhavābhavakathaṁ iti vā. dn-a 91 says that bhava is growth (vuddhi), abhava loss
or waste (hāni). sn-a iii.295 andmn-a 3.223make a sixfold division: bhava is eternal,
sassata; abhava is annihilation or breaking up, uccheda; bhava is growth, abhava is
loss; bhava is happiness arising from sense-pleasures, abhava is exhaustion of self.
Itibhavābhavatā occurs at Vin 2.184; Snp 6.
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those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of
BD 3.84

training should be set forth:
Vin 4.165

“Whatever monk should enter a village at the wrong time, there
is an offence of expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 85.2.1Now at that time several monks,¹ going to Sāvatthī through the
Kosalan country, arrived at a certain village in the evening. People,
having seen these monks, spoke thus: “Enter, honoured sirs.”Then
these monks, thinking, “It is forbidden by the lord to enter a village
at the wrong time,” being scrupulous, did not enter.Thieves robbed
these monks.Then these monks, having arrived in Sāvatthī, told this
matter to the monks.Themonks told this matter to the lord.Then
the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, having asked (for permission),² to enter a

village at the wrong time. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, not having asked (for permission), should enter

a village at the wrong time, there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bu-Pc 85.3.1Now at that time a certain monk, going to Sāvatthī through the
Kosalan country, arrived at a certain village in the evening. People,
having seen that monk, spoke thus: “Enter, honoured sir.”Then that
monk, thinking, “It is forbidden by the lord to enter a village at the
wrong time, not having asked (for permission),” being scrupulous,
did not enter. Thieves robbed that monk. Then that monk, having
arrived in Sāvatthī, told thismatter to themonks.Themonks told this
matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection,

BD 3.85

¹ sambuhulā bhikkhū. ² āpucchā. Cf. āpucchā and anā° at Vin 4.39, Vin 4.40,
Vin 4.100, Vin 4.101.
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having given reasoned talk, addressed, the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, having asked (for permission) if a monk be

there, to enter a village at the wrong time. And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk, not having asked (for permission) if a monk be

there, should enter a village at the wrong time, there is an offence of
expiation.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pc 85.4.1

Vin 4.166
Now at that time a certain monk came to be bitten by a snake. A

certain monk, thinking: “I will bring fire,” went to a village. Then
that monk, thinking, “It is forbidden by the lord, not having asked
(for permission) if a monk be there, to enter a village at the wrong
time,” being scrupulous, did not enter.They told this matter to the
lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, if there is some kind of urgent thing to be

done,¹ not having asked (for permission) if a monk be there, to enter
a village at the wrong time. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatevermonk, not having asked (for permission) if amonk

be there, should enter a village at thewrong time, unless there is
some kind of urgent thing to be done, there is an offence of expi-
ation.”

Bu-Pc 85.5.1 Whatevermeans: monk is to be understood in this case.
If amonkbetheremeans:hebecomesable to enterhavingasked

(for permission).²
If amonk be not there means: he does not become able to enter

having asked (for permission).³
BD 3.86

Thewrong timemeans: after noon has passed until sunrise.⁴

¹ tathārūpe accāyike karaṇīye. Cf. Vin 3.260 = bd 2.151, note on acceka-cīvara. ² Cf.
Vin 4.100. ³ Cf. Vin 4.100. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.86.
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Should enter a villagemeans: if he passes beyond the enclosure
of a village that is fenced in, there is an offence of expiation; if he
enters¹ the precincts of a village that is not fenced in, there is an
offence of expiation.²

Unless there is some kind of urgent thing to be donemeans:
setting to one side some kind of urgent thing to be done.

Bu-Pc 85.5.2

If he thinks that it is the wrong time when it is the wrong time
(and) not having asked (for permission) if a monk be there, enters a
village unless there is some kind of urgent thing to be done, there is
an offence of expiation. If he is in doubt as to whether it is the wrong
time … If he thinks that it is the right time when it is the wrong time
… offence of expiation. If he thinks that it is the wrong time when it
is the right time, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt
as to whether it is the right time, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that it is the right time when it is the right time, there is
no offence.

Bu-Pc 85.5.3

There is no offence if there is some kind of urgent thing to be
done; if a monk be there he enters having asked (for permission); if
no monk being there he enters not having asked (for permission);
if he is going into a village³; if he is going to the nuns’ quarters; if
he is going to the sleeping-place of adherents of other sects; if he is
going on his way back; if the way is through a village; if there are
accidents; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.⁴

TheThird

¹ okkamantassa. ² Cf. Vin 4.307. ³ antarāgāmaṁ. Vin 4.101 reads antaragāmaṁ;
Vin-a 857, Vin-a 883, antarārāmaṁ, into a monastery. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.101 = bd 2.367.
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Bu-Pc 86.1.1
BD 3.87

Vin 4.167

…among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyanmonastery. Now
at that timemonks were invited by a certain ivory-worker, saying:
“If themasterswant a needle case,¹ I (can supply them)with a needle-
case.”²Then the monks asked for many needle-cases; they asked for
large needle-cases for those who had small needle-cases, they asked
for small needle-cases for those who had large needle-cases.Then
that ivory-worker, making many needle-cases for the monks, was
not able to make other goods for sale, and he did not keep himself
going and his wife and children suffered. People … spread it about,
saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not knowing
moderation,³ ask for many needle-cases?This (man), making many
needle-cases for these (monks), is not able to make other goods for
sale … and his wife and children suffer.” Monks heard these people
who … spread it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it
about, saying: “How can these monks, not knowing moderation, ask
for many needle-cases? …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, thatmonks, not knowingmoderation,

asked for many needle-cases?” “It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, monks, not knowing moderation, ask for many

needle-cases? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set

¹ sūcighara. Cf. Vin 4.123, where this is one of the articles that monks are forbidden
to hide, even in fun. ² For the rest of this paragraph, cf. Bu-NP 22, and where
a potter, also of Kapilavatthu, used this expression in inviting monks to let him
supply themwith bowls. ³ Omitted above, probably owing to some scribe’s error.
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forth:
BD 3.88

“Whatevermonk should have a needle-casemade that ismade
of bone or made of ivory or made of horn, there is an offence of
expiation involving breaking up.”¹

Bu-Pc 86.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Bonemeans: whatever is bone.
Ivorymeans: it is called elephant-ivory.²
Hornmeans: whatever is horn.
Should havemademeans: if he makes it or causes it to be made,

in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing: having broken it up
on acquisition, an offence of expiation is to be confessed.

If what was incompletely executed by himself he has finished by
himself, there is an offence of expiation. If he makes others finish
what was incompletely executed by himself, there is an offence of
expiation. If what was incompletely executed by others he has fin-
ished by himself, there is an offence of expiation . If he makes others

Vin 4.168

finish what was incompletely executed by others, there is an offence
of expiation. If he makes it or causes it to be made for another, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If, having acquired what was made for
another, he makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.³

Bu-Pc 86.2.2

There is no offence if it is a block,⁴ fire-wood,⁵ a buckle,⁶ a box
BD 3.89

¹ bhedanakaṁpācittiyaṁ. Cf. nissaggiyaṁpācittiyaṁ.The remainder of the Pācittiyas
involve some other form of punishment, chedanaka and uddālanaka, in addition to
confession or expiation, pācittiya. ² hatthidanta, or elephant’s tuBu-Sk. ³ Cf.
Vin 3.225. ⁴ gaṇthikā. Allowed at Vin 2.136 to prevent a robe from being blown up
by thewind.Word occurs again at Vin 1.46, Vin 2.215; Ja 1.150. ⁵ araṇika. Vin-a 883,
araṇike ti araṇidhanuke. Critical Pali Dictionary calls araṇika “a part of the fire-tool,”
and refers toaraṇī, “either of the twopieces ofwood formakingafire.”Araṇidhanuka
it calls a “bow for keeping the twirling-stick going.” ⁶ vidha. Vin-a 883 reads vīṭhe.
Pali-English Dictionary suggests “a little box” tentatively. Commentary does not help.
Allowed at Vin 2.136; translated at Vinaya Texts iii.143 “buckle.” with note that “the
word occurs also, and apparently in the same sense, in the Old Commentary on the
86th Pācittiya.”
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for ointment,¹ a stick to put the ointment on with,² the handle of an
adze,³ a towel⁴; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fourth

¹ añjanī. Allowed at Vin 1.203, but to be made of prescribed materials, and again at
Vin 2.135. Word occurs at mn ii.65;Thag 773. mn-a 3.303 reads anjañī ti añjananālikā,
a tube (or box) for ointment; cf.Thig-a 267. ² añjanisalāka. Allowed at Vin 1.203,
to be made of prescribed materials, and again at Vin 2.135. ³ vāsijaṭa. Also at
an iv.127; sn iii.154. ⁴ udakapuñchanī. Allowed at Vin 2.122.
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Bu-Pc 87.1.1

BD 3.90

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, was
lying down on a high couch. Then the lord, as he was touring the
lodgings togetherwith several monks, came up to the dwelling-place
of the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans.The venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, saw the lord coming from afar,
and seeing him, he spoke thus to the lord: “Lord, let the lord come,
let him lie down onmy bed.”

Then the lord, having turned back from there, addressed the
monks, saying: “Monks, the foolish man should be spoken to about
his abode.”

Then the lord, having in many a figure rebuked the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, for his difficulty in maintaining
himself … “… And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Whenanewcouchor chair is beingmade for amonk,¹ the legs

should bemade eight finger-breadths² (high) according to the ac-
cepted finger-breadth,³ except for the knotched ends below.⁴ In
exceeding this (measure), there is an offence of expiation involv-
ing cutting down.”⁵

¹ Cf. Bu-NP 13; Vin 3.226. ² aṅgula. ³ sugataṅgula, sugata here meaning “stan-
dard,” recognised, accepted, right. Cf. sugata-vidatthi, a span of the accepted
measure, at Vin 3.149 (= bd 1.253f.); but also cf. sugata-cīvara at Vin 4.173 below.
⁴ heṭṭhimāya aṭaniyā. Vinaya Texts i.53 translates “exclusive of the lowermost piece
of the bed-frame.” But at Vin-a 773f., on Bu-Pc 14, the word aṭanī occurs in descrip-
tion of the various kinds of couches and chairs, and seems to mean “knotched end.”
Cf. Vinaya Texts iii.164. ⁵ chedanakaṁ pācittiyaṁ.
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Bu-Pc 87.2.1

BD 3.91
Newmeans: it is so called with reference to the making.¹
Couch² means: there are four (kinds of) couch: a long one, one

with slats, one with curved legs, one with removable legs.
Chair³means: there are four (kinds of) chair: a long one, one

with slats, one with curved legs, one with removable legs.
Is beingmademeans: making or causing to be made.⁴
The legs should be made eight finger-breadths (high) … ex-

cept for theknotchedendsbelowmeans: settingaside theknotched
Vin 4.169

ends below. If hemakes it or causes it to bemade exceeding this (mea-
sure), in the business there is an offence of wrong-doing; having cut
it down on acquisition, an offence of expiation is to be confessed.

If what was incompletely executed by himself he has finished by
himself … (see Bu-Pc 86.2.1) … If he makes others finish what was
incompletely executed by others, there is an offence of expiation.⁵ If
he makes it or causes it to be made for another, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If, having acquired what was made for another, he
makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 87.2.2

There is no offence if he makes it to the (proper) measure; if he
makes it less than the (proper) measure; if, having acquired what
wasmade for another, (but) exceeding the (proper) measure, having
cut it down, he makes use of it⁶; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-
doer.

The Fifth

¹ = Vin 3.226 (bd 2.77); Vin 4.279. ² = Vin 4.40 (bd 2.240, and see notes).
³ = Vin 4.40 (bd 2.240, and see notes). ⁴ = Vin 3.226 (bd 2.77); Vin 4.279. ⁵ Cf.
Bu-NP 11–15. ⁶ = below, bd 3.96.
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Bu-Pc 88.1.1
BD 3.92

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six monks had a couch and a chair made
coveredwith¹ cotton.² People, having seen (this) as theywere touring
the dwelling-places, looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying:
“How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, have a couch and a

chair made covered with cotton, like householders who enjoy plea-
sures of the senses?” Monks heard these people who … spread it
about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks have a couch and a chair made

covered with cotton?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, had… coveredwith cotton?”

“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolishmen, have a couch and a chairmade covered

with cotton? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set
forth:
“Whatevermonk should have a couch or a chairmade covered

with cotton, there is an offence of expiation involving tearing
off.”³

Bu-Pc 88.2.1
¹ onaddha, or stuffed with, as at Vinaya Texts i.54. At Vin 2.150 onaddhamañca and
onaddhapīṭha allowed. Vinaya Texts iii.168 translates “chairs and bedsteads covered
(and upholstered with, cushions to fit them).” See also Vin 2.270; Dhp 146. ² tūla.
³ uddālanaka, tearing off or out.
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Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Couch¹ means: there are four (kinds of) couch …

BD 3.93

Chair² means: there are four (kinds of) chair … one with remov-
able legs.

Vin 4.170

Cotton means: there are three (kinds of) cotton: cotton from
trees, cotton from creepers, cotton from grass.³

Shouldhavemademeans: if hemakes (it) or causes it to bemade,
in the business there is an offence of wrong-doing; having torn it off
on acquisition, an offence of expiation is to be confessed.

If what was incompletely executed by himself he has finished by
himself … If he makes others finish what was incompletely finished
by others, there is an offence of expiation. If he makes it or causes it
to bemade for another, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, having
acquired what was made for another, he makes use of it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.⁴

Bu-Pc 88.2.2

There is no offence if it is for a binding, for a girdle, for a shoulder-
strap, for a bag for carrying the bowl in, for a water-strainer⁵; if he
is making a squatting-mat⁶; if, having acquired what was made for
another, having torn it off, he makes use of it; if he is mad, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

The Sixth

¹ Cf. Vin 4.40, Vin 4.168. ² Cf. Vin 4.40, Vin 4.168. ³ These three kinds of cotton
are allowed at Vin 2.150 for making bimbohana, squatting-mats. The last, potaki-
tūla (at Vin 2.150 poṭaki-) is not “tūlaṁ from a young fowl,” as at Vinaya Texts i.54,
n. 1. Poṭaki is “in tūla a kind of cotton, ‘grass-tuft,’ thistledown (?),” so Pali-English
Dictionary Cf. VinayaTexts iii.167, “cotton produced fromPoṭaki-grass.” ⁴ Cf. above,
bd 3.88. ⁵ These five articles mentioned as not causing an offence at Vin 3.257; see
bd 2.144. ⁶ The three kinds of cotton are allowed to be used inmaking a bimbohana
(Vin 2.150).
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Bu-Pc 89.1.1

BD 3.94

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a piece of cloth to sit upon¹ was allowed to monks by the
lord.²The group of six monks, thinking: “A piece of cloth to sit upon
is allowed by the lord,” used pieces of cloth to sit upon that were not
of a (proper) measure³; they made (these) hang down in front of and
at the back of a couch and a chair. Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six monks use pieces
of cloth to sit upon that are not of a (proper) measure?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, use pieces of cloth to sit

upon that are not of a (proper) measure?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, use pieces of cloth to sit upon that are

not of a (proper) measure? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“When a piece of cloth to sit upon is beingmade for amonk, it

mustbemade to a (proper)measure.This is the (proper)measure
here: in length two spans⁴ according to the accepted span,⁵ in
breadth one and a half spans. In exceeding this (measure), there
is an offence of expiation involving cutting down.”

BD 3.95

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

¹ nisīdana. See bd 2.87, n. 2. ² At Vin 1.295, referred to by Vin-a 884. Cf. Bu-NP 15.
At Vin 1.297 nisīdana are allowed to be kept for oneself and not assigned to another.
³ appamāṇa. They were evidently too big, and the right measure is laid down in the
resulting sikkhāpada. ⁴ vidatthi. ⁵ sugata-vidatthi. Cf. Bu-NP 15, and bd 1.253.
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the lord.
Vin 4.171

Bu-Pc 89.2.1 Now at that time the venerable Udāyin became very fat.¹ He,
havingmade ready a piece of cloth to sit upon before the lord, pulling
it out² all round, sat down.Then the lord spoke thus to the venerable
Udāyin:
“Why do you, Udāyin, pull out the piece of cloth to sit upon, just

as if it were an old skin?”³
“It is because, lord, the piece of cloth to sit upon allowed by the

lord is very small.”
Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given

reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, a border⁴ of a span for a piece of cloth to sit

upon. And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“When a piece of cloth to sit upon is being made for a monk, it

must be made to a (proper) measure.This is the (proper) measure
here: in length two spans according to the accepted span, in breadth
one and a half spans, the border a span. In exceeding this (measure),
there is an offence of expiation involving cutting down.”

Bu-Pc 89.3.1 A piece of cloth to sit uponmeans: it is so-called if it has a bor-
der.⁵

Is beingmademeans: making or causing to be made.
BD 3.96

It must be made to a (proper) measure. This is the (proper)
measure here : in length… the border a spanmeans: if he makes

¹ mahākāya, literally a “great body.” ² samañcamāno. Pali-English Dictionary gives
“to bend together.” ³ purāṇāsikoṭṭha. Pali-English Dictionary gives “sheath” for
asi-koṭṭha, and would therefore presumably read this passage, “Why do you bend
together this piece of cloth, like an old sheath?” I take the commentarial explanation
by cammakāra to refer to leather-worker; Vin-a 884 says that “as the-leather-worker
says, ‘I will make this hide wide,’ and pulls it out (samañchati, with variant reading
samañchatichaviṁ, a skin), tugs it out (kaḍḍhati) fromhere and there, so he (does) to
that piece of cloth to sit upon.”Themeaning is confused because asi-cammameans
“sword and shield” (Vin 2.192; an iii.93), and kaḍḍhatiwith khaggameans “to draw
the sword,” as at Ja 1.273. ⁴ dasā, border or fringe. ⁵ = Vin 3.232, Vin 4.123. See
bd 2.87, bd 2.415.
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it or causes it to be made having exceeded this (measure), in the
business there is an offence of wrong-doing; having cut it down on
acquisition, an offence of expiation is to be confessed.¹

If what was incompletely executed by himself he has finished by
himself ²… If hemakes othersfinishwhatwas incompletely executed
by others, there is an offence of expiation. If he makes it or causes it
to be made for another, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If having
acquired what was made for another, he makes use of it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 89.3.2

There is no offence if he makes it to the (proper) measure; if he
makes it less than the (proper) measure; if having acquired what
was made for another (but) exceeding the (proper) measure, having
cut it down, he makes use of it;³ if he makes a canopy or a ground-
covering or a screen-wall or a mattress or a squatting-mat⁴; if he is
mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Seventh

¹ = above, bd 3.91. ² See Bu-Pc 86.2.1, Bu-Pc 87.2.1, Bu-Pc 88.2.1; Bi-Pc 22.
³ = above, bd 3.91. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.225, Vin 3.227, Vin 3.229, Vin 3.233; Vin 4.171, and
Vin 4.279, which = this paragraph.
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Bu-Pc 90.1.1

BD 3.97

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time an itch-cloth¹ was allowed to the monks by the lord.The

Vin 4.172
group of six monks, thinking: “An itch-cloth is allowed by the lord,”
used itch-cloths thatwerenot of a (proper)measure; theywent about
trailing (these) along² in front as well as behind.³Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
monks use itch-cloths that are not of a (proper) measure” …
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“Howcanyou, foolishmen,use itch-cloths that arenot of a (proper)

measure? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whenan itch-cloth is beingmade for amonk, itmust bemade

toa (proper)measure.This is the (proper)measurehere: in length
four spans of the accepted span, in breadth two spans. In exceed-
ing this (measure), there is an offence of expiation involving cut-
ting down.”

Bu-Pc 90.2.1 Itch-clothmeans: it is for covering himwho has itch⁴ or a small
BD 3.98

boil⁵ or a running sore⁶ or a thick scab disease⁷ from below the navel
to above the knee.
¹ kaṇḍupāṭicchādi. Allowed at Vin 1.296, referred to at Vin-a 884. ² ākaḍḍhantā.
Cf. ākaḍḍhanā at Vin 3.121, ākaḍḍhiyamānā at Vin 4.225, and kaḍḍhati, above, bd 3.95,
n. 2. ³ Cf. below, bd 3.99, bd 3.235. ⁴ kaṇḍū ti kacchu, Vin-a 884. Kacchu is a skin
disease, itch, scab. ⁵ piḷakā ti lohilutaṇḍikā sukhumapīḷakā, Vin-a 884. ⁶ assāva.
⁷ thullakacchu vā ābādho ti mahāpiḷakābadho vuccati, Vin-a 884; or a bad outbreak of
large boils.
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Is beingmademeans: … (see Bu-Pc 89.3) …
it should be made to a (proper) measure … in breadth two spans (Bu-

Pc 89.3)…
… if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth
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Bu-Pc 91.1.1

BD 3.99

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a cloth for the rains¹ was allowed to monks by the lord.²
The group of six monks, thinking: “A cloth for the rains is allowed
by the lord,” wore cloths for the rains that were not of a (proper)
measure; they went about trailing (these) along in front as well as
behind.³Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
(see Bu-Pc 90.1) … “… should be set forth:
“When a cloth for the rains is being made for a monk, it must

bemade to a (proper)measure.This is the (proper)measurehere:
in length six spansof theaccepted span, inbreadth twoandahalf
spans.⁴ In exceeding this (measure), there is an offence of expia-
tion involving cutting down.”

Vin 4.173

Bu-Pc 91.2.1 Cloth for the rainsmeans: it is for the four months of the rainy
season.

Is beingmademeans: … it must be made to a (proper) measure…
if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheNinth

¹ Cf. Bu-NP 24; bd 2.134, n. 1. ² Vin 1.294. ³ Cf. above, bd 3.97. ⁴ See Vinaya
Texts ii.225, note.
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Bu-Pc 92.1.1

BD 3.100

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the venerable Nanda,¹ the son of the lord’s aunt, was
beautiful, good to look upon, charming, four finger-breadths less (in
height²) than the lord. He wore a robe the measure of a well-farer’s
robe.³Monkswhowere elders saw the venerableNanda coming from
afar; seeing him, saying: “The lord is coming,” they rose from their
seats.These, recognising himwhen he had come, looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Nanda wear a robe the measure of a well-

farer’s robe?”They told this matter to the lord.Then the lord ques-
tioned the venerable Nanda, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Nanda, wore a robe the measure of

a well-farer’s robe?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:

¹ Chief of the disciples who guard the doors of the faculties, an i.25. At sn ii.281 he
put on robes that had been dressed (or pressed) on both sides, anointed his eyes,
and taking a bright bowl, went up to Gotama. According to the Commentary he
did this so as to evoke some comment from his cousin—either approval or censure.
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names ii.11, n. 6 suggests that perhaps above Vinaya story is
another version of the Saṁyutta story. See also ks ii.191, n. 1. ² caturaṅgulomaka.
Vin-a 885 says catuhi aṅgulehi ūnakappamāṇo, less as to measure (height) than four
finger-breadths. ³ sugata-cīvara-ppamāṇa. Here sugata cannot mean, as it does
in sugata-vidatthi, prescribed, accepted or standard span, or there would have
been no offence in wearing such a robe. See Vinaya Texts i.54, n. 3 for view that
Gotama’s robe was not specially large. But here Nanda is mistaken for Gotama, but
perhaps only because he was nearly the same height. Buddhaghosa is silent. See
bd 3, Introduction, p. xviii.
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“How can you, Nanda, wear a robe the measure of a well-farer’s
robe? It is not, Nanda, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …

BD 3.101

And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever monk should have a robe made the measure of a

well-farer’s robe, ormore, there is an offence of expiation involv-
ing cutting down.This is the (proper)measure here of awell-far-
er’s robe for a well-farer: in length nine spans of the accepted
span, in breadth six spans; this is the (proper)measure of awell-
farer’s robe for a well-farer.”

Bu-Pc 92.2.1 Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Well-farer’s robe means: in length it is nine spans of the ac-

cepted span, in breadth six spans.
Should havemademeans: if he makes it or causes it to be made,

in the business… (seeBu-Pc 89)… If, having acquiredwhatwasmade
for another, he makes use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bu-Pc 92.2.2

There is no offence if he makes it less; if having acquired what
was made for another, having cut it clown, he makes use of it; if he

Vin 4.174

makes a canopy … or a squatting-mat; if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.¹

TheTenth rule of training: that on Nanda

The Ninth Division: that on treasure²

Concluded is the Minor (Class)³

this is its key
And of a king, treasure, if he be there,
a needle, and a couch, on cotton,
And a piece of cloth to sit upon,
and the itch, for the rains, and on a well-farer.

BD 3.102

¹ Cf. bd 3.96 above. ² Like the seventh Division, the title here is taken not from
the first but from the second rule in the Division. ³ khuddakaṁ samattaṁ, aminor
or lesser class of rules; cf. khuddakaṁ niṭṭhitaṁ at end of Nuns’ Pācittiyas.
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Venerable ones, recited are the ninety-two rules for offences of
expiation. Concerning them, I ask the venerable ones: I hope that
you are quite pure in this matter? And a second time I ask: I hope
that you are quite pure in this matter? And a third time I ask: I hope
that you are quite pure in this matter?The venerable ones are quite
pure in this matter, therefore they are silent, thus do I understand
this.

Vin 4.175
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Bu-Pd 1.1.1
BD 3.103

At that time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time
a certain nun, having walked for alms in Sāvatthī, having seen a
certain monk at the time of going back, spoke thus: “Come, master,
accept alms.”
“Verywell, sister,” and he took everything. She, at the approach of

(meal)-time, was not able to walk for alms;¹ she became famished.²
Then that nun on the second day … on the third day, having walked
for alms in Sāvatthī, having seen thatmonk at the time of going back,
spoke thus: “Come, master, accept alms “… she became famished.
Then that nun on the fourth day went trembling along a carriage
road. A householder who was a merchant, coming along in a chariot
the opposite way, spoke thus to the nun:
“Get out of the way, lady.” She, turning aside, fell down just there.

The householder whowas amerchant apologised to that nun, saying:
“Forgive me, lady, that I was the cause of your fall.”³
“I, householder, did not fall because of you, but I am simply very

weak.”
“But why, lady, are you very weak?”Then this nun told this matter

to the householder who was a merchant.The householder who was
a merchant, having taken this nun to his house, looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying:

BD 3.104

“How can these revered sirs accept food from the hand of a nun?
Women obtain things with difficulty.”⁴ Monks heard this house-

¹ She could not go for alms again. ² Cf. Vin 4.70, Vin 4.93. ³ māyāsi pātitā,
literally, that you were brought to fall by me. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.208.
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holder who was a merchant who … spread it about.Those who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this monk accept
food from the hand of a nun?”
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, accepted food from the hand

of a nun?”
Vin 4.176

“It is true, lord.”
“Was she a relation of yours, monk, or not a relation?”
“She was not a relation, lord.”
“Foolish man, one who is not a relation does not know what is

suitable or what is unsuitable, or what is right or what is wrong for a
woman who is not a relation. How can you, foolish man, accept food
from the hand of a nun who is not a relation? It is not, foolish man,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatevermonkshouldeatorpartakeof solid foodorsoftfood,

having accepted it with his own hand from the hand of a nun
who is not a relation (and) who has entered among the houses,¹
it should be confessed² by that monk, saying: ‘I have fallen, your
reverences, into a blameworthy matter,³ inappropriate, which
ought to be confessed⁴; I confess it.’”

Bu-Pd 1.2.1Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
(Nun) who is not a relationmeans: one who is not related on

the mother’s side or on the father’s side back through seven genera-
tions.

Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
BD 3.105

Among the housesmeans: a carriage road,⁵ a cul-de-sac,⁶ cross-
roads,⁷ a house.

¹ antaragharaṁ. ² paṭidesetabbaṁ. ³ dhamma, thing, state, often rule inVinaya.;
here probably offence. ⁴ pāṭidesaniya. Cf. an ii.243 (pāṭidesanīyaka dhamma).
⁵ The first three of these occur again at Vin 4.270f. Rathiyā, carriage-road, there de-
fined, and also at Vin-a 886, as racchā, a word which occurs at Vin 3.151. ⁶ byūhaṁ.
Vin 4.271 says “they depart by that (way) by which they entered.” ⁷ siṅghāṭakaṁ.
Vin 4.271 defines by caccaraṁ, cross-road, while Vin-a 886 says “three corners or
four corners, the place where roads meet.” Caccara occurs at Vin 3.151.
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Solid foodmeans: setting aside the five (kinds of) meals, and
(food that may be eaten) during a watch of the night, during seven
days, during life,¹ the rest means solid food.²

Soft food means: the five (kinds of) meals: cooked rice, food
made with flour, barley-meal, fish, meat.

If he says, “I will eat, I will partake of,” (and) accepts, there is
an offence of wrong-doing; for every mouthful there is an offence
which ought to be confessed.

Bu-Pd 1.2.2

If he thinks that she is not a relation when she is not a relation,
(and) having acceptedwith his own hand solid food or soft food from
the hand of her who has entered among the houses, if he eats it or
partakes of it, there is an offence which ought to be confessed. If
he is in doubt as to whether she is not a relation … If he thinks that
she is a relation when she is not a relation … offence which ought
to be confessed. If he accepts³ for the sake of nutriment (food that
may be eaten) during awatch of the night, during seven days, during
life, there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If he accepts solid food or soft food
from the hand of one ordained by one (Order only), thinking, “I will
eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every
mouthful there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that she is
not a relation when she is a relation, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If he is in doubt as to whether she is a relation, there is an

BD 3.106

offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that she is a relation when, she
is a relation, there is no offence.

Bu-Pd 1.2.3

There is no offence if she is a relation; if she⁴ makes (another)
give but does not (herself) give; if having put it down nearby, she
gives⁵; if it is within a monastery⁶; if it is in the nuns’ quarters⁷; if it

¹ Cf.Bu-Pc 35, Bu-Pc 36. ² Cf.Vin 4.83 (bd 2.330). ³ Cf.Vin 4.83, Vin 4.84, Vin 4.86,
Vin 4.87. ⁴ Vin-a 886, someone who is not a relation. ⁵ Vin-a 886, if having
put it on the ground, she says, ‘I will give this to you, master.’ ⁶ antarārāma, not
ajjhārāma as at Vin 4.161. ⁷ Cf. Vin 4.101.
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is at the sleeping-place of members of other sects¹; if it is on the way
back²; if, having taken it back³ from the village, she gives; if, when

Vin 4.177

there is a reason, she gives (food that may be eaten) during a watch
of the night, during seven days, during life⁴ and he makes use of it;
if it is from a female probationer, a female novice; if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer.

The First

¹ Cf. Vin 4.101. ² Cf. Vin 4.101. ³ Cf. Vin 4.81. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.83, Vin 4.85, Vin 4.86,
Vin 4.87.
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Bu-Pd 2.1.1
BD 3.107

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrel’s feeding-place.
Now at that time monks ate, invited by families. The group of six
nuns came to be standing, giving directions for the group of six
monks, saying: “Here give curry, give cooked rice here.”The group
of six monks ate as much as they pleased, other monks did not eat as
much as expected.Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying:
“How can this group of six monks, when the nuns are giving di-

rections, not restrain¹ (them)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, when nuns were giving

directions, did not restrain (them)?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

you, foolish men … not restrain (them)? It is not, foolish men, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:
“Now,monkseat, invitedbyfamilies. If anuncomes tobestand-

ing as though giving directions,² saying: ‘Here give curry, give
cooked rice here,’ that nun should be rebuked by those monks,
saying: ‘Stand aside,³ sister,while themonks eat.’ But if it should
not occur to a single monk to dismiss that nun, saying: ‘Stand
aside, sister,while themonkseat,’ it shouldbeconfessedby those
monks, saying: ‘We have fallen, your reverences, into a blame-
worthy matter, inappropriate, which ought to be confessed; we

¹ nivāreti, to hold back, warn. ² vosāsamānarūpā. ³ apasakka.
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confess it.’”

Bu-Pd 2.2.1Now monks eat, invited by families means: a family means
there are four (kinds of) family: noble family, brahmin family, mer-
chant family, low-class family.¹

BD 3.108

Eat, invited, means: they eat, invited to any one meal of the five
(kinds of) meals.

Nunmeans: one ordained by both Orders.
Vin 4.178

Giving directions² means: if according to friendship, according
to comradeship, according to intimacy, according as onehas the same
preceptor, according as one has the same teacher,³ she says: ‘Here
give curry, give cooked rice here,’ this means giving directions.

By thosemonksmeans: by the monks who are eating.
That nunmeans: the nun who is giving directions.
Thatnunshouldbedismissedbythosemonks, saying: ‘Stand

aside, sister,while themonks eat.’ But if she is not dismissed by a
single monk (and) he accepts (food), saying: ‘I will eat, I will partake
of,’ there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there is
an offence which ought to be confessed.

Bu-Pd 2.2.2

If he thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and) does
not restrain her when she is giving directions, there is an offence
which ought to be confessed. If he is in doubt as to whether she is
ordained… If he thinks that she is not ordainedwhen she is ordained
… offence which ought to be confessed. If he does not restrain one
ordained by one (Order only) who is giving directions, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that she is ordained when she is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as
to whether she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If he thinks that she is not ordained when she is not ordained, there
is no offence.

Bu-Pd 2.2.3

¹ = Vin 3.184, Vin 4.80, Vin 4.272. ² vosāsantī. ³ = Vin 4.154.
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There is no offence if she makes (another) give her own meal,
(but) does not (herself) give; if she gives a meal to others (but) does
not make (them) give; if she makes (another) give what was not
given; if she makes (another) give where it was not given; if she
makes (another) give the same to everybody; if a female probationer

BD 3.109

gives directions; if a female novice gives directions; setting aside the
five (kinds of) meals, there is no offence in (eating) any others¹; if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Second

¹ = Vin 4.68, Vin 4.71, Vin 4.75, Vin 4.78.
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Bu-Pd 3.1.1

BD 3.110

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time there was in Sāvatthī a certain family which on both
sides came to be pleased,¹ it grew in faith, it decreased in wealth;
whatever solid food or soft food accrued to that family before a meal,
having given it all away to monks, sometimes they went without
food.² People … spread it about, saying:
“How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not knowing modera-

tion, accept?These (people), having given to these (monks), some-
times go without food.” Monks heard these people who … spread
it about. Then these monks told this matter to the lord. Then the
lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,

Vin 4.179

addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, when a family is growing in faith, is decreas-

ing in wealth, to give such a family an agreement as to learners³ by a
(formal) act at which the motion is followed by one proclamation.⁴
And thus, monks, should it be given:The Order should be informed
by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me. Such and such a family is growing in faith, is
decreasing inwealth. If it seems right to the Order, let the Order give
the agreement as to learners to such and such a family. This is the
motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. Such and such a
¹ ubhotapasanna—i.e., pleased with the Sakyan teaching, “converted” to it. Vin-
a 887 says that the layman and the laywoman follower were both pleased, and both
are said to have been stream-attainers. ² anasitā acchanti. ³ sekhasammuti.
Sekha is one who is under training, as opposed to asekha, the adept. An agreement,
made by monks for lay-people, is as remarkable as it is unusual. ⁴ ñattidutiya
kamma.
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family … in wealth.The Order gives the agreement as to learners to
BD 3.111

such and such a family. If the giving of the agreement as to learners
to such and such a family is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them
be silent; if it is not pleasing, they should speak.The agreement as
to learners is given by the Order to such and such a family, and it
is right … So do I understand this.’ And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“Whatever are those families that are agreed upon as learners,

whatever monk having accepted among such families as are agreed
upon as learners solid food or soft foodwith his ownhand, should eat
it or partake of it, it should be confessed by thatmonk, saying: ‘I have
fallen, your reverences, into a blameworthy matter, inappropriate,
which ought to be confessed; I confess it.’ ”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pd 3.2.1 Now at that time there came to be a festival at Sāvatthī. People,
having invited monks, offered them food.Themonks, being scrupu-
lous, did not consent, thinking: “It is forbidden by the lord, having
accepted among families that are agreed upon as learners solid food
or soft food with one’s own hand, to eat it, to partake of it.” These
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “But how is
it that because of our way of living, the masters do not accept from
us?” Monks heard these people who … spread it about.Then these
monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in
this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, when invited, having accepted among fami-

lies agreed upon as learners solid food or soft food with your own
hand, to eat it, to partake of it. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever are those families that are agreed upon as learners,

whatever monk if he is not invited beforehand, having accepted
Vin 4.180

among such families as are agreed upon as learners solid food or soft
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food with his own hand, should eat it or partake of it, it should be
BD 3.112

confessed by that monk, saying: ‘I have fallen, your reverences, into
a blameworthy matter, inappropriate, which ought to be confessed;
I confess it.’ ”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pd 3.3.1Now at that time a certain monk came to frequent that family.
Then that monk, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl
and robe, approached that family, and having approached he sat
down on the appointed seat. At that time this monk came to be ill.
Then these people spoke thus to thismonk: “Eat, honoured sir.”Then
that monk, thinking: “It is forbidden by the lord, not being invited,
having accepted among families agreed upon as learners solid food
or soft foodwith one’s own hand, to eat it, to partake of it,” and being
scrupulous, he did not accept; he was not able to walk for alms, he
became famished.Then that monk, having gone to the monastery,
told this matter to the monks.Themonks told this matter to the lord.
Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, when a monk is ill, having accepted among

families agreed upon as learners solid food or soft food with his own
hand, to eat it, to partake of it. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever are those families that are agreed upon as learners,

whatevermonk, if he is not invited beforehand (and) not ill, hav-
ing accepted among such families as are agreed upon as learners
solid food or soft food with his own hand, should eat it or par-
take of it, it should be confessed by thatmonk, saying: ‘Your rev-
erences, I have fallen into a blameworthymatter, inappropriate,
which ought to be confessed; I confess it.’”

Bu-Pd 3.4.1Whatever are those families that are agreed upon as learn-
ers means: a family agreed upon as learners is called that family

BD 3.113
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which is growing in faith, decreasing in wealth; for such a family
an agreement as to learners comes to be given by a (formal) act at
which the motion is followed by one proclamation.

Whatevermeans: …monk is to be understood in this case.
Among such families as are agreed, upon as learnersmeans:

among families like these agreed upon as learners.
Not invitedmeans: not invited for today or tomorrow. If he in-

vites him as he is entering the precincts of the house, this means
not invited. Invited means: invited for today or tomorrow. If he in-

Vin 4.181

vites him not as he is entering the precincts of the house, this means
invited.

Not illmeans: he is able towalk for alms. Ill means: he is not able
to walk for alms.

Solid foodmeans: setting aside the five (kinds of) meals, (food
that may be eaten) during a watch of the night, during seven days,
during life, the rest means solid food.¹

Soft foodmeans: the five kinds of meals: cooked rice, food made
with flour, barley-meal, fish, meat.²

If he isnot invited, not ill, (and) accepts, thinking: “Iwill eat, Iwill
partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful
there is an offence which ought to be confessed.

Bu-Pd 3.4.2

If he thinks that they are agreed upon as learners when they are
agreed upon as learners, (and) not invited, not ill, having accepted
with his own hand solid food or soft food, eats it or partakes of it,
there is an offencewhich ought to be confessed. If he is in doubt as to
whether they are agreed upon as learners… If he thinks that they are
not agreed upon as learners when they are agreed upon as learners
… offence which ought to be confessed. If he accepts for the sake
of nutriment (food that may be eaten) during a watch of the night,
during seven days, during life, there is an offence of wrong-doing.³

BD 3.114

For every mouthful there is an offence of wrong-doing.⁴ If he thinks
that they are agreed upon as learners when they are not agreed upon

¹ Cf. Vin 4.83. ² Cf. Vin 4.83. ³ Cf. Vin 4.83, Vin 4.84. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.83, Vin 4.84.
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as learners, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to
whether they are not agreed upon as learners, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he thinks that they are not agreed upon as learners
when they are not agreed upon as learners, there is no offence.

Bu-Pd 3.4.3

There is no offence if he is invited; if he is ill; if he eats the re-
mainder (of ameal) of one whowas invited, or onewho is ill; if there
come to be alms there prepared for others; if having taken it out from
the house, they give¹; if he is a regular diner; if it is (food allowed)
by ticket; if it is food (given on) a day of the waxing or waning of the
moon, on an Observance day, on the day after an Observance day²;
if, when there is a reason, he gives (food that may be eaten) during
a watch of the night, during seven days, during life,³ and he makes
use of it;⁴ if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

TheThird

¹ Vin-a 887 says “they give, taking to a refectory or dwelling-place.” ² Cf.Vin 4.75,
Vin 4.78 and bd 2.313, bd 2.320. ³ Cf. Vin 4.83, Vin 4.84. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.83, Vin 4.84.
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Bu-Pd 4.1.1

BD 3.115

…among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyanmonastery. Now
at that time the slaves of the Sakyans came to be out of hand.¹ Sakyan
women wanted to make a meal in jungle lodgings.The slaves of the
Sakyans heard that Sakyan women were desirous of making a meal
in jungle lodgings. They infested² the way. Sakyan women, taking

Vin 4.182

sumptuous solid food, soft food, went off to a jungle lodging. The
slaves of the Sakyans, having issued forth, robbed the Sakyanwomen
and violated them.The Sakyans, having issued forth, having seized
these thieves together with the goods, looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying:
“How can these revered sirs not announce that thieves are living

in the monastery?” Monks heard the Sakyans who … spread it about
…Then thesemonks told thismatter to the lord.Then the lord on this
occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed
the monks, saying:

On account of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training
founded on ten reasons: for the excellence of the Order … for fol-
lowing the rules of restraint.³ And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“Whatever are those jungle lodgings that are held to be danger-

ous, frightening,⁴ whatever monk in such lodgings, not announced
beforehand,⁵ having accepted solid food or soft food within a monas-
tery with his own hand, should eat it or partake of it, it should be

BD 3.116

¹ avaruddhā. Vin-a 887, paraphrases by paṭiviruddhā. ² pariyuṭṭhiṁsu. ³ Cf.
bd 1.37. ⁴ Cf. Bu-NP 29; Vin 3.263. ⁵ pubbe appaṭisaṁvidita. Editors of Vinaya
Texts i.57 take this to mean “the danger incurred by people that enter that forest.”
Cf. Vin 4.159.
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confessed by that monk, saying: ‘I have fallen, your reverences, into
a blameworthy matter, inappropriate, which ought to be confessed;
I confess it.’ ”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Pd 4.2.1Now at that time a certainmonk came to be ill in a jungle lodging.
People, taking solid food or soft food set out for the jungle lodging.
Then these people spoke thus to thismonk: “Eat, honoured sir.”Then
that monk, thinking: “It is forbidden by the lord, having accepted in
a jungle lodging solid food or soft food with one’s own hand, to eat it,
to partake of it,” being scrupulous, did not accept it; he was unable
to enter¹ for almsfood, he became famished.Then thismonk told this
matter to the monks.Themonks told this matter to the lord.Then
the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, an ill monk, having accepted in a jungle lodging

solid food or soft food with his own hand, to eat it, to partake of it.
And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“Whatever are those jungle lodgings that areheld tobedanger-

ous, frightening, whatevermonk in such lodgings, not announc-
Vin 4.183

ed beforehand, having accepted solid food or soft food within a
monastery with his own hand, should eat it or partake of it if
he is not ill, it should be confessed by that monk, saying: ‘I have
fallen, your reverences, into a blameworthymatter, inappropri-
ate, which ought to be confessed; I confess it.’”

Bu-Pd 4.3.1Those jungle lodgingsmeans: the last lodging called “jungle” is
five hundred dhanusmeasures (away from the village).²

BD 3.117

Dangerousmeans: if, in amonastery, in the precincts of amonas-
tery, a place where thieves are halting is seen, a place where they are
eating is seen,³ a place where they are resting is seen, a place where

¹ pavisituṁ; variant reading carituṁ, to walk. ² Vin 3.263 (see bd 2.157). ³ Omit-
ted at Vin 3.263, but not at Vin 4.63.
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they are sitting down is seen, a place where they are lying down is
seen.¹

Frightening means: if, in a monastery, in the precincts of a
monastery, people injured by thieves are seen, (people) plundered
are seen, (people) beaten down are seen.²

Whatevermeans: monk is to be understood in this case.
In such lodgings as thosemeans: in lodgings like those.
Not announcedmeans: there is “announced” in five (ways but)

this means not announced. Setting aside a monastery, the precincts
of a monastery (as) announced, this is called not announced.

Announced means: whatever woman or man having come to
a monastery, to the precincts of a monastery, declares: ‘Honoured
sirs, they will convey solid food, soft food for so and so,’ if it becomes
dangerous it should be pointed out that it is dangerous, if it becomes
frightening it should bepointed out that it is frightening. If he speaks,
saying: ‘Lethimbe,honoured sir, hewill convey it,’ the thieves should
be told:’ People are serving here, go away.’

If it is announced in regard to conjey that the ingredients³ may
be conveyed for that, this is called announced. If it is announced in
regard to a meal that the ingredients may be conveyed for that, this
is called announced. If it is announced in regard to solid food that
the ingredients may be conveyed for that, this is called announced.
If it is announced in regard to a family, the personwho of that family

BD 3.118

conveys solid food or soft food, this is called announced. If it is an-
nounced in regard to a village, the personwho in that village conveys
solid food or soft food, this is called announced. If it is announced in
regard to a guild, the person who in that guild conveys solid food or
soft food, this is called announced.

Solid foodmeans: … soft foodmeans: …meat.
Within a monastery means: when a monastery is fenced in,

inside a monastery; the precincts when it is not fenced in.⁴

¹ Vin 3.263 (see bd 2.157) = Vin 4.63 (bd 2.290). ² Vin-a 887 says “setting aside a
monastery that is a jungle lodging and its precincts, seeing a monk on the way
issuing from the precincts or coming to a village, announced is done, but this comes
to be not announced.” ³ Parivāra. ⁴ = Bu-Pc 84; Vin 4.163.
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Not illmeans: he is able to walk for almsfood.
Illmeans: he is not able to walk for almsfood.

Vin 4.184

If it is not announced, if he is not ill (and) accepts it, thinking: “I
will eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For
every mouthful there is an offence which ought to be confessed.

If he thinks that it is not announced when it is not announced
(and) having accepted solid food or soft food with his own hand
within the monastery when he is not ill, eats it or partakes of it,
there is an offence which ought to be confessed. If he is in doubt as
to whether it is not announced … If he thinks that it is announced
when it is not announced … ought to be confessed. If he accepts for
the sake of nutriment (food to be eaten) during a watch of the night,
during seven days, during life, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
For every mouthful there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks
that it is not announced when it is announced, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If he is in doubt as to whether it is announced, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he thinks that it is announced when it
is announced, there is no offence.

Bu-Pd 4.3.2

There is no offence if it is announced, if he is ill; if he eats the
remainder of (a meal) if it was announced or of one who was ill; if
having accepted it outside the monastery he makes use of it inside
the monastery; if he makes use of a root or bark, or a leaf or a flower
or a fruit growing there; if when there is a reason hemakes use of

BD 3.119

(food to be eaten) during a watch of the night, during seven days,
during life¹; if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Fourth

Venerable ones, recited are the four rules for offences which
ought to be confessed. Concerning them, I ask the venerable ones:
I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? And a second time I

¹ Vin 4.83, Vin 4.85, Vin 4.86.
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the book of the discipline

ask: I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? And a third time
I ask: I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? The venerable
ones are quite pure in this matter, therefore they are silent; thus do
I understand this.

Told are the offences which ought to be confessed.
Vin 4.185
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 1

Bu-Sk 1.1.1
BD 3.120

These rules for training,¹ venerable ones, come up for recitation.
At that time the enlightened one, the lord was staying at Sāvatthī

in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the
group of six monks dressed with the inner robe² hanging down in
front and behind. People … spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, dresswith the inner

robe hanging down in front and behind, just like householders who
enjoy the pleasures of the senses?”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks dress with the inner robe hang-

ing down in front and behind?”Then these monks told this matter
to the lord.Then the lord on this occasion in this connection, [hav-
ing given reasoned talk³], having had the Order of monks convened,
questioned the group of six monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, dressed with the inner robe

hanging down in front and behind?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, dress with the inner robe hanging

down in front and behind? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training

¹ sekhiyā dhammā; rules for good behaviour, etiquette; “the rules regardingmatters
connected with discipline,” Vinaya Texts i.59. ² nivāsenti. This verb refers to
dressing in the inner robe. Pārupati, see next Sekhiya, to putting on the upper robe
and outer cloak. ³ Square brackets in text.
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should be set forth:
BD 3.121

“ ‘I will dress with the inner robe all round (me),’¹ is a training
to be observed.”²

The inner robe should be dressed in (going) all round one for
covering the circle of the navel, the circles of the knees.³ Whoever
out of disrespect dresses with an inner robe hanging down in front
or behind, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know,⁴ if he is ill, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 2

Bu-Sk 2.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks put on the upper robe⁵ hanging down in front and behind
… “…
“ ‘I will put on the upper robe all round me,’ is a training to be

observed.”
The upper robe should be put on all round one having made both

edges level.⁶ Whoever out of disrespect puts on an upper robe hang-
Vin 4.186

ing down in front or behind, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
There is no offence⁷ … if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 3 & 4

Bu-Sk 4.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

¹ parimaṇḍalaṁ nivāsessāmi. Cf. Vin 1.46, Vin 2.213. Many of the Sekhiyas are re-
peated at Vin 2.213f. ² sikkhā karaṇīyā. ³ These are the three circles, timaṇḍala.
⁴ = Vin 4.125. ⁵ pārupanti, possibly here refers only to the upper robe, not to the
outer cloak. ⁶ ubho kaṇṇe samaṁ katvā, so that neither end hangs higher or lower
than the other. ⁷ As in Bu-Sk 1.
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six monks, having uncovered their bodies, went amidst the houses¹
(instead of went read, in Bu-Sk 4, sat down.)
“ ‘Properly cladwill I go (sit down)amidst thehouses,’ is a train-

ing to be observed.”
BD 3.122

One should go (sit down) amidst the houses properly clad. Who-
ever out of disrespect, having uncovered the body, goes (sits down)
amidst the houses, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill (in Bu-Sk 4 it is added here: if he has gone
into residence for the rains, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer.)

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 5 & 6

Bu-Sk 6.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

six monks, making play with hand and foot, went amidst the houses
(instead of went read, in Bu-Sk 6, sat down) … “…
“ ‘Well-controlled will I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’ is a

training to be observed.”
One should go (sit down) amidst thehouseswell-controlled.Who-

everoutofdisrespect,makingplaywithhandor foot, goes (sits down)
amidst the houses, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 7 & 8

Bu-Sk 8.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

six monks looking about here and there went (sat down) amidst the
houses … “…

¹ antaraghare. See Vinaya Texts i.59, n. 2; Vin 3.286, n. 2.
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“ ‘Withtheeyescastdownwill I go (sitdown)amidst thehouses,’
is a training to be observed.”

One should go (sit down) amidst the houses with the eyes cast
down looking only a plough’s (distance ahead).¹ Whoever out of dis-
respect, looking about here and there, goes (sits down) amidst the
houses, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.187

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 9 & 10

Bu-Sk 10.1.1
BD 3.123

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
sixmonks liftingup (their robes²)went (sat down) amidst the houses
… “…
“ ‘Not liftingup(therobes)will I go (sitdown)amidst thehouses,’

is a training to be observed.”
One should not go (sit down) among the houses with (the robes)

lifted up.Whoever out of disrespect having lifted up (the robe) on
one side or on both, goes (sits down) amidst the houses, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill (in Bu-Sk 10 it is added here: if he has gone
into residence for the rains, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer.)

The First Division: that on all round

¹ Cf. Snp 410, Snp 411; Mil 398; Vism 19. ² ukkhittakāya. Vin-a 891 says, ekato vā
ubhato vā ukkhittacīvaro hutvā ti attho; the meaning is, a robe having become raised
(lifted up, pulled up) at one or both (sides).
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 11 & 12

Bu-Sk 12.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group

of six monks, laughing a great laugh,¹ went (sat down) amidst the
houses … “…
“ ‘Notwith loud laughter²will I go (sitdown)amidst thehouses,’

is a training to be observed.”
One should not go (sit down) amidst the houses with loud laugh-

ter. Whoever out of disrespect, laughing a great laugh, goes (sits
down) amidst the houses, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he only smiles when the matter is
one for laughter, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 13 & 14

Bu-Sk 14.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group

of six monks, making a loud noise, a great noise, went (sat down)
amidst the houses … “…

BD 3.124

“ ‘(With) little noise³will I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’ is
a training to be observed.”

One should go (sit down) amidst the houses with little noise.⁴
Whoever out of disrespect, making a loud noise, a great noise, goes
(sits down) amidst the houses, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if

¹ mahāhasitaṁ hasantā. ² ujjhaggikāya. ³ appasaddo … appasaddena. ⁴ ap-
pasaddo … appasaddena.
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he does not know, if he is ill, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 15 & 16

Bu-Sk 16.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

Vin 4.188 six monks, their bodies swaying, went (sat down) amidst the houses,
bending their bodies … “…
“ ‘Not swaying the body will I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’

is a training to be observed.”
One should not go (sit down) amidst the houses swaying the body.

One should go (sit down) holding the body straight. Whoever out
of disrespect, the body swaying, goes (sits down) amidst the houses
bending the body, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill (in Bu-Sk 16 it is added here: if he has gone
into residence for the rains, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer.)

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 17 & 18

Bu-Sk 18.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

six monks, their arms swaying, went (sat down) amidst the houses,
bending their arms … “…
“ ‘Not swaying the arms will I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’

is a training to be observed.”
One should not go (sit down) amidst the houses swaying the arms.

One should go (sit down) holding the arms straight. Whoever out
of disrespect, the arms swaying, goes (sits down) amidst the houses
bending the arms, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

BD 3.125

There is no offence … (as in Bu-Sk 15, Bu-Sk 16) … if he is the first
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wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 19 & 20

Bu-Sk 20.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

six monks, their heads swaying, went (sat down) amidst the houses,
bending their heads … “…
“ ‘Not swaying the head will I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’

is a training to be observed.… (see Bu-Sk 17, Bu-Sk 18) … if he is the
first wrong-doer.

The Second Division: that on loud laughter

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 21 & 22

Bu-Sk 22.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

six monks, their arms akimbo,¹ went (sat down) amidst the houses
… “…
“ ‘Notwith arms akimbowill I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’

is a training to be observed.”
Vin 4.189

One should not go (sit down) amidst the houses with the arms
akimbo. Whoever out of disrespect, having placed the arms akimbo
on one side or on both, goes (sits down) amidst the houses, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence … (as in Bu-Sk 15, Bu-Sk 16) … if he is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ khambhakata. Vin-a 891 says that this is placing the hand on the hip.
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 23 & 24

Bu-Sk 24.1.1
… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

six monks, having dressed themselves, including their heads, in the
upper robes,¹ went (sat down) amidst the houses … “…
“ ‘Not muffled up² will I go (sit down) amidst the houses,’ is a

training to be observed.”
One should not go (sit down)muffled up amidst the houses.Who-

ever out of disrespect goes (sits down) amidst the houses, having
BD 3.126

dressed himself, including his head, in the upper robe, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence … (as in Bu-Sk 15, Bu-Sk 16) … if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 25

Bu-Sk 25.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, crouching down on their heels,³ went amidst the houses
… “…
“ ‘Not crouching down on the heels will I go amidst the houses,’

is a training to be observed.”
One should not go amidst the houses crouching down on the

heels. Whoever out of disrespect goes amidst the houses crouching

¹ sasīsaṁ pārupitvā. ² oguṇṭhito. Cf. Bu-Sk 67 below; and Vin 2.207, where it is
clearly a sign of disrespect for an incomingmonk to enter amonasterywith his head
muffled up. ³ ukkuṭika, an ascetic practice; see Vin 1.45, dn i.167, an i.296, Dhp 141.
Pali-English Dictionary gives a description of this “special manner of squatting”; see
also Dialogues of the Buddha 1.231, n. 4, and cf. Vin-a 891 and dn-a 357.
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down on the heels, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-

doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 26

Bu-Sk 26.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks sat down amidst the houses lolling … “…
“ ‘Not lolling will I sit down amidst the houses,’ is a training to

be observed.”
One should not sit down amidst the houses lolling. Whoever out

of disrespect sits down amidst the houses lolling, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he has gone into residence for the
rains, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 27

Bu-Sk 27.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
Vin 4.190six monks accepted almsfood inattentively,¹ as though desirous of

throwing it away … “…
BD 3.127

“ ‘Attentivelywill I acceptalmsfood,’ is a training tobeobserved.”
One should accept almsfood attentively. Whoever out of disre-

spect accepts almsfood inattentively, as though desirous of throwing
it away, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

¹ asakkacca, carelessly. Vinaya Texts iii.288 has for sakkacca “with the mind alert”;
Vin-a 891, “having raised upmindfulness.”
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 28

Bu-Sk 28.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks accepted almsfood looking about here and there; they did
not know that they¹ were piled up and overflowing² … “…
“ ‘Thinking of the bowl will I accept almsfood,’ is a training to

be observed.”
One should accept almsfood thinking of the bowl. Whoever out

of disrespect accepts almsfood, looking about here and there, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 29

Bu-Sk 29.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, accepting almsfood, accepted also much curry … “…
“ ‘I will accept almsfood with equal curry,’³ is a training to be

observed.”
Currymeans: there are two kinds of curry, bean curry, kidney-

bean curry,⁴ that may be conveyed by hand. Almsfood with equal
curry should be accepted. Whoever out of disrespect accepts also
much curry, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
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he does not know, if he is ill, if it is of another flavour,¹ if it belongs
BD 3.128

to relations, if it is offered, if it is for another, if it is by means of his
own property, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 30

Bu-Sk 30.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks accepted heaped-up² almsfood … “…
“ ‘I will accept almsfood at an even level,’³ is a training to be ob-

served.”
Vin 4.191

One should accept almsfood at an even level. Whoever out of
disrespect accepts heaped-up almsfood, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

TheThird Division: that on arms akimbo

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 31

Bu-Sk 31.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate almsfood inattentively,⁴ as though desirous not to eat
… “…
¹ presumably the bowls. ² ākirante pi atikkante pi. Cf. Bu-Sk 32 below. ³ Cf.
Vin 1.45. Curry to be in measure one fourth of the rice, so Vin-a 892. ⁴ Curries
made of vetch and so on, Vin-a 892. ¹ rasarase. Vin-a 892 says that having set
aside the two bean-curries, rasarasameans that those remaining have the flavour
of fish, the flavour of meat, and so on. ² thūpikata. ³ samatitthika. See Buddhist
Suttas, p. 178, n. Sinhalese edition reads samatittika; also Vin-a 892, which explains
by samapuṇṇa, samabharita, filled evenly, heaped up evenly. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Sk 27 above.
Bu-Sk 31–Bu-Sk 55 repeated at Vin 2.214.
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“ ‘Attentively will I eat almsfood,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should eat almsfood attentively. Whoever out of disrespect

eats almsfood inattentively, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if

he does not know, if he is ill, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first-wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 32

Bu-Sk 32.1.1

BD 3.129

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate almsfood looking about here and there¹; they did not
know that they were piled up and overflowing … “…
“ ‘Thinking of the bowl will I eat almsfood,’ is a training to be

observed.”
One should eat almsfood thinking of the bowl. Whoever out of

disrespect eats almsfood looking about here and there, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 33

Bu-Sk 33.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, having chosen² here and there, ate almsfood … “…
“ ‘On continuous alms-tour³will I eat almsfood,’ is a training to

be observed.”

¹ Cf. Bu-Sk 28 above. ² omadditvā. From the context this seems to mean that
the monks omitted to call at some houses, picking and choosing between them.
Dictionarymeanings of omaddati are to rub, to crush, oppress. In a sense ‘oppressed’
might be meant here, for the laity if unable to give the gifts of faith would be
oppressed, pressed down. See below, Bu-Sk 35, note. ³ sapadānaṁ. Vin-a 893 says
“not having made a distinction (odhiṁ akatvā) here and there, successively.”
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One should eat almsfood on continuous alms-tour. Whoever out
of disrespect eats almsfood, having chosen, here and there, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if he
does not know, if he is ill, if giving to others he is impatient,¹ if piling
up (food) into another’s vessel he is impatient, if there are dainties,²
if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.192

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 34

Bu-Sk 34.1.1

BD 3.130

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, eating almsfood, ate also much curry³ … “…
“ ‘I will eat almsfood with equal curry,’ is a training to be ob-

served.”
Currymeans: there are two (kinds of) curry: bean curry, kidney-

bean curry, that may be conveyed by hand. Almsfood with equal
curry should be eaten. Whoever out of disrespect eats also much
curry, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if it is of another flavour, if it belongs
to relations, if it is offered, if it is by means of his own properties, if
there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 35

Bu-Sk 35.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

¹ omasati = ava + √mṛṣ. A monk on continuous alms-tour may become impatient if
the donors keep him waiting his turn for alms, if he waits too long he may miss
the right time for eating. ² uttaribhaṅge, also at Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 45 below. See
bd 1.275 for further references. ³ Cf. Bu-Sk 29 above.
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six monks having chosen¹ from the top,² ate almsfood … “…
“ ‘Not having chosen from the topwill I eat almsfood,’ is a train-

ing to be observed.”
One should eat almsfood not having chosen from the top. Who-

ever out of disrespect eats almsfood having chosen from the top,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill; if among an insignificant remainder
he eats, having selected,³ having chosen from one side; if there are
accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 36

Bu-Sk 36.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group
of six monks covered up the curry and the condiment with conjey,
desiring something: more …”…

BD 3.131

“ ‘I will not cover up the curry and the condiment with conjey,
desiring somethingmore,’ is a training to be observed.”

One should not cover up the curry or the condiment with conjey,
desiring something more. Whoever out of disrespect covers up the
curry or the condiment with conjey, desiring something more, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
lie does not know; if the owners give, having covered it up; if he is
not desiring something more; if there are accidents, if he is mad, if
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monks’ training (sekhiya) 37

he is the first wrong-doer.
Vin 4.193

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 37

Bu-Sk 37.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, having asked for curry and conjey for themselves, ate it.¹
People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six monks, having asked for curry and conjey for
themselves, eat it? Who does not like well-cooked things? Who does
not like sweet things?”² Monks heard these people who … spread it
about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks, having asked for curry and

conjey for themselves, eat it?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, having asked for curry and

conjey for yourselves, ate it?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men … eat it? It is not, foolish men, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:

‘I will not eat curry or conjey, having asked for it for myself,’ is a
training to be observed.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Sk 37.1.2

BD 3.132Now at that timemonks came to be ill. Monks, asking after the
ill ones, spoke thus to the ill monks: “We hope that your reverences
are better, we hope that you are keeping going.”
“Formerly we, your reverences, having asked for curry or conjey

for ourselves, ate it; thus there came to be comfort for us. But now it

¹ omadditvā. Something of the same sense as in Bu-Sk 33 above of picking and
choosing, here among the food put into the bowl Vinaya Texts i.63 has “pressing
down.” ² thūpa, explained by Vin-a 893 asmatthaka vemajjha, the top, the middle
³ saṁkaḍḍhati, to collect; cf. Bu-Sk 53. ¹ Cf. Vin 1.45. ² Cf. Vin 2.196.
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is forbidden by the lord, and being scrupulous, we do not ask; thus
there comes to be no comfort for us.”¹ They told this matter to the
lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, when a monk is ill, having asked for curry or

conjey for himself, to eat it. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“ ‘I will not eat curry or conjey, having asked for it for myself,

if not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should not eat curry or conjey, having asked for it for oneself,

unless one is ill. Whoever out of disrespect, having asked for curry
or conjey for oneself, if not ill, eats it, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if it belongs to relations, if it is offered,
if it is by means of his own property, if there are accidents, if he is
mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.194

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 38

Bu-Sk 38.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks looked at others’ bowls captious-mindedly² … “…
“ ‘Not captious-mindedlywill I look at others’ bowls,’ is a train-

ing to be observed.”
One shouldnot lookat others’ bowls captious-mindedly.Whoever

out of disrespect looks at others’ bowls captious-mindedly, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking,
if he does not know, if he looks thinking, ‘I will give or I will make
(another) give,’ if he is not captious-minded, if there are accidents,

BD 3.133

if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 4.56, Vin 4.88, Vin 4.115, Vin 4.118. ² ujjhāna-saññi. Cf. sn i.23;Thag 958;
Dhp 253.
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 39

Bu-Sk 39.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks made up large mouthfuls¹… “…
“ ‘I will not make up too large a mouthful,’ is a training to be

observed.”
One should not make up too large a mouthful. Whoever out of

disrespect makes up too large a mouthful, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if they are solid victuals,² all sorts of
fruits,³ dainties,⁴ if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 40

Bu-Sk 40.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks made up long pieces (of food)⁵ …” …
“ ‘I will make up the pieces (of food) into a round,’ is a training

to be observed.”
One should make up a piece (of food) into a round. Whoever out

¹ kabaḷa. In India food is made up into balls with the fingers and eaten with the
fingers. Tomake a large ball, that is a largemouthful, is badmanners. Vin-a 893 says
that a “peacock’s egg is very (or too) large, a hen’s egg very small, an in-between
size”must bemade up. Chickens’ eggs in the East are smaller than English bantams’
eggs ² khajjaka. Vin-a 893 “here all solid foods (made of) roots.” Cf. Ja 1.186, and
Bu-Sk 40, Bu-Sk 44, Bu-Sk 45 below. ³ phalāphala. Cf. Ja 1.416, etc., and Bu-Sk 40,
Bu-Sk 44, Bu-Sk 45 below. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Sk 33, Bu-Sk 40, Bu-Sk 45. ⁵ ālopa, morsel,
bit of food, here a mouthful.
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of disrespect makes up a long piece (of food), there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if they are solid victuals, all sorts of
fruits, dainties,¹ if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

The Fourth Division: that on attentively

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 41

Bu-Sk 41.1.1

BD 3.134

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks opened the door of the face² when the mouthful³ was not
brought close … “…

Vin 4.195

“ ‘I will not open the door of the face when the mouthful is not
brought close,’ is a training to be observed.”

One should not open the door of the face when the mouthful is
not brought close. Whoever out of disrespect opens the door of the
face when the mouthful is not brought close, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking … if
he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 42

Bu-Sk 42.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, while eating, put the whole hand into the mouth … “…
“ ‘I will not put thewhole hand into themouthwhile eating,’ is

a training to be observed.”
One should not put the whole hand into the mouth while eating.

¹ Cf. above, Bu-Sk 39. ² mukhadvāra. ³ kabaḷa, see above Bu-Sk 39.
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Whoever out of disrespect puts the whole hand into themouthwhile
eating, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 43

Bu-Sk 43.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks talked with a mouthful in the mouth … “…
“ ‘I will not talk with a mouthful in the mouth,’ is a training to

be observed.”
One should not talk with a mouthful in the mouth. Whoever out

of disrespect talks with a mouthful in the mouth, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 44

Bu-Sk 44.1.1

BD 3.135

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate tossing up balls (of food)¹ … “…
“ ‘I will not eat tossing up balls (of food),’ is a training to be ob-

served.”
One should not eat tossing up balls (of food). Whoever out of

disrespect eats tossing up balls (of food), there is an offence ofwrong-
doing.

Vin 4.196

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if he
does not know, if he is ill, if they are solid victuals,² all sorts of fruits,³

¹ piṇḍukkhepakaṁ = piṇḍaṁ ukkhipitvā ukkhipitvā, tossing up the halls (the lumps of
almsfood) again and again, Vin-a 893. ² Cf. Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 40, Bu-Sk 45. ³ Cf.
Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 40, Bu-Sk 45, Bu-Sk 46.
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if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 45

Bu-Sk 45.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate, breaking up the mouthfuls¹ … “…
“ ‘I will not eat breaking up the mouthfuls,’ is a training to be

observed.”
One should not eat breaking up the mouthfuls. Whoever out of

disrespect eats breaking up the mouthfuls, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if they are solid victuals,² all sorts of
fruits,³ dainties,⁴ if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 46

Bu-Sk 46.1.1

Vin 4.196

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate stuffing the cheeks⁵… “…
“ ‘Iwill not eat stuffing the cheeks,’ is a training tobeobserved.”

BD 3.136

One should not eat stuffing the cheeks.Whoever out of disrespect
eats, having stuffed the cheek on one side or on both, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if they are all sorts of fruits,⁶ if there are
accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

¹ kabaḷāvacchedakaṁ, dividing the mouthfuls (into small parts); probably with the
fingers and not “nibbling at,” as at Vinaya Texts i.64. ² Cf. Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 40,
Bu-Sk 44. ³ Cf.Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 40, Bu-Sk 44, Bu-Sk 46. ⁴ Cf.Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 40.
⁵ Vin-a 893, “having made swellings as does a monkey.” ⁶ Cf. Bu-Sk 39, Bu-Sk 40,
Bu-Sk 44, Bu-Sk 45.
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 47

Bu-Sk 47.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate shaking the hands about.¹ … “…
“ ‘I will not eat shaking the hands about,’ is a training to be ob-

served.”
One should not eat shaking the hands about. Whoever out of

disrespect eats shaking the hands about, there is an offence ofwrong-
doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he shakes the hands about getting rid
of the crumbs,² if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 48

Bu-Sk 48.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate scattering lumps of boiled rice … “…
“ ‘I will not eat scattering lumps of boiled rice,’ is a training to

be observed.”
One should not eat scattering lumps of boiled rice. Whoever out

of disrespect eats scattering lumps of boiled rice, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if, getting rid of the crumbs, a lump of

Vin 4.197

boiled rice is got rid of, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the
first wrong-doer.

¹ hatthaniddhunakam. ² kacavaraṁ chaḍḍento.
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 49

Bu-Sk 49.1.1

BD 3.137

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate putting out their tongues … “…
“ ‘I will not eat putting out the tongue,’ is a training to be ob-

served.”
One should not eat putting out the tongue … offence of wrong-

doing.
There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-

doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 50

Bu-Sk 50.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate smacking the lips¹ … “…
“ ‘I will not eat smacking the lips,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should not eat smacking the lips … if he is the first wrong-

doer.
The Fifth Division: that on the mouthful

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 51

Bu-Sk 51.1.1 At one time the enlightened one, the lord,was staying at Kosambī
in Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time a milk drink² had been

¹ capucapukāraka. Vin-a 893, making the sound capu-capu. ² payopāna.
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prepared for the Order by a certain brahmin.Themonks drank the
milk¹ making a hissing sound.² A certain monk who had formerly
been an actor spoke thus: “It seems that this whole Order is cooled.”³
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can
this monkmake a joke about the Order?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monk,made a joke about theOrder?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolish man, make a joke about the Order? It is not,

foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” … and
BD 3.138

having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“Monks, a joke should not be made about the enlightened one

or dhamma or the Order. Whoever should make (one), there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Then the lord, having rebuked that monk inmany a figure for his
difficulty in maintaining himself … “… And thus, monks, this rule of
training should be set forth:
“ ‘I will not eat making a hissing sound,’ is a training to be ob-

served.”
Vin 4.198

One should not eat making a hissing sound … if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 52

Bu-Sk 52.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate licking the fingers …
“ ‘Iwill not eat licking the fingers,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should not eat licking the fingers … if he is the first wrong-

doer.

¹ khīraṁ pivanti. ² surusurukāraka. Vin-a 893, making the sound suru-suru.
³ sītikata.
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Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 53

Bu-Sk 53.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks ate licking the bowl … “…
“ ‘I will not eat licking the bowl,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should not eat licking the bowl …
There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is ill, if from an

insignificant remainder he eats having collected,¹ having licked at
one side, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 54

Bu-Sk 54.1.1 …inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery…(seeBu-Sk 52. Insteadof licking
the fingers read licking the lips) …
“ ‘I will not eat licking the lips,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should not eat licking the lips …

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 55

Bu-Sk 55.1.1

BD 3.139

Nowat that time theenlightenedone, the lord,was stayingamong
the Bhaggā on Suṁsumāra Hill in the Bhesakaḷā Grove in the deer-
park. Now at that time the monks in the Kokanada palace² accepted

¹ Cf. Bu-Sk 35. ² See Vin 2.127, mn ii.91. Vin-a 894 says that it was lotus-shaped,
padumakasaṇṭhāna;mn-a 3.321 that itwasmade resembling a hanging lotus, paduma.
Kokanada is the red lotus, an iii.239.
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a drinking cup, their hands (soiled) with food. People … spread it
about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, accept a
drinking cup, their hands (soiled) with food, like householders who
enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Monks heard these people who …
spread it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying: “How can these monks accept a drinking cup, their hands
(soiled) with food?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, accepted a drinking cup,

your hands (soiled) with food?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, accept a drinking cup, your hands

(soiled) with food? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are
not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be
set forth:
“ ‘I will not accept a drinking cup,myhands (soiled)with food,’

is a training to be observed.”
Vin 4.199

One should not accept a drinking cup, the hands (soiled) with
food. Whoever out of disrespect accepts a drinking cup, the hands
(soiled) with food, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he accepts it, thinking, ‘I will wash’ or
‘I will get (someone) to wash (my hand),’ if there are accidents, if he
is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 56

Bu-Sk 56.1.1At that time the enlightened one, the lord was staying among the
Bhaggā on Suṁsumāra Hill in the Bhesakaḷā Grove in the deer-park.
Now at that time monks in the Kokanada palace threw out amidst

BD 3.140

the houses¹ rinsings of the bowls with lumps of boiled rice. People …

¹ Vinaya Texts i.65, n. 2 says that antaraghare “here means the space, or small open
square in the middle of the house.”
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spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, throw out amidst

the houses rinsings of the bowlswith lumps of boiled rice, like house-
holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?”

Monks heard … (as in Bu-Sk 55) … “… should be set forth:
“ ‘I will not throw out amidst the houses rinsings of the bowl

with lumps of boiled rice,’ is a training to be observed.”
One should not throw out amidst the houses rinsings of the bowl

with lumps of boiled rice. Whoever out of disrespect throws out
amidst the houses rinsings of the bowl with lumps of boiled rice,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he throws them out having removed¹
or broken up² or covered up³ or taken out,⁴ if there are accidents, if
he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 57

Bu-Sk 57.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
sixmonks taught dhamma to (someone) with a sunshade in his hand.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can
this group of sixmonks teach dhamma to (someone)with a sunshade
in his hand?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you,monks, taught dhamma to (someone)

with a sunshade in his hand?”
BD 3.141

“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “How can

¹ uddharitvā. Vin-a 894 says, “if having removed the lumps of boiled rice from
the water, having made them into a heap in one place, he throws out the water.”
² bhinditvā. Vin-a 894 says, “if having brokenup the lumps of boiled rice, having put
them in the water, he throws it out.” ³ paṭiggahetvā. Vin-a 894, reading paṭiggahe
va, says “if he throws out what he has accepted, covering it up with a receptacle.”
⁴ nīharitvā. Vin-a 894, “if he throws it out outside.”
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monks’ training (sekhiya) 57

you, foolish men, teach dhamma to (someone) with a sunshade in
his hand? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:

‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) with a sunshade in his
hand,’ is a training to be observed.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bu-Sk 57.1.2

At that time monks were (too) scrupulous to teach dhamma to
(someone) who was ill (and) had a sunshade in his hand. People …

Vin 4.200

spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
not teach dhamma to (someone) who is ill (and) has a sunshade in
his hand?”

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Then these
monks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in
this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allowyou,monks, to teach dhamma to (someone)who is ill (and)

has a sunshade in his hand. And thus, monks, this rule of training
should be set forth:
“ ‘Iwill not teach dhamma to (someone)who is not ill (and)who

has a sunshade in his hand,’ is a training to be observed.”
Sunshade¹ means: there are three (kinds of) sunshade: white

sunshade,² sunshade of matting, sunshade of leaves; fastened at the
middle, fastened to the rim.³

Dhammameans: spoken by the enlightened one, spoken by dis-
ciples, spoken by seers, spoken by devatas, connected with the goal,
connected with dhamma.⁴

BD 3.142

Should teachmeans: if he teaches by line, for every line there is
an offence ofwrong-doing. If he teaches by syllable, for every syllable
there is an offence of wrong–doing.⁵

Dhamma should not be taught to (someone) who has a sunshade

¹ = Vin 4.338. ² setacchatta, emblem of royalty. Cf. dn ii.15, dn ii.19; an i.145.
³ salākabaddha; -bandha at Vin 4.338. See Vinaya Texts iii.133 note for these twoways
of fastening the handle to the sunshade. ⁴ = Vin 4.15, Vin 4.22. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.15,
Vin 4.22.
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in his hand (and) who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches
dhamma to (someone) who has a sunshade in his hand (and) who is
not ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if he
is the first wrong-doer

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 58

Bu-Sk 58.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) with a staff in his hand …
“…
“ ‘Iwill not teach dhamma to (someone)who is not ill (and)who

has a staff in his hand,’ is a training to be observed.”
Staffmeans: (the size of) four hands¹ of a man of average height.

Bigger than that it is not a staff, smaller it is not a staff.²
Dhamma should not be taught to (someone)who has a staff in his

hand (and) who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches dhamma
to (someone) who has a staff in his hand (and) who is not ill, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 59

Bu-Sk 59.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) with a knife in his hand …
“…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) who has a knife in his

BD 3.143

¹ On hattha, “hand”—i.e., hand and forearm—see bd 2.li. ² adaṇḍa; cf. apatta at
Vin 3.243.The above use of adaṇḍa has not been noticed by the Critical Pali Dictionary
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hand (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Vin 4.201

Knifemeans: a weapon,¹ single-edged, double-edged.² Dhamma
should not be taught to (someone) who has a knife in his hand (and)
who is not ill … if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 60

Bu-Sk 60.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) with a weapon³ in his hand
… “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) who has a weapon in

his hand (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Weaponmeans: a long-bow, a cross-bow.⁴ Dhamma should not

be taught to (someone) who has a weapon in his hand (and) who is
not ill … if he is the first wrong-doer.

The Sixth Division: that on hissing

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 61

Bu-Sk 61.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) wearing shoes … “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) wearing shoes (and)

who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Dhamma should not be taught to (someone) wearing shoes (and)

who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches dhamma to (some-
one) mounted on (shoes) or (with shoes) fastened on or (with shoes)
unfastened⁵ (and) who is not ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

¹ paharaṇi. Oldenberg queries, and suggests “paharaṇī?”. ² Cf. mn i.281.
³ āvudha. ⁴ Cf.mn i.429. ⁵ Only at the heels, according to Vin-a 895.
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There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he if the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 62

Bu-Sk 62.1.1
BD 3.144

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery … (see Bu-Sk 61. Instead of wear-
ing shoes readwearing sandals¹) …
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) wearing sandals (and)

who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 63

Bu-Sk 63.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) in a vehicle … “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) in a vehicle (and) who

is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Vehicle² means: a cart,³ a carriage,⁴ a waggon, a chariot, a palan-

quin,⁵ a sedan-chair⁶.
Dhamma should not be taught to (someone) in a vehicle (and)

who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches dhamma to (some-

¹ upāhana. Regulations for monks wearing these given at Vin 1.185ff.; at Vin 2.207f.
it is said that in-coming monks should take off their sandals on entering a monas-
tery—as a sign of respect. ² = Vin 4.339; cf. Vin 3.49 which omits the last two, and
dn-a 82 which omits the last but one. ³ vayha, translated as “litter” at bd 1.81. But
at Vin 1.191, Vin 2.276 an (ill) monk and nun were respectively made uncomfortable
by the jolting of a yāna (vehicle), and two other means of transport were allowed:
a palanquin and a sedan-chair. These are not included in the Old Commentary’s
definition of yāna at Vin 3.49, although they are above and at Vin 4.339. It looks
therefore as if the first four items under yānawere the original ones, and further,
as if they were conveyances drawn by animals and liable to jolt. It thus seems best
to correct “litter” to “cart.” ⁴ See an iv.191 for various parts of a horse-drawn
ratha. ⁵ Allowed to be used by (ill) monks at Vin 1.192, by (ill) nuns at Vin 2.277.
⁶ Allowed to be used by (ill) monks at Vin 1.192, by (ill) nuns at Vin 2.277.
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one) in a vehicle (and) who is not ill, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 64

Bu-Sk 64.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
Vin 4.202six monks taught dhamma to (someone) on a bed … “…

“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) on a bed andwho is not
ill,’ is a training to be observed.”

Dhamma should not be taught to (someone) on a bed (and) who
BD 3.145

is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches dhamma to (someone)
on a bed and even lying on the ground (and) who is not ill, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 65

Bu-Sk 65.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group
of six monks taught dhamma to (someone) who was sitting down,
lolling¹ … “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) who is sitting down,

lolling (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Dhamma should not be taught to (someone) sitting down, lolling,

(and) who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches dhamma to
(someone) who is sitting down, lolling on his hands or lolling on his
robes (and) who is not ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-

¹ Cf. Bu-Sk 26.
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doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 66

Bu-Sk 66.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) with a turban on his head …
“…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) with a turban on his

head (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Turban on the headmeans: it is a turban when it does not let

the ends of the hair be seen.
Dhamma should not be taught to (someone) with a turban on his

head (and) who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect teaches dhamma
to (someone) with a turban on his head (and) who is not ill, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he shows the ends of the hair having
caused them to be uncovered, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if
he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 67

Bu-Sk 67.1.1

BD 3.146

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks taught dhamma to (someone) with his head muffled up¹
… “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma to (someone) with his head muffled

up (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Vin 4.203

Headmuffledupmeans: it is so called if he is dressed, including
his head, in his upper robe.

Dhammashouldnotbe taught to (someone)withhisheadmuffled

¹ Cf. Bu-Sk 23.
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up (and) who is not ill. Whoever out of disrespect should teach
dhamma to (someone) with his head muffled up (and) who is not ill,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if he shows the head having caused it to
be uncovered, if he is mad, if he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 68

Bu-Sk 68.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group
of six monks, having sat down on the ground, taught dhamma to
(someone) sitting on a seat … “…
“ ‘Having sat down on the ground, I will not teach dhamma to

(someone) sitting on a seat (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to
be observed.”

Having sat down on the ground, dhamma should not be taught to
(someone) sitting on a seat (and) who is not ill. Whoever out of disre-
spect, having sat down on the ground, teaches dhamma to (someone)
sitting on a seat (and) who is not ill, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 69

Bu-Sk 69.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, having sat down on a low seat, taught dhamma to (some-
one) sitting on a high seat.¹Those whoweremodest monks … spread
it about, saying: “How can this group of six monks … teach dhamma

BD 3.147

to (someone) sitting on a high seat?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, … taught dhamma to (some-

¹ Ja no.309 (= Ja 3.27.) is based on this story, and should be compared with it, espe-
cially for variant readings.
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the book of the discipline

one) sitting on a high seat?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
How can you, foolish men, … teach dhamma to (someone) sitting

on a high seat? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased …” And having rebuked them, having given reasoned
talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Formerly, monks, in Benares, the wife of a certain low class man¹

came to be pregnant.Then, monks, this low class woman spoke thus
to this low class man: ‘Sir,² I am pregnant; I want to eat a mango.’

‘There are no mangoes, it is not the mango season,’ he said.
Now at that time the king had amango treewith a perpetual crop

of fruit. Then, monks, that low class man approached that mango
tree; having approached, having climbed up that mango tree, he
remained hidden.Then, monks, the king together with the brahmin
priest, approached that mango tree; having approached, having sat
down on a high seat, he learnt a mantra.Then, monks, it occurred to

Vin 4.204

that low class man:
‘How unrighteous³ is this king, inasmuch as he learns a mantra,

having sat down on a high seat. This brahmin also is unrighteous,
inasmuch as he, having sat down on a low seat, teaches a mantra to
(someone) sitting on a high seat. I too am unrighteous, I who for the
sake of a woman, steal the king’smangoes. But all this is quite gone,’⁴
(and) he fell down just there.BD 3.148

Neither knows the goal,⁵

¹ chapaka. Vin-a 896 explains by caṇḍāla, which is the word used in the Jātaka.
² ayyaputta. At Vin 3.17, the monk Sudinna’s former wife addresses him as
ayyaputta. ³ adhammika. ⁴ parigata. Reading seems confused. Vinaya Texts
iv.364 gives variant reading camarikatan ti (°ṇatan ti B); Vin-a 896, variant reading
carimakatan ti; Ja 3.28 carimavataṁ, with variant readings carivamataṁ, carimaṁ
kataṁ. “Done long ago”—i.e., carimaṁ kataṁ, makes sense for the Jātaka version.
⁵ attha. Vin-a 896 says, “These two people do not know the meaning (attha) of the
text (pāli).”
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monks’ training (sekhiya) 69

neither sees dhamma,¹
Neither he who teaches the mantra,
nor he who learns according to what is not the rule.”²

“My food³ is pure conjey
of rice flavoured with meat,⁴
I do not therefore fare on dhamma,⁵
dhamma praised by the noble.”

“Brahmin,⁶ shame on that gain of wealth,
(that) gain of fame;
That conduct (leads) to falling away⁷
or to walking by what is not the rule.⁸

“Go forth,⁹ great brahmin,
for other creatures boil,¹⁰
Do not you, following what is not the rule,
from that break like a pot.”¹¹

At that time,¹² monks,¹³ to teach¹⁴ amantra, having sat down on a
low seat, to (someone) sitting on a high seat, was not liked byme. So,

BD 3.149

however could it now be not not¹⁵ liked to teach¹⁶ dhamma, having
sat down on a low seat, to (someone) sitting on a high seat? It is not,

¹ Vin-a 896 says, “they do not see the text”; Ja 3.29, “the two people do not see that
the rule of old (porāṇakadhamma) is worthy of respect,” and adds the verse: “First
the rule came to appear, afterwards what is not the rule arose, in the world.” Or
dhamma may here be in its wider sense, to balance “goal,” and not in its more
specialised Vinaya sense of “rule.” ² adhammena. The “rule “against which these
two, had they been monks, would be transgressing, is the one laid down in this
Sekhiya. ³ bhutta. According to Ja 3.29 and Vin-a 896 the brahmin says this verse.
⁴ For this line, cf. also Ja 3.144, Ja 4.371. ⁵ Or “the rule.” ⁶ This verse, also found
at Ja 2.422, Ja 3.32, is here, according to Vin-a 896, spoken by the low-class man.
⁷ Vinipāta, often combined with apāya and duggati, sometimes plus niraya, as one
of the ways of woeful rebirth—e.g., Vin 1.227; dn i.82, dn i.162; mn i.73, an i.29,
an i.48. ⁸ adhammacaraṇena; or unrighteousness, what is not dhamma. ⁹ I.e.,
into homelessness. ¹⁰ pacanti, cook or boil, here in one of the hells. ¹¹ asmā
kumbhaṁ iva bhida. ¹² According to Ja 3.30, the bodhisattvawas the low-classman.
¹³ Cf. Vin 4.6. ¹⁴ vāceti. ¹⁵ na amanāpa; at Vin 4.6,manāpa, liked. ¹⁶ deseti.
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monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus,
monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma, having sat down on a low seat, to

(someone) sitting on a high seat (and)who is not ill,’ is a training
to be observed.”

Dhamma should not be taught, having sat down on a low seat,
to (someone) sitting on a high seat (and) who is not ill. Whoever
out of disrespect, having sat down on a low seat, teaches dhamma to
someone sitting on a high seat (and)who is not ill, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 70

Bu-Sk 70.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, standing, taught dhamma to (someone) who was sitting
down… “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma, standing, to (someone) who is sit-

ting down (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
Dhamma should not be taught, standing, to (someone) who is

sitting down (and) who is not ill … (see Bu-Sk 70) … if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Vin 4.205

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 71

Bu-Sk 71.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
sixmonks, going behind, taught dhamma to (someone) going in front
… “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma, going behind, to (someone) going in

front (and) who is, not ill,’ is a training to be observed.”
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Dhamma should not be taught, going behind … if he is the first
wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 72

Bu-Sk 72.1.1

BD 3.150

… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks, going at the side of a path,¹ taught dhamma to (someone)
going along the path … “…
“ ‘I will not teach dhamma, going at the side of a path, to (some-

one) going along the path (and) who is not ill,’ is a training to be
observed.”

Dhamma should not be taught, going at the side of a path … if he
is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 73

Bu-Sk 73.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks eased themselves standing
“ ‘I will not ease myself standing if not ill,’ is a training to be

observed.”
One must not ease oneself standing if not ill. Whoever out of

disrespect eases himself standing if not ill, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, … if he is the first wrong-
doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 74

Bu-Sk 74.1.1… in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of

¹ uppatha.
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six monks eased themselves and spat on green corn¹ … “…
“ ‘I will not ease myself or spit, if not ill, on green corn,’ is a

training to be observed.”
One should not ease oneself or spit, if not ill, on green corn.Who-

ever out of disrespect eases himself or spits, if not ill, on green corn,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if
he does not know, if he is ill, if done where there is no green corn²
he spreads³ green corn over it, if there are accidents, if he is mad, if

BD 3.151

he is the first wrong-doer.

Monks’ Training (Sekhiya) 75

Bu-Sk 75.1.1 … in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
six monks eased themselves and spat in the water. People … spread

Vin 4.206

it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, ease
themselves and spit in the water, like householders who enjoy plea-
sures of the senses?” Monks heard these people who … spread it
about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks … in the water?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monks, … in the water?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How can you, foolish men, … in the water? It is not, foolish men,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, this
rule of training should be set forth:

‘I will not ease myself or spit in the water,’ is a training to be
observed.”

And thus this rule of training for monks came to be laid down by

¹ harita, fresh—i.e., green wheat or cereals; vegetables, grass. ² appaharita, little
or no green corn. Vin-a 897 reads na harite. Cf. Bu-Pc 19. ³ ottharati, to spread, to
cover up. See also bd 1.137, n. 4, and next Sekhiya, where ottharati seems to mean to
pour or to sprinkle.
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monks’ training (sekhiya) 75

the lord.
Bu-Sk 75.1.2

Now at that time ill monks were (too) scrupulous to ease them-
selves and spit in the water.They told this matter to the lord.Then
the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, a monk if he is ill, to ease himself and spit in the

water. And thus, monks, this rule of training should be set forth:
“ ‘I will not easemyself or spit in thewater, if not ill,’ is a train-

ing to be observed.”
If one is not ill he should not ease himself or spit in the water.

Whoever out of disrespect, if not ill, … offence of wrong-doing.
There is no offence if it is unintentional, if he is not thinking, if

BD 3.152

he does not know, if he is ill, if done on dry land and he pours¹ water
over it, if there are accidents, if he is mad, unhinged, in pain, if he is
the first wrong-doer.

The Seventh Division: that on shoes

Recited, venerable ones, are the rules of training. Concerning
them, I ask the venerable ones: I hope that you are quite pure in this
matter? And a second time I ask: I hope that you are quite pure in this
matter? And a third time I ask: I hope that you are quite pure in this
matter?The venerable ones are quite pure in this matter, therefore
they are silent; thus do I understand this.

Told are the Rules for Training
Vin 4.207

¹ ottharati. See previous note above.
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Monks’ Deciding of Legal Questions
(Adhikaraṇasamatha)

BD 3.153
These seven rules, venerable ones, for the deciding of legal questions¹
come up for recitation. For the deciding, for the settlement of legal
questions arising from time to time:

Bu-As 1
1. A verdict in the presence of ²may be given.

Bu-As 2
2. A verdict of innocence³may be given.

Bu-As 3
3. A verdict of past insanity⁴may be given.

Bu-As 4

¹ adhikaraṇa. This passage = Vin 4.351, and cf. dn iii.254, an iv.144.The four kinds of
adhikaraṇa are explained at Vin 2.88ff., and the ways of settling them at Vin 2.99ff.
The four are stated merely, in definition of adhikaraṇa, at Vin 3.164 (= bd 1.282),
Vin 4.126 (= above, bd 3.6), Vin 4.238 (= below, bd 3.206). See also Vin 3.168, Vin 3.173.
At an i.99 (= gs 1.85) a list of monastic duties is given, ending with these seven ways
of settling legal questions. For a full expositionof theirworking and significance, see
S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, 156ff. ² sammukhāvinaya. Vin 2.93 says there
must be the presence of the Order, of dhamma, of discipline, and of the persons
(disputing). Each of these is then defined. See also Vin 2.96, Vin 2.97; mn ii.247.
³ sativinaya. See Vin 1.325, Vin 2.99; mn ii.247. Vinaya Texts i.68, Vinaya Texts iii.58
translate by “consciously innocent.” Such persons have been “mindful” (sati) in
their behaviour, they do not remember (sarati) having fallen into any offence,
therefore they are innocent of the charges brought against them. See also gs i.85,
n. 7. ⁴ amūḷhavinaya. See Vin 2.82, where this decision was made specially for
the madmonk Gagga, and cf. Vin 1.123. Afterwards (Vin 2.100) it was formed into a
“general rule for every similar case” (Vinaya Texts iii.18, n. 2). See also mn ii.248.
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monks’ deciding of legal questions (adhikaraṇasamatha)

4. It may be carried out on (his) acknowledgement.¹
Bu-As 5

5. (There is) the decision of themajority.²
BD 3.154

Bu-As 66. Thedecision for specific depravity.³
Bu-As 77. The covering up (as) with grass.⁴

Recited, venerable ones, are the seven rules for the deciding of
legal questions. Concerning them, I ask the venerable ones: I hope
that you are quite pure in thismatter? And a second time I ask: I hope
that you are quite pure in this matter? And a third time I ask: I hope
that you are quite pure in this matter?The venerable ones are quite
pure in this matter, therefore they are silent.Thus do I understand
this.

¹ paṭiññāya kāretabbaṁ. See Vin 1.325, where it is said that to carry out this form
of settling legal questions without the accused monk’s acknowledgement of his
offence is not a legally valid act; and Vin 2.83, where various official acts, if carried
out against a monk without his acknowledgement, are said to give rise to a dukkaṭa
offence. See mn ii.248, for the way in which a monk should confess (paṭideseti)
the offence into which he had fallen (āpattiṁ āpanno). ² yebhuyyasikā, or “of a
greater number.” It is explained at considerable length at Vin 2.93ff., and in less
detail at mn ii.247, that if monks dwelling in one āvāsa are unable to settle legal
questions themselves, they may take them to the monks dwelling in another āvāsa.
At Vin 2.84, however, this method is apparently not contemplated, for here it is said
that if monks are unable to settle a legal question, they are allowed to agree upon an
assigner of (voting) tickets, salākagāhāpaka (cf. pattagāhāpaka at Vin 3.246 = bd 2.122,
n. 5. n. 1), and then to vote; but nothing is here said about consulting monks living
in another āvāsa. At Vin 2.85 ten ways are given for an invalid, and ten for a valid
taking of votes, while at Vin 2.98f., three methods of taking votes are described.
³ tassapāpiyyasikā, or the “obstinately wrong” (Vinaya Texts iii.28 q.v., n. 3). This
method of settling a legal question is to be employed when a monk “having denied
(an offence) acknowledged it, having acknowledged it denied it, shelved the ques-
tion by asking others, told a conscious lie,” Vin 2.85, and cf. Vin 4.1, where Hatthaka
is said to have behaved in this way.The right way of carrying out this method of
settling a legal question is given at Vin 2.85, Vin 2.86, and, rather differently, at
mn ii.249. an iv.347 states the proper practice in regard to a monk against whom
these proceedings have been taken. ⁴ tiṇavatthāraka. The kinds of disputes to
be settled by this method and the right procedure for carrying it out, are given at
Vin 2.86f., and cf.mn ii.250.
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Monks’ Conclusion

Recited, venerable ones, is the occasion, recited are the four rules for
offences involving defeat, recited are the thirteen rules for offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, recited are the thirty rules
for offences of expiation involving forfeiture, recited are the ninety-
two rules for offences of expiation, recited are the four rules for
offences which ought to be confessed, recited are the rules for train-
ing, recited are the seven rules for the deciding of legal questions. So
much (of the sayings) of the lord, handed down in clauses,¹ contained

BD 3.155

in clauses, comes up for recitation every half month. All should train
therein in harmony, on friendly terms, without contention.

Told is the Great Analysis

¹ sutta, here, as elsewhere in Vinaya, meaning a clause, article, rule. See bd 1, Intro-
duction, p. x, and above, bd 3.43, n. 5.
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Nuns’ Defeat (Pārājika) 5

Bi-Pj 5.1.1

BD 3.156

Vin 4.211

¹ At that time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery.Then Sāḷha,² Migāra’s
grandson,³ became desirous of building a dwelling-house for the
Order of nuns.Then Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, having approached
the nuns, spoke thus:
“Ladies, I want to build a dwelling-place for the Order of nuns;

give me a nun who is an overseer of repairs.”⁴
At that time four sisters had gone forth among the nuns: Nandā,

Nandavatī, Sundarīnandā,Thullanandā.⁵ Among these, the nun Sun-
darīnandā⁶ had gone forth when she was young; she was beautiful,
good to look upon, charming, she was clever, experienced, wise, she
was skilled, energetic, she was possessed of consideration for those
kinds of things,⁷ she was able to build, able to make arrangements.⁸
Then the nuns, having chosen the nun Sundarīnandā, gave (her) as
overseer of repairs to Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson.

BD 3.157

Now at that time the nun Sundarīnandā constantly went to the
dwelling of Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, saying: “Give a knife, give a
hatchet, give an axe, give a spade, give a chisel.”⁹ And Sāḷha,Migāra’s
grandson, constantly went to the nunnery to learn what was built

¹ Note by Sujato: Pārājika 1 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² Mentioned also at an i.193f.
³ Vin-a 900 says that he was the “grandson of Migāra’s mother”—i.e., of Visākhā.
⁴ navakammikā, a superintendent. Cf. Vin 2.15 (masculine). Method of entrusting
repairs to an overseer, and the qualities he should possess, are given at Vin 2.160.
Cf. also Vin 2.172f. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.259. ⁶ Cf. Vin 4.232, Vin 4.234. ⁷ tatrupāyāya
vīmaṁsāya samannāgatā. Cf. Vin 1.70. Vin-a 900makes out that she was connected
with the investigation or examination of the building or repairs that should be
undertaken. ⁸ Cf. Vin 1.70. ⁹ Cf. Vin 3.144.
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and what was not built.These,¹ through constantly seeing (one an-
other), came to be in love.Then Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, through
not getting an opportunity to seduce the nun Sundarīnandā, for this
purpose gave a meal for the Order of nuns. Then Sāḷha, Migāra’s
grandson, having appointed a seat in the refectory, thinking: “Some
nuns are senior to the lady Sundarīnandā,” appointed a seat to one
side, and thinking: “Some are junior,” appointed a seat to the other
side.² He appointed a seat for the nun Sundarīnandā in a concealed
place, in a corner, so that the nuns who were elders might conclude,

Vin 4.212

“She is sitting with the junior nuns,” and the junior nuns might con-
clude, “She is sitting with the nuns who are elders.”

Then Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, had the time announced to the
Order of nuns, saying: “It is time, ladies, the meal is ready.” The
nun Sundarīnandā, having realised (what was happening), thinking:
“Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, is not benevolent (although) he gave a
meal for the Order of nuns; he wants to seduce me. If I go, there
will be trouble for me,”³ ordered her pupil, saying: “Go, bring back
almsfood for me, and if anyone asks for me, let it be known that I am
ill.”
“Very well, lady,” the nun answered the nun Sundariīnandā.
At that time Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, came to be standing out-

side the porch of the door, asking for the nun Sundarīnandā, saying:
“Where, lady, is the lady Sundarīnandā; where, lady, is the lady Sun-
darīnandā?”

When he had spoken thus, the pupil of the nun Sundarīnandā
spoke thus to Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson: “She is ill, sir; I will take

BD 3.158

back her almsfood.”Then Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, thinking: “This
meal which I gave for the sake of the nuns was on purpose for the
lady Sundarīnandā,” and having commanded the people, having said:
“Offer the meal for the Order of nuns,” he approached the nunnery.

At that time the nun Sundarīnandā came to be standing outside
the porch of the monastery waiting for Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson.

¹ I.e., Sundarīnandā and Sāḷha. ² See rights of seniority in a refectory, given at
Vin 2.274. ³ Cf. Vin 4.229 = below, bd 3.188; Vin 4.339 = below, bd 3.404.
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Then the nun Sundarīnandā saw Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, coming
from afar; seeing him, having entered the dwelling,¹ having put on
her upper robe including over her head,² she lay down on a couch.
Then Sāḷha, Migāra’s grandson, approached the nun Sundarīnandā;
having approached, lie spoke thus to the nun Sundarīnandā: “What
is your discomfort, lady?Why are you lying down?”
“Surely it is this, sir: she who desires is not desired.”
“How can I, lady, not desire you? But I did not get an opportunity

to seduce you,” and filled with desire he came into physical contact³
with the nun Sundarīnandā, also filled with desire.

Now at that time a nun,weakened by age, her feet affected,⁴ came
to be sitting down not far from the nun Sundarīnandā.That nun saw
Salha, Migara’s grandson, filled with desire, coming into physical
contact with the nun Sundarīnandā, (also) filled with desire; see-
ing them, she looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can the lady Sundarīnandā, filled with desire, consent to phys-
ical contact with a male person⁵ who is filled with desire?”Then this

Vin 4.213

nun told this matter to the nuns.Those who were modest nuns, con-
tented, conscientious, scrupulous, desirous of training, these looked
down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can the lady
Sundarīnandā, filled with desire …with a male person who is filled
with desire?”Then these nuns told this matter to the monks.These

BD 3.159

monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How
can the nun Sundarīnandā, filled with desire …with a male person
who is filled with desire?”Then these monks told this matter to the
lord.Then the lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Sundarīnandā, filled

with desire …with a male person filled with desire?”
“It is true, lord,” they said.
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“It is not fitting,monks, in thenunSundarīnandā, it is not suitable,

¹ Upassaya, doubtlessmeaning bhikkhuni-upassaya, nuns’ quarters. ² Cf.Bu-Sk 23,
Bu-Sk 67. ³ Cf. bd 1.201, n. 3. ⁴ caraṇagilānā. ⁵ purisapuggala, see Introduction,
p. 25ff.
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it is not becoming, it is unworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is
not to be done. How, monks, can the nun Sundarīnandā, filled with
desire, consent to physical contact with a male person who is filled
with desire? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased, nor for increasing (the number of) those who are pleased,
but, monks, it is both for displeasing those who are not (yet) pleased
and those who are pleased, and for causing wavering in some.”

Then the lord, having in many a figure rebuked the nun Sun-
darīnandā for her difficulty in supporting¹ herself, for her difficulty
in maintaining herself, having spoken in dispraise of great desires,
of discontent, of clinging (to the obstructions²), of sloth; having in
many a figure spoken in praise of ease in supporting oneself, of ease
in maintaining oneself, of desiring little, of contentment, of expung-
ing (evil), of punctiliousness, of graciousness, of decreasing (the
obstructions),³ of putting forth energy⁴; having given reasoned talk
to the monks on what is fitting, on what is suitable,⁵ he addressed
the monks, saying:

BD 3.160

“On account of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training for
nuns founded on ten reasons: for the excellence of the Order, for the
comfort of the Order, for the restraint of evil-minded nuns, for the
ease of well-behaved nuns, for the restraint of cankers belonging to
the here and now, for the combating of cankers belonging to other
worlds, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, for increasing
(thenumber of) thosewhoare pleased, for establishingwhat is verily
dhamma, for following the rules of restraint.⁶ And thus, monks, let
the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatevernun,filledwith desire, should consent to rubbing,⁷

or rubbing up against, or taking hold of or touching or pressing
against a male person below the collar-bone, above the circle⁸ of
the knees, if he is filled with desire, she also becomes one who is

¹ dubbharatāya, translated at gs 4.187, “luxury.” ² saṁgaṁika = kilesasaṁgaṁika
at Vin-a 222; but at an iv.280, as gregariousness, sociability, it is contrasted with
aloofness. ³ apacaya, translated at gs 4.187 “dispersion” (of rebirth). ⁴ Cf.
Vin 3.21, Vin 3.171, and Vin 4.142. See bd 1.37, notes. ⁵ Cf.Vin 4.120. ⁶ Cf.Vin 3.21.
⁷ On āmasati see bd 1.203, n. 6. ⁸ maṇḍala, see above, bd 3.121.
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defeated, she is not in communion, she is onewho touches above
the circle of the knees.”¹

Vin 4.214

Bi-Pj 5.2.1Whatever² means: she who is an elder or a junior or one of mid-
dle standing, this one, on account of relations, on account of birth,
on account of name, on account of clan, on account of virtue, on
account of the way of living, on account of the field of activity, is
called whatever.

Nunmeans: she is a nun because she is a beggar for alms, she is
a nun because she submits to walking for alms, she is a nun because
she is one who wears the patch-work robes, she is a nun by the
designation (of others), a nun because of her acknowledgement, a
nun (to whom it was) said, ‘Come, nun,’ a nun is one ordained by the
three goings to a refuge, a nun is auspicious, a nun is the essential, a
nun is a learner, a nun is an adept, a nun is ordainedbyboth complete
Orders by means of a (formal) act at which the motion is put and

BD 3.161

followed by three proclamations, irreversible and fit to stand.³ In
this way is this nun one who is ordained by both complete Orders by
means of a (formal) act at which the motion was put and followed by
three proclamations, irreversible, fit to stand, and this is how nun is
to be understood in this case.⁴

Filled with desire⁵ means: infatuated, full of desire, physically
in love with.

Filled with desire⁶ means: infatuated, full of desire, physically
in love with.⁷

A male person means: a human man, not a yakkha, not a de-
parted one, not an animal; he is learned, competent⁸ to come into
physical contact.

¹ ubbhajānumaṇḍalikā. Not explained in the Old Commentary. Vin-a 901 says, “it
is only the name of this one who is defeated, therefore it is not considered in the
Padabhājaniya.” ² Cf.Vin 3.23 (= bd 1.42). ³ akuppa ṭhānāraha; probablymeaning
that the formal act shouldnotbe re-opened fordiscussion. ⁴ Cf.Vin 3.24 (= bd 1.42).
⁵ Feminine. ⁶ Masculine. ⁷ = Vin 3.121, Vin 3.128 in definition of otiṇṇa, affected
by desire. ⁸ Cf. definition of “woman” at Vin 3.128, mn iii.192.
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Below the collar-bonemeans: below the collar-bone.¹
Above the circle of the knees means: above the circle of the

knees.²
Rubbingmeans: merely rubbed.³
Rubbing up againstmeans: moving from here and there.⁴
Taking hold ofmeans: merely taken hold of.⁵
Touchingmeans: merely contact.⁶
Or should consent to pressing against means: having taken

hold of a limb she consents to pressing against.
She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the preceding.⁷
Becomes one who is defeatedmeans: as a man with his head

cut off cannot become one to live by attaching it to his body, so a nun,
filled with desire, consenting to rubbing or to rubbing up against or

BD 3.162

to taking hold of or to touching or to pressing amanwho is filledwith
desire below the collar-bone, above the circle of the knees, becomes
one who is not a recluse, not a daughter of the Sakyans; therefore
she is called, she becomes onewho is defeated.⁸

Is not in communionmeans: communion is called one (formal)
act, one recital, an equal training; this is called communion. If it is
not together with her, she is therefore called not in communion.⁹

Bi-Pj 5.2.2

If both are filled with desire (and) she rubs the body¹⁰ below the
collar-bone, above the circle of the knees with the body, there is
an offence involving defeat. If she rubs something attached to the
body with the body, there is a grave offence. If she rubs the body
with something attached to the body, there is a grave offence. If she
rubs something attached to the body with something attached to the
body, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she rubs the body with
something that may be cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If

Vin 4.215

she rubs something attached to the body with something that may

¹ adhakkhakan ti heṭṭhakkhakaṁ. ² ubbhajānumaṇḍalan ti uparijānumanṇḍalaṁ.
³ = Vin 3.121. ⁴ = Vin 3.121. ⁵ = Vin 3.121. ⁶ = Vin 3.121. ⁷ Vin-a 901 says, in
reference to the group of the four Pārājika (set forth in theMonks’ Vibhaṅga, but to
be observed by nuns also see Introduction bd 3.32). ⁸ Cf. Vin 1.96, Vin 3.28. ⁹ Cf.
Vin 3.28. ¹⁰ Cf. Vin 3.123ff.
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be cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she rubs something
that may be cast with something that may be cast, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.

If she rubs the body above the collar-bone, below the circle of the
knees with the body, there is a grave offence. If she rubs something
attached to the body with the body, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If she rubs the body with something attached to the body,
there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If she rubs something attached to
the body with something attached to the body, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she rubs the body with something that may be cast,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she rubs something attached
to the body with something that may be cast, there is an offence of

BD 3.163

wrong-doing. If she rubs something thatmay be castwith something
that may be cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If one is filledwith desire, and she rubs the body below the collar-
bone, above the circle of the knees with the body, there is a grave
offence. If she rubs the body with something attached to the body …
If she rubs something that may be cast with something that may be
cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If she rubs the body above the collar-bone, below the circle of
the knees with the body, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
rubs something attached to the body with the body … If she rubs
something that may be cast with something that may be cast, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

If both are filled with desire, and she rubs the body of a yakkha or
of adepartedoneor of a eunuchorof ananimal inhuman form,below
the collar-bone, above the circle of the knees with the body, there is
a grave offence. If she rubs something attached to the body with the
body … If she rubs something that may be cast with something that
may be cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If she rubs the body above the collar-bone, below the circle of
the knees, with the body, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
rubs something attached to the body with the body … If she rubs
something that may be cast with something that may be cast, there
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is an offence of wrong-doing.
If one is filledwith desire, and she rubs the body below the collar-

bone, above the circle of the knees with the body, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If she rubs something attached to the body with the
body … If she rubs something that may be cast with something that
may be cast, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If she rubs the body above the collar-bone, below the circle of
the knees with the body, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
rubs something attached to the body with the body … If she rubs
something that may be cast with something that may be cast, there

BD 3.164

is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Pj 5.2.3

There is no offence if it is unintentional; if she is not thinking; if
she does not know; if she does not consent; if she is mad, if her mind
is unhinged, if she is in pain, if she is the first wrong-doer.¹

Told is the First Offence involving Defeat in the Nuns’ Analysis

¹ Cf. Vin 3.126.
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Vin 4.216

Bi-Pj 6.1.1

BD 3.165

¹…at Sāvatthī in the JetaGrove inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery.Nowat
that time the nun Sundarīnandā became pregnant by Saḷhā,Migāra’s
grandson. Until the embryo quickened she concealed it; when the
embryo was matured, having left the Order, she gave birth. Nuns
spoke thus to the nunThullanandā: “Lady, Sundarīnandā not long
after leaving the Order gave birth. We wonder if she was pregnant
when she was a nun?”
“Yes, ladies.”
“But how is it that you, lady, knowing that a nun had fallen into a

matter involving defeat,² neither reproved her yourself, nor spoke
to a group?”
“Whatever is blame for her, that is blame for me; whatever is

disgrace for her, that is disgrace for me; whatever is dishonour for
her, that is dishonour for me; whatever is loss for her, that is loss
for me. How can I, ladies, speak to others of my own blame, my own
disgrace, my own dishonour, my own loss?”

Those who were modest nuns looked down upon, criticised, and
spread it about, saying: “How can the ladyThullanandā, knowing
that a nun had fallen into a matter involving defeat, neither reprove
her herself, nor speak to a group?”Then these nuns told this matter
to the monks.Themonks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord,
on this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order of monks
convened, having given reasoned talk, questioned themonks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā, knowing

¹ Note bySujato:Pārājika 2 in I.B.Horner’s edition. ² As byBi-Pj 5, havingphysical
contact with a man.
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that a nun … neither reproved her herself, nor spoke to a group?”
BD 3.166

“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā, knowing that a nun …

neither reprove her herself, nor speak to a group? It is not, monks,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, let
the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatevernun,knowing thatanunhas fallen intoamatter in-

volving defeat, should neither herself reprove her, nor speak to
a group, butwhen shemay be remaining or deceased or expelled
or withdrawn,¹ should afterwards speak thus: ‘Ladies, before I
knewthisnun, shewasa sister like this and like that,’ and should

Vin 4.217

neither herself reprove her nor should speak to a group, she also
becomes onewho is defeated, she is not in communion, she is one
who conceals a fault.”²

Bi-Pj 6.2.1 Whatevermeans: she who …
Nunmeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
She knowsmeans: either she knows by herself or others tell her

or she³ tells (her).
Has fallen into amatter involving defeatmeans: of the eight

offences involving defeat⁴ (she) has fallen into a certain offence in-
volving defeat.

Should neither herself ⁵ reprove her means: should neither
herself reprimand her.

Nor should speak to a groupmeans: nor should speak to other
nuns.

BD 3.167

¹ avasaṭā. See Old Commentary, below. Critical Pali Dictionary gives “having entered,
having arrived”; Pali-English Dictionary “withdrawn, gone away, one who has left a
community and, gone over to another sect.” ² vajjapaṭicchādikā, not explained in
the Old Commentary. Vin-a 903 says it is merely the name of this Pārājika offence.
Cf. Monks’ Bu-Pc 64. ³ I.e., the nun who has committed the Pārājika offence,
Vin-a 903. Cf. Vin 3.265 = bd 2.161. ⁴ Vin-a 903 says, a certain one of the four in
commonwith monks and of the four not in commonwith monks.The nuns had to
observe the Pārājika of the Bhikkhu-Pātimokkha, as well as their own. ⁵ attanā
… sayaṁ.
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Butwhen shemaybe remainingordeceasedmeans:Remain-
ingmeans she is called remaining in her own characteristic.¹ De-
ceasedmeans she is calledonewhohaspassedaway.Expelledmeans
she herself comes to be leaving the Order or she is expelled by others.
Withdrawnmeans she is called one who has gone over to the fold
of a sect.²

Should afterwards speak thus: ‘Ladies, before I knew this
nun, shewas a sister like this and like that,’ and shouldneither
herself reprove hermeans: should neither herself reprimand her;
nor speak to a groupmeans: nor should speak to other nuns.

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Becomes one who is defeatedmeans: as a withered leaf freed

from the stalk cannot become green again,³ so a nun, knowing that a
nun has fallen into a matter involving defeat (and) thinking, ‘I will
neither myself reprove her, nor speak to a group,’ in throwing off
the responsibility,⁴ becomes one who is not a recluse, not a daughter
of the Sakyans; therefore she is called, she becomes one who is
defeated.

Is not in communionmeans: communion … is therefore called
not in communion.

Bi-Pj 6.2.2

There is no offence if she does not speak, thinking ‘There will
come to be quarrel or dispute or strife or contention for the Order’;
if she does not speak, thinking ‘There will come to be a schism in the
Order or dissension in the Order’⁵; if she does not speak, thinking

BD 3.168

‘This one, harsh, rough, will bring⁶ danger to life or danger to the
Brahma-life if she does not speak not seeing other suitable nuns; if
she does not speak (though) not desiring to conceal; if she does not

¹ ṭhitā nāma saliṅge ṭhitā vuccati. ² titthāyatanaṁ saṁkantā. Cf. Vin 1.60, Vin 1.69,
referring to onewho formerly amember of another sect, titthiya, has gone back to it;
Vin 2.279, where it is laid down that nunswho have joined the titthiyas, coming back
to the Order of nuns, are not to be ordained again.Titthāyatana occurs at mn i.483,
an i.173, Ds 381, Ds 1003 See Buddhist Psychological Ethics, 2nd. edition p. 93, n. 9, and
Ledi Sayadaw, Journal of the Pali Text Society 1913, p. 117. ³ Cf. Vin 1.96, Vin 3.47.
⁴ Cf. bd 1.82. ⁵ = Vin 4.37, Vin 4.128, Vin 4.153. ⁶ karissati, literally will do or
make.
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speak, thinking: ‘It will be evident from her own action’; if she is
mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.¹

Told is the Second Offence involving Defeat in the Nuns’ Analysis

¹ Cf. Vin 4.128 = above, bd 3.9.
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Bi-Pj 7.1.1

BD 3.169

Vin 4.218

¹… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā imitated the monk Ariṭṭha who
had formerly been a vulture-trainer,² and who was suspended by a
complete Order.³ Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā imitate the monk … suspended by

a complete Order?” … “It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā imitate the monk … sus-

pended by a complete Order? It is not, monks, for pleasing thosewho
are not (yet) pleased … And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun should imitate him—a monk suspended by a

complete Order, one who is disrespectful towards, who does not
makeamends towards,⁴onewhoisunfriendly towards⁵ therule,⁶
the discipline, the teacher’s instruction—that nun should be spo-
ken to thus by the nuns: ‘Lady, this monk, suspended by a com-
plete Order, is disrespectful towards, he does not make amends
towards, he is unfriendly towards the rule, the discipline, the
teacher’s instruction. Do not imitate thismonk, lady.’ And if this

¹ Note by Sujato: Pārājika 3 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² See Monks’ Bu-Pc 68,
Bu-Pc 69. ³ See Monks’ Bu-Pc 69. ⁴ apaṭikāra. Cf. Vin 1.97, appaṭikamma and
paṭikaroti usedwith āpatti, an offence. Also an ii.241ff., yathādhammaṁpaṭikarissati,
he (or she) will make amends according to the rule, for having fallen into a pārājika,
saṅghādisesa, pācittiya or pāṭidesaniya(ka) offence (dhamma). Paṭikaroti is also “to
confess.” ⁵ akatasahāya. Critical Pali Dictionary’s “who has not taken an advocate”
cannot be accepted here. ⁶ dhamma.
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nun, being spoken to thusby thesenuns, shouldpersist as before,
BD 3.170

that nun should be admonished by the nuns up to the third time
for giving up this (course). If, being admonished up to the third
time, she should give it up, that is good. But if she should not give
it up, she also becomes onewho is defeated, she is not in commu-
nion, she is an imitator of one who is suspended.”¹

Bi-Pj 7.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
CompleteOrdermeans: belonging to the samecommunion, stay-

ing within the same boundary.²
Suspendedmeans: suspended for not seeing or for not making

amends for or for not giving up an offence.³
Towards the rule, the disciplinemeans: towards whatever is

the rule, whatever is the discipline.⁴
Towards the teacher’s instruction means: towards the con-

queror’s instruction, the enlightened one’s instruction.⁵
Disrespectfulmeans: he does not heed an Order or a group or

an individual or a (formal) act.
Does not make amends towardsmeans: he is suspended, not

restored.⁶
Vin 4.219

Unfriendly towardsmeans: monks belonging to the same com-
munion are called friends. Hewho is not togetherwith these is there-
fore called unfriendly.

Should imitate himmeans: if he becomes one of such views, of
such indulgence, of such pleasures, she too becomes one of those
views, of that indulgence, of those pleasures.

That nunmeans: whatever nun is an imitator of one who is sus-
pended.

By the nuns⁷ means: by other nuns: these sec, these hear; she
BD 3.171

should be told by these saying: ‘Lady, this monk, suspended by a

¹ As inMonks’ Bu-Pc 68, this is more like Saṅghādisesamethod andmaterial than
Pārājika. ² = above, bd 3.65, below, bd 3.193, and Vin 3.173. ³ = below, bd 3.193.
⁴ = below, bd 3.193. ⁵ = below, bd 3.193. ⁶ = above, bd 3.28, in definition of
akaṭānudhamma, “has not acted according to the rule.” ⁷ Cf. Vin 3.178f., Vin 3.185.
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complete Order, … do not imitate thismonk, lady.’ And a second time
she should be told … And a third time she should be told … If she
gives it up, that is good; if she does not give it up, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If, having heard, they do not speak, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.That nun, having been pulled into the midst of the
Order, should be told: ‘Lady, this monk, suspended by a complete
Order, … do not imitate this monk, lady.’ And a second time … And a
third time she should be told … If she gives it up, that is good; if she
does not give it up, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Thatnun should be admonished. And thus, monks, should she
be admonished: the Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent nun, saying: ‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me.This nun
so and so imitated a monk suspended by a complete Order, one who
is disrespectful towards, who does notmake amends towards, who is
unfriendly towards the rule, the discipline, the teacher’s instruction.
She does not give up this course. If it seems right to the Order, let the
Order admonish the nun so and so in order that she may give up this
course.This is themotion. Ladies, let the Order listen tome.This nun
so and so … She does not give up this course.The Order admonishes
the nun so and so in order that she may give up this course. If the
admonishing of the nun so and so in order that she may give up this
course is pleasing to the ladies, let them be silent; if it is not pleasing,
then you should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter
… And a third time I speak forth this matter …The nun so and so is
admonished by the Order for giving up this course. It is pleasing to
the Order … So do I understand this.’

As a result of the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; as a
result of two proclamations there are grave offences; at the end of
the proclamations, there is an offence involving defeat.

BD 3.172

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
She becomes onewho is defeatedmeans: as a flat stone broken

in half cannot be put together again,¹ so a nun, being admonished up
to the third time, not giving it up, becomes one who is not a (true)

Vin 4.220

¹ Cf. Vin 1.97, Vin 3.74.
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recluse, not a daughter of the Sakyans; therefore she is called she
becomes onewho is defeated.

Not in communion means: communion … is therefore called
not in communion.

Bi-Pj 7.2.2

If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) does not give it up, there is an offence involving defeat. If
she is in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act (and) does not
give it up, there is an offence involving defeat. If she thinks that it
is not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act (and) does not
give it up, there is an offence involving defeat. If she thinks that it is
a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally
valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is
not a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.¹

Bi-Pj 7.2.3

There is no offence if she is not admonished; if she gives it up, if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.²

Told is theThird Offence involving Defeat

¹ Cf.Vin 3.174, Vin 3.177, Vin 3.179, Vin 3.186; Vin 4.136,where last clause of Bi-Pj 7.2.2
ends anāpatti instead of, as on these other occasions, āpatti dukkaṭassa. ² Cf.
Vin 3.174, Vin 3.177, Vin 3.179, Vin 3.186; Vin 4.136, where last clause of Bi-Pj 7.2.2
ends anāpatti instead of, as on these other occasions, āpatti dukkaṭassa.
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¹ … at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
Bi-Pj 8.1.1

BD 3.173
at that time the group of six nuns, filled with desire, for the sake of
following what was verily not the rule,² consented to taking hold of
the hand of a male person who was filled with desire, and they con-
sented to taking hold of the edge of (his) outer robe, and they stood
and they talked and they went to a rendezvous and they consented
to a man’s approaching (them) and they entered into a covered place
and they disposed the body for such a purpose.³ Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the group of six nuns, filled with desire, for the sake

of following what is verily not the rule, consent to … and stand and
talk and go to a rendezvous… and enter … and dispose…?” “It is true,
lord.”

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,
how can the group of six nuns … consent to … dispose the body for
such a purpose? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun, filled with desire, for the sake of following

what is verily not the rule, should consent to taking hold of the
hand of amale personwho is filledwith desire or should consent
to taking hold of the edge of (his) outer cloak or should stand or
should talk or should go to a rendezvous or should consent to a

Vin 4.221

¹ Note by Sujato: Pārājika 4 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² asaddhamma—i.e., Bu-Pj 1.
Vin-a 904 callsasaddhamma “physical contact, not sexual intercourse.”Not explained
in Old Commentary. ³ kāyam pi tadatthāya upasaṁharanti.
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man’s approaching (her) or should enter into a covered place or
should dispose the body for such a purpose, she also becomes one

BD 3.174

who is defeated, she is not in communion, she is a doer of eight
things.”¹

Bi-Pj 8.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Filled with desiremeans: infatuated, full of desire, physically

in love with.²
Filled with desiremeans: infatuated, full of desire, physically

in love with.³
A male person means: a human man, not a yakkha, not a de-

parted one, not an animal; he is learned, competent to come into
physical contact.⁴

Shouldconsent to takingholdof thehandmeans:handmeans,
going up from the tip of the nail as far as the elbow.⁵ If for the sake
of following what is verily not the rule, she consents to taking hold
below the collarbone, above the circles of the knees, there is a grave
offence.

Or should consent to taking hold of the edge of (his) outer
cloakmeans: if for the sake of following what is verily not the rule,
she consents to take hold of what he is clothed in⁶ or of what he has
put on,⁷ there is a grave offence.

Or should standmeans: if for the sake of followingwhat is verily
not the rule, she stands within the reach of a man’s hand, there is a
grave offence.

Or should talkmeans: if for the sake of following what is verily
not the rule, she talks standing within the reach of a man’s hand,
there is a grave offence.

Or should go to a rendezvousmeans: if for the sake of following
what is verily not the rule, she, being told by a man, ‘Come to such
and such a place,’ goes (there), for every step there is an offence

¹ aṭṭhavattukā, not explained in the Old Commentary, but itmeans the eight actions
here referred to. ² = above, bd 3.161. ³ = above, bd 3.161. ⁴ = above, bd 3.161.
⁵ = Vin 3.121 (bd 1.203). ⁶ nivattha, referring tohis inner robe. ⁷ pāruta, referring
to his upper robe and outer cloak.
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of wrong-doing. In merely approaching the reach of a man’s hand,
there is a grave offence.

Or should consent to a man’s approaching means: if for the
BD 3.175

sake of following what is verily not the rule, she consents to a man’s
approaching, there is anoffenceofwrong-doing. Inmerely approach-
ing a reach of his hand, there is a grave offence.

Or should enter into a covered placemeans: if for the sake of
following what is verily not the rule, in merely entering any con-
cealed place whatever, there is a grave offence.

Or should dispose the body for such a purposemeans: if for
the sake of following what is verily not the rule, standing within the
reach of a man’s hand, she disposes the body, there is a grave offence.

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
She becomes onewho is defeatedmeans: as a palmyra tree cut

off at the crown cannot become one for new growth,¹ so a nun, com-
Vin 4.222

pleting² the eight courses,³ becomes one who is not a (true) recluse,
not a daughter of the Sakyans; therefore she is called she becomes
one who is defeated.

Not in communion means: communion … is therefore called
not in communion.

Bi-Pj 8.2.2

There is no offence if it is not intentional; if she is not thinking;
if she does not know; if she does not consent: if she is mad, her mind
unhinged, afflicted with pain, if she is the first wrong-doer.

Told is the Fourth Offence involving Defeat

Recited, ladies, are the eight offences⁴ involving defeat; a nun
having fallen into one or other of these does not receive communion
together with the nuns; as before, so after, she becomes one who is

BD 3.176

¹ = Vin 1.97, Vin 3.92. ² paripūrentī, accomplishing. ³ vatthu, mode or
course—i.e., the eight above specified. ⁴ According to Vin-a 906, four laid down
for monks which are also to be followed by nuns, and these (above) four for nuns
only; thus eight Pārājika rules are recited for the ladies at the joint recital the Pāti-
mokkha. See bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxii.
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defeated, she is not in communion. Concerning them, I ask the ladies:
I hope that you are quite pure in thismatter? And a second time I ask:
I hope that you are quite pure in this matter? And a third time I ask: I
hope that you are quite pure in this matter?The ladies are quite pure
in this matter, therefore they are silent; thus do I understand this.¹

Told is the Portion on Defeat
Vin 4.223

¹ Cf. Vin 3.109 = bd 1.190.
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Bi-Ss 1.1.1
BD 3.177

These seventeen¹ things, venerable ones, entailing formal meetings
of the Order, come for exposition.

At one time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time
a certain lay-follower, having given a store-room² to an Order of
nuns, passed away. He had two sons, one of no faith, not believing,³
the other with faith, believing. Then he of no faith, not believing,
spoke thus to him with faith, believing: “The store-room is ours,
let us deal it out.”⁴ When he had spoken thus, the one with faith,
believing, spoke thus to him of no faith, not believing: “Do not, sir,
speak thus; it was given to the Order of nuns by our father.” And
a second time he of no faith, not believing, spoke thus to himwith
faith, believing: “The storeroom is ours, let us deal it out.”Then the
onewith faith, believing, spoke thus to him of no faith, not believing:
“Do not, sir, speak thus; it was given to the Order of nuns by our
father.” And a third time he of no faith … “… let us deal it out.”Then
the one with faith, believing, thinking,” If it became mine, I also
would give it to an Order of nuns,” spoke thus to the one of no faith,
not believing: “Let us deal it out.”Then that store-room being dealt

¹ Ten are given in this section; but seven are the same as those already given in the
Saṅghādisesas for monks; see below, bd 3.212, n. 1, and bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxiii.
² uddosita = bhaṇḍasālā (Vin-a 906). Uddosita is sometimes a stable; cf. Vin 3.200,
and Vinaya Texts iii.363, n. 2. At Vin 2.278 uddosita is “allowed,” a lay-follower again
being recorded to give one to an Order of nuns. ³ appasanna, or not pleased (with
the master’s teaching). ⁴ bhājāma; Sinhalese edition reads bhājema.
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out by these, fell to¹ him of no faith, not believing.Then the one of no
BD 3.178

faith, not believing, having approached the nuns, spoke thus: “You
must depart, ladies, the store-room is ours.” When he had spoken
thus, the nunThullanandā spoke thus to that man:
“Do not, sir, speak thus; the store-roomwas given to the Order of

nuns by your father.”
Saying: “Was it given² (or) not given?” they asked the chief min-

isters of justice.The chief ministers spoke thus:
“Who knows, ladies, if it was given to the Order of nuns?” When

they had spoken thus, the nunThullanandā spoke thus to these chief
ministers:

Vin 4.224

“But, masters, was not the gift seen or heard of by you as it was
being given, eye-witnesses having been arranged?”Then the chief
ministers, saying: “What the lady says is true,” made over the store-
room to the Order of nuns.Then that man, defeated, looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“These shaven-headed (women) are not (true) recluses, they are

strumpets.³ How can they have the store-room taken away from us?”
The nun Thullanandā told this matter to the chief ministers. The
chief ministers had that man punished.⁴Then that man, punished,⁵
havinghad a sleeping-placemade forNakedAscetics not far from the
nunnery, instigated the Naked Ascetics, saying: “Talk down⁶ these
nuns.”The nunThullanandā told this matter to the chief ministers.
The chief ministers had that man fettered. People looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns have a store-
room taken away (from him) and secondly have him punished and

BD 3.179

thirdly have him fettered? Now they will have him killed.”
Nuns heard these people as they … spread it about. Those who

were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can the lady
Thullanandā be one who speaks in envy?”⁷Then these nuns told this

¹ pāpuṇāti, to reach, attain, arrive at, to obtain to. ² Square brackets in text, but
Sinhalese edition reads dinno na dinno. ³ Cf. below, bd 3.257, bd 3.275.Theword
translated as “strumpets” is bandhakiniyo; cf. Ja 5.425. ⁴ daṇḍāpesum, perhaps
beaten with a stick. ⁵ daṇḍika. ⁶ accāvadatha. Vin-a 906 says atikkamitvā
vadatha, akkosatha, having surpassed them, talk, swear at them. ⁷ ussayavādikā.
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matter to the monks …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā is one who

speaks in envy?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nun Thullanandā be one who speaks in

envy? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should be one who speaks in envy concerning

a householder or a householder’s sons (or brothers¹) or a slave or
a workman² and even concerning a wanderer who is a recluse,³
thatnunhas fallen intoamatter that is anoffenceatonce,⁴entail-
ing a formal meeting of the Order involving being sent away.”⁵

Bi-Ss 1.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Onewho speaks in envymeans: she is called a bringer of law-

suits.⁶
Householdermeans: he who lives in a house.⁷
Householder’s sons (orbrothers)means:whoever are sons and

brothers.⁸
BD 3.180

Slavemeans: born within, bought for money, taken in a raid.⁹
Workman¹⁰ means: a hireling, a worker.¹¹
Wandererwho is a reclusemeans: setting asidemonk and nun

and probationer and novice and female novice, he who is endowed
with (the status of) wanderer.¹²

Vin 4.225

¹ See Old Commentary below. ² kammakāra, or servant. ³ samaṇaparibbājaka.
⁴ paṭhamāpattikaṁ, which in Bi-Ss 1–Bi-Ss 6 is in opposition to yāvatatiyaka, that
which is not an offence until a nun has been admonished up to the third time (see
Bu-Ss 7–Bu-Ss 10). Cf. Vin 3.186 (= bd 1.328). ⁵ nissāraṇīyaṁ saṅghādisesaṁ; cf. the
similar construction, nissaggiyaṁ pācittiyaṁ, and see bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxvi.
⁶ aṭṭakārikā, a maker of law-suits, cases, causes. ⁷ Cf. bd 2.47, bd 2.55, bd 2.148.
⁸ yo koci puttabhātaro. ⁹ = mn-a 3.8.These three are explained at Vin-a 361; four
“slaves” mentioned at Mnd 11; cf. dn-a 1.168, dn-a 1.300. The last two, dhanakkīta
and karamarānīta (feminine) come into the description of the ten kinds of wife
at Vin 3.140. ¹⁰ Cf. mn-a 3.8, dn-a 300. ¹¹ āhataka, “one who is beaten,” so
Pali-English Dictionary. ¹² Cf. Vin 4.92, Vin 4.285.
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If she thinks, “I will bring a law-suit,” or looks about for a com-
panion or goes herself,¹ there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
announces it to one (person), there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
she announces it to a second, there is a grave offence. At the end of
the law-suit, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

An offence at oncemeans: she falls through transgression of a
course,² not after admonition.³

Involvingbeing sent awaymeans: she is caused to be sent away
from the Order.⁴

Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Ordermeans: the
Order inflicts the mānatta discipline on account of her offence, it
sends back to the beginning, it rehabilitates; it is not several (nuns),
it is not one nun, therefore it is called an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order. A synonym for this class of offence is (formal)

BD 3.181

act, therefore again it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order.⁵

Bi-Ss 1.2.2

There is no offence if she goes being dragged along by people;
if she asks for protection; if she explains without reference (to a
particular person); if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 3.47 (= bd 1.76). Above it means, according to Vin-a 907, if she looks about
for a witness or friend; and if standing where there is a nunnery, or alms-road,
she thinks, “I will bring a law-suit,” going from there to the magistrates, there is
an offence of wrong-doing for every step that she takes. ² saha vatthujjhācārā.
³ Cf. below, bd 3.203. ⁴ saṅghamhā nissāriyati, explained by Vin-a 908 as saṅghato
nissāreti. The -sār- causative, “she is made or caused to be sent away.” See bd 3,
Introduction, p. xxxvi. ⁵ Cf. Vin 3.112 (bd 1.196).
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Bi-Ss 2.1.1
BD 3.182

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time in Vesālī, the wife of a certain Licchavi came to be an
adulteress. Then that Licchavi spoke thus to that woman: “Please
desist, else will we do you harm.” But being spoken to thus, she
paid no heed. Now at that time a group of Licchavis were assembled
in Vesālī on some business.Then that Licchavi spoke thus to those
Licchavis: “Let the masters allowme power over one woman.”¹
“What is her name?”
“My wife commits adultery, I will kill her.”
“Take your right,”² they said.Then that woman heard: “My hus-

band wants to kill me,” and taking precious belongings, having gone
to Sāvatthī, having approachedmembers of other sects, she asked
for the going forth.³Themembers of other sects did not wish to let
her go forth.⁴ Having approached nuns, she asked for the going forth.
Neither did the nuns wish to let her go forth. Having approached the
nunThullanandā, having shown (her) the belongings, she asked for
the going forth.The nunThullanandā, having taken the belongings,
let her go forth.Then that Licchavi, searching for thatwoman, having
gone to Sāvatthī, seeing her gone forth among the nuns, approached
King Pasenadi of Kosala; having approached, he spoke thus to King

Vin 4.226

Pasenadi of Kosala:
“Sire, my wife, taking precious belongings, has reached Sāvatthī;

let the king⁵ allowme power over her.”

¹ ekaṁme ayyo itthiṁ anujānātha. ² jānāhi. ³ pabbajjaṁ yāci. ⁴ pabbājetuṁ.
⁵ devo
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“Well now, good sir, having examined¹ (her), explain.”
“Sire, she was seen gone forth among the nuns.”
“If, good sir, she has gone forth among the nuns, there is nothing

BD 3.183

to do against her.² Well preached by the lord is dhamma; let her lead
the Brahma-life for the utter ending of ill.”³

Then that Licchavi, looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying: “How can these nuns let a woman thief go forth?”⁴

Nuns heard that Licchavi who… spread it about.Thosewhowere
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can the lady Thul-
lanandā let awoman thief go forth?”Then these nuns told thismatter
to the monks …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā let a thief

go forth?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the nunThullanandā let a woman thief go forth? It is not
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … let the nuns
set forth this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should knowingly receive⁵ awoman thiefwho

is found to merit death,⁶ without having obtained permission⁷
from a king or an Order or a group⁸ or a guild⁹ or a company,¹⁰
unless she is allowable,¹¹ that nun also has fallen into a matter

BD 3.184

that is anoffence at once, entailing a formalmeeting of theOrder

¹ vicinitvā. ² na sā labbhā kiñci kāṭuṁ, she is not a receiver of anything there
is to do. ³ Cf. Vin 1.74–75. ⁴ The Licchavi appears to lose sight of his wife’s
original sin in his effort to recover the property. ⁵ vuṭṭhāpeti; cf. below, bd 3.361,
and Introduction, p. xlvff. ⁶ vajjhā. ⁷ anapaloketvā, explained by anāpucchā, Old
Commentary, below, and anāpucchitvā at Vin-a 910. ⁸ Vin-a 910 makes out that
this means a group of wrestlers and so on. But, preceded by saṅgha, it might have
the usual Vinaya meaning of a group (of two to four monks or nuns). On the other
hand, it is followed by two words that have no religious significance, and which
denote associations of people “in theworld.” ⁹ pūga = dhammapūga, “a guild under
dhamma” (?), Vin-a 910. Probably a guild governed by some rule or law. ¹⁰ seṇi, a
corporation, company or guild of artisans or traders following the same business
or dealing in the same articles. Vin-a 910 says here it is a seṇi of perfumers, of cloth
merchants. Number given as eighteen at Ja 6.22. ¹¹ kappā.
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involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 2.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood.
She knowsmeans: either she knows by herself or others tell her

or she tells her.
Woman thief¹ means: she who takes by means of theft (any-

thing) having the value of fivemāsakas or more than fivemāsakas
that has not been given—she is called a woman thief.

To merit deathmeans: having done that for which she is con-
demned to death.

Found² means: she becomes known³ by other people, thinking,
‘This one merits death.’

Without having obtained permissionmeans: not asking (for
permission).⁴

Kingmeans:where a king governs,⁵ the king’s permission should
be obtained.⁶

Ordermeans: it is called an Order of nuns; the permission of the
Order of nuns should be obtained.

Groupmeans: where a group governs, the group’s permission
should be obtained.

Companymeans: where a company governs, the company’s per-
mission should be obtained.

Vin 4.227

Unless she is allowablemeans: having set aside one who is al-
lowable.Allowablemeans: there are two who are allowable: either
she who has gone forth amongmembers of other sects, or she who
has gone forth among other nuns.⁷

If she thinks, “I will receive one, unless she is allowable,” and
looks about for a group or for a female teacher or for a bowl or for a
robe or if she determines a boundary,⁸ there is an offence of wrong-

BD 3.185

¹ Here feminine = Vin 3.47 (masculine). ² viditā. ³ ñātā. ⁴ = below, bd 3.360.
⁵ anusāsati, to govern, rule, advise, give instruction. ⁶ rājā apaloketabbo, or “the
king should be asked for permission. But in spite of this grammatical construction,
I think the two words, apaloketi and āpucchati, should be differently rendered.
⁷ These may be ordained without asking for permission. ⁸ See Vin 1.106 for
prescribed method of determining a boundary.
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doing. As a result of the motion, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
As a result of two proclamations, there are grave offences. At the end
of the proclamations, there is an offence involving a formal meeting
of the Order for the female preceptor, an offence of wrong-doing for
the group and for the female teacher.¹

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Offence at oncemeans: … therefore again it is called an offence

entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bi-Ss 2.2.2

If she thinks that she is a thief when she is a thief (and) receives
her, unless she is allowable, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order. If she is in doubt … offence of wrong-doing.
If she thinks that she is not a thief when she is a thief … no offence.
If she thinks that she is a thief when she is not a thief, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether she is not
a thief, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is
not a thief when she is not a thief, there is no offence.

Bi-Ss 2.2.3

There isnooffence if she receivesher, notknowing; if she receives
one, she having obtained permission; if she receives onewho ismade
allowable; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ With this passage, cf. above, bd 3.13, and below, bd 3.362.
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Bi-Ss 3.1.1

BD 3.186
… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a nun who was a pupil of Bhaddā Kāpilānī,¹ having quar-
relled with nuns, went to a family of (her) relations² in a village.
BhaddāKāpilānī, not seeing thatnun, asked thenuns, saying: “Where
is so and so? She is not to be seen.”
“Lady, she is not to be seen (because) she has quarrelled with

nuns.”
“My dears,³ a family of her relations are in such and such a village;

having gone there, look for her.”
The nuns, having gone there, having seen that nun, spoke thus:

“Why did you, lady, come alone?Wehope that youwere not violated?”
“I was not violated, ladies,” she said.Thosewhoweremodest nuns

… spread it about, saying: “How can a nun go among villages⁴ alone?”
…
“Is it true, as is said,monks, that anunwent amongvillages alone?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun go among villages alone? It is not, monks,

Vin 4.228

¹ A pupil (or pupils) of hers mentioned also at Vin 4.268ff. Bhaddā Kāpilānī men-
tioned withThullanandā at Vin 4.290, Vin 4.292. Her verses are atThig.63–Thig.66.
Thig-a 68–69 says that, having gone forth underMahāpajāpatī, she soon won ara-
hanship. Called foremost of the nuns able to remember previous lives, an i.25. n.b.
that, although nuns address her as “lady,” she otherwise lacks a descriptive title.
² Vism91 distinguishes between ñātikula (as above), a family of relatives, and up-
aṭṭhākakula, a family of supporters. ³ amma. ⁴ gāmantaraṁ, defined at Vin 4.63
= Vin 4.133.
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for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … let the nuns set forth
this rule of training:

BD 3.187

Whatever nun should go among villages alone, that nun also has
fallen into a matter that is an offence at once, entailing a formal
meeting of the Order involving being sent away.”

And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bi-Ss 3.2.1 At that time two nuns were going along the high-road from
Sāketa to Sāvatthī. On the way there was a river to be crossed.¹ Then
these nuns, having approached a boatman, spoke thus:
“Please, sir, take us across.”
Saying, “I am not able, ladies, to take both across at once,” he

made one cross alone with him²; one who was across seduced the
one who was across, one who was not across seduced the one who
was not across.These, having met afterwards, asked (one another):
“I hope that you, lady, were not violated?”
“I was violated, lady. But were you violated, lady?”
“I was violated, lady.”Then these nuns, having arrived at Sāvatthī,

told this matter to the nuns.Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying :
“How can a nun go to the other side of a river alone?”Then these

nuns told this matter to the monks. The monks told this matter to
the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun went to the other side of a

river alone?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun go to the other side of a river alone? It is

¹ Cf.Vin 4.65. ² eko ekaṁuttāresi.Cf. eko ekāya in theAniyatas, Vin 3.187ff.meaning,
the one (a monk) with the other (a woman); here meaning a man (eko) and a nun
(ekaṁ).They crossed alone together. InMonks’ Bu-Pc 28 it is evidently thought safer
to allow a nun to cross a river with a monk than to wait behind on the bank.
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not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … let the
nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should go among villages alone, or should go to

BD 3.188

the other side of a river alone, that nun also has fallen into a matter
that is an offence at once, entailing a formal meeting of the Order
involving being sent away.”

And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bi-Ss 3.3.1At that time several nuns, going to Sāvatthī through the country
of Kosala, arrived in the evening at a certain village. A certain nun
there was beautiful, good to look upon, charming. A certain man
came to be in love with that nun on account of her appearance.Then
that man, appointing a sleeping-place for those nuns, appointed a

Vin 4.229

sleeping-place at one side for thisnun.Then thisnun,having realised,
“This man is obsessed¹; if I come at night there will be trouble for
me,”² not asking the nuns (for permission), having gone to a certain
family, lay down in the sleeping-place.Then that man, having come
during the night, searching for that nun, knocked against the nuns.
The nuns, not seeing this nun, spoke thus: “Doubtless this nun has
gone out together with the man.”

Then this nun, at the end of that night, approached those nuns.
The nuns spoke thus to that nun: “Why did you, lady, go out together
with the man?”

Saying: “Ladies, I did not go out together with the man,” she told
this matter to the nuns. Those who were modest nuns … spread it
about, saying: “How can a nun be away for a night alone …
“Is it true, as is said,monks, that a nunwas away for a night alone?

… let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should go among villages alone, or should go to the

other side of a river alone, or should be away for a night alone, that
nun also has fallen into a matter that is an offence at once, entailing
a formal meeting of the Order involving being sent away.”

¹ = Vin 4.94. ² = Vin 4.212.
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And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bi-Ss 3.4.1

BD 3.189
At that time several nuns were going along the highroad to Sā-

vatthī through the country of Kosala. A certain nun there,wanting to
relieve herself, having stayed behind alone, went on afterwards. Peo-
ple, having seen that nun, seduced her.Then that nun approached
those nuns. The nuns spoke thus to that nun: “Why did you, lady,
stay behind alone?We hope that you were not violated?”
“I was violated, ladies.”
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How

can a nun stay behind a group alone?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun stayed behind a group

alone?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can a nun stay behind a group alone? It is not, monks, for pleas-
ing those who are not” (yet) pleased … let the nuns set forth this rule
of training:
“Whatevernunshould goamongvillages alone, or should go to

theother side of a river alone, or shouldbeaway for anight alone,
or should stay behind a group alone, that nun also has fallen into

Vin 4.230

amatter that is an offence at once, entailing a formal meeting of
the Order involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 3.5.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Should go amongvillages alonemeans: inmaking the first foot

cross¹ the enclosure of a village that is fenced in, there is a grave
offence. Inmaking the second foot cross, there is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order.² In making the first foot cross the
precincts of a village that is not fenced in, there is a grave offence. In
making the second foot cross, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

¹ atikkāmentiyā. Atikkamati is to go beyond, to pass over. ² Cf. Vin 3.52.
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Or should go to the other side of a river alonemeans: having
covered up the three circles,¹ it is called a river wherever, as a nun is

BD 3.190

crossing over, the inner robe is made wet. In making the first foot
cross over,² there is a grave offence. In making the second foot cross,
there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Or should be away for a night alonemeans: at sunrise, if leav-
ing a hand’s reach of a nun who is a companion, there is a grave
offence. When she has left it, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

Or should stay behind a group alone means: if she, in what
is not a village, in what is jungle, is leaving the range³ of sight or
the range of hearing of a nun who is a companion, there is a grave
offence. When she has left it, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Offence at oncemeans: … therefore again it is called an offence

entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bi-Ss 3.5.2

There is no offence if the nun who is the companion has gone
away or has left the Order or has passed away or has gone over to
(another) side⁴; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.⁵

¹ I.e., the navel and the two knees. ² uttarantiyā. ³ upacāra, literally precincts;
cf. Vin 4.93. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.313 below, and Vin 1.60, where these four words occur. Of
the last, pakkhasaṁkanta, Vinaya Texts i.178, n. 1 says, “Buddhaghosa can scarcely be
right in explaining it by titthiyapakkhasaṁkanta.”The commentarial explanation
on the above passage is titthāyatānaṁ saṁkantā, gone over to members of another
sect (Vin-a 913), a phrase which also occurs at Vin 4.217 (= above, bd 3.167). At the
same time, I do not think that pakkha necessarily means “a (schismatic) faction,”
as translated at Vinaya Texts i.178, although it undoubtedly has this meaning at
Vin 3.173, Vin 3.175. For it can also mean another side or part of the Order, one of its
sub-divisions, and in such cases does not imply any hostility, schism or dissension.
At Vin 1.307f., we hear of people giving water and robes to one and the same pakkha
or to different pakkha. In the former case the pakkha is said to be the owner, in the
latter the saṅgha. Had the pakkha been regarded as schismatic, it would hardly have
been considered entitled to receive these gifts. ⁵ Cf. below, bd 3.353.
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Bi-Ss 4.1.1

BD 3.191
…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time¹ the nun Caṇḍakālī² was one whomade strife, whomade
quarrels, who made contention, who made brawls, who made dis-
putes in the Order.³The nunThullanandā protested when a (formal)
act was being carried out against her.⁴ At that time the nun Thul-
lanandā went to a village on some business.Then the Order of nuns,
thinking: “The nunThullanandā has gone away,” suspended⁵ the nun

Vin 4.231

Caṇḍakālī for not seeing an offence. The nunThullanandā having
concluded that business in the village, returned again to Sāvatthī.
When the nunThullanandā was coming, the nun Caṇḍakālī neither
made ready a seat, nor put out⁶ water for washing her feet, a foot-
stool,⁷ a foot-stand,⁸ nor having gone out to meet her did she take
her bowl and robe, nor did she offer her drinking-water. The nun
Thullanandā spoke thus to the nun Caṇḍakālī:
“Why did you, lady, when I was coming, neither make ready a

¹ Cf. Nuns’ Bi-Pc 53 below. ² An obstreperous nun, mentioned at Vin 4.276,
Vin 4.277, Vin 4.293, Vin 4.309, Vin 4.331, Vin 4.333. ³ Cf. Vin 4.12, Vin 4.150,
Vin 4.309. At an iii.252 it is said that five disadvantages are to be expected for such a
monk—also probably for such a nun. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.58. ⁵ ukkhipi. On ukkhitta,
past participle of ukkhipati, see above, bd 3.28, n. 4. ⁶ upanikkhipati, to lay down
near, to store. ⁷ pādapīṭha. Vin-a 913 says a stool (ṭhapanaka) to put the washed
feet on. ⁸ pādakathalika. According to Vin-a 913, “a stool to put the unwashed feet
on”—i.e., probably another kind of foot-stool. Buddhaghosa on Kd 12.1.1 says that
pādakathalika alternatively means a towel to rub the feet with.This word and the
two preceding occur also at Vin 1.9, Vin 1.312; Vin 2.22, Vin 2.31; see Vinaya Texts i.92,
n., Vinaya Texts ii.373, n. 5.
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seat for me nor put out water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a
BD 3.192

foot-stand, nor having gone out to meet me, take my howl and robe,
nor offer me drinking-water?”
“Surely it is this, lady, that I amwithout a mistress¹ in regard to

this.”
“But why are you, lady, without a mistress?”
“Lady, these nuns, saying of me, ‘She is without a mistress, she is

not esteemed, there is no one who can answer for² her,’ suspended
me for not seeing an offence.”

The nunThullanandā, saying, “These are ignorant, these are in-
experienced, they do not (even) know a (formal) act or the defect
of a (formal) act³ or the failure of a (formal) act⁴ or the success of a
(formal) act⁵; but we know a (formal) act and the defect of a (formal)
act and the failure of a (formal) act and the success of a (formal) act,
and wemay make them carry out a (formal) act that was not carried
out or wemay find fault with⁶ a (formal) act that was carried out,”
and having very quickly convened an Order of nuns, she restored⁷
the nun Caṇḍakalī. Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, without having obtained permis-

sion from the Order which carried out the proceedings⁸ in accor-
dance with the rule, the discipline, the teacher’s instruction,⁹ not
having learnt the desire¹⁰ of a group, restore a nun suspended by a
complete Order?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā, without

having obtained permission … restored a nun suspended by a com-
plete Order?”
“It is true, lord.”

BD 3.193

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

¹ anāthā, or helpless, deserted,without a protector. ² pativattar.Word occurs also
at sn i.222. ³ kammadosa. ⁴ kammavipatti. ⁵ kammasampatti. ⁶ kopeyyāma.
Cf. above, bd 3.63, kopetukāma. ⁷ osāreti. Cf. Vin 4.137 = above, bd 3.28, q.v. and
note. ⁸ kārakasaṅgha. ⁹ Cf. Vin 4.126, Vin 4.152, Vin 4.218. ¹⁰ chanda, desire
or partiality, as in the four agatis; consent of an absentee, as in Monks’ Bu-Pc 79,
Bu-Pc 80.
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“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā, without having obtained
permission … restore a nun suspended by a complete Order? It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased. And thus,
monks, let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatevernun,withouthavingobtainedpermission fromthe

Order which carried out the proceedings in accordance with the
rule, the discipline, the teacher’s instruction, not having learnt
the group’s desire, should restore a nun suspended by a complete
Order, that nun also has fallen into a matter that is an offence
at once, entailing a formal meeting of the Order involving being
sent away.”

Bi-Ss 4.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
CompleteOrdermeans: belonging to the samecommunion, stay-

ing within the same boundary.¹
Vin 4.232

Suspendedmeans: suspended for not seeing or for not making
amends for or for not giving up an offence.²

In accordancewith the rule, the disciplinemeans: according
to whatever is the rule, according to whatever is the discipline.³

(In accordance with) the teacher’s instructionmeans: in ac-
cordance with the conqueror’s instruction, the enlightened one’s
instruction.⁴

Withouthavingobtainedpermission fromtheOrderwhich
carried out the proceedingsmeans: not having asked (the permis-
sion) of the Order which carried out the (formal) act.

Not having learnt⁵ the desire means: not having known the
desire of a group.

If she thinks, “I will restore (her),” (and) looks about for a group
or determines a boundary, there is an offence of wrong-doing. As a
result of the motion, there is an offence of wrong-doing. As a result
of two proclamations, there are grave offences. At the end of the

BD 3.194

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.65, bd 3.170, and Vin 3.173. ² Cf. above, bd 3.170. ³ Cf. above,
bd 3.170. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.170. ⁵ anaññāya … ajānitvā.
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proclamations, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order.

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Offence at oncemeans: … therefore again it is called an offence

entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bi-Ss 4.2.2

If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) restores her, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order. If she is in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act …
If she thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) restores her, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order. If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is not
a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is
not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Ss 4.2.3

There is no offence if, having obtained permission from, the Or-
der which carried out the (formal) act, she restores (her); if she
restores (her) having known that it is the desire of the group; if she
restores one who is behaving so as to get rid of the fault¹; if she re-
stores (her), there being no Orderwhich carried out the (formal) act;
if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ vatte vattantiṁ osāreti, one taking steps about, proceeding in regard to, what has
been done.
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Bi-Ss 5.1.1

BD 3.195
… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nun Sundarīnanda was beautiful, good to look upon,
charming.¹ People, having seen the nun Sundarīnanda in the refec-
tory, were filledwith desire (and) gave the very bestmeals to the nun
Sundarīnanda² who was filled with desire.The nun Sundarīnanda
ate as much as she pleased; other nuns did not obtain as much as
expected.Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the lady Sundarīnanda, filled with desire, having accepted
with her own hand from the hand of a man who is filled with desire,
solid food, soft food, eat it, partake of it?” …

Vin 4.233

“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Sundarīnanda, filled
with desire … ate it, partook of it?’
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the nun Sundarīnanda, filled with desire, having accepted
with her own hand … solid food or soft food, eat it, partake of it? It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … And thus,
monks … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, filled with desire, having accepted with her

own hand from the hand of amanwho is filledwith desire, solid
food or soft food, should eat it or partake of it, that nun also has
fallen into a matter that is an offence at once, entailing a formal

¹ Cf. Vin 4.211 (= above, bd 3.156), Vin 4.234 (= below, bd 3.198). ² To here from
beginning = Bi-Ss 6.
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meeting of the Order involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 5.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.196

Filled with desire¹ means: infatuated, full of desire, physically
in love with.

Filled with desire² means: infatuated, full of desire, physically
in love with.

Manmeans: a humanman, not a yakkha, not a departed one, not
an animal³; he is learned, competent to be infatuated.

Solid food means: having set aside the five (kinds of) meals⁴
(and) water for cleansing the teeth,⁵ the rest is called solid food.

Soft foodmeans: the five kinds (of) meals: conjey, barley-meal,
food made with flour, fish, meat.⁶

If, thinking, “I will eat, I will partake of,” she accepts, there is
a grave offence. For every mouthful there is an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order.

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Offence at oncemeans: … therefore again it is called an offence

entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bi-Ss 5.2.2

If she accepts water for cleansing the teeth, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

If one is filled with desire (and) she accepts, thinking, “I will
eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every
mouthful, there is a grave offence. If she accepts water for cleansing
the teeth, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

If both are filled with desire (and) thinking, “I will eat, I will
partake of,” she accepts from the hand of a yakkha or of a departed
one or of a eunuch or of an animal in human form, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. For every mouthful there is a grave offence. If she
accepts water for cleansing the teeth, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.

¹ = above, bd 3.161. ² = above, bd 3.161. ³ = above, bd 3.161. ⁴ Cf.Vin 4.83. ⁵ See
Monks’ Bu-Pc 40. ⁶ = Vin 4.83.
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If one is filled with desire (and) she accepts, thinking, “I will
eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every

BD 3.197

mouthful, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she accepts water
for cleansing the teeth, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Vin 4.234

Bi-Ss 5.2.3

There is no offence if neither comes to be filled with desire; if she
accepts, knowing, “He is not filled with desire”; if he is mad, if she is
the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-Ss 6.1.1
BD 3.198

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nun Sundarīnandā was beautiful, good to look upon,
charming. People, having seen the nun Sundarīnandā in the refec-
tory, were filled with desire (and) gave the very best meals to the
nun Sundarīnandā.¹The nun Sundarīnandā, being scrupulous, did
not accept. The nun immediately following her² spoke thus to the
nun Sundarīnandā: “Why do you, lady, not accept?”
“He is filled with desire, lady.”
“But are you, lady, filled with desire?”
“I am not filled with desire.”
“What can this man,³ whether he is filled with desire or not filled

with desire, do to you, lady, since you are not filled with desire?
Please, lady, eat or partake of the solid food or the soft food which
this man is giving to you, you having accepted it with your own
hand.”

Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How
can this nun speak thus: ‘What can this man … Please, lady, eat or
partake of … having accepted it with your own hand’?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun spoke thus: ‘What can this

man … Please, lady, eat or partake of … having accepted it with your
own hand’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

¹ = opening of Bi-Ss 5, above. ² I.e., in the procession for alms. ³ purisapuggala,
as at Vin 4.212.
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“How, monks, can a nun speak thus: ‘What can this man … Please,
lady, eat or partake of … having accepted it with your own hand’?
It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:

BD 3.199

“Whatevernun should speak thus: ‘What can thisman,wheth-
er he is filledwith desire or not filledwith desire, do to you, lady,
since you are not filled with desire? Please, lady, eat or partake
of the solid food or the soft food which this man is giving to you,
you having accepted it with your own hand,’ that nun also has
fallen into a matter that is an offence at once, entailing a formal
meeting of the Order involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 6.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Should speak thus: ‘What can this man … with your own

hand’ (and) instigates¹ her, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, at
her bidding she accepts, thinking, “I will eat, I will partake of,” there
is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful, there is a grave

Vin 4.235

offence. At the end of the meal, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order.

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Offence at oncemeans: … therefore again it is called an offence

entailing a formal meeting of the Order.

Bi-Ss 6.2.2

If she instigates her, saying: “Accept water for cleansing the
teeth,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, at her bidding she
accepts, thinking, “I will eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

If one is filled with desire (and) she instigates her saying: “Eat or
partake of solid food or soft food from the hand of a yakkha or of a
departed one or of a enunch or of an animal in human form,” there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If, at her bidding she accepts, thinking:
“I will eat, I will partake of,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For
everymouthful, there is an offence of wrong-doing. At the end of the

¹ uyyojeti.
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meal, there is a grave offence. If she instigates her, saying: “Accept
water for cleansing the teeth,” there is an offence of wrong-doing.

BD 3.200

If at her bidding she accepts, thinking: “I will eat, I will partake of,”
there is an offence of wrong-doing,

Bi-Ss 6.2.3

There is no offence if she instigates her knowing that he is not
filled with desire; if she instigates her, thinking: “Being angry, she
does not accept”; if she instigates her, thinking: “She does not accept
out of compassion for a family”; if she ismad, if she is the firstwrong-
doer.
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¹ … at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
Bi-Ss 10.1.1
BD 3.201

at that time the nun Caṇḍakālī, having quarrelled with nuns,² angry,
displeased, spoke thus: “I repudiate³ the enlightened one, I repudiate
dhamma, I repudiate the Order, I repudiate the training. What in-
deed are these recluses who are recluses, daughters of the Sakyans?
For there are other recluses, conscientious, scrupulous, desirous of
training; I will lead the Brahma-life among these.”Those who were
modest nuns… spread it about, saying: “How can the lady Caṇḍakālī,
a nun, angry, displeased, speak thus: ‘I repudiate … I will lead the
Brahma-life among these’?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Caṇḍakālī, angry, dis-

pleased, spoke thus: ‘I repudiate … I will lead the Brahma-life among
these’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nun Caṇḍakālī, angry, displeased, speak

Vin 4.236

thus: ‘I repudiate … I will lead the Brahma-life among these’? It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Whatever nun, angry, displeased, should speak thus: ‘I repu-

diate the enlightened one … I repudiate the training. What in-
deed are these recluses who are recluses, daughters of the Sak-

¹ Note by Sujato: Saṅghādisesa 7 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² See Bi-Ss 4, where
she is again shown as quarrelsome. ³ paccācikkhati, intensive of paccakkhāti, on
which see bd 1.40, n. 2.
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yans?For thereareotherrecluses, conscientious, scrupulous,’ de-
sirous of training; I will lead the Brahma-life among these,’ that
nun should be spoken to thus by the nuns: ‘Do not, lady, angry,

BD 3.202

displeased, speak thus: “I repudiate the enlightened one… I will
lead the Brahma-life among these.” Be satisfied, lady, dhamma is
well preached, lead the Brahma-life for the utter ending of ill.’
And if that nun, being spoken to thus by the nuns, persists as be-
fore, that nun should be admonished by the nuns up to a third
time¹ for giving up that (course). If, being admonished up to a
third time, she should give it up, that is good. If she should not
give it up, that nun also has fallen into amatter that is an offence
on the third (admonition),² entailing a formalmeeting of the Or-
der involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 10.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Angry,displeasedmeans: dissatisfied, themindworsened, stub-

born.³
Should speak thusmeans: ‘I repudiate … I will lead the Brahma-

life among these.’
That nunmeans: whatever nun speaks thus.
By thenunsmeans: by other nunswho see,whohear; she should

be told by these⁴: “Do not, lady, angry, displeased … for the utter
ending of ill.” And a second time she should be told, and a third time
she should be told. If she gives it up, that is good. If she does not give
it up, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, having heard, they do
not speak, there is an offence of wrong-doing. And that nun, having
been pulled into the midst of the Order, should be told: “Do not, lady,
angry, displeased, speak thus: ‘I repudiate the enlightened one, I
repudiate, dhamma, I repudiate the Order, I repudiate the training
… I will lead the Brahma-life among these.’ Be satisfied, lady, … lead
the Brahma-life for the utter ending of ill.” And a second time she

¹ yāvatatiyaṁ. ² yāvatatiyakaṁ. Cf. bd 1.328, n. 2. ³ = Vin 3.255 (bd 2.140),
Vin 4.146 (above, bd 3.47), Vin 4.238 (below, bd 3.206); cf. Vin 3.163 (bd 1.281). ⁴ Cf.
Vin 3.178, Vin 3.185 (bd 1.312, bd 1.326).
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should be told, and a third time she should be told. If she gives it up,
BD 3.203

that is good. If she does not give it up, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.That nun should be admonished. And thus, monks should she
be admonished: the Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent nun, saying: “Ladies, let the Order listen to me.This nun
so and so, angry, displeased, spoke thus: ‘I repudiate … I will lead
the Brahma-life among these.’ She does not give up this course. If
it seems right to the Order, let the Order admonish the nun so and
so for giving up this course.This is the motion. Ladies, let the Order

Vin 4.237

listen to me.This nun so and so … She does not give up this course.
The Order admonishes the nun so and so for the giving up of this
course. If the admonition of the mm so and so for the giving up of
this course is pleasing to the ladies, let them be silent. If it is not
pleasing, then you should speak. And a second time I speak forth
this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter …The nun
so and so is admonished by the Order for the giving up of this course.
It is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.”

As a result of the motion, there is an offence of wrong-doing; as
a result of two proclamations, there are grave offences. At the end of
the proclamations, there is an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order. If she is committing an offence entailing a formalmeeting
of the Order, the offence of wrong-doing according to the motion
and the grave offences according to the two proclamations, subside.¹

She alsomeans: she is so called in reference to the former.
Up to the third timemeans: she falls on the third admonition,

not through transgression of a course.²
Involvingbeing sent awaymeans: she is caused to be sent away

by the Order.
Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means: …

BD 3.204

therefore again it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Bi-Ss 10.2.2

If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid

¹ Cf. bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.313, bd 1.327. ² Cf. above, bd 3.180.
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act (and) does not give it up, there is an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order. If she is in doubt as to whether it is a legally
valid act … If she thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is a
legally valid act (and) does not give it up, there is an offence entailing
a formalmeeting of theOrder. If she thinks that it is a legally valid act
when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she is in doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is not a legally valid act
when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹

Bi-Ss 10.2.3

There is no offence if she is not admonished, if she gives it up; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.²

¹ Cf. bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.313, bd 1.327. ² Cf. bd 1.302, bd 1.307, bd 1.313, bd 1.327.
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¹ … at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
Bi-Ss 11.1.1
BD 3.205

at that time the nun Caṇḍakālī,² overthrown³ in some legal ques-
tion, angry, displeased, spoke thus: “The nuns are following a wrong
course through desire and the nuns are following a wrong course

Vin 4.238

through hatred and the nuns are following a wrong course through
stupidity and the nuns are following a wrong course through fear.”
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
the lady, the nun Caṇḍakālī … displeased, speak thus: ‘… and the
nuns are following a wrong course through fear’?” …
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nun Caṇḍakālī, … displeased, speak thus:

‘… and the nuns are following a wrong course through fear’? It is not,
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … set forth this
rule of training:
“Whatevernun,overthrowninsome legalquestion, angryand

displeased, should speak thus: ‘The nuns are following a wrong
course through desire … the nuns are following a wrong course
through fear,’ that nun should be spoken to thus by the nuns: ‘Do
not, lady, overthrown in some legal question, angry, displeased,
speak thus: “The nuns are following a wrong course through de-
sire … and the nuns are following a wrong course through fear.”

¹ Note by Sujato: Saṅghādisesa 8 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² Cf. Bi-Ss 4, Bi-Ss 10.
³ paccākatā.
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The lady herself ¹ may go (wrong)² from desire, and she may go
(wrong) fromhatred and shemay go (wrong) from stupidity and
she may go (wrong) from fear.’ And if this nun, being spoken to

BD 3.206

thus by the nuns, persists as before, she should be admonished
up to a third time for giving up that (course). If, being admon-
ished up to a third time, she should give it up, that is good. If she
shouldnot give it up, that nunalso has fallen into amatter that is
an offence on the third (admonition), entailing a formalmeeting
of the Order involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 11.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
In some legal questionmeans: legal question means, there are

four (kinds of) legal questions: legal questions arising out of disputes
legal questions arising out of censure, legal questions arising out of
transgressions, legal questions arising out of obligations.³

Overthrownmeans: she is called defeated.⁴
Angry,displeasedmeans: dissatisfied, themindworsened, stub-

born.⁵
Should speak thus means: saying, “The nuns are following a

wrong course through desire … and the nuns are following a wrong
course through fear.”

That nunmeans: whatever nun speaks thus.
By thenunsmeans: by other nunswho see,whohear; she should

be told by these: “Do not, lady, overthrown…and shemay go (wrong)
from fear.” And a second time she should be told. And a third time
she should be told … (see Bi-Ss 10.2.1–Bi-Ss 10.2.3. Instead of Do not,
lady, angry, etc., read Do not, lady, overthrown, etc.; instead of this

Vin 4.239

nun so and so, angry, etc., read this nun so and so, overthrown, etc.)
… if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ kho. ² gaccheyya. ³ = Vin 3.164 (bd 1.282), bd 4.126 (= above, bd 3.6). ⁴ parājitā.
⁵ See bd 3.47 above, for references.
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¹ … at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
Bi-Ss 12.1.1
BD 3.207

at that time nuns who were pupils of the nunThullanandā lived in
company,² they were of evil habits, of evil repute, of evil ways of
living,³ vexing⁴ the Order of nuns, concealing one another’s sins.⁵
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
these nuns live in company … concealing one another’s sins?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns live in company … conceal-

ing one another’s sins?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns live in company … concealing one an-

other’s sins? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“In case nuns live in company, of evil habits, of evil repute, of

evil ways of living, vexing the Order of nuns, concealing one an-

¹ Note by Sujato: Saṅghādisesa 9 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² saṁsaṭṭhā viharati. Cf.
Vin 4.293, saṁsaṭṭhāviharati gahapatināpi gahapatiputtenapi,withhouseholders and
householders’ sons; Vin 4.333, purisasaṁsaṭṭha kumārakasaṁsaṭṭha, in the company
of men and youths; Vin 2.4, gihisaṁsaṭṭho, in the company of, or in association
with, householders. Vin-a 915 saysmissībhūtā, becomemixed up with (the world),
and that in regard to the body they were pounding and cooking for householders,
perfuming and adorning themselves, using garlands and chains, and in regard
to their speech they were acting as go-betweens, carrying messages and replies.
Saṁsaṭṭhā viharati occurs at an iii.109. ³ pāpasiloka. ⁴ vihesikā. Cf. vihesā,
vexation, at bd 3.41 above; and vihesaka, vexing, at Vin 4.36 (= bd 2.231f.), where it
means keeping silence. ⁵ vajja. Cf. Vin 3.171 (= bd 1.297).
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other’s sins, thosenuns shouldbe spokento thusby thenuns: ‘Sis-
ters are living in company … concealing one another’s sins. Let

BD 3.208

the ladies desist¹; the Order praises this detachment in sisters.’
But if these nuns, being spoken to thus by the nuns, should per-
sist asbefore, thesenuns shouldbeadmonishedby thenunsup to
the third time for giving up that (course). If, being admonished
up to the third time they should give it up, that is good. If they
should not give it up, these nuns also have fallen into a matter
that is an offence on the third (admonition), entailing a formal
meeting of the Order involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 12.2.1In case nunsmeans: they are called ordained.
Are living in companymeans: in companymeans that they are

living in company unbecomingly in regard to body and speech.
Of evil habitsmeans: they are possessed of depraved habits.
Of evil reportmeans: they are notorious² because of (their)³ bad

reputation.⁴
Of evil ways of livingmeans: they lead life by means of an evil,

wrong mode of livelihood.
Vexing the Order of nunsmeans: they protest when a (formal)

Vin 4.240

act is being carried out against each other.
Concealingoneanother’s sinsmeans: they reciprocally conceal

a sin.
Those nunsmeans: those nuns who live in company.
By the nuns means: by other nuns who see, who hear; they

should be told by these: “Sisters are living in company … detach-
ment in sisters.” And a second time they should be told. And a third
time they should be told … (see Bi-Ss 10.2.1. Instead of Do not, ladies,
angry, etc., read Sisters are living in company, etc.; instead of that
nun)… does not give up that course read those nuns… do not give up
that course; instead of this nun so and so read these nuns so and so

BD 3.209

¹ viviccati, separate themselves, be alone. Cf. below, bd 3.210. ² abbhuggatā, liter-
ally spread abroad. ³ Vin-a 915 says “the bad reputation of these, etāsaṁ, means
‘evil report.’ ⁴ pāpaka kittisadda.
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and so and so are living in company… they do not give up that course
… the nuns so and so and so and so should be admonished … are
admonished for giving up that course … If they are committing an
offence entailing a formalmeeting of theOrder, the offence ofwrong-
doing according to the motion and the grave offences according to
the two proclamations, subside.

Two or three should be admonished together. More than that
should not be admonished together.

These nuns also means: they are so called in reference to the
former.

Up to the third timemeans: they fall on the third admonition,
not through transgression of a course.

Involving being sent awaymeans: they are caused to be sent
away¹ from the Order,

Offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order means: …
therefore again it is called an offence entailing a formal meeting of
the Order.

Bi-Ss 12.2.2

If they think that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) do not give up … (see Bi-Ss 10.2.2) … If they think that it
is not a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Ss 12.2.3

There is no offence if they are not admonished; if they give it up;
if they are mad, if they are the first wrong-doers.

¹ Oldenberg, Vin 4.366, says that the correct reading is nissāriyanti, as against text’s
nissāriyati.
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¹ … at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
Bi-Ss 13.1.1

BD 3.210
at that time the nunThullanandā, admonished by the Order, spoke
thus to the nuns: “Ladies, live you as though in company, do not you
live otherwise. For there are in the Order other nuns of such habits,
of such repute, of such ways of living, vexing the Order of nuns,

Vin 4.241

concealing one another’s sins²; the Order does not say anything to
these. It is to you yourselves that the Order, out of disrespect, out
of contempt, out of impatience,³ in gossiping, on poor evidence,⁴
says this: ‘Sisters are living in company, of evil habits, of evil repute,
of evil ways of living, vexing the Order of nuns, concealing one an-
other’s sins. Let the ladies desist; the Order praises this detachment
in sisters.’ ” Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, admonished by the Order, speak

thus to nuns: ‘Ladies, live you as though in company … detachment
in sisters” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā, admon-

ished by the Order, spoke thus to nuns: ‘Ladies, live you … detach-
ment in sisters’?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can the nunThullanandā, admonished by the Order,

¹ Note by Sujato: Saṅghādisesa 10 in I.B. Horner’s edition. ² See Bi-Ss 12. ³ Five
disadvantages of being “impatient” given at an iii.254. ⁴ dubbalyatā. See Journal
of the Pali Text Society 1886, p. 129.
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speak thus to nuns:’ Ladies, live you … praises this detachment in
sisters’? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should speak thus: ‘Ladies, live you as though

BD 3.211

in company, do not you live otherwise. For there are in the Order
other nuns of such habits, of such repute, of such ways of living,
vexing the Order of nuns, concealing one another’s sins; the Or-
der does not say anything to these. It is to you yourselves that the
Order, out of disrespect, out of contempt, out of impatience, in
gossiping, on poor evidence, says this: “Sisters are living in com-
pany, of evil habits, of evil repute, of evil ways of living, vexing
the Order of nuns, concealing one another’s sins. Let the ladies
desist, the Order praises this detachment in sisters,”’—that nun
should be spoken to thus by the nuns: ‘Do not, lady, speak thus:
“Sisters are living in company … detachment in sisters.”’ And if
that nun, being spoken to thus by the nuns, should persist as be-
fore, that nun should be admonished by the nuns up to a third
time for giving up that (course). If, being admonished up to a
third time, she should give it up, that is good. If she should not
give it up, this nun also has fallen into amatter that is an offence
on the third (admonition), entailing a formal meeting of the Or-
der involving being sent away.”

Bi-Ss 13.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Should speak thusmeans: ‘Ladies, live you as though in com-

pany… It is to you yourselves that the Order, out of disrespectmeans:
out of disesteem.

Out of contempt¹ means: out of disdain.
Out of impatiencemeans: out of ill-temper.²
In gossipingmeans: made into talk.³
On poor evidencemeans: not having partisans.⁴

Vin 4.242

¹ paribhavena … pāribhavyatā. ² kopena. ³ vibhassikatā. ⁴ Text reads ap-
pakkhatā; Sinhalese edition apakkhatā = a + pakkha + tā, being without a faction, a
side, thus without partisans (as Critical Pali Dictionary).
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Says thismeans: it says, ‘Sisters are living in company… detach-
ment in sisters.’

By thenunsmeans: by other nunswho see,whohear; she should
be told by these: “Do not, lady, speak thus: ‘Ladies, live you as though

BD 3.212

in company… detachment in sisters.’ ” And a second time she should
be told.Anda third timeshe shouldbe told…(seeBi-Ss 10.2.1–Bi-Ss 10.2.3.
Instead of do not, lady, angry, etc. read do not, lady, speak thus, etc.
Read: Ladies, let the Order listen to me.This nun so and so, admon-
ished by the Order, speaks thus to the nuns: ‘Ladies, live you as
though in company,’ etc.) … if she is the first wrong-doer.

Bi-Ss 13.3.1Recited, ladies, are the seventeen matters that are offences en-
tailing a formal meeting of the Order—nine which are offences at
once, eight¹ on the third (admonition). A nun having fallen into one
or other of these shall spend a fortnight inmānatta discipline² before
both Orders. If, when the nun has performed themānatta discipline,
the Order of nuns should number twenty, then that nunmay be reha-
bilitated. But if the Order of nuns, numbering less than twenty even
by one, should rehabilitate that nun, that nun is not rehabilitated,
and those nuns are blameworthy; this is the proper course there.
Concerning this, I ask the ladies: I hope that you are quite pure in
this matter? And a second time I ask: I hope that you are quite pure
in this matter? And a third time I ask: I hope that you are quite pure
in this matter? The ladies are quite pure in this matter, therefore
they are silent; thus do I understand this.

Told are the Seventeen
Vin 4.243

¹ Buddhaghosa atVin-a 915 brings the tenSaṅghādisesas here set out up to seventeen
by saying that, besides these six that are offences at once, there are also three
that are included in the Mahāvibhaṅga (Bu-Ss 5, Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Ss 9); and besides
these four that are offences at the third admonition, there are also four that are
included in the Mahāvibhaṅga (Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Ss 11, Bu-Ss 12, Bu-Ss 13). The nuns
have four more Saṅghādisesas than the monks. See also bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxiii.
² pakkhamānatta. Buddhaghosa says that he will explain this phrase in detail in a
Khandhaka. Pakkha here almost certainly has the meaning of one-half of the lunar
month.
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Bi-NP 1.1.1
BD 3.213

These thirty rules, ladies, for offences of expiation involving forfei-
ture come up for recitation.

At that time the enlightened one, the lord,was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time¹
the group of six nuns made a hoard of many bowls. People, engaged
in touring the dwelling-place and seeing (this hoard), looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns make
a hoard of many bowls?Will these nuns do a trade in bowls or will
they set up an earthenware shop?”

Nuns heard these people who … spread it about.Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
nuns make a hoard of bowls?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns made a

hoard of bowls?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

howcan the groupof sixnunsmake ahoard of bowls? It is not,monks,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatevernunshouldmakeahoardofbowls, there isanoffen-

ce of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 1.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Bowl² means: there are two (kinds of) bowls: an iron bowl, a clay

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-NP 21 (bd 2.113f.) where, however, the offence is to keep an extra
bowl; and alsoMonks’ Bu-NP 1 (bd 2.1f.). ² = bd 2.115 (Vin 3.243) and cf. bd 2.415
(Vin 4.123).
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bowl.There are three sizes for a bowl: a large bowl, a medium-sized
BD 3.214

bowl, a small bowl. A large bowl means that it takes half an āḷhaka
measure of boiled rice, or¹ a quarter of that quantity of uncooked rice
or a suitable curry. Amedium-sized bowlmeans that it, takes a nāḷika
measure of boiled rice, a quarter of that quantity of uncooked rice,
a suitable curry. A small bowl means that it takes a patthameasure

Vin 4.244

of boiled rice, a quarter of that quantity of uncooked rice, a suitable
curry. (A bowl) greater than that is not a bowl, (a bowl) smaller (than
that) is not a bowl.

Shouldmakeahoardmeans:what is not allotted, not assigned.²
It is to be forfeitedmeans: it should be forfeited at sunrise. It

should be forfeited to anOrder or to a group or to one nun.³ And thus,
monks, should it be forfeited:That nun, having approached anOrder,
having arranged her upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured
the feet of the senior nuns, having sat down on her haunches, having
saluted with joined palms, should speak thus: ‘Ladies, this bowl is to
be forfeited byme, a night having elapsed. I forfeit it to the Order.’
Having forfeited it, the offence should be confessed. The offence
should be acknowledged by an experienced, competent nun; the
bowl forfeited should be given back (with the words): ‘Ladies, let the
Order listen to me.This bowl of the nun so and so which had to be
forfeited is forfeited (by her) to the Order. If it seems right to the
Order, let the Order give back this bowl to the nun so and so.’

That nun, having approached several⁴ nuns, having arranged
her upper robe over one shoulder … having saluted with joined
palms, should speak thus: ‘Ladies, this bowl is to be forfeited by
me, a night having elapsed. I forfeit it to the ladies.’ Having forfeited

BD 3.215

it, the offence should be confessed.The offence should be acknowl-
edged by an experienced, competent nun; the bowl forfeited should
be given back (with the words): ‘Let the ladies listen tome.This bowl
of the nun so and so which had to be forfeited is forfeited (by her) to

¹ Omitted, probably rightly, at Vin 3.243. It does not occur in the other cases either
here or there. ² Cf. definition of “extra robe,” “extra bowl” at bd 2.7, bd 2.114.
³ ekabhikkhunī balancing puggala, individual, in theMonks’Nissaggiyas. ⁴ sam-
bahulā, meaning a gaṇa, group of two to four monks or nuns.
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the ladies. If it seems right to the ladies, let the ladies give back this
bowl to the nun so and so.’

That nun, having approached one nun, having arranged her up-
per robe over one shoulder, having sat downonher haunches, having
salutedwith joined palms, should speak thus: ‘Lady, this bowl is to be
forfeited byme, a night having elapsed. I forfeit it to the lady.’ Having
forfeited it, the offence should be confessed.The offence should be
acknowledged by this nun; the bowl forfeited should be given back
(with the words): ‘I will give back this bowl to the lady.’

Bi-NP 1.2.2

If she thinks that a night has elapsed when it has elapsed, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If she is in doubt as
to whether a night has elapsed … If she thinks that a night has not
elapsedwhen it has elapsed, there is anoffenceof expiation involving
forfeiture. If she thinks that it is allotted when it is not allotted … If
she thinks that it is assigned when it is not assigned … If she thinks

Vin 4.245

that it is bestowed when it is not bestowed … If she thinks that it
is lost when it is not lost … If she thinks that it is destroyed when
it is not destroyed … If she thinks that it is broken when it is not
broken … If she thinks that it is stolen when it is not stolen, there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If, not having forfeited
the bowl which had to be forfeited, she makes use of it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that a night has elapsed when
it has not elapsed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether a night has not elapsed, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that a night has not elapsed when it has
not elapsed, there is no offence.

Bi-NP 1.2.3

BD 3.216 There is no offence if before sunrise it is allotted, assigned, be-
stowed, lost, destroyed, broken, if they tear it from her, if they take
it on trust; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.¹

Bi-NP 1.3.1
¹ Cf. bd 2.116f., and bd 2.10f. (a robe).
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Then the group of six nuns did not give back a bowl that was
forfeited.They told thismatter … to the lord. He said: “Monks, a bowl
that is forfeited is not to be given back. Whosoever should not give it
back, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”¹

¹ Cf. bd 2.116f., and bd 2.10f. (a robe).
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Bi-NP 2.1.1
BD 3.217

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time several nuns, having spent the rains in a village-residence,
went to Sāvatthī keeping the customs,¹ dignified in deportment,
badly dressed, wearing shabby robes. Lay-followers having seen
these nuns, thinking, “These nuns are keeping the customs …wear-
ing shabby robes, these nuns will have been robbed,” gave robe-
material to the Order of nuns not at the right time.²The nunThul-
lanandā, saying, “Our kaṭhina-cloth is (formally) made,³ it was robe-
material givenat the right time,”havingallotted it, had it distributed.⁴
The lay-followers having seen those nuns, spoke thus: “Was not the
robe-material received by the ladies?”
“We did not receive robe-material, sirs. The lady Thullanandā,

saying, ‘Our kaṭhina-cloth is (formally) made; it was robe-material
given at the right time,’ having allotted it, had it distributed.”

BD 3.218

The lay-followers … spread it about, saying:

¹ vattasampannā. Groups of vattāni enumerated at Vb-a 297. Here probably these
nuns had not yet their new robes, as it was not the custom to get these during
the rains.The village perhaps could not supply enoughmaterial and so the nuns
proposed to get it in Sāvatthī. ² See bd 2.26, bd 2.311, bd 2.366. ³ atthata. See
bd 2.5, n. 1, bd 2.26, n. 3.The kaṭhina-cloth had to bemadeup after the rains, Vin 1.254.
Robe-material accruing not at the right time might be accepted by a monk, but
then should be made up quickly, Vin 3.203 (bd 2.25f.). It looks as if Thullanandā
and her nuns had had their kaṭhina robes made up before these other nuns arrived
at Sāvatthī, and that she took possession of the material given by the laity, and in
having it distributed, ignored these incoming nuns. ⁴ This seems to imply that
she did not distribute it herself. At Vin 1.285 monks are allowed to agree upon a
monk possessed of five qualities as distributor of robe-material; the way in which
it should be distributed is then set forth.
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“How can the lady Thullanandā, thinking that robe-material
(given) not at the right time was robe-material (given) at the right
time, having allotted it, have it distributed?”

Nuns heard these lay-followers who … spread it about. Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can the lady
Thullanandā thinking … have it distributed?”

Then these nuns told this matter to the monks.Themonks … to
the lord. He said:

Vin 4.246

“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … had it
distributed?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can the nunThullanandā… have it distributed? It is

not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Whatevernun, thinking that robe-material (given)not at the

right time is robe-material (given) at the right time, having allot-
ted it should have it distributed, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 2.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Robe-material (given)notat theright time¹means: some that

has accrued during the eleven months when the kaṭhina cloth is not
(formally) made; some that has accrued during the seven months
when the kaṭhina cloth is (formally)made; a gift (ofmaterial) offered²
even at the right time; this means robe-material (given) not at the
right time.

If thinking, “It is robe-material (given) at the right time,” having
BD 3.219

allotted it, she has it distributed, in the action there is an offence of
wrong-doing; on acquisition it is to be forfeited. It should be forfeited

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-NP 3, Vin 3.204 (bd 2.26, where see note), and cf. bd 2.311, bd 2.366,
“time of giving robes.” ² ādissa. Vin-a 546 explains by apadisitvā, pointed out,
indicated, designated; Vin-a 658 by uddisitvā, pointed out, proposed;whileVin-a 916
says, “she saying, ‘having obtained (sampattā), let them distribute,’ and then she
says, ‘I will give this to a group and this to you.’ ”
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to an Order or to a group or to one nun. And thus, monks, should it
be forfeited: “Ladies, I, thinking that this robe-material (given) not
at the right time was robe-material (given) at the right time, having
allotted it, caused it to be distributed; it is to be forfeited by me. I
forfeit it to the Order.” … “… let the Order give back … they should
give back … I will give back (this robe-material) to the lady.”

Bi-NP 2.2.2

If she thinks that it is robe-material (given) not at the right time
when it is robe-material (given) not at the right, time, and saying, “It
is robe-material (given) at the right time,” having allotted it she has
it distributed, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
If she is in doubt as to whether it is robe-material (given) not at
the right time … there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks
that it is robe-material (given) at the right time when it is robe-
material (given) not at the right time … there is no offence. If she
thinks that it is robe-material (given) not at the right time when it is
robe-material (given) at the right time, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If she is in doubt as to whether it is robe-material (given) at
the right time, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that
it is robe-material (given) at the right time when it is robe-material
(given) at the right time, there is no offence.

Bi-NP 2.2.3

There is no offence if she thinks that it is robe-material (given)
not at the right time when it is robe-material (given) not at the right
time and has it distributed; if she thinks that it is robe-material
(given) at the right time when it is robe-material (given) at the right
time and has it distributed; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-
doer.
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Bi-NP 3.1.1

BD 3.220

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā, having exchanged¹ a robe with
a certain nun, made use of it.Then that nun, having folded up that
robe, laid it aside.² The nun Thullanandā spoke thus to that nun:
“Lady, that robe which was exchanged by you with me, where is

Vin 4.247

that robe?”Then that nun, having taken out that robe, showed it to
the nunThullanandā.The nunThullanandā spoke thus to that nun:
“Lady, take back³ your robe, give⁴ me this robe.That which is yours
is yours, that which is mine is mine. Give this to me, take away your
own,” and she tore it away.⁵ Then that nun told this matter to the
nuns … to the monks.Themonks … to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … tore it

away?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the nunThullanandā … tear it away? It is not, monks, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having exchanged a robe with a nun, should

afterwards speak thus: ‘Lady, takeyour robe, give this robe tome.
Thatwhich is yours is yours, thatwhich ismine ismine.Give this
to me, take away your own,’ (and) should tear it away or should

BD 3.221

¹ Or bartered, parivattetvā. In Bhikkhu Bu-NP 5 monks are allowed to accept robes
in exchange frommonks, nuns, probationers, male and female novices; while in
Bhikkhu Bu-Pc 25 they are allowed to give robes in exchange to these same five
classes of people. ² Cf. Vin 4.61 = bd 2.285. ³ handa. Vin-a 917 says gaṇha, take.
⁴ āharati here has sense of to give, as at Vin 3.206. ⁵ Cf. Vin 3.254 (= bd 2.139).
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cause (another) to tear it away, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture.”¹

Bi-NP 3.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
With a nunmeans: with another nun.
Robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes (including)

the least one fit for assignment.²
Having exchangedmeans: something large for something small

or something small for something large.
Should tear it awaymeans³: if she tears it away herself, there

is an offence of ’ expiation involving forfeiture.
Shouldcause (another) to tear itawaymeans: if she commands

another, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If having commanded
once, she then tears many away, it is to be forfeited. It should be
forfeited to an Order or to a group or to one nun. And thus, monks,
should it be forfeited: ‘Ladies, having exchanged this robe with a
nun, it was torn away by me; it is to be forfeited. I forfeit it to the
Order’ … ‘the Order should give back … let the ladies give back … I
will give back (this robe) to the lady.’

Bi-NP 3.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained, (and)
having exchanged a robe, tears it away or causes (another) to tear
it away, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If she

Vin 4.248

is in doubt as to whether she is ordained … If she thinks that she is
not ordained when she is ordained … involving forfeiture. Having
exchanged another requisite, if she tears it away or causes (another)
to tear it away, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.Having exchanged
a robe or another requisite with one who is not ordained, if she
tears it away or causes (another) to tear it away, there is an offence

BD 3.222

of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is ordained when she is not
ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-NP 25 where a monk having himself given a robe to a monkmust-
not then tear it away from him. ² = Vin 3.210, Vin 3.213, Vin 4.122, Vin 4.123.
³ From here to end cf.Monks’ Bu-NP 25.
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whether she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
she thinks that she is not ordained when she is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-NP 3.2.3

There is no offence if she gives it or takes it from her in a friendly
manner; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-NP 4.1.1

BD 3.223

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā came to be ill. Then a certain lay-
follower approached the nunThullanandā, and having approached
he spoke thus to the nunThullanandā: “What, lady, is your discom-
fort? What may be brought (for you)?”
“Sir, I am in need of ghee.”
Then that lay-follower, having for a kahāpaṇa brought ghee from

the house of a certain shopkeeper, gave it to the nunThullanandā.
The nun Thullanandā said: “I am not in need of ghee, sir, I am in
need of oil.”Then that lay-follower approached that shopkeeper, and
having approached he spoke thus to that shopkeeper:
“The lady says that she does not need ghee, master, she needs oil.

You take¹ the ghee (and) give me the oil.”
“If we, master, take back again goods that were bought, when will

our goods be sold? Ghee was taken owing to the purchase of ghee;
give for² the purchase of oil (and) you shall take oil”

Then that lay-follower … spread it about, saying: “How can this
ladyThullanandā, havinghad one thing asked for,³ thenhave another
thing asked for?” Nuns heard this lay-followerwho… spread it about.
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about …Then these nuns
told this matter to the monks.Themonks … to the lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThulla nandā, having

BD 3.224

had one thing asked for, had another thing asked for?”

¹ handa, as above, bd 3.220. ² āhara = yācitvā, Vin-a 917, but I think the above
translation better shows that the shopkeeper was, as he states, unwilling to change
goods once bought. ³ viññāpetvā.
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“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

Vin 4.249

“How, monks, can the nun Thullanandā … have another thing
asked for? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having had one thing asked for, should have

another thing asked for, there is an offence of expiation involv-
ing forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 4.2.1Nunmeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Having had one thing asked formeans: having had anything

whatever asked for.
Should have another asked formeans: excepting that (thing),

if she has another asked for, in the request¹ there is an offence of
wrong-doing. It is to be forfeited on acquisition. It should be forfeited
to an Order or to a group or to one nun. And thus, monks, should it
be forfeited: “Ladies, having had this thing asked for, the other thing
asked for is to be forfeited by me. I forfeit it to the Order.” … “… the
Order should give back … let the ladies give back … I will give back
(this thing) to the lady.”

Bi-NP 4.2.2

If she thinks that one thing is another thing and has the other
thing asked for, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.
If she is in doubt as to whether one thing … If she thinks that an
identical thing² is another thing … offence of expiation involving
forfeiture. If she thinks that another thing is an identical thing (and)
has the identical thing asked for, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she is in doubt as to whether it is an identical thing (and) has an
identical thing asked for, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
thinks that it is an identical thing when it is an identical thing, there
is no offence.

BD 3.225

Bi-NP 4.2.3¹ payoge, action, doing. ² anañña.
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There is no offence if she has that thing asked for and also has
another thing asked for¹; if having pointed out the advantage, she
has it asked for; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ According to Vin-a 917 thismeans that the little she first asked for does not suffice,
so she asks for it again. If ghee was first asked for a watch of the night (i.e., to be
used as a medicine) it may be boiled; but if the doctor prescribed oil and she says
she needs this too, thus (it is said) she asks for another thing. The simultaneous
asking for things is hence not an offence; it puts a shopkeeper to no embarrassment,
and saves a lay-person from going to and fro.This “asking for” a thingwhen an offer
has been made is different from the “asking for” in Bu-Pc 7 and in the Pāṭidesaniyas.
For there, nuns appear to be asking for food andmedicine on their own initiative.
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Bi-NP 5.1.1

BD 3.226

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā came to be ill. Then a certain lay-
follower approached the nunThullanandā; having approached, he
spoke thus to the nunThullanandā: “I hope, lady, that you are better,
I hope that you are keeping going.”
“Sir, I am not better, I am not keeping going.”
“Lady, I will deposit a kahāpaṇa in the house of such and such a

shopkeeper; you can have whatever you want brought from there.”
The nunThullanandā enjoined a certain probationer, saying: “Go,

probationer, fetch oil for the kahāpaṇa from the house of such and
such a shopkeeper.”

Then that probationer, having for the kahāpaṇa fetched oil from
Vin 4.250

thehouse of that shopkeeper, gave it to thenunThullanandā.Thenun
Thullanandā said: “I do not need oil, probationer, I need ghee.”Then
that probationer approached that shopkeeper; having approached,
she spoke thus to that shopkeeper:
“The lady says that she does not need oil, sir, she needs ghee. You

take the oil (and) give me the ghee.”
“If we, lady, take back again goods that were bought, when will

our goods be sold? Oil was taken owing to the purchase of oil; give
for the purchase of ghee (and) you shall take ghee.”

Then that probationer stood crying. Nuns spoke thus to that pro-
bationer: “Why are you crying, probationer?”Then that probationer
told this matter to the nuns.Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying:
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“Howcan the ladyThullanandā, having got one thing in exchange,¹
get another thing in exchange?”

BD 3.227

“Is it true, as is said, monks, … (see Bi-NP 4.1. Instead of having
had asked for, etc., read having got in exchange) … rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having got one thing in exchange, should get

another thing in exchange, there is an offence of expiation in-
volving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 5.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Having got one thing in exchangemeans: having got anything

whatever in exchange … (see Bi-NP 4.2). Instead of has asked for,
having had asked for read gets in exchange, having got in exchange

… if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ cetāpetvā.
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Bi-NP 6.1.1
BD 3.228

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time lay-followers, having made a voluntary collection¹ for
robe-material² for an Order of nuns, having laid aside what was
necessary³ in a certain cloak-seller’s⁴ house, having approached the
nuns, spoke thus: “Ladies, in such and such a cloak-seller’s house
what is necessary for robe-material is laid aside. Having had that
robe-material brought from there, distribute it.”

The nuns, having got medicine in exchange for what was neces-
sary, made use of it. The lay-followers, having found out … spread
it about, saying: “How can these nuns get something⁵ in exchange
for what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined

BD 3.229

for another thing,⁶ belonging to an Order?” Nuns heard these lay-

¹ chandakaṁ saṁharitvā. This is Pali-English Dictionary’s suggestion.Vin-a 918 says,
“saying, ‘Let us do a dhamma-duty, give what you are able,’ thus having produced
desire and pleasure in others, it is a synonym for a requisite that is taken up”
(gahitaparikkhāra). ² cīvararatthāya, instrumental; it therefore looks as if they
did not collect robe-material itself, but some medium of exchange with which
the nuns could obtain the material. ³ parikkhāra, the usual technical term for
the four, or eight, requisites allowed to a monk. But in view of the construction
cīvaratthāya, it is likely that parikkhāra here stands not for a “requisite” itself, but
for themeans, perhaps some deposit of amedium of exchange, for obtaining it.This
hypothesis is strengthened by Bu-NP8, where a voluntary collection for conjey,
yāgu, was to bemade. Conjey is not a specific “requisite” at all, at Vin 4.93 e.g., being
mentioned separately and in addition to solid food and soft food.There is in English
the vulgarism “the needful,” which I think parikkhāra in this and the following
Nissaggiyasmost nearly means. ⁴ pāvārika. Pali-English Dictionary suggests above
translation. Pāvāra as cloak or mantle occurs at Vin 1.281, Ja 5.409. ⁵ aññaṁ.
⁶ aññadatthikena parikkhārena aññuddisikena, literally for the good of another, for
the advantage of another, Cf. attuddesaṁ at Vin 3.149.
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followers who … spread it about. Those who were modest nuns …
Vin 4.251

spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns get something in exchange … belonging to

an Order?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns got something in exchange

… belonging to an Order?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns get something in exchange … belonging

to an Order? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:

“Whatevernunshouldget something inexchange for thatwhich
was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for
another thing, (and) belonging to an Order, there is an offence
of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 6.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
For what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing,

destined for another thingmeans: for what was given for another
thing.

Belonging to anOrder¹means: it is for anOrder, not for a group,
not for one nun.

Should get something in exchange means: having set aside
that for which it was given, if she gets another thing in exchange,
there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; it is to be forfeited
on acquisition. It should be forfeited to an Order or to a group or
to one nun. And thus, monks, should it be forfeited: ‘Ladies, this
thing got in exchange for that which was necessary (and) appointed
for another thing, destined for another thing, (and) belonging to
an Order, is to be forfeited by me. I forfeit it to the Order.’ … “… the

BD 3.230

Order should give back, … let the ladies give back … I will give back
(this thing) to the lady.”

Bi-NP 6.2.2

¹ Another definition occurs at Vin 3.266 and Vin 4.43.
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If she thinks that it was appointed for another thing when it was
appointed for another thing, and gets something else in exchange,
there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If she is in doubt
… If she thinks that it was not appointed for another thing … there is
an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. Having acquired what
was forfeited, it may be taken as, so to speak, a gift.¹ If she thinks
that it was appointed for another thing when it was not appointed
for another thing, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether it was not appointed for another thing, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that it was not appointed
for another thingwhen it was not appointed for another thing, there
is no offence.

Bi-NP 6.2.3

There is no offence if she takes² a remainder; if she takes having
obtained the owner’s permission³; if there are’ accidents; if she is
mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ yathādāne upanetabbaṁ. ² upaneti. ³ I.e., saying it was given for the sake of
robe-material, but they have this and need oil, Vin-a 918.
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Bi-NP 7.1.1

BD 3.231

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time¹ lay-followers, having made a voluntary collection for
robe-material for the Order of nuns, having laid aside what was
necessary in a certain cloak-seller’s house, having approached the

Vin 4.252

nuns, spoke thus: “Ladies, in such and such a cloak-seller’s house
what is necessary for robe-material is laid aside. Having had the
robe-material brought from there, distribute it.”

And the nuns, although having themselves asked for² what was
necessary, yet having got medicine in exchange, made use of it. The
lay-followers, having found out … spread it about, saying: “How can
these nuns get something in exchange for what was necessary (and)
appointed for another thing, destined for another thing, belonging
to an Order, (and) that they themselves asked for³?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns got something in exchange

… that they themselves asked for?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns get something in exchange … that they

themselves asked for? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are
not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should get something in exchange for what
was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for
another thing,belonging toanOrder, (and) that sheherself asked

BD 3.232

for, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

¹ Cf. Bu-NP6. ² sayaṁ yācitvā. Cf. Vin 3.144 (bd 1.246). ³ saṁyācikena.
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Bi-NP 7.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
For what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing,

destined for another thing…Belonging to anOrder…That she
herself asked formeans: oneself having asked for.¹

Should get something in exchangemeans: … (see Bi-NP 2.1–3.
After belonging to an Order insert that she herself asked for)

… if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 3.149 (bd 1.254).
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Bi-NP 8.1.1
BD 3.233

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns dwelling in cells¹ belonging to a certain guild were
going short of conjey.Then that guild, having made a voluntary col-
lection for conjey for the nuns, having laid aside what was necessary
in a certain shop-keeper’s house, having approached the nuns, spoke
thus: “Ladies, in such and such a shopkeeper’s house what is neces-
sary for conjey is laid aside. Having had husked rice brought from
there, having had the conjey boiled, make use of it.”

The nuns, having got medicine in exchange for what was neces-
sary, made use of it. Then that guild, having found out … spread it
about, saying: “How can these nuns get something in exchange for
what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for
another thing, belonging to a company²?”
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns got something in exchange

… belonging to a company?”
“It is true, lord.”

Vin 4.253

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

¹ pariveṇavāsikā. They were not a complete Order, merely a number of nuns.
² mahājanikena.Mahājana usually means “people, a crowd, the populace.” Here it
does not mean the guild regarded as a company, but the nuns for whom the conjey
was collected.Theword is explained in the Old Commentary, and at Vin-a 918 by
gaṇa, the technical term for “group” (two to four monks or nuns). This rule is in
contrast on the one hand to Bu-NP6 and Bu-NP 7, which speak of saṅghikena, be-
longing to an Order; and on the other to Bu-NP 10, which speaks of belonging to an
individual, puggalikena. It is because of this frequent triad, saṅgha, gaṇa, puggala
(= ekā bhikkhunī) thatmahājanamust here be taken as equivalent to gaṇa, group, in
its technical and monastic meaning.
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how can nuns get something in exchange… belonging to a company?
It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this

BD 3.234

rule of training:
“Whatever nun should get something in exchange for what

was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for
another thing, belonging to a company, there is an offence of ex-
piation involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 8.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
For what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing,

destined for another thingmeans: for what was given for another
thing.

Belonging to a company means: it is for a group, not for an
Order, not for one nun.

Should get something in exchangemeans: … (see Bi-NP 6.2.1–
Bi-NP 6.2.3. Instead of belonging to an Order read belonging to a
company) … if she is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-NP 9.1.1

BD 3.235

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns dwelling in cells belonging to a certain guild …
(see Bi-NP 8.1) … “…make use of it.” And the nuns, although having
themselves asked for what was necessary, yet having got medicine
in exchange, made use of it. Then that guild, having found out …
(see Bi-NP8.1. After belonging to a company insert (and) that they
themselves asked for) … “… this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should get something in exchange for what
was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for
another thing,belonging toacompany, (and) that sheherself ask-
ed for, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 9.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
For what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing,

destined for another thing … Belonging to a company …That
she herself asked formeans: oneself having asked for.

Shouldgetsomething inexchangemeans:…(seeBi-NP 6.2.1–Bi-NP 6.2.3.
Instead of belonging to an Order read belonging to a company, (and)
that she herself asked for)

… if she is the first wrong-doer.
Vin 4.254
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Bi-NP 10.1.1
BD 3.236

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nunThullanandā was very learned, she was a repeater,
she was wise, she was skilled in giving dhamma-talk. Many people
visited the nunThullanandā. Now at that time the nunThullanandā’s
cell was falling to pieces.¹ People spoke thus to the nunThullanandā:
“Why is this cell of yours, lady, falling to pieces?”
“Sirs, there are neither benefactors, nor are there workmen.”
Thenthesepeople, havingmadeavoluntary collection for thenun

Thullanandā’s cell, gave what was necessary to the nunThullanandā.
And the nunThullanandā, although having herself asked for what
was necessary, yet having got medicine in exchange, made use of
it. The people, having found out … spread it about, saying: “How
can the ladyThullanandā get something in exchange for what was
necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for another
thing, belonging to an individual, (and) that she herself asked for?”
…
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … (and)

that she herself asked for?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … (and) that she herself

asked for? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should get something in exchange for what
was necessary (and) appointed for another thing, destined for

BD 3.237

¹ udriyati.
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another thing, belonging to an individual, (and) that she herself
asked for, there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 10.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
For what was necessary (and) appointed for another thing,

destined for another thing…Belonging to an individualmeans:
it is for one nun, not for an Order, not for a group.

That she herself asked formeans: oneself having asked for.
Shouldgetsomething inexchangemeans:…(asabove,Bi-NP 6.2.1;

read constantly belonging to an individual, (and) that she herself
asked for.)

… if she is the first wrong-doer.
Vin 4.255
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Bi-NP 11.1.1
BD 3.238

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nunThullanandā was very learned, she was a repeater,
shewaswise, shewas skilled in givingdhamma-talk.¹ThenKingPase-
nadi of Kosala having, in the cold weather, put on a costly woollen
garment, approached the nunThullanandā; having approached, hav-
ing greeted thenunThullanandā, he sat downat a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the nunThullanandā
roused … gladdened King Pasenadi of Kosala with dhamma-talk.
Then King Pasenadi of Kosala, having been roused … gladdened with
dhamma-talk by the nunThullanandā, spoke thus to the nunThul-
lanandā: “Do let me know, lady, what would be of use (to you).”²
“If, Sire, you are desirous of giving (something) to me, give me

this woollen garment.”
Then King Pasenadi of Kosala, having given the woollen garment

to the nunThullanandā, having risen from his seat, having greeted
the nunThullanandā, departed keeping his right side towards her.
People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“These nuns have great desires, they are not contented. How can

they ask the king for a woollen garment?” Nuns heard these people
who … spread it about. Those who were modest nuns … spread it
about, saying: “How can the lady Thullanandā ask the king for a
woollen garment?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā asked the

king for a woollen garment?”

¹ As in Bu-NP 10, Bu-Pc 33. Cf. Pasenadi’s interviewwith the nunKhemā at sn iv.374.
² Cf. bd 1.222 = bd 2.43 for same expression.
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“It is true, lord.”
BD 3.239

The enlightened one, the lord rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā ask the king for a woollen

garment? It isnot,monks, forpleasing thosewhoarenot (yet)pleased
… this rule of training:
“If a nun is bargaining for¹ a heavy cloth,² shemay bargain for

one (worth)atmost four“bronzes.”³ If sheshouldbargain forone
(worth)more thanthat, there isanoffenceofexpiation involving
forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 11.2.1 A heavy clothmeans: whatever is a cloth for the cold weather.
Is bargaining formeans: is asking for.

Vin 4.256

Shemaybargainforone (worth)atmost fourbronzesmeans:
she may bargain for one worth sixteen kahāpaṇas.

If she should bargain for one (worth)more than thatmeans:
if she asks for one (worth) more than that, in the request there is an
offence of wrong-doing. It is to be forfeited on acquisition. It should
be forfeited to an Order or to a group or to one nun. And thus,monks,
should it be forfeited: ‘Ladies, this heavy cloth (worth) at most more

BD 3.240

than four “bronzes,” bargained for by me, is to be forfeited. I forfeit

¹ cetāpentiyā, explained in Old Commentary, as viññāpentiyā, asking for, as at
Vin 3.246 (bd 2.121). Cetāpeti is usually “to get in exchange,” see bd 2.54f., bd 2.120,
and above Bu-NP 7–Bu-NP 10.HereThullanandā certainly gets the cloth in exchange
for her teaching. But, since for us, “to get in exchange “usually means the chang-
ing hands of tangible objects, I have thought it best, in order to avoid this im-
plication, to use “to bargain.” Moreover, cetāpeti is not really synonymous with
viññāpeti, although it may be said to contain, as does “to bargain,” this meaning.
² garupāvuraṇa. ³ kaṁsa. As Rhys Davids states, Ancient Coins andMeasures of
Ceylon, p. 7, this “as a measure of value is only found in this passage.” Here, accord-
ing to the Old Commentary, four “bronzes” are worth sixteen kahāpaṇas; and so,
as Buddhaghosa says, Vin-a 919, “here a kaṁsa is (worth) four kahāpaṇas”; and cf.
Kankhāvitaraṇī (Simon Hewavitarne Bequest), p. 172, and Moggallāna, Abhidhā-
nappadīpikā 905.The value being so small, Rhys Davids is against the notion that
the kaṁsawas a bronze or brass cup, plate or vessel. It may possibly have been a
bronzeweight such as those used until recently in Burma.There is no commentarial
support for Childers’ view that kaṁsa is “a coin,” or for Böhtlingroth’s that it is an
equivalent of āḍhaka (Pali, āḷhaka).
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it to the Order’ … “… the Order should give back… let them give back
… I will give back this (heavy cloth) to the lady.”

Bi-NP 11.2.2

If she thinks that it is (worth) more when it is (worth) more than
four “bronzes” (and) bargains for it, there is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture. If she is in doubt as to whether it is (worth)
more than four “bronzes” … If she thinks that it is (worth) less when
it is (worth) more than four “bronzes” (and) bargains for it, there
is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. If she thinks that it
is (worth) more when it is (worth) less than four “bronzes,” there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether it is
(worth) less than four “bronzes,” there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she thinks that it is (worth) less when it is (worth) less than four
“bronzes,” there is no offence.

Bi-NP 11.2.3

There is no offence if she bargains for one (worth) at most four
“bronzes”; if she bargains for one (worth) at most less than four
“bronzes”; if they belong to relations; if they are offered; if it is for
another; if it is by means of her own property; if she bargains for
something of small value while (the other person) desires to bargain
for something costly¹; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 3.217 (bd 2.57) and where cetāpeti is in sense of “to get in exchange” rather
than “to bargain.”
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Bi-NP 12.1.1
BD 3.241

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā was very learned … (see Bi-NP 11.1.
Instead of in the cold weather read in the hot weather; instead of
woollen garment read linen garment) … “… this rule of training:
“If a nun is bargaining for a light cloth,¹ she may bargain for

one (worth) at most two and a half ‘bronzes.’ If she should bar-
gain for one (worth)more than that, there is an offence of expia-
tion involving forfeiture.”

Bi-NP 12.2.1 Light clothmeans: whatever is a cloth for the hot weather.
Is bargaining for means: is asking for.
She may bargain for one (worth) at most two and a half

“bronzes”means: she may bargain for one worth ten kahāpaṇas.
If she should bargain for one (worth)more than thatmeans:

… (see Bi-NP 11.2. Read a light cloth (worth) at most more than two
and a half “bronzes,” more than two and a half “bronzes,” less than

Vin 4.257

two and a half “bronzes”) … there is no offence.

Bi-NP 12.2.2

There is no offence if she bargains for one (worth) at most two
and a half “bronzes”; if she bargains for one (worth) atmost less than
two and a half “bronzes”; … if she is the first wrong-doer.

Bi-NP 12.3.1

¹ lahupāvuraṇa.
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Recited, ladies, are the thirty rules¹ for offences of expiation in-
BD 3.242

volving forfeiture. Concerning them, I ask the ladies: I hope that you
are quite pure in this matter? And a second time I ask: I hope that
you are quite pure in this matter? And a third time I ask: I hope that
you are quite pure in this matter?The ladies are quite pure in this
matter; therefore are they silent.Thus do I understand this.

Told are the thirty offences of expiation involving forfeiture
Vin 4.258

¹ Buddhaghosa atVin-a 919 says that eighteen (NissaggiyaPācittiya) rules of training
are laiddownforboth sides, that is formonksandnunsalike.As thesehaveappeared
already in theMahāvibhaṅga, only twelve additional ones need to be included in
the Bhikkhunī-Pātimokkha to bring the total ofNissaggiyas for nuns up to thirty.
See BD 3, Introduction, p. xxxvii.
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Bi-Pc 1.1.1
BD 3.243

These hundred and sixty-six matters, ladies, that are offences of
expiation come up for recitation.

At that time the enlightened one, the lord,was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the
Order of nuns was offered garlic by a certain lay-follower,¹ saying:
“If these ladies need garlic, I (can supply them) with garlic.”² And
the keeper of the field was instructed (with the words): “If the nuns
come, give two or three bundles³ to eachnun.”Nowat that time there
was a festival in Sāvatthī; the garlic was used up as soon as it was
brought in.⁴The nuns, having approached that lay-follower, spoke
thus: “Sir, we have need of garlic.” He said: “There is none, ladies; the
garlic is used up as soon as it is brought in; go to the field.”The nun
Thullanandā, having gone to the field, not knowing moderation, had
much garlic taken away.The keeper of the field looked down upon,

BD 3.244

criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns, not knowing
moderation, have much garlic taken away?” Nuns heard that keeper
of the field who … spread it about.Those who were modest nuns …
spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, not knowingmoderation, have

much garlic taken away?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā, not know-

¹ Ja no.136 (Ja 1.474) is based on this story. ² Cf. Vin 3.244 (bd 2.118). ³ (This
footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to
an appendix with other long notes on page 2983.) ⁴ See Pali-English Dictionary
under yathābhataṁ. Ja 1.475makes out that the nunswent to the lay-follower’s house
where the garlic had been brought from the field.This would explain his injunction
to them to go to the field.
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ing moderation, had much garlic taken away?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can the nunThullanandā, not knowingmoderation,

have much garlic taken away? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased …” and having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:

“Formerly, monks, the nunThullanandā was the wife of a certain
brahmin and there were three daughters, Nandā, Nandavatī, Sun-

Vin 4.259

darīnandā.¹ Then, monks, that brahmin, having passed away, was
born in the womb of a certain goose² and his feathers were made
all of gold. He gave a feather one by one to these.Then, monks, the
nunThullanandā, saying: ‘This goose is giving us a feather one by
one,’ having taken hold of that king of the geese, plucked him. His
feathers, on growing again, turned out white. So at that time, monks,
the nunThullanandā lost the gold through too much greed; now she
will lose the garlic.”

“One should be pleased with what is received,
for too much greed is bad.
By taking hold of the king of the geese,
one may lose the gold.”

Then the lord having in many a figure rebuked the nun Thul-
lanandā for her difficulty in maintaining herself …” … And thus,
monks, the nuns should set forth this rule of training:

BD 3.245

“Whatever nun should eat garlic, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”³

Bi-Pc 1.2.1
¹ Cf.Vin 4.211 where these appear as the sisters ofThullanandā. ² haṁsa, or swan;
“mallard” at Jātaka translation 1.293. ³ Ja 1.476 points out that this prohibition,
affecting all the nuns, is due toThullanandā’s greed. At Vin 2.140 it ismade a dukkaṭa
offence for monks to eat garlic; nor should Jain monks accept it (Āyāraṁgasutta 2 1,
8.13).
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Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Garlicmeans: it is called theMagadha (plant).¹
If she says, ‘I will eat,’ and accepts, there is an offence of wrong-

doing. For every mouthful there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 1.2.2

If she thinks that it is garlic when it is garlic (and) eats, there is
an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether it is garlic
… If she thinks that it is not garlic when it is garlic (and) eats, there
is an offence of expiation. If she thinks that it is garlic when it is
not garlic (and) eats, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether it is not garlic (and) eats, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is not garlic when it is not garlic
(and) eats, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 1.2.3

There is no offence if it is an onion, if it is a beetroot,² if it is yellow
myrobalan,³ if it is bow-garlic,⁴ if it is in a concoction of broth,⁵ in a

BD 3.246

concoction of meat, in a concoction of oil; if it is in a salad⁶; if it is in
a tit-bit⁷; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Vin-a 920 says thatmāgadhakameans that here it is a synonym for “garlic,” for it
is the garlic grown in the kingdom ofMagadha. ² bhañjanaka.This, as a vegetable,
is not given in Pali-English Dictionary. “Beetroot” is guess-work, based on remark at
Vin-a 920 that it is red in colour.This, however, may suggest radish. Vin-a 920 also
says that it has two bulbs (miñja); in this Vin-a resembles other early commentaries,
which it cites. ³ harītaka. According to Pali-English Dictionary this is Terminalia
citrina or chebula. Vin-a 920 says that it is the colour of vegetables (or greens) and
has three “bulbs,” or, according to another early commentary, one. Atthasālinī 320
uses harīṭaka in definition of kasāva, an astringent decoction made from plants. At
Vin 1.201 the fruit is allowed as a medicine. ⁴ cāpalasuṇa. Vin-a 920 says it has no
bulb but only sprouts; cf. the bulbless onion, Allium fistulosum, grown for its leafy
tops; and cf. another botanical name, cāpa-paṭa (Sanskrit), the tree Buchanania
lalifolia. ⁵ This and the two following occur at Vin 4.110.They could contain the
Magadha garlic. ⁶ sāḷave. Vin-a 920 says there is no offence if it is in a “hot” salad,
or salad of jujube-fruits and so on, badarasāḷavādīsu, or if it is among astringent
vegetables, ambilasākādīsu. Cf. bd 2.316, n. 2; Vin-a 817; Atthasālinī 320. ⁷ uttari-
bhaṅga, or dainties; cf. bd 1.275, n. 5.
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Bi-Pc 2.1.1
BD 3.247

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns, haying let the hair of the body
grow, bathed naked together with prostitutes at the same ford of the
river Aciravatī.¹ The prostitutes … spread it about, saying: “How can

Vin 4.260

these nuns let the hair of the body grow, like women householders
who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard these prostitutes
who … spread it about. Those who were modest nuns … spread it
about, saying: “How can this group of six nuns let the hair of the
body grow?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns let the hair

of the body grow?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them saying:
“How, monks, can the group of six nuns let the hair of the body

grow? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should let the hair of the body grow, there is

an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 2.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Hair of the bodymeans: under both armpits and on the private

parts.
Should let grow means: if she lets one hair grow, there is an

offence of expiation. If she lets many hairs grow, there is an offence
of expiation.

¹ Cf. Vin 1.293; Vin 4.278.
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There is no offence if it is because of illness, if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-Pc 3.1.1

BD 3.248

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time two nuns, tormented by dissatisfaction, having entered
an inner room, slapped with the palms of the hands. Nuns, having
run up at the sound of this noise, spoke thus to these nuns: “Why
do you, ladies, misbehave with a man?” Saying: “Ladies, we are not
misbehaving with a man,” they told this matter to the nuns.Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these
nuns slap with the palms of the hands?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns slapped with the palms of

the hands?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns slap with the palms of the hands? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“In slappingwith the palms of the hands, there is an offence of

expiation.”¹
Vin 4.261

Bi-Pc 3.2.1Slappingwith the palms of the handsmeans: if she, enjoying
the contact, gives a blow to the private parts even with a lotus leaf,²
there is an offence of expiation.

¹ On these “brief Pācittiyas” (cf. also the next), see bd 2, Introduction, p. xxxiv.
² Cf. the same expression at Vin 4.146 in definition of “should give a blow,” and at
Vin 4.147 in definition of “should raise the palm of the hand.”
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There is no offence if it is because of illness, if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-Pc 4.1.1

BD 3.249

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain woman who had formerly been a king’s concu-
bine, had gone forth among the nuns. A certain nun, tormented by
dissatisfaction, approached this nun, and having approached, she
spoke thus to this nun: “The king, lady, constantly came to see you.
How did youmanage?”
“By means of an application of lac, lady.”
“What is this application of lac, lady?”
Then this nun showed an application of lac to that nun.Then that

nun, having taken the application of lac, having forgotten to wash
it, put it to one side. The nuns, having seen it surrounded by flies,
spoke thus: “Whose doing is this?” She spoke thus: “It is my doing.”
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can a
nun take an application of lac?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun took an application of lac?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can a nun take an application of lac? It is not,monks,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“In an application of lac, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 4.2.1Application of lacmeans: it is made of lac, made of wood, made
of flour, made of clay.

Should take¹ means: if she, enjoying the contact, makes even a

¹ Note that a word is here defined which does not come into the rule, and that this,
as it stands, is one of the “brief Pācittiyas.”
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lotus-leaf enter the private parts, there is an offence of expiation.

There is no offence if it is because of illness, if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.262
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Bi-Pc 5.1.1

BD 3.250

…among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyanmonastery.Then
Mahāpajāpatī the Gotamid approached the lord; having approached,
having greeted the lord, she stood to windward, saying: “Lord, the
women smell nasty.”Then the lord, saying: “Then let the nuns take an
ablution with water,” roused … delightedMahāpajāpatī the Gotamid
with dhamma-talk. Then Mahāpajāpatī the Gotamid, having been
roused … delighted with dhamma-talk by the lord, having greeted
the lord, departed keeping her right side towards him. Then the
lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed themonks, saying: “I allow,monks, an ablutionwithwater
for the nuns.”

Bi-Pc 5.1.2

Now at that time a certain nun, saying: “An ablution with water
is allowed by the lord,” taking a very deep ablution with water, got a
sore on her private parts. Then this nun told this matter to the nuns.
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
this nun take a very deep ablution with water?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun took a very deep ablution

with water?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun take a very deep ablution with water? It

is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:
“If a nun is taking an ablution with water, she may take at
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most (a measure of) two finger-joints. For whoever exceeds this,
there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 5.2.1 Ablution with water means: it is called washing the private
parts.

BD 3.251

Is takingmeans: is washing.
Shemaytakeatmost (ameasureof) twofinger-jointsmeans:

she may take at most (a measure of) two joints of two fingers.
For whoever exceeds thismeans: if she, enjoying the contact,

exceeds by even a hair’s breadth, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 5.2.2

If she thinks that it is more when it is more than (a measure
of) two finger-joints (and) takes it,¹ there is an offence of expiation.
If she is in doubt as to whether it is more than (a measure of) two
finger-joints … If she thinks that it is less when it is more than (a
measure of) two finger-joints (and) takes it, there is an offence of

Vin 4.263

expiation. If she thinks that is ismorewhen it is less than (ameasure
of) two finger-joints, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether it is less than (a measure of) two finger-joints,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is less when
it is less than (a measure of) two finger-joints, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 5.2.3

There is no offence if she takes at most (a measure of) two finger-
joints; if she takes less than at most (a measure of) two finger-joints;
if it is because of illness; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ I.e., the ablution.
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Bi-Pc 6.1.1
BD 3.252

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time Ārohanta, a chief minister,¹ had gone forth among the
monks (and) his formerwife had gone forth among the nuns. Now at
that time thatmonkparticipated in ameal in thepresenceof thatnun.
Then that nun enticed² that monk, standing near him with drinking
water and with a fan as he was eating.³Then that monk upbraided
that nun, saying: “Do not, sister, do this, it is not allowable.”
“Formerly you did this and that tome, now you do not put upwith

this much,” and having thrown down the drinking cup on his head,
she struck himwith the fan.Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying:
“How can this nun strike a monk?’ …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun struck a monk?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun strike a monk? It is not, monks, for pleas-

ing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should stand with drinking water or with a

BD 3.253

fan close to a monk while he is eating, there is an offence of ex-
piation.”

¹ Mentioned, I think, nowhere but here. ² accāvadati; in sense of “to talk down,”
at Vin 4.224. Here, according to Vin-a 922, she spoke to him as though they were
still leading the household life, saying that she used to stand close to him thuswhile
he ate. Note that nuns had access to the monks quarters. ³ bhuñjati is the verb
used for partaking of soft foods, those which constitute the five kinds of meals (see
Vin 4.83) referred to below. To stand close to a monk eating solid food is a dukkaṭa
offence (below).
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Bi-Pc 6.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
To amonkmeans: to one who is ordained.
Is eating means: is eating any one meal of the five (kinds of)

meals.¹
Drinkingwatermeans: whatever is drinkable.²
Fansmeans: whatever is a fan.³
Should stand closemeans: if she stands within a reach of the

hand, there is an offence of expiation.
Vin 4.264

Bi-Pc 6.2.2

If she thinks that he is ordainedwhen he is ordained (and) stands
close with drinking water or with a fan, there is an offence of expia-
tion. If she is in doubt as to whether he is ordained … If she thinks
that he is not ordained when he is ordained … there is an offence of
expiation. If she stands close having left a reach of the hand, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If she stands closewhile he is eating solid
food, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she stands close to one
who is not ordained, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If she thinks
that he is ordained when he is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as towhetherhe is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that he is not ordained
when he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.⁴

Bi-Pc 6.2.3

BD 3.254 There is no offence if she gives⁵; if she causes (another) to give; if
she commands one who is not ordained⁶; if she is mad, if she is the
first wrong-doer.

¹ See Vin 4.83. ² For pāniya, drinking water, also has this meaning of a beverage.
Vin-a 922 says that it may be pure water, or buttermilk, curds, milk and so on.
³ vidhūpana … vījanī, Vin-a 922 saying, “even the corner of a robe.” Vidhūpana
allowed to monks at Vin 2.130. Vv-a 147 calls it caturassavījanī, a four-cornered
vījanī. Three kinds of vījanī allowed at Vin 2.130, in addition to the “mosquito-fan,”
makasavījanī. Vinaya Texts iii.131f. translates as both fan and fly-whisk. ⁴ Cf.
previous clause but two. ⁵ I.e., the curry or water to the monk to drink, or the
fan for him to fan himself with, Vin-a 922. ⁶ Vin-a 922, if she commands a novice
to stand near a monk (andminister to him as he is eating), there is no offence.
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Bi-Pc 7.1.1

BD 3.255

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns, having had raw grain asked for at harvest time,
carried it towards the town. (Those) at the gateway, saying: “Ladies,
give a portion,” having obstructed (them) let (them) go.Then these
nuns, having gone to a dwelling,¹ told this matter to the nuns.Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these
nuns have raw grain asked for?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nuns had raw grain asked

for?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can nuns have raw grain asked for? It is not, monks,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having asked for raw grain or having had it

asked for, or having roasted it or having caused it to be roasted,
orhavingpounded it orhavingcaused it tobepounded, orhaving
cooked it or having caused it to be cooked, should eat it, there is
an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 7.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Rawgrainmeans: rice, paddy, barley, wheat, millet, beans, rye.²
Having asked formeans: oneself having asked for.
Having had asked formeans: having caused another to ask for.
Having roastedmeans: oneself having roasted.

BD 3.256

¹ Probably meaning a nunnery. ² See bd 1.83, n. 4.
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Having caused to be roastedmeans: having caused another to
roast.

Having poundedmeans: …Having caused to be poundedmeans
…

Having cookedmeans: … Having caused to be cooked means:
having caused another to cook.

If she says, “I will eat it” (and) accepts it, there is an offence of
Vin 4.265

wrong-doing. For every mouthful, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 7.2.2

There is no offence if it is because of illness, if she has pulses¹
asked for; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ aparaṇṇa, or vegetables, or prepared cereals; cf. below, bd 3.259.
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Bi-Pc 8.1.1
BD 3.257

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain brahmin who earned (his keep) as a hireling
of a king,¹ saying, “I will ask for wages as before,” having washed
his head, went along beside a nunnery to the royal court. A certain
nun, having relieved herself in a receptacle, in throwing it away
over a wall, let it fall² on that brahmin’s head. Then that brahmin
… spread it about, saying: “These shaven-headed strumpets are not
true recluses.³ How can they let a pot fall on my head? I will set fire
to their dwelling,” and having taken up a fire-brand, he entered the
dwelling. A certain lay follower as hewas going out from the dwelling
saw that brahminwho, having taken up the fire-brand, was entering
the dwelling. Seeing him, he spoke thus to that brahmin: “Why do
you, good sir, having taken up a fire-brand, enter the dwelling?”
“Good sir, these shaven-headed strumpets let a pot fall onmyhead.

I will set fire to their dwelling.”
“Go away, goodbrahmin, this is auspicious; youwill receive a thou-

sand, and this is (your)wage.”Then that brahmin, havingwashed his
head, having gone to the royal court, received a thousand, and this
was the wage.Then that lay follower, having entered the dwelling,
having told this matter to the nuns, scolded them.Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns throw
out excrement over a wall?” …

Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns threw out excrement over
a wall?”

¹ nibbiṭṭharājabhaṭa. Cf. Snp 25. ² āsumbhi. Cf. above, bd 3.252. ³ Cf. above,
bd 3.178, below, bd 3.275.
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“It is true, lord.”
BD 3.258

The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, cannuns…over awall? It is not,monks, for pleasing

those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should throw out or should cause (another) to

throwout excrement or urine or rubbish or remains of food over
a wall or over a fence, there is an offence of expiation.”

Vin 4.266

Bi-Pc 8.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Excrementmeans: it is called faeces.
Urinemeans: it is called water.
Rubbishmeans: it is called sweepings.
Remains of foodmeans: odd bits or bones or impure water.¹
Wallmeans: there are three (kinds of) walls, a wall of bricks, a

wall of stones, a wall of wood.
Fencemeans: there are three (kinds of) fences, a fence of bricks,

a fence of stones, a fence of wood.
Over awallmeans: beyond a wall.
Over a fencemeans: beyond a fence.
Should throw outmeans: if she herself throws out, there is an

offence of expiation.
Should cause (another) to throw outmeans: if she commands

another, there is an offence of expiation. When once commanded, if
she throws out many times, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 8.2.2

There is no offence if she throws out having looked over; if she
throws out into what is not a track²; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ This list occurs at Vin 2.115, monks there being forbidden to take these things out
in their bowls, as though they were waste-tubs. ² avalañje—i.e., presumably
meaning into a place where no one is likely to pass, avalañjameaning “impassable,
out of use” (Critical Pali Dictionary), and valañja, meaning a “track” (Pali-English
Dictionary). Commentary is of no help.
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Bi-Pc 9.1.1

BD 3.259

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain brahmin’s cornfield was beside a nunnery.The
nuns threw out excrement and urine and rubbish and remains of
food into thefield.Then that brahmin…spread it about, saying: “How
can the nuns despoil our cornfield?”¹ Nuns heard that brahmin who
… spread it about.Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying: “How can nuns throw out excrement … and the remains of
food on to the crops?”² …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns threw out … on to the

crops?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns throw out … on to the crops? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should throw out or should cause (another) to

throw out excrement or urine or rubbish or the remains of food
on to the crops, there is an offence of expiation.”³

Bi-Pc 9.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Excrementmeans: (see Bi-Pc 8.2.1) … or impure water.

Vin 4.267

Cropsmeans: grain and pulses⁴ planted as food for the use of
human beings.

BD 3.260

¹ Cf. Vin 4.47 (bd 2.257). ² harita. Cf. Vin 4.48. ³ Cf. Bu-Sk 74. ⁴ aparaṇṇa. Cf.
bd 3.256, above.This definition of “crops” = Vin 4.48.
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Should throw outmeans: if she herself throws out, there is an
offence of expiation.

Should cause (another) to throwoutmeans:… (see Bi-Pc 8.2.1)
… offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 9.2.2

If she thinks that they are cropswhen they are crops (and) throws
out or causes (another) to throw out, there is an offence of expiation.
If she is in doubt as to whether they are crops … If she thinks that
they are not crops when they are crops … offence of expiation. If
she thinks that they are crops when they are not crops, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether they are not
crops, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that they are
not crops when they are not crops, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 9.2.3

There is no offence if she throws out having looked round; if she
throws out on to the edges of a field; if she throws out having asked
the owner (for permission) and having obtained the permission¹; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ āpucchitvā apalokelvā. Cf. above, bd 3.184.
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Bi-Pc 10.1.1
BD 3.261

… in Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.
Now at that time therewas a festival on amountain-top in Rājagaha.¹
The group of six nuns went to see the festival on the mountain-top.
People … spread it about saying: “How can nuns come to see dancing
and singing and music, like women householders who enjoy plea-
sures of the senses?” Nuns heard these people who… spread it about.
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
the group of six nuns go to see …music?” …
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the group of six nuns go to see …music? It is not, monks,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should go to see dancing or singing or music,

there is an offence of expiation.”²

Bi-Pc 10.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Dancingmeans: whatever is dancing.³
Singingmeans: whatever is singing.⁴
Musicmeans: whatever is music.⁵

Vin 4.268

BD 3.262
¹ Cf. Vin 4.85 (bd 2.335 and note.) ² Made into a dukkaṭa for monks at Vin 2.108.
³ Vin-a 925 says that if dancers and so on dance, or drunkards, and even peacocks,
parrots and monkeys, all this is dancing. ⁴ Vin-a 925 says what is connected
with the utter waning of the noble ones, or the singing on festive occasions, or
the singing of dhamma-repeaters if they are monks lacking in restraint, all this is
singing. Cf. Vin 2.108. ⁵ This may bemusic got by playing on a thong or the string
of a lute or the music of the pitcher-drum and even of the water-drum, Vin-a 925.
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If she goes to see, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Standing
where she sees or hears, there is an offence of expiation. If having
left the region of sight, she sees or hears again, there is an offence of
expiation. If she goes to see one or the other, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. Standing where she sees or hears, there is an offence
of expiation. If having left the region of sight, she sees or hears again,
there is an offence of expiation.¹

Bi-Pc 10.2.2

There is no offence if, standing in a monastery, she sees or hears;
if, having come to where nuns are resting or sitting down or lying
down, they dance or sing or play music; if, going along a path, she
sees or hears; if, having gone as there is something to be done,² she
sees or hears; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.

The First Division: that on garlic

¹ Cf. Vin 4.108 (bd 2.380). ² Vin-a 926 says that if she has gone for ticket-food, or
because there is anything else to be done, there is no offence.
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Bi-Pc 11.1.1
BD 3.263

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a man, a relative¹ of a nun who was a pupil of Bhaddā
Kāpilānī,² set out from a village for Sāvatthī on some business.Then
that nun stood together with and further talked with that man, the
one with the other, in the dark of the night when there was no light.
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
this nun stand together with and further talk with a man, the one
with the other, in the dark of the night when there is no light?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun … when there was no

light?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun … when there was no light? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatevernunshouldstandtogetherwithorshould talkwith³

aman, theonewith theother, in thedarkof thenightwhen there
is no light, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 11.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
In the dark of the nightmeans: after the sun has gone down.⁴
When there is no lightmeans: when it is dark.⁵

Vin 4.269

BD 3.264
¹ Fact that hewas a relative did notmitigate the offence. ² Mentioned at Vin 4.227,
Vin 4.269, Vin 4.290, Vin 4.292. ³ Vin-a 926 “about worldly life.” ⁴ Same
phrase used in definition of atthaṁgate suriye, “after sunset,” at Vin 4.55 (bd 2.275).
⁵ anāloke.
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Manmeans: a humanman, not a yakkha, not a departed one, not
an animal; one who is learned, competent to stand, to talk.

Togetherwithmeans: together.¹
Theonewith the othermeans: there is a man as well as a nun.²
Should stand togetherwithmeans: if she standswithin a reach

of a man’s hand, there is an offence of expiation.
Or should talkwithmeans: if she talks, standingwithin a reach

of aman’s hand, there is an offence of expiation. If she stands or talks,
having left (the space of) a reach of the hand,³ there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she stands together with or talks with a yakkha or a
departed one or a eunuch or an animal in human form, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Pc 11.2.2

There is no offence if some learned friend comes to be (present);
if she, not wishing for a private place, stands or talks thinking about
something else⁴; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 4.68 (bd 2.301). ² Cf. Vin 4.68 (bd 2.301). ³ Cf. Vin 4.95. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.69,
Vin 4.97 (bd 2.301, bd 2.358f.) and bd 3.268, below.
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Bi-Pc 12.1.1
BD 3.265

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a man, a relative of a nun who was a pupil of Bhaddā
Kāpilānī,¹ set out from a village for Sāvatthī on some business.Then
that nun, thinking: “It is forbidden by the lord to stand togetherwith
(or) talk with a man, the one with the other, in the dark of the night
when there is no light,”² stood together with and talked with that
very man, the one with the other, in a secluded place. Those who
were modest nuns … (Bi-Pc 11.1. Instead of in the dark of the night
when there is no light read in a secluded place) … “… this rule of
training:
“Whatevernunshould stand togetherwithor should talkwith

a man, the one with the other, in a secluded place, there is an
offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 12.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.,
A secluded placemeans: it is secluded by a wall built of wattle

and daub or by a door or by a screen or by a screen wall or by a tree
or by a pillar or by a sack or it is secluded by anything whatever.³

Manmeans: a human man … (Bi-Pc 11.2) … if she is the first
wrong-doer.

Vin 4.270

¹ See above, bd 3.263, for references. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 11. ³ Cf. Vin 3.188, Vin 3.192
(bd 1.332, bd 1.337).
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Bi-Pc 13.1.1

BD 3.266

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a man, a relative of a nun who was a pupil of Bhaddā
Kāpilānī,¹ set out from a village for Sāvatthī on some business.Then
that nun, thinking: “It is forbidden by the lord to stand togetherwith
(or) talk with a man, the one with the other, in a secluded place,”²
stood together with and talked with that very man in an open place.
Those who were modest nuns … (Bi-Pc 11.1. Instead of in the dark of
the night when there is no light read in an open place) … “… this rule
of training:
“Whatevernunshould stand togetherwithor should talkwith

aman, theonewith theother, inanopenplace, there isanoffence
of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 13.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Open placemeans: what is not secluded by a wall built of wattle

anddaub…orby a sack orwhat is not secludedby anythingwhatever.
Manmeans: a human man … (Bi-Pc 11.2) … if she is the first

wrong-doer.

¹ See above, bd 3.263, for references. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 12.
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Bi-Pc 14.1.1

BD 3.267

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nunThullanandā, stood together with and talked with
a man, the one with the other, on a carriage road and in a cul-de-sac
and at cross-roads,¹ and she whispered in his ear² and she dismissed
the nun whowas her companion.Those who were modest nuns …
spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā stand together with … at cross-

roads, and whisper in his ear and dismiss the nun who is her com-
panion?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā stood to-

gether with … and dismissed the nun who is her companion?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can the nunThullanandā stand togetherwith… and

dismiss the nunwho is her companion? It is not, monks, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:

Vin 4.271

“Whatevernunshould stand togetherwithor should talkwith
a man, the one with the other, on a carriage road or in a cul-de-
sac or at cross-roads³ or should whisper in his ear or should dis-
miss the nunwho is her companion, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”

Bi-Pc 14.2.1

¹ These three words occur above, bd 3.105 (Vin 4.176) in definition of “among the
houses.” ² nikaṇṇikaṁ jappeti. ³ Curiously translated by B.C. Law,History of Pali
Literature 1.74, in (12) “in the public street or cross roads where there are crows.”
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Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.268

Carriage roadmeans: it is called a carriage road.¹
Cul-de-sacmeans: they depart by that (way) by which they en-

tered.
Cross-roadsmeans: it is called a place where four roads meet.²
Manmeans: a humanman, not a yakkha, not a departed one, not

an animal; one who is learned, competent to stand, to talk.³
Togetherwith means: together.⁴
Theonewith the othermeans: there is a man as well as a nun.⁵
Should stand togetherwith means: … offence of expiation.⁶
Or should talkwithmeans: … offence of expiation.⁷
Or should whisper in his ear means: if she talks close into a

man’s ear,⁸ there is an offence of expiation.
Or should dismiss the nun who is her companionmeans: if,

desiring to indulge in bad habits, she then⁹ dismisses the nun who
is her companion, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹⁰ In leaving
the region of sight or the region of hearing, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. When she has left, there, is an offence of expiation.¹¹
If she stands or talks, having left (the space of) a reach of the hand,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹² If she stands together with or
talks with a yakkha or a departed one or a eunuch or an animal in
human form, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Pc 14.2.2

There is no offence if some learned friend comes to be (present);
if, not wishing for a private place she stands or talks thinking about

BD 3.269

something else¹³; if, not wishing to indulge in bad habits, she dis-

¹ rathiyā nāma racchā vuccati. Racchā is a contracted form of rathiyā; it occurs
at Vin 2.194, Vin 3.151; Ja 1.346, Ja 1.425, and in definition of rathikā, at Vin-a 886.
² siṅghāṭako nāma caccaraṁ vuccati. Cf. explanation of siṅghāṭaka at Vin-a 886,
quoted above, bd 3.105. The word caccara occurs at Vin 3.151 (bd 1.257); Mil 330;
Ja 1.425. ³ = above, bd 3.264. ⁴ = above, bd 3.264. ⁵ = above, bd 3.264. ⁶ = above,
bd 3.264. ⁷ = above, bd 3.264. ⁸ upakaṇṇake, or secretly; cf. Vin 2.99, Vin 4.20
(bd 2.203). ⁹ pi, which Oldenberg says, Vin 4.367, “we ought to expunge.” ¹⁰ Cf.
Vin 4.93 (bd 2.352) in definition of “should dismiss.” ¹¹ Cf. Vin 4.93 (bd 2.352) in
definition of “should dismiss.” ¹² Cf. above, bd 3.264. ¹³ Cf. Vin 4.69, Vin 4.97
(bd 2.301, bd 2.358), bd 2.269 (above, bd 3.264).
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misses the nun who is her companion if there is something to be
done¹; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 4.94 (bd 2.353). Vin-a 927 says on the above passage, “if it is for conveying
ticket-food or for putting in order something badly arranged in the dwelling-place.”
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Bi-Pc 15.1.1

BD 3.270

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time a certain nun frequented a certain family as a regular diner.
Then that nun, having dressed in the morning, taking her bowl and
robe, approached that family; having approached, having sat down
on a seat, she departed without asking the owner (for permission).
The family’s slave-woman, while sweeping the house, placed that

Vin 4.272

seat inside a dish.¹ The people, not seeing that seat, spoke thus to
that nun: “Lady, where is that seat?”
“I, sirs, did not see that seat.”
Saying, “Lady, give back that seat,” having scolded her, they

stopped (her as) a regular diner.Then these people, searching² the
house, having seen that seat inside the dish, having apologised to
that nun, (re-) established her as a regular diner.Then that nun told
this matter to the nuns. Those who were modest nuns … spread it
about, saying:
“How can this nun, having approached families before a meal,

having sat down on a seat, depart without asking the owner (for
permission)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun … the owner (for permis-

sion)?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

¹ This sounds odd, but we know little of the sizes of the dishes and vessels used. But
if the āsana, the seat, defined below as “the place for sitting cross-legged,” was only
a rush- or padded-seat for sitting on on the floor, it could easily be mislaid in quite
a moderate sized bowl. ² sodheti can also mean to clean.
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“How, monks, can a nun … depart without asking the owner (for
permission)? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:

BD 3.271

“Whatevernun,havingapproachedfamiliesbeforeameal,hav-
ing sat down on a seat, should depart without asking the owner
(for permission), there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 15.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Before amealmeans: from sunrise until midday.¹
Familymeans: there are four (kinds of) families: a noble family,

a brahmin family, a merchant family, a low-caste family.²
Having approachedmeans: having gone there.
A seatmeans: it is called a place for sitting cross-legged.³
Having sat downmeans: having sat down on this.
Should depart without asking the owner (for permission)

means: whatever man in that family is learned, without asking him
(for permission but) in letting herself pass a place that is sheltered
from the rain,⁴ there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 15.2.2

If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission) when she
has not asked (for permission) and departs, there is an offence of

BD 3.272

¹ This is the reverse of the definition of “wrong time” (for eating) at Vin 4.86
(bd 2.336). These two definitions together divide the day into two times for eat-
ing—the right and the wrong. ² = Vin 3.184, Vin 4.80, Vin 4.177. ³ pallaṅka
must at some time have come to mean the thing sat upon, early on perhaps a sim-
ple mat. At Vin 1.192 pallaṅka is among various things which if used gives rise to
a dukkaṭa offence; while at Vin 2.280 nuns incur a similar offence if they sit on
one, a half-pallaṅka being “allowed” instead.This maymean, however, sitting half
cross-legged—so as to give more room. At Vin 2.169 a pallaṅka is allowed to be used
bymonks if the hair is destroyed (bhinditvā), while at Vin 4.299 this same proviso
(here chinditvā, cut out) turns the nuns’ offence of using a pallaṅka into no offence.”
It is defined here as “made by bringing (horse-) hair for it,” but at dn-a 86 as “made
having put figures of wild animals on the legs.” See Dialogues of the Buddha 1.11,
n. 5 for some interesting remarks. ⁴ anovassaka. Cf. deso anovassako at Vin 2.211.
Vin-a 927 says that in making the first foot cross (or pass), there is an offence of
wrong-doing; in making the second foot cross, one of expiation.
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expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether she has not asked (for
permission)… If she thinks that she has asked (for permission)when
she has not asked (for permission) … there is an offence of expiation.
If it is not for a place for sitting cross-legged, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission)
when she has asked (for permission), there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If she is in doubt as towhether she has asked (for permission),
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she has asked
(for permission) when she has asked (for permission), there is no
offence.

Bi-Pc 15.2.3

There is no offence if she goes away asking (for permission); if it
is one that is not movable¹; if she is ill; if there are accidents²; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.273

¹ asaṁhārime; presumably meaning that she can go away of her own accord if she
has not been given a pallaṅka or other movable seat. ² Vin-a 927 says that if they
depart (pakkamanti, variant reading °ati) without asking (for permission) should
a fire have broken out in the house or if there are thieves or similar misfortunes,
there is no offence.
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Bi-Pc 16.1.1
BD 3.273

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā, having approached families after
a meal, sat down on¹ a seat without having asked the owner (for
permission) andmoreover lay down on it. People, being shy of the
nun Thullanandā, neither sat down on that seat nor lay down on
it. The people … spread it about, saying: “How can the nun Thul-
lanandā, having approached families after a meal, sit down on a
seat without asking the owner (for permission) and moreover lie
down on it?” Nuns heard these people who … spread it about.Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can the lady
Thullanandā … andmoreover lie down on it?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Thullanandā … and

moreover lay down on it?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … andmoreover lie down

on it? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… this rule of training:

“Whatever nun, having approached families after a meal,
should sit down on or should lie down on a seat without asking
the owner (for permission), there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 16.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.

¹ abhi- … abhi- may be intended to convey meaning of “loll” and “sprawl.”
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After amealmeans: after midday has passed until the sun has
set.

BD 3.274

Familymeans: …¹
Having approachedmeans: having gone there.²
Without asking the owner (for permission)means:whatever

man in that family is the owner, without asking him to give (permis-
sion).

A seatmeans: ….³
Should sit down on means: if she sits down on it, there is an

offence of expiation.
Should lie down on means: if she lies down on it, there is an

offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 16.2.2

If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission) when she
has not asked (for permission) and sits down on or lies down on (a
seat), there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether
she has not asked (for permission) … (see Bi-Pc 15.2) … there is no
offence.

Vin 4.274

Bi-Pc 16.2.3

There is no offence if she, asking (for permission), sits down on
or lies down on a seat; if it is a permanently appointed (seat); if she is
ill; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ See Bi-Pc 15.2.1. ² See Bi-Pc 15.2.1. ³ See Bi-Pc 15.2.1.
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Bi-Pc 17.1.1

BD 3.275

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time several nuns, going to Sāvatthī through the Kosalan
districts, having arrived at a certain village in the evening, having
approached a certain brahmin family, asked for accommodation.¹
Then that brahmin woman spoke thus to these nuns: “Wait, ladies,
until the brahmin comes.” The nuns, saying: “Until the brahmin
comes!”, having spread a sleeping-place, some sat down, others lay
down.Then that brahmin having come during the night, spoke thus
to that brahmin woman: “Who are these?”
“They are nuns, master.”
Saying: “Throw out these shaven-headed strumpets,”² he threw

themout fromthehouse.Then thesenuns, having arrived inSāvatthī,
told this matter to the nuns.Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying: “How can these nuns, having approached families
at the wrong time, having spread a sleeping-place without asking
the owner (for permission), sit down on it³ and lie down on it?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … lay down on it?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns, having approached families … lie down

on it? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… this rule of training:
“Whatevernun,havingapproachedfamiliesat thewrongtime,

¹ okāsaṁ yāciṁsu. ² Cf. bd 3.178, bd 3.257, above. ³ Here and below abhinisīdati,
abhinipajjati; above merely nisīdati, nipajjati. The stress of abhi-may mean, as in
previous Pācittiya, to “loll” and “sprawl.”
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having spread or having caused a sleeping- place to be spread
BD 3.276

without asking the owner (for permission), should sit down on
it or should lie down on it, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 17.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Wrong timemeans: from sunset until sunrise.¹
Familymeans: … Having approached means: …Without asking

the owner (for permission) means: … (see Bi-Pc 16.2.2) …
Sleeping-placemeans: even a spreading of leaves.²
Having spreadmeans: oneself having spread.

Vin 4.275

Having caused to be spreadmeans: having caused another to
spread.

Should sit down onmeans: Should lie down onmeans: …

Bi-Pc 17.2.2

If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission) when she
has not asked (for permission) and having spread or having caused
a sleeping-place to be spread, she sits down on it or lies down on it,
there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether she
has not asked (for permission) … If she thinks that she lias asked
(for permission) when she has not asked (for permission) … offence
of expiation. If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission)
when she has asked (for permission), there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If she is in doubt as towhether she has asked (for permission),
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she has asked
(for permission) when she has asked (for permission), there is no
offence.

Bi-Pc 17.2.3

There is no offence if asking (for permission), having spread or
having caused a sleeping-place to be spread, she sits down on it or
lies down on it; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. other definitions of “wrong time” at bd 2.336 and above, bd 3.86. ² Other
definitions of “sleeping-place” at bd 2.196 = bd 2.201, bd 2.244.
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Bi-Pc 18.1.1
BD 3.277

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nun who was the pupil of Bhaddā Kāpilānī¹ attended
on Bhaddā Kāpilānī respectfully. Bhaddā Kāpilānī spoke thus to the
nuns: “Ladies, this nun attends on me respectfully, I will give her
this robe.”Then that nun, because of a misapprehension,² because
of amisunderstanding,³ saying: “Ladies, they say that I do not attend
respectfully upon the lady, they do not say that she will give me a
robe,” made (someone) look down upon another. Those who were
modest nuns… spread it about, saying: “How can this nun because of
amisapprehension, because of amisunderstanding,make (someone)
look down upon another?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun …made (someone) look

down upon another?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun, because of a misapprehension, because

of a misunderstanding, make (someone) look down upon another?
It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun, because of a misapprehension, because of a

misunderstanding, should make (someone) look down upon an-
other, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 18.2.1

¹ See Bi-Ss 3, Bi-Pc 11–Bi-Pc 13. ² duggahitena. I think here it does not mean that
the robe was taken wrongly, but what Bhaddā said. ³ dūpadhāritena.
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Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.278

Because of a misapprehension means: because it was appre-
hended in a different manner.

Because of amisunderstandingmeans: because it was under-
stood in a different manner.

Anothermeans: one who is ordained. If she makes (someone)
look down upon (her), there is an offence of expiation.

Vin 4.276

Bi-Pc 18.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and)
makes (someone) look down upon (her), there is an offence of expia-
tion. If she is in doubt as to whether she is ordained … If she thinks
that she is not ordained when she is ordained … offence of expiation.
If she makes (someone) look down upon one who is not ordained,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is ordained
when she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
is in doubt as to whether she is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is not ordained when she is not
ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹

Bi-Pc 18.2.3

There is no offence if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.²

¹ Surely should read anāpatti, no offence. ² This Pācittiya is unique in the nuns’
group in having nomore than these two regularly recurring instances where no
offence is caused.
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Bi-Pc 19.1.1

BD 3.279

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns, not seeing their own things, spoke thus to the nun
Caṇḍakālī¹: “Has the lady not seen our things?”The nun Caṇḍakālī
… spread it about, saying:
“What, am I a thief then?What, am I just shameless?That these

ladies, not seeing their own things, spoke thus to me: ‘Has the lady
not seen our things?’ If indeed, ladies,² I take your things I am not a
true recluse, I am falling away from the Brahma-life, I rise up in hell.
But whoever speaks thus of me when it is not a fact, let her too be
not a true recluse, let her fall away from the Brahma-life, let her rise
up in hell.”

Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the lady Caṇḍakālī curse herself as well as another with

hell as well as with the Brahma-life?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Caṇḍakālī cursed herself

… with the Brahma-life?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nun Caṇḍakālī curse herself as well as an-

other with hell as well as with the Brahma-life? It is not, monks, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should curse herself or another with hell or

with the Brahma-life, there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ See Bi-Ss 4, Bi-Ss 10, Bi-Ss 11. ² sacā h’ayye. Oldenberg says, Vin 4.367, that this
may be sace ahaṁ ayye, and refers us to Vin 1.88, sacāca, with variant reading and
interpretation given by Buddhaghosa, appearing at Vin 1.372.
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Bi-Pc 19.2.1

BD 3.280
Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Herselfmeans: herself (individually).¹
Anothermeans: one who is ordained.
If she curseswith hell orwith the Brahma-life, there is an offence

of expiation.
Vin 4.277

Bi-Pc 19.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and)
curses (her) with hell or with the Brahma-life, there is an offence of
expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether she is ordained … If she
thinks that she is not ordained when she is ordained … offence of
expiation. If she curses (her) with animal birth or with the realm of
the departed orwithhumanmisfortune, there is an offence ofwrong-
doing. If she curses one who is not ordained, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is ordained when she is not
ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to
whether she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
she thinks that she is not ordained when she is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.²

Bi-Pc 19.2.3

There is no offence if she is aiming at (explaining) the goal, if she
is aiming at (explaining) a rule, if she is aiming at (explaining) the
teaching³; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ attānan ti paccattaṁ = below, bd 3.281.This explanation will have been necessary
if in early Buddhist thought attā was prevalently held to stand for Ātman, tran-
scendental self. But here it has no such reference, meaning simply a person, an
individual, pacca- = paṭi- throwing back the emphasis away from Ātman on to an in-
dividual or particular self X, as contrasted with Y. Paccattaṁ at an i.156 is explained
by sāmaṁ at an-a 2.256. ² This is the Sinhalese and Siamese reading. Oldenberg’s
edition reads: “if she thinks that she is ordained …,” as in sentence but one before.
Offence of wrong-doing “should probably read no offence.” ³ Vin 3.130 (bd 1.218,
and see n. 2)= Vin 4.11 (bd 2.185)= Vin 4.309 (below, bd 3.345).
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Bi-Pc 20.1.1
BD 3.281

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nun Caṇḍakalī, having quarrelled with the nuns, wept
having struck¹ herself again and again.Thosewhoweremodest nuns
… spread it about, saying: “How can the lady Caṇḍakalī weep, having
struck herself again and again?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Caṇḍakalī wept, having

struck herself again and again?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nun Caṇḍakalī weep, having struck herself

again and again? It is not,monks, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should weep, having struck herself again and

again, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 20.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Herselfmeans: herself (individually).²
If she weeps, having struck herself again and again, there is an

offence of expiation. If she strikes, (but) does not weep, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she weeps, (but) does not strike, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Pc 20.2.2

There is no offence if, smitten by loss of relations or by loss of
BD 3.282

¹ vadhitvā, also meaning to punish. ² See above, bd 3.280.
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possessions¹ or by loss of health,² she weeps (but) does not strike; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

The Second Division: that on the dark
Vin 4.278

¹ bhoga, usually translated in this sequence as “wealth,”musthere refer either to the
nun’s own few possessions or to her relatives’ wealth. ² Here three misfortunes
or losses, vyasana, occur; five are given at an iii.147, dn iii.235, where it is said that
of these five, three (those mentioned above) do not cause beings to arise after death
in painful states, while the other two do.
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Bi-Pc 21.1.1
BD 3.283

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time several nuns bathed naked with prostitutes at the same
ford of the river Aciravatī.¹ The prostitutes made fun of the nuns,
saying: “Why in theworld, ladies, is the Brahma-life led by youwhen
you are young? Surely the pleasures of the senses should be enjoyed.
When you are old, then you can lead the Brahma-life; thus will both
extremes be experienced² by you.”The nuns, being made fun of by
these prostitutes, became ashamed.³Then these nuns, having gone
to a dwelling, told this matter to the nuns.The nuns told this matter
to the monks.Themonks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord
on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“Because of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training for

nuns founded on ten reasons: for the excellence of the Order … for
following the discipline.⁴ And thus,monks, the nuns should set forth
this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should bathe naked, there is an offence of ex-

piation.”

Bi-Pc 21.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.284

¹ Cf. Vin 1.293 and above, bd 3.247. Other regulations as to the foods to be used by
nuns when bathing given at Vin 2.280. ² pariggahita, literally taken up. ³ At
Vin 1.293 this is the story said to have been told by Visākhā to the lord when she
was asking him to confer the eight boons, and of which the giving of bathing cloths
for the nuns was the last. ⁴ See bd 1.37f.; bd 2.87, bd 3.248, bd 2.323.
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Should bathe nakedmeans: if she bathes not clothed, not dress-
ed,¹ there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 21.2.2

There is no offence if she is one whose robe is stolen² or if she is
one whose robe is destroyed³; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ nivattha and pāruta, the words used above, are also those that together cover the
putting on of the three robes; see bd 2.32, n. 2, n. 3. ² These words are defined
(for monks) at bd 2.48—i.e., in Monks’ Bu-NP6 which, as is to be gathered from
Vin-a 919, holds good for nuns as well as for monks. ³ See previous note.
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Bi-Pc 22.1.1
BD 3.285

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time bathing cloths for the nuns were allowed by the lord.¹ The

Vin 4.279
group of six nuns, saying: “Bathing cloths are allowed by the lord,”
wore bathing cloths that were not of a (proper) measure; they went
about trailing (these) in front as well as behind.² Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can the group of six
nuns wear bathing cloths that are not of a (proper) measure?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns wear

bathing cloths that are not of a (proper) measure?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the group of six nuns wear bathing cloths that

are not of a (proper) measure? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whenabathingcloth isbeingmade foranun, itmustbemade

toa (proper)measure.This is the (proper)measurehere: in length
four spans according to the accepted span, in width two spans.
For her who exceeds this (measure), there is an offence of expia-
tion involving cutting down.”³

Bi-Pc 22.2.1Bathing clothmeans: dressed in⁴ which, she bathes.
BD 3.286

¹ At Vin 1.294.The giving of bathing cloths for the Order of nuns was the last of the
eight boons which Visakha asked the lord to confer on her.The bathing cloth was
the fifth robe to be pointed out to a nun at her ordination, Vin 2.272. ² Cf. above,
bd 3.99. ³ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 87, Bu-Pc 89, Bu-Pc 90, Bu-Pc 91. ⁴ Here is another
example of a garment to which nivattha refers; see bd 2.32, n. 2.
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Is beingmademeans: making or causing to be made.¹
It must be made to a (proper) measure. This is the (proper)

measure here: in length four spans according to the accepted
span, inwidth two spansmeans: if she makes it or causes it to be
made exceeding this (measure), in the business there is an offence
of wrong-doing; having cut it down on acquisition, an offence of
expiation is to be confessed.

If what was incompletely executed by herself she has finished by
herself, there is an offence of expiation. If she makes others finish
what was incompletely executed by herself … If what was incom-
pletely executed by others she has finished by herself … If shemakes
others finish what was incompletely executed by others, there is an
offence of expiation. If she makes it or causes it to be made for an-
other, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, having acquired what
was made for another, she makes use of it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.²

Bi-Pc 22.2.2

There is no offence if she makes it to the (proper) measure; if
she makes it to less than the (proper) measure; if having acquired
what was made for another (but) exceeding the (proper) measure,
having cut it down, she makes use of it; if she makes a canopy or a
ground-covering or a screen-wall or a mattress or a squatting-mat;
if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.³

¹ = Vin 3.226, Vin 4.168, Vin 4.171. ² = Vin 3.225, Vin 4.167, Vin 4.169, Vin 4.170,
Vin 4.171. ³ = Vin 4.171.
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Bi-Pc 23.1.1

BD 3.287

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain nun’s robe of costly robe-cloth was badly made,
badly sewn.The nunThullanandā spoke thus to that nun: “Lady, this

Vin 4.280

robe-cloth of yours is lovely, but the robe is badlymade, badly sewn.”
“If I unsew it, lady, will you sew it?”
“Yes, lady, I will sew it.”
Then that nun, having unsewn that robe, gave it to the nunThul-

lanandā.The nunThullanandā, thinking: “I will sew it, I will sew it,”
neither sewed it nor made an effort¹ to get it sewn. Then that nun
told this matter to the nuns.Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying: “How can the ladyThullanandā, having had a nun’s
robe unsewn, neither sew it nor make an effort to get it sewn?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the Thullanandā, having had

a nun’s robe unsewn, neither sewed it nor made an effort to get it
sewn?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … nor make an effort to

get it sewn? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having unsewn or havingmade (another) un-

sew a nun’s robe, if she is not afterwards prevented should nei-
ther sew it nor should make an effort to get it sewn, except on
the fourth and fifth days, there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ ussukkaṁ karoti, or “to find energy.” Cf. below, bd 3.309, bd 3.330.
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Bi-Pc 23.2.1

BD 3.288 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
A nun’smeans: another nun’s.
Robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes.
Having unsewnmeans: herself having unsewn.
Having made (another) unsewmeans: having made another

unsew.
If she is not afterwards prevented means: if there is not an

obstacle.¹
Should neither sewmeans: should not herself sew.
Nor should make an effort to get it sewnmeans: should not

command another.²
Except on the fourth and fifth daysmeans: having excluded

the fourth and fifth days.
If she thinks, “I will neither sew it nor make an effort to get it

sewn,” in the mere throwing off of the responsibility, there is an
offence of expiation.³

Bi-Pc 23.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained, having
unsewn or having made (another) unsew a robe, and if she is not
afterwards prevented, neither sews it nor makes an effort to get
it sewn, except on the fourth and fifth days, there is an offence of
expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether she is ordained … If she
thinks that she is not ordained when she is ordained … offence of
expiation. If, having unsewn or having made (another) unsew an-
other requisite … except on the fourth and fifth days, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If, having unsewn or made (another) un-

Vin 4.281

sew a robe or another requisite of one who is not ordained … except
on the fourth and fifth days, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
she thinks that she is ordained when she is not ordained, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether she is
not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that

¹ = below, bd 3.331. ² Cf. below, bd 3.310, bd 3.331. ³ Cf. below, bd 3.331.
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she is not ordained when she is not ordained, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

Bi-Pc 23.2.3

BD 3.289There is no offence if there is an obstacle¹; if, having looked about,
she does not get the chance²; if she, working,³ lets the fourth and
fifth days pass; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.

¹ antarāya; ten are enumerated at Vin 1.112, Vin 1.169. ² On analogy of Bi-Pc 34,
Bi-Pc 45 below and following the Sinhalese version, I have adopted a different punc-
tuation from that occurring in Oldenberg’s text of Bi-Pc 23, hence altering the sense.
Cf. also below, bd 3.310, bd 3.331. ³ Taking the Sinhalese and Siamese karontī as
against Oldenberg’s karontaṁ.
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Bi-Pc 24.1.1

BD 3.290

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time¹ nuns, having entrusted robes² to the hands of (other) nuns,
set out on a tour of the country with (only) the inner and the upper
robes.Those robes, deposited for a long time, became soiled; nuns
dried them in the sun.Nuns spoke thus to these nuns: “Ladies,whose
are these robes that are soiled?”Then these nuns told this matter to
the nuns. Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can nuns, having entrusted robes to the hands of (other) nuns,
set out on a tour of the country with (only) the inner and the upper
robes?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … with (only) the inner

and the upper robes?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns … with (only) the inner and the upper

robes? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should miss going about in an outer cloak for

five days,³ there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-NP 2 (bd 2.12). ² Merely called cīvara here.The sikkhāpadamakes
it clear that the saṅghāti, outer cloak, is meant; Vin-a 652 says that this is the case
with the monks’ cīvara mentioned in Bu-NP 2. At some time the nuns came to be
allowed five robes, mentioned below. For these see bd 2, Introduction, p. xix. It is
therefore quite possible to say here that the nuns went with “only” their inner and
upper robes, if we think of these with the outer cloak as constituting the regular
set of three robes, to which the other twoweremerely added as extras for the nuns.
³ pañcāhikaṁ, what consists of five days
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Bi-Pc 24.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.291

Shouldmissgoingabout inanoutercloakforfivedaysmeans:
if on the fifth day she neither dresses in nor puts on nor dries in the
sun the five robes, (but) lets the fifth day pass, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bi-Pc 24.2.2

If she thinks that five days are passedwhen they are passed, there
is an offence of expiation.¹ If she is in doubt as to whether five days
are passed, there is an offence of expiation. If she thinks that five

Vin 4.282

days are not passed when they are passed, there is an offence of
expiation. If she thinks that five days are passed when they are not
passed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to
whether five days are not passed, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she thinks that five days are not passed when they are not passed,
there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 24.2.3

There is no offence if, on the fifth day, she dresses in or puts on
or dries the five robes in the sun; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Somematerial left out here.These clauses should state that the offence also de-
pends on her not dressing in, putting on or drying the five robes. Vin-a 929 says that
for each robe there is an offence, thus for the five (robes) there are five (offences).
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Bi-Pc 25.1.1

BD 3.292

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain nun having walked for alms, having spread out
a damp robe,¹ entered a dwelling-place. A certain nun, having put
on that robe, entered a village for almsfood. She, having come out,²
asked the nuns: “Ladies, have you not seen my robe?”The nuns told
this matter to that nun.Then that nun … spread it about, saying:
“How can this nun, without asking (for permission) put on my

robe?”Then this nun told this matter to the nuns.Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this nun put on a
nun’s robe without asking (for permission)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun … without asking (for

permission)?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can a nun …without asking (for permission)? It is not, monks,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatevernunshouldweararobe that shouldbehandedback,³

there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 25.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
A robe that should be handed back means: if she dresses in

or puts on any one robe of the five (kinds of) robes of one who is
BD 3.293

¹ allacīvara. Cf. Ja 6.51. Alla can mean wet, moist, and also fresh, new. ² This must
refer to the first nun, meaning when she (later) came out of the dwelling-place.
³ cīvarasaṁkamanīyaṁ, explained at Vin-a 930 as paṭidātabbacīvara, a robe that
should be restored, given back (to the rightful owner).
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ordained, either if it was not given to her or without asking (permis-
sion) for it, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 25.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and)
wears a robe that should be handed back, there is an offence of ex-
piation. If she is in doubt as to whether she is ordained … If she
thinks that she is not ordained when she is ordained … offence of
expiation. If she wears a robe of one who is not ordained and that

Vin 4.283

should be handed back, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she
thinks that she is ordained when she is not ordained, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether she is not
ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is
not ordained when she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.¹

Bi-Pc 25.2.3

There is no offence if she gives it or, if asking (permission) for it,
she dresses in it or puts it on; if she is one whose robe is stolen,² if
she is one whose robe is destroyed³; if there are accidents; if she is
mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Should doubtless read, “there is no offence.” ² Cf. above, bd 3.284. ³ Cf. above,
bd 3.284
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Bi-Pc 26.1.1
BD 3.294

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the family who supported the nunThullanandā spoke
thus to the nunThullanandā: “Lady, we will give robes for the Order
of nuns.”The nunThullanandā saying: “You are very busy, there is
much to be done,” put an obstacle in the way.¹ Then that family’s
house was burnt down.They… spread it about, saying: “How could
the ladyThullanandā put an obstacle in the way of our gift of faith?
We are down and out; all round,² both as to property and as tomerit.”
Nuns heard these people who … spread it about. Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the lady Thullanandā put an obstacle in the way of a

group’s receiving robes?”³ …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Thullanandā put an

obstacle in the way of a group’s receiving robes?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can the nunThullanandā put an obstacle in the way

of a group’s receiving robes? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should put an obstacle in the way of a group’s

receiving robes there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 26.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.295

¹ antarāyaṁ akāsi, as we might, say, “made an objection.” ² paribāhirā; the word
also occurs at sn i.126. Vin 2.140. ³ Note how the interest is shifted from the
laypeople to the nuns.
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A groupmeans: it is called an Order of nuns.¹
Robemeans: any one robe of the six (kinds of) robes (including)

the least one fit for assignment.²
Vin 4.284

Should put an obstacle in thewaymeans: if, saying: “How can
this robebegiven?” sheputs anobstacle in theway, there is anoffence
of expiation. If she puts an obstacle in the way of another requisite,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she puts an obstacle in the way
of a robe or of another requisite for several nuns³ or for one nun or
for a womanwho is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Pc 26.2.2

There is no offence if she hinders having pointed out an advan-
tage⁴; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = below, bd 3.346. In the Vinaya, gaṇa is almost always a group of from one to
four monks or nuns, while saṅgha is an Order—i.e., five or more monks or nuns.
It is curious to find gaṇa and saṅgha identified, as above, but the wording of the
introductory story appears to be responsible. ² = Vin 3.196, Vin 3.210, Vin 4.60,
Vin 4.122, Vin 4.123, etc. ³ sambahula. With Old Commentary’s identification,
above, of saṅgha and gaṇa, gaṇa a group, has moved from its normal second to
the first place of that triad which is usually found as saṅgha gaṇa ekabhikkhunī
(Order, group, one nun). The second place has therefore to be filled by another
word: sambahula is the obvious choice, for in Vinaya it is often virtually a synonym
for gaṇa. “One nun” follows next in its usual order and form. Cf. below, bd 3.347.
⁴ Cf. below, bd 3.301.
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Bi-Pc 27.1.1

BD 3.296

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time robe-material had accrued to an Order of nuns not at
a right time.¹ Then that Order of nuns collected together wishing
to distribute that robe-material. Now at that time the nuns who
were pupils of the nun Thullanandā had gone out. The nun Thul-
lanandā spoke thus to those nuns²: “Ladies, nuns are gone out; the
robe-material should not be distributed yet,” (and) she held back
the division of the robe-material. Nuns, saying: “The robe-material
should not be distributed yet,” parted company.When the nuns who
were pupils returned, the nunThullanandā had that robe-material
distributed.Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā hold back a legally valid division

of robe-material?” …
“Is it true, as is said, that the nunThullanandā held back a legally

valid division of robe-material?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā hold back a legally valid

division of robe-material? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatevernunshouldholdbacka legallyvaliddivisionofrobe

¹ SeeNuns’ Bu-NP 2,where alsoThullanandā takes a hand in robe-distribution, and
where robe- (material given) not at a right time is defined. Cf. also Monks’ Bu-NP 3,
where akālacīvaramay be accepted by a monk. It is to be gathered from Vin-a 919
that the Monks’ Bu-NP 3 holds good for nuns as well as for monks. ² Presumably
to those constituting the Order, for the pupils had not yet returned.
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material, there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 27.2.1

BD 3.297
Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Legally valid division of robe-materialmeans: a complete Or-

der of nuns, having collected together, distributes it.²
Vin 4.285

Should hold backmeans: if, saying: “How could one distribute
this robe-material?”³ she holds it back, there is an offence of expia-
tion.

Bi-Pc 27.2.2

If she thinks that it is legally valid when it is legally valid (and)
holds (the division) back, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in
doubt as towhether it is legally valid…offence ofwrong-doing. If she
thinks that it is not legally valid when it is legally valid … no offence.
If she thinks that it is legally valid when it is not legally valid, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether it is not
legally valid, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that it
is not legally valid when it is not legally valid, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 27.2.3

There is no offence if she holds it back having pointed out an
advantage; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf.below,Bi-Pc 30. ² “Pupils,”notbeing fully ordained, didnot rankasnunswith
administrative powers, although they were called antevāsibhikkhuniyo. Therefore
their absence from a ceremony would not invalidate it, as would the absence of
a fully ordained nun.“Complete” (samagga) interpreted at Vin-a 792 as meaning
“all come”; see bd 2.267, and note 7. ³ Oldenberg Vin 4.368, proposes to read idaṁ
cīvaraṁ bhājiyeyya for text’s imaṁ cīvaraṁ bhājeyya. Sinhalese edition has idaṁ
cīvaraṁ bhājeyya; Siamese edition same as text.
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Bi-Pc 28.1.1
BD 3.298

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā gave¹ recluses’ robe-material to
players² and to dancers³ and to female tumblers⁴ and to female con-
jurors⁵ and to drummers,⁶ saying: “Do praise me in public.”⁷ The
players and the dancers and the tumblers and the conjurors and the
drummers praised the nunThullanandā in public, saying: “The lady
Thullanandā is very learned, she is a repeater, she is wise, she is
skilled in giving talk on dhamma.⁸ Give for the lady, make for the
lady.”Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:

BD 3.299

“How can the ladyThullanandā give recluses’ robe-material to a
householder?” …

¹ Cf. below, bd 3.332. ² naṭā, explained at Vin-a 931 as “those who play (or dance,
nāṭenti) a pantomime (ordance,nāṭakaṁ).”This last is probablydance-drama.There
was no hard-and-fast line in ancient India between dancing, acting andmiming; all
were needed together, with drumming, for the full production. At sn iv.306f. play-
ers, nāṭa, are said by Gotama, as recorded, to arouse wrong states of mind in their
audience, and to be reborn in theHell of Laughter. ³ nāṭaka, explained atVin-a 931
as those who dance (naccanti). Word occurs at Mil 331, translated as “play actor,”
and at Mil 191. ⁴ laṅghikā, “those who do tumbling on bamboos and thongs,” Vin-
a 931. Laṅghakā (plural) occurs at Mil 34, Mil 191, Mil 331; Ja 2.142. ⁵ sokajjhāyikā.
Vin-a 931 reads sokasāyikā, with variant readings as text and sokachāyi, and explains
as “illusion-makers.” Cf. Ja 6.580, explained thus here too, and with the further
meaning of those who allay and dispel grief. ⁶ kumbhathūṇikā, explained at Vin-
a 931 as players with a small jar (ghaṭaka?). Word also occurs at Ja 5.506, Ja 6.580 (not
explained) and dn i.6; see Dialogues of the Buddha 1.8, n. 4. dn-a 84 says that kumb-
hathūṇa is the noise of a pot striking a four-cornered trough, which explanation
Dialogues of the Buddha 1.8, n. 4 says is “obscure and probably corrupt.” ⁷ parisati.
⁸ As in Nuns’ Bu-NP 10, Bu-NP 11, Bu-Pc 33.
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“Is it true, as is said,monks, that thenunThullanandāgave recluses’
robe-material to a householder?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā give recluses’ robe mate-

rial to a householder? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are
not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should give recluses’ robe-material to a house-

holderor toawandereror toa femalewanderer, there is anoffen-
ce of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 28.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Householdermeans: he who inhabits a house.¹
Wanderermeans: excludingmonkandnovice, hewhohas reach-

ed (the stage of a) wanderer.²
Female wanderermeans: excluding nun and probationer and

femalenovice, shewhohas reached (the stageof a) femalewanderer.³
Vin 4.286

Recluses’ robe-materialmeans: it is called made allowable.⁴ If
she gives, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 28.2.2

There is no offence if she gives to (her) parents; if she gives for
the time being⁵; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = Vin 3.212, Vin 3.219, Vin 3.259 (bd 2.47, bd 2.60, bd 2.148). ² = Vin 4.92
(bd 2.349) = below, bd 3.332, and cf. Vin 4.224. ³ = Vin 4.92 (bd 2.349) = below,
bd 3.332, and cf.Vin 4.224. ⁴ kappakata.Cf.definition of “new (robe)” as akalakappa
at Vin 4.120. See bd 2.407, n. 5, n. 6, and bd 2.409, n. 5. ⁵ Cf. bd 1.110, n. 7.
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Bi-Pc 29.1.1

BD 3.300

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the family who supported the nunThullanandā spoke
thus to the nun Thullanandā: “If we, lady, are able, we will give
robe-material for the Order of nuns.” Now at that time nuns, hav-
ing kept the rains-retreat, collected together wishing to distribute
robe-material.The nunThullanandā spoke thus to these nuns: “Wait,
ladies, there is for theOrder ofnuns anexpectationof robe-material.”
The nuns spoke thus to the nunThullanandā: “Do go, lady, and find
out about this robe-material.”The nunThullanandā approached that
family; having approached she spoke thus to the people: “Sirs, do
give robe-material for the Order of nuns.”They said: “Lady, we are
not able to give robe-material for the Order of nuns.”The nunThul-
lanandā told this matter to the nuns.Those who were modest nuns
… spread it about, saying:
“How can the lady Thullanandā, when an expectation of robe-

material is not sure,¹ let the robe-season² pass?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … let the

robe-season pass?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nun Thullanandā … let the robe-season

pass? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …
this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, when an expectation of robe-material is not

¹ dubbala, not strong, weak; uncertain, not sure, low or poor. ² Cf. Vin 3.261
(bd 2.152f.).
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sure, should let the robe-season pass, there is an offence of expi-
ation.”

Bi-Pc 29.2.1

BD 3.301
Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
When an expectation of robe-material is not suremeans: if

they say, “If we are able, wewill give, wewill make,” (but their) word
becomes broken.

Robe-seasonmeans: the last month of the rainy season when
the kaṭhina cloth is not (formally) made, the five months when it is

Vin 4.287

(formally) made.¹
Should let the robe-season passmeans: if she lets pass the last

day of the rainy seasonwhen the kaṭhina cloth is not (formally)made,
there is an offence of expiation. If she lets the day pass for removing
the kaṭhina (privileges),² there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 29.2.2

If she thinks that the robe-material is not surewhen it is not sure
(and) lets the robe-season pass, there is an offence of expiation. If
she is in doubt as to whether the robe-material is not sure … offence
of wrong-doing. If she thinks that the robe-material is sure³ when it
is not sure … no offence. If she thinks that the robe-material is not
sure when it is sure, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether the robe-material is sure, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that the robe-material is sure when it is
sure, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 29.2.3

There is no offence if she hinders having pointed out an advan-
tage⁴; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = definition of “time of giving robes” at Vin 4.74, Vin 4.100 (bd 2.311, bd 2.366), and
cf.Vin 3.204. ² Cf.Vin 3.196 (bd 2.5 and notes). ³ adubbala. ⁴ = above, bd 3.295.
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Bi-Pc 30.1.1

BD 3.302

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time a dwelling-place had been erected by a certain lay-follower
for the Order. He, at the festival for this dwelling-place, was desirous
of giving robe-material at the wrong time for both the Orders. Now
at that time the kaṭhina cloth for both the Orders was (formally)
made.Then that lay-follower, having approached the Order,¹ asked
for the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges).²They told this matter to
the lord.Then the lord on this occasion, in this connection, having
given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to remove the kaṭhina (privileges). And thus,

monks, should the kaṭhina (privileges) be removed:TheOrder should
be informed by an experienced, competentmonk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, let the
Order remove the kaṭhina (privileges).This is the motion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.The Order removes the kaṭhina (priv-
ileges). If the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges) is pleasing to the
venerable ones, let them be silent. If it is not pleasing, they should
speak.The kaṭhina (privileges) are removed by the Order, and it is
right … So do I understand this.’ ”

Bi-Pc 30.1.2

Then that lay-follower, having approached the Order of nuns,
asked for the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges). The nun Thul-
lanandā, thinking, “Therewill be robe-material for us,” held back the

Vin 4.288

BD 3.303 ¹ I.e., the Order of monks, as one gathers from the context. ² See bd 2.5, n. 3,
bd 2.6, n. 5. Here the removal must depend on the ground of the robes being settled,
or on that of the general removal of the privileges by a whole Order.
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removal of the kaṭhina (privileges).Then that lay-follower…spread it
about, saying: “How can these nuns not give a removal of the kaṭhina
(privileges) for us?” Nuns heard that lay-follower who … spread it
about.Those whoweremodest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How
can the nun Thullanandā hold back a legally valid removal of the
kaṭhina (privileges)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā held back a

legally valid removal of the kaṭhina (privileges)?”
“It is true, lord “… (see Bi-Pc 27.1) “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should hold back a legally valid removal of the

kaṭhina (privileges), there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 30.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Legallyvalidremovalof thekaṭhina (privileges)meansa com-

plete Order of nuns, having collected together, remove them.¹
Shouldholdbackmeans: if, saying: “Howcan this kaṭhina (privi-

lege) be removed?” she holds it back, there is an offence of expiation.²

Bi-Pc 30.2.2

If she thinks that it is legally valid when it is legally valid (and)
holds it back … (see Bi-Pc 27.2) … if she is the first wrong-doer.

TheThird Division: that on being naked

¹ Cf. Bi-Pc 27.2.1. ² Cf. Bi-Pc 27.2.1.
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Bi-Pc 31.1.1

BD 3.304

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time two nuns shared¹ one couch.² People, engaged in tour-
ing the dwelling-place, having seen (them) … spread it about, say-
ing: “How can two nuns share one couch, like women householders
who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard these people who
… spread it about.Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying: “How can two nuns share one couch?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that two nuns shared one couch?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can two nuns share one couch? It is not, monks, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
Vin 4.289

“Whatever twonuns should share one couch, there is an offen-
ce of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 31.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Nunsmean: they are called ordained.
Two should share one couchmeans: if one is lying down and

the other lies down, there is an offence of expiation. Or if both are
lying down, there is an offence of expiation. If having got up, they
lie down again, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 31.2.2

¹ tuvaṭṭenti, explained at Vin-a 932 as to lie down on. ² At Vin 2.124 it is made
a dukkaṭa offence for monks to share one couch. At Vin 2.10 one of the bad habits
indulged in by lax monks was the sharing of one couch with women of respectable
families.
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There is no offence if one is lying down and the other sits down,
or if both are sitting down; if they aremad, if they are the firstwrong-
doers.
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Bi-Pc 32.1.1

BD 3.305

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time two nuns shared one covering-cloth.¹ People, engaged
in touring the dwelling-place … (see Bi-Pc 31.1. Instead of one couch
read one covering-cloth) … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever two nuns should share one covering-cloth, there is

an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 32.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Nunsmean: they are called ordained.
Two should share one covering-cloth means: if having cov-

ered themselves with that,² they put that³ on, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bi-Pc 32.2.2

If they think that it is one covering-cloth when it is one covering-
cloth (and) share it, there is an offence of expiation. If they are in
doubt as to whether it is one covering-cloth … If they think they are
different covering-cloths when it is one covering-cloth … offence of

¹ ekattharaṇapāvuraṇa. Vin-a 932 says that this means one covering as well as a
cloth. At Vin 2.10, among the bad habits indulged in by lax monks were that they
shared one covering, attharaṇa, that they shared one cloth, pāvuraṇā, and that they
shared one covering-cloth, attharaṇapāvuraṇāwith women of respectable families.
At Vin 2.124 the group of six monks shared these articles, thereby incurring an
offence of wrong-doing.The fact that the twowords attharaṇa and pāvuraṇā appear
both separately and then together (see also below), to mymind shows that, when
joined, they stand for one article: a cloth used as a covering, therefore a covering-
cloth.There is also the reference to it as taṁ (acc.), “that”; see next note. ² tañ
ñeva … tañ ñeva. ³ tañ ñeva … tañ ñeva.
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expiation. If they think that they are different cloths when it is one
covering, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If they think that it is

BD 3.306

one covering-cloth when they are different coverings, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If they think that it is one covering-cloth
when they are different covering-cloths, there is an offence ofwrong-
doing. If they are in doubt as to whether they are different covering-
cloths, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If they think that they are
different covering-cloths when they are different covering-cloths,
there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 32.2.3

There is no offence if they lie down having pointed out an ar-
rangement¹; if they are mad, if they are the first wrong-doers.

Vin 4.290

¹ vavatthāna. Vin-a 932 says that for those who lie down having placed the “yellow
robes” in the middle or a walking-staff or even a belt, there is no offence.
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Bi-Pc 33.1.1

BD 3.307

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nun Thullanandā was very learned, she was a re-
peater, shewaswise, shewas skilled in giving dhamma-talk.¹ Bhaddā
Kāpilānī² also was very learned… she was skilled in giving dhamma-
talk, she was esteemed as being eminent.³ People, thinking: “Bhaddā
Kāpilānī is very learned … she is skilled in giving dhamma-talk, she
is esteemed as being eminent,” having first visited⁴ Bhaddā Kāpilānī
afterwards visited the nunThullanandā.The nunThullanandā, over-
come by envy,⁵ thinking: “Those who are said to have few wants,
to be content, detached, not living in company, these are intent on
convincing,⁶ intent on hinting,” walked up and down and stood still
and sat down and lay down on a sleeping-place and recited andmade
(another) recite and studied⁷ in front of Bhaddā Kāpilānī.Those who
weremodest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can the ladyThul-
lanandā intentionally cause discomfort to the lady BhaddāKāpilānī?”
…
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā intention-

ally caused discomfort to Bhaddā Kāpilānī?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā intentionally cause dis-

BD 3.308

¹ As in Nuns’ Bi-NP 10, Bi-NP 11, Bi-Pc 28. ² Cf. above, bd 3.186, n. 1.
³ uḷārasaṁbhāvitā. ⁴ payirupāsati also means to honour. ⁵ issāpakatā, as at
sn ii.260, Vin 3.107. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 932 takes it as issāya pakatā, envious
by nature, with the variant reading apakatā, not having done away with envy.
⁶ saññattibahulā. ⁷ For these last two cf. bd 2.192 (Vin 4.15).
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comfort to Bhaddā Kāpilānī? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatevernunshould intentionallycausediscomfort toanun,

there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 33.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
To a nunmeans: to another nun.
Intentionally means: a transgression committed knowingly,

consciously, deliberately.²
Should cause discomfortmeans: if thinking, “Because of this

there will be discomfort for her,” she walks up and down or stands
still or sits down or lies down on a sleeping-place or recites or makes
(another) recite or studies in front of (her) without asking (for per-
mission),³ there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 33.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and)
intentionally causes discomfort, there is an offence of expiation. If
she is in doubt as to whether she is ordained … If she thinks that she

Vin 4.291

is not ordained when she is ordained (and) intentionally causes dis-
comfort, there is an offence of expiation. If she intentionally causes
discomfort to one who is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If she thinks that she is ordained when she is not ordained,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether
she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks
that she is not ordainedwhen she is not ordained, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.⁴

Bi-Pc 33.2.3

There is no offence if she, not desiring to cause discomfort (and)
having asked (for permission), walks up and down… or studies in
front of (her); if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 77. ² = Vin 3.73; see bd 1.126, n. 3. ³ This appears to be a gloss,
limiting the scope of the rule. ⁴ Should doubtless be “no offence.”
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Bi-Pc 34.1.1

BD 3.309

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā, when (the woman) who lived with
her¹ was ailing, neither attended to her nor made an effort² to get
her attended to. Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying: “How can the lady Thullanandā, when (the woman) who
lives with her is ailing, neither attend to her nor make an effort to
get her attended to?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … neither

attended to her nor … attended to?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā, when (the woman) who

lives with her is ailing, neither attend to her nor make an effort to
get her attended to? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should neither attend to an ailing (woman)
who liveswith her nor shouldmake an effort to get her attended
to, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 34.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Ailingmeans: she is called ill.

¹ sahajīvinī. cf. below, bd 3.375, bd 3.379. Not necessarily a fully ordained nun, for
the sahajīvinīmight be a pupil or one not ordained (see Bi-Pc 34.2.1 below), while
Bi-Pc 68 and Bi-Pc 70 speak ofThullanandā ordaining her sahajīvinī, which means
that they had shared a cell before the latter was ordained. ² Cf. above, bd 3.287,
below, bd 3.330.
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(Woman) who lives with her means: she is called one who
shares her cell.¹

BD 3.310

Should neither attend to hermeans: should not herself attend
to her.²

Nor shouldmake effort to get her attended tomeans: should
not command another.³

If she thinks, “I will neither attend to her nor make an effort to
get her attended to,” in throwing off the responsibility, there is an
offence of expiation.⁴ If she attends neither to a pupil nor to onewho
is not ordained nor makes an effort to get her attended to, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

Vin 4.292

Bi-Pc 34.2.2

There is no offence if there is an obstacle⁵; if, having looked about,
she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ saddhivihārinī, co-resident. Also below, bd 3.375, bd 3.379. ² Cf. above, bd 3.288,
below, bd 3.331. ³ Cf. above, bd 3.288, below, bd 3.331. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.288, below,
bd 3.331. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 3.289, but where the text’s punctuation is different, and
below, bd 3.331. I prefer that obtaining in Bi-Pc.34 and Bi-Pc 45.
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Bi-Pc 35.1.1

BD 3.311

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time Bhaddā Kāpilānī had spent the rains in Saketa. As she had
some business to do, she sent a messenger to the nunThullanandā,
saying: “If the lady Thullanandā would give me quarters, I would
come to Sāvatthī.”The nunThullanandā spoke thus: “Let her come,
I will give it.”Then Bhaddā Kāpilānī went from Saketa to Sāvatthī.
The nunThullanandā gave quarters to Bhaddā Kāpilānī. Now at that
time the nunThullanandā was very learned, she was a repeater …
(see Bi-Pc 33.1) … she was skilled in giving dhamma-talk. The nun
Thullanandā, thinking: “Those who are said to have few wants …
(see Bi-Pc 33.1) … intent on hinting,” angry, displeased threw Bhaddā
Kāpilānī out of her quarters.Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, angry, displeased, having given

quarters to the lady Bhaddā Kāpilānī, throw her out?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … threw

her out?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … throw her out? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun, having given quarters to a nun, should, an-

gry, displeased, throw her out or have her thrown out, there is
an offence of expiation.”¹

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 17.
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Bi-Pc 35.2.1

BD 3.312
Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
A nun¹ means: another nun.
Quartersmeans: it is called fastened by a door.²
Having givenmeans: oneself having given.
Angry,displeasedmeans: dissatisfied, themindworsened, stub-

born.³
Should throw outmeans: if, having taken (her) in a room, she

throws her out on to the verandah, there is an offence of expia-
tion. If, having taken her on the verandah, she throws her outside,

Vin 4.293

there is an offence of expiation. If, with one effort, she makes her
pass throughmany doors, there is an offence of expiation.⁴ Should
have her thrown outmeans: if she commands another, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. When once commanded, if she makes her
pass throughmany doors, there is an offence of expiation.⁵

Bi-Pc 35.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and)
having given her quarters, angry, displeased, throws her out or has
her thrown out, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as
to whether she is ordained … If she thinks that she is not ordained
when she is ordained … offence of expiation. If she throws out or
has her requisites thrown out, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If
she throws out or has her thrown out fromwhat is not fastened by a
door … If she throws out or has her requisites thrown out … If she
throws out or has one who is not ordained thrown out fromwhat is
or fromwhat is not fastened by a door … If she throws out or has her
requisites thrown out … If she thinks that she is ordained when she
is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt
as towhether she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she thinks that she is not ordainedwhen she is not ordained, there

BD 3.313

is an offence of wrong-doing.⁶

¹ Accusative. ² = definition of “dwelling” at bd 3.336, below. ³ Cf. bd 1.281,
bd 2.140, bd 2.251; Vin 4.146, Vin 4.236. ⁴ Cf. bd 2.251f. ⁵ Cf. bd 2.251f. ⁶ Last
clause should probably read “no offence.” Cf.whole paragraph with bd 2.252.
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Bi-Pc 35.2.3

There is no offence if she throws out or has one who is shameless
thrown out, if she throws out or has her requisites thrown out; if she
throws out or has onewho ismad thrownout, if she throws out or has
her requisites thrown out; if she throws out or has one whomakes
strife … quarrels … contention … brawls …whomakes disputes in
the Order thrown out, if she throws out or has her requisites thrown
out; if she throws out or has a pupil or one who shares a cell or one
who is not proceeding fitly thrown out, if she throws out or has her
requisites thrown out; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. bd 2.253.
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Bi-Pc 36.1.1

BD 3.314

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nun Caṇḍakalī kept company¹ with a householder and
with a householder’s son.²Those who were modest nuns … spread it
about, saying: “How can the lady Caṇḍakalī keep company …?”…
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Caṇḍakalī kept company

…?”
“It is true, lord.”
“How, monks, can the nun Caṇḍakalī keep company with a house-

Vin 4.294

holder and a householder’s son? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should keep company with a householder or

with a householder’s son, that nun should be spoken to thus by
the nuns: ‘Do not, lady, keep company with a householder and
with a householder’s son. Let the lady desist, the Order praises
suchdetachment ina sister.’ But if thatnun,being spoken to thus
by the nuns, should persist as before, that nun should be admon-
ished by the nuns up to the third time for giving up that (course).
If she should give it up, while being admonished up to the third
time, that is good. If she should not give it up, there is an offence
of expiation.

Bi-Pc 36.2.1

BD 3.315¹ This Pācittya should be comparedwith the Nuns’ Bi-Ss 12.The Pācittiya, partaking
as it does of Saṅghādisesamaterial and character, seems out of place here.Themain
difference is that in the Pācittiya, a nun lived ia society with a householder, while
in the Saṅghādisesa, nuns who were pupils lived in society and were of evil habits
and so on. Cf. also Bi-Pc 79. ² gahapatināpi gahapatiputtena pi. Cf. dn i.62; mn i.179,
mn i.344.
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Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Keepscompanymeans: keeps companyunbecominglyas tobody

and speech.
Householdermeans: he who inhabits a house. Householder s

son means: he who is a son or brothers.¹
That nunmeans: that nun who keeps company.
By thenunsmeans: by other nunswho see,whohear; she should

be told by these: “Do not, lady, … the Order praises such detachment
in a sister.” And a second time she should be told. And a third time
she should be told. If she gives it up, that is good. But if she does
not give it up, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Having heard,
if they do not speak, there is an offence of wrong-doing.That nun,
having been pulled to the midst of the Order, should be told: “Do not,
lady, … the Order praises such detachment in a sister.” And a second
time she should be told. And a third time she should be told. If she
gives it up, that is good. But if she does not give it up, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.That nun should be admonished. And thus,
monks, should she be admonished: the Order should be informed
by an experienced, competent nun, saying: “Ladies, let the Order
listen to me.This nun so and so keeps company with a householder
and with a householder’s son. She does not give up this course. If it
seems right to the Order let the Order admonish the nun so and so
for giving up this course. This is the motion. Ladies, let the Order
listen to me.This nun so and so …” And a second time I speak forth
this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter …The nun
so and so is admonished by the Order for giving up this course. If it
is pleasing … So do I understand this.²

Vin 4.295

As a result of the motion, there is an offence of wrong-doing; as
a result of two proclamations, there are offences of wrong-doing. At
the end of the proclamations, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 36.2.2

BD 3.316 If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) does not give it up, there is an offence of expiation. If she

¹ yo koci puttabhātaro. ² Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Ss 10.
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is in doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … If she thinks that
it is not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act … offence of
expiation. If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is not
a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is not a legally valid act when it is
not a legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹

Bi-Pc 36.2.3

There is no offence if she is not admonished; if she gives it up; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.²

¹ Should no doubt read “no offence.” ² Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Ss 10.
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Bi-Pc 37.1.1

BD 3.317

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns walked without a weapon¹ on almstour within (their
own) region² (when this was) agreed upon as dangerous, frighten-
ing.³ Badmenassaulted them.Thosewhoweremodestnuns…spread
it about, saying: “How can these nuns … dangerous, frightening?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … dangerous, frightening?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, cannuns…dangerous, frightening? It is not,monks,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should walk without a weapon on alms-tour

within (herown)region (whenthis is) agreeduponasdangerous,
frightening, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 37.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Within (her own) regionmeans: in a region of that country⁴ in

which she lives.
BD 3.318

Dangerousmeans: if on this road a place where thieves are halt-

¹ asatthikā. As inMonks’ Bu-Pc 27, translators differ as towhether thismeans “with-
out a weapon” or not (having joined) a caravan. See bd 2.289, n. 3. I here follow B.C.
Law,History of Pali Literature 1.75 (No.21), and notWaldschmidt, Bruchstücke des
Bhikṣunī-Prātimokṣa der Sarvāstivādins, p. 127, “ohne sich einer Karawane angeschlossen
zu haben.” ² antoraṭṭhe. Not given in Pali-English Dictionary or Critical Pali Dictio-
nary, but cf. tiroraṭṭha in next Pācittiya. ³ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 27,where the only legal
occasion where a monk might go along the same highroad with a nun was if the
road was dangerous and frightening. ⁴ vijita, or kingdom, territory, conquered
land.
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ing is seen, a place where they are eating is seen, a place where they
are resting is seen, a place where they are sitting down is seen, a
place where they are lying down is seen.¹

Frighteningmeans: if on this road people injured by thieves are
seen, (people) plundered are seen, (people) beaten down are seen.²

Without aweapon³ means: without a weapon.⁴
Shouldwalk on almstourmeans: in a village close enough for

a cock (to walk), among every (such) village, there is an offence of
expiation. For every half yojana in what is not a village, in a jungle,
there is an offence of expiation.⁵

Bi-Pc 37.2.2

There is no offence if she goes with a weapon; if she goes in a
place of security⁶ that is not frightening; if there are accidents; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.296

¹ = bd 2.158, bd 2.290. ² = bd 2.158, bd 2.290. ³ asatthikā, more literally
“weaponless.” ⁴ vinā satthena. ⁵ Cf. bd 2.290 in definition of “even among
villages”; bd 2.294; and above, bd 3.16. ⁶ khema; a word which at some time be-
came important as being applied particularly to spiritual peace, nibbana.
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Bi-Pc 38.1.1

BD 3.319

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns walked without a weapon on almstour outside (their
own) region¹ (when thiswas) agreed upon as dangerous, frightening.
Bad men … (see Bi-Pc 37.1. Instead of within (her own) region read
outside (her own) region) …” … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should walk without a weapon outside (her

own) region (when this is) agreed upon as dangerous, frighten-
ing, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 38.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Outside (her own) regionmeans: setting aside that country in

which she lives, in another’s region.
Dangerousmeans: … (see Bi-Pc 37.2) … if she is the first wrong-

doer.

¹ tiroraṭṭhe.
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Bi-Pc 39.1.1

BD 3.320

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place.
Now at that time nuns walked on alms-tour during the rains. People
… spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns walk on almstour
during the rains, trampling down the crops and grasses, injuring life
that is one-facultied, bringingmany small creatures todestruction?”¹
Nuns heard these people who … spread it about. Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns … during the rains … bringing many small

creatures to destruction?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns… during the rains … bring-

ing many small creatures to destruction?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, cannunswalkonalmstourduring the rains…bring-

ingmanysmall creatures todestruction? It isnot,monks, forpleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should walk on almstour during the rains,
there is an offence of expiation.”

Vin 4.297

Bi-Pc 39.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.321

¹ These three phrases occur at Vin 1.137, Vin 1.138, where rains-retreat is allowed to
the monks, for lay-people had complained that by walking for alms in all seasons
they did harm to crops and small living things, and where it is made a dukkaṭa for
monks to set out on almstour before they have kept the earlier or later threemonths
of the rains. For “life that is one-facultied,” cf. bd 2.223, bd 2.226, and for “small
creatures to destruction,” cf. bd 2.71.
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During therainsmeans: not having spent thefirst threemonths
or the last three months.¹

Shouldwalk on almstourmeans: in a village close enough for
a cock (to walk) … (see Bi-Pc 37.2.1) … in what is not a village, in the
jungle, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 39.2.2

There is no offence if she goes away for seven days because there
is something to be done; if she goes away because she is troubled
about something; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ The rains were reckoned to occupy four months; three of these had to be spent
in a rains-settlement, on which there were two times for entering, Vin 1.137. Cf.
definition of “having spent the rains” below, bd 3.322, bd 3.354.
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Bi-Pc 40.1.1

BD 3.322

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place.
Now at that time nuns, as before,¹ spent the rains in Rājagaha, the
cold weather there, the hot weather there. People … spread it about,
saying: “The (four) quarters are blocked,² confused with nuns; be-
cause of them the (four) quarters are not seen.”³ Nuns heard these
peoplewho… spread it about.Then these nuns told thismatter to the
monks.Themonks told this matter to the lord.Then the lord, on this
occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed
the monks, saying:
“Because of this, monks, I will lay down a rule of training founded

on ten reasons: for the excellence of the Order⁴ … And thus, monks,
let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having kept the rains, should not set out on

almstour, even for (a distance of) five or six yojanas, there is an
offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 40.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Havingkept therainsmeans:havingkept thefirst threemonths

or the last three months.⁵
If she thinks “I will not set out on almstour, even for (the distance

¹ tatth’ eva—i.e., as in Bi-Pc 39. ² āhundarika. See Morris, Journal of the Pali
Text Society 1884, p. 73. ³ Cf. Vin 1.79 for a corresponding paragraph, and dn ii.99,
an iii.69 for the last phrase.Themeaning clearly is that the nuns were too many
for the place. It seems that the lay people were complaining on their own account
and not on that of the nuns, as the dative (bhikkhunīnaṁ, imāsaṁ) might suggest.
⁴ As at bd 1.37, bd 2.87. ⁵ Cf. Vin 1.138, Vin 4.314.
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of) five or six yojanas,” in throwing off the responsibility, there is an
offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 40.2.2

BD 3.323 There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if, having looked about
for a nun as a companion,¹ she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if
there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.²

The Fourth Division: that on sharing

¹ It was an offence for a nun to go about singly. ² = bd 3.357, bd 3.380, below; and
cf. bd 3.289, bd 3.310, bd 3.331, bd 3.336.
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Bi-Pc 41.1.1

BD 3.324

Vin 4.298

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time a bold design¹ was made in a picture gallery² in King Pase-
nadi of Kosala’s pleasure grove. Many people went to see the picture
gallery. The group of six nuns also went to see the picture gallery.
People … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six nuns
go to see the picture gallery, like women householders who enjoy
pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard these people who … spread it
about.Those whoweremodest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six nuns go to see a picture gallery?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns went to see

a picture gallery?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can this group of six nuns go to see a picture gallery?

It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun should go to see a king’s pleasure house³ or a

picture gallery or a park or a pleasure grove or a lotus pond,⁴
there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 41.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.

¹ paṭibhānacitta. See bd 2.285, n. 5. ² cittāgāra. ³ rājāgāra. Cf. dn i.1, °ka, which
dn-a 42 explains as: “there they made a rest house (agāra) adorned with various
designs (paṭibhānacitta) for the king’s amusement. It was called a rājāgāra. ⁴ At
Vin 2.123 a lay follower wanted to have a lotus pond built for the monks.The lord, as
is said, allowed the lotus pond to the monks.
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King’s pleasure housemeans: wherever it is made for a king to
amuse himself, to enjoy himself.

BD 3.325

Picture gallerymeans: wherever it is made for people to amuse
themselves, to enjoy themselves.

Park¹means:wherever it ismade forpeople to amuse themselves,
to enjoy themselves.

Pleasure grovemeans: wherever it is made for people to amuse
themselves, to enjoy themselves.²

Lotus pond means: wherever it is made for people to amuse
themselves, to enjoy themselves.

If she goes to see, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Standing
where she sees, there is anoffenceof expiation.Having left the region
of sight, if she sees again, there is an offence of expiation. If she goes
to see one or the other, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Standing
where she sees, there is anoffenceof expiation.Having left the region
of sight, if she sees again, there is an offence of expiation.³

Vin 4.299

Bi-Pc 41.2.2

There is no offence if, standing in a monastery, she sees;⁴ if she
sees as she is going out or coming in⁵; if she sees, having gone out as
there is something to be done;⁶ if there are accidents; if she is mad,
if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ ārāma, which I have usually translated as “monastery”; see bd 2.2, n. 2. ² uyyāna
therefore here does not have the special meaning of “royal” pleasance, as is some-
times the case. ³ Cf. Vin 4.108 (bd 2.380). As Vin-a 934 points out, the last two
clauses there, corresponding to the last two above, incur an offence of wrong-doing.
It is sometimes the case thatmonks incur a lesser penalty than the nuns for a compa-
rable offence. ⁴ According to Vin-a 934 this means that if she sees them building
a king’s pleasure house and so on when she is inside a monastery. ⁵ Vin-a 934
explains that if she sees when on the road for her almstour, there is no offence.
⁶ Vin-a 934, in the king’s presence.
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Bi-Pc 42.1.1

BD 3.326

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns made use of a sofa¹ and of a divan.² People, engaged
in touring the dwelling place, having seen (them) … spread it about,
saying: “How can these nuns make use of a sofa and of a divan, like
womenhouseholderswhoenjoypleasuresof the senses?”Nunsheard
these people who … spread it about.Those who were modest nuns …
spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns make use of a sofa and
of a divan?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns made use of a … divan?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can nunsmake use of a sofa and of a divan? It is not,

BD 3.327

¹ āsandī.This is the first of the high seats, the large seats which the group of six
monks used, thereby incurring a dukkaṭa offence, Vin 1.192.The same list occurs at
Vin 2.163, where monks are allowed to sit down on all but āsandī, pallaṅka (see next
note) and tūlika, but to lie down on none; also at an i.181, and dn i.7 as being among
the seats which Gotama is said to refrain from using. At Vin 2.142–143 āsandī and
pallaṅka, with bowls and shoes, are the only wooden articles not allowed to monks.
See Dialogues of the Buddha, 1.11, n. 4, where Rhys Davids is of the opinion that

height and not length is referred to.The fact that in this Pācittiya it is “no offence”
to use an āsandī if the legs have been cut down, also points this way, as does the
allowance given monks at Vin 2.169–170 to use āsandi if the legs have been broken,
bhinditvā. On the other hand, at dn i.55 = mn i.515 = sn iii.207 an āsandi is used as a
bier—i.e., as something long, sn-a ii.339 = mn-a 3.227, calling it a couch for lying
down on, with (mn-a ) variant reading “for sitting down on.” Old Commentary,
below speaks of sitting down on and lying down on. Chalmers Jātaka translation
1.10, translates as “couch” (in a cart); it is therefore not “clear from Ja 1.108” that
āsandi is a “cushion” as stated at Vinaya Texts ii.27, n. 2. ² pallaṅka. See above,
bd 3.271, n. 3.
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monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should make use of a sofa or of a divan, there

is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 42.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Sofameans: it is called of exceeding measure.
Divanmeans: it is made having brought hair (stuffing).²
Should make use ofmeans: if she sits down on it or lies down

on it, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 42.2.2

There is no offence if, having cut down the legs of the sofa, she
makes use of it; if, having cut out the hair (stuffing) from the divan,
she makes use of it³; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ A dukkaṭa for nuns to sit on a divan at Vin 2.280, a half-(aḍḍha-) pallaṅka being
allowed instead. ² vāla at mn-a 2.45 is explained as assavāla, horse-hair. ³ Cf.
Vin 2.169–70, where these articles are allowed to monks if the legs of the former are
broken, bhinditvā, and the horse-hair of the latter destroyed, bhinditvā. Above the
reading is in both cases chinditvā, cut.
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Bi-Pc 43.1.1

BD 3.328

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns spun yarn. People, engaged in

Vin 4.300
touring the dwelling place, having seen (them) … spread it about,
saying: “How can these nuns spin yarn, like women householders
who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard these people who
… spread it about.Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying: “How can this group of six nuns spin yarn?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns spin yarn?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can the group of six nuns spin yarn? It is not,monks,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should spin yarn, there is an offence of expia-

tion.”

Bi-Pc 43.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Yarn means: the six (kinds of) yarn: linen, cotton, silk, wool,

coarse hempen cloth, canvas.¹
Should spinmeans: if she herself spins, in the action there is an

offence of wrong-doing; for every running up² there is an offence of
expiation.

¹ = Vin 3.256. The same as the six kinds of robe-material; see bd 2.143 for notes.
² ujjavujjave; a term used in spinning, found I think only here. Vin-a 935 seems to
say “if whatever was rolled by hand (hatthena, Pali-English Dictionary giving the
reading patthena, by measure) is twisted round on that spindle (? takka), there is
one offence.”
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Bi-Pc 43.2.2

There is no offence if she spins spun yarn¹; if she is mad, if she is
the first wrong-doer.

¹ kantitasutta; kantita can also mean “cut off.” Vin-a 935 explains by saying, “if she
spins having bound together loose yarn (dasikasutta), or if she unspins what was
badly spun, there is no offence.”
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Bi-Pc 44.1.1

BD 3.329

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns did household work.Those who were modest nuns
… spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns do household work?”
…
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns do household work?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns do household work? It is not, monks, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should do householdwork, there is an offence

of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 44.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Householdworkmeans: if she cooks conjey or rice or solid food

Vin 4.301

for a layman,¹ if she washes a cloak or a turban, there is an offence
of expiation

Bi-Pc 44.2.2

There is no offence if it is a drink of conjey,² if it is for the Order;
if it is for worship at a shrine; if in doing household work for herself
she cooks conjey or rice or solid food, washes a cloak or a turban; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ agārika. ² Vin-a 935 says that there is no offence in cooking a drink of conjey
(yāgupāna, cf. Vin 1.84, Vin 1.339) or rice for the Order (given) for it by people.
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Bi-Pc 45.1.1

BD 3.330

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain nun, having approached the nunThullanandā,
spoke thus: “Do come, lady, and settle this legal question.”The nun
Thullanandā, having answered, “Very good,” neither settled it nor
made an effort to get it settled.¹ Then that nun told this matter to
the nuns. Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, being spoken to by a nun, saying:
‘Do come, lady, and settle this legal question,’ and having answered,
‘Very good,’ neither settle it nor make an effort to get it settled?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … to get it

settled?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … nor make an effort to

get it settled? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, being spoken to by a nun, saying: ‘Do come,

lady, and settle this legal question,’ and having answered: ‘Very
good,’ (yet) if she isnot afterwardsprevented, shouldneither set-
tle itnor shouldmakeaneffort toget it settled, there is anoffence
of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 45.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
By a nunmeans: by another nun.
Legal questionmeans: there are four (kinds of) legal questions:

¹ Cf. Bi-Pc 23, Bi-Pc 34, Bi-Pc 77.
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legal questions arising out of disputes legal questions arising out of
BD 3.331

censure, legal questions arising out of transgressions, legal questions
arising out of obligations.¹

Do come, lady, and settle this legal questionmeans: Do come,
lady, and decide this legal question.

Vin 4.302

If she is not afterwards prevented means: if there is not an
obstacle.²

Should neither settle itmeans: should not herself settle it.³
Nor shouldmake an effort to get it settledmeans: should not

command another.⁴
If she thinks, “I will neither settle it nor make an effort to get

it settled,” in throwing off the responsibility, there is an offence of
expiation.⁵

Bi-Pc 45.2.2

If she thinks that she is ordained when she is ordained (and)
neither settles a legal question nor makes an effort to get it settled,
there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether
she is ordained … If she thinks that she is not ordained when she is
ordained…offence of expiation. If she neither settles a legal question
normakes an effort to get it settled for onewho is not ordained, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is ordained when
she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in
doubt as to whether she is not ordained … If she thinks that she is
not ordained when she is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.⁶

Bi-Pc 45.2.3

There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if having looked about,
she does not get the chance⁷; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = Vin 3.164 (bd 1.282). ² = above, bd 3.288. ³ = above, bd 3.288, bd 3.310.
⁴ = above, bd 3.288, bd 3.310. ⁵ = above, bd 3.288, bd 3.310. ⁶ Last clause should
probably read “no offence.” ⁷ = above, bd 3.289, bd 3.310, and below, bd 3.336,
bd 3.355.
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Bi-Pc 46.1.1

BD 3.332

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā gave with her own hand solid food
and soft food to players and dancers … (see Bi-Pc 28.1) … “… this rule
of training:
“Whatever nun should give with her own hand solid food or

soft food to a householder or to a wanderer or to a female wan-
derer, there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 46.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Householdermeans: … (see Bi-Pc 28.2) … she who has reached

(the stage of a) female wanderer.
Solid foodmeans: excluding the five (kinds of) meals and water

for cleansing the teeth, the rest is called solid food.²
Soft food means: the five (kinds of) meals: cooked rice, food

made with flour, barley-meal, fish, meat.³
Shouldgivemeans: if she gives bymeans of thebodyorbymeans

of something attached to the body or by means of something that
may be cast, there is an offence of expiation.⁴ If she gives water for

Vin 4.303

cleansing the teeth, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Bi-Pc 46.2.2

There is no offence if she gets (someone) to give (but) does not
(herself) give; if she gives depositing it near; if she gives ointment
for external (use); if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.⁵

¹ Cf. Monks’ Bu-Pc 41. ² = Vin 4.92 (bd 2.349) and cf. Vin 4.83 (bd 2.330).
³ = Vin 4.83, Vin 4.92. For notes, see bd 2.330. ⁴ = Vin 4.92. ⁵ = Vin 4.92.
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Bi-Pc 47.1.1

BD 3.333

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nunThullanandā, not having given up her household
robe,¹ made use of it. Other menstruating nuns did not obtain it.
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
the ladyThullanandā, not having given up her household robe, make
use of it?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā …makes

use of it?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā …make use of it? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatevernun,nothavinggivenupherhouseholdrobe, should

make use of it, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 47.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Household robemeans: it is givenwith thewords: ‘Letmenstru-

ating nuns make use of it.’
Not having given up, shouldmake use of itmeans: if, having

made use of it for two or three days, having washed it on the fourth
day, she makes use of it, not having given it up to a nun or to a proba-
tioner or to a female novice, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 47.2.2

¹ āvsathacīvara; allowed to nuns at Vin 2.271.
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If she thinks that it is not given up when it is not given up (and)
makes use of it, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt
as to whether it is not given up … If she thinks that it is given up
when it is not given up … offence of expiation. If she thinks that it is

BD 3.334

not given up when it is given up, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she is in doubt as to whether it is given up, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is given up when it is given up,
there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 47.2.3

There is no offence if, having given it up, she makes use of it;
if she makes use of it on a further occasion; if there are no other
menstruating nuns; if she is one whose robe is stolen; if she is one
whose robe is destroyed; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is
the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.304
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Bi-Pc 48.1.1

BD 3.335

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā, not having given up her dwelling,¹
set out on almstour. Now at that time the nunThullanandā’s dwelling
caught fire. Nuns spoke thus: “Come along, ladies, we are bringing
out the things.” Some spoke thus: “Ladies,wewill not bring themout;
she will make us responsible for² everything that is destroyed.”The
nunThullanandā, having come back again to that dwelling, asked
the nuns, saying: “Ladies, did you bring out my things?”
“We, lady, did not bring them out.”
The nunThullanandā … spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns, when a dwelling is on fire, not bring out the

things?”Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, not having given up her dwelling,

set out on almstour?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … set out

on almstour?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā, not having given up her

dwelling, set out on almstour? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, not having given up her dwelling, should set

out on almstour, there is an offence of expiation.”³

¹ āvasatha. ² amheabhiyuñjissati. ³ Theoffence is not in not saving property and
helping one another, but in not making proper provision for the cure of property.
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Bi-Pc 48.2.1

BD 3.336 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Dwellingmeans: it is called fastened by a door.¹
Not having given up, should set out on almstour means: if,

not having given up to a nun or to a probationer or to a female
novice, in passing beyond the enclosure of a dwelling that is fenced
in, there is an offence of expiation. In passing beyond the precincts
of a dwelling that is not fenced in, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 48.2.2

If she thinks that it is not given up when it is not given up (and)
sets out, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to
whether it is not given up … If she thinks that it is given up when it
is not given up … offence of expiation. If, not having given up what
is not fastened by a door, she sets out, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If she thinks that it is not given up when it is given up … If
she is in doubt as to whether it is given up, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that it is given up when it is given up,
there is no offence.

Vin 4.305

Bi-Pc 48.2.3

There is no offence if she sets out having given it up; if there is an
obstacle; if having looked about she does not get the chance; if she is
ill; if there are accidents²; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. definition of “quarters,” upassaya, at bd 3.312, above. ² Cf. above, bd 3.289,
bd 3.310, bd 3.323, bd 3.331.
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Bi-Pc 49.1.1

BD 3.337

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns learnt worldly knowledge.¹ People
… spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns learn worldly knowl-
edge, like women householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?”
Nuns heard these people who … spread it about. Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
nuns learn worldly knowledge?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns learn

worldly knowledge?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them saying:
“How,monks, can this group of six nuns learnworldly knowledge?

It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun should learn worldly knowledge, there is an

offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 49.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Worldly knowledgemeans: whatever is secular,² not connected

with the goal.

¹ tiracchāna-vijjā, literally “animal wisdom.” B.C. Law, History of Pali Literature
1. p. 75 has “art for her livelihood,” but Old Commentary, does not bear this out.
At Vin 2.139 it is a dukkaṭa for a monk to learn this. Cf. tiracchānakathā at Monks’
Bu-Pc 85, “worldly talk”—i.e., talk on matters concerning life in the world. Vinaya
Texts iii.152 renders by “the low arts”—those set out at dn i.9–dn i.12. ² bāhirakaṁ.
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Should learnmeans: if she learns by line,¹ for every line there
is an offence of expiation. If she learns by syllable, for every syllable

BD 3.338

there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 49.2.2

There is no offence if she learns writing²; if she learns what is
memorised³; if she learns a spell⁴ for protection; if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.

¹ padena; see bd 2.190, bd 2.191 andnotes. ² lekhaṁpariyāpuṇāti. SeeVinayaTexts i.
p. xxxiiff. and bd 1.131, n. ³ dhāraṇā, amemorising; cf.Mil 79, and dhammadhāraṇā
atmn ii.175. ⁴ parittā.Cf.dn iii.206,wheremonks are enjoined to learn andmaster
the Āṭānāṭiya rakkhā or ward rune.This is called atthasaṁhitā, connected with the
goal; cf. foregoing definition of “worldly knowledge,” which therefore looks as if it
does not include protective spells. See Dialogues of the Buddha 3.185ff. for discussion
of position and use of the various named parittās in early Buddhism.The proximity
of writing (late?) and protective spells (early?) points to a patchwork compilation
of this Pācittiya.
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Bi-Pc 50.1.1

BD 3.339

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six nuns taught worldly knowledge.¹ People …

Vin 4.306
spread it about … (Bi-Pc 44.1. Instead of learn read teach.) … “… this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun should teach² worldly knowledge, there is an

offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 50.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Worldly knowledgemeans: …
Should teach³means: if she teaches by line… (Bi-Pc 44.2. Instead

of learns read teaches.) … if she is the first wrong-doer.

The Fifth Division: that on a picture gallery

¹ At Vin 2.139 it is made a dukkaṭa for a monk to do so. ² vāceyya—i.e., should
cause (someone) to repeat or speak. ³ Cf. Vin 4.15 (bd 2.192).
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Bi-Pc 51.1.1

BD 3.340

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time several monks, (each) wearing (only) one robe, were
making robes in a village residence.Nuns, having entered themonas-
tery without asking (for permission), approached those monks.The
monks … spread it about, saying: “How can nuns enter a monastery
without asking (for permission)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … without asking (for

permission)?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns enter a monastery without asking (for

permission)? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should enter a monastery without asking (for

permission), there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bi-Pc 51.2.1 Thenthesemonkswent out from that residence.Thenuns, saying,
“Themasters have gone out,” did not go back to the monastery.Then
these monks came back again to that residence. The nuns, saying,
“Themasters have come back,” having entered the monastery ask-
ing (for permission), approached these monks, having approached,

Vin 4.307

having greeted these monks, they stood at a respectful distance. As
they were standing at a respectful distance, these monks spoke thus
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to these nuns: “Why do you, sisters, neither sweep the monastery
nor provide drinking water and water for washing?”
“Masters, a rule of training came to be laid down by the lord that,

without asking (for permission) a monastery should not be entered
(by a nun), therefore we did not come.”They told this matter to the

BD 3.341

lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, (a nun) to enter a monastery asking (for permis-

sion) if a monk be there. And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun should enter a monastery without asking (for

permission) if a monk be there,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bi-Pc 51.3.1Then these monks, having gone out from that residence, came
back again to that residence. The nuns, saying, “The masters have
gone out,” entered the monastery without asking (for permission).
These became remorseful and said: “A rule of training laid down by
the lord for nuns says that a monastery should not be entered (by a
nun)without asking (for permission) if amonk be there, andwe, not
asking (for permission) if a monk was there, entered the monastery.
Is it now possible that we have fallen into an offence of expiation?”
They told this matter to the lord. He said: “And thus, monks, let the
nuns set forth this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should knowingly enter a monastery with
monks (in it)withoutasking (forpermission), there is anoffence
of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 51.4.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
She knowsmeans: either she knows of herself or others tell her

or these tell (her).²
A monastery with monks (in it) means: even where monks

stay at the foot of a tree.

¹ Cf. Vin 4.100 (bd 2.365 and see n. 1). ² Cf. Vin 3.265 (bd 2.161), etc.
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Should enter a monastery without asking (for permission)
means: without asking a monk or a novice or a monastery attendant
(for permission),¹ in passing beyond the enclosure of a monastery

BD 3.342

that is fenced in, there is an offence of expiation. In entering the
precincts of a monastery that is not fenced in, there is an offence of
expiation.²

Bi-Pc 51.4.2

If she thinks that there are monks (in it) when there are monks
(in it) and enters amonasterywithout asking (for permission), there
is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to whether monks
are (in it) … offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that monks are
not (in it) when monks are (in it) … no offence. If she thinks that
monks are (in it) whenmonks are not (in it), there is an offence of

Vin 4.308

wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether monks are not (in it),
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that monks are not
(in it) whenmonks are not (in it), there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 51.4.3

There is no offence if she enters asking (for permission) if amonk
be there; if she enters not asking (for permission) if a monk be not
there³; if she walks looking ahead⁴; if she goes where there are nuns
gathered together; if (her) way is through a monastery; if she is ill;
if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. Vin 4.40 (bd 2.241), and see Vin 2.211. ² Cf. Vin 4.166. ³ Cf. Vin 4.101
(bd 2.367). ⁴ Vin-a 937 says that there is no offence if she enters looking at the
heads of the nuns who are entering first.
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Bi-Pc 52.1.1

BD 3.343

…at Vesālī in the Great Grove at theHall of the Gabled Pillars. Now at
that time the venerable Kappitaka,¹ the venerable Upāli’s preceptor,²
lived in a cemetery. Now at that time an older³ nun of the group of
six nuns had passed away. The group of six nuns, taking out that
nun, having cremated her not far from the venerable Kappitaka’s
dwelling place, having made a tomb, having gone (there), wept at
that tomb. Then the venerable Kappitaka, troubled by that noise,
having destroyed that tomb, scattered (the materials). The group
of six nuns took counsel,⁴ saying: “Our lady’s tomb is destroyed by
this Kappitaka, come, let us kill him.” A certain nun told this matter
to the venerable Upāli. The venerable Upāli told this matter to the
venerable Kappitaka. Then the venerable Kappitaka, having gone
out from that dwelling place, lay in hiding. Then the group of six
nuns approached the venerable Kappitaka’s dwelling place, having
approached, having had the venerable Kappitaka’s dwelling place
covered over⁵ with stones and clods of earth, they departed, say-
ing, “Kappitaka is dead.”Then the venerable Kappitaka at the end
of that night having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and
robe, entered Vesālī for almsfood. The group of six nuns saw the
venerable Kappitaka walking for almsfood; seeing him, they spoke
thus: “This Kappitaka is alive, how ever did he foil our plan?”⁶The
group of six nuns heard it said: “Our planwas foiled bymasterUpāli.”

BD 3.344

¹ Cf. Pv 49–Pv 50. Vin-a 937, Pv-a 230 say that he was an elder among the thousand
matted hair ascetics. ² Cf.Pv-a 230. ³ mahatarā, perhaps a leadingnun. ⁴ man-
tesuṁ. Pali-English Dictionary says “perhaps ‘plotted’ ” here. ⁵ ottharāpetvā; see
bd 1.137, n. 4. ⁶ mantaṁ saṁharati.
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These reviled¹ the venerable Upāli, saying: “How can this barber,²
a shampooing low-birth (person),³ foil our plan?”Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six

Vin 4.309

nuns revile master Upāli?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns reviled

Upāli?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the group of six nuns revile Upāli? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should revile or should abuse a monk,⁴ there

is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 52.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Monkmeans: one who is ordained.
Should revilemeans: if she revileswith the tenways of reviling⁵

or with any one of these, there is an offence of expiation.
Or should abusemeans: if she makes him afraid,⁶ there is an

offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 52.2.2

If she thinks that he is ordainedwhenhe is ordained (and) reviles
or abuses him, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to
whether he is ordained … If she thinks that he is not ordained when
he is ordained … offence of expiation. If she reviles or abuses one
who is not ordained, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. If she thinks

BD 3.345

that he is ordained when he is not ordained … If she is in doubt as to
whether he is not ordained … If she thinks that he is not ordained
when he is not ordained, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

¹ akkosiṁsu; see bd 2.269 and bd 2.171, n. 3. ² kasāvaṭa; see Psalms of the Bretheren.
168, Tha-ap 37ff., and Dictionary of Pali Proper Names 410 for view that Upāli was
born a barber in this Buddha age. ³ kasāvaṭo malamajjano nihīnajacco; cf. Ja 3.452
hīnajacco malamajjano nahāpita (putto). ⁴ Cf. the seventh of the eight important
rules, garudhammā, given at Vin 4.52 (bd 2.269), bd 2.255, an iv.277. ⁵ See bd 2.171,
n. 3. ⁶ bhayaṁ upadaṁseti, causes fear to appear.
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Bi-Pc 52.2.3

There is no offence if she is aiming at (explaining) the goal, if she
is aiming at (explaining) a rule, if she is aiming at (explaining) the
teaching¹; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = Vin 3.130 (bd 1.218) = Vin 4.11 (bd 2.185) = Vin 4.277 (above, bd 3.280).
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Bi-Pc 53.1.1

BD 3.346

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time¹ the nun Caṇḍakālī was one whomade strife, who made
quarrels, who made contention, who made brawls, who made dis-
putes in the Order … (see Bi-Ss 4 ) …The nunThullanandā, saying:

Vin 4.310

“These are ignorant, these are inexperienced, they do not even know
a (formal) act or the defect of a (formal) act or the failure of a (formal)
act or the success of a (formal) act,” and being quick tempered,² she
abused³ a group. Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā, being quick tempered, abuse a

group?” …
“Is it true, as is said,monks, that the nunThullanandā, being quick

tempered, abused a group?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … abuse a group? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun, being quick tempered, should abuse a group,

there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 53.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Being quick temperedmeans: she is called angry.⁴

¹ See Nuns’ Bi-Ss 4 above. ² caṇḍikatā. ³ paribhāsati; cf. Bi-Pc 52. ⁴ kodhanā;
cf. Vin 4.334; Pv-a 83 caṇḍī ti kodhanā, and see definition at mn-a 2.99.
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Groupmeans: it is called an Order of nuns.¹
BD 3.347

Should abuse² means: if she abuses, saying: “These are ignorant,
these are inexperienced, they do not even know a (formal) act … or
the success of a (formal) act,” there is an offence of expiation. If she
abuses several nuns or one nun or one who is not ordained, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

There is no offence if she is aiming at (explaining) the goal … (see
Bi-Pc 52.2.3) … if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = above, bd 3.295. ² Cf. above, bd 3.344.
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Bi-Pc 54.1.1

BD 3.348

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain brahmin, having invited nuns, offered them

Vin 4.311
food¹ …” …
“Whatever nun, being invited or being satisfied,² should eat

or partake of solid food or soft food, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”

Bi-Pc 54.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Being invitedmeans: being invited to any one meal of the five

(kinds of) meals.
Being satisfiedmeans: eating is to be seen, a meal is to be seen,

standing within a reach of the hand, she asks (her), a refusal is to be
seen.³

Solid foodmeans: setting aside the five (kinds of)meals, conjey,⁴
food (that may be eaten) during a watch of the night, during seven
days, during life, the rest means solid food.⁵

Soft foodmeans: the five (kinds of) meals: …meat.⁶
¹ = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35, first story; see bd 2.326f.The rule was amended for the monks
but not for the nuns. ² Thewords are here changed to nimantitā vā pavāritā vā
from bhuttavi pavarita of the story.This latter pair (in themasculine) appears in the
monks’ sikkhāpada (Bu-Pc 35); therefore theOld Commentary there defines bhuttāvī,
having eaten, while above it defines nimantitā, being invited; but the terms used
in these two definitions are the same. ³ = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35.3.1. See bd 2.328ff. for
notes. ⁴ This is omitted from corresponding paragraph inMonks’ Bu-Pc 35. For
conjey, yāgu, as being neither a solid food nor a soft food, see bd 2, Introduction,
p. xxxi and bd 3.352f. It was counted rather as a drink, see “no offence” clause below.
⁵ = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35.3.1. See bd 2.328ff. for notes. ⁶ = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35.3.1. See
bd 2.328ff. for notes.
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If she accepts, thinking: “I will eat, I will partake of,” there is an
offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful, there is an offence of
expiation.¹ If she accepts for the sake of nutriment (food to be eaten)

BD 3.349

during a watch of the night, during seven days, during life, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.²

Bi-Pc 54.2.2

There is no offence if, being invited (but) not being satisfied, she
drinks conjey; if she eats having asked the owner (for permission);
if when there is a reason she makes use of (food to be eaten) during
a watch of the night, during seven days, during life³; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.312

¹ = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35.3.1. See bd 2.328ff. for notes. ² = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35.3.2.
³ = Monks’ Bu-Pc 35.3.3.
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Bi-Pc 55.1.1

BD 3.350

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain nun, walking for alms along a certain road in
Sāvatthī, approached a certain family; having approached, she sat
down on an appointed seat.Then these people, having offered food
to this nun, spoke thus: “Lady, other nuns may also come.”Then this
nun, thinking: “Howmay these nuns not come?” having approached
the nuns, spoke thus: “Ladies, in such and such a place there are
fierce dogs, a wild bull, the place is a swamp, do not go there.” But
a certain nun, walking for alms along that road, approached that
family; having approached, she sat down on an appointed seat.Then
these people, having offered food to that nun, spoke thus: “Why do
not the other nuns come, lady?” Then this nun told this matter to
those people. The people … spread it about, saying: “How can that
nun be grudging as to families?”¹ …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun was grudging as to fami-

lies?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun be grudging as to families? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should be one who is grudging as to families,

there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ Five forms of meanness, stinginess or grudgingness, macchariya, are given at
an iii.139, an iii.258, an iii.266, an iii.273, an iv.459; dn iii.234; Ds 1122 (see Buddhist
Psychological Ethics, § 1122, n.); Vism683.
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Bi-Pc 55.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.351

Familymeans: … low caste family.¹
Should be one who is grudging as to familiesmeans: if they

say, “Why do the nuns not come?” (and) she speaks dispraise of a
family in front of nuns, there is an offence of expiation. Or if she
speaks dispraise of nuns in front of a family, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bi-Pc 55.2.2

There is no offence if, not being grudging as to families, she
merely explains that there is a danger²; if she is mad, if she is the
first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.313

¹ = Vin 3.184, Vin 4.80, Vin 4.100, Vin 4.272. ² According to Vin-a 938 she either
explains to the nuns that the family are non-believers, or she explains to the family
that the nuns are of weak morality and of depraved states of mind.
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Bi-Pc 56.1.1

BD 3.352

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time several nuns, having spent the rains in a village residence,
went to Sāvatthī. Nuns spoke thus to these nuns: “Where did the
ladies spend the rains?We hope that the exhortationwas effective?”¹
“There were nomonks there, ladies; how could the exhortation be

effective?”Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns spend the rains in a residence where there

is no monk?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nuns …where there was no

monk?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nuns …where there is no monk? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should spend the rains in a residence where

there is nomonk, there is an offence of expiation.”²

Bi-Pc 56.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
A residencewhere there is nomonkmeans: it is not possible

¹ iddha, as at Vin 4.50, Vin 4.54. ² This rule is the same as the second of the eight
“important rules,” see bd 2.268.
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to go for exhortation¹ or for communion.² If she thinks, “I will spend
BD 3.353

the rains,” (and) prepares a lodging, provides drinking water and
water for washing, sweeps a cell, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
With sunrise, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 56.2.2

There is no offence if monks, having entered on the rains settle-
ment, come to have gone away or left the Order or done their time or
gone over to (another) side; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer.³

¹ Rules for exhortation in the eight “important rules” occur at Monks’ Bu-
Pc 21–Bu-Pc 24. ² saṁvāsa. (To go) for communion explained at Vin-a 938 tomean
(to go) for asking the (date of the) Observance day, uposatha, and the Invitation
ceremony, pavāraṇā. See bd 2.268 and n. 6, n. 8; also Nuns’ Bi-Pc 57; but also see
definition of saṁvāsa at end of each Pārājika rule, and below, bd 3.356. ³ = above,
bd 3.190, where see n. 3.
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Bi-Pc 57.1.1

BD 3.354

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time several nuns, having kept the rains in a village residence,
went to Sāvatthī. Nuns spoke thus to these nuns: “Where did the
ladies keep the rains? Was an Order of monks ‘invited’¹?”

Vin 4.314

“Ladies, we did not ‘invite’ an Order of monks.”Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns, having
spent the rains, not ‘invite’ an Order of monks?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … did not ‘invite’ an Order

of monks?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns … not ‘invite’ an Order of monks? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun, having kept the rains, should not ‘invite’ both

Orders in respect of threematters:whatwas seenorheardor sus-
pected, there is an offence of expiation.”²

Bi-Pc 57.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Havingkept therainsmeans:havingkept thefirst threemonths

or the last three months.³
If she thinks, “I will not ‘invite’ both Orders in respect of three

¹ pavārito, a technical term. See bd 2.268, n. 8. Regulations for nuns to hold the
pavāraṇā ceremony, using the word pavāreti, given at Vin 2.275. Cf. also Vin 1.161.
² Cf. the fourth “important rule,” bd 2.268. ³ Cf. definition of “during the rains,”
above, bd 3.321.
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matters: what was seen or heard or suspected,” in throwing off the
BD 3.355

responsibility, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 57.2.2

There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if, having looked about,
she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.289, bd 3.310, bd 3.331, bd 3.336; and below, bd 3.376.
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Bi-Pc 58.1.1

BD 3.356

…among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyanmonastery. Now
at that time¹ the group of six monks, having approached a nunnery,
exhorted the group of six nuns. Nuns spoke thus to the group of six
nuns: “Come, ladies, we will go for exhortation.”
“Well, ladies, we would go for the sake of exhortation, (but) the

group of the six masters exhort us, having come to this place itself.”
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
this group of six nuns not go for exhortation?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns do not go

for exhortation?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the group of six nuns not go for exhortation?

Vin 4.315

It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:
“Whatever nun should not go for exhortation or for commu-

nion, there is an offence of expiation.”²

Bi-Pc 58.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Exhortationmeans: the eight important rules.³
Communionmeans: one (formal) act, one recitation, an equal

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 23, where the offence is for a monk to exhort a nun in a nun-
nery except at a right time. Clearly the trend is for nuns to go to monks. Other
regulations for exhortation set out at Vin 2.263ff. ² Cf. Vin 2.263; a nun who does
not go for exhortation is to be dealt with according to the rule. ³ Cf. Monks’
Bu-Pc 21–Bu-Pc 24.
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training.¹ If she thinks, “I will not go for exhortation or for com-
BD 3.357

munion,” in throwing off the responsibility, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bi-Pc 58.2.2

There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if, having looked about
for a nun as a companion, she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if
there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.²

¹ Cf. Old Commentary’s explanation of asaṁvāsa in each Pārājika (BD.1), and defini-
tion of “ill nun” at bd 2.278. ² = above, bd 3.323, below, bd 3.380, and cf. bd 3.289,
bd 3.310, bd 3.331, bd 3.336.
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Bi-Pc 59.1.1

BD 3.358

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns neither asked (the date of) the Observance day¹
nor did they ask for exhortation. Monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns neither ask (the date of) the Observance day
nor ask for exhortation?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns neither … nor ask for ex-

hortation?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns neither … nor ask for exhortation? It is

not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Everyhalfmonth anun should desire two things from theOr-

der of monks: the asking as to (the date of) the Observance day
and the approaching for exhortation.² For her who transgresses
this, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 59.2.1 Every half monthmeans: every Observance day.³
Observance daymeans: the two Observance days, that on the

fourteenth day and that on the fifteenth day.⁴
Exhortationmeans: the eight important rules.
If she thinks, “I will neither ask (the date of) the Observance day

¹ See Vin 1.105, where the lord is shown as prompting Kappina, and as saying that if
brahmins do not honour the uposatha, who will? ² The third of the eight “impor-
tant rules,” Vin 4.52; see bd 2.268. ³ = above, bd 3.44. ⁴ Cf. Vin 1.104, Vin 1.132.
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nor ask for exhortation,” in throwing off the responsibility, … (see
Bi-Pc 58.2.1–Bi-Pc 58.2.2) … if she is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.316
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Bi-Pc 60.1.1
BD 3.359

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time a certain nun together with a man, the one with the other,
made a boil burst that had formed on the lower part of her body.
Then that man began to violate that nun. She cried out in distress.
Nuns, having run up, spoke thus to that nun: “Why do you, lady, cry
out in distress?”Then that nun told this matter to the nuns.Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this nun
together with a man, the one with the other, make a boil burst that
had formed on the lower part of her body?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun … lower part of her body?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can a nun… lower part of her body? It is not, monks,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun,without having obtained permission from an

Order or from a group, should togetherwith aman, the onewith
the other, make a boil or a scab¹ that has formed on the lower
part of her body burst or break or let it be washed or smeared
or bound up or unbound,² there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 60.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Lower part of the body means: below the navel to above the

circle of the knees.
Has formedmeans: has formed there.

BD 3.360

¹ rūhita, a diseasedgrowth, literallymeaning “healed.” ² mocāpeyya, in opposition
to previous word, bhandāpeyya.
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Boilmeans: whatever is a boil.
Scabmeans: whatever is a sore.
Without having obtained permissionmeans: not asking (for

permission).¹
Ordermeans: it is called an Order of nuns.²
Groupmeans: they are called several nuns.
Manmeans: a humanman, not a yakkha, not a departed one, not

an animal³; one who is learned, competent to violate.
Togetherwithmeans: together.⁴
Theonewith the othermeans: there is a man and also a nun.⁵
If she commands, saying: “Burst it,” there is an offence of wrong-

doing. When it is burst, there is an offence of expiation. If she com-
mands, saying: “Break it … wash it … smear it … bind it up … unbind

Vin 4.317

it,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. When it is broken …washed
… smeared … bound up … unbound, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 60.2.2

There is no offence if, having obtained permission, she causes it
to be burst or broken … or unbound; if some learned man (is there)
as companion; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

The Sixth Division: that on a monastery

¹ = above, bd 3.184; cf. bd 3.193. ² = above, bd 3.184; cf. bd 3.193. ³ = Vin 4.269,
Vin 4.271. ⁴ = bd 1.202, bd 1.332, bd 1.337; Vin 4.269, Vin 4.271. ⁵ = Vin 4.269,
Vin 4.271.
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Bi-Pc 61.1.1
BD 3.361

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained¹ a pregnant woman. She walked for alms.
People spoke thus: “Give almsfood to the lady, the lady is heavy with
child.” The people … spread it about, saying: “How can the nuns
ordain a pregnant woman?” Nuns heard these people who … spread
it about. Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying,
“How can these nuns ordain a pregnant woman?” …
“Is it true, as is said,monks, thatnunsordainedapregnantwoman?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, cannunsordainapregnantwoman? It isnot,monks,

for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain a pregnant woman, there is an

offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 61.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Pregnant womanmeans: she is called entered by beings.²
Should ordainmeans: should confer the upasampada ordina-

tion.³
If she thinks: “I will ordain (her)” and looks about for a group

or for a woman teacher or for a bowl or for a robe or if she deter-
mines a boundary, there is an offence of wrong-doing. As a result
of the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing. As a result of two
proclamations, there are offences of wrong-doing. At the end of the

¹ vuṭṭhāpenti. ² āpannasattā. ³ upasampādeyya.
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proclamations, there is an offence of expiation for thewomanprecep-
BD 3.362

tor, and an offence of wrong-doing for the group and for the woman
teacher.¹

Bi-Pc 61.2.2

If she thinks that she is pregnant when she is pregnant (and) or-
dains her, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt… offence
of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is not pregnant when she is
pregnant, (and) ordains her, there is no offence. If she thinks that she
is pregnant when she is not pregnant, there is an offence of wrong-

Vin 4.318

doing. If she is in doubt as to whether she is not pregnant, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is not pregnant when
she is not pregnant, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 61.2.3

There is no offence if she ordains apregnantwoman thinking that
she is not pregnant²; if she ordains a woman who is not pregnant
thinking that she is not pregnant; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.13, bd 3.185, for this passage. ² This has been said in the paragraph
above.
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Bi-Pc 62.1.1
BD 3.363

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained a woman giving suck. She walked for
alms. People spoke thus: “Give almsfood to the lady, the lady has a
companion.”¹ The people … spread it about, saying: “How can the
nuns … (Bi-Pc 61.1, instead of pregnant woman readwoman giving
suck) …” “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain a woman giving suck, there is

an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 62.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Woman giving suckmeans: she is a mother or a foster-mother.
Should ordainmeans: … (Bi-Pc 61.2. Read, If she thinks that she

is a woman giving suck when she is a woman giving suck; if she
thinks that she is not a woman giving suck, etc.) … if she is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ sadutiyikā, with a companion; cf. dutiyikā bhikkhunī at Vin 4.230, Vin 4.315; and
porāṇa-dutiyikā, former wife.
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Bi-Pc 63.1.1

BD 3.364

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained a probationer who had not trained for two
years in the six rules.¹ These² were ignorant, inexperienced, they
did not knowwhat was allowable or what was not allowable.³Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these
nuns ordain a probationer who has not trained for two years in the
six rules?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … in the six rules?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these nuns ordain … in the six rules? It is not,

Vin 4.319

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” and having
rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, to give a probationer the agreement as to

training⁴ for two years in the six rules. And thus, monks, should it
be given: That probationer, having approached the Order, having
arranged her upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured the
feet of the nuns,⁵ having sat down on her haunches, having saluted

BD 3.365

¹ Cf. the sixth of the eight “important rules,” Vin 4.52, Vin 2.255.The six rules are
given below. See also I.B. Horner,Women under Primitive Buddhism, 138ff. ² This
refers to the probationers; one nun was enough to ordain a probationer, an Order
or group not being necessary.Themeaning here, and in similar passages below, is
that several nuns each ordained one probationer. ³ As in Nuns’ Bi-Pc 66, Bi-Pc 72.
⁴ sikkhāsammuti, occurring also in Nuns’ Bi-Pc 66, Bi-Pc 72. Cf. other “agreements”
at Vin 3.199, Vin 3.228, Vin 3.263, Vin 4.31, Vin 4.330.
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with joined palms, should speak thus: ‘Ladies, I, so and so, a proba-
tioner, under the lady so and so, request the Order for the agreement
as to training for two years in the six rules.’ And a second time it
should be requested … And a third time it should be requested.The
Order should be informed by an experienced, competent nun, say-
ing: ‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me. This (woman) so and so, a
probationer, under the lady so and so, requests the Order for the
agreement as to training for two years in the six rules. If it seems
right to the Order, let the Order give the probationer so and so the
agreement as to training for two years in the six rules. This is the
motion: Ladies, let the Order listen to me.This (woman) so and so
… requests … for two years in the six rules. If the giving to the pro-
bationer so and so of the agreement as to training for two years in
the six rules is pleasing to the ladies, let them be silent; if it is not
pleasing, they should speak. The agreement as to training for two
years in the six rules is given to the probationer so and so, and it is
right … So do I understand this.’ ”

That probationer should be told: “Speak thus: ‘I undertake for two
years not to transgress the resolution of abstinence from onslaught
on creatures; I undertake… abstinence from takingwhat is not given
… abstinence from unchastity … abstinence from lying… abstinence
from occasions for sloth (arising from) fermented liquor and spirits¹
and strong drink²; I undertake for two years not to transgress the
resolution of abstinence from eating at the wrong time³.’ ”

Then the lord, having rebuked these nuns in many a figure for
BD 3.366

their weakness in maintaining themselves … “… And thus, monks,
let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatevernunshouldordainaprobationerwhohasnot train-

⁵ The word “senior” (vuḍḍha) which occurs in corresponding passages—e.g., in
Monks’Nissaggiyas, is rightly omitted here, for a probationer, being junior as re-
gards ordination to all other nuns, should honour them all. ¹ See V.S. Agrawala,
Maireya in Pāṇini, D.R. Bhandarkar Volume, 1940, p. 291. ² Cf. dn iii.62; an i.211f.;
sn ii.68 for these five sīlas. ³ Cf. an i.212, andMonks’ Bu-Pc 37.
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ed for twoyears in the six rules, there is anoffenceof expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 63.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Two yearsmeans: two years.²

Vin 4.320

Has not trainedmeans: either the training is not given or the
training is given (but) is interrupted.³

Shouldordainmeans:…(Bi-Pc 61.2.1)…andanoffenceofwrong-
doing for the group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 63.2.2

If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is a legally valid
act (and) ordains her, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in
doubt as to whether it is a legally valid act … If she thinks that it
is not a legally valid act when it is a legally valid act… offence of
expiation. If she thinks that it is a legally valid act when it is not a
legally valid act, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt
as to whether it is not a legally valid act … If she thinks that it is not
a legally valid act when it is not a legally valid act, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.⁴

Bi-Pc 63.2.3

There is no offence if she ordains a probationer who has trained
for two years in the six rules; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-
doer.

¹ The upasampadā ordination had to be conferred on nuns bymonks as well as by
nuns; see Vin 2.255, Vin 4.52; cf. Vin 2.257.The ordination proceedings are set out
at Vin 2.271ff. ² vassāni … saṁvaccharāni. The former is also more specifically
the rains, but the exegesis under “has not trained” suggests that the training had
to go on uninterruptedly for two full years and not merely for two rainy seasons.
³ kupitā, disturbed. ⁴ Last clause should probably read “no offence.”
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Bi-Pc 64.1.1

BD 3.367

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained a probationer who had trained for two
years in the six rules (but) who was not agreed upon by the Order.¹
Nuns spoke thus: “Come, probationers,² find out about this, give this,
convey this, make this allowable.”These spoke thus: “Ladies, we are
not probationers, we are nuns.” Those who were modest nuns …
spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns ordain a probationer
who has trained for two years in the six rules (but) who is not agreed
upon by the Order?” …
“Is it true, as is said,monks, that nuns ordained…not agreed upon

by the Order?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns ordain … not agreed upon by the Order?

It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … and
having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to give the agreement as to ordination³ to a

probationer who has trained for two years in the six rules. And thus,
monks, should it be given:That probationer who has trained for two
years in the six rules, having approached the Order … (Bi-Pc 63.1) …
should speak thus: ‘Ladies, I, so and so, a probationerwhohas trained

Vin 4.321

¹ See previous Bi-Pc 63 where in order to carry out the training ao as to have a
legal right to be ordained, a probationer had to receive the agreement of the Order.
² Note use of plural here, and cf. previous and following Pācittiyas: also Bi-Pc 73.
³ vuṭṭhānasammuti. See above, bd 3.364, for other “agreements.”
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for two years in the six rules under the lady so and so, request the
Order for the agreement as to ordination.’ And a second time … (Bi-

BD 3.368

Pc 63.1 instead of probationer read probationer who has trained for
two years in the six rules instead of agreement as to training for two
years in the six rules read agreement as to ordination.) … So do I
understand this.’ ”

Then the lord, having rebuked the nuns inmany a figure for their
weakness in maintaining themselves … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain a probationer who has trained

for two years in the six rules (but) who is not agreed upon by the
Order,¹ there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 64.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Two yearsmeans: two years.²
Has trainedmeans: has trained in the six rules.³
Not agreed uponmeans: the agreement as to ordination is not

given by a (formal) act at which themotion is followed by one procla-
mation.⁴

Should ordainmeans: … (Bi-Pc 61.2.1) …

There is no offence if she ordains a probationer who has trained
for two years in the six rules and who is agreed upon by the Order; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ The probationer has to get the agreement, but the nuns have to abide by it. ² As
above, bd 3.366. ³ = below, bd 3.374, bd 3.383. ⁴ = below, bd 3.374, bd 3.383. On
ñattidutiya kammas see Vin 1.319, and on Saṅghakammas (formal acts) generally, S.
Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, 146ff.
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Bi-Pc 65.1.1

BD 3.369

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained a girl¹ married for less than twelve years.²
These³ were not able to endure cold, heat, hunger, thirst, contact
with gadflies, mosquitoes, wind and sun, creeping things, abusive
hurtful language; they were not able to endure bodily feelings which
arising are painful, acute, sharp, shooting, disagreeable, miserable,
deadly.⁴ Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can nuns ordain a girl married for less than twelve years?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns ordained … married for

less than twelve years?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:

Vin 4.322

“How, monks, can nuns ordain a girl married for less than twelve
years? Monks, a girl married for less than twelve years is not able to
endure cold … bodily feelings …miserable, deadly. It is not, monks,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should ordain a girl married for less than
twelve years, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 65.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
BD 3.370

Less than twelve yearsmeans: not attained to twelve years.⁵

¹ gihigatā, one gone to a layman (as his wife or co-wife). ² See bd 3, Introduction,
p. xlix, and I.B. Horner,Women under Primitive Buddhism, p. 27ff. ³ As in previous
Pācittiyas, plural used here, meaning that an indefinite number of nuns had each
ordained a “married girl,” or child-wife. ⁴ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 65.1, that in which
monks are forbidden to ordain a man under twenty. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 3.13.
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Girl marriedmeans: one cohabiting with a man.¹
Shouldordainmeans:…(Bi-Pc 61.2.1)…andanoffenceofwrong-

doing for the group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 65.2.2

If she thinks that it is less than twelve years when it is less than
twelve years (and) ordains her, there is an offence of expiation. If
she is in doubt as to whether it is less than twelve years … offence of
wrong-doing. If she thinks that twelve years are completed when it
is less than twelve years … no offence. If she thinks that it is less than
twelve years when twelve years are completed, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether twelve years are
completed, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that
twelve years are completed when twelve years are completed, there
is no offence.²

Bi-Pc 65.2.3

There is no offence if she ordains one (married) for less than
twelve years thinking that twelve years are completed; if she or-
dains one who has completed twelve years thinking that they are
completed³; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ purisantaragatā. This is the definition of itthi, woman, at mn-a 2.209; dn-a 78. Cf.
Ja 1.290; mn i.77; an i.295, an ii.206. ² Cf. above, bd 3.13. ³ This occurs in the
preceding paragraph.
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Bi-Pc 66.1.1
BD 3.371

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained a girl married for full twelve years (but)
who had not trained for two years in the six rules.These were igno-
rant, inexperienced, they did not knowwhat was allowable or what
was not allowable.¹ Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying: “How can these nuns ordain a girl married for full twelve
years (but) who has not trained for two years in the six rules?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks …?” …
Theenlightenedone, the lord rebuked them, saying: “How,monks,

can these nuns ordain… in the six rules? It is not,monks, for pleasing
thosewho are not (yet) pleased…” and having rebuked them, having

Vin 4.323

given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to give a girl married for full twelve years

the agreement as to training for two years in the six rules. And thus,
monks, should it be given: That girl married for full twelve years,
having approached the Order … (Bi-Pc 63.1) … should speak thus:
‘Ladies, I, so and so, a girl married for full twelve years, and who am
under the lady so and so, request the Order … (Bi-Pc 63.1. Instead
of probationer read a girl married for full twelve years) … So do I
understand this.’ That girl married for full twelve years should be
told: ‘Speak thus: … (Bi-Pc 63.1) …’ “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain a girl married for full twelve

years (but) who has not trained for two years in the six rules,
there is an offence of expiation.”

¹ For the whole of this Pācittiya, cf. Bi-Pc 63.
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Bi-Pc 66.2.1
BD 3.372Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.

Full twelve yearsmeans: attained to twelve years.¹
Girl marriedmeans: one cohabiting with a man.²
Two yearsmeans: …

There is no offence if she ordains a girl married for full twelve
years andwho has trained for two years in the six rules; if she ismad,
if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = below, bd 3.374. ² As in Bi-Pc 65, Bi-Pc 67.
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Bi-Pc 67.1.1

BD 3.373

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained a girl married for full twelve years and who
had trained for two years in the six rules, but who was not agreed
upon by the Order. Nuns spoke thus: “Come, probationers, … (Bi-
Pc 64.1) …” … “How can these nuns ordain a girl married for full
twelve years and who has trained for two years in the six rules, but
who is not agreed upon by the Order?” … he addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allowyou,monks, to give the agreement as to ordination to a girl

married for full twelve years and who has trained for two years in
the six rules. And thus, monks, should it be given:That girl married
for full twelve years and who has trained for two years in the six

Vin 4.324

rules, having approached the Order … (Bi-Pc 63.1) … should speak
thus: ‘Ladies, I, so and so, a girl married for full twelve years and
who has trained under the lady so and so for two years in the six
rules, request the Order for the agreement as to ordination.’ And a
second time … (Bi-Pc 63.1. Instead of probationer read girl married
for full twelve years and who has trained for two years in the six
rules; instead of agreement as to training for two years in the six
rules read agreement as to ordination) … ‘So do I understand this.’ ”

Then the lord, having rebuked these nuns in many a figure for
their weakness inmaintaining themselves … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain a girl married for full twelve

yearsandwhohas trained for twoyears in the sixrules (but)who
is not agreed upon by theOrder, there is an offence of expiation.”
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Bi-Pc 67.2.1

BD 3.374Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Full twelve yearsmeans: attained to twelve years.¹
Girl marriedmeans: one cohabiting with a man.²
Two yearsmeans: two years.³
Has trainedmeans: has trained in the six rules.⁴
Not agreed uponmeans: the agreement as to ordination is not

given by a (formal) act at which themotion is followed by one procla-
mation.⁵

Should ordainmeans: … (Bi-Pc 61.2.1) …

There is no offence if she ordains a girl married for full twelve
yearswhohas trained for two years in the six rules andwho is agreed
upon by the Order; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = above, bd 3.372. ² = above, bd 3.370, bd 3.372. ³ = above, bd 3.366, bd 3.368.
⁴ = above, bd 3.368, below, bd 3.383. ⁵ = above, bd 3.368, below, bd 3.383.
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Bi-Pc 68.1.1
BD 3.375

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nunThullanandā, having ordained the woman who
lived with her,¹ for two years neither helped her nor had her helped.
These² were ignorant, inexperienced, they did not knowwhat was
allowable or what was not allowable.Those who were modest nuns
… spread it about, saying: “How can the ladyThullanandā, having
ordained the woman who lives with her, for two years neither help

Vin 4.325

her nor have her helped?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … nor had

her helped?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

howcan thenunThullanandā…norhaveher helped? It is not,monks,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having ordained the woman who lives with

her, for two years should neither help her nor have her helped,
there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 68.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Woman who lives with hermeans: she is called the one who

shares her cell.³
Having ordainedmeans: having conferred the upasampada or-

dination.

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.309, below, bd 3.379. ² Thismustmean that at least formore than
one yearThullanandā had ordained her sahajīvinīs. ³ = above, bd 3.309.
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Two yearsmeans: two years.¹
BD 3.376

Should neither help hermeans: should not herself help her in
regard to the exposition, the interrogation,² the exhortation, the
instruction.³

Nor should have her helpedmeans: should not command an-
other.

If for two years she thinks: “I will neither help her nor have her
helped,” in throwing off the responsibility, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bi-Pc 68.2.2

There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if having looked about
she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.⁴

¹ = above, bd 3.366, bd 3.368, bd 3.374. ² Cf. bd 2.94, bd 2.271. ³ anusāsanī. Cf.
Vin 1.50 for repetition of these four words. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.289, bd 3.310, bd 3.331,
bd 3.336, bd 3.355.
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Bi-Pc 69.1.1

BD 3.377

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns for two years did not wait upon an ordained woman
instructor.¹ These² were ignorant, inexperienced, they did not know
what was allowable or what was not allowable.Those whoweremod-
est nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns for two
years not wait upon an ordained woman instructor?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns …woman instructor
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns … ordained woman instructor? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:

Vin 4.326

“Whatevernunfor twoyears shouldnotwaituponanordained
woman instructor, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 69.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Ordainedmeans: the upasampadā, ordination conferred.
Woman instructormeans: she is called a woman preceptor.³

BD 3.378

¹ pavattinī, or proposer—i.e., for a nun on whom the upasampada ordination is be-
ing conferred, as at Vin 2.271. ² Doubtless here referring to the nuns. ³ upajjhā.
The first sentence of n. 1 at Vinaya Texts iii.351 must therefore be corrected; also
upajjhā occurs twice at Vin 3.35. The word (upajjhā) at Vin 3.100 is obviously a short-
ened plural form of the regular masculine upajjhāya, for see Vin 3.101 = Bi-Pc 69.2.1
which contains two stories about two (different) upajjhāya. Pali-English Dictionary is
probably right in giving both upajjha, short masculine, as at Vin 1.94 and doubtless
once at Vin 3.35; and upajjhā, feminine, as in above explanation of pavattinī and in
the “no offence” clause, and doubtless once at Vin 3.35.
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Two yearsmeans: two years.
Should not wait uponmeans: should not herself attend upon.¹
If she thinks: “I will notwait upon her for two years,” in throwing

off the responsibility, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 69.2.2

There is no offence if the woman preceptor is ignorant or shame-
less; if he is ill; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ According to Vin-a 941, with soap-powder, toothpick,water for rinsing themouth,
and with whatever was to be done. Cf. Bi-Pc 88 below.
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Bi-Pc 70.1.1

BD 3.379

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the nun Thullanandā, having ordained (the woman)
who lived with her,¹ neither withdrew² her nor had her withdrawn;
her husband seized her. Those who were modest nuns … spread
it about, saying: “How can the ladyThullanandā, having ordained
(the woman) who lives with her, neither withdraw her nor have her
withdrawn? Her husband seized her. If this nun had departed her
husband could not have seized her.” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā … nor had

her withdrawn (so that) her husband seized her?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How,monks, can thenunThullanandā…nor have herwithdrawn

(so that) her husband seized her? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having ordained (the woman) who lives with

her, should neither withdraw her nor have her withdrawn even
to (a distance of) five or six yojanas, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”

Bi-Pc 70.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
(Woman)who lives with hermeans: she is called the one who

shares her cell.³

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.309, bd 3.375. ² vūpakāsesi, to withdraw, seclude, alienate—i.e.,
from the haunts of men. ³ Cf. above, bd 3.309, bd 3.375.
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Having ordainedmeans: having conferred the upasampadā or-
dination.¹

Vin 4.327

BD 3.380Shouldneitherwithdrawher²means: should not herself with-
draw her.

Nor should have herwithdrawnmeans: should not command
another.

If she thinks: “I will neither withdraw her nor will I have her
withdrawn even to (a distance of) five or six yojanas,” in throwing
off the responsibility, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 70.2.2

There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if, having looked about
for a nun as a companion, she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if
there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.³

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.361, bd 3.375. ² Vin-a 941, “if having taken her, she should not go
away.” ³ Cf. above, bd 3.323, bd 3.331, bd 3.336, bd 3.355, bd 3.357.
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Bi-Pc 71.1.1

BD 3.381

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained a maiden¹ who was under twenty years
of age.These were unable to endure cold … (Bi-Pc 65. Instead of a girl
married for less than full twelve years read a maiden who is under
twenty years of age; instead of for full twelve years read twenty years
of age.) … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain amaiden under twenty years of

age, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 71.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Under twenty years of agemeans: not attained to twenty years

of age.²
Maidenmeans: she is called a female novice.
Should ordain means: … (Bi-Pc 65.2. Readwho is under twenty

years of age, who has completed twenty years of age.) … if she is the
first wrong-doer.

¹ kumāribhūtā, probably a virgin. See bd 3, Introduction, p. xlix. Vin-a 942 says that
if the agreement as to training has been given to a married girl in her tenth year of
marriage, shemay be ordained in her twelfth; and likewise receiving the agreement
up to her eighteenth year of marriage she may be ordained in her twentieth. From
a woman’s eighteenth year on, according to her marriage or age, one may say, “This
is a married girl” and “This is a maiden.” But a maiden is not to be called a married
girl. For the eighteenth year, see next Pācittiya. ² = Vin 4.130.
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Bi-Pc 72.1.1

BD 3.382

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained a maiden who had completed twenty years
of age (but) who had not trained for two years in the six rules.These

Vin 4.328

were ignorant, inexperienced … (Bi-Pc 66.1. Instead of a girl married
for full twelve years read a maiden who has completed twenty years
of age.) … he addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to give a maiden of eighteen years of age the

agreement as to training for two years in the six rules. And thus,
monks, should it be given: That maiden of eighteen years of age
having approached the Order …” (Bi-Pc 66.1. Instead of a girl married
for full twelve years read a maiden of eighteen years of age.) … “…
this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should ordain a maiden who has completed
twenty years of age (but) who has not trained for two years in
the six rules, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 72.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Hascompletedtwentyyearsofagemeans:has attained to twen-

ty years of age.
Maidenmeans: she is called a female novice.
Two yearsmeans: … (Bi-Pc 63.2) …

There is no offence if she ordains a maiden who has completed
twenty years of age andwhohas trained for two years in the six rules;
if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-Pc 73.1.1

BD 3.383

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained a maiden who had completed twenty years
of age and who had trained for two years in the six rules (but) who
was not agreed upon by the Order. Nuns spoke thus: “Come, proba-
tioners,findout about this, give this, convey this, this isneeded,make
this allowable.”These spoke thus: “Ladies, we are not probationers,
we are nuns.”Thosewhoweremodest nuns… spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns …” (Bi-Pc 67.1. Instead of a girl married for full
twelve years read a maiden who has completed twenty years of age.)
… “… this rule of training:

“Whatever nun should ordain a maiden who has completed
twenty years of age and who has trained for two years in the six
rules (but)who isnotagreeduponbytheOrder, there isanoffence
of expiation.”

Vin 4.329

Bi-Pc 73.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Completedtwentyyearsofagemeans: attained to twentyyears

of age.
Maidenmeans: she is called a female novice.¹
Two yearsmeans: two years.²
Has trainedmeans: has trained in the six rules.³
Not agreed uponmeans: the agreement as to ordination is not

¹ = above, bd 3.381, bd 3.382. ² = above, bd 3.366, bd 3.368, bd 3.374, bd 3.375,
bd 3.378. ³ = above, bd 3.368, bd 3.374.
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given by a (formal) act at which themotion is followed by one procla-
mation.¹

Should ordainmeans: … (Bi-Pc 63.2) …

There is no offence if she ordains a maiden who has completed
twenty years of age, who has trained for two years in the six rules
and who is agreed upon by the Order; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.

¹ = above, bd 3.368, bd 3.374.
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Bi-Pc 74.1.1

BD 3.384

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained while they were less than twelve years (of
standing).¹They were ignorant, inexperienced, they did not know
whatwas allowable orwhatwas not allowable;moreover, thewomen
who’ shared their cells were ignorant, inexperienced, they did not
knowwhatwas allowable orwhatwas not allowable.Thosewhowere
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns ordain
while they are less than twelve years (of standing)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … less than twelve years

(of standing)?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns … less than twelve years (of standing)?

It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:

“Whatever nun should ordain while she is less than twelve
years (of standing) there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 74.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Less than twelve yearsmeans: not attained to twelve years.
Should ordainmeans: … (Bi-Pc 61.2.1) … offence of wrong-doing

for the group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 74.2.2

¹ ūnadvādasavassā, probably to be taken as nominative plural agreeing with bhik-
khuniyo, and meaning less than twelve years from their own ordination. See next
two Pācittiyas, and bd 3, Introduction, p. lii.
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There is no offence if she ordains when she has completed twelve
years (of standing); if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.330
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Bi-Pc 75.1.1

BD 3.385

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained when they had completed twelve years
(of standing but) were not agreed upon by the Order. They were
ignorant … (Bi-Pc 74.1. Instead of less than twelve years (of standing)
readwhen they have completed twelve years (of standing but) are
not agreed upon by the Order.) … “… It is not, monks, for pleasing
thosewho are not (yet) pleased…” and having rebuked them, having
given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you,monks, to give a nunwho has completed twelve years

(of standing) the agreement to ordain.¹ And thus, monks, should it
be given: That nun who has completed twelve years (of standing),
having approached the Order, having arranged her upper robe over
one shoulder, having honoured the feet of the senior nuns, having
sat down on her haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should
speak thus to it: ‘Ladies, I, so and so, a nunwho has completed twelve
years (of standing), request the Order for the agreement to ordain.’
And a second time it should be requested…And a third time it should
be requested.This nun should be tested² by the Order thinking: ‘This
nun is experienced, she is conscientious.’ If she is both ignorant³
and unconscientious it should not be given. If she is ignorant but
conscientious it should not be given. If she is experienced but un-
conscientious, it should not be given. If she is both experienced and

BD 3.386

¹ vuṭṭhāpana-sammuti, to cause ordination (in another). ² paricchitabbā. Cf. par-
icchitvā in next Pācittiya Vin-a 942 explains upaparikkhati, to test, examine, in-
vestigate. Apparently the Order, in testing her, should do so with a view to her
experience and conscientiousness. ³ bālā, apparently here as opposite of byattā,
experienced.
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conscientious, it shouldbegiven.And thus,monks, should it be given:
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent nun,
saying: ‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me. This nun so and so who
has completed twelve years (of standing) requests the Order for the
agreement to ordain. If it seems right to the Order … (cf. Bi-Pc 63.1,
etc.) … So do I understand this.’ ”

Then the lord, having rebuked the nuns inmany a figure for their
weakness in maintaining themselves … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun who has completed twelve years (of standing

but) who is not agreed upon by the Order should ordain, there is
an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 75.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Completed twelve yearsmeans: attained to twelve years.
Not agreeduponmeans: the agreement to ordain is not given by

a (formal) act at which the motion is followed by one proclamation.¹
Vin 4.331

Should ordainmeans: … (Bi-Pc 63.2) …

There is no offence if she ordains when she has completed twelve
years (of standing) and is agreed upon by the Order; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.368, bd 3.374, bd 3.383.
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Bi-Pc 76.1.1

BD 3.387

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nun Caṇḍakālī, having approached the Order of nuns,
asked for the agreement to ordain.Then the Order of nuns, having
tested¹ the nun Caṇḍakālī, saying: “You have ordained sufficiently,
lady, for the time being,”² did not give her the agreement to ordain.
The nun Caṇḍakālī answered, “Very good.” Now at that time the
Order of nuns gave the agreement to ordain to other nuns.The nun
Caṇḍakālī … spread it about, saying: “Am I then ignorant, am I then
unconscientious,³ that the Order gives the agreement to ordain to
other nuns, but does not give it tome?”Thosewhoweremodest nuns
… spread it about, saying:
“How can the lady Caṇḍakālī, on being told, ‘You have ordained

sufficiently, lady, for the time being,’ and having answered, ‘Very
good,’ afterwards engage in criticism?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nun Caṇḍakālī … afterwards

engaged in criticism⁴?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the nun Caṇḍakālī … afterwards engage in criticism? It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Whatever nun, on being told, ‘You have ordained sufficiently,

BD 3.388

¹ paricchitvā; cf.previousPācittiya. ² alaṁtāva te ayye vuṭṭhāpitena, or “please stop
ordaining,” or “there is no need for you to ordain at present.” Cf. alaṁ te idhavāsena
at Vin 3.184. ³ The two points on which nuns had to be tested according to the
previous Pācittya. ⁴ See above, bd 3.59, bd 3.64, and notes.
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lady, for the timebeing,’ andhavinganswered, ‘verygood,’ should
afterwards engage in criticism, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 76.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
“You have ordained sufficiently, lady, for the time being”

means: “You have conferred the upasampadā,¹ sufficiently, lady, for
the time being.”

If, having answered, “Very good,” she afterwards engages in crit-
icism, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 76.2.2

There is no offence if she criticises one acting by nature from
desire, from hatred, from confusion, from fear²; if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.

Vin 4.332

¹ At Bi-Pc 79 below, Caṇḍakālī is called a probationer, and was ordained by
Thullanandā. ² Cf. above, bd 3.66.
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Bi-Pc 77.1.1

BD 3.389

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain probationer, having approached the nunThul-
lanandā, asked for the upasampadā ordination.The nunThullanandā,
having said to that probationer, “If you, lady, will give me a robe,
then will I ordain you,” neither ordained her nor made an effort to
get her ordained.¹Then that probationer told this matter to the nuns.
Those who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can
the ladyThullanandā, having said … neither ordain her nor make an
effort to get her ordained?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā…normade

an effort to get her ordained?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā … nor make an effort to

get her ordained? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatevernun, having said to aprobationer: ‘If you, lady,will

give me a robe, then will I ordain you,’ (yet) if she is not after-
wards prevented, should neither ordain her nor shouldmake an
effort to get her ordained, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 77.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Probationermeans: one who has trained for two years in the

six rules.

¹ Cf. Bi-Pc 23, Bi-Pc 34, Bi-Pc 45.
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‘Ifyou, lady,will givemearobe, thenwill Iordainyou’means:
then will I confer the upasampadā ordination on you.

BD 3.390

If she is not afterwards prevented means: if there is not an
obstacle.

Should neither ordain her means: should not herself ordain
her.

Nor shouldmakeaneffort to gether ordainedmeans : should
not command another.

If she thinks, “I will neither ordain her nor make an effort to get
her ordained,” in throwing off the responsibility, there is an offence
of expiation.

Bi-Pc 77.2.2

There is no offence if there is an obstacle; if, having looked about,
she does not get the chance; if she is ill; if there are accidents¹; if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer. .

Vin 4.333

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.289, bd 3.310, bd 3.331.
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Bi-Pc 78.1.1

BD 3.391

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain probationer, having approached the nunThul-
lanandā, asked for the upasampadā, ordination.ThenunThullanandā
spoke thus to that probationer: “If you, lady, will wait uponme for
two years, then will I ordain you,” and having said (this) … (see
Bi-Pc 77.1) … “… this rule of training:
“Whatevernun, having said to aprobationer: ‘If you, lady,will

wait uponme for two years, thenwill I ordain you,’ (yet) if she is
not afterwards prevented, should neither ordain her nor should
make an effort to get her ordained, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”

Bi-Pc 78.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Probationermeans: one who has trained for two years in the

six rules.
‘If you, lady, will wait uponme for two years’means: if you

will attend uponme for two years.¹
‘Thenwill I ordain you,’means: then will I confer the upasam-

pada, ordination on you.
If she is not afterwards preventedmeans: … (see Bi-Pc 77.2) …

if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.378.
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Bi-Pc 79.1.1

BD 3.392

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nunThullanandā ordained the probationer Caṇḍakalī
who kept company with men, who kept company with youths, who
was violent,¹ a dwelling-place of grief.²Thosewhoweremodest nuns
… spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā ordain … grief?”
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā ordained

… grief?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the nunThullanandā ordain … grief? It is not,

Vin 4.334

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should ordain a probationer who keeps com-

panywithmen,who keeps companywith youths,who is violent,
a dwelling-place of grief, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 79.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Manmeans: one attained to twenty years of age.
Youthmeans: one not attained to twenty years of age.
Keepscompanymeans: keeps companyunbecominglyas tobody

and speech.³
Violent⁴ means: she is called angry.

¹ caṇḍī. ² sokāvāsā. ³ Cf. above, bd 3.208, bd 3.315. ⁴ Cf. above, bd 3.346, where
same definition of caṇḍikatā, “quick-tempered.”
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Dwelling-place of griefmeans: she arouses sorrow in others,
she enters upon grief.

Probationermeans: one who has trained for two years in the
six rules.

BD 3.393

Should ordain means: … (see Bi-Pc 61.2) … and an offence of
wrong-doing for the group and for the woman teacher.¹

Bi-Pc 79.2.2

There is no offence if she ordains her not knowing; if she is mad,
if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Cf. above, bd 3.13, bd 3.185, bd 3.361.
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Bi-Pc 80.1.1
BD 3.394

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the nunThullanandā ordained a probationer without the
consent of the parents and husband.The parents and the husband
… spread it about, saying : “How can the ladyThullanandā ordain
the probationer without our consent?” Nuns heard the parents and
the husband who… spread it about.Those who were modest nuns
… spread it about, saying : “How can the ladyThullanandā ordain a
probationer without the consent of the parents and husband?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā ordained

… and husband?” “It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the nunThullanandā ordain a probationer … and husband?
It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this
rule of training:

Vin 4.335

“Whatever nun should ordain a probationer without the con-
sentof theparentsandhusband, there isanoffenceofexpiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 80.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Parentsmeans: they are called the progenitors.
Husbandmeans: he to whom she is married.²
Without the consentmeans: not asking (for permission).

BD 3.395

Probationermeans: one who has trained for two years in the
six rules.
¹ The twenty-second of the twenty-four questions to be put to a nun at her ordina-
tion was whether she had her parents’ and husband’s consent, Vin 2.271. ² yena
pariggahitā hoti, by whom she is possessed or appropriated.
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Should ordain means: … (see Bi-Pc 61.2) … and an offence of
wrong-doing for the group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 80.2.2

There is no offence if she ordains her not knowing; if she ordains
her, (she) having obtained permission; if she ismad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.
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Bi-Pc 81.1.1
BD 3.396

… at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place.
Now at that time the nun Thullanandā thinking: “I will ordain a
probationer,” having had monks who were elders convened, having
seen sumptuous solid foods and soft foods, saying: “Masters, Iwill not
ordain the probationer yet,” having dismissed the monks who were
elders, having had Devadatta, Kokālika, Kaṭamorakatissaka, the son
of the lady Khaṇḍā and Samuddadatta¹ convened, she ordained the
probationer.Those whowere modest nuns … spread it about, saying:
“How can the ladyThullanandā ordain a probationer by showing²
favouritism³ to (monks) placed on probation⁴?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the nunThullanandā ordained

a probationer by showing favouritism to (monks) placed on proba-
tion?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can the nunThullanandā … (monks) placed on probation? It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Whatevernun should ordain a probationer by showing favor-

itism to (monks) placed on probation, there is an offence of expi-

¹ Schismatic monks; cf.Monks’ Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Ss 11. At Vin 4.66 Thullanandā says
that these five were mahānagā (great heroes) to her. ² Literally giving, dāna.
³ chanda; as at Vin 4.38 (bd 2.235). ⁴ pārivāsikā bhikkhū.Cf.Vin 1.136; andVin 2.31ff.,
where in Kd 12, Kd 13 the rules for monks under probation are discussed at length.
The “fourmonths’ probation” is described atVin 1.69, three other types inKd 13. Four
still further kinds given at Vin-a 943f. See also S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism,
p. 168.
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ation.”

Bi-Pc 81.2.1
BD 3.397 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Vin 4.336 By showing favouritism to (monks) placed on probation

means: to a company that has risen.¹

Probationermeans: … (Bi-Pc 80.2) … and an offence of wrong-
doing for the group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 81.2.2

There is no offence if she ordains her if the company has not
risen; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ vuṭṭhitāya parisāya. Cf. Vin 1.136, where it is said that uposatha should not be held
by (accepting) the declaration of purity of (a monk) placed on probation except if
the company has not (yet) risen “Has risen” would here seem to apply to monks
considerednot fit to carry out the various formal acts in a seated assembly ofmonks.
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Bi-Pc 82.1.1
BD 3.398

…At Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns ordained every year; there were not sufficient
dwellings. People … spread it about saying: “How can these nuns
ordain every year?There are not sufficient dwellings.” Nuns heard
these people who … spread it about.Those who were modest nuns …
spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns ordain every year?” …
“Is it true, as it is said, monks, that nuns ordain every year?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns ordain every year? It is not, monks, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of raining:
“Whatever nun should ordain every year, there is an offence

of expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 82.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Every yearmeans: annually.²
Should ordainmeans: … and an offence of wrong-doing for the

group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 82.2.2

There is no offence if she ordains in the alternate (years); if she
is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Quoted mn-a 3.156 ² anuvassan ti anusaṁvaccharaṁ.
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Bi-Pc 83.1.1

BD 3.399

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns ordained two (probationers) in the one year.¹ As be-
fore,² there were not sufficent dwellings. As before³ people … spread

Vin 4.337

it about, saying: “How can these nuns ordain two (probationers) in
one year? As before, there are not sufficient dwellings.” Nuns heard
these people who … spread it about.Those who were modest nuns …
spread it about, saying: … (cf. Bi-Pc 82.1) “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should ordain two (probationers) in one year,

there is an offence of expiation.”
Bi-Pc 83.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.

One yearmeans: one year.⁴
Should ordain two (probationers)means: should confer the

upasampadā ordination on two (probationers).
If she thinks: “I will ordain two (probationers),” and looks about

for a group or … (Bi-Pc 61.2) … there is an offence of wrong-doing for
the group and for the woman teacher.

Bi-Pc 83.2.2

There is no offence is she ordains in alternate years⁵; if she is
mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

The Eighth Division: that on a maiden.⁶

¹ Vin-a 945 says “she ordained two (probationers) in one year in alternate years.”
² tath’ eva—i.e., in Bi-Pc 82. ³ tath’ eva—i.e., in Bi-Pc 82. ⁴ ekavassan ti ekaṁ
saṁvaccharaṁ. ⁵ Nothing to showwhether the notion of “two (probationers)” is
dropped here or not. ⁶ n.b. thirteen Pācittiyas in this Division, and also in the
next.
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Bi-Pc 84.1.1

BD 3.400

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns used sunshades and sandals. Peo-
ple … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns use sunshades
and sandals, like women householders who enjoy pleasures of the
senses?” Nuns heard these people who … spread it about.Those who
were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of
six nuns use sunshades and sandals?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks … and sandals?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can … and sandals? It is not, monks, for pleasing

those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should use a sunshade and sandals, there is an

offence of expiation.”
And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bi-Pc 84.1.2

At that time a certain nun came to be ill; there was no comfort
Vin 4.338

for her without a sunshade and sandals.They told this matter to the
lord. He said: “Monks, I allow a sunshade and sandals to a nun who
is ill. And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatever nun who is not ill should use a sunshade and san-

dals, there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Bi-Pc 84.2.1
¹ Cf. Bu-Sk 57, Bu-Sk 62.
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Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Who is not illmeans: for whom there is comfort without a sun-

shade and sandals.
BD 3.401

Who is illmeans: for whom there is not comfort without a sun-
shade and sandals.

Sunshade means: there are three (kinds of) sunshade: white
sunshade, sunshade of rushes, sunshade of leaves, fastened at the
middle, fastened to the rim.¹

Should use means: if she uses (them) even once, there is an
offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 84.2.2

If she thinks that she is not ill when she is not ill (and) uses a
sunshade and sandals, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in
doubt as to whether she is not ill … If she thinks that she is ill when
she is not ill … offence of expiation. If she uses a sunshade (but) not
sandals, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she uses sandals (but)
not a sunshade, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that
she is not ill when she is ill … If she is in doubt as to whether she
is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is ill
when she is ill, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 84.2.3

There is no offence if she is ill; if she uses (them) in a monastery,
in monastery precincts²; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.

¹ = Vin 4.200. n.b. sandals, upāhana, not defined by Old Commentary. ² At
Vin 2.130f. regulations for monks using sunshades are: (1) sunshades allowed; (2)
whoever uses one, offence of wrong-doing; (3) allowed for an ill monk; (4) allowed
to be used by a monk whether ill or not ill in a monastery or monastery precincts.
At Vin 2.207 it is said that incoming monks on entering the monastery should put
down their sunshades—as a sign of respect.
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Bi-Pc 85.1.1

BD 3.402

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time the group of six nuns went¹ in a vehicle.² People … spread
it about, saying: “How can these nuns go in a vehicle, like women
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard these
peoplewho…spread it about.Thosewhoweremodest nuns…spread
it about, saying: “How can this group of six nuns go in a vehicle?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns went in a

vehicle?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can this group of six nuns go in a vehicle? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:

Vin 4.339

“Whatever nun should go in a vehicle, there is an offence of expia-
tion.”³

And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bi-Pc 85.1.2

Now at that time a certain nun came to be ill. She was not able to

¹ yāyanti. Geiger, Pali Literature und Sprache, §138, gives “geht”, which seems more
suitable than “have themselves earned” (VinayaTexts ii.25), for “go” covers bothdriv-
ing and being carried in the vehicles mentioned by the Old Commentary. ² yāna;
see note at bd 1.81. ³ A dukkaṭa for monks at Vin 1.191; at Vin 2.276 it is said that
nuns going in a vehicle “should be dealt with according to the rule”—i.e., this
Pācittiya. Cf. Bu-Sk 63.
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go on foot.They told thismatter to the lord.He said: “I allow,monks, a
vehicle for a nun who is ill.¹ And thus, monks … this rule of training:

BD 3.403

“Whatever nunwho is not ill should go in a vehicle, there is an
offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 85.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Not illmeans: she is able to go on foot.
Illmeans: she is not able to go on foot.
Vehicle² means: a cart,³ a carriage, a waggon, a chariot, a palan-

quin,⁴ or a sedan chair.⁵
Should gomeans: if she goes even once, there is an offence of

expiation.

Bi-Pc 85.2.2

If she thinks that she is not ill when she is not ill (and) goes in
a vehicle, there is an offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as to
whether she is not ill … If she thinks that she is ill when she is not ill
… offence of expiation. If she thinks that she is not ill when she is ill,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether
she is ill, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is
ill when she is ill, there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 85.2.3

There is no offence if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she ismad,
if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ This recurs at Vin 2.276. Corresponding permission for mons given at Vin 1.191.
² = Vin 4.201, and cf. Vin 3.49. ³ See above, bd 3.144, n. 3. ⁴ See above, bd 3.144,
n. 5. ⁵ See above, bd 3.144, n. 5
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Bi-Pc 86.1.1
BD 3.404

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain nun frequented a certain woman’s family.Then
that woman spoke thus to that nun: “Please, lady, give this petticoat
to such and such a woman.”Then that nun, thinking: “If I go away
taking it inmybowl, therewill be trouble forme,”¹went awayhaving
tied it on.When she was on the high road the strings broke andwere
scattered. People … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns²
wear a petticoat, like women householders who enjoy pleasures of
the senses?”Nuns…heard these peoplewho… spread it about.Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this nun

Vin 4.340

wear a petticoat?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that a nun wore a petticoat?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun wear a petticoat? It is not, monks, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should wear a petticoat, there is an offence of

expiation.”

Bi-Pc 86.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Petticoatmeans: whatever goes about the hips.
Shouldwearmeans: if shewears it even once, there is an offence

of expiation.

Bi-Pc 86.2.2
BD 3.405¹ = above, bd 3.157, bd 3.188. ² The people generalise from one instance.
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There is no offence if it is on account of illness; if she wears a
hip-string¹; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ kaṭisuttaka, allowed to nuns at Vin 2.271, but not to be worn all the time; a dukkaṭa
for monks to wear them at Vin 2.106, but where meaning may be an ornamental
waist-band.
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Bi-Pc 87.1.1

BD 3.406

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns wore women’s ornaments. People
… spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns wear women’s orna-
ments, likewomen householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses?”
Nuns heard these people who … spread it about. Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
nuns wear women’s ornaments?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that …women’s ornaments?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can … women’s ornaments? It is not, monks, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should wear women’s ornaments, there is an

offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 87.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Women’s ornamentsmean: they go on the head, round the neck,

on the hands,¹ on the feet, round the hips.²
Should wearmeans: if she wears them even once, there is an

offence of expiation.
Vin 4.341

Bi-Pc 87.2.2

¹ hattha alsomeans “forearm,” see definition of “hand” at bd 1.203. ² Cf.Vin 3.239
(bd 2.107) where these phrases occur in definition of kata, “shaped.”
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There is no offence if it is on account of illness¹; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ It is difficult to imagine what diseases could be cured or alleviated by wearing
ornaments.
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Bi-Pc 88.1.1
BD 3.407

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns bathed with perfume and paint.¹
People … (see Bi-Pc 87.1; read bathed with perfume and paint, etc.) …
“… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should bathewith perfume and paint, there is

an offence of expiation².”

Bi-Pc 88.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Perfumemeans: whatever is a perfume.
Paintmeans: whatever is a paint.
Should bathemeans: if she bathes, in the business there is an

offence of wrong-doing; at the end of the bathing there is an offence
of expiation.

Bi-Pc 88.2.2

There is no offence if it is on account of illness; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ dn ii.142, dn ii.161; Thag 960. ² At Vin 2.280 it is a dukkaṭa for nuns to bathe
with chunam (soft soap-powder) or scented clay.
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Bi-Pc 89.1.1

BD 3.408

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time thegroupof sixnunsbathedwith scentedground sesamum.
People … (see Bi-Pc 87.1; read, bathed with scented ground sesamum,
etc.) … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should bathe with scented ground sesamum,

there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 89.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Scentedmeans: whatever is scented.
Ground sesamummeans: it is called crushed sesamum seed.
Should bathemeans: if she bathes, in the business there is an

offence of wrong-doing; at the end of the bathing there is an offence
of expiation.

Bi-Pc 89.2.2

There is no offence if it is on account of illness; if she bathes with
common ground sesamum; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-
doer.
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Bi-Pc 90.1.1

BD 3.409

Vin 4.342

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns caused (themselves) to be rubbed (with ointment)¹
and also caused (themselves) to be massaged² by a nun. People, en-
gaged in touring the dwelling-place, having seen (them), … spread it
about, saying: “How can these nuns cause (themselves) to be rubbed
(with ointment) and also cause (themselves) to bemassaged by anun,
just like women householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?”
Nuns heard these people who … spread it about. Those who were
modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns cause
(themselves) to be rubbed … by a nun?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns caused (themselves) to be

rubbed … by a nun?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns cause (themselves) to be rubbed (with

ointment) and also cause themselves to be massaged by a nun? It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Whatever nun should cause (herself) to be rubbed (with oint-

ment) or should cause (herself) to bemassaged by a nun, there is
an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 90.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.

¹ ummaddāpenti. AtVin 2.266 it is anoffenceofwrong-doing for anun if shemukhaṁ
ummaddeti, rubs (ointment, etc.) into her face. ² parimaddāpenti.
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By a nunmeans: by another nun.
Should cause (herself ) to be rubbed (with ointment)means:

BD 3.410

if she makes (another) rub (her with ointment),¹ there is an offence
of expiation.

Should cause (herself ) to be massaged means: if she makes
(another) rub² (her), there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 90.2.2

There is no offence if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she ismad,
if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ Vin-a 946 reads ubbaṭṭāpeti, to make anoint, to make shampoo. ² sambāhāpeti,
to rub or shampoo.
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Bi-Pc 91.1.1

Bi-Pc 92.1.1

Bi-Pc 93.1.1

BD 3.411

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time nuns caused (themselves) to be rubbed (with ointment)
and also caused (themselves) to bemassaged by a probationer … by a
femalenovice…byawomanhouseholder. People, engaged in touring
the dwelling-place, having seen (them), … spread it about, saying:
“How can these nuns cause (themselves) to be rubbed (with oint-

Vin 4.343

ment) and also cause (themselves) to be massaged by a probationer
… by a female novice … by a woman householder, just like women
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard… (see
Bi-Pc 90.1) … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun should cause (herself) to be rubbed (with oint-

ment) or should cause (herself) to be massaged by a probationer
…byafemalenovice…byawomanhouseholder, there isanoffen-
ce of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 91.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Probationermeans: one who has trained for two years in the

six rules.¹
Female novicemeans: one conforming to the ten rules of train-

ing.²
Woman householdermeans: she is called a housewife.³
Should cause (herself ) to be rubbed (with ointment)means:

if she makes (another) rub (her with ointment), there is an offence
of expiation.

BD 3.412

¹ = Vin 4.122, Vin 4.332, Vin 4.333, Vin 4.334, Vin 4.335. ² = Vin 4.122. ³ agāriṇī; cf.
gharaṇī at Vin 4.20.
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Should cause (herself ) to be massaged means: if she makes
(another) rub (her), there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 91.2.2

There is no offence if it is on account of illness; if there are acci-
dents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-Pc 94.1.1

BD 3.413

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns sat down on a seat in front of a monk¹ without asking
(for permission). Monks … spread it about, saying: “How can these
nuns …without asking (for permission)?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that nuns … without asking (for

permission)?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can nuns …without asking (for permission)? It is

not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule
of training:
“Whatever nun should sit down on a seat in front of a monk

withoutasking (forpermission), there isanoffenceofexpiation.”

Bi-Pc 94.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
In front of amonkmeans: in front of one who is ordained.
Without asking (for permission)means: not having obtained

permission.
Should sit down on a seatmeans: if she sits down even on the

ground, there is an offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 94.2.2

If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission) when she
has not asked (for permission and) sits down on a seat, there is an
offence of expiation. If she is in doubt as towhether she has not asked

¹ Cf. the first of the eight “important rules,” Vin 4.52.
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(for permission) … If she thinks that she has asked (for permission)
when she has not asked (for permission) … there is an offence of

Vin 4.344

expiation. If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission) when
BD 3.414

she has asked (for permission), there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If she is in doubt as to whether she has asked (for permission), there
is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she has asked (for
permission)when she has asked (for permission), there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 94.2.3

There is no offence if, having asked (for permission), she sits
down on a seat; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she
is the first wrong-doer.
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Bi-Pc 95.1.1

BD 3.415

…at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at
that time nuns asked a question of a monk who had not given leave.¹
Monks… spread it about, saying: “Howcan these nuns ask a question
of a monk who has not given leave?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks … (see Bi-Pc 94.1) … this rule of train-

ing:
“Whatever nun should ask a question of a monk who has not

given leave, there is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 95.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Not given leavemeans: without asking (for permission).²
Should ask a questionmeans: if, having asked for leave³ in re-

gard to Suttanta, she asks about Discipline or about Abhidhamma,⁴
there is an offence of expiation. If, having asked for leave in regard
to Discipline, she asks about Suttanta or about Abhidhamma, there
is an offence of expiation. If, having asked for leave in regard to Ab-
hidhamma, she asks about Suttanta or about Discipline, there is an
offence of expiation.

Bi-Pc 95.2.2

¹ anokāsakataṁ, accusative, agreeing with bhikkhuṁ, meaning “who has not made
an occasion” for allowing himself to be questioned. Cf. Vin 1.114, Vin 1.170. It seems
as if the nun had to give some kind of notice, and get the monk’s permission to
put her question. ² The monk could not give leave before the nun had asked
permission for it. ³ okāsaṁ kārāpetvā, having had an opportunitymade. ⁴ Here
probably meaning the literary digest of this name.This passage would therefore
seem late, dating from some time after the compilation of the three Piṭakas. See
bd 3, Introduction, p. xff.
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If she thinks that she has not asked (for permission) when she
has not asked (for permission and) asks a question … (Bi-Pc 94.2.2)

BD 3.416

… there is no offence.

Bi-Pc 95.2.3

There is no offence if she asks, having asked for leave; if having
asked for leave in general, she asks concerning whatever she likes¹;
if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.

¹ yattha katthaci, there wherever, presumably meaning that she asks a question on
any part of the Suttantas, Vinaya or Abhidhamma, and without having specified
beforehand which of these three she would be asking about.
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Bi-Pc 96.1.1

BD 3.417

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time a certain nun entered a village for almsfood without her

Vin 4.345
vest.¹While shewas on the high road gusts ofwind blewup her outer
cloak. People shouted out: “Beautiful is the waist of the lady.”That
nun, being made fun of by the people, became ashamed.Then that
nun, having gone to a dwelling,² told this matter to the nuns.Those
who were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can this nun
enter a village without her vest?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that this nun …without her vest?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can a nun enter a village without her vest? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“Whatever nun should enter a village without her vest, there

is an offence of expiation.”

Bi-Pc 96.2.1Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Without a vestmeans: without a vest.³
Vestmeans: from below the collar-bone to above the navel, for

the sake of covering this.
Should enter a villagemeans: in going beyond the enclosure of

a village that is fenced in, there is an offence of expiation. In entering

¹ saṁkacchika, the fourth of a nun’s five robes to be pointed, out to her at her upasam-
padā ordination, Vin 2.272. ² upassaya, very likely meaning bhikkhuni-upassaya,
a nunnery. ³ asaṁkacchikā ti vinā saṁkacchikaṁ.
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the precincts of a village that is not fenced in, there is an offence of
expiation.

Bi-Pc 96.2.2

BD 3.418 There is no offence if she is one whose robe is stolen¹; if she is
one whose robe is lost; if she is ill; if she is not thinking; if she does
not know²; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first
wrong-doer.

TheNinth Division: that on a sunshade³

Recited, ladies, are the hundred and sixty-six rules for offences
of expiation.⁴ Concerning them, I ask the ladies: I hope that you are
quite pure in this matter? And a second time I ask: I hope that you
are quite pure in this matter? And a third time I ask: I hope that you
are quite pure in thismatter?The ladies are quite pure in thismatter,
therefore they are silent; thus do I understand this.

Told is the Minor (Class)⁵
Vin 4.346

¹ Vin-a 947 says that her vest is to be called a “robe.” ² Cf. above, bd 3.121ff. ³ Note
that there are thirteen Pācittiyas in this, as in the precedingDivision. ⁴ Ninety-six
are here recorded. The monks have ninety-two. The total for monks and nuns is
therefore 188.Of themonks’ 92, 70 apply also to thenuns.Thusweget 96 + 70 = 166 for
nuns, leaving 22 for the monks alone, as stated at Vin-a 946. See bd 3, Introduction,
p. xxxviii. ⁵ Cf. above, bd 3.101.
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Bi-Pd 1.1.1
BD 3.419

At that time the enlightened one, the lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the
group of six nuns, having had ghee¹ asked for, partook of it. People …
spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns, having had ghee asked
for, partake of it? Who does not like well cooked things?Who does
not like sweet things?”² Nuns heard these people who … spread it
about.Those whoweremodest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six nuns, having had ghee asked for, partake of it?”
…
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns, having

had ghee asked for, partook of it?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the group of six nuns …? It is not, monks, for

pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“Whatever nun, having had ghee asked for, should partake of it,

it should be confessed by that nun, saying: ‘I have fallen, ladies, into
a blameworthy matter, un-becoming, which ought to be confessed; I
confess it.’ ”

And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by
the lord.

Bi-Pd 1.1.2

Now at that time nuns came to be ill.³ Nuns enquiring after the ill
ones, spoke thus to the ill nuns: “We hope, ladies, that you are better,

BD 3.420

¹ One of the five standard medicines. ² = Vin 2.196 = Vin 4.71, Vin 4.87. ³ Cf.
Vin 4.88 (bd 2.341).
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we hope that you are keeping going.”
“Formerly, ladies, we, having had ghee asked for, partook of it,

thus there came to be comfort for us. But now it is forbidden by the
lord and, being scrupulous, we do not have it asked for, thus there
does not come to be comfort for us.”They told this matter to the lord.
He said:
“I allow, monks, an ill nun, having had ghee asked for, to partake

Vin 4.347

of it. And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“Whatevernunwhoisnot ill, havinghadgheeaskedfor, should

partake of it, it should be confessed by that nun, saying: ‘I have
fallen, ladies, into a blameworthy matter, inappropriate, which
ought to be confessed; I confess it.’”

Bi-Pd 1.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Not illmeans: forwhom there comes to be comfort without ghee.
Illmeans: for whom there does not come to be comfort without

ghee.
Ghee means: ghee from cows or ghee from she-goats or ghee

from buffaloes, ghee from those whose meat is allowable.¹
If she is not ill (and) has it asked for for herself, in the request

there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she accepts, thinking: “I will
partake of it on acquisition,” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For
every mouthful there is an offence which ought to be confessed.²

Bi-Pd 1.2.2

If she thinks that she is not ill when she is not ill (and) having
had ghee asked for partakes of it, there is an offence which ought to
be confessed. If she is in doubt as to whether she is not ill … If she
thinks that she is ill when she is not ill … offence which ought to be

BD 3.421

confessed. If she thinks that she is not ill when she is ill, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If she is in doubt as to whether she is ill,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If she thinks that she is ill when
she is ill, there is no offence.³

¹ Cf. Vin 3.251, Vin 4.88 (bd 2.131, bd 2.342). ² Cf. Vin 4.89. ³ Cf. Vin 4.89.
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Bi-Pd 1.2.3

There is no offence if she is ill; if having been ill (and) having
had it asked for she partakes of it when she is not ill, if she eats the
remainder of an ill nun’s meal; if it belongs to relations; if they are
invited; if it is for another; if it is by means of her own property; if
she is mad, if she is the first wrong-doer.¹

¹ Cf. Vin 4.89.
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Bi-Pd 2.1.1
BD 3.422

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now
at that time the group of six nuns having had oil asked for, partook
of it … having had honey …molasses … fish …meat …milk … curds
asked for, partook of them.¹ People … (Bi-Pd 1.1.1–Bi-Pd 1.1.2. Instead
of ghee read curds) … “… this rule of training:
“Whatever nun who is not ill, having had oil ( … honey …mo-

lasses…fish…meat…milk…curds…)asked for, shouldpartake
Vin 4.348

of it, it should be confessed by that nun, saying: ‘I have fallen,
ladies, into a blameworthy matter, inappropriate, which ought
to be confessed; I confess it.’”

Bi-Pd 2.2.1 Whatevermeans: … nun is to be understood in this case.
Not ill means: for whom there comes to be comfort without

curds.
Illmeans: for whom there does not come to be comfort without

curds.
Oil means: sesamum oil, oil of mustard seeds, oil containing

honey, oil of the castor-oil plant, oil fromtallow.Honeymeans:honey
of bees.Molassesmeans: what is produced from sugar-cane. Fish
means: it is called one that lives in water.Meatmeans: the meat of
those whose meat is allowable.Milkmeans: milk of cows or milk of
she-goats ormilk of buffaloes, milk ‘of thosewhosemeat is allowable.
Curdsmeans: curds from just these.²

¹ Referring to curds. ² = Vin 3.251, Vin 4.88.
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If she is not ill and has them¹ asked for for herself … (Bi-Pd 1.2.
Instead of ghee read curds.) … if she is the first wrong-doer.

Bi-Pd 2.3.1

BD 3.423
Recited, ladies, are the eight rules for offences which ought to

be confessed. Concerning them, I ask the ladies: I hope that you are
quite pure in this matter? And a second time I ask: I hope that you
are quite pure in this matter? And a third time I ask: I hope that you
are quite pure in thismatter?The ladies are quite pure in thismatter,
therefore they are silent; thus do I understand this.

Told are the offences which ought to be confessed.
Vin 4.349

¹ Referring to curds.
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Bi-Sk 75.1.1

BD 3.424 These rules for training, ladies, come up for recitation.¹
At that time the enlightened one, the lord,was staying at Sāvatthī

in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time
the group of six nuns dressed with the inner robe hanging down in
front and behind. People … spread it about, saying: “How can these
nuns dress with the inner robe hanging down in front and behind,
like women householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns
heard these people who … spread it about.Those who were modest
nuns… spread it about, saying: “Howcan this group of six nuns dress
… and behind?” …
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns … and

behind?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can the group of six nuns … and behind? It is not,

monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of
training:
“‘I will dress with the inner robe all round (me),’ is a training

to be observed.”
One should dress with the inner robe going all round one for

covering the circle of the navel, the circle of the knees. Whoever out
of disrespect dresses with the inner robe hanging down in front or
behind, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

¹ Being the same as theMonks’ Sekhiyas, only the first and the last are reprinted
here, as in Oldenberg’s edition.
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There is no offence if it is unintentional; if she is not thinking; if
she does not know; if she is ill; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if
she is the first wrong-doer …

Bi-Sk 75.2.1

… at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery.
Now at that time the group of six nuns eased themselves and spat
in the water. People … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns

BD 3.425

ease themselves and spit in the water, like women householders
who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” Nuns heard these people who
… spread it about.Those who were modest nuns … spread it about,
saying: “How can this group of six nuns … in the water?”Then these

Vin 4.350

nuns told this matter to the monks. The monks told this matter to
the lord.Then the lord questioned the monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six nuns … in the

water?”
“It is true, lord.”
The enlightened one, the lord, rebuked them, saying: “Monks,

how can this group of six nuns … in the water? It is not, monks, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased … this rule of training:
“ ‘I will not ease myself or spit in the water,’ is a training to be

observed.”
And thus this rule of training for nuns came to be laid down by

the lord.

Bi-Sk 75.2.2

Now at that time ill nuns were (too) scrupulous to ease them-
selves and spit in the water. They told this matter to the lord. He
said:
“I allow, monks, a nun if she is ill to ease herself and spit in the

water. And thus, monks, let the nuns set forth this rule of training:
“‘I will not easemyself or spit in thewater, if not ill,’ is a train-

ing to be observed.”
If she is not ill she should not ease herself or spit in the water.

Whoever out of disrespect, if not ill … offence of wrong-doing.
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There is no offence if it is unintentional; if she is not thinking; if
she does not know; if she is ill; if done on dry land she pours water
over it; if there are accidents; if she is mad, if she is the first wrong-
doer.

Bi-Sk 76.1.1

Recited, ladies, are the rules for training. Concerning them, I ask
the ladies … thus do I understand this.

Told are the Rules for Training
Vin 4.351
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Nuns’ Deciding of Legal Questions
(Adhikaraṇasamatha)

BD 3.426
These seven rules,¹ ladies, for the deciding of legal questions come up
for recitation. For the deciding, for the settlement of legal questions
arising from time to time:

1. A verdict in the presence of may be given.
Bi-As 1

2. A verdict of innocencemay be given.
Bi-As 2

3. A verdict of past insanity may be given.
Bi-As 3

4. It may be carried out on (her) acknowledgement.
Bi-As 4

5. (There is) the decision of themajority.
Bi-As 5

6. Thedecision for specific depravity.
Bi-As 6

7. The covering up (as) with grass.
Bi-As 7

Recited, ladies, are the seven rules for the deciding of legal ques-
tions. Concerning them I ask the ladies … thus do I understand this.

¹ = Vin 4.207. See above, bd 3.153f. for notes.
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Recited, ladies, is the occasion, recited are the eight rules for offences
involving defeat, recited are the seventeen rules for offences entail-
ing a formal meeting of the Order, recited are the thirty rules for
offences of expiation involving forfeiture, recited are the hundred
and sixty-six rules for offences of expiation, recited are the eight
rules for offences which ought to be confessed, recited are the rules
for training, recited are the seven rules for the deciding of legal ques-
tions. So much (of the sayings) of the lord, handed down in clauses,
contained in clauses, comes up for recitation every half month. All
should train therein in harmony, on friendly terms, without con-
tention.

Told is the Nuns’ Analysis

Told are both Analyses¹
Vin 4.352

¹ Here ends Oldenberg’s Vol. IV.
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Translator’s Introduction

BD 4.v

The present volume of the Book of the Discipline covers the whole of
theMahāvagga, the Great, or Greater Division of the Vinaya, and is
thus a translation of the first volume of Oldenberg’sVinaya Piṭakaṁ,
published in 1879. The Mahāvagga was translated in full by Rhys
Davids andOldenberg, and comprisesmost ofVolume I and thefirst
part of Volume II of their Vinaya Texts (their Cūlavagga translation
also begins in Volume II), published in the Sacred Books of the East,
Volumes XIII and XVII, in 1881, 1882.These volumes, although they
first appeared seventy years ago, are still indispensable for a study
of early Buddhist monastic life.

This new translation of the Book of the Discipline is, however, jus-
tified I think, for various reasons. For example, recent events have
focused attention on the Buddhist lands of South-East Asia where
Buddhist monks still follow these ancient rules; Buddhism itself
is stirring and seeking to know more of its own treasures, and it
is attracting non-Buddhists to become acquainted with them like-
wise.Themoment is therefore not unsuitable to re-translate one of
the principal works of the Pali canon, the more especially as many
Western students are now debarred from consulting the original
English translation, Vinaya Texts, since unfortunately it is out of
print. Moreover, the scholarship which has been lavished on the Pali
canon during roughly the last century has inevitably resulted in an
increased understanding of the technical and other terms so abun-
dant in the Vinaya andwhich inmany cases also occur in other parts
of the Pali canon. Following this, there has resulted a surer knowl-
edge of Pali Buddhism as a whole. Now that references, allusions,
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remarks, not to mention words themselves, can be compared with
other contexts, which had been either not edited in Roman letters
or not translated by the time Vinaya Textswas published, they are
able to take on a fresh and a fuller meaning. For the same reason
various terms and phrases, hitherto difficult and perhaps baffling,
have become easier to understand, and hence to translate.

I have therefore attempted translations of various words that
Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, for one reason or another, kept in the
Pali. I do not claim originality, however, for my renderings, for most,

BD 4.vi

if not all of these terms have already been translated where they
occur in other canonical texts andhave appeared in their appropriate
books in the Pali Text Society’s Translation Series or in the Sacred
Books of the Buddhists. Some of these words may be mentioned
here. For example, as in the first three volumes of the Book of the
Discipline, saṅgha is rendered as Order; dukkaṭa as wrong-doing (a
type of offence) of constant occurrence in this volume; sāmaṇera as
novice; titthiyā as other sects; bhikkhu and bhikkhunī as monk and
nun; chabbaggiyā bhikkhū as the sixfold group of monks; vassa as the
rains; parivāsa as probation;upajjhāya as preceptor; saddhivihārika as
the one who shares his cell; ācariya as teacher (in a technical sense),
and antevāsin as his pupil; and pavāraṇā as Invitation.

In this volume I have also translated a number of other words,
likewise left untranslated by Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, and which
have not occurred in my three preceding volumes. For example, I
have translated pārisuddhi as entire purity; nissaya as dependence;
and ñatti asmotionwhile ñatticatuttha is amotion followed by a reso-
lution put three times. I have also given the names of the formal acts
of the Order in English. All these are technical terms, and should be
understood, for they naturally help to clarify some of the depths and
complications of the Vinaya. In almost every case the notes which
Rhys Davids and Oldenberg append to their untranslated words are
of great value and merit careful consultation. I have made no at-
tempt to translate dhamma and nibbāna. But I hope by translating
such terms as I have mentioned above I have, while keeping to the
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Pali intention, perhaps clothed them in a meaning and significance
easier for the English reader to grasp than when he is confronted
with the Pali forms.

This volume opens with the account, of the greatest importance
to historians and devotees of Buddhism alike, of the days immedi-
ately preceding the formation of the Order itself, beginning with
the seven days’ contemplation under the Bo-tree where Gotama sat
enjoying the bliss of deliverance just after he had attained that full
awakening, illumination or enlightenment whichmarked his pas-
sage from Bodhisattahood to Buddhahood.

According to this Mahāvagga account, during each of “the three
BD 4.vii

watches of the night”—presumably the last of the seven spent un-
der the Bo-tree—he uttered a solemn utterance concerned with
cause, and then with the routing of Māra (in the third watch).The
DhammapadaCommentary (Dhp-a iii.127) says that in thefirstwatch
he dissipated the darkness (ignorance) veiling his former abodes, or
lives, births; that in the second he purified his deva-vision; and that
in the third, out of compassion for creatures, he paid right mind-
fulness to dependent origination both in forward and reverse or-
der.Then, self-awakened to the fullest self-awakening, he uttered
the solemn utterance common to hundreds of thousands of Bud-
dhas, namely the two verses beginning anekajātisaṁsāraṁ (Dhp 153;
Thag 183; Ja i.76).The Introduction to the Vinaya Commentary (Vin-
a i.17) and the Dīgha Commentary (dn-a i.16), agree that these verses
are the first Buddhavacana;while theUdāna Commentary (Ud-a 208)
and the Suttanipāta Commentary (Snp-a ii.392) also say that he ut-
tered these verses after he had attained the three knowledges in
the three watches of the night. The Khuddakapāṭha Commentary
(Kp-a 12f.), elaborating further, or perhaps following some other tra-
dition, says that while these two verses were the first of all words
to be uttered by the Buddha (Buddha, because now, although very
recently, “awakened”), they were only spokenmentally and not out
loud. Forwhat he first spoke out loud, so this Commentary continues,
was the verse which in the Mahāvagga is attributed to the end of the
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first watch of the night of awakening.
At the end of the third watch of this crucial night the Buddha

went, according to the Mahāvagga, to the foot of the Ajapāla banyan
and sat there for seven days; he then spent another seven days at
the foot of the Mucalinda tree, and a still further seven at the foot
of the Rājāyatana. While he was at the first of these three trees he
was visited by a brahmin, representative of one of the sects which
abounded in India at that time, and the Buddha stated his view on
what it is to be a “Brahmin” (in the true sense). While he was at
the second tree a naga-king arrived to offer him protection—in-
dicative of the close and, on the whole, friendly relations which in
the Buddhist tradition existed between serpents and human beings.
Again Gotamamade a short statement, this time on what it is that
constitutes “highest bliss”, parama sukha. Although this statement

BD 4.viii

lacks the terseness of that attributed to Gotama in theMāgandiya
Sutta (mn 75): that “nibbāna is the highest bliss”, it nevertheless con-
tains tenets that throughout the long history of Buddhism have re-
mained at the heart of its teaching: that the absence of malice, the
absence of feeling attracted to conditioned things, the transcending
of sense-pleasures, and the averting (or control, vinaya) of pride in
the thought “I am”—that these are the highest bliss.

In the “Talk on Brahmā’s Entreaty” during the time of the Bud-
dha’s hesitation to teach dhamma, concepts emergewhich,withmore
insistence or less, are found in most of the Pali canonical texts: the
deepness and difficulty of dhamma, its peace, and the consequent
need to teach it in a world so delighting and rejoicing in sensual plea-
sure that it was averse to letting itself be persuaded that dhamma,
earnestly practised, led upstream, against the current, paṭisotagāmin,
and by the death of craving opened the doors of deathlessness to nib-
bāna, the source of true and supreme bliss.

Thefirst Khandhaka, Section or Chapter of theMahāvagga, called
the Great (mahā) Section,¹ also contains Gotama’s famous utterance
to Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, of his victoriousness, perfection and

¹ Note by Sujato: In this SuttaCentral edition this is titled the Pabbajjākkhandhaka,
the Chapter on Going Forth.
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self-awakening, of his uniqueness, and of his having had no teacher
(Kd 1.6.8). He is therefore different from other human beings.Then
there comes, preceded by further stress on the finding of deathless-
ness, the First Discourse, delivered to the five earliest followers, and
called elsewhere the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, the Discourse
on the Rolling of theWheel of Dhamma, in which the Middle Course
between the two extremes, the dead-ends of too great luxury and too
great austerity, is called the ariyan EightfoldWay.ThisWay is graded
into sīla, samādhi and pañña. (mn i.301) and centres on dukkha, unsat-
isfactoriness, ill or suffering, and the stopping of it, epitomised later
by Gotama when he is recorded to say (mn i.140): “As formerly, so
now, this is precisely what I teach: ill and the stopping of ill.” Aññata
Koṇḍañña was the first of the disciples to apprehend this central
fact in causality, that “whatever is of the nature to arise, all that is
of the nature to stop”. It was his vision of dhamma, as it was soon
afterwards that of his four companions.

BD 4.ix

As this dhamma-vision arose in each one of them he asked for the
“going forth” or admission, pabbajjā, and for the ordination, upasam-
padā, in the Lord’s presence. In response, Gotama uttered the words,
“Come, monk, ehi bhikkhu, well taught is dhamma, fare the Brahma-
faring for the utter ending of ill.”This, the original formula, used by
Gotama when the Order was beginning to form and while it was still
in its infancy, covers simultaneous admission and ordination. Later,
two separate procedures supervened, and as the Mahāvagga shows,
admission into the Order had to be gained before ordination could
be conferred.

After the Second Discourse, that on the impossibility of the five
khandhas being self because they are impermanent and suffering,
and also spoken to the five original followers, and after the ordina-
tion of Yasa, his four friends, and then his fifty friends, there were
sixty-one arahants in the world (Kd 1.10.4). “Freed from all snares,”
they were told by Gotama to go out on tour and preach dhamma for
the good and the welfare of the multitude. As a result many peo-
ple became anxious for admission and ordination, but, journeying
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to Gotama so as to be admitted and ordained by him, they arrived
exhausted. Accordingly he thereupon allowed monks themselves
to admit and ordain in any district, in any quarter. They were not,
however, instructed to use thewords “Come,monk.” On the contrary,
it is now the candidate who has three times to repeat another for-
mula.This is called admission and ordination by the “three goings
for refuge”.This marks the second stage in the ordination proceed-
ings. In the usage to be followed by those who wished to be monastic
followers, the three refuges became stabilised as buddhaṁ saraṇaṁ
gacchāmi, dhammaṁ saraṇaṁ gacchāmi, saṅghaṁ saraṇaṁ gacchāmi,
each phrase to be repeated three times. Those who wished to be
counted as lay-disciples (upāsaka, feminine upāsikā) asked for this
status by repeating the slightly different formula of taking refuge
not in buddhaṁ, dhammaṁ and saṅghaṁ, but in bhagavantaṁ, dham-
maṁ and bhikkhusaṅghaṁ,¹ or in bhavantaṁ Gotamaṁ, dhammaṁ
and bhikkhusaṅghaṁ.²

BD 4.x

It is probable that this method of admitting and ordaining did
not last very long.The reasons given for abolishing it are perhaps not
very convincing, andwe should have expectedmore details and tales
of mishaps showing that it no longer sufficed and therefore needed
revising. At all events, as theMahāvagga stands, on an occasionwhen
Sāriputta asked him how he should admit and ordain a certain Brah-
min, Gotama did not answer that the Brahmin’s repetition of the
three goings for refuge would constitute his ordination (Kd 1.28.3).
Instead the third phase now arose: that of the Order ordaining a can-
didate, presented by his preceptor, bymeans of a formal act (kamma)
consisting of a motion and a resolution proclaimed three times (ñat-
ticatuttha).This means that it is now the Order alone which has the
authority, the power and the legal right to ordain. In addition, the
candidate for ordination now has to have a preceptor, agreed upon
by the Order, who must present him to the Order—that is to the
one dwelling within the boundary where he wants to take up his

¹ Besides the Mahāvagga references, see e.g. mn i.368, mn i.379, mn i.391, mn i.396.
² See also e.g. mn i.290, mn i.413, mn i.489, mn i.501.
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residence—and who must have prepared him beforehand so that,
without feeling ashamed or confused, he will be able to answer a
number of routine questions that will be put to him in the midst
of the Order. No doubt of gradual growth, these routine-questions
form a kind of examination, and it is impressed on the candidate by
his preceptor that now, above all times, is a time for truth-speaking.

These are, however, merely some of the features among themany
leading to the finalised form of the ordination proceedings. These
multiplied and became intricate to suit the dynamic and progres-
sive phase in which they took shape. Gone is the old simplicity of
“Come, monk”. Regulations have to increase to meet a complexity of
emergent eventualities.The resources, nissaya, the minimum num-
ber of monks composing an Order competent to ordain, the number
of years a monkmust have been ordained before he is reckoned as
suitable or competent to ordain others, living in dependence, nissāya
vatthuṁ, on a teacher, giving guidance, nissayaṁdātuṁ, the qualities
that a monk should be possessed of in order to ordain, and the ordi-
nation and probation of former members of other sects, and the age
at which a personmay be ordained, are all subjects brought under
review.The inner life of the Order had to be safeguarded as much as

BD 4.xi

had its relations to the world outside.
That the candidate for ordination had to undergo a prior period

of preparation and instruction at the hands of a preceptor implies a
passage of time elapsing between “going forth” or preliminary ad-
mission, and “ordination”, or final admission. It would seem that in
order to meet difficulties, perhaps created by the drawing power of
Gotama’sOrder itself,what hadoncebeenone operationbecame split
into two.This is the intention of Kd 1.28 which, without mentioning
admission, allows monks to ordain by a formal act consisting of the
motion and the resolution put to the Order three times. Since the
method of admission is not formulated here, although Sāriputta had
asked how to admit and how to ordain, it becomes clear that these
two proceedings, hitherto simultaneous, are now in the process of
separating. Kd 1.30 shows evenmore confusion. It cites an instance
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where monks admit and ordain a brahmin who had asked for ad-
mission (only). Gotama reproved them for admitting anyone who
went forth for the sake of the goodmeals the monks were reputed
to enjoy—and then pointed out the four “resources” for one being
ordained, saying that admission was for the sake, not of good food,
but of each one of the resources.

It is, however, clear that two stages were becoming necessary
before the full status of a monk could be acquired, and that in the
earlier of these two stages, entered on to by pabbajjā, admission, the
monk’s standing, rights and duties would be different from those
in the latter stage, entered on to by upasampadā, ordination. Hence
when pabbajjāwas functionally separated from upasampadā, it re-
ceived a newand specialised significance, coming tomean admission
to noviciateship. One became a novice, sāmaṇera, by the conferment
of pabbajjā, a newly ordained monk, nava, by the conferment of up-
asampadā. The former, like the latter, had its ownmachinery for its
proper enactment (bd 1.50–BD.1.61). For example, a boy should not be
allowed to “go forth” unless he had his parents’ consent, and unless
hehad reached the age of fifteen, except on the strange condition that
he could scare crows (bd 1.51)—a test perhaps that his first infancy
was past. Methods of dealing with refractory novices are laid down
(bd 1.57–BD.1.60). As depraved monks could be expelled after they
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had been ordained, so depraved novices could be expelled before
they were ordainedThe going for refuge in the buddha, dhamma and
saṅgha although abolished from the normal procedure of ordination,
was retained as the formula novices are to repeatwhenbeing allowed
to go forth (Kd 1.54.3). It is also the formula to be used by those for-
mermembers of other sects, who later will be eligible for ordination,
when they are asking to enter on a fourmonths’ probationary period
which they have to observe first (bd 1.38).

By enlarging the Order to include novices, whomight be those
who shared a cell (with a preceptor) or pupils (of a teacher), by not
limiting it to Gotama himself and the first sixty monks, all of whom
were arahants, by exhorting these original “adepts” to go forth and
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teach dhamma and as a result of their returning with an unspeci-
fied number of people seeking for admission and ordination, the
Order was rendered accessible to men whose powers of attaining
thematchless deliverance (Kd 1.13.1) were not so great as those of the
original disciples.These were monks who therefore stood in need of
training. But in spite of many opportunities of submitting to it and
profiting by it, they did not always turn out satisfactorily. Hence it
may be presumed that the bhikkhusaṅgha of the third refuge for lay
followers said less than was intended.The saṅgha of arahants, or at
least of ariyans is meant, not that of average men.The Saṅgha of the
Triple Gem is not the community of monks as such, not the commu-
nity that includes the groups of six or seventeenmonks, notorious
for their bad habits and as makers of trouble, or the quarrelsome
monks of Kosambī, or those depraved or ill-behaved individuals on
account of all of whom rules were formulated, regulations devised,
and offences discriminated fromwhat were not classed as offences,
andwhosemisdoings provide the raison d’être of discipline, of vinaya,
of the outward standard of self-control so much needed not merely
to distinguish the monks frommembers of other sects, although in
some cases a certain amount of imitation was permitted, but also
to gain the loyalty and support of the lay followers. For on these de-
pended to a large extent the physical conditions which would make
a monk free to devote himself to his training, the goal of which was
the vision of nibbāna. The Saṅgha of the third refuge has in reality
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reference only to those steadfast disciples who, having entered the
sotāpanna stage are on the supramundaneparts of theWay, and so are
themselves of supramundane stature and attainments—lokuttara
because unaffected by all that is lokiya, of the world, compounded
and conditioned. “They are united by the communion of understand-
ing and ethical behaviour,” according to the Commentaries on the
Bhayabherava Sutta (mn-a i.130ff.) and the Khuddakapāṭha (Kp-a 18),
in both of which the meaning of “going for refuge” is discussed at
length and at a high level not approached in the Vinaya Commentary.

Thefirst twenty-four chapters of the First Section, theMahākhan-
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dhaka, of the Mahāvagga appear to give a chronological account
of events from the night of Awakening under the Bo-tree on the
banks of the river Nerañjarā to the admission and ordination of
Sāriputta andMoggallāna, the pair of chief disciples, already gone
forth from home into homelessness as wanderers. From this point
on, a precise historical narration is not so apparent, for theMahā-
vagga now begins to group together subject-matter that belongs
together. Strict chronology is suspended, no doubt in the interests
of classifying this subject-matter and reducing its complexity to
some kind of manageable order, the better to be fixed in thememory.
What need was there for the existing or for any subsequent Order to
know the exact procession of events? It was of greater value to learn
andmaster the rules and procedure governing both the recurrent
occasions and the daily conduct of monastic life, and this could be
more easily accomplished if the material for the various topics were
grouped together instead of being scattered throughout the immense
compilation known as the Vinaya-Piṭaka.

If, in the hands of the early editors the sequence of events became
secondary to systematisation, this plan nonetheless well shows both
the development and the stabilisation of the Order as a uniform
institution, the growth of several monastic practices, of government
within it for the sake of its own preservation and continuancewhich,
in turn, depended on the essential qualities of scrupulousness and
striving on the part of the individuals who became its members.
These thereforewere being continually brought to live in conformity

BD 4.xiv

with a standard of behaviour specially suitable to recluses, samaṇa,
and worthy of those who had “left the world” with its evanescent
pleasures and its troubles and had instead entered on a way of life
where worldly joys and sorrows were gradually to be renounced so
that the other-worldly and higher joy that transcended them could
be apprehended.

For achieving this, the life of the Order regarded as a whole came
to be, no doubt gradually, planned and arranged and adapted to cir-
cumstances, while, running parallel to such developments, the life
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of its members became carefully regulated. Thus the first steps of
all—admission and ordination into the Order—were experimented
with until various types of applicants regarded as not eligible for en-
try could be excluded by rules, based either on experience or on fore-
thought.This left the Order open only to the sort of person whom it
wasnot unreasonable to supposemight be assimilatedwithout bring-
ing it into disgrace. Even so, there were backsliders, as already men-
tioned. Disgrace would have been courted if, for example, debtors
and those in the royal service had been allowed to escape their obli-
gations by becoming monks. Therefore they were debarred from
entering the Order.

After its first Section on Admission and Ordination, theMahā-
vagga proceeds to an account of the nature and establishment of the
great fortnightly Observance of uposatha, whose principal feature
is the recital of the Pātimokkha rules. This provides monks with
an occasion to reveal any offence they may have committed.Their
silence, on the other hand, is taken to mean that they have “entire
purity”, pārisuddhi, in respect of adherence to the rules. As usual,
all kinds of subsidiary matters had to be defined and regularised in
order to achieve the smooth running of the main concerns. In the
case of the Uposatha it was for example determined that only monks
living within the same recognised boundary should gather together
on an Uposatha day.Therefore methods of fixing boundaries had to
be established. Moreover the Uposatha could not be held at some
place chosen at random; a place of a maximum size for the current
needs had to be agreed upon within each boundary so that all the
monks living there should knowwhere to go and arrive in time. If
they had difficulty in crossing a river—one that ran through their
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boundary—to get there, it might be agreed by the Order that they
need not come bringing all their three robes; but if they left them
behind they must not lay them aside in an unsuitable place where
they might get lost or burnt or eaten by rats (bd 2.12).

Right and wrongmethods of reciting the Pātimokkha are given:
whether or not it should be recited in full or in brief, which to some
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extent depended on the absence or presence of ten sources of dan-
ger. It was, ideally, to be recited by an elder (thera), but if he was
incompetent, then it was to be recited by some other experienced,
competent monk; if there were none within the boundary, a newly
ordained monk was to be sent to a neighbouring residence to learn
it there, either in full or in brief, and then return (Kd 2.17.6).

If amonk, owing to illness, could not attend the recital of the Pāti-
mokkha, he had to send his “entire purity”, pārisuddhi, by another.
This monk conveyed it on behalf of the one who was ill and declared
it (dātuṁ) to the Order; but many occasions are posited when the
entire purity comes to be not conveyed on account of a variety of
things that might happen to the conveyer both while on his way
from the invalid to the meeting-place and after his arrival there but
before he had given the entire purity.This, and the conveyance and
giving, or declaration of the consent (chandaṁ dātuṁ) on behalf of
a monk who is ill for the carrying out of a formal act of the Order,
serve to show how extremely important it was held to be—a point
stressed over and over again—that an Order should be “complete”
whenever its business was being discharged.This was not to fall into
the hands of the few. Even those who, like Mahākappina, claimed
to be “purified with the highest purity” (Kd 2.5.5), were not not to
go. For an Order would not have been complete if even one monk
were absent. It would seem that the only reasons for not going to
the Observance in person were severe illness and madness. In the
former case theOrder could be regarded as complete although in fact
not complete, provided that the entire purity and the consent were
properly and safely conveyed and declared. In the latter, the Order
must grant the mad monk, here typified by Gagga, the agreement
for a madman.This agreement is to the effect that whether the mad
monk remembers theObservance or not, comes for it or not,whether
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he remembers a formal act of the Order or not, comes for it or not,
the Order either with him or without him can legitimately carry out
both the Observance and the formal act.

Such are some of the items and problems which had to be settled
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and solved before the recital of the Pātimokkha received its final
form. I do not recapitulate all these here, for they may be read in
the text. Those I have given may be regarded as typical of the care
taken to forestall and circumvent deleterious contingencies that
might arise and disrupt the monk’s standing either in his own eyes
or in those of his fellows or those of the world.The strength of the
regulations governingmonastic proceedings and individual conduct
lies in the standard or criterion they give of how to act in amultitude
of circumstances affecting a monk’s life.

When theMahāvagga comes to deal with the rainy season it pays
almost equal attention to entering on the rains and then keeping
them by residing in onemonastery for either the first three or the
second three of the four months of this period, as it does to the jour-
neys monks may take away from their rains-residence.The prime
motive underlying the establishment of rains-residences was pro-
tection or non-injury: the protection of crops—the economic main-
spring of life—and the protection of the teeming small creatures
that some Pācittiyas also seek to safeguard. One of the results of this
anxiety not to harm vegetable or animal life, and which sometimes
received an impetus from the criticisms the laity made, was the al-
lowance given monks and nuns to enter on the rains, followed by
an attempt to immobilise them during this season. But restrictions
such as this latter were at variance with the immense vitality the
Orders possessed, as is shown by the numerous occasions when it
is deemed not only permissible but desirable for monks to leave the
rains-residence on various kinds of monastic business or on com-
passionate missions. Even as life must go on, so the Order’s business
must go on. And the life of this smaller world within the larger one
could not close down entirely for a third of each year¹; monks were
too much involved with the world outside, they were dependent on
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it (bd 3.10–bd.3.11.4), and had commitments towards it, and their
lives were too much interlocked with those of the laity to make this

¹ The rains lasted for four months. Each monk could choose whether he would
observe the first threemonths or the second threemonths, but he was not expected
to observe all four.
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feasible. A compromise had therefore to be found between, on the
one hand, staying in a residence for the whole of the three months
of the rains, whereby the minimum of harm would be brought to
the crops and the life of minute creatures, and, on the other, leaving
the residence for business which might reasonably be regarded as
urgent. This compromise was effected by limiting the time of ab-
sence to seven days; and the business calling for a monk’s presence
being carefully defined, if he could not transact it within this time,
he should not undertake it at all.

The end of the rains wasmarked by two ceremonies. One of these
was the Pavāraṇā, when monks invited one another to speak of
offences they had seen, heard or suspected to have been commit-
ted during the rains.The recital of the Pātimokkha was to “remove”
offences, by confessing them, during the nine dry months of the
year; the Invitation was to remove any offences that monks had com-
mitted during the three wet months, and would help them to aim at
grasping discipline (Kd 4.1.13).

The other ceremony held at the end of the rains was not disci-
plinary in nature or connected with the confession of offences. It
was for the making up of the kaṭhina cloth, or cotton cloth that had
accrued by way of gift to the monks, into robes to replace those that
had become thin and shabby or spoiled by the rains (Kd 7).Thus the
replenishment of robe-material comes under consideration, and had
to be managed in an orderly and prescribed way.

Further, various officers were created for looking after robe-
material: the acceptor, the guardian, the distributor; places suitable
for store-rooms are prescribed: dyes and methods of dyeing laid
down; the use of three robes only (one doubled however) allowed;
while the kinds of medicine monks might take are discussed in con-
siderable detail.The kinds of shoes and sandals theymightwear, and
the use theymightmake of animals’ skins are treatedwith equal pre-
cision. Both of these categories no doubt spring from the desire not to
take life, however infinitesimal.Wooden shoes, or clogs, are objected
to because if monks wore them and stepped on insects theymight

BD 4.xviii
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kill them (Kd 5.6.3), besides disturbing monks who were meditating.
Further, sandals made of young palmyra palms and young bamboos
came to be forbidden after people had complained to monks that, in
cutting these down, they were destroying life that was one-facultied.
Other complaints must also have tended to reduce the slaughter of
animals. Rugs—or garments (Kd 8.28.2)—made of black antelope
skin were forbidden to monks and also sheets made of the hide of
the Kadali deer (Kd 5.10.4), and it became an offence of wrong-doing
to recline upon the hides of lions, tigers and leopards (Kd 5.10.6) or
of smaller animals. Cowhides were forbidden because scandalised
monks found that one of their number had incited a depraved lay fol-
lower to kill a calf for his benefit, and they remembered that Gotama
had condemned “onslaught on creatures”. But, at the end of Kd 5, an
exception is made in favour of the border districts (Kd 5.13.13) where,
because of the hardships and discomfort, the hides of sheep, goats
and deer were allowed to be used as coverings.

The last two Sections of the Mahāvagga point to an Order that
was indubitably growing and that, in order to meet this expansion,
had to be carefully controlled. Kd 9 engages on a thorough discussion
of what it is that constitutes valid as against invalid formal acts that
an Order can carry out. In the first place an Order to carry out a
legally valid formal act must be complete; those monks not able to
be present because of illness must send their leave for absence, and
those who are present must not protest against the proceedings. A
“complete Order” also refers, as before, to the one residing within a
determined boundary.The actions and business of every such Order
must be transacted on a uniform pattern, and conform to one uni-
form standard, so that each Order transacts its business in the same
way as every other, all following the same regulations. This must
therefore be done, in the second place, dhammena, rightly, properly,
by rule. To carry out a formal act dhammena, by rule, means that if it
is to be carried out by a motion and one resolution, ñattidutiya, the
motion must be put and the resolution proposed once only. But if
it is to be carried out by a motion and a resolution put three times,
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ñatticatuttha, then this must be done, in all cases the motion being
BD 4.xix

put before the resolution is proclaimed. The formal act will then
be irreversible, fit to stand, and protests against its validity of no
avail. Immense pains are taken to distinguish a formal act carried
out in a complete assembly and by rule from one carried out in an
incomplete assembly and either by what has the appearance of rule
or not by rule. The formal acts under the jurisdiction of an Order
number sixteen.They comprise (Kd 9.4.1): invitation, rehabilitation,
ordination, but only an Order consisting of twenty monks or more
can carry out all of these.They also include verdicts of innocence, of
past insanity, specific depravity, formal acts of suspension for not
seeing an offence, for not making amends for it, for not giving up a
wrong view; and of banishment, censure, placing under guidance,
reconciliation, sending one whomerits probation back to the begin-
ning, and the imposing ofmānatta (two features in the penalty for
Saṅghādisesa offences). When circumstances justify, these formal
acts may be revoked by the Order.

Finally, the tenth and last Section strikes a different note again
by promulgating regulations and advice for allaying schisms.These
might arise through genuine disagreement upon what constituted
an offence and what did not, or upon the particular kind of offence
incurred by a particular action; or when factions formed to support
a monk or monks who had quarrelled with their fellows from other
causes, among which must be included the positive wish to create a
schism, a wish put into practice by, for example, suspending a monk
for an offence he had not committed and that he therefore refused
to see as an offence of his. On one such an occasion Gotama is re-
puted to have tried, unsuccessfully, to make the bickering monks
compose their differences by telling them a Jātaka story illustrat-
ing the conquest of wrath by non-wrath (Kd 10.2).TheMahāvagga
therefore contains dhamma or doctrine as well as discipline. Indeed
the latter would be nugatory if it were not based on the former and
promulgated in conjunction with it. How great is the contrast be-
tween the quarrelsomemonks of Kosambī whose brawls and dissen-
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sions caused Gotama to seek solitude like the great bull-elephant
who was beset and annoyed by the rest of the herd (Kd 10.4.6), and
the peaceable monks, Anuruddha, Nandiya and Kimbila who lived
harmoniously together as milk and water blend, regarding one an-
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other with the eye of affection, full of amity in gesture, speech and
thought surrendering their minds to each other and so, although
having different bodies, having only one mind nāna hi kho no kāyā
ekañ ca panamaññe cittaṁ, (Kd 10.4.3–Kd.10.4.4).

TheMahāvagga deals with a time when, at the beginning of Go-
tama’s ministry, the number of monks—and nuns too—was fast
increasing, and when they, travelling to more distant parts of India,
bore the new doctrine with them and so started the influx of mem-
bers that has gone on until today. If the geographical expansion of
the Order can be gauged by the relaxations in the rules for the outly-
ing districts or border countries, made necessary by the conditions
prevailing there, harder than those of the Middle Country where
otherwise the scene is laid—principally at Rājagaha, also at Sāvatthī,
Vesālī, Kapilavatthu and other neighbouring places—its numerical
expansion can equally well be gauged by the awareness of schisms
arising to the danger and detriment of the Order, and which could
only have occurred some time after its formation.

Although the beginning of theMahāvagga gives not only an im-
pression but an account of an Order expanding and taking shape
immediately after its inception, the remainder appears to refer to a
time when the Order already had a considerable amount of history
behind it, and to a time therefore when many rules had been laid
down and when, in spite of attempted schisms, a certain amount of
stability had been achieved in the matter of the Order’s government
and legislation.This may to some extent be judged, for example, by
the number of times, thirteen in all, that the phrase yathādhammo
kāretabbo, should be dealt with according to the rule, occurs. The
rule referred to will in each case be found complete with the penalty
incurred for infringing it, in the Vibhaṅgas. That the use of this
phrase assumes the prior existence of the rule is confirmed, in ad-
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dition, by the fact that the material contained in theMahāvagga is
placed in the palm-leaf manuscripts after theMaha- (or Bhikkhu-)
and Bhikkhuni-Vibhaṅgas. Although this sequence is not followed
by Oldenberg in his edition of the Vinaya Piṭakaṁ, it is that rightly
adopted in the Vinaya Texts, for here the Vibhaṅga for monks, al-
though drastically curtailed precedes theMahāvagga—that for nuns
being omitted entirely.

BD 4.xxi

The question then arises why, in the middle of the Vinaya, an
account is incorporated “of the very first events in the history of
the Saṅgha” (Vinaya Texts i.72, note). Rhys Davids and Oldenberg
think it “natural” to connect “the stories or legends concerning the
ordination of bhikkhus” with these early events because, so they
argue, “it was impossible to realise the idea of a Saṅgha without
rules showing who was to be regarded as a duly admitted member
of the fraternity, and who was not”. I agree that this provides a good
reason for prefacing the record of the development of the first and
most vital step in a monk’s life by a short history of how there came
to be a life for monks at all. From their admission and ordination,
all the rest follows. At the same timemany stories are interspersed
throughout the whole of the Vinaya, excepting the Parivāra. Not
only are there several in the Mahāvagga itself, for example about
Ambapālī and the Licchavis, about Jīvaka Komārabhacca, Visākhā,
Meṇḍaka,Dīghāvu, and about Pilindavaccha, and about theboyUpāli
(both told elsewhere in the Vinaya), and countless shorter ones, but
every rule in the Vibhaṅgas is introduced by some story, long or
short, as the case may be.This being so, it seems not only “natural”
but logical to introduce the rules governing the initial and most
important step in a monk’s life by an account of the first events
which occurred after the suprememoment when Gotama attained
full self-awakening. Since this was the initial and most important
step in a Buddha’s career, to recount it was therefore the greatest of
all stories a Buddhist “book” could tell.

The Mahāvagga possibly derives its name from that of its first
Section, theMahākhandhaka, the Great (or Greater) Section because
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it deals with great (or greater) events.The plan of naming a Division
after its first Section, or a Section after its first chapter, is of fairly
common occurrence in the Piṭakas, and was perhaps adopted here.
On the other hand, it might be conceded that theMahāvagga, includ-
ing as it doesmatter concernedwith admission and ordination, with
the Uposatha, Pātimokkha, Pavāraṇā and Kaṭhina ceremonies, the
clarification of what are valid formal acts, and the ways of dealing
with a schism, contains subjects exceeding in importance those con-
tained in the Cūḷavagga. It is again possible that the Cūḷāvagga was
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regarded as the “Less” or “Lesser” or the Small Division because of
its two Sections on the Councils of Rājagaha and Vesālī. As the first
of these purports to have been convened shortly after Gotama had
died, and the second a century later, the Cūḷāvagga takes us to a time
whenhe, as the living fount of authority,was no longer promulgating
discipline, and when discipline was no longer growing.

Yet the mass of the rules attributed to him and held to have been
laid down by himwhen he was alive, many large in their scope, oth-
ers concerned with small details, but having their own significance
nonetheless, together yield a formidable body of that discipline,
vinaya, which with dhamma, was to be the teacher after Gotama
had passed away. The text at dn ii.154 is I think sufficiently clear
in its meaning, although it has been accused of gloss. It readsyo vo
Ānandamayā dhammo ca vinayo ca desito paññatto so vomam’ accayena
satthā. Gotamawas speaking to Ānanda, amonk; hewould not there-
fore have omitted to speak of vinayawhich, together with dhamma,
gives a surer basis for progress towards the final vision and ultimate
bliss than dhamma alone can give. Had the sentence run: yo vo mayā
dhammo ca desito vinayo ca paññatto, it might have been more ap-
parent that the reference of the following so was to both dhamma
and vinaya. Dhamma is taught, desita, showing the Way; vinaya is
laid down, paññatta, for keeping one’s footsteps on theWay by strict
adherence to it. Both are satthu sāsanaṁ, the Teacher’s instruction.

Discipline, as promulgated, is itself an authority. According to
the early editors (Vin 1.99) the teaching will stand firm so long as
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Vinaya is not lost even if the Suttanta (Piṭaka) and the Abhidhamma
be forgotten. It is moreover capable of almost indefinite extension
and application, and can regulate items of behaviour that, in spite of
the multitude of rules, offences and “allowances” (anujānāmi) that
were laid down by the Teacher, were not legislated for in particular
in his lifetime.Themonkmust make up his mind about what has not
been legislated for, measuring any course of action by the general
standard of what he knows to be discipline. He must remember this
and apply it to his problem.WhenMahāpajāpatī asked to be taught
dhamma in brief (Vin 2.258) a general standard was given to her by
which she might know of other things eso dhammo eso vinayo etaṁ
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satthu sāsanaṁ (this is dhamma, this is discipline, this is the Teacher’s
instruction). Similarly in theMahāvagga, when somemonks were
doubtful or had scruples about what had been allowed, anuññata,
and what had not, they were told that anything not fitting in with
what had been allowed, anything tallying with what had not been
allowed, was not allowable, na kappati, not suitable; and the contrary.

In the Mahāvagga alone there are about 280 occasions when Go-
tama, by uttering the word anujānāmi, I allow, I permit, made some
thing or some usage permissible to monks.The variety of cases cov-
ered is so large, ranging as it does from accepting a monastery to
the preparation of a foot-salve, from using three robes to the inser-
tion of a patch, from the novices training in ten rules to the use of
a trough for dye, that anyone acquainted with these would stand a
good chance of knowing how to act in circumstances not specifically
either allowed or objected to by Gotama. Or they could extend an “al-
lowance” to suit circumstances beyond those legislated for. Gotama
himself, as recorded, once gave a flint in this direction when, after
making ten “allowances” for curing a boil amonkwas suffering from,
finally said, “I allow, monks, a linen bandage, and every treatment
for curing a sore” (Kd 6.14.4–Kd.6.14.5).

Besides the use of anujānāmi, the Buddha is often represented as
saying to monks,“you may” or “you should not”, a prohibition apt to
be followed by intimating that contravention results in an offence of
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wrong-doing.This kind of offence, with thullaccaya, grave offences,
mentioned infrequently in this volume, and three other types of
offence, not mentioned here at all, are regarded as a “falling away
from right habits” (Kd 4.16.12).

WhetherGotamahimselfwas responsible for all these allowances
and prohibitions we shall probably never know. In the story of the
threemonkswho had spent the rains at Rājagaha andwho journeyed
to Pāṭaliputta to ask elders residing there to solve their problem
there is a hint that power might be delegated (Kd 8.24.6).This story
may, however, be included in theMahāvagga for the simple reason
that it was recording exceptional events. Or it may have been left in
because in fact the practice of turning to others instead of to Gotama
to interpret dhamma, a rule, was becoming more generally adopted
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than is evident in the rest of the Mahāvagga.
It is true that there is not much philosophy in the Vinaya. It is by

nature as by name a book or basket of discipline. But as it is rather
hollow to lay down rules for training and for outward behaviour
without giving the underlying reasons why they should be observed,
it is not possible to exclude philosophical concepts completely from
a “book” principally concerned with discipline. I have already men-
tioned some of these philosophical concepts (above, bd 4.viii).The
Mahāvagga, especially at its beginning, is not in fact devoid of some
of the notions which are recognised features in Buddhist philosophy.
In the first place, to mention but a few examples, the goal is spoken
of and is named. It is amata, deathlessness, the undying. Its gates
have been opened by Gotama, theWay-finder, so that thosewho hear
dhammamay arrive at the object of their quest.The notion of gaining
the goal by travelling on aWay between two opposites is common
to many traditions and in Pali Buddhism finds expression in the
First Utterance, but which is merely one example among several the
Pali canon contains of the philosophical rightness of adopting the
mean between two opposing extremes.The First Sermon also defines
the four truths of ill, or the unsatisfactoriness and suffering which
possesses every compounded thing. It is because these truths are
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not understood or grasped that there is this long long faring-on (in
saṁsāra) “both for me and for you” (Vin 1.230). Ill has to be eradi-
cated by cutting off its root, ignorant craving, before recurrent birth,
again-becoming, punabbhava, can be stopped, and deathlessness
won.

Then, theyoungmenare told, in apassage thatwith thepassingof
time has become controversial, that they should seek, gaveseyyātha,
the self, attānaṁ (singular). Anyone acquainted with the impor-
tance of Atman, self, in the Upaniṣads might be inclined to think
that this was the greatest of all philosophical concepts in Ancient
India. Various passages in the Pali canon, including the Attavagga of
the Dhammapada, should not be ignored in estimating the position
of it a as a philosophical concept in Early Buddhism. The Second
Utterance, for example, lays the idea of self beside that of not-self
when it says in its opening words: rūpaṁ bhikkhave anattā, rūpañ ca
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h’idam bhikkhave attā abhavissa, “material shape (or body), monks, is
not self, for if, monks, material shape had been self …” and similarly
of the four other khandhas: if they had been self they would not be
as we know them: impermanent, suffering and liable to alteration.
Everything that is compounded or constructed is not-self. What is
constructed is to be escaped from (Udp. 80); and the self is to be
sought (Vin 1.23), that self which therefore by inference is not made,
is not compounded, and which is unaffected by kamma, the deeds or
actions done in a series of individual lives while the being is bound
to saṁsāra, satto saṁsāraṁ āpādi (sn i.38).

The message of the Third Utterance is that if one turns away
from feelings of pleasure and pain derived from the impingement
of the sixfold sensory data on their appropriate sense-organs, then
one knows that one is freed and comprehends that birth (rebirth)
is destroyed, the walk to the Highest is brought to a close, done is
what was to be done, and there is now nomore of being this or that
(Vin 1.34–35).The content of this Disquisition on Burning is purely
philosophical.

Norwill the various allusions to cause and dependent origination
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be missed.The whole systemwas based on cause: if this comes to be
that will come to be. Discipline therefore will lead to something not
yet existing for themanwho is earnestly training in it and cultivating
it.The Buddha would not have spent so much time in laying down
rules and precepts unless he had thought they would be effective in
the quest for the goal.

At the top of each right hand page the chapter number and para-
graphnumber of each Section are given.¹Thefigures in heavy type in
square brackets in the body of the text refer to the page numbers of
Oldenberg’s Vinaya Piṭakaṁ, Volume I, and are placed so as to mark
the end of each such page.

I gratefully acknowledge the care and attention given by the
Burleigh Press to the production of this volume.

I.B. Horner.
London, February, 1951.

¹ Note by Sujato:These remarks do not apply to the SuttaCentral edition.
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1. Going forth (Pabbajjā)

Praise to the Lord, the Perfected One, the Fully Self-Awakened One

On Awakening

Kd 1.1.1
Vin 1.1
Vin 1
BD 4.1

At one time¹ the awakened one, the Lord, being recently fully awak-
ened, was staying at Uruvelā on the bank of the river Nerañjarā at
the foot of the Tree of Awakening.²Then the Lord sat cross-legged in
one (posture)³ for seven days at the foot of the Tree of Awakening⁴
experiencing the bliss of freedom.⁵

Kd 1.1.2

Then the Lord during the first watch of the night paid atten-
tion to⁶ causal uprising in direct and reverse order: conditioned by
ignorance⁷ are the habitual tendencies⁸; conditioned by the habit-
ual tendencies is consciousness⁹; conditioned by consciousness is
psycho-physicality¹⁰; conditioned by psycho-physicality are the six
(sense-) spheres; conditioned by the six (sense-) spheres is aware-

¹ Fromhere to the end ofKd 1.2.3 cf.Udp. 1. I largely follow translation atVerses ofUp-
lift, which also see for notes. ² bodhirukkha is the Bo-tree, ficus religiosa. Vin-a 952
says “bodhi is knowledge of the four ways; the lord attained that awakening here, so
the tree acquired the name of the tree of awakening.” Cf.mn-a iii.326 and mn-a i.54.
³ eka-pallaṅkena. ⁴ bodhirukkhamūle; cf. bodhiyā mūle at Ps.i.174 = Mnd 458; and
bodhimūle at Snp-a 32, Snp-a 391. ⁵ vimuttisukha. ⁶ manasākāsi, worked with
the mind. ⁷ The “causal chain” occurs, with explanations of its terms, at sn ii.1ff.
See also Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 76ff. ⁸ sankhāra. ⁹ viññāṇa.
SeeMrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 77, p. 150; Indian Religion and Survival,
p. 66;Original Gospel, p. 63, p. 112, p. 114;Dialogues of the Buddha ii, 2nd edition, Preface,
p. ix for the view that viññāṇa has a meaning of “man as surviving.” ¹⁰ nāmarūpa,
name and shape.
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ness¹; conditioned by awareness is feeling; conditioned by feeling² is
craving; conditioned by craving is grasping; conditioned by grasp-
ing is becoming; conditioned by becoming is birth; conditioned by
birth, old age and dying, grief, sorrow and lamentation, suffering,
dejection and despair come into being.

BD 4.2

Such is the arising of this entire mass of ill. But from the ut-
ter fading away and stopping of this very ignorance (comes) the
stopping of habitual tendencies; from the stopping of habitual ten-
dencies the stopping of consciousness; from the stopping of con-
sciousness³ the stopping of psycho-physicality; from the stopping
of psycho-physicality the stopping of the six (sense-) spheres; from
the stopping of the six (sense-) spheres the stopping of awareness;
from the stopping of awareness the stopping of feeling; from the
stopping of feeling the stopping of craving; from the stopping of
craving the stopping of grasping; from the stopping of grasping the
stopping of becoming; from the stopping of becoming the stopping
of birth; from the stopping of birth, old age and dying, grief, sorrow
and lamentation, suffering, dejection and despair are stopped. Such
is the stopping of this entire mass of ill.

Vin 1.2
Kd 1.1.3Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-

tered this (solemn) utterance:

“Truly, when things⁴ grow plain
to the ardent meditating brahmin,
His doubts all vanish
in that he comprehends thing-with-cause.”

Kd 1.1.4
Then the Lord during the middle watch of the night paid atten-

tion to causal uprising in direct and reverse order: conditioned by

¹ phassa, perhaps contact. It is the knownor realised impingement of a sense-datum
on its appropriate sense-organ. ² From here to “dejection and despair come into
being”, cf.dn i.45. ³ Fromhere to the end of the paragraph cf.dn ii.35. ⁴ dhammā.
According to Vin-a 954–5 the (thirty-seven) things helpful to awakening and the
four ariyan true things.These last are not necessarily the four truths of ill, for see
anv.56 (the four stations of mindfulness) andMinor Anthologies 1, Introduction,
p. 2ff. But see also Points of Controversy, p. 118, n. 1. This verse and the two following
occur at Kv 186.
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ignorance are the habitual tendencies; conditioned by the habitual
tendencies is consciousness … Such is the arising … Such is the stop-
ping of this entire mass of ill.

Kd 1.1.5

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-
tered this (solemn) utterance:

“Truly, when things grow plain
to the ardent meditating brahmin,
His doubts all vanish
in that he discerns destruction of cause.”

Kd 1.1.6
BD 4.3 Then the Lord during the last watch of the night paid attention to

causal uprising in direct and reverse order: conditionedby ignorance
are the habitual tendencies; conditioned by the habitual tendencies
is consciousness … Such is the arising … Such is the stopping of this
entire mass of ill.

Kd 1.1.7

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-
tered this (solemn) utterance:

“Truly, when things grow plain
to the ardent meditating brahmin,
Routing the host of Māra does he stand
Like as the sun when lighting up the sky.”

Told is the Talk on Awakening.¹

At the Goatherds’ Banyan tree
Kd 1.2.1 Then the Lord, having emerged from that contemplation at the end

of seven days, approached the Goatherds’ Banyan² from the foot of
the Tree of Awakening; having approached, he sat cross-legged in
one (posture) for seven days at the foot of the Goatherds’ Banyan
experiencing the bliss of freedom.

Kd 1.2.2

¹ This is probably an abbreviation for “Told is the Talk at the Tree of Awakening”:
see titles of 2, 3 and 4. ² Although Ud-a 51 gives twomore possible explanations
for this name than Vin-a 957, both agree that goatherds used to come and sit in the
shade of this tree.
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Then a certain brahmin of the class uttering the sound huṁ¹ ap-
proached the Lord; having approached, he exchanged greetingswith
the Lord; having exchanged greetings of friendliness and courtesy,
he stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a respectful
distance, that brahmin spoke thus to the Lord: “Towhat extent, good

Vin 1.3

Gotama, does one become a brahmin? And again, what are the things
which make a brahmin²?”

Kd 1.2.3

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-
tered this (solemn) utterance:

BD 4.4

“That brahmin who bars out evil things,
not uttering the sound hum³,
with no impurity, curbed-of-self,
Master of Vedas⁴, who lives the Brahma-faring—
this is the brahmin whomay rightly speak the Brahma-

speech⁵
Who has no blemishes⁶ anywhere in the world⁷.”

Told is the Talk at the Goatherds’

¹ huhuṅkajātiko brāhmaṇo. See Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1901, p. 42, and
Verses of Uplift, p. 3, n. Vin-a 957 calls him one who believes in omens that are seen,
diṭṭhamangalika, and who walks about making: (the sound) huṁ from arrogance
and in anger. ² brāhmaṇa-karaṇā. Ud 3 reads -kārakā. ³ nihuhuṅka. He is to
give up having confidence in his superstitious omens and formulӕ, and to believe
instead in the new teaching. “Brahmin” came to mean, in this, the best and highest
kind of man. ⁴ vedāntagū, as at Snp 463. Vin-a 958 says there has been a going ei-
ther to the end bymeans of the “lores” (vedas, those called the knowledge of the four
ways, or to the end of the three Vedas. ⁵ dhammena so brāhmaṇo brahmāvādaṁ
vadeyya. Vin-a 958 = Ud-a 55 take this to mean he can rightly say “I am a brahmin”.
Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 85, translates brahmavāda by “Brahma-
faith”, with a note, p. 84, that vāda is equally to be rendered by -cult or -teaching.
⁶ ussāda, prominence, excrescence; conceit, arrogance. Vin-a 958 = Ud-a 55 give five:
passion, hatred, stupidity, pride, false view. Snp-a ii.521 gives seven, enumerated at
Snp-a ii.425 as the five of Vin-a and Ud-a With the addition of the obstructions and
wrong conduct. See my Early BuddhistTheory of Man Perfected, p. 262 and p. 265, n. 2.
⁷ This verse occurs at Udp. 3, Ne 150. Last line = last line of Snp 783.
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OnMucalinda
Kd 1.3.1 Then the Lord, at the end of seven days, having emerged from that

contemplation, approached theMucalinda (tree) from the foot of the
Goatherds’ Banyan; having approached, he sat cross-legged in one
(posture) for seven days at the foot of theMucalinda experiencing
the bliss of freedom.

Kd 1.3.2

Now at that time¹ a great storm arose out of due season, for seven
days there was rainy weather, cold winds and overcast skies.Then
Mucalinda, the serpent king, having come forth from his own haunt,
having encircled the Lord’s body seven times with his coils, having
spread a great hood over his head, stood saying: “Let no cold (an-
noy) the Lord, let no heat (annoy) the Lord, let not the touch of flies,
mosquitoes, wind and heat or creeping things (annoy) the Lord.”

Kd 1.3.3

Then Mucalinda, the serpent king, at the end of those² seven
days, having known that the sky³ was clear and without a cloud,
having unwound his coils from the Lord’s body, having given up his
own form and assumed a youth’s form, stood in front of the Lord
honouring the Lord with joined palms.

Kd 1.3.4

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-
tered this (solemn) utterance:

BD 4.5

“Happy his solitude who glad at heart
Hath dhamma learnt and doth the vision see!
Happy is that benignity towards
Theworld which on no creature worketh harm.

Happy the absence of all lust, th’ ascent
Past and beyond the needs of sense-desires.
He who doth crush the great ‘I am’ conceit—
This, truly this, is happiness supreme.”

Told is the Talk at the Mucalinda
¹ Kd 1.23.2–Kd 1.3.4 = Ud 2.1, Mucalindavagga; verses quoted Kv 212, see Points of Con-
troversy, 129, n. 3 for further references. ² tassa, omitted at Vin 1.3, but found at
Ud 10. ³ deva.
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At the Rājāyatana tree

Kd 1.4.1Then the Lord, at the end of seven days, having emerged from that
contemplation, approached the Rājāyatana¹ from the foot of the Mu-
calinda; having approached, he sat cross-legged in one (posture) for
seven days at the foot of the Rājāyatana experiencing the bliss of
freedom.

Kd 1.4.2

Now at that time² the merchants Tapussa³ and Bhallika were
Vin 1.4

going along the high-road fromUkkalā to that district.⁴Then a devatā
who was a blood-relation of the merchants Tapussa and Bhallika
spoke thus to themerchants Tapussa and Bhallika: “My good fellows,
this Lord, having just (become) wholly awakened, is staying at the
foot of the Rājāyatana, go and serve that Lord with barley-gruel⁵ and
honey-balls, and this will be a blessing and happiness for you for a
long time.”

Kd 1.4.3

Then the merchants Tapussa and Bhallika, taking barley-gruel
and honey-balls, approached the Lord; having approached, having
greeted the Lord, they stood at a respectful distance. As they were
standing at a respectful distance, the merchants Tapussa and Bhal-
lika spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, let the Lord receive our barley-
gruel and honey-balls, that this may be a blessing and happiness for
us for a long time.”

Kd 1.4.4

Then it occurred to the Lord: “Truth-finders⁶ do not receive with
BD 4.6

their hands. Now with what shall I receive the barley-gruel and
honey-balls?”Then the four Great Kings, knowing with their minds
the reasoning in the Lord’s mind, from the four quarters presented
the Lord with four bowls made of rock crystal, saying: “Lord, let

¹ Nameof a tree. Called byMrs. RhysDavids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 80, “Kingstead
tree.” See Vinaya Texts, i.81, note. ² Cf. Ja i.80f. ³ Chief of the disciples who first
came for refuge, an i.26; included in a list of eminent householders and upāsakas
at an iii.450–451. Bhalliy(k)a has a verse atThag 7, whileThag-a 50 gives in outline
the story of their ministering to the Lord. ⁴ According to Vin-a 959, theMiddle
District (or Country) where the Lord was staying. ⁵ mantha, defined at Vin 4.80,
see bd 2.324. ⁶ Further Dialogues of the Buddha1.118, n. 4, claims that “the first use
of the term Tathāgata in the Buddha’s life-history” occurs at mn i.168.
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the Lord receive the barley-gruel and honey-balls herein.”The Lord
received the barley-gruel and the honey-balls in a new¹ bowl made
of rock crystal, and having received them he partook of them.

Kd 1.4.5

Then the merchants Tapussa and Bhallika, having found that the
Lord had removed his hand from the bowl, having inclined their
heads towards the Lord’s feet, spoke thus to the Lord: “We, Lord,
are those going to the Lord for refuge and to dhamma; let the Lord
accept us as lay-disciples gone for refuge for life from this day forth.”
Thus these came to be the first lay-disciples in the world using the
two-word formula.²

Told is the Talk at the Rājāyatana

On the invitation of Brahmā
Kd 1.5.1 Then the Lord, having emerged from that contemplation at the end

of seven days, approached the Goatherds’ Banyan from the foot of
the Rājāyatana; having approached, the Lord stayed there at the foot
of the Goatherds’ Banyan.

Kd 1.5.2

Then as the Lord was meditating in seclusion a reasoning arose
in his mind thus:³ “This dhamma, won to by me, is deep, difficult
to see, difficult to understand, peaceful, excellent, beyond dialectic,
subtle, intelligible to the learned.⁴ But this is a creation delighting in
sensual pleasure,⁵ delighted by sensual pleasure, rejoicing in sensual
pleasure. So that for a creation delighting in sensual pleasure, de-
lighted by sensual pleasure, rejoicing in sensual pleasure, this were
amatter difficult to see, that is to say causal uprising byway of cause.

Vin 1.5

BD 4.7 This too were amatter very difficult to see,⁶ that is to say the calming

¹ paccagghe. Vin-a 960 says this usually means very costly; but it can mean, as here,
quite new and quite hot (abbhuṇha), produced at that very moment. ² dvevācikā,
i.e. bhagavā (and not, as at some time became usual, buddha) and dhamma, there
being at that time no saṅgha. ³ For the Great Hesitation, cf. sn i.136, dn ii.36,
mn i.167, and see ks i.171, Dialogues of the Buddha ii.29f. and Further Dialogues of
the Buddha i.118 for notes. See also Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 73ff.
⁴ Quoted at Bv-a 9. ⁵ ālaya, what is clung to, “habit.” But Vin-a 961 = mn-a ii.174
explain by the five strands of sense-pleasure. ⁶ sududdasa, as at Dhp 36.
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of all the habitual tendencies, the renunciation of all attachment,
the destruction of craving, dispassion, stopping, nibbāna. And so if I
were to teach dhamma and others were not to understandme, this
would be a weariness to me, this would be a vexation to me.”

Kd 1.5.3

And further, these verses not heard before in the past occurred
spontaneously to the Lord:

“This that throughmany toils I’ve won—
Enough! Why should I make it known?
By folk with lust and hate consumed
This dhamma is not understood.¹

Leading on against the stream²,
Subtle, deep, difficult to see, delicate,
Unseen ‘twill be by passion’s slaves
Cloaked in the murk of ignorance.”³

Kd 1.5.4
In such wise, as the Lord pondered, his mind inclined to little

effort⁴ and not to teaching dhamma. Then it occurred to Brahmā
Sahampati,⁵ knowingwithhismind the reasoning in the Lord’smind:
“Alas,⁶ the world is lost,⁷ alas, the world is destroyed, inasmuch as
the mind of the Truth-finder, the perfected one, the fully awakened
one, inclines to little effort and not to teaching dhamma.”

Kd 1.5.5

Then as a strong manmight stretch forth his bent arm or might
bend back his outstretched arm, even so did Brahmā Sahampati, van-
ishing from the Brahma-world, becomemanifest before the Lord.⁸

Kd 1.5.6

¹ Cf. Snp 764. ² paṭisotagāmin, against the stream up to the source (nibbāna),
not with the stream, for that leads to dangerous whirlpools and waves in a pool
(here in an unfavourable sense) lower down. Vin-a 962 says that paṭisota is called
nibbāna. A stream can be a River of Life or a River of Death, according as to whether
one goes against the current, striving with hands and feet, or with the current. Cf.
Lamotte, Vol. I, p. 59, n. 1. ³ This translation follows that atDialogues of the Buddha
ii.30, with the important exception that paṭisotagāmin is not “against the stream of
common thought.” Verse also found at mn i.168, dn ii.38, sn i.136; Mahāvastu iii.314,
Lalitavistara, edited Lefmann, p. 397. ⁴ appossukkatā, indifference, “rest quiet”
(Further Dialogues of the Buddha, i.118), “to be averse from exertion” (ks i.173), “to
remain quiet” (Vinaya Texts, i.85). ⁵ A Great Brahmā. ⁶ vata bho. ⁷ Quoted
Bv-a 10. ⁸ For this paragraph and the beginning of the next, see an ii.21,
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Then Brahmā Sahampati, having arranged his upper robe over
BD 4.8

one shoulder, having stooped his right knee to the ground having
saluted the Lord with joined palms, spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord,
let the Lord teach dhamma, let theWell-farer teach dhamma; there
are beings with little dust in their eyes who, not hearing dhamma,
are decaying, (but if) they are learners of dhamma, they will grow.”¹

Kd 1.5.7

Thus spokeBrahmāSahampati; having said this, he further spoke
thus:²

“There has appeared inMagadha before thee
An unclean dhamma by impure minds devised.
Open this door of deathlessness, let³ them hear
Dhamma awakened to by the stainless one.

“As on a crag on crest of mountain standing
Amanmight watch the people far below,
E’en so do thou, OWisdom fair, ascending,
O Seer of all, the terraced heights of truth,⁴

Vin 1.6

Look down, from grief released, upon the peoples
Sunken in grief, oppressed with birth and age.

“Arise, thou hero! Conqueror in the battle!
Thou freed from debt! Man of the caravan!
Walk the world over, let the Blessed One
Teach dhamma. They who learn will grow.”⁵

Kd 1.5.8
When he had spoken thus, the Lord spoke thus to Brahmā Sa-

hampati: “Brahmā, it occurred to me: ‘This dhamma penetrated by

¹ Quoted Bv-a 10. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha ii, 2nd edition,
Preface, xii. Also her Note to Gotama theMan (added in 1938) where she says, “The
only rational translation (ofaññātārobhavissanti) is that ‘theywhocome toknow(i.e.
the dhamma you should teach), will come to be, will become, that is will grow.Thus
rendered the last clause balances the opposed clause, that men are in a decline.”
² As atmn i.168, sn i.137; quoted Bv-a 10. For references to parallel Sanskrit, Chinese
and Tibetan Texts, see Lamotte, Traité de la Grande Veriu de Sagesse, vol.1, p. 57, n. 1.
³ To end of this verse = Snp 384. ⁴ dhammamaya pāsāda; cf. paññāpāsāda at Dhp 28.
⁵ Second part of verses taken fromMrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 82.
The Dīgha version omits the first four lines. Last four lines at sn i.234.
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me is deep … that would be a vexation to me.’ And further, Brahmā,
these verses not heard before in the past occurred spontaneously to
me: ‘This that throughmany toils I’ve won … cloaked in the murk of
ignorance.’ In such wise, Brahmā, as I pondered, mymind inclined
to little effort and not to teaching dhamma.”

Kd 1.5.9

Then a second time did Brahmā Sahampati speak thus to the
Lord: “Lord, let the Lord teach dhamma … if they are learners of

BD 4.9

dhamma, theywill grow.”Then a second time did the Lord speak thus
to Brahmā Sahampati: “But, Brahmā, it occurred to me: …mymind
inclined to little effort and and not to teaching dhamma.”

Kd 1.5.10

Then a third time did Brahmā Sahampati speak thus to the Lord:
“Lord, let the Lord teach dhamma… if they are learners of dhamma,
theywill grow.”Then the Lord, having understood Brahmā’s entreaty
and, out of compassion for beings, surveyed the world with the eye
of an awakened one. As the Lord was surveying the world with the
eye of an awakened one, he saw beings with little dust in their eyes,
withmuch dust in their eyes, with acute faculties, with dull faculties,
of good dispositions, of bad dispositions, docile, indocile, few seeing
fear in sins and the worlds beyond.¹

Kd 1.5.11

Even as in² a pond of blue lotuses or in a pond of red lotuses or in
a pond of white lotuses, a few blue or red orwhite lotuses are born in
the water, grow in the water, do not rise above the water but thrive
while altogether immersed; a few blue or red or white lotuses are
born in the water, grow in the water and reach to the surface of the
water; a few blue or red or white lotuses are born in the water, grow
in the water, and stand up rising out of the water, undefiled by the
water.

Kd 1.1.12

Even so, did the Lord, surveying the world with the eye of an
awakened one, see beings with little dust in their eyes, with much
dust in their eyes, with acute faculties, with dull faculties, of good

Vin 1.7

dispositions, of bad dispositions, docile, indocile, few seeing fear in
sins and theworlds beyond. Seeing Brahmā Sahampati, he addressed

¹ paralokavajjabhayadassāvino, Vin-a 963 saying that these are those who see by
fear (bhayato) the world(s) beyond and sin. ² Cf. dn i.75, mn iii.93, sn i.138.
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himwith verses:

“Open for those who hear are the doors of deathlessness¹;
let them renounce their faith².
Thinking of useless fatigue, I have not preached, Brahmā,

the
sublime and excellent dhamma to men³.”

Kd 1.5.13

BD 4.10 Then Brahmā Sahampati, thinking: “The opportunity was made
by me for the Lord to teach dhamma,”⁴ greeting the Lord, keeping
his right side towards him, vanished then and there.⁵

Told is the Talk on Brahmā’s Entreaty

On the group of five
Kd 1.6.1 Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now, to whom should I first teach

dhamma? Who will understand this dhamma quickly?” Then it oc-
curred to the Lord: “Indeed, this Āḷāra the Kālāma⁶ is learned, ex-
perienced, wise, and for a long time has had little dust in his eyes.
Suppose I were to teach dhamma first to Āḷāra the Kālāma? He will
understand this dhamma quickly.”

Kd 1.6.2

But then an invisible devatā announced to the Lord: “Lord, Āḷāra
the Kālāma passed away seven days ago.” And the knowledge arose to
the Lord that Āḷāra the Kālāma had passed away seven days ago.Then
it occurred to the Lord: “Āḷāra the Kālāma was of great intelligence.
If he had heard this dhamma, he would have understood it quickly.”

Kd 1.6.3

¹ Vin-a 963 calls this “the nobleWay”, ariyamagga.The “quest” in folklore and in the
great religious traditions alike is for immortality, the undying. Early Buddhism is in
line with these traditions. ² saddhāmust refer to their (own, Vin-a 963) present
wrong beliefs. ³ Verse also at dn ii.39, mn i.169, sn i.138; and cf.Mahāvastu iii.319;
Lalitavistara, p. 400. See discussion on some of the expressions found in theverse
by Lamotte, Vol. I, p. 60, n. 1. ⁴ From the beginning of the verses to here is
quoted at Bv-a 18. ⁵ tatth’ eva can mean “as before”; if it does so here, it would
mean by the samemethod of vanishing from the Brahma-world as in Kd 1.5.5above.
⁶ The teacher to whom, according to the biographical record (also preserved in the
Ariyapariyesanā Sutta, mn 26.), Gotama first went for instruction after he had gone
forth (from home into homelessness).
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Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now, to whom should I first teach
dhamma? Who will understand this dhamma quickly?” Then it oc-
curred to the Lord: “Indeed, this Uddaka, Rāma’s son,¹ is learned,
experienced, wise, and for a long time has had little dust in his eyes.
Suppose I were to teach dhamma first to Uddaka, Rāma’s son? Hewill
understand this dhamma quickly.”

Kd 1.6.4

But then an invisible devatā announced to the Lord: “Lord, Ud-
daka, Rāma’s son, passed away last night.” And the knowledge arose
to the Lord thatUddaka, Rāma’s son, had passed away last night.Then
it occurred to the Lord: “Uddaka, Rāma’s son, was of great intelli-
gence. If he had heard this dhamma, he would have understood it

BD 4.11

quickly.”
Kd 1.6.5

Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now, to whom should I first teach
dhamma? Who will understand this dhamma quickly?” Then it oc-

Vin 1.8

curred to the Lord: “That group of five monks² who waited on me
when I was self-resolute in striving³ were very helpful. Suppose I
were to teach dhamma first to the group of five monks?”

Kd 1.6.6

Then it occurred to the Lord: “But where is this group of five
monks staying at present?⁴Then the Lord with deva-vision, purified
and surpassing that of men, saw the group of five monks staying
near Benares at Isipatana in the deer-park.Then the Lord, having
stayed at Uruvelā for as long as he found suiting, set out on tour for
Benares.

Kd 1.6.7

Upaka, a Naked Ascetic,⁵ saw the Lord going along the highroad
between Gayā and the (Tree of) Awakening; seeing him, he spoke
thus to the Lord: “Your reverence, your sense-organs are quite pure,

¹ According to the same account, the teacher to whom Gotama went next when he
hadmastered Āḷāra’s teaching. SeeMrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism. 57ff. for
some remarks on both these teachers, andE.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 184.Mil 236
says that Āḷāra and Uddaka were Gotama’s fourth and fifth teachers; andThig-a 2
that he went first to Bhaggava (not mentioned at Mil 236). ² Añña-Koṇḍañña,
Bhaddiya, Vappa, Mahānāma, Assaji, as below bd 6.31ff. See Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names; Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, 62f.; and “Unknown Co-founders
of Buddhism”, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 1927. ³ padhānapahitattaṁ.
⁴ Quoted at Bv-a 18. ⁵ ājivika, “man of the livelihood”, Buddhist India, p. 143. At
Divyāvadāna 393 Upaka appears to be called Upaganena.
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your complexion very bright, very clear. On account of whom have
you, your reverence, gone forth, or who is your teacher, or whose
dhamma do you profess?”

Kd 1.6.8

When this had been said, the Lord addressed Upaka, the Naked
Ascetic, in verses:¹

“Victorious over all, omniscient am I,
Among all things undefiled,
Leaving all, through death of craving freed,
By knowing for myself, whom should I follow?²

“For me there is no teacher,
One like me does not exist,
In the world with its devas
No one equals me.³

BD 4.12

“For I am perfected in the world,
The teacher supreme am I,⁴
I alone am all-awakened,⁵
Become cool am I, nibbāna-attained.

“To turn the dhamma-wheel
I go to Kasi’s city,
Beating the drum of deathlessness
In a world that’s blind become.”

Kd 1.6.9

“According to what you claim, your reverence, you ought to be⁶
victor of the unending⁷” (Upaka said).

“Like me, they are victors indeed,
Who have won to destruction of the cankers;

¹ Verses also at mn i.171; quoted at Kv 289; Thig-a 220. ² This verse = Dhp 353.
³ This verse is quoted at Mil 235. Cf. also Mahāvastu iii.326. ⁴ Cf. Snp 179. ⁵ Or,
“I am unique, the all-awakened.” ⁶ arah’ asi, also meaning “you deserve to be,
are worthy or fit to be”. There is also the reading arahā asi, as at Kv 289, and see
Psalms of the Sisters, 129f. ⁷ anantajina. Vin-a 964 merely says “You are set on
becoming a victor of the unending.” Ananta, the unending, may refer to dhamma,
also to nibbāna.
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Vanquished by me are evil things,
Therefore am I, Upaka, a victor.”¹

When this had been said, Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, having said,
“It may be (so),² your reverence,” having shaken his head,³ went off
taking a different road.

Kd 1.6.10
BD 4.13ThentheLord,walkingon tour, induecourseapproachedBenares,

the deer-park of Isipatana, the group of fivemonks.The group of five
monks saw the Lord coming in the distance; seeing him, they agreed
among themselves, saying: “Your reverences, this recluse Gotama is
coming, he lives in abundance, he is wavering in his striving, he has

Vin 1.9

¹ This verse and Upaka’s remarks are quoted at Kv 289. ² hupeyya. mn i.171, Snp-
a 258, Thig-a 220 read huveyya (which is interchangeable with hupeyya). It is a
dialectical form of bhaveyya. According to B.M. Barua,The Ājīvikas, p. 50, it is an
expression found in the “Ājīvika language” and “is not a recognised Pali word.” He
translates “perhaps it may be so,” Oldenberg “it may be so,” Chalmers, preserv-
ing the patois, “mebbe” E.J. Thomas,The Life of Buddha, p. 83, “would that it might
be so”, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (under Upaka) “it may be so”; while Mrs.
Rhys Davids, To Become or not to Become, p. 85, would prefer “may he become”, the
“he” referring to the man, every man, to whom Gotama was prepared to teach his
message. She suggests that hewill have rehearsed this message to Upaka, andmain-
tains that what has survived—“a glaringly imperfect misrepresentation”—makes
omission and glossing all but certain. ³ I think that as the text stands, had Upaka
been convinced or even interested he would not have departed by a different road
(ummagga, also meaning the wrong road). It is perhaps odd that this episode, if
it shows disagreement, is presumed to have occurred at the beginning of Gotama
ministry. But it may be included to emphasize his determination to preach first
of all to the “five” in accordance with his decision; or to show that Upaka spoke
somewhat as a prophet—in the “key”, below, bd 4.127, he is called Upako isi, Upaka
the seer. According toThig-a 220f., when Upaka was an old man, tormented by his
wife’s gibes, he sought Gotama and went forth into homelessness; he then soon
attained the stage of non-returning and died. From this account it does not appear
that he had had any great urge earlier to become one of Gotama’s disciples.
In the translation above I have put a slight bias on three words, each of which

admits of more than one rendering, so as to mark consistently what seems to me to
be Upaka’s apparent failure to be convinced: (1)arahasi = (a) you ought to be (slightly
contemptuous), (b) you are worthy to be (respectful); (2) huveyya, discussed in
preceding note; (3) sīsam okampetvā, having shaken his head. Okampetimaymean,
according to Pali-English Dictionary, both to wag and to shake. Indians shake their
heads from side to side to show disagreement, but wag them up and down to show
agreement.
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reverted to a life of abundance.¹ He should neither be greeted, nor
stood up for, nor should his bowl and robe be received; all the same
a seat may be put out, he can sit down if he wants to.”

Kd 1.6.11

But as the Lord gradually approached this group of fivemonks, so
this group of five monks, not adhering to their own agreement, hav-
ing gone towards the Lord, one received his bowl and robe, onemade
ready a seat, one brought water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a
foot-stand.²The Lord sat down on the seat made ready, and the Lord,
while he was sitting down, washed his feet.³ Further, they addressed
the Lord by name and with the epithet of “your reverence.”⁴

Kd 1.6.12

When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the group of five
monks: “Do not, monks, address a Truthfinder by name, and with
the epithet ‘your reverence’. A Truthfinder, monks, is a perfected
one, a fully awakened one. Give ear, monks, the deathless has been
found; I instruct, I teach dhamma. Going along in accordance with
what has been enjoined, having soon realised here and now by your
own super-knowledge that supreme goal of the Brahma-faring⁵ for
the sake of which youngmen of family rightly go forth from home
into homelessness, you will abide in it.”

Kd 1.6.13

BD 4.14 When this had been said, the group of five monks spoke thus
to the Lord: “But you, reverend Gotama, did not come to a state of
further-men,⁶ to the eminence of truly ariyan vision of knowledge,
by this conduct, by this course, by this practice of austerities. So how
can you now come to a state of further-men, to the eminence of the
truly ariyan vision of knowledge, when you live in abundance, are
wavering in striving, and have reverted to a life of abundance?”

Kd 1.6.14

When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the group of five
monks: “A Truthfinder, monks, does not live in abundance, he does
not waver in striving, he does not revert to a life of abundance. A
Truthfinder, monks, is a perfected one, a fully awakened one. Give

¹ bahulla. As Mrs. Rhys Davids observes. Manual of Buddhism, 69, this means
literally “muchness”, Vin-a 964 taking it to mean abundance of robes, etc. ² Cf.
Vin 4.231, Vin 4.310; see bd 3.191. ³ As atmn ii.139. ⁴ āvusovādena. ⁵ Atmn i.197,
mn i.201, this goal is said to be unshakeable freedom of mind. ⁶ Cf. Bu-Pj 4 (and
see bd 1, Introduction, p. xxiv).
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ear, monks, the deathless has been found; I instruct, I teach dhamma.
Going along in accordancewithwhat has been enjoined, having soon
realised here and now by your own super-knowledge that supreme
goal of the Brahma-faring for the sake of which youngmen of family
rightly go forth from home into homelessness, you will abide in it.”

Kd 1.6.15

And a second time did the group of five monks speak thus to the
Lord … And a second time did the Lord speak thus to the group of
five monks … And a third time did the group of five monks speak
thus to the Lord: “But you, reverend Gotama, did not come to a state

Vin 1.10

of further-men… by this practice of austerities … to a life of abun-
dance?”

Kd 1.6.16

When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the group of five
monks: “Do you allow, monks, that I have never spoken¹ to you like
this before?”
“You have not, Lord.”
“A Truthfinder, monks, is a perfected one, a fully awakened one.

Give ear … you will abide in it.” And the Lord was able to convince
the group of five monks.²Then the group of five monks listened to
the Lord again, gave ear to him and aroused theirminds for profound
knowledge.³

Kd 1.6.17

BD 4.15Then⁴ the Lord addressed the groupoffivemonks, saying: “These⁵
two (dead) ends,⁶monks, should not be followedby onewhohas gone
forth. Which two?That which is, among sense-pleasures, addiction

¹ bhāsitaṁ. mn i.172 reads vabbhācitaṁ. Vin-a 965 and mn-a ii.191 explain by
vākyabhedaṁ. ² From here the Majjhima version diverges. ³ aññācittaṁ up-
aṭṭhāpesuṁ; cf.dn i,230, dn i231. ⁴ Cf. sn v.420. ⁵ SeeMrs. RhysDavids,Manual
of Buddhism, p. 109, for a literal translation of the First Utterance, and a discussion
of many of its terms; also E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 87.This Utterance given at
sn iv.330, sn v.420, and the “middle course” part of it at mn i.15, to whose Commen-
tary (mn-a i.104f.) Vin-a 965 refers. ⁶ anta is end, then contrast, extreme, opposite,
side. SeeManual of Buddhism, p. 118, for discussion of the meaning. sn-a iii.297 ex-
plains by koṭṭhāsā, parts, divisions. mn-a i.104 says “theWay does not lead to, does
not approach these sides, it is freed from these sides, therefore it is called themiddle
course.”The “mean” between two extremes also found at sn ii.17, sn ii.20, sn ii.61,
sn iii.135.
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to attractive sense-pleasures, low, of the villager,¹ of the average
man,² unariyan, not connected with the goal³; and that which is
addiction to self-torment, ill, unariyan, not connected with the goal.
Now,monks, without adopting either of these two (dead) ends, there
is a middle course, fully awakened to by the Truthfinder, making
for vision,⁴ making for knowledge, which conduces to calming,⁵ to
super-knowledge,⁶ to awakening,⁷ to nibbāna.

Kd 1.6.18

“And what, monks, is this middle course fully awakened to by
the Truthfinder, making for vision, making for knowledge, which
conduces to calming, to super-knowledge, to awakening, to nibbāna?
It is this ariyan eightfoldWay itself, that is to say: right view, right
thought, right speech, right action, right mode of living, right en-
deavour, right mindfulness, right concentration.⁸ This, monks, is
the middle course, fully awakened to by the Truthfinder, making
for vision, making for knowledge, which conduces to calming, to

BD 4.16

super-knowledge to awakening, to nibbāna.
Kd 1.6.19

“And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of ill: birth is ill, and old age
is ill and disease is ill and dying is ill, association with what is not
dear is ill, separation fromwhat is dear is ill, not getting what one
wants is ill—in short the five groups of grasping are ill.

Kd 1.6.20

“And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of the uprising of ill:⁹ that
which is craving connected with again-becoming, accompanied by

¹ gammo. Another debatable term. I follow sn-a iii.297 (cf. an-a iii.360) whose ex-
planation is gāma-vāsīnaṁ santako, belonging to village dwellers; meaning I think
more “common” than “pagan”, by both of which it has been rendered. “Boorish”
would be better. ² pothujjaniko, ordinary, of the many-folk, the “blind” and fools.
³ anatthasaṁhita, defined at mn-a iii.110 as na vuḍḍhinissita, not bent on growth.
⁴ According tomn-a i.104 vision of the knowledge of the truths. ⁵ Of passion, etc.,
mn-a 1.104, an-a iii.360; of the corruptions, sn-a iii.297. ⁶ abhiññā, of the four
truths, mn-a and sn-a ⁷ mn-a i.104 says that awakening is theWay, sambodho ti
maggo. ⁸ A.K. Coomaraswamy,Hinduism and Buddhism, p. 69, uses “composure”
for samādhi, and elsewhere “synthesis.” mn-a i.105 gives the interpretations which
the Ancients, poraṇa, used to put upon the eight “fitnesses” of theWay: “the way of
insight is right view, the way of thorough furthering, abhiniropana, is right thought,
the way of equanimity is right concentration.”The gaps may be filled up fromwhat
follows at mn-a i.105. ⁹ This paragraph is debated at Kv 488–489.
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1. going forth (pabbajjā)

delight and passion, finding delight in this and that, that is to say:
craving for sense-pleasures, craving for becoming, craving for de-
becoming.¹

Kd 1.6.21

“And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of the stopping of ill: the
utter and passionless stopping of that very craving, its renunciation,
surrender, release, the lack of pleasure in it.²

Kd 1.6.22

“And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of the course leading to the
stopping of ill³: this aryan eightfoldWay itself, that is to say: right
view… right concentration.

Vin 1.11
Kd 1.6.23On thinking, ‘This is the ariyan truth of ill’, among things not

heard before byme,monks, vision arose, knowledge⁴ arose,wisdom⁵
arose, higher knowledge⁶ arose, light arose. On thinking, ‘Now that
which is the ariyan truth of ill must be completely known’ … ‘Now
that which is the ariyan truth of ill is completely known’, among
things not heard before byme,monks, vision arose, knowledge arose,
wisdom arose, higher knowledge arose, light arose.

Kd 1.6.24

“On thinking, ‘This is the ariyan truth of the uprising of ill’ …
light arose. On thinking, ‘Now that which is this ariyan truth of the

BD 4.17

uprising of ill must be given up’⁷ … ‘… is given up’ … light arose.
Kd 1.6.25

“On thinking, ‘This is the ariyan truth of the stopping of ill’ …
light arose. On thinking, ‘Now that which is this ariyan truth of the
stopping of ill must be realized’ … ‘… is realised’ … light arose.

Kd 1.6.26

“On thinking, ‘This is the ariyan truth of the course going to the
stopping of ill’ … light arose. On thinking, ‘Now that which is this

¹ vi-bhava, meanings ascribed: (1) wealth, property, prosperity; (2) non-becoming,
ceasing (although there is the word a-bhava); (3) more becoming, more births.
Further Dialogues of the Buddha i.214 “annihilation.” See also Dialogues of the Buddha
ii.340, note. I think itmeans,with taṇhā, craving or thirst, the longing for sensations
to come and go, rise and fall. Lamotte, Le Traité de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, vol.1,
p. 3, n. 4, translates these three cravings (taṇhā) as cravings for plaisir, existence,
impermanence. ² anālaya. On ālaya, pleasure (clinging, abode, habit) see above,
bd 4.6. Further Dialogues of the Buddha i.214 “ejection”, Dialogues of the Buddha iii.298
“aversion from.” sn-a iii.112 defines it in connectionwith kāma. ³ The “four truths
of ill” are cited at Kv 290. ⁴ ñāṇa. ⁵ paññā. ⁶ vijjā. We have nothing in English
corresponding to the number Pali words for “knowledge.” ⁷ I.e. the craving or
thirst (taṇhā) which leads to the uprising of ill mus be given up.
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ariyan truth of the course leading to the stopping of ill must be made
to become’ … ‘… is made to become’ … light arose.

Kd 1.6.27

“Andso long,monks, thevisionofknowledgeof these fourariyan truths,
with the three sections and twelve modes¹ as they really are, was
not well purified by me, so long was I, monks, not thoroughly awak-
ened with the supreme full awakening as to the world with its devas,
with its Māras, with its Brahmās, with its recluses and brahmins, its
creatures with devas andmen.This I knew.

Kd 1.6.28

“Butwhen,monks, thevisionofknowledgeof these fourariyan truths,
with the three sections and twelvemodes as they really are, was well
purified byme, then was I, monks, thoroughly awakened with the
supreme full awakening as to the world…with its recluses and brah-
mins, its creatures with devas andmen.This I knew.

Kd 1.6.29

“Moreover, the vision of knowledge arose inme: ‘Freedomofmind
is for me unshakeable, this the last birth, there is not now again-
becoming.’²”Thus spoke the Lord; delighted, the group of fivemonks
rejoiced in the Lord’s utterance. Moreover, while this discourse³
was being uttered, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to the
venerable Koṇḍañña that “whatever is of the nature to uprise, all
that is of the nature to stop.”

Kd 1.6.30

Andwhen the Lord had rolled the dhamma-wheel, the earth devas
made this sound heard⁴: “The supreme dhamma-wheel rolled thus

Vin 1.12

by the Lord at Benares in the deer-park at Isipatana cannot be rolled
BD 4.18

back by a recluse or brahmin or deva or byMāra or by Brahmā or by
anyone in the world.” Having heard the sound of the earth devas, the
devas of the Four Great Kings⁵ made this sound heard … theThirty
devas … Yama’s devas … the Happy devas … the devas who delight
in creation … the devaswho delight in the creation of others … the
devas of Brahmā’s retinue made this sound heard: “The supreme
dhamma-wheel rolled thus by the Lord at Benares in the deer-park

¹ Each of the four truths is treated as (1) a truth which (2) must be in some way
responded to, and which (3) has been in that way responded to. ² One of the
formulae of arahanship. ³ veyyākaraṇa, called at dn-a 130 a sutta (discourse)
without verses. ⁴ Cf.Vin 3.18–19 (bd 1.33). ⁵ I.e. the Regents of the four quarters.
A longer list of devas is to be found at mn i.289.
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1. going forth (pabbajjā)

at Isipatana cannot be rolled back by a recluse or brahmin or deva or
byMāra or by Brahmā or by anyone in the world.”

Kd 1.6.31

In this wise in that moment, in that second, in that instant, the
sound reached as far as the Brahma-world, and the ten thousand-
fold world-system¹ trembled, quaked, shook violently and a radi-
ance, splendid, measureless, surpassing the devas’ own glory,² was
manifest in the world.Then the Lord uttered this solemn utterance:
“Indeed, Koṇḍañña has understood, indeed, Koṇḍañña has under-
stood.” Thus it was that Aññata Koṇḍañña³ became the venerable
Koṇḍañña’s name.⁴

Kd 1.6.32

Then the venerable Aññata Koṇḍañña, having seen dhamma,⁵
attained dhamma,⁶ known dhamma,⁷ plunged into dhamma, having
crossed over doubt, having put away uncertainty, having attained
without another’s help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction,⁸
spoke thus to the Lord: “May I, Lord, receive the going forth⁹ in the
Lord’s presence, may I receive ordination?¹⁰”
“Come, monk¹¹,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma. Fare the

BD 4.19

Brahma-faring formaking an utter end of ill.” So this came to be this
venerable one’s ordination.

Kd 1.6.33

Then the Lord exhorted, instructed those remaining monks with
dhamma-talk.Thenwhile they were being exhorted, instructed by
theLordwithdhamma-talk,dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose

¹ Cf.an i.227. ² devānaṁdevānubhāvaṁ, cf.dn ii.12,mn iii.120. ³ aññātameaning
“who has understood”. He is often called Añña Koṇḍañña. At an i.23 he is called “
foremost of the disciples of long standing.” Verses at Thag 673–688. For the view
that Añña was his personal name, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Gotama theMan, p. 102,
gs i.16, n. 2, Verses of Uplift (Sacred Books of the Buddhists VIII), p. 93, n. 1. See too
Ud-a 371, Psalms of the Bretheren, p. 284. ⁴ Saṁyutta account breaks off here.
⁵ Saṁyutta account breaks off here. ⁶ Quoted Bv-a 13, the last two in reverse
order. ⁷ Saṁyutta account breaks off here. ⁸ Cf. dn i.no,148; an iv.186; mn i.234,
mn i.501. ⁹ pabbajjā. ¹⁰ upasampadā. ¹¹ The first time that this, thought to
be the oldest formula for leave to become a disciple of Gotama’s, is used in the
Vinaya.The Order was not as yet in existence, and the ordination regulations were
neither appointed nor was ordination separated by a period of probation from the
time of a disciple’s “going forth”, pabbajjā, from home, or the household life, into
homelessness.
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to the venerable Vappa¹ and to the venerable Bhaddiya,² that “what-
ever is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the nature to stop.”

Kd 1.6.34

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known dhamma
… having attained without another’s help to full confidence in the
teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the Lord: “May we, Lord, receive
the going forth in the Lord’s presence, may we receive ordination?”
“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma, fare the

Vin 1.13

Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this came to be
these venerable ones’ ordination.

Kd 1.6.35

Then the Lord, eating the food brought back by these,³ exhorted,
instructed those remaining monks with dhamma-talk, saying: “Let
the group of six⁴ live on whatever the three monks bring when they
have walked for almsfood.”

Kd 1.6.36

Then while they were being exhorted, instructed by the Lord
with dhamma-talk, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to the
venerable Mahānāma⁵ and to the venerable Assaji,⁶ that “whatever
is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the nature to stop.”

Kd 1.6.37

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma…having attained
without another’s help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction,
spoke thus to the Lord: “May we, Lord, receive the going forth in the
Lord’s presence, may we receive ordination?”
“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma, fare the

Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this came to be
BD 4.20

these venerable ones’ ordination.
Kd 1.6.38

Then the Lord addressed the group of five monks, saying: “Body,

¹ Verses atThag 61, see alsoThag-a 150, Vin-a 965,mn-a ii.192, an-a i.147, Ja i.82;Mrs.
Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 63. ² No verses ascribed to him. See Vin-
a 965, mn-a ii.192, an-a i.147, Ja i.82. Omitted from Dictionary of Pali Proper Names
³ Koṇḍañña, Vappa and Bhaddiya. ⁴ I.e. Gotama and the group of five. ⁵ Refer-
ences as under n. 2 above. See also Dhp-a ii.74. Included in Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names. ⁶ The disciple through whom Sāriputta and soMoggallāna became fol-
lowers of Gotama, see Vin 1.39f. (below, bd 4.52); also mn i.227 (Cūḷasaccaka Sutta),
sn iii.124ff., mn-a ii.270, mn-a ii.271, and bd 4.52, n. 3 below.
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1. going forth (pabbajjā)

monks, is not self.¹ Nowwere this body self, monks this body would
not tend to sickness, and onemight get the chance of saying in regard
to body, ‘Let body become thus for me, let body not become thus for
me’. But inasmuch, monks, as body is not self, therefore body tends
to sickness, and one does not get the chance of saying in regard to
body, ‘Let body become thus for me, let body not become thus for
me’.

Kd 1.6.39

Feeling is not self … and one does not get the chance of saying
in regard to feeling, ‘Let feeling become thus for me, let feeling not
become thus for me’.

Kd 1.6.40

“Perception² is not self … The habitual tendencies are not self
… one does not get the chance of saying in regard to the habitual
tendencies, ‘Let the habitual tendencies become thus for me, let the
habitual tendencies not become thus for me’.

Kd 1.6.41

“Consciousness is not self … … Inasmuch, monks, as conscious-
Vin 1.14

ness is not self, therefore consciousness tends to sickness, and one
does not get the chance to say in regard to consciousness, ‘Let con-
sciousness become such for me, let consciousness not become thus
for me.’

Kd 1.6.42

What do you think about this, monks? Is body permanent or
impermanent?”
“Impermanent, Lord.”
“But is that which is impermanent painful or pleasurable³?”
“Painful, Lord.”
“But is it fit to consider that which is impermanent, painful, of a

nature to change, as ‘This is mine, this am I, this is my self ’?”
“It is not Lord.”

Kd 1.6.43

“Is feeling … perception … are the habitual tendencies … is con-
sciousness permanent or impermanent?”

BD 4.21

¹ This famous Second Utterance given also at sn iii.66, where called “The Five”,
doubtless referring to the five disciples who heard it, and to the five topics, body
… consciousness (or mind) which it covered; cf.mn iii.19. Translated at ks iii.59,
Further Dialogues of the Buddha, ii, 165f., Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism,
p. 150, E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 88. ² saññā. ³ sukha, happiness, mental
and physical ease; used in opposition to dukkha.
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“Impermanent, Lord.”
“But is that which is impermanent painful or pleasurable?”
“Painful, Lord.”
“But is it (it to consider that which is impermanent, painful of a

nature to change, as ‘This is mine, this am I, this is my self ’?”
“It is not so, Lord.”

Kd 1.6.44

“Wherefore, monks, whatever is body, past, future, present or
internal or external, or gross or subtle, or low or excellent whether
it is far or near—all body should, by means of right wisdom, be seen,
as it really is, thus:This is not mine, this am I not, this is not my self.

Kd 1.6.45

“Whatever is feeling … whatever is perception … whatever are
the habitual tendencies … whatever is consciousness past, future,
present, or internal or external, or gross or subtle, or lowor excellent,
whether far or near—all consciousness should, by means of right
wisdom, be seen as it really is, thus:This is not mine, this am I not,
this is not my self.

Kd 1.6.46

“Seeing in this way, monks, the instructed¹ disciple of the ariyans
disregards² body and he disregards feeling and he disregards per-
ception and he disregards the habitual tendencies and he disregards
consciousness; disregarding he is dispassionate; through dispassion
he is freed; in freedom the knowledge comes to be: ‘I am freed’³, and
he knows: Destroyed is birth, lived is the Brahma-faring, done is
what was to be done, there is no more of being such or such.”

Kd 1.6.47

Thus spoke the Lord; delighted, the group of five monks rejoiced
in what the Lord had said. Moreover while this discourse was being
uttered, the minds of the group of five monks were freed from the
cankerswithout grasping. At that time therewere six perfected ones
in the world.

Vin 1.15

The First Portion for Recital

¹ sutavant, onewhohasheard, hence learnt (the oral teaching). ² nibbindati, turns
away from, is disgusted by. He “disregards” because he refuses to know. ³ See
bd 1.10 and its n. 2, n. 3.
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1. going forth (pabbajjā)

On the going forth of Yasa
Kd 1.7.1At that time in Benares there was a youngman of family, the son of a

(great) merchant¹, delicately reared, called Yasa².
BD 4.22

He had three mansions, one for the cold weather, one for the hot
weather, one for the rains. Being ministered to by bands of female
musicians³ for four months in the mansion for the rains, he did not
come down from that mansion⁴.Then while Yasa, the young man of
family, was possessed of and provided with the five kinds of sense-
pleasures⁵, and was being ministered to, he fell asleep first and his
suite fell asleep after him, and an oil lampwas burning all through
the night.

Kd 1.7.2

Then Yasa, the young man of family, having awoken first saw his
own suite sleeping, one with a lute in the hollow of her arm, one
with a tabor at her neck, one with a drum in the hollow of her arm,
one with dishevelled hair, one with saliva dripping from her mouth,
muttering in their sleep, like a cemetery before his very eyes.⁶ Seeing
this, its peril grew plain, and his mind was set on disregarding it.⁷
Then Yasa, the young man of family, uttered a solemn utterance:
“What distress indeed, what affliction indeed.”

Kd 1.7.3

Then Yasa, the young man of family, having put on his golden
sandals, approached the door of the dwelling. Non-human beings
opened the door, thinking: “Let there be no obstacle for the going
forth fromhome intohomelessness ofYasa, theyoungmanof family.”
Then Yasa, the young man of family, approached the city-door. Non-
human beings opened the door, thinking: “Let there be no obstacle
for the going forth from home into homelessness of Yasa, the young
man of family.”Then Yasa, the young man of family, approached the

¹ See bd 2, Introduction, p. xlvii andbd 42, n. 4. ² Verses atThag 117. ³ nippurisehi
turiyehi; see note at Dialogues of the Buddha ii.18; also Further Dialogues of the Buddha
i.356. ⁴ Reading heṭṭhā pāsādā. dn ii.21, mn i.504 read heṭṭhāpāsādaṁ, “to the lower
(parts of the) mansion.” On pāsāda, see bd 2.16, n. 5, n. 6. ⁵ Cf. Vin 3.72, dn i.36,
dn i.60, and dn-a 121. ⁶ hatthapattaṁ susānaṁmaññe, literally one would think
one’s hand had reached a cemetery.Hatthappatta, what one can put one’s hand on,
and so what is before one’s eyes. ⁷ nibbidāya cittaṁ saṇṭhāsi.
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deer-park at Isipatana.
Kd 1.7.4

At that time, the Lord having risen in the night towards dawn,
was pacing up and down in the open air. The Lord saw Yasa, the
young man of family, coming in the distance: seeing him, having
come down from (the place) where he was pacing up and down, he
sat down on an appointed seat.Then Yasa, the young man of family,
when he was near, uttered this solemn utterance to the Lord: “What
distress indeed, what affliction indeed.”Then the Lord spoke thus to

BD 4.23

Yasa, the young man of family: “This, Yasa, is not distress, this, Yasa,
is not affliction. Come, sit down, Yasa, I will teach you dhamma.”

Kd 1.7.5

Then Yasa, the young man of family, thinking: “It is said that
this is not distress, that this is not affliction”, exultant and uplifted,
having taken off his golden sandals, approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the Lord
talked a progressive talk¹ to Yasa, the young man of family, that is to
say, talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven, he explained
the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures of the senses, the
advantage in renouncing them.

Kd 1.7.6

When the Lord knew that the mind of Yasa, the young man of
Vin 1.16

family,was ready,malleable, devoid of hindrances, uplifted, pleased²,
then he explained to him the teaching on dhammawhich the awak-
ened ones have themselves discovered: ill, uprising, stopping, the
Way³. And just as a clean cloth without black specks will take a dye
easily, even so (as he was sitting) on that very seat, dhamma-vision,
dustless, stainless, arose to Yasa, the youngman of family, that what-
ever is of a nature to uprise, all that is of a nature to stop.”

Kd 1.7.7

Then themother of Yasa, the youngman of family, havingmount-
ed up to the mansion, not seeing Yasa, the youngman of family, ap-

¹ This passage is frequently found in connection with “conversions”; cf. Vin 2.156,
Vin 2.192, dn i.110, dn i.148, dn ii.41,mn i.379, an iv.186, an iv.209, Ud 49. ² In sense
of with the teaching, prepared to follow it. ³ Note that paṭipadā (of the fourth
truth), the course which leads to the ceasing of ill, is here represented by the one
wordmagga. This may not be a substitution for the “fourth truth”, but the original
notion, left in.
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1. going forth (pabbajjā)

proached the (great)merchant, the householder; having approached
she spoke thus to the (great) merchant, the householder; “House-
holder, your son, Yasa, is not to be seen.”Then the (great) merchant,
the householder, having dispatchedmessengers on horse-back to the
four quarters, himself approached the deer-park at Isipatana.The
(great) merchant, the householder, saw the prints of golden sandals,
and seeing them he followed them along.

Kd 1.7.8

The Lord saw the (great) merchant, the householder, coming in
BD 4.24

the distance; seeing him, it occurred to the Lord: “Suppose I were to
perform such a psychic wonder that the (great)merchant, the house-
holder, sitting here, should not see Yasa the young man of family,
sitting here?”Then the Lord performed such a psychic wonder.

Kd 1.7.9

Then the (great) merchant, the householder, approached the
Lord; having approached he spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord has the
Lord not seen Yasa, the young man of family?”
“Well, householder, sit down. Perhaps, sitting here, youmay see

Yasa, the young man of family, sitting here.”
Then the (great) merchant, the householder, thinking: “It is said

that I, sitting here, will see Yasa, the young man of family, sitting
here”, and exultant, uplifted, having greeted the Lord, he sat down
at a respectful distance.

Kd 1.7.10

As the (great) merchant, the householder was sitting down at
a respectful distance, the Lord talked a progressive talk … attained
without the help of another to full confidence in the teacher’s in-
struction, spoke thus to the Lord: “Excellent, Lord! Excellent, Lord!
Just as one might set upright what has been upset, or might uncover
what was concealed, or might show the way to one who is astray, or
might bring an oil lamp into the darkness, thinking, ‘Thosewith eyes
may see shapes’, even so is dhamma explained in many a figure by
the Lord. I myself go to the Lord as refuge, to dhamma, and to the
Order of monks. Let the Lord accept me as a lay-disciple gone for
refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts.”Thus he came to
be the first lay-disciple in the world using the three-word formula.¹

Vin 1.17
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Kd 1.7.11
Thenwhile the father of Yasa, the youngman of family, was being

taught dhamma, as he¹ was reviewing his stage (of knowledge) as
it was seen, as it was known, his mind was freed from the cankers
without grasping.Then it occurred to the Lord: “While the father of
Yasa, the young man of family, was being taught dhamma, as he was
reviewing his stage (of knowledge) as it was seen, as it was known,
his mind was freed from the cankers without grasping. Now Yasa,
the young man of family, cannot become one, having turned back

BD 4.25

to the low life, to enjoy pleasures of the senses as he did formerly
when leading a household life. Suppose I were to annul that psychic
wonder?”Then the Lord annulled that psychic wonder.

Kd 1.7.12

Then the (great) merchant, the householder, saw Yasa, the young
man of family sitting down; seeing him, he spoke thus to Yasa, the
young man of family: “Dear Yasa, your mother is full of lamentation
and grief, give your mother life.”

Kd 1.7.13

Then Yasa, the young man of family, looked towards the Lord.
Then the Lord spoke thus to the (great) merchant, the householder:
“What do you think about this, house-holder, that dhammawas seen
by Yasa with a learner’s knowledge, with a learner’s insight, even
as by you? As he was reviewing his stage (of knowledge), as it was
seen, as it was known, his mind was freed from the cankers without
grasping. Now can Yasa, householder, having turned back to the low
life, become one to enjoy pleasures of the senses, as he did formerly
when leading a household life?”
“No, Lord.”
“Dhammawas seen byYasa, the youngman of family, householder,

with a learner’s knowledge, with a learner’s insight, even as by you.
As he was reviewing his stage (of knowledge), as it was seen, as it
was known, his mind was freed from the cankers without grasping.
Now Yasa, the young man of family, householder, cannot become

¹ tevācika, instead of the dvevācika of Kd 1.4.5, for here the Bhikkhusaṅgha is included
in the refuge-formula.Wemust therefore assume thatwhen the groupof fivemonks
became disciples of Gotama a saṅghawas formed. ¹ I.e. Yasa.
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one, having turned back to the low life, to enjoy pleasures of the
senses, as he did formerly when leading a household life.”

Kd 1.7.14

“Lord, it is a gain for Yasa, the youngman of family, Lord, it is well
gotten for Yasa, the youngman of family, inasmuch as the mind of
Yasa, the young man of family, is freed from the cankers without
grasping. Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me on the mor-
rowwith Yasa, the young man of family, as his attendant?”The Lord
consented by becoming silent.Then the (great) merchant, the house-
holder, knowing that the Lord had consented, rising from his seat,
having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards
him.

Kd 1.7.15

Then Yasa, the youngman of family, soon after the (great) mer-
BD 4.26

chant, the householder, had departed, spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord,
may I receive the going forth in the Lord’s presence, may I receive
ordination?”
“Come, monk,” the Lord said, “well preached is dhamma. Lead the

Brahma-faring formaking an utter end of ill.” So this came to be that
Vin 1.18

venerable one’s ordination. At that time there were seven perfected
ones in the world.

Told is the Going Forth of Yasa

Kd 1.8.1Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl
and robe, approached the dwelling of the (great) merchant, the
householder, with the venerable Yasa as attendant; having approach-
ed, he sat downonanappointed seat.Then themother and the former
wife of the venerable Yasa approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance.

Kd 1.8.2

The Lord talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say, talk
on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven … dhamma-vision,
dustless, stainless, arose to them that, “whatever is of a nature to
uprise, all that is of a nature to stop.”

Kd 1.8.3

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma… spoke thus to
the Lord: “Excellent Lord! … we ourselves, Lord, go to the Lord as
refuge, to dhamma and to the Order of monks. Let the Lord accept
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us as women lay-disciples, gone for refuge from this day forth for as
long as life lasts.”Thus these were the first women lay-disciples in
the world using the three-word formula.

Kd 1.8.4

Then the venerable Yasa’s mother and father and former wife,
having with their own hand(s) served the Lord and the venerable
Yasa and having offered them sumptuous foods, solid and soft, sat
downwhen the Lord hadfinished hismeal andhad removedhis hand
from the bowl.Then the Lord, having gladdened, roused, rejoiced,
delighted the venerable Yasa’s mother and father and former wife
with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat departed.

Kd 1.9.1 Four householder friends of the venerable Yasa, young men of
families of (great) merchants and lesser (great) merchants¹ in Benar-

BD 4.27

es, Vimala, Subāhu, Puṇṇaji, Gavampati², heard: “They say that Yasa,
Vin 1.19

the youngman of family, having cut off his hair and beard, having
put on yellow robes, has gone forth from home into homelessness.”
Having heard this, it occurred to them: “Now this can be no ordinary
dhamma and discipline, nor can this be an ordinary going forth,
in that Yasa, the young man of family, having cut off his hair and
beard, having put on the yellow robes, has gone forth from home
into homelessness.”

Kd 1.9.2

These four people approached the venerable Yasa; having ap-
proached, having greeted the venerable Yasa, they stood at a respect-
ful distance.Then the venerable Yasa, taking these four householder
friends, approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted
the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As hewas sitting down
at a respectful distance, the venerable Yasa spoke thus to the Lord:
“These four householder friends of mine, Lord, youngmen of fami-
lies of (great) merchants and lesser (great) merchants in Benares,
Vimala, Subāhu, Puṇṇaji, Gavampati, may the Lord exhort, may he
instruct these four.”

Kd 1.9.3

The Lord talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say, talk

¹ seṭṭhānuseṭṭhi. See Ja v.384 for mahā-seṭṭhi, seṭṭhi (but with variant reading
anuseṭṭhi) and anuseṭṭhi; also Vinaya Texts i.102, n. 3. ² Verses attributed only to
Gavampati, Thag 38, and he appears to be the only one mentioned elsewhere in the
canon, e.g. dn ii.356, sn v.436.
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on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven … dhamma-vision,
dustless, stainless, arose to them that “whatever is of the nature to
uprise, all that is of the nature to stop.”

Kd 1.9.4

These, having seendhamma, attaineddhamma…spoke thus to the
Lord: “Lord, may we receive the going forth in the Lord’s presence,
may we receive ordination?”
“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well preached is dhamma, fare the

Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this came to be
these venerable ones’ ordination.Then the Lord exhorted, instructed
these monks with dhamma talk. While they were being exhorted,
instructed by the Lord with dhamma talk, their minds were freed
from the cankers without grasping. At that time there were eleven
perfected ones in the world.

Vin 1.20

Told is the Going Forth of the four Householders

Kd 1.10.1–4

BD 4.28

Fifty householder friends of the venerable Yasa, youngmen of
the first families and of those next to the first¹ in the district heard:
“They say that Yasa, the youngman of family… (as in Kd 1.9.1–Kd.1.9.4
down to:) While they were being exhorted, instructed by the Lord
with dhamma talk, their minds were freed from the cankers without
grasping. At that time there were sixty-one perfected ones in the
world.

WithMāra
Kd 1.11.1Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying²: “I, monks, am freed

from all snares, both those of devas³ and those of men. And you,
Vin 1.21

monks, are freed from all snares, both those of devas and those of
men. Walk, monks, on tour for the blessing of the manyfolk, for the
happiness of the manyfolk out of compassion for the world, for the

¹ pubbānupubbaka. Explained by Vin-a 966 as the oldest and next to the oldest in
regard to lineage. ² sn i.105–106. ³ dibba; neither “divine” (Vinaya Texts i.112)
nor “celestial” (ks i.131) is exactly right for this difficult adjective which means
deva-ish, pertaining to devas.
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welfare, the blessing, the happiness of devas andmen. Let not two
(of you) go by one (way.)¹ Monks, teach dhammawhich is lovely at
the beginning, lovely in the middle, lovely at the ending.² Explain
with the spirit and the letter the Brahma-faring completely fulfilled,
wholly pure.There are beings with little dust in their eyes, who, not
hearing dhamma, are decaying, (but) if they are learners of dhamma,
they will grow. And I, monks, will go along to Uruvelā, to the Camp
township,³ in order to teach dhamma.”

Kd 1.11.2

ThenMāra, theEvilOne, approached theLord;havingapproached,
he addressed the Lord with verses:

“Bound art thou by all the snares,
Both those of devas and of men,
In great bondage art thou bound,
Recluse, thou’lt not be freed fromme.”⁴

BD 4.29

“Freed am I from all the snares,
Both those of devas and of men,
From great bondage am I freed,
Humbled art thou, O End-maker.”⁵

“The tale of mind-impressions is a snare
That weaves its tallies to and fro in air.
With these will I have wherewith to fetter thee,
Recluse, thou wilt not be freed fromme.”⁶

¹ ekena can also mean together, but above is interpretation given at Vin-a 966, and
cf. sn-a i.172. ² sn-a i.172 gives differing but related arrangements of subjects
included under “beginning, middle and end”. ³ Senānigama here and at mn i.166;
for the variant spelling used at e.g. sn i.106, Ja i.68, seeVinayaTexts i.113, n. 1, ks i.132,
n. 5; Dictionary of Pali Proper Names; E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 230.There was
a tradition that in old times it had been an army’s camping place, mn-a ii.173,
sn-a i.172, the townwhere Senāni, Sujāta’s father lived. ⁴ These four lines with
the next four also at sn i.106. ⁵ Antaka, explained at Vin-a 966 as an inferior, low
being; a name of Māra. Cf.Thig.59,Thig.62,Thig.195; also Dhp 48, where not used in
this way. ⁶ These four lines and the next four occur also at sn i.111.
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“Sights, sounds, scents, tastes,¹ and things to touch,
Bringing delights to mind of man-for such
All wish, all will, for me is past and gone,
Humbled art thou, O End-maker.”

ThenMāra, the Evil One, thinking, “The Lord knowsme, thewell-
farer knowsme,” pained, afflicted, vanished then and there.

Told is the Talk onMāra

On going forth and full ordination
Kd 1.12.1At that timemonksbrought (to the Lord) fromvarious quarters, from

various districts those wishing for the going forth, those wishing
for ordination, thinking: “The Lord will let these go forth, he will
ordain them.”Thereby both the monks as well as those wishing for
the going forth and those wishing for ordination were tired.Then a
reasoning arose in the Lord’smind as hewasmeditating in seclusion,
thus: “At present monks are bringing (to me) from various quarters
… and thosewishing for ordination are tired. Suppose Iwere to allow
it to monks, saying: ‘You, monks, may now yourselves let go forth,
may ordain in any² quarter, in any district’?”

Kd 1.12.2

Then the Lord, emerging from seclusion towards evening, on this
occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed

Vin 1.22

the monks, saying: “While I was meditating in seclusion, monks, a
reasoning arose in mymind, thus: ‘At present monks are bringing …

BD 4.30

in any quarter, in any district’?
Kd 1.12.3

“I allow, monks, that you yourselves may now let go forth may
ordain in any quarter, in any district. And thus, monks, should one
let go forth, should one ordain: First, having made him have his hair
and beard cut off, havingmadehimput on yellow robes, havingmade
him arrange an upper robe over one shoulder, having made him

¹ The Vinaya version puts scents before tastes in the usual way. sn i.111 reverses the
order; see ks i.140, n. 3. Cf. Kd 5.1.27; Snp 387, Snp 759,Thag 455.Thag 895. an iii.69.
² tāsu tāsu. Taṁ taṁmeans whatever, each, this and that.
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honour the monks’ feet, having made him sit down on his haunches,
having made him salute with joined palms, he should be told: ‘Speak
thus: “I go to the awakened one for refuge, I go to dhamma for refuge,

Kd 1.12.4

I go to the Order for refuge. And a second time I go … And a third
time I go to … the Order for refuge.”’ I allow, monks, the going forth
and the ordination by these three goings for refuge.¹”

Told is the Talk on Ordination by the three Goings for Refuge

WithMāra, the second
Kd 1.13.1 Then the Lord, having kept the rains, addressed the monks, saying:

“Monks, by proper attention, by proper right effortwas supreme free-
dom attained byme, supreme freedom² realised. You, too, monks, by
proper attention, by proper right effortmay attain supreme freedom,
may realise supreme freedom.”

Kd 1.13.2

ThenMāra, the Evil One, approached the Lord; having approach-
ed, he addressed the Lord with verses:

“Bound art thou byMāra’s snares,
Both those of devas and of men,
In great bondage art thou bound.
Recluse, thou wilt not be freed fromme.”³

“Freed am I fromMāra’s snares,
Both those of devas and of men,
From great bondage am I freed,
Humbled art thou, O End-maker.”

BD 4.31
ThenMāra, the Evil One, thinking, “The Lord knowsme, thewell-

farer knowsme,” pained, afflicted, vanished then and there.

¹ Apparently this was the second stage in admitting disciples to the religious life,
the first being by the formula spoken by the Lord, ‘come, monk’. Responsibility is
now being delegated to his followers themselves. Note that bhagavantaṁ (the lord)
has given way to buddhaṁ (the awakened one) in the first sentence of the formula.
² Cf. an iii.218. ³ These four lines occur at sn i.105, but there the third line of each
verse reads, “In (From)Māra’s bondage …”
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The story of the excellent group
Vin 1.23

Kd 1.14.1
Then the Lord, having stayed at Benares for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Uruvelā.Then the Lord, turning off from
the road, approached a certain woodland grove¹; having approached,
having plunged into thatwoodland grove, he sat down at the root of a
certain tree. At that time a group of as many as thirty friends of high
standing,² with their wives, were amusing themselves in that same
woodland grove. One had nowife, (so) a woman of low standing³ was
brought along for him. Then while they were heedlessly amusing
themselves that woman of low standing, taking (their) belongings,
ran away.

Kd 1.14.2

Then these friends, doing their friend a service and seeking for
that woman, roaming about that woodland grove, saw the Lord sit-
ting at the root of a certain tree; seeing him, they approached the
Lord, having approached, they spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, has the
Lord not seen a woman?”
“But what have you, young men, to do with a woman?”
“We, Lord, a group of as many as thirty friends of high standing,

with our wives, were amusing ourselves in this woodland grove; one
had nowife, (so) awoman of low standingwas brought along for him.
Then, Lord, as wewere heedlessly amusing ourselves, that woman of
low standing, taking our belongings, ran away. Consequently, Lord,

¹ At Ja i.82 this is called Kappāsiya woodland grove. ² tiṁsamattā bhaddavaggiyā
sahāyakā. Vin-a 971 says “sons of rājas, of high repute (bhaddaka, honoured, of
good quality), bound into a group (vagga, party) by their bodies andminds, were
wandering about”; and Vin-a 1106 says “because theywere brothers by one father of
theKing ofKosala, a synonymfor these elders is the groupwhoare of high standing”.
For bothhere andatDhp-a ii.32 they are identifiedwith the thirtymonks of Pāvā (see
Vin 1.253, sn ii187). The bhaddavaggiyā = kumāra are referred to at Ja i.82 = Dhp-a i.87,
Dhp-a i.97 as among the “converts” who, because converted first, should, so some
monks thought, have been given precedence over the Great Pair; at Dhp-a i.100,
as having heard the Tuṇḍilovāda (cf. Vin-a 1106 and Ja no.388). Mahavaṁsa xxx.79
mentions their conversion as a subject to be represented in the relic shrine of
the MahāThūpa. ³ vesī can also mean a prostitute, but here probably used in
opposition to bhadda, high standing.
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we friends, doing our friend a service and seeking for that woman,
are roaming about this woodland grove.”

Kd 1.14.3

BD 4.32 “What do you think of this, young men?Which is better for you,
that you should seek for a woman or that you should seek for the
self ¹?”
“Truly this were better for us, Lord, that we should seek for the

self.”
“Well then, young men, you sit down, I will teach you dhamma.”
Saying, “Yes, Lord,” this group of friends of high standing, having

greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance.
Kd 1.14.4

The Lord talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say, talk on
giving, talk onmoral habit, talk on heaven… that “whatever is of the
nature to uprise, all that is of the nature to stop.”²

Kd 1.14.5

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known dhamma,
plunged into dhamma,³ … spoke thus to the Lord: “May we, Lord,

Vin 1.24

receive the going forth in the Lord’s presence, may we receive ordi-
nation?”
“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma, fare the

Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this came to be
these venerable ones’ ordination.

Told is the Case of the Group of Friends of High Standing

The Second Portion for Repeating

¹ attānaṁ gaveseyyātha. Cf. Dhp 146 andhakāreṇa onaddhā padīpaṁ na gavessatha,
“that ye in the bonds of darkness should not hunt for a lamp”; and the compound
attadīpā of dn ii.100 and Snp 501. ² As in Kd 1.7.5–1.7.6. ³ As in Kd 1.6.32.
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On the miracles at Uruvelā

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at Uruvelā.
Now at that time three matted hair ascetics, Kassapa of Uruvelā,¹
Kassapa of the River,² Kassapa of Gayā,³ were living at Uruvelā. Of
these, the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā was leader, guide,
highest, chief, head of five hundred matted hair ascetics; the matted

BD 4.33

hair ascetic Kassapa of the River was leader … head of three hundred
matted hair ascetics; the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Gayā was
leader … head of two hundred matted hair ascetics.

Kd 1.15.2

Then the Lord approached the hermitage⁴ of the matted hair
ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā; having approached, he spoke thus to the
matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā: “If it is not inconvenient to
you, Kassapa, let me stay for one night in the fire-room.”
“It is not inconvenient to me, great recluse, (but) there is a fierce

serpent king of psychic power there; he is a terribly venomous snake.
Do not let him harm you.” And a second time the Lord spoke thus to
the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā: “If it is not inconvenient
to you …” And a third time the Lord spoke thus to the matted hair
ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā: “If it is not inconvenient to you, Kassapa,
let me stay for one night in the fire-room.”
“It is not inconvenient to me, great recluse, (but) there is a fierce

serpent king of psychic power there; he is a terribly venomous snake.
Do not let him harm you.”
“It is not likely that he can harmme. Please do you, Kassapa, allow

(me the use of) the fire-room,”

¹ Verses atThag 375–380.Atan i.25he is called chief of thosediscipleswhohave large
followings.Thag-a i.71 recounts that one of this Kassapa’s followers, Belaṭṭhasīsa,
was tamedwith him (see below, Kd 20.18, Kd 20.19) and afterwards becameĀnanda’s
preceptor.These threeKassapaswere brothers.Theyhad a sisterwhose son, Senaka,
was converted by the Lord, see Psalms of the Bretheren, p. 180. On the three brothers,
see Mrs. Rhys Davids,Manual of Buddhism, p. 206ff. ² I.e. of the river Nerañjarā.
His verses atThag 341.Thag-a on Uruvelākassapa says that Kassapa of the River was
so called because he “went forth” at a bend in a great river; and that Kassapa of
Gayā was so called because he went forth at Gayāsīsa. ³ Verses atThag 345–349.
⁴ Cf. Vin 4.107 (bd 2.382) for many similarities with this passage.
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“Stay, great recluse, as you wish it.”
Kd 1.15.3

Then the Lord, having entered the fire-room, having laid down
a grass mat, sat down cross-legged, keeping his back erect, having
caused mindfulness to be present in front of him.Then that serpent
saw that the Lord had entered, and seeing this, pained, afflicted, he
blew forth smoke.Then it occurred to the Lord: “What now if I, with-
out destroying this serpent’s skin and hide and flesh and ligaments

Vin 1.25

and bones and the marrow of the bones, were to master (his) heat by
heat?”

Kd 1.15.4

Then the Lord, having worked a work of psychic power, blew
forth smoke.Then that serpent, not conquering anger, blazed up.The
Lord, having attained the condition of heat, also blazed up. When
bothwere inflames, the fire-roombecame as though burning, ablaze,
in flames.Then the matted hair ascetics, having surrounded the fire-
room, spoke thus: “Beautiful indeed is the great recluse, (but) hewill

BD 4.34

be harmed by the serpent.”¹
Kd 1.15.5

Then the Lord at the end of that night, without having destroyed
that serpent’s skin and hide and flesh and ligaments and bones and
the marrow of the bones, having mastered (his) heat by heat, hav-
ing placed him in his bowl, showed him to the matted hair ascetic,
Uruvelākassapa, saying: “This, Kassapa, is your serpent, his heat
was mastered by heat.”Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic
Uruvelākassapa: “Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power, of
great majesty, in that he canmaster by heat the heat of the fierce ser-
pent king who has psychic power and is a terribly venomous snake;
but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.15.6

Near the Nerañjarā,² the Lord
spoke thus to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelākassapa:

¹ Text reads nāge na viheṭhissati, but should be corrected, as Vinaya Texts i.120, n. 3
indicates, by parallel passage at Vin 2.195: nāgena viheṭhiyissati, which I follow. Sin-
halese edition reads nāgena viheṭhiyati, is harmed by the serpent, which also makes
sense if the ascetics, seeing Gotama in flames, thought he was already brought to
harm. ² For note on this repetition of the story (in this and the next paragraph)
in a more popular style, see Vinaya Texts i.120, n. 4. Note by Sujato: the “popular
style” is in fact verse and I have formatted it as such, without changing the text.
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“If it is not inconvenient to you, Kassapa,
let me stay this day (only)¹ in the fire-hall.²”

“It is not inconvenient to me, great recluse,
(but) as I am anxious for your comfort I warn you
that there is a fierce serpent king there,
of psychic power, a terribly venomous snake.
Do not let him harm you.”

“It is not likely that he can harmme.
Please do you, Kassapa, allow (me the use of) the fire-

room.³”
“It is given”; having understood this,
the fearless one entered, fear overpassed.

Having seen that the holy man⁴ had entered,
the chief of snakes⁵, afflicted, blew forth smoke.
The chief of men, joyful, unperturbed,
blew forth smoke there too.

BD 4.35

But the chief of snakes, not conquering anger,
blazed up like a fire.
The chief of men, highly proficient in the condition of

heat,
blazed up there too.

When both were in flames,
the matted hair ascetics, as they were looking at the fire-

room, said:
¹ ajjuṇho; see bd 2.64, n. 1. Vin-a 971 also explains by ajja ekadivasaṁ. ² Text
reads aggisālamhi; Sinhalese edition aggisaraṇamhi; variant reading at Vin 1.365
aggisālāyaṁ. ³ agyāgara, as throughout, except for case just referred to. ⁴ isi = ṛsi,
seer, sage. ⁵ Here, instead of being called nāgarājā, king of serpents, he is called
ahināga; and here nāga is probably not to be taken as “serpent” but as balancing
the nāga in manussanāga, “chief of men,” just below, and therefore as meaning
chief, strongest, foremost (something awe-inspiring: cobra, elephant, saint). Cf.
mahānāga, used of (chief) disciples, at mn i.32, mn i.151; and definition of nāga at
mn i.145 as “synonym for that monk in whom the cankers are destroyed,” and cf.
also mn-a i.153.
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“Beautiful indeed is the great recluse,
(but) he will be harmed by the serpent.”¹

Kd 1.15.7

Then at the end of that night
the serpent’s flames became extinguished,
but the multicoloured flames of him of psychic power

remained,
and multicoloured flames, dark green,
then red, crimson, yellow and crystal-coloured
were on Angirasa’s² body.

Having put the chief of snakes into his bowl,
he showed him to the brahmin,³ saying:
“This, Kassapa, is your serpent,
his heat was mastered by heat.”

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, thoroughly believ-
ing in this wonder of psychic power of the Lord, spoke thus to the
Lord: “Stay just here, great recluse, I (can offer you) a constant supply
of food.”⁴

Vin 1.26

The First Wonder
Kd 1.16.1 Then the Lord stayed in a certain woodland grove near the her-

mitage of the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa. Then the four
Great Kings, having illumined the entire woodland grove on a glo-
rious night with glorious colour, approached the Lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, they stood at the four quarters
like huge fires.

Kd 1.16.2

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached the
Lord at the end of that night, and having approached he spoke thus

¹ See above, bd 4.34, n. 1. ² Name applied to Gotama now and again in the Piṭakas;
dn iii.196 (“name of the son of the Sakyans”), sn i.196 = Thag 1252, an iii.239,Thag 536,
Ja i.116. See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names and gs iii.175, n. 1. Vin-a 971 says aṅgato
raṁsiyo saṁsaranti, flames streamed from his body (limb). ³ Note that the jaṭila
is here referred to as a brahmin. ⁴ This invitation seems to cancel the Lord’s
request to stay for “one day (only),” and to account for the fact that he stayed on in
the woodland grove for several days.
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to the Lord: “It is time, great recluse, the meal is ready. But now, who
were these, great recluse,who, having illumined the entirewoodland
grove during the glorious night with glorious colour, approached
you and having approached, having greeted you, stood at the four
quarters like huge fires?”

BD 4.36

“Kassapa, these were the four Great Kings who approached me in
order to hear dhamma.”

Then it occurred to themattedhair asceticUruvelākassapa: “Truly
the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that the
four Great Kings also approach him in order to hear dhamma; but
yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Then the Lord, having eaten themeal (offered by) thematted hair
ascetic Uruvelākassapa, stayed in that same woodland grove.

The SecondWonder

Kd 1.17.1Then Sakka, lord of the devas, having illumined the entire wood-
land grove on a glorious night with glorious colour, approached the
Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a re-
spectful distance, like a huge fire, more glorious and more superb
than the former splendours of colour.¹

Kd 1.17.2

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached the
Lord at the end of that night … (as in² Kd 1.16.2) … stayed in that same

Vin 1.27

woodland grove.

TheThirdWonder

Kd 1.18.1
Kd 1.18.2

Then Brahmā Sahampati … (as in Kd 1.17) … stayed in that same
woodland grove.

The FourthWonder

Kd 1.19.1Now at that time a great sacrifice (made by) the matted hair as-
cetic Uruvelakassapawas going forward,³ and the entire (population

¹ I.e. the four Great Kings, so Vin-a 972. ² Reading “Sakka, lord of devas” instead
of “the four Great Kings.” ³ paccupaṭṭhito hoti. It was a sacrifice performed by
him.
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of) Aṅga and Magadha, taking abundant solid food and soft food,
wanted to go (to it)).¹ Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic
Uruvelakassapa: “At present my great sacrifice is going forward, and
the entire (population of) Aṅga andMagadha, taking abundant solid
food and soft food, will come. If the great recluse does a wonder of
psychic power before the populace, the great recluse’s gains and hon-

BD 4.37

our will much increase, my gains and honour will decline. Now the
great recluse shall certainly not come to-morrow.”

Kd 1.19.2

Then the Lord, knowing by mind the reasoning in the mind of
Vin 1.28

thematted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, having gone to Uttarakuru,²
having fetched almsfood from there, having eaten it by the Anotatta
lake,³ took his midday rest there.Then at the end of that night the
matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached the Lord; having
approached, he spoke thus to the Lord: “It is time, great recluse, the
meal is ready. But why did you not come yesterday, great recluse?
We thought of you however, saying‘How is it that the great recluse
does not come?’ A portion of solid food and soft food was put aside
for you.”

Kd 1.19.3

“Now did it not occur to you, Kassapa, ‘At present my great sac-
rifice is going forward …Now the great recluse shall certainly not
come to-morrow’?

Kd 1.19.4

“So I, Kassapa, knowing by mind the reasoning in your mind,
having gone to Uttarakuru, having fetched almsfood from there,
having eaten it by the Anotatta lake, took my mid-day rest there.”
Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, “Truly
the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that he
also knows mind by mind; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”
Then the Lord, having eaten the meal (offered by) the matted hair
ascetic Uruvelakassapa, stayed in that same woodland grove.

¹ Cf. the people’s annual festivals mentioned at Psalms of the Bretheren 181, at one of
which the Lord converted Kassapa of Uruvelā’s nephew. ² Mentioned at Vin 3.7
(bd 1.14). See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, especially for its being considered a
mark of great psychic power to be able to go here—a somewhat mythical region.
³ One of the seven great lakes of the Himalayas. See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names.
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The FifthWonder

Kd 1.20.1Now at that time a rag-robe accrued to the Lord.Then it occurred
to the Lord: “Nowwhere can I wash the rag-robe?”Then Sakka, lord
of the devas, knowing by mind the reasoning in the Lord’s mind,
having dug a tank with his hand, spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the
Lord may wash the rag-robe here.” Then it occurred to the Lord:
“Now on what can I knead the rag-robe?” Then Sakka, lord of the
devas, knowing by mind the reasoning in the Lord’s mind, having

BD 4.38

put down a large stone near him, said: “Lord, the Lord may knead
the rag-robe here.”

Kd 1.20.2

Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now holding on to what can I come
up from (the water)?” Then a devatā inhabiting a kakudha (tree)¹,
knowing by mind the reasoning in the Lord’s mind, bent down a
bough, saying: “Lord, the Lordmay comeup from (thewater) holding

Vin 1.29

on here.”Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now onwhat can I stretch
out² the rag-robe?”Then Sakka, lord of the devas, knowing by mind
the reasoning in the Lord’s mind, having put down a large stone near
him said: “Lord, the Lord may stretch out the rag-robe here”

Kd 1.20.3

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached the
Lord at the end of that night; having approached, he spoke thus to
the Lord: “It is time, great recluse, the meal is ready. But how is it,
great recluse, that this tank was not here before, and now this tank
is here? Norwas this stone put down before. Bywhomwas this stone
put down? Nor was a bough of this kakudha (tree) bent down before,
and now this bough is bent down.”

Kd 1.20.4

“Kassapa, a rag-robe accrued to me here, and this occurred to me,
Kassapa, ‘Nowwhere can Iwash the rag-robe? ‘Then, Kassapa, Sakka,
lord of the devas, knowing bymind the reasoning inmymind, having
dug a tankwith his hand, spoke thus tome: ‘Lord, the Lordmaywash

¹ Terminalia Arjuna according to Pali-English Dictionary. Cf. Ja vi.518–519, Dhp-
a iv.153, Ajjuna at Buddhavaṁsa viii.23 and Dhp-a i.105 is the tree of the Buddha
Anomadassin. Vin-a 972 calls it ajjunarukkha, which Pali-English Dictionary calls
Pentaptera Arjuna. ² vissajjeyyaṁ, explained at Vin-a 972 as sukkhāpanatthāya
pasāretvā ṭhapeyyaṁ (where) can I put it, stretching it out to dry?
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the rag-robe here.’ So this tankwas dug by the hand of a non-human
being.¹Then this occurred to me, Kassapa, ‘Now onwhat can I knead
the rag-robe? “… So this stone was put² by a non-human being.

Kd 1.20.5

Then this occurred to me, Kassapa, ‘Now holding on to what can
I come up out of (the water)?’ Then, Kassapa, a devatā… said: ‘Lord,
the Lord may come up from (the water) holding on here.’ So this
kakudha (tree) was a hold for my hand.³ Then this occurred to me,
Kassapa, ‘Now on what can I stretch out the rag-robe?’Then⁴ Sakka,
lord of the devas… So this stone was put by a non-human being.”

Kd 1.20.6

Thenit occurred to themattedhair asceticUruvelakassapa: “Truly
the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that
Sakka, lord of the devas, does him a service; but yet he is not a per-
fected one as I am.”Then the Lord, having eaten themeal (offered by)
the matted hair ascetic Uruvelākassapa, stayed in that same wood-
land grove.

Kd 1.20.7

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached the
Lord at the end of that night; having approached, he announced the

Vin 1.30

time to the Lord, saying: “It is time, great recluse, the meal is ready.”
“You go on, Kassapa, I am coming along,” and having dismissed

the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, having plucked a fruit from
a rose-apple tree, after which this Land of the Rose-apples⁵ is named,
he sat down in the fire-room, having arrived first.

Kd 1.20.8

Thematted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa saw the Lord sitting in
the fire-room; seeing him he spoke thus to the Lord: “By what way
have you come, great recluse? I set out before you, but you are sitting
in the fire-room, having arrived first.”

Kd 1.20.9

“Now I, Kassapa, having dismissed you, having plucked a fruit
from a rose-apple tree, after which this Land of the Rose-apples
is named, am sitting in the fire-room, having arrived first. Truly,
Kassapa, this rose-apple fruit is full of colour, full of scent, full of
flavor; if you like, do eat it.”
“No, great recluse, you alone are worthy of it, you alone eat it.”

¹ amanussena. Cf.Vin 3.85 (and bd 1.147, n. 2). ² nikkhittā, instead of, as previously,
upanikkhi-. ³ āhara-hattha. ⁴ ThenameKassapa is omitted here. ⁵ Jambudīpa,
usually meaning India.
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Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa: “Truly
the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that
having dismissed me first … he sat down in the fire-room, having
arrived first; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.” Then the
Lord, having eaten the meal (offered by) the matted hair ascetic
Uruvelakassapa, stayed in that same woodland grove.

Kd 1.20.10

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached the
Lord at the end of that night; having approached he announced the

BD 4.40

time to the Lord, saying: “It is time, great recluse, the meal is ready.”
“You go on, Kassapa, I am coming along,” and having dismissed

thematted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, and having plucked amango
fruit not far from the rose-apple tree, after which this Land of the
Rose-apples is named… having plucked a fruit of emblic myrobalan¹
not far from the mango tree … having plucked a fruit of yellowmy-
robalan² not far from the emblic myrobalan, having gone to the
Thirty,³ having plucked a flower from the Coral Tree,⁴ he sat down in
the fire-room, having arrived first.Thematted hair ascetic Uruve-
lakassapa saw the Lord sitting in the fire-room, and seeing him he
spoke thus to the Lord: “By what way have you come, great recluse?
I set out before you, but you are sitting in the fire-room, having
arrived first.”

Kd 1.20.11

“Now I, Kassapa, having dismissed you, having gone to theThirty,
having plucked a flower from the Coral Tree, am sitting in the fire-
room, having arrived first. Truly, Kassapa, this flower of the Coral
Tree is full of colour, full of scent; if you like, do take it.”
“No, great recluse, you alone are worthy of it, you alone take it.”

Vin 1.31

Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa: “Truly

¹ āmalakī (here and at mn i.456; elsewhere āmalaka), phyllanthus emblica. The
fruit allowed to monks as a medicine, Vin 1.201. Cf. Vin 1.278. ² harītakī. Fruit
also allowed as a medicine at Vin 1.201. Cf.mn iii.127. ³ I.e. to the realm of the
Thirty (orThirty-three) Devas, tāvatiṁsa. ⁴ pāricchattaka, “shading all round,”
Erythrina Indica. (mythical) tree growing in the Tavatiṁsa realm. At an iv.117
the devas’ rejoicings at each stage in the development of shoot and bloom are set
out. See gs iv.78ff. for notes. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, missing the above
Vinaya reference, asserts that the flowers are never plucked. In that case this is a
noteworthy exception.
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the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that
having dismissed me first, having gone to theThirty, having plucked
a flower from the Coral Tree, he is sitting in the fire-room, having
arrived first; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.20.12

Now at that time these matted hair ascetics, wanting to tend the
(sacred) fires, were unable to chop sticks.Then it occurred to these
matted hair ascetics: “Doubtless it is (owing to) the psychic might of

BD 4.41

the great recluse that we are unable to chop sticks.”Then the Lord
spoke thus to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa: “Kassapa, let
sticks be chopped.”
“Let them be chopped, great recluse.” Five hundred sticks were

chopped simultaneously.¹Then it occurred to thematted hair ascetic
Uruvelakassapa: “Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power,
of great might, in that also sticks are chopped; but yet he is not a
perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.20.13

Now at that time these matted hair ascetics, wanting to tend the
(sacred) fires, were unable to kindle the fires. Then it occurred to
these matted hair ascetics: “Doubtless … unable to kindle the fires.”
Then the Lord spoke thus to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa:
“Kassapa, let the fires be kindled.”
“Let them be kindled, great recluse.” Five hundred fires were

kindled simultaneously … “… in that also the fires are kindled; but
yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.20.14

Now at that time these matted hair ascetics, having tended the
fires, were unable to extinguish the fires.² …The five hundred fires
were extinguished simultaneously … “… in that also the fires are
extinguished; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.20.15

¹ sakid eva, just once, once only.There was doubtless one stick “for each of the five
hundred jaṭilas over whom Kassapa was chief ” (Vinaya Texts i.129). ² It is clear
therefore that the fires were not kept burning perpetually.
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Now at that time on the cold winter nights between the eights¹
in a time of snowfall these matted hair ascetics were plunging into
the river Nerañjarā, then emerging and repeatedly plunging in and

BD 4.42

out.²Then the Lord created asmany as five hundred fire-vessels³ just
where these matted hair ascetics, having come up from (the river),
warmed themselves.⁴Then it occurred to these matted hair ascetics:

Vin 1.32

“Doubtless it is (owing to) the psychic might of the great recluse that
these fire-vessels are created.”Then it occurred to the matted hair
ascetic Uruvelakassapa: “Truly the great recluse is of great psychic
power, of great might, in that he can create these fire-vessels; but
yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.20.16

Now at that time a great rain fell out of the proper season, and a
great flood resulted.⁵The Lord was staying in a place which became
inundated bywater.Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now suppose that
I, having made the water recede all round, should pace up and down
in the middle on dust-covered ground?”Then the Lord, having made
the water recede all round, paced up and down in the middle on
dust-covered ground.Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa,

¹ antaraṭṭhakāsu, the aṭṭhakā days which, according to Vin-a 1128, are “the eight
(days) betweenMāgha and Phagguṇa” (names of lunar mansions). Cf.mn-a ii.48
(on mn i.79) “four at the end of the month of Māgha, four at the beginning of the
month of Phagguṇa, thus between the two there are eight nights.” Cf. an-a ii.225
(on an i.136), “the time extends for eight days in the interval betweenMāgha and
Phagguṇa. For there are four days at the end of Māgha and four at the beginning of
Phagguṇa, this is called ‘occurring between the eights’ ” (antaraṭṭhako) SeeVin 1.288,
Ud 1.9, Ud-a 74. Translated at Sacred Books of the Buddhists viii, p. 7 as “between the
eighths”; at gs i.119, Further Dialogues of the Buddha i.55 as “in the dark half of the
month(s)”; at Vinaya Texts i.130, Vinaya Texts ii.211 as “between the Aṣṭakā festi-
vals.” Critical Pali Dictionary gives “occurring between the eights.”The translation
“eighths” is justified by the meaning of ashṭakā (feminine) as the “eighth day after
full moon” (MonierWilliams). But “eights” seem preferred by the Commentaries.
See notes at Sacred Books of the Buddhists viii.p. 7, gs i.119, Vinaya Texts i.130. ² Cf.
Ud6 for parallel passage. It would appear that jaṭilas practised purification by fire
and water; cf. ceremonial bathing at Gayā mentioned by Kassapa of Gayā,Thag 345.
³ mandāmukhi. Vin-a 972 calls these aggibhājāni. ⁴ Same word, visibbeti, as used
in Bu-Pc 56; see bd 2.398, n. 3. ⁵ sañjāyi, literally was born, was produced.
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thinking: “I hope that the great recluse has not been carried away¹ by
the water,” went together with a boat andmanymatted hair ascetics
to that place where the Lord was staying. The matted hair ascetic
Uruvelakassapa saw the Lord who, having made the water recede
all round, was pacing up and down in the middle on dust-covered
ground, and seeing him he spoke thus to the Lord: “Is it indeed you
who are here, great recluse?”
“It is I,² Kassapa,” and the Lord having risen up above the ground,

placed himself in the boat.Then it occurred to thematted hair ascetic
Uruvelakassapa: “Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power,
of great might, in that also the water does not carry him away; but
yet he is not a perfected one as I am.”

Kd 1.20.17

Then it occurred to the Lord: “Now, for a long time it will occur to
this foolishman, ‘Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power, of

BD 4.43

great might; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.’ Now, suppose
I should deeply stir³ this matted hair ascetic?”Then the Lord spoke
thus to the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā: “Neither are
you, Kassapa, a perfected one nor have you entered on the way to
perfection, and that course is not for you by which you either could
be a perfected one or could have entered on the way to perfection.”
Then the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvelā, having inclined his
head to the Lord’s feet, spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may I receive
the going forth in the Lord’s presence, may I receive ordination?”

Kd 1.20.18

“It is you, Kassapa, who are leader, guide, highest, chief, head of
five hundred matted hair ascetics; do consult these so that they can
do what they think (right).”Then the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of
Uruvelā approached these matted hair ascetics; having approached,
he spoke thus to these matted hair ascetics: “I want, good sirs,⁴ to

Vin 1.33

fare the Brahma-faring under the great recluse; let the revered sirs⁵
do what they think (right).”

¹ Cf. same expression at Vin 3.213 (bd 2.48). ² Emphatic: ayam ah’asmi. ³ saṁve-
jeyyaṁ. Cf. this word, as used above, with other examples of it given by A.K.
Coomaraswamy, Saṁvega, ‘Aesthetic Shock’, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies,
Vol. 7, No. 3, Feb., 1943. ⁴ bho. ⁵ bhavanto.
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“For a long time we, good sir,¹ have been much pleased² by the
great recluse; if, revered sir,³ you will fare the Brahma-faring under
the great recluse, all of us will fare the Brahma-faring under the
great recluse.”

Kd 1.20.19

Then thesematted hair ascetics, having let their hair, their braids,
their bundles on the carrying-poles,⁴ their implements for fire wor-
ship be carried away⁵ allmixed up in thewater, approached the Lord;
having approached, having inclined their heads to the Lord’s feet,
they spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may we receive the going forth
in the Lord’s presence, may we receive ordination?”

BD 4.44

“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma fare the
Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this came to be
these venerable ones’ ordination.

Kd 1.20.20

The matted hair ascetic Kassapa of the River saw the hair the
braids, the bundles on the carrying-poles, the implements for fire-
worship being carried away all mixed up in the water; seeing this,
it occurred to him: “I hope my brother is not in danger,” and he
dispatchedmatted hair ascetics saying: “Go and find out about my
brother,” and he himself with his three hundredmatted hair ascetics
approached the venerable Kassapa of Uruvela; having approached
he spoke thus to the venerable Kassapa of Uruvela: “Is this better,
Kassapa?”
“Yes, friend, this is better.”

Kd 1.20.21

Then these matted hair ascetics …⁶ So this came to be these ven-
erable ones’ ordination.

Kd 1.20.22

Thematted hair ascetic Kassapa of Gayā saw the hair, the braids,
the bundles on the carrying-poles, the implements for fire worship

¹ bho. ² In the sense of believing in his teaching. ³ bhavaṁ. ⁴ khārikāja, which
Vin-a 972 explains as khāri-bhāra. Khāri is a three bushel measure, kāja (= vividha,
vivadha) is the shoulder-pole on which some ascetics and wanderers carried their
property, their khāri. dn-a 269 calls khāri the requisites of an ascetic: kindling
wood, water pot, needle and so on. Cf. khāri-vividha at Ud 65 = sn i.78, and dn i.101.
⁵ pavāhetvā. Pavāheti is to cause to be carried away, and hence to cleanse, to wash
away (evil). Perhaps a dual reference is intended here. Cf.Thag346 (Kassapa of
Gayā’s verses). ⁶ Repeating Kd 1.20.19 for the followers of Kassapa of the River.
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being carried away all mixed up in the water; seeing this, it occurred
to him: “I hope my brothers are not in danger,” and he dispatched
mattedhair ascetics, saying: “Goandfindout aboutmybrothers,” and
he himself with his two hundred matted hair ascetics approached
the venerable Kassapa of Uruvela; having approached, he spoke thus
to the venerable Kassapa of Uruvelā: “Is this better, Kassapa?”
“Yes, friend, this is better.”

Kd 1.20.23

Then thesematted hair ascetics, having let their hair, their braids,
their bundles on the carrying-poles, their implements for fire wor-
ship be carried away all mixed up in the water, approached the Lord;
having approached, having inclined their heads to the Lord’s feet,

Vin 1.34

they spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may we receive the going forth
in the Lord’s presence, may we receive ordination?”
“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma, fare the

Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this came to be
these venerable ones’ ordination.

Kd 1.20.24

Through the Lord’s psychic resolution, five hundred fire-sticks
could not be chopped, (and)were chopped; fires could not be kindled
(and) were kindled; could not be extinguished (and) were extin-

BD 4.45

guished; five hundred fire-vessels were created. In this way there
came to be three thousand five hundred marvels.

Kd 1.21.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Uruvelā for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Gayā Head together with a large Order of
monks, with all those same thousand monks who had formerly been
matted hair ascetics.Then the Lord stayed near Gayā at Gayā Head
together with the thousandmonks.

Kd 1.21.2

And there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, every-
thing is burning.¹ And what, monks, is everything that is burning?
The eye, monks, is burning, material shapes are burning, conscious-
ness through theeye² is burning, impingementon theeye³ is burning,
in other words the feeling which arises from impingement on the

¹ Quoted at Kv 209. ² cakkhuviññaṇa, i.e. cognising by the eye, vision or seeing.
See Buddhist Psychological Ethics, 2nd edition, p. 161, n. 5; Dialogues of the Buddha
ii.340, Dialogues of the Buddha iii.230; and cf. mn i.111f. ³ cakkhusamphassa, or
impression on, or contact with, the eye.
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eye, be it pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant, that
too is burning. With what is it burning? I say it is burning with the
fire of passion,¹ with the fire of hatred, with the fire of stupidity; it
is burning because of birth, ageing, dying, because of grief, sorrow,
suffering, lamentation and despair.

Kd 1.21.3

“The ear is burning, sounds are burning … the nose is burning,
odours are burning… the tongue is burning, tastes are burning… the
body is burning, tangible objects are burning …the mind is burning,
mental states are burning, consciousness through themind² is burn-
ing, impingement on themind is burning, in other words the feeling
which raises through impingement on the mind, be it pleasant or
painful or neither painful nor pleasant, that too is burning. With
what is it burning? I say it is burning with the fire of passion, with
the fire of hatred, with the fire of stupidity; it is burning because of
birth, ageing, dying, because of grief, sorrow, suffering, lamentation
and despair.

Kd 1.21.4

“Seeing this, monks, the instructed disciple of the ariyans disre-
gards the eye and he disregards material shapes and he disregards

BD 4.46

consciousness through the eye and he disregards impingement on
the eye, in other words the feeling which arises from impingement
on the eye, be it pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant,
that too he disregards. And he disregards the ear and he disregards
sounds, and he disregards the nose and he disregards odours, and he

Vin 1.35

disregards the tongue andhe disregards tastes, and he disregards the
body and he disregards tangible objects, and he disregards the mind
and he disregards mental states and he disregards consciousness
through the mind and he disregards impingement on the mind, in
other words the feeling that arises from impingement on the mind,
be it pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant, that too he
disregards; disregarding, he is dispassionate; through dispassion he
is freed; in freedom the knowledge comes to be, ‘I am freed’, and he
comprehends: Destroyed is birth, lived is the Brahma-faring, done
is what was to be done, there is no more of being such or such.³”

¹ Quoted at Snp-a 32. ² manoviññāṇa, i.e. cognising by the mind, ‘apprehending’.
³ As above, bd 4.21.
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And while this discourse was being uttered, the minds of these
thousandmonks were freed from the cankers without grasping.

Told is the Disquisition¹ on Burning

Told is theThird Portion for Repeating: theWonder(s) at Uruvelā

On Bimbisāra’s gathering

Then the Lord, having stayed at Gayā Head for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Rājagaha together with the large Order of
monks, with all those same thousand monks who had formerly been
matted hair ascetics.Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course
arrived at Rājagaha.The Lord stayed there at Rājagaha in the Palm
Grove pleasure ground² in the Supatiṭṭha shrine.³

Kd 1.22.2

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha heard: “Verily, the rec-
luse Gotama, the son of the Sakyans, who has gone forth from the
Sakyan clan, has reached Rājagaha and is staying at Rājagaha in the

BD 4.47

Palm Grove pleasure ground in the Supatiṭṭha shrine. A lovely repu-
tation has gone forth concerning the Lord Gotama, thus: He is indeed
Lord, perfected one, fully awakened one, endowed with knowledge
and conduct, well-farer, knower of the worlds, unrivalled chario-
teer of men to be tamed, teacher of devas andmankind, awakened
one, Lord. Having realised them by his own super-knowledge, he
makes known this world with its devas, with itsMāras, with its Brah-
mās, creatures with devas and men, with recluses and brahmins.
He teaches dhamma, lovely at the beginning, lovely in the middle,
lovely at the ending. He explains with the spirit and the letter the
Brahma-faring completely fulfilled and wholly pure. Good indeed it
were to see perfected ones like this.”

Kd 1.22.3

¹ pariyāya. ² Laṭṭhivanuyyāna, literally the pleasance, pleasure ground or park
of the grove of sprouts (or canes or sticks). Vin-a 972 explains by tāluyyāna, the
palmyra, or talipot-palm pleasance. Cf. Ja i.68, Ja i.84; and Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names. ³ Vin-a 972 calls this a round tree. See E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 230.
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Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, surrounded by twelve
myriad¹ brahmins and householders² of Magadha, approached the
Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at
a respectful distance.Then some of these twelve myriad brahmins

Vin 1.36

and householders of Magadha having greeted the Lord, sat down at
a respectful distance; some exchanged greetings with the Lord, and
having exchanged greetings of friendliness and courtesy, they sat
down at a respectful distance; some having saluted the Lord with
joined palms, sat down at a respectful distance; some having shouted
out their name and clan before the Lord, sat down at a respectful dis-
tance; some having become silent, sat down at a respectful distance.

Kd 1.22.4

Then it occurred to those twelve myriad brahmins and house-
holders of Magadha: “Now,³ does the great recluse fare the Brahma-
faring under Kassapa of Uruvelā, or does Kassapa of Uruvelā fare the
Brahma-faring under the great recluse?” Then the Lord, knowing
with his mind the reasoning in the minds of those twelve myriad
brahmins and householders of Magadha, addressed Kassapa of Uru-
velā with the verses:

BD 4.48

“What hast thou seen, O dweller in Uruvelā,
That thou, known as emaciate⁴, hast abandoned the (sa-

cred) fire?
I ask thee about this matter, Kassapa:
Hast thou abandoned thy fire-implements?”

“The sacrifices speak of forms and sounds,
Also of tastes⁵, pleasures and women.
Knowing that ‘This is dross’ among affections—
Therefore I delighted not in sacrifice, in offering.”

Kd 1.22.5

¹ nahuti. Cf. Snp 677. Exact meaning unknown, but some high number. Vin-a 972
says “here one nahuta is ten thousand.” ² brāhmaṇagahapatika, not “brahmin
householders” as at Burlingame, Buddhist Legends i.197, but as at Vinaya Texts i.137
(where see note) and above. For see definition of “householder” at Vin 3.222, “setting
aside king… andBrahmin, hewho remains is called ‘householder’.” ³ Cf. Ja vi.220;
To end of second verse quoted at Bv-a 20. ⁴ kisako vadāno; see note Vinaya Texts
i.138, n. 1. ⁵ rūpe ca sadde ca atho rase; cf. Snp 974.
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“But if your mind delights not there, Kassapa,” the Lord
said,

“Among forms, sounds and also tastes,
Then in the world of devas andmenwhat does yourmind

delight in?
Kassapa, tell me that.”

“When I had seen the path, peaceful, without substrate,¹
Stainless², not attached to sensations’ becoming,
Not becoming otherwise³, where one is not led by oth-

ers⁴—
In consequence, I delighted not in sacrifice, in offering.”

Kd 1.22.6
Then the venerable Kassapa of Uruvelā, rising from his seat, hav-

ing arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having inclined his
head towards the Lord’s feet, spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the Lord
is my teacher, I am a disciple⁵; Lord, the Lord is my teacher, I am
a disciple.”Then it occurred to those twelve myriad Brahmins and
householders of Magadha: “Kassapa of Uruvelā fares the Brahma-
faring under the great recluse.”

Kd 1.22.7

Then the Lord, knowing bymind the reasoning in the minds of
these twelvemyriad Brahmins and householders ofMagadha, talked

BD 4.49

Vin 1.37 a progressive talk … stopping, theWay.⁶
Kd 1.22.8 And as a clean cloth without black specks will easily take a dye,

even so as the twelve myriad Brahmans and householders of Maga-
dha with Bimbisāra at their head were (sitting) in those very seats,
dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to them, that “Whatever

¹ anupadhīka, i.e. without substrate for or attachment to rebirth. ² akiñcanaṁ
kāmabhave asattaṁ, also at Snp 176, Snp 1059, Snp 1091. Akiñcana can also mean
“having nothing”, “calling nothing one’s own”, see Vinaya Texts i.139, n. 1. Vin-a 973
says of it that it meanswithout the stain of passion. ³ anaññathābhāviṁ, i.e. there
is no becoming (for the path) as to birth, decrepitude, dying (according toVin-a 973).
Cf. sn iii.225, sn iv.23, sn iv.66. ⁴ anaññaneyyaṁ. Vin-a 973 says that one should
oneself, by making theWay become, come to the path and should not be brought to
it by anyone else. Cf. Snp 55, Snp 213, Snp 364. ⁵ Ja vi.220, Bv-a 20. ⁶ As above,
Kd 1.7.5–1.7.6.
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is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the nature to stop,” and one
myriad declared themselves to be lay-followers.

Kd 1.22.9

ThenKing Bimbisāra of Magadha, having seen dhamma, attained
dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into dhamma, having crossed
over doubt, put away uncertainty, having attained without another’s
help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the
Lord: “Formerly, Lord, when Iwas a youngman I had five ambitions.¹
These are now realised² by me.

1.“Formerly, Lord, when I was a young man it occurred to me:
‘Might I be anointed into kingship.’ This was my first ambition,
Lord. It has now been realised by me.

2.“And ‘Might the perfected one, the fully awakened one come
intomy realm.’This, Lord, wasmy second ambition. It has now
been realised by me.

Kd 1.22.10
3.“And ‘That I might pay homage to this Lord.’ This, Lord, was my
third ambition. It has now been realised by me.

4.“And ‘May that Lord teach me dhamma.’ This, Lord, was my
fourth ambition. It has now been realised by me.

5.“And ‘Might I understand that Lord’s dhamma.’ This, Lord, was
my fifth ambition. It has now been realised by me.

“Formerly, Lord, when I was a youngman I had these five ambi-
tions.They are now realised by me.

Kd 1.22.11

“Excellent, Lord! Excellent, Lord! Even, Lord, as one might set
upright what has been upset³ … even so is dhamma explained in
many a figure by the Lord. So I, Lord, go to the Lord⁴ as refuge and to
dhamma and to the Order of monks. Lord, may the Lord accept me as
a lay-disciple gone for refuge from this day forth for as long as life
lasts. And, Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me to-morrow

Vin 1.38

together with the Order of monks.”The Lord consented by becoming
silent.

Kd 1.22.12
BD 4.50Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, having understood

the Lord’s consent, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord,

¹ assāsaka. ² samiddha, well effected. ³ As above, Kd 1.7.10. ⁴ bhagavantaṁ.
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departed keeping his right side towards him.Then King Seniya Bim-
bisāra of Magadha, having had sumptuous food, solid and soft, pre-
pared, at the end of that night had the time announced to the Lord,
saying: “Lord, it is time, the meal is ready.” Then the Lord, having
dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, entered Rājagaha
togetherwith the largeOrder ofmonks,with all those same thousand
monks who had formerly been matted-hair ascetics.

Kd 1.22.13

Now at that time Sakka, lord of the devas, having assumed the
form of a Brahmin youth, walked in front of the Order ofmonkswith
the Lord at its head, singing these verses:

“The tamed with the tamed,
with the former matted-hair ascetics,
the well freed¹ with the well freed,
The Lord, beautifully coloured like a golden ornament,²
entered Rājagaha.

“The freed³ with the freed,
with the former matted-hair ascetics,
the well freed with the well freed,
The Lord, beautifully coloured like a golden ornament,
entered Rājagaha.

“The crossed over with the crossed over,
with the former matted-hair ascetics,
the well freed with the well freed,
The Lord, beautifully coloured like a golden ornament,
entered Rājagaha.

“He of the ten states,⁴
of the ten powers,⁵
versed in the ten things,⁶

¹ vippamutta. ² singīnikkhasuvaṇṇa. Cf. sn ii.234. Gold is the colour for
immortality. ³ mutta. ⁴ dasavāsa. Ten ariya-vāsā given at dn iii.269, anv.29.
⁵ dasabala became an epithet of this and the previous Buddhas. ⁶ According to
Vin-a 973 the ten paths of action.
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and furnished with the ten,¹
He, the Lord, surrounded by ten hundred,
entered Rājagaha.²”

Kd 1.22.14
People having seen Sakka, lord of the devas, spoke thus: “Indeed

this brahmin youth is lovely, indeed this brahmin youth is good to
look upon, indeed this brahmin youth is charming. Whose, now, is

BD 4.51

this brahmin youth?”When they had spoken thus, Sakka, lord of the
devas, addressed these people with a verse:

“He who is steadfast, tamed in every way,
awakened, peerless amongmen,
Perfected, well-farer,
I am his attendant in the world.”³

Kd 1.22.15

Then the Lord approached the dwelling of King Seniya Bimbisāra
of Magadha; having approached he sat down on the appointed seat
together with the Order of monks.Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of
Magadha, with his own hand having offered, having satisfied the
Order of monks with the awakened one at its head with sumptuous
food, solid and soft, when the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn
his hand from the bowl, sat down at a respectful distance.

Vin 1.39

Kd 1.22.16As he was sitting down at a respectful distance it occurred to
King Seniya Bimbisāra ofMagadha: “Now, where could the Lord stay
that would be neither too far from a village nor too near, suitable
for coming and going, accessible for people whenever they want⁴,
not crowded by day, having little noise at night, little sound, without
folk’s breath, haunts of privacy, suitable for seclusion?”⁵

Kd 1.22.17

Then it occurred to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: “Now,
this Bamboo Grove of ours, a pleasure park,⁶ is neither too far from

¹ According to Vin-a 973 the ten factors of an adept, asekhehi aṅgehi upeto. Cf. the
adept’s ten qualities, dhammā, at anv.222, and his ten powers, balāni, at Ps.ii.173:
both consist of the eight “fitnesses” of the eightfoldWay with the addition of right
knowledge and right freedom. ² Quoted at Ja i.84. ³ Ja i.84. ⁴ atthikānaṁ-
atthikānaṁ, explained at Vin-a 974 as going up to the awakened one and hearing
dhamma. ⁵ This is stock, Vin 2.158, dn iii.38, mn ii.118, mn iii.13, an iv.88, Vb 224.
⁶ uyyāna; see definition at Vin 4.298. (bd 3.325).
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a village … suitable for seclusion. Suppose I were to give the Bamboo
Grove, a pleasure park, to the Order of themonkswith the awakened
one at its head?”

Kd 1.22.18

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, having taken a cere-
monial vessel made of gold, dedicated it to the Lord, saying: “May I,
Lord, give this Bamboo Grove, a pleasure park, to the Order ofmonks
with the awakened one at its head?” The Lord accepted the park.¹
Then the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha with talk on dhamma, having risen

BD 4.52

from his seat, departed.Then the Lord, on this occasion having given
reasoned talk, addressed themonks, saying: “Monks, I allow a park.²”

On the going forth of Sāriputta and
Moggallāna

Kd 1.23.1 At that time thewanderer Sañjaya³was residing inRājagaha together
with a great company of wanderers, with two hundred and fifty
wanderers. Now at that time Sāriputta and Moggallāna fared the
Brahma-faring under thewanderer Sañjaya, and an agreement came
to be formed by these: “Whoever attains the deathless first, let him
announce it.”

Kd 1.23.2

ThenthevenerableAssaji,⁴ havingdressed in themorning, taking
his bowl and robe, entered Rājagaha for almsfood. He was pleasing
whether he was approaching or departing, whether he was looking
in front or looking behind, whether he was drawing in or stretching
out (his arm), his eyes were cast down, he was possessed of pleasant

¹ uyyāna; see definition at Vin 4.298. (bd 3.325). ² Ārāma, a park, and then a
monastery. ³ Dictionary of Pali ProperNames, ii.p. 1000 identifies himwith Sañjaya-
Belaṭṭhiputta, one of the six famous heretical teachers of Gotama’s days, and whose
doctrines are given at dn i.58. See also Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 123. ⁴ This
Assaji was one of “the group of five” friends to whom Gotama addressed his first
and second Utterances. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 122ff. for the view that the
“subject of causation … is due directly to Assaji,” and her Gotama the Man, p. 76f.,
p. 108, p. 242,Manual of Buddhism, p. 215.
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behaviour.¹ The wanderer Sāriputta saw the venerable Assaji walk-
ing for almsfood in Rājagaha—pleasingwhether hewas approaching
… possessed of pleasant behaviour—and seeing him, it occurred to
him: “This is one of those monks who are indeed perfected ones in
the world or who have entered on the way to perfection. What now

Vin 1.40

if I, having approached this monk, should ask him: ‘On account of
whom are you, your reverence, gone forth, or who is your teacher,
or whose dhamma do you profess’?²”

Kd 1.23.3

Then it occurred to the wanderer Sāriputta: “But it is not the
right time to question this monk, he has gone in among the houses,
he is walking for almsfood. What now if I should follow close after
this monk who has learnt a way for those who need it³?” Then the
venerable Assaji, having walked for almsfood in Rājagaha, taking

BD 4.53

his almsbowl, returned.Then the wanderer Sāriputta approached
the venerable Assaji; having approached, he exchanged greetings
with the venerable Assaji; having exchanged courteous and friendly
greetings, he stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a
respectful distance, the wanderer Sāriputta spoke thus to the ven-
erable Assaji: “Your reverence, your faculties are quite pure, your
complexion very bright, very clear. On account of whom, your rever-
ence, have you gone forth, or who is your teacher, or whose dhamma
do you profess⁴?”

Kd 1.23.4

“There is, friend, a great recluse, a son of the Sakyans, gone forth
from a Sakyan family. I have gone forth on account of this Lord and
this Lord is my teacher and I profess this Lord’s dhamma.”
“But what is the doctrine of your reverence’s teacher, what does

he point out?”

¹ Stock. Cf. e.g. mn iii.35, mn iii.90, dn i.79, an ii.104, an ii.106, an ii.210, Vin 3.180.
² Cf. above Kd 1.6.7. ³ atthikehi upaññātaṁ maggaṁ. Vin-a 975 says this means
either a way that is known and practiced; or, there will be deathlessness for us who
need it; and thus upaññātameans nibbāna, and so the meaning here is: tracking (or
wayfaring after,magganto), seeking this. ⁴ As at Kd 1.6.7.
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“Now, I, friend, amnew,¹ not long gone forth, fresh to this dhamma
and discipline. I am not able to teach you dhamma in full, but I can
tell you its purport² briefly.”

Then the wanderer Sāriputta spoke thus to the venerable Assaji:
“So be it, your reverence, tell me little or tell memuch, (but) in any
case explain to me its purport; I want just its purport. Why should
youmake a great elaboration³?”

Kd 1.23.5

Then the venerable Assaji uttered this terse expression⁴ of dham-
ma to the wanderer Sāriputta:

BD 4.54

“Those things which proceed from a cause,
of these the Truth-finder has told the cause,
And that which is their stopping—
the great recluse has such a doctrine.”⁵

When the wanderer Sāriputta had heard this terse expression of
dhamma, there arose dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, that “What-
ever is of the nature to uprise all that is of the nature to stop.” He
said: “If this is indeed dhamma, you have penetrated as far as the

¹ nava. If occurring with bhikkhu means a recently ordained monk. But not so
combined here. It can also mean young, but other evidence is lacking to show that
Assaji, the last of the group of five to attain dhamma-vision Kd 1.6.36 was young in
years. He was however young in standing as a follower of Gotama, newly ordained.
² attha. This whole passage is controversial. Mrs. Rhys Davids takes attha here
as “the well, the good,” Sakya, p. 134f.; Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, Harvard
Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol.4, no.2, July 1939, p. 172f. as “purport”. On the whole I
am inclined to agree with his interpretation of the passage. See also E.J. Thomas,
Life of Buddha, etc., p. 93f. ³ vyañjana. See Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words,
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol.4, no.2, July 1939, p. 171ff. E.J. Thomas, Life
of Buddha as Legend and History, p. 94, n. 1, says that this is a verse “in āryāmetre
… even if now corrupted”, and he prints it as verse as does Norman at Dhp-a 1.92.
⁴ pariyāya, formula, paraphrase, circumlocution, see Coomaraswamy, Some Pali
Words, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol.4, no.2, July 1939, p. 172, n. 1. Perhaps
“epitome ”. Cf. an iv.63, where dhamma-pariyāya also appears to refer to verses.
⁵ Referred to at Ja i.85.
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sorrowless path, unseen, neglected for manymyriads of ӕons.”¹
Kd 1.23.6

Then the wanderer Sāriputta approached the wanderer Moggal-
lāna. Then the wanderer Moggallāna saw the wanderer Sāriputta
coming in the distance, and seeing the wanderer Sāriputta, he spoke

Vin 1.41

thus: “Friend, your faculties are quite pure, your complexion very
bright, very clear. Can it be that you, friend, have attained the death-
less?”
“Yes, friend, I have attained the deathless.”
“But how did you, friend, attain the deathless?”

Kd 1.23.7

“Now, I, friend, saw the venerable Assaji walking for almsfood in
Rājagaha—pleasing whether he was approaching or departing … (as
at Kd 1.23.2) …

Kd 1.23.8

“Then, friend, it occurred to me: ‘But it is not the right time to
question this monk … (as at Kd 1.23.3, Kd 1.23.4) …

Kd 1.23.9

“Then, friend, the venerable Assaji uttered this terse expression
of dhamma:

‘Those things which proceed from a cause,
of these the Truthfinder has told the cause,
And that which is their stopping—
the great recluse has such a doctrine.’ ”

When the wanderer Moggallāna had heard this terse expression
of dhamma… (as at Kd 1.23.5) …

Vin 1.42

Kd 1.24.1

BD 4.55

Then the wanderer Moggallāna spoke thus to the wanderer Sāri-
putta: “Let us go, friend, to the Lord, (for) this Lord is the teacher for
us.”
“Friend, these two hundred and fifty wanderers are staying here

because of us, looking tous; do let us consult themso that theymaydo
what they think (right).”ThenSāriputta andMoggallāna approached

¹ = Tha-ap i.149. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 135. Vin-a 976 takes the phrase to
mean “this sorrowless path, unseen by us for manymyriads of aeons is neglected”
(or passed by, abbhatītam). Or, taking abbhatītam to mean “in the past, what is
passed and over”, this passage could be translated; “unseen by us for manymyriads
of ӕons in the past.”
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these wanderers; having approached, they spoke thus to these wan-
derers:
“We are going, friends, to the Lord, (for) this Lord is the teacher

for us.”
“We, venerable ones, are staying here because of you, looking to

you. If the venerable ones will fare the Brahma-faring under the
great recluse all of us will fare the Brahma-faring under the great
recluse.”

Kd 1.24.2

Then Sāriputta andMoggallāna approached the wanderer Sañ-
jaya; having approached they spoke thus to the wanderer Sañjaya:
“Sir, we are going to the Lord, (for) this Lord is the teacher for us.”
“No, friends, do not go; we three will one and all look after this

group.” And a second time … And a third time … “…will look after
this group.”

Kd 1.24.3

Then Sāriputta andMoggallāna, taking those two hundred and
fiftywanderers, approached theBambooGrove; but on that self-same
spot hot blood issued from the mouth of Sañjaya the wanderer.¹ The
Lord saw Sāriputta andMoggallāna coming in the distance; seeing
them, he addressed the monks saying:
“Monks, these two friends, Kolita and Upatissa,² are coming.This

pair of disciples will be my chief, my eminent pair.”³

When, in the deep sphere of knowledge,
they had attained the matchless freedom
in which there is destruction of attachments,⁴
then the teacher explained about them
in the Bamboo Grove:

“These two friends,
¹ See Vinaya Texts i.149, n. 1. ² Moggallāna was named Kolita, probably after his
village, where he was born; Upatissa was Sāriputta’s name, as he is recorded to say
at mn i.150, “but my fellow Brahma-farers knowme as Sāriputta”—a name derived
from his mother’s, Rūpasārī. ³ Quoted at Dhp-a i.95. ⁴ See Vinaya Texts i.149,
n. 3, for note on “extraordinary grammatical construction” of this passage. Note
by Sujato:The reason for the “extraordinary grammatical construction” is that the
passage is in verse, which was not recognized by editor or translator. I have not
changed the text, but I have formatted it as verse.
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Kolita and Upatissa, are coming.
This pair of disciples will be my chief,
my eminent pair.”

Kd 1.24.4

BD 4.56Then Sāriputta and Moggallāna approached the Lord; having
Vin 1.43approached, having inclined their heads to the Lord’s feet, they spoke

thus to the Lord: “Lord, may we receive the going forth in the Lord’s
presence, may we receive ordination?”
“Come, monks,” the Lord said, “well taught is dhamma fare the

Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.” So this was these
venerable ones’ ordination.

Kd 1.24.5

Now at that time very distinguished young men belonging to
respectable families of Magadha were faring the Brahma-faring un-
der the Lord. People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying: “The recluse Gotama gets along by making (us) childless, the
recluse Gotama gets along bymaking (us) widows, the recluse Go-
tama gets along by breaking up families. A thousand matted hair
ascetics havenowbeen allowed to go forth byhim, and these twohun-
dred and fiftywanderers of Sañjaya have been allowed to go forth,
and these very distinguished youngmen belonging to respectable
families of Magadha are faring the Brahma-faring under the recluse
Gotama.” Moreover, having seen the monks, they reproved them in
this verse:

“The great recluse has come
to Giribbaja of the Magadhese
Leading all Sañjaya’s (followers).
Who will now be led by him?”

Kd 1.24.6
Monks heard these who … spread it about. Then these monks

told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, this noise will not last
for long, it will last only for seven days, after seven days it will cease.
Therefore, monks, if they reprove you in this verse:
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‘The great recluse has come
to Giribbaja¹ of the Magadhese
Leading all Sañjaya’s (followers).
Who will now be led by him?’

You should reprove them in reply in this verse:

‘Verily great heroes, Truthfinders,
lead by what is true dhamma.
Who would be jealous of the wise,
leading by dhamma?’ ”

Kd 1.24.7

BD 4.57 Now at that time the people, having seen the monks, reproved
them in this verse:

“The great recluse has come
to Giribbaja of the Magadhese
Leading all Sañjaya’s (followers).
Who will now be led by him?”

Themonks reproved these people in reply in this verse:

“Verily great heroes, Truthfinders,
lead by what is true dhamma.
Who would be jealous of the wise,
leading by dhamma?”

Vin 1.44

With the people saying: “It is said that the recluses, sons of the
Sakyans, lead by dhamma, not by what is not-dhamma,” that noise
lasted exactly seven days, after seven days it ceased.

Told is the Going Forth of Sāriputta andMoggallāna

Told is the Fourth Portion for Repeating
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On the duties to the preceptor
Kd 1.25.1 Now at that time monks, being without preceptors, not being ex-

horted, not being instructed, walked for almsfood wrongly dressed,
wrongly clothed, not befittingly attired.¹ While people were eating,
they held their almsbowls close above the soft food for the remains,²
and they held their almsbowls close above the solid food for the re-
mains, and they held their almsbowls close above the savoury food
for the remains, and they held their almsbowls close above the bev-
erages³ for the remains, and having themselves asked for curry and
boiled rice,⁴ they ate it, and they remained in the refectory making a
loud noise, a great noise.⁵

Kd 1.25.2

People… spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of
the Sakyans, walk for almsfood, wrongly dressed, wrongly clothed,
not befittingly attired?While people are eating, they hold their alms-
bowls close above the soft food … and they remain in the refectory
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making a loud noise, a great noise, like brahmins at the meal-time
of brahmins.”

Kd 1.25.3

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks, contented, conscientious, scrupulous desirous
of training … spread it about, saying: “How can these monks walk
for almsfoodwrongly dressed … and remain in the refectorymaking
a loud noise, a great noise?”

Kd 1.25.4

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord,
on this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order of monks
convened, questioned themonks, saying: “Is it true, as is said,monks,
that monks walk for almsfood wrongly dressed …… and remain in

Vin 1.45

the refectory making a great noise, a loud noise?”

¹ A name for Rājagaha, cf. Snp 408. Literally “cow-pen”. Vin-a 97 says Giribbaja was
a town in the country of the Magadhese. ¹ See Bu-Sk 1, Bu-Sk 2, Bu-Sk 3, Bu-Sk 4,
Bu-Sk 23, Bu-Sk 24, and bd 2.369 for references. I think it is meant that they were
notwearing their robes in the regulationways. ² utiṭṭha-patta. Vin-a 977, as noted
in Vinaya Texts i.152, gives two explanations of this phrase, the one connecting it
with ucchittha, left over, rejected; the other with uṭṭhahati, to rise. ³ Cf. Vin 3.72
(bd 1.124) for these four items. ⁴ odana, one of the five soft foods (Vin 4.83). ⁵ Cf.
Bu-Sk 11–Bu-Sk 14.
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“It is true, Lord.”
Kd 1.25.5

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying:
“It is not fitting, monks, in these foolishmen, it is not becoming, it

is not proper, it is unworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not
to be done. How, monks, can these foolish men walk for almsfood …
and remain in the refectory making a loud noise, a great noise? It
is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, nor for
increasing (the number of) those who are pleased, but it is, monks,
for displeasing those who are not (yet) pleased as well as those who
are pleased, and for causing wavering in some.”

Kd 1.25.6

Then the Lord,¹ having rebuked these monks, having in many a
figure spoken in dispraise of difficulty in supporting andmaintain-
ing oneself, of great desires, of lack of contentment, of clinging (to
the obstructions), of indolence; having in many a figure spoken in
praise of ease in supporting and maintaining oneself, of desiring
little, of contentment, of expunging (evil), of punctiliousness, of gra-
ciousness, of decreasing (the obstructions), of putting forth energy,
having given reasoned talk on what is fitting, on what is becoming,
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow a preceptor.²The preceptor,monks, should arouse

in the one who shares his cell³ the attitude of a son⁴; the one who
BD 4.59

shares his cell should arouse in the preceptor the attitude of a father.⁵
Thus these, living with reverence, with deference, with courtesy
towards one another, will come to growth, to increase, to maturity
in this dhamma and discipline.

Kd 1.25.7

“And thus,monks, should apreceptor be chosen⁶: having arranged
the upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured his feet, hav-
ing sat down on the haunches, having saluted with joined palms, he
should speak to him thus: ‘Honoured sir, be my preceptor; honoured

¹ Cf. this passage with Vin 3.21 (bd 1.37). ² upajjhāya; Sanskrit upadhyāya, a tutor.
³ saddhivihārika, literally onewho stays, resides, liveswith (another), a co-resident,
and so apupil in the same vihāra. ⁴ puttacitta, a son’smind.Cf. sn iv.110f.,mātucitta
bhaginīcitta dhītucitta, themind of amother, sister, daughter. ⁵ pitucitta, a father’s
mind. ⁶ gahetabbo, literally should be taken. Butwords for “choosing”were almost
lacking, and gaṇhātiwas oftenmade to do duty for them.
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sir, bemypreceptor; honoured sir, bemypreceptor.’ If he¹ says: ‘Very
well’ or ‘Certainly’ or ‘All right’ or ‘It is proper’ or ‘Manage it amiably’,
and makes this understood by gesture, makes this understood by
speech, makes this understood by gesture and by speech, the precep-
tor has been chosen; if he does not make this understood by gesture,
if he does not make this understood by speech, if he does not make

Vin 1.46

this understood by gesture and by speech, the preceptor has not been
chosen.

Kd 1.25.8

“The one who shares a cell,² monks, should conduct himself prop-
erly towards the preceptor.This is the proper conduct in this respect:
having got up early, having taken off his sandals,³ having arranged
his upper robe over one shoulder, he should give tooth-wood,⁴ he
should give water for rinsing the mouth, he should make ready a
seat. If there is conjey, having washed a bowl, the conjey should be
placed near (the preceptor). When he has drunk the conjey, having
given himwater, having received the bowl, having lowered it,⁵ hav-
ing washed it properly without rubbing it, it should be put away.
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When the preceptor has got up, the seat should be removed. If that
place is soiled, that place should be swept.

Kd 1.25.9

“If the preceptor wishes to enter a village, his inner clothing⁶
should be given (to him), the inner clothing (that he is wearing)

¹ I.e. the preceptor, see Vin-a 977. ² From here to bd 4.67 below, = Vin 2.223–227.
³ Vin-a 977 says he might have worn these for pacing up and down or for keeping
his feet clean if he had got up early. ⁴ dantakaṭṭha, as used by Indians today, a
piece of wood. Allowed at Vin 2.138. Vin-a 977 says that the saddhivihārika, the one
who shares a cell, having brought a large, amiddle-sized and a small one—whatever
he (the preceptor) takes of these is for three days, and then on the fourth, day he
should be given the same again. ⁵ nīcaṁ katvā. So as not to let drops of water from
inside the bowl spoil his robeswhen one iswashing it; in the case of an earthen bowl
it might break if dropped from a height. ⁶ nivāsana; possibly another word for
antaravāsaka, the putting on of which is denoted by nivāseti, cf. bd 2.1, n. 2, bd 2.32,
n. 2, n. 3.
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should be received (from him) in return,¹ the girdle should be given
(to him); having folded them² (into two or four folds), the outer robes
are to be given³ (to him); having washed it, a bowl with water⁴ is to
be given (to him). If the preceptor desires an attendant, (the latter)
havingput onhis inner robe all round so as to cover the three circles,⁵
having bound on the girdle, having folded them and having dressed
in the outer robes, having fastened the ties, having washed, having
taken abowl, should be thepreceptor’s attendant.He shouldnotwalk
too far away (from him), he should not walk too close. He should
receive the bowl and its contents.⁶

Kd 1.25.10

“He should not interrupt the preceptor when he is speaking. (But)
if the preceptor is bordering on an offence, then speaking himself,
he should warn him. When he⁷ is returning,⁸ he⁹ should make a seat
ready, having comebackfirst; he should set outwater forwashing the
feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand¹⁰; having gone to meet him, he should

BD 4.61

receive his bowl and robe, he should give back the inner clothing
(given) in return, he should receive his inner clothing. If a robe is

¹ paṭinivāsanaṁ paṭiggahetabbaṁ. Vin-a 978 is silent. Vinaya Texts i.155 suggests
“house-dress?”. This would mean some kind of robe in addition to the three reg-
ulation ones. Bohtlingk and Roth, andMonier-Williams also both give “a kind of
garment, for Buddhists”. It would look as if a monkmight, and indeed must, enter
village in a nivasāna, but not in a paṭinivāsana. I doubt the separate existence of
such a garment. I suggest it is a nivasāna that is simply changed for another when
a monk sets out on the begging round. If he has a change of nivasāna he could
not be a tecīvarika. Monks in Ceylon often change their robes before they go out.
² saguṇaṁ katvā. As at Kd 18.4.3. Vin-a 789 says “having made two robes of one”
(i.e. having put two robes together), “two outer cloaks (saṅghāṭiyo) are to be given.
Every robe is called a saṅghati if it is put together, saṅghāṭittā”. It thus seems that
saṅghāṭi here stands both for the outer cloak and for the upper robe, uttarāsanga;
not for the inner robe, however, since this, under the name nivāsana, had probably
been given to the preceptor already. Usually there is only one robe called saṅghāṭi.
³ saṅghāṭiyo, literally outer cloaks. See above note. ⁴ sa-udakomeans with the
drops of water remaining in the bowl after rinsing it, not drying it. ⁵ Cf. Bu-Sk 1,
Bu-Sk 2 (bd 3.121). ⁶ pattapariyāpanna. Vin-a 978 says that if the bowl is warm
or heavy with the conjey or rice received, the one who shares a cell should take
the preceptor’s bowl and give him his own. ⁷ Presumably the preceptor. ⁸ To
the monastery from the alms-round. ⁹ Presumably the one who shares a cell.
¹⁰ Cf. Vin 1.9; Vin 4.231, Vin 4.310 (bd 3.191).
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dampwith perspiration, he should dry it for a short time in the sun’s
warmth, but a robe should not be laid aside in thewarmth. He should
fold up the robe.When folding up the robe, havingmade the corners
turn back four finger-breadths, he should fold up the robe thinking:
‘Mind there is no crease¹ in themiddle.’The girdle should be placed in
a fold (of the robe).² If there comes to be almsfood and the preceptor
wishes to eat,³ having given himwater, almsfood should be placed
near (him).

Kd 1.25.11

“He shouldoffer thepreceptordrinking-water.Whenhehas eaten,
having given himwater, having received the bowl, having lowered
it,⁴ having washed it properly without rubbing it, having emptied
out the water, he should dry it for a short time in the sun’s warmth,
but a bowl should not be laid aside in the warmth. He should lay
aside the bowl and robes. When laying aside the bowl, having taken
the bowl in one hand, having felt with the other hand under the
couch or under the chair, the bowl should be laid aside, but the bowl

Vin 1.47

should not be laid aside on the bare ground.⁵ When laying aside a
robe, having taken the robe in one hand, having stroked the other
hand along the bamboo for robes or the cord for robes, having got
the edges away from him and the fold towards him, the robe should
be laid aside.⁶ When the preceptor has got up, the seat should be
removed, the water for washing the feet, the foot-stool, the foot-
stand should be put away. If that place comes to be soiled, that place
should be swept.

Kd 1.25.12

“If the preceptor wishes to bathe, he should prepare a bath. If he
wants a cold (bath), he should prepare a cold one; if he wants a hot
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¹ bhaṅga, breaking, splitting, dissolution, destruction. Vin-a 979 indicates that if
the robe were folded up in the same crease every time, it would wear thin along
that crease. ² obhoga. Vin-a 979 says “having folded up the girdle, it should be
laid aside having arranged it in a fold (bhoga) of the robe”. ³ Vin-a 979 says that
this would only be if he had failed to obtain almsfood in the village; in this case
the one who shares his cell should bring him the almsfood which he himself had
obtained. ⁴ So as not to get dusty, Vin-a 979. ⁵ So as not to get dusty, Vin-a 979.
⁶ Vin-a 980, he is not to lay it aside by taking hold of the edges and throwing the
robe over bamboo or cord, or the fold might be damaged by coming into contact
with a wall.
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(bath), he should prepare a hot one. If the preceptor wishes to enter
a bathroom¹, he should knead chunam should moisten clay²; taking
a chair for the bathroom,³ having gone close behind the preceptor,
having given him the chair for the bathroom, having received his
robe, he should lay it to one side. He should give him the chunam,
he should give him the clay. If he is able to do so,⁴ he should enter
the bathroom.When he is entering the bathroom, having smeared
his face with clay, having covered himself front and back, he should
enter the bathroom.

Kd 1.25.13

“Heshouldnot sit downsoas to encroachupon (the space intended
for) monks who are elders.⁵ He should not keep newly ordained
monks from a seat. He should make preparation for the preceptor in
the bathroom.When he is leaving the bathroom, taking the chair for
thebathroom,having coveredhimself front andback,he should leave
the bath-room. He should also make preparation for the preceptor
in the water. When he is bathing, having come out (of the water)
first, having dried his own body, having put on his inner robe, he
should wipe off the water from the preceptor’s limbs, he should give
him his inner clothing, he should give him his outer cloak⁶; taking
the chair for the bathroom, having come back first, he should make
ready a seat, he should put outwater forwashing the feet, a footstool,
a footstand. He should offer the preceptor drinking-water.

Kd 1.25.14

“If he wishes to make him recite,⁷ he should make him recite.
If he wishes to interrogate,⁸ he should be interrogated. In what-
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ever dwelling-place the preceptor is staying, if that dwelling-place is

¹ jantāghara, see Vinaya Texts i.157, n. 2; iii.103. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism,
p. 183, calls jantāghara, “a commonbath”, and jantāgharasālā, “bath-rooms”. ² Clay
for use on the face in the bath-room allowed at Vin 2.120. ³ Allowed at Vin 2.120.
⁴ Vin-a 980, if he is not ill. The bathroom must have been full of hot steam, and
juniors as much as seniors had to be careful to protect their faces with a smearing
of clay. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.42, where monks must not lie down in the space meant for
elders, and see bd 2.247, n. 3.This expression and the next also occur at Kd 18.4.2.
⁶ saṅghāṭi, perhapsheremeaning theupper robe aswell as the outer cloak, although
then the plural might have been expected. See above, bd 4.60, n. 3. ⁷ No doubt
meaning, if the preceptor wishes to make the one who shares the cell recite the
Pātimokkha or give an exposition of the eight chief rules, cf. bd 2.271, n. 1. ⁸ Cf.
bd 2.271, n. 2.
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soiled, it should be cleaned if he¹ is able (to do so). When he is clean-
ing the dwelling-place, having first taken out the bowl and robes, he
should lay them to one side. Having taken out the piece of cloth to sit
upon and the sheet,² he should lay them to one side. Having taken
out the mattress³ and the squatting-mat,⁴ he should lay them to one
side.

Kd 1.25.15

“Having lowered the couch, having taken it out properly without
rubbing it,⁵ without knocking it against the door or the posts,⁶ he
should lay it to one side. Having lowered the chair, having taken it

Vin 1.48

out properly without rubbing it, without knocking it against the
door or the posts, he should lay it to one side. Having taken out
the supports for the couch,⁷ he should lay them to one side. Having
taken out the spittoon,⁸ he should lay it to one side. Having taken out
the reclining-board,⁹he should lay it to one side. Having taken out
the ground-covering,¹⁰ having observed how it was laid down,¹¹ he
should lay it to one side. If there come to be cobwebs in the dwelling-
place, he should first remove them from the (floor-) covering¹²; he

¹ I.e. the one who shares a cell. ² nisīdanapaccattharaṇa. Cf. bd 2.34, n. 1, bd 2.46,
n. 3, bd 2.244, n. 6. ³ Cf. bd 2.47, n. 1. ⁴ Cf. bd 2.73, n. 6. ⁵ Vin-a 980, without
rubbing it on the ground. ⁶ kavāṭapiṭṭha. Vin-a 980 explains as “not touching the
door (kavāṭa) and the door-posts” (piṭṭhasaṅghāṭa). On kavāṭa and piṭṭhasaṅghāṭa
see bd 2.258, n. 3, n. 8, andA.K. Coomaraswamy, IndianArchitectural Terms, Journal
of the American Oriental Society, Vol.48, No.3, p. 256 (under dvāra). Kavāṭa allowed
atVin 2.142, and kavāṭapiṭṭhasamghāṭa at Vin 2.153, Vin 2.154. ⁷ A couch and a chair
might have removable legs; cf. bd 2.240. See bd 4.64, n. 4. ⁸ Allowed at Vin 2.175.
⁹ apassenaphalaka, a board for resting the head, arms or elbows upon. Allowed
at Vin 2.175. Somemade of stone can be found at the entrance to dwelling-places
among the ancient remains at Anuradhapura. ¹⁰ bhummattharaṇa; cf. bd 2.46,
n. 4. ¹¹ Paññatta; same word as is used for “laying down” a rule of training, see
bd 2.4, n. 1. ¹² ullokā paṭhamaṁohāretabbam. Not, I think, “he should remove them
as soon as he sees them”, as at Vinaya Texts i.159 and as favoured by Pali-English
Dictionary. For ulloka occurs at Vin 2.151 as meaning a cloth or covering for a couch
or chair, and was something that could be spread, santharati. Thus it probably has a
technical meaning, and is one of the numerous kinds of “cloths”. Buddhaghosa on
Vin 2.151 explains it as cilimika; and this he explains at Vin-a 775 as something made
for preserving the texture of earth which is prepared with plaster.
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should wipe the corners¹ of the window-holes.² If a wall that was
BD 4.64

coloured red³ becomes stained, he should wipe it, having moistened
a rag, having wrung it out. If ground that was blacked⁴ becomes
stained he should wipe it, having moistened a rag, having wrung
it out. If the ground did not come to be treated, he should sweep it,
having sprinkled it all over with water, thinking: ‘Take care lest the
dwelling-place is sullied with dust.’ Having looked for (any) rubbish,
he should remove it to one side.

Kd 1.25.16

“Having dried the ground-covering in the sun, having cleaned it,
having shaken it, having brought it back, he should lay it down as it
was laid down before. Having dried the supports for the couch⁵ in
the sun, having wiped them, having brought them back, he should
place themwhere they were before. Having dried the couch in the
sun … the chair in the sun, having cleaned it, having shaken it, hav-
ing lowered it, having brought it back properly without rubbing it,
without knocking it against the door or the posts, he should lay it
down as it was laid down before. Having dried the mattress and the
squatting-mat in the sun, having cleaned them, having shaken them,
having brought them back, he should lay them down as they were
laid down before. Having dried the piece of cloth to sit upon and the
sheet in the sun, having cleaned them, having shaken them, having
brought them back, he should lay them down as theywere laid down
before. Having dried the spittoon in the sun, having wiped it, having
brought it back, he should place it where it was before. Having dried

¹ Vin-a 980, of the room. But it seemsmore probable that the corners of thewindow-
holes are intended. ² ālokasandhi.Cf.bd 2.258 andn. 2; bd 2.259 andn. 1. ³ geruka-
parikammakata. Geruka is yellow ochre or red chalk. Cf. bd 2.259 and n. 3. ⁴ Cf.
bd 2.259. Setavaṇṇa, whitewash or plaster, the third colouring (with red and black)
allowed for use in vihāras (Vin 2.150) is not included above. ⁵ Allowed at Vin 2.150.
It seems that these supports were detachable from the couches, for first they were
to be taken out and put in the sun, and then the couch was to be taken out. Vinaya
Texts iii.278, n. 3, says that the couch “was supported on movable tressels—the
paṭipādakā”, but A.K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, Journal of the
American Oriental Society, Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 265, sees “no reason why the paṭipādakā
of amañca should not be fixed legs”. On the other hand, āhaccapādaka (of couches
and chairs) seems to mean “removable legs”, Bu-Pc 14, and Vin 2.149.
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the reclining-board in the sun, having wiped it, having brought it
back, he should place it where it was before.

Kd 1.25.17

BD 4.65“He should lay aside the bowl and robes. When laying aside the
bowl … (as in Kd 1.25.11) … the fold towards him, the robe should be
laid aside.

Kd 1.25.18

“If dusty winds blow from the east, he should close the eastern
windows.¹ If dusty winds blow from the west, he should close the
western windows. If dusty winds blow from the north, he should
close the northern windows. If dusty winds blow from the south,

Vin 1.49

he should close the southern windows. If the weather is cool, he
should open the windows by day, he should close them at night. If
the weather is warm, he should close the windows by day, he should
open them at night.

Kd 1.25.19

“If a cell is soiled, the cell should be swept. If a porch² … If an
attendance-hall³ … If a fire-hall⁴ … If a privy comes to be soiled, the
privy should be swept. If there does not come to be drinking-water,
drinking-water should be provided. If there does not come to be
water for washing, water for washing should be provided. If there
does not come to be water in the pitcher of water for rinsing,⁵ water
should be tipped into the pitcher of water for rinsing.

Kd 1.25.20

“If dissatisfaction⁶ has arisen in the preceptor, the onewho shares
his cell should allay⁷ it or should get (another) to allay⁸ it, or he should
give him a talk on dhamma. If remorse has arisen in the preceptor,
the onewho shares the cell should dispel it or should get (another) to
dispel it, or he should givehima talk on dhamma. Ifwrongviewshave
arisen in the preceptor, the one who shares his cell should dissuade
him (from them) or should get another to dissuadehim (from them),⁹

¹ vātapāna, see bd 2.259, n. 1.Three kinds allowed at Vin 2.148. ² koṭṭhaka, or gate-
house, or store-room, allowed at Vin 2.142, Vin 2.153. ³ upaṭṭhānasālā, allowed at
Vin 2.153. See bd 2.194, n. 4. ⁴ aggisālā, allowed at Vin 2.154. ⁵ ācamanakumbhī,
allowed atVin 2.142. ⁶ anabhirati, see bd 1.114, n. 1; andVin 1.144. ⁷ vūpakāsetabbā.
Vin-a 981 says that he should take him elsewhere. ⁸ vūpakāsāpetabbā. Another
monk should be told: ‘Having taken the elder, go elsewhere’, Vin-a 981. Cf. Vin 1.142
(= below, bd 4.190). ⁹ Cf. Vin 1.142 (= below, bd 4.190).
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or he should give him a talk on dhamma.¹”
Kd 1.25.21

“If the preceptor has committed an offence against an important
BD 4.66

rule² and deserves probation,³ the one who shares his cell should
make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the Order grant the pre-
ceptor probation?’ If the preceptor deserves to be sent back to the
beginning,⁴ the one who shares his cell shouldmake an effort, think-
ing: ‘How then could the Order send the preceptor back to the begin-
ning?’ If the preceptor deservesmānatta (discipline), the one who
shares his cell should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could
the Order inflictmānatta (discipline) on the preceptor?’ If the pre-
ceptor deserves rehabilitation,⁵ the one who shares his cell should
make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the Order rehabilitate the
preceptor?’

Kd 1.25.22

“If the Order desires to carry out a (formal) act against the pre-
ceptor—one of censure⁶ or one of guidance⁷ or one of banishment⁸
or one of reconciliation⁹ or one of suspension¹⁰—the one who shares
his cell should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the Order
not carry out a (formal) act against the preceptor or change it to a
lighter one?¹¹’ Yet if a (formal) act—one of censure … one of suspen-
sion—is carried out by theOrder against him, the onewho shares his
cell should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the preceptor

¹ For above passage cf. anv.72, where competence in these matters is one of the
qualifications a monkmust possess in order to confer the upasampadā ordination.
² At Vin 4.51, one of the qualities amonkmust possess in order to exhort the nuns is
that of not having offended against an “important rule”, garudhamma. There were
eight “important rules” to be kept by nuns; see bd 2.266, n. 11 and bd 4.267. But,
above, the important rules seem to refer to Saṅghādisesa, for what follows; proba-
tion, etc., are among the penalties for breaking Saṅghādisesa rules. ³ parivāsa, cf.
bd 1.196, n. 3, and Vin 1.143, Vin 2.31ff.Not the same parivāsa as that granted to mem-
bers of other sects on their wishing to enter the Order, see below, bd 4.85. ⁴ Cf.
bd 1.196, n. 4, and formānatta bd 1.196, n. 5, and Vin 1.143. ⁵ abbhāna, cf. bd 1.196,
n. 6; bd 3.28, n. 4. ⁶ tajjaniya. Cf. Vin 1.143, Vin 2.2ff. See Vin 1.325, an i.99 and
Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 170, for this and the four following formal acts.
⁷ nissaya, tutelage. Cf. Kd 11.9.1ff. ⁸ pabbājaniya. Cf. Kd 11.13.1ff. ⁹ paṭisāraniya.
Cf.Kd 11.18.1ff. ¹⁰ ukkhepaniya. Cf.Kd 11.25.1ff. ¹¹ Vin-a 981 indicates that the one
who shares the cell should do his best to plead with the monks to cancel the formal
act. But if they insist, he should beg the preceptor to conduct himself properly.
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conduct himself properly,¹ be subdued, mend his ways, (so that) the
Order could revoke that (formal) act?’

Kd 1.25.23

“If the preceptor’s robe should be washed, the one who shares
his cell should wash it or he should make an effort, thinking: ‘How

Vin 1.50

BD 4.67then could the preceptor’s robe be washed?’ If the preceptor’s robe-
material should bemade up, the onewho shares his cell shouldmake
it up or he should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the
preceptor’s robe-material be made up?’ If dye should be boiled for
the preceptor … If the preceptor’s robe should be dyed … ‘… could
the preceptor’s robe be dyed?’ When he is dyeing the robe, he should
dye it properly, turning it again and again, nor should he go away if
the drips have not ceased.²

Kd 1.25.24

“Without asking the preceptor (for permission), he should not
give an almsbowl to anyone nor should he receive an almsbowl from
anyone; he should not give a robe to anyone nor should he receive
a robe from anyone; he should not give a requisite to anyone nor
should he receive a requisite from anyone; he should not cut off
anyone’s hair nor should he have his hair cut off by anyone; he should
not render a service to anyone nor should he cause a service to be
rendered by anyone; he should not execute a commission for anyone
nor should he cause a commission to be executed by anyone; he
shouldnotbecomeanattendant onanyonenor shouldhe takeanyone
as an attendant; he should not bring back alms-food for anyone nor
should he have almsfood brought back by anyone. Without asking
the preceptor (for permission), he should not enter a village, he
should not go to a cemetery, he should not leave the district.³ If the
preceptor becomes ill, he should tend him for as long as life lasts; he
should wait (with him) until he recovers.⁴”

Told is what is due to a Preceptor
¹ Cf. bd 1.323 and its n. 1, n. 2, n. 3 for these expressions. ² acchinne theve. Vin-a 981
says “he should not depart if even a little dye is falling down.” Proper methods
for dyeing robe-material given at Vin 1.286. ³ disā pakkamitabbā. Cf. Kd2.21.1
where ignorant monks travelling to distant parts, disaṁgamikā, do not ask teachers
and preceptors for permission. ⁴ vuṭṭhānassa, until he gets up from his illness,
Vin-a 982. Cf. Vism94.
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On the duties to the onewho shares his cell
Kd 1.26.1 “The preceptor,¹ monks, should conduct himself properly towards the

onewho shares his cell.This is the proper conduct in this respect: the
one who shares the cell should be furthered,² he should be helped
by the preceptor in regard to recitation, interrogation, exhortation,

BD 4.68

instruction.³ If there is a bowl for the preceptor but no bowl for the
one who shares his cell, a bowl should be given by the preceptor to
the one who shares his cell, or he should make an effort, thinking
‘How then could a bowl be procured for the one who shares my cell?’
If there is a robe for the preceptor … If there is (another) requisite
for the preceptor … ‘How then could (another) requisite be procured

Vin 1.51

for the one who shares my cell?’
Kd 1.26.2

“If the one who shares the cell becomes ill, having got up early he
should give tooth-wood, he should give water for rinsing the mouth,
he should make ready a seat. If there is conjey⁴ … that place should
be swept.

Kd 1.26.3

“If the one who shares a cell wishes to enter a village⁵ … having
washed, a bowl with water is to be given to him.Thinking, ‘He will
be returning about now’, he should⁶ make ready a seat, he should set
out water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand…He should

Vin 1.52

offer drinking water to the one who shares his cell.

Kd 1.26.4–7
“In whatever dwelling-place one who shares a cell is staying, if

that dwelling-place is soiled, it should be cleaned if he is able to do
so … ⁷ … so that the Order could revoke that (formal) act.’

Vin 1.53

Kd 1.26.8–11

“If the robe of one who shares a cell should be washed, the pre-
ceptor should explain, saying: ‘Thus should you wash it or he should
make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the robe of the one who
shares my cell be washed?’ If the robe-material of one who shares a

¹ From here to bd 4.69, below = Vin 2.227–Vin.2.230. ² saṁgahetabbo, used with
the nextword, anuggahetabbo, below, bd 4.157. ³ These fourwords are used in defi-
nition of “should (neither) help” at Vin 4.325 (bd 3.376); and cf. bd 2.271, n. 2. ⁴ As
at Kd 1.25.2, reading “preceptor” for “onewho shares a cell” and vice versa. ⁵ As at
Kd 1.25.9 (first half). ⁶ From here to the end of Kd 1.26.6, as at Kd 1.25.10–Kd.1.25.13,
omitting the first two sentences of Kd.1.25.10. ⁷ As at Kd 1.25.14–Kd.1.25.22.
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cell should be made up, the preceptor should explain, saying: ‘Thus
should youmake it up’, or … ‘How then could the robe-material of
the one who shares a cell’ … ‘Thus should you boil it or … ‘How then
could dye be boiled for the one who shares my cell?’ If the robe of
the one who shares a cell should be dyed … ‘Thus should you dye
it’, or … ‘How then could the robe of the one who shares my cell be
dyed?’When he is dyeing the robe, he should dye it properly, turning

BD 4.69

it again and again, nor should he go away if the drips have not ceased.
If the one who shares a cell becomes ill, he should tend him as long
as life lasts; he should wait until he recovers.”

Told is what is due to one who shares a cell

On dismissal
Kd 1.27.1Now at that time those who shared cells did not conduct themselves

properly towards their preceptors.Those who were modest monks
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can
thosewho share cells not conduct themselves properly towards their
preceptors?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said,monks, that thosewho share cells do not conduct
themselves properly towards their preceptors?”
“It is true, Lord.”
The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can those who share cells not conduct themselves

properly towards their preceptors?”
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, the Lord ad-

dressed the monks, saying: “Monks, those who share cells should
Vin 1.54

not not conduct themselves properly towards their preceptors.
Whoever shouldnot conducthimselfproperly, there is anoffence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.27.2

Even so, they did not conduct themselves properly.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to dismiss¹ one who
does not conduct himself properly. And thus, monks, should he be

¹ paṇāmetuṁ.
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dismissed: If he, saying: ‘I dismiss you’ or ‘Do not come back here’
or ‘Bring back your bowl and robe’ or ‘I am not to be waited upon by
you’, makes this understood by gesture, if he makes this understood
by voice, if he makes this understood by gesture and by voice, the
one who shares the cell comes to be dismissed. If he does not make
this understood by gesture, if he does not make this understood by
voice, if he does not make this understood by gesture and by voice,
the one who shares the cell does not come to be dismissed.

Kd 1.27.3

Nowat that time thosewho shared a cell andwhowere dismissed
did not apologise.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow

BD 4.70

(them), monks, to apologise.” Even so, they did not apologise.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, onewho is dismissed
is not not to apologise.Whoever should not apologise, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.27.4

Now at that time preceptors, on being apologised to, did not for-
give.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
to forgive.” Even so, they did not forgive. And thosewho shared a cell
departed and they left the Order and they went over to (other) sects.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, when you are
being apologised to you should not not forgive. Whoever should
not forgive, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.27.5

Now at that time preceptors dismissed those who were conduct-
ing themselves¹ properly, they did not dismiss those who were not
conducting themselves properly.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, one who is conducting himself properly is not
to be dismissed.Whoever should dismiss him, there is an offence
ofwrong-doing. And,monks, onewho is not conducting himself

¹ For use of singular, where we should use the plural, cf. bd 3.364, bd 3.367, bd 3.369.
Here the meaning is that each of several preceptors dismissed the particular monk
who shared his cell.
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properly is not not to be dismissed. Whoever should not dismiss
him, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 1.27.6

“Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities he
may be dismissed: if there does not come to bemuch affection for his
preceptor, if there does not come to be much faith (in him), if there
does not come to be much sense of shame (towards him), if there
does not come to be much respect (for him), if there does not come
to be much development¹ (under him). Monks, if one who shares a
cell is possessed of these five qualities he may be dismissed. Monks,
if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities he should not be
dismissed: if there comes to be much affection for his preceptor … if
there comes to be much development. Monks, if one who shares a
cell is possessed of these five qualities he should not be dismissed.

Kd 1.27.7

“Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities it is
BD 4.71

suitable² to dismiss him: if there does not come to be much affection
Vin 1.55

for his preceptor … if there does not come to be much development.
Monks, if onewho shares a cell is possessedof thesefivequalities, it is
suitable to dismiss him. Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed
of five qualities it is not suitable to dismiss him: if there comes to
be much affection for his preceptor … if there comes to be much
development. Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of these
five qualities it is not suitable to dismiss him.

Kd 1.27.8

“Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities, a
preceptor, in not dismissing him, becomes one who has gone too far;
in dismissing him, he does not become one who has gone too far: if
there does not come to be much affection for his preceptor… if there
does not come to be much development. Monks, if one who shares a
cell is possessed of these five qualities, a preceptor, in not dismissing
him, becomes one who has gone too far; in dismissing him he does
not become one who has gone too far. Monks, if one who shares a
cell is possessed of five qualities, the preceptor, in dismissing him,
becomes one who has gone too far; in not dismissing him, he does
not become one who has gone too far: if there comes to be much

¹ bhāvanā. Vin-a 982 explains bymettabhāvanā, development of amity. ² alaṁ,
enough.
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affection for the preceptor… if there comes to bemuch development.
Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of these five qualities, a
preceptor, in dismissing him, becomes one who has gone too far; in
not dismissing him, he does not become one who has gone too far.”

Kd 1.28.1 Now at that time a certain brahmin, having approached (some)
monks, asked for the going forth.Themonks did not want to let him
go forth, and because he could not obtain the going forth among the
monks, he became lean, wretched, of a bad colour, very yellow, his
veins standing out all over his body.¹The Lord saw this brahmin, lean
… all over his body, and seeing him, he addressed the monks, saying:
“How is it, monks, that this brahmin is lean … all over his body?”
“Lord, this brahmin asked the monks for the going forth. The

monks did not want to let him go forth, and because he could not
obtain the going forth among the monks, he is lean … all over his
body.”

Kd 1.28.2
BD 4.72 Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Now, monks, who

remembers a service² done by this brahmin?” When he had spo-
ken thus the venerable Sāriputta spoke thus to the Lord: “I, Lord,
remember a service done by this brahmin.”
“Now, what help (given) by this brahmin, Sāriputta, do you re-

member?”
“Lord, as Iwaswalking for almsfoodhere inRājagaha this brahmin

had spoon-alms³ bestowed uponme.This, Lord, is the service done
by this brahmin which I remember.”

Vin 1.56

Kd 1.28.3 “Good, Sāriputta, it is good. Indeed thosewho are trulymen,⁴ Sāri-
putta, are thankful and grateful.⁵ Because of this do you, Sāriputta,
let this brahmin go forth (and) ordain him.”
“How, lord, do I let this brahmin go forth, how do I ordain him?”

¹ Stock, cf. Vin 3.88 (bd 1.153–bd.1.154). ² adhikāra. ³ kaṭacchubhikkhā, alms
given with a ladle to a monk (cf.Thag934, Mil 9); contrasted with ticket-food and
the gifts of robes, etc., at Dhp-a 1.379, and with a “great gift”,mahādāna, given to a
body of monks at Pv 2.9.56–Pv 2.9.58. ⁴ sappurisa. Cf. Vin 3.7. ⁵ Cf. sn ii.272.
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Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
“From this day forth, monks, I abolish that ordination by going to

the three refuges which I allowed. I allow you, monks, to ordain by a
(formal) act consisting of a motion and a resolution put three times.¹

Kd 1.28.4

“And thus, monks, should one ordain: The Order should be in-
formed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs,
let the Order hear me.This (person) so and so wishes for ordination
from the venerable so and so. If it seems right to the Order, the Order
may ordain so and so, through the preceptor so and so. This is the
motion.

Kd 1.28.5

“ ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This person so and so …
may ordain so and so. The Order is ordaining so and so through
the preceptor so and so. If the ordination of so and so through the
preceptor so and so is pleasing to the venerable ones let them be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time
I speak forth this matter … should speak.

Kd 1.28.6
BD 4.73“ ‘And a third time I speak forth this matter … should speak. So

and so is ordained by the Order through the preceptor so and so. It is
pleasing to the Order, therefore they are silent.Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Kd 1.29.1Now at that time a certain monk immediately after he was or-
dained indulged in bad habits. Monks spoke thus: “Do not, your
reverence, do that, it is not allowed.”² He spoke thus: “But indeed,
I did not ask the venerable ones saying, ‘Ordain me’. Why did you
ordain me without being asked (to do so)?”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not ordain without being

Vin 1.57

asked (to do so). Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain when you have been
asked (to do so).

Kd 1.29.2

“And thus, monks, should one ask (for it):That one who wishes

¹ ñatticatuttha. See Kd 9.3.4–Kd.9.3.9, and Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 150.
² Cf. bd 1.309, bd 2.230, bd 2.393.
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for ordination, having approached the Order, having arranged his
upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured the monks’ feet,
having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms,
should speak thus to it: ‘Honoured sirs, I ask theOrder for ordination;
honoured sirs, may the Order raise me up,¹ out of compassion.’ And
a second time should he ask … And a third time should he ask …

Kd 1.29.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me.This (person)
so and so wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. So and
so asks the Order for ordination through the preceptor so and so. If
it seems right to the Order the Order may ordain so and so through
the preceptor so and so.This is the motion.

Kd 1.29.4

“ ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This (person) so and so
wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. So and so asks
the Order for ordination through the preceptor so and so. If the
ordination of so and so through the preceptor so and so is pleasing to

BD 4.74

the venerable ones, let them be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter … And a
third time I speak forth this matter … So and so is ordained by the
Order through the preceptor so and so. It is pleasing to the Order,
therefore they are silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Kd 1.30.1 Now at that time in Rājagaha a succession of meals of sumptuous
foods came to be arranged.²Then it occurred to a certain brahmin:
“Now, these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are pleasant in charac-
ter, pleasant in conduct; having eaten goodmeals they lie down on
beds sheltered from the wind.³ What now if I should go forth among
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans?” Then that brahmin, having

¹ ullumpatu, meaning according to Vin-a 984 “having made me arise fromwhat is
bad may they establish me in what is good; or, having raised me from the status of
a novice may they establish me in the status of a monk ”. Cf. below, bd 4.122, and
Vin-a 1033. See also A.K. Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies, Vol.4, No.2, p. 145, where he takes ullumpatu as meaning “extract”
(me from all evil). ² Cf. Vin 1.248, Vin 4.75 (bd 2.315). ³ Cf. Vin 1.72, Vin 4.129
(bd 3.10–11).
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approached (some) monks, asked for the going forth. The monks
allowed him to go forth (and) they ordained him.

Kd 1.30.2

The succession of meals dwindled away¹ after he had gone forth.
Monks spoke thus: “Come along now, your reverence, we will walk
for almsfood.” He spoke thus: “Your reverences, I did not go forth for
this—that I should walk for almsfood. If you will give to me, I will
eat, but if you will not give to me, I will leave the Order.”
“But, did you, your reverence, go forth for your belly’s sake?”

Vin 1.58

“Yes, your reverences.”
Kd 1.30.3

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying: “How can this monk go forth in this dhamma
and discipline which are well taught for his belly’s sake?” These
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, went forth for your belly’s

sake?”
“It is true, Lord.”
The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying:
“How can you, foolishman, go forth in this dhamma and discipline

which are well taught for your belly’s sake? It is not foolish man, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, nor for increasing (the

BD 4.75

number of) those who are pleased.” Having rebuked him, having
given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

Kd 1.30.4

“I allow you, monks, when you are ordaining, to explain four re-
sources²: that going forth is on account of meals of scraps; in this
respect effort is to be made by you for life. (These are) extra acquisi-
tions: a meal for an Order, a meal for a special person, an invitation,
ticket-food, (food given) on a day of the waxing or waning of the
moon, on an Observance day, or the day after an Observance day.³
That going forth is on account of rag-robes; in this respect effort is to
be made by you for life. (These are) extra acquisitions: (robes made

¹ Khīyittha; cf. khīyanti at bd 2.236, n. 1, n. 2. ² nissaya, cf. Vin 1.96. Nissaya is
something which you depend upon, which supplies you, a source of supply. Not
to be confused with the formal act called nissaya, referred to at Vin 1.49 (bd 4.66,
above), which is an act placing someone under guidance, giving him help. ³ For
last four, cf. bd 2.313–BD.2.314 and notes.
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of) linen, cotton, silk, wool, coarse hemp, canvas.¹That going forth
is on account of a lodging at the root of a tree; in this respect effort is
to be made by you for life. (These are) extra acquisitions: a dwelling-
place, a curved house,² a long house,³ a mansion,⁴ a cave.⁵That going
forth is on account of ammonia as amedicine; in this respect effort is
to be made by you for life. (These are) extra acquisitions: ghee, fresh
butter, oil, honey, molasses.⁶”

Told is the Fifth Portion for Repeating: on what is due to a Preceptor

On the duties to the teacher
Kd 1.31.1 Nowat that time a certain brahmin youth, having approached (some)
BD 4.76

monks, asked for the going forth.Themonks explained the resources
to him beforehand. He spoke thus: “If honoured sirs, you had ex-
plained the resources tome after I had gone forth, I should have been
satisfied, but now, honoured sirs, I will not go forth; the resources
are disgusting and loathsome to me.”Themonks told this matter to
the Lord. He said:

“Monks, the resources should not be explained beforehand.
Whoevershould (thus)explain them, there isanoffenceofwrong-
doing. I allow you, monks, to explain the resources soon after or-
daining (a person).”

¹ See bd 2.7, bd 2.143 and notes. ² aḍḍhayoga. Commentaries speak of it as su-
paṇṇavaṅkageha (see Pali-English Dictionary), as garuḷasaṇṭhānapāsāda (see Critical
Pali Dictionary), and as suvaṇṇavaṅgageha (see Vinaya Texts i.173, n. 1). It is possible
that the curve refers only to the roof, curved upwards perhaps at the ends, like
some forms of domestic architecture in present-day India, and this is the reason for
the aḍḍha, half: that in some respect the building is half and not entirely curved. At
Vin 2.172 it is said that repairsmay bemade to an aḍḍhayoga during a period of seven
or eight years. ³ pāsāda, see bd 2.16, n. 5. ⁴ hammiya, see bd 2.16, n. 6. ⁵ guha.
These five are the five lenāni, abodes, allowed at Vin 2.146; allowed at Vin 1.107, as
the site for an uposatha hall; at Vin 1.239 as the site for kappiyabhūmi, a place for
what is allowable, an outhouse; at Vin 1.284 as the site for a store-room—in the last
three cases the sites are to be agreed upon by the Order. ⁶ Cf. bd 1.133, bd 2.342.
At bd 2.131 these five medicines may be used by ill monks.
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Kd 1.31.2

Now at that timemonks ordained through a group of two and a
group of three (monks).They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, you should not ordain through a group of less than

ten (monks).¹Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain through a group of ten
or more than ten (monks).”

Kd 1.31.3

Vin 1.59Now at that time monks of one year’s standing and of two years’
standing (severally) ordained the onewho shared his cell. Andwhen
he was of one year’s standing,² the venerable Upasena, Vanganta’s
son,³ ordained the one who shared his cell. When he was of two
years’ standing, having kept the rains-residence, taking the onewho
shared his cell and who was of one year’s standing, he approached
the Lord. Having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down
at a respectful distance. Now, it is the custom for awakened ones, for
Lords to exchange friendly greetings with in-coming monks.

Kd 1.31.4

Then the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Upasena, Vanganta’s
son: “I hope, monk, that things go well with you, I hope you are
keeping going, I hope you came here with but little fatigue on the
journey.”
“Things do gowell withme, Lord, I amkeeping going, Lord, I came,

BD 4.77

Lord, with but little fatigue on the journey.”
NowTruthfinders (sometimes) askknowing,⁴ andknowing (some-

times) do not ask; they ask, knowing the right time (to ask), and they
do not ask, knowing the right time (when not to ask). Truthfinders
ask about what belongs to the goal, not about what does not belong

¹ See Vin 1.319. A group gaṇa, is usually in the Vinaya regarded as consisting of
from two to four monks (or nuns), but here it is equivalent to an Order, a saṅgha.
² See Ja ii.449, Vin-a 194, Ud-a 266, an-a i.271 for this same episode. Ud-a states
that Upasena was of two years’ standing as a preceptor. But it is more likely that
an-a is right in saying that two years’ standing as amonk ismeant, i.e. since his own
ordination. ³ See bd 2.83. ⁴ See also Vin 1.158, Vin 1.250, Vin 3.6, Vin 3.88–89
for this passage; and bd 1.13, n. 1, n. 2.
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to the goal.There is bridge-breaking¹, for Truthfinders in whatever
does not belong to the goal. Awakened ones, Lords, question monks
concerning twomatters: “Shall we teach dhamma?” or “Shall we lay
down a rule of training for disciples?”

Kd 1.31.5

Then the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Upasena, Vanganta’s
son: “Of howmany years’ standing are you, monk?”
“I, Lord, am of two years’ standing.”
“And of howmany years’ standing is this monk?”
“He is of one year’s standing, Lord.”
“Who is this monk as regards you?”
“He is the one who shares my cell, Lord.”
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked (him), saying:
“It is not fitting, foolish man, it is not becoming, it is not proper,

it is unworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it should not be done.
How can you, foolish man, when you should be exhorted and in-
structed by others, think to exhort and instruct another (monk)? Too
quickly have you, foolish man, turned to abundance,² that is to say
to acquiring a group. It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased, nor for increasing (the number of) those who
are pleased.” Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, onewho is of less than ten years’ standing should not

ordain.³Whoever (such) should (so) ordain, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain through one who is
of ten years’ standing or through one who is of more than ten years’
standing.”

Kd 1.31.6

BD 4.78 Now at that time ignorant, inexperiencedmonks ordained think-
ing: “We are of ten years’ standing, we are of ten years’ standing.”
(Consequently) there were to be found ignorant preceptors, wise
(monks) who shared their cells; inexperienced preceptors, experi-

¹ See Coomaraswamy,The Perilous Bridge of Welfare, Harvard Journal of Asiatic
Studies, Vol. 8, No. 2, August, 1944, for a discussion of the Bridgemainly from Indian
sources. ² Cf. Vin 1.287. ³ Cf. Bi-Pc 74, where a nun of less than twelve years’
standing should not ordain.
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enced (monks) who shared their cells; preceptors who had heard
little, (monks) who shared their cells who had heard much; pre-
ceptors of poor intelligence, intelligent (monks) who shared their

Vin 1.60

cells; and a certain former member of another sect, when he was
being spoken to by his preceptor regarding a rule, having refuted
the preceptor, went over to the fold of that same sect¹ (as before.)

Kd 1.31.7

Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How
can these ignorant, inexperienced monks ordain, thinking: ‘We are
of ten years’ standing, we are of ten years’ standing’? (So that) there
are to be found … intelligent (monks) who share their cells.”Then
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that ignorant, inexperienced monks

ordained, thinking: … there are to be found … intelligent (monks)
who share their cells?”
“It is true, Lord.”

Kd 1.31.8

Then awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, ignorant, inexperienced,

ordain, thinking: ‘We are of ten years’ standing, we are of ten years’
standing’? … intelligent (monks) who share their cells. It is not,
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And hav-
ing rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“Monks,onewhois ignorant, inexperiencedshouldnotordain.

Whoever (such) should ordain, there is an offence of wrong do-
ing. I allow you, monks, to ordain through an experienced, com-
petent monk who is of ten years’ standing or more than ten years’
standing.”

Kd 1.32.1Now at that timemonks, when their preceptors had gone away
and had left the Order and had died and had gone over to another
side (of the Order),² being without teachers,³ not being exhorted,

BD 4.79

¹ titthāyatanaṁ saṁkami. Cf. Vin 4.217 (bd 3.167). ² Cf. bd 3.190.
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not being instructed, walked for almsfoodwrongly dressed, wrongly
clothed,notbefittinglyattired.Whilepeoplewereeating…(= Kd 1.25.1–1.25.4)
…
“It is true, Lord.”
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed

the monks, saying: “Monks, I allow a teacher. The teacher, monks,
should arouse in his pupil¹ the attitude of a son; the pupil should
arouse in his teacher the attitude of a father.Thus these, living with
reverence, with deference, with courtesy towards one another, will
come to growth, increase, maturity in this dhamma and discipline. I
allow you, monks, to live ten years in dependence,² and when one is
of ten years’ standing to give guidance.³

Kd 1.32.2–3 “And thus, monks, should a teacher be chosen: having arranged
the upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured his feet, having
sat down on the haunches, having saluted with joined palms, he
should speak to him thus: ‘Honoured sir, be my teacher, I will live
in dependence on the venerable one; honoured sir, be my teacher, I
will live in dependence on the venerable one; honoured sir, be my
teacher, I will live in dependence on the venerable one.’ If he says:

Vin 1.61

‘Very well’ or ‘Certainly’ or ‘All right’ or ‘It is proper’ or ‘Manage it
amiably’, andmakes this understood by gesture… (= Kd 1.25.7–1.25.24,
reading teacher and pupil for preceptor and one who shares a cell) …
If the teacher becomes ill, he should tend him as long as life lasts; he
should wait until he recovers.”

Told is what is due to a Teacher

³ ācariya. SeeVinayaTexts i.178, n. 2 fornote comparing thiswithpreceptor.Vism94
says that in a dwelling-place are teachers, preceptors, thosewho share a cell, pupils,
those having the same preceptors, those having the same teachers. It mentions
teachers for the going forth, teachers for ordination, pupils ordained and allowed
to go forth having the same preceptor; teachers in guidance, in the exposition
(or recitation, of the Pātimokkha), pupils in the same having the same teacher.
¹ antevāsika. ² nissāyaṁ vatthuṁ. ³ nissayaṁ dātuṁ. There is also the formal
act of nissaya, of placing under guidance, as in Kd 1.25.22. The word translated
above, Kd 1.30.4, as “resource” is also nissaya, but it is there combined with the verb
ācikkhituṁ.
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On the duties to the student
Kd 1.33.1“The teacher, monks, should conduct himself properly towards his

pupil. This is the proper conduct in this respect: the pupil should be
furthered, he should be helped by the teacher … (= Kd 1.26.1–1.26.2,
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reading teacher and pupil for preceptor and one who shares a cell) …
If the pupil becomes ill, he should tend him as long as life lasts; he
should wait until he recovers.”

What is due to a Pupil

The Sixth Portion for Repeating

On not forgivingwhen dismissed

Nowat that timepupils did not conduct themselves properly towards
their teachers… (= Kd 1.27.1–1.27.8, reading teacher andpupil as above)
… in not dismissing him he does not become one who has gone too
far.”

The story of the ignorant and inexperienced
Kd 1.35.1Now at that time ignorant, inexperienced monks, gave guidance,

thinking: “We are of ten years’ standing, we are of ten years’ stand-
ing.” (So that) there were to be found ignorant teachers, wise pupils;
inexperienced teachers, experienced pupils; teacherswho had heard
little, pupils who had heard much; teachers of poor intelligence, in-
telligent pupils.Those who were modest monks … spread it about,

Vin 1.62

saying:“How can these ignorant inexperiencedmonks give guidance,
thinking: ‘We are of ten years’ standing, we are of ten years’ stand-
ing’? (So that) there are to be found ignorant teachers … intelligent
pupils.”

Kd 1.35.2

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it
true, as is said, monks, that ignorant, inexperienced (monks)¹ are

¹ Omitted in Oldenberg’s text of the Vinaya.
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giving guidance, thinking: ‘We are of ten years’ standing, we are of
ten years’ standing’?”
“Is it true, Lord.” The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked them;

having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying: “Monks, one who is ignorant, inexperienced,
should not give guidance.Whoever (such) should give it, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to give guidance
through an experienced, competent monkwho is of ten years’ stand-
ing or of more than ten years’ standing.”¹

On the nullifications of guidance

Kd 1.36.1 Now at that time monks, when their teachers and preceptors had
gone away and had left the Order and had died and had gone over

BD 4.81

to another side (of the Order),² did not know about nullifications of
guidance.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, there are these five nullifications of guidance from a

preceptor: when a preceptor has gone away or left the Order or died
or gone over to another side (of the Order), and command is the
fifth.³ These, monks, are the five nullifications of guidance from a
preceptor.Monks, there are these six nullifications of guidance from
a teacher: when a teacher has gone away or left the Order or died or
gone over to another side (of the Order), and command is the fifth,
or if he⁴ has come to be connected with a preceptor.⁵These, monks,
are the six nullifications of guidance from a teacher.

¹ Cf. above, Kd 1.31.6–1.31.8. ² As in Kd 1.32.1. ³ Vin-a 986 says that the teacher
dismisses the pupil from guidance it the words of Kd 1.27.2. ⁴ Meaning the pupil,
if we follow Vin-a 988; but Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 181, takes it to mean
the teacher. ⁵ Vin-a 988 says that if one who shares a cell, living in dependence
on a teacher, sees a preceptor walking for alms in the same village or worshipping
at the same shrine, or if he hears him teaching dhamma in a dwelling-place or
amonghouses (the teacher’s) guidance lapses.Thiswould suggest that the preceptor
occupies a higher position than the teacher.
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On five cases when one may ordain
Kd 1.36.2

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities¹ he should not ordain,
he should not give guidance, a novice should not attend him: if he
is not possessed of an adept’s body of moral habit … body of concen-
tration … body of wisdom… body of freedom… body of vision and
knowledge of freedom.Monks, if a monk is not possessed of these
five qualities he should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a
novice should not attend him.

Kd 1.36.3

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may ordain,
he may give guidance, a novice may attend him: if he is possessed
of an adept’s body of moral habit … body of vision and knowledge
of freedom. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities he

Vin 1.63

may ordain, he may give guidance, a novice may attend him.
Kd 1.36.4

“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice should not
attend him: if he is neither himself possessed of an adept’s body of
moral habit nor encourages another as to an adept’s body of moral
habit … if he is neither himself possessed of an adept’s body of vision

BD 4.82

and knowledge of freedom nor encourages another as to an adept’s
body of vision and knowledge of freedom.Monks, if a monk is pos-
sessed of these five qualities he should not ordain, he should not give
guidance, a novice should not attend him.

Kd 1.36.5

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities … a novice may
attend him: if he is himself possessed of an adept’s body of moral
habit and encourages another as to an adept’s body of moral habit …
if he is himself possessed of an adept’s body of vision and knowledge
of freedom and encourages another as to an adept’s body of vision
and knowledge of freedom. Monks, if a novice is possessed of these
five qualities he may ordain … a novice may attend him.

Kd 1.36.6

“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
should not ordain … a novice should not attend him: if he comes to

¹ Cf. dn iii.279; sn i.99; an i.162, an iii.271, an v.16.
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be lacking in faith,¹ if he comes to be without shame, if he comes
to be reckless, if he comes to be lazy, if he comes to be of muddled
mindfulness.² Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities
he should not ordain … a novice should not attend him.

Kd 1.36.7

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may ordain …
a novice may attend him: if he comes to have faith, if he comes to
feel shame, if he comes to be cautious, if he comes to be of stirred up
energy, if he comes to be of ready mindfulness³. Monks, if a monk
is possessed of these five qualities he may ordain … a novice may
attend him.

Kd 1.36.8

“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
should not ordain … a novice should not attend him: if, in regard
to moral habit,⁴ he comes to have fallen away frommoral habit; if,
in regard to good habits,⁵ he comes to have fallen away from good

BD 4.83

habits; if, in regard to (right) view,⁶ he comes to have fallen away
from (right) view; if he comes to have heard little, if he comes to
be of poor intelligence. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five
qualities he should not ordain …

Kd 1.36.9

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may ordain … a
Vin 1.64

novicemay attend him: if, in regard tomoral habit, he does not come
to have fallen away from moral habit; if, in regard to good habits,
he does not come to have fallen away from good habits; if, in regard
to (right) view, he does not come to have fallen away from (right)

¹ On the following quintet, cf. dn iii.252, dn iii.282; mn i.43; an ii.218; sn ii.159, also
an iii.421, an iv.145 and see mn-a i.190. ² muṭṭhassati. See definition at sn-a i.115.
On this andupaṭṭhitasati, “readymindfulness” (or recollection), seeMorris, Journal
of the Pali Text Society 1884, p. 92. Cf. satimuṭṭha atThag 98,Thag 99. ³ upaṭṭhi-
tasati; cf. also mn i.356. ⁴ adhisīle. Vin 1.172 says that the four Pārājikas and the
thirteen Saṅghādisesas are “falling away frommoral habit”, as does Vin-a 989.Thus
adhisīla is also the “highermorality”. ⁵ ajjhācāra. Vin 1.172 names the falling away
from this as grave offences, offences of expiation, thosewhich ought to be confessed,
those of wrong-doing, those of wrong speech. Vin-a 989 calls them “the five other
classes of offence” (i.e. excluding the Pārājika and Saṅghādisesa). Ajjhācāra can also
mean “transgression”. ⁶ atidiṭṭhi. Vin 1.172 says that “falling away from right view
means wrong view”, views of an extreme nature; while Vin-a 989 says that getting
rid of right view, he is possessed of wrong view of an extreme nature.
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view; if he comes to have heard much; if he comes to be intelligent.
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities he may ordain
… a novice may attend him.

Kd 1.36.10

“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
should not ordain … a novice should not attend him: if he is not com-
petent to tend or to get (another) to tend a pupil or one who shares a
cell andwho is ill, to allay or get (another) to allay dissatisfaction that
has arisen, to dispel or get (another) to dispel, bymeans of dhamma,¹
remorse that has arisen, if he does not knowwhat is an offence, if
he does not know the removal² of an offence. Monks, if a monk is
possessed of these five qualities … a novice should not attend him.

Kd 1.36.11

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities … a novice may
attend him.

Kd 1.36.12

“And monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
should not ordain … a novice should not attend him: if he is not
competent to make a pupil or one who shares a cell train in the
training regarding the fundamentals of conduct,³ to lead him in
the training regarding the fundamentals of the Brahma-faring,⁴ to
lead him in what pertains to dhamma,⁵ to lead him in what pertains
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to discipline,⁶ to discuss or get (another) to discuss, by means of
dhamma, a false view that has arisen. Monks, if a monk is possessed
of these five qualities … a novice should not attend him.

Kd 1.36.13

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities … a novice may
attend him.

Kd 1.36.14

“Andmonks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … a

¹ Cf. above Kd 1.25.20. ² vuṭṭhāna, the arising from. Cf. below, bd 4.134, āpattī
vuṭṭhitā, an offence that is removed, and bd 4.197, gāmo vuṭṭhāsi, the village (was)
removed. ³ abhisamācārikā. Vin-a 989–Vin-a 990 equates these with the duties
(laid down) in the Khandhakas. ⁴ ādibrahmacāriyikā; see Vinaya Texts i.185, n. 1.
Vin-a 990 speaks of this as sekhapaññatti, which might mean ideas, concepts, no-
tions suitable to a sekha, a learner. ⁵ abhidhamma. Vin-a 990 takes this as adivision
byname and form; and clearly has theAbhidhammapiṭaka inmind. But, for this pas-
sage pre-dating the existence of the Abhidhammapiṭaka, see Oldenberg, Vin 1.xii,
also bd 3.xf., and my article: Abhidhamma Abhivinaya Indian History Quarterly Vol.
XII, No. 3, September, 1941. ⁶ abhivinaya, taken by Vin-a 990 to mean the whole
of the Vinayapiṭaka.
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novice shouldnot attendhim: if he does not knowwhat is an offence,¹
if he does not knowwhat is not an offence, if he does not knowwhat
is a slight offence, if he does not knowwhat is a serious offence, if the
two Pātimokkhas² in full are not properly handed down to him, not
properly classified, not properly intoned, not properly divided by
rule and in respect of the explanation.³Monks, if amonk is possessed
of these five qualities … a novice should not attend him.

Kd 1.36.15

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities … a novice may
Vin 1.65

attend him.
Kd 1.36.16

“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice should not
attend him: if he does not know what is an offence, if he does not
know what is not an offence, if he does not know what is a slight
offence, if he does not knowwhat is a serious offence, if he is of less
than ten years’ standing. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five
qualities he should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice
should not attend him.

Vin 1.66
Kd 1.36.17 “Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may ordain, he

may give guidance, a novice may attend him: if he knows what is
an offence, if he knows what is not an offence, if he knows what is
a slight offence, if he knows what is a serious offence, if he is of ten
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years’ standing or of more than ten years’ standing.”

Told is the Portion of sixteen times five (cases) when one may ordain

On six cases when one may ordain
Kd 1.37.1–18 “Monks, if amonk is possessed of six qualities … he should not ordain,

Vin 1.67

Vin 1.68 ¹ Cf. Vin 2.249; an iv.140, an v.71, an v.80, an v.201. ² That for the monks and that
for the nuns. On Pātimokkha see below, bd 4.131, n. 2. For this part of the passage see
also Vin 4.51 (bd 2.266). In general Buddhaghosa, at Vin-a 790 and Vin-a 990, gives
different explanations of the terms. This accounts for the different translations
here and at bd 2.266. ³ Or, meaning, anuvyañjanaso. Vin-a 990 appears to explain
this by vibhaṅgato, as to the Vibhaṅga, the explanatory material surrounding each
rule; and suttato, “by rule”, bymātikato, by the “summaries”, the headings of, or key
to, each set of rules (in Vin 3 and Vin 4).
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he should not give guidance, a novice should not attend him.¹”
Vin 1.69

Told is the Portion of sixteen times² six (cases) when one may ordain

On onewho had formerly been amember of
another sect

Kd 1.38.1Nowat that time the onewhohad formerly been amember of another
sect³ when he was being spoken to by his preceptor regarding a rule,
having refuted the preceptor, went over to the fold of that same sect
(as before), but having come back again, he asked the monks for
ordination.⁴Themonks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, he whowas formerly a member of another sect … having

refuted the preceptor and going over to the fold of that same sect
(as before), on coming back should not be ordained. But, monks,
whoever else was formerly a member of another sect and desires the
going forth in this dhamma and discipline and desires ordination, to
him you should grant probation⁵ for four months.⁶

Kd 1.38.2

BD 4.86“And thus, monks, should it be granted: first, having made him
have his hair and beard cut off, having got (someone) to present⁷

¹ Vinaya Texts i.186, n. 1 points out that bd 1.37 is “identical with Kd 1.36.2–1.36.15, but
for the sixth case which, throughout bd 1.37, is added each time at the end of the five
cases given in bd 1.36”: “if he is of less than ten years’ standing” and “if he is of ten
years’ standing ormore than tenyears’ standing” respectively. ² VinayaTexts i.186,
n. 2, points out that this should be “Fourteen times”, for where the first four items
in Kd 1.36.15 and Kd 1.36.17 are the same as one another and only the last in each is
different, thus togethermaking a total of six items, in Kd 1.37.13, Kd 1.37.14 there is no
repetition and these six items form one group and nomore. ³ See above Kd 1.31.6.
⁴ Cf. Vin 2.279, in regard to nuns. ⁵ This is probation before ordination into the
Order tookplace. It is not the probationwhich formspart of the penalty for breaking
a Saṅghādisesa rule. Vin-a 990 says that it is called probation, parivāsa, formembers
of other sects and also probation for the unconcealed, appaṭicchannaparivāsa, and
can be given to nakedwanderers, naked ascetics, ājīvakas, and to unclothed ascetics,
acela, but not to anyonewhohas a cloak or a blanketmade of the skin ofwild animals.
Cf. appaṭicchannaparivāsa at Vin 5.126. If Buddhaghosa’s explanation is right, the
“unconcealed probation” of Critical Pali Dictionary is erroneous. ⁶ Cf. this sentence
with Snpp. 102, dn i.176. ⁷ See bd 2.53, bd 2.55, etc.
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him with yellow robes, having made him arrange his upper robes
over one shoulder, having made him honour the monks’ feet, having
made him sit down on his haunches, having made him salute with
joined palms, he should be told: ‘Speak thus: “I go to the enlightened
one for refuge, I go to dhamma for refuge, I go to the Order for refuge.
And a second time I go … And a third time I go … to the Order for
refuge.”’¹

Kd 1.38.3

“Monks, if he who was formerly a member of another sect has ap-
proached theOrder…has salutedwith joined palms, he should speak
thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, so and so, formerly a member of another
sect, desire ordination in this dhamma and discipline.Therefore do I,
honoured sirs, ask the Order for probation for four months.’² And a
second time he should ask. And a third time he should ask.TheOrder
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This one, so and so, for-
merly a member of another sect, desires ordination in this dhamma
and discipline. He asks the Order for probation for four months. If it
seems right to the Order, the Order may grant probation to so and
so, formerly a member of another sect, for four months.This is the
motion.

Kd 1.38.4

“ ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This one, so and so, for-
merly a member of another sect, desires ordination in this dhamma
and discipline. He asks the Order for probation for four months.The
Order is granting probation for four months to so and so, formerly a
member of another sect. If the granting of probation for fourmonths
to so and so, formerly a member of another sect, is pleasing to the
venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak. Probation for four months is granted by the Order to
so and so, formerly a member of another sect. It is pleasing to the

Vin 1.70

Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’
Kd 1.38.5

“Monks, a former member of another sect becomes one who suc-
BD 4.87

ceeds thus, one who fails thus. And how, monks, does a former mem-
ber of another sect become one who fails? Herein, monks, a former
¹ Same method used at Kd 1.54.3 for letting novices go forth. ² Quoted at
dn-a ii.362.
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member of another sect enters a village at too early a time,¹ he re-
turns too late in the day.² Thus, monks, does a former member of
another sect become onewho fails. And again,monks, a formermem-
ber of another sect comes to be onewhose resort³ (for alms) is among
prostitutes,⁴ or he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among
widows,⁵ or he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among
grown girls,⁶ or he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among
eunuchs, or he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among
nuns.⁷Thus, too, monks, does a former member of another sect be-
come one who fails.

Kd 1.38.6

“And again, monks, a former member of another sect in regard
to those various things which have to be done by his fellows in the
Brahma-faring, comes to be not dexterous therein, not vigorous, not
possessed of consideration for those kinds of things,⁸ not able to act
himself, not able to direct (others).Thus too, monks, does a former
member of another sect become one who fails. And again, monks, a

¹ Vin-a 991 says that he enters a village when he ought to be doing services for the
monks. ² Vin-a 991 says that he comes back when the monks are meditating or
having the exposition and interrogation, and does not do what is due to a preceptor
or teacher. ³ gocara, animals’ feeding ground, pasture, then applied to places
where monks accept alms-food. ⁴ vesiyā, also meaning a low-class woman. Vin-
a 991 calls themwomenwho fall easily into transgression on account of their beauty.
On vesiyagocara see also Vb-a 339, an-a iii.278 The gocaras are referred to below,
bd 4.417. Also at an iii.128, where it is said that if a monk goes to them he is thought
of as a depravedmonk and ismistrusted even if he is kuppadhamma (variant reading
akuppa-), bound for the immovable (see gs iii.98, n. 1). At Vb 246 (quoted Vism 17) a
sixth gocara is added: liquor-shop, and the six are called agocara. These are referred
to at Dhp-a iii275. ⁵ Vin-a 990, Vb-a 339 definewidows aswomenwhose husbands
are dead or absent. ⁶ thullakumāriyo. Cf. below, bd 4.198. Vin-a 991 says these
are girls who have attained their youth or who are past it; Vb-a 339, an-a iii.278
say that they are mahallika, i.e. grown-up girls, Vb-a adding that they are “not
placed”, i.e. unmarried (cf. same expression in regard to kulakumāriyo at an-a iv.12).
See Ja iv.219 where thullakumārika does not mean “coarse” but “grown-up”, of full
age, vayappatta; unmarried is implied by the context. On kumāribhūtā as maiden,
unmarried girl, see bd 3, Introduction, p. xlix. ⁷ Not necessarily visiting the nuns’
quarters, for see story of Udāyin asking Uppalavaṇṇā for one of her robes when
she visited the monks’ dwelling-place, Vin 3.208. ⁸ Same expression occurs at
Vin 4.211.
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former member of another sect comes to be one who is not of keen
BD 4.88

desire¹ as to the recitation, as to the interrogation, as to the higher
morality, the higher thought, the higher wisdom.Thus too, monks,
does a former member of another sect become one who fails.

Kd 1.38.7

“And again, monks, a former member of another sect becomes
angry, displeased, dissatisfied if dispraise is being spoken of the
teacher, the views, the approval, the persuasion, the creed² of that
fold of a sect from which he has come over; he becomes pleased,
elated, satisfied if dispraise is being spoken of the awakened one or of
dhamma or of the Order; or else he becomes pleased, elated, satisfied
if praise is being spoken of the teacher, the views, the approval, the
persuasion, the creed of that fold of a sect fromwhich he has come
over; he becomes angry, displeased, dissatisfied if praise is being
spoken of the awakened one or of dhamma or of the Order. This,
monks, is the knitting together³ in regard towhatmay be the failure⁴
of a former member of another sect. It is thus, monks, that a former
member of another sect becomes one who fails.Therefore, monks,
if there come a former member of another sect who has failed, he
should not be ordained.

Kd 1.38.8–10

“And how, monks, does a former member of another sect become
one who succeeds? Herein, monks, a former member of another sect
does not enter a village at too early a time, he does not return too
late in the day.Thus, monks, does a former member of another sect
become one who succeeds. And again, monks … (point by point the
contrary of Kd 1.38.5, Kd 1.38.6, Kd 1.38.7)…This,monks, is the knitting

Vin 1.71

together in regard to whatmay be the success of a formermember of
another sect. It is thus, monks, that a formermember of another sect
becomes onewho succeeds.Therefore,monks, if there come a former
member of another sect who has succeeded, he may be ordained.

Kd 1.38.11

¹ tibbacchanda; cf. dn iii.252, dn iii.283 for seven other matters for which a monk
should have tibbacchanda. ² ādāya, here used as a noun. ³ saṅghātanikaṁ, the
unifying.The word also occurs at mn i.322, an iii.10 in the simile of the house with
the peaked roof.There is no justification for the “decisive moment” of Vinaya Texts
i.190.The sentence comes as a conclusion to the ways, already mentioned, in which
failure (and below, success) may be manifested. ⁴ anārādhanīyasmiṁ.
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“If, monks, a former member of another sect comes naked, a robe
BD 4.89

belonging to a preceptor¹ should be looked about for. If he comes
without the hair of his head cut off, the Order should be asked for
permission for shaving it close.² Monks, if those come who are fire-
worshipping matted hair ascetics they may be ordained, probation
should not be given to these. What is the reason for this? These,
monks, affirm deeds, they affirmwhat ought to be done.³ If, monks,
there come a former member of another sect who is a Sakyan by
birth, he may be ordained, probation should not be given to him. I,
monks, will give this special privilege to (my) relations.”

TheTalk on FormerMembers of Another Sect

The Seventh Portion for Repeating

The story of five diseases
Kd 1.39.1Now at that time five diseases were prevalent among the people of

Magadha: leprosy, boils, eczema, consumption, epilepsy.⁴ People,
afflicted with the five diseases, having approached Jīvaka Komāra-
bhacca,⁵ spoke thus: “It were good, teacher, if you would attend us.⁶”
“But I, masters, am very busy, there is much to be done, and King

Vin 1.72

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha is to be looked after by me, also the
women’s quarters and the Order of monks with the awakened one at
its head. I am not able to attend you.”
“All this property shall become yours, teacher, andwewill be your

slaves.⁷ It were good, teacher, if you would attend us.”

¹ upajjhāyamūlaka cīvara. According to Vin-a 994, having made a preceptor his
master, issara, he has some claim on him as to bowl and robes. At Vin 3.204, there
is the expressionmūlacīvara. See Kd 1.26.1 where if one who shares a cell has no
robe his preceptor should try to get one for him. ² bhaṇḍukamma. Cf. below, end
of Kd 1.48.2. ³ kammavādino kiriyavādino. Cf. dn i.53, dn i.115, an i.62, Vin 1.233,
Vin 3.2. See also A.K. Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, Harvard Journal of Asiatic
Studies, Vol.4, No.2, p. 119ff. ⁴ As at Kd 1.76.1 below. Cf.Vin 4.8 (bd 2.180, where see
n. 4 for further references). Mentioned also with many other diseases, at anv.110.
⁵ See Kd 8.1. ⁶ tikicchati, to treat medically, to cure. ⁷ Cf. Vin 1.274.
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“But I, masters, am very busy … I am not able to attend you.”
Kd 1.39.2

Then it occurred to these people: “These recluses, sons of the
Sakyans, are of pleasant character, of pleasant conduct; having eaten
goodmeals, they lie down, on beds sheltered from thewind. Suppose

BD 4.90

we were to go forth among the recluses, sons of the Sakyans? In
that case monks would look after us andmoreover Jīvaka Komāra-
bhacca would attend us.” Then these people, having approached
(some)monks, asked for the going forth.Themonks let themgo forth,
they ordained them.These monks looked after them andmoreover
Jīvaka Komārabhacca attended them.

Kd 1.39.3

Now at that time monks, looking after many ill monks, lived
intent on asking, intent on hinting, saying: “Give food for the sick,
give food for those who look after the sick, give medicines for the
sick.”¹ And Jīvaka Komārabhacca, attendingmany ill monks, omitted
some of his duties towards the king.

Kd 1.39.4

Acertainman, afflictedwith thefivediseases, having approached
Jīvaka Komārabhacca, spoke thus: “It were good, teacher, if you
would attend me.”
“But I, master, am very busy … I am not able to attend you.”
“All this property shall be yours, teacher, and I will be your slave.

It were good, teacher, if you would attend me.”
“But I, master, am very busy … I am not able to attend you.”

Kd 1.39.5

Then it occurred to that man: “Now these recluses, sons of the
Sakyans are of pleasant character…Suppose Iwere to go forth among
the recluses, sons of the Sakyans? In that casemonkswould look after
me and moreover Jīvaka Komārabhacca would attend me; and when
I amwell I will leave the Order.”

Then that man, having approached (some) monks, asked for
the going forth. These monks let him go forth, they ordained him.
These monks looked after him andmoreover Jīvaka Komārabhacca
attended him.When he was well he left the Order. Jīvaka Komāra-
bhacca saw that man who had left the Order; seeing him, he spoke

Vin 1.73

¹ Three of the benefits that Visākhā was allowed to confer on the Order.
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thus to thatman: “Hadnotyou,master, gone forthamong themonks?”
“Yes, teacher.”
“Then why have you, master, acted in this way?”Then this man

told this matter to Jīvaka Komārabhacca.
Kd 1.39.6

BD 4.91Jīvaka Komārabhacca looked down upon, criticised, spread it
about, saying: “How can these honoured sirs let one afflicted with
the five diseases go forth?”Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca approached
the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat downat
a respectful distance. As hewas sitting down at a respectful distance,
Jīvaka Komārabhacca spoke thus to the Lord: “It were well, Lord,
if the masters did not let one afflicted with (any one of)¹ the five
diseases go forth.”

Kd 1.39.7

The Lord then gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Jīvaka Ko-
mārabhacca with talk on dhamma. Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, glad-
dened … delighted by the Lord with talk on dhamma, rising from
his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side
towards him. Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this connection,
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks,oneafflictedwith (anyoneof) thefivediseases should

not be let go forth.Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

On King’s service
Kd 1.40.1Now at that time there came to be a disturbance on the borderlands

of King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha.Then King Seniya Bimbisāra
of Magadha commanded the generals, the chief ministers, saying:
“Go, good sirs, search² the borderlands.”
“Very well, sire,” the generals, the chief ministers answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent.
Kd 1.40.2

Then it occurred to (some) very distinguishedwarriors: “Because

¹ Taken separately at Vin-a 995f. in relation to going forth. ² Vin-a 996 says that
thieves were giving trouble, but because Bimbisāra was a stream-winner he did
not command: “Strike them, kill them.”
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we delight in battle,¹ we do evil andwe engendermuch demerit. Now
bywhatmeans couldwe refrain from evil and dowhat is good?”Then
it occurred to thesewarriors: “These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are
dhamma-farers, even-farers, Brahma-farers, theyare truth-speakers,
of moral habit, of good character.² Now, if wewere to go forth among
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, thus might we refrain from evil
anddowhat is good.”Then thesewarriors, having approached (some)

BD 4.92

monks, asked for the going forth.Themonks let them go forth, they
ordained them.

Kd 1.40.3

The generals, the chief ministers, asked those in the King’s ser-
vice³: “How is it, good sirs, that the warriors, so and so and so and so,

Vin 1.74

are not to be seen?”
“Sirs,⁴ thewarriors, so and so and so and so, havegone forth among

the monks.” The generals, the chief ministers … spread it about,
saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, let one who is
in the king’s service go forth?”The generals, the chief ministers told
this matter to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha.Then King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha asked the chief ministers of justice:
“Good sirs, what does he who lets one go forth who is in a king’s

service engender⁵ (for himself)?”
“Sire, a preceptor’s head should be cut off, the tongue should be

torn from the announcer of a proclamation,⁶ half the ribs of a (mem-
ber of a) group should be broken.”

Kd 1.40.4

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha approached the Lord;
having approached, having greeted the lord, he sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance,
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus to the Lord: “There
are, Lord, kings who are of no faith, not believing; these might harm
monks even for a triflingmatter. It werewell, Lord, if themasters did
not let one in a king’s service go forth.”Then the Lord gladdened …

¹ Cf. Vin 4.104. ² Cf. bd 1.70, bd 1.125, bd 1.200, bd 1.223. ³ rājabhaṭa. ⁴ sāmi,
lords, masters. ⁵ pasavati, sameword as used above in “engendermuch demerit”.
⁶ anussāvaka. Vin-a 996 takes this as ācariya, teacher, which would be more in
line with “preceptor” and “group”, both of whichmight let a person go forth.The
announcer of a proclamation had not, as such, this power.
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delighted King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha with talk on dhamma.
Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, gladdened … delighted by
the Lord with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, having greeted
the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him. Then the
Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, one in aking’s service shouldnot be let go forth.Who-

ever should let (one such) go forth, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.”

The story of a thief garlandedwith fingers

Kd 1.41.1

BD 4.93
Now at that time a thief (wearing) a garland of fingers¹ came to
have gone forth among the monks. People, having seen (him), were
perturbed, then alarmed, then they ran away, then they went by a
different route, then they turned in another direction, then they
closed the door.² People … spread it about, saying: “How can the
recluses, sonsof theSakyans let a thiefwearinganemblem³go forth?”
Monks heard these people who … spread it about.Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord.The Lord addressed the monks saying:
“Monks,a thiefwhowearsanemblemshouldnotbe letgo forth.

Whoever should let (one) go forth, there is an offence of wrong
doing.”
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The story of a thief broken out of jail

Kd 1.42.1Now at that time it was decreed by King Seniya Bimbisāra of Maga-
Vin 1.75

dha: “There is nothing to do against those who go forth among the
recluses, sons of the Sakyans. Well preached is dhamma, let them
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill.”¹ Now at that
time a certain man, having committed a theft, was imprisoned in a
jail; he, having broken out of jail, having run away,went forth among
the monks.

Kd 1.42.2

People having seen (him) spoke thus: “This is the very² thief who
has broken out of jail. Come along, let us bring him (back).³” Some
spoke thus: “Do not, masters, speak thus, for it is decreed by King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: ‘There is nothing to do against those
… utter end of ill.’ ” People … spread it about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are safe and secure⁴; there is

BD 4.94

nothing to do against them. But how can they let a thief go forth who
has broken out of jail?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a thief who has broken out of jail should not be let go

forth.Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”
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The story of an thief with a “wanted” notice
Kd 1.43.1 Now at that time a certain man, having committed a theft, having

run away, went forth among the monks. And in the royal palace, this
was written:¹ “Wherever he may be seen, there he should be killed.”
People, having seen (him), spoke thus: “This is the very thief who
was written about. Come along, let us kill him.” Some spoke thus:
“Do not, masters, speak thus … utter end of ill.’ ” People … spread it
about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are safe and secure; there is

nothing to do against them. But how can they let a thief go forth who
has been written about?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a thief who has been written about should not be let

go forth.Whoever should let (one) go forth, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

The story of a scourged man
Kd 1.44.1

BD 4.95
Now at that time a certain man who had been scourged as punish-
ment² came to have gone forth among the monks. People … spread
it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, let

¹ aṅgulimāla. Not the well-known bandit-thief of this name (as Vinaya Texts i.196
andDictionary of Pali ProperNames take it), for in the absence of nāma or ti no proper
name is denoted.The robber who came to be called Aṅgulimāla has verses ascribed
to him atThag 866–891. AtThag 869–870 he is shown as asking the Lord for the going
forth, the Lord as saying, “Come, monk”, and this at constituting his monk-status,
bhikkhubhāva. His story, and the verses are also given at mn86. It is difficult to
reconcile the above Vinaya rulingwith the story of Aṅgulimāla’s going forth, for the
Lord recognised his unusual potentialities, hardly to be expected in the common
run of thieves. ² Cf. Vin 3.144 (bd 1.246). ³ dhajabaddha. ¹ Cf. Vin 4.226
(bd 3.182–183) where similar words are attributed to King Pasenadi. ² ayaṁ so,
emphatic. ³ nema, as in Kd 1.46.1, Kd 1.47.1. ⁴ abhayūvarā.This is thewordwhich
gives the title to this portion for “repeating”. ¹ (This footnote proved troublesome
to typeset due to its length, so it has been moved to an appendix with other long
notes on page 2984.) ² kasāhata katadaṇḍakamma.
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one who has been scourged as punish-ment go forth?”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, onewhohasbeen scourgedaspunishment shouldnot

be let go forth.Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Vin 1.76

The story of a branded man
Kd 1.45.1 Now at that time a certain man who had been branded as punish-

ment¹ … (as in Kd 1.44.1 to the end).

The story of a debtor
Kd 1.46.1 Now at that time a certain man, a debtor, having run away, came to

have gone forth among the monks.The creditors, having seen (him),
spoke thus: “This is our very debtor. Come along, let us bring him
(back).²” Some spoke thus: “Do not, masters, speak thus, for it is
decreed by King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: ‘There is nothing
to do against those who go forth among the recluses, sons of the
Sakyans. Well preached is dhamma, let them fare the Brahma-faring
for making an utter end of ill’.” People … spread it about, saying:
“These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are safe and secure; there is

nothing to do against them. But how can they let a debtor go forth?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a debtor should not be let go forth. Whoever should

let (one such) go forth, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

The story of a slave
Kd 1.47.1 Now at that time a certain slave, having run away, came to have gone

forth among the monks.Themistresses,³ having seen (him), spoke

¹ lakkhaṇāhata katadaṇḍakamma. ² nema, as in Kd 1.42.2, Kd 1.47.1. ³ ayyikā. At
Vin 1.371, the variant reading sāmikā is given. A small piece of evidence that women
ruled the household, rather than their husbands.
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thus: “This is our very slave. Come along, let us bring him (back).¹”
… (as in bd 1.46) …
“Monks, a slave should not be let go forth.Whoever should let

BD 4.96

(one such) go forth, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

The story of a bald-headed metal-smith
Kd 1.48.1Now at that time a certain bald-headed metal-smith,² having quar-

relled with his parents, having gone to a monastery, went forth
among themonks.Then the parents of that bald-headedmetal-smith,
searching for that bald-headed metal-smith, having gone to the
monastery, asked the monks, saying: “Honoured sirs, have you seen
a youth like that?”Themonks, not knowing (him), merely said: “We
do not know (him)”; not seeing (him), merely said: “We do not see
(him).”

Kd 1.48.2

Then the parents of that bald-headed metal-smith, searching for
that bald-headed metal-smith , having seen him gone forth among

Vin 1.77

the monks … spread it about, saying: “These recluses, sons of the
Sakyans are shameless, of bad conduct, liars; knowing, they merely
say, ‘We do not know’; seeing, they merely say, ‘We do not see’ and
this youth is gone forth among themonks.”Monks heard the parents
of this bald-headed metal-smith who … spread it about.Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to ask the Order for permission for shaving

(the hair of the head) close.³”

¹ nema, as in Kd 1.42.2 and Kd 1.46.1. ² kammārabhaṇḍu. Highly esteemed by king
and people, Ja iii.281. No distinction was apparently made between workers in gold,
silver and othermetals, butVin-a 1002 says hewas a goldsmith’s son.The exact point
of his being a smith is obscure. ³ bhaṇḍukamma, cf. above Kd 1.38.11. Vin-a 1003
says that if there is a newly shaven one (navamuṇḍa) or one leaving the Order or if
there is anyone among the Jains and so on whose hair is two finger-breadths long
or less, there is no need to cut his hair, therefore such a one can be allowed to go
forthwithout asking for the close shaving. But whoever has hair more than two
finger-breadths long, even if it be only a top-knot, may only be allowed to go forth
when the close shaving has been asked for.
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The story of the boy Upāli
Kd 1.49.1 Nowat that time inRājagaha a group of seventeen boyswere friends¹;

of these the youth Upāli was the chief. Then it occurred to Upāli’s
parents: “By what means could Upāli, after our demise, live at ease
and not be in want?” Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “If Upāli
should learn writing, so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease
and not be in want.”Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “But if Upāli
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learns writing his fingers will become painful. If Upāli were to learn
calculation, so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease and not be
in want.”

Kd 1.49.2

Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “But if Upāli learns calcula-
tion, his breast will become painful. If Upāli were to learn money-
changing, so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease and not be
in want.” Then it occurred to Upāli’s parents: “But if Upāli learns
money-changing his eyes will become painful. Now there are these
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, pleasant in habit, pleasant in conduct;
having eaten goodmeals, they lie down on beds sheltered from the
wind. Now if Upāli were to go forth among the recluses, sons of the
Sakyans, so would Upāli, after our demise, live at ease and not be in
want.”

Kd 1.49.3

The boy Upāli heard this conversation of his parents. Then the
boy Upāli approached those boys; having approached, he spoke thus
to these boys: “Come, masters, we will go forth among the recluses,
sons of the Sakyans.”
“If you, master, will go forth, we likewise will also go forth.”Then

these boys, having (each) approached his parents, spoke thus:
“Consent that I may go forth from home into homelessness.”Then

Vin 1.78

the parents of those boys consented, thinking: “All these boys want
the same thing, they are bent on what is good.” These, having ap-
proached monks, asked for the going forth.These monks let them go
forth, they ordained them.

Kd 1.49.4

Getting up in the night towards dawn, these cried out: “Give
conjey, give rice, give solid food.”

¹ As at Vin 4.128ff. (bd 3.10ff.).
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Themonks spoke thus: “Wait, your reverences, until it turns light.
Should there be conjey you shall drink it; should there be rice you
shall partake of it; should there be solid food you shall eat it. But
should there not be conjey or rice or solid food, then, having walked
for alms, you shall eat.”

But these monks, being spoken to thus by the monks, cried out
just the same: “Give conjey, give rice, give solid food,” and they soiled
and wetted the bedding.

Kd 1.49.5

Then the Lord, getting up in the night towards dawn, hearing this
noise of boys, addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Why ever,
Ānanda, is there this noise of boys?”Then the venerable Ānanda told
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this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true as is said, monks, that monks knowingly ordain an

individual¹ who is under twenty years of age?”
“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, say-

ing:
“How, monks, can these foolish men knowingly ordain an individ-

ual who is under twenty years of age?
Kd 1.49.6

Monks, an individual under twenty years of age is not able² to
endure cold, heat, hunger, thirst, the sting of gadflies or mosquitoes,
wind and sun, creeping things, abusive, hurtful language; he is not
the kind (of person) who endures bodily feelings which, arising, are
painful, acute, sharp, shooting, disagreeable, miserable, deadly. But,
monks, an individual of twenty years of age is able to endure cold,
heat …miserable, deadly. Monks, this is not for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased, nor for increasing the number of those who
are pleased.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks,an individualwho isunder twentyyearsofageshould

not knowingly be ordained. Whoever should (so) ordain should
be dealt with according to the rule.³”

¹ On the monkish intention of puggala, see bd 3.xxiiff. ² As at Vin 4.130, Bu-Pc 65
(bd 3.12). ³ Bu-Pc 65.
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The story of malaria
Kd 1.50.1 Now at that time a certain family came to pass away as a result of

malaria.¹ (Only) the father and little son belonging to it survived.²
These, having gone forth among the monks, walked even for alms-
food together.Then that boy, when almsfood was given to his father,
having run up to him, spoke thus: “Give to me too, father, give to me
too, father.” People … spread it about, saying: “These recluses, sons

Vin 1.79

of the Sakyans, are not chaste.This boy was born of a nun.” Monks
BD 4.99

heard these people who … spread it about. Then these monks told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a boy of less than fifteen years of age should not be

let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”³

Kd 1.51.1 Now at that time the family, faithful, believing, who supported
the venerable Ānanda, passed away as a result of malaria, but two
boys survived.These, having seen monks, ran up to them according
to their former allowable custom, (but) the monks sent them away.
These cried on being sent away by themonks.Then it occurred to the
venerable Ānanda: “It is laid down by the Lord that a boy of less than
fifteen years of age should not be allowed to go forth, and these boys
are less than fifteen years of age. Now by what means might these

¹ ahivātakaroga, should be “snake-wind-disease”. Word occurs at Ja ii.79, Ja iv.200.
See note at Jataka Cambridge translation, ii.55. Cf.Mahāvastu i.253, a disease called
adhivāsa (produced by non-human agency) which is said to attack a whole district.
² sesā honti “came to remain”. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1003 explains the means by
which a person may escape from the disease—bymaking a hole in the wall or roof
and running away.This is alsomentioned at Ja ii.79, Ja iv.200. Seenote at Jātaka trans-
lation, ii.55.The rogāmādigato, the reading which Vinaya Texts i.204, n. 1 ascribes to
the Commentary, should be tirogāmādigato, reached a distant village (where he is
free,muccati, of the disease). ³ Five years, therefore, were to elapse before the
upasampadā ordination was allowed (see Bu-Pc 65 and below, Kd 1.75.1). (Note by
Sujato:This last reference is, apparently bymistake, left blank in the text. I have
supplied the probable referent.)This intervening period is referred to at Ja i.106: ku-
laputto … pabbajitvā upasampadāya pañcavassiko hutvā, a boy of good family, having
gone forth, being five years off ordination …
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boys not be lost?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
“But, Ānanda, are these boys able to scare¹ crows?”
“They are able (to do so), Lord.”Then the Lord, on this occasion,

in this connection having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, to let a youth of less than fifteen years of age

and who is a scarer of crows² go forth.”

The story of Kaṇḍaka

Kd 1.52.1Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
had two novices, Kaṇḍaka³ andMahaka.⁴These committed sodomy
with one another. Monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it
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about, saying: “How can these novices indulge in a bad habit such as
this?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, two novices should not attend one (monk). Whoever

should make two novices attend⁵ to him, there is an offence of

¹ uṭṭepetuṁ, meaning “to make fly up” or “to catch in snares”. See Pali-English
Dictionary Vin-a 1003 is not helpful. ² kākuṭṭepaka. The word should probably
read uḍḍepaka. Vin-a 1003 explains as “having taken a clod of earth in his left hand,
he is able, sitting down and having made the crows fly up (kāke uḍḍāpetvā), to
eat a meal put down in front of (him)”. This shows a certain amount of physical
strength and endurance, not to be found in an infant. In a country where crows
are as persistent as they are in India, it must have been useful to have had boys
who could scare them away. Nevertheless this allowance forms a most singular
exception to the general rule forbidding the going forth of a youth under fifteen
years of age. ³ Also below, bd 4.107, where it was probably this Kaṇḍaka who was
expelled. There is also a Kaṇḍaka, a novice, at Vin 4.138, but he was expelled for
holding a wrong view, and is therefore perhaps not the same as Upananda’s novice.
⁴ Heard of nowhere but here, I think. ⁵ upaṭṭhāpeti. Cf. above, Kd 1.36.2.Thisword
can also mean to look after, to cause to attend, e.g. one who is ill or another monk,
whether a senior or a junior. See Vinaya Texts i.49, n. 5; also Bu-Pc 70 where the
same word is used in connection with the expelled Kaṇḍaka, and is there defined
by the Old Commentary, in terms of giving material help and comfort. It does not
mean “to ordain” as at Vinaya Texts i.205 and Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, article
on Karitaka. Below, Kd 1.55.1, the ruling is amended.
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wrong-doing.”

The story of when it was crowded
Kd 1.53.1 Now at that time¹ the Lord spent the rains just there, in Rājagaha,

the cold weather there, the hot weather there. People … spread it
about, saying: “The district is crowded up, confused with recluses,
sons of the Sakyans; because of them the district is not to be seen.”
Monks, heard these people who… spread it about.Then thesemonks
told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 1.53.2

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Go,
Ānanda, and taking a key, announce to themonks in every cell: “Your

Vin 1.80

reverences, theLordwishes to set outon tour forDakkhiṇāgiri.What-
ever venerable one needs (to do so), let him come.”
“Yes, Lord,” and the venerable Ānanda, having answered the Lord

in assent, taking the key, announced to themonks in every cell: “Your
reverences, theLordwishes to set outon tour forDakkhiṇāgiri.What-
ever venerable one needs (to do so), let him come.”

Kd 1.53.3

Monks spoke thus: “Reverend Ānanda, it is laid down by the Lord
(that one is) to live ten years in dependence, and when one is of ten
years’ standing (he is) to give guidance.² If we go there then guidance
must be chosen³ (there), but the stop (there) may be short; then we

BD 4.101

must come back again and guidance must be chosen again. If our
teachers and preceptors are going, we too will go; but if our teachers
and preceptors are not going, then we will not go. Reverend Ānanda,
we shall (otherwise) look feather-brained.”⁴

Kd 1.53.4

¹ Cf.Kd 1.53.1 with Bi-Pc 40, where a similar description of Rājagaha is givenwhen it
was crowded out by nuns. ² See Kd 1.32.1 above. ³ nissayo ca gahetabbo bhavissati.
Cf. upajjhāyo gahetabbo at Kd 1.25.7 and ācariyo gahetabbo at Kd 1.32.2: “thus should a
preceptor … a teacher be chosen.”The reference in the above passage would appear
to be back to this kind of choosing: choosing a preceptor or teacher, or both, to
give guidance. If a pupil or preceptor leave one another then nissaya (guidance) is
broken. ⁴ lahucittakatā no paññayissati, a feather-brained (light minded) state
will be apparent in us.
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Then the Lord set out on tour for Dakkhiṇāgiri with an Order of
monks numbering less than a group.¹

On release from dependence

Then the Lord, having stayed in Dakkhiṇāgiri for as long as he found
suiting, came back again to Rājagaha.Then the Lord addressed the
venerable Ānanda, saying: “How is it, Ānanda, that the Truthfinder
set out on tour for Dakkhiṇāgiri with an Order of monks numbering
less than a group?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to
the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having
given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow,monks, an experienced competentmonk to live five years

in dependence (but) an inexperienced one all his life.
Kd 1.53.5

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he should not live
independently² (of a preceptor or teacher): if he is not possessed of
an adept’s body of moral habit … (= Kd 1.36.3) … Monks, if a monk
is not possessed of these five qualities he should not live indepen-
dently. Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may live
independently: if he is possessed of an adept’s body of moral habit …
(= Kd 1.36.3) …Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities
he may live independently.³

Kd 1.53.6

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he should
not live independently: if he comes to be of no faith … (= Kd 1.36.3)
… Monks, he should not live independently. Monks, if a monk is
possessed of five qualities he may live independently: if he comes to
have faith … (= Kd 1.36.3) …Monks, … he may live independently.

Vin 1.81
Kd 1.53.7

BD 4.102
“… five further qualities he should not live independently: if, in

regard tomoral habit, he comes to have fallen away frommoral habit

¹ ogaṇena bhikkhusaṅghena. Vin-a 1003 explains ogaṇena as parihīnagaṇena, lacking
a group, and as appamattaka bhikkhusaṅgha, only a small Order of monks. Usually a
“group” consisted of from two to four monks or nuns, but above, Kd 1.31.2, a group
of ten monks is referred to. ² anissitena, in independence, without a teacher to
give guidance. ³ Cf. below, Kd 1.73.1–1.73.4 where other cases are given where a
monkmay live independently, anissita.
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… (= Kd 1.36.3) …Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he
may live independently: if, in regard tomoral habit, he does not come
to have fallen away … (= Kd 1.36.3) … he may live independently.

Kd 1.53.8

“… five further qualities he should not live independently: if he
does not knowwhat is an offence … (= Kd 1.36.3) …Monks, if a monk
is possessed of five qualities he may live independently: if he knows
what is an offence … (= Kd 1.36.15) … he may live independently.

Kd 1.53.9

“… five further qualities he should not live independently: if he
does not know what is an offence … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of less
than five years’ standing … Monks, if a monk is possessed of five
qualities he may live independently: if he knows what is an offence
… (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of five years’ standing or of more than five
years’ standing …

Kd 1.53.10

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of six qualities he should not live
independently: if he is not possessed of an adept’s body of moral
habit … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of less than five years’ standing.Monks,
if a monk is not possessed of these six qualities he should not live
independently. Monks, if a monk is possessed of six qualities he may
live independently: if he is possessed of an adept’s body of moral
habit … (= Kd 1.37.2) … if he is of five years’ standing or more than
five years’ standing …

Kd 1.53.11

“… six further qualities he should not live independently: if he
comes to have no faith … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of less than five years’
standing … possessed of six qualities he may live independently: if
he comes to have faith … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of five years’ standing
or more than five years’ standing …

Kd 1.53.12

“… six further qualities he should not live independently: if, in
regard tomoral habit, he comes to have fallen away frommoral habit
… (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of less than five years’ standing … possessed
of six qualities hemay live independently: if, in regard tomoral habit,
he does not come to have fallen away … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of five
years’ standing or more than five years’ standing.

Kd 1.53.13

“… six further qualities he should not live independently: if he
BD 4.103

does not know what is an offence … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he is of less
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than five years’ standing … possessed of six qualities he may live
independently: if he knows what is an offence … (= Kd 1.36.3) … if he
is of five years’ standing or more than five years’ standing. Monks, if
amonk is possessed of these six qualities hemay live independently.”

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Safe and Secure.
Vin 1.82

The story of Rāhula

Then the Lord, having stayed in Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Kapilavatthu. Walking on tour in due
course he arrived at Kapilavatthu.¹ The Lord stayed there among the
Sakyans in Kapilavatthu in the Banyanmonastery.²Then the Lord,
havingdressed in themorning, takinghis bowl and robe, approached
the dwelling of Suddhodana the Sakyan; having approached he sat
down on the appointed seat.Then the lady, Rāhula’s mother, spoke
thus to the boy Rāhula: “This, Rāhula, is your father, go and ask him
for your inheritance.”

Kd 1.54.2

Then the boy Rāhula approached the Lord; having approached,
he stood in front of the Lord and said: “Pleasant is your shadow,
recluse.”Then the Lord, rising up from his seat, departed.Then the
boy Rāhula, following close behind the Lord, said: “Give memy in-
heritance, recluse, give memy inheritance, recluse.”Then the Lord
addressed the venerable Sāriputta, saying: “Well then, do you, Sāri-
putta, let the boy Rāhula go forth.”³
“How do I, Lord, let the boy Rāhula go forth?”

Kd 1.54.3

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: “I allow, monks, the
going forth for novices by the three goings for refuge. And thus,
monks, should you let one go forth: first, having made him have his
hair and beard cut off, having got (someone) to present him with
yellow robes, having made him arrange his upper robe over one

¹ Vin-a 1005 says it was a distance of sixty yojanas fromRājagaha; and going a yojana
a day, the Lord’s journey took twomonths. ² See bd 2.94, n. 1. ³ Story of “Rāhula’s
conversion” also given at Dhp-a i.116f.
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shoulder, having made him honour the monks’ feet, having made
him sit down on his haunches, having made him salute with joined
palms, he should be told: ‘Speak thus: “I go to the awakened one for

BD 4.104

refuge I go to dhamma for refuge, I go to the Order for refuge. And a
second time I go … And a third time I go … to the Order for refuge”’.¹
I allow, monks, the going forth for novices by these three goings for
refuge.”

Kd 1.54.4

Then the venerable Sāriputta let the boy Rāhula go forth.Then
Suddhodana the Sakyan approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance Suddhodana the Sakyan
spoke thus to the Lord:
“I, Lord, ask the Lord for one boon.”
“But, Gotama,² Truth-finders are beyond (granting) boons.”³
“Lord, it is what is allowable, it is what is blameless.”
“Speak on, Gotama.”

Kd 1.54.5

“Lord, when the Lord went forth there came to be not a little
sorrow, likewisewhenNanda⁴ did; it was extremewhen Rāhula did.⁵

Vin 1.83

Affection for a son, Lord, cuts into the skin, having cut into the skin
it cuts into the hide, having cut into the hide it cuts into the flesh …
the ligaments … the bones, having cut into the bones and reaching
the marrow, it abides. It were well, Lord, if the masters did not let a
child to go forth without the parents’ consent.”

Kd 1.54.6

Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Suddho-
dana the Sakyanwith talk on dhamma.Then Suddhodana the Sakyan
gladdened… delighted by the Lordwith talk on dhamma, rising from
his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side

¹ Same method employed at Kd 1.38.2 for granting probation to former members of
other sects. ² Gotama was the clan or family name. ³ atikkaniavarā. Vinaya
Texts, in translating above and parallel passages at Vin 1.280, Vin 1.292, adds “before
they know what they are”. Rouse, Jātaka translation, iv.198 (= Ja iv.315, quoting
Vin 1.292) has “the Tathāgatas have boons beyondmeasure”; Critical Pali Dictionary
“above (granting) boons”. ⁴ The Lord’s half-brother, son of Mahāpajāpatī. On
Nanda’s going forth see Vin-a 1008f., Dhp-a i.116. Verses at Thag 157. See Ud 21ff.
⁵ Vin-a 1010 says that Suddhodana thinking the family line broken because these
three went forth, asked where a king could come from.
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towards him. Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection,
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a child who has not his parents’ consent should not

be let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.55.1

BD 4.105
Then the Lord, having stayed in Kapilavatthu for as long as he

found suiting, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Walking on tour in due
course he arrived at Sāvatthī.The Lord stayed there in Sāvatthī in the
Jeta Grove inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery. Now at that time the family
who supported the venerable Sāriputta sent a youth to the venerable
Sāriputta, saying: “May the elder let this youth go forth.” Then it
occurred to the venerable Sāriputta: “A rule of training laid down
by the Lord says that two novices should not attend one (monk),¹
and this Rāhula is my novice. Nowwhat line of conduct should be
followed by me?” He told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow,monks, twonovices to attend one experienced, competent

monk, or else as many to attend (him) as he is able to exhort, to
instruct.”

On training rules
Kd 1.56.1Then it occurred to the novices: “Now, howmany rules for training

are there for us and in which we are to train?”They told this matter
to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, I allow ten rules for training for novices² and novices to

train in these:

1. Restraint from onslaught on creatures;³
2. Restraint from taking what is not given;⁴
3. Restraint from unchastity;⁵

¹ Above, Kd 1.52.1. ² Novice is defined at Vin 4.122 (bd 2.412) as one conforming
to ten rules for training; also female novice is so defined at Vin 4.343 (bd 3.411).
³ Bu-Pj 3, Bu-Pc 61.These restraints or abstinences occur at e.g. dn i.4ff., an i.211,
an ii.209, an iv.247ff., sn v.469, Pp 58. Cf. dn-a 69ff. ⁴ Bu-Pj 2. ⁵ Bu-Pj 1.
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4. Restraint from lying;¹
5. Restraint fromtheoccasionof sloth (inducedby) fermented
liquor, spirits and strong drink;²

6. Restraint from eating at the wrong time;³
7. Restraint from seeing shows⁴ of dancing, singing and mu-
sic;⁵

8. Restraint from the occasion of using garlands, scents, un-
guents andwearing finery;.

BD 4.106

Vin 1.84 9. Restraint from using high beds, large beds;⁶
10. Restraint from accepting gold and silver.⁷

“I allowmonks, these ten rules for training for novices andnovices
to train in these.”

The story of an act of punishment
Kd 1.57.1 Now at that time novices were not respectful, not deferential not

courteous towards themonks.Monks… spread it about saying: “How
can these novices not be respectful … towards the monks?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, I allow you to impose a punishment⁸ on a novice who is

possessed of five qualities:

1.“If he tries for non-receiving (of gains)⁹ bymonks.
2.“If he tries for non-profiting bymonks.
3.“If he tries for non-residence for monks.
4.“If he reviles and abuses¹⁰monks.

¹ Bu-Pj 4. ² Cf. Bu-Pc 61. ³ Bu-Pc 37. ⁴ visūka appears to mean twisting,
wriggling, restless motion. On the miming nature of singing, dancing andmusic
see bd 3.xl, note and bd 4.298, n. 2. These shows where movement was a feature
were of quite a different character from shows of inanimate objects. Nuns were
forbidden to visit these latter by their Bu-Pc 41. ⁵ A dukkaṭa formonks to see these,
Vin 2.108; a Pācittiya for nuns to see them, Bi-Pc 10. ⁶ Cf. Bu-Pc 87. ⁷ Bu-NP 18.
⁸ daṇḍakamma; cf. above Kd 1.44.1, Kd 1.45.1, and Vin 2.262f. ⁹ So Vin-a 1013; “of
requisites,” an-a iv.160. Cf these with five qualities” at Vin 2.18, “eight qualities” at
an iv.345, Vin 2.125. ¹⁰ Cf. Vin 4.52, Vin 4.309 where nuns may not revile or abuse
a monk.
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5.“If he causes monk to breakwithmonk.

“I allow you, monks, to impose a punishment on a novice who is
possessed of these five qualities.”

Kd 1.57.2

Then it occurred to these monks: “Now, how should the punish-
ment be imposed?”They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, tomake a prohibition.”¹ Now at that timemonksmade a
prohibition for novices in respect of anOrder’s entiremonastery.The
novices, on being unable to enter the monastery, went away, and left
the Order, andwent over to (other) sects.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, an Order’s entire monastery should not
bemade (the subject of) a prohibition.Whoever shouldmake (it
such), there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to
make a prohibition in respect of wherever he is staying or wherever
he is entering.²”

Kd 1.57.3

Now at that time monks made a prohibition for novices in re-
spect of nutriment taken by the mouth. People, making a drink of
conjey and also rice for an Order, spoke thus to the novices: “Come,
honoured sirs, drink the conjey, come, honoured sirs, partake of
the rice.”The novices spoke thus: “It is not possible, sirs, the monks

BD 4.107

have made (this the subject of) a prohibition.”The people … spread
it about, saying: “How can these revered sirs make a prohibition
for novices in respect of nutriment taken by the mouth?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nutriment taken by the
mouth is not to be made (the subject of) a prohibition. Whoever
shouldmake (it such), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Told is the Item on Punishment

¹ āvaraṇa, an obstacle, hindrance, barring off. Cf. Vin 2.262f. ² paṭikkamati, to
return, Vin-a 1013 explains by pavisati, to enter.Themeaning is entering a monas-
tery in the sense of returning to it.
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The story of making a prohibitionwithout
asking

Kd 1.58.1 Now at that time the group of six monks, without having asked pre-
Vin 1.85

ceptors (for permission), made a prohibition for novices. Preceptors
huntedabout, saying: “Now,whereareournovices?Theyarenot tobe
seen.” Monks spoke thus: “A prohibition was made, your reverences,
by the group of sixmonks.”The preceptors … spread it about, saying:
“Howcan this groupof sixmonks,without askingus (forpermission),
make a prohibition for ournovices?”They told thismatter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, a prohibition is not to be made without asking
preceptors (for permission). Whoever shouldmake one, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

The story of luring away
Kd 1.59.1 Now at that time the group of six monks lured away¹ the novices of

monks who were elders.The elders, getting their own tooth-wood
and water for rinsing the mouth, were incommoded.²They told this
matter to theLord.He said: “Monks, another’s assembly shouldnot
be lured away. Whoever should lure it away, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

The story of Kaṇḍaka the novice

Kd 1.60.1 Now at that time Kaṇḍaka,³ a novice of the venerable Upananda, the
son of the Sakyans, seduced the nun Kaṇḍakā. Monks … spread it

BD 4.108

about, saying: “How can this novice indulge in a bad habit like this?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

¹ apalāḷenti, to draw over (to themselves). Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1014 hints at
bribery, the group of six saying they would give bowls and robes to the novices.
² kilamati, more usually to go short of; to be tired, fatigued. Those who shared
cells and pupils should get tooth-wood and water for rinsing the mouth for their
preceptors and teachers respectively, Kd 1.25.8, Kd 1.32.3. ³ See above, Kd 1.52.1
and bd 3.31.
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“I allow you, monks, to expel a novice who is possessed of ten
qualities:

1.“If he is one whomakes onslaught on creatures.
2.“If he is one who takes what is not given.
3.“If he is one who is unchaste.
4.“If he is a liar.
5.“If he is a drinker of strong drink.
6.“If he speaks dispraise of the awakened one.
7.“If he speaks dispraise of Dhamma.
8.“If he speaks dispraise of the Order.
9.“If he is a holder of a false view.¹
10.“If he is a seducer of nuns.²

“I allow you, monks, to expel a novice who is possessed of these
ten qualities.”

The story of a eunuch
Kd 1.61.1Nowat that time a certain eunuch came to have gone forth among the

monks.Having approached anumber of youngmonks, he spoke thus:
“Come, venerable ones, commit an offence with me.”Themonks re-
fused, saying: “Be off ³, eunuch, depart⁴, eunuch. What need have
you?” Refused by the monks, having approached a number of large,
fat⁵ novices, he spoke thus: “Come, your reverences, commit an
offence with me.”The novices refused, saying: “Be off, eunuch, de-
part, eunuch. What need have you?” Refused by the novices, having
approached mahouts and grooms⁶, he spoke thus: “Come, sirs, com-

Vin 1.86

¹ AtVin 4.138 (bd 3.31)anovice,Kaṇḍaka,was expelled on this ground. ² Vin-a 1015
explains that “onewho is unchaste”may be ordained if he is willing to restrain him-
self in the future, but a seducer of nuns cannot even go forth. Cf. Vinaya Texts i.215,
n. 1. At anv.70, anv.71 among ten specified occasions where the Pātimokkhamay
be suspended are included the presence of a seducer of nuns, and the presence of a
eunuch (see next paragraph below). ³ nassa, disappear. ⁴ vinassa = nassa, Vin-
a 871, which adds “go where we do not see you”. For cara pi re vinassa see Vin 4.139.
⁵ Moligalla; variant readings given at Vin 1.372:moḷigalla,mukalla.
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mit an offence with me.” The mahouts and grooms committed an
offence with him.

Kd 1.61.2

These … spread it about, saying: “These recluses, sons of the
Sakyans, are eunuchs, and those of themwho are not eunuchs, they
too commit offences with eunuchs. Thus they are one and all un-
chaste.” Monks heard these mahouts and grooms who… spread it
about.Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:

BD 4.109

“Monks, if aeunuch isnotordained,heshouldnotbeordained;
if he is ordained, he should be expelled.¹”

The story of one in communion by theft
Kd 1.62.1 Nowat that time a certain descendant of an ancient familywhich had

come down in the world was delicately nurtured.Then it occurred
to this descendant of the ancient family which had come down in
the world: “Now, I am delicately nurtured, I am not able to acquire
wealth not (already) acquired, nor to increase the wealth (already)
acquired.² Now by what means could I live at ease and not be in
want?” Then it occurred to this descendant … in the world: “Now
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are of pleasant conduct, of pleas-
ant character; having eaten good meals, they lie down to sleep on
beds sheltered from the wind. Suppose that I, having prepared a
bowl and robe for myself, having cut offmy hair and beard, having
clothed myself in yellow robes, having gone to a monastery, should
be in communion together with monks?”

Kd 1.62.2

⁶ hatthibhaṇḍa assabhaṇḍa. Vin-a 1015 explains bhaṇḍa by gopaka, guardian,
watchman. ¹ Vin-a 1016 says he is to be expelled by the expulsion due to charac-
teristic, liṅganāsana.Three kinds of expulsion are given at Vin-a 870f.: (1) expulsion
fromcommunion,meaning expulsion for not seeing an offence, notmaking amends
for it, not giving up a false view; (2) expulsion due to characteristic, as an example
of which the nun Mettiyā is cited (Vin 3.162–3); (3) expulsion as a punishment,
with the words, ‘From today forth, reverend novice, the Lord cannot be referred
to as your teacher’ (Vin 4.139 = bd 3.31). ² This inability is at an i.129 given as a
characteristic of a blind person (puggala), while the opposite, ability in this respect,
is given as a characteristic of a one-eyed and of a two-eyed person.
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Then that descendant… in theworld, having prepared a bowl and
robe for himself, having cut off his hair and beard, having clothed
himself in yellow robes, having gone to a monastery, greeted the
monks. The monks spoke thus: “Of how many years’ standing are
you, your reverence?” “What does this mean, your reverences: ‘how
many years’ standing’?”
“But who, your reverence, is your preceptor?”
“What does this mean, your reverences: ‘preceptor’?”
Themonks spoke thus to the venerable Upāli¹:
“Please, reverend Upāli, examine this one who has gone forth.”

Kd 1.62.3

BD 4.110Then as that descendant … in the world was being examined² by
the venerable Upāli, he told him this matter. The venerable Upāli
told this matter to themonks.Themonks told this matter to the Lord.
He said:
“Monks, if onewho is in communion by theft³ is not ordained,

heshouldnotbeordained; ifhe isordained,heshouldbeexpelled.
Monks, if onewhohasgoneover to (another) sect⁴ isnotordained,
heshouldnotbeordained; ifhe isordained,heshouldbeexpelled.”

The story of an animal
Kd 1.63.1Now at that time a certain serpent was troubled about his birth as a

serpent, he was ashamed of it, loathed it⁵.Then it occurred to that
Vin 1.87

serpent: “Now, by what means could I be freed quickly from birth

¹ No doubt the Vinaya expert. ² Vin-a 1016: as he was being asked about cut-
ting off the hair and beard, accepting yellow robes, going for refuge, choosing a
preceptor, and about proclamations and guidance. At Vin 3.212 Upāli was asked to
examine monks who, having come naked, were taken to be Naked Ascetics. Vin-
a 665 gives the nature of these questions (see bd 2.45, n. 6, n. 7). He examines below
Kd 1.64.2. ³ theyyasaṁvāsaka. Word occurs also at Vin 1.307. Samvāsa is being in
communion, see definition at end of each Pārājika rule (BD.1).Theyya is “by theft”,
here of the signs or marks of a monk. ⁴ titthiyapakkantaka. This word also oc-
curs with theyyasaṁvāsaka and others at Vin 1.307. All the words tell what monks,
disappointed of robe-material, pretend to be. ⁵ Stock, as at an i.145; mn i.423,
mn iii.300.
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as a serpent and get back¹ human status?”Then it occurred to that
serpent: “These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are dhamma-farers,
even-farers, Brahma-farers, they are truth-speakers, they are of
moral habit, of good conduct. Now if I were to go forth among the
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, so would I be freed quickly from birth
as a serpent and could get back human status.”

Kd 1.63.2

Then that serpent, in the form of a brahmin youth, having ap-
proached the monks, asked for the going forth.Themonks let him
go forth, they ordained him. Now at that time that serpent, together
with a certainmonk,was living in a dwelling-place on the boundary.²
Then that monk, getting up in the night towards dawn, paced up and
down in the open air.Then that serpent, confident that that monk

BD 4.111

had gone out, fell asleep. The whole dwelling-place was full of the
snake, his coils were protruding through the windows.

Kd 1.63.3

Then thatmonk, thinking: “Iwill enter the dwelling-place,” open-
ing the door,³ saw thewhole dwelling-place full of the snake, his coils
protruding through the windows. Terrified at seeing this, he uttered
a cry of distress. Monks, having run up, spoke thus to that monk:
“Why did you, your reverence, utter a cry of distress?”
“Your reverences, this whole dwelling-place is full of a snake, his

coils are protruding through thewindows.”Then that serpent having
awakened because of this noise, sat down on his own seat. Monks
spoke thus: “Who are you, friend?”
“I am a serpent, honoured sirs.”
“But why did you, friend, act in this way?”Then that serpent told

this matter to the monks.Themonks told this matter to the Lord.
Kd 1.63.4

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, spoke thus to this serpent: “Indeed,

¹ paṭilabhati. He had been unchaste (in a former birth), Vin-a 1022. If paṭilabhati
does mean “to get back” here rather than to “acquire”, it indicates a belief in the
possibility of losing human status for animal status. ² paccantima. Vinaya Texts
i.218 say “(near the boundarywall of the Jetavana)”, and although thismaybemeant,
there is no evidence for it at Vin-a 1022. Paccantima cannot well mean “neighbour-
ing, adjoining” here, for the evidence is that monk and snake shared the same
dwelling-place. ³ kavāṭaṁ paṇāmento. On this phrase see bd 1.199, n. 3.
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you serpents are not liable to growth in this dhamma and discipline.
You, serpent, go away, observe the Observance day precisely¹ on the
fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth day of the half-month.Thuswill you
be freed quickly from birth as a serpent and get back human status.”

Then that serpent, thinking: “It is said that I am not liable to
growth in this dhamma and discipline,” pained, afflicted, shedding
tears, departed having uttered a cry of distress.

Kd 1.63.5

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, there are
these two cases of manifestation of a serpent’s true nature²: when he
indulges in sexual intercourse with a female of his own species, and
when he falls asleep in confidence. Monks, these are two cases of

Vin 1.88

manifestation of a serpent’s true nature.Monks, if an animal is not
ordained, it should not be ordained; if it is ordained, it should be
expelled.”

The story of a matricide
Kd 1.64.1

BD 4.112
Now at that time a certain brahmin youth deprived hismother of life.
He was troubled about his evil deed, he was ashamed of it, loathed
it.³ Then it occurred to that brahmin youth: “Now, by what means
could I get rid of this evil deed?” Then it occurred to this brahmin
youth: “These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are dhamma-farers, even-
farers Brahma-farers, they are truth-speakers, of moral habit, of
good conduct. Now, if I were to go forth among these recluses, sons
of the Sakyans, so would I get rid of this evil deed.”

Kd 1.64.2

Then that brahmin youth, having approached (some) monks,
asked for the going forth. The monks spoke thus to the venerable
Upāli: “Formerly, indeed, reverend Upāli, a serpent in the form of
a brahmin youth went forth among the monks. Please, reverend
Upāli, examine this brahmin youth.”⁴Then as that brahmin youth
was being examined by the venerable Upāli he told him this matter.

¹ tatth’ eva. ² Vin-a 1022 gives five cases: the time of its reinstatement, paṭisandhi,
of its sloughing its skin, the two cases mentioned in the text, and the time of its
passing away. ³ As at Vin 2.292. ⁴ Cf. above Kd 1.62.2.
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The venerable Upāli told this matter to the monks.Themonks told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, if a matricide is not ordained, he should not be or-

dained; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.”

The story of a parricide

Kd 1.65.1 At that time a certain brahmin youth deprived his father of life. He
was troubledabouthis evil deed…(= Kd 1.64.1,Kd 1.64.2)…Themonks
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, if a parricide is not ordained, he shouldnot be ordain-

ed; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.”

The story of a killer of a perfected one

Kd 1.66.1 Now at that time several monks were going along the highroad from
Sāketa to Sāvatthī.Thieves, having issued forth on the road, robbed
somemonks and killed other monks.Those in the royal service, hav-
ing set out from Sāvatthī, caught some thieves (but) other thieves
ran away.Those who ran away went forth among the monks; those
who were caught were led off to execution.

Kd 1.66.2

Those who had gone forth saw those thieves being led off to ex-
ecution; seeing them, they spoke thus: “It is well that we ran away,
for had we been caught then should we have been killed likewise.”

BD 4.113

Vin 1.89 Monks spoke thus: “Butwhat have you done, your reverences?”Then
those who had gone forth told this matter to the monks.Themonks
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, thosemonkswere perfected ones.Monks, if amurderer

of a perfected one is not ordained, he should not be ordained; if
he is ordained, he should be expelled.”
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The story of a raper of nuns
Kd 1.67.1 Now at that time several nuns were going along the high-road from

Sāketa to Sāvatthī.Thieves, having issued forth on the road, robbed
somenuns and seducedothernuns.Those in the royal service, having
set out from Sāvatthī … (= Kd 1.66.1, Kd 1.66.1) …Themonks told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, if a seducer of a nun is not ordained, he should not be

ordained; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.¹
“Monks, if a schismatic is not ordained, he should not be or-

dained; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.
“Monks, if a shedderof (aTruth-finder’s²)blood isnotordained,

heshouldnotbeordained; ifhe isordained,heshouldbeexpelled.³”

The story of a hermaphrodite
Kd 1.68.1Now at that time a certain hermaphrodite had gone forth among the

monks. He acted and also made (another) act.They told this matter
to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, if a hermaphrodite is not ordained, he should not be

ordained; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.”

The story of without a preceptor, etc.

Kd 1.69.1Now at that timemonks ordained one who had no preceptor.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one with no preceptor should not be ordained. Who-

evershouldordain (onesuch), there isanoffenceofwrong-doing.”

Kd 1.69.2

¹ Cf. above bd 4.108, where a novice who seduces a nun is to be expelled. ² So
the Commentary., Vin-a 1024. ³ Other prohibitions in regard to these classes of
persons given at Vin 1.136, Vin 1.320.
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Now at that time monks ordained one who had an Order as pre-
ceptor¹ … He said:

BD 4.114

“Monks, one who has an Order as preceptor should not be or-
dained.Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.69.3

Now at that time monks ordained one who had a group as pre-
ceptor … He said:
“Monks, one who has a group as preceptor should not be or-

dained… offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.69.4

Now at that time monks ordained one who had a eunuch² as
preceptor … one who had one living in communion as it were by
theft as preceptor… onewho had onewho had gone over to (another)
sect as preceptor … one who had an animal as preceptor … one who

Vin 1.90

had amatricide as preceptor … one who had a parricide as preceptor
… one who had a murderer of a perfected one as preceptor … one
who had a seducer of a nun as preceptor … one who had a schismatic
as preceptor … one who had the shedder of (a Truth-finder’s) blood
as preceptor … onewho had a hermaphrodite as preceptor.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one who has a eunuch as preceptor … one who has

a hermaphrodite as preceptor should not be ordained. Whoever
should ordain (one such), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
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The story of without a bowl, etc.
Kd 1.70.1 Now at that timemonks (each) ordained one who had no bowl.¹They

walked for almsfood (to be put) into their hands.² People … spread it
about, saying: “Like followers of (other) sects.³”They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one who has no bowl should not be ordained. Who-

evershouldordain (onesuch), there isanoffenceofwrong-doing.”

Kd 1.70.2

Now at that time monks (each) ordained one who had no robe.
They walked naked for almsfood. People … spread it about, saying:

BD 4.115

“Like followers of other sects.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Monks, onewhohasnorobe shouldnotbeordained.Whoever

should ordain (one such), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.70.3

Now at that timemonks (each) ordained one who had no bowl or
robe.They walked naked for almsfood (to be put) into their hands …
“Monks, one who has no bowl or robe should not be ordained.

Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an offence of wrong-
doing.”

Kd 1.70.4

Now at that timemonks (each) ordained bymeans of lending a
bowl.⁴ When they were ordained, they returned (each one) his bowl
and walked for almsfood (to be put) into their hands …

¹ It is to be gathered from Vin-a 1025 that an Order might (inadvertently) con-
tain any of the types of malefactors mentioned above from a matricide down to
a hermaphrodite. ² The following classes of persons mentioned also above,
bd 4.108ff. ¹ apattaka, see bd 2.123, n. 6. ² hatthesu piṇḍāya caranti. Same ex-
pression at Vin 3.245; see bd 2.119, n. 3, n. 4. For same expression in next paragraph,
Vin 1.372 gives five variant readings all reading carati. But at Nuns’ Bu-Pc 63ff.we get
a singular noun followed by a plural verb, as above, with themeaning that each nun
ordained a woman, and that then these were considered all together as a plurality:
in referring to their actions a plural verbwas needed andwas used. ³ Cf.Vin 3.245
(bd 2.119). ⁴ yācitakena pattena, by (using) a bowl that had been asked for, i.e.
borrowed by the candidates for ordination.
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“Monks, one should not ordain by lending a bowl. Whoever
should (so) ordain, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.70.5

Now at that timemonks (each) ordained bymeans of lending a
robe. When they were ordained, they returned (each one) his robe
and walked naked for almsfood …

“Monks, one should not ordain by lending a robe. Whoever
should (so) ordain, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.70.6

Now at that timemonks (each) ordained bymeans of lending a
bowl and robe. When they were ordained, they returned the bowl

Vin 1.91

and robe and walked naked for almsfood (to be put) into their hands
…

“Monks, one should not ordain by lending a bowl and robe.
Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.”

Told is the Portion on Twenty (Cases) where one should not ordain

The portion on thirty-two (cases) where one
should not let go forth

Kd 1.71.1 Now at that timemonks (each) let go forth one who had his hands
cut off… his feet cut off… his hands and feet cut off… his ears cut
off … his nose … his ears and nose … his fingers … his nails¹ cut off …

BD 4.116

¹ aḷa; see Journal of the Pali Text Society 1884, p. 71, 1886, p. 105.
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who had the tendons (of his feet) cut … onewho hadwebbed fingers¹
… a hunchback … a dwarf … one who had a goitre … one who had
been branded²… one who had been scourged³ … one who had been
written about⁴ … one who had elephantiasis … one who was badly
ill … one who disgraced an assembly⁵ (by some deformity⁶) … one
who was purblind⁷ … one with a crooked limb … one who was lame
… one paralysed down one side … a cripple … one weak from old age
… one who was blind7… one who was dumb⁸ … one who was deaf ⁹…
one who was blind and dumb… one who was deaf and dumb… one
who was blind and deaf and dumb.They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 1.71.2

He said: “Monks, onewhohas hadhis hands cut off shouldnot
be let go forth; onewhohashadhis feet cut off…onewho is blind
anddeaf anddumb shouldnot be let go forth.Whoever should let
(one such) go forth, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Told is the Portion onThirty-two (Cases) where one should not let go forth

Told is the Ninth Portion for Repeating: that on Inheritance
¹ phaṇahatthaka, with a hand like a snake’s hood. Cf. hatthaphaṇaka at Vin 2.107,
“hands used as an instrument shaped like a snake’s hood” for smoothing the hair.
Vin-a 1027, “one whose fingers were grown together like a bat’s wings”. See note
by A.K. Coomaraswamy on the jālalakkhaṇa, “The ‘Webbed Finger’ of Buddha”,
Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. VII, 1931, p. 365, where he is of the opinion that
jāla does not mean a webbing connecting the fingers, but refers to the thin lines
of rosy light which may be seen between the fingers when they are held together
and the hand held up to the light.The fingers of the Buddha, as Mahāpuruṣa, would
be straight and regularly formed, of one measure, ekappamāṇā, according to this
lakkhaṇa, or sign. “It is even possible”, as Coomaraswamy adds in a postscript,
“that ‘having webbed fingers’ represents the exact opposite of the meaning of the
original lakkhaṇa.” ² Cf. Vin 1.76 (above, bd 4.95). ³ Cf. Vin 1.75 (above, bd 4.95).
⁴ |emphCf. Vin 1.75 (above, bd.4.95) ⁵ parisadūsaka. ⁶ Given at length at Vin-
a 1027ff. ⁷ The two words for blind: kāṇa and andha, are used. Buddhaghosa at
Vin-a 1030 says that kāṇameans blind of one or both eyes (and not merely blind of
one). He cites theMahāpaccarī Commentary as asserting kāṇa to mean blind of one
eye and andha of both, and he cites the Great Commentary, as saying that andha
means blind from birth; he keeps this explanation at Vin-a 1031. “Purblind” and
the next three terms occur at Vin 2.90, an i.107, an ii.85, an iii.385, sn i.94, Pp 51.
⁸ Vin-a 1031 explains that if he were unable to say the complete formula for going
for refuge, he could not go forth. ⁹ Vin-a 1031, if he could hear a loud noise he
might go forth.
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The story of guidance for the
unconscientious

BD 4.117

Now at that time the group of six monks gave guidance to those who
were unconscientious.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, guidance should not be given to thosewho are uncon-

scientious. Whoever should give it to (such), there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Now at that timemonks lived under the guidance of those who
were unconscientious; these soon also became unconscientious, de-
praved monks.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one should not live under the guidance of those who

areunconscientious.Whoevershould (so) live, there isanoffence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 1.72.2

Then it occurred to the monks: “It is laid down by the Lord that
guidance should not be given to those who are unconscientious,
and that one should not live under the guidance of those who are
unconscientious. Now, how are we to knowwho is conscientious or
who is unconscientious?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to wait for four or five days until (you can

say), ‘I knowwhat is the nature of the monks¹’.”
Vin 1.92

The story of guidance for one on a journey,
etc.

Kd 1.73.1 Now at that time a certain monk was going along a highroad in the
Kosala country. Then it occurred to that monk: “It is laid down by
the Lord that one should not live independently.² I am in need of

¹ bhikkhusabhāgata. Vin-a 1031, “Until I know frommonks that their conscientious-
ness is shared by the monk giving guidance”. Or, is sabhāgata equal to sabhāva, the
nature (of a monk), as I take it to be? ² Above, bd 4.101.
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guidance¹ but I amgoing along ahigh-road.Nowwhat line of conduct
should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow amonk, monks, if he is going along a high-road and is not

receiving guidance to live independently.”

Kd 1.73.2

Now at that time twomonks were going along a high-road in the
Kosala country.These arrived at a certain residence, and there one
monk became ill. Then it occurred to that ill monk: “It is laid down
by the Lord that one should not live independently. I am in need of
guidance, but I am ill. Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed

BD 4.118

by me?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow amonk, monks, if he is ill and is not receiving guidance

to live independently.”
Kd 1.73.3

Then it occurred to that monk who was tending the ill one: “It is
laid down by the Lord … I am in need of guidance but this monk is ill.
Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed by me?”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow a monk, monks, if he is tending an ill one and is not re-

ceiving guidance, to live independently although being requested.²

Kd 1.73.4

Now at that time a certain monk was staying in a forest and
there came to be comfort³ for him in this lodging.Then it occurred
to this monk: “It is laid down by the Lord that one should not live
independently. I am in need of guidance, but I am staying in a forest
and there comes to be comfort for me in this lodging. Nowwhat line
of conduct should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
“I allow amonk, monks, if he is a forest-dweller and is thinking

¹ ahañ c’amhi nissayakaraṇīyo. ² By the ill one, Vin-a 1032. That is, as the Com-
mentary says, the ill monkmay ask the other to request him to give guidance; but
if through pride he does not ask, he may go away. Wemust therefore assume that if
he stays with the invalid but does not take guidance from him, he may live inde-
pendently of guidance. ³ phāsu. Vin-a 1032, “there comes to be comfort in regard
to obtaining tranquillity and vision”.
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about abiding in comfort¹ and is not receiving guidance, to live inde-
pendently, thinking: ‘If a suitable giver of guidance comes along, I
will live under his guidance’.”

Permission to proclaim by clan
Kd 1.74.1 Nowat that time (a person)wished for ordination from the venerable

Kassapa the Great.² Then the venerable Kassapa the Great sent a
message to the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Let Ānanda come, he will
proclaim³ this (person).”The venerable Ānanda spoke thus:

BD 4.119

“I am not able to pronounce⁴ the elder’s⁵ name (for) the elder is
my teacher⁶.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

Vin 1.93

“I allow you, monks, to proclaimmerely by clan (-name).”

The story of two expecting ordination, etc.
Kd 1.74.2

Nowat that time two (persons)wished for ordination from the vener-
able Kassapa the Great. These quarrelled, saying: “I will be ordained
first, I will be ordained first.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
¹ Phāsuvihāra; cf. brahmavihāra, and the monk who was phāsuvihārika, below
bd 4.373, Kd 7.12.1. ² At an i.23 called “chief of those who uphold the ascetic
practices”. Verses atThag 1051–1090. He exchanged robes with Gotama, sn ii.221.
³ anussāveti, in technical meaning of proclaiming the resolution three times
after the motion for ordaining a person had been put before an Order. Cf.
Kd 1.28.3–Kd 1.28.6. ⁴ gahetuṁ, a word with a variety of meanings; here meaning
“to pronounce” in sense of “to take”, cf. “to take his name in vain”. SinceĀnanda calls
Kassapa his guru (garu me), and if we equate guruwith ācariya, spiritual teacher
or father (cf. pitucitta, Vin 1.45, Vin 1.60), it was not suitable for Ānanda to “take”
(pronounce) his “father’s” name.The use of the gotta (clan) name is less intimate
and therefore permissible. Cf. Kauṣitakī Upaṇiṣad 2.11.7 where the father “takes his
son’s name”, nāma asya gṛṇhati. I am indebted for this note to A.K. Coomaraswamy.
Mahākassapa’s reference to Ānanda as kumāraka, young boy at sn ii.218 should also
be noted. ⁵ I.e. Mahākassapa’s, as stated at Vinaya Texts i.228. For in making the
proclamations, Ānandawould have had to say that so-and-so wished to be ordained
by Kassapa. ⁶ garu, probably equivalent to guru, spiritual teacher. Cf. garunissaya
at Vin 2.303.
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“I allow you, monks, to make two proclamations together.”

Kd 1.74.3

Now at that time there were those wishing for ordination from
several elders.Thesequarrelled, saying: “Iwill be ordainedfirst, Iwill
be ordained first.”The elders spoke thus: “Come, your reverences,
we are making all the proclamations together.”They told this matter
to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to make two or three proclamations together

if there is one preceptor, but not if there are different preceptors.”

Permission for ordination twenty years
from conception

Kd 1.75.1Now at that time the venerable Kassapa the Boy¹ became ordained
twenty years after his conception.Then it occurred to the venerable
Kassapa the Boy: “It is laid downby the Lord that an individualwho is

BD 4.120

under twenty years of age should not be ordained,² and I am twenty
years frommyconception.Nowam I ordained³ or am Inot ordained?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“When in his mother’s womb the first thought has arisen, the first

consciousness appeared,⁴ his birth is (to be reckoned as) from that
time. I allow you, monks, to ordain one who is twenty years of age
from his conception.”

¹ Kumārakassapa. Kumāra has the meaning both of boy and of prince. Kumārakass-
apa “went forth”when hewas only seven years old and he had been reared by a king
since his birth by a nun; see an-a i.284, mn-a ii.120,Thag-a (Psalms of the Bretheren
p. 147f.), Dhp-a iii.144, Ja i.148. Verses are ascribed to him at Thag 201–202. Called
“chief of those who are versatile speakers” at an i.24.The Vammīki Sutta (mn i.142)
was spoken to Kumārakassapa; theNigrodhamigajātaka (Ja no.12) and Dhp 160 on
account of his mother. ² Bu-Pc 65, and above, bd 4.98. ³ Cf. Bu-Pc 65 where
it is stated that if a person is ordained while he is under twenty he is not (really)
ordained. He himself incurs no offence, but there is an offence for the monks who
ordain him. ⁴ Cf. definition ofmanussaviggaha, human being, at Vin 3.73.
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Ordination procedure
Kd 1.76.1 Now at that time ordained (monks)were to be seenwhowere (afflict-

ed by) leprosy and boils and eczema and consumption and epilepsy.¹
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, when one is being ordained to ask him about

things which are stumbling-blocks² for him.³ And thus should he be
asked: Have you diseases like this: leprosy, boils, eczema, consump-
tion, epilepsy? Are you a human being? Are you a man? Are you a
freeman? Are you without debts? Are you not in the royal service?
Have you your parents’ consent? Are you full twenty years of age?
Are you complete as to bowl and robes? What is your name?What is
the name of your preceptor?”

Kd 1.76.2

Now at that time monks asked those wishing for ordination, but
who were not instructed, about the things which are stumbling-
blocks.Thosewishing forordinationwereat a loss, theywereabashed,
they were unable to reply.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, having instructed first, afterwards to ask

Vin 1.94

about the things which are stumbling-blocks.”
Kd 1.76.3

They instructed just there in the midst of the Order. As before,
those wishing for ordination were at a loss, they were abashed, they
were unable to reply.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

BD 4.121

“I allow you, monks, having instructed aside, to ask about the
things which are stumbling-blocks in the midst of the Order. And
thus, monks, should one be instructed: First, he should be invited
to choose⁴ a preceptor; having invited him to choose a preceptor, a
bowl and robes should be pointed out to him (with the words): ‘This
is a bowl for you, this is an outer cloak, this is an upper robe, this is
an inner robe; go and stand in such and such a place’.”

Kd 1.76.4

Ignorant, inexperienced (monks) instructed them.Those wish-
ing for ordination, but who were not (properly) instructed, were at

¹ Cf. above, Kd 1.39.1. ² antarāyike dhamme, cf. Vin 4.134 (bd 3.21, where see n. 5).
³ Cf. Vin 2.271f. for the questions put to nuns on their ordination. ⁴ gāhāpetabbo;
cf. gāhāpaka at Vin 3.246 (bd 2.122, where see n. 1).
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a loss, they were abashed, they were unable to reply.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one should not be instructed by an ignorant, inexpe-

rienced (monk).Whoever (such) should instruct, there isanoffen-
ce of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to instruct by means of an
experienced, competent monk.”

Kd 1.76.5

Thosewhowerenot agreedupon instructed.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one shouldnot be instructed byonewho is not agreed

upon. Whoever should so instruct, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow you, monks, to instruct bymeans of one who is agreed
upon. And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon: oneself may be
agreed upon by oneself or another may be agreed upon by another¹.
And how is oneself to be agreed upon by oneself?The Order should
be informed by an experienced, competentmonk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order hear me. So and so wishes for ordination from the
venerable so and so. If it seems right to the Order, I would instruct
so and so.’ Thus may oneself be agreed upon by oneself.

Kd 1.76.6

“And how is another to be agreed upon by another? The Order
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let theOrderhearme. So and sowishes for ordination
from the venerable so and so. If it seems right to the Order, so and
so could instruct so and so.’ Thus may another be agreed upon by
another.

Kd 1.76.7

“Themonk who is agreed upon, having approached the one who
wishes for ordination, should speak thus to him: ‘Listen, so and so.

BD 4.122

This is for you a time for truth (-speaking), a time for fact (-speaking).

¹ Cf. below, Kd 2.15.6.
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When I am asking you in the midst of the Order about what is,¹ you
should say, ‘It is,’ if it is so; you should say, ‘It is not,’ if it is not so. Do
not be at a loss, do not be abashed. Thus I will ask² you: ‘Have you
diseases like this …What is your preceptor’s name?’ ”

Kd 1.76.8

They³ arrived together.They should not arrive together.The in-
structor having come first, the Order should be informed by him,
saying: “Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. So and so wishes
for ordination from the venerable so and so. He has been instructed

Vin 1.95

byme. If it seems right to the Order, let so and so come.” He should
be told: “Come.” Having made him arrange his upper robe over one
shoulder, having made him honour the monks’ feet, having made
him sit down on his haunches, having made him salute with joined
palms, he should be made to ask for ordination, saying: “Honoured
sirs, I ask the Order for ordination; honoured sirs, may the Order
raise me up out of compassion.⁴ And a second time, honoured sirs,
… And a third time, honoured sirs, I ask the Order for ordination;
honoured sirs, may the Order raise me up out of compasson.”

Kd 1.76.9

The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: “Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This one,
so and so, wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. If it
seems right to the Order I could ask so and so about the things which
are stumbling-blocks. Listen, so and so. This is for you a time for
truth (-speaking), a time for fact (-speaking). I am asking you about

BD 4.123

what is. You should say, ‘It is’, if it is so; you should say, ‘It is not,’ if

¹ yaṁ jātam. Vin-a 1033 says about that which is produced, jāta, has arisen, is exist-
ing in your body.This can only refer to the questions on the diseases. The Pali in
such cases is idiomatic: “Is there for you a disease?” So one could say, “I am asking
you about what exists, yaṁ jātam (as a disease for you), and you should say there is,
atthi (such a disease for me) it being so, santaṁ; there is not, n’atthi, it being not so,
asantaṁ”. But since in fact not all the questions are about diseases, I have translated
as above, the better to emphasise the general necessity to answer all the questions
truthfully in accordance with the preliminary reminder, “This is a time for truth
and fact”. ² pucchissaṁ. ³ The instructor and his candidate. Nothing to show
whether the Lord is supposed to continue to give these instructions, or whether
they are incorporated without being attributed to him. ⁴ Cf. above, Kd 1.29.2.
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it is not so. Have you diseases like this: …What is your preceptor’s
name?”

Kd 1.76.10

The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: “Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This one, so
and so, wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. He is
quite pure in regard to the things which are stumbling-blocks, he
is complete as to bowl and robes. So and so is asking the Order for
ordination bymeans of the preceptor so and so. If it seems right to
the Order, let the Order ordain so and so by means of the preceptor
so and so.This is the motion.

Kd 1.76.11

“Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me.This one, so and so, wishes
for ordination fromthevenerable so and so.He is quitepure in regard
to the things which are stumbling-blocks, he is complete as to bowl
and robes. So and so is asking the Order for ordinaton bymeans of
the preceptor so and so.The Order is ordaining so and so by means
of the preceptor so and so. If the ordination of so and so by means of
the preceptor so and so is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.

Kd 1.76.12

“And a second time I speak forth this matter … And a third time I
speak forth this matter … he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.
“So and so is being ordained by the Order by means of the preceptor
so and so. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I
understand this.”

Told is the (Formal) Act of Ordination
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Four requisites
Kd 1.77.1The shadow should be measured¹ at once, the length of the season²

should be explained, the portion of the day³ should be explained, the
BD 4.124

formula⁴ shouldbe explained, the four resources shouldbe explained
Vin 1.96

(with the words): ‘Going forth is on account of meals of scraps … (as
at Kd 1.30.4) …These are extra acquisitions: ghee, fresh butter, oil,
honey, molasses.’

Told are the Four Resources

Four things not to be done
Kd 1.78.1 Now at that timemonks, having ordained a certainmonk, went away

leaving him alone. Afterwards as he was going along alone, he met
his former wife on the way. She spoke thus: “What, have you now
gone forth?”
“Yes, I have gone forth.” She said:
“Sexual intercourse is difficult for those who have gone forth.

Come and indulge in sexual intercourse.” Having indulged in sexual
intercourse with her, he arrived late.Monks spoke thus: “What were
you, your reverence, doing for such a long time?”

Kd 1.78.2

Then this monk told this matter to the monks. The monks told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, having ordained (a monk), to give him a

companionand to explain four thingswhicharenot tobedone.When

¹ This must mean the shadow of the candidate, cast by the sun. Vin-a 1033 says
the shadow should be measured with the words, It is the length of one man or
of two men, ekaporisā dveporisā. Cf. porisameaning “height of a man.” at mn i.74,
mn i.187, mn i.365. ² Vin-a 1033 “the seasons are the rains, the cold weather, the
hot weather. If whichever season it is is not ended, that season is incomplete by
so many days”, thus the number of days remaining in that season, or “the exact
season” (Pali-English Dictionary) should be explained. ³ Vin-a 1033, morning or
afternoon. ⁴ sangīti, chanting together. According to Vin-a 1034, having done all
this together he should be asked about his measure, the season and portion of the
day in order that he might give the correct answers and so make it clear that he has
properly understood his age as a member of the Order.
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amonk is ordained he should not indulge in sexual intercourse, even
with an animal.¹ Whatever monk indulges in sexual intercourse, he
becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans. As a man
with his head cut off could not become one to live by that bodily
connection, even so a monk, having indulged in sexual intercourse,
becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.²This is a thing
not to be done by you as long as life lasts.

Kd 1.78.3

“When amonk is ordained he should not take by theftwhat has
not been given, even if it is only a blade of grass.³ Whatever monk
takes by theft a pāda⁴ or the worth of a pāda or more than a pāda
that has not been given, he becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son

BD 4.125

of the Sakyans. As a withered leaf, freed from its stalk, could not
become green again, even so a monk, having taken by theft a pāda or
the worth of a pāda or more than a pāda that was not given, becomes
not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.⁵This is a thing not to

Vin 1.97

be done by you as long as life lasts.
Kd 1.78.4

“When a monk is ordained he should not intentionally deprive a
living thing of life, even if it is only an ant.⁶Whatevermonk deprives
a human being of life even down to causing abortion,⁷ he becomes
not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans. As a flat stone, broken
in half, becomes (something) not to be put together again, even so a
monk, having intentionally deprived a human being of life, becomes
not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.⁸This is a thing not to
be done by you as long as life lasts.

Kd 1.78.5

“When a monk is ordained he should not lay claim to a state
of further-men, even thinking: ‘I delight in solitude’.⁹ Whatever
monk, of evil desires, filledwith covetousness, lays claim to a state of
further-men which is non-existent, not a fact¹⁰—to meditation or to
a deliverance or to contemplation or to an attainment or to a way or

¹ Bu-Pj 1, Vin 3.22. ² Vin 3.28. ³ Bu-Pj 2. ⁴ See note at bd 1.71. ⁵ Cf.Vin 3.47.
⁶ Bu-Pj 3 (for human beings) and Bu-Pc 61 (for animals). ⁷ Vin 3.83f. ⁸ Vin 3.74.
⁹ suññāgāra. See Vin 3.91. Where “delight in solitude for the mind devoid of the
hindrances” occurs in definition of “state of further-men”. ¹⁰ Vin 3.90, where
such a one is called the “chief great thief ”.
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to a fruit¹—he becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.
As a palmyra palm, cut off at the crown, could not become one for
further growth,² even so amonk, of evil desires, filled with covetous-
ness, having claimed a state of further-men which is nonexistent,
not a fact, becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.This
is a thing not to be done by you as long as life lasts.”

Told are the FourThings which are not to be done

The story of one suspended for not seeing an
offence

Kd 1.79.1 Nowat that timeacertainmonk, suspended³ fornot seeinganoffence,
left the Order, (but) having come back again, he asked the monks for

BD 4.126

ordination.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, suspended for not seeing

an offence, leaves the Order, (but) having come back again, asks the
monks for ordination.They should speak thus to him: ‘Will you see
this offence?’ If he says: ‘I will see it’, he may be let go forth. If he
says: ‘I will not see it’, he should not be let go forth.

Kd 1.79.2

“Having let him go forth they should say (to him): ‘Will you see
this offence?’ If he says: ‘I will see it’, hemay be ordained. If he says: ‘I
will not see it’, he should not be ordained. Having ordained him, they
should say: ‘Will you see this offence? ‘If he says: ‘I will see it’, hemay
be restored.⁴ If he says: ‘I will not see it’, he should not be restored.
Having restored him, they should say: ‘Do you see this offence?’ If
he sees it, that is good; if he does not see it, he may be suspended
again if it possible to obtain unanimity⁵; if it is not possible to obtain

¹ Cf. the longer list of concepts enumerated in definition of “state of further-men”
at Vin 3.91, Vin 3.92. ² Vin 3.92. ³ ukkhitta. Cf. Vin 4.113, Vin 4.137, Vin 4.218 and
see bd 3.28, n. 4. ⁴ On osāreti, to restore after seeing an offence, making amends
for it and giving up a false view, see bd 3.28, n. 4. ⁵ I.e. among the monks, for this
further suspension.
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unanimity there is no offence in eatingwith, in being in communion
with (him).¹

Kd 1.79.3

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, suspended for not making
amends for an offence, leaves the Order (but) having come back
again, asks the monks for ordination. They should speak thus to
him: ‘Will you make amends for this offence?’ If he says: ‘I will make
amends’, hemaybe let go forth…(as inKd 1.79.2 readingmakeamends

Vin 1.98

for instead of see) … in being in communion with (him).
Kd 1.79.4

“This is a case, monks, where amonk, suspended for not giving up
a wrong view, leaves the Order (but) having come back again, asks
the monks for ordination.They should speak thus to him: ‘Will you
give up this wrong view?’ If he says: ‘I will give it up he may be let go
forth … (as in Kd 1.79.2 reading give up instead of see) … in being in
communion with (him).

TheGreat Section²: the First

this is its key
As to great matters in the Vinaya,

BD 4.127
to bringing ease to the well-behaved
both in restraint of evil desires
and in strivings for conscientiousness,
And also bearing in mind the instruction
which is within the range of the all-knowing conqueror,
in a realmwhich has no other,
in peace from bondage,
in what is well laid down,
in that which has no doubt,
In Section in Vinaya, as well as in Parivāra and in Heading(s),
the good follows closely as though imitating.
Who does not understand cattle does not guard the herd,
so not knowing moral habit, how can he guard restraint?
Although the Suttantas and Abhidhamma be forgotten,
for all time the teaching persists

Vin 1.99
while Vinaya is not destroyed.
Therefore, because firmly supported,

¹ So Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1034, tena saddhim, and as may be deduced from Bu-
Pc 69 and its Old Commentary’s definition of “has not acted according to the rule”.
² Mahākhandhaka. Called pabbajjākkhandhaka at dn-a ii.363.
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I will declare the key in regular sequence
according to (my) knowledge.
Listen while I speak.
Thematter, the provenance¹,
the offence, the methods and the abbreviations—
it is not easy not to leave something out;
discern that from the method.
Awakening, and the Rājāyatana, the Goatherds’, Sahampati
Brahmā, Āḷara, Uddaka, and monks, Upaka the seer,
Koṇḍañña, Vappa, Bhaddiya andMahānāma, Assaji,
Yasa, four, fifty, all, he sent out (on tour), the quarters,
The subject,² as to Māra, and the thirty,
at Uruvelā, three matted hair ascetics,
fire-room, the Great Kings, Sakka,
and Brahmā, the entire (population),
Rag-robe, a tank, and a stone, kakudha-(tree),
a stone, a rose-apple, and a mango,
emblic myrobalam, he brought a flower from the Coral Tree,

BD 4.128
‘Kassapa, let them be chopped, let them be kindled,
and let them be extinguished’,
they plunged into, fire-vessels, rain, Gayā,
and the Palm Grove, (King of) Magadha,
Upatissa, Kolita, and distinguished (young men), the going forth,
wrongly dressed, dismissal, and the lean wretched brahmin,
He indulged in bad habits, the stomach,
the brahmin youth, a group,
year’s standing, by the ignorant, going away,
ten years’ standing, guidance,
They did not conduct themselves (properly),
to dismiss, ignorant, nullification, five, six,
and whoever else, and naked, not with (his hair) cut off,
matted hair ascetic, a Sakyan.
Five diseases among theMagadhese, service,³ a thief (and) fingers,
and (the King of) Magadha decreed, jail, written about, scourged,
Branded, debtor, and a slave, close-shaving, Upāli, snake (-wind disease),⁴

¹ nidāna. This usually appears in the Vinaya to mean the place where the Lord was
staying when such conduct occurred as led to the framing of a rule or allowance,
thus the “provenance” of a rule or allowance. See also ks iii, Introduction xff.; ks iv,
Introduction xivf. ² vatthuṁ. Appearing to refer to Kd 1.12.2, Kd 1.12.4, the going
forth and ordination formula by the three refuges. Going forth andOrdination form
the subject matter of Section i of the Mahāvagga. ³ Text reads eko. Oldenberg,
Vin 1.373 thinks we ought to read bhaṭo (for rājabhaṭa in Kd 1.40.3). ⁴ See Kd 1.50.1;
Kd 1.51.1.
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a family with faith, and Kaṇḍaka, and then crowded up,
About how to live,¹ the boy, trainings, and they were,² Now how?
entire, by mouth, preceptors, luring away, Kaṇḍaka,
Eunuch, theft,³ going over to,⁴ and a snake, on a mother, a father,
perfected ones, a nun, schismatic,
concerning blood,⁵ hermaphrodite,⁶
Without a preceptor, through an Order, a group, eunuch,
without a bowl,without a robe, both these,

BD 4.129
then those three on what was lent,
Hands, feet, hands and feet, ears, nose, both these,
fingers, nails, tendons, webbed hands, and a hunch-back, dwarf,
Having goitre, and then a branded one,
scourged, written about, elephantiasis,
badly (ill), and one who disgraces an assembly, blind,
and just then one with a crooked limb,

Vin 1.100
And then a lame one, paralysed down one side,
with a cripple, old age, blind from birth, dumb,
deaf, blind and dumb, and what is thereto,
Whatever is called blind and dumb, and then dumb and deaf,
And blind and dumb and deaf,
and guidance to the unconscientious,
And one should (not) live, what is done on a journey,⁷ being asked, wishing
for,
‘let him come’,⁸ they quarrelled,⁹ if there is one preceptor, Kassapa,
And ordained (monks) were to be seen pressing about diseases,
the uninstructed were at a loss, instruction just there,
And then in the Order, then an ignorant one, and not agreed upon,
together, the ‘may-it-raise-(me-)up’ ordination, resource, alone, the three.¹⁰
In this Section are one hundred and seventy-two items.

¹ vatthumhi, i.e. in dependence for five years or for life, Kd 1.53.4. Sinhalese edition
vatthusmiṁ. ² viharanti, as in Kd 1.57.1. ³ I.e. in communion by theft, Kd 1.62.3.
⁴ I.e. going over to (another) sect, Kd 1.62.3. ⁵ ruhirena, here replacing lohituppā-
dako of Kd 1.67.1, the shedder of a (tathāgata’s) blood. ⁶ Here called only vyañjana
(accompanying attribute, distinctive characteristic) instead of ubhatovyañjanaka
as at Kd 1.68.1. ⁷ kataddhāna, referring to Kd 1.73.1, Kd 1.73.2. Sinhalese edition
reads tathāddhānaṁ. ⁸ Following āgacchatu of Sinhalese edition = Kd 1.74.1, in-
stead of Text’s āgacchantaṁ. ⁹ vivadenti (with variant reading vivādenti, Vin 1.373).
¹⁰ Doubtless referring to (1) not seeing an offence, (2) not making amends for an
offence, (3) not giving up a wrong view (each a ground for a monk’s suspension;
and their opposites, each being a ground for his restoration dealt with at Kd 1.79.1,
Kd 1.79.4.
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Told is the First Key, that to the Great Section
Vin 1.101
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2. Observance (Uposatha)

Permission to gather

Kd 2.1.1
BD 4.130

At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying near Rājagaha
onMount Vulture Peak. Now at that time wanderers belonging to
other sects, having collected together on the fourteenth, fifteenth
and eighth days of the half-month.¹ spoke dhamma,² People came up
to them to hear dhamma. They gained affection for the wanderers
belonging to other sects, they gained faith (in them), the wanderers
belonging to other sects gained adherents.³

Kd 2.1.2

Then reasoning arose thus in the mind of King Seniya Bimbisāra
ofMagadha as hewasmeditating in seclusion: “At presentwanderers
belonging to other sects, having collected together on the fourteenth,
fifteenth and eighth days of the half-month, speak dhamma. These
people go up to them to hear dhamma. They gain affection for the
wanderers belonging to other sects, they gain faith (in them), the
wanderers belonging to other sects gain adherents. Suppose the
masters should also collect together on the fourteenth, fifteenth and
eighth days of the half-month?”

Kd 2.1.3

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha approached the Lord;
having approached, having greeted theLord, he sat downat a respect-
ful distance, As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, King

¹ On pakkha, cf. Vin 4.75 (bd 2.313, and q.v. n. 3) where eating food given pakkhikaṁ
and uposathikaṁ, “on a day of the waxing or waning of the moon” and “on an
observance-day”, form exceptions to the rule prohibiting a group-meal. ² Vin-
a 1034, what is and what is not to be done by them. ³ pakkha is literally a party, a
side, a faction, not necessarily a schismatic one, as is shown by above context, and
see bd 3.190, n. 3.
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Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus to the Lord: “Now, Lord, as
I wasmeditating in seclusion, a reasoning arose inmymind thus: ‘At
presentwanderers belonging to other sects… should collect together
on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the half-month?’ ”

Kd 2.1.4

Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha with talk on dhamma. Then King Seniya Bim-
bisāra of Magadha, gladdened, … delighted by the Lord with talk
on dhamma, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed

Vin 1.102

keeping his right side towards him.Then the Lord, on this occasion,
BD 4.131

in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,
saying:
“I allow you, monks, to assemble together on the fourteenth, fif-

teenth and eighth days of the half-month.”

Kd 2.2.1 Now at that timemonks, thinking: “It is allowed by the Lord to
assemble together on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the
half-month,” having assembled together, sat down in silence.Those
people came up to hear dhamma. They looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
having assembled together on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth
days of the half-month, sit in silence, like dumb pigs¹? Ought not
dhamma to be spoken when they are assembled together?” Monks
heard these peoplewho…spread it about.Then thesemonks told this
matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection,
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you,monks, having assembled together on the fourteenth,

fifteenth and eighth days of the half-month, to speak dhamma.”

Permission to recite the Pātimokkha
Kd 2.3.1 Then as the Lord was meditating in seclusion a reasoning arose in

his mind thus: “What now if I were to allow those rules of training,

¹ mūgasūkarā; Vin-a 1034 explains by thūlasarīrasūkarā, pigs that are fat in body.
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laid down by me for monks, (to form) a recital of Pātimokkha¹ for
them? It would be a (formal) act of observance² for them.”

Kd 2.3.2

BD 4.132Then the Lord, having emerged fromhis seclusion in the evening,
on this occasion, in this connection having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying: “Now, monks, as I was meditating in
seclusion a reasoning arose in mymind thus: ‘What now if I should
allow those rules of training, laid down byme for monks, (to form) a
recital of Pātimokkha for them? It would be a (formal) act of obser-
vance for them’. I allow you, monks, to recite a Pātimokkha.

Kd 2.3.3

“And thus, monks, should it be recited: The Order should be in-
formed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen to me. Today, the fifteenth (day), is an Obser-
vance (day). If it seems right to the Order, the Order may carry out
Observance, it may recite the Pātimokkha. What is the Order’s first
duty? Let the venerable ones announce entire purity.³ I will recite

Vin 1.103

the Pātimokkha (while) one and all of us present⁴ listen properly
and pay attention to it.⁵ He for whom theremay be an offence should

¹ Rhys Davids (E.R.E., article on Pātimokkha) says that from “themanner inwhich
theword is used” in this passage it is not surprising” to find that the early Buddhists
ascribed the institution … of the Pātimokkha itself to a date long antecedent to that
of the Buddha. If that be correct, the word Pātimokkha must have been current in
Kosala when Buddhism arose, and… amongmembers of the previous orders”. Rhys
Davids refers to dn ii.46–dn ii.49, where tradition ascribes a Pātimokkha to the time
when Vipassin was Buddha, and to the verse (dn ii.49), repeated at Dhp 185, which
contains thewords: pātimokkhe ca saṁvaro… etaṁ buddhānasāsanaṁ, “and restraint
according to the Pātimokkha—this is the teaching of the Buddhas” (plural).
On suggestedmeanings of Pātimokkha, see bd 1, Introduction, p. xiff.;VinayaTexts

i., Introduction, p. xxvii. On the number of rules that the Pātimokkha contained, see
Winternitz,History of Indian Literature, ii.2, n. 5, which gives further references,
and also B.C. Law, History of Pali Literature, i.48f. ² uposathakamma. Uposatha
stands for “observance” itself. The phrase tad-ah-uposathe, “on this day’s obser-
vance”, is usually used for an Observance day. ³ pārisuddhi, i.e. that only those
are present who have committed no offences, or who have acknowledged any com-
mitted, or who have fulfilled the penalty for them. Cf. below, bd 4.158. ⁴ sabbeva
santā. Cf. ubho va santā at Vin 3.218. ⁵ Vinaya Texts i.242 take these words (all of
us … to it) to be the answer of the monks then present. As there is no ti marking
the end of a speech, I think Gotama is still supposed to be telling the monks the way
in which the recitation is to be carried out.
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reveal¹ it. If there is no offence, you should become silent. By your
becoming silent I shall thus know that the venerable ones are quite
pure. For as there is an answer for each question,² so it is proclaimed³
up to the third time in an assembly like this.Whatevermonk remem-
bering while it is being proclaimed up to the third time that there
is an existent offence and should not reveal it, there comes to be
conscious lying⁴ for him.⁵ Now, conscious lying, venerable ones, is
a thing called a stumbling-block⁶ by the Lord. Therefore the exis-
tent offence should be revealed by a monk who remembers that he
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has fallen (into an offence) and who desires purity; for when it is
revealed there comes to be comfort for him.’ ”

Kd 2.3.4

Pātimokkha⁷ means: this is the beginning, this is the head,⁸ this
is the foremost of states that are good; therefore it is called Pāti-
mokkha.

Thevenerableonesmeans: this—‘thevenerableones’—is a term
of esteem,⁹ this is a term of respect, this is a deferential and honorific
designation.¹⁰

I will recitemeans: I will explain, I will teach, I will lay down, I
will establish, I will make clear, I will analyse, I will make plain.¹¹

To itmeans: to (what) is called the Pātimokkha.
One and all of us presentmeans: as many as there are in this

assembly—elders and newly ordained and those of middle stand-
ing—these are called ‘one and all of us present’.

¹ āvikareyya.Āvikaroti is tomake clear, tomanifest, thus to disclose, to bring to light.
This method of clearing oneself of an offence is perhaps a forerunner to the more
formal confession, āpatti deseti, to an Order, a group or to one individual monk.
² paccekapuṭṭhassa. ³ anussāvita. ⁴ Defined at Vin 4.2 (bd 2.166). ⁵ Quoted
Atthasālinī 92. ⁶ antarāyiko dhammo; see bd 3.21, n. 5. ⁷ On the inclusion of this
Commentary in the Mahāvagga, see Vinaya Texts i, Introduction, p. xv and S. Dutt,
Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 91. ⁸ This derivative, Pātimokkha frommukha “is
quite impossible”, Winternitz,History of Indian Literature, ii.22, n. 2. But punning
is not to be taken as serious scientific etymology, for this was unknown so early.
⁹ Or, of endearment, of affection, piya. ¹⁰ Cf. Cnd 130, Snp-a 536. ¹¹ Cf.sn ii.25,
sn ii.154. sn iii.132, sn iv.166; an i.286, an ii.160.
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(We) listen properlymeans: having applied ourselves, having
attended,¹ we concentrate with all our mind.²

(We)payattentionmeans:we listen,³mindsone-pointed,minds
not distracted, minds not perturbed.⁴

Kd 2.3.5

He forwhomtheremaybe anoffencemeans: a certain offence
of the five classes of offence or a certain offence of the seven classes
of offence⁵ for an elder or for a newly ordained one or for one of
middle standing.

He should revealmeans: he should tell, he should make clear,
he should open up, he should make plain in the midst of an Order or
in the midst of a group or to one individual.

BD 4.134

If there is no offencemeans: either one comes not to be com-
mitted or, if fallen into, it is removed.⁶

You should become silent means: you should not speak, you
should consent.

I shall know⁷ that you are quite puremeans: I will know, I will
understand.

Kd 2.3.6

Foras there isananswerforeachquestionmeans: as one (per-
son) if questioned about one (thing) would answer, so it should be
known to that assembly: ‘He questions me’.

Anassembly like this (means): it is called anassemblyofmonks.
It is proclaimed up to the third timemeans: it is proclaimed

once and it is proclaimed a second time and it is proclaimed a third
time.

Rememberingmeans: knowing, perceiving.
There is anexistent offencemeans: either one comes to be com-

mitted or if fallen into is not removed.
¹ aṭṭhikatvāmanasikatvā; cf.Vin 4.144. ² sabbaṁcetasā samannāharāma; cf. sn i.112,
sn i.189, snn. ii.220; an ii.116, an iii.163, an iii.402, an iv.167;mn i.325. ³ nisāmema.
⁴ Cf. an iii.174; Ds 11, Ds 15, Ds 24; Mnd 501. ⁵ The five classes of offence comprise
the Pārājika, Saṅghādisesa, Aniyata, Nissaggiya, Pācittiya offences; the seven classes
these five with the addition of the Pāṭidesaniyas and Sekhiyas. ⁶ vuṭṭhitā, femi-
nine, agreeing with its subject āpatti. Vin-a 1034 reasonably explains: “here, either,
whatever monk there comes to be not falling into an offence, or, having fallen is
removed from it, this is themeaning of ‘if there is no offence’ ”. Cf. āpattiyā vuṭṭhāna
in Kd 1.38.10. ⁷ vedissāmi … jānissāmi.
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Shouldnot revealmeans: should not tell, should notmake clear,
should not open up, should not make plain in the midst of an Order

Vin 1.104

or in the midst of a group or to one individual.
Kd 2.3.7

Therecomes tobe conscious lying forhimmeans:What is con-
scious lying? It is an offence of wrong-doing.¹

A thing called a stumbling-block by the Lordmeans: a stum-
bling block to what? It is a stumbling-block to the attainment of the
first (stage in) meditation, it is a stumbling-block to the attainment
of the second (stage in) meditation … the third (stage in) meditation,
… the fourth (stage in) meditation, it is a stumbling-block to the
attainment of the meditations, of the deliverances, of the contempla-
tions, of the attainments², of the renunciations, of the escapes,³ of

BD 4.135

the aloofnesses, of states that are good.
Thereforemeans: for that reason.
By (a monk) who remembers means: by (one) knowing, by

(one) perceiving.
By (a monk) who desires purity means: by (one) wishing to

remove (an offence), by (one) wishing to be purified.
Kd 2.3.8

Existent offencemeans: either one comes to be committed, or,
if fallen into, is not removed.

Should be revealedmeans: it should be revealed in the midst of
an Order or in the midst of a group or to one individual.

For when it is revealed there comes to be comfort for him
means: In what is there comfort?There comes to be comfort in the
attainment of the first (stage in) meditation, there comes to be com-
fort in the attainment in the second (stage in) meditation … the
third (stage in) meditation … the fourth (stage in) meditation; there
comes to be comfort in the attainment of the meditations, of the

¹ In the Pācittiyas, however, conscious lying appears as the first offence in this class.
Vinaya Texts i.245, note says that because of this “we cannot interpret here dukkaṭa
in the technical sense of a dukkaṭa offence”. I think, however, that the difference
in the penalties laid down for conscious lying may point to different stages in the
growth of the legislation. ² Cf. Vin 3.91, Vin 3.92, Vin 4.25. ³ nissaraṇa. ‘Es-
capes’ mentioned at Ud 80; It p. 37, It p. 61; dn iii.275; an iii.245, dn iii.239–dn iii.240;
an iii.290, dn iii.247; mn i.84ff., etc.
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deliverances, of the contemplations, of the attainments, of the re-
nunciations, of the escapes, of the aloofnesses, of states that are
good.¹

Kd 2.4.1Nowat that timemonks, thinking: “The recital of the Pātimokkha
is allowed by the Lord,” recited the Pātimokkha daily.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited daily.Whoever

should (so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow
you, monks, to recite the Pātimokkha on an Observance day.”

Kd 2.4.2

Nowat that timemonks, thinking: “The recital of the Pātimokkha
onanObservanceday is allowedby theLord,” recited thePātimokkha
three times during the half-month—on the fourteenth, on the fif-
teenth and on the eighth (days) of the half-month. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited three times in

BD 4.136

the half-month.Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to recite the Pātimokkha once
in thehalf-month: either on this fourteenth or on thefifteenth (day).”

Kd 2.5.1Now at that time the group of six monks recited the Pātimokkha
according to assembly, each one before his own assembly.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, the Pātimokkha shouldnot be recited according to as-

Vin 1.105

sembly, each one before his own assembly, Whoever should (so)
recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, a
(formal) act of Observance for all together.”²

Kd 2.5.2

Then it occurred to the monks: “A (formal) act of Observance

¹ Cf. the forest or jungle dwelling monk who had comfort, phāsu, Kd 1.73.4. This
example together with the one given above indicate that phāsu is by no means used
exclusively to denote physical comfort. ² samaggānaṁ. Cf. samagga at Vin 4.52, “all
come”, and see bd 2.267, n. 7; and cf. samagga saṅgha at Vin 4.154, Vin 4.218, Vin 4.231
meaning a complete Order.
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for all together is allowed by the Lord. Now, how far does ‘being all
together’¹ (go)? As far as one residence, or the whole earth?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:

Kd 2.5.3

“I allow, monks, ‘being all together’ (to mean) as far as one resi-
dence.”

The story ofMahākappina

Now at that time the venerable Kappina the Great² was staying near
Rājagaha at Maddakucchi in the deer-park.Then as the venerable
Kappina the Great was meditating in seclusion a reasoning arose
in his mind thus: “Should I go to an Observance or should I not go,
should I go to a (formal) act of the Order or should I not go, I, never-
theless, am purified with the highest purification.”

Kd 2.5.4

Then the Lord, knowing by mind the reasoning in the mind of
the venerable Kappina the Great, as a strong manmight stretch out
his bent arm or might bend back his outstretched arm, even so did
he, vanishing fromMount Vulture Peak appear inMaddakucchi in
the deer-park before the venerable Kappina the Great.The Lord sat

BD 4.137

down on an appointed seat, and the venerable Kappina the Great,
having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance.

Kd 2.5.5

As the venerable Kappina the Greatwas sitting down at a respect-
ful distance the Lord spoke thus to him: “Now, Kappina, as you were
meditating in seclusion did not a reasoning arise in your mind thus:
‘Should I go to an Observance or should I not go, should I go to a (for-
mal) act of the Order or should I not go, I, nevertheless, am purified
with the highest purification’?”
“Yes, Lord.”

¹ sāmaggī. ² At an i.25 called chief of the exhorters of monks. Verses at
Thag 547–Thag 556. See Psalms of the Bretheren p. 254ff., and n.b. that on bd 4.256
“taught the sisters” (or nuns) should read “taught the brethren” (or monks), as
noticed at Psalms of the Bretheren p. 417. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names ii.475, article:
Mahākappina, should be corrected accordingly. See Sakya, p. 140ff., for Mrs. Rhys
Davids’ suggestion that Kappina was Assaji’s teacher.
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“But if you brahmins¹ do not reverence, revere, esteem, honour
the Observance, who is there who will reverence, revere, esteem,
honour the Observance? You go along, brahmin, to the Observance,
do not not go; go likewise to a (formal) act of the Order, do not not
go.”
“Yes, Lord,” the venerable Kappina the Great answered the Lord

in assent.
Kd 2.5.6

Then the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the
venerable Kappina the Great with talk on dhamma, as a strong man
might stretch out his bent arm or bend back his outstretched arm,
even so did he, vanishing from before the venerable Kappina the
Great in Maddakucchi in the deer-park appear on Mount Vulture
Peak.

Vin 1.106

Permission for a boundary
Kd 2.6.1Then it occurred to themonks: “It is laid down by the Lord that ‘being

all together’ (means) as far as one residence. Now, how far does one
residence (go)?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a boundary. And thus, monks,

should it be agreed upon: First, marks should be announced,² amark
consisting of a hillside, amark consisting of a rock, amark consisting
of a grove, a mark consisting of a tree, a mark consisting of a road, a
mark consisting of an anthill, a mark consisting of a river, a mark
consisting of (a piece of) water. The Order, having announced the
marks, should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,

BD 4.138

saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let theOrder listen tome. In asmuchasmarks
all round are announced, if it seems right to the Order the Order
may agree upon a boundary in accordance with these marks for the
same communion for one Observance.This is the motion. Honoured

Kd 2.6.2

sirs, let the Order listen to me. In as much as marks all round are
announced, the Order is agreeing upon a boundary in accordance

¹ Brahminprobably beingusedhere in its Buddhist sense of “best, highest”. Kappina
was older than Gotama. ² nimittā kittetabbā.
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with thesemarks for the samecommunion, for oneObservance. If the
agreement upon a boundary in accordance with these marks for the
same communion, for one Observance, is pleasing to the venerable
ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should
speak.The boundary in accordance with these marks is agreed upon
by the Order for the same communion, for one Observance. It is
pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent; thus do I understand
this’.”

Kd 2.7.1 Nowat that time the groupof sixmonks, thinking: “Anagreement
upon a boundary is allowed by the Lord,” agreed upon very extensive
boundaries, of four yojanas and five yojanas and six yojanas. Monks
coming for Observance arrived while the Pātimokkha was being
recited, and they arrived just after it had been recited, and they
stayed (a night) on the way. They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Monks, averyextensiveboundary shouldnotbeagreedupon,

of four yojanas orfive yojanas or six yojanas.Whoever should (so)
agree, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to
agree upon a boundary of three yojanas at most.”¹

Kd 2.7.2

Now at that time the group of six monks agreed upon the other
side of a river as a boundary. Monks coming for Observance were
carried away and their bowlswere carried away and their robeswere
carried away.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, the other side of a river should not be agreed upon

as a boundary. Whoever should (so) agree, there is an offence of
BD 4.139

wrong-doing. I allowyou,monks,when theremaybe a reliable boat²

¹ According to Vin-a 1046 this means that having established the middle of the
proposed residence, the boundary should not be more than one and a half yojanas
from it in each direction. A triangle may be agreed upon, three yojanas from corner
to corner. ² dhuvanāvā. Vin-a 1046 gives various possibilities, one of which is a
boat which plies regularly at the fords.
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or a reliable bridge¹ to agree upon the other side of such a river as a
boundary.”

On an observance hall
Kd 2.8.1Now at that timemonks recited the Pātimokkha in successive cells
Vin 1.107

without (making) a rendezvous.² In-coming monks did not know
or they thought, “Where will the Observance be carried out today?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited in successive

cellswithout (making) a rendezvous.Whoever should (so) recite
it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to carry
out the Observance having agreed upon an Observance-hall that the
Order desires: a dwelling-place or a curved house or a long house or
a mansion or a cave.³ And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon:

Kd 2.8.2

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems
right to the Order, the Order should agree upon such and such a
dwelling-place as an Observance-hall. This is the motion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.The Order is agreeing upon such and
such a dwelling-place as an Observance-hall. If the agreement upon
such and such a dwelling-place as an Observance-hall is pleasing to
the venerable ones, let them be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak. Such and such a dwelling-place as an Observance-hall
is agreed upon by the Order. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it
is silent; thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 2.8.3

¹ dhuvasetu. Vin-a 1047 says “made of a collection of trees or boards joined together
or a bridge where a caravan can go or what is suitable for the crossing over of
elephants and horses is a large bridge; or a ‘reliable bridge’ means having even
at that moment cut down a tree, a bridge that is suitable for people to cross over
by one at a time. But it is not a ‘reliable bridge’ if it is not possible to cross by
holding the jungle-rope and creepers twined above it”. ² On saṁketa see bd 1.74,
bd 1.88, bd 1.128, bd 1.135, bd 2.164, bd 2.239 (and n. 3), bd 2.291, bd 2.294. ³ Cf.
above, Kd 1.30.4 (and notes) and Vin 1.284.
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Now at that time in a certain residence two Observance-halls
came to be agreed upon.Monks assembled together in both thinking:

BD 4.140

“Observance will be carried out here,” “Observance will be carried
out here.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, two Observance-halls in one residence should not be

agreed upon. Whoever should (so) agree, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, having abolished¹ one, to carry
out the Observance in one place (only).

Kd 2.8.4

“And thus, monks, should it be abolished: The Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let theOrder listen tome. If it seems right to theOrder, theOrder
may abolish such and such an Observance-hall.This is the motion.
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The Order is abolishing
such and such an Observance-hall. If the abolition of such and such
an Observance-hall is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. Such and such an
Observance-hall is abolished by the Order. It is pleasing to the Order,
therefore it is silent; thus do I understand this’.”

On amaximum for observance
Kd 2.9.1 Now at that time in a certain residence a very small Observance-hall

came tobeagreedupon.A largeOrderofmonks came tobeassembled
together on an Observance-day. Monks, sitting on ground that had
not been agreed upon, heard the Pātimokkha. Then it occurred to
these monks: “It is laid down by the Lord that the Observance is

Vin 1.108

to be carried out having agreed upon an Observance-hall, but we
heard the Pātimokkha while we were sitting on ground that was not
agreed upon. Nowwas the Observance carried out for us or was it
not carried out?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, if one is sitting on the ground,whether it has been agreed

¹ Vin-a 1039 explains this to mean “having abolished one of the proclamations”, i.e.
having rescinded one of the agreements so that one of the places already agreed
upon as an Observance-hall is no longer regarded in this light.
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upon or not agreed upon, and hears the Pātimokkha from there, the
Observance is carried out for him.

Kd 2.9.2

“Well, monks, if an Order desires a maximum for Observance¹ of
BD 4.141

a certain size let it agree upon a maximum for Observance of that
size. And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon: First, marks should
be announced.The Order, having announced the marks, should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. In as much as marks all round are
announced, if it seems right to the Order the Order may agree upon
a maximum for Observance in accordance with these marks. This
is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. In as much
as marks all round are announced, the Order is agreeing upon the
maximum for Observance in accordance with these marks. If the
agreement upon a maximum for Observance in accordance with
these marks is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent;
he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.Themaximum for Obser-
vance is agreed upon by the Order in accordance with these marks.
It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent; thus do I understand
this’.”

Kd 2.10.1Now at that time in a certain residence newly ordained monks,²
being the first to have assembled together on an Observance day,
saying: “The elders are not coming yet,” went away.The Observance
was not at a right time.³They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, on an Observance daymonks who are elders to

assemble together first.”

Kd 2.11.1
¹ uposathapamukhaṁ. Not noticed in Pali-English Dictionary. It must refer to the
size of a site for hearing the Observance by a maximum number of monks of which
an Order might consist. ² These navakā bhikkhū were only “newly ordained”
or junior in comparison with themajjhimā bhikkhū, those of middle standing and
ordained for as long as five years, and with the theras, elders, ordained for as many
as ten years. A monk is called navaka or nava for the first four years of his religious
life after the date of his ordination. ³ I.e. not on the fourteenth or fifteenth day of
a half-month.
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Now at that time in Rājagaha several residences came to have
the same boundary. Monks quarrelled about this, saying: “Let the
Observance be carried out in our residence,” “Let the Observance be
carried out in our residence.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“This is a case, monks, where several residences come to have the

BD 4.142

same boundary. Monks quarrel about this, saying: ‘Let the Obser-
vance be carried out in our residence’, ‘Let the Observance be carried
out in our residence’.Monks thosemonks, one and all,¹ having assem-
bled together in one place, should carry out the Observance, or, hav-
ing assembled together they should carry out the Observance there
where amonkwho is an elder is staying.But theObservance should
not be carried out by an incomplete Order.²Whoever should (so)
carry it out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Vin 1.109

Permission for a “not separated” boundary
Kd 2.12.1 Now at one time the venerable Kassapa the Great, going from And-

hakavinda³ to Rājagaha for Observance and crossing a river⁴ on the
way, was nearly⁵ carried away, and his robes got wet. Monks spoke
thus to the venerable Kassapa the Great: “Why are your robes wet,
your reverence?”
“Now I, your reverences, coming from Andhakavinda to Rājagaha

for the Observance and crossing a river on the way, was nearly car-
ried away. Because of this my robes are wet.”They told this matter
to the Lord. He said:
“Whatever boundary, monks, is agreed upon by an Order for the

samecommunion, for oneObservance, let theOrder agree (to regard)

¹ sabbeh’ eva. ² na tv eva vaggena saṅghena, as below, Kd 2.22.2; Kd 2.23.2 and sub-
sequently. On vagga, see bd 2.269, n. 10. ³ According to Vin-a 1049 Andhakavinda
was at least a gāvuta from Rājagaha. Around Rājagaha were eighteen large vihāras
having the same boundary, but the “being all together” of an Order took place in
the Bamboo Grove. ⁴ Vin-a 1049 says the Sappinī (Sippinī), which they say rises
in Mt. Vulture Peak, and because it flows quickly so near its source that is why the
elder was nearly carried away. ⁵ manaṁ, also at Ja i.149, Dhp-a iii.147.
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that boundary (as a place where amonk is) not away, separated from
the three robes.¹

Kd 2.12.2

“And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon:The Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.Whatever boundary was agreed upon
by theOrder for the samecommunion, foroneObservance, if it seems
right to the Order the Order may agree (to regard) that boundary

BD 4.143

(as a place where a monk is) not away, separated from the three
robes.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
Whatever boundary was agreed upon by the Order for the same
communion, for one Observance the Order is agreeing (to regard)
that boundary (as a place where amonk is) not away, separated from
the three robes. If the agreement (to regard) this boundary (as a
place where a monk is) not away, separated from the three robes is
pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it
is not pleasing should speak.This boundary is agreed upon the by
Order (to be regarded as a placewhere amonk is) not away, separated
from the three robes. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent;
thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 2.12.3

Now at that timemonks, thinking: “An agreement (for a monk to
be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes is allowed
by the Lord,” laid aside robes in a house.²These robes were lost and
burnt and eaten by rats. The monks became badly dressed, their
robes worn thin. Monks spoke thus: “Why are you, your reverences,
badly dressed, your robes worn thin?”
“Nowwe, your reverences, thinking: ‘An agreement (for amonk to

be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes is allowed

¹ ticīvarena avippavāsa. Cf. Bu-NP 2 where a monk incurs an offence if he is away
from the three robes even for one night unless he has obtained the agreement of the
monks. But one who is ill may obtain an agreement to be regarded as not separated
from his robes, although in fact he is. The above ruling is to the same effect. See
bd 2.14, n. ² In Bu-NP 29monks, if staying in jungle lodgings are allowed to lay
aside one of their three robes in a house. But, except with the agreement of the
monks, they must not be away from their robes for more than six nights.
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by the Lord,’ laid aside robes in a house.These robes have been lost
and burnt and eaten by rats.That is why we are badly dressed, our
robes worn thin.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Whatever boundary, monks, is agreed upon by an Order for the

samecommunion, for oneObservance, let theOrder agree (to regard)
that boundary (as a place where amonk is) not away, separated from
the three robes, except it be a village and the precincts of a village.¹

Kd 2.12.4

“And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon²: … ‘… thus do I un-
Vin 1.110
BD 4.144 derstand this’.

Abolishing a boundary
Kd 2.12.5

“When agreeing upon a boundary, monks, first the boundary for
the same communion should be agreed upon, afterwards the (place
where a monk is regarded) as not away, separated from the three
robes should be agreed upon. In abolishing a boundary, monks, first
the (place where a monk is regarded) as not away, separated from
the three robes should be abolished, afterwards the boundary for
the same communion should be abolished. And thus, monks, should
the (place where the monk is regarded) as not away, separated from
the three robes be abolished:The Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. Whatever was agreed upon by the Order (as a place
where a monk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from the
three robes, if it seems right to the Order, the Ordermay abolish that
(place where a monk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from
the three robes.This is themotion.Honoured sirs, let theOrder listen
to me. Whatever was agreed upon by the Order (as a place where a
monk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes,
the Order is abolishing (that place where a monk is to be regarded)

¹ Defined at Vin 3.46; see bd 1.74, n. 2. “Village having one precinct” defined at
Vin 3.200, see bd 2.17 and note Vin-a 1051 says that the above ruling is not for nuns
because they live in a village; see also Vinaya Texts i.256, n. 1. ² The same as
Kd 2.12.2 above, but after the words “away, separated from the three robes” add
“except it be a village and the precincts of a village.”
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as not away, separated from the three robes. If the abolition of (the
place where a monk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from
the three robes is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.That (place where
amonk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three robes
is abolished by the Order. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is
silent; thus do I understand this’.

Kd 2.12.6

“And thus, monks, should a boundary for the same communion¹
be abolished:The Order should be informed by an experienced, com-
petentmonk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let theOrder listen tome.What-
ever boundary has been agreed upon by the Order for the same com-
munion, for one Observance, if it seems right to the Order, the Order
may abolish that boundary.This is themotion. Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me.Whatever boundary has been agreed upon by the

BD 4.145

Order for the same communion, for one Observance, the Order is
abolishing that boundary. If the abolition of that boundary for the
same communion, for one Observance is pleasing to the venerable
ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should
speak.That boundary for the same communion, for one Observance
is abolished by the Order. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is
silent; thus do I understand this’.

A village boundary, etc.
Kd 2.12.7

“Monks, when a boundary is not agreed upon, not established, what-
ever village or little town² (a monk) lives depending on, whatever
is the village boundary of that village or the little town boundary
of that little town, this in that case is (the boundary) for the same

Vin 1.111

communion, for one Observance. If, monks, he is in what is not a vil-
lage, in a jungle,³ in this case the same communion, one Observance,
is seven abbhantaras⁴ all round. No river, monks, is a boundary, no

¹ “For the same communion” omitted inOldenberg’s text, but included in theCeylon
edition. ² nigama, see bd 2.63, n. 2. ³ “Jungle” defined at bd 1.74, bd 1.85. ⁴ See
bd 2, Introduction, p. l.
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sea is a boundary, no natural lake is a boundary. Where there is a
river, monks, or a sea or a natural lake, that which in this case is (the
boundary) for the same communion, one Observance, is the distance
that a man of average (height) can throwwater all round.”

Kd 2.13.1 Now at that time the group of six monks combined boundary
with boundary.¹They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
those for whom a boundary was agreed upon first, that (formal)
act of theirs is legitimate, it is irreversible, fit to stand.² Monks,
those for whom a boundary was agreed upon afterwards, that (for-
mal) act of theirs is not legitimate, it is reversible, not fit to stand.
Monks, boundary should not be combined with boundary. Who-
ever should (so) combine, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 2.13.2

Now at that time the group of six monks placed boundary within
boundary.³They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, those
for whom a boundary was agreed upon first, that (formal) act of

BD 4.146

theirs is legitimate, it is irreversible fit to stand. Monks, those for
whom a boundary was agreed upon afterwards, that (formal) act
of theirs is not legitimate it is reversible, not fit to stand.Monks,
a boundary should not be placed within a boundary. Whoever
should (so) place within, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I al-
low you, monks, when a boundary is being agreed upon, having left
an interspace between boundaries,⁴ to agree upon a boundary.”

Incomplete observance, etc.
Kd 2.14.1 Then it occurred to monks: “Now, howmany Observance days are

there?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, there are
these two Observance days, the fourteenth and the fifteenth.These,
monks, are the two Observance days.”

Kd 2.14.2

Then it occurred to monks: “Now, how many (formal) acts for

¹ sīmāya sīmaṁ sambhindanti. ² Cf. bd 3.161 (Vin 4.214,) and Vin 1.313, Vin 1.316f.
The last two, akuppa and ṭhānāraha, are defined at Vb-a 330. ³ sīmāya sīmaṁ
ajjhottharanti. ⁴ sīmantarika. This may be quite small: a hattha (on which see
bd 2, Introduction, p. li.) according to Vin-a 1056; a span or four finger-breadths
according to the two Sinhalese commentaries cited at Vin-a 1056.
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Observance are there?” They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, there are these four (formal) acts for Observance: a (formal)
act for Observance (carried out) not by rule when an Order is incom-
plete¹; a (formal) act for Observance (carried out) not by rule when
an Order is complete; a (formal) act for Observance (carried out)
by rule when an Order is incomplete; a (formal) act for Observance
(carried out) by rule when an Order is complete. Now, monks, that
which is a (formal) act for Observance carried out not by rule when
an Order is incomplete, such a (formal) act for Observance, monks,
should not be carried out, nor is such a (formal) act for Observance
allowed by me.

Kd 2.14.3

“Then,monks, thatwhich is a (formal) act for Observance (carried
out) not by rule when an Order is complete, such a (formal) act for

Vin 1.112

Observance, monks, should not be carried out nor is such a (formal)
act for Observance allowed by me. Then, monks, that which is a
(formal) act for Observance (carried out) by rule when an Order is
incomplete, such a (formal) act for Observance should not be carried
out nor is such a (formal) act for Observance allowed byme.Then,

BD 4.147

monks, that which is a (formal) act for Observance (carried out) by
rule when an Order is complete, such a (formal) act for Observance,
monks, may be carried out and such a (formal) act for Observance
is allowed byme.Therefore, monks, thinking: ‘We will carry out a
(formal) act for Observance like this, that is to say by rule when an
Order is complete’—thus you should train yourselves, monks.”

Reciting the Pātimokkha in brief, etc.

Kd 2.15.1Then it occurred to monks: “Now, howmany ways for the recital of
the Pātimokkha are there?”.They told thismatter to the Lord.He said:
“Monks, there are these five (ways for the) recital of the Pātimokkha:
having recited theprovenance,² the restmaybeannouncedas though

¹ adhammena vaggam; cf. Vin 4.37, Vin 4.126, Vin 4.152, Vin 4.153, adhammena vā
vaggena vā. See Kd 9.3 for elucidations of “not by rule” and “by rule”, and of “incom-
plete” and “complete assemblies”. ² nidāna, see above, bd 4.127.
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it had been (already) heard¹; this is the first (way for the) recital of
the Pātimokkha. Having recited the provenance, having recited the
four offences involving defeat, the rest may be announced as though
it had been (already) heard; this is the second (way for the) recital of
the Pātimokkha. Having recited the provenance, having recited the
four offences involving defeat, having recited the thirteen offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, the rest may be announced
as though it had been (already) heard; this is the third (way for the)
recital of the Pātimokkha. Having recited the provenance, having
recited the four offences involving defeat, having recited the thirteen
offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, having recited the
two undetermined offences, the rest may be announced as though
it had been (already) heard; this is the fourth (way for the) recital
of the Pātimokkha. (Recital) in full is the fifth. Monks, these are the
five (ways for the) recital of the Pātimokkha.”

Kd 2.15.2

Now, at that time, monks, thinking: “Recital of the Pātimokkha
in brief is allowed by the Lord,” all the time recited the Pātimokkha
in brief. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, the
Pātimokkha should not be recited in brief. Whoever should (so)
recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 2.15.3

BD 4.148 Now at that time in a certain residence in the Kosala country
there came to be a menace from savages² on an Observance day.The
monks were unable to recite the Pātimokkha in full. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, if there is a danger,
to recite the Pātimokkha in brief.”

Kd 2.15.4

Now at that time the group of six monks, although there was
no danger, recited the Pātimokkha in brief.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, if there is no danger the Pātimokkha
shouldnotberecited inbrief.Whoever should (so) recite it, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, if there is a dan-
ger, to recite the Pātimokkha in brief. In this connection these are

¹ avasesaṁ sutena sāvetabbam. ² savara-bhaya; cf. Vin 1.168. Vin-a 1057 reads
sañcarabhaya.
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dangers: a danger from kings,¹ a danger from thieves, a danger from
fire, a danger from water, a danger from human beings, a danger

Vin 1.113

fromnon-human beings, a danger frombeasts of prey, a danger from
creeping things, a danger to life, a danger to the Brahma-faring.² I
allow you, monks, when there are dangers such as these, to recite
the Pātimokkha in brief; in full if there is no danger.”

On questioning regarding Vinaya
Kd 2.15.5

Now at that time the group of six monks, unbidden,³ spoke dhamma
in the midst of an Order.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, dhamma should not be spoken, by onewho is not bidden
(to do so), in the midst of an Order.⁴Whoever should (so) speak
it, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. I allow you,monks, to speak
dhamma by means of a monk who is himself an elder, or (for him) to
bid another (to speak it).”⁵

Kd 2.15.6

Now at that time the group of six monks, (although) not agreed
BD 4.149

upon asked about discipline in the midst of an Order.They told this
matter to the Lord.He said: “Monks, discipline shouldnot be asked
about, byonenot agreedupon, in themidst of anOrder.Whoever
should (so) ask, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you,
monks, to ask about discipline, by means of one who is agreed upon,
in the midst of an Order. And thus, monks, may he be agreed upon:

¹ Same list again at Vin 1.169, Vin 2.244. Cf. also Vin 1.148–Vin.1.149. See also list of
seven dangers at Divyāvadāna 544. ² On brahmācariya, see Mrs. Rhys Davids,
Wayfarer’sWords ii.533, “ATechnical Term”,where she regards it as a term takenover
from the brahmins who used it to denote the student-day stage in their training.
³ By the elders. Vin-a 1058. ⁴ na bhikkhave saṅghamajjhe anajjhiṭṭhena dhammo
bhāsitabbo. These cases probably mean that dhamma is not to be spoken or vinaya
asked about (by onenot qualified to do so) in themidst of anOrder.Theyprobably do
notmean that one not bidden or not agreed upon in themidst of an Ordermight not
speak or ask questions. ⁵ Cf. an iv.153 where if a monk “speaks dhamma himself
or bids another (to do so)” it is one of the eight reasons for his development in the
Brahma-faring.
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either oneself may be agreed upon by oneself, or another may be
agreed upon by another.¹

Kd 2.15.7

And how may oneself be agreed upon by oneself? The Order
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to the
Order, I could ask so and so about discipline’. Thus may oneself be
agreed upon by oneself. And howmay another be agreed upon by an-
other?The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems
right to the Order, so and so could ask so and so about discipline’.
Thus may another be agreed upon by another.”

Kd 2.15.8

Now at that time well behaved monks who were agreed upon
asked about discipline in the midst of the Order. The group of six
monks took offence, they took umbrage, they threatened themwith
harm.²They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allowyou,monks,
to ask about discipline in themidst of the Order bymeans of onewho
is agreed upon, although³ having (first) looked round the assembly,
having assessed⁴ (each) individual.”⁵

On answering regarding Vinaya
Kd 2.15.9

Now at that time the group of six monks (although) not agreed upon
answered questions on discipline in the midst of the Order. They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, questions on disci-
pline shouldnot be answered in themidst of theOrder byonenot
agreed upon. Whoever should (so) answer, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to answer questions in the midst

BD 4.150

of the Order by means of one who is agreed upon. And thus, monks,

¹ Cf. above, bd 4.121, below, bd 4.150. ² vadhena, also meaning with slaughter,
with destruction. ³ pi. ⁴ tulayitvā, literally having weighed. Cf. tulayitabbaṁ at
Vin 4.142. Vin-a 1059 says the one who is asking, having looked round the assembly,
may ask about discipline ii there is no risk for himself. ⁵ This allowance is an
elaboration of that given in Kd 2.15.6.This still holds good, but the above safeguard
is added.
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mayhe be agreedupon: either oneselfmaybe agreeduponby oneself,
or another may be agreed upon by another.

Kd 2.15.10

And how may oneself be agreed upon by oneself? The Order
Vin 1.114

should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Or-
der, I, asked about discipline by so and so, could answer.’Thusmay
oneself be agreed upon by oneself. And howmay another be agreed
upon by another?The Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
If it seems right to the Order, so and so, asked about discipline by so
and so, could answer.’Thusmay another be agreed upon by another.”

Kd 2.15.11

Now at that time well behaved monks who were agreed upon
answeredquestions ondiscipline in themidst of theOrder.Thegroup
of six monks took offence, they took umbrage, they threatened them
with harm.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to answer questions on discipline in the midst of the Order
by means of one who is agreed upon, although having (first) looked
round the assembly, having assessed (each) individual.”

On reproving
Kd 2.16.1Now at that time the group of six monks reproved, on account of

an offence, a monk who had not given (them) leave.¹They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a monk who has not given
leave should not be reproved on account of an offence. Whoever
should (so) reprove, there is an offence of wrong-dong. I allow
you, monks, having obtained leave by saying: ‘Let the venerable one
give me leave, I want to speak to youto reprove him on account of an
offence.”

¹ anokāsakata, “to make an occasion”, to give, to grant leave; okāsaṁ kārāpeti, to
make to give, thus to obtain leave. Cf. Vin 4.344 where nuns must not question
monks unless they have obtained their leave to do so, and where anokāsakata is
defined by anāpucchā, without having asked (for permission).
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Kd 2.16.2

Now at that time well-behavedmonks, having obtained the leave
of the group of six monks, reproved them on account of an offence.

BD 4.151

Thegroupof sixmonths tookoffence, they tookumbrage, they threat-
ened themwith harm.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, even if leave is given, to reprove for an offence
after you have assessed the individual.”

Kd 2.16.3

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: “Before¹
well-behaved monks obtain our leave,” themselves obtained the
pure monks’ leave beforehand,² but there was no ground, no reason,
since they were not offenders³. They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, leave should not be obtained from pure monks
when there is no ground, no reason, since they are not offenders.
Whoever should (so) obtain it, there is anoffenceofwrong-doing.
I allow you, monks, to obtain leave after you have assessed the indi-
viduals.”

Protesting an act that is not the rule, etc.
Kd 2.16.4

Now at that time the group of six monks carried out a (formal) act
that was not legally valid in themidst of an Order.They told this mat-
ter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a (formal) act that is not legally
valid shouldnotbecarriedout in themidstof theOrder.Whoever
should (so) carry one out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
Even so, they carried out a (formal) act that was not legally valid.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to

Vin 1.115

protest⁴ when a (formal) act that is not legally valid is being carried
out.”

Kd 2.16.5

Now at that time well-behaved monks protested when a (formal)

¹ pure = paṭhamaṁ, Vin-a 1059. Cf. Kd 4.16.3. ² paṭigacc’ eva = paṭhamataraṁ, Vin-
a 1059. ³ anāpattika. ⁴ paṭikkosituṁ. Cf. bd 3.58.
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act that was not legally valid was being carried out by the group of
six monks.The group of six monks took offence, they took umbrage,
they threatened themwith harm.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, merely to express an opinion.”They
expressed an opinion to these themselves.The group of six monks
took offence, they took umbrage, they threatened themwith harm.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, when
there are four or five, to protest, when there are two or three to
express anopinion,when there is one, to determine: ‘I donot approve
of this’.”

Kd 2.16.6
BD 4.152Now at that time the group of six monks, when the Pātimokkha

was being recited in the midst of the Order, intentionally did not
hear.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a reciter of
the Pātimokkha should not intentionally not be heard.Whoever
should not hear, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Requesting the reciting of the Pātimokkha,
etc.

Kd 2.16.7

Now at that time the venerable Udāyin came to be reciter of the Pāti-
mokkha for anOrder, but his voicewas like a crow’s.Then it occurred
to the venerable Udāyin: “It is laid down by the Lord that a reciter of
the Pātimokkha should be heard, but my voice is like a crow’s. Now
what line of conduct should be followed byme?”They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, the one who is the reciter of the
Pātimokkha to exert himself, thinking: ‘How can I be heard? ‘There
is no offence for one who exerts himself.”

Kd 2.16.8

Now at that time Devadatta recited the Pātimokkha before an as-
sembly that contained laymen. They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited before
an assembly that contains laymen.Whoever should (so) recite it,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
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Kd 2.16.9

Now at that time the group of six monks, unbidden, recited the
Pātimokkha in the midst of an Order. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited in
the midst of an Order by one who is not bidden (to do so). Who-
ever (such) should recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I
allow, monks, that the Pātimokkha be in charge of an elder.”¹

Told is the Portion for Repeating onMembers of Other Sects

Allowance to learn the counting of the
fortnights, etc.

Then the Lord, having stayed in Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Codanāvatthu. In due course, walking on
a tour, he arrived in Codanāvatthu. Now at that time several monks
were staying in a certain residence; the monk who there was the

Vin 1.116

elder was ignorant, inexperienced, he did not know the Observance
BD 4.153

or a (formal) act for Observance or the Pātimokkha or the recital of
the Pātimokkha.

Kd 2.17.2

Then it occurred to these monks: “It is laid down by the Lord
that the Pātimokkha be in charge of an elder, but this elder of ours
is ignorant, inexperienced, he does not know the Observance … or
the recital of the Pātimokkha. Nowwhat line of conduct should be
followed by us?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, the Pātimokkha to be discharged² by whoever there is an
experienced, competent monk.”

Kd 2.17.3

Now at that time several ignorant, inexperienced monks were
staying in a certain residence on an Observance day.These did not

¹ therādhikaṁ Pātimokkhaṁ. Vin-a 1059 says that the elder should recite it himself
or call upon another to do so. Cf. the ruling which arose from speaking dhamma
unbidden, above, bd 4.148. ² tassādheyyaṁ Pātimokkhaṁ. Ādheyyameans “to be
appropriated”.
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know the Observance or a (formal) act for Observance or the Pāti-
mokkha or the recital of the Pātimokkha.These called upon an elder,
saying: “Honoured sir, let the elder recite the Pātimokkha.” He spoke
thus: “Your reverences, I am not able to do so¹.”They called upon a
second elder … He also spoke thus: …They called upon a third elder
… In this way they called upon (all the monks) down to the most
newly ordained in the Order, saying: “Let the venerable one recite
the Pātimokkha.” He also spoke thus: “Honoured sirs, I am not able
to do so.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

Kd 2.17.4

Kd 2.17.5“This is a case, monks, where several ignorant, inexperienced
monks are staying in a certain residence …² … ‘Honoured sirs, I am
not able to do so’. Monks, one monk should immediately be sent
to a neighbouring residence by these monks, saying: ‘Do go, your
reverence; having mastered the Pātimokkha in brief or in full, come
back’.”

Kd 2.17.6

Then it occurred to monks: “Now, by whom should he be sent?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
enjoin a newly ordained monk through a monk who is an elder.”
Newly ordained monks, (although) enjoined by an elder, did not go.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, one who is not

Vin 1.117

ill should not not go when enjoined by an elder.Whoever should
BD 4.154

not go, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 2.18.1Then the Lord, having stayed at Codanāvatthu for as long as he
found suiting, returned again to Rājagaha. Now at that time people
asked themonks as theywere walking for almsfood: “Which (day) of
the half-month is it, honoured sirs?”Themonks spoke thus: “We, sirs,
do not know.”The people … spread it about, saying: “These recluses,
sons of the Sakyans, do not even know the calculation³ of the half-
months, so how can they know anything else that is good?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, you, monks, to learn the
calculation of the half-months.”

Kd 2.18.2

¹ na me vattati, it is not for me. ² As in Kd 2.17.3 above, but told in the present
tense. ³ gaṇanā, see bd 2.176, n. 5.
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Then it occurred tomonks: “Nowbywhom should the calculation
of the half-months be learnt?”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow you, monks, one and all¹ to learn the calculation of the
half-months.”

Kd 2.18.3

Nowat that timepeople asked themonks as theywerewalking for
almsfood: “Howmanymonks are there, honoured sirs?”Themonks
spoke thus: “We, sirs, do not know.”The people … spread it about,
saying: “These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, do not even know one
another, so how can they know anything else that is good?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to count the
monks.”

Kd 2.18.4

Then it occurred to monks: “Now, how should the monks be
counted?” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, on an Observance day to count by way of groups² or to take
(a count) by ticket³.”

Kd 2.19.1 Now at that time monks, not knowing, “Today is an Observance
day,”walked to a distant village for almsfood.Not only did these come
back while the Pātimokkha was being recited, but they came back
just after it had been recited.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allowyou,monks, to announce, ‘Today is anObservance day’.”

BD 4.155

Then it occurred tomonks: “Now, bywhom should it be announced?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
announce it in good time through a monk who is an elder.” Now at
that time a certain elder did not remember in good time.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to announce it
even atmeal-time.”Hedidnot remember even atmealtime.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to announce it
at whatever time he⁴ remembers.”

Vin 1.118

¹ sabbeh’ eva. ² gaṇamaggena gaṇetuṁ. ³ salākaṁ gahetuṁ. ⁴ I.e. the elder.
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Allowance for preliminary duties
Kd 2.20.1Now at that time the Observance-hall in a certain residence came

to be soiled. Incoming monks looked down upon, criticised, spread
it about, saying: “How can these monks not sweep the Observance-
hall?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
to sweep the Observance-hall.”

Kd 2.20.2

Thenit occurred tomonks: “Now,bywhomshouldanObservance-
hall be swept?” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, to enjoin a newly ordained monk through a monk who
is an elder.” Newly ordainedmonks, (although) enjoined by an elder,
did not sweep. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
onewho isnot ill shouldnotnot sweepwhenenjoinedbyanelder.
Whoever should not sweep, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 2.20.3

Now at that time a seat was not prepared in an Observance-hall.
Monks sat on the ground. Their limbs and robes became covered
with dust. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to prepare a seat in the Observance-hall.”Then it occurred
to monks: “Now, by whom should a seat in the Observance-hall be
prepared?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to enjoin a newly ordained monk through a monk who is
an elder.” Newly ordained monks, (although) enjoined by an elder,
did not prepare (a seat).They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, one who is not ill should not not prepare (a seat) when

BD 4.156

enjoined by an elder.Whoever should not prepare (a seat), there
is an offence of wrong doing.”

Kd 2.20.4

Now at that time there came to be no light in an Observance-hall.
Monks trod on (one another’s) bodies and robes in the dark. They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make a
light¹ in an Observance-hall.”Then it occurred to monks: “Now, by
whom is the light to be made in an Observance-hall?”They told this

¹ padīpaṁ kātuṁ.
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matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to enjoin a newly
ordained monk through a monk who is an elder.” Newly ordained
monks, (although) enjoined by an elder, did not light a lamp.¹They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, one who is not ill
should not not light a lampwhen enjoined by an elder. Whoever
should not light a lamp, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 2.20.5

At that time in a certain residence resident monks neither set
out drinking water nor did they set out water for washing. Incoming
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How
can these resident monks neither set out drinking water nor set out
water for washing?” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, to set out drinking water and water for washing.”

Vin 1.119

Kd 2.20.6 Then it occurred to monks: “Now, by whom should drinking wa-
ter and water for washing be set out?”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to enjoin a newly ordained monk
through amonkwho is an elder.” Newly ordainedmonks, (although)
enjoined by an elder, did not set out (thewater).They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, one who is not ill should not not set
out (water) when enjoined by an elder. Whoever should not set
it out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

The story of those travelling to distant
parts, etc.

Kd 2.21.1 Nowat that time ignorant inexperiencedmonks, travelling to distant
parts,² did not ask teachers and preceptors (for permission).They
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told this matter to the Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks, where
several ignorant inexperienced monks, travelling to distant parts,
do not ask teachers and preceptors (for permission). Monks, they
should be asked by these teachers and preceptors: ‘Where will you
go? With whom will you go?’ If, monks, these ignorant inexperi-

¹ padīpeti, to light up, to light a lamp. ² disaṁgamikā; cf. Vin 1.263; and Kd 1.25.24
where those who share cells may not leave the district (disā) without asking the
preceptors for permission.
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enced ones should cite other ignorant inexperienced ones, then,
monks, they should not be allowed to go by the teachers and pre-
ceptors. If they should allow them (to go), there is an offence of
wrong-doing. And if, monks, these ignorant inexperienced ones
should go (although)not allowedby¹ the teachers andpreceptors,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 2.21.2

“This is a case, monks, where several ignorant inexperienced
monks are staying in a certain residence on anObservance day.These
do not know the Observance or a (formal) act for Observance or the
Pātimokkha or the recital of the Pātimokkha. A certain monk ar-
rives there. He has heard much, he is one to whom the tradition has
been handed down,² he is an expert on dhamma, an expert on disci-
pline, an expert on the summaries³; he is wise, experienced, clever;
he is conscientious, scrupulous, desirous of training. Monks, that
monk should be furthered⁴ by those monks, he should be helped,⁵
he should be encouraged,⁶ he should be supported⁷ in regard to chu-
nam, clay, tooth-wood, water for washing the face. If he should not
be furthered, helped, encouraged, supported in regard to chunam,
clay, tooth-wood, water for washing the face, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

Kd 2.21.3

“This is a case, monks, where several ignorant, inexperienced
monks are staying in a certain residence on an Observance-day.
These donot know theObservance…or the recital of the Pātimokkha.

BD 4.158

Monks, one monk should immediately be sent to a neighbouring
residence by these monks, saying: ‘Do go, your reverence, having
mastered the Pātimokkha in brief or in full, come back’. If he thus
manages this, it is good. If he does not manage it, then, monks, those
monks, one and all, should go to a residence where they know the

¹ ananuññatā, defined at Vin 4.335 as anāpucchā, not asking (for permission). Per-
mission has to be asked for before it can be given. ² āgatāgama. See bd 3.71, n. 1.
³ Cf. an i.117, an ii.147, an iii.179f. ⁴ saṁgahetabbo. This word is used with the
next (anuggahetabbo) above, bd 4.67. ⁵ anuggahetabbo. See definition of anug-
gaṇheyya at Vin 4.325 (bd 3.376).The word occurs above, bd 4.67. ⁶ upalāpetabbo.
Cf. definition of upalāpeyya at Vin 4.140 (bd 3.34). ⁷ upaṭṭhāpetabbo. Cf. definition
of upaṭṭhāpeyya at Vin 4.140 (bd 3.34).
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Observance … or the recital of the Pātimokkha. If they should not go,
Vin 1.120

there is an offence of wrong-doing.
Kd 2.21.4

This is a case, monks, where several ignorant, inexperienced
monks are spending the rains in a certain residence.These do not
know… (as above in Kd 2.21.4) … If he thus manages this, it is good. If
he does not manage it, then, monks, one monk should be sent off for
sevendays (with thewords): ‘Do go, your reverence, havingmastered
the Pātimokkha in brief or in full, come back’. If he thus manages
this, it is good. If he does notmanage it, then,monks, thesemonks
shouldnot spend the rains in that residence. If they should spend
them (there), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

On giving entire purity
Kd 2.22.1 Then the Lord addressed themonks, saying: “Gather together,monks,

the Order will carry out the Observance.” When he had spoken thus,
a certainmonk spoke thus to the Lord: “There is, Lord, amonkwho is
ill. He has not come.” He said: “I allow you, monks, to declare¹ entire
purity² on behalf of a monk who is ill. And thus, monks, should it
be declared: That ill monk, having approached one monk, having
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his
haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to
him: ‘I will declare entire purity; convey entire purity for me, an-
nounce entire purity forme.’ If hemakes it understood by gesture, if
hemakes it understood by voice, if hemakes it understood by gesture
and voice, the entire purity comes to be declared. If he does notmake
it understood by gesture, if he does not make it understood by voice,

BD 4.159

if he does not make it understood by gesture and voice, the entire
purity does not come to be declared.

Kd 2.22.2

“If he thus manages this, it is good; if he does not manage it, then,

¹ dātuṁ, literally to give.Cf. chandaṁdātuṁ at Vin 4.151 (bd 3.58) and below, bd 4.161.
² pārisuddhi, cf. above, bd 4.132. It means that the ill monk believes that he has
committed none of the offences specified in the Pātimokkha, or that, if he has, he
has confessed them, so that in regard to them he is pure.
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monks, that ill monk, having been brought to the midst of the Order
on a couch or a chair, the Observance may be carried out. If, monks,
it occurs to the monks who are tending the ill one: ‘If we move the ill
one from (this) place, either the disease will growmuch worse or he
will die¹’, monks, the ill one should not be moved from (that) place;
the Order, having gone there, should carry out the Observance.The
Observance should not be carried out by an incompleteOrder.² If
it should be (so) carried out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 2.22.3

“If, monks, the conveyer of the entire purity goes away then and
there,³ although the entire purity was declared (to him)⁴, the entire
purity should be declared to another. If, monks, the conveyor of the
entire purity leaves the Order then and there although the entire
purity was declared (to him), if he passes away, if he pretends to
be a novice,⁵ if he pretends to be a disavower of the training,⁶ if he

Vin 1.121

pretends to be a committer of an extreme offence,⁷ if he pretends to
bemad,⁸ if he pretends to be unhinged,⁹ if he pretends to have bodily
pains,¹⁰ if he pretends to be one who is suspended¹¹ for not seeing an
offence, if he pretends to be one who is suspended for not making
amends for an offence, if he pretends to be one who is suspended
for not giving up a wrong view, if he pretends to be a eunuch,¹² if he
pretends to be one living in communion as it were by theft,¹³ if he

BD 4.160

pretends to be onewho has gone over to another sect¹⁴, if he pretends

¹ kālaṁkiriyā bhavissati, literally there will be a doing of (his) time. ² As above,
Kd 2.11.1, and several times below. ³ tatth’ eva. Vin-a 1062, if he goes elsewhere,
not to the midst of the Order. ⁴ The one who has undertaken to convey the
entire purity shelves his responsibility and does not carry out the message en-
trusted to him. ⁵ Cf. the following sequence and the three preceding items: going
away and leaving the Order and passing away, with Vin 1.135, Vin 1.167–Vin.1.168,
Vin 1.307, Vin 1.320, Vin 2.173. ⁶ See bd 1.40ff. At anv.71 the presence of a “dis-
avower of the training” is given as one of the reasons why the Pātimokkha may
be suspended. ⁷ antimavatthuṁ ajjhāpannako, meaning a Pārajika offence; cf.
bd 4.180. ⁸ Reasons for exemption from the penalty for an offence as given in
Suttavibhaṅga. ⁹ Reasons for exemption from the penalty for an offence as given
in Suttavibhaṅga. ¹⁰ Reasons for exemption from the penalty for an offence as
given in Suttavibhaṅga. ¹¹ ukkhitta, cf. bd 3.28, n. 4. ¹² Not to be ordained, above
bd 4.109. ¹³ theyyasaṁvāsaka; not to be ordained, cf. above, bd 4.110. ¹⁴ titthiya-
pakkantaka; not to be ordained, see above, bd 4.110.
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to be an animal,¹ if he pretends to be a matricide,² if he pretends to
be a parricide,³ if he pretends to be a slayer of one perfected,⁴ if he
pretends to be a seducer of a nun,⁵ if he pretends to be a schismatic,⁶
if he pretends to be a shedder of (a Truth-finder’s) blood,⁷ if he pre-
tends to be a hermaphrodite,⁸ the entire purity should be declared
to another.

Kd 2.22.4

“If, monks, the conveyer of the entire purity goes away while he
is on the road,⁹ although the entire purity was declared (to him), the
entire purity comes to benot conveyed. If,monks, the conveyer of the
entire purity leaves the Order while he is on the road, although the
entirepuritywasdeclared (tohim), if hepasses away…ifhepretends
to be a hermaphrodite, the entire purity comes to be not conveyed. If,
monks, the conveyer of the entire purity, after the entire purity was
declared (to him), having arrived at the Order, then goes away, the
entire purity comes to be conveyed. If, monks, the conveyer of the
entire purity, after the entire purity was declared (to him), having
arrived at the Order, then leaves the Order, passes away, … pretends
to be a hermaphrodite, the entire purity comes to be conveyed. If,
monks, the conveyer of the entire purity, after the entire purity was
declared (to him), having arrived at the Order does not announce
it because he has fallen asleep, does not announce it because he
is indolent, does not announce it because he is attaining (what is
higher¹⁰), the entire purity comes to be conveyed; there is no offence
for the conveyer of the entire purity. If, monks, the conveyer of the
entire purity, although the entire purity was declared (to him),
having arrived at the Order, intentionally does not announce it,
the entire purity comes to be conveyed (but) there is an offence
of wrong-doing for the conveyer of the entire purity.”

¹ Not to be ordained, above bd 4.111. ² Not to be ordained, above bd 4.112. ³ Not
to be ordained, above bd 4.112 ⁴ Not to be ordained, above bd 4.113. ⁵ Not to
be ordained, above bd 4.113. ⁶ Not to be ordained, above bd 4.113. ⁷ Not to be
ordained, above bd 4.113. ⁸ Not to be ordained, above bd 4.113. ⁹ While he is on
the way to the Order; if he goes elsewhere. ¹⁰ samāpanno, a termwhich has the
technical sense of attaining the attainments, samāpatti. See bd 2.177, n. 5, n. 6.
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On giving consent
BD 4.161

Kd 2.23.1
Then the Lord addressed themonks, saying: “Gather together,monks,
the Order will carry out a (formal) act.” When he had spoken thus a
certainmonk spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, there is amonkwho is ill;
he has not come.” He said: “I allow you, monks, to give the consent¹
for a monk who is ill. And thus, monks, should it be given:That ill
monk, having approached one monk, having arranged his upper
robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having
saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to him: ‘I will give the
consent, convey the consent for me, announce the consent for me’.
If he makes it understood by gesture, if he makes it understood by
voice, if he makes it understood by gesture and voice, the consent
comes to be given. If he does not make it understood by gesture,
if he does not make it understood by voice, if he does not make it
understood by gesture and voice, the consent does not come to be
given.

Kd 2.23.2

“If he thus manages this, it is good. If he does not manage it, then,
Vin 1.122

monks, having taken that ill monk to the midst of the Order on a
couchor a chair, a (formal) actmaybe carried out. If,monks, it occurs
to themonks who are tending the ill one: ‘If wemove the ill one from
(this) place, either the disease will growmuch worse or he will die’,
monks, the ill one should not be moved from (that) place; the Order,
having gone there, should carry out the (formal) act. A (formal) act
should not be carried out by an incomplete Order. If it should be
(so) carried out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 2.23.3

“If, monks, the conveyer of the consent goes away then and there
although the consentwas given (to him), the consent should be given
to another. If, monks, the conveyer of the consent leaves the Order
then and there, although the consent was given (to him), if he dies …
if he pretends to be a hermaphrodite, the consent should be given to
another. If, monks, the conveyer of the consent goes away while he
is on the road, although the consent was given to him, the consent

¹ chandaṁdātuṁ, see bd 3.58, bd 3.61. It is here the ‘consent’ to send leave of absence
by proxy.
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comes to be not conveyed. If, monks, the conveyer of the consent
leaves the Orderwhile he is on the road… (as in Kd 2.22.4) … there

BD 4.162

is an offence of wrong-doing for the conveyer of the consent. I
allow you, monks, on an Observance day, to give the consent also, by
declaring the entire purity; they are the Order’s business¹.”

On being grabbed by relatives
Kd 2.24.1 Nowat that time his relations got hold of a certainmonk on anObser-

vance day.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “This is a case,
monks, where his relations get hold of a monk on an Observance day.
These relations should be spoken to thus by the monks: ‘Please will
you, venerable ones,² let go of this monk for a short time³ while this
monk carries out the Observance?’

Kd 2.24.2

“If theymanage this thus, it is good. If they do notmanage it, these
relations should be spoken to thus by the monks: ‘Please will you,
venerable ones, stand at a respectful distance for a short time while
this monk declares his entire purity?’ If they manage this thus, it is
good. If they do not manage it, these relations should be spoken to
thus by the monks: ‘Please will you, venerable ones, take this monk
outside the boundary⁴ for a short time while the Order carries out
the Observance?’ If they manage this thus, it is good. If they do not
manage it the Observance should not be carried out by an incom-
plete Order. If it should be (so) carried out, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

Kd 2.24.3

“This is a case, monks, where kings get hold of a monk on an Ob-
servance day … thieves …men of abandoned life⁵ …monks who are
opponents ofmonks⁶ get hold of amonk on anObservance day.These
monks who are opponents of monks should be spoken to thus by the

¹ santi saṅghassa karaṇīyaṁ. Same expression occurs at beginning of Kd 2.25.1.
Karaṇīya is something to be done, a duty; cf.Kd 4.3.5. ² An occasionwheremonks
address lay people with the honorific title āyasmā. ³ muhuttaṁ, for a moment.
⁴ While outside an Order’s boundary a monk would not be a member of that Order,
and so his absence or his failure to get his entire purity declared would not render
that Order “incomplete”. ⁵ dhutta. See bd 1.234, n. 1. ⁶ Cf. bd 1.49f.
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monks: ‘Please will you … (as in Kd 2.24.1, Kd 2.24.2) … the Obser-
vance should not be carried out by an incomplete Order. If it should
be (so) carried out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Agreement for the mad
Vin 1.123

Kd 2.25.1

BD 4.163

Then the Lord addressed themonks, saying: “Gather together,monks,
there is business for the Order.”¹ When he had spoken thus a certain
monk spoke thus to the Lord: “There is, Lord, the madmonk Gagga²;
he has not come.” He said: “There are, monks, these two (kinds of)
madmen: there is the mad monk who now remembers the Obser-
vance, now does not remember it; who now remembers a (formal)
act of the Order, now does not remember it. He is one who does not
remember aright.³ (And there is the one) who now comes for the
Observance, now does not come for it, who now comes for a (formal)
act of the Order, now does not come for it. He is one who does not
come aright.

Kd 2.25.2

“In a case, monks, where this madman now remembers the Ob-
servance, now does not remember it … now comes for a (formal) act
of the Order, now does not come for it, I allow you, monks, to give
the agreement for a madman⁴ to such a madman.

Kd 2.25.3

And thus, monks, should it be given: The Order should be in-
formed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen to me.Themadmonk Gagga now remembers the
Observance, now does not remember it, now remembers a (formal)
act of the Order, now does not remember it; he now comes for the
Observance, now does not come for it; now comes for a (formal) act
of the Order, now does not come for it. If it seems right to the Order,
the Order should give the agreement for a madman to themadmonk
Gagga, so that whether themonk Gagga⁵ remembers the Observance
or does not remember it, whether he remembers a (formal) act of
the Order or does not remember it, whether he comes for the Obser-

¹ atthi saṅghassa karaṇīyaṁ. ² Cf. Vin 2.80ff. ³ eva. ⁴ ummattakasammuti.
⁵ “mad” omitted here in text.
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vance or does not come for it, whether he comes for a (formal) act
of the Order or does not come for it, the Order either with Gagga or
without Gagga can carry out the Observance, can carry out a (for-
mal) act of the Order.This is themotion. Honoured sirs, let the Order

Kd 2.25.4

listen to me.Themadmonk Gagga now remembers the Observance
… now comes for a (formal) act of the Order, now does not come for

BD 4.164

it.The Order is giving the agreement for amadman to themadmonk
Gagga so that whether the monk Gagga remembers … or does not
come for it, the Order either with Gagga or without Gagga will carry
out the Observance, will carry out a (formal) act of the Order. If the
giving of the agreement for a madman to the mad monk Gagga so
that whether he remembers … or does not come for it, the Order
either with Gagga or without Gagga will carry out the Observance,
will carry out a (formal) act of the Order, is pleasing to the venerable
ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should
speak.The agreement for amadman is given by the Order to themad
monk Gagga, so that whether he remembers … or does not come for
it, the Order either with Gagga or without Gagga will carry out the
Observance, will carry out a (formal) act of the Order. It is pleasing
to the Order, therefore it is silent; thus do I understand this’.”

Vin 1.124

The observance by an Order, etc.

Kd 2.26.1 Now at that time four monks were staying in a certain residence on
an Observance day.Then it occurred to these monks: “It is laid down
by the Lord that the Observance should be carried out, but we are
(only) four persons.¹ Now how can the Observance be carried out by
us?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
to recite the Pātimokkha when there are four (of you).”

Kd 2.26.2

Now at that time threemonkswere staying in a certain residence
on an Observance day.Then it occured to these monks: “It is allowed

¹ See the scope of the powers of the “five (kinds of) Order” at Vin 1.319.
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by the Lord to recite the Pātimokkhawhen there are four (of us), but
we are (only) three persons. Now how can the Observance be carried
out by us?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to carry out the Observance by way of entire purity¹ when
there are three (of you).²

Kd 2.26.3

“And thus, monks, should it be carried out:These monks should
be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Let the

BD 4.165

venerable ones listen tome. Today is anObservance day, thefifteenth.
If it seems right to the venerable ones, let us carry out theObservance
with one another by way of entire purity’. A monk who is an elder,
having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat down
on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should speak
thus to thesemonks: ‘I, your reverences,³ am quite pure, understand
that I am quite pure; I, your reverences, am quite pure, understand
that I am quite pure; I, your reverences, am quite pure, understand
that I am quite pure’.

Kd 2.26.4

“A newly ordained monk, having arranged his upper robe over
one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with
joined palms should speak thus to these monks: ‘I, honoured sirs,⁴
am quite pure, understand that I am quite pure; I, honoured sirs, am
quite pure, understand that I am quite pure; I, honoured sirs, am
quite pure, understand that I am quite pure’.”

Kd 2.26.5

Now at that time twomonks were staying in a certain residence
on anObservance day.Then it occurred to thesemonks: “It is allowed
by the Lord to recite the Pātimokkha when there are four (persons),
to carry out the Observance by way of entire purity when there are
three, but we are (only) two persons. Now how can the Observance
be carried out by us?” They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to carry out the Observance by way of entire
purity when there are two (of you).

Kd 2.26.6

¹ pārisuddhiuposathaṁ. ² See next two paragraphs. ³ āvuso. It is apparently
assumed that there is one elder at least and one or two juniors, otherwise the elder
would doubtless have addressed the others as bhante. ⁴ bhante, because it appears
to be assumed that at least one elder was present.
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“And thus, monks, should it be carried out:Themonk who is an
elder, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat
down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should
speak thus to the newly ordained monk: ‘I, your reverence, am quite
pure, understand that I am quite pure; I, your reverence, am quite
pure, understand that I am quite pure; I, your reverence, am quite

Vin 1.125

pure, understand that I am quite pure’.
Kd 2.26.7

“The newly ordained monk, having arranged his upper robe over
BD 4.166

one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with
joined palms, should speak thus to the monk who is an elder: ‘I,
honoured sir, am quite pure, understand that I am quite pure; I,
honoured sir, am quite pure, understand that I am quite pure; I,
honoured sir, am quite pure, understand that I am quite pure’.”

Kd 2.26.8

Now at that time one monk was staying in a certain residence
on an Observance day.Then it occurred to this monk: “It is allowed
by the Lord to recite the Pātimokkha when there are four (persons),
to carry out the Observance by way of entire purity when there are
three, to carry out theObservancebywayof entire puritywhen there
are two, but I am alone. Now how can the Observance be carried out
by me?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

Kd 2.26.9

“This is a case, monks, where one monk is staying in a certain
residence on an Observance day.Thatmonk, having swept that place
to which monks return—an attendance hall or a pavilion or the root
of a tree—having put out drinking water and water for washing,
having made ready a seat, having made a light, should sit down. If
other monks arrive, the Observance should be carried out together
with them; if they do not arrive, it should be determined¹, ‘Today is
an Observance day for me’. If he should not (so) determine, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 2.26.10

“Monks, there where four monks are standing, the Pātimok-
kha should not be recited by three (persons), having conveyed
the entire purity for one. If they should (so) recite it, there is

¹ adhiṭṭhātabbaṁ; see bd 1.128, n. 3.
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an offence ofwrong-doing.Monks, therewhere threemonks are
staying, the Observance by way of entire purity should not be
carried out by two, having conveyed the entire purity for one. If
they should (so) carry it out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
Monks, there where two monks are staying, it should not be de-
termined by one having conveyed the entire purity for the other.
If he should (so) determine, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Procedure for making amends for offences

Kd 2.27.1Now at that time a certain monk came to have fallen into an offence
BD 4.167

on an Observance day.Then it occurred to this monk: “It is laid down
by the Lord that the Observance should not be carried out by an
offender,¹ but I have fallen into an offence. Nowwhat line of conduct
should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have fallen into an
offence onanObservanceday.Monks, thatmonk, having approached
onemonk, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having

Vin 1.126

sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should
speak thus to him: ‘I, your reverence, have fallen into such and such
an offence, I confess² it’. It should be said by him³: ‘Do you see it?’
‘Yes, I see it’. ‘You should be restrained in the future’.

Kd 2.27.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk becomes doubtful of an
offence onanObservanceday.Monks, thatmonk, having approached
one monk, having arranged his upper robe … having saluted with
joined palms, should speak thus to him: ‘I, your reverence, am doubt-
ful as to such and such an offence. When I come to be without doubt,
then will I make amends for that offence’. When he has spoken thus,
the Observance may be carried out, the Pātimokkhamay be heard,
but no obstacle should be put in the way of the Observance from
such a cause.”

Kd 2.27.3

¹ See Kd 19.2. ² paṭidesemi. ³ I.e. by the monk whom the offender approached.
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Now at that time the group of six monks confessed¹ a collective²
offence. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a col-
lective offence should not be confessed. Whoever should confess
it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.” At that time the group of
six monks acknowledged a collective offence. They told this mat-
ter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a collective offence should not be
acknowledged. Whoever should acknowledge (such), there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Procedure for an offence without making
obstacle

Kd 2.27.4

Now at that time a certain monk remembered an offence while the
BD 4.168

Pātimokkha was being recited. Then it occurred to this monk: “It
is laid down by the Lord that the Observance should not be carried
out by an offender, and I have fallen into an offence. Nowwhat line
of conduct should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks, where a monk remembers an
offence while the Pātimokkha is being recited. Monks, this monk
should speak thus to the monk next to him: ‘I, your reverence, have
fallen into such and such an offence. Having removed from here I
will make amends for that offence’. When he has spoken thus, the
Observance may be carried out, the Pātimokkha may be heard, but
no obstacle should be put in the way of the Observance from such a
cause.

Kd 2.27.5

“This is a case, monks, where a monk becomes doubtful as to an
offence while the Pātimokkha is being recited. Monks, this monk
should speak thus to the monk next to him: ‘I, your reverence, am
doubtful as to such and such an offence. When I come to be without
doubt, thenwill Imake amends for that offence’.Whenhehas spoken
thus, the Observance may be carried out, the Pātimokkha may be

¹ desenti. ² sabhāgā, shared in by them all, but whether acting together or singly
is not clear. Vin-a 1064 instances eating at the wrong time or eating what has not
been left over.
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heard, but no obstacle should be put in the way of the Observance
from such a cause.”

Procedure for making amends for a shared
offence

Kd 2.27.6

Now at that time the whole Order in a certain residence came to
have fallen into a collective offence on an Observance day. Then it
occurred to thesemonks: “It is laid down by the Lord that a collective
offence should not be confessed, that a collective offence should not

Vin 1.127

be acknowledged, but this whole Order has fallen into a collective
offence. Nowwhat line or conduct should be followed by us?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks, where
in a certain residence the whole Order comes to have fallen into a
collective offence on an Observance day. Monks, one monk should
immediately be sent to a neighbouring residence by these monks,
with the words: ‘Go along, your reverence, and come back having
made amends for that offence, and we will make amends for the
offence in your presence’.

Kd 2.27.7

“If they thus manage this, it is good. If they do not manage it,
the Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,

BD 4.169

saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This whole Order
has fallen into a collective offence.When it shall see anothermonk, a
pure one, not an offender, then it shall make amends for that offence
in his presence’. When he has spoken thus, the Observance may be
carried out, the Pātimokkhamay be heard, but no obstacle should
be put in the way of the Observance from such a cause.

Kd 2.27.8

“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence the whole Or-
der comes to be doubtful about a collective offence on an Observance
day. The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This whole
Order is doubtful about a collective offence. When it comes to be
without doubt, then will it make amends for that offence’. When
he has spoken thus, the Observance may be carried out, the Pāti-
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mokkhamay be heard, but no obstacle should be put in the way of
the Observance from such a cause.

Kd 2.27.9

“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence the Order,
entered on the rains, has fallen into a collective offence. Monks, one
monk should immediately be sent to a neighbouring residence by
these monks with the words … (as in Kd 2.27.6, Kd 2.27.7) … If they do
not manage it, one monk should be sent away for seven days, with
the words: ‘Go along, your reverence, and come back having made
amends for that offence, and we will make amends for that offence
in your presence’.”

Kd 2.27.10

Now at that time in a certain residence the whole Order came
to have fallen into a collective offence. It did not know the name or
the class¹ of that offence. A certain monk came there; he had heard
much, he was one to whom the tradition had been handed down²; he
was an expert on dhamma, an expert on discipline, an expert on the
summaries; he was wise, experienced, clever; he was conscientious,
scrupulous, desirous of training.³ A certain monk approached that
monk; having approached, he spoke thus to him: “What kind of an
offence does he fall into, your reverence, who does such and such a
thing?”

Kd 2.27.11

He spoke thus: “Whoever does such and such a thing, your rever-
BD 4.170

ence, falls into this kind of offence.This is the kind of offence that
you, your reverence, have fallen into; make amends for this offence.”
He spoke thus: “I, your reverence, have not fallen into this offence
altogether alone; this whole Order has fallen into this offence.” He

Vin 1.128

spoke thus: “What has it to do with you, your reverence, whether
another has fallen or has not fallen? Please do you, your reverence,
remove⁴ your own offence.”

Kd 2.27.12

Then that monk, having at that monk’s bidding made amends for
that offence, approached those monks; having approached them, he
spoke thus to those monks: “It is said, your reverences, that whoever
does such and such a thing falls into this kind of offence.This is the

¹ gotta. ² Cf. above, bd 4.157. ³ Cf. above, bd 4.157. ⁴ vuṭṭhaha.
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kind of offence that you, your reverences, have fallen into; make
amends for this offence.” But these monks did not want to make
amends for that offence at that monk’s bidding.They told this matter
to the lord. He said:

Kd 2.27.13

“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence the whole
Order comes to have fallen into a collective offence. It does not know
the name or the class of that offence. A certainmonk comes there; he
has heard much … desirous of training. A certain monk approaches
that monk; having approached, he speaks thus to that monk: ‘What
land of offence does he fall into, your reverence, who does such and
such a thing?’

Kd 2.27.14

“He speaks thus: ‘Whoever does such and such a thing, your rev-
erence, falls into this kind of offence.This is the kind of offence that
you, your reverence, have fallen into; make amends for this offence’.
He speaks thus: ‘I, your reverence, have not fallen into this offence
altogether alone; this whole Order has fallen into this offence’. He
speaks thus: ‘What has it to do with you, your reverence, whether
another has fallen or has not fallen? Please do you, your reverence,
remove your own offence.’

Kd 2.27.15

“Then if that monk, having at that monk’s bidding made amends
for that offence, approaches those monks and having approached
them speaks thus to those monks: ‘It is said, your reverence, that
whoever does such and such a thing falls into this kind of offence.

BD 4.171

This is the kind of offence that you, your reverences, have fallen into;
make amends for this offence’; and if, monks, these monks should
make amends for that offence at that monk’s bidding, that is good.
But if they should notmake amends for it, then, monks, thesemonks
need not be spoken to by that monk if he is not willing¹.”

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Codanāvatthu

¹ akāmā, cf.Vin 3.186 (bd 1.328). If the offendingmonks do notwish tomake amends,
the other monk need not speak to them—perhaps meaning that he need not speak
to them in the words given at the end of Kd 2.27.14 above. But cf. an ii.113, “For this
is destruction …where a Truthfinder or his fellow Brahma-farers deem that he is
one who should not be spoken to”.
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Fifty cases of no offence
Kd 2.28.1 Now at that time in a certain residence several resident monks, four

ormore, collected together on an Observance day.They did not know
that therewere other residentmonkswhohadnot arrived.Thinking¹

Vin 1.129

of the rule,² thinking of discipline, thinking that theywere complete,
they carried out the Observance, they recited the Pātimokkha while
they were incomplete. While the Pātimokkha was being recited by
them, other resident monks, a larger number,³ arrived. They told
this matter to the Lord.

Kd 2.28.2

He said: “This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence
… (as in Kd2.28.1 above) … recite the Pātimokkha while they are
incomplete. While the Pātimokkha is being recited by them, other
resident monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, the Pātimokkha
should be recited again by these monks,⁴ and there is no offence for
the reciters.

Kd 2.28.3

“This is a case,monks,where ina certain residence…(as inKd 2.28.2
above) …While the Pātimokkha is being recited by them, other res-
ident monks, a like number, arrive. What has been recited is duly
recited, the rest should be heard, and there is no offence for the
reciters.
“This is a case, monks, … (as in Kd 2.28.2 above) …While the Pāti-

mokkha is being recited by them, other resident monks, a smaller
BD 4.172

number, arrive.What has been recited is duly recited, the rest should
be heard, and there is no offence for the reciters.

Kd 2.28.4

“This is a case, monks, …When the Pātimokkha has just been re-
cited by them, other residentmonks, a larger number, arrive.Monks,
the Pātimokkhamay be recited again by these monks, and there is
no offence for the reciters.
“This is a case, monks, …When the Pātimokkha has just been re-

¹ saññino. ² dhamma, i.e. the rules that Observance should be carried out by a
complete assembly. ³ I.e. than those already assembled. ⁴ Presumablymeaning
by those already assembled together, and whohave already recited part of it; cf.
Kd2.29.1 below, where they incur an offence of wrong-doing for reciting it when
they know that they are incomplete.
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cited by them, other residentmonks, a like number, arrive.What has
been recited is duly recited, the entire purity should be announced
in their presence,¹ and there is no offence for the reciters.
“This is a case, monks, … a smaller number, arrive. What has been

recited is duly recited, the entire purity should be announced in
their presence, and there is no offence for the reciters.

Kd 2.28.5

“This is a case, monks, …When the Pātimokkha has just been re-
cited by them and the assembly has not risen, other resident monks,
a largernumber, arrive.Monks, the Pātimokkhamaybe recited again
by those monks, and there is no offence for the reciters.
“This is a case, monks …… a like number, arrive. What has been

Vin 1.130

recited is duly recited, the entire purity should be announced in
their presence, and there is no offence for the reciters.
“This is a case, monks, … a smaller number, arrive. What has been

recited is duly recited, the entire purity should be announced in
their presence, and there is no offence for the reciters.

Kd 2.28.6

“This is a case, monks, … When the Pātimokkha has just been
recited by them and part of the assembly has risen, other resident
monks, a larger number, arrive … (as in Kd 2.28.5 above) … a like
number … a smaller number …

Kd 2.28.7

“This is a case, monks, … When the Pātimokkha has just been
recited by them and the whole assembly has risen, other resident
monks, a larger number, arrive … (as in Kd 2.28.6 above) … a like
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number … a smaller number …

Told are the Fifteen Cases in which there is No Offence

Fifty cases of perceiving it is a group or not
a group

Vin 1.131

Kd 2.29.1
“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence several resident
monks, four or more, collect together on an Observance day.They

¹ This means that the monks arriving late must announce their entire purity to the
ones already assembled and who had recited the Pātimokkha.
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know that there are other resident monks who have not arrived.
Thinking of the rule, thinking of discipline, thinking that they are
incomplete, theycarryout theObservanceandrecite thePātimokkha
while they are incomplete. While the Pātimokkha is being recited
by them, other resident monks, a larger number, arrive.Monks, the
Pātimokkha should be recited again by thosemonks, and there is
an offence of wrong-doing for the reciters.

Kd 2.29.2

“This is a case, monks, … (as in Kd 2.29.1) … a like number, arrive.
What has been recited is duly recited, the rest should be heard,
and there is an offence of wrong-doing for the reciters.

This is a case, monks (as in Kd 2.29.1) … a smaller number, arrive.
What has been recited is duly recited, the rest should be heard,
and there is an offence of wrong-doing for the reciters.

Kd 2.29.3

“This is a case, monks …When the Pātimokkha has just been re-
cited by them and the assembly has not risen … part of the assem-
bly has risen … the whole assembly has risen, and other resident

Vin 1.131

monks, a larger number… a like number… a smaller number, arrive.
What has been recited is duly recited, the entire purity should be
announced in their presence, and there is an offence of wrong-
doing for the reciters.

Told are the Fifteen Cases on thinking that (an Assembly) is incomplete
when it is incomplete

Fifty cases of doubt
Kd 2.30.1 “This is a case, monks … They know that there are other resident

monks who have not arrived.Thinking: ‘Now, is it allowable for us to
carry out the Observance or is it not allowable?’ they carry out the
Observance and recite the Pātimokkha (although) they are in doubt.
While thePātimokkha isbeing recitedby them,other residentmonks,
a larger number, arrive.Monks, the Pātimokkha should be recited
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again by those monks… (cf. Kd2.29.2, Kd 2.29.3) … an offence of
wrong-doing for the reciters.

Kd 2.30.2
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“This is a case, monks, … (cf. Kd 2.29.2, Kd 2.29.3)…an offence of
wrong-doing for the reciters.

Told are the Fifteen Cases on being in Doubt

Fifty cases of acting badly
Kd 2.31.1“This is a case, monks, … They know that there are other resident

monks who have not arrived.Thinking: ‘Indeed, it is allowable for us
to carry out the Observance, it is not unallowable for us’, they, acting
badly,¹ carry out the Observance and recite the Pātimokkha. While
the Pātimokkha is being recited by them, other resident monks, a
larger number, arrive.Monks, the Pātimokkha should be recited
again by thesemonks, and there is an offence ofwrong-doing for
the reciters.

Kd 2.31.2

“This is a case, monks, … (cf. Kd 2.29.2, Kd 2.29.3) … an offence of
wrong-doing for the reciters.

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Acting Badly

Fifty cases of aiming at schism
Kd 2.32.1

Kd 2.32.2
“This is a case, monks, …They know that there are other resident
monks who have not arrived. Saying, ‘These are perishing, these
are being destroyed, what good are these to you?’ they carry out the
Observance and recite the Pātimokkha aiming at a schism, … (as
in Kd 2.29.2, Kd 2.29.3; instead of offence of wrong-doing read grave
offence.)

Vin 1.132

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Aiming at a Schism

Told are the Seventy-five Cases.²

¹ kukkuccapakatā, explained at Vin-a 1065 as overcome, doing as they wished.
² Five times fifteen cases, in Kd 2.28–Kd 2.32.
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Abbreviated repetitions on entering a
boundary

Kd 2.33.1 “This is a case, monks, …They know that other resident monks are
entering within the boundary.They know that other resident monks
have entered within the boundary.They see other resident resident
monks enteringwithin the boundary.They see other residentmonks
entered within the boundary.They hear that other resident monks
are entering within the boundary. They hear that other resident
monks have entered within the boundary.

BD 4.175

“From a hundred and seventy-five triads referring to resident
(monks) with resident (monks); to incoming (monks) with resident
(monks); to resident (monks) with incoming (monks); to incoming
(monks) with incoming (monks), there come to be seven hundred
triads by means of (these) sets.¹

Kd 2.34.1 “This is a case, monks, where the fourteenth is (the Observance
day) for resident monks, the fifteenth for incoming ones. If the res-
ident ones are larger in number, the incoming ones should accom-
modate themselves to the resident ones. If they are equal in number,
the incoming ones should accommodate themselves to the resident
ones. If the incoming ones are larger in number, the resident ones
should accommodate themselves to the incoming ones.

Kd 2.34.2

“This is a case, monks, where the fifteenth is (the Observance day)
for residentmonks, the fourteenth for incoming ones. If the resident
ones are larger in number, the incoming ones should accommodate
themselves to the resident ones. If … (as in Kd 2.34.1 above) …

Kd 2.34.3

“This is a case, monks, where the first day of a lunar fortnight² is
(the Observance day) for resident monks, the fifteenth for incoming
ones. If the resident ones are larger in number, the resident ones,
if they are not willing, need not hold a meeting³ with the incoming

¹ peyyālamukhena, as at Vism46. Peyyāla = pariyāya, and is arrangement, order,
disposition. Each “set” refers to each pair (resident with resident … incoming with
incoming) of triads in all its permutations and combinations: they know, they see,
they hear, and they do not know, see and hear. ² pāṭipada, cf. bd 2.314, n. 1. ³ na
dātabbā sāmaggī, need not give completion to.
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ones. The Observance should be carried out by the incoming ones
having gone outside the boundary. If they are equal in number, the
resident ones, if they are not willing, need not hold a meeting with
the incoming ones. The Observance should be carried out by the
incoming ones having gone outside the boundary. If the incoming
ones are larger in number, the resident ones should hold a meeting
with the incoming ones or they should go outside the boundary.

Kd 2.34.4

“This is a case, monks, where the fifteenth is (the Observance day)
for resident monks, the first day of the lunar fortnight for incom-

Vin 1.133

BD 4.176ing ones. If the resident ones are larger in number, the incoming
ones should hold a meeting with the resident ones or they should
go outside the boundary. If they are equal in number, the incoming
ones should hold a meeting with the resident ones or they should
go outside the boundary. If the incoming ones are larger in number,
the incoming ones, if they are not willing, need not hold a meeting
with the resident ones.The Observance should be carried out by the
resident ones having gone outside the boundary.

Seeing characteristics, etc.
Kd 2.34.5

“This is a case, monks, where incoming monks see signs of residence
of resident monks, features of residence, marks of residence, indica-
tions of residence, carefully prepared couches and chairs,mattresses
and squattingmats, carefully arrangedwater for drinking andwater
for washing, carefully swept cells; but having seen (these signs) they
come to be doubtful, thinking: ‘Now are there resident monks, or
are there not?’

Kd 2.34.6

“If these, being doubtful, do not search and, not having searched,
carry out theObservance, there is anoffenceofwrong-doing. If these,
being doubtful, search and having searched do not see (any monks),
and if not having seen (any) they carry out the Observance, there is
no offence. If these, being doubtful, search and having searched see
(somemonks), and if having seen (them) they carry out the Obser-
vance together, there is no offence. If these, being doubtful, search
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and having searched see (somemonks), and if having seen (them)
theycarry out the Observance apart, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If these, being doubtful, search and having searched see
(some monks), and if having seen (them) they say: ‘You are per-
ishing,youarebeingdestroyed,what is thegoodof these toyou?’¹
and carry out theObservance aiming at a schism, there is a grave
offence.

Kd 2.34.7

“This is a case, monks, where incoming monks hear signs of resi-
dence of resident monks, features of residence, marks of residence,
indications of residence, the sound of footsteps as they are pacing up
anddown, the soundof studying, the sound of coughing, the sound of
sneezing; but having heard they come to be doubtful, thinking: ‘Now
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are there resident monks or are there not?’ If these, being doubtful,
do not search… (= Kd 2.34.6) … there is a grave offence.

Kd 2.34.8

“This is a case, monks, where resident monks see signs of incom-
ing of incoming monks, features of incoming, marks of incoming,
indications of incoming, unknown bowls, unknown robes, unknown
pieces of cloth to sit upon,water forwashing the feet sprinkled about;
but having seen (these signs), they come to be doubtful, thinking:
‘Now are there incoming monks or are there not?’ If these, being
doubtful, do not search… (= Kd 2.34.6) … there is a grave offence.

Kd 2.34.9

“This is a case, monks, where resident monks hear signs of incom-
ing of incoming monks, features of incoming, marks of incoming,
indications of incoming, the sound of footsteps as they are arriv-
ing, the sound of sandals tapping, the sound of coughing, the sound
of sneezing; but having heard they come to be doubtful, thinking:
‘Now are there incoming monks or are there not?’ If these, being
doubtful, do not search… (= Kd 2.34.6) … there is a grave offence.

Vin 1.134
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Performing observancewith those of a
different communion, etc.

Kd 2.34.10
“This is a case, monks, where incoming monks see resident monks
belonging to a different communion.They get the (wrong) view that
they belong to the same communion; having got the (wrong) view
that they belong to the same communion, if they do not ask, and
not having asked carry out the Observance together, there is no
offence. If they ask, and having asked pay no attention,¹ and hav-
ing paid no attention carry out the Observance together, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If they ask, and having asked pay no
attention, and having paid no attention carry out the Observance
apart, there is no offence.

Kd 2.34.11

“This is a case,monks, where incomingmonks see residentmonks
belonging to the same communion.They get the (wrong) view that
theybelong to adifferent communion.Havinggot the (wrong)view
that theybelong toadifferentcommunion, if theydonotask, and
not having asked carry out the Observance together, there is an
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offence of wrong-doing. If they ask, and having asked pay atten-
tion, and having paid attention carry out the Observance apart,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If they ask, and having asked
pay attention, and having paid attention carry out the Observance
together, there is no offence.

Kd 2.34.12

“This is a case,monks, where residentmonks see incomingmonks
belonging to a different communion.They get the (wrong) view that
they belong to the same communion … (= Kd 2.34.10) … there is no
offence.

Kd 2.34.13

“This is a case,monks, where residentmonks see incomingmonks
belonging to the same communion.They get the (wrong) view that

¹ As in bd 2.32 above. ¹ nābhivitaranti. Vin-a 1066 says “they are not able to neglect
the status of a differing communion; the meaning is: they do not make them give
up that wrong view”. Cf. Vin 3.73 where abhivitaritvā appears to mean “having
committed”. Pali-English Dictionary gives for abhivitarati “to pay heed, to observe”,
Critical Pali Dictionarymerely says “to come to an end”.
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they belong to a different communion … (= Kd 2.34.11) … there is no
offence.

Portion on should not go
Kd 2.35.1 “Monks, you should not go on an Observance day from a residence

where there are monks to a residence where there are no monks
except with an Order,¹ except there be a danger.² Monks, you should
not go on anObservance day froma residencewhere there aremonks
to what is not a residence³ where there are no monks except with an
Order, except there be a danger. Monks, you should not go … either
to a residence or towhat is not a residencewhere there are nomonks
except with an Order, except there be a danger.

Kd 2.35.2

“Monks, you should not go on an Observance day from what is
not a residence where there are monks to a residence where there
are no monks except …Monks, you should not go on an Observance
day from what is not a residence where, there are monks to what
is not a residence where there are nomonks except …Monks, you
should not go … fromwhat is not a residence where there are monks
either to a residence or to what is not a residence where there are no
monks, except with an Order, except there be a danger.

Kd 2.35.3

“Monks, you should not go on an Observance day from either a
BD 4.179

residence or fromwhat is not a residence where there are monks to
a residence where there are no monks except with an Order, except
there be a danger. Monks, you should not go on an Observance day

Vin 1.135

from a residence or fromwhat is not a residence where there are no
monks to what is not a residence where there are no monks except
… a danger. Monks, you should not go … either from a residence or
fromwhat is not a residence where there are nomonks either to a
residence or to what is not a residence where there are no monks,
except … a danger.

Kd 2.35.4

¹ Unless there go sufficient monks to form an Order. Cf. 35 with Kd 12.1.3, Kd 12.1.4.
² See above, Kd 2.15.4, where ten “dangers” are enumerated. ³ Vin-a 1066 says to
a place where a hall and so forth are undergoing repairs.
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“Monks, you should not go on anObservance day from a residence
where there are monks to a residence where there are monks if the
monks there should belong to a different communion, except with
an Order, except there be a danger.Monks, you should not go… from
a residence where there are monks to what is not a residence where
there are monks if the monks there should belong to a different com-
munion … a danger. Monks, you should not go … from a residence
where there are monks either to a residence or to what is not a resi-
dence where there are monks … (cf. Kd 2.35.1, Kd 2.35.2, Kd 2.35.3) …
Monks, you should not go … either from a residence or fromwhat
is not a residence where there are monks either to a residence or to
what is not a residence where there are monks if the monks there
belong to a different communion, except with an Order, except there
be a danger.

Portion on should go
Kd 2.35.5

“Monks, youmay go on an Observance day from a residence where
there are monks to a residence where there are monks should the
monks there belong to the same communion and if he knows, ‘I am
able to arrive this veryday’.Monks, youmaygoonanObservanceday
from a residence where there are monks to what is not a residence
where there are monks should the monks there belong to the same
communion, and if he knows, ‘I am able to arrive this very day’ … to
a residence or to what is not a residence where there are monks …
fromwhat is not a residence where there are monks to a residence
where there are monks … to what is not a residence where there are
monks … to a residence or to what is not a residence where there
are monks …Monks, youmay go on an Observance day fromwhat is
not a residence where there are monks to a residence where there
are monks … to what is not a residence where there are monks …

BD 4.180

to a residence or to what is not a residence where there are monks
should the monks there belong to the same communion and if he
knows, ‘I am able to arrive this very day’.
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Seeing a blameworthy person
Kd 2.36.1 “Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited in a seated assem-

bly (of monks) before a nun.Whoever should (so) recite it, there
is an offence ofwrong-doing.Monks, the Pātimokkha shouldnot
berecited inaseatedassembly (ofmonks)beforeaprobationer…
a novice … a woman novice … one who has disavowed the train-
ing … who has committed an extreme offence. Whoever should
(so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 2.36.2

“ThePātimokkha should not be recited in a seated assembly before
one suspended for not seeing an offence. Whoever should (so) recite
it should be dealt with according to the rule.¹The Pātimokkha should
not be recited in a seated assembly before one suspended for not
making amends for an offence…before one suspended for not giving
up a wrong view.Whoever should (so) recite it should be dealt with
according to the rule.²

Kd 2.36.3

“ThePātimokkhashouldnotbe recited ina seatedassemblybe-
fore a eunuch.³Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence
ofwrong-doing.ThePātimokkhashouldnotberecited inaseated
assembly before one living in communion as it were by theft …

Vin 1.136

before one who has gone over to a sect… before an animal… be-
fore amatricide… before a parricide… before a slayer of one per-
fected… before a seducer of a nun… before a schismatic… before
a shedder of (a Truth-finder’s) blood… before a hermaphrodite.⁴
Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.

Kd 2.36.4

“Monks, Observance should not be carried out by declaring the
entire purity of one on probation⁵ unless the assembly has not risen.
And, monks, Observance should not be carried out on a non-Obser-

BD 4.181

vance day unless the Order be unanimous”⁶

TheThird Portion for Repeating in the Section on Observance

in this section are eighty-six items. this is its key

¹ Probably referring toBu-Pc 69. Seebd 3.28, n. 4. ² Probably referring toBu-Pc 69.
See bd 3.28, n. 4. ³ As in Kd 2.22.3 above. ⁴ As in Kd 2.22.3 above. ⁵ pārivāsika.
Rules for monks under probation detailed in Kd 12, Kd 13. ⁶ See Kd 10.5.14.
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Other sects and Bimbisāra,
they assembled together in silence,
on dhamma, in private,
on the Pātimokkha, daily, thenceforth once,
According to assembly, for all together,
being all together, andMaddakucchi,
a boundary, extensive, about a river,
successive, two, and small ones,
Newly ordained (monks), and then in Rājagaha,
a boundary (as a place where a monk)
is not away from (his robes),
in agreeing first on the boundary,
afterwards on abolishing the boundary,
When not agreed upon a village boundary,
the throwing of water in river,
sea, lake, they combined,
and likewise they placed within,
Howmany? (formal) acts, recital,
savages, and if there is not,
dhamma, discipline, they threatened,
again a threat to discipline,
Reproof, if leave is given,
a protest against what is not legally valid,
more than four or five, opinion, intentionally,
and if he would exert himself,
With laymen, unbidden, in Codanā (vatthu),
he did not know,
several did not know, immediately,
and if he should not go,
Which? howmany? and to announce at a distance,
he did not remember,
Soiled, a seat, a light, distant parts,
another who has heard much,
Immediately, Observance day and the rains,
and a (formal) act of entire purity, relations,
Gagga, four and three, two and one,
an offence, collective (offence), he remembered,

BD 4.182
Thewhole Order, doubtful, they did not know,
one who has heard much,
a larger, a like, a smaller (number),
and when the assembly has not risen,
Some have risen, all,
and they know, they are doubtful,
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Those (acting) badly say, ‘Indeed it is allowable’,
knowing, seeing, and they hear,
Let them come if (a monk) is residing,
the four (sets of) fifteen (cases) again,
the first day of a fortnight (and) the fifteenth,
both communions (by) mark,
One on probation (and) a non-Observance day,
unless the Order be unanimous.
These partitioned keys are needed
for distinguishing the items.

Vin 1.137
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Allowance to enter the rains

Kd 3.1.1

BD 4.183
At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying at Rājagaha in
the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place. Now at that time
(the use of) a rains-residence for monks had not come to be laid
down by the Lord. So these monks¹ walked on tour during the cold
weather and the hot weather and the rains.

Kd 3.1.2

People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, walk on tour during
the cold weather and the hot weather and the rains, trampling down
the crops and grasses, injuring life that is one-facultied and bringing
many small creatures to destruction²? Shall it be that thosemembers
of other sects, whose rules are badly kept, cling to and prepare a
rains-residence, shall it be that these birds, having made their nests
in the tree-tops, cling to and prepare a rains-residence,³ while these
recluses, sons of the Sakyans walk on a tour during the cold weather
and the hot weather and the rains, trampling down the crops and
grasses, injuring life that is one-facultied and bringing many small
creatures to destruction?”

Kd 3.1.3

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord, on this occasion,
in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,

¹ te’dha bhikkhū. Vin-a 1067 says that idha is only a conjunction; this is borne out by
the several variant readings given at Vin 1.376. ² Cf. Vin 4.296 (bd 3.320) where it
is made a pācittiya for nuns to walk on tour during the rains. ³ Quoted an-a ii.97.
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saying: “I allow you, monks, to enter upon the rains.”¹
Kd 3.2.1 Then it occurred to these monks: “Now, when should the rains

be entered upon?”They told this matter to the Lord.
BD 4.184

He said: “I allow you, monks, to enter upon the rains in the rainy
season².”

Kd 3.2.2

Then it occurred to these monks: “Now, howmany (periods) are
there for beginning the rains³?” They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, there are these two (periods) for beginning the
rains: the earlier and the later.⁴The earlier may be entered upon the
day after (the full moon of) Āsāḷhī, the later may be entered upon
a month after (the full moon of) Āsāḷhī.⁵These, monks, are the two
(periods) for beginning the rains.”

Vin 1.138

On tour in the rains, etc.

Kd 3.3.1 Now at that time the group of six monks, having entered upon the
rains, walked on tour during the rains. People … spread it about,
saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, walk on tour
during the cold weather and the hot weather and the rains, tram-
pling down … (as in Kd 3.1.2) … bringing many small creatures to
destruction?’

Kd 3.3.2

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group
of six monks, having entered upon the rains, walk on tour during
the rains?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord.Then the
Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, having entered upon
the rains, but not having kept either the first three months or

¹ vassaṁ upagantuṁ. ² vassāna. Cf. Vin 4.74, Vin 4.100, Vin 4.286. Vassāna, the
rainy season, lasts for four months. Vassa, as meaning the rains-retreat for monks,
had to bekept for three out of the fourmonths of the rainy season. ³ vassupanāyikā.
See gs i.47, n. 1, and Vinaya Texts i.299, n. 1. ⁴ Cf. an i.51. an-a ii.97 says that this
was laid down twenty years after the lord had attained enlightenment. ⁵ These
are two out of the three dates for allotting lodgings, Vin 2.167.
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the last three months, one should not set out on tour. Whoever
should (thus) set out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 3.4.1Now at that time the group of six monks did not want to enter
upon the rains.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
one should not not enter upon the rains.Whoever should not en-
ter upon (them), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 3.4.2

BD 4.185Now at that time the group of six monks, on a day for beginning
the rains, not desiring to enter upon the rains, intentionally passed
a residence by.¹They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
on a day for beginning the rains, a residence should not be in-
tentionally passed by one who does not desire to enter upon the
rains. Whoever should pass one by, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.”

Kd 3.4.3

Now at that time King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, desiring to
postpone the rains, sent a messenger to the monks, saying: “What if
the masters could enter upon the rains at the next full-moon day?”²
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
obey kings.”

Allowance for seven days business
Vin 1.139

Kd 3.5.1
Then the Lord, having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Walking on tour, in due course
he arrived at Sāvatthī.Then the Lord stayed there in Sāvatthī in the
Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time in the
Kosala country a lay-follower, Udena,³ had had a dwelling-place built

¹ āvāsaṁatikkamanti. ² juṇhe, explained at Vin-a 1068 asmāse, month, andwould
therefore mean at the next period (a month later) for beginning the rains-retreat.
This seems a better interpretation of juṇhe here than does the Pali-English Dictio-
nary’s “bright fortnight of the month”. Cf. kāḷe and juṇhe below, bd 4.231. ³ Heard
of nowhere but here I think.
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for anOrder.¹ He sent amessenger tomonks, saying: “Let the revered
sirs come; I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see the
monks.”

Kd 3.5.2

Monks spoke thus: “It is laid down by the Lord, sir, that one
should not set out on tour, having entered upon the rains and not
having kept the first three months or the last three months. Let
Udena, the lay-follower, wait until the monks have kept the rains;
when they have finished the rains they will go. But if there is some-
thing urgent to be done,² let him establish³ the dwelling-place in the
presence of resident monks who are already there.⁴”

Kd 3.5.3

BD 4.186 The lay-follower, Udena, … spread it about, saying: “How can
these revered sirs, when sent for by me, not come, for I am a bene-
factor, a builder,⁵ a supporter of the Order?” Monks heard the lay-
follower, Udena, as he … spread it aboutThen these monks told this
matter to the Lord.

Kd 3.5.4

Then the Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks, to go if you are
sent for by seven (classes of people), and if the business can be done
in seven days, but not if you are not sent for: by a monk, a nun, a
probationer, a novice, a woman novice, a lay-follower, a woman lay-
follower. I allow you, monks, to go if you are sent for by these (seven
classes of people) and if the business can be done in seven days, but
not if you are not sent for.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.5.5

This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place for an Order comes
to have been built by a lay-follower. If he should send amessenger to
monks, saying: ‘Let the revered sirs come, I want to give a gift and to
hear dhamma and to see the monks you should go, monks’, if you are
sent for and if the business can be done in seven days, but not if you
are not sent for.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.5.6

“This is a case, monks, where a curved house⁶ for an Order comes

¹ Cf. Vin 4.287 (bd 3.302), where “a certain lay follower” did likewise and wanted to
give robe-material to both the Orders. ² accāyika karaṇīya, see bd 2.151, n. 6 for ex-
planation and references. ³ patiṭṭhāpetu. At Vin 4.287 there was a “festival (maha)
for the dwelling-place”, but patiṭṭhāpeti probably does not imply this. ⁴ tatth’ eva.
⁵ kāraka, also a worker and a doer of good works. ⁶ Cf. above, bd 4.75.
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to have been built by a lay-follower … a long house¹ … a mansion²
… a cave³ … a cell⁴ … a porch … an attendance hall⁵ … a fire-hall …
a hut for what is allowable⁶ … a privy … a place for pacing up and
down in⁷ … a hall in the place for pacing up and down in⁸ … a well …
a hall at the well … a bathroom… a hall in the bathroom… a lotus

Vin 1.140

pond … a shed … a monastery⁹ … a site for a monastery comes to
have been built by a lay-follower. If he should send a messenger to
monks, saying:

BD 4.187

‘Let the revered sirs come, Iwant to give a gift and to hear dhamma
and to see the monks’, you should go, monks, if you are sent for and
if the business can be done in seven days, but not if you are not sent
for.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.5.7

“This is a case,monks, where a dwelling-place… a curved house…
a long house… a site for amonastery (= Kd 3.5.6) … for severalmonks,
… for one monk comes to have been built by a lay-follower …The
return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.5.8

“This is a case,monks,where a dwelling-place… a site for amonas-
tery¹⁰ for an Order of nuns, … for several nuns … for one nun … for
several probationers … for one probationer … for several novices
… for one novice … for several women novices … for one woman
novice comes to have been built by a lay-follower. If he should send
a messenger to monks¹¹ saying: ‘Let the revered sirs come, I want to
give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see the monks you should go,
monks, if you are sent for and if the business can be done in seven
days, but not if you are not sent for. The return should be made in
seven days.

Kd 3.5.9

¹ Cf. above, bd 4.75. ² Cf. above, bd 4.75. ³ Cf. above, bd 4.75. ⁴ This occurs again
at Vin 2.159with all except the last two of the following buildings. ⁵ upaṭṭhānasāla.
See bd 2.194, n. 4. ⁶ kappiyakuṭī. Cf. same word at Vin 2.159, and see kappiyabhūmi
at Vin 1.239 (below, bd 4.328.) Note that this is replaced in Kd 3.5.9 by “kitchen”.
⁷ caṅkama, monk’s walk. See Kd 15.14.2, Kd 15.14.3. ⁸ caṅkamanasālā. ⁹ ārāma,
translated “park” in Kd 3.5.9 below. See bd 2.2, n. 2. ¹⁰ Same as the edifices given
in Kd 3.5.6, except for the privy, bathroom and hall in a bathroom, the two former of
which nuns are not to use (Vin 2.280). Editors of Vinaya Texts i.304, n. 1 say that they
think the two cases referring towomennovices should be excepted. ¹¹ Apparently
monks had to accept gifts on behalf of the nuns.
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“This is a case, monks, where a dwelling comes to have been built
by a lay-follower for himself… a sleeping-room…a stable¹… awatch-
tower² … a quadrangular building³ … a shop … a hall for a shop … a
long house… amansion… a cave… a cell … a porch… an attend-ance
ball … a fire hall … a kitchen⁴ … a privy … a place for pacing up and
down in … a hall in the place for pacing up and down in … a well …
a hall at the well … a bathroom… a hall in the bathroom… a lotus
pond … a shed … a park⁵ … a site for a park comes to have been built

BD 4.188

by a lay-follower for himself, or there comes to be his son’s marriage,
or there comes to be his daughter’s marriage, or he becomes ill, or
he speaks a well known discourse.⁶ If he should send a messenger
to monks, saying: ‘Let the revered sirs come, they will master this
discourse before this discourse falls into oblivion’; or if he has some

Vin 1.141

business, something to be done, and should send a messenger to
monks, saying: ‘Let the revered sirs come, I want to give a gift and
to hear dhamma and to see the monks’, you should go, monks, if you
are sent for and if the business can be done in seven days, but not if
you are not sent for.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.5.10

“This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place for an Order comes
to have been built by a woman lay-follower. If she should send a
messenger to monks, saying: ‘Let the revered sirs come, I want to
give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see the monks’, you should go,
monks, if you are sent for and if the business can be done in seven
days, but not if you are not sent for. The return should be made in
seven days.

Kd 3.5.11

“This is a case, monks, where a curved house for an Order comes
to have been built by a woman lay-follower … (= Kd 3.5.6) … a site
for a monastery comes to have been built for an Order by a woman
lay-follower. If she should send a messenger … (= Kd 3.5.10) …The

¹ uddosita. See bd 2.16, n. 2, bd 3.177, n. 2. ² aṭṭa, see bd 2.16, n. 3. Mentioned also,
with the next (māla) as a “lodging” at dn-a 209. ³ māla, see bd 2.16, n. 4. ⁴ rasa-
vatī, “possessing flavours”. Very likely the word occurs nowhere but here. Vin-
a 1068 calls it bhattageha, food-house, perhaps “larder”. It replaces the kappiyakuṭī,
hut for what is allowable, which in Kd 3.5.6 a lay follower may build for an Order.
⁵ ārāma, also meaning a monastery. ⁶ suttanta.
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return should be made in seven days.
Kd 3.5.12

“This is a case,monks,where a dwelling-place… a site for amonas-
tery for several monks … for one monk … for an Order of nuns …
for several nuns … for one nun … for several probationers … for one
probationer … for several novices … for one novice … for several
women novices … for one woman novice comes to have been built by
a woman lay-follower. If she should send a messenger … (= Kd 3.5.8)
…The return should be made in seven days.
“This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place comes to have been

built by a woman lay-follower for herself … (= Kd 3.5.9) … or if she
BD 4.189

comes to be ill, or if she speaks a well known discourse. If she should
send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘Let the masters come, and they
will master this discourse before this discourse falls into oblivion or
if she has some business, something to be done, and should send a
messenger to monks, saying: “Let the masters come, I want to give a
gift and to hear dhamma and to see the monks you should go, monks,
if you are sent for and if the business can be done in seven days, but
not if you are not sent for.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.5.13

“This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place … (= Kd 3.5.8) … a
site for a monastery for an Order … for several monks, … for one
monk… for an Order of nuns … for several nuns … for one nun… for
several probationers … for one probationer … for several novices …
for one novice … for several women novices … for onewoman novice

Vin 1.142

… for him- (her-) self is built by a monk … a nun … a probationer …
a novice … a woman novice. If he (she) should send a messenger to
monks, saying: ‘Let the revered sirs (masters) come. I want to give a
gift and to hear dhamma and to see the monks you should go, monks,
if you are sent for and if the business can be done in seven days, but
not if you are not sent for.The return should be made in seven days.”

Allowance for five evenwhen not sent for
Kd 3.6.1Now at that time a certain monk came to be ill. He sent a messenger

to monks, saying: “I, now, am ill, let monks come, I want monks to
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come”.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,monks,
to go even if not sent for, all the more if sent for, and if the business
can be done in seven days, to five (classes of people): to a monk, a
nun, a probationer, a novice, a woman novice. I allow you, monks, to
go to these five (classes of people) even if not sent for, all the more if
sent for, and if the business can be done in seven days.The return
should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to be ill. If he should
send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I, now, am ill, let monks come, I
want monks to come’, you should go, monks, even if not sent for, all

BD 4.190

the more if sent for, and if the business can be done in seven days,
thinking: ‘I will look about for a meal for the invalid, or I will look
about for a meal for the one who is tending the invalid, or I will look
about for medicine for the invalid, or I will ask (after) him¹, or I will
tend him’.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.3

“This is a case, monks, where dissatisfaction comes to have arisen
in a monk. If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘Dissatis-
faction has arisen in me, let monks come, I want monks to come you
should go, monks, even if not sent for, all the more if sent for, and
it the business can be done in seven days, thinking: ‘I will allay his
dissatisfaction or get (someone) to allay it, or I will give him a talk
on dhamma’.² The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.4

“This is a case, monks, where remorse comes to have arisen in a
monk. If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘Remorse
has arisen in me … I want monks to come’, you should go, monks,
… if the business can be done in seven days, thinking: ‘I will dispel
his remorse or get (someone) to dispel it, or I will give him a talk on
dhamma.’³ The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.5

“This is a case,monks,where awrong view comes to have arisen in
amonk. If he should send… if the business can be done in seven days,

Vin 1.143

¹ pucchāmi, I thinkmeaning to inquire after his health here (cf. “monks asking after
ill ones”, bd 2.341, bd 2.399, bd 2.402), and not to “ask him (questions referring to the
Dhamma)”, as at Vinaya Texts i.306, and which is more usually paripucchati. ² Cf.
Kd 1.25. Kd 1.20, Kd 1.21; Kd 12.1–3. ³ Cf. Kd 1.25. Kd 1.20, Kd 1.21; Kd 12.1–Kd.12.3.
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thinking: ‘I will dissuade him from the wrong view or get (someone)
to dissuade him, or I will give him a talk on dhamma’. The return
should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.6

“This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have committed
an offence against an important rule and to deserve probation.¹ If
he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I have committed an
offence against an important rule, I deserve probation, let monks
come, I want monks to come’, you should go, monks, even if not sent
for, all the more if sent for, and if the business can be done in seven
days, thinking: ‘I will make an effort for placing (him) on probation,

BD 4.191

or I will make a proclamation, or I will become one who completes a
group’.²The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.7

“This is a case, monks, where a monk deserves to be sent back to
the beginning.³ If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I
deserve to be sent back to the beginning, let monks come, I want
monks to come you should go monks, even if not sent for, … if the
business canbedone in sevendays, thinking: ‘Iwillmake aneffort for
sending (him) back to the beginning, or I will make a proclamation,
or I will become one who completes a group’.The return should be
made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.8

“This is a case, monks, where a monk deserves mānatta (disci-
pline)⁴. If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I desire
mānatta (discipline), let monks come, I want monks to come’, you
should go, monks, even if not sent for, all the more if sent for, if the
business can be done in seven days, thinking: ‘I will make an effort
for inflictingmānatta discipline (on him), or I will make a proclama-
tion, or I will become one who completes a group’.The return should
be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.9

“This is a case, monks, where a monk deserves rehabilitation.⁵ If
he should send a messenger … thinking: ‘I will make an effort for
(his) rehabilitation, or I will make a proclamation, or I will become

¹ Cf. Kd 1.25. Kd 1.20, Kd 1.21; Kd 12.1–Kd.12.3. ² For placing him on probation,
for granting or giving it, parivāsadāna. ³ mūlāya paṭikassanāraho. Cf. Kd 1.25.21;
and Vin 2.7, Vin 2.34, Vin 2.162, an i.99. ⁴ Cf. Kd 1.25.21, Kd 12.5. ⁵ Cf. Kd 1.25.21;
Kd 12.9.
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one who completes a group’. The return should be made in seven
days.

Kd 3.6.10

“This is a case, monks, where an Order becomes desirous of car-
rying out a (formal) act against a monk—either one of censure or
one of guidance or one of banishment or one of reconciliation or
one of suspension.¹ If he should send a messenger to monks, saying:
‘The Order desires to carry out a (formal) act against me, let monks
come, I want monks to come’, you should go … if the return can be
made in seven days, thinking: ‘How then may the Order not carry

Vin 1.144

BD 4.192 out a (formal) act or may change it to something lighter?’ The return
should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.11

“Or a (formal) act comes to be carried out against him by the
Order—either one of censure … or one of suspension. If he should
send amessenger tomonks, saying: ‘TheOrder carried out a (formal)
act against me … I want monks to come’, you should go monks, …
thinking: ‘How thenmay he conduct himself properly, be subdued,
mend his ways, (so that) the Order can revoke that (formal) act?’²
The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.12

“This is a case, monks, where a nun comes to be ill … (= Kd 3.6.2.)
Kd 3.6.13

…wheredissatisfactioncomes tohavearisen inanun…(= Kd 3.6.3.)
Kd 3.6.14

…where remorse comes to have arisen in a nun … (= Kd 3.6.4.)
Kd 3.6.15

…whereawrongviewcomes tohavearisen inanun…(= Kd 3.6.5.)
Kd 3.6.16

…where a nun comes to have committed an offence against an
important rule and to deservemānatta (discipline).³ If she should
send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I have ommitted an offence

Vin 1.145

against an important rule and deservemānatta (discipline), let the
masters come, I want the masters to come’, you should go, monks,
even if not sent for, all the lore if sent for, and if the business can
be done in seven days, thinking: ‘I will make an effort for inflicting
mānatta discipline) on her.’⁴. The return should be made in seven
days.

Kd 3.6.17

“This is a case, monks, where a nun deserves to be sent back to the
¹ Cf. Kd 1.25.22. ² Cf. Kd 1.25.22. ³ Nuns did not undergo probation, parivāsa; cf.
their Saṅghādisesas. ⁴ Themonk does not say that he will make a proclamation or
become one to complete a group.
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beginning. If she should send a messenger … (= Kd 3.6.7) … thinking:
‘I will make an effort for sending (her) back to the beginning’.The
return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.18

“This is a case,monks,whereanundeserves rehabilitation (= Kd 3.6.9)
… thinking: ‘I will make an effort for (her) rehabilitation’.The return
should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.19

BD 4.193“This is a case, monks, where an Order becomes desirous of car-
rying out a (formal) act against a nun, either one of censure… or one
of suspension … (= Kd 3.6.10) …The return should be made in seven
days.

Kd 3.6.20

“Or a (formal) act comes to be carried out against her by an Or-
der—either one of censure … or one of suspension … (= Kd 3.6.11) …
The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.21

“This is a case, monks, where a probationer comes to be ill … (cf.
Kd 3.6.2) … in seven days.

Kd 3.6.22

“This is a case, monks where dissatisfaction comes to have arisen
Vin 1.146

in a probationer …where remorse comes to have arisen in a proba-
tioner…where awrongviewcomes to have arisen in a probationer…
where aprobationer’s training comes tobe interrupted.¹ If she should
send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘My training is interrupted, let
themasters come, I want themasters to come’, you should go,monks,
even if not sent for, all the more if sent for and if the business can
be done in seven days, thinking: ‘I will make an effort for her to
undertake the training’.²The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.23

“This is a case, monks, where a probationer becomes desirous of
being ordained.³ If she should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I
am desirous of being ordained … I want the masters to come’, you
should go, monks, … thinking: ‘Either I will make an effort for her
ordination or I will make a proclamation or I will become one who
completes a group’.⁴The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.24

“This is a case, monks, where a novice becomes ill … Kd 3.6.2 …
The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.25

¹ kupitā, see bd 3.366. ² sikkhāsamādānaṁ. ³ With the upasampadā ordination.
See bd 3, Introduction, p. xlivff. ⁴ Nuns’ upasampadā ordination takes place before
an Order of monks.
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“…where dissatisfaction…where remorse…where awrong view
comes to have arisen in a novice …where a novice becomes desirous
of asking about his year’s standing.¹

BD 4.194

If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘I am desirous
of asking about my year’s standing … I want monks to come’, you
should go … thinking: ‘I will ask or I will explain’. The return should
be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.26

“… where a novice becomes desirous of being ordained … (as in
Kd 3.6.22) …The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.27

“This is a case, monks, where a woman novice comes to be ill …
Kd 3.6.2 …The return should be made in seven days.

Vin 1.147

Kd 3.6.28 “…where dissatisfaction…where remorse…where awrong view
comes to have arisen in a woman novice …where a woman novice
becomes desirous of asking about her year’s standing … Kd 3.6.25 …
The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.6.29

“…where a woman novice becomes desirous of undertaking the
training.² If she should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘Now
I am desirous of undertaking the training, let the masters come, I
want the masters to come’, you should go, monks, even if not sent
for, all the more if sent for, and if the business can be done in seven
days, thinking: ‘I will make an effort for her to acquire the training’.
The return should be made in seven days.”

Allowance for sevenwhen sent for
Kd 3.7.1 Now at that time a certain monk’s mother became ill. She sent a

messenger to her son, saying: “Now I am ill, let my son come, I want
my son to come.”Then it occurred to that monk: “It is laid down by
the Lord that, if the business can be done in seven days, one can go if
sent for but not if not sent for to seven (classes of people); and, if the

¹ vassa. See above, bd 4.109.Thismust be the technicalmeaning of vassaṁpucchituṁ,
which editors ofVinayaTexts i.310, note say “is unknown tous”. ² Balancing the “to
be ordained” of probationers and male novices.The woman novice had to become a
probationer and spend two years in training in the six rules for probationers before
she could become ordained.
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business can be done in seven days, to go even if not sent for, all the
more if sent for to five (classes of people)¹; andmy ownmother² is
ill, but she is not a lay-follower. Nowwhat line of conduct should be
followed by me?”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 3.7.2

BD 4.195Hesaid: “I allowyou,monks, to go even if not sent for, all themore
if sent for, if the business can be done in seven days, to seven (classes
of people): to amonk, a nun, a probationer, a novice, awomannovice,
a mother, a father. I allow you, monks, to go even if not sent for, all
the more if sent for, if the business can be done in seven days, to
these seven (classes of people).The return should be made in seven
days.

Kd 3.7.3

“This is a case,monks,where amonk’smother comes tobe ill. If she
should send a messenger to her son, saying: ‘Now I am ill, let my son
come, I want my son to come’, you should go, monks, … (= Kd 3.6.2)
…The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.7.4

“This is a case, monks, where a monk’s father comes to be ill. If
Vin 1.148

he should send a messenger to his son, saying: ‘Now I am ill, let my
son come, I want my son to come’, you should go … (= Kd 3.6.2) …The
return should be made in seven days.

Allowance onlywhen sent for
Kd 3.7.5

“This is a case, monks, where a monk’s brother comes to be ill. If he
should send a messenger to his brother, saying: ‘Now I am ill, let my
brother come, I want my brother to come’, you should go, monks, if
sent for, but not if not sent for, if the business can be done in seven
days.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.7.6

“This is a case, monks, where a monk’s sister comes to be ill. If
she should send a messenger to her brother, saying: ‘Now I am ill,
let my brother come, I want my brother to come’, you should go …
(= Kd 3.7.5) …The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.7.7

“This is a case, monks, where a monk’s relative comes to be ill.
If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘Now I am ill, let

¹ See above, bd 4.189. ² ayañ ca memātā, and this mymother.
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the revered sir come, I want the revered sir to come’, you should go,
monks, if sent for, but not if not sent for, if the business can be done
in seven days.The return should be made in seven days.

Kd 3.7.8

“This is a case, monks, where a person living with monks¹ comes
to be ill. If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: ‘Now I am
ill, let monks come, I want monks to come’, you should go, monks, if

BD 4.196

sent for, but not if not sent for, if the business can be done in seven
days.The return should be made in seven days.”

Kd 3.8.1 Now at that time an Order’s dwelling-place was falling to pieces.
A certain lay-follower had the goods² removed into the jungle. He
sent a messenger to monks, saying: “If the revered sirs would fetch
away³ these goods, I would give them back these goods.”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to go away on
business connected with an Order. The return should be made in
seven days.”

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Rains-residence

Portion on no offence for cutting short the
rains when there is danger

Now at that time in the Kosala countrymonkswho had entered upon
the rains in a certain residence came to be molested by beasts of
prey who seized them and attacked them.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks, where monks who have
entered upon the rains come to be molested by beasts of prey who
seize them and attack them.This is indeed a danger,⁴ and you should

¹ bhikkhugatika. Vin-a 1069 and Sinhalese edition read bhatika; Vin-a explains as
“a man (purisa) living in one dwelling-place together with monks”. ² bhaṇḍaṁ
chedāpitaṁ hoti. No justification for “had a quantity of wood cut” as at Vinaya Texts
i.312. Vin-a 1069 explains by dabbasambhārabhaṇḍa, goods forming a substantial
collection. Cf. bhaṇḍaka at Vin 4.304 referring to the goods or “things”, property that
some nunswanted to receive fromThullanandā’s burning dwelling. ³ Oldenberg’s
text avahareyyuṁ; Sinhalese edition avahāpeyyuṁ. ⁴ See above, bd 4.148, where
this and some of the following dangers are enumerated although not in quite the
same order.
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depart.There is no offence in cutting short the rains.This is a case,
monks, where monks who have entered upon the rains come to be
molested by creeping things which bite them and attack them.This
is indeed … in cutting short the rains.

Vin 1.149

Kd 3.9.2“This is a case, monks, where monks … are molested by thieves
who rob them and thrash them.This is indeed … in cutting short the
rains.This is a case,monks,wheremonks… aremolested by demons¹
who take possession of ² them and sap their vitality.³This is indeed
… in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.9.3

BD 4.197“This is a case, monks, where the village of monks who have
entered upon the rains comes to be burnt by fire and the monks go
short of almsfood.This is indeed a danger… in cutting short the rains.
This is a case, monks, where the lodgings ofmonkswho have entered
upon the rains come to be burnt by fire and the monks go short of
lodgings.This is indeed … in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.9.4

“This is a case, monks, where the village of monks who have en-
tered upon the rains comes to be carried away by water and the
monks go short of almsfood. This is indeed … in cutting short the
rains.This is a case, monks, where the lodgings of monks who have
entered upon the rains come to be carried away by water and the
monks go short of lodgings.This is indeed a danger, and you should
depart.There is no offence in cutting short the rains.”

Kd 3.10.1Now at that time the village of certain monks who had entered
upon the rains in a certain residence was removed⁴ on account of
thieves.They told thismatter to theLord.Hesaid: “I allowyou,monks,
to go to that village.”Thevillagewas split in two.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to go where there are the
more (people).”Themajority came to be of little faith, not believing.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to go
to those who have faith and are believing.”

¹ pisāca. Not among the “ten dangers”. ² āvisanti, explained at Vin-a 1070 as “they
enter into the body”. ³ ojaṁ haranti, they carry off the life-strength. ⁴ vuṭṭhāsi,
arose, got up; thus, went away.
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Kd 3.11.1

Now at that time in the Kosala country monks who had entered
upon the rains in a certain residence did not obtain a sufficiency, as
much as they needed, of coarse or of sumptuous food.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said “This is a case, monks, where monks who
have entered upon the rains do not obtain a sufficiency, as much as
they need, of coarse or of sumptuous food.This is indeed a danger,¹
and they should depart.There is no offence in cutting short the rains.
This is a case, monks, wheremonkswho have entered upon the rains
obtain a sufficiency, as much as they need, of coarse or of sumptuous
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food, but they do not obtain beneficial foods.This is indeed a danger
… in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.11.2

“This is a case, monks, where monks who have entered upon the
rains obtain a sufficiency, asmuch as they need, of coarse or of sump-
tuous food, they obtain beneficial foods, but they do not obtain bene-

Vin 1.150

ficial medicines.This is indeed a danger … the rains.This is a case,
monks, wheremonkswho have entered upon the rains obtain a suffi-
ciency, as much as they need, of coarse or of sumptuous food, they
obtain beneficial foods, they obtain beneficial medicines, but they do
not obtain a suitable attendant.This is indeed a danger … in cutting
short the rains.

Kd 3.11.3

“This is a case, monks, where a woman invites a monk who has
entered upon the rains, saying: ‘Come, honoured sir, I will give you
gold² or I will give you gold ornaments³ or I will give you a field or
I will give you a site⁴ or I will give you a bull⁵ or I will give you a
cow or I will give you a slave or I will give you a slave woman or I
will give you (my) daughter as wife or I will be your wife or I will
lead another wife to you.’ If it then occurs to the monk: ‘Themind is
called quickly-changing⁶ by the Lord, and this may be a danger to
my Brahma-faring’, he should depart.There is no offence in cutting

¹ This is a “danger to life”, the ninth danger listed at Vin 1.113. ² hirañña suvaṇṇa.
See bd 1.28, n. ³ hirañña suvaṇṇa. See bd 1.28, n. ⁴ vatthu. Probably meaning a
site for a hut or a dwelling-place, as in Bu-Ss 6, Bu-Ss 7. ⁵ gāvuṁ. ⁶ lahuparivatta
citta. For this sentiment, cf. sn ii.95,Thag 4; also the expression vibbhantacitta at It
p. 91; and lahucittakata, bd 4.101, above.
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short the rains.
Kd 3.11.4

“This is a case, monks, where a low class woman… a grown girl¹
… a eunuch invites a monk who has entered upon the rains …where
relations invite … kings … thieves …men of abandoned life invite a
monk who has entered upon the rains, saying: ‘Come, honoured sir,
we will give you gold … or we will give you a daughter as wife or we
will lead anotherwife to you’. If it then occurs to themonk: ‘Themind
is called quickly-changing by the Lord …’ …There is no offence in
cutting short the rains.This is a case, monks, where a monk who has
entered upon the rains sees a treasure² without an owner. If then it
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occurs to the monk: ‘Themind is called quickly changing …’ …There
is no offence in cutting short the rains.

Portion on no offence for cutting short the
rains when there is schism in the Saṅgha

Kd 3.11.5

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the rains
sees severalmonks striving for a schism in theOrder. If then it occurs
to the monk: ‘A schism in an Order is called serious by the Lord,³ do
not let the Order be divided inmy presence’, he should depart.There
is no offence in cutting short the rains.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the

rains hears: ‘It is said that several monks are striving for a schism
in the Order’. If then it occurs to that monk … in cutting short the
rains.

Kd 3.11.6

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that several monks in a certain residence are
striving for a schism in theOrder’. If it then occurs to themonk: ‘Now
these monks are my friends. I should speak to them, saying: Indeed,
your reverences, a schism in the Order is called serious by the Lord,

¹ thullakumārī; cf. above, bd 4.87, n. 6. ² nidhi; store, hoardings, treasure at Snp 285,
Dhp 76, Kp 8.2, Kp 8.9. At Ja vi.79 explained as vākacīranivāsana, putting on a bark
dress. Cf. the ruling as to picking up treasure (ratana) at Bu-Pc 84. ³ At Vin 2.198,
in speaking to Devadatta.
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please do not let a schism in the Order be promoted by the venerable
ones and if he thinks: ‘Theywill domy bidding, theywill attend, they
will give ear he should depart.There is no offence in cutting short
the rains.

Kd 3.11.7

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that several monks in a certain residence are

Vin 1.151

striving for a schism in the Order’. If it then occurs to the monk:
‘Now these monks are not friends of mine, but those who are friends
of theirs are friends of mine; to these I shall speak, and when I
have spoken to them, they will speak to them,¹ saying: Indeed, your
reverences, a schism in the Order is called serious by the Lord …’
(= Kd 3.11.6) … in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.11.8

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that the Order in a certain residence is divided
by several monks’. If it then occurs to the monk: ‘Now these monks
are friends of mine. I should speak to them, saying: … (= Kd 3.11.6) …

BD 4.200

in cutting short the rains.
Kd 3.11.9

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that an Order in a certain residence is divided
by several monks’. If it then occurs to the monk: ‘Now these monks
arenot friends ofmine, but thosewhoare friends of theirs are friends
of mine; to these I shall speak, and when I have spoken to them, they
will speak to them, saying: Indeed, your reverences, a schism in
the Order is called serious by the Lord …’ (= Kd 3.11.6) …There is no
offence in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.11.10

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that several nuns in a certain residence are
striving for a schism in the Order’. If it then occurs to the monk:
‘Now these nuns are friends of mine. I should speak to them, saying:
Sisters, a schism in the Order is called serious by the Lord, please do
not let a schism in the Order be promoted by the sisters’, and if he
thinks: ‘They will do my bidding, they will attend, they will give ear’,
he should depart.There is no offence in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.11.11

¹ I.e. to the schismatic monks.
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“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that several nuns in a certain residence are
striving for a schism in the Order’. If it then occurs to the monk:
‘Now these nuns are not friends of mine, but those who are friends
of theirs are friends of mine; to these I shall speak, and when I have
spoken to them, they will speak to them, saying: Sisters, a schism in
the Order …’ (= Kd 3.11.10) … there is no offence in cutting short the
rains.

Kd 3.11.12

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon the
rains hears: ‘It is said that the Order in a certain residence is divided
by several nuns’. If it then occurs to the monk: ‘Now these nuns are
friends of mine. I should speak to them, saying: Sisters, a schism in
the Order … ‘ (= Kd 3.11.10) … in cutting short the rains.

Kd 3.11.13

“This is a case … hears: ‘It is said that the Order in a certain res-
idence is divided by several nuns ‘. If it then occurs to the monk:
‘Now these nuns are not friends of mine, but those who are friends
of theirs are friends of mine; to these I shall speak, and when I have
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spoken to them, they will speak to them, saying: Sisters, a schism in
the Order …’ (= Kd 3.11.10) … in cutting short the rains.”

Entering the rains in a cow pen, etc.
Kd 3.12.1Now at that time a certain monk became desirous of entering on
Vin 1.152

the rains in a cow-pen.¹They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, to enter on the rains in a cow-pen.”The cow-pen
was removed.² They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, to go to that cow-pen.”

Kd 3.12.2

Now at that time, as the beginning of the rains was approaching,
a certain monk became desirous of going in a caravan. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to enter on the

¹ vaja. Vin-a 1071 explains as the dwelling-place of cowherds. Word occurs at
an iii.393, Vism 166, Vism279 in meaning of “cow-pen”. ² vuṭṭhāsi; cf. above
bd 4.197, n. 1.
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rains in a caravan.” Now at that time, as the beginning of the rains
was approaching, a certain monk became desirous of going in a boat.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
enter on the rains in a boat.”

Places for not entering the rains
Kd 3.12.3

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in hollow trees. People
looked down on, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Like demon-
worshippers.”¹They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
youshouldnotenterontherains inhollowtrees.Whoevershould
(so) enter on them, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 3.12.4

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in forks of trees.
People…spread it about, saying: “Likehunters.”They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not enter on the rains in
the forks of trees.Whoever should (so) enter on them, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 3.12.5

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in the open air.
When thegods rained they ranup to the foot of trees and to the shelter
of a nimb tree.²They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
youshouldnot enteron therains in theopenair.Whoever should
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(so) enter on them, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 3.12.6

Now at that timemonks entered on the rains without lodgings.
They suffered from cold and they suffered from heat.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not enter on the
rainswithout lodgings.Whoevershould (so) enteronthem, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

¹ pisācillika, or perhaps aborigines. See Vinaya Texts i.318, n., and Kd 15.10.2;
Kd 15.27.5. Cf. pisāca above, bd 4.196. ² nimbakosa. Kosa can mean cavity, thus
the hollow of a tree, or it might mean a sheath or enclosure, thus the shelter, the
cover of a tree.
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Kd 3.12.7

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in a charnel-house.
People … spread it about, saying: “Like those who burn corpses”.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not
enter on the rains in a charnel-house.Whoever…wrong-doing.”

Kd 3.12.8

Now at that time monks entered on the rains under a sunshade.¹
People … spread it about, saying: “Like cowherds”. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not enter on the
rains under a sunshade.Whoever …wrong-doing.”

Vin 1.153

Kd 3.12.9

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in a water-jar.²
People… spread it about, saying: “Like followers of other sects”.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not enter
on the rains in a water-jar. Whoever … of wrong-doing.”

Unlawful agreement
Kd 3.13.1Now at that time an agreement came to be made by an Order in

Sāvatthī that no one should be allowed to go forth during the rains.
A nephew of Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, having approachedmonks,
asked for the going forth. Monks spoke thus: “Sir, an agreement was
made by the Order that during the rains no one should be allowed to
go forth. Wait, sir, until the monks have kept the rains; when they
havekept the rains theywill allowyou to go forth.”Then thesemonks,
having kept the rains, spoke thus to the nephew of Visākhā,Migāra’s
mother: “Come now, sir, go forth.” He spoke thus: “Honoured sirs,
if I could have gone forth, I should have been pleased. But now, I,
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honoured sirs, will not go forth.”
Kd 3.13.2

Visākhā, Migāra’s mother … spread it about, saying: “How can

¹ chatta is the regular word for sunshade. It can also mean a canopy. ² cāṭi, some
big vessel; used for containing and transporting water at Ja i.99. Ja i.101. Perhaps
above the long bath-like stone vessels still to be seen at Anurādhapura.
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the masters make an agreement to the effect that no one should be
allowed to go forth during the rains? At what time should dhamma
not be followed?” Monks heard Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, as she …
spread it about.Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, an agreement that no one should be allowed to go
forthduring therains shouldnotbemade.Whoever shouldmake
(one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Offence of wrong-doing in assent
Kd 3.14.1 Now at that time a rains-residence belonging to King Pasenadi of

Kosala came to be assented to for the earlier period¹ by the venerable
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans. As he was going to that residence,
he saw on the way two residences with many robes. It occurred to
him: “Now, suppose I should spend the rains in these two residences?
Thuswouldmany robes accrue tome.”He spent the rains in these two
residences. King Pasenadi of Kosala … spread it about, saying: “How
can this master Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having assented
to our rains-residence, break his word? Is not lying condemned in
many a figure by the Lord and restraint from lying extolled?”

Kd 3.14.2

Monks heard King Pasenadi of Kosala as he … spread it about.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can

Vin 1.154

the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having assented
to a rains-residence belonging to King Pasenadi of Kosala, break
his word? Is not lying condemned in many a figure by the Lord and
restraint from lying extolled?”

Kd 3.14.3

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on
this occasion, having had the Order of monks convened, questioned
the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, saying: “Is it true,
as is said, Upananda, that you, having assented to a rains-residence
belonging to King Pasenadi of Kosala, broke your word?”
“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord, rebuked him, say-

ing:
BD 4.204

¹ purimikāya, that is, for the first three months of the rainy season.
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“How can you, foolish man, having assented to a rains-residence
belonging to King Pasenadi of Kosala, break your word? Foolishman,
is not lying condemned in many a figure byme and restraint from
lying extolled? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased …” and having rebuked him, having given reasoned
talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

Kd 3.14.4

“This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to be as-
sented to by a monk for the earlier period. As he is going to that
residence he sees on the way two residences with many robes. It
occurs to him: ‘What now if I should spend the rains in these two
residences? Thus would many robes accrue to me.’ He spends the
rains in these two residences.Monks, the earlierperiod isnotvalid
for thatmonk, and also there is an offence ofwrong-doing in the
assent.

Kd 3.14.5

“This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to be as-
sented to by a monk for the earlier period. As he is going to that
residence he carries outObservance outside it, he reaches a dwelling-
place on the day after the Observance day, he prepares a lodging, he
sets out drinking-water and water for washing, he sweeps a cell,
and, having nothing to do, he departs that self-same day.Monks,
the earlier period is not valid for that monk, and also there is an
offence of wrong-doing in the assent.
“This is a case, monks, … (= Kd 3.14.5) … he sweeps a cell, and,

having something to do, he departs that self-same day.Monks, … in
the assent.

Kd 3.14.6

“This is a case, monks, … and, having nothing to do, he departs,
having spent two or three days.Monks, … in the assent.
“This is a case, monks, … and, having something to do he departs,

having spent two or three days.Monks, … in the assent.
“This is a case, monks, … and, having stayed two or three days,

he departs on some business that can be done in seven days. But he
passes those seven days outside.Monks, … in the assent.
“This is a case, monks, … and, having stayed two or three days, he

departs on some business that can be done in seven days. He returns
BD 4.205

Vin 1.155
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within seven days. Monks, the earlier period is valid for that monk,
and there is no offence in the assent.

Kd 3.14.7

“This is a case, monks, … and having something to do before the
Invitation,¹ he departs for seven days. Monks, whether that monk
returns or whether he does not return to that residence, the earlier
period is valid for that monk, and also there is no offence in the
assent.

Kd 3.14.8

- “This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to be
Kd 3.14.10

assented to by a monk for the earlier period. Having arrived at that
residence he carries out the Observance, he reaches a dwelling-place
on the day after the Observance day²…

Kd 3.14.11

“This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to be as-
sented to by a monk for the later period. As he is going to that res-
idence he carries out Observance outside it … (the whole passage is
identical with Kd 3.14.5–Kd.3.14.10; for earlier period read later period;
for before the Invitation read before the komudī cātumāsinī³) … and
also there is no offence in the assent.”

TheThird Section: that on beginning the Rains

this is its key
To enter on (the rains), and just when? howmany?
and during the rains,
and they did not want to, intentionally,
to postpone, a lay-follower,

Vin 1.156
Ill, and a mother, a father,
and a brother, then a relation,
a person living with monks, a dwelling-place,
and also beasts of prey, creeping things,
And so thieves, and demons, burnt,

BD 4.206

¹ Pavāraṇā, a ceremony held at the end of the third month of the rains. See Kd 4.
² Kd 3.14.5–Kd.3.14.7 are repeated, the only difference being that there the monk
held Observance outside the residence towhich hewas going; here he holds it when
he has arrived. ³ Cf. bd 4.231, below.This is the fullmoon day of themonthKattika,
marks the end of the later period for keeping the rains, and thus the end of the
fourth month of the rainy season. See Vinaya Texts i.324. n. 2 and Dialogues of the
Buddha i.66, n. 1. According to dn-a 139 the white lotus, kumuda, blooms then.
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and in regard to both¹,
carried away by water, was removed,
and the majority, benefactors²,
And about coarse and sumptuous (foods),
beneficial medicines, an attendant,
a woman, a low class woman,
and a grown girl, a eunuch, and about a relation,
Kings, thieves, men of abandoned life,
a treasure, schisms, and by what is eightfold³,
a cow-pen, and a caravan,
and a boat, in a hollow, and in a fork,
A rains-residence in the open air,
and about one who had no lodgings,
a charnel-house, and under a sunshade,
and these went upon (the rains) in a water-jar,
An agreement, having assented,
and Observance days outside,
the earlier, the later,
one should combine them after the same fashion⁴,
He departs having nothing to do,
and likewise because he has something to do,
spending two or three days⁵,
and on business that can be done in seven days,
And then going away for seven days,
whether he should return or should not come back,

BD 4.207
In the key to the items the order⁶

¹ tadubhayena. Word is not in the text. Reference is to Kd 3.9.3, where the case is
taken of both a village and monks’ lodgings being burnt. ² dāyaka. Word not
in the text, but it probably refers to the minority who, because believing, may be
presumed to have given alms to the monks, Kd 3.10.1. Indeed these three headings:
“was removed, and the majority, benefactors” refer to one and the same episode,
and should therefore not be counted as separate items in reckoning the total of
“fifty-two items” in this Chapter. ³ I.e. the eight ways of making a schismwhich
the monk hears about, Kd 3.11.6–Kd.3.11.13. The first way which he sees, Kd 3.11.5,
has as its key-word the word “schisms” which also includes the next heading—“by
what is eightfold”. ⁴ yathānayena yojaye, referring to the similar permutations of
events which are repeated for the later as for the earlier period of the rains. ⁵ The
Sinhalese reading of dvīhatīhaṁvasitvāna is to be preferred toOldenberg’s dvihatīhā
ca puna, “after two or three days and again”, as it corresponds more closely to
Kd 3.14.6.The latter, however, might be justified by the three cases there mentioned
of “two or three days”. ⁶ antarikā, sphere, compass; interval, i.e. the intervals
between the items, the range they cover, hence their order.
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should observe the woven way.¹

In this Chapter there are fifty-two items.²
Vin 1.157

¹ tantimagga, the way that is strung or woven together, so the sacred text or tradi-
tion. Cf. dn-a 2, mn-a i.2. Tantibhadda at Vin 1.312, tantidhara at Vism99. ² This
number is perhaps arrived at by (1) omitting “in regard to both” as a separate
heading, being already included under “burnt”; (2) taking “was removed, majority,
benefactors” as one heading (see bd 4.206 n. 2 ); (3) taking line 7 as one heading
referring to Kd 3.11.1, Kd 3.11.2; (4) taking “schisms, and what is eightfold” as one
heading (see bd 4.206 n. 3); (5) taking “the earlier, the later, one should combine
them after the same fashion” as one heading (see bd 4.206 n. 4); (6) taking the last
line but one as referring to one and the same eventuality, in Kd 3.14.7.
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Dwelling not in comfort

Kd 4.1.1

BD 4.208
At one time the enlightened one, the Lord was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time sev-
eral monks, friends and associates, entered on the rains in a certain
residence in the Kosala country. Then it occurred to these monks:
“Now by what means can we, all together, on friendly terms and
harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and not go short of
almsfood?”

Kd 4.1.2

Then it occurred to these monks: “If we should neither address
one another nor converse, but whoever should return first from
the village for almsfood¹ should make ready a seat, should put out
water for (washing) the feet, a footstool, a footstand, having washed
a refuse-bowl² should set it out, should set out drinking water and
water for washing.

Kd 4.1.3

Whoever should return last from the village for almsfood, if there
should be the remains of a meal and if he should so desire, he may
eat them; but if he does not so desire, he may throw them away
where there is but little green grass³ or hemay drop them into water
where there are no living creatures,⁴ he should put up the seat, he
should put away the water for (washing) the feet, the footstool, the
footstand, he should put away the refuse-bowl having washed it, he

¹ From here to near the end of Kd 4.1.4 cf. Kd 10.4.5; Kd 18.5.3; mn i.207. ² This is a
receptacle for the leavings of meals. ³ appaharita, or few crops, or no green grass,
mn-a i.94 explaining by tiṇāni, grasses, and referring to Bu-Pc 11. ⁴ This sentence
occurs also at Kd 6.26.6, sn i.169, Snp p. 15, mn i.13.
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should put away the drinking water and the water for washing, he
should sweep the refectory.

Kd 4.1.4

Whoever should see a vessel for drinking water or a vessel for
washing water or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after evacuation,¹
void and empty, should set out (water); if it is impossible for him (to
do this) he should set out (water) by signallingwith his hand, having

BD 4.209

invited a companion (to help him) by a movement of his hand²; but
he should not for such a reason break into speech.Thus may we, all
together, on friendly terms and harmonious, spend a comfortable
rainy season and not go short of almsfood.”

Kd 4.1.5

Then these monks neither addressed one another nor conversed.
Whoever returned first from the village for almsfood made ready a
seat, put out water for (washing) the feet, a foot-stool, a footstand,
set out a refuse-bowl having washed it, set out drinking water and
water for washing.

Vin 1.158

Kd 4.1.6 Whoever returned last from the village for almsfood, if there
were the remains of a meal ate them if he so desired; if he did not so
desire he threw them away where there was but little green grass or
he dropped them into water where there were no living creatures,
he put up the seat, he put away the water for (washing) the feet, the
footstool, the footstand, he put away the refuse-bowl having washed
it, he put away the drinking water and the water for washing, he
swept the refectory.

Kd 4.1.7

Whoever saw a vessel for drinking water or a vessel for washing
water or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after evacuation, void and

¹ Cf.mn-a ii.242. ² mn-a ii.242 says that if any of these vessels is empty, having
taken it to a pond and washed it inside and outside, having filtered water (into
it), having set it down on the bank, they invite another monk (to help them) by a
movement of the hand.
I think that hatthavikārena (“by amovement of the hand”) and hatthavilaṅghakena

(“by signalling with the hand”) are complementary and are used to emphasise the
gesture-language needed in place of speech. I therefore think that there should
be no comma, as in Oldenberg’s edition, after hatthavikārena (there is none at
mn i.207) since thismakes the passage read “if it is impossible for him (to do this) by
amovement of the hand”, i.e. if he is not able tomove the vessel single-handed.This
is of course a possible reading, but it is not elegant Pali and balance and emphasis
are lost.
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empty, set out water. If it was impossible for him (to do this) he set
out water by signalling with his hand, having by a movement of his
hand invited a companion (to help him); but not for such a reason
did he break into speech.

Kd 4.1.8

Now it was the custom for monks who had kept the rains to go
and see the Lord.¹ Then these monks, having kept the rains, at the
end of the three months packed away their lodgings and taking their
bowls and robes, set out for Sāvatthī. In due course they approached
Sāvatthī, the Jeta Grove, Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery and the Lord.

BD 4.210

Having approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a
respectful distance. Now it is the custom for awakened ones, for
Lords to exchange friendly greetings with in-coming monks.

Kd 4.1.9

Then the Lord spoke thus to these monks: “I hope that you were
well, monks, I hope that you kept going, I hope that, all together,
on friendly terms and harmonious, you passed a comfortable rainy
season and did not go short of almsfood?”
“We were well, Lord, we kept going, Lord, and we, Lord, all to-

gether, on friendly terms and harmonious, passed a comfortable
rainy season and did not go short of almsfood.”

Kd 4.1.10

Now,Truthfinders (sometimes) askknowing, andknowing (some-
times) do not ask; they ask, knowing the right time (to ask), and they
do not ask, knowing the right time (when not to ask). Truthfinders
ask about what belongs to the goal, not about what does not belong
to the goal; there is bridge-breaking for Truthfinders in whatever
does not belong to the goal. In two ways do awakened ones, Lords
question monks, either: “Shall we teach dhamma?” or “Shall we lay
down a rule of training for disciples?”²Then the Lord spoke thus to
these monks:
“But in what way did you, monks, all together, on friendly terms

and harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and not go short
of almsfood?”

Kd 4.1.11

“In that connection did we, Lord, several friends and associates,
enter on the rains in a certain residence in the Kosala country.Then

¹ For following passage, cf. bd 1.153f. ² As at Vin 1.59, Vin 1.250, Vin 3.6,
Vin 3.88–Vin.3.89.
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it occurred to us, Lord: ‘Now by what means can we, all together, on
friendly terms and harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season
and not go short of almsfood?’ Then it occurred to us, Lord: ‘If we

Vin 1.159

should neither address one another¹ …Thus could we, all together,
on friendly terms and harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season
and not go short of almsfood.’ So we, Lord, neither addressed one
another nor conversed. Whoever returned first from the village for
almsfoodmade ready a seat² … but not for such a reason did he break
into speech.Thus did we, Lord, all together, on friendly terms and

BD 4.211

harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and not go short of
almsfood.”

Kd 4.1.12

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Indeed, monks,
these foolish men, having spent an uncomfortable time, pretend to
have spent an equally comfortable time. Indeed,monks, these foolish
men, having spent communion like beasts, pretend to have spent an
equally comfortable time. Indeed… like sheep, pretend to have spent
an equally comfortable time. Indeed … having spent communion in
indolence, pretend to have spent an equally comfortable time. How,
monks, can these foolish men observe an observance of members of
(other) sects: the practice of silence?³

Kd 4.1.13

“It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …”
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“Monks, anobservance ofmembers of other sects, thepractice

of silence, should not be observed. Whoever should observe it,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, monks who
have kept the rains to ‘invite’⁴ in regard to three matters: what has
been seen or heard or suspected. That will be what is suitable for

¹ As in Kd 4.1.2–Kd.4.1.4. ² As in Kd 4.1.5–Kd.4.1.7. ³ mūgabbata, custom of
being dumb (mūga), according to Vin-a 1073, for three months. Cf. the monks who
sat like dumb swine,mūgasūkarā, when theymight have been speaking dhamma,
above, bd 4.131. ⁴ pavāretuṁ, a technical term used for a monk to “invite” others
at the end of the rains to tell him if he has been seen or heard or suspected to have
committed any offences. If they do so, and he acknowledges an offence by seeing it
and making amends for it, he becomes rid of it, and is therefore pure to take his
place in the Order’s business.
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you in regard to one another, a removal of offences¹, an aiming at
(grasping) the discipline.²

Kd 4.1.14

And thus, monks, should one invite. The Order should be in-
formed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen to me. Today is an Invitation day.³ If it seems
right to the Order, the Order may invite.’ A monk who is an elder,
having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat down
on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should speak to
it thus: ‘Your reverences, I invite the Order in respect of what has

BD 4.212

been seen or heard or suspected. Let the venerable ones speak to me
out of compassion, and seeing I will make amends.⁴ And a second
time … And a third time, your reverences, I invite the Order in re-
spect of what has been seen or heard or suspected. Let the venerable
ones speak to me out of compassion, and seeing I will make amends.’
A newly ordained monk, having arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder… having salutedwith joined palms, should speak to it thus:
‘Honoured sirs, I invite the Order in respect of what has been seen

Vin 1.160

…And a second time … And a third time … and seeing I will make
amends.’ ”

Kd 4.2.1Now at that time the group of six monks remained⁵ on seats
while monks who were elders, sitting down on their haunches, were
themselves inviting. Those who were modest monks … spread it
about, saying: “How can this group of six monks remain on seats
while monks who are elders, sitting down on their haunches, are
themselves inviting?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord.
He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of sixmonks remained

on seats …were themselves inviting?”

¹ āpattivuṭṭhānatā, or a rising up from an offence (or offences). Cf. āpatti
vuṭṭhitā at Kd 2.3.5, and vuṭṭhāsi at Kd 3.10.1, a village was removed. ² Vinaya-
purekkhāratā. Cf. atthapurekkhāra dhammapurekkhāra at e.g. Vin 3.130, Vin 4.11,
Vin 4.277. ³ pavāraṇā, invitation. mn-a i.93 distinguishes four kinds of pavāraṇā
and places first this one held at the end of the rains. ⁴ I.e. for the offence imputed
to him and “seen” by him. ⁵ acchanti. Vin-a 1074 says theywere sitting down, they
did not stand up.
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“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, say-
ing:
“How, monks, can these foolish men remain on seats … are them-

selves inviting? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” And having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk,
he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, you should not remain on seats while monks who are

elders, sitting down on their haunches, are themselves inviting. I
allow you, monks, to invite while each and every one is sitting down
on his haunches.”

Kd 4.2.2

Now at that time a certain elder, feeble with age, thinking: “Until
all have invited”, while sitting down on his haunches and waiting,
fell down in a faint. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, (each one) to sit down on his haunches during the
period until he invites, and having invited, to sit down on a seat.”

Division of the Invitation

Kd 4.3.1

BD 4.213
Then it occurred to monks: “Now, howmany Invitation (days) are
there?”They told this to the Lord. He said: “Monks, there are these
two Invitation (days), the fourteenth and the fifteenth.These,monks,
are the two Invitation (days).”¹

Kd 4.3.2

Then it occurred to monks: “Now, how many (formal) acts for
the Invitation are there?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, there are these four (formal) acts for the Invitation: a (for-
mal) act for the Invitation (carried out) not by rule and when an
assembly is incomplete… (= Kd 2.14.2, Kd 2.14.3; read act for the In-
vitation instead of act for Observance) … you, monks, should train
yourselves thus”.
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Allowance to give invitation

Kd 4.3.3

Then the Lord addressed themonks, saying: “Gather together,monks,
the Order will invite.”¹ When he had spoken thus a certain monk
spoke thus to the Lord: “There is, Lord, a monk who is ill. He has
not come.” He said: “I allow you, monks, to give the Invitation on
behalf of a monkwho is ill. And thus, monks, should it be given:That
ill monk, having approached one monk, having arranged his upper

Vin 1.161

robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having
saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to him: ‘I will give the
Invitation, convey the Invitation for me, invite onmy behalf.’ If he
makes it understood by gesture, if hemakes it understood by voice, if
hemakes it understood by gesture and voice, the Invitation comes to
be given. If he does not make it understood by gesture … by gesture
and voice, the Invitation does not come to be given.

Kd 4.3.4

If he thus manages this, it is good. If he does not manage it then,
monks, that ill monk, having been brought to the midst of the Order
on a couch or a chair, should invite. If, monks, it occurs to themonks
who are tending the ill one … (= Kd 2.22.2) … the ill one should not be
moved from (that) place; theOrder having gone theremay invite,but
one should not invite if an Order is incomplete. Whoever should
so invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 4.3.5

“If, monks, the conveyor of the Invitation goes away then and
there… (= Kd 2.22.3, Kd 2.22.4; read Invitation, although the Invita-

BD 4.214

tion, the conveyor of the Invitation instead of entire purity, although
the entire purity, the conveyor of the entire purity) … there is an
offence ofwrong-doing for the conveyer of the Invitation. I allow
you, monks, on an Invitation day to give the consent also by giving
the Invitation; they are the Order’s business.”²
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On being grabbed by relatives
Kd 4.4.1Now at that time his relations got hold of a certain monk on an Invi-

tation day … (as in Kd 2.24.1–Kd.2.24.3; read Invitation day for Obser-
vance day, and gives the Invitation for declares his entire purity, and
invites for carries out the Observance) …

Vin 1.162

Division of invitation by Saṅgha, etc.

Kd 4.5.1 Now at that time five monks were staying in a certain residence on
an Invitation day.Then it occurred to these monks: “It is laid down
by the Lord that an Order may invite¹, but we are (only) five persons.
Now, how can we invite?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to invite in an Order of five.²”

Kd 4.5.2

Now at that time four monks were staying in a certain residence
onan Invitationday.Then it occurred to thesemonks: “It is allowedby
the Lord to invite in an Order of five, but we are (only) four persons.
Now, how can we invite?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to invite one another when you are (only) four.

Kd 4.5.3

“And thus, monks, should one invite:These monks should be in-
formed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Let the vener-
able ones listen to me. Today is an Invitation day. If it seems right to
the venerable ones, let us invite one another.’Thesemonks should be
spoken to thus by amonkwho is an elder, having arranged his upper
robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having
saluted with joined palms: ‘I, your reverences, invite the venerable
ones in regard to what has been seen or heard or suspected. Let the

BD 4.215

¹ Cf.Kd 2.14.1. ¹ Cf.Kd 2.22.1. ² Cf.Kd 2.23.3. ¹ Cf.Kd 4.1.14. ² The procedure
for inviting an Order has been given in Kd 4.1.14 and is not repeated here. “Inviting
one another” when there are only four, three or two persons has not yet been
explained, and so directions for the right method are given in the next paragraphs.
Various sizes of saṅghas are given at Kd 9.4.1, with the formal acts they may not
carry out.This whole passage should be compared with Kd 2.26.1–Kd.2.26.10.
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venerable ones speak to me out of compassion, and seeing, I will
make amends. And a second time … And a third time … and seeing, I
will make amends.’Thesemonks should be spoken to thus by a newly
ordained monk, having arranged … ‘I, honoured sirs, invite the ven-
erable ones in regard to what has been seen or heard or suspected
… And a second time … And a third time … and seeing, I will make
amends.’ ”

Kd 4.5.4

Now at that time threemonkswere staying in a certain residence
on an Invitation day.Then it occurred to these monks: “It is allowed
by the Lord to invite in an Order of five persons, and to invite one
another when there are four, but we are (only) three persons. Now
howcanwe invite?”They told thismatter to the Lord.He said: “I allow
you, monks, to invite one another when you are (only) three. And
thus, monks, should one invite:These monks should be informed …
(= Kd 4.5.3) … I will make amends.’ ”

Vin 1.163

Kd 4.5.5

Now at that time twomonks were staying in a certain residence
onan Invitationday.Then it occurred to thesemonks: “It is allowedby
the Lord to invite in an Order of five (persons), to invite one another
when there are four, to invite one another when there are three,
but we are (only) two persons. Now, how can we invite?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to invite one
another when you are (only) two.

Kd 4.5.6

“And thus, monks, should one invite:Themonk who is the elder,
having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat down
onhishaunches, having salutedwith joinedpalms, should speak thus
to the newly ordained monk: ‘I, your reverence, invite the venerable
one in regard to what has been seen or heard or suspected. Let the
venerable one speak tome out of compassion, and seeing, I will make
amends. And a second time … And a third time … and seeing, I will
make amends.’Thenewly ordainedmonk, having arrangedhis upper
robe …with joined palms, should speak thus to the monk who is the
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elder: ‘I, honoured sir, invite the venerable one … And a third time
… and seeing, I will make amends.’ ”

Kd 4.5.7

Now at that time one monk was staying in a certain residence on
an Invitation day.Then it occurred to that monk: “It is allowed by the

BD 4.216

Lord to invite in an Order of five (persons), to invite one another …
when there are (only) two, but I am alone. Now, how can I invite?”
They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 4.5.8

He said: “This is a case, monks, where onemonk is staying in a
certain residence on an Invitation day. Monks, that monk, having
swept the place to which monks return—an attendance hall or a
pavilion or the root of a tree—having put out drinking water and
water for washing, having made ready a seat, having made a light,
should sit down. If other monks arrive, he may invite together with
them; if they do not arrive, he should determine: ‘Today is an In-
vitation day for me’. If he should not (so) determine, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 4.5.9

“Monks, there where five monks are staying, four should not
invite inanOrder, having conveyed the invitation forone. If they
should (so) invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
“Monks, therewhere fourmonksare staying, three shouldnot

inviteoneanother,havingconveyedthe invitation forone. If they
should (so) invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
“Monks, therewhere threemonks are staying, two should not

Vin 1.164

inviteoneanother,havingconveyedthe invitation forone. If they
should (so) invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
“Monks, there where two monks are staying, one should not

determine, having conveyed the invitation for the other. If he
should (so) determine, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
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Procedure for making amends

Kd 4.6.1 Now at that time a certain monk came to have fallen into an offence
on an Invitation day.¹Then it occurred to this monk: “It is laid down
by the Lord that an offender should not invite,² and I have fallen into
an offence. Now what line of conduct should be followed by me?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks, …
(cf. Kd2.27.1, Kd 2.27.2; read Invitation day for Observance day)) …
When he has spoken thus, he may invite, but no obstacle should be
put in the way of the Invitation from such a cause.”

Procedure for no obstacle from offence
Kd 4.6.2

BD 4.217Now at that time a certain monk, as he was himself inviting, remem-
bered an offence.³Then it occurred to this monk: “It is laid down by
the Lord that an offender should not invite, and I have fallen into an
offence. Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed byme?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks, where a
monk, as he is himself inviting, remembers an offence. Monks, this
monk should speak thus to the monk next to him: ‘I, your reverence,
have fallen into such and such an offence; removing from here,⁴ I
will make amends for that offence.’ When he has spoken thus, he
may invite, but no obstacle should be put in the way of the Invitation
from such a cause.

Kd 4.6.3

“This is a case, monks, where a monk as he is himself inviting,
becomes doubtful about an offence. Monks … (cf. Kd 2.27.5⁵) …When
he has spoken thus he may invite, but no obstacle should be put in
the way of the Invitation from such a cause.”

¹ Cf. Kd2.27.1. ² Cf. below, bd 4.223. ³ Cf. Kd2.27.4. ⁴ Or, having risen
up from here. ⁵ Oldenberg, Vin 1.164, and Vinaya Texts i.336 compare this
to Kd 2.27.4–Kd 2.27.8, which would mean that a monk also invited the Order
collectively.
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Procedure for making amends for shared
offence

(Note by Sujato: this section, which repeats the material from the
corresponding section of the Uposathakkhandhaka, is not included
in Horner’s translation. See previous footnote.)

Told is the First Portion for Repeating

Fifty cases of no offence
Kd 4.7.1 Now at that time several resident monks, five or more, collected

together in a certain residence on an Invitation day.¹ They did not
know that the other resident monks had not arrived.Thinking of the
rule, thinking of discipline, thinking that they were complete, they
invited while they were incomplete. While they were inviting, other
resident monks, a larger number, arrived.They told this matter to
the Lord.

Kd 4.7.2

He said: “This is a case, monks, where several resident monks
…… (as in Kd4.7.1 above) …While they are inviting, other resident

Vin 1.165

monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, those monks should invite
again; there is no offence for those who have invited.²

Kd 4.7.3

“This is a case, monks, … other resident monks, a like number … a
smaller number, arrive.Those who have invited have duly invited;

BD 4.218

the remainder should invite, and there is no offence for those who
have invited.

Kd 4.7.4

“This is a case,monks, where several residentmonks, five ormore,
collect together in a certain residence on an Invitation day …When
they have just finished inviting, other resident monks, a larger num-
ber, arrive. Monks, those monks should invite again; there is no
offence for those who have invited.
“This is a case,monks,… a like number…a smaller number, arrive.

¹ Cf. Kd2.28.1–Kd 2.28.7. ² pavāritānaṁ, for the inviters, corresponding to the
“reciters” of Kd 2.28.2.
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Thosewho have invited have duly invited; they¹ should invite in their
presence, and there is no offence for those who have invited.

Kd 4.7.5

“This is a case, monks, …When they have just finished inviting
but the assembly has not risen … (= Kd 4.7.5) … no offence for those
who have invited.
“This is a case … and part of the assembly has risen … (= Kd 4.7.5)

… no offence for those who have invited.
“This is a case, monks, where … the whole assembly has risen,

and other resident monks, a larger number … a like number … a
smaller number, arrive.Those who have invited have duly invited;
they should invite in their presence, and there is no offence for those
who have invited.”

Told are the Fifteen Cases in which there is No Offence

Fifty cases of perceiving it is a group or is
not a group

Kd 4.8.1“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence several resident
monks,fiveormore, collect together onan Invitationday.²Theyknow
that other resident monks have not arrived. Thinking of the rule,
thinking of discipline, thinking that they are incomplete they invite
while they are incomplete. While they are inviting, other resident
monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, these monks should invite
again, and there is an offence of wrong-doing for those who have
invited.

Kd 4.8.2

“This is a case, monks, … … a like number … a smaller number,
Vin 1.166

arrive. Those who have invited have duly invited; the remainder
should invite and there is an offence of wrong-doing for those who
have invited.

Kd 4.8.3

“This is a case, monks, …When they have just finished inviting
… and the assembly has not risen … part of the assembly has risen
… the whole assembly has risen, and other resident monks, a larger

BD 4.219

¹ I.e. the resident monks who arrive late. ² Cf. Kd 2.29.
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number … a like number … a smaller number, arrive. Those who
have invited have duly invited; they should invite in their presence,
and there is an offence of wrong-doing for those who have invited.

Told are the Fifteen Cases on being Aware that an Assembly is incomplete
when it is incomplete

Fifty cases of doubt
Kd 4.9.1 “This is a case, monks, where several resident monks five or more,

collect together on an Invitation day.¹ They know that other resident
monkshavenot arrived.Thinking: ‘Now, is it allowable forus to invite
or is it not allowable?’ they invite (although they are in doubt).While
they are inviting, other resident monks, a larger number, arrive.
Monks, thesemonks should invite again, and there is an offence
of wrong-doing for those who have invited.

Kd 4.9.2

“This is a case, … (cf. Kd4.8.2, Kd 4.8.3) … they should invite in
their presence, and there is an offence of wrong-doing for those
who have invited.”

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Being in Doubt

Fifty cases of acting badly
Kd 4.10.1 “This is a case,² … (as in Kd 4.9.1) …Thinking, ‘Indeed, it is allowable

forus to invite, it is notunallowable forus’, they, actingbadly, in-
vited.While theyare inviting…offenceofwrong-doing for those
who have invited.

Kd 4.10.2

“This is a case,³ … (cf. Kd4.8.2, Kd 4.8.3) … they should invite in
their presence, and there is an offence of wrong-doing for those
who have invited.”

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Acting Badly

¹ Cf. Kd 2.30. ² Cf. Kd 2.31.1. ³ Cf. Kd 2.31.2.
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Fifty cases of aiming at schism
Kd 4.11.1“This is a case,¹ … …They know that there are other resident monks
Vin 1.167

who have not arrived. Saying: ‘These are perishing, these are be-
ing destroyed, what good are these to you?’ they invite, aiming at a
schism.While they are inviting, other resident monks, a larger num-
ber, arrive.Monks, thosemonks should invite again, and there is
a grave offence for those who have invited.

Kd 4.11.2

BD 4.220“This is a case, … (cf. Kd 4.8.2, Kd 4.8.3; Read grave offence instead
of offence ofwrong-doing; in the case of a like number a smaller num-
ber read those who have invited have duly invited, the rest should in-
vite.)… they should invite in their presence, and there is a grave
offence for those who have invited.”

Told are the Fifteen Cases on aiming at a Schism

Told are the Seventy-five Cases

Abbreviated repetitions on entering a
boundary

“This is a case,² …They know that other resident monks are entering
within the boundary.They know that other resident monks have en-
tered within the boundary.They see other resident monks entering
within the boundary.They see other resident monks entered within
the boundary.They hear other resident monks entering within the
boundary.They hear other resident monks who have entered within
the boundary.
“From a hundred and seventy-five triads referring to resident

(monks) with resident (monks); to incoming (monks) with resident
(monks); to resident (monks) with incoming (monks); to incoming
(monks) with incoming (monks), there come to be seven hundred
triads by means of (these) sets.

¹ Cf. Kd 2.32. ² Cf. Kd 2.33.
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Various days
Kd 4.13.1 “This is a case, monks, where the fourteenth is (the Invitation day) for

residentmonks, thefifteenth for incomingmonks…(= Kd 2.34.1–2.35.5.
Read they should invite, they invite, on an Invitation day instead of
Observance should be carried out, they carry out the Observance,
on an Observance day.) … if he knows, ‘I am able to arrive this very
day’.

Visible characteristics

(Note by Sujato: this section, which repeats the material from the
corresponding section of the Uposathakkhandhaka, is not included
in Horner’s translation.)

Invitationwith those of different
communion, etc.

(Note by Sujato: See previous note.)

Portion on should not go

(Note by Sujato: See previous note.)

Portion on should go

(Note by Sujato: See previous note.)

Seeing a blameworthy person
Kd 4.14.1

Kd 4.14.2

Kd 4.14.3

“Monks, one should not invite in a seated assembly before a nun …¹

Vin 1.168

…

Kd 4.14.4 ¹ See Kd 2.36.1, Kd 2.36.3.
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“Monks, one should not invite by giving the Invitation of one
on probation unless the assembly has not risen.¹ And, monks, one
should not invite on a non-Invitation day unless the Order be unani-
mous.”

Invitationwith two statements, etc.
Kd 4.15.1

BD 4.221
Now at that time in a certain residence in the Kosala country there
came to be a menace from savages on an Invitation day.²Themonks
were unable to invite by using the threefold formula.³ They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to invite by
using a two-fold formula.” The menace from the savages became
even greater.Themonks were unable to invite by using the two-fold
formula. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to invite by using a onefold formula.”Themenace from the
savages became even greater. The monks were unable to invite by
using the onefold formula.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you,monks, to invite thosewho keep the rains (all) together.”

Kd 4.15.2

Nowat that time ina certain residencepeoplewere givinggiftson
an Invitation day until the night was almost ended.Then it occurred
to those monks: “People are giving gifts until the night is almost
ended. If the Order invites by the threefold formula, then the Order
will not be invited before dawn breaks. Now what line of conduct
should be followed by us?”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 4.15.3

He said: “This is a case, monks, … (as in Kd 4.15.2) … before dawn
breaks’.TheOrder should be informedby an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. People are

Vin 1.169

giving gifts until the night is almost ended. If theOrder invites by the

¹ Cf.Kd 2.36.4. ² Cf.Kd 2.15.3. ³ SeeKd 4.1.14.AsBuddhaghosa atVin-a 1077 seems
to imply themotion (ñatti) could be shelved if the Order approves.Then the inviting
monk hadmerely three times to repeat his request to invite the Order. Above, he
is allowed to curtail the number of times he makes the request. Cf. dvevācika and
tevācika above Kd 1.4.5, Kd 1.7.10.
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threefold formula, then the Order will not be invited before dawn
breaks. If it seems right to the Order, the Ordermay invite thosewho
keep the rains together by a twofold formula, by a onefold formula.’

Kd 4.15.4

“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence on an Invita-
tion daymonks are speaking dhamma, those versed in the discourses
are chanting a discourse, the discipline experts are propounding
discipline, the talkers on dhamma are discussing dhamma, monks
are quarrelling¹ until the night is almost ended. If it then occurs to

BD 4.222

these monks: ‘Monks are quarrelling until the night is almost ended.
If the Order invites by the threefold formula, then the Order will not
be invited before dawn breaks’, the Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. Monks are quarrelling … the Order will not be invited
before dawn breaks. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may
invite those who keep the rains together by a twofold formula, by a
onefold formula.’ ”

Kd 4.15.5

Now at that time in a certain residence in the Kosala country a
largeOrder ofmonks came tohave collected together onan Invitation
day, and (only) a small (place)was sheltered from the rain and a great
cloud had come up.Then it occurred to these monks: “Now this large
Order of monks has collected together, and (only) a small (place) is
sheltered from the rain and a great cloud has come up. If the Order
invites by the threefold formula, then the Order will not be invited
before this cloud pours down rain. Nowwhat line of conduct should
be followed by us?”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 4.15.6

He said: “This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence a
large Order ofmonks has collected together on an Invitation day, and
(only) a small (place) … (as in Kd4.15.5 above) … If it then occurs to
these monks: ‘Now this large Order of monks … pours down rain’,
the Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,
saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This large Order of
monks … pours down rain. If it seems right to the Order, the Order

¹ “Quarrelling” really means arguing and disputing about points of dhamma and
discipline.
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may invite those who keep the rains together by a twofold formula,
by a onefold formula.’

Kd 4.15.7

“This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence on an Invita-
tion day there comes to be a danger from kings … from thieves …
from fire … fromwater … from human beings … from non-human
beings … from beasts of prey … from creeping things … to life … to
the Brahma-faring.¹ It then occurs to these monks: ‘Now this is a

Vin 1.170

danger to the Brahma-faring. If the Order invites by the threefold
formula, then the Order will not be invited before there is a danger
to the Brahma-faring.’ The Order should be informed by an experi-

BD 4.223

enced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen
to me. This is a danger to the Brahma-faring. If the Order invites
by the threefold formula, then the Order will not be invited before
there is a danger to the Brahma-faring. If it seems right to the Order,
the Order may invite those who keep the rains together by a twofold
formula, by a onefold formula.’ ”

Setting aside the invitation
Kd 4.16.1Now at that time the group of six monks invited (while they were)

offenders. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, an
offender should not invite. Whoever (such) should invite, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, having obtained
leave from whatever offender is inviting, to reprove him for the
offence.”²

Kd 4.16.2

Now at that time the group of six monks, (although) obtaining
leave, did not wish to give leave.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow you,monks, to suspend the invitation³ of one not giving
leave. And thus, monks, should it be suspended: If on an Invitation
day, whether the fourteenth or the fifteenth, one should say in the
presence of that individual, in themidst of theOrder: ‘Honoured sirs,

¹ Cf. above bd 4.148. ² Cf. Kd 2.16.1. ³ pavāranaṁ ṭhapetuṁ, cf. Vin 2.5, Vin 2.22,
Vin 2.32.
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let the Order listen to me.The individual so-and-so is an offender; I
am suspending his invitation; one should not invite in his presence’,
the invitation comes to be suspended.”

Kd 4.16.3

Now at that time the group of six monks, saying: “Before well
behaved monks suspend our invitation”¹, themselves suspended be-
forehand, without ground, without reason, the invitation of pure
monks who were not offenders, and they also suspended the invita-
tion of those who had (already) invited.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, one should not suspend without ground,
without reason, the invitationof puremonkswhoarenot offend-
ers.Whoever should (so) suspend it, there is an offence ofwrong-
doing. Nor, monks, should one suspend the invitation of those
who have invited. Whoever should (so) suspend it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 4.16.4

BD 4.224 “Monks, an invitation comes to be (duly) suspended thus, not
(duly) suspended thus. And how, monks, does an invitation come to
be not (duly) suspended? If,monks, one suspends an invitationwhen
the invitation has been spoken, uttered and brought to a close by the
threefold formula, the invitation comes to be not (duly) suspended.
If, monks, one suspends an invitation when the invitation has been
spoken, uttered and brought to a close by a twofold formula … by a
onefold formula … by those keeping the rains together, an invitation

Vin 1.171

comes to benot (duly) suspended. It is thus,monks, that an invitation
comes to be not (duly) suspended.

Kd 4.16.5

“Andhow,monks, does an invitation come to be (duly) suspended?
If, monks, one suspends an invitation when the invitation has been
spoken, uttered, but not brought to a close² by the threefold formula,
the invitation comes to be (duly) suspended. If, monks, one suspends
… but not brought to a close by the twofold formula … by the onefold
formula … by those keeping the rains together, the invitation comes

¹ Cf. Kd 2.16.3. ² Correct in the Pali text pariyositāya to apari-, as noted at Vinaya
Texts i.342, n. 1.
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to be (duly) suspended. It is thus, monks, that an invitation comes to
be (duly) suspended.

Kd 4.16.6

“This is a case,monks,when on an Invitation day amonk suspends
(another) monk’s invitation. If other monks know concerning this
monk: ‘This venerable one is not pure in the conduct of his body, he
is not pure in the conduct of his speech, he is not pure in his mode
of livelihood; he is ignorant, inexperienced; he is not competent
when being himself questioned to give an explanation¹,’ and if hav-
ing snubbed² him, they say: ‘That’s enough, monk, let there be no
strife, let there be no quarrel, let there be no dispute, let there be no
contention’, the Order may invite.

Kd 4.16.7

“This is a case, monks, … (as in Kd4.16.6 above ‘… is pure in the
conduct of his body, but he is not pure in the conduct of his speech,
he is not pure in his mode of livelihood) … to give an explanation’, …
the Order may invite.

Kd 4.16.8

“This is a case, monks, … (as in Kd4.16.6 above ‘… is pure in the
BD 4.225

conduct of his body, he is pure in the conduct of his speech, but he is
not pure in his mode of livelihood) …’. the Order may invite.

Kd 4.16.9

“This is a case, monks … (as in Kd 4.16.6 above ‘… is pure in the con-
duct of his body, pure in the conduct of his speech, pure in his mode
of livelihood; but he is ignorant, inexperienced; he is not competent
when himself being questioned) …’ … the Order may invite.

Kd 4.16.10

“This is a case, monks, … (as in Kd4.16.6 above ‘… is pure in the
conduct of his body) … pure in his mode of livelihood; he is learned,
experienced; he is competent when being himself questioned to
give an explanation’, one should speak thus to him: ‘If you, your
reverence, suspend this monk’s invitation, why do you suspend it?
Do you suspend it on account of a falling away frommoral habit³?
Do you suspend it on account of a falling away from good habits⁴? Do

Vin 1.172

¹ anuyogaṁ dātuṁ. ² omadditvā, having crushed. Vin-a 1078 says that it is here a
verbal crushing. ³ Defined at an i.268 as onslaught on creatures, taking what is
not given, wrong conduct in sense-pleasures, lying, slandering, using harsh words,
babbling. These three “falling aways” or failures are mentioned above bd 4.82f.
⁴ an i.268 has cittavipatti for ācāravipatti of above.
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you suspend it on account of a falling away from (right) view¹?’
Kd 4.16.11

“If he should speak thus: ‘I suspend it on account of a falling away
from moral habit … a falling away from (right) view’, one should
speak thus to him: ‘But does your reverence knowwhat is a falling
away from moral habit … a falling away from (right) view?’ If he
should speak thus: ‘I know, your reverence, what is a falling away
from moral habit … a falling away from (right) view’, one should
speak thus to him: ‘But which, your reverence, is a falling away from
moral habit, which is a falling away from good habits, which is a
falling away from (right) view?’

Kd 4.16.12

“If he should speak thus: ‘This is a falling away frommoral habit:
the four offences involving defeat, the thirteen offences entailing a
formal meeting of the Order.This is a falling away from good habits:
a grave offence, an offence of expiation, an offencewhich ought to be
confessed, an offence of wrong-doing, an offence of wrong speech.
This is a falling away from (right) view: a wrong view, taking up

BD 4.226

an extreme view²’, one should speak thus to him: ‘But if you, your
reverence, suspend this monk’s invitation, do you suspend it on
account of what was seen, do you suspend it on account of what was
heard, do you suspend it on account of what was suspected?’

Kd 4.16.13

“If he should speak thus: ‘I am suspending it on account of what

¹ Defined at an i.268 in the terms of Ajita Kesakambalin’s annihilationist views
(cf. dn i.55). ² antaggāhikā diṭṭhi. See Morris, Journal of the Pali Text Society,
1884, p. 70, “the (heretical) doctrine of maintaining or holding the three antas
or goals, which, according to the Sangīti Suttanta (dn iii.216) are sakkāyo anto,
sakkāyasamuddo anto, sakkāyanirodho anto”. With dn iii.216, cf. an iii.401, and see
Pali-English Dictionarywhich questions Morris’ interpretation of anta as goal. An-
taggāhikā diṭṭhi also occurs at dn iii.45, an i.154, an ii.240, an iii.130, Vb 367. Var-
ious such “extreme views” are mentioned at sn ii.17, sn ii.19, sn ii.63, Ps.i.151ff.
dn-a iii.839 explains: “this view is called ‘taking up an extreme’ through taking up
the extreme (anta) of the annihilationists.” an-a ii.254 explains “a view established
having taken up the extreme (anta) of what is founded on the ten” (“doctrines of the
annihilationist”, gs i.138, n. 1). an-a iii.279 explains: “established having taken up
(the position of) the eternalist or the annihilationist.” Ten “diverse views” are men-
tioned at sn iii.258, while ten “extreme views” are differentiated from ten “wrong
views” at Nd-a i.162.These two sets of ten are mentioned at Mnd 113, with twenty
sakkāyadiṭṭhi (Mnd 112).
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was seen, or, I am suspending it on account of what was heard, or,
I am suspending it on account of what was suspected’, one should
speak to him thus: ‘But, if you, your reverence, are suspending this
monk’s invitation on account of what was seen, how have you seen,
when have you seen, where have you seen? Have you seen him com-
mitting an offence involving defeat? Was he seen committing an
offence entailing a formalmeeting of theOrder?Washe seen commit-
ting a grave offence, an offence of expiation, an offence which ought
to be confessed, an offence of wrong-doing, an offence of wrong
speech? And where were you? And where was this monk? And what
were you doing? And what was this monk doing?’

Kd 4.16.14

“If he should speak thus: ‘But I, your reverences, am not suspend-
ing this monk’s invitation on account of what was seen, but I am
suspending the invitation on account of what was heard’, one should
speak to him thus: ‘But, if you, your reverence, suspend this monk’s
invitation on account of what was heard, what have you heard, how
have you heard, when have you heard, where have you heard? Did
you hear that he had committed an offence involving defeat? Did you
hear that he had committed an offence entailing a formal meeting
of the Order? Did you hear that he had committed a grave offence,

BD 4.227

an offence of expiation, an offence which ought to be confessed, an
offence of wrong-doing, an offence of wrong speech? Did you hear
from amonk? Did you hear from a nun… a probationer … a novice
… a woman novice … a lay-follower … a woman lay-follower … kings
… king’s ministers … from leaders of (other) sects … from disciples
of (other) sects?’

Kd 4.16.15

“If he should speak thus: ‘But I, your reverences, am not suspend-
ing this monk’s invitation on account of what was heard, but I am
suspending the invitation on account of what was suspected one
should speak to him thus: ‘But, if you, your reverence, are suspend-
ing this monk’s invitation on account of what was suspected, what
did you suspect, how did you suspect, when did you suspect, where
did you suspect? Did you suspect that he had committed an offence
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involving defeat? Did you suspect that he had committed an offence
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entailing a formal meeting of the Order? Did you suspect that he
had committed a grave offence, an offence of expiation, an offence
which ought to be confessed, an offence of wrong-doing, an offence
ofwrong speech? Did you suspect, having heard from amonk… from
disciples of (other) sects?’

Kd 4.16.16

“If he should speak thus: ‘But I, your reverences, am not suspend-
ing this monk’s invitation on account of what was suspected, more-
over I do not know on account of what I am suspending this monk’s
invitation’, and if, monks, the reproving monk does not satisfy his
intelligent fellows in the Brahma-faring with his explanation, it is
sufficient to say that the reprovedmonk is blameless. But if the re-
proving monk satisfies his intelligent fellows in the Brahma-faring
with his explanation, it is sufficient to say that the reproved monk is
blameworthy.

Kd 4.16.17

“If that reproving monk, monks, admits that he has defamed (an-
other monk) with an unfounded charge of an offence involving de-
feat, then the Order, having charged himwith an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order,¹ may invite. If, monks, that reprov-
ing monk admits that he has defamed (another monk) with an un-
founded charge of an offence entailing a formalmeeting of the Order,
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the Order, having had him dealt with according to the rule,² may
invite. If, monks, that reproving monk admits that he has defamed
(anothermonk)with an unfounded charge involving a grave offence,
an offence of expiation, an offence which ought to be confessed, an
offence of wrong doing, an offence of wrong speech, the Order, hav-
ing had him dealt with according to the rule,³ may invite.

Kd 4.16.18

“If, monks, that reproved monk admits that he has committed
an offence involving defeat, the Order, having expelled him, may
invite. If, monks, that reproved monk admits that he has committed
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order, the Order, hav-
ing charged himwith an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order, may invite. If, monks, that reproved monk admits that he has

¹ See Bu-Ss 8. ² See Bu-Pc 76. ³ Cf. Bu-Ss 9 (Vin 3.170). Vin-a 1078 says that
offences incurred in all these cases are those of wrong-doing.
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committed a grave offence … an offence of wrong speech, the Order,
having had him dealt with according to the rule, may invite.

Basis for a grave offence, etc.
Kd 4.16.19

“This is a case,monks,where amonk comes to have committed a grave
offence on an Invitation day. Somemonks view it as a grave offence,
other monks view it as an offence entailing a formal meeting of the
Order. Monks, those monks who view it as a grave offence, having
led that monk to one side, having had him dealt with according to
the rule, having approached the Order, should speak to it thus: ‘Your
reverences, the monk who has fallen into that offence has made
amends for it according to rule. If it seems right to the Order, the
Order may invite.’

Kd 4.16.20

“This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have committed a
grave offence on an Invitation day. Some monks view it as a grave
offence, other monks view it as an offence of expiation. Somemonks
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view it as a grave offence, other monks view it as an offence which
ought to be confessed. Somemonks view it as a grave offence, other
monks view it as an offence of wrong-doing. Somemonks view it as
a grave offence, other monks view it as an offence of wrong speech.
Monks, those monks who view it as a grave offence … (= Kd 4.16.19)
‘… the Order may invite’.

Kd 4.16.21

“This is a case, monks, where amonk comes to have committed an
BD 4.229

offence of expiation on an Invitation day … an offence which ought
to be confessed … an offence of wrong-doing … an offence of wrong
speech. Some monks view it as an offence of wrong speech, other
monks view it as an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
Monks, those monks who view it as an offence of wrong speech …
(= Kd 4.16.19) ‘… the Order may invite’.

Kd 4.16.22

“This is a case, monks, where amonk comes to have committed an
offence of wrong speech on an Invitation day. Somemonks view it as
an offence of wrong speech, other monks view it as a grave offence;
some monks … as an offence of wrong speech, other monks … of
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expiation; somemonks … offence of wrong speech, other monks …
which ought to be confessed; some monks view it as an offence of
wrong speech, other monks view it as an offence of wrong-doing.
Monks, those monks who view it as an offence of wrong speech …
(= Kd 4.16.19) ‘… the Order may invite’.

Kd 4.16.23

“This is a case,monks,where if on an Invitation day amonk should
speak in the midst of the Order, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen tome.Thismatter is known but not the individual¹’. If it seems
right to theOrder, theOrder, having set aside thematter,may invite²’,
and he should be spoken to thus: ‘Your reverence, Invitation is laid
down by the Lord for those who are pure. If the matter is known but
not the individual, speak about that now at once.’

Kd 4.16.24

“This is a case,monks,where if on an Invitation day amonk should
speak in the midst of the Order, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.This individual is known but not the matter. If it seems
right to the Order, the Order, having set aside the individual, may
invite; and he should be spoken to thus: ‘Your reverence, Invitation is
laid down by the Lord for those who are complete.³ If the individual
is known but not the matter, speak about that now at once.’

Kd 4.16.25

“This is a case, monks, … ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to
me.This matter is known and the individual. If it seems right to the
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Order, the Order, having set aside thematter and the individual,may
invite’, and he should be spoken to thus: ‘Your reverence, Invitation
is laid down by the Lord for the pure and for those who are complete.
If the matter is known and also the individual, speak about that now
at once.’

Kd 4.16.26

“If, monks, the matter is known before an Invitation day, the in-
dividual afterwards, it is right to say so. If, monks, the individual is

Vin 1.175

known before an Invitation day, the matter afterwards, it is right
to say so. If, monks, both the matter and the individual are known
before an Invitation day, and (a monk) opens up (the cases) after the

¹ I.e., the person who committed the offence or “matter”, vatthu. ² Vin-a 1078
says “when we know the person, then we will reprove him, but let the Order invite
now”. ³ A complete Order.
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Invitation is finished, there is an offence of expiation for opening
up.”¹

The story of makers of strife
Kd 4.17.1Now at that time several monks, friends and associates, entered

on the rains in a certain residence in the Kosala country. In their
neighbourhood other monks, makers of strife, makers of quarrels,
makers of dispute, makers of contention, makers of legal questions
in an Order, entered on the rains, saying: “When these monks have
kept the rains we will suspend the invitation on an Invitation day.”
But those monks heard: “It is said that in our neighbourhood other
monks … entered on the rains, saying: ‘When these monks … on an
Invitation day. ‘Now, what line of conduct should be followed by us?”
They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 4.17.2

He said: “This is a case, monks, where several monks, friends
and associates, enter on the rains in a certain residence. In their
neighbourhood … (as in Kd 4.17.1) ‘… on an Invitation day’ I allow
you,monks, to carry out two or three Observanceswith thesemonks
on the fourteenth (day),² thinking: ‘How can we invite before those
monks (invite)?’ If, monks, those monks who are makers of strife
…makers of legal questions in an Order, arrive at a residence, then,
monks, those resident monks, having gathered together quickly,
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may invite; and having invited, they should say (to the others): ‘We,
your reverences, have invited; let the venerable ones do what seems
fitting.’

Kd 4.17.3

“If, monks, those monks who are makers of strife … makers of
legal questions in the Order, arrive unexpectedly at that residence,

¹ See Bu-Pc 63, where, it is an offence to open up for further discussion a matter
already settled. ² Vin-a 1079 says, “here, the fourth and fifth are the two ‘fourteen
(days)’, but there is usually a third ‘fourteenth’; therefore the third and fourth, or
the third, fourth and fifth are the two or three ‘fourteenths’ that should be carried
out.Thus there come to be two ‘fourteenths’. Proceeding thus—the thirteenth or
fourteenth for the makers of strife—these will invite on an Invitation day that is a
fifteenth (day)”.
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those resident monks should make ready a seat, they should bring
forward water for washing the feet, a footstool, a footstand, having
gone to meet them they should receive their bowls and robes, they
should offer them drinking water; having looked after them, (then)
having gone outside the boundary, they may invite; having invited,
they should say (to the others): ‘We, your reverences, have invited;
let the venerable ones do what seems fitting.’

Kd 4.17.4

“If they should thus manage this, it is good. But if they do not
manage it, the residentmonks shouldbe informedbyanexperienced,
competent resident monk, saying: ‘Let the venerable ones who are
residents listen to me. If it seems right to the venerables ones, we
may now carry out the Observance, wemay recite the Pātimokkha,
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wemay invite on the next new-moon day¹’. If, monks, those monks
who are makers of strife …makers of legal questions in the Order,
should speak thus to these monks: ‘All right, your reverences, but
let us invite now at once’, they should be spoken to thus: ‘But you,
your reverences, are notmasters of our Invitation (-day), wewill not
invite yet’.

Kd 4.17.5

“If,monks, thesemonkswhoaremakers of strife…makers of legal
questions in theOrder, should stay on until that new-moon day, then,
monks, the resident monks should be informed by an experienced,
competent resident monk… ‘… let us invite on the next full-moon
day²’ … (as in Kd 4.17.4) ‘… we will not invite yet’.

Kd 4.17.6

“If, monks, thosemonkswho aremakers of strife… should stay on
until that full-moon day, thenmonks, these monks, each and every
one,must invite on the next full-moon day of the komudī cātumāsinī,³
(even if) they are unwilling.

Kd 4.17.7

“If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, an ill one
BD 4.232

suspends the invitation of one who is not ill, he should be spoken to
thus: ‘The venerable one is ill, and it is said by the Lord that one who
is ill is not able to endure being questioned. Wait, your reverence,
until you are well, when you are well you can reprove him if you
desire to do so’. If being spoken to thus, he (nevertheless) reproves

¹ kāḷe. ² juṇhe; cf. above, bd 4.185. ³ See above, bd 4.205, n. 3.
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him, in disrespect there is an offence of expiation.¹
Kd 4.17.8

“If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, one who
is not ill suspends an ill one ‘s invitation, he should be spoken to
thus: ‘Your reverence, this monk is ill, and it is said by the Lord that
one who is ill is not able to endure being questioned. Wait, your
reverence, until this monk is well; when he is well you can reprove
him if you desire to do so’. If being spoken to thus, he (nevertheless)
reproves him, in disrespect there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 4.17.9

“If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, an ill one
suspends an ill one’s invitation, he should be spoken to thus: ‘The
venerable ones are ill … being questioned. Wait, your reverence,
until you are (both) well; when he is well you can reprove him if you
desire to do so’. If, being spoken to thus, he (nevertheless) reproves
him, in disrespect there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 4.17.10

“If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, one who
is not ill suspends the invitation of (another) who is not ill, the Order
having questioned both closely and cross-questioned them, having
had them dealt with according to the rule, may invite.”

Harmonious invitation
Kd 4.18.1Now at that time several monks, friends and companions, entered
Vin 1.177

on the rains in a certain residence in the Kosala country.While these
were staying together on friendly terms and harmonious, a certain
comfort was arrived at.Then it occurred to these monks: “While we
are staying together … arrived at. But if we should invite now, it may
be that (some) monks, having invited, may set forth on tour, and so
we will come to lose² this comfort. Nowwhat line of conduct should
be followed by us?”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 4.18.2

BD 4.233He said: “This is a case, monks, where several monks friends and
companions, enter on the rains in a certain residence. While these
are staying together … arrived at. If it then occurs to these monks:

¹ Cf. also Bu-Pc 54. ² paribāhirā, external to, outside; as a noun, outsiders.
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‘While we are staying together so we will come to lose this comfort’.
I allow you, monks, to make a protection of an Invitation day.¹

Kd 4.18.3

“And thus, monks, should it be made: Each and every one should
gather together in the same place; when they have gathered together,
the Order should be informed by an experienced competent monk,
saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we were
staying together … so will we come to lose this comfort. If it seems
right to the Order, the Order may make a protection of an Invitation
day, it may carry out the Observance, it may recite the Pātimokkha
now; the Order may invite on the next komudī cātumāsinī day.This is
the motion.

Kd 4.18.4

“ ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we were staying
together … so will we come to lose this comfort.The Order is making
a protection of the Invitation day; it will carry out the Observance,
it will recite the Pātimokkha now; it will invite on the next komudī
cātumāsinī day. If the making a protection of the Invitation day (by
the Order) is pleasing to the venerable ones (so that) it will carry
out the Observance, will recite the Pātimokkha now, and will invite
on the next komudī cātumāsinī day, you should be silent; he to whom
it is not pleasing should speak. A protection of the Invitation day is
made by the Order, it will carry out the Observance, it will recite the
Pātimokkha now, and it will invite on the next komudī cātumāsinī day.
It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’

Kd 4.18.5

“If,monks,when thesemonks havemade a protection of an Invita-
tion day, anymonk should speak thus: ‘I want, your reverences, to set
forth on a tour of the country, I have business to do in the country’,
he should be spoken to thus: ‘Very well, your reverence, you can go
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when you have invited.’ And if, monks, that monk, while he is invit-
Vin 1.178

¹ pavāraṇāsaṁgaha. Vin-a 1080 says that “when the pavāraṇāsaṁgaha has been
given, there comes to be as it were an avoidance during the rains; incoming monks
can not take their (the resident ones’) lodgings, nor should the rains be cut short by
them, for, having invited, they get the chance to set out on tour even during (the
rains)”.Themonks protect their harmony by postponing the Invitation day to the
end of the rainy season.
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ing, suspends another’s invitation, he should be spoken to thus: ‘You,
your reverence, are not master of my Invitation day, I will not invite
yet’. And if, monks, anymonk suspends that monk’s invitationwhile
that monk is inviting, the Order, having questioned both closely and
cross-questioned them, should have them dealt with according to
the rule.

Kd 4.18.6

“If, monks, that monk, having concluded his business in the coun-
try, returns again to that residence before the komudī cātumāsinī day
and if, monks, while those monks are inviting, any monk suspends
that monk’s invitation, he should be spoken to thus: ‘You, your rev-
erence, are not master of my Invitation day, I have invited (already)’.
If, monks, while those monks are inviting, that monk suspends any
monk’s invitation, the Order, having questioned both closely and
having cross-questioned them, and having had them dealt with ac-
cording to the rule, may invite.”

The Fourth Section: that on Invitation

this is its key
Having kept the rains they went to see the teacher in Kosala,
communion that was uncomfortable (and) like beasts,
suitable in regard to one another,
Inviting on a seat,¹ and two, (formal) act, ill one,
relations, kings, and thieves, and men of abandoned life,
likewise monks who are enemies of monks,
Five, four, three, two, one, fallen,
he doubted, he remembered,
the whole Order, being in doubt,
greater, like, smaller (number),
Resident monks, the fourteenth,
the two communions by mark,
should arrive, not in a seated (assembly),
giving leave of absence, non-invitation,
About savages, almost ended, great cloud,
and an obstacle, invitation,
they do not give (leave), ‘in case our’,
and not (duly) suspended, for a monk,
‘Or on what?’, and which in regard to what is seen, heard, suspected,

BD 4.235

¹ pavārentāpaṇā. I follow the reading pavārent āsane of Sinhalese edition, and as
suggested by Oldenberg at Vin 1.379 (see Kd 4.18.2).
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reproving and reproved, grave offence, matter, strife,
And a protection of an Invitation day,
not master, may invite.

Vin 1.179
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The story of Soṇa Koḷivisa

Kd 5.1.1

BD 4.236

At one time the awakened one, the Lord, was staying at Rājagaha
on Mount Vulture Peak. Now at that time King Seniya Bimbisāra
of Magadha ruled with supreme authority over eighty thousand
villages. Now at that time, at Campā, a merchant’s son called Soṇa
Koḷivisa¹ was delicately nurtured and down came to have grown
on the soles of his feet. Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha,
having had those eighty thousand village overseers² convened, sent
a messenger to Soṇa Koḷivisa on some business, saying: “Let Soṇa
come, I want Soṇa to come.”

Kd 5.1.2

Then Soṇa Koḷivisa’s parents spoke thus to Soṇa Koḷivisa: “The
king, dear Soṇa,wants to see your feet. Donot you, dear Soṇa, stretch
out your feet towards the king; sit down cross-legged in front of the
king, and as you are sitting down the king will see your feet.”Then
they sent Soṇa Koḷivisa away in a palanquin.Then Soṇa Koḷivisa ap-
proached King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, having approached,
having greeted. King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, he sat down
cross-legged in front of the king. So King Seniya Bimbisāra of Maga-
dha saw the down that was growing on the soles of Soṇa Koḷivisa’s
feet.

Kd 5.1.3

¹ This Soṇa episode recurs, in a shorter form, at an iii.374–an iii.379. Soṇa’s verses
atThag 632–644. Legend of how he came to be called Soṇa (golden) given inThagA.
(see Psalms of the Bretheren p. 275f.), and an-a i.233f. At an i.24 he is called foremost
of those who put forth energy; his clan name is there spelt Koḷivīsa. ² Vin-a 1081
speaks of these as sons of (respectable) families living in these villages.
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ThenKing Seniya Bimbisāra ofMagadha, having instructed those
eighty thousand village overseers in matters concerning this world,
dismissed them, saying: “You, good sirs, are now instructed byme
in matters concerning this world; go along, pay homage to this Lord,
andourLordwill instruct you in transcendentalmatters.”Then those
eighty thousand village overseers approachedMount Vulture Peak.

Kd 5.1.4

Now at that time the venerable Sāgata¹ was the Lord’s attendant.
Then those eighty thousand village overseers approached the ven-
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erable Sāgata; having approached, they spoke thus to the venerable
Vin 1.180

Sāgata: “Honoured sir, these eighty thousand village overseers are
approaching here to see the Lord. It were good, honoured sir, if we
might have a chance to see the Lord.”
“Well, then, do you, venerable ones, remain² here for a moment

until I have let the Lord know.”
Kd 5.1.5

Then the venerable Sāgata, having stepped down³ from themoon-
stone (step)⁴ in front of the eighty thousand watching village over-
seers, having stepped up in front of the Lord, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, these eighty thousand village overseers are approaching here
to see the Lord. Lord, does the Lord think it is now the right time for
this?”
“Well, then, do you, Sāgata, make a seat ready in the shade of the

dwelling-place.”
Kd 5.1.6

“Very well, Lord,” and the venerable Sāgata having answered the
Lord in assent, having taken a chair, having stepped down from in
front of the Lord, having stepped up on themoonstone (step) in front
of the eighty thousandwatching village overseers, made ready a seat

¹ Cf. Vin 4.108, where Sāgata’s behaviour gave rise to the offence of drinking strong
drink. See bd 2.382, n. 6. ² hotha. ³ nimujjitvā … ummujjitvā. These two verbs
are often used of plunging into and emerging fromwater. Here they seem to mean
getting off one step and on to another. ⁴ pāṭikā, such as is (in the old cities of
Ceylon) anarchitectural featureplaced at thebottomof a shortflight of steps leading
up to a vihāra or a “temple”. SeeMahāvaṁsa 31,Mahāvaṁsa 61. Nowadays it is called
“moonstone step”, although in shape it is half a circle. It is called “half-moon stone”,
aḍḍhacandapāsāna, at Vin-a 1081.
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in the shade of the dwelling-place.Then the Lord, having issued from
the dwelling-place, sat down on the seat made ready in the shade of
the dwelling-place.

Kd 5.1.7

Then those eighty thousand village overseers approached the
Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at
a respectful distance.Then those eighty thousand village overseers
paid respect only to the venerable Sāgata, not likewise to the Lord.
Then the Lord, knowing by reasoning of mind the minds of those
eighty thousand village overseers, addressed the venerable Sāgata,
saying: “Well then, doyou,Sāgata, abundantly showastateof further-
men,¹ a wonder of psychic power.”
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“Very well, Lord,” and the venerable Sagata, having answered the
Lord in assent, having risen above the ground,² paced up and down
in the air, in the atmosphere, and he stood, and he sat down, and he
lay down, and he smoked³ and he blazed,⁴ and then he vanished.

Kd 5.1.8

Then the venerable Sagata, having shown in the air, in the atmo-
sphere, various states of further-men andwonders of psychic power,
having inclined his head towards the Lord’s feet, spoke thus to the
Lord: “Lord, the Lord is my teacher, I am a disciple; Lord, the Lord
is my teacher, I am a disciple”.Then those eighty thousand village
overseers, saying: “Indeed it is marvellous, indeed, it is wonderful,
that even a disciple can be of such great psychic power, of such great
might. What must the teacher be?” paid respect only to the Lord, not
likewise to the venerable Sagata.

Kd 5.1.9

Then the Lord, knowing by reasoning of mind the minds of those
eighty thousand village overseers, talked a progressive talk,⁵ that
is to say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven, he ex-

Vin 1.181

plained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures of the senses,
the advantage in renouncing (them).When the Lord knew that their
minds were ready, malleable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted,
pleased, then he explained to them that teaching on dhammawhich

¹ uttarimanussadhamma. See bd 1, Introduction, p. xxivff. ² See bd 1.79, n. 6.
³ dhūpāyati. At Vin 4.109 a verb used to describe his activities is padhūpāsi, he blew
forth smoke. ⁴ He is also said to have blazed at Vin 4.109 ⁵ Cf. Vin 1.15–Vin.1.16.
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the awakened ones have themselves discovered: ill, uprising, stop-
ping, the way. And as a clean cloth without black specks will easily
take dye, even so as those eighty thousand village overseers were
(sitting) on that very seat, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose:
that, “whatever is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the nature to
stop.”

Kd 5.1.10

These, having seen dhamma,¹ attained dhamma, known dhamma,
plunged into dhamma, having crossed over doubt, having put away
uncertainty, having attained without another’s help to full confi-
dence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the Lord: “Excellent,
Lord, it is excellent, Lord. Just as, Lord, one should set upright what
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has been upset or should uncover what is covered or should point
out the way to one who is astray or should bring a lamp into the
darkness so that those with eyes might see forms, even so is dhamma
explained in many a figure by the Lord. We, Lord, are those going
to the Lord for refuge, to dhamma and to the Order of monks. May
the Lord receive us as lay-followers gone for refuge on this day for
as long as life lasts.”

Kd 5.1.11

Then it occurred to Soṇa Koḷivisa: “In so far as I understand
dhamma taught by the Lord it is not easy for thosewho live in a house
to lead the Brahma-faring that is wholly complete, wholly pure, and
polished like a conch-shell. What now if I, having cut off hair and
beard, having donned yellow robes, should go forth from home into
homelessness?” Then those eighty thousand village overseers, de-
lighted with the Lord’s speech, having given thanks for it, having
risen from the seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping their
right sides towards him.

Kd 5.1.12

ThenSoṇaKoḷivisa, soon after those eighty thousand village over-
seers haddeparted, approached the Lord; having approached, having
greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was
sitting down at a respectful distance, Soṇa Koḷivisa spoke thus to the
Lord: “In so far as I, Lord, understand dhamma taught by the Lord it
is not easy for those who live in a house to lead the Brahma-faring

¹ Cf. Vin 1.12.
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that is wholly complete, wholly pure and polished like a conch-shell.
I want, Lord, having cut off hair and beard, having donned yellow
robes, to go forth from home into homelessness. Lord, may the Lord
let me go forth.” So Soṇa Koḷivisa received the going forth in the
Lord’s presence, he received ordination. And soon after he was or-
dained the venerable Soṇa stayed in the Cool Grove.

Vin 1.182
Kd 5.1.13Because of his great output of energy in pacing up and down

his feet broke, the place for pacing up and down in became stained
with blood as though there had been slaughter of cattle. Then as the
venerable Soṇa was meditating in private a reasoning arose in his
mind thus: “Those who are the Lord’s disciples dwell putting forth
energy; I am one of these, yet mymind is not freed from the cankers
with no grasping, andmoreover there aremy family’s possessions. It
might be possible to enjoy the possessions and to do good. Suppose

BD 4.240

that I, having returned to the low life, should enjoy the possessions
and should do good?”

Kd 5.1.14

Then the Lord, knowing by mind the venerable Soṇa’s reasoning
of mind, as a strong manmight stretch out his bent arm, or might
bend back his outstretched arm, so did he, vanishing fromMount
Vulture Peak, appear in the Cool Grove.¹Then the Lord, touring the
lodgings together with several monks, approached the venerable
Soṇa’s place for pacing up and down in.The Lord saw that the vener-
able Soṇa’s place for pacing up and down in was stained with blood,
and seeing (this), he addressed the monks, saying:
“Nowwhy, monks, is this place for pacing up and down in stained

with blood as though there has been slaughter of cattle?”
“Lord, because of the venerable Soṇa’s great energy in pacing up

and down his feet broke, and this place for pacing up and down in is
stained with his blood as though there had been slaughter of cattle.”

Kd 5.1.15

Then the Lord approached the venerable Soṇa’s dwelling-place,
and having approached he sat down on an appointed seat. And the
venerable Soṇa, having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful

¹ an iii.374 adds, after Cool Grove, “in front of the venerable Soṇa”. This would
balance end of Kd 5.1.17 below.
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distance.The Lord spoke thus to the venerable Soṇa as hewas sitting
at a respectful distance:
“Soṇa, as youweremeditating in private did not a reasoning arise

in your mind like this: ‘Those who are the Lord’s disciples dwell
putting forth energy … (as in Kd 5.1.13) … Suppose that I, having
returned to the low life, should enjoy the possessions and should do
good’?”
“Yes, Lord.”
“What do you think about this, Soṇa?Were you clever at the lute’s

stringed music when formerly you were a householder?”
“Yes, Lord.”
“What do you think about this, Soṇa?When the strings of your lute

were too taut, was your lute at that time tuneful and fit for playing?”
“No, indeed, Lord.”

Kd 5.1.16

BD 4.241 What do you think about this, Soṇa? When the strings of your
lute were too slack, was your lute at that time tuneful and fit for
playing?”
“No, indeed, Lord.”
“What do you think about this, Soṇa? When the strings of your

lute were neither too taut nor too slack, but were keyed to an even
pitch,¹ was your lute at that time tuneful and fit for playing?”
“Yes, Lord.”
“Even so, Soṇa, does too much output of energy conduce to rest-

lessness, does too feeble energy conduce to slothfulness.
Vin 1.183

Kd 5.1.17 “Therefore do you, Soṇa, determine upon evenness² in energy and
pierce the evenness of the faculties³ and reflect upon it.⁴”

¹ same guṇe patiṭṭhitā. ² On the readings samataṁ (as here) and samathaṁ, see
gs iii.267, n. 3.The former is perhaps the more likely to be meant, and would carry
out the idea of the “even pitch”. ³ indriyānaṁ ca samataṁ paṭivijjha. Commentary
says: “pierce the evenness, the even nature of the faculty of faith and so on, the
evenness of the faculties that are connected: so faithwithwisdom andwisdomwith
faith, energy with contemplation and contemplation with energy.” ⁴ tattha ca
nimittaṁ gaṇhāhi.Nimittaṁ gaṇhāti canmean to grasp a sign, a salient feature; or to
reflect on a mental object. Vin-a 1081 says: mindfulness as to this evenness should
arise; seize on that characteristic of (or, reflect on) tranquillity, insight, the ways,
the fruits, and practise these.
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“Yes, Lord,” the venerable Soṇa answered the Lord in assent.Then
the Lord, having exhorted the venerable Soṇawith this exhortation,¹
as a strongmanmight stretchouthis bent armormightbendbackhis
outstretched arm, so did he, vanishing from in front of the venerable
Soṇa in the Cool Grove, appear onMount Vulture Peak.

Kd 5.1.18

After that² the venerable Soṇa determined upon evenness in
energy and he pierced the evenness of the faculties and reflected
upon it. Then the venerable Soṇa, dwelling alone, aloof, earnest,
ardent, self-resolute, having soon realised here and now by his own
super-knowledge that supreme goal of the Brahma-faring for the
sake of which youngmen of family rightly go forth from home into
homelessness, abided in it, and he understood: Destroyed is birth,
lived is the Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, there is no
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more of being such and such. And so the venerable Soṇa became one
of the perfected ones.

Kd 5.1.19

When the venerable Soṇa had attained perfection, it occurred to
him: “Suppose I were to declare profound knowledge³ in the Lord’s
presence?”Then the venerable Soṇa approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Soṇa spoke thus to the Lord:

Kd 5.1.20

“Lord, that monk who is one perfected, who has destroyed the
cankers, lived the life, done what was to be done, shed the burden,
won his own goal, destroyed utterly the fetter of becoming, and is
wholly freed by profound knowledge, he comes to be intent upon⁴
six matters: he comes to be intent upon renunciation, he comes to
be intent upon aloofness, he comes to be intent upon non-harming,
he comes to be intent upon the destruction of grasping, he comes
to be intent upon the destruction of craving, he comes to be intent
upon non-confusion.

Kd 5.1.21

“Perhaps, Lord, one of the venerable ones heremight think: ‘Could
it be that this venerable one is intent upon renunciation depending

¹ Referred to at an-a i.237 as vīnovāda, the exhortation on the lute; cf. Psalms of the
Bretheren p. 276. ² aparena samayena. ³ aññā, gnosis. ⁴ adhimutta, striving
for.
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upon mere faith alone?’ But this, Lord, is not to be regarded thus.
Lord, the monk who has destroyed the cankers, has lived the life,
done what was to be done, not seeing aught in himself to be done or
to be added to what has been done, being passionless comes to be
intent on renunciation because of the destruction of passion, being
without hatred comes to be intent on renunciation because of the
destruction of hatred, being without confusion comes to be intent
on renunciation because of the destruction of confusion.

Kd 5.1.22

“Perhaps, Lord, one of the venerable ones heremight think: ‘Could
it be that this venerable one is intent on aloofness while hankering

Vin 1.184

after gains, honour, fame?’ But this, Lord, is not to be regarded thus.
Lord, the monk who has destroyed the cankers … or to be added to
what has been done, being passionless comes to be intent on aloof-
ness because of the destruction of passion, being without hatred …

BD 4.243

being without confusion comes to be intent on aloofness because of
the destruction of confusion.

Kd 5.1.23

“Perhaps, Lord, one of the venerable ones heremight think: ‘Could
it be that this venerable one is intent on non-harming, is backsliding
from the essence to the contagion of habit and custom¹?’ But this,
Lord, is not to be regarded thus. Lord, the monk who has destroyed
the cankers…or tobe added towhathas beendone, beingpassionless
comes to be intent on non-harming because of the destruction of
passion, being without hatred … being without confusion comes to
be intent on non-harming because of the destruction of confusion.

Kd 5.1.24

“Being passionless he comes to be intent on the destruction of
grasping because of the destruction of passion, beingwithout hatred
he comes to be intent on the destruction of grasping because of the
destruction of hatred, beingwithout confusion he comes to be intent
on the destruction of grasping because of the destruction of confu-
sion; being passionless he comes to be intent on the destruction of
craving because of the destruction of passion, being without hatred

¹ sīlabbataparāmāsa. Vin-a 1082 explains: silañ ca vatañ ca parāmasitvā gahitaṁ
gahaṇamattaṁ, “the mere holding on to what is held to, having rubbed up against
(come into contact with) moral habit (or, good works) and custom” (as though this
were enough).
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he comes to be intent on the destruction of craving because of the
destruction of hatred, beingwithout confusion he comes to be intent
on the destruction of craving because of the destruction of confusion;
being passionless he comes to be intent on non-confusion because
of the destruction of passion, being without hatred he comes to be
intent on non-confusion because of the destruction of hatred, being
without confusion he comes to be intent on non-confusion because
of the destruction of confusion.

Kd 5.1.25

“Thus, Lord, even if ¹ shapes cognisable by the eye come very
strongly into the field of vision of a monk whose mind is wholly
freed, they do not obsess his mind for his mind comes to be unde-
filed,² firm, won to composure, and he notes its passing hence.³ If
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sounds cognisable by the ear … if scents cognisable by the nose … if
tastes cognisable by the tongue … if touches cognisable by the body
… if mental objects⁴ cognisable by themind⁵ come very strongly into
the field of thought of a monk whose mind is wholly freed, they do
not obsess his mind for his mind comes to be undefiled, firm, won to
composure, and he notes its passing hence.

Kd 5.1.26

“It is as if, Lord, there were a rocky mountain slope without a
cleft, without a hollow, of one mass, and as if wild wind and rain
should come very strongly from the eastern quarter—it would nei-
ther tremble nor quake nor shake violently; and as if wild wind and
rain should come very strongly from the western quarter … from
the northern quarter … from the southern quarter—it would nei-
ther tremble nor quake nor shake violently. Even so, Lord, if shapes
cognisable by the eye come very strongly into the field of vision of
a monk whose mind is wholly freed … if mental objects cognisable
by the mind come very strongly into the field of thought of a monk
whose mind is wholly freed, they do not obsess his mind, for his
mind comes to be undefiled, firm, won to composure, and he notes
its passing hence.”

Kd 5.1.27

¹ As also at an iv.404. ² amissikata. Vin-a 1082 explains this to mean unmixed
with (or, undefiled by) the kilesas (obstructions). ³ Vin-a 1083 says this means:
“he sees the arising and passing away of that mind”, tassa cittassa uppādam pi vayam
pi passati. ⁴ dhammā. ⁵ mano.
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If one is intent upon renunciation andmind’s aloofness¹,Vin 1.185

If one is intent upon non-harming and destruction of
grasping,

If one is intent on destruction of craving andmind’s non-
confusion,

Having seen sensations’ rise, his mind is wholly freed.

For that monk whose mind is calmed and wholly freed
There is nothing to add to what has been done,
there is naught to be done.

As a rock of one mass by wind is never moved,²
So shapes, tastes, sounds, scents, touches and allBD 4.245

Pleasant and unpleasant mental objects³ stir not a man
like this.

His mind is firm, well freed,⁴ and he notes its passing
hence.

Rejection of double-lined sandals

Kd 5.1.28
Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Thus, monks, do young
men of family declare profound knowledge.The goal is spoken of but
the self is not obtruded. But then it seems to me that there are some
foolish men here who declare profound knowledge for fun; these

¹ These lines, to the end, form the conclusion of the verses ascribed to Soṇa Koḷivisa
at Thag 640–Thag644. They also occur at an iii.378f.Metrical translations are at
Psalms of the Bretheren 277 and gs iii.269f. Version above, and that at Vinaya Texts
ii.12 are rathermore literal in places; but none of the others recognises that dhammā
means mental objects (last line but one), and already referred to by Soṇa (as the
sixth “sense-datum”). ² This line occurs at Dhp 81. ³ See note at Kd 1.11.2 (above)
for further references. ⁴ Thag 644 reads visaññuttaṁ instead of vippamuttaṁ (as
above and at an iii.379).
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afterwards come to disaster.”¹
Kd 5.1.29

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Soṇa, saying: “You, Soṇa,
have been delicately nurtured. I allow for you, Soṇa, sandals with
one lining.”
“But I, Lord, gave up eighty cartloads of gold² when I went forth

from home into homelessness, and a herd of seven elephants.³ Be-
cause of this therewill be speakers againstme, saying: ‘Soṇa Koḷivisa
gave up eighty cartloads of gold when he went forth from home
into homelessness, and a herd of seven elephants; and now this very
(person) is clinging on to⁴ sandals with one lining.’

Kd 5.1.30

“If the Lord will allow them to the Order of monks, I too will make
use of them, but if the Lordwill not allow them to theOrder ofmonks,
neither will I make use of them.” Then the Lord on this occasion,
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, I allow sandals with one lining.Monks, doubly lined⁵

sandals should not be worn, trebly lined⁶ sandals should not be
BD 4.246

worn, sandals with many linings⁷ should not be worn. Whoever
should wear (any of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Rejection of all dark green, etc.
Kd 5.2.1“Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals that were

entirely dark green⁸ … that were entirely yellow … that were en-
tirely red … that were entirely crimson … that were entirely black

¹ This paragraph occurs at an iii.359. Cf. an i.218; gs i.198, n. 2; mn i.396. Vin-a 1083
explains “the goal is spoken of” by saying “if he is called an arahant, that is the goal
spoken of. But properly (eva) it should be taken as ‘the meaning of a sutta from
the explanation of a suttanta’ ” (atthameans both goal and meaning). It explains
“the self is not obtruded” as “if (the profound knowledge) is declared thus, ‘I am an
arahant’, the self is not obtruded” (or mentioned or brought forward, na upanīta).
² Misprint at Vin 1.185 has been corrected at Vinaya Texts ii.13, n. 3 to asītisakaṭavāhe
hiraññaṁ. ³ Vin-a 1083 says that here this herd (retinue, array, anīka) is called
six cow-elephants and one bull-elephant. ⁴ satto (with instrumental), or ‘is
enamoured of ’. ⁵ diguṇa … tiguṇa. ⁶ diguṇa … tiguṇa. ⁷ gaṇaṁgaṇupāhanā:
Vin-a 1083 says “sandals with upwards of four linings”. ⁸ nīlika. See bd 2.407, n. 2,
bd 2.408, n. 1, n. 2.
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… that were dyed entirely orange¹ … that were dyed entirely multi-
coloured.² People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, say-
ing: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, sandals thatareentirelydarkgreenarenot tobeworn

… that are dyed entirelymulti-coloured are not to beworn.Who-
ever should wear (such), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.2.2

Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals with dark
Vin 1.186

green straps³…with yellow straps…with red straps…with crimson
straps …with black straps …with dyed orange straps …with dyed
multi-coloured straps. People … spread it about, saying: “Like house-
holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses”.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said:
“Monks, sandals with dark green straps … sandals with dyed

multi-coloured straps are not to be worn. Whoever should wear
(any of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.2.3

Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals with heel-
coverings⁴ … sandals that were knee-boots⁵… sandals that were top-
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boots⁶ … sandals that were filled with cotton⁷ … sandals of (many
hues., like) partridges’ wings⁸ … sandals pointed with rams’ horns
… sandals pointed with goats’ horns … sandals (ornamented) with

¹ mahāraṅgaratta.Vin-a 1083, “the colourof a centipede’s back”. ² mahānāmaratta.
Vin-a 1083 says, “it is when the colours are mixed, the colours of pale foliage, but
the Kurundiya calls it the colours of the paduma-lotus flowers”. These could be
red or white.Mahānāmamay be the name of a plant, however. ³ vaṭṭikā. Vin-
a 1084 reads vaḍḍhikā, and explains by vaddha. ⁴ khallakabaddha. Cf. Pv-a 127. See
note at Vinaya Texts ii.15 on doubtful meaning of the nature of all these forms of
foot-covering, so curiously called upāhana, sandals or slippers. ⁵ puṭabaddha.
Vin-a 1084 says “it is called a Greek (yonaka) sandal; it covers thewhole foot as far as
the knee ”. ⁶ pāliguṇṭhima. These covered the upper pāda, foot or leg, but not the
knee, Vin-a 1084. ⁷ tūlapuṇṇika. On the three kinds of cotton, tūla, see bd 3.92, and
n. 2 there. ⁸ tittirapattika. Vin-a 1084 explains by tittirapattasadisā vicittavaddhā,
which is followed in above translation, although “dyed multi-coloured” has already
been dealt with.
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scorpions’ tails … sandals sewn round with peacocks’ tail feathers …
embroidered¹ sandals. People looked downupon, criticised, spread it
about, saying: “Like householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses”.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, sandalswithheel-coverings shouldnotbeworn…em-

broideredsandals shouldnotbeworn.Whoevershouldwear (any
of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.2.4

Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals decorated
with lion-skins²… with tiger-skins … with panther-skins … with
black antelope-skins …with otter³-skins …with cat-skins …with
squirrel-skins …with owl-skins⁴. People … spread it about, saying:
“Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, sandals decorated with lion-skins … with owl-skins

are not to be worn. Whoever should wear (any of these) there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

Allowance for cast off sandals withmany
linings

Kd 5.3.1Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and
robe, entered Rājagaha for almsfoodwith a certainmonk as his atten-
dant.Then that monkwent limping along behind the Lord. A certain
lay follower, having put on sandals with many linings, saw the Lord
coming from afar; seeing him, having taken off his sandals, he ap-
proached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,

BD 4.248

¹ citra; oftenmeans variously coloured or gaily coloured. Cf. citrūpāhana at dn i.7.
² Vin-a 1084 “they are made having joined the lion-skin to the edges, as to a
seam of a robe”. ³ udda. Meaning uncertain, see Vinaya Texts ii.16, n. 5. Both
Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Vol. 4, No.2,
p. 133, and Dictionary of Pali Proper Names sub. article Dabbapuppha Jātaka, take
udda as otter. Cf. uddapota at Cariyāpiṭaka 1.x.2. ⁴ Vin-a 1084 explains ulūka, owl,
by pakkhibiḷāla, flying fox.
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he approached that monk; having approached, having greeted that
monk, he spoke thus:

Kd 5.3.2

“Why, honoured sir, does the master limp?”
“My feet are split, sir.”
“See, honoured sir, here are sandals.”

Vin 1.187

“No, sir, sandals with many linings are objected to¹ by the Lord.”
“Take these sandals, monk.”² Then the Lord in this connection

having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allowyou,monks, sandalswithmany linings that have been cast

off. Monks, new sandals with many linings are not to be worn.
Whoevershouldwear (these), there isanoffenceofwrong-doing.”

Rejection of sandals inside a monastery

Kd 5.4.1 Nowat that time theLordwaspacingupanddownwithout sandals in
theopenair.Monkswhowereelders, thinking: “The teacher is pacing
up and down without sandals”, also paced up and down without
sandals.The group of sixmonks,while the teacherwas pacing up and
downwithout sandals andwhilemonkswhowere elderswerepacing
up and downwithout sandals, paced up and downwith sandals on.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: How can
this group of six monks, while the teacher is pacing up and down
without sandals, and while monks who are elders are pacing up and
downwithout sandals, pace up and downwith sandals on?”

Kd 5.4.2

Then thesemonks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true,
as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, while the teacher …
with sandals on?”
“It is true, Lord.” The awakened one, the Lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“Howmonks, can these foolish men, while the teacher was pac-

ing up and downwithout sandals, and while monks who are elders

¹ paṭikkhittā. Note that he does not say “not allowed”. ² As pointed out at Vinaya
Texts ii.17, n. 1, this must be understood as spoken by Gotama. A layman did not
address a monk as “monk” but Gotama is constantly recorded to do so.
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were pacing up and downwithout sandals, pace up and downwith
BD 4.249

sandals on? For, monks, even these white-frocked householders, on
account of procuring a craft for their livelihood, will be respectful,
deferential, courteous¹ towards their teachers.

Kd 5.4.3

“Herein, monks, let your light shine forth so that you who have
thus gone forth in this dhamma and discipline which are well taught
may be² respectful, deferential, courteous towards teachers,³ grades
of teachers,⁴ preceptors, grades of preceptors.⁵ It is not, monks, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” and having rebuked
them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, you should not pace up and downwith sandals while

teachers, gradesof teachers, preceptors, grades ofpreceptors are
pacing up and down without sandals. Whoever should (so) pace
up and down, there is an offence of wrong-doing. And, monks,
youshouldnotwearsandalswithinamonastery.Whoevershould
wear them (there), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.5.1Now at that time a certain monk came to have an affliction of
corns on his feet.⁶ Having taken hold of that monk, they made him
go out to relieve himself. As the Lord was touring the lodgings he
saw thosemonkswho, having taken hold of that monk, weremaking

Vin 1.188

him go out to relieve himself, and seeing (this), he approached those
monks, having approached, he spoke thus to those monks:

Kd 5.5.2

“What, monks, is this monk’s disease?”
“Lord, this venerable one has an affliction of corns on the feet,

¹ These threewords also atVin 1.45; an iii.15. ² Cf.Kd 10.2.20. ³ The four teachers
meant here, according toVin-a 1085, are those for the going forth, for ordination, for
the resources, for the recitation (of the Pātimokkha). Cf. Vism94. ⁴ ācariyamatta.
Vin-a 1085 says that one of six years’ standing is for one(i.e. to teach one) of no
(full) year’s standing; so one of seven years ‘standing will be for one of one year’s
standing, one of eight for one of two, one of nine for one of three, one of ten for one
of four years’ standing. ⁵ upajjhāyamatta. Vin-a 1085: these are monks who are
friends and companions of a preceptor, or of any who are ten years one’s senior (in
the Order). ⁶ pādakhīlābādha. Khīlamay here mean an eruption. Vin-a 1085: the
flesh comes to have stood out from (or left, nikkhanta) the foot, like a stake (reading
khila; cf. Ja v.204 khīḷāni, variant reading khilāni, meaning “sharp stakes”).
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and having taken hold of him, we are making him go out to relieve
BD 4.250

himself.” Then the Lord in this connection having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, he whose feet are painful or he whose feet are

split or hewho has an affliction of corns on the feet, to wear sandals.”

Kd 5.6.1 Now at that time monks got up on to couches and chairs with
unwashed feet, and robes and lodgings were soiled.¹They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, when you think: ‘I will get up now on to a

couch or a chair’, to wear sandals.”

Kd 5.6.2

Now at that time, monks, going to an Observance-hut² and to a
meeting-place at night, in the dark trod upon stumps of trees and on
thorns, and their feet became painful. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to use sandals within a monastery, a torch, a

light, a staff.³”

Rejection of wooden sandals
Kd 5.6.3

Now at that time the group of six monks, getting up in the night
towards dawn, having put on wooden shoes,⁴ paced up and down in
the open air talking in high, loud, rasping⁵ tones a variety of worldly
talk,⁶ that is to say talk of kings, talk of thieves, talk of greatministers,
talk of armies, talk of dangers, talk of battles, talk of food, talk of
drink, talk of clothes, talk of beds, talk of garlands, talk of scents,
talk of relations, talk of vehicles, talk of villages, talk of little towns,
talk of towns, talk of the country, talk of women, talk of heroes,⁷

¹ Cf. Vin 2.174. ² uposathagga; cf. Vin 3.66.There is also uposathāgāra, translated
above, e.g. Kd 2.9.1 as “Observance-hall ”. ³ kattaradaṇḍa; cf. Vin 2.76, Vin 2.217,
Vin 3.160.The last part of the rule of Kd 5.4.3 appears to be nullified by this rule at
Kd 5.6.2. ⁴ kaṭṭhapāduka. ⁵ khaṭakhaṭasaddā, sounds of clearing the throat.
⁶ tiracchānakathā; cf. bd 3.82 for notes. ⁷ sūrakathā here; see bd 3.82, n. 5.
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talk of streets, talk of wells, talk of those departed before, talk of
diversity, speculation about the world, speculation about the sea,
talk on becoming and not becoming thus or thus; and they both
killed insects, having trodden on them, and also made monks fall
away from contemplation.¹

Kd 5.6.4

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticized,
BD 4.251

spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six monks getting up
in the night towards dawn, having put onwooden shoes, pace up and
down in the open air talking in high, loud rasping tones a variety of
worldly talk … and both kill insects, having trodden on them, and
also make monks fall away from contemplation?”Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, getting

up in the night towards dawn … and made monks fall away from
contemplation?”

Vin 1.189

“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned
talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, wooden shoes are not to be worn. Whoever should

wear (them), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.7.1Then the Lord, having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Benares. In due course, walking on tour,
he arrived at Benares. The Lord stayed there near Benares at Isi-
patana in the deer-park. Now at that time the group of six monks,
thinking, “Wooden shoes are objected to by the Lord”, having had
young palmyra palms² cut, wore shoes of palmyra palm leaves; those
young palmyra palms which were cut, withered. People … spread it
about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, having
had young palmyra palms cut, wear shoes of palmyra palm leaves?

¹ Cf. an iii.343, an iv.343. ² tālataruṇa, possibly meaning the shoots of the palm
trees; but I think not, for it was probably the young trees themselves that withered
once the monks had had some of their leaves cut off, and not just the cut leaves or
sprouts or shoots.
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These young palmyra palms which were cut, are withering.These
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are harming life that is one-facultied¹”.

Kd 5.7.2

Monks heard these people who looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about.Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, having

had young palmyra palms cut, wear shoes of palmyra palm leaves,
and that those young palmyra palms which were cut are withering?”

BD 4.252

“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, having had young palmyra

palms cut, wear shoes of palmyra palm leaves (so that) the young
palmyra palmswither? For,monks, people think that there are living
things in a tree.² It is not, monks, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet)
pleased …” and having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk,
he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, you should not wear shoes of palmyra palm leaves.

Whoevershouldwear (them), there isanoffenceofwrong-doing.”

Kd 5.7.3

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: “Shoes of
palmyra palm leaves are objected to by the Lord”, having had young
bamboos cut, wore shoes of bamboo leaves; those young bamboos
that were cut withered … (as in Kd 5.7.1, Kd 5.7.2. Read bamboo in-
stead of palmyra palm) …”…Monks, you should not wear shoes of
bamboo leaves.Whoever shouldwear (them), there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.8.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Benares for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Bhaddiya. In due course, walking on tour,
he arrived at Bhaddiya. The Lord stayed there at Bhaddiya in the
Jātiyā Grove.³ Now at that time themonks of Bhaddiya were addicted

Vin 1.190

to the practice of ornamenting their shoes in a variety of ways.They
made tiṇa-grass shoes and had themmade …muñja-grass shoes and
had themmade … shoes of reeds and had themmade …marshy date-

¹ Cf. bd 2.223, bd 2.226, bd 3.320. ² Cf. bd 2.223, bd 2.227. (omitted by mistake: in-
sert before “It is not, foolishmen…”). ³ Mentioned at Vin 1.241, Vin 3.37; an iii.36.
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palm¹ shoes andhad themmade… kamala-grass² shoes andhad them
made, they made woollen shoes and had themmade; they neglected
the recitation, the interrogation, the higher morality, the higher
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thought, the higher wisdom.³
Kd 5.8.2

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying: “How can these monks of Bhaddiya be ad-
dicted to the practice of ornamenting shoes in a variety of ways, and
make tiṇa-grass shoes and have themmade … and neglect the recita-
tion, the interrogation, the higher morality, the higher thought, the
higher wisdom?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the monks of Bhaddiya are ad-

dicted to the practice of … and neglect the recitation … the higher
wisdom?”
“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them say-

ing:
“How, monks, can these foolish men be addicted to the practice

of ornamenting shoes … and neglect the recitation … the higher
wisdom? It is not,monks, for pleasing thosewho are not (yet) pleased
…”

Kd 5.8.3

Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying:
“Monks, shoes of tiṇa grass shouldnotbeworn, shoes ofmuñja

grass…shoes of reeds…marshydate-palmshoes… kamala grass
shoes…woollen shoes should not beworn, shoesmadewith gold
…shoesmadewith silver…shoesmadewithgems⁴…shoesmade

¹ hintāla. Monier Williams gives: “the marshy date tree, a species of palm, Phoenix
or Elate Paludosa.” Vin-a 1085 says they are shoes made of the leaves of khajjūri
(not in Pali-English Dictionary, but Childers gives “the wild date palm tree, Phoenix
Sylvestris”), but not the leaves of the hintāla itself. ² kamala seemsnot to be “lotus”
here. Vin-a 1085 says, there is a grass (tiṇa) called kamalavaṇṇa (kamala-coloured,
with variant reading of -tiṇa for -vaṇṇa), therefore they call the made-up shoes
khus-khus shoes. For khus-khus, usīra, see bd 2.228, n. 1. ³ Cf. bd 2.94. ⁴ At
dn i.7 it is said that Gotama abstains from using maṇi, gems or precious stones.
Sometimes meaning crystal. At Vin 2.112 bowls made of any of these materials are
not allowed.
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with lapis lazuli¹ … shoes made with crystal² … with bronze …
with glass³… with tin⁴… with lead⁵… shoes made with copper
should not be worn. Whoever should wear (any of these), there
is an offence of wrong-doing. And any shoes, monks, that can
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be handed on⁶ should not beworn.Whoever shouldwear (any of
these), there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, three
(kinds of) shoes that are in fixed places and that cannot be handed
on⁷: privy shoes, urinal shoes, rinsing shoes.⁸”

Kd 5.9.1 Then the Lord, having stayed in Bhaddiya for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. In due course, walking on tour,
he arrived at Sāvatthī.The Lord stayed there in Sāvatthī in the Jeta
Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group
of six monks caught hold of cows, which were crossing the river

Vin 1.191

Aciravatī, by their horns, and they caught hold of them by their ears,
and they caught hold of them by their dewlaps, and they caught hold
of them by their tails, and they mounted on their backs, and they
touched their privy parts with lustful thoughts, and having ducked
young calves, they killed them.

Kd 5.9.2

People … spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons
of the Sakyans, catch hold of cows, which are crossing the river
Aciravatī, by their horns … like householders who enjoy pleasures of
the senses?” Monks heard these people who … spread it about.Then
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks caught

hold of cows … and having ducked young calves, killed them?”

¹ veḷuriya, or beryl. See Vinaya Texts iii.82, n. 1. Ja iv.141 speaks of veḷuriya as
vaṁsarāga, and Vb-a 64 as vaṁsavaṇṇamaṇi, a jewel the colour of bamboo. A word-
play on veḷuriya and veḷu (bamboo) is probably the origin of suchdefinitions. ² pha-
lika, or quartz. ³ kāca. See Vinaya Texts iii.82, n. 2. ⁴ tipu. At Vin 2.112 tin and
lead supports for bowls are allowed. At snv.92 tin and lead are among the five
corruptions (alloys) of gold, jātarūpa. Vb-a 63 classifies gold (suvaṇṇa as above),
tin, lead, and the next, copper (tambuloha) under jātiloha, (seven) natural metals.
It calls tipuwhite tipu, and sīsa dark tipu. ⁵ sīsa. ⁶ kāci saṁkamanīyā pādukā.
⁷ Vin-a 1085 says: well fixed to the ground, immovable, not to be folded up (or put
away, collected, gathered up, asaṁhāriya). ⁸ For further references, see Vinaya
Texts ii.24, n. 3.
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“It is true, Lord.”
Kd 5.9.3

Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying:
“Monks, you should not catch hold of cows by their horns …

(or)…ears…(or)…dewlaps…(or)…tails,nor shouldyoumount
on their backs.Whoever should (so)mount, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. Nor should you touch their privy parts with lust-
ful thoughts. Whoever should (so) touch them, there is a grave
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offence. Nor should you kill young calves. Whoever should kill
them should be dealt with according to the rule.¹”

Rejection of vehicles, etc.
Kd 5.9.4

Now at that time² the group of sixmonkswent in a vehicle, and there
was a bull in the middle yoked with cows and there was a cow in the
middle yokedwith bulls.³ People … spread it about, saying: “As at the
festival of the Ganges andMahī⁴”.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said:
“Monks, you should not go in a vehicle. Whoever should (so)

go, there is an offence of wrong-doing.⁵”

Kd 5.10.1Now at that time a certain monk, going through the Kosala coun-
try to Sāvatthī in order to see the Lord, became ill on the way.Then
thatmonk, stepping aside from the road, sat down at the root of a cer-
tain tree. People, seeing that monk, spoke thus: “Where, honoured
sir, will the master go?”

¹ Bu-Pc 61. ² From here to end of Kd 5.10.3 cf. Vin 2.276, which refers to the group
of six nuns. ³ As Vinaya Texts ii.25, n. 2 remarks: “Buddhaghosa explains this
passage in a different way.” He says, Vin-a 1085: itthiyuttenā ti dhenuyuttena (yoked
withmilch cows); purisantarenā ti purisasārathinā (with amale charioteer or driver);
purisayuttenā ti goṇayuttena (yoked with oxen); itthantarenā ti itthīsārathinā (with
a female charioteer). ⁴ Gangā-mahiyāya. Vinaya Texts ii.25, n. 3 says that byMahī
is probably meant “the well-known affluent of the Ganges”. Vin-a 1085 explains
by Gangā-Mahikīḷikā (variant reading kīḷikāya). ⁵ At Vin 4.339 (bd 3.403) any nun
who was not ill fell into an offence of expiation if she went in a vehicle. “Vehicle” is
defined e.g. at Vin 3.49, Vin 4.201.
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“I will go to Sāvatthī, sirs, in order to see the Lord.”
Kd 5.10.2

“Come, honoured sir, we will go along.”
“I am not able to, sirs, I am ill.”
“Come, honoured sir, get into a vehicle.”
“No, sirs, a vehicle is objected to by the Lord,” and being scrupu-

lous, he did not get into a vehicle.Then that monk, having arrived at
Sāvatthī, told this matter to the monks.Themonks told this matter
to the Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, a vehicle to one who is ill.”

Kd 5.10.3

Then it occurred to these monks: “Now, should (the vehicle be)
yoked with cows or yoked with bulls¹? “They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:

Vin 1.192

BD 4.256 “I allow you, monks, a handcart yoked with a bull.²”
Now at that time a certain monk became extremely uncomfort-

able owing to the jolting of a vehicle. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, a palanquin,³ a sedan-chair⁴.”

Rejection of high and broad seats
Kd 5.10.4

Nowat that time thegroupof sixmonksusedhighandbroad things to
recline upon,⁵ that is to say: a sofa,⁶ a divan,⁷ a long-haired coverlet,⁸

¹ itthiyuttaṁ nu kho purisayuttaṁ nu kho. ² purisayuttaṁ hatthavaṭṭakaṁ. Vin-
a 1085 says: here yoked with men (of a man or bulls or a bull, purisa), a woman
(itthi) or a man (purisa) may be the driver. For a handcart rolls along whether
itthiyo or purisā move it. ³ sivikā. Vin-a 1085: piṭaka-sivikā, basket palanquin.
⁴ pāṭaṅkī. Vin-a 1085: a woven cloth (? paṭapoṭṭalika, variant reading paṭalika) made
up having hung it out on bamboos; perhaps what in South India is called a dooly.
⁵ uccāsayanamahāsayana. List recurs at Vin 2.163, dn i.7, an i.181; some of the items
only at mn i.76 = an i.137. Cf. also mn-a ii.39. Vin-a 1086 says “uccāsayana is a couch
exceeding the (right) measure” (the height of the legs of a couch is given as eight
finger-breadths at Vin 4.168), and “mahāsayana is a sheet (paccattharaṇa) that is not
(made) allowable”. ⁶ āsandī, see bd 3.326, n. 1, Dialogues of the Buddha i.11, n. 4.The
use of this and of a divan is forbidden to nuns at Vin 4.299 (bd 3.326f.). ⁷ pallaṅka.
See bd 3.271, n. 3, Dialogues of the Buddha i.11, n. 5. ⁸ gonaka (also spelled goṇaka).
Vin-a 1086 says a long-haired wide kojava (fleecy counterpane or cover with long
hair). On kojava, see below, bd 4.397, n. 5,
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amany-coloured coverlet,¹ awhite coverlet,² awool coverlet besprent
with flowers,³ a cotton quilt,⁴ awool coverlet decoratedwith animals’
forms,⁵ a wool coveringwith hair on the upper side,⁶ a wool covering
with hair at one side,⁷ a silken sheet studded with jewels,⁸ a sheet
made with silk threads and studded with jewels,⁹ a dancer’s carpet¹⁰,
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an elephant rug, a horse rug, a chariot rug, rugs of black antelope
skins, a splendid sheeting of the hide of the kadali-deer,¹¹ a sheetwith
an awning above¹², a couchwith a red cushion at either end.¹³ People,
engaged in touring the dwelling-places, having seen (all this), looked
down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Like householders
who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 5.10.5

Hesaid: “Monks,highandbroad things to reclineuponshould
not be used, that is to say: a sofa … a couch with a red cushion at
either end.Whoever should use (any of these) there is an offence

¹ cittaka, Vin-a 1086 says a coverlet (attharaka) made of wool of various colours
(citta) (embroidered with) wild beasts (vāḷa, variant reading vāna; dn-a 86 reads
vāna,withvariant readings cāna, vāta). ² paṭikā. Vin-a 1086: awhite (seta) coverlet
made of wool. ³ paṭalikā. I followWoodward’s translation at gs i.164. Vin-a 1086
gives the meaning as “a covering made of wool, a mass of flowers”, and further
calls it a “cloth of the Greeks (Yonaka) and Tamils”, with variant reading (as at
an-a ii.293) yo āmalakapaṭṭo ti pi vuccati. Perhaps a better reading for āmalaka (em-
blic myrobalan) occurs at dn-a i.87: āmilāka (“a woollen cover into which a floral
pattern is woven,” Pali-English Dictionary). ⁴ tūlikā. Vin-a 1086 says “just an ordi-
nary tūlikā”, while dn-a 87 and an-a ii.293 say “a tūlikā stuffed with a certain one
of the three kinds of cotton”. These three kinds are given at Vin 2.150, Vin 4.170
as cotton from trees, from creepers and from the poṭaki-grass; see bd 3.93, n. 2.
⁵ vikatikā. Vin-a 1086 says, “a covering made of wool, ornamented (vicitta) with
forms of lions, tigers, etc.”. ⁶ Vin 1.192 and Vin-a 1086 both read uddha- (upper)
lomin as against udda- (both) of dn i.7, an i.181. ⁷ ekantalomin. ⁸ kaṭṭhissa.
Commentaries say “a sheet (paccattharaṇa) made of kaṭṭhissa (?) and silk and sewn
round with (parisibbita) jewels (ratana)”. ⁹ koseyya. I take above rendering from
Vin-a 1086. ¹⁰ Vin-a 1086, “a sheet made of wool suitable for the dances of sixteen
dancing girls”. ¹¹ kadalimigapavarapaccattharaṇa. Vin-a 1086, “it is called the hide
of the kadali-deer; a splendid (pavara) sheet is made from this. It means the best
(uttama) kind of sheet.They say they make it having spread out the deerhide and
sewn it above white hangings” (vattha, also meaning clothes). ¹² sauttaracchada.
Vin-a 1086 explains as “together with a dyed (or red, ratta) awning attached above”,
andmentions sheet (paccattharaṇa) in this connection. ¹³ ubhatolohitakūpadhāna.
Vin-a 1087 explains as above.
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of wrong-doing.”

Rejection of all leather
Kd 5.10.6

Now at that time the group of six monks thinking, “High and broad
things to recline upon are objected to by the Lord”, used large hides:
a lion’s hide, a tiger’s hide, a panther’s hide, These were cut to the
measurement of a couch and they were cut to the measurement of
a chair, and they were laid inside the couches and they were laid
outside the couches and they were laid inside the chairs and they
were laid outside the chairs. People, touring the dwelling-places,
having seen (this), looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses”. They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, large hides should not be used: a lion’s hide, a tiger’s

hide, a panther’s hide. Whoever should use (any of these), there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 5.10.7

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: “Large hides
are objected to by the Lord”, used cow-hides.These were cut to the
measurement of a couch … (as in Kd 5.10.6 above) … and they were
laid outside the chairs.

A certain depravedmonk came to be dependent upon a certain
depraved lay-follower. Then that depraved monk, having dressed
in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling
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of that depraved lay-follower; having approached, he sat down on
the appointed seat.Then that depraved lay-follower approached that

Vin 1.193

depraved monk; having approached, having greeted that depraved
monk, he sat down at a respectful distance.

Kd 5.10.8

Now at that time that depraved lay-follower had a young calf,
beautiful, good to look upon, charming; itwasmarked¹ like a panther
cub.Then that depravedmonk gazed longingly at and thought about²

¹ citra, variegated, beautiful. ² Cf. bd 2.30 and n. 3 there.
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that calf.Then that depraved lay-follower spoke thus to that depraved
monk: “Why, honoured sir, does the master gaze longingly at and
think about this calf?”
“Sir, this calf ’s hide is of use to me.” Then that depraved lay fol-

lower, having slaughtered that calf, having skinned it, bestowed the
hide upon that depravedmonk.Then that depravedmonk, having
hidden the hide in his outer cloak, went away.

Kd 5.10.9

Then that cow, longing for her calf ¹, followed close after that
depraved monk. Monks spoke thus: “Why, your reverence, is this
cow following close after you?”
“I don’t know, your reverences, why this cow is following close

after me.”
Nowat that time thisdepravedmonk’s outer cloakbecamestained

with blood. Monks spoke thus: “But this outer cloak of yours, your
reverence—what has happened to it?”Then that depravedmonk told
this matter to the monks.They said:
“But did you, your reverence, incite (someone) to onslaught on

creatures?”
“Yes, your reverences.”Those who were modest monks … spread

it about, saying: “How can this monk incite (someone) to onslaught
on creatures? Is not onslaught on creatures condemned in many a
figure by the Lord, restraint from onslaught on creatures extolled?”
Then these monk told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 5.10.10

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had the
BD 4.259

Order of monks convened, questioned that depraved monk, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, incited (someone) to on-

slaught on creatures?”
“It is true, Lord.”
“How can you, foolishman, incite (someone) to onslaught on crea-

tures? Foolishman, has not onslaught on creatures been condemned
by me in many a figure, restraint from onslaught on creatures ex-
tolled? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he

¹ vacchagiddhinī, cf. sn iv.181.
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addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, there should be no inciting (anyone) to onslaught on creatures.

Whoever should (so) incite, should be dealt with according to the rule.¹
Nor,monks, should a cow-hide be used.Whoever should use one,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. Nor, monks, should any hide
be used. Whoever should use one, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.”

Vin 1.194

Allowance forwhat is displayed by
householders, etc.

Kd 5.11.1 Now at that time people’s couches and chairs came to be covered up²
with hides, covered over with hides. Monks being scrupulous, did
not sit down on them.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to sit down on what is displayed by house-

holders³, but not to lie down on it.”

Now at that time dwelling-places were lashed together⁴ with
thongs of hide. Monks, being scrupulous, did not sit down (in them).
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

BD 4.260

¹ Bu-Pj 1, where it is as bad to incite someone to cause the death of a human be-
ing as oneself to murder one. Cf. also Bu-Pc 11, Bu-Pc 61, Bu-Pc 62. ² onaddha…
Vinaddha. Cf. Vin 2.150 where onaddhamañca and onaddhapīṭha are allowed. Cf. also
Vin 2.270; and tūlonaddha at Vin 2.163. ³ gihivikata. “To display” is one of themean-
ings of vikartum given byMonier-Williams. Same “allowance” made at Vin 2.163.
⁴ ogumphiyanti. Vin-a 1087 (reading ogupphiyanti, a variant reading not noticed in
Pali-English Dictionary) says bhittidaṇḍakādīsu veṭhetvā bandhanti, having twisted
them (the thongs) round, they tie them to wall-posts, etc. A.K. Coomaraswamy,
Early Indian Architecture, Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol.48, No.3,
p. 266, says “this would seem to have been natural in the case of the wattle and
daubwalls of the simple paṇṇasālās; but we do also find early pillars decorated with
designs of interlacing ropes or thongs which may be vestigial ornament … Atharva
Veda, 9.3 refers to the parts of a house that are knotted and tied”.
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“I allow you, monks, to sit down against¹ what is used only for
lashing² (things together).”

Kd 5.12.1Now at that time the group of six monks entered a village with
their sandals on. People looked downupon, criticised spread it about,
saying: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They
told thismatter to theLord.He said: “Monks, youshouldnot enter a
villagewith your sandals on.Whoever should (so) enter it, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain monk became ill; he was not able to
enter the village without his sandals. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a monk if he is ill to enter a village
with his sandals on.”

The story of Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa

Kd 5.13.1Now at that time³ the venerable Kaccāna the Great⁴ was staying
among the people of Avantī⁵ at Osprey’s Haunt⁶ on Steep Rockmoun-

¹ Vin-a 1087, to sit leaning against. ² bandhanamatta. Cf. Vin 1.254. Word occurs
also at Vin 2.135, but there seems to have a different meaning. See also its use at
Kd 7.1.5, “only by tacking”. ³ To end of Kd 5.13.10, cf. Ud 5.6, Dhp-a iv.101ff. ⁴ At
an i.23 called foremost of the expounders in full of what was spoken in brief. Verses
atThag 494. One of the eleven or twelve leading theras; cf. Vinaya Texts, ii.317, Vinaya
Texts, ii.359, bd 2.295, gs iii.215. See Gotama theMan, p. 113. ⁵ See S. Dutt, Early
History of the Spread of Buddhism, Vol.1, p. 187ff.He points out that Avantī “under the
guidance of Mahākaccāyana helped by Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa … became an important
centre of Buddhism” (p. 189). On Avantī see also B.C. Law, Geography of Early Bud-
dhism, p. 3, n. 1, 22f., p. 61. ⁶ Kuraraghara, the name of a town (nagara) or village
where Kaccāna went for alms (gocaragāma), Vin-a 1087.
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tain slope.¹ Now at that time the lay-follower, SoṇaKuṭikaṇṇa², was a
supporter of the venerable Kaccāna the Great. Then the lay-follower,
Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa, approached the venerable Kaccāna the Great; hav-
ing approached, having greeted the venerable Kaccāna the Great,
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he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, the lay-follower, Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa, spoke thus to
the venerable Kaccāna the Great:
“In so far as I, honoured sir, understand dhamma taught by the

master, Kaccāna the Great, it is no easy matter for one living in a
house to lead the Brahma-faring which is utterly complete, utterly
pure and polished like a conch-shell. I want, honoured sir, having
cut off hair and beard, having donned yellow robes, to go forth from
home into homelessness. Honoured sir, may the master Kaccāna the
Great let me go forth.”

Kd 5.13.2

He said: “Difficult, Soṇa, for as long as life lasts are the solitary
sleeping-place,³ the one meal (a day), the Brahma-faring. Please do
you, Soṇa, being a householder as before,⁴ practise the instruction
of the awakened ones for a short time⁵: the solitary sleeping-place,
the one meal (a day), the Brahma-faring.”

Then the lay follower Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa’s strong aspiration for the

¹ He is recorded to stay here also at sn iii.9, sn iii.12, sn iv.115, anv.46, Ud 57. Our
text reads papāte pabbate; the others pavatte (with variant readings) pabbate. At
Vin-a 1087, papāta is said to be the name of amountain slope. Cf. however sn-a ii.258,
which recognises the two readings, papāte and pavatte, and says of papāte pabbate
that “it was steep (or had a precipice) on one side: it was as though one flank had
been hewn off”. ² Chief of those of clear utterance, an i.24. Verses atThag 365.
Vin-a 1087, an-a i.237 say he wore ornaments worth a crore (koṭi) in his ears, and
also give the reading koṭikaṇṇa, which can mean equally “Crore-eared” or “Pointed-
eared, Prick-eared”; see Vinaya Texts ii.32, n. 3, Psalms of the Bretheren p. 202, gs i.18,
n. 4, Verses of Uplift, p. 68. ³ ekaseyyā, exact significance obscure. At bd 2.196 a
monk is allowed to lie down in a sleeping place for two or three nights with onewho
is not ordained. It seems as if hemight also do sowith an ordainedmonk, for on this
occasion there is no offence if he thinks a person is ordained and he is. At bd 2.201
there is an offence if amonk so lies downwith awoman. ⁴ tatth’ eva. ⁵ kālayutta.
This is to showhowdifficult these things are. Kālayutta could also signify connected
with the right time (for doing things), and would then emphasise that now is not a
right time for Soṇa to go forth, being not sufficiently ready spiritually to do so.
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going forth abated.¹ But a second time … a third time did the lay
Vin 1.195

follower Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa approach the venerable Kaccāna the Great
… (as in Kd 5.13.1) “… Honoured sir, may the master Kaccāna the
Great let me go forth.”Then the venerable Kaccāna the Great let the
lay-follower Soṇa Kuṭikaṇṇa go forth. Now at that time the southern
region of Avantī² came to be short of monks.Then did the venerable

BD 4.262

Kaccāna the Great at the end of three years, with difficulty, with
trouble, havinghad convened fromhere and there anOrder ofmonks
consisting of ten,³ ordain the venerable Soṇa.

The five boons forMahākaccana
Kd 5.13.3

Then as the venerable Soṇa was keeping the rains and meditating in
seclusion, a reasoning arose in hismind thus: “I have only heard that
this Lord is such and such a one, but I have not seen him face to face.
I would go and see this Lord, the perfected, the all-awakened one, if a
preceptorwould allowme.”Then the venerable Soṇa, emerging from
seclusion towards the evening, approached the venerable Kaccāna
the Great; having approached, having greeted the venerable Kaccāna
the Great, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting
down at a respectful distance, the venerable Soṇa spoke thus to the
venerable Kaccāna the Great:

Kd 5.13.4

“Now, as I, honoured sir, was meditating in seclusion, a reasoning
arose in mymind thus: ‘I have only heard that this Lord is such and
such a one, but I have not seen him face to face. I would go to see
this Lord, the perfected, the all-awakened one, if a preceptor would

¹ pabbajjābhisaṅkhāra. Cf. gamikābhisaṅkhāra at Vin 1.233. ² Avantīdakkhiṇāpatha,
as at Vin 2.298, Ja iii.463. See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names under Dakkhiṇāpatha,
Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 30, and B.C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, p. 22.
At the time of the Council of Vesālī, about eighty-eight monks of Avantīdakkhiṇā-
patha, some of them followers of ascetic practices, dhutaṅga, are said to have col-
lected on the Ahogaṅgā mountain slope, Vin 2.299. ³ Vin 1.319 says that an Order
may consist of four, five, ten, twenty or more than twenty monks, and that various
maximum numbers are required for carrying out various specific formal acts, ten
monks being able to perform them all, except rehabilitation; but five monks were
not able to ordain in theMiddle Districts.
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allowme.’ I, honoured sir, would go to see this Lord, the perfected,
the all-awakened one, if the preceptor allows me.”
“Good, it is good, Soṇa. Do you, Soṇa, go to see this Lord, the per-

fected, the all-awakened one.
Kd 5.13.5

“You, Soṇa, will see this Lord, who is pleasant and inspires one
to be pleased,¹ who is calmed in his sense-organs, calmed in mind,
who has attained the uttermost taming and peace, the hero² tamed,
guarded, controlled in his sense-organs. Well then, do you, Soṇa, in
my name salute the Lord’s feet with your head, saying: ‘Lord, my
preceptor, the venerable Kaccāna the Great, salutes the Lord’s feet
with his head’,³ and then speak thus: ‘Lord, the southern region of
Avantī is short ofmonks.At the endof threeyears (he),withdifficulty,

BD 4.263

with trouble, having had convened for me from here and there an
Order of monks consisting of ten, I received ordination. Perhaps
the Lord would allow ordination by a smaller group in the southern
region of Avantī.

Kd 5.13.6

“ ‘Lord, in the southern region of Avantī the surface-soil is dark,
hard, trampled by the hooves of cattle.⁴ Perhaps the Lordwould allow

Vin 1.196

sandals with many linings in the southern region of Avantī. Lord, in
the southern region of Avantī people attach importance to bathing,
to purification by water.⁵ Perhaps the Lord would allow constant
bathing⁶ in the southern region of Avantī. Lord, in the southern
region of Avantī hides (are used as) coverings: sheep-hide, goat-hide,
deer-hide. As, Lord, in the middle districts,⁷ eragu,moragu,majjhāru,

¹ pasādanīya, i.e. to be pleased with his teaching. ² nāga, explained at Vin-a 1087
as “empty of guilt (āgu), empty of the obstructions (kilesa)”. Cf. Snp 522: āgu na karoti
… nāgo, and Cnd 337. ³ Udāna version omits from here to end of Kd 5.13.7 and then
proceeds much as Vinaya version to end of Kd 5.13.10. ⁴ kharā gokaṇṭakahatā; cf.
an i.136. ⁵ udakasuddhika. Cf. sn i.182 (ks i.231); also Vin 4.262, where however
“purification bywater” is not a rite, but a necessary ablution. ⁶ Cf.Bu-Pc 57,where
it is an offence for a monk to bathe at intervals of less than a fortnight except “at a
right time”, specified. ⁷ Not Majjhimadesa here, butmajjhimesu janapadesu.
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jantu¹ (are used), so, Lord, in the southern region of Avantī hides (are
used as) coverings. Perhaps the Lord would allow hides (to be used
as) coverings in the southern region of Avantī: sheep-hide, goat-hide,
deer-hide.

Kd 5.13.7

“ ‘At present, Lord, people give robe-material to monks who have
gone outside the boundaries, saying: “We are giving this robe mate-
rial for so and so.”When thesehave comeback (the others) announce:
“Your reverences, robe-material was given for you by the people so
and so”. But these, being scrupulous, do not consent to it, thinking:
“Let there not be an offence involving forfeiture for us.”² Perhaps the
Lord would explain the procedure³ in regard to robe-material.’ ”
“Yes, honoured sir”, and the venerable Soṇa having spoken in as-

sent to the venerable Kaccāna the Great, rising from his seat, having
BD 4.264

greeted the venerable Kaccāna the Great, having kept his right side
towards him, having packed away his lodging, taking his bowl and
robe, set out for Sāvatthī.

Kd 5.13.8

In due course he approached Sāvatthī, the Jeta Grove, Anātha-
piṇḍika’s monastery, the Lord; having approached, having greeted
the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. Then the Lord ad-
dressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Ānanda, make ready a lodg-
ing for this incoming monk”.Then the venerable Ānanda thought:
“The Lord desires to stay in the same dwelling-place togetherwith

this monk, the Lord desires to stay in the same dwelling-place to-
gether with the venerable Soṇa; it is he in regard to whom the Lord
enjoined me, saying: ‘Ānanda, make ready a lodging for this incom-
ing monk’,” and he made ready a lodging for the venerable Soṇa in
that dwelling-place where the Lord was staying.

Kd 5.13.9

¹ Vin-a 1088 says these are four kinds of grasses, tiṇa, from which are made
kaṭasāraka (?, part of a monk’s lodging or bedding, see Vin-a 1088 under senāsanaṁ
paññāpesi) and strawmats. Eragu is also called erakatiṇa and is coarse.Moragu is
copper coloured at the head, fine, pliable and pleasant to touch, and strawmats are
made from it.Theymake upper cloaks frommajjāru (Vin-a 1088 readingmajjāru).
The colour of jantu is like pearls. ² Cf.Bu-NP 1,where if amonk’s kaṭhinaprivileges
have been removed he may use an extra robe for ten days. One of the grounds for
removal of the privileges depends on a monk’s having gone outside the boundary,
Vin 1.255. ³ pariyāya.
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Then the Lord, having spent a great part of that night in the
open air, entered the dwelling-place.Thevenerable Soṇa also, having
spent a great part of that night in the open air, entered the dwelling-
place.Then theLord, gettingup in thenight towards dawn, requested
the venerable Soṇa, saying:
“May (some) dhamma occur to you to speak, monk.”¹
“Very well, Lord”, and the venerable Soṇa, having replied in as-

sent to the Lord, spoke frommemory everything belonging to the
Divisions in the Eights.² Then the Lord at the end of the venerable

BD 4.265

Soṇa’s recital³ expressed his approbation saying:
“Good, it is good, monk, that by you, monk, the Divisions in the

Eights are well learnt,
Vin 1.197

well attended to, well reflected upon, and that you are endowed

¹ paṭibhātu taṁ bhikkhu dhammo bhāsituṁ, as at Ud-a 312, an-a i.241. Woodward,
Verses of Uplift, p. 71, n. 1, would translate this as “let dhamma arise in your mind
for recital”. He notes that paṭibhātu is “let it occur to you, placeat”, but owing to
dhamma being in the nominative the sentence cannot mean “let it occur to you to
speak dhamma”. Vin-a 1088 says, “may there be (or become, bhavatu) an inclination
(abhimukha) to speak of knowledge; of what is called understanding”. Ud-a 312 says
“Monk, may dhamma to speak arise in you, let it come to the forefront of knowledge,
recite dhamma as you have heard it, as you have learnt it”. Cf. Vin 2.200, Ud 59,
sn i.155. n.b. the Lord addresses Soṇa as “monk” and not by his name. ² Aṭṭhakav-
aggikāni. Aṭṭhakavagga is the name of the fourth Vagga in the Sutta Nipāta. Cited
at sn iii.12, Ud 59.This latter (and also Dhp-a iv.101–Dhp-a iv.102) have the “specific
amplification that Soṇa recited (or ‘intoned’) ‘all the sixteen’ Aṭṭhakavaggika Sut-
tas”, as Chalmers remarks, Buddha’s Teachings, p. xvi, n. 1; and Ud-a 312 the still
further amplification that the sixteen Suttas begin with the Kāmasutta. an-a i.241
reads Aṭṭhakavaggiyāni, onemanuscript adding suttāni. See Journal of the Pali Text
Society 1895, p. 93 on identification of Divyāvadāna’s (p. 20) arthavadgīyāni (recited
by Soṇa) with the “sixteen poems”, aṭṭhakavaggikāni, of the Aṭṭhakavagga. The
work is also mentioned at Divyāvadāna 35. For references to Chinese versions see
Anesaki, Journal of the Pali Text Society 1906–1907, p. 50; and Étienne Lamotte,
Le Traité de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, Vol.i, p. 39, n. 2. ³ sarabhañña. Pali-English
Dictionary calls this “intoning, a particular mode of reciting”. Cf. Vin 2.108, where
the Lord “allows” sarabhañña, but not the singing of dhamma in a singing voice.
Oldenberg quotes Vin-a at Vin 2.316: sarabhaññan ti sarena bhaṇanaṁ, which means
“sarabhañña is called repeating (or reciting) by intonation (sara)”. There is perhaps
in the text a play upon the word sara, which also means remembering.
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with lovely speech, distinct, without hoarseness, so as to make the
meaning clear.¹ Of howmany years’ standing are you, monk?”²
“I, Lord, am of one year’s standing.”

Kd 5.13.10

“But what have you, monk, done thus long?”
“For long, Lord, I have seen peril in pleasures of the senses, but

household lives are crowded,³ there is much to be done, much busi-
ness.” Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time
uttered this utterance:

“Having seen peril in the world,
having known dhammawithout attachment, /
the noble one delights not in evil,
the pure one delights in instruction.”⁴

Kd 5.13.11
Then the venerable Soṇa, thinking: “The Lord is much pleased

with me, this is the time for that for which the preceptor prepared⁵
me,” rising from his seat, having arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder, having inclined his head to the Lord’s feet, spoke thus:
“Lord, my preceptor, the venerable Kaccāna the Great, salutes the

Lord’s feet with his head, and speaks thus: ‘The southern region of
Avantī, Lord … (as in Kd 5.13.5, Kd 5.13.6) … perhaps the Lord would
explain the procedure in regard to robe-material’.”Then the Lord,
on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, the southern region of Avantī is short of monks. I allow,

BD 4.266

monks, in all border districts ordination by a group⁶ with, as fifth,
an expert on discipline.

Kd 5.13.12

¹ Stock as at dn i.114, sn i.189, sn ii.280, an ii.51, an iii.114. ² I.e. howmany years
since his ordination. Cf. above, bd 4.76f. ³ sambādhā gharāvāsā. Ud 59, sn ii.219,
sn v.350, dn i.63, dn i.250 read sambādho gharāvāso. ⁴ sāsane ramati sucī; Ud 59
reading pāpe na ramati sucī, ⁵ paridassi. Vin-a 1088, “this should be the time for
that which the preceptor made known to me, saying: ‘You should say this and that’;
come, I will give the message now”. ⁶ Usually two to four monks.
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“For this purpose,¹ these are the border districts²: the little town³
called Kajaṅgala⁴ is in the eastern direction, beyond it is Mahāsālā,⁵
further than that are border districts, on this side are themiddle (dis-
tricts).The river called Sallavatī⁶ is in the south-eastern direction,
further than that are border districts, on this side are the middle
(districts).The little town called Setakaṇṇika is in the southern di-
rection, further than that are border districts, on this side are the
middle (districts). The brahmin village calledThūna⁷ is in the west-
ern direction, further than that are border districts, on this side are
the middle (districts). Themountain slope called Usīraddhaja⁸ is in
the northern direction, further than that are border districts, on
this side are the middle (districts). I allow, monks, in such border
districts as these, ordination by a group with, as fifth, an expert on
discipline.

Kd 5.13.13

“In the southern region of Avantī, monks, the surface-soil is dark,
hard, trampled by the hooves of cattle. I allow, monks, in all bor-
der districts, sandals with many linings. In the southern region of
Avantī, monks, people attach importance to bathing, to purification
by water. I allow, monks, in all border districts, constant bathing.
In the southern region of Avantī, monks, hides (are used as) cov-
erings: sheep-hide, goat-hide, deer-hide. As, monks, in the middle

BD 4.267

Vin 1.198
¹ tatra. ² This passage is quoted at Ja i.49, dn-a 173, Kh-a 132, mn-a ii.200, an-a i.97
in order to define the boundaries ofmajjhima (pa)desa, the Middle Country, i.e. the
middle of Jambudīpa (India). See B.C. Law Geography Of Early Buddhism, p. 2, for
some of the place-names mentioned below. ³ nigama, see bd 2.63, n. 2. ⁴ Oc-
curring at an v.54, mn iii.298, dn-a 429. Also Ja iii.226, Ja iv.310The scholiast tells us
(Ja iv.311) that it was a townwherematerials were easily got, dabbasambhārā sulabhā,
not where they “were hard to be got ” (Jātaka translation iv.195, n. 1). ⁵ Called
Mahāsalā at Ja i.49. ⁶ Spelled Salalavatī at Ja i.49, dn-a 173, Kh-a 132, Salaṭavatī
at mn-a ii.200 (with variant readings) and in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. See
variant readings at dn-a 173; these do not include Sallavatti as at an-a i.97. ⁷ Men-
tioned at Ud 78, Ud-a 377 as belonging to the Mallas: also at Ja vi.62 (with variant
reading Dhunna). B.C. Law, India as Described in Early Texts of Buddhism and Jain-
ism, p. 21, n. 1 says “Consult Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, Introduction
xliii, n. 2 as to the identification ofThūṇa with Sthānesvara”. ⁸ According to B.C.
Law, India as Described in Early Texts, p. 21, n. 2, “it may be said to be identical with
Usiragiri, a mountain to the north of Kaṅkhal, I.A., 1905, 179”.
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districts eragu, moragu, majjhāra, jantu (are used), so, monks, in the
southern region of Avantī hides (are used as) coverings: sheep-hide,
goat-hide, deer-hide.¹ I allow,monks, in all border districts, hides (to
be used as) coverings: sheep-hide, goat-hide, deer-hide. Andmore-
over, monks, people give robe-material for monks who have gone
outside the boundaries, saying: ‘We are giving this robe-material for
so and so’. I allow you, monks, to consent (to it). That reckoning is
not necessary until it reaches the hand.²”

The Fifth Section: that on Hides

in this section there are sixty-three items. this is its key
TheKing of Magadha, Soṇa,
and eighty-thousand chieftains,
Sāgata showedmuch that was further on Vulture Peak, /
They were broken by his output (of energy) on going forth,
the lute, with one lining,
dark green, yellow, red, crimson, and indeed black, /
Orange, multi-coloured, and he objected to edgings,
heels, knee-boots, top-boots,
cotton, partridges, rams, goats, /
Scorpions, peacocks, and embroidered,
decorated with lions, tigers and panthers,
antelopes, beavers and cats, squirrels, owls, /
Sandals for split (feet), corns,
unwashed, tree-stumps, rasping,

¹ Vin-a 1088 here gives a list of six kinds of deer, and says their hides may be used,
but not the hides of other kinds of deer,miga, including the kadalīmiga, nor (with a
play on words) the hides of beasts of prey, vāḷamiga, which it defines as lions, tigers,
panthers, bears and hyenas. Skins of cows, buffaloes, hares and catsmaynot be used
either. ² na tāva taṁ gaṇanūpagaṁyāva na hatthaṁ gacchati.This refers to Bu-Pc 1,
where an extra robe may be worn for at most ten days. The above phrase means
that a monk need not begin to count these ten days until he has actually received
the robe-material. Vin-a 1089 says, “So long as having conveyed but not given, or
(so long as) having sent but not announced that ‘This robe-material has accrued
for you, honoured sirs’; he does not begin the reckoning (gaṇanaṁ na upeti), it (i.e.
the robe-material) is not allotted, one does not begin to take up what is not allotted.
But when, having conveyed it it is given, or when having sent it it is announced, or
when having heard that it has accrued, from then on there is occasion for attention
to the ten days”. On upaga, see bd 2.7, n. 4; and on anadhiṭṭhita, “not allotted” see
ibid., n. 1.
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palm, bamboo, and indeed grass,
munja; babbaja, marshy date-palm, /
Kamala, woollen, golden, silver, gems, lapis lazuli,
crystal, bronze, and glass, and tin, lead, copper, /
Cows, a vehicle and ill,

BD 4.268
yoked with bulls, a palanquin,
things to recline on, large hides,
and the depraved one with a cowhide, /
On what belongs to householders, with thongs of hide,
they enter, on one being ill,¹
Kaccāna the Great, Soṇa (recites) frommemory
what belongs to the Divisions in the Eights, /
A group of five for ordination, many linings, constant bathing,²
he allowed hides (to be used as) coverings,
reckoning not necessary until:
The leader gave these five boons to the Elder Soṇa.

Vin 1.199

¹ gilāyano; Sinhalese edition gilānakā. ² Sinhalese edition upasampadaṁ pañcahi
gaṇamgaṇā dhuvasināyanā.
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On five medicines

Kd 6.1.1
BD 4.269

At that time the Lord was staying at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove in
Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time monks, afflicted by
an affection occurring in the autumn, brought up the conjey they
had drunk and brought up the rice they had eaten; because of this
they became lean, wretched, of a bad colour, yellowish, the veins
standing out on their limbs. The Lord saw these monks who were
lean … standing out on their limbs; seeing them, he addressed the
venerable Ānanda, saying: “Now, how is it Ānanda, that at present
monks are lean … standing out on their limbs?”
“At present, Lord, monks, afflicted by an affection occurring in

the autumn, bring up the conjey they have drunk and bring up the
rice they have eaten; because of this they are lean … standing out on
their limbs.”

Kd 6.1.2

Thenas theLordwasmeditating in seclusion, a reasoningarose in
his mind thus: “At present monks, afflicted by an affection occurring
in the autumn, bring up … standing out on their limbs. What now if
I should allowmedicine for monks—whatever is medicine as well as
whatmay be agreed upon asmedicine—and although itmay serve as
nutriment for people¹ yet could not be reckoned as substantial food?”
Then it occurred to the Lord: “These five medicines, that is to say
ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey, molasses, are medicines² and are also

¹ lokassa. ² Cf. Bu-NP 23, where a monk, having accepted these five medicines
may keep them in store for at most seven days.They are defined at Vin 3.251.
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agreed upon as medicines, and although they serve as nutriment for
people yet they cannot be reckoned as substantial food. What now if
I should allowmonks tomake use of these fivemedicines at the right
time, if they have accepted them at a right time?”

Kd 6.1.3

Then the Lord, having emerged from seclusion towards the even-
ing,havinggivenreasoned talkon this occasion, addressed themonks,
saying:

BD 4.270

“Now, monks, as I was meditating in seclusion …’… yet could not
be reckoned as substantial food’.Monks, concerning this, it occurred
to me: ‘These five medicines, that is to say … Suppose I were to allow

Vin 1.200

monks to make use of these five medicines at the right time, if they
have accepted them at a right time?’ I allow you, monks, to make use
of these five medicines at the right time, if you have accepted them
at a right time.”

Kd 6.1.4

Now at that time monks, having accepted these five medicines at
a right time, made use of them at the right time. But even with these
they did not digest ordinary coarse meals, much less greasy ones.
And because of this they were afflicted by the affection occurring
in the autumn, and in consequence there was also a loss of appetite,
and as a result of both these (factors) they became increasingly lean,
wretched, of a bad colour, yellowish, with the veins standing out on
their limbs.The Lord saw thesemonkswhowere increasingly lean…
standing out on their limbs; seeing them, he addressed the venerable
Ānanda, saying:
“Now, why is it, Ānanda, that at present monks are increasingly

lean … standing out on their limbs?”
Kd 6.1.5

“At present, Lord, monks, having accepted those fivemedicines
at a right time, make use of them at the right time … and as a result
of both of these (factors) they are increasingly lean … standing out
on their limbs.”

Then the Lord, having given reasoned talk on this occasion, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
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“I allow you, monks, having accepted these five medicines,¹ to
make use of them both at the right time and also at thewrong time.”²

Kd 6.2.1Nowat that time ill monks had need of tallows asmedicines.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make
use of tallows asmedicines by using themwith oil: tallow from bears,

BD 4.271

tallow from fish, tallow from alligators, tallow from swine, tallow
from donkeys,³ (if each) is accepted at a right time, cooked at a right
time, mixed at a right time.⁴

Kd 6.2.2

“If, monks, one should make use of that which is accepted at
a wrong time, cooked at a wrong time, mixed at a wrong time,
there is an offence of three wrong-doings. If, monks, one should
make use of that which is accepted at a right time, cooked at a
wrong time, mixed at a wrong time, there is an offence of two
wrong-doings. If, monks, one should make use of that which is
accepted at a right time, cooked at a right time,mixed at awrong
time, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, monks, one should
make use of that which is accepted at a right time, cooked at a right
time, mixed at a right time, there is no offence.”⁵

On root medicince, etc.
Kd 6.3.1Now at that time ill monks had need of roots as medicines.They told

this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, it there is a
Vin 1.201

reason, to make use of roots as medicines: turmeric,⁶ ginger, orris
root, white orris root, garlic, black hellebore, khus-khus, nut-grass,

¹ n.b. “at a right time” does not occur here. ² Thismust refer to the right time and
the wrong time for eating solid foods and soft foods.When “solid food ” is defined at
Vin 4.83 by excluding “food that may be eaten during a watch of the night, during
seven days, during life”, there is reason to suppose that these expressions refer to
medicines, see bd 2.330, n. 1, n. 2, n. 3. ³ Quoted at Vin-a 714.This passage explains
that tallow from the flesh of all animals which it is allowable to eat is allowed, and
also, with the exception of human tallow, the tallow of the ten animals which it is
not allowable to eat. These ten are prohibited at Vin 1.218ff. ⁴ Quoted at Vin-a 714,
which, in reference to tallow, regards “the right time” as before a meal, “the wrong
time ” as after. ⁵ Quoted at Vin-a 714. ⁶ This list of roots also given at Vin 4.35.
For notes, see bd 2.227f. Cf. also Vin-a 833.
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or whatever other roots there are that are medicines, if they do not
serve, among solid foods, as a solid food, if they do not serve, among
soft foods, as a soft food; andhaving accepted them, to preserve¹ them
for as long as life lasts.² If there is no reason, there is an offence of
wrong-doing for onewhomakes use of (any of thesemedicines).”

Kd 6.3.2

Now at that time ill monks had need, as medicines, of what was
pounded off roots.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
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you, monks, a (lower) grindstone, a (small) grindstone.³”

Kd 6.4.1 Now at that time ill monks had need of astringent decoctions
as medicines. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, if there is a reason, to make use of astringent decoc-
tions as medicines: astringent decoctions from the nimb-tree, as-
tringent decoctions from the kuṭaja,⁴ astringent decoctions from the
pakkava,⁵ astringent decoctions from the nattamāla,⁶ or whatever
other astringent decoctions there are that are medicines if they do
not serve, among solid foods, as a solid food, if they do not serve,
among soft foods, as a soft food; and having accepted them, to pre-
serve them for as long as life lasts. If there is no reason, there is
an offence of wrong-doing for any one whomakes use of (any of
these medicines)”.

Kd 6.5.1 Now at that time ill monks had need of leaves as medicines.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, if there is a

¹ pariharituṁ. ² Passage quoted at Vin-a 833. See bd 2.330, n. 3, on this expression,
“as long as life lasts”. Themedicines mentioned in Bu-NP 23 may, unlike the root
medicines whichmay be stored for life, be stored for at most seven days. ³ nisada
nisadapota. Vin-a 1090 says piṁsanasilā ca piṁsanapotako ca, a stone for grinding
and a small (thing) for grinding.This latter must be a pounder to use in the hand on
the larger grindstone. ⁴ Wrightia antidysenterica or Nericum antidysentericum
(Pali-English Dictionary), Holarrhena antidysenterica (Watt’s Commercial Products
of India). ⁵ A creeper, Vin-a 1090 (reading paggava as at Ja ii.105, where it is
called vallī, a creeping plant). ⁶ At Vin-a 1090 called karañjawhich, according to
Pali-English Dictionary, is the tree Pongamia glabra.
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reason, tomakeuseof leaves asmedicines:nimb-leaves,kuṭaja-leaves,
cucumber¹-leaves, basil²-leaves, cotton-tree leaves, orwhateverother
leaves there are that are medicines if they do not serve … (any of
these medicines).”³

Kd 6.6.1Now at that time ill monks had need of fruits as medicines.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, if there is
a reason to make use of fruits as medicines: vilaṅga,⁴ pepper,⁵ black
pepper,⁶ yellowmyrobalan,⁷ beleric myrobalan,⁸ emblic myrobalan,
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goṭha-fruit⁹ or whatever other fruits there are that are medicines if
they do not serve … (any of these medicines).”

Kd 6.7.1Now at that time ill monks had need of resins as medicines.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, if there
is a reason, to make use of resins as medicines: hiṅgu,¹⁰ hiṅgu-resin,
hiṅgu-gum,¹¹ gum,¹² gum-patti,¹³ gum-paṇṇī, orwhateverother resins

Vin 1.202

there are that are medicines if they do not serve … (any of these
medicines)”.¹⁴

Kd 6.8.1Now at that time ill monks had need of salts as medicines.They

¹ paṭola, a kind of cucumber, Trichosanthes Dioeca. ² sulasī; cf. Sanskrit surasī,
given by Böhtlingk-Roth as “basilienkraut”. The word translated as “basil” at
bd 2.228 is ajjuka. ³ Quoted at Vin-a 835. ⁴ Erycibe paniculata. ⁵ pippala, see
VinayaTexts ii.46, n. 6. ⁶ marica. ⁷ harītaka, cf.bd 3.245, n. 4 (Vin 4.259). ⁸ vibhī-
taka, also at Ja vi.529.Watt, Commercial Products of India, under Terminalia belerica,
says “it has various medicinal qualities ascribed to it; and the oil expressed from
the seed is used by the Natives”. Under Phyllanthus emblicaWatt says “the fresh ripe
fruits are largely employed as astringent and laxative medicines”. ⁹ goṭhaphala.
Pali-English Dictionary says “medicinal seed”. MonierWilliams, under gotravṛiksha
compares to dhanvana. This he gives as the “plant Alhagi Maurorumwhich grows
in a dry soil”. ¹⁰ Assafoetida. ¹¹ hingu-sipāṭikā. Pali-English Dictionary says that
this is a sipāṭikā (pod pericarp) yielding gum.MonierWilliams says it is the same as
vaṁsa-pattrī. This he calls a “particular kind of grass = nāḍī-hiṅgu”. Vin-a 1090 says
that hiṅgu. hiṅgu-jatu, hiṅgu-sipāṭikā are just kinds of hiṅgu. ¹² taka, a medicinal
gum. ¹³ Vin-a 1090 says that taka and these two varieties are all of them kinds of
lac or resin. ¹⁴ Quoted at Vin-a 835.
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told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, if there
is a reason, to make use of salts as medicines: sea(-salt), black salt,¹
rock-salt,² culinary-salt, red-salt³ or whatever other salts there are
that are medicines if they do not serve, among solid foods, as a solid
food, if they do not serve, among soft foods, as a soft food; and having
accepted them, to preserve them for as long as life lasts. If there is
no reason, there is an offence ofwrong-doing for onewhomakes
use of (any of these medicines).”

Kd 6.9.1 Now at that time⁴ the venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa,⁵ the venerable
BD 4.274

Ānanda’s preceptor, had an affliction of thick scabs.⁶ Because of the
discharge his robes stuck to his body. Monks, having repeatedly
moistened these withwater, loosened them. As the Lordwas touring
the lodgings he saw these monks loosening the robes, having repeat-
edly moistened themwith water; and seeing (this) he approached
these monks; having approached, he spoke thus to these monks:
“What, monks, is this monk’s affliction?”
“Lord, this venerable one has an affliction of thick scabs; because

of the discharge, his robes stick to his body; having repeatedlymoist-
ened themwith water, we are loosening them.”

Kd 6.9.2

Then the Lord in this connection having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying: “I allow, monks, for one who has itch⁷
or a small boil or a running sore or an affliction of thick scabs or for
one whose body smells nasty, chunams as medicines; for one who
is not ill dung, clay, boiled colouring matter.⁸ I allow you, monks, a
pestle and mortar.⁹”

¹ Vin-a 1090 calls this common salt. ² This is white in colour, Vin-a 1090. ³ Vin-
a 1090: cooked together with all kinds of ingredients, it is red in colour. ⁴ Open-
ing part of this story = Vin 1.295. ⁵ See bd 2.338, n. 1. ⁶ Cf. Bu-Pc 90.2. ⁷ At
Vin 4.172 (bd 3.97) “itch-cloth” is defined as: for covering anyone who has any of
these afflictions. ⁸ rajana-nipakka. Vin-a 1090 says rajana-kasaṭa, acrid colouring
matter or dye-stuff. But kasaṭa can also mean dregs or leavings, and this sense is
more likely here. Vin-a 1090 explains: “having ground ordinary chunam, having
moistened it with water, one may wash (or bathe with it).”These three things were
for applying to the body and not for taking as a medicine. ⁹ udukkhala musala,
different from the grinding stones of Kd 6.3.2.
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Kd 6.10.1Now at that time ill monks had need of sifted chunams as medi-
cines … “I allow you, monks, a chunam-sifter.¹” They had need of
very fine ones. “I allow you, monks, a cloth sifter.”

Kd 6.10.2

Now at that time a certain monk had an non-human affliction.
Teachers and preceptors, although nursing him, were unable to get
him well. He, having gone to the swine’s slaughter-place, ate raw
flesh and drank raw blood, and his non-human affliction subsided.²
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, when one
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has a non-human affliction, raw flesh and raw blood.”

Kd 6.11.1
BD 4.275Now at that time a certainmonk came to have an illness affecting

his eyes. Having taken hold of that monk, they made him go out to
ease himself. As the Lord was touring the lodgings, he saw those
monks who, having taken hold of that monk, were making him go
out to ease himself; seeing (this) he approached thosemonks; having
approached, he spoke thus to those monks:
“What, monks, is this monk’s affliction?”

Kd 6.11.2

“Lord, this venerable one has an illness affecting his eyes; we, hav-
ing taken hold of him, are making him go out to ease himself.”Then
the Lord in this connection having given reasoned talk, addressed
the monks, saying:
“I allow,monks, theseointments³: blackcollyrium,⁴ rasa-ointment,⁵

¹ cuṇṇacālanī. ² There seems at Vin-a 1090 the idea that a non-human being
“possessed” the monk. For it explains that it was not the monk who ate and drank
the raw things, but the non-human being; on its departing, his (the monk’s) non-
human affliction is said to have subsided. ³ añjana is here a generic term, as is
clear from the first three to be specified: kāḷañjana rasañjana sotañjana. Vin-a 1090
also says of añjana, “comprising all”. ⁴ Vin-a 1090 says “one kind of añjana, cooked
with all ingredients”. ⁵ Vin-a 1090 says “made from a variety of ingredients”.
Böhtlingk-Roth say it is made with vitriol.
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sota-ointment,¹ yellow-ochre,² lamp-black.”³They had need of oint-
ment powders.⁴ … “I allow, monks, the use of sandal-wood, rosebay,
black gum,⁵ tālīsa,⁶ nut-grass.”⁷

Kd 6.12.1 Now at that time monks used to place pulverised ointments in
small bowls and saucers. They were littered with powdered grass
and dust … “I allow, monks, an ointment-box.”⁸ Now at that time the
group of six monks used various kinds of ointment-boxes, made of
gold, made of silver. People looked down upon, criticised, spread it
about, saying: “Like householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses”.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, various kinds of ointment-boxes should not be used.

Whoever should use (one), there is an offence of wrong-doing. I
BD 4.276

allow (them), monks, (to be) made of bone,⁹ made of reed, made of
bamboo,made of a piece of stick,made of lac,made of crystal,¹⁰ made
of copper, made of the centre of a conch-shell.”

Kd 6.12.2

Now at that time ointment-boxes were not covered.They were
littered with powdered grass and dust … “I allow, monks, a lid.”¹¹ A
lid fell off … “I allow you, monks, having tied it with thread, to tie it
to the ointment-box.” An ointment-box split open.¹² … “I allow you,
monks, to sew it round with thread.”

Kd 6.12.3

¹ Vin-a 1090–91 says “an ointment originating in rivers and streams”. Böhtlingk-
Roth say it is made with antimony. ² geruka, or red chalk. ³ kapalla taken from
the flame of a lamp, Vin-a 1091. Pali-English Dictionary says kapalla is here in error
for kajjala. ⁴ añjanupapisana, as at Vin 2.112. ⁵ See gs v.17, n. 1. ⁶ Flacourtia
cataphracta. ⁷ As inKd 6.3.1, andVin 4.35. See bd 2.228, n. 2. ⁸ añjanī. See bd 3.89,
n. 2. Allowed also at Vin 2.135. ⁹ At Vin 4.167 these three materials are allowed for
making needle-cases. “Bone” is there defined as whatever is bone. But Vin-a 1091
says “made of bone”means of every kind of bonewith the exception of human bone.
This list recurs at Vin 2.117. ¹⁰ Pali-English Dictionary suggests that phalamaya
“stands in all probability for phalikamaya”. ¹¹ Allowed also at Vin 2.122 for a well.
¹² Reading phalatiwith Sinhalese edition instead of Oldenberg’s nipalati.
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Now at that time monks put on ointment with (their) fingers.
(Their) eyes became painful … “I allow, monks, an ointment-stick.”¹
Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds of oint-
ment sticks, made of gold, made of silver. People looked down upon,

Vin 1.204

criticised, spread it about, saying: “Likehouseholderswhoenjoyplea-
sures of the senses.” … “Monks, various kinds of ointment sticks
should not be used.²Whoever should use one, there is an offence
ofwrong-doing. I allow (them),monks, (to be)made of bone…made
of the centre of a conch-shell.”

Kd 6.12.4

Nowat that time anointment-stick, falling to the ground, became
rough … “I allow, monks, a case for the sticks.”³ Now at that time
monks carried about ointment-boxes and ointment-sticks in their
hands … “I allow, monks, a bag for the ointment-box.”There was no
strap at the edge⁴ … “I allow, monks, a strap at the edge, a thread for
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tying⁵.”

The story of Pilindavaccha
Kd 6.13.1Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha⁶ had a head-ache⁷ …

“I allow, monks, a small quantity of oil for the head.” He did not get
better … “I allow, monks, (medical) treatment through the nose”.⁸

¹ Allowed again, with ointment-box, at Vin 2.135. At Vin 4.168 there is “no offence”
if an ointment-stick is used as a needle-case. ² Cf. above Kd 6.12.1. ³ Vin-a 1091
says, “because they put down the sticks, I allow a piece of hollow wood or a bag for
them”. ⁴ aṁsa-bandhaka (variant readings vadhaka, vaddhaka). Vin-a 1091 says
this is for (or, on) the ointment-bag.The same thing allowed at Vin 2.114 for a bowl.
At Kd 6.13.2 there is a similar “allowance” for a bag for tubes for steam.Thus the
monks had different bags for different portable articles. It would seem as if each
bag had a strap attached to its edge, rather than that monk, carried the bags by
means of straps going over the shoulder (also called aṁsa). ⁵ bandhana-suttaka,
probably for tying the box to the strap. Cf. Vin 2.114. ⁶ See bd 1.112, n. 2. ⁷ A
“certain monk” had this, sīsābhitāpa, at Vin 3.83 (bd 1.143). ⁸ natthukamma. Cf.
natthuṁ adaṁsu at Vin 3.83 (see bd 1.143, n. 2). Mentioned also at mn i.511.
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His nose ran … “I allow, monks, a nose-spoon.”¹ Now at that time the
group of six monks used various kinds of nose-spoons, made of gold,
made of silver. People … spread it about, saying: “Like householders
who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” … “Monks, various kinds of
nose-spoons should not be used. Whoever should use one, there
is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow (them), monks, (to be) made
of bone …made of the centre of a conch-shell.”

Kd 6.13.2

They poured it up the nose in uneven quantities.² … “I allow,
monks, a double nose-spoon.”³ He did not get better … “I allow you,
monks, to inhale steam.”⁴ So they inhaled it after they had lit awick.⁵
It burnt their throats … “I allow you, monks, a tube for the steam.⁶
Now at that time the group of six monks used all kinds of tubes for
the steam… (as in Kd 6.13.1) … “I allow (them), monks, (to be) made
of bone … made of the centre of a conch-shell.” Now at that time
tubes for the steamwere not covered, and small creatures got in. “I
allow, monks, a lid.” Now at that time monks carried about tubes for
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the steam in their hands. “I allow, monks, a bag for the tubes for the
steam.”They got rubbed together … “I allow, monks, a double bag.”
Therewas no strap at the edge.⁷ … “I allow,monks, a strap at the edge,
a thread for tying.”

Kd 6.14.1 Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha had an affliction
Vin 1.205

of wind. Physicians spoke thus: “Oil must be boiled.” … “I allow,
monks, a decoction of oil.” Now strong drink had to be mixed in

¹ natthu-karaṇī. I translate as at Vinaya Texts ii.54. Pali-English Dictionary gives
“pocket-handkerchief ”, butnext sentencemakes thisunlikely. ² natthuṁvisamaṁ
āsiñcanti. In pouring the medicament up the nose, monks probably poured more
up one nostril than the other.The spoon, therefore, was not to catch the discharge
from the nose but was to hold it up “so that the medicinal oil does not run out”
(Vinaya Texts ii.54, n. 1); it was an instrument with which to pour up the medicinal
oil itself. ³ I.e. one giving an equal stream in respect of its two measures, Vin-
a 1091. ⁴ dhūmaṁ pātuṁ, literally to drink steam, or smoke. Below, Kd 6.14.5, cf.
dhūmaṁ kātuṁ. Cf. “drinking” (not smoking) a huqqa, by reason of the water in
it. ⁵ Cf. Vinaya Texts ii.54, n. 3, which states that they smeared a wick with the
drugs and then burnt them. ⁶ dhūmanetta. Also at Ja iv.363; translated Jātaka
Translation iv.229 as “smoking-pipe”. ⁷ As in Kd 6.12.4.
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that decoction of oil. “I allow you, monks, to mix strong drink in a
decoction of oil.” Now at that time the group of six monks boiled
oils mixed with too much strong drink. Having drunk these, they
were intoxicated.¹ “Monks, oil mixed with too much strong drink
should not be drunk.Whoever should (so) drink should be dealt with
according to the rule.² I allow you, monks, if neither the colour nor
the smell nor the taste of strong drink³ appears in any decoction of
oil, to drink oil mixed with strong drink if it is like this.”

Kd 6.14.2

Nowat that timemonks came to havemuch boiled oilmixedwith
too much strong drink.Then it occurred to these monks: “Nowwhat
course of conduct should be followed when there is oil mixed with
too much strong drink?”… “I allow you, monks, to employ it as an
unguent.”⁴ Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha came to
have a quantity of boiled oil, but there was no receptacle for oil. “I
allow you, monks, three kinds of vessels: a copper vessel, a wooden
vessel, a vessel (made of) fruit.”

Kd 6.14.3

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha had rheumatism
in the limbs. “I allow, monks, the sweating-treatment.”⁵ He got no
better … “I allow, monks, sweating by the use of all kinds of herbs.”⁶
He got no better. “I allow, monks, the great sweating.”⁷ He got no
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better. “I allow, monks (the use of) hemp-water.”⁸ He got no better.
“I allowmonks, (the use of) a water-vat.”⁹

¹ majjanti, or “were elated”. ² Bu-Pc 51. ³ Cf. Bu-Pc 51.2.3. ⁴ abbhañjana, an
oiling. Cf. the same word in the “key” at Vin 3.79 used in referring to abbhañjiṁsu,
they oiled or rubbed (an ill monk), on bd 4.83. ⁵ sedakamma. ⁶ sambhāraseda.
Vin-a 1091, “sweating by the use of hemp and a variety of leaves”. ⁷ mahāseda.
Vin-a 1091 explains that they heap charcoal into a pit the size of aman, cover it with
dust, sand and leaves, and the patient lies down there with his limbs smeared with
oil and sweats by rolling round. ⁸ bhaṅgodaka, i.e. hemp leaves boiled in water.
The patient should sweat by repeatedly sprinkling himself with this preparation,
Vin-a 1091. See Vinaya Texts ii.57, n. 1. ⁹ udakakoṭṭhaka. “I allow the application of
the sweating treatment (sedakammakaraṇa), having got into a vessel or vat filled
with hot water.” Vin-a 1091. Koṭṭhaka is usually a store-room.
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Kd 6.14.4

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha had rheumatism
in the joints. “I allow you, monks, to let blood.”¹ He got no better.
“I allow you, monks, having let blood, to cup with a horn.”² Now at
that time the venerable Pilindavaccha’s feet came to be split. “I allow
you, monks, an unguent for the feet.” He got no better. “I allow you,
monks, to prepare a foot-salve.”³ Now at that time a certain monk
came to have boils. “I allow, monks, treatment with a lancet.”⁴There
was need of astringent water. “I allow, monks, astringent water.”
There was need of sesamum paste. “I allow, monks, sesamum paste.”

Kd 6.14.5

There was need of a compress.⁵ “I allow, monks, a compress.”
There was need of a piece of cloth for tying over the sore. “I allow,
monks, a piece of cloth for tying over the sore.”The sore itched. “I
allow you, monks, to sprinkle it with mustard-powder.”⁶ The sore
festered. “I allow you, monks, to make a fumigation.”⁷The flesh of
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the sore⁸ stood up.“I allow you, monks, to cut it off with a piece of
salt-crystal.”The sore did not heal. “I allow, monks, oil for the sore.”
The oil ran.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,monks,
a linen bandage⁹ (and) every treatment for curing a sore.”

Kd 6.14.6

BD 4.280 Nowat that time a certainmonkwas bitten by a snake.¹⁰They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to give the four
great irregular things¹¹: (a decoction of) dung, urine, ashes, clay.”¹²
Then it occurred to the monks: “(May they be used) even if they are

¹ By using a knife (or lancet), Vin-a 1091. ² See Vinaya Texts ii.57, n. 3, which, quot-
ingWise, says, “badbloodmaybe removedbymeans of cupping,which is performed
by a horn”. ³ pajja, cf. dn ii.240. ⁴ satthakamma. ⁵ kabaḷikā. ⁶ sāsapakuṭṭa.
Cf. Vin 2.151 sāsapakuḍḍa, as at Vin-a 1092, where explained as “ground (piṭṭha)
mustard”. ⁷ dhūmaṁ kātuṁ. Cf. Kd6.13.2. ⁸ vaṇamaṁsa, Vin-a 1092 reading
vaḍḍhamaṁsa, and saying that the upper or covering (adhika) flesh stood up like
a peg. ⁹ vikāsika; Vin-a 1092, “a piece of cloth for covering up the sore”. ¹⁰ Cf.
Vin 4.166. ¹¹ mahāvikaṭāni. Mentioned at Vin 4.90, where a monkmay himself
take these even if there is no one to make them “allowable”, for they do not count
as “nutriment”. Also at mn i.79, dn i.167. ¹² These things are, or are by Indians,
regarded as great purifiers.
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not (formally) received, or should they be (formally) received?”¹They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make
use of them if someone to make them allowable² is there (formally)
to offer³ them to you; having taken them yourselves, if there is no
one to make them allowable.”

Nowat that time a certainmonk came to have drunk poison.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make
him drink (a concoction of) dung.”Then it occurred to the monks:
“(May it be drunk) even if it is not (formally) received, or should it
be (formally) offered?”⁴They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow, monks, that if he receives (formally) that which (someone) is
making allowable,⁵ when he has once (formally) received it that it
need not be (formally) offered again.”

Kd 6.14.7

Now at that time a certain monk had an affliction resulting from
drinking something poisonous.⁶ “I allow you, monks, to make him
drink (a decoction of) mud turned up by the plough.”⁷

Now at that time a certain monk was constipated. “I allow you,
monks, to make him drink raw lye.”

Now at that time a certain monk had jaundice. “I allow you,
monks, to make him drink (a compound of cow’s⁸) urine and yel-
lowmyrobalan.”⁹
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¹ paṭiggahetabbāni. Oldenberg proposes to read paṭiggahāpetabbāni, Vin 1.382. ² Cf.
bd 2.346, n. 1, n. 2. ³ paṭiggahāpetuṁ. ⁴ paṭiggahāpetabbo; see bd 2.122. ⁵ yaṁ
karonto paṭiggaṇhāti. ⁶ Vin-a 1092 takes this to mean he was suffering from the
results of sorcery, i.e. from a disease arising from drinking under the mastery of
another. ⁷ sītāloḷi, explained at Vin-a 1092 as “I allow you to make him drink,
mixed with water, the clay clinging to the ploughshare when tilling with a plough”.
⁸ So Vin-a 1092. ⁹ Cf. Vin 1.276 where Jīvaka gave ghee as a cure for jaundice.
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Now at that time a certain monk had a skin disease. “I allow you,
monks, to make a perfume-paste.”

Now at that time a certain monk’s body came to be full of (bad)
humours.¹ “I allowhim,monks, to drink apurgative.”Therewasneed
of clarified conjey. “I allow, monks, clarified conjey.”There was need
of unprepared broth.² “I allow, monks, unprepared broth.” There
was need of prepared and unprepared.³ “I allow, monks, prepared
and unprepared.”There was need of meat-broth.⁴ “I allow, monks,
meat-broth.”

Kd 6.15.1 Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha,⁵ desiring to make
a cave, had a (mountain) slope cleared near Rājagaha. Then King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha approached the venerable Pilindavac-
cha; having approached, having greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha,
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he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a re-
spectful distance, King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus
to the venerable Pilindavaccha: “What, honoured sir, is the elder
having made?”
“Sire, desiring to make a cave, I am having a (mountain) slope

cleared.”
“Honoured sir, does the master require an attendant for a monas-

tery?”
“Sire, an attendant for a monastery is not allowed by the Lord.”
“Well, honoured sir, having inquired of the Lord, you should tell

him of me.”
“Very well, sire,” the venerable Pilindavaccha answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent.
Kd 6.15.2

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha gladdened, roused, rejoiced,

¹ abhisannakāya. Cf. Vin 2.119, also Kd 8.1.30, kāya dosābhisanna. ² akaṭayūsa.
Vin-a 1092 says “a beverage cooked with beans but not oily”. ³ kaṭākaṭa. Vin-
a 1092 reads so’va thokaṁ (variant reading dhota) siniddho, this is only a little oily.
⁴ paṭicchādaniya. Cf. below, Kd 6.23.3. Vin-a 1092 explains bymaṁsarasa, flavour of
meat. ⁵ From here towards end of Kd.6.15.10 = Vin 3.248–Vin.3.251. See bd 2.126ff.
for notes.
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delighted King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha with talk on dhamma.
Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, gladdened … delighted

BD 4.282

by the venerable Pilindavaccha’s talk on dhamma, rising from his
seat, having greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, departed keeping
his right side towards him.Then the venerable Pilindavaccha sent
a messenger to the Lord to say: “Lord, King Seniya Bimbisāra of
Magadha desires to present an attendant for amonastery. Now, Lord,
what line of conduct is to be followed?”Then theLord on this occasion
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks saying:
“I allow, monks, a monastery attendant.”

Kd 6.15.3

And a second time did King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha ap-
proach the venerable Pilindavaccha; having approached, having
greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was fitting down at a respectful distance King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus to the venerable Pilindavaccha:
“Honoured sir, has the Lord allowed a monastery attendant?”
“Yes, sire.”
“Well then, honoured sir, I will give themaster amonastery atten-

dant.”
Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, having promised the

venerable Pilindavaccha a monastery attendant, (but) having for-
gotten, having recalled it after a time, addressed a chief minister
whowas concernedwith all the affairs, saying: “My good sir, has that
monastery-attendant whom I promised to the master been given?”
“Your majesty, a monastery attendant has not been given to the

master.”
“My good sir, how long is it since it was considered?”

Kd 6.15.4

Then that chief minister, having counted up the days, spoke thus
to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: “It is five hundred days, your
majesty.’
“Well then, give five hundred monastery attendants to the mas-

ter.”
“Yes, your majesty,” and the chief minister having answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent, bestowed five hundred mo-
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nastery attendants on the venerable Pilindavaccha, and a distinct
village established itself.They called it “The Village of theMonastery
Attendants” and they also called it “Pilinda Village”. Now at that time

Vin 1.208

the venerable Pilindavaccha frequented families in that village.Then
BD 4.283

the venerable Pilindavaccha, having dressed in the morning, taking
his bowl and robe, entered Pilinda Village for almsfood.

Kd 6.15.5

Now at that time there came to be a festival in this village; young
girls wearing ornaments, adorned with garlands, were celebrating
it. Then the venerable Pilindavaccha as he was walking for almsfood
on unbroken round¹ in Pilinda Village, approached the dwelling of
a certain monastery attendant; having approached, he sat down on
the appointed seat. Now at that time the daughter of the monastery
attendant’s wife, having seen other little girls wearing ornaments,
adorned with garlands, cried and said: “Give me a garland, give me
an ornament.”

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha said to that monastery atten-
dant’s wife: “Why is this little girl crying?”
“Honoured sir, this little girl is crying because, having seen other

little girlswearing ornaments, adornedwith garlands, she says: ‘Give
me a garland, give me an ornament.’ Whence is there a garland for
us who are poor, whence an ornament?”

Kd 6.15.6

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha, having taken a roll of grass,
spoke thus to that monastery attendant’s wife: “Now set this roll of
grass on this little girl’s head.”Then that monastery attendant’s wife,
having taken that roll of grass, set it on that little girl’s head. It became
a golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there was
no golden chaplet like it even in the king’s women’s quarters. People
spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“Yourmajesty, in the house of a certainmonastery attendant there

¹ sapadānaṁ, derivation uncertain. Enjoined at Bu-Sk 33. Explanations given at
Vin-a 893 (cited bd 3.129, n. 3); sn-a i.205: the houses reached, one walking to them
successively (in succession, in order); Snp-a 118: one who walks successively, not
having rejected (departed from) the order (succession) of the houses, entering a
rich household and a poor household without interruption (without a break, “just
as it comes”), for almsfood.
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is a golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there is
no golden chaplet like it even in your majesty’s women’s quarters.
As he is poor, where (could he have got it) from? Undoubtedly it was
taken by theft.”Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha had that
monastery attendant’s family imprisoned.

Kd 6.15.7

BD 4.284And a second time did the venerable Pilindavaccha, having dress-
ed in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, enter Pilinda Village
for almsfood. As he was walking in Pilinda Village on unbroken
round for almsfood he approached the dwelling of that monastery
attendant; having approached, he asked the neighbours: “Where has
this monastery attendant’s family gone?”
“Honoured sir, they have been imprisoned by the king on account

of that golden chaplet.”
Then the venerable Pilindavaccha approached the residence of

King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached he sat down
on the appointed seat.Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha ap-
proached the venerable Pilindavaccha; having approached, having
greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance.The venerable Pilindavaccha spoke thus to King Seniya Bim-

Vin 1.209

bisāra of Magadha as he was sitting down at a respectful distance:
Kd 6.15.8

“How is it, sire, that the monastery attendant’s family is impris-
oned?”
“Honoured sir, in that monastery attendant’s house there was a

golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there is no
golden chaplet like it even in our women’s quarters. Where (could
he have got it) from, as he is poor? Undoubtedly it was obtained by
theft.”

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha exercised volitional force, and
said: “The palace of King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha is golden,”
and it becamemade all of gold. He said: “Now, sire, fromwhere have
you got so much gold?”

Saying: “I understand, honoured sir, this is the master’s majesty
of psychic power,” he set free the monastery attendant’s family.

Kd 6.15.9

People, delighted, full of satisfaction because they heard that a
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state of further men, a wonder of psychic power had been shown
bymaster Pilindavaccha to the king and his retinue, presented the
five (kinds of) medicine to the venerable Pilindavaccha, that is to
say ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey andmolasses. Now the venerable
Pilindavaccha was customarily a receiver, so whenever he received
the five (kinds of) medicine he gave them away among his company.
And his company came to live in abundance; whatever they received,
filling pots and pitchers, they put them away, and fillingwater strain-
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ers and bags, they hung them up in the windows.These (pots, etc.)
leaked, and the dwelling-places became beset and overrun by rats.
People, having seen (this) as they were touring the dwelling-places,
lookeddownupon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “These recluses,
sons of the Sakyans, are storing up goods indoors, like King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha.”

Kd 6.15.10

Monks heard these people who were … spreading it about.Those
who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can these
monks strive after abundance like this?”Then these monks told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks are striving after abun-

dance such as this?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them,¹ having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Those medicines which may be partaken of by ill monks, that

is to say ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey, molasses—having accepted
these, they may be used as a store for at most seven days. He who
exceeds that (period) should be dealt with according to the rule.”²

The First Portion for Repeating: that onMedicines that are Allowed

Allowance for sugar, etc.

Then the Lord, having stayed at Sāvatthī for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Rājagaha. And on the way the venerable

Vin 1.210

¹ Vin 3.251 (bd 2.131) reads:The lord rebuked them saying: “… this rule of training
should be set forth …” ² Bu-NP 23.
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Revata the Doubter¹ saw a sugar-factory; having stepped aside, (he
saw the men) putting flour and syrup² into the sugar; seeing this

BD 4.286

and thinking: “Sugar with food³ is unallowable; it is not allowable
to make use of sugar at a wrong time,” being scrupulous,⁴ he and
his company did not make use of the sugar, neither did those make
use of the sugar who deemed that he should be listened to.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Why, monks, did they put flour and
syrup into the sugar?”
“So as to make it firm, Lord.”
“If, monks, they put flour and syrup into the sugar so as to make

it firm, and if it is still called ‘sugar’, I allow you, monks, to make use
of as much sugar as you like.”⁵

Kd 6.16.2

Then on the way the venerable Revata the Doubter saw a kidney-
bean growing on a dunghill; having seen it and thinking: “Kidney-
beans are not allowable, for ripe kidney-beans are also growing,”⁶
being scrupulous he and his company did notmake use of the kidney-
bean, neither did those who deemed that he should be listened to
make use of the kidney-bean.They told this matter to the Lord. He

¹ Kankhārevata. At an i.24 called “chief of musers”; verses at Thag 3, Thi-ap 491.
Mentioned at Ud 5.7, mn i.212, mn i.462. He was scrupulous about and doubted
what was allowable, kappiya. Cf.Thag-a 37, Ud-a 314, an-a i.230, mn-a ii.247, gs i.18,
n. 2. ² chārikaṁ cannot here be ashes, which is its most usual meaning. But cf.
Sanskrit kṣāra, treacle,molasses. Perhaps some confused reference back to the “four
irregular things” of Kd 6.14.6 is intended here.The allowability of the first two has
been emphasised in specific cases (inKd 6.14.6 andKd 6.14.7), and “mud turnedupby
the plough” (of Kd 6.14.7) is probably intended as an example of the fourth irregular
thing, namely clay. Here occurs the same word as is used for the third irregular
thing, chārika, there translated “ashes” where syrup or treacle would hardly fit; but
here translated “syrup”, as people would not put ashes into sugar to stiffen it, nor
would ashes be called “food”, āmisa. ³ sāmisa; cf. Vin 4.198. ⁴ kukkuccāyanta.
an-a i.230, in explanation of Kaṅkhārevata’s name, says “doubting means, having
scruples; the meaning is being scrupulous”. ⁵ yathāsukhaṁ. ⁶ Meaning of this
passage is not clear. Vin-a 1092 says, “if ripe kidney-beans are also growing they
may be used as much as you like, for these are allowed just because they are ripe”.
Onmugga see bd 1.83, n. 4.
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said: “Monks, even if ripe kidney-beans are growing, I allow you to
make use of kidney-beans as much as you like.”

Kd 6.16.3

Now at that time a certain monk had an affliction of wind in the
stomach. He drank salted sour gruel.¹ Because of this his affliction of
wind in the stomach subsided.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, salted sour gruel for one who is ill; when one is
not ill to make use of it by using it as a beverage mixed with water.”

On rejection of what is prepared indoors,
etc.

Kd 6.17.1 Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at Rājagaha.
The Lord stayed there in Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squir-
rels’ feeding place. Now at that time the Lord came to have an afflic-
tion of wind in the stomach.Then the venerable Ānanda, thinking:
“On a former occasion the Lord’s affliction of wind in the stomach
was eased by conjey containing the three pungent ingredients,”²

BD 4.287

having himself prepared sesamum and rice-grain and kidney-bean,
having cured³ them indoors, having himself cooked them indoors,
brought them to the Lord, saying: “Lord, drink the conjey containing
the three pungent ingredients.”

Kd 6.17.2

Now Truth-finders (sometimes) ask knowing,⁴ and knowing
(sometimes) do not ask; they ask knowing the right time (to ask),
and they do not ask knowing the right time (when not to ask). Truth-
finders ask about what belongs to the goal, not about what does not
belong to the goal; bridge-breaking for Truth-finders is among what
does not belong to the goal. Awakened ones, Lords question monks
concerning twomatters: either, “Shall we teach dhamma?” or “Shall
we lay downa rule of training for disciples?”Then the Lord addressed

Vin 1.211

¹ loṇasovīraka. At Vin 3.86 it is called suvīraka. See bd 1.149, n. 3. ² tekaṭulayāgu.
See bd 1.111, n. 1. ³ vāsetvā. I follow Pali-English Dictionary (under vāseti) rather
than the “kept” of Vinaya Texts ii.68. Monks are allowed to cure (or purify) clay at
Vin 2.120. ⁴ Cf. bd 1.12, and see there n. 3 for further references.
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the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Where does this conjey come from,
Ānanda?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 6.17.3

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: “It is not be-
coming, Ānanda, it is not fitting, it is not suitable, it is not worthy of
a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done. And how can you,
Ānanda, strain after abundance such as this? Moreover, Ānanda,
that which is cured indoors is unallowable, and that which is cooked
indoors is also unallowable, and that which is cooked by oneself is
also unallowable. It is not, Ānanda, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased …” And having rebuked him, having given reasoned
talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, one should not use what is cured indoors, cooked in-

doors, cooked by oneself. Whoever should make use (of any of
these things), there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 6.17.4

“If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked indoors, cooked by oneself,
and one should make use of it, there is an offence of three wrong-
doings. If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked indoors, (but) cooked
by others, and one should make use of it, there is an offence of two
wrong-doings. If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked out of doors,

BD 4.288

cooked by oneself, and one should make use of it, there is an offence
of two wrong-doings.

Kd 6.17.5

“If, monks, it is cured out of doors, cooked indoors, cooked by
oneself, and one should make use of it, there is an offence of two
wrong-doings. If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked out of doors,
cooked by others, and one shouldmake use of it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. If, monks, it is cured out of doors, cooked out of doors,
(but) cooked by oneself, and one should make use of it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. If, monks, it is cured out of doors, cooked
out of doors, cooked by others, and one should make use of it, there
is no offence.”

Kd 6.17.6

Now at that time, monks, thinking: “Cooking for oneself ¹ is ob-
jected to by the Lord,” were doubtful about² a second cooking.³They

¹ sāmaṁpāka. ² kukkuccāyanti. ³ punapāka, i.e. a reheating of food already
cooked once.
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told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to cook a
second cooking.”

Kd 6.17.7

Now at that time Rājagaha became short of food. People con-
veyed salt and oil and husked rice and solid food¹ to the monastery.
Themonks cured these out of doors, but vermin² ate them and also
thieves carried them off.³They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to cure indoors.”⁴ When they had cured (the
things) indoors, they cooked them out of doors, (but) those who live
on the remains of food⁵ crowded round. The monks, not trusting
them, made use of (the food).They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow you, monks, to cook indoors.” When food was short
those whomade it allowable carried away the larger (portion) and
gave themonks the lesser (portion).They told thismatter to the Lord.

Vin 1.212

He said: “I allow you, monks, yourselves to cook. I allow you, monks,
what is cured indoors, what is cooked indoors, what is cooked by

BD 4.289

yourselves.”

Picked up and received
Kd 6.17.8

Nowat that time severalmonks, having spent the rains in Kāsi, going
to Rājagaha to see the Lord, did not obtain on the way sufficient
mediocre or finemeals, as much as they needed. Yet there was much
solid food that was fruit,⁶ but there was no one tomake it allowable.⁷
So these monks weary in body, approached Rājagaha, the Bamboo
Grove, the squirrels’ feeding place, the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. Now

¹ These four items are mentioned also at Vin 1.220, Vin 1.238, Vin 1.243, Vin 1.249.
² ukkapiṇḍaka. Vin-a 1093 explains as cats, mice, lizards, mongeese (?maṅgusā).
³ As atVin 1.239. ⁴ This, and subsequent allowances, refer only to times of scarcity,
and were all rescinded for times of plenty, see Kd 6.32.1, Kd 6.32.2. ⁵ Here called
damakā. Vin-a 1093 explains by vighāsādā, a word which occurs at e.g. Kd 6.24.1
below, and Vin 4.91. See bd 2, Introduction, p. xliii and bd 4.347, n. 3. ⁶ phalakhā-
daniya. See note on piṭṭhakhādaniya at Kd 6.36.6 below. ⁷ kappiyakāraka. These
make things allowable by offering them. See Kd 6.21.1; Kd 6.38.1.
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it is the custom for awakened ones, for Lords, to exchange friendly
greetings with incoming monks. So the Lord spoke thus to these
monks: “I hope, monks, things are going well with you, I hope you
are keeping going, I hope you have come here with but little fatigue
on the journey? And where, monks, do you come from?”

Kd 6.17.9

“Things are going well with us, Lord, but we, Lord, having spent
the rains in Kāsi, coming to Rājagaha to see the Lord … no one to
make it allowable; thus we have come on the journey weary in body.”

Then the Lord on this occasion having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, if one anywhere sees solid food that is fruit,

but if there is no one to make it allowable, having taken¹ it oneself,
having carried it away, having seen someone to make it allowable,
having laid it down on the ground, to make use of it, (he) having
(formally) offered² it to you. I allow you,monks, to receive (formally)
what you have picked up.”³

Kd 6.18.1Now at that time fresh sesamum and fresh honey had accrued
to a certain brahmin. Then it occurred to that brahmin: “Suppose
I were to give the fresh sesamum and fresh honey to the Order of
monks with the awakened one at its head?”

BD 4.290

Then that brahmin approached the Lord; having approached,
he exchanged friendly greetings with the Lord. Having exchanged
greetings of friendliness and courtesy he stood at a respectful dis-
tance; and standing at a respectful distance, that brahmin spoke thus
to the Lord:
“Lord,may the revered⁴ Gotama togetherwith theOrder ofmonks

consent to a meal with me to-morrow.”The Lord consented by be-
Vin 1.213

coming silent.Then that brahmin departed, having understood the
Lord’s consent.

Kd 6.18.2

Then that brahmin having had, towards the end of that night,

¹ gahetvā. ² paṭiggahāpetvā. Cf. note on patta-gāhāpaka at bd 2.122, and above,
bd 4.280. ³ uggahitaṁ. This is an “allowance” only for a time of scarcity. See the
much simpler “allowance” at Kd 6.21.1 for more normal times. ⁴ bhavaṁ, as at
Vin 3.2.
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sumptuous solid foodandsoft foodprepared,had the timeannounced
to the Lord, saying: “It is time, good Gotama, the meal is ready”.
Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and
robe, approached that brahmin’s dwelling; having approached, he
sat down together with the Order of monks on the appointed seat.
Then that brahmin, having with his own hand served and satisfied
with sumptuous solid food and soft food the Order ofmonkswith the
awakened one at its head, sat down at a respectful distance when the
Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl. While
that brahminwas sitting down at a respectful distance the Lord, hav-
ing gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted himwith talk on dhamma,
rising from his seat, departed.

Kd 6.18.3

Then it occurred to that brahmin soon after the Lord had de-
parted: “I forgot to give those things for the sake of which I invited
the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head, thinking: ‘I
will give fresh sesamum and fresh honey.’ Suppose I were to have
the fresh sesamum and the fresh honey conveyed to the monastery
in pots and pitchers?”Then that brahmin, having had the fresh sesa-
mum and the fresh honey conveyed to the monastery in pots and
pitchers, approached the Lord; having approached, he stood at a re-
spectful distance; and as he was standing at a respectful distance
this brahmin spoke thus to the Lord:

Kd 6.18.4

“I forgot to give those things, good Gotama, for the sake of which I
invited the Order of monkswith the awakened one at its head, think-
ing: ‘I will give fresh sesamum and fresh honey’. May the revered
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Gotama accept fromme fresh sesamum and fresh honey?”
“Well, then, brahmin, give them to the monks.”

Now at that time because food was scarce¹ and they offered them
only a little, monks considerately refused. But a whole Order was
offered (food); the monks, being scrupulous, did not accept it.² (The

¹ dubbhikkhāmeans scarcity of food and of (in consequence) almsfood. ² See
Bu-Pc 32 and its definition of “great scarcity”, and its saying that at such a time a
“group-meal” may be eaten (bd 2.312).
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Lord said:)
“Accept (the food), monks, make use of it. I allow you, monks,

having eaten and being satisfied,¹ to make use of food that is not left
over,² if it was taken back from there”.³

Allowance forwhat is received, etc.

Kd 6.19.1Now at that time the family who supported the venerable Upananda,
the son of the Sakyans, sent solid food for theOrder,⁴ saying: “Having
pointed it out as for master Upananda, it should be given to the
Order.” Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the

Vin 1.214

Sakyans, had entered the village for almsfood. Then these people,
having gone to the monastery, asked the monks: “Where, honoured
sirs, is master Upananda?”
“Sirs, this venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, has en-

tered the village for almsfood.”
“Honoured sirs, having pointed out this solid food as for master

Upananda, it should be given to the Order.”
They told this matter to the Lord.⁵ He said: “Well, then, monks,

having accepted it, put it aside until Upananda comes back.”
Kd 6.19.2

Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having
visited the families before the meal, came back during the day.⁶ Now

BD 4.292

at that time because food was scarce and they offered them only a

¹ See bd 2.326, n. 2 and definitions at bd 2.328. ² See Bu-Pc 35, to which the above
allowance is an exceptionmade in a time of scarcity. See bd 2.328, n. 4, and definition
of “what is not left over” at bd 2.329. ³ tato ṅīhataṁ, i.e. having taken the food to
the monastery from the place where it was received. Cf. tato nīharitvā at Vin 4.80
and its “definition” at Vin 4.81. ⁴ As at Vin 4.98–Vin.4.98 (bd 2.363f.). ⁵ Here
Vin 4.99 inserts: “Then the Lord on that occasion, in that connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed themonks, saying: “Well then…” ⁶ AtVin 4.99Upananda
is represented as thinking it to be forbidden by the Lord to call upon families before
a meal, so having visited them after a meal he returned during the day. “Before a
meal”, “after a meal” are defined at Vin 4.100, and differently at Vin 4.272, Vin 4.273.
Nuns’ Bu-Pc 15, Bu-Pc 16 seem to take it for granted that nuns approach families
before and after meals.
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little, monks considerately refused; but a whole Order was offered
(food); the monks, being scrupulous, did not accept. (The Lord said:)
“Accept (the food), monks, make use of it. I allow you, monks,

having eaten and being satisfied, to make use of (food) that is not
left over if it was accepted before a meal.”

Kd 6.20.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting, set out on a tour for Sāvatthī. In due course, walking on
tour, he arrived at Sāvatthī.Then the Lord stayed there at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the
venerable Sāriputta had fever.Then the venerable Moggallāna the
Great approached the venerable Sāriputta; having approached, he
spoke thus to the venerable Sāriputta:
“When you, reverend Sāriputta, previously had fever, by what

means was it eased?”
“I had lotus fibres and stalks, your reverence.”
Then the venerable Moggallāna the Great, as a strong manmight

stretch out his bent arm or might bend back his outstretched arm,
even so did he, vanishing from the Jeta Grove appear on the banks of
the Mandākinī lotus-tank.¹

Kd 6.20.2

A certain elephant² saw the venerableMoggallāna the Great com-
ing in the distance; seeing him he spoke thus to the venerable Mog-
gallāna the Great:
“Honoured sir, let master Moggallāna the Great come; there is

a welcome, honoured sir, for master Moggallāna the Great. What,
honoured sir, does the master need?What can I give him?”
“I need lotus fibres and stalks, friend.”Then that elephant com-

manded another elephant, saying:
BD 4.293

“Well now, good fellow, give the master as many lotus fibres and
stalks as he needs.” Then that elephant, having plunged into the
Mandākinī lotus-tank, having with his trunk pulled lotus fibres and
stalks, having washed them clean,³ having tied them into a bundle,

Vin 1.215

¹ One of the seven great lakes of the Himalayas, part of it being covered with white
lotuses. See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. ² nāga, elephant, rather than serpent
here; the soṇḍā, trunk, is mentioned a little later.
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approached the venerable Moggallāna the Great.
Kd 6.20.3

Then the venerable Moggallāna the Great, as a strong manmight
stretch out his bent arm or might bend back his outstretched arm,
even so did he, vanishing from the bank of theMandākinī lotus-tank,
appear in the Jeta Grove. And that elephant too, vanishing from the
bank of the Mandākinī lotus-tank, appeared in the Jeta Grove.Then
that elephant, having offered the venerable Moggallāna the Great
the lotus fibres and stalks, vanishing from the Jeta Grove, appeared
on the bank of theMandākinī lotus-tank.Then the venerable Mog-
gallāna the Great brought the lotus fibres and stalks to the venerable
Sāriputta. Then as the venerable Sāriputta was making use of the
lotus fibres and stalks, his fever abated. Many lotus fibres and stalks
came to be left over.

Kd 6.20.4

Now at that time because food was scarce and they offered them
only a little,¹ monks considerately refused; but a whole Order was
offered (food). The monks, being scrupulous, did not accept. (The
Lord said:)
“Accept (the food), monks, make use of it. I allow you, monks,

having eaten and being satisfied, to make use of (food) that is not
left over if it grows in a wood, if it grows in a lotus-tank.”²

Kd 6.21.1Now at that time there was a great quantity of solid food that
was fruit³ at Sāvatthī, but there was no one to make it allowable.The
monks, being scrupulous, did not make use of the fruit. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:

Kd 6.21.2

“I allow you, monks, to make use of fruit that is without seed (or)
BD 4.294

whose seed is discharged,⁴ (even if) it is not made allowable.”

³ Cf. Vin 2.201, sn ii.269. ¹ As above, Kd 6.18.4 and Kd6.19.2. ² This therefore
seems an exception to Bu-Pc 11, which makes the destruction of vegetable growth
an offence. ³ Cf. above Kd6.17.8; below Kd6.38.1, and note on piṭṭhakhādaniya
at Kd 6.36.6. ⁴ nibbattabīja. Vin-a 1093 says bījaṁ nibbatetvā (variant reading
nippaṭṭetvā) apanetvā, having got rid of the seed, having discharged it. The idea
seems to be that monks must not eat the seeds of fruits. At Kd 6.38.1 all solid food
that is fruit is allowed.
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On rejection of surgery
Kd 6.22.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Sāvatthī for as long as he found

suiting, set out on tour for Rājagaha. In due course, walking on tour,
he arrived at Rājagaha. And the Lord stayed there at Rājagaha in the
Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place. Now at that time a
certain monkwas afflicted by an ulcer.¹The surgeon, Ākāsagotta,²
lanced it. Then the Lord, as he was touring the lodgings, approached
this monk’s dwelling-place.

Kd 6.22.2

The surgeon, Ākāsagotta, saw the Lord coming in the distance;
seeing him, he spoke thus to the Lord: “Let the revered Gotama come,
let him see this monk’s orifice; it is like a lizard’s mouth.”Then the

Vin 1.216

Lord, thinking, “This foolish man is making fun of me”, becoming
silent, having turned back, having had the Order ofmonks convened,
on this occasion, in this connection, questioned the monks, saying:
“Is there, as is said, monks, an ill monk in such and such a dwelling-
place?”
“There is, Lord.”
“What, monks, is this monk’s affliction?”
“Lord, thevenerableone’s affliction is anulcer.Thesurgeon,Ākāsa-

gotta, lanced it.”
Kd 6.22.3

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying:
“It is not becoming,monks, in this foolishman, it is not suitable, it

is not fitting, it is notworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it should
not be done. How, monks, can this foolish man let a lancing be done
on the private parts?The skin, monks, is tender at the private parts,
a wound is hard to heal, a knife hard to guide. It is not, monks, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” Having rebuked them,
having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, one should not let a lancing be done on the private

parts. Whoever should let it be done, there is a grave offence.”

Kd 6.22.4

BD 4.295 Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: “Lancing is

¹ Cf. Vin 1.272. ² Mentioned, I think, nowhere but here.
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objected to by the Lord”, let a clyster be used.Thosewhoweremodest
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How
can this group of six monks let a clyster be used?”Thenmonks told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks let a

clyster be used?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, one shouldnothave lancingdonewithin adistance of

two finger-breadths of the private parts nor a clyster-treatment.
Whoever should have either of these things done, there is a grave
offence.”

On rejection of human flesh

Kd 6.23.1Then the Lord, having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour forBenares. Indue course,walkingon tour, he
arrived at Benares.TheLord stayed there near Benares at Isipatana in
the deer-park. Now at that time in Benares the lay-follower, Suppiya,
and thewoman lay-follower, Suppiyā,¹were both pleased²; theywere
benefactors, servitors,³ supporters of theOrder.Then thewoman lay-
follower, Suppiyā, having gone to themonastery, having approached
dwelling-place after dwelling-place, cell after cell, asked the monks:
“Who, honoured sirs, is ill? What may be conveyed for whom?”

Kd 6.23.2

Now at that time a certain monk had drunk a purgative. Then
Vin 1.217

that monk spoke to the woman lay-follower, Suppiyā, thus:
“I have drunk a purgative, sister. I need meat-broth.”⁴ She said:

¹ Suppiyā is at an i.26 called chief of the laywomen disciples who tend the sick, a
position shehad resolved to achieveduring a life in the timeof PadumuttaraBuddha,
an-a i.453–an-a i.454. Her name occurs in a list of eminent women at an iv.348. At
Mil 115 she is mentioned with seven other persons as experiencing ease (sukha)
here and now. ² I.e. with the teaching. ³ kārakā, literally doers. ⁴ Allowed at
Kd 6.14.7.
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“Verywell, master, it shall be conveyed (to you),” and having gone
to her house, she enjoined a servant,¹ saying:

BD 4.296

“Go, good fellow, findmeat that is to hand.”²
“Yes, lady,” but thatman,havinganswered thewoman lay-follower

Suppiya in assent, touring the whole of Benares, saw nomeat that
was to hand. Then that man approached the woman lay-follower
Suppiyā; having approached the woman lay-follower Suppiyā, he
spoke thus: “There is no meat, lady, that is ready to hand; today is a
non-slaughter (day).”³

Kd 6.23.3

Then it occurred to the woman lay-follower, Suppiyā: “If that
ill monk is unable to obtain meat-broth his affliction will greatly
increase or he will pass away. It is not fitting in me, that I, having
answered him in assent, should not havemeat-broth conveyed”, and
having taken a butcher’s knife,⁴ having cut flesh from her thigh, she
gave it to a slave-woman, saying:
“Comenow, havingprepared⁵ thismeat—in such and such a dwell-

ing place there is an ill monk, youmay give it to him, and if anyone
asks for me, let it be known that I am ill,” and having wrapped her
upper robe round her thigh, having entered an inner room, she lay
down on a couch.

Kd 6.23.4

Then the lay-follower, Suppiya, having gone to the house, asked
the slave-woman, saying: “Where is Suppiyā?”
“She, master, is lying down in an inner room.”Then the lay follow-

er Suppiya, approached thewoman lay-follower Suppiyā, and having
approached he spoke thus to the woman lay-follower Suppiyā:
“Why are you lying down?”

¹ antevāsin. Cf. Bu-Pc 84 (Vin 4.162) where Anāthapiṇḍika enjoins his antevāsin to
prepare rice for themonks. ² pavattamaṁsa, i.e. alreadykilled, andnot to be killed
onpurpose for themonk. Formonksmight eat nofish ormeatwhich they saw, heard
or suspected had been specially killed for them, Vin 3.172. ³ māghāta. Cf. Ja iii.428,
Ja iii.434; also Asoka’s Pillar Edict V, where “on fifty-six days in the year the capture
and sale of fish was prohibited, and on the same days, even in game-preserves,
animals might not be destroyed (Vincent Smith, Asoka, 3rd edition, p. 57). Vin-
a 1094 says “on this day it is not possible for anyone to deprive anything of life”.
⁴ potthanikā. At Vin-a 1094 it is called “a knife for cutting meat”. ⁵ sampādetvā,
as at Vin 3.208.
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“I am ill,” she said.
“What is your affliction?”Then the woman lay-follower Suppiyā

told this matter to the lay-follower Suppiya.Then the lay-follower
Suppiya, thinking: “Indeed, it is marvellous, indeed, it is wonderful,
that this Suppiyā is so faithful and believing that she gives up even
her own flesh. What other thing could there be that she would not

BD 4.297

give?” and joyful, elated, he approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance.

Kd 6.23.5

As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the lay-follower
Suppiya spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may the lord consent to a
meal withme on themorrow togetherwith the Order ofmonks”.The
Lord consented by becoming silent.Then the lay-follower Suppiya,
having understood the Lord’s consent, rising from his seat, having
greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him.Then
the lay-follower Suppiya, towards the end of that night, having had
sumptuous solid foods, soft foods, prepared, had the time announced
to the Lord, saying: “It is time, Lord, the meal is ready”. Then the
Lord, dressing in themorning, taking his bowl and robe, approached

Vin 1.218

the dwelling of the lay-follower Suppiya; having approached, he sat
down together with the Order of monks on the appointed seat.

Kd 6.23.6

Then the lay-follower Suppiya approached the lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful distance.
As the lay-follower Suppiya was standing at a respectful distance,
the Lord spoke thus to him:
“How is Suppiyā?”
“She is ill, Lord.”
“Well then, let her come.”
“She is not able to do so, Lord.”
“Well then, having taken hold of her, bring her along.”Then the

lay-follower Suppiya, having taken hold of the woman lay-follower
Suppiyā, brought her along. When the Lord saw her, even that great
wound became healed, the skin was (made) good with (small) hairs
growing on it.

Kd 6.23.7

Then the lay-follower Suppiya and the woman lay-follower Sup-
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piyā, saying: “Wonderful indeed, marvellous indeed are the great
psychic power and the great potency of the Truth-finder, inasmuch
as when the Lord sees (someone) even a great wound will be healed,
the skin (made) good with (small) hairs growing on it,” and joyful,
elated, having with their own hands served, and satisfied the Or-
der of monks with the enlightened one at its head with sumptuous
foods, solid and soft,when the Lordhad eaten andhadwithdrawnhis
hand from the bowl, they sat down at a respectful distance.Then the
Lord having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the lay-follower

BD 4.298

Suppiya and the woman lay-follower Suppiya with talk on dhamma,
rising from his seat, departed.

Kd 6.23.8

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying: “Who,
monks, asked the woman lay-follower Suppiyā for meat?” When he
had spoken thus, that monk spoke thus to the Lord:
“I, Lord, asked the woman lay-follower Suppiyā for meat.”
“Has it been conveyed (to you), monk?”
“It has been conveyed, Lord.”
“Did you, monk, make use of it?”
“I, Lord, made use of it.”
“Did you, monk, inquire about¹ it?”
“I, Lord, did not inquire about it.”

Kd 6.23.9

The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: “How an
you, foolish man, make use of meat without having inquired about
it? Foolish man, human flesh has beenmade use of by you. It is not,
foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And
having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“There are, monks, people who are faithful and believing; even

their own flesh is given up by these.Monks, you should not make
use of human flesh. Whoever should make use of it, there is a
grave offence. Nor,monks, should youmake use of fleshwithout

¹ paṭivekkhi, which Vin-a 1094 explains by vīmaṁsi, examined, considered, and by
paṭipucchi, questioned. It explains appaṭivekkhitvā by appaṭipucchitvā not having
questioned.
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inquiring about it. Whoever should (so) make use of it, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

On rejection of elephant flesh
Kd 6.23.10

Now at that time a king’s elephant died. Because food was scarce
Vin 1.219

peoplemadeuseof elephant-flesh; theygave elephant-flesh tomonks
who were walking for almsfood, and the monks made use of the
elephant-flesh.The people looked down upon,¹ criticised, spread it
about, saying:

BD 4.299

“Howcan these recluses, sons of theSakyansmakeuse of elephant-
flesh? Elephants are a king’s emblem; if the king should find out, not
for these would be his favour.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Monks, you should not make use of elephant-flesh. Whoever

shouldmake use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 6.23.11

Now at that time a king’s horses died … (same as Kd6.23.10 read-
ing horses, horse-flesh for elephants, elephant-flesh) “…offence of
wrong-doing.”

Kd 6.23.12

Nowat that time, because foodwas scarce peoplemadeuse of dog-
flesh; they gave dog-flesh to monks who were walking for almsfood,
and the monks made use of the dog-flesh.The people looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans make use of dog-

flesh? A dog is loathsome, disgusting.”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
¹ From this passage it would appear that the people did not as a rule eat elephants’
flesh; and it is to mymind not clear whether any did so even in a time of scarcity,
but merely used it for offering to monks.Those who criticised monks could hardly
have eaten it themselves.The same applies to the cases following.
Above at Kd 6.23.9 a monk is blamed for accepting uncritically what was offered

him. In the case of robes, on the contrary, monks might put forward no suggestions
(see Bu-NP 8, Bu-NP 9, Bu-NP 27).
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“Monks, dog-flesh shouldnot bemadeuse of.¹Whoever should
make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 6.23.13

Now at that time, because food was scarce people made use of
snake-flesh; they gave snake-flesh to monks who were walking for
almsfood, and the monks made use of the snake-flesh.The people …
spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans make use of snake-

flesh? A snake is loathsome, disgusting.”
Then Supassa, the serpent-king, approached the Lord; having ap-

proached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful distance.
Ashewas standing at a respectful distanceSupassa, the serpent-king,
spoke thus to the Lord:
“There are, Lord, serpentswho arewithout faith, unbelieving, and

these might do harm to monks even for a trifle. It were good, Lord, if
the masters did not make use of snake-flesh.”

Then theLord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delightedSupassa, the
serpent-king, with talk on dhamma; and Supassa, the serpent-king,
gladdened … delighted by the Lord with talk on dhamma, having
greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him.Then

BD 4.300

the Lord on this occasion having given reasoned talk, addressed the
Vin 1.220

monks, saying:
“Monks, snake-fleshshouldnotbeused.Whoevershouldmake

use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 6.23.14

Now at that time hunters, having killed a lion, made use of its
flesh; they gave the lion’s flesh to monks who were walking for alms-
food. The monks, having made use of the lion’s flesh, stayed in a
jungle (but) lions attacked the monks because they smelt of lion’s
flesh.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, lion’sfleshshouldnotbemadeuseof.Whoevershould

make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

¹ Vin-a 1094 says thefleshof junglewolvesmaybeused; but thefleshof theoffspring
of a wolf and village dog may not be used.
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Kd 6.23.15

Now at that time hunters, having killed a tiger … having killed a
panther … having killed a bear … having killed a hyena,¹ made use of
its flesh; they gave the hyena’s flesh to monks who were walking for
almsfood.Themonks, having made use of the hyena’s flesh, stayed
in a jungle (but) hyenas attacked the monks because they smelt of
hyena’s flesh.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, hyena’s flesh should not be used.Whoever should use

it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Allowance for conjey and honey-lumps

Kd 6.24.1Then the Lord, having stayed in Benares for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Andhakavinda² together with the large
Order of monks, with the twelve hundred and fiftymonks. Now at
that time the country people, having loaded much salt and oil and
husked rice and solid food intowagons, followed close after theOrder
of monks with the awakened one at its head, saying:
“When we get our turn, then we will make a meal (for them),”³

and there were at least five hundred of those who eat the remains
of food. Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at
Andhakavinda.

Kd 6.24.2

BD 4.301Then it occurred to a certain brahmin who did not receive his
turn: “For the last two months I have been following the Older of
monks with the awakened one at its head, thinking: ‘When I get my
turn, I will make a meal (for them),’ but I do not get my turn. I am
alone, and many of my household affairs are going to ruin. Suppose
I were to look into the refectory⁴ and prepare that which I do not see

¹ Names ofwild animals occur in this order at Vin 3.151, an iii.101. Cf.Vin 3.58where
“bears” drop out and “wolves” followhyenas.There is a longer list atMil 267 = Ja v.416.
² A village in theMagadha country. ³ Cf. Kd6.33.1. ⁴ Cf. Kd6.36.6–Kd 6.36.8.
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in the refectory?”Then that brahmin, looking into the refectory, did
not see two things: conjey and honey-lumps.¹

Kd 6.24.3

Then that brahmin approached the venerable Ānanda; having
approached, he spoke thus to the venerable Ānanda: “Now, it oc-
curred to me, good Ānanda, as I did not get a turn: ‘For the last two

Vin 1.221

months … Suppose I were to look into the refectory and prepare that
which I do not see in the refectory?” So I, good Ānanda, looking into
the refectory, did not see two things: conjey and honey-lumps. If I,
good Ānanda, were to prepare conjey and honey-lumps, would the
revered Gotama accept them fromme?”
“Well then, brahmin, I will ask the Lord.”

Kd 6.24.4

Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, Ānanda, let him prepare them.” (Ānanda) said: “Well
then, brahmin, prepare them”.Then that brahmin towards the end
of that night, having had a quantity of conjey and honey-lumps pre-
pared, brought them to the Lord saying: “May the revered Gotama
accept conjey and honey-lumps fromme.”
“Well then, brahmin, give them to the monks.” The monks, be-

ing scrupulous, did not accept them. (The Lord said:) “Accept them,
monks, make use of them.”Then that brahmin, having with his own
hand served and satisfied the Order of monks with the awakened
one at its head with a quantity of conjey and honey-lumps, when the
Lord had washed his hand² and had withdrawn his hand from his
bowl, sat down at a respectful distance.

Kd 6.24.5

BD 4.302 Then as this brahmin was sitting down at a respectful distance,
the Lord spoke thus to him:
“Brahmin, there are these ten advantages from conjey. What ten?

In giving conjey one gives life, one gives beauty, one gives ease, one
gives strength, one gives intelligence; conjeywhen it is drunk checks
hunger, keeps off thirst, regulateswind, cleanses the bladder, digests

¹ madhugoḷaka, perhaps honey-combs. At Mahāvaṁsa 22.42; Mahāvaṁsa 34.52 we
find madhugaṇḍa, translated by Geiger as “honey-combs”. ² dhotahattha, an
unusual expression occurring at Kd 6.35.4; Kd 6.36.8. Used in explanation of allapāṇi
at Pv-a 116. Technically hattha is the forearm from elbow to finger-tip, see bd 2,
Introduction, p. li. Perhaps pāṇi is the hand itself.
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raw remnants of food.¹ These, brahmin, are the ten advantages of
conjey.”

Kd 6.24.6

“To the discerning whoso gives conjey duly
At the right time to one who lives on others’ food,
It confers ten things on him:
Life and beauty, ease and strength;²

“For him intelligence arises from it,
It dispels hunger, thirst and wind,
It cleanses the bladder, it digests food;
This medicine is praised by the well-farer.

“Therefore conjey should be given constantly
By a man longing for ease,
By those aspiring to deva-like joys
Or wanting human prosperity.”

Vin 1.222

Kd 6.24.7
Then the Lord having given thanks to that brahmin in these

verses, rising from his seat, departed.Then the Lord, having on this
occasion given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, conjey and honey-lumps.”

The story of the minister young in faith
Kd 6.25.1The people heard: “It is said that conjey is allowed by the Lord and

honey-lumps.”Thesepreparedeating-conjey³ andhoney-lumpsearly
in the morning.Themonks, (each) satisfied⁴ in the early morning
with eating-conjey and a honey-lump, did not eat as much as ex-

BD 4.303

pected in the refectory. Now at that time a certain chief minister,

¹ The last five advantages occur also at an iii.250. ² Cf. an ii.64, where a similar
verse occurs, but reading bhojana, food, instead of yāgu, conjey, and “four things”
instead of “ten”. ³ bhojjayāgu, apparently as opposed to the more ordinary, and
presumably more liquid, conjey which was drunk. Bhojja therefore here must be
meant to stand for stiff, set, firm. ⁴ dhātā, in the sense of having eaten their fill,
rather than in the sense of having been offered, and therefore satisfied, as is the
meaning conveyed by pavārita.
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young in faith came to have invited the Order of monks with the
awakened one at its head for the morrow.Then it occurred to that
chief minister, young in faith: “Suppose I were to prepare twelve
hundred and fifty bowls of meat for the twelve hundred and fifty
monks, and should take one bowl of meat up to each monk?”

Kd 6.25.2

Then that chief minister, young in faith, towards the end of that
night, having had sumptuous solid food, soft food, prepared and
twelve hundred and fifty bowls of meat, had the time announced to
the Lord, saying: “Lord, it is time, the meal is ready.”Then the Lord,
havingdressed in themorning, takinghis bowl and robe, approached
the dwelling of that great minister, young in the faith; having ap-
proached, he sat down on the appointed seat togetherwith the Order
of monks.

Kd 6.25.3

Then that chief minister, young in faith, attended on the monks
in the refectory. The monks spoke thus: “Give a little,¹ sir, give a
little, sir.” (He said)” Do not you, honoured sirs, accept so very little
thinking: ‘This chief minister is young in faith.’ Much solid food,
soft food, and twelve hundred and fifty bowls of meat have been
prepared by me, thinking: ‘I will take one bowl of meat up to each
monk’. Accept, honoured sirs, as much as you want.”
“Sir, it is not for this reason that we are accepting so very little,

but wewere (each) satisfied in the earlymorning with eating-conjey
and a honey-lump; that is why we are accepting so very little.”

Kd 6.25.4

Then that chief minister, young in faith, looked down upon, criti-
cised, spread it about, saying: “How can these revered sirs make use
of someone else’s² eating-conjey? It is not that I am not competent to
give as much as they want”³ and angry, displeased, longing to insult
the monks, he went round filling their bowls and saying: “Eat it or
take it away”.Then that chief minister, young in faith, having with

Vin 1.223

his own hand served and satisfied the Order ofmonkswith the awak-
BD 4.304

ened one at its head with sumptuous foods, solid and soft, sat down
at a respectful distancewhen the Lord had eaten and hadwithdrawn

¹ Cf. Vin 3.66, Vin 4.76, Vin 4.81. ² Here aññasa, not aññatra, “elsewhere”, as in
the cases cited in the previous note. ³ Reading here na cāham na paiṭbalo; see
bd 2.317, n. 2.
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his hand from the bowl. As this chief minister, young in faith, was
sitting down at a respectful distance, the Lord, having gladdened,
rejoiced, roused, delighted him with talk on dhamma, rising from
his seat, departed.

Kd 6.25.5

But soon after the Lord had departed, that chief minister, young
in faith, became remorseful and conscience-stricken and thought:
“For me it is unprofitable, for me it is not profitable, for me it is ill-
gotten, for me it is not well-gotten, that I, angry, displeased, longing
to insult the monks, went round filling their bowls and saying: ‘Eat
it or take it away’. Now, is muchmerit produced for me or demerit?”

Then that chief minister, young in faith, approached the Lord;
having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance,
that chief minister, young in faith, spoke thus to the Lord:
“NowI, Lord, soonafter theLordhaddeparted, becameremorseful

and conscience-stricken, thinking: ‘For me it is unprofitable … Now,
Lord, is muchmerit produced for me or demerit?”

Kd 6.25.6

“From the time when, sir, the Order of monks with the awakened
one at its head was invited by you for the morrowmuchmerit was
produced for you; from the time when one of your lumps of boiled
rice¹ was accepted by each monkmuchmerit was produced for you.
Heaven worlds are assured for you.”

Then that chief minister, young in faith, thinking: “It is said that
it was profitable for me, it is said that it was well-gotten by me, it
is said that muchmerit was produced for me, it is said that heaven
worlds are assured for me,” joyful, elated, rising up from his seat,
having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards
him.

Kd 6.25.7

Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying: “Is it
true, as is said, monks, that monks, (although) invited elsewhere,²

BD 4.305

made use of someone else’s eating-conjey?”

¹ sittha, instead of, as before,maṁsapāti. Cf. sitthāni at Vin 2.165 and sa-sittha-ka at
Vin 2.214, and sitthāvakāraka at Vin 2.214, Vin 4.196. ² aññatra here.
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“It is true, Lord.”
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, invited elsewhere, make use

of someone else’s eating-conjey? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased…”Andhaving rebuked them, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

Vin 1.224

“Monks, if one is invited elsewhere, someone else’s eating-conjey should
not be made use of. Whoever should (so) make use of it should be dealt
with according to the rule.”¹

The story of Belaṭṭhakaccāna

Kd 6.26.1 Then the Lord, having stayed atAndhakavinda for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Rājagaha together with the large order
of monks, with twelve hundred and fiftymonks. Now at that time
Belaṭṭha Kaccāna² was going along the highroad from Rājagaha to
Andhakavinda with five hundred wagons all filled with jars of sugar.
Then the Lord saw Belaṭṭha Kaccāna from afar, and seeing him, he
stepped aside from the road and sat down at the root of a certain
tree.

Kd 6.26.2

Then Belaṭṭha Kaccāna approached the Lord, having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful distance. As he was
standing at a respectful distance, Belaṭṭha Kaccāna spoke thus to the
Lord:
“I, Lord, want to give one jar of sugar to each monk.”
“Well then, do you, Kaccāna, bring just one jar of sugar.”
“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, having answered the Lord in

assent, bringing just one jar of sugar approached the Lord; having

¹ Vin-a 1095 says “he should be dealt with for the offence of paraṁparabhojana,” an
out-of-turn meal, i.e. not taking the invitations in the order in which they were
issued; made an offence in Bu-Pc 33. See bd 2.317, n. 3. ² Mentioned, I think,
nowhere but here. Buddhaghosa has no note.The absence of a descriptive epithet
is unusual. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names calls him “a sugar-dealer”, which seems
likely.
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approached, he spoke thus to the Lord: “The jar of sugar is brought,
Lord. What line of conduct do I follow, Lord?”
“Well then, do you, Kaccāna, give the sugar to the monks.”

Kd 6.26.3

BD 4.306“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna having answered the Lord in
assent, having given the sugar to the monks, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, the sugar is given to themonks, and I havemuch sugar over.

What line of conduct do I follow, Lord?”
“Well then, Kaccāna, give the monks as much sugar as they want.”
“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna having answered the Lord in

assent, having given themonks asmuch sugar as theywanted, spoke
thus to the Lord:
“Lord, as much sugar as they wanted has been given to themonks,

and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct do I follow, Lord?”
“Well then, do you, Kaccāna, serve the monks with sugar.”
“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna having answered the Lord in

assent, served the monks with sugar. Somemonks filled bowls and
they filled water-strainers and bags.

Kd 6.26.4

Then Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, having served the monks with sugar,
spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the monks are served with sugar, and
I have much sugar over. What line of conduct do I follow, Lord?”

Vin 1.225

“Well then, do you, Kaccāna, give sugar to those who eat the re-
mains of food.”¹
“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna having answered the Lord in

assent, having given sugar to those who eat the remains of food,
spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, sugar has been given to those who eat the remains of food,

and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct do I follow, Lord?”
“Well then, Kaccāna, give those who eat the remains of food as

much sugar as they want.”
Kd 6.26.5

“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, having answered the Lord in
assent, having given thosewho eat the remains of food asmuch sugar
as they wanted, spoke thus to the Lord:

¹ Mentioned above in Kd 6.24.1. It seems as if they had attached themselves to the
company of monks, doing the journeys from Benares to Andhakavinda and from
there to Rājagaha.
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“Lord, as much sugar as they wanted has been given to those who
eat the remains of food, and I have much sugar over. What line of
conduct do I follow, Lord?”

BD 4.307

“Well then, Kaccāna, do you serve with sugar those who eat the
remains of food.”
“Yes, Lord,” and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna having answered the Lord in

assent, served with sugar those who eat the remains of food. Some
of those who eat the remains of food filled pots and pitchers and they
filled baskets and (their) clothes.¹

Kd 6.26.6

Then Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, having served with sugar those who eat
the remains of food, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, those who eat the remains of food have been served with

sugar, and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct do I follow,
Lord?”
“I do not see anyone,² Kaccāna, in the world with its devas, Māras,

and Brahmās, nor in the race of recluses and brahmins, devas and
men who having made use of that sugar could digest it properly ex-
cept a Truth-finder or a Truth-finder’s disciple.³ Well then, Kaccāna,
throw away that sugar where there is but little green grass or drop
it into water where there are no living creatures.”⁴
“Yes, lord”, and Belaṭṭha Kaccāna having answered the Lord in

assent, dropped that sugar into water where there were no living
creatures.

Kd 6.26.7

Then that sugar, thus placed in the water, sizzled and hissed and
sent forth steam and smoke. As a ploughshare heated the live-long
day if placed in water sizzles and hisses and sends forth steam and
smoke, so did this sugar when placed in the water sizzle and hiss
and send forth steam and smoke.Then Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, alarmed
and with his hair standing on end, approached the Lord; having

¹ ucchaṅga, lap or hip. Here probably meaning that they knotted the sugar into
the cloths they were wearing.This is still a customary way of carrying packages in
India. At mn i.366 the word appears to have the same meaning as above. ² For
following passage, cf. sn i.168–9, Snp p. 15. ³ For explanation of this “curious reply”
see ks i.211, n. 3. ⁴ Cf. Kd 4.1.3, where this sentence also occurs.
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approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance.

Kd 6.26.8

As Belaṭṭha Kaccāna was sitting down at a respectful distance,
the Lord talked a progressive talk to him,¹ that is to say, talk on giving,
talk onmoral habit, talk on heaven; he explained the peril, the vanity,
the depravity of pleasures of the senses, the advantage in renouncing
(them). When the Lord knew that the mind of Belaṭṭha Kaccāna was

BD 4.308

ready, pliable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, then he
explained to him that teaching on dhammawhich the awakened ones
have themselves discovered: ill, uprising, stopping, theWay. And as
a clean cloth without black specks will easily take dye, even so as he

Vin 1.226

was (sitting) on that very seat dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless,
arose to Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, that “whatever is of the nature to uprise,
all that is of the nature to stop”.

Kd 6.26.9

Then Belaṭṭha Kaccāna, as one who had seen dhamma,² attained
dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into dhamma, who had crossed
over doubt, put away uncertainty, who had attained without an-
other’s help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke
thus to the Lord:
“Excellent, Lord! Excellent, Lord! Even, Lord, as one might set

upright what had been upset … even so is dhamma explained by the
Lord inmany a figure. I myself, Lord, am going to the Lord for refuge,
to dhamma and to the Order of monks. May the Lord accept me as a
lay-follower going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life
lasts.”

Kd 6.27.1Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at Rāja-
gaha.The Lord stayed there at Rājagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the
squirrels’ feeding place. At that time there was abundant sugar in
Rājagaha. Monks, thinking, “Sugar is allowed by the Lord only to
one who is ill, not to one who is not ill”, being scrupulous, did not
partake of sugar.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

¹ From here to end of Kd 6.26.8 cf. above, e.g. Kd 1.7.5–Kd 1.7.6. ² For this passage
see Kd 1.6.32, etc.
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“I allow, monks, sugar for one who is ill, sugar-water for one who
is not ill.”¹

The story of Pāṭaligāma

Kd 6.28.1 Then the Lord,² having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found
BD 4.309

suiting, set out on tour for Pāṭaligāma³ together with the large Order
of monks, with the twelve hundred and fiftymonks.Then the Lord,
walking on tour, in due course arrived at Pāṭaligāma. Lay-followers
at Pāṭaligāmaheard: “It is said that the Lord has reached Pāṭaligāma.”
Then the lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance. The Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the lay-
followers of Pāṭaligāma with talk on dhamma as they were sitting
down at a respectful distance.

Kd 6.28.2

Then the lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma, gladdened … delighted by
the Lord with talk on dhamma, spoke thus to the Lord⁴: “Lord, may
the Lord consent (to come) to our rest-house⁵ together with the Or-
der of monks.” The Lord consented by becoming silent. Then the
lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma, having understood the Lord’s consent,⁶
rising from their seats, having greeted the Lord, having kept their

Vin 1.227

right sides towards him, approached that rest-house; having ap-
proached, having spread that test-house so that a spreading was

¹ Note that above, when the monks received a quantity of sugar from Belaṭṭha, the
verb used was paribhuñjati, (to make use of). In the story of Kd 6.27.1, it is said that
they did not partake of, (na bhuñjanti,) any sugar. ² Chapters 28–30 are, with
a few unimportant variations, word for word the same as the Mahāparinibbāna
Sutta DN16.1.19–DN16.2.3; DN16.2.16–DN16.2.24. See Rhys Davids’ Introduction to
his translation of the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta, pp. xxxiv seq., and his note there at
DN16.2.16, thus Vinaya Texts ii.97, n. Also from here to end of 28 is, again with a few
minor variations, the same as Ud85–Ud90. ³ Themodern Patna. On pāṭali, see
below, bd 4.312, n. 4. ⁴ This passage occurs also at dn ii.84ff. ⁵ āvasathāgāra, as
at Vin 4.17; see bd 2.198 for Buddhaghosa’s interpretation. ⁶ For preamble to the
discourse see also mn i.354, sn iv.182.
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spread everywhere,¹ having made ready seats,² having had a water-
jar set up, having prepared an oil lamp, approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they stood at a respectful dis-
tance.

Kd 6.28.3

As they were standing at a respectful distance, the lay-followers
of Pāṭaligāma spoke thus to the Lord: “The rest-house is spread with
a spreading everywhere, Lord, seats are made ready, a water-jar is
set up, an oil lamp is prepared; Lord, the Lord does that for which
it is now the right time.” Then the Lord, dressing in the morning,
taking his bowl and robe, approached that rest-house together with
the Order of monks; having approached, having washed his feet,
having entered the rest-house, be sat down leaning against a central
pillar facing the east.The Order of monks too, having washed their
feet, having entered the rest-house, sat down leaning against the

BD 4.310

western wall facing the east with the Lord in view.The lay-followers
of Pāṭaligāma too, having washed their feet, having entered the rest-
house, sat down leaning against the eastern wall, facing the west
with the Lord in view.

Kd 6.28.4

Then the Lord addressed the lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma, saying:
“There are these five disadvantages,³ householders, to one of wrong
moral habit, falling away frommoral habit. What five? Now, house-
holders, one of wrong moral habit, falling away frommoral habit,
suffers great diminution of wealth owing to sloth; this is the first
disadvantage to one of wrongmoral habit, falling away frommoral
habit.

Then again, householders, an evil reputation is noised abroad of
one of wrong moral habit, falling away frommoral habit; this is the
second disadvantage …

Then again, householders, if one of wrong moral habit, falling
away frommoral habit, approaches any company, whether a com-
pany of nobles, a company of brahmins, a company of householders,

¹ sabbasanthariṁ santhataṁ āvasathāgāraṁ santharitvā. On santharati and santhata
see bd 2, Introduction, p. xxiiff. Ud86 omits santhataṁ. ² All these processes
are described at mn-a iii.18f., Ud-a 409f. ³ As at an iii.252f., dn ii.85–dn ii.86,
dn iii.236, Ud 86. Noticed at Vism 54.
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a company of recluses, he approaches it diffidently, being ashamed;
this is the third disadvantage …
“Then again, householders, one ofwrongmoral habit, falling away

frommoral habit, passes away bewildered; this is the fourth disad-
vantage …
“Then again, householders, one ofwrongmoral habit, falling away

frommoral habit, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises
in the waste, the Bad-bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell; this is the
fifth disadvantage to one of wrong moral habit, falling away from
moral habit. These, householders, are the five disadvantages to one
of wrong moral habit, falling away frommoral habit.

Kd 6.28.5

“There are these five advantages, householders, to one of moral
habit, accomplished in moral habit. What five? Now, householders,

Vin 1.228

one of moral habit, accomplished in moral habit, acquires a great
mass of wealth owing to zeal; this is the first advantage to one of
moral habit, accomplished in moral habit.
“Then again, householders, a lovely reputation is noised abroad of

one of moral habit, accomplished in moral habit; this is the second
advantage …

BD 4.311

“Then again, householders, if one of moral habit, accomplished in
moral habit, approaches any company, whether a company of nobles,
a company of brahmins, a company of householders, a company of
recluses, he approaches it confidently, not being ashamed; this is the
third advantage …
“Then again, householders, one of moral habit, accomplished in

moral habit, passes away unbewildered; this is the fourth advantage
…
“Then again, householders, one of moral habit, accomplished in

moral habit, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises in the
Happy-bourn, in a heaven-world; this is the fifth advantage to one
of moral habit, accomplished in moral habit. These, householders,
are the five advantages to one of moral habit, accomplished in moral
habit.”

Kd 6.28.6

When the Lord had gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the
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lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma far into the night with talk on dhamma,
he dismissed them, saying: “Thenight is now far spent, householders;
now do that for whatever it is the right time.”
“Yes, Lord,” and the lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma, having answered

the Lord in assent, rising from their seats, having greeted the Lord,
departed keeping their right sides towards him.

Kd 6.28.7

Then the Lord, soon after the lay-followers of Pāṭaligāma had
departed, entered into solitude.¹

The story of Sunidha and Vassakāra

Now at that time Sunidha² and Vassakāra, chief ministers inMaga-
dha, were building a (fortified) town³ at Pāṭaligāma for repelling the
Vajjis.Then theLord, gettingupat the endof thatnight towardsdawn,
sawwith deva-sight, pure and surpassing that ofmen,many⁴devatās
occupying the sites at Pāṭaligāma. Now in whatever region powerful
devatās occupy sites, they bend the minds of powerful kings and the
kings’ chief ministers to build dwellings there; in whatever region
devatās of middling (power) occupy sites, they bend the minds of
kings of middling (power), and the kings’ chief ministers to build
dwellings there; in whatever region devatās of lowly (power) occupy
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sites, they bend the minds of kings of lowly (power) and the kings’
chief ministers to build dwellings there.

Kd 6.28.8

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Now,
who, Ānanda, are these who are building a (fortified) town at Pāṭali-
gāma?”
“Sunidha and Vassakāra, Lord, chief ministers in Magadha, … for

Vin 1.229

repelling the Vajjis.”
“As though, Ānanda, having consulted together with the Devas of

theThirty, even so, Ānanda, do Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief minis-

¹ suññāgāra, see above, Kd 1.78.5, andMinor Anthologies ii, p. 107, n. 1. ² Sunīdha
at dn ii.86 and Ud87. ³ nagara, see bd 2.63, n. 2. ⁴ sambahulā, often in Vinaya
when used ofmonks being equivalent to gaṇa, a group of from two to four monks.
dn ii.87, Ud 88 say sambahulā devatāyo sahassassa, many devatās (in companies) of a
thousand.
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ters in Magadha, build a (fortified) town at Pāṭaligāma for repelling
the Vajjis. Now I, Ānanda, getting up at the end of this night towards
dawn, saw with deva-sight … in whatever region devatās of lowly
(power) occupy sites, they bend the minds of kings of lowly (power)
and the kings’ chiefministers to build dwellings there. Ānanda, as far
as the ariyan region¹(extends), as far as there is trading,²this will be
a leading town, Pāṭaliputta³, (where there was) the breaking of the
seed-boxes.⁴ But, Ānanda, there will be three dangers to Pāṭaliputta:
from fire or fromwater or from internal dissension.”⁵

Kd 6.28.9

Then Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief ministers in Magadha, ap-
proached theLord;havingapproached theyexchanged friendlygreet-
ings with the Lord; having exchanged greetings of friendliness and
courtesy, they stood at a respectful distance. As they were stand-
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ing at a respectful distance, Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief ministers
in Magadha, spoke thus to the Lord: “May the revered Gotama to-
getherwith the Order ofmonks consent to ameal with us today.”The
Lord consented by becoming silent. Then Sunidha and Vassakāra,
chief ministers in Magadha, departed⁶ having understood the Lord’s
consent.

Kd 6.28.10

Then Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief ministers inMagadha, hav-
ing had sumptuous solid food and soft food prepared, had the time
announced to the Lord, saying: “It is time, good Gotama, the meal
is ready.”Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his
bowl and robe, approached the food distribution⁷ of Sunidha and
Vassakāra, chief ministers inMagadha; having approached, he sat
down together with the Order of monks on the appointed seat. Then
Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief ministers in Magadha, having with

¹ ariyaāyatana.Cf.an iii.441. Vin-a 1095 says “as far as theplacewhereariyan people
go to”. ² vaṇippatha. ³ ThemodernPatna.Thename is omitted atUd 88. ⁴ (This
footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to
an appendix with other long notes on page 2984.) ⁵ On the event prophesied
here. Pāṭaliputta’s becoming the capital of the Magadha empire, and the possibility
of the notice of the event’s late insertion into the text, see Vinaya Texts ii.102, n
and Dialogues of the Buddha ii.92, n. 3. ⁶ dn ii.88, Ud 89 say they went to their
own residence, āvasatha. ⁷ parivesanā;dn ii.88, Ud 89 read āvasatha. Cf. Snpp. 13,
sn i.172.
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their own hands served and satisfiedwith sumptuous food, solid and
soft, the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head, when
the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl, sat
down at a respectful distance; and as Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief
ministers in Magadha, were sitting down at a respectful distance,
the Lord gave thanks in these verses:

Kd 6.28.11

“Wherever the prudent man shall take up his abode,
Having offered food to those here of moral habit,
good Brahma-farers, if he makes an offering
To those¹ devatāswhomay be there—
These revered, do revere, honoured, do honour him.

Vin 1.230

Hence they sympathise with him,
as a mother with her own child.
Theman with whom devatās sympathise, ever sees good

luck.”

Then the Lord, having in these verses given thanks to Sunidha
and Vassakāra, chief ministers in Magadha, rising from his seat,
departed.

Kd 6.28.12

ThenSunidha andVassakāra, chiefministers inMagadha, follow-
BD 4.314

ing close behind the Lord, thought: “By whichever gate the recluse
Gotama goes out today, that shall be called Gotama’s Gate; by which-
ever ford he crosses the river Ganges, that shall be called Gotama’s
Ford.” Accordingly the gate by which the Lord departed came to be
called Gotama’s Gate.

Then the Lord approached the river Ganges. Now at that time
the river Ganges was full, level with the banks, so that a crow could
drink² (from it). Since they were desirous of going from the hither
to the further (bank),³ some people looked about for a boat, some
looked about for a float,⁴ others put together a raft.⁵

Kd 6.28.13

¹ Cf.Thig.307,Thig.211;Mil 294. ² As atmn i.435; sn ii.134; dn i.244; an iii.27. ³ orā
pāraṁ; dn: aparāparaṁ; Ud: apārā paraṁ, which Woodward (Minor Anthologies
ii.109, n. 4) proposes to correct to dn reading. ⁴ uḷumpa. This may be a wooden or
a bamboo raft. Vin-a 1096 says that it is made, having knocked in pegs. ⁵ kulla.
Vin-a 1096 says that it is made, having put together reeds and so on.
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The Lord saw these people, of whom some were looking about
for a boat, some were looking about for a float, others were putting
together a raft since they were desirous of going from the hither to
the further (bank). Seeing them, as a strong manmight stretch out
his bent arm or might bend back his outstretched arm, even so did
he, vanishing from the hither bank¹ of the river Ganges, reappear²
on the further bank together with the Order of monks. Then the
Lord, having understood thismatter, at that time uttered this solemn
utterance:

“Those cross the deeps, the rivers,³
making a bridge, spanning the swamps.
See! people tie their rafts—
but crossed over⁴ are the wise.”⁵

On the truths at Koṭigāma

Kd 6.29.1 Then the Lord approached Koṭigāma.The Lord stayed there at Koṭi-
gāma. Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, it is
by not understanding, not penetrating the four ariyan truths that

BD 4.315

there is this long long running-on and faring-on both for me and
for you. What four? Monks, it is through not understanding, not
penetrating the ariyan truth of ill that there is this long long running-
on and faring-on both for me and for you. Monks, it is through not
under-standing, not penetrating the ariyan truth of the uprising of
ill, the ariyan truth of the stopping of ill, the ariyan truth of the course
leading to the stopping of ill that there is this long long running-on
and faring-on both for me and for you.

Kd 6.29.2

“Therefore, monks, if the ariyan truth of ill is understood, is pene-
Vin 1.231

¹ orimatīre. ² paccuṭṭhāsi, instead of the more usual pāturahosi. ³ sara, here
a river, Vin-a 1096. ⁴ tiṇṇa, a technical term frequent in the Suttas, meaning
“crossed over” the four-fold flood of sense-pleasures, becoming, false view and igno-
rance, or over some other undesirable state, and so “crossed over” Māra’s stream, a
river of death. SeemyMan Perfected, Ch. 8. ⁵ To here, from beginning of Kd 6.28.1,
the same as Ud 85, with a fewminor variations.
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trated, if the ariyan truth of the uprising of ill … if the ariyan truth
of the stopping of ill … if the ariyan truth of the course leading to
the stopping of ill is understood and penetrated, then cut off is the
craving for becoming,¹ destroyed is the conduit for becoming,² there
is not now again-becoming.”

Not seeing the four ariyan truths as they really are
Long is the journey fared-on in birth after birth;
When these are seen, removed is the conduit for becom-

ing,
The root of ill cut off, there is not now again-becoming.³

The story of Ambapālī
Kd 6.30.1Then the courtesan Ambapālī⁴ heard⁵: “They say that the Lord has

reached Koṭigāma”.Then the courtesan Ambapālī, having had very
magnificent vehicles harnessed, having mounted a magnificent ve-
hicle, went off with the very magnificent vehicles from Vesālī to see
the Lord. Having gone by vehicle as far as the ground was (suitable)
for a vehicle, she alighted from the vehicle and approached the Lord
on foot; having approached, having greeted the Lord, she sat down
at a respectful distance.

Kd 6.30.2

The Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the courtesan
Ambapālī with talk on dhamma as she was sitting down at a respect-
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ful distance. The courtesan Ambapālī, having been, gladdened …
delighted with talk on dhamma by the Lord, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me on the morrow to-
gether with the Order of monks.”The Lord consented by becoming
silent.The courtesan Ambapālī, having understood the Lord’s con-

¹ bhavataṇhā. ² bhavanetti. ³ To here from 28.1 = dn ii.84–91. ⁴ Her verses are
atThig. 252–Thig.270. See alsoThig-a 206–Thig-a 7,Thig-a 213;Thi-ap 613ff. She was
the mother of Vimala-Koṇḍañña, while Bimbisāra is said to have been his father,
Thag-a 156. Mentioned below, bd 4.379. ⁵ From here to Kd 6.30.6 = dn ii.95. See
Dialogues of the Buddha ii.102, n. for some remarks on the discrepancies shown by
the two versions in their localisation of the incidents narrated.
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sent, rising fromher seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping
her right side towards him.

The story of the Licchavīs
Kd 6.30.3

ThentheLicchavis ofVesālī heard: “Theysay that theLordhas reached
Koṭigāma”.Then the Licchavis of Vesālī, having had verymagnificent
vehicles harnessed, having (each) mounted a magnificent vehicle,
went off with the very magnificent vehicles from Vesālī to see the
Lord. Some Licchavis were dark green,¹ dark green in colour, their
clothes were dark green, their ornaments were dark green. Some
Licchavis were yellow, yellow in colour … their ornaments were yel-
low. Some Licchavis were red, red in colour … their ornaments were
red. Some Licchavis were white, white in colour, their clothes were
white, their ornaments were white.Then the courtesan Ambapālī
drove up against the many young Licchavis, pole to pole, yoke to
yoke, wheel to wheel, axle to axle.

Vin 1.232

Kd 6.30.4 Then these Licchavis spoke thus to the courtesanAmbapālī: “Now
then,² why do you, Ambapālī, drive up against the many young Lic-
chavis pole to pole, yoke to yoke, wheel to wheel, axle to axle?”
“Indeed, young gentlemen,³ it is because the Order of monks with

the awakened one at its head is invited by me for the morrow.”
“Now then, Ambapālī, give up this meal to us for a hundred thou-

sand.”⁴
“But if, young gentlemen, you were to give up Vesālī with its pro-

duce,⁵ I would not give up this meal.”
BD 4.317

Then these Licchavis snapped their fingers,⁶ saying: “Truly we

¹ nīla is defined at Vin 4.120. Vin-a 1096 says that these colours are for the sake
of distinguishing the Licchavis. They are not “dark green” and so on by nature,
but are coloured with a dark green cosmetic—as some of the faces of the Ajanta
frescoes are meant to be. ² je. ³ ayyaputta. ⁴ Probably kahāpaṇas are to be
understood. ⁵ sāhāra = sa-āhāra, with its food. Vin-a 1097, dn-a 545 explain by
sa-janapada. No justification for “with its subject territory” of Vinaya Texts ii.107,
Dialogues of the Buddha ii.103. ⁶ aṅgulī pothesuṁ. Vin-a 1097 explains by cālesuṁ,
to move, to shake.
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are beaten by this mango-girl,¹ truly we are defeated by this mango-
girl.”

Kd 6.30.5

Then these Licchavis approached the Lord.The Lord saw these
Licchavis coming fromafar, andseeing them,headdressed themonks,
saying:
“Bywhatevermonks,monks, theDevas of theThirty have not been

seenbefore, look,monks, at theLicchavi company, look again,monks,
at the Licchavi company, compare, monks, the Licchavi company to
the company of the Devas of theThirty.”Then these Licchavis, having
gone by vehicle as far as the ground … (as in Kd 6.30.1, Kd 6.30.2 down
to:) “Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with us on the morrow?”
“I have promised, Licchavis, (to take) a meal with the courtesan

Ambapālī to-morrow.”Then these Licchavis snapped their fingers,
saying:
“Truly we are beaten by this mango-girl; truly we are defeated by

this mango-girl.”
Then these Licchavis, having approved of what the Lord had said

andhaving given thanks for it, rising from their seats, having greeted
the Lord, departed keeping their right sides towards him.

Kd 6.30.6

Then the Lord, having stayed in Koṭigāma for as long as he found
suiting, approached Ňātikā.The Lord stayed there at Ňātikā in the
Brick Residence. Then the courtesan Ambapālī, having had sump-
tuous food, solid and soft, prepared towards the end of that night
in her own park, had the time announced to the Lord, saying: … (as
in Kd6.28.10 down to:²) … sat down at a respectful distance. As she
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was sitting down at a respectful distance, the courtesan Ambapālī
spoke thus to the Lord: “I, Lord, would give this Ambapālī Grove to
the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head.”

The Lord accepted the park. Then the Lord, having gladdened,
rejoiced, roused, delighted the courtesan Ambapālī with talk on

BD 4.318

¹ ambakā, with probably intended a play on her name, itself connected with the
mango-grove she owned. SeeDialogues of the Buddha ii.103, n. 1;VinayaTexts ii.107, n.
² Replace “Sunidha and Vassakāra, chief ministers of Magadha” by “the courtesan
Ambapālī,” and “good Gotama” by “Lord”.
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dhamma, rising from his seat,¹ approached the Great Grove.The Lord
stayed there at Vesālī in the Great Grove in the Hall with the Peaked
Gable.

Told is the Portion for Repeating on the Licchavis

The story of General Sīha
Kd 6.31.1 Now at that time² many distinguished Licchavis, sitting together

assembled in a mote-hall, were in many a figure speaking praise of
the awakened one, praise of dhamma, praise of the Order. Now at
that time the general Sīha,³ a disciple of the Jains,⁴ came to be sitting
in that company. Then it occurred to the general Sīha: “Undoubt-
edly this will be a Lord, a perfected one, a wholly awakened one,
since these distinguished Licchavis, sitting together assembled in
the mote-hall, are in many a figure speaking praise of the awakened
one, praise of dhamma, praise of the Order. Suppose I were to go up
to see this Lord, perfected one, wholly awakened one?”

Kd 6.31.2

Then the general Sīha approached Nātaputta the Jain⁵; having
approached, he spoke thus to Nataputta the Jain: “I want, honoured
sir,⁶ to go along to see the recluse Gotama.”
“But how can you, Sīha, being one who asserts an ought- to-be-

done,⁷ go along to see the recluse Gotama who asserts an ought-not-
to-be-done⁸? For, Sīha, the recluse Gotama asserts an ought-not-

¹ To here from Kd6.30.1 is in all material respects the same as dn ii.95. The DN
version says the Lord went to Beluva. ² From there to nearly the end of
Kd 6.31.14 = an iv.179. ³ Cf. an iii.38f., an iv.79. His interest in giving gifts may
have been due to Gotama’s talk to him (below Kd6.31.11) just after he became a
lay-follower. ⁴ Nigaṇṭhas. Literal meaning “without bonds”. See gs iv.124, n. 2.
⁵ The leaderof theNigaṇṭhas, identifiedbyBühler and JacobiwithMahāvīra (Vinaya
Texts ii.109, n. 1). His views are given at dn i.57. ⁶ bhante. ⁷ kiriyavāda. This
and akiriyavāda each had its own adherents. Gotama put his own interpretation
on each theory, see below Kd6.31.6 and Vin 3.2.Thus he is able to say, as at an i.62,
kiriyavādī c’ahaṁ akiriyavādī ca. At Vin 1.71 he is reputed to say of the Jaṭilas that
they are kiriyavādino and kammavādino, and it is apparently for this reason that he
grants them a concession. ⁸ akiriyavāda. See A.K. Coomaraswamy, Some Pali
Words, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol.iv, No.2, July 1939, p. 119ff.
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to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-done and
in that he trains¹ disciples.” Then that which had been the strong
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aspiration of general Sīha for going² to see the Lord abated.
Kd 6.31.3

Then a second time did the distinguished Licchavis, sitting to-
gether assembled in the mote-hall … And a second time did it occur
to the general Sīha: “Undoubtedly this will be a Lord, a perfected
one… Suppose I were to go up to see this Lord, perfected one, wholly
awakened one?” And a second time did the general Sīha approach

Vin 1.234

Nātaputta the Jain “… and in that trains disciples”. And a second
time did that abate which had been the strong aspiration of the gen-
eral Siha for going to see the Lord. And a third time it occurred to
the general Sīha: “Undoubtedly this will be a Lord, perfected one,
wholly awakened one, since these distinguished Licchavis, sitting
together assembled in the mote-hall, are in many a figure speaking
praise of the awakened one, praise of dhamma, praise of the Order.
What can these Jains do to me whether I have asked for permission
or have not asked for permission? Suppose that I, although I have
not asked for permission from the Jains, were to go along to see this
Lord, perfected one, wholly awakened one?”

Kd 6.31.4

Then the general Sīha with some five hundred chariots departed
fromVesālī in broad daylight to see the Lord. Having gone by vehicle
as far as the groundwas (suitable) for a vehicle, having alighted from
the vehicle, he approached the Lord on foot; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, general Sīha spoke thus to
the Lord:
“Lord, I have heard this: ‘The recluse Gotama affirms an ought-not-

to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-done, and in
that trains disciples.’ I assume that these, Lord, who say: ‘The recluse
Gotama affirms an ought-not-to-be-done … and in that trains disci-
ples,’ are, Lord, asserting (fairly) what the Lord affirms,³ and are not

¹ Vineti, to lead away, and so to pervert, divert, avert. Cf. below Kd 6.34.12, where in
the same terms leaders of other sects try to dissuadeMeṇḍaka from going to see the
Lord. ² gamikābhisamkhāra. Cf. pabbajjābhisaṅkhāra at Vin 1.194 (above, Kd 5.13.2).
³ bhagavato vuttavādī.
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misrepresenting the Lord by what is not fact, but are putting forth a
BD 4.320

doctrine which conforms to¹ his doctrine. I assume that no one who
is his fellow dhamma-man, a holder of his views, comes to a position
incurring blame. Indeed, we, Lord, do not want to misrepresent the
Lord.”²

Kd 6.31.5

“There is, Sīha, away inwhich one speaking truly ofme could say³:
‘The recluse Gotama asserts an ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches a
doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-done, and in this he trains disciples.’
There is, Sīha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say:
‘The recluse Gotama asserts an ought-to-be-done⁴ … trains disciples.’
There is, Sīha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say:
‘The recluse Gotama asserts annihilation … trains disciples.’ There is,
Sīha, a way inwhich one speaking truly of me could say: ‘The recluse
Gotama is one who detests, he teaches a doctrine of detestation, and
in this he trains disciples.’There is, Sīha, away inwhichone speaking
truly ofme could say: ‘The recluseGotama is a leader away, he teaches
a doctrine of leading away, and in this he trains disciples.’ There
is, Sīha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say: ‘The
recluse Gotama is a “burner up”, he teaches a doctrine of “burning
up”, and in this he trains disciples.’There is, Sīha, away inwhich one
speaking truly of me could say: ‘The recluse Gotama is not destined
to another (kind of) becoming, he teaches a doctrine of no other kind
of becoming, and in this he trains disciples.There is, Sīha, a way in
which one speaking truly of me could say: ‘The recluse Gotama is
confident,⁵ he teaches a doctrine of confidence,⁶ and in this he trains
disciples.’

Kd 6.31.6

“And what, Sīha, is the way in which one speaking truly of me
could say: ‘The recluseGotama is onewho asserts an ought-not-to-be-
done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-done and in this he

Vin 1.235

¹ anudhamma, explained by anukāraṇa, perhaps meaning “minor tenet”, at Vin-
a 1097, dn-a 349, mn-a iii.46. ² Stock, e.g. at dn i.161, dn iii.115; mn i.368, mn i.482;
an i.161; sn ii.33. sn iii.6, sn iv.340; Vin 2.297. ³ Cf. Vin 3.2–Vin.3.3 for this pas-
sage, and for notes see bd 1.4–bd.1.6. ⁴ Not included at Vin 3.2. Cf. an i.62.
⁵ Not included at Vin 3.2. “Confident” is Pali assattha, rendered at gs iv.127 “found
consolation”. ⁶ assāsa. Cf. one who has assāsa in dhammavinaya at sn ii.50; trans-
lated at ks ii.38 as “comfort”.
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trains disciples’? Indeed I, Sīha, assert of misconduct in body, speech
BD 4.321

and thought that it ought not to be done; I assert of manifold evil and
wrong states (of mind) that they ought not to be done. This is the
way, Sīha, in which one speaking truly of me could say: ‘The recluse
Gotama asserts what ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of
what ought-not-to-be-done and in this he trains disciples.’
“Andwhat, Sīha, is the way inwhich one… could say:’The recluse

Gotama asserts what ought-to-be-done … trains disciples’? Indeed
I, Sīha, assert of good conduct in body, speech and thought that it
ought to be done; of manifold right states (of mind) that they ought
to be done.This is the way, Sīha …

Kd 6.31.7

“Andwhat, Sīha, is the way inwhich one… could say: ‘The recluse
Gotama asserts annihilation… trains disciples’? Indeed I, Sīha, assert
the annihilation of passion, hatred, stupidity; I assert the annihila-
tion ofmanifold evil andwrong states (ofmind).This is theway, Sīha
…
“Andwhat, Sīha, is the way inwhich one… could say: ‘The recluse

Gotama is one who detests, he teaches a doctrine of detestation and
in this he trains disciples’? Indeed, Sīha, I detest misconduct in body,
speech and thought; I teach a doctrine of detestation for entering
uponmanifold evil wrong states (of mind).This is the way, Sīha …

Kd 6.31.8

“Andwhat, Sīha, is the way inwhich one… could say: ‘The recluse
Gotama is one who is a leader away, he teaches a doctrine of leading
away and in this he trains disciples’? Indeed I, Sīha, teach a doctrine
of the leading away of passion, hatred, stupidity; I teach a doctrine
of the leading away of manifold evil wrong states (of mind).This is
the way, Sīha …
“Andwhat, Sīha, is the way inwhich one… could say: ‘The recluse

Gotama is onewho is a “burner-up”, he teaches a doctrine of burning
up and in this he trains disciples’? Indeed I, Sīha, speak of evil wrong
states which are searing: misconduct in body, speech and thought.
He for whom, Sīha, evil wrong states that axe searing are destroyed,
cut off at the root, made like a palm-tree, so utterly done away with
that they can come to no future existence—him I call one who is
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a ‘burner-up’. For a Truth-finder, Sīha, evil wrong states that are
BD 4.322

searing … existence. This is the way, Sīha, in which one … could
say: ‘The recluse Gotama is one who is a “burner-up”, he teaches a

Vin 1.236

doctrine of burning-up, and in this he trains disciples.’
Kd 6.31.9

“Andwhat, Sīha, is the way inwhich one… could say: ‘The recluse
Gotama is one who is not destined to another (kind of) becoming,
he teaches a doctrine of no other (kind of) becoming and in this he
trains disciples’? He for whom, Sīha, future conception in a womb,
becoming again and rebirth are destroyed, cut off at the root, made
like a palm-tree, so utterly done away with that they can come to no
future existence—him I call one not destined to another (kind of)
becoming. For a Truth-finder, Sīha, future conception … can come
to no future existence.This is the way, Sīha …
“And what, Sīha, is the way in which one speaking truly of me

could say: ‘The recluse Gotama is one who is confident, he teaches
a doctrine of confidence and in this he trains disciples’? Indeed I,
Sīha, am confident with the highest confidence,¹ I teach a doctrine
of confidence and in this I train disciples.²This is the way, Sīha, in
which one speaking truly of me could say: ‘The recluse Gotama is
confident, he teaches a doctrine of confidence and in this he trains
disciples’.”

Kd 6.31.10

And when he had spoken thus,³ Sīha, the general, spoke thus to
the Lord: “Excellent, Lord! Excellent, Lord! …⁴ May the Lord accept
me as a lay-follower going for refuge from this day forth for as long
as life lasts.”
“Now, Sīha, make a proper investigation. Proper investigation is

good in the case of well-knownmen like yourself.”⁵
“I, Lord, am even exceedingly pleased, satisfied with that which

¹ an-a iv.98 says “with the highest confidence in the four ways and the four fruits”.
² Cf.dn iii.39wherewanderers are recorded to askGotama the name of the doctrine
in which he trains disciples and in which they, trained and attained to confidence,
assāsa, acknowledge a desire for (or a support in) the Brahma-faring. dn-a iii.835
explains assāsa by tuṭṭhi, joy, and somanassa, happiness. ³ From here to middle of
Kd 6.31.12 = mn i.378f., in connection with Upāli the householder. ⁴ Stock; as at
Kd 1.7.10. ⁵ As at mn i.379, an iv.185.
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the Lord said to me: ‘Now, Sīha, make a proper investigation … like
yourself.’ For if, Lord, members of other sects had secured me as a
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disciple, they would have paraded a banner all round Vesālī, saying:
‘Sīha, the general, has joined our disciplehood.’ But then the Lord
spoke to me thus: ‘Now, Sīha, make a proper investigation … like
yourself.’ So I, Lord, go for a second time to the Lord for refuge and
to dhamma and to the Order of monks. May the Lord accept me as a
lay-follower going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life
lasts.”

Kd 6.31.11

“For a long time, Sīha, your family¹ has been a well-spring² to the
Nigaṇṭhas. You will bethink you to give alms to those who approach
you?”
“I, Lord, am even exceedingly pleased, satisfied with that which

the Lord said to me: ‘For a long time, Sīha, your family … those who
approach you? I have heard, Lord:The recluse Gotama speaks thus:
‘Gifts should be given to me only, not to others should gifts be given;
gifts should be given to my disciples only, not to the disciples of
others should gifts be given. What is given to me is alone of great

Vin 1.237

fruit, what is given to others is not of great fruit; what is given to my
disciples is alone of great fruit,what is given to the disciples of others
is not of great fruit.’ But then the Lord urged uponme giving to the
Nigaṇṭhas too. Indeed, Lord, we shall know the right time for that.
So I, Lord, go for a third time to the Lord for refuge and to dhamma
and to the Order of monks. May the Lord accept me as a lay-follower
going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts.”

Kd 6.31.12

Then the Lord talked a progressive talk³ to Sīha, the general,
that is to say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven;
he explained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures of the
senses, the advantage in renouncing (them). When the Lord knew
that the mind of Siha, the general, was ready, malleable, devoid of
the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, then he explained to him that
teaching on dhamma which the awakened ones have themselves

¹ kula, explained by nivesana, a dwelling, at Vin-a 1097, mn-a iii.89. ² opānabhūta.
SeeDialogues of the Buddha i.177, n. 3 for further references. ³ As at Kd 1.7.5–Kd 1.7.6.
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discovered: ill, uprising, stopping, the Way. And as a clean cloth
without black specks will easily take dye, even so as he was (sitting)
on that very seat, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to Sīha,

BD 4.324

the general, that “whatever is of the nature to uprise all that is of the
nature to stop”.ThenSīha, the general, as onewho¹ had seen dhamma,
attained dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into dhamma, who had
crossed over doubt, put away uncertainty, who had attained without
another’s help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke
thus to the Lord²: “Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me on
the morrow together with the Order of monks.”The Lord consented
by becoming silent.Then Sīha, the general, having understood the
Lord’s consent, rising from his seat, departed keeping his right side
towards him.

Then Sīha, the general, enjoined a certain man, saying: “Go, good
fellow, find out if there is meat to hand.”³ Then Sīha, the general,
towards the end of that night having had sumptuous food, solid and
soft, prepared, had the time announced to the Lord, saying: “It is
time, Lord, the meal is ready.”Then the Lord, having dressed in the
morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of Sīha,
the general; having approached he sat down on the appointed seat
together with the Order of monks.

Kd 6.31.13

Nowat that timemanyNigaṇṭhas,waving their arms,weremoan-
ing⁴ from carriage road⁵ to carriage road, from cross road⁶ to cross
road in Vesālī: “Today a fat beast,⁷ killed by Sīha, the general, is made
into a meal for the recluse Gotama, the recluse Gotamamakes use
of this meat, knowing that it was killed on purpose (for him),⁸ that
the deed was (done) for his sake.”⁹Then a certain man approached
Sīha, the general; having approached he whispered into Sīha, the

¹ As at Kd 1.6.32. ² To here from Kd6.31.10 = mn i.378. ³ As at Vin 1.217 (above,
Kd 6.23.2). ⁴ kandanti. ⁵ Defined at Vin 4.271 (bd 3.268). ⁶ Defined at Vin 4.271
(bd 3.268). ⁷ pasu, meaning uncertain, but not necessarily an animal of the cow-
tribe. an-a iv.102 says: “a fat beast with a large body such as an elk or buffalo or pig”.
Vin-a 363 says of pasuka that all four-footed animals beginning with the elephant
should be called pasuka. ⁸ Cf. Ja ii.262: the Telovādajātaka was spoken concerning
Sīha. ⁹ paṭiccakamma.
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general’s ear:
“Please, honoured sir, you should know that many of these Ni-

gaṇṭhas, waying their arms, are moaning from carriage road to car-
riage road, from cross road to cross road in Vesālī:
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‘Today a fat beast … the deed was (done) for his sake’.”
“Enough, master, for a long time now these venerable ones have

been desiring dispraise of the awakened one, have been desiring
dispraise of dhamma, have been desiring dispraise of the Order. But
these venerable ones, bad, vain, lying, do not harm this Lord because
they are misrepresenting him by what is not fact—why, even we, for
the sake of our livelihood, would not intentionally deprive a living
thing of life.”¹

Kd 6.31.14

Then Sīha, the general, having with his own hand served and
satisfied the Order of monks with the enlightened one at its head
with sumptuous food, solid and soft, when the Lord had eaten and
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had withdrawn his hand from his bowl, sat down at a respectful dis-
tance.Then the Lord having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted
Sīha, the general, with talk on dhamma as he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, rising from his seat, departed.²Then the Lord
on this occasion having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“Monks, one should not knowingly make use of meat killed

on purpose (for one). Whoever should make use of it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, fish and meat that are
quite pure in three respects: if they are not seen, heard, suspected
(to have been killed on purpose for a monk).”³

¹ Cf.Bu-Pc 61. ² To here fromKd 6.31.1 = an iv.179. ³ Cf.Vin 3.172 (bd 1.298)where
Devadatta, wanting a schism, tries to make the Lord say that monks should eat no
fish or meat. But Gotama answers him that fish and meat are “pure” if they have
the three points which are also mentioned above.Macchamaṁsa is I think not “the
flesh of fish” (as at gs iv.130, n. 1) but “fish andmeat”.The story leading up to this
allowance is concerned with meat; and many instances show that monks ate this
without incurring criticism or blame.
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Allowance for a place forwhat is allowable
Kd 6.32.1 Now at that time Vesālī was well off for food, crops were good, alms-

food was easy to obtain, and it was easy to keep oneself going by
gleaning and by favour.Then as the Lordwasmeditating in seclusion
a reasoning arose inhismind thus: “Those thingswhichwere allowed
byme tomonks when food was scarce, crops bad, and almsfood diffi-
cult to obtain: what was cured indoors, cooked indoors, cooked by
oneself ¹; receiving (formally) what was picked up²; what was taken
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back from there³; what was accepted before a meal⁴; what grows in
a wood, what grows in a lotus-tank⁵—do the monks still make use of
these things today?”

Then the Lord, arising from his meditation towards evening, ad-
dressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Those things which were
allowed by me to monks when food was scarce … do the monks still
make use of these things today?”
“Theymake use of them, Lord.”

Kd 6.32.2

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed themonks, saying: “Those things,monks, al-
lowed byme tomonkswhen foodwas scarce, crops bad and almsfood
difficult to obtain: what was cured indoors …what grows in a lotus-
tank—these things I object to from this day forth.Monksyou should
not make use of what is cured indoors, cooked indoors, cooked
by yourselves; of (formally) receivingwhat is picked up (by you).
Whoever should make use of (any of these things), there is an
offence of wrong-doing. Nor should you, monks, having eaten,
beingsatisfied,makeuseof food that isnot leftover if it isbrought
back from there; if it is accepted before a meal; if it grows in a
wood, grows in a lotus-tank. Whoever should make use of (any
of these things) should be dealt with according to the rule.”⁶

Kd 6.33.1 Now at that time country people, having loaded much salt and
oil, and husked rice and solid food into wagons,⁷ having made an

¹ Kd 6.17.7. ² Kd 6.17.9. ³ Kd 6.18.4. ⁴ Kd 6.19.2. ⁵ Kd 6.20.4. ⁶ Bu-Pc 35.
⁷ As at Kd 6.24.1, Kd 6.34.17.
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enclosure for the wagons in a porch outside a monastery, waited,
thinking: “When our turn comes, then we will make a meal,”¹ but
a great cloud came up. Then these people approached the venera-

Vin 1.239

ble Ānanda; having approached, they spoke thus to the venerable
Ānanda:
“Now, honoured Ānanda, having loaded much salt … solid food

into wagons, they are standing (there), but a great cloud has come
up.What line of conduct, honoured Ānanda, should be followed by
us?”Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 6.33.2

BD 4.327“Well then, Ānanda, the Order having agreed upon a place for
what is allowable²near³ adwelling-place: adwelling-placeor a curved
house or a long house or a mansion or a cave,⁴ let there be kept⁵
there whatever the Order desires. And thus, monks, should it be
agreed upon:The Order should be informed by an experienced, com-
petent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it
seems right to the Order, the Order may agree upon such and such a
dwelling-place as a place for what is allowable. This is the motion.
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen tome.TheOrder is agreeing upon
such and such a dwelling-place as a place for what is allowable. If the
agreement on such and such a dwelling-place as a place for what is
allowable is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. Such and such a dwelling-

¹ As at Kd 6.24.1, Kd 6.34.17. ² kappiyabhūmi. The commentary does not explain
this word, but in commenting on the three kinds of places allowed at the end of
Kd 6.33.4. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1098f., uses the word kappiyakuṭī, hut for what is
allowable. It seems probable that the kappiyabhūmiwas a place for doing certain
operations some of which were allowable only in times of scarcity: cooking for
oneself, cooking indoors and curing indoors. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1099 appears to
connect these with a kappiyabhūmi. It should however be noticed that at Kd 3.5.9 the
“kitchen” which a lay follower may build for himself replaces the kappiyakuṭīwhich
he may build for an Order or a member of it at Kd 3.5.6. For in normal times monks
did not cook, and hence a place for doing allowable operations (of this nature)
would be superfluous. A.K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, Journal of
the American Oriental Society, Vol.48, No.3, p. 260 calls kappiyabhūmi an “outhouse
site”. ³ paccantima. Vin-a 1098 says this is only an expression. ⁴ For these five
“abodes” cf. above, Kd 1.30.4 and notes. ⁵ vāsetu.
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place is agreed upon by the Order as a place for what is allowable.
Therefore they are silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 6.33.3

Now at that time the people boiled conjeys, boiled rice, prepared
soups, cut up meats, chopped wood, just there at a place for what
was allowable and which had been agreed upon. As the Lord was
getting up at the end of the night towards dawnhe heard a loud noise,
a great noise, a noise (like) the cawing of crows,¹ and hearing it, he
addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “What, Ānanda, is this loud
noise, this great noise, this noise (like) the cawing of crows?”

Kd 6.33.4

“At present, Lord, people boil conjeys … chop sticks just there at a
place forwhat is allowable andwhich has been agreed upon. It is this

BD 4.328

loud noise, great noise, noise (like) the cawing of crows that the Lord
(hears).”² Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, one should not make use of a place for what is allow-

able that has been agreed upon.³Whoever should make use of it,
there is anoffenceofwrong-doing. I allowyou,monks, threeplaces
forwhat is allowable: that depending upon a proclamation,⁴ that con-

¹ = Vin 4.82. ² so eso bhagavāuccāsaddo…kākoravasaddo. Onewould have expected
bhante here instead of bhagavā, and the sentence then to be translated: it is this,
Lord, that is the loud noise … ³ Presumably there is the risk of being in the lay-
people’s way and also of being disturbed by the noise they make. ⁴ ussāvanantika.
Ussāvana is not a proclamation in a technical sense and has nothing to do with
proceedings at formal acts of the Order. But Buddhaghosa explains, Vin-a 1098, that
having made all preparations with pillars, walls and stones, the people utter the
phrase (vācaṁ nicchārenti) “We are making a kappiyakuṭī”.The two Commentaries
which he quotes alsomention a kappiyakuṭī as being spoken about or resolved upon.
Antika is used in the same sense as above at Kd 7.1.7.
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nected with what is fortuitous,¹ that (given by) a householder.”²

Kd 6.33.5

Now at that time the venerable Yasoja³ came to be ill. Medicines
BD 4.329

were conveyed for him. Monks put these outside, but vermin ate
them and also thieves carried them off.⁴ They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make use of a place for
what is allowable⁵ and which has been agreed upon. I allow four

Vin 1.240

places for what is allowable: that depending upon a proclamation,

¹ gonisādika. Cf. gonisādi at Vin 3.46, where a village arranged “fortuitously” comes
into thedefinitionof village.Gonisādi is not anox-stall (VinayaTexts ii.121). Vin-a 298
explains that as two or three cows sit down here and there, so, having built two or
three houses, they are arranged here and there.The idea is that something is left to a
haphazard element. Vin-a 1099 explains that there are two kinds of gonisādika: one
of themonastery (type), one of the dwelling-place.Wherever neither themonastery
itself is fenced in nor the lodgings, this is themonastery-type ofwhat is “fortuitous”.
Wherever all or some of the lodgings are fenced in but not the monastery, this is
the dwelling-place type. So in both kinds the non-fencing in of the monastery is
a criterion. The commentary does not say which kind is intended here; perhaps
both are. ² gahapati. Vin-a 1099 says, “people having built a residence say, ‘we
are giving a kappiyakutl, make use of it’—this is called gahapati. It means this
too if they say, ‘We are giving (something) to build a kappiyakuṭī’ ”. Vin-a on this
whole passage uses kappiyakuṭī and never kappiya-bhūmi. Cf. kappiyakuṭiyowhich,
among other things, Anāthapiṇḍika caused to be built in the Jeta Grove, at Vin 2.159,
and the kappiyakuṭī which a lay disciple might cause to be built for an Order, at
Vin 1.139 (above, bd 4.186). ³ Verses atThag 243–Thag 245.There is a story about
five hundredmonks with Yasoja at their head at Ud 24–Ud 27.The lord dismissed
them for making a great noise; they spent the rains in earnest endeavour and
realised the three knowledges; they were then able to spend a whole night in as
concentrated meditation as the Lord himself. Vin-a 1098 says “At the conclusion
of the Kapilasutta he (Yasoja) was the chief person of the five hundred who had
gone forth”. Snp-a i.312, Dhp-a iv.45 call these five hundred “fishermen’s sons”. See
Dhp-a iv.37ff. (Kapilamacchavatthu), Snp-a i.305ff. (both of which tell about the
golden fish, Kapila), Ud-a 179. Psalms of the Bretheren, p. 166 for the circumstances in
which the Kapilasutta was spoken to Yasoja.This Sutta is referred to at Dhp-a iv.42
as being in the Suttanipāta. Kapilasutta is there (Snpp. 49) a variant reading for
Dhammacariyasutta, but the Commentary (Snp-a i.312) refers to it as Kapilasutta.
⁴ As at Kd 6.17.7. ⁵ This paragraph probably refers to allowable medicines. See
too Vin-a 1101 which refers to sappi, ghee, which was a medicine.
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that connected with what is fortuitous, that given by a householder,
that which is agreed upon.”

Told is the Twenty-fourth Portion for Repeating

The story of the householderMeṇḍaka

Kd 6.34.1 Now at that time the householder Meṇḍaka¹ lived in the town of
Bhaddiya.² He came to have this kind of eminence in psychic power:
having washed his head, having had a granary swept, he sat down
just outside the door, and a shower of grain, having fallen down
through the air, filled the granary. Hiswife³ came to have this kind of
eminence in psychic power: having sat down beside only one bowl of
the capacity of an āḷhaka⁴ and one helping of curry and condiments,
she served food⁵ to slaves, workmen and servants⁶; not until she got
up was it exhausted. His son⁷ came to have this kind of eminence

BD 4.330

in psychic power: having taken hold of only one purse containing a

¹ Father of Dhanañjaya, who was Visākhā’s father. At Dhp-a i.384Meṇḍaka is called
“householder”, atDhp-a i.385, Vism 383 “merchant”, seṭṭhi, and he and his wife, son,
daughter-in-lawand slave are said to befivepeople of greatmerit.His story is told in
detail at Dhp-a iii.363ff. Cf. Dhp-a iv.203, Dhp-a iv.217. According to Dhp-a iii.363 the
Dhammapada verse (252) was spoken by the Lord while he was staying in the Jātiyā
Grove at Bhaddiya concerningMeṇḍaka. ² In the Aṅga kingdom. ³ Her name
was Candapadumā (because she came to have the moon and the lotus represented
on the palms of her hands and the soles of her feet), Dhp-a i.385, Dhp-a iii.363;
or Candapadumasirī at Vism383. Her meritorious act is noticed at Dhp-a iii.369.
⁴ āḷhakathālikā. See bd 1.103, n. 1. ⁵ bhatta can also mean rice, the staple dish, but
here in all likelihood meaning food, for probably no implication that she served
rice without the curry and condiments is intended. ⁶ dāsa-kammakara-porisā.
Same compound at an i.145, an i.206, an ii.78, an iii.45 (puttadārādāsa-), an iii.260.
an-a ii.241 explains as “slaves as well as workmen earning a daily wage of food, and
people living in dependence on (one)”, jīvamānapurisā. See definitions of “slave” and
“workman” at bd 3.180. ⁷ Called Dhanañjaya themerchant, seṭṭhi, at Dhp-a i.386ff.,
Dhp-a iii.363, Vism 383, andMeṇḍaka’s eldest son at Dhp-a i.385. His psychic power
is referred to at Dhp-a iii.370. He was lent by Bimbisāra to Pasenadi; and the latter
built Sāketa to house Dhanañjaya’s retinue during the night’s halt on the way to
Sāvatthī, Dhp-a i.386f. Dhanañjaya was the father of Visākhā and of her youngest
sister, Sujātā, in respect of whom the Sujāta-Jātaka Ja 269 was told.
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thousand,¹ he gave six months’ wages to (each) slave, workman and
servant; not until he removed his hand was it² exhausted.

Kd 6.34.2

His daughter-in-law³ came to have this kind of eminence in psy-
chic power; having sat down beside only one basket of the capacity
of four doṇas⁴ she gave six months’ food⁵ to (each) slave, workman
and servant; not until she got up was it exhausted. His slave⁶ came
to have this kind of eminence in psychic power: when he ploughed
with one ploughshare seven furrows came from (it).⁷

Kd 6.34.3

Kd 6.34.4Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha heard: “They say that
the householder Meṇḍaka is living in our kingdom in the town of
Bhaddiya. He has this kind of eminence in psychic power … (as in
Kd6.34.1, Kd 6.34.2) … when he ploughs with one ploughshare seven
furrows come from (it).”

Kd 6.34.5

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha addressed a certain
chief minister who was concerned with all the affairs,⁸ saying: “It is
said, my goodman,⁹ that the householder Meṇḍaka is living in our
kingdom in the town of Bhaddiya; he has this kind of psychic power:

Vin 1.241

having washed his head … seven furrows come from (it). Go along,
my good man, and find out. When you have seen, it will be the same
as if I myself saw.”
“So be it, your majesty”, and that chief minister, having answered

King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent, marched forth¹⁰ for
Bhaddiya with a four-winged army.¹¹

Kd 6.34.6

BD 4.331In due course he approached Bhaddiya andMeṇḍaka the house-

¹ The word kahāpaṇa supplied at Dhp-a iii.370. ² I.e., the contents of the purse.
³ Called Sumanādevī at Dhp-a i.384, Sumanadevī at Dhp-a iii.363, Vism 383. Shewas
Dhanañjaya’s chief wife, aggamahesi, Dhp-a i.384, and Visākhā’s mother, sn-a i.148.
Her act of psychic power referred to at Dhp-a iii.370. ⁴ A measure of capacity,
generally equivalent to four āḷhakas, see bd 1.103, n.. ⁵ bhatta, see above, bd 4.329,
n. 7. ⁶ CalledPuṇṇa atDhp-a i.385, Dhp-a iii.363,Vism 383.His psychic gift referred
to at Dhp-a iii.370. ⁷ According to Dhp-a iii.370 one in the middle and three at
each side. ⁸ sabbatthaka mahāmatta as at Vin 3.249. ⁹ bhaṇe, as at Vin 3.249
where Bimbisāra is again recorded to be addressing a chiefminister concernedwith
all the affairs. Bhaṇe is a commonmode of address from a superior to an inferior.
¹⁰ pāyāsi. Cf. payāta at Vin 4.105. ¹¹ Elephants, horses, chariots and infantry. See
definition of army at Vin 4.105; and bd 2.375, n. 3.
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holder; having approached he spoke thus to Meṇḍaka the house-
holder: “Now I, householder, have been enjoined by the King, saying:
‘It is said, my goodman, that the householder Meṇḍaka is living in
our kingdom…When you have seen, it will be the same as if I my-
self saw.’ Let us see, householder, your eminence in psychic power.”
Then the householder Meṇḍaka, having washed his head, having
had a granary swept, sat down outside the door, and a shower of
grain, having fallen down through the air, filled the granary. “Your
eminence in psychic power has been seen, householder. We will see
your wife’s eminence in psychic power.”

Kd 6.34.7

Then the householder Meṇḍaka enjoined his wife, saying: “Well
now, serve this four-winged armywith food.”Then thewife ofMeṇḍ-
aka the householder, having sat down beside only one bowl of the ca-
pacity of an āḷhaka and one helping of curry and condiments, served
food to the four-winged army; not until she got up was it exhausted.
“Your wife’s eminence in psychic power has been seen, householder.
We will see your son’s eminence in psychic power.”

Kd 6.34.8

Then the householder Meṇḍaka enjoined his son, saying: “Well
now, my dear, give this four-winged army six months’ wages.”Then
the son of Meṇḍaka the householder, having taken hold of only one
purse containing a thousand, gave the four-winged army sixmonths’
wages; not until he removed his hand was it exhausted. “Your son’s
eminence in psychic power has been seen, householder. We will see
your daughter-in-law’s eminence in psychic power.”

Kd 6.34.9

ThenMeṇḍaka the householder enjoined his daughter-in-law,
saying: “Well now, give this four-winged army six months’ food.”
Then the daughter-in-law of Meṇḍaka the householder, having sat
down beside only one basket of the capacity of four doṇas, gave six
months’ food to the four-winged army; not until she got up was it
exhausted. “Your daughter-in-law’s eminence in psychic power has
been seen, householder.Wewill see your slave’s eminence in psychic
power.”
“Our slave’s eminence in psychic power, sir,¹ can be seen in the

field.”
BD 4.332

¹ sāmi.
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“Enough, householder, your slave’s eminence in psychic power
has been seen.”

Then that chief minister went back again to Rājagaha with the
four-winged army, and approached King Seniya Bimbisāra of Maga-
dha; having approached, he told thismatter toKingSeniyaBimbisāra
of Magadha.

Vin 1.242

Kd 6.34.10

Then the Lord, having stayed in Vesālī for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Bhaddiya with the large Order of monks,
together with the twelve hundred and fiftymonks.Then the Lord,
walking on tour, in due course arrived at Bhaddiya.The Lord stayed
there in Bhaddiya in the Jātiyā Grove.¹

Kd 6.34.11

Then the householder Meṇḍaka heard: “Verily,² the recluse Go-
tama, the son of the Sakyans, who has gone forth from a Sakyan
family, has reached Bhaddiya and is staying at Bhaddiya in the Jātiyā
Grove. A lovely reputation has gone forth concerning the Lord Go-
tama, thus: he is indeed Lord, perfected one, fully awakened one,
endowed with knowledge and conduct, well-farer, knower of the
worlds, unrivalled charioteer of men to be tamed, teacher of devas
and mankind, the awakened one, the Lord. Having realised by his
own super-knowledges, he makes known this world with its devas,
with its Māras, with its Brahmās, a race with recluses and brahmins,
with devas and men. He teaches dhamma, lovely at the beginning,
lovely in the middle and lovely at the ending. He explains with the
spirit and the letter the Brahmā-life completely fulfilled and wholly
pure. Good indeed it were to see perfected ones like this.”

Kd 6.34.12

Then the householder Meṇḍaka, having had manymagnificent
vehicles harnessed,³ having mounted a magnificent vehicle, went
off with the magnificent vehicles from Bhaddiya to see the Lord.
But manymembers of (other) sects⁴ saw the householder Meṇḍaka

¹ Mentioned at Vin 1.189f., Vin 3.37; an iii.36. ² To end of Kd 6.34.11 is stock and
recurs at e.g. Vin 1.35, Vin 1.245, Vin 3.1. dn i.87. For notes on above passage, see
bd 1.1ff. ³ As in Kd6.30.1, Kd 6.30.3. ⁴ A highly compressed version of the
following incidents occurs at Dhp-a iii.374f.
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coming in the distance, and seeing him they spoke thus to the house-
holder Meṇḍaka: “Where are you going, householder?”

BD 4.333

“I am going, honoured sirs, to see the Lord, the recluse Gotama.”
“Buthowcanyou,householder, beingonewhoasserts anought-to-

be-done,¹ go along to see the recluse Gotama who asserts an ought-
not-to-be-done? For, householder, the recluse Gotama asserts an
ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-
done and in this he trains disciples.”

Kd 6.34.13

Then it occurred to the householderMeṇḍaka: “Undoubtedly this
will be a Lord, a perfected one, a fully awakened one² inasmuch as
these members of (other) sects are jealous of him,” and having gone
by vehicle as far as the ground was (suitable) for a vehicle, having
alighted from the vehicle, he approached the Lord on foot; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. AsMeṇḍaka the householder was sitting down at a respect-
ful distance, the Lord talked a progressive talk³ to him, that is to
say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven …Then the
householderMeṇḍaka, as one who had… attained without another’s
help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the
Lord:
“Excellent, Lord! Excellent, Lord!⁴ …May the Lord accept me as a

lay-follower going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life
lasts; Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me on the morrow

Vin 1.243

together with the Order of monks.”The Lord consented by becoming
silent.

Kd 6.34.14

Then the householder Meṇḍaka, having understood the Lord’s
consent, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed
keeping his right side towards him.ThenMeṇḍaka the householder
towards the end of that night having had sumptuous food, solid and
soft, prepared, had the time announced to the Lord, saying: “It is
time, Lord, the meal is ready.” Then the Lord, having dressed in
the morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of

¹ As in Kd 6.31.2. ² As in Kd 6.31.1. ³ As in Kd 6.31.12. ⁴ Stock, as at Kd 1.7.10;
Kd 6.31.10.
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the householder Meṇḍaka; having approached, he sat down on the
appointed seat together with the Order of monks.

Kd 6.34.15

Thenthewife and sonanddaughter-in-lawandslaveof thehouse-
holder Meṇḍaka approached the Lord; having approached, having

BD 4.334

greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. The Lord
talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say talk on giving …Then
these as oneswho had… attainedwithout another’s help to full confi-
dence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the Lord: “Excellent,
Lord! Excellent, Lord! …We, Lord, are going to the Lord for refuge
and to dhamma and to the Order of monks. May the Lord accept us
as lay-followers going for refuge from this day forth for as long as
life lasts.”

Kd 6.34.16

ThenthehouseholderMeṇḍaka,havingwithhis ownhandserved
and satisfiedwith sumptuous food, solid and soft, theOrder ofmonks
with the awakened one at its head, when the Lord had eaten and had
withdrawn his hand from his bowl, sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, Meṇḍaka the house-
holder spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, for as long as the Lord stays at Bhaddiya, for so long will I

(supply) with perpetual food the Order of monks with the awakened
one at its head.”Then the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused,
delighted the householder Meṇḍaka with talk on dhamma, rising
from his seat, departed.

Allowance for five dairy products, etc.
Kd 6.34.17

Then the Lord, having stayed at Bhaddiya for as long as he found
suiting, without asking the householder Meṇḍaka (for permission)¹
set out on tour for Aṅguttarāpa² together with the large Order of
monks, with the twelve hundred and fifty monks. Then Meṇḍaka

¹ anāpucchā, not asking (forpermission) is defined, atVin 4.343, byanapaloketvā, not
having obtained permission, while this is defined at Vin 4.226, Vin 4.232, Vin 4.316
by anāpucchā. ² An Aṅga country north of the river Mahī (mn-a iii.34, Snp-a 437).
Mentioned at Snpp. 102, mn i.359, mn i.447, Dhp-a iii.363.
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the householder heard: “They say that the Lord is setting out on tour
for Aṅguttarāpa together with a large Order of monks, with twelve
hundred and fiftymonks.”ThenMeṇḍaka the householder enjoined
slaves and workmen saying: “Well now, my goodmen, having loaded
much salt and oil and husked rice and solid food into wagons,¹ come
along, and let there come along twelve hundred and fifty cowherds
bringing twelve hundred and fiftymilch cows. Wherever we see the
Lord there will we offer him fresh milk.”

Kd 6.34.18

BD 4.335 Then Meṇḍaka the householder met the Lord on a wilderness
Vin 1.244 road.ThenMeṇḍaka the householder approached the Lord; having

approached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was standing at a respectful distance, Meṇḍaka the
householder spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may the Lord consent to
a meal with me on the morrow together with the Order of monks.”
The Lord consented by becoming silent.ThenMeṇḍaka the house-
holder, having understood the Lord’s consent, having greeted the
Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him.ThenMeṇḍaka
the householder, towards the end of that night having had sumptu-
ous food, solid and soft, prepared, had the time announced to the
Lord, saying: “It is time, Lord, the meal is ready.”

Kd 6.34.19

Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl
and robe, approached the food distribution of Meṇḍaka the house-
holder; having approached he sat down on the appointed seat to-
gether with the Order of monks. Then Meṇḍaka the householder
enjoined the twelve hundred and fifty cowherds, saying: “Well now,
my goodmen, let each one (of you) having each taken amilch cow,
look after amonk, andwewill offer them freshmilk.”ThenMeṇḍaka
the householder with his own hand served and satisfied the Order of
monkswith the awakened one at its headwith sumptuous food, solid
and soft, and (offered² them) fresh milk.Themonks, being scrupu-

¹ As at Kd 6.24.1; Kd 6.33.1. ² I think this verb, bhojeti (literally to make to eat, to
feed, so to offer, to regale, to entertain with), which Meṇḍaka has already used,
should be inserted here. For the monks refused the milk until told, as recorded, to
accept it. So long as they refused it, it cannot be said that they were “served and
satisfied with” it.
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lous, did not accept themilk. (TheLord said:) “Accept it,monks,make
use of it.”

Kd 6.34.20

ThenMeṇḍaka thehouseholder, havingwithhis ownhandserved
and satisfied the Order of monks with the enlightened one at its
head with sumptuous food, solid and soft and with fresh milk, when
the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl, sat
down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful
distanceMeṇḍaka the householder spoke thus to the Lord:
“There are, Lord, wilderness roads with little water, with little

BD 4.336

food¹; it is not easy to go along themwithout provisions for the jour-
ney.² It were good, Lord, if the Lord allowed monks provisions for
the journey.”Then the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, de-
lighted the householder Meṇḍaka with talk on dhamma, rising from
his seat, departed.

Kd 6.34.21

Then the Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks, five products of the
cow:milk, curds, butter-milk, butter, ghee.There are,monks,wilder-
ness roads with little water, with little food; it is not easy to go along
themwithout provisions for the journey. I allow you, monks, to look
about for provisions for a journey: husked rice for himwho has need
of husked rice; kidney-beans for himwho has need of kidney-beans;
beans for himwho has need of beans; salt for himwho has need of
salt; sugar for himwho has need of sugar; oil for himwho has need of

Vin 1.245

oil; ghee for himwho has need of ghee.There are,monks, peoplewho
have faith and are believing; these deposit gold (coins)³ in the hands
of those whomake things allowable,⁴saying: ‘By means of this give
the master that which is allowable.’ I allow you, monks, thereupon⁵
to consent to that which is allowable. But this, monks, I do not say:

¹ To these kinds of wilds, kantāra, three others are added at Ja i.99 (which gives
a short explanation of each), sn-a ii.103: cora°, vāḷa°, amanussa°. See bd 1.147, n. 1.
² As at Vin 1.270. Cf. Vin 4.79f. ³ hirañña, see bd 1.28, n. ⁴ kappiyakāraka, see
Kd 6.17.8. ⁵ tato.
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that by any method¹ may gold and silver² be consented to, may be
looked about for.”

The story of Keṇiya the matted-hair ascetic

Kd 6.35.1 Then the Lord, walking on tour,³ in due course arrived at Āpaṇa.⁴
Thematted hair ascetic Keniya⁵ heard: “Verily, the recluse Gotama,

BD 4.337

the son of the Sakyans, who has gone forth from a Sakyan family,
has reached Āpaṇa and is staying in Āpaṇa. A lovely reputation⁶ has
gone forth concerning the Lord Gotama, thus: … He explains with
the spirit and the letter the Brahma-faring completely fulfilled and
wholly pure. Good indeed it were to see perfected ones like this.”
Then it occurred to Keniya thematted hair ascetic: “Now, what could
I get conveyed to the recluse Gotama?”

Kd 6.35.2

Then it occurred to Keniya the matted hair ascetic: “Now, those
who were⁷ formerly seers of the brahmins, makers of mantras,⁸ pre-
servers of mantras, whose ancient mantras as sung, taught,⁹ and
composed the brahmins of today still sing, still speak; they still speak
what was spoken, they still teach what was taught, that is to say (by)

¹ pariyāya, perhaps here “in any circumstances”. ² jātarūparajata. See bd 1.28,
n.; bd 2.100, n. 2, bd 2.102, n. 1. If a monk takes gold and silver or gets another to do
so for him or consents to its being kept in deposit for him, he incurs aNissaggiya
offence (No.18). ³ From here to end of Kd 6.35.5, cf. Snp 102ff. = mn ii.146ff. ⁴ This
is called a market town, nigama, of Aṅga at sn v.225; a market town of Aṅguttarāpa
at Snp 103, mn i.359, mn i.447. Āpaṇa was so named because it had a quantity of
shops, Snp-a ii.440, mn-a iii.37. ⁵ Spelt Keṇiya at Snpp. 103, mn-a iii.399. He is
mentioned atTha-ap 318. According to Snp-a 440,mn-a iii.399 hewas a verywealthy
(mahāsāla) brahmin who became a jaṭila (matted hair) ascetic so as to protect his
wealth, and he was also the protector of five thousand families; but although he
wore the yellow robes by day, by night he indulged in pleasures of the senses. At
dn-a i.270 he is given as an example, among eight types of ascetics, of the type who
supports wife and children (sa-puttabhāriya). See also Dhp-a i.323, Ud-a 241. ⁶ As
above, bd 4.332. ⁷ Down to the name Bhagu = dn i.104, dn i.238, dn i.242; an iii.224,
dn i.229; mn ii.169, dn i.200. ⁸ I.e. the Vedas. ⁹ pavutta, explained at dn-a 273
as “spoken for others,” taught (vācita, made to speak).
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Aṭṭhaka,¹ Vāmaka,² Vāmadeva,³ Vessāmitta, Yamataggi,⁴ Angirasa,
Bhāradvāja, Vāseṭṭha, Kassapa,⁵ Bhagu—these abstaining from food
at night, restrained from eating at the wrong time,⁶ (yet) consented
to such things as drinks.

Kd 6.35.3

“The recluse Gotama also abstains from food at night and is re-
strained from eating at the wrong time⁷; the recluse Gotama also is
worthy⁸ to consent to such things as drinks,” and having had abun-
dant drinks prepared, having had them taken on carrying-poles,⁹
he approached the Lord; having approached, he exchanged greet-
ings with the Lord; having exchanged greetings of friendliness and
courtesy with the Lord, he stood at a respectful distance. As he was
standing at a respectful distance, Keniya the matted hair ascetic
spoke thus to the Lord: “Let the revered Gotama accept drink from
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me.”
“Well then,Keniya, give it to themonks.”Themonks, being scrupu-

lous, did not accept it. (The Lord said:) “Accept it, monks, make use
of it.”

Kd 6.35.4

Then Keniya the matted hair ascetic, having with his own hand
served and satisfied the Order of monks with the enlightened one
at its head with abundant drinks sat down at a respectful distance
when the Lord had washed his hand¹⁰ and had withdrawn his hand
from his bowl. Then as Keniya the matted hair ascetic was sitting
down at a respectful distance, the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused,
delighted him with talk on dhamma. Then Keniya the matted hair

Vin 1.246

ascetic, gladdened … delighted by the Lord with talk on dhamma,
spoke thus to the Lord: “May the revered Gotama together with the
Order of monks consent to a meal with me on the morrow.”

Kd 6.35.5

¹ On the names of these ṛṣis or seers, see Vinaya Texts ii.130, n. 3. Aṭṭhaka is usually
identifiedwith Aṣṭaka,mentioned as author of Ṛg Veda 10.104. ² Cf.ṚgVeda 10.99.
³ Cf. Ṛg Veda 4.26. ⁴ Under Jamadagni in Vedic Index he is connectedwith Ṛg Veda
362, Ṛg Veda 318; Ṛg Veda 8101, Ṛg Veda 88; Ṛg Veda 962, Ṛg Veda 924; Ṛg Veda 965,
Ṛg Veda 925. ⁵ Cf. Ṛg Veda 9.114,2. ⁶ “Wrong time” for eating defined at Vin 4.86
as “after noon has passed until sunrise”. ⁷ Cf. dn i.5. ⁸ arahati samaṇo pi Gotamo.
Themeaning is that he is worthy enough to confer a boon on the giver of the things
which he consents to accept. ⁹ kāja, cf.mn iii.148. ¹⁰ As at Kd 6.24.4; Kd 6.36.8.
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“But, Keniya, the Order of monks is large, twelve hundred and
fiftymonks, and you are in favour of the brahmins.”Then Keniya the
matted hair ascetic spoke a second time to the Lord thus: “Although,
good Gotama, the Order of monks is large, twelve hundred and fifty
monks, and I am in favour of the brahmins, (yet) may the revered
Gotama together with the Order of monks consent to ameal withme
on the morrow.”
“But, Keniya, the Order of monks is large, twelve hundred and

fiftymonks, and you are in favour of the brahmins.”Then Keniya the
matted hair ascetic spoke a third time to the Lord thus:
“Although, good Gotama, the Order of monks is large, twelve hun-

dred and fiftymonks, and I am in favour of the brahmins, (yet) may
the revered Gotama together with the Order of monks consent to
a meal with me on the morrow.”The Lord consented by becoming
silent.Then Keniya the matted hair ascetic, having understood the
Lord’s consent, rising from his seat departed.

Kd 6.35.6

Then the Lord, on this occasion having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
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“I allow you, monks, eight (kinds of) drinks¹: mango drink,² rose-
apple drink, plantain³ drink, banana⁴ drink, honey drink, grape
drink, edible lotus root drink,⁵ phārusaka⁶ drink. I allow you, monks,

¹ At Mnd 372 two lists of eight drinks each are given, the first being the same as
this Vinaya list. These drinks occur in a controverted point at Kv 552. ² Made
from raw or cooked mangoes. Vin-a 1101. ³ coca, which may however be coconut
or cinnamon. But Vin-a 1102 = Nd-a ii.396 declare this to be a drink made from the
fruit of bananas (or plantains, kadali) which have kernels, aṭṭhika (stone or kernel
of a fruit).Themeaning therefore is not clear, and is further confused by the next
drink,moca, which Vin-a 1102 = Nd-a ii.396 say is made of plantain fruits without
kernels, anaṭṭhika. See Vinaya Texts ii.132, n. ⁴ moca, Musa sapientum. ⁵ sāluka-
pāna. Vin-a 1102 = Nd-a ii.396 say it is a drink that is made having crushed the edible
roots of the red and the blue lotuses and so on. ⁶ Vinaya Texts ii.133, n. 2 says
“this is Grewia Asiatica of Linnaeus”, Monier Williams (under parūsha(ka)) adding
“from the berries of which a cooling beverage is prepared”. Phārusaka occurs also
at Dhp-a iii.316.
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the juice of all fruits except the juice of the fruit of corn.¹ I allow you,
monks, the juice of all leaves except vegetable² juice. I allow you,
monks, the juice of all flowers except liquorice³ juice. I allow you,
monks, sugarcane juice.”⁴

Kd 6.35.7

Then Keniya the matted hair ascetic, towards the end of that
night having had sumptuous food, solid and soft, prepared in his
own hermitage,⁵ had the time announced to the Lord saying: “It is
time, good Gotama, themeal is ready.”Then the Lord, having dressed
in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the hermitage
of Keniya the matted hair ascetic; having approached, he sat down
on the appointed seat togetherwith theOrder ofmonks.ThenKeniya
the matted hair ascetic, having with his own hand served and sat-
isfied the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head with
sumptuous food, solid and soft, sat down at a respectful distance
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when the Lord had eaten and hadwithdrawn his hand from his bowl.
Kd 6.35.8

AsKeniya thematted hair asceticwas sitting down at a respectful
distance, the Lord thanked him in these verses:

“Sacrifices⁶ are chief in fire-worship,⁷
Sāvitrī⁸ chief of (Vedic) metres,

¹ Vin-a 1102 refers to the seven kinds of grain or corn, dhañña, which probably are
those enumerated at Vin 4.264, Nd-a ii.396. See bd 1.83, n. 4. Toddy and arrack are
prepared from grain.The use of toddy was one of the ten points not allowed by the
Council of Vesālī, Vin 2.301. ² ḍāka (= Sanskrit sāka), vegetable, herb, potherb.
Vin-a 1102 explains as cooked ḍāka. See below,Kd 6.36.8where all kinds of vegetables
are allowed. ³ madhuka. This is the tree Bassia latifolia. ⁴ Vin-a 1103 says “in
allowing these drinks (mango drink and so on), these four (kinds of) juices are
allowed as well”. ⁵ Snp p. 104 here breaks off the account, although it adds, before
going on to the Sela story, that Keniya’s friends, servants and relations helped him
in all kinds of ways in the preparation of the meal. Snpp. 110 then takes up the
account again, as Vinaya above, and thus includes the two verses appearing below.
The Sutta Nipāta version naturally does not include the “allowances” of Kd 6.35.6.
⁶ These two verses = Snp 568–Snp 569. ⁷ The Jaṭilas were fire-worshippers. Yañña,
sacrifice, became under Buddhist usage an alms-gift to an Order or to monks, a
deyyadhamma, gift of faith, Cnd 523. ⁸ A Vedic metre. Cf. Snp 457, “three lines
(pada) twenty-four syllables”. Snp-a ii.403 states that Sāvitrī in the discipline of
the nobles would be: buddhaṁ saraṇaṁ gacchāmi / dhammaṁ saraṇaṁ gacchāmi /
saṅghaṁ saraṇaṁ gacchāmi.
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A king is chief of men,
the ocean chief of waters,

“Themoon is chief of the lamps of night,¹
the sun chief of luminaries,²
For those giving alms, desiring merit,
the Order is indeed the chief.”

Then the Lord, having thanked Keniya the matted hair ascetic in
these verses, rising from his seat, departed.

Vin 1.247

The story Roja theMalla

Kd 6.36.1 Then the Lord, having stayed in Āpaṇa for as long as he found suiting,
set out on tour for Kusinārā with the large Order of monks, with the
twelve hundred and fiftymonks.TheMallas of Kusinārā heard: “It
is said that the Lord is coming to Kusinārā³ together with a large
Order of monks, with twelve hundred and fiftymonks.”These made
a compact that,‘Whoever does not go out to meet the Lord is fined
five hundred’.⁴ Now at that time Roja theMalla was a friend of the
venerable Ānanda.⁵Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course
arrived at Kusinārā.

Kd 6.36.2

Then the Mallas of Kusinārā went out to meet the Lord. Then
BD 4.341

Roja the Malla, having gone out to meet the Lord approached the
venerable Ānanda; having approached, having greeted the venerable
Ānanda, he stood at a respectful distance. As Roja the Malla was

¹ nakkhatta, usually meaning a constellation or lunar mansion. Snp-a ii.456 says,
“According to the conjunction of the moon, so that from a sign, from its brightness
(ālokakaraṇa) and from its gentleness one can say, ‘Today is Kattikā, today is Ro-
hinī’ (name of twomonths or lunar mansions) it is said ‘Themoon is chief of the
nakkhattas’ ”. ² tapataṁ = tapantānaṁ, of shining, of bright, of radiant (things).
³ One of the two capitals of the Malla country, the other being Pāvā. The Lord
died at Kusinārā, and the PāveyyakaMallas sent to claim their share of his relics
(dn ii.165), showing that theMalla country was divided into two separate parts (see
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names). ⁴ Doubtless kahāpaṇas. ⁵ As at Vin 1.296.The
Vacchanakha-jātaka (Ja 235) is said to have been spoken concerning Roja.
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standing at a respectful distance, the venerable Ānanda spoke thus
to him: “This is splendid of you, friend Roja, that you have come out
to meet the Lord.”
“I, honoured Ānanda, am not much impressed by¹ the awakened

oneordhamma or theOrder, but a compactwasmade among thekins-
folk that whoever does not go out to meet the Lord is fined five hun-
dred. It was only from fear of the kinsfolk’s compact that I, honoured
Ānanda, went out tomeet the Lord.”Then the venerable Ānandawas
disappointed and thought: “How can this Roja theMalla speak thus?”

Kd 6.36.3

Then the venerable Ānanda approached the Lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, this Roja the Malla is a dis-
tinguished, well-knownman. Surely the faith² in this dhamma and
discipline of well-knownmen like this is very efficacious.³ It were
well, Lord, if the Lord acted in such a way that Roja the Malla could
have faith in this dhamma and discipline.”
“But, Ānanda, it is not difficult for a Truthfinder (to do) that by

which Roja theMalla could have faith in this dhamma and discipline.”
Kd 6.36.4

Then the Lord, having suffused Roja the Malla with a mind of
love,⁴ rising from his seat, entered a dwelling-place.Then Roja the
Malla, suffused by the Lordwith amind of love, even as young calves
(follow) kine, so having approached dwelling-place after dwelling-
place, cell after cell, he asked the monks: “Where, honoured sirs, is
this Lord staying at present. the perfected one, the fully awakened
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one? For I long to see this Lord, perfected one, all awakened one.”⁵
“This,⁶ friend Roja, is his dwelling-place, the door is closed; having

Vin 1.248

¹ bahukata. Vin-a 1103 says this means, “I have not come here out of respect for and
belief in the awakened one and the rest” (i.e.dhamma and the Order). ² pasāda.
This phrase is the same as that put into the mouth of Anāthapiṇḍika concerning
Prince Jeta, Kd 16.4.10. ³ mahiddhiya. Here having no connection with psychic
powers. Cf. iddha, effective, at Vin 4.50, Vin 4.54, Vin 4.313. ⁴ See Mrs. Rhys
Davids,What was the Original Gospel in Buddhism?, p. 92ff., Sakya, p. 222ff., Outlines,
p. 30. Amity, mettā, is the first of the brahmavihāras. ⁵ As at mn ii.119, anv.65;
cf. dn i.89. ⁶ As at dn i.89, spoken by monks to Ambaṭṭha; mn ii.119, anv.65 by
monks to Pasenadi.
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approached quietly, having entered the verandah¹ (but) without
crossing it, having coughed, tap on the door-bolt.² The Lord will
open the door to you.”

Kd 6.36.5

Then Roja the Malla, having quietly approached that dwelling-
place with its closed door, having entered the verandah (but) not
crossing it, having coughed, tapped on the bolt. The Lord opened
the door. Then Roja the Malla, having entered the dwelling-place,
having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance.The Lord
talked a progressive talk³ to Roja the Malla as he was sitting down at
a respectful distance, that is to say talk on giving, talk onmoral habit,
talk on heaven, he explained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of
pleasures of the senses, the advantage in renouncing (them). When
the Lord knew that the mind of Roja the Malla was ready, malleable,
devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, then he explained to him
that teaching on dhammawhich the awakened ones have themselves
discovered: ill, uprising, stopping, the Way. And as a clean cloth
without black specks will easily take dye, even so as he was (sitting)
on that very seat dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to Roja
the Malla, that “whatever is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the
nature to stop”.Then Roja theMalla, as one who had seen dhamma,
attained dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into dhamma, who had
crossed over doubt, put away uncertainty, who had attained without
another’s help to full confidence in the teacher’s instruction, spoke
thus to the Lord:

BD 4.343

“It were well, Lord, if the masters might receive the requisites of

¹ ālinda, terrace or verandah in front of the door of a dwelling-place.
Coomaraswamy questions this meaning (Indian Architectural Terms, Jour-
nal of the American Oriental Society, Vol.48, No.3, p. 252) as used by Geiger in
Mahāvaṁsa translation, p. 246. Geiger cites dn i.89 (= above passage) as evidence
that ālinda “is the terrace before the house-door”.There is also the word pamukha
meaning verandah as at Vin 4.45. But dn-a 252 = mn-a iii.351 explain ālinda by
pamukha. Ālinda allowed at Vin 2.153, while at Vin 2.169 Visākhā wanted to build a
palace with an ālinda supported on pillars with elephant capitals (hatthinakha);
in this passage therefore ālinda may have the meaning of a gallery or balcony.
² aggaḷa, bolt or crossbar, but explained at dn-a 252 = mn-a iii.351 by kavāta, i.e. the
door itself, that which closes the aperture. ³ As at Vin 1.15.
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robes, almsfood, lodgings, medicines for the sick only fromme, not
from others.”
“But those, Roja, who with the knowledge of a learner with the

vision of a learner have seen dhamma, as you have done, would also
think: ‘Now indeed themasters should receive the requisites of robes,
almsfood, lodgings, medicines for the sick only from us, not from
others.’ Well then, Roja, they shall receive them from you as well as
from others.”

Kd 6.36.6

Now at that time in Kusinārā a succession of meals of sumptuous
foods came to be arranged.¹ Then because Roja the Malla did not
obtain a turn,² he thought: “Suppose I were to look into the refec-
tory and prepare that which I do not see in the refectory?”³ Then
Roja the Malla, looking into the refectory, did not see two things:
vegetables⁴ and solid food (made) with flour.⁵Then Roja theMalla
approached the venerable Ānanda; having approached, he spoke
thus to the venerable Ānanda:
“Now,honouredĀnanda, it occurred tomebecause I didnot obtain

a turn: ‘Suppose I were to look into the refectory and prepare that
which I do not see in the refectory?’ So I, honoured Ānanda, looking
into the refectory, did not see two things: vegetables and solid food
(made)with flour. If I, honoured Ānanda, were to prepare vegetables

¹ As at Vin 1.57 (at Rājagaha), Vin 2.119, Vin 4.75 (at Vesālī). “Succession of meals” is
bhatta-paṭipāti. Paṭipāti is succession, order; but “turn” (place in the succession)
is the better English rendering in the next sentence above and at Vin 1.220 (above,
bd 4.300). Cf. paṭipātiya, one after the other, successively, in order, at Vin 4.91.
² paṭipāti. ³ Cf. Kd6.24.2–6.24.4. ⁴ ḍāka, as above in Kd6.35.6. ⁵ piṭṭha-
khādaniya. Pali-English Dictionary gives “ ‘flour-eatables’, i.e. pastry”. But we cannot
assume that the only thing made with flour is pastry. Khādaniya has twomeanings,
the technical one of “solid food”, and the untechnical one of what may be eaten, edi-
ble.The definition of solid food, Khādaniya, at Vin 4.83 by the exclusion of soft foods
and certain medicines raises the question whether in many cases where khādaniya
occurs it should not be translated as “solid” food in preference to “edible”.Thus at
Vin 1.215 we should get “solid food that is fruit” (or “fruit that is solid food”) and not
“edible fruit”. Vin-a 1193 explains piṭṭhakhādahiya as piṭṭhamayakhādaniya,“solid
food (or something edible) made with flour”.
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and solid food (made) with flour, would the Lord accept them from
me?”
“Well then, Roja, I will inquire of the Lord.”

Kd 6.36.7

Then the venerable Ānanda told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, Ānanda, let him prepare them.” (Ānanda said:) “Well
then, Roja, prepare them.”Then Roja theMalla towards the end of

BD 4.344

that night having had a quantity of vegetables and solid food (made)
with flour prepared, brought them to the Lord, saying: “Lord, may
the Lord accept frommevegetables and solid food (made)withflour.”
“Well then, Roja, give them to the monks.” The monks, being

scrupulous, did not accept them. (The Lord said:) “Accept them,
Vin 1.249

monks, make use of them.”
Kd 6.36.8

Then Roja theMalla, having with his own hand served and sat-
isfied the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head with
a quantity of vegetables and solid food (made) with flour, sat down
at a respectful distance when the Lord had washed his hand¹ and
had withdrawn his hand from his bowl. The Lord, rising from his
seat, departed, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Roja
theMalla with talk on dhamma as hewas sitting down at a respectful
distance.Then the Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, all (kinds of) vegetables² and all (kinds of)

solid food (made) with flour.”

The story of one gone forthwhen old

Kd 6.37.1 Then the Lord having stayed in Kusinārā for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Ātumā³ together with the large Order of
monks, with the twelve hundred and fiftymonks. Now at that time a

¹ dhotahattha, as above, e.g. Kd 6.35.4. ² See Kd 6.35.6where the juice of vegetables
forms an exception to an “allowance”. Vin-a 1103 says “whatever is a vegetable,
whether it is cooked or not with ghee”. ³ Mentioned also at dn ii.131.
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certain (person), formerly a barber,¹ who had gone forth when old,
was living in Ātumā. He had two boys, sweet-voiced,² intelligent,³
skilled, accomplished in their craft,⁴ in the barber’s profession (as

BD 4.345

learnt from) their own teachers.⁵
Kd 6.37.2

Then that (man) who had gone forth when old⁶ heard: “They
say that the Lord is coming to Ātumā together with a large Order
of monks, with twelve hundred and fiftymonks”.Then that (man)
who had gone forth when old spoke thus to his boys: “It is said, my
dears,⁷ that the Lord is coming to Ātumā together with a large Order
ofmonks, with twelve hundred and fiftymonks. Do you go,my dears,

¹ vuḍḍhapabbajito nahāpitapubbo, identified by Buddhaghosa at dn-a 599 with the
Subhadda mentioned at dn ii.162 who felt relief at the Lord’s death. In neither the
DīghaNikāya passage nor above is he called āyasmā, the venerable, andDictionary of
Pali Proper Names says that at the time of the Buddha’s visit to Ātumā he had been a
sāmaṇera. dn-a 599f. refers to the aboveVinaya episode at some length. ² mañjuka.
I see no reason to object, as does Vinaya Texts ii.140, n. 2, to Buddhaghosa’s exege-
sis asmadhuravacana, sweet-voiced. ³ paṭibhāneyyaka, explained at Vin-a 1103
as “endowed with paṭibhāna in their own craft”. Here again Vinaya Texts ii.140,
n. 3 objects to Buddhaghosa’s exegesis, and translates as “skilled in discourse”. Cf.
an i.25, paṭibhāneyyakānaṁ (of Radha), translated at gs i.21 as “of impromptu speak-
ers”. Childers, besides giving “understanding, intelligence, wisdom; readiness or
confidence of speech, promptitude, wit”, refers to Ja i.60 and translates paṭibhāna
as “skill”, a rendering followed by Rhys Davids in Buddhist Birth Stories, p. 79.The
wholeVinaya context above suggests themeaning of “persuasive”. ⁴ At Vin 4.6 the
barber’s is placed among the “low crafts”. ⁵ sake ācariyake. Cf. sakaṁ ācariyakaṁ
uggahetvā at dn ii.104. dn-a ii.556 explains as “the speech of their own teachers”,
attano ācariyavādaṁ. ⁶ Vinaya Texts ii.140 now and henceforth calls him “dotard”
on the grounds that “it is impossible to repeat this long phrase” (translated atVinaya
Texts ii.140 in the first instance as “a certain man who had entered the Order in his
old age”), and that vuḍḍhapabbajita “connotes contempt, and even censure”, thus
justifying the translation “dotard”. At an iii.78 there are two not entirely disparate
lists of things hard to attain by one gone forth in old age. But it would be against
the whole spirit of Buddhism to censure or penalise anyone for not having entered
the Order when young. ⁷ tāta, not tātā, althoughmore than one person is being
addressed, as pointed out at Vinaya Texts ii.141, n. 1. But tātā at dn-a 599 where this
passage is quoted.
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and taking a barber’s equipment,¹ tour from house to house for nāti
measures of offerings,² and collect salt and oil and husked rice and
solid food, and when the Lord comes we will make him a conjey
drink.”

Kd 6.37.3

“Verywell, father,” and these boys, having answered himwho had
gone forth when old in assent, taking a barber’s equipment toured
from house to house for nātimeasures of offerings, collecting salt
and oil and husked rice and solid food. Those people who, having
seen these sweet-voiced, intelligent boys, but had notwanted to have
(offerings) made, even they had themmade, and having had them
made, also gave much. So these boys collected much salt and oil and
husked rice and solid food.

Kd 6.37.4

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at Ātumā.
The Lord stayed there in Ātumā in the House with the threshing-
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floor.³Then hewho had gone forthwhen old having had a quantity of
conjey prepared towards the end of that night, brought it to the Lord,
saying: “Lord, may the Lord accept conjey from me.” Now Truth-

Vin 1.250

finders (sometimes) ask knowing,⁴ and knowing (sometimes) do
not ask; they ask, knowing the right time (to ask), and they do not
ask, knowing the right time (when not to ask). Truthfinders ask
about what belongs to the goal, not about what does not belong to
the goal; there is bridge-breaking for Truth-finders in whatever
does not belong to the goal. Awakened ones, Lords, question monks
concerning twomatters, either: “Shallwepreachdhamma?” or, “Shall
we lay down a rule of training for disciples?” Then the Lord spoke

¹ khurabhaṇḍa. That this is not “a barbers’ lad” (Vinaya Texts ii.141) is made
clear at Vin 2.134: “I allow a razor(khura), a whetstone (khurasilā), a razor-case
(khurasipāṭikā), a piece of felt (namataka), awholebarber’s equipment (sabbakhurab-
haṇḍa).” It is a shaving set, the outfit for a razor. ² nāḷiyāvāpakena. Vin-a 1103
says nāḷiyā ca āvāpakena ca, and adds that āvapaka is also wherever they offer (āva-
panti), deposit what is received. On nāti see bd 1.12, n. 2; bd 1.103, n. 1. ³ Read-
ing here and in Siamese edition bhūsāgāra. Sinhalese edition and dn ii.131 read
bhusāgāra, as also Dictionary of Pali Proper Names under Bhusāgāra, but bhūsāgāra
under Ātumā; cf. bhusāgāra at an i.241. dn-a ii.569, an-a ii.355 explain by khala-sālā,
hall with a threshing-floor, which I follow. Bhūsāgāra would mean the House with
the Ornaments. ⁴ As at Vin 1.59, Vin 1.158, Vin 3.6, etc.
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thus to himwho had gone forth when old:
“Where is this conjey from, monk?”Then he who had gone forth

when old told this matter to the Lord.
Kd 6.37.5

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: “It is not suit-
able, foolish man, it is not fitting, it is not becoming, it is not worthy
of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done. For how can you,
foolish man, one who has gone forth, cause (others) to take what is
not allowable? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased …” And having rebuked him, having given reasoned
talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, onewhohasgone forth shouldnotmake (others) take

what is not allowable.Whoever shouldmake (others) take (these
things), there is an offence of wrong-doing. Nor, monks, should
onewhowas formerlyabarber carryaboutabarber’s equipment.
Whoevershouldcarry itabout, there isanoffenceofwrong-doing.”

Kd 6.38.1Then the Lord, having stayed at Ātumā for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. In due course, walking on tour,
he arrived at Sāvatthī.The Lord stayed there at Sāvatthī in the Jeta
Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time there was a
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great quantity of solid food that was fruit¹ at Sāvatthī. Then it oc-
curred to monks: “Now, what solid food that is fruit is allowed by the
Lord, what is not allowed?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, all solid food that is fruit.”

Kd 6.39.1Now at that time seeds belonging to an Order were sown on
ground belonging to an individual, and seeds belonging to an in-
dividual were sown on ground belonging to an Order.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “When, monks, seeds belonging to an
Order are sown on ground belonging to an individual, having given

¹ phalakhādaniya. Cf. above, Kd 6.17.8, Kd 6.17.9; Kd 6.21.1, and cf. piṭṭhakhādaniya
and note at above Kd 6.36.6.
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back a portion,¹ (the rest)may bemade use of.When seeds belonging
to an individual are sown on ground belonging to an Order, having
given back a portion, (the rest) may be made use of.”

On the four great references
Kd 6.40.1 Now at that time scruples arose in the monks as to this and that oc-

casion, thinking: “Now, what is permitted by the Lord?What is not
permitted?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Whatever,
monks, has not been objected to byme, saying: ‘This is not allowable’,
if it fits in with what is not allowable, if it goes against what is al-
lowable, that is not allowable to you. Whatever, monks, has not been
objected to byme, saying: ‘This is not allowable’, if it fits inwithwhat

Vin 1.251

is allowable, if it goes against what is not allowable, that is allowable
to you. And whatever, monks, has not been permitted by me, saying:
‘This is allowable’, if it fits in with what is not allowable, if it goes
against what is allowable, that is not allowable to you. Whatever,
monks, has not been permitted by me, saying: ‘This is allowable if it
fits in with what is allowable, if it goes against what is not allowable,
that is allowable to you.”

Kd 6.40.2

BD 4.348 Then it occurred to monks: “Now, is (food that may be eaten)
during a watch of the night² allowable with (food that may be eaten)
during a short period,³ or it is not allowable? Now, is (food that may
be eaten) during seven days⁴ allowable with (food that may be eaten)
during a short period or is it not allowable? Now, is (food that may be
eaten) during life⁵ allowable with (food that may be eaten) during a
short period or is it not allowable? Now, is (food that may be eaten)
during seven days allowable with (food that may be eaten) during a

¹ bhāgaṁ datvā. There is no justification for Vinaya Texts ii.143 “half the produce, O
bhikkhus, you may have”. Vin-a 1103 says “having given a portion that is a tenth.
This, they say, is an old practice in India, therefore having made ten shares, one
share should be given to the owners of the ground”. So presumably if the Order is
the owner it gets one share. ² yāmakālika, see bd 2.330, n. 1. These “foods” really
refer to medicines. ³ yāvakālika, see bd 2.330, n1I. ⁴ sattāhakālika, see bd 2.330,
n. 2. ⁵ yāvajīvika, see bd 2.330, n. 3.
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watch of the night or is it not allowable? Now, is (food that may be
eaten) during life allowable with (food that may be eaten) during a
watch of the night or is it not allowable? Now, is (food that may be
eaten) during life allowable with (food that may be eaten) during
seven days or is it not allowable?”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 6.40.3

He said: “Monks, (food that may be eaten) during a watch of the
nightwith (food thatmaybe eaten) during a short period is allowable
at the right time¹ on the day it is accepted; it is not allowable at the
wrong time.²Monks, (food thatmaybe eaten) during sevendayswith
(food that may be eaten) during a short period is allowable at the
right time on the day it is accepted; it is not allowable at the wrong
time.Monks, (food thatmay be eaten) during lifewith (food thatmay
be eaten) during a short period is allowable at the right time on the
day it is accepted; it is not allowable at the wrong time. Monks, (food
that may be eaten) during seven days with (food that may be eaten)
during a watch of the night is allowable in a watch of the night on
the day it is accepted; it is not allowable after the watch of the night
is ended. Monks, (food that may be eaten) during life with (food that
may be eaten) during a watch of the night is allowable in a watch
of the night on the day it is accepted; it is not allowable after the
watch of the night is ended. Monks, (food that may be eaten) during
life with (food that may be eaten) during seven days is allowable for

BD 4.349

(the length of) seven days; it is not allowable after the seven days are
ended.”

The Section onMedicines: the Sixth
inthis sectionthe itemsareonehundredandsix items.this is its
key
In the autumn, also at the wrong time, tallow, roots,
(they had need of) what was pounded off,
of astringent decoctions, leaves,
fruits, resin, salt, and dung, /
chunam, sifter,³ and flesh, ointment, powder, ointment-box,
all kinds,⁴ not covered,⁵ sticks, case for sticks, /

¹ Before noon from sunrise. ² After noon until sunrise, Vin 4.86, Vin 4.166.
³ Reading here cālinī, above cālanī. ⁴ Reading here ucca-parutā. ⁵ Reading here
ucca-parutā.
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A bag, strap at the edge, thread, oil for the head, and the nose,
nose-spoon, and steam, a pipe, and a lid, a bag,¹ /
Decoction of oil, and strong drink,
too much, an ointment, a vessel,
sweating, and all kinds of herbs,
thereupon the great (sweating), hemp-water, /
Water-vat, and blood, a horn, foot-unguent, foot-salve, lancet,
and astringent (water), sesamum paste, a compress, /

Vin 1.252
Piece of cloth, and mustard-powder, fumigation, and crystal,
oil for the sore, linen bandage,
and the irregular things, and what is (formally) received, /
A (decoction of) dung, is making,
and mud turned up by the plough,
lye, urine and yellowmyrobalan, perfumes, and a purgative,
clarified, unprepared, prepared-unprepared, /
Meat-broth, (mountain-) slope,
monastery attendant, and for seven days,²
sugar, kidney-bean, sour gruel,
cooking for oneself, one may cook again,³ /
He allowed it however,⁴ short of almsfood,
and fruit, sesamum, solid food,
before a meal, fever, and discharged, an ulcer, /
And clyster-treatment and Suppi(yā),⁵ and indeed human flesh,
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elephants, horses, and a dog, a snake, lion, tiger, leopard, /
And the flesh of bears (and) hyenas, and a turn, and conjey,
a certain one who was young, sugar, Sunidha, rest-house, /
And Ambapālī, the Licchavis, the Ganges,
the Koṭi(gāma) talk on truths,
killed on purpose,
he objected when (they were) well off again for food, /
A cloud, Yasoja, andMeṇḍaka, products of the cow,
and provisions for a journey,
Keni(ya), mango, rose-apple, plantain,
banana, honey, grape, edible lotus root, /
Phārusakas, vegetables, flour, the barber at Ātumā,
fruit and seed at Sāvatthī,
and On what occasion?, as to the right time.

Vin 1.253

¹ Reading thavi. Sinhalese edition reads yamakatthavī, double bag Kd6.13.2.
² Sinhalese edition ārāmā satā pañcahi, referring to the five hundred monas-
tery attendants of Kd 6.15.4. ³ punā pace, replacing the punapakā of Kd 6.17.6.
⁴ punānuññāsi. ⁵ Reading Suppi, as below Koti and Keni.
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Allowance for Kaṭhina

Kd 7.1.1

BD 4.351

At that time the awakenedone, the Lordwas staying at Sāvatthī in the
Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time as many
as thirtymonks of Pāvā,¹ all forest-dwellers, all almsmen, all wearers
of rag-robes,² all wearers of the three robes,³ going to Sāvatthī so as
to see the Lord when the beginning of the rains was approaching,
were unable to reach Sāvatthī for the beginning of the rains; they
entered upon the rains on the way, at Sāketa.They spent the rains

¹ tiṁsamattā Pāṭheyyakā bhikkhū, mentioned also at sn ii.187, where called
Paveyyakā, and also described as sabbe sasaṁyojanā, all (still) with the fetters;
it is said that they all became freed from the āsavas (cankers) with no substrate
remaining after the Lord had given them a discourse on the incalculability of the be-
ginning of this faring-on, anamataggāyaṁ saṁsāro, which is part of theAnamatagga-
saṁyutta. This event is referred to at Vin-a 1106; and also at Dhp-a ii.32 (called
anamataggadhammadesanā), fromwhich it appears that Dhp 65 was uttered in con-
nection with these monks. See also above, bd 4.31, n. 2 for their identification with
the tiṁsamattā bhaddavaggiyā sahāyakā.
Dictionary of Pali ProperNames takes Pāveyyakā (also a variant reading at Vin 1.253)

as the right one and says that it is the “name given to the inhabitants of Pāvā”. Pāvā
is mentioned at e.g. dn ii.162. At dn iii.207 it is called a city of theMallas, the people
being referred to as PāveyyakāMallā. According to Vin-a 1105 Pāṭheyya is a king-
dom situated to the west of the Kosala country. See Vinaya Texts ii.146, n. ² Cf.
Vin 3.230ff., where it is specifically stated in an “allowance” ascribed to Gotama that
the first three of these types of monks may, if they so wish, come up to see the Lord.
Cf. also mn iii.40ff.These three, combined with the monk who is tecīvariko, wearer
of the three robes, occur at mn i.214; and cf. an i.38. These four practices (aṅga)
are explained in much detail at Vism 59ff. At an ii.26 it is said that “among robes,
rag-robes are trifling, easy to get, blameless”, quoted at Vism64. ³ Prescribed at
Bu-NP 1.The three robes would be made of rags. See also Kd 8.12.
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in a state of longing,¹ thinking: “The Lord is staying close² to us, six
yojanas from here, but we are not getting a chance to see the Lord.”

Then these monks having, after the lapse of three months, kept
the rains, after the Invitation³ had been carried out, while the god
was raining, while waters were gathering, while swamps were form-

BD 4.352

ing,⁴ with drenched robes and in a state of weariness approached
Sāvatthī, the JetaGrove,Anāthapiṇḍika’smonastery, theLord;having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance.

Kd 7.1.2

Now it is the custom⁵ for awakened ones, for Lords to exchange
friendly greetings with in-coming monks. So the Lord spoke thus to
these monks:
“I hope, monks, that things went well with you, I hope you had

enough to support life, I hope that, in unity, being on friendly terms
and harmonious, you spent a comfortable rainy season and did not
go short of almsfood?”
“Things did go well with us, Lord, we had enough to support life,

Lord, and in unitywe, Lord, being on friendly terms andharmonious,
spent the rainy season⁶ and did not go short of almsfood.Here arewe,
Lord, as many as thirty monks of Pāvā, coming to Sāvatthī so as to
see the Lord, (but) when the beginning of the rainswas approaching,
we were unable to reach Sāvatthī for the beginning of the rains; we
entered on the rains on the way, at Sāketa. We spent the rains, Lord,
in a state of longing for you, thinking: ‘The Lord is staying close to

Vin 1.254

us, six yojanas from here, but we are not getting a chance to see the
Lord.’Thenwe, Lord, having, after the lapse of three months, kept
the rains, and after the Invitation had been carried out, while the
god was raining, while waters were gathering, while swamps were
forming, with drenched robes and in a state of weariness came along
on the journey.”

Kd 7.1.3

¹ ukkaṇṭhitarūpā. ² āsanneva, right near. ³ Pavāraṇā; see Kd 4; also bd 1.283,
n. 5; gs iv.183, n. 3. ⁴ udakacikkhalle. ⁵ Cf.Vin 3.88 (bd 1.154). ⁶ Vin-a 1106 says
that on account of their longing to see the Lord, they did not say that they had spent
a “comfortable” rainy season.
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Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given dhamma-talk¹ ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to make up kaṭhina-cloth² whenmonks have

completed the rains. Five (things) will be allowable to you, monks,
when the kaṭhina-cloths have beenmade up: going (to families for
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alms) without having asked for permission,³ walking (for alms) not
taking the three robes,⁴ a group-meal,⁵ a as many robes as you re-
quire,⁶ and whatever robe-material accrues⁷ there, that will be for

¹ According to Vin-a 1106 this was the talk on the incalculability of the beginning
of this faring-on, see above, bd 4.351, n. 1. ² kaṭhinaṁ attharituṁ, i.e. the formal
or ceremonial making of the kaṭhina-cloth, given by the laity, into robes. See bd 2.5,
n. 1; bd 2.26, n. 3. ³ anāmantacāra. Vin-a 1106 says that “so long as the kaṭhina
privileges are not removed, it is allowable to go (to families for alms) anāmantetvā”,
i.e. not having asked for permission, “and it will be no offence in regard to the Cārit-
tasikkhāpada”, i.e. Bu-Pc 46. In this Pācittiya, if a monk, although invited, nimantita,
but not having asked (for permission, anāpucchā) if a monk be there, should call
upon families, except at a right time, there is a Pācittiya offence. One of the right
times is the time of making robes, although the making up of the kaṭhina-cloth is
not specifically mentioned in this Pācittiya rule. Vinaya Texts ii.150, n. 1 says that
āmantetimust be equal to āpucchati; while Critical Pali Dictionary, under anāman-
tacāra, refers to Vin 4.100, santaṁ bhikkhuṁ anāpucchā. The Sanskrit Dictionaries
give “invitation” and “interrogation” among the meanings of āmantraṇa. The word
occurs at an iii.259; an-a iii.330 quotes Vin 4.100. ⁴ asamādānacāra. Vin-a 1107
says “walking not taking with one the three robes, ticīvaraṁ asamādāya, the mean-
ing is that it will be allowable to be away, separated from a robe”.This therefore is
a relaxation of Bu-NP 2. At Vin 1.298 it is also said that an outer cloak may be laid
aside when the kaṭhina cloth has been made. ⁵ gaṇabhojana; thus a relaxation of
Bu-Pc 32, although as the formulation of this rule developed, one of the exceptions
to its general terms came to be the legality of eating a group-meal at the time of
making robes. ⁶ yāvadatthacīvaraṁ. Vin-a 1107 says that as many robes as are
required will be allowable as long as they are not allotted, not assigned. Cf. Bu-NP 1
where it is said that an extra robemay beworn for atmost ten dayswhen the kaṭhina
privileges have been removed and the robes settled. “Till that has taken place, a
bhikkhumay use (temporarily, and without actually appropriating them) as many
robes as he likes” (Vinaya Texts ii.151, n. 3. q.v.). According to Vism64f. the strict
wearer of the three robes, tecīvarika, should not accept a fourth robe, which, to less
ascetic monks, would be of use when washing and dyeing the set of three robes.
⁷ cīvaruppāda.
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them.¹These five (things) will be allowable to you, monks, when the
kaṭhina-cloths have been made. And thus, monks, should kaṭhina
cloth be made:

Kd 7.1.4

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This ma-
terial for kaṭhina-cloth² has accrued to the Order. If it seems right
to the Order, the Order should give this material for kaṭhina-cloth
to the monk so and so for making kaṭhina-cloth.³ This is the mo-
tion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This material for
kaṭhina-cloth has accrued to the Order.TheOrder is giving thismate-
rial for kaṭhina-cloth to themonk so and so formaking kaṭhina-cloth.
If the giving of this material for kaṭhina-cloth to the monk so and so

BD 4.354

for making kaṭhina-cloth is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them
be silent. He to whom it is not pleasing should speak.This material
for kaṭhina-cloth is given by the Order to the monk so and so for
making kathiṇa-cloth. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore they are
silent.Thus do I understand this.’

Kd 7.1.5

“Monks, kaṭhina-cloth becomes made thus, not made thus. And
how, monks, does kaṭhina-cloth become not made? kaṭhina-cloth
does not becomemade only bymarking it,⁴ kaṭhina-cloth does not
become made only by washing it; kaṭhina-cloth does not become
made only by calculating (the number of) robes (that it will make)⁵;
kaṭhina-cloth does not becomemade only by cutting it; kaṭhina-cloth

¹ nesaṁ bhavissati. Vin-a 1107 says that thismay be the robe of a deadmonk, or a gift
to theOrder, or a robe that accrues to theOrder in anyway. ² kaṭhinadussa. ³ Vin-
a 1109 says that neither a saṅgha, Order, nor a gaṇa, group, makes the kaṭhina cloth,
but an individual. ⁴ ullikhitamattena, according to Vin-a 1110 for the purpose
of measurement lengthwise and across. The monk marks it, ullikhati, with his
nails, showing the measurement of each strip, padesa, so that he can recognise
it. ⁵ cīvaravicāraṇamattena, Vin-a 1110 saying, “let it be for five or seven nine or
eleven”.
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does not become made only by tacking it¹; kaṭhina-cloth does not
becomemade only bymaking the lengths²; kaṭhina-cloth does not be-
comemade only bymarkingwith a piece of cloth³; kaṭhina-cloth does
not become made only by strengthening the work⁴; kaṭhina-cloth
does not become made only by making a braiding⁵; kaṭhina-cloth
does not become made only by making a binding⁶; kaṭhina-cloth

BD 4.355

does not become made only by patching⁷; kaṭhina-cloth does not
becomemade only by dyeing the garment⁸; kaṭhina-cloth does not

¹ bandhanamattenā timoghasuttakāropanamattena, so Vin-a 1110, i.e. by putting false
threads in (the material). Vinaya Texts ii.153 reading “when it has only been pieced
together”, takes it that the false threads are “put in the cloth to showwhere it is to
be cut or sewn”. But in the series of actions necessary for completing the making of
kaṭhina-cloth “cutting”, or cuttingout, hasbeendonealready.Moghasuttaka, allowed
at Vin 2.116, is defined by Buddhaghosa in an exegesis on Kd 15.11.3, see Vin-a 1206.
Cf. bandhanamatta above, bd 4.260, n. 2; and also at Vin 2.135 although here it seems
to have a different meaning. ² ovaṭṭikakaraṇamattenā ti moghasuttakānusārena
dīghasibbitamattena, so Vin-a 1110, i.e. only by sewing a long (strip) by following the
“false threads”. Ovaṭṭika allowed at Vin 1.290. ³ kaṇḍūsakaraṇamattenā ti mud-
dhiyapaṭabandhanamattena, so Vin-a 1110, i.e. only by putting on a piece of cloth as a
sign. Kaṇḍūsaka allowed at Vin 1.290, on which Vin-a 1128 says kaṇḍūsakaṁ vuccati
muddikā, a mark (or sign) (the disfigurement) is called kaṇḍūsaka. ⁴ daḷhikam-
makaraṇamattena. This is apparently done by sewing the cloths, cimilikā, together,
Vin-a 1110; Vinaya Texts ii.153 reading “when it has only beenmade strong (in the
seams)”. Daḷhikamma allowed at Vin 1.290. ⁵ anuvātakaraṇamattena. It appears
from Vin-a 1110 that the anuvātawas put along the back (of the cloth). See Vin 4.121
(= bd 2.409 q.v. n. 7.) where the Commentary, on the rule for disfiguring a new
robe says there is no offence if it is on a braiding, anuvāta. Anuvāta allowed at
Vin 2.116. ⁶ paribhaṇḍakaraṇamattena. The paribhaṇḍa appears to have been put
inside the cloth. Again seeVin 4.121, and bd 2.409, n. 8. Allowed atVin 2.116. ⁷ ovad-
dheyyakaraṇamattena. Vin-a 1111 says, “only by putting it on the in-coming cloth. Or
taking cloth froma kaṭhina-robe, only by putting the cloth on another kaṭhina-robe”.
The variant reading for this last is akaṭhinacīvara, what is not kaṭhina-cloth.The
whole meaning is obscure. It perhaps refers to the saṅghātī, the outer cloak, which
had to bemade of double cloth. On the other hand ovaddheyyamaymean “patching”.
⁸ kambalamaddanamattena. Kambala, usually a garment or blanket made of wool,
is allowed at Vin 1.281. But the kaṭhinamaterial was of cotton cloth.Maddana too
usually means crushing or kneading. But Vin-a 1111 says “throwing it once into the
dye, rajana, for the colour of ivory, for the colour of withered leaves”. Monks’ robes
are of the colour of old ivory, and russets, yellows, browns and reds.
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becomemade by insinuation¹; kaṭhina-cloth does not becomemade
by roundabout talking²; kaṭhina-cloth does not becomemade by its
being temporary³; kaṭhina-cloth does not becomemade by postpone-
ment⁴; kaṭhina-clothdoesnot becomemade if it has tobe abandoned⁵;

BD 4.356

¹ nimittakatena. Pali-English Dictionary gives for nimittaṁ karoti, “to pick out the
aim, tomarkout”, andChilders “to drop ahint”.There is nothing in theCommentary
to support the rendering given at Vinaya Texts ii.154, and the alternative suggestion
put forward, Vinaya Texts ii.154, n. 5 is more pertinent: “Or perhaps according to
some commentators, when it has been decided to accept the gift as a kaṭhina, that is,
when it has beendecided that the cloth is of a suitable kind tomake robes out of.” For
Vin-a 1111, defining nimittakatena, says “ ‘I will make a kaṭhina (-robe)with this cloth
(dussena)’, this is called nimittakatena. For it is called just this in the Parivāra” (see
Vin 5.172 which defines nimittakamma as nimittaṁ karoti iminā dussena kaṭhinaṁ
attharissāmī ti). “But” Vin-a 1111 continues, “in some commentaries it is said that he
(i.e. the monk) says, “this cloth (or cloak, sāṭaka) is excellent, it is possible to make
a kaṭhina (-robe) with this”; this means: having thus insinuated (dropped a hint, or
made a sign, nimittakammaṁ katvā) as to getting it.” Critical Pali Dictionary gives
for a-nimittakata, “of which no decision has been made”.
Vism23 = Vb 352 asks, “What here is nemittakata?” i.e. insinuation. The answer

is (following translation at Path of Purity, i.27) “What to others is a sign, nimitta,
making a sign, nimittakamma, a hint, obhāsa, giving a hint, roundabout talk, wind-
ing speech, parikathā (see next term in Vinaya text and next note) on the part
of one of evil desires”, etc. Vism28 explains nimitta and nimittakamma so as to
leave no doubt that by them “hinting” or “insinuating” is meant. Cf. also Vb-a 483.
² parikathākatena. Vin-a 1111 says “he ought to give kaṭhina cloth, the benefactor
giving kaṭhina-cloth produces muchmerit”, thus is meant “by making parikathā”,
roundabout talk. At Vism23 = Vb 353 parikathā is included in definition of nemit-
tikata, see previous note. It is defined at Vism29 = Vb-a 484 as “speaking round and
round until one getswhat is wanted”. Vin 5.172 says “parikathāmeans that hemakes
roundabout talk, saying, ‘I will bring forth kaṭhina-cloth by this roundabout talk’ ”.
Critical Pali Dictionary gives for a-parikathākata, not “obtained by speaking of its
worth”. ³ kukkukatenā ti tāvakālikena, Vin-a 1111. Vin 5.172 says that it is called a gift
that is not appropriated. ⁴ sannidhikatena, so Vinaya Texts ii.154 and Pali-English
DictionaryVin 5.172 = Vin-a 1111 says that there are two “ postponements” or “storings
up”, sannidhi, that of karaṇa, doing or making, and that of nicaya, possessions. Vin-
a 1111 further explains, “postponement of doing (ormaking) is not doing (ormaking)
it today) putting the doing (or making) to one side; postponement of possessions
means that the Order, receiving kaṭhina-cloth today, gives it (to the monks) the
next day”. Sannidhikata occurs at Vin 2.270 in reference to food. ⁵ nissaggiyena.
Vin 5.172 = Vin-a 1111 saying “while it is beingmade the dawn breaks”. All the various
processes in the making of the kaṭhina robes had to be carried out on one and the
same day.
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kaṭhina-cloth does not become made if it is not made allowable¹;
kaṭhina-cloth does not become made if it is (made) except for the
outer cloak²; kaṭhina-cloth does not becomemade if it is (made) ex-

Vin 1.255

cept for the upper robe; kaṭhina-cloth does not become made if it
is (made) except for the inner robe; kaṭhina-cloth does not become
made unless five parts³ ormore thanfive parts⁴ (of kaṭhina-cloth) are
cut out, are hemmed together⁵ on that same day; kaṭhina-cloth does
not becomemade unless the making is by an individual.⁶ And even
if kaṭhina-cloth comes to be quite properly made, but if no one gives
thanks for it standing outside the boundary,⁷ thus also kaṭhina-cloth
comes to be not made. And thus, monks, does kaṭhina-cloth come to
be not made.

Kd 7.1.6

“And how, monks, does kaṭhina-cloth come to be made? Kaṭhina

¹ akappakatena.Cf.Bu-Pc 58,where anewrobehas to bedisfigured so that the owner
can identify it.The threemodes of disfigurement consisted in applying some kind of
smudge (bindu) to the robe. Cf. bd 2.409, n. 5, and Vin-a 1111 anādinnakappabindunā,
by not giving the smudge (that makes the robe) allowable. ² aññatra saṅghāṭiya,
if the outer cloak is lacking, not finished. ³ Cf. Vin 1.287 where each of the three
robes of a monk was allowed to be worn chinnaka, cut up into pieces to resemble
the divisions of a paddy field; and Vin 1.297 where it is said that one of the three
robes might be worn acchinnaka, not cut up. Vin-a 1111 says that five or more parts
are to be made by taking pieces, showingmahāmaṇḍala-a ḍḍhamaṇḍala, i.e. either
circular or semi-circular seams (see Critical Pali Dictionary under aḍḍhamaṇḍala) or
“the greater circles and the lesser circles” (see Vinaya Texts ii.209 and Vin-a 1127),
or “the seams and the short seams” (cf. Vin 1.287). Vin-a 1111 continues, “thus it
(the robe) comes to be made with seams (or circles); setting that to one side there
ought not to be another that is not cut up or that is in (only) two, three or four
pieces”. ⁴ atirekapañcaka, Critical Pali Dictionary gives “more than one of the five
parts”. ⁵ samaṇḍalīkatena, see last note but one. ⁶ aññatra puggalassa atthārā.
Vin-a 1111 says “setting to one side the making by an individual, it does not become
made because of another making by either an Order or a group”. It seems that
each monkmust make up the kaṭhina cloth distributed to him by the Order, and
not rely upon the Order or a group to do so for him; see above Kd 7.1.4 and cf. Vin-
a 1109. ⁷ nissīmaṭṭho anumodati. Vin-a 1111merely says, “if he (or, one) gives thanks
standing, ṭhito, outside, bahu, the boundary of the precincts” (i.e. of the residence
where the work is being done). Anumodatimore likely refers to a monk thanking
the Order than to an Order thanking the donors of the kaṭhina-cloth, for see Kd 7.1.4
where the Order gives the monks the material for making into kathiṇa-cloth.
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cloth comes to be made when it is unsoiled¹; kaṭhina-cloth comes to
BD 4.357

be made when what is allowable is unsoiled²; kaṭhina-cloth comes
to be made when it is (made) out of pieces of cloth³; kaṭhina-cloth
comes to be made when it is (made) out of rag-robes⁴; kaṭhina-cloth
comes to be made when it is (made) out of (bits picked up near) a
shop⁵; kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if there is no insinuation;
kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if there is no roundabout talking;
kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if it is not temporary; kaṭhina-cloth
comes to be made if there is no postponement; kaṭhina-cloth comes
to be made if it has not to be abandoned; kaṭhina-cloth comes to
be made if it is made allowable; kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if
there is the outer cloak; kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if there
is the upper robe; kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if there is the
inner robe; kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if five parts or more
than five parts are cut out, are hemmed together on that same day;
kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made if the making is by an individual.
And if kaṭhina-cloth comes to be quite properly made, and if one
gives thanks for it standing on the boundary, kaṭhina-cloth thus also
comes to be made. And thus, monks, does kaṭhina-cloth come to be
made.

Kd 7.1.7

“And how, monks, do the kaṭhina (privileges) become removed⁶?

¹ ahatena, which Vin-a 1111 explains by aparibhuttena, not used. ² ahatakappena.
Vin-a 1111 says “by washing it once or twice (so as to make it) as though unsoiled”.
³ pilotikāya, which Vin-a 1111 explains by hatavatthakasāṭakena, out of a cloak or
garment which are soiled; variant reading gatavatthukasāṭakena. ⁴ Vin-a 1112
says “when rag-robes have accrued in twenty-three fields”; the idea being that a
monk must wander about in order to acquire his rags. Vin-a , quoting another
commentary, says that the meaning there is that when a monk who is a rag-robe
wearer is touring for alms and rags, colaka, then (kaṭhina-cloth comes to be made)
when the robe is made up from the rags received. ⁵ pāpaṇikena. Vin-a 1112 saying
“if taking pieces of cloth, pilotika, dropped at the door of a shop, he gives them for
kaṭhina-cloth, the meaning is because of this”. Cf. Vin-a 1128, pāpaṇike ti antarā-
paṇato patitapilotikacīvare, robes of piles of cloth taken amidst a shop. At Vism62,
pāpaṇika, “shop-rag” is included under paṁsukūla, rag-robes. ⁶ ubbhataṁ kaṭhi-
naṁ. See Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3, and bd 2.5, n. 3; bd 2.6, n. 5; bd 2.13, n. 2.
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Monks, there are these eight grounds¹ for the removal of the kaṭhina
BD 4.358

(privileges): that depending on (amonk) going away; that depending
on (his robe) being settled²; that depending on his resolves³ (not to
have it made up and not to come back); that depending on (the robe)
being lost; that depending on his hearing (of the general removal
of the privileges in the residence to which he has gone); (that de-
pending on) the disappointment of his expectation⁴ (that a special
gift of a robe would be made to him); that depending on his hav-
ing crossed the boundary⁵; (that depending on) the removal (of the
kaṭhina privileges) together with (those of the other monks)”.⁶

Seven on bringing
Kd 7.2.1“A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, taking a robe that is

made up,⁷ goes away, thinking: “I will not come back”.That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his going away.⁸A monk,

¹ mātikā, channels, headings. See Vinaya Texts ii.157 for these eight grounds for the
removal of the five kaṭhina privileges being “closely connected”with the description
in Kd 7.13 of the two so-called palibodhas. “Palibodha seems to mean the continued
existence of a claim on the bhikkhu’s side to a share in the distribution of the
kaṭhina”. There are in this connection two palibodhas, that concerned with the
monk’s residence, āvāsa, and that concerned with his robes, cīvara. The mātikā
are exemplified in the following stories. See also Vin 5.177 and bd 2.5, n. 3; bd 2.6,
n. 5. ² niṭṭhāna. Cf. niṭṭhita, “settled”, bd 2.6. ³ sanniṭṭhāna. Word occurs at
Ja 1187, Ja iv.167 + katvā. ⁴ āsāvacchedikā. Cf. bd 2.6, n. 4. ⁵ I.e. of the residence to
which kaṭhina-cloth had been given, andwhere he should havemade up his portion.
⁶ Editors of Vinaya Texts ii.156, n. 4 thinks that this section should have begun “the
new chapter”. I hold it to be correct as it is, for with it cease the words ascribed to
Gotama.The stories that follow, Kd 7.2–Kd 7.12 inclusive, are not supposed to have
been told by him, but are exemplifications of the grounds for removing the kaṭhina
privileges, and which some later person or persons apparently thought wise to
incorporate in the “text”. ⁷ katacīvara, a robe that is finished, ready to wear. Cf.
bd 2.6, n. 2. ⁸ Vin-a 1112 says that in this removal of the kaṭhina privileges on
the ground of his going away, first the robes-impediment, cīvarapalibodha, is cut
off, afterwards the residence-impediment, āvāsapalibodha. For by going thus, the
robes-impediment is cut off inside the boundary, the residence-impediment when
he has crossed the boundary. See also Vin 5.177.
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after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, taking robe-material¹ goes away.
When he has gone outside the boundary,² it occurs to him,³ “I will
get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and he
gets that robe-material made up. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robes) being settled.

BD 4.359

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him:
“I will not get this robe-material made up nor will I come back”.That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves.⁴

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him:
“Iwill get this robe-materialmade up here, I will not come back”, and
he gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material is
beingmadeup, it is lost.Thatmonk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of (the robe-material) being lost.⁵

Kd 7.2.2

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary he gets that robe-material made up; when that robe
has been made up,⁶ he hears: “The kaṭhina (privileges) are removed

Vin 1.256

in this residence.” That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of his hearing (this news).⁷

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robematerial,

¹ Vin-a 1112 calls this akatacīvara, a robe, or robe-material, that is not made up,
not ready to wear. ² Vin-a 1112, “when he has gone to another neighbouring
residence”. ³ Ibid., “it occurs to him seeing comfortable lodgings or the happiness
of friends. In this removal of the kaṭhina privileges on the ground of (the robes)
being settled, first the residence-impediment is cut off, for he thinks, ‘I will not
come back’; when nomore than the thought has arisen, it is cut off”. Cf. Vin 5.178
cīvare niṭṭhite cīvara-palibodho chijjati, when the robes are settled the impediment
to robes is cut off. ⁴ Vin-a 1113 says “because of the resolves, sanniṭṭhānantike,
“I will not have this robe-material made up” and “I will not come back”, the two
impediments are both cut off when no more than these thoughts have arisen”.
Vin 5.178 says that they are cut off simultaneously. ⁵ Vin-a 1113 says of this that
first the residence-impediment is cut off; the robes-impediment is cut off when
the robe is lost. Cf. Vin 5.178. ⁶ katacīvara. ⁷ Vin-a 1113 says that first the robes-
impediment is cut off; the residence-impediment is cut off with his hearing (the
news). Cf. Vin 5.178.
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goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary he gets that robe-material made up; when that robe
has been made up, he, thinking again and again, “I will come back”,
spends the time outside (the boundary) until the kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because
of his having crossed the boundary.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary he gets that robe-material made up; when that robe
is made up, he, thinking again and again, “I will come back”, (his
return) coincides with¹ the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges). That

BD 4.360

monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed together with (those of the
other) monks.²

Told are the seven cases on Taking.³

Seven on taking

Kd 7.3.1Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, taking with him⁴ a robe
that is made up, goes away, thinking, “I will not come back”. That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his going away
…⁵

Told are the seven cases on Taking with him.
Vin 1.257

Six on bringing
Kd 7.4.1A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, taking a robe that is

imperfectly executed,⁶ goes away. When he has gone outside the

¹ sambhuṇāti. ² This must mean a general removal for all monks resident within
one sīma, boundary. ³ ādāyasattakaṁ niṭṭhitaṁ. ⁴ samādāya. ⁵ Vinaya Texts
ii.160, n. 1 says, “This chapter is word forword identical with Chapter 2: only instead
of ‘takes’ (ādāya) read ‘takes with him’ (samādāya). We cannot say what differ-
ent meanings these two words are intended to convey”. ⁶ vippakatacīvara. Cf.
vippakata at Vin 3.155, Vin 3.225, Vin 3.227, Vin 3.229.
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boundary it occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made
up. That monk’s kaṭhina, (privileges) are removed because of (his
robe) being settled … (= Kd 7.2; read taking a robe that is imperfectly
executed instead of taking a robe) …That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed together with (those of the other) monks.

Told are the six cases on Taking¹

Six on taking
Kd 7.5.1 Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, taking with him a robe

that is imperfectly executed, goes away. When he has gone outside
the boundary it occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up.
That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe)
being settled … (= Kd 7.3; read taking with him a robe that is imper-
fectly executed instead of taking with him a robe) … That monk’s

BD 4.361

kaṭhina (privileges) are removed together with (those of the other)
monks.²

The six cases on Taking with him

Fifty on bringing
Kd 7.6.1 Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, taking robe-material,

goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him:
“Iwill get this robe-materialmade up here, I will not come back”, and

¹ “Six of the seven cases specified in Kd 7.2 (with the exception of the first of the
seven) …The first case is necessarily omitted, because it is essential to that case,
that the bhikkhu going away takes with him a robe ready for wear”, so Vinaya Texts,
ii.160, n. 3. ² Again the first case is omitted. If there is, on the monk’s part, no
going away with a robe ready to wear, there is no ground for removing the kaṭhina
privileges depending on “going away”.These can only be removed if the monk has
gone away taking, or taking with him, a robe that is (already) made up, ready to
wear.
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he gets that robe-material made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robe) being settled …¹

Kd 7.6.2

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “Iwill not comeback”.Whenhehasgoneoutside
the boundary it occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up
here”, and he gets that robe-material made up.That monk’s kaṭhina
(privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being settled.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “Iwill not comeback”.Whenhehasgoneoutside
the boundary it occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-materialmade
up”. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his
resolves.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “Iwill not comeback”.Whenhehasgoneoutside
the boundary it occurs, to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here”, and he gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-

Vin 1.258

material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (the robe) being lost.²

Kd 7.6.3

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away without having determined,³ for it neither occurs to him

BD 4.362

that “I will come back” nor does it occur to him that “I will not come
back”. When he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, “I
will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and
he gets that robe-material made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robe) being settled.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away without having determined, for it neither occurs to him
that “I will come back”, nor does it occur to him that “I will not come
back”. When he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him: “I

¹ “This case is word for word identical with the second case in Kd 7.2.1. After it
follow the third and fourth case of Kd 7.2.1, which it is unnecessary to print here
again in full extent.The triad of these cases is repeated here in order to serve as a
basis for the variations which are to follow in Kd 7.2, Kd 7.3,” so Vinaya Texts ii.161,
n. 1. ² In these clauses, the monk, before he has got to the boundary and not after,
as in Kd 7.6.1 thinks that he will not return. ³ anadhiṭṭhitena.
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will not get this robe-material made up, nor will I come back”.That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away without having determined, for it neither occurs to him
that “I will come back”, nor does it occur to him that “I will not come
back”. When he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him: “I
will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and
he gets that robe-material made up; but while that robe-material is
beingmadeup, it is lost.Thatmonk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of (his robe) being lost.¹

Kd 7.6.4

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary it occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up.
That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes)
being settled.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “Iwill comeback”.Whenhehasgoneoutside the
boundary it occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-material made up,
nor will I come back”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of his resolves.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “I will come back.” When he has gone outside
the boundary it occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back,” and he gets that robe-material made up,

BD 4.363

but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary he gets that robe-material made up. When that robe
is made up he hears, “The kaṭhina (privileges) are removed in this
residence.”That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of

¹ The same as Kd 7.6.1 except for the words added in each case in Kd 7.6.3, “without
having determined … ‘I will not come back’.”
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his hearing this news).¹
Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,

goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary he gets that robe-material made up. When that robe is
made up, he, thinking again and again, “I will come back,” spends
the time outside (the boundary) until the kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of
his having crossed the boundary.²

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking robe-material,
goes away, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone outside
the boundary he gets that robe-material made up. When that robe
is made up, he, thinking again and again, “I will come back,” (his

Vin 1.259

return) coincides with the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges).That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed together with (those of the
other) monks.

Fifty on taking, etc.

Kd 7.7.1Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, taking with him robe-
material, goes away … it should be given in full thus, like the portion
on “goingaway, taking”…Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth ismade, taking
a robe that is imperfectly executed, goes away … it should be given
in full thus, like the portion on “going away, taking with him” … A
monk, after kaṭhina-cloth is made, taking with him a robe that is
imperfectly executed, goes away …

Fifty on takingwhat is imperfectly executed

(= Kd 7.6; read taking with him a robe that is imperfectly executed
instead of taking robe-material) …That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)

BD 4.364

¹ = Kd 7.2.2. ² = Kd 7.2.2.
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are removed together with (those of the other) monks.¹

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Taking

Twelve cases contrary to expectation

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away with the ex-
pectation of a robe.² When he has gone outside the boundary he
attends to³ that expectation of a robe; he obtains one contrary to his
expectation, he does not obtain one in accordance with his expecta-
tion. It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up here, I
will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up.That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being
settled.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe … It occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-
material made up, nor will I come back”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privi-
leges) are removed because of his resolves.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made … It occurs to him, “I
will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and
he gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material is
beingmadeup, it is lost.Thatmonk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of (the robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe. When he has gone outside the boundary, it
occurs to him, “I will attend to this expectation of a robe here, I
will not come back”, and he attends to that expectation of a robe,
but that expectation of a robe is disappointed for him.⁴That monk’s

¹ “The whole Chapter 6 is repeated here three times, the first time replacing the
words ‘takes a robe’ by ‘takes a robe with him’ (cf. Chapter 3); the second time
replacing ‘takes a robe’ by ‘takes a robenot ready’ (imperfectly executed) (cf.Chapter
4); and the third time with these twomodifications combined (cf. Chapter 5) ”—so
Vinaya Texts, ii.162, n. 2. ² see Bu-NP 3, bd 2.26, and Bu-NP 3, bd 2.27, definition
of “expectation”. ³ payirupāsati. ⁴ tassa sā cīvarāsā upacchijjati.
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kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the disappointment of
his expectation.¹

Kd 7.7.2

BD 4.365Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “I will not come back”. When he
has gone outside the boundary he attends to that expectation of a
robe; he obtains one contrary to his expectation, he does not obtain
one in accordance with his expectation. It occurs to him, “I will get
this robe-material made up here”, and he gets that robe-material
made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of
(his robes) being settled.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made … It occurs to him, “I
will not get this robe-material made up”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privi-
leges) are removed because of his resolves.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made … It occurs to him,
“I will get this robe-material made up here”, and he gets that robe-
material made up, but while that robe-material is being made up, it
is lost. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (the
robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “I will not come back”. When he has

Vin 1.260

gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him, “I will attend to this ex-
pectation of a robe here”, and he attends to that expectation of a robe,
but that expectation of a robe is disappointed for him.That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the disappointment of
his expectation.

Kd 7.7.3

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, (but)without having determined, for it neither
occurs to him, “I will come back”, nor does it occur to him, “I will not
come back”. When he has gone outside the boundary he attends to
that expectation of a robe; he obtains one contrary to his expectation,
he does not obtain one in accordance with his expectation. It occurs
to him, “I will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come

¹ āsāvacchedikā. Vin-a 1113 says that first the residence-impediment is cut off; the
robes-impediment is cut off when the expectation of a robe is disappointed. Cf.
above, bd 4.358, n. 3.
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back”, and he gets that robe-material made up.That monk’s kaṭhina
(privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being settled.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made … It occurs to him, “I
will not get this robe-material made up, nor will I come back”.That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves.

BD 4.366

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made … It occurs to him, “I
will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and
he gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material is
beingmadeup, it is lost.Thatmonk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of (the robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, (but)without having determined, for it neither
occurs to him, “I will come back”, nor does it occur to him, “I will not
comeback”.Whenhehas gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him,
“I will attend to this expectation of a robe here, I will not come back”,
and he attends to that expectation of a robe, but that expectation of
a robe is disappointed for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of the disappointment of his expectation.

Told are the twelve cases on Contrary to Expectation.¹

Twelve cases in accordancewith
expectation

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away with the ex-
pectation of a robe, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has gone
outside the boundary he attends to that expectation of a robe; he
obtains one in accordance with his expectation, he does not obtain
one contrary to his expectation. It occurs to him, “I will get this
robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and he gets that
robe-materialmadeup.Thatmonk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of (his robes) being settled.

A monk … It occurs to him, “I will not have this robe-material

¹ anasādoḷāsakaṁ niṭṭhitaṁ.
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made up, nor will I come back”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of his resolves.

Amonk… It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up,
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has
gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, “I will attend to this

BD 4.367

expectation of a robe here, I will not come back and he attends to that
expectation of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed
for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the
disappointment of his expectation.

Kd 7.9.2

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “Iwill come back”.Whenhe has gone
outside the boundary he hears that “In this residence the kaṭhina

Vin 1.261

(privileges) are removed”. It occurs to him, “Inasmuch as in this
residence the kaṭhina (privileges) are removed, I will attend to this
expectation of a robe here”, and he attends to that expectation of
a robe; he obtains one in accordance with his expectation, he does
not obtain one contrary to his expectation. It occurs to him, “I will
get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back”, and he
gets that robe-material made up. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robes) being settled.

A monk … It occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-material
made up, nor will I come back”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of his resolves.

Amonk… It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up,
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “I will come back”… It occurs to him,
“I will attend to this expectation of a robe here, I will not come back”,
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and he attends to that expectation of a robe, but that expectation of
a robe is disappointed for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of the disappointment of his expectation.

Kd 7.9.3

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “Iwill come back”.Whenhe has gone
outside the boundary he attends to that expectation of a robe; he
obtains one in accordance with his expectation, he does not obtain
one contrary to his expectation. He gets that robe-material made
up; when that robe is made up, he hears, “The kaṭhina (privileges)

BD 4.368

are removed in this residence”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of his hearing (this news).

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “I will come back”. When he has
gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him, “I will attend to this
expectation of a robe, I will not come back”, and he attends to that
expectation of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed
for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the
disappointment of his expectation.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “Iwill come back”.Whenhe has gone
outside the boundary, he attends to that expectation of a robe; he
obtains one in accordance with his expectation, he does not obtain
one contrary to his expectation. He gets that robe-material made up;
when that robe ismade up, he, thinking again and again, “I will come
back”, spends the time outside (the boundary) until the kaṭhina (priv-
ileges) are removed.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of his having crossed the boundary.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away with the
expectation of a robe, thinking, “Iwill come back”.Whenhe has gone
outside the boundary he attends to that expectation of a robe; he
obtains one in accordance with his expectation, he does not obtain
one contrary to his expectation. He gets that robe-material made
up; when that robe is made up, he, thinking again and again, “I will
come back”, (his return) coincides with the removal of the kaṭhina
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(privileges).That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed together
with (those of the other) monks.

Told are the six cases on Taking¹

Twelve on business

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away on some busi-
ness.Whenhe has gone outside the boundary there arises² the expec-
tation of a robe. He attends to that expectation of a robe; he obtains
one contrary to his expectation, he does not obtain one in accordance

BD 4.369

with his expectation It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material
made up here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material
made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of
(his robe) being settled.

A monk … It occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-material
made up, nor will I come back”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of his resolves.

Amonk… It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up,
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away on some
business. When he has gone outside the boundary there arises the
expectation of a robe. It occurs to him, “I will attend to this expec-
tation of a robe here, I will not come back”, and he attends to that
expectation of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed
for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the
disappointment of his expectation.

Kd 7.10.2

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away on some
business, thinking, “I will not come back”.When he has gone outside

¹ “Six of the seven cases specified in Kd 7.2 (with the exception of the first of the
seven) …The first case is necessarily omitted, because it is essential to that case,
that the bhikkhu going away takes with him a robe ready for wear”, so Vinaya Texts,
ii.160, n. 3. ² uppajjati.
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the boundary there arises the expectation of a robe. He attends to
that expectation of a robe; he obtains one contrary to his expectation,
he does not obtain one in accordance with his expectation. It occurs
to him, “I will get this robe-material made up here”, and he gets
that robe-material made up. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of (his robes) being settled.

A monk … It occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-material
made up”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of
his resolve.

Amonk… It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
here”, and he gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-
material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away on some
BD 4.370

business, thinking, “I will not come back”.When he has gone outside
the boundary there arises the expectation of a robe. It occurs to him,
“Iwill attend to this expectation of a robehere”, andhe attends to that
expectation of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed
for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the
disappointment of his expectation.

Kd 7.10.3

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away on some
business, (but) without having determined, for it neither occurs to
him, “I will come back”, nor does it occur to him, “I will not come
back”.Whenhehas goneoutside theboundary there arises the expec-
tation of a robe. He attends to that expectation of a robe; he obtains
one contrary to his expectation, he does not obtain one in accordance
with his expectation. It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material
made up here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material
made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of
(his robes) being settled.

A monk … It occurs to him, “I will not get this robe-material
made up, nor will I come back”.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are

Vin 1.263

removed because of his resolves.
Amonk… It occurs to him, “I will get this robe-material made up
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here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up,
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away on some
business, (but) without having determined, for it neither occurs to
him, “I will come back”, nor does it occur to him, “I will not come
back”. When he has gone back outside the boundary there arises the
expectation of a robe. It occurs to him, “I will attend to this expec-
tation of a robe here, I will not come back”, and he attends to that
expectation of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed
for him.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of the
disappointment of his expectation.

Told are the twelve cases on Business

Nine cases onwithout collecting
Kd 7.11.1A monk, after kaṭhina-cloth has been made, goes away, travelling
BD 4.371

to distant parts,¹ without collecting² his share of the robe-material.
While he is thus travelling to distant parts, monks ask him, “Where
have you, your reverence, spent the rains, and where is your share
of the robe-material?”

He speaks thus, “I spent the rains in such and such a residence,
and my share of the robe-material is there.”

These speak thus, “Go, your reverence, fetch that robe-material.
We will make up that robe-material for you here.”

He, going to that residence, asks the monks: “Where, your rever-
ences,³ is my-share of the robe-material?”

¹ disaṁgamika. Cf.Vin 1.119. ² apacinayamāno. Pali-English Dictionary, Critical Pali
Dictionary, Vinaya Texts ii.166 all suggest “guarding his claim”, as from apacināti.
It would seem however to be the negative of pacinati, “to take up, to collect”.The
monk, according to the context, leaves his robe-material behind, he then goes away
without gathering it up and taking it with him. It is true however that in going away
he does not renounce his claim to his share of the robe-material. ³ This seems the
only time that this monk uses a form of address, āvuso, in speaking to other monks.
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These speak thus: “This, your reverence, is your share of the robe-
material. Where are you going?”

He speaks thus: “I am going to such and such a residence. The
monks will make up the robe-material for me there.”

These speak thus: “No, your reverence, do not go; we will make
up the robe-material for you here.”

It occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up here, I
will not come back,” and he gets that robe-material made up.That
monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being
settled.

A monk …That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because
of his resolves.

A monk …That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because
of (his robe) being lost.

Kd 7.11.2

Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away, travelling
to distant parts without collecting his share of the robe-material …
“This, your reverence, is your share of the robe-material.”
He, taking that robe-material, goes to that residence. On the way

BD 4.372

(some) monks ask him: “Your reverence, where are you going?”
He speaks thus: “I am going to such and such a residence. The

monks will make up the robe-material for me there.”
These speak thus: “No, your reverence, do not go; we will make

up the robe-material for you here.”
It occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up here, I

will not come back,” and he gets that robe-material made up.That
Vin 1.264

monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being
settled.

A monk … It occurs to him: “I will not get this robe-material
made up, nor will I come back.”That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of his resolves.

Amonk… It occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back,” and he gets that robe-material made up,
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

Kd 7.11.3
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Amonk, after kaṭhina-cloth has beenmade, goes away, travelling
to distant parts without collecting his share of the robe-material …
“This, your reverence, is your share of the robe-material.”
He, taking the robe-material, goes to that residence; while he is

going to that residence, it occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material
made up here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material
made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of
(his robes) being settled.

A monk … It occurs to him: “I will not get this robe-material
made up, nor will I come back.”That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are
removed because of his resolves.

Amonk… It occurs to him: “I will get this robe-material made up
here, I will not come back”, and he gets that robe-material made up,
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s
kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

Told are the nine cases onWithout collecting

Five on living in comfort
BD 4.373

Kd 7.12.1
Amonk, onewho lives in comfort,¹ after kaṭhina-clothhas beenmade,
taking robe-material, goes away, thinking, “I will go to such and such
a residence; if there comes to be comfort for me there, I will stay,
but if there does not come to be comfort for me, I will go to such and
such a residence; if there comes to be comfort for me there, I will
stay, but if there does not come to be comfort for me, I will go to such
and such a residence; if there comes to be comfort for me there, I
will stay, but if there does not come to be comfort for me, I will come
back”. When he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him: “I
will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back,” and

¹ phāsuvihārika. “Intent on finding a comfortable place (to live in)” of Vinaya Texts
ii.168, although justified by the context, ascribes both more and less to the com-
pound, phāsuvihārika, than it actually contains. Cf. the jungle-dweller who, if he
was thinking about phāsuvihāra, might live independently of guidance, at Kd 1.73.4
(above bd 4.118).
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he gets that robe-material made up.That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robes) being settled.

A monk …When he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs to
him, “I will not get this robe-material made up, norwill I come back”.
That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves.

A monk … When he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs
to him: “I will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come
back,” and he gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-
material is being made up, it is lost. That monk’s kaṭhina (privileges)
are removed because of (his robe) being lost.

A monk…When he has gone outside the boundary, he has that
robe-material made up; when that robe-material is made up, he,
thinking again and again, “I will come back”, spends the time out-
side (the boundary) until the kaṭhina (privileges) are removed.That
monk’skaṭhina (privileges) are removedbecauseofhishavingcrossed

Vin 1.265

the boundary.
Amonk…When he has gone outside the boundary, he has that

robe-material made up; when that robe-material is made up, he,
thinking again and again, “I will come back (his return) coincides
with the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges). That monk’s kaṭhina

BD 4.374

(privileges) are removed together with (those of the other) monks.

Told are the five cases on Living in comfort
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On obstacles and not-obstacles
Kd 7.13.1 “Monks, there are these two impediments,¹ these two non-impedi-

ments to (the removal of) the kaṭhina (privileges). Andwhat, monks,
are the two impediments to (the removal of) the kaṭhina (privileges)?
The residence-impediment and the robes-impediment. And how,
monks, does the residence-impediment come to be? Monks, in this
case a monk who is either staying in or who is longing for that resi-
dence, goes away, thinking, ‘I will come back’.² Thus, monks, does
the residence-impediment come to be. And how, monks, does the
robes-impediment come to be? Monks, in this case, a monk’s robe-
material comes to be not made up or it is imperfectly executed or the
expectation of a robe is not fulfilled. Thus, monks, does the robes-
impediment come to be. Monks, these are the two impediments to
(the removal of) the kaṭhina (privileges).

Kd 7.13.2

“And what, monks, are the two non-impediments to (the removal

¹ palibodha, obstruction, hindrance, obstacle, impediment, drawback. Ten pali-
bodhas are enumerated at Kh-a 39, and explained in detail at Vism90ff. But in its
explanation of āvāsapalibodha, the first on the list, the Visuddhimaggamakes no
reference to kaṭhina; cīvarapalibodha does not occur here or in Kh-a .
The idea of the palibodhas and apalibodhas is somewhat difficult to follow. After

kaṭhina-cloth is made, five privileges are allowable to monks (Kd 7.1.3), and there
are eight grounds for the removal of these privileges (Kd 7.1.7). But then, it seems,
these eight grounds are in turn subject to the two impediments and the two non-
impediments. That is to say, the kaṭhina privileges cannot be removed if there is
present an impediment to the grounds for removing them, but only if there is no
impediment to these grounds. Vin-a 1114 says, “Having shown the removal of the
kaṭhina (privileges), nowwhatever are impediments are said to be cut off in regard
to these kaṭhina (privileges).” See Vinaya Texts ii.149, n. and Vinaya Texts ii.157, n. 2.
² The first of the grounds for removing the kaṭhina privileges is that depending
on a monk having gone away. But here, although he goes away, he intends to come
back.Thus the ground for removing the privilege meets with an obstruction.
Text here reads, idha bhikkhave bhikkhu vassati vātasmiṁ āvāse sāpekhho vā pakka-

mati (with variant reading vesati) which has led translator at Vinaya Texts ii.169
to render, “A bhikkhu, O bhikkhus, goes away (for a time), when it is raining or
storming, with the intention of returning to that residence.” But Sinhalese edition
1933, ii.322 and Siamese edition both read, idha bhikkhave bhikkhu vassāti vā tasmiṁ
āvāse sapekho vā pakkamati, which I follow as making more sense.
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of) the kaṭhina (privileges)?The residence-non-impediment and the
robes-non-impediment. And how, monks, does the residence-non-

BD 4.375

impediment come to be? In this case, monks, a monk goes away from
that residencebecause of givingup, because of renunciation, because
of sacrifice, because of indifference, thinking, ‘I will not come back’.¹
Thus, monks, does the residence-non-impediment come to be. And
how, monks, does the robes-non-impediment come to be? In this
case, monks, a monk’s robe-material comes to bemade up or it is lost
or destroyed or burnt or the expectation of a robe is disappointed.²
Thus, monks, does the robes-non-impediment come to be. These,
monks, are the two non-impediments to (the removal of) the kaṭhina
(privileges).”

The Section on kaṭhina³: the Seventh

in this section are twelve items, the words of abridgement are
one hundred and eighteen. this is its key
Thirty monks of Pāvā stayed longing in Sāketa,
at the end of the rains they went
with drenched (robes) to see the Conqueror. /
This item of kaṭhina-cloth, and the five things called allowable:⁴
Without asking permission, nor taking three robes,
a joint-meal likewise, /
As much as is required, and one that accrues will be for the makers.
Themotion, and just what is made and just what is not made. /
Marking, washing, and calculating, and cutting, tacking,
making lengths, using a piece of cloth, and strengthening, braiding, /

Vin 1.266
Binding, patching, dyeing, talk with hints,⁵ temporary,
postponement, abandonment,
not (made) if it is not allowable, but for these three, /

¹ As he does not intend to return there is no reason why his kaṭhina privileges
should not be removed. His intention provides the non-impediment. ² These are
no impediments to the grounds for removing the kaṭhina privileges.Theymay be
removed, as we have seen, because a monk’s robe is made up, because he resolves
not to have it made up, because it is lost, or because his expectation of a robe is
disappointed. Cf. Bu-NP 1, definition of “when the robes are settled”, and see bd 2.6,
bd 2.15. ³ Kaṭhinakkhandhaka. Cf. Kaṭhinavagga, Vin 3.195–223. ⁴ kappiyan ti;
Sinhalese edition kappissanti, will be allowable. ⁵ nimitta-kathā here. It may be
a composite word for nimittakata and parikathākata; otherwise the latter is not
included in this part of the “key”, although it is mentioned lower down.
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Unless five parts or more when they are cut out are hemmed together,
BD 4.376

not (made) unless by an individual,
if properly (made) he gives thanks standing outside the boundary: /
kaṭhina-cloth comes to be not made,
thus it is taught by the awakened one.
Unsoiled, when what is allowable (is unsoiled),
pieces of cloth, rags, and bits near a shop, /
Not insinuation, nor roundabout talking,
not temporary and no postponement,
not abandoned, made allowable,
and inasmuch as it is for (a set of) three robes, /
If five parts or more are cut out and hemmed together,
if the making is by an individual,
if properly (made) he gives thanks standing on the boundary: /
Thus the making of kaṭhina-cloth.
Eight grounds for removal:
that depending on going away,
on being settled, on resolve and on loss, /
On hearing, on disappointment of an expectation,
over the boundary,
and the eighth is with the removal (of other monks’).
Taking a robe that is made up, he goes away, thinking,
“I will not come back”, /
His kaṭhina (privileges) become removed
because of his going away.
Taking robe-material he goes away,¹ when he is outside the boundary, he
thinks, /
“I will have it made up here,
I will not come back”;
his kaṭhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being settled.
Taking it, when he is outside the boundary, he intends,
thinking, “Neither that nor will I come back”, /
His kaṭhina (privileges) become removed depending on that² of resolve.
Taking robe-material he goes away, when he is outside the boundary, he
thinks, /
“I will have it made up here, I will not come back,”
but while it is being made up, it is lost;

BD 4.377
his kaṭhina (privileges) become removed depending on that of loss. /
Taking it, he goes away, thinking, “I will come back”,
and has the robe-material made up outside,
when the robe has been made up,
he hears that the kaṭhina (privileges) are removed there; /

¹ yāti. ² taṁ, doubtless “ground” is to be understood.
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His kaṭhina (privileges) become removed
depending on that of hearing.
Taking it, be goes away, thinking, “I will come back”,
and has the robe-material made up outside, /
When the robe has been made up, (staying) outside
he does not go back¹
until the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges);
his kaṭhina (privileges) become removed
depending on that of having crossed the boundary. /
Taking it, he goes away, thinking, “I will come back”,
and has the robe-material made up outside,
when the robe has been made up,
thinking, “I will come back”,
(his return) coincides² with the removal of the kaṭhina (privileges); /
The removal of his kaṭhina (privileges) is because
it occurs³ with (that of) the other monks.
Taking and taking with him, the going away⁴ is seven times sevenfold. /
There is no sixfold⁵ going away,
(the robes) imperfectly executed depending on “going away”.
Taking it, this arises, “I will have it made up
when I am outside the boundary”; /
Settled and resolves and loss, these three.
Taking it, thinking, “I will not come back”,
“I ammaking it up outside the boundary”; /
Settled, then resolves, then loss, this is three (fold).
Without having determined, for it does not (occur) to him,
the threefold meaning below.⁶ /

Vin 1.267

BD 4.378 Taking it, he goes away, thinking, “I will come back”,
“I ammaking it up outside the boundary”,
thinking, “I will not come back”, he gets it made up;
his kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
because of (his robes) being settled. /
Resolves and loss, hearing, having crossed the boundary,
it may arise with (those of the other) monks;
thus there is going away fifteen times. /
Taking with him, imperfectly executed,
taking it with him likewise again,
these are four turns⁷ where all is fifteen-fold. /
And contrary to expectation, in accordance with expectation,

¹ nāmeti, cf. Snp 1143, nāpentiwith variant reading nāmenti. ² sambhoti. ³ jāyati.
⁴ gati. ⁵ chaccā. Sinhalese edition chaṭṭhe. ⁶ Pali has “below”, referring to
the leaves of the palm-leaf manuscripts, where we say “above”. ⁷ vārā, i.e. for
recitation.
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and business, these three.
One should understand this fromwhat has been said:¹
there are three that are each twelve (-fold). /
Here are nine on “without collecting”,
there is a set of five on comfort;
impediments, non-impediments;
the key is made fromwhat has been said.

Vin 1.268

¹ Nayato, perhaps “from the method”.
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The story of Jīvaka

Kd 8.1.1
BD 4.379

At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying at Rājagaha in
the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeling-place. Now at that time
Vesālī was prosperous and flourishing, full of folk, thronged with
people,¹ and it was well off for food; and there were seven thousand
seven hundred and seven long houses,² and seven thousand seven
hundred and seven gabled buildings, and seven thousand seven hun-
dred and seven parks,³ and seven thousand seven hundred and seven
lotus-tanks.There was the courtesan Ambapālī,⁴ beautiful, good to
look upon, charming, shewas possessed of the utmost beauty of com-
plexion, was clever at dancing and singing and lute-playing, much
visited by desirous people and she went for a night for fifty,⁵ and
through her Vesālī shone forth all the more.

Kd 8.1.2

Then the urban council⁶ of Rājagaha went to Vesālī on some busi-
ness.The urban council of Rājagaha saw that Vesālī was prosperous
and flourishing, full of folk, thronged with people, and well off for
food; and (they saw) the seven thousand seven hundred and seven
long houses … seven thousand seven hundred and seven lotus-tanks,
andAmbapālī, the courtesan, beautiful, good to look upon, charming
… and (they saw) that through her Vesālī shone forth all the more.
Then the urban council of Rājagaha, having transacted that business

¹ Cf. dn i.211, dn ii.146, mn i.377, an iii.215. ² pāsāda, cf. bd 2.16, n. 5. ³ ārāma,
not “monasteries” here. See bd 2.2, n. 2. ⁴ Here called Ambapālikā. Mentioned
above, bd 4.315. ⁵ Vin-a 1114 says, “taking fifty kahāpaṇas she goes night by night.”
⁶ negama. Vin-a 1114 calls this a kuṭumbikagaṇa, a group of leading men. Cf. negama
at Vin 3.220.
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in Vesālī, came back again to Rājagaha; they approached King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached they spoke thus to King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“Sire, Vesālī is prosperous and flourishing … and through her

Vesālī shines forth all the more. It were good, sire, if we too might
establish a courtesan.” “Well now, good sirs,¹ do find such a girl as

BD 4.380

youmight establish as a courtesan.”

Kd 8.1.3

Now at that time there was in Rājagaha a girl called Sālavatī, who
was beautiful, good to look upon, charming, shewas possessed of the
utmost beauty of complexion.Then the urban council of Rājagaha es-
tablished the girl, Sālavatī,² as courtesan. And the courtesan Sālavatī

Vin 1.269

soon came to be clever at dancing and singing and lute-playing; she
was much visited by desirous people, and she went for a night for
the fee of a hundred.³Then the courtesan Sālavatī soon became preg-
nant.Then it occurred to the courtesan Sālavatī: “Men do not like a
pregnant woman. If anyone should find out concerning me that ‘The
courtesan Sālavatī is pregnant’, all respect for me would dwindle.
What now if I should make it known that I am ill?”

Then the courtesan Sālavatī enjoined the door-keeper, saying:
“Good door-keeper, do not let anyman come in, and if anyone asks
for me, make it known that I am ill.”
“Verywell, lady,” thatdoor-keeperanswered the courtesanSālavatī

in assent.
Kd 8.1.4

Then the courtesan Sālavatī when (the child of) her wombwas
mature, gave birth to a son.Then the courtesan Sālavatī enjoined a
slave-woman, saying: “Now then, come along, having put this boy

¹ bhaṇe, a form of address sometimes used by kings to their subjects. ² Cf. Snp-
a i.244. ³ paṭisatena. Vinaya Texts ii.172 takes this to mean that she asked for a
hundred kahāpaṇas a night which undoubtedly balances Ambapālī’s price of fifty
kahāpaṇas, see Vin-a 1114. The Commentary in its exegesis of paṭisatena does not
mention coinage or currency. Paṭisatena however probably means “for a hundred
in return”, “against a hundred”.
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into a winnowing-basket,¹ having taken him out, throw him away
on a rubbish-heap.”²
“Very well, lady,” and that slave-woman having answered the

courtesan Sālavatī in assent, having put that boy into a winnowing-
basket, having taken him out, threw him away on a rubbish-heap.

Now at that time the king’s son, Abhaya³ by name, going in the
morning to the royal audience, saw that boy surrounded by crows;

BD 4.381

seeing this, he asked the people: “Good sirs, what is this that is sur-
rounded by crows?”
“It is a boy, sire.”
“Is he alive, good sirs?”
“He is alive, sire.”
“Well now, good sirs, having brought that boy to our women’s

quarters, give him to foster-mothers to care for.”
“Very well, sire,” and these people having answered Abhaya, the

king’s son, in assent, havingbrought that boy to thewomen’s quarters
of Abhaya, the king’s son, gave him to foster-mothers saying, “Care
for him”.

Because it was said of him, “He is alive”,⁴ they gave him the name
of Jīvaka; because the prince⁵ caused him to be cared for, they gave
him the name of Komārabhacca.⁶

Kd 8.1.5

And before long Jīvaka Komārabhacca attained to years of discre-
tion.Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca approached Abhaya, the king’s son,
and having approached he spoke thus to Abhaya, the king’s son:
“Who, sire, is mymother? Whomy father?”

¹ Vin-a 1114 calls this jiṇṇasuppa an old winnowing-basket. ² Cf. Dhp-a i.174.
³ See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. ⁴ jīvati. ⁵ kumāra. ⁶ Meaning perhaps
“the Prince-fed” (so gs i.24). See note at Vinaya Texts ii.174, at end of which it is said,
“We believe therefore, that this surname Komārabhacca really means ‘master of
the kaumārabhṛiya science’ ”, i.e. a part of the medical science which comprises the
treatment of infants. Short account of his history given at an-a i.398f. At dn-a 133,
where brief synopsis of his story also appears, he is called Komārabhaṇḍa, and at
Divyāvadāna 506ff. Kumārabhūta. At an i.26 he is called chief of lay followers who
are liked by people. mnv. is addressed to him.
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“Not even I, good Jīvaka, know your mother, but I am your father,
for I had you cared for.”

Then it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“Without a craft, it is not easy to depend upon these royal families.

Suppose I were to learn a craft?¹” Now at that time there lived a
world-famed² doctor at Taxilā.

Kd 8.1.6

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, without having asked (permission)
of Abhaya, the king’s son, set out for Taxilā; in course of time he

Vin 1.270

arrived at Taxilā and that doctor; having approached, he spoke thus
to that doctor:

BD 4.382

“I want, teacher,³ to train in the craft.”
“Well then, good Jīvaka, train in it.”
Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca learntmuch and learnt it quickly, and

he reflected upon it well, and he did not forget what he had learnt.
Then at the end of seven years, it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“I am learningmuch and learning it quickly, and I am reflecting upon
it well, and I do not forget what I have learnt, but after studying for
seven years the end of this craft is not visible to me.When will the
end of this craft be visible?”

Kd 8.1.7

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca approached that doctor; having ap-
proached he spoke thus to that doctor:
“I, teacher, am learning much and learning it quickly, and I am

reflecting upon it well, and I do not forget what I have learnt, but
after studying for seven years the end of this craft is not visible to
me. When will the end of this craft be visible?”
“Well now, good Jīvaka, taking a spade, touring a yojana all round

Taxilā, bring whatever you should see that is not medicinal.”
“Very well, teacher,” and Jīvaka Komārabhacca having answered

that doctor in assent, taking a spade, touring a yojana all roundTaxilā,
did not see anything that was not medicinal. Then Jīvaka Komāra-
bhacca approached that doctor; having approached he spoke thus to

¹ Vin-a 1114 says that he thought of the doctor’s craft for this is on the side of amity
towards men and their welfare, whereas elephant-lore and horsemanship are
connected with the injury of others. ² disāpāmokkha. Word occurs at Ja i.166.
³ ācariya.
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that doctor:
“Teacher, while I was touring for a yojana all round Taxilā, I did

not see any thing that was not medicinal.”
“You are trained, good Jīvaka, this much is enough for a livelihood

for you,” and he gave him trifling provisions for the journey.
Kd 8.1.8

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, taking those trifling provisions for
the journey, set out for Rājagaha.Then JīvakaKomārabhacca’s trifling
provisions for the journey became used up on the way, at Sāketa.
Then it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“These wilderness roads have little water, little food; it is not easy

to go along themwithout provisions for the journey.¹ Suppose I were
to look about for provisions for the journey?”

The story of the merchant’s wife

Now at that time in Sāketa amerchant’s wife had had a disease of the
BD 4.383

head for seven years. Many very great, world-famed doctors who
had come had not been able to cure her; taking much gold,² they
went away.Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, entering Sāketa, asked the
people: “Who, good sirs, is ill? Whom shall I attend?”³
“Teacher, this merchant’s wife has had a disease of the head for

Vin 1.271

seven years; go, teacher, attend this merchant’s wife.”
Kd 8.1.9

Then Jīvaka Komārabhaccawent up to the dwelling of that house-
holder, the merchant, and having gone up, he enjoined the door-
keeper, saying: “Go, good door-keeper, say to the merchant’s wife,
‘Lady, a doctor is come who wants to see you’ ”.
“Verywell, teacher,” and that door-keeperhaving answered Jīvaka

Komārabhacca in assent, approached that merchant’s wife; having
approached, he spoke thus to that merchant’s wife: “Lady, a doctor
is come who wants to see you.”
“What sort of a doctor is he, good door-keeper?”
“He is young, lady.”

¹ Cf.Vin 1.244, above, bd 4.335–bd.4.336. ² hirañña. ³ tikicchati, to treatmedically,
to cure.
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“That’s enough, good door-keeper. What could a young doctor do
for me? Many very great, world-famed doctors who have come have
not been able to cure me; they have gone away taking much gold.”

Kd 8.1.10

Then that door-keeper went up to Jīvaka Komārabhacca; having
gone up, he spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca: “Teacher, the mer-
chant’s wife speaks thus: ‘That’s enough, good door-keeper … taking
much gold’.”
“Go, good door-keeper, say to the merchant’s wife: ‘Lady, the doc-

tor speaks thus: Do not, lady, give anything beforehand; when you
become well, then youmay give what you like’.”
“Verywell, teacher,” and that door-keeperhaving answered Jīvaka

Komārabhacca in assent, went up to that merchant’s wife; having
gone up, he spoke thus to that merchant’s wife: “Lady, the doctor
speaks thus … ‘… then youmay give what you like’.”
“Well then, good door-keeper, let the doctor come.”

BD 4.384

“Very well, lady,” and that door-keeper having answered the mer-
chant’s wife in assent, went up to Jīvaka Komārabhacca; having gone
up, he spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“Themerchant’s wife, teacher, summons you.”

Kd 8.1.11

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca went up to that merchant’s wife; hav-
ing gone up, having observed her uneasiness,¹ he spoke thus to the
merchant’s wife:
“Lady, a handful² of ghee is wanted.”
Then that merchant’s wife had a handful of ghee given to Jīvaka

Komārabhacca.Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, cooking up that handful
of ghee with various medicines, made that merchant’s wife lie down
on her back on a couch and gave it (to her) through the nose.Then
that ghee, given through the nose, came out through the mouth.
Then that merchant’s wife, spitting it into a receptacle, enjoined a
slave-woman, saying:
“Come, now, take up this ghee with cotton.”³

Kd 8.1.12

¹ vikāra. ² pasata, a small measure of capacity; explained at Vin-a 1116 as eka-
hatthapūṭa, what is contained in one hand. See Vinaya Texts ii.178, n.. ³ picu,
which Vin-a 1116 explains by kappāsapaṭala, a cotton covering.
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Then it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca: “It is astonishing how
stingy this housewife¹ is, in that she has this ghee, which ought to
be thrown away, taken up with cotton; many of my very precious

Vin 1.272

medicines went into it, and what kind of a fee² will she give me?”
Then that merchant’s wife, having observed Jīvaka Komārabhac-

ca’s uneasiness, spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca: “Teacher, why
are you perturbed?”
“It occurred to me in this case: it is astonishing … will she give

me?”
“But, teacher, we householders know about this economy³; this

ghee is excellent for the servants or workmen for rubbing their feet,
or poured out into a lamp. Do not you, teacher, be perturbed, your
fee will not be lacking.”⁴

Kd 8.1.13

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca removed the merchant’s wife’s seven
year old disease of the head by just the one treatment through the

BD 4.385

nose.⁵Then that merchant’s wife, being well, gave four thousand⁶ to
Jīvaka Komārabhacca; her son, thinking, “Mymother is well”, gave
four thousand; her daughter-in-law, thinking, “Mymother-in-law is
well”, gave four thousand; the householder, the merchant, thinking,
“My wife is well”, gave four thousand and a slave and a slave-woman
and a horse-chariot.Then JīvakaKomārabhacca, taking these sixteen
thousand and the slave and the slave-woman and the horse-chariot,
set out for Rājagaha; in due course he approached Abhaya, the king’s
son, at Rājagaha; having approached he spoke thus to Abhaya, the
king’s son:
“Sire, this is for my first work: sixteen thousand and a slave and a

slave-woman and a horse-chariot. May your highness⁷ accept it as a
tribute for having had me cared for.”⁸
“No, good Jīvaka, let it be for you yourself; but do build a dwelling

¹ gharaṇī, see bd 2.203, n. 1. ² deyyadhamma. ³ saṁyama. ⁴ hāyati, to waste
away, to disappear, diminish, dwindle. ⁵ natthukamma. Allowed to monks at
Vin 1.204. Cf. Vin 3.83 and bd 1.143, n. 2. At dn i.12 called by some recluses and brah-
mins a low or worldly lore fromwhich Gotama abstains. ⁶ probably kahāpaṇas.
⁷ deva, masculine singular here. ⁸ posāvanika.
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in our palace¹.”
“Very well, sire,” and Jīvaka Komārabhacca having answered Ab-

haya, the king’s son, in assent, built a dwelling in the palace of Ab-
haya, the king’s son.

The story of King Bimbisāra
Kd 8.1.14

Now at that time King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha came to suffer
from a fistula; his outer garments were stained with blood. The
queens, seeing this, made fun of him, saying: “Now the king is in his
courses, the king is having a period, soon the king will give birth.”
On account of this the king became ashamed.Then King Seniya Bim-
bisāra of Magadha spoke thus to Abhaya, the king’s son:
“Good Abhaya, I have such a disease that my outer garments are

stained with blood.The queens, seeing this, make fun of me, saying,
‘… the king will give birth’. Please, good Abhaya, do find a doctor
such as could attend me.”
“Sire, there is this Jīvaka of ours, a young doctor of high repute,

he will attend your majesty.”
“Very well, good Abhaya, command the doctor, Jīvaka, so that he

Vin 1.273

shall attend me.”
Kd 8.1.15

BD 4.386Then Abhaya, the king’s son, commanded Jīvaka Komārabhacca,
saying: “Go, good Jīvaka, attend the king.”
“Very well, sire,” and Jīvaka Komārabhaccahaving answered Ab-

haya, the king’s son, in assent, taking medicine under his nail, ap-
proached King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached,
he spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“Sire, let me see the disease.”
Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca removed King Seniya Bimbisāra of

Magadha’s fistula with just the one ointment.Then King Seniya Bim-
bisāra of Magadha, being well, having had five hundred women
adorned with all kinds of ornaments, havingmade them take (these)
off, having had themmade into a pile, spoke thus to Jīvaka Komāra-

¹ antepura, not women’s quarters here.
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bhacca: “Let all these ornaments of the five hundredwomenbe yours,
good Jīvaka.”
“No, sire, may your majesty remember my office.”
“Well then, good Jīvaka, may you tendme and the women¹ and the

Order of monks with the awakened one at its head.”
“Very well, sire,” Jīvaka Komārabhacca answered King Seniya

Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent.

The story of the merchant of Rājagaha
Kd 8.1.16

Now at that time a merchant of Rājagaha had had a disease of the
head for seven years. Many very great, world-famed doctors who
had come had not been able to cure him. Taking much gold, they
went away. Moreover he came to be given up by the doctors. Some
doctors spoke thus: “The householder, the merchant will pass away²
on the fifth day.” Some doctors spoke thus: “The householder, the
merchant will pass away on the seventh day.” Then it occurred to
the urban council of Rājagaha: “This householder, the merchant is
very useful to the king as well as to the urban council, but yet he
has been given up by the doctors. Some doctors speak thus: ‘The
householder, the merchant will pass away on the fifth day.’ Some
doctors speak thus: ‘The householder, the merchant will pass away
on the seventh day.’ Now, this Jīvaka, the king’s doctor, is young and
of good repute. Suppose we should ask Jīvaka, the king’s doctor, to
attend the householder, the merchant?”

Kd 8.1.17

BD 4.387 Then the urban council of Rājagaha approached King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached they spoke thus to King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“Sire, thishouseholder, themerchant is veryuseful toyourmajesty

as well as to the citizens; but then he is given up by the doctors …
‘… will die on the seventh day’. It were good if your majesty were
to command Jīvaka, the doctor, to attend the householder, the mer-
chant.”

Vin 1.274

¹ itthāgāra. ² kālaṁ karissati, will complete his time (here, in this birth), will die.
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Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha commanded Jīvaka Ko-
mārabhacca, saying: “Go, good Jivaka, attend the householder, the
merchant.”
“Very well, sire,” and Jīvaka Komārabhaccahaving answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent, approached that house-
holder, the merchant; having approached, having observed the un-
easiness of the householder, the merchant, he spoke thus to the
householder, the merchant:
“If I, householder, should make you well, what would be my fee?”
“All my property shall become yours, teacher, and I will be your

slave.”
Kd 8.1.18

“Now, householder, are you able to lie down on one side for seven
months?”
“I am able, teacher, to lie down on one side for seven months.”
“Now, householder, are you able to lie down on the other side for

seven months?”
“I amable, teacher, to lie downon the other side for sevenmonths.”
“Now, householder, are you able to lie downonyour back for seven

months?”
“I am able, teacher, to lie down onmy back for seven months.”
Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, having made the householder, the

merchant lie down on a couch, having strapped him to the couch,
having cut open the skin of his head, having opened¹ a suture in the
skull,² having drawn out two living creatures,³ showed them to the
people, saying:
“Do you see, masters, these two living creatures, the one small,

the other large?This large living creature was seen by those teachers
BD 4.388

who spoke thus: ‘The householder, the merchant will pass away on
the fifth day’; on the fifth day it would have destroyed the brain of
the householder, the merchant, and when the brain had been de-
stroyed the householder, the merchant would have passed away. It
was rightly seen by those teachers. This small living creature was
seen by those teachers who spoke thus: ‘The householder, the mer-

¹ vināmetvā, Vin-a 1117 explains by vivaritvā. ² sibbinī, cf. Ja vi.339, sibbāni (plural).
³ pāṇaka.
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chantwill pass away on the seventh day’; on the seventh day it would
havedestroyed thebrain of thehouseholder, themerchant, andwhen
the brain had been destroyed the householder, the merchant would
have passed away. It was rightly seen by those teachers.” And having
closed the suture of the skull, having sewn up the skin of the head,
he applied an ointment.

Kd 8.1.19

Thenthehouseholder, themerchant,whensevendayshadpassed,
spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“I am not able, teacher, to lie down on one side for seven months.”
“But did you not, householder, answer me in assent, saying: ‘I am

able, teacher, to he down on one side for seven months’?”
“It is true, teacher, that I answered thus, but I will die, I am not

able to lie down on one side for seven months.”
“Well then, householder, you lie down on the other side for seven

months.”
Thenthehouseholder, themerchant,whensevendayshadpassed,

spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
Vin 1.275

“I am not able, teacher, to lie down on the other side for seven
months.”
“But did you not, householder, answer me in assent, saying: ‘I am

able, teacher, to lie down on the other side for seven months’?”
“It is true, teacher, that I answered thus, but I will die, I am not

able to lie down on the other side for seven months.”
“Well then, householder, you lie down on your back for seven

months.”
Thenthehouseholder, themerchant,whensevendayshadpassed,

spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“I am not able, teacher, to lie down onmy back for sevenmonths.”
“But did you not, householder, answer me in assent, saying: ‘I am

BD 4.389

able, teacher, to lie down onmy back for seven months’?
“It is true, teacher, that I answered thus, but I will die I am not

able to lie down onmy back for seven months.”
Kd 8.1.20

“If I, householder, had not spoken to you thus, you would not
have lain down so long (as this); but I knew beforehand that the
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householder, the merchant would become well in three times seven
days. Rise up, householder, you are well; find what is my fee.”
“All my property shall become yours, teacher, and I will be your

slave.”
“No, householder, do not give me all your property and do not

be my slave; give a hundred thousand to the king and a hundred
thousand to me.”

Then the householder, the merchant, being well, gave a hundred
thousand to the king and a hundred thousand to Jīvaka Komāra-
bhacca.

The story of the merchant’s son
Kd 8.1.21

Now at that time the son of a merchant of Benares,¹ while playing
at turning somersaults,² came to suffer from a twist in the bowels,
so that he did not properly digest the conjey that he drank nor did
he properly digest the food that he ate or relieve himself regularly.
Because of this he became thin, wretched, his colour bad, yellowish,
the veins showing all over his body.³Then it occurred to themerchant
of Benares:
“Now what kind of affliction has my son? He does not properly

digest the conjey that he drinks and he does not properly digest the
food that he eats and he does not relieve himself regularly. Because
of this he is thin, wretched, of a bad colour, yellowish, the veins
showing all over his body. What now if I, having gone to Rājagaha,
should ask the king for Jīvaka, the doctor, to attend my son?”

ThenthemerchantofBenares,havinggone toRājagaha, approach-
ed King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached, he spoke
thus to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha:
“Sire,my sonhas this kindof affliction: he doesnot properly digest

BD 4.390

… the veins showing all over his body. It were good if your majesty
Vin 1.276

¹ Bārāṇaseyyaka, an inhabitant of Benares, Bārāṇasī; on the analogy of Pāveyyaka,
an inhabitant of Pāvā, see above, bd 4.31, n. 2. ² mokkhacikāyakīḷantassa.Cf.bd 1.316,
n. 1, n. 12. ³ stock-phrase.
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were to command Jīvaka, the doctor, to attend my son.”
Kd 8.1.22

Then King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha commanded Jīvaka Ko-
mārabhacca, saying: “Go, good Jīvaka, having gone to Benares, attend
the son of the merchant of Benares.”
“Verywell, sire,” and Jīvaka Komārabhacca having answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent, having gone to Benares,
approached the son of the merchant of Benares; having approached,
havingobserved theuneasiness of the sonof themerchantofBenares,
having caused the people to be turned away, having surrounded him
with a curtain,¹ having tied him to a post, having placed his wife
in front (of him), having cut open the skin of his stomach, having
drawn out the twisted bowel, showed it to his wife, saying: “See, this
was your husband’s affliction; because of this he did not properly
digest the conjey that he drank and did not properly digest the food
that he ate and did not relieve himself regularly; because of this he
is thin, wretched, his colour bad, yellowish, the veins showing all
over his body.” Having straightened out the twisted bowel, having
put back the bowel again, having sewn up the skin of the stomach,
he applied an ointment. Then the son of the merchant of Benares
soon became well. Then the merchant of Benares, saying: “My son is
well,” gave sixteen thousand to Jīvaka Komārabhacca.Then Jīvaka
Komārabhacca, taking those sixteen thousand, went back again to
Rājagaha.

The story of King Pajjota
Kd 8.1.23

Now at that time King Pajjota² came to be suffering from jaundice.³
Many very great, world-famed doctors, who had come had not been
able to curehim; takingmuchgold, theywent away.ThenKingPajjota
sent a messenger to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha, saying: “I
have this kind of disease; it would be good if your majesty were to

¹ tirokaraṇī, as at Vin 2.152. ² King of Avantī, capital Ujjenī; cf. Dhp-a i.192.
³ paṇḍurogābādha. Cf. Vin 1.206 where a monk had this disease.The cure “allowed”
himwas different from the one administered to Pajjota.
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command Jīvaka, the doctor, so that he should attendme.”ThenKing
Bimbisāra of Magadha commanded Jīvaka Komārabhacca, saying:
“Go, good Jīvaka, having gone to Ujjenī, attend King Pajjota.”

BD 4.391

“Very well, sire,” and Jīvaka Komārabhaccahaving answered King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent, having gone to Ujjenī, ap-
proached King Pajjota, and having approached, having observed his
uneasiness, he spoke thus to King Pajjota:

Kd 8.1.24

“Sire, I will cook up some ghee, and your majesty will drink it.”
“No, good Jīvaka, dowhat you can tomake (me)well without ghee;

ghee is abhorrent to me, loathsome.”Then it occurred to Jīvaka Ko-
mārabhacca: “Theking’s disease is of suchakind that it is not possible

Vin 1.277

to make himwell without ghee. Suppose I should cook up the ghee
(so that it has) the colour of an astringent decoction, the smell of an
astringent decoction, the taste of an astringent decoction¹?”

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca cooked up the ghee with various
medicines (so that it had) the colour of an astringent decoction, the
smell of an astringent decoction, the taste of an astringent decoction.
Then it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca: “When the king has drunk
and digested the ghee, it will make him sick. This king is violent,²
he might have me killed. Suppose I should ask (for permission to go
away) beforehand?” Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca approached King
Pajjota; having approached he spoke thus to King Pajjota:

Kd 8.1.25

“Sire, we doctors at such a moment³ as this are pulling up roots,
gathering medicines. It were good if your majesty were to command
at the stables⁴ and at the gateways, saying: ‘Let Jīvaka go out bymeans

¹ kasāvavaṇṇaṁ kasāvagandhaṁ kasāvarasaṁ. Vinaya Texts ii.187 reads “so that it
takes the colour, lie smell and the taste of an astringent decoction”. Pali-English
Dictionary suggests “of reddish-yellow colour, having a pungent smell, having an
astringent taste.” Four kinds of kasāva, astringent decoctions, to beused asmedicine
in flavouring food, are allowed at Vin 1.201, and kasāvodaka, a watery astringent
decoction, at Vin 1.205. At Vin 2.151 the kasāva allowed was an astringent liquid to
be applied to the colouring matter given to walls so as to make the colouring stick
on. ² caṇḍa. Pajjota’s full name was Caṇḍapajjota. ³ muhutta is a short period
of time, its use here presumably implying that it was urgent for him to get away on
his business. ⁴ vāhanāgāra, the room for the conveyances, mounts, vehicles or
beasts of burden, so stables, coach house.
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of whatever conveyance¹ he desires, let him go out by whatever gate-
way he desires, let him go out at whatever time he desires, let him

BD 4.392

come in atwhatever time he desires’.”ThenKing Pajjota commanded
at the stables and at the gateways, saying: “Let Jīvaka go out bymeans
of whatever conveyance he desires, let him go out by whatever gate-
way he desires, let him go out at whatever time he desires, let him
come in at whatever time he desires.”

Now at that time King Pajjota had a she-elephant, called Bhad-
davatikā, who could do fifty yojanas.² Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca
offered the ghee to King Pajjota, saying: “Let your majesty drink an
astringent decoction.”Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca havingmade King
Pajjota drink the ghee, having gone to the elephant stable, hastened
out of the city on the she-elephant, Bhaddavatikā.

Kd 8.1.26

Then King Pajjota, when he had drunk and digested the ghee,
was sick.Then King Pajjota spoke thus to the people: “Good sirs, the
wicked Jīvaka has made me drink ghee. Well now, good sirs, look for
the doctor, Jīvaka.”
“Sire, he has hastened out of the city on the she-elephant, Bhad-

davatikā.”

Now at that time King Pajjota came to have a slave called Kāka,³
who could do sixty yojanas and who was born of a non-human being.
Then King Pajjota commanded the slave, Kāka, saying: “Go, good
Kāka, make Jīvaka, the doctor, return, saying, ‘The king, teacher,
orders you to come back’.⁴ Now, good Kāka, these doctors are full of
cunning, so do not accept any thing from him.”

Kd 8.1.27

And the slave, Kāka, caught up Jīvaka Komārabhacca on the road
to Kosambī as he was having breakfast.Then Kāka, the slave, spoke
thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca: “The king, teacher, orders you to come

Vin 1.278

back.”
¹ vāhana, mount. ² Vinaya Texts ii.188 adds “(in one day)”; this information is
given at Dhp-a i.196: ekadivasaṁ paññasa yojanāni gacchati. Above she is described
as paññāsayojanikā. ³ Mentioned at Dhp-a i.196. ⁴ nivattāpeti, “is having you
sent back”.
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“Wait, good Kāka, until we have eaten; come, good Kāka, you eat.”
“No, teacher, I am commanded by the king, saying: ‘Now good

Kāka, these doctors are full of cunning, so do not accept anything
from him’.”

Now at that time Jīvaka Komārabhacca, having stripped off ¹ the
BD 4.393

medicinal (part) with his nail, was eating an emblic myrobalan² and
drinking water.Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca spoke thus to Kāka, the
slave: “Here, good Kāka, eat the emblic myrobalan and drink the
water.”

Kd 8.1.28

Then Kāka, the slave, thinking: “This doctor is eating the emblic
myrobalan and drinking the water, there should not be anything
harmful,”³ ate half the emblic myrobalan and drank the water. But
he ejected that half emblicmyrobalan that hewas eating, on the spot.
Then Kāka, the slave, spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“Is there life for me, teacher?”
“Do not be afraid, good Kāka, for you will get well; but the king is

violent, that king might have me killed, so I am not coming back,”
and giving the she-elephant, Bhaddavatikā, into Kāka’s charge, he
set out for Rājagaha; in due course he approached Rājagaha, and
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached he told this
matter to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha.
“You did well, good Jīvaka, in not going back, that king is violent,

he might have you killed.”
Kd 8.1.29

ThenKing Pajjota, beingwell, sent amessenger to Jīvaka Komāra-
bhacca, saying: “Let Jīvaka come, I will grant him a boon.”
“No, master, let his majesty remember my office.”

¹ olumpetvā, with variant reading (see Vin 1.390) ulumpetvā, odametvā, oḷum-
petvā. Vin-a 1117 explains by odahitvā pakkhipitvā, having put in, having inserted.
² āmalaka, phyllanthus emblica.The fruit allowed as amedicine at Vin 1.201. ³ na
arahati kiñci pāpakaṁ hotuṁ.
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On a pair of Siveyyaka cloths

Now at that time there accrued to King Pajjota a pair of Siveyyaka
cloths¹ which were the chief and best and foremost and most excel-
lent and loveliest of many cloths, of many pairs of cloths, of many

BD 4.394

hundred pairs of cloths, of many thousand pairs of cloths, of many
hundred thousand pairs of cloths.Then King Pajjota sent this pair of
Siveyyaka cloths to Jīvaka Komārabhacca.Then it occurred to Jīvaka
Komārabhacca:
“This pair of Siveyyaka cloths, sent me by King Pajjota, is themost

excellent and loveliest of many cloths …; no one else is worthy of it
but the Lord, the perfected one, the wholly awakened one, or King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha.”

On exactly thirty purges
Kd 8.1.30

Nowat that time the Lord came to have a disturbance of the humours
of his body.²Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying:

Vin 1.279

“Ānanda, the Truth-finder has a disturbance of the humours of his
¹ Siveyyaka dussayuga. Vin-a 1117 gives two explanations of Siveyyaka: either it
means the cloths used in the Uttarakuru country for covering the dead bodies
brought to the cemeteries, sīvatthika, in which case a certain kind of bird taking
a piece of flesh to the Himalayas, eats it and throws aside the cloth; then a forest-
wanderer seeing the cloth brings it to the king; this cloth was obtained by Pajjota
in this way. Or, Siveyyakameans that the good women of the Sivi kingdom think,
‘thread is spun from these filicules’ and they speak of a cloth woven of this thread
by this name. “Because of this siveyyakameans cemetery-cloth in the Uttarakuru
country, and cloth produced in the Sivi kingdom”.Vinaya Texts ii.190 says “No doubt
the latter explication is the right one”. Cf. Pāvā, Pāveyyaka, above, bd 4.31, n. 2 and
Bārāṇasī, Bārāṇaseyyaka, above, bd 4.389, n. 1.
Dussayuga means the two cloths, the loin-cloth or dhoti, and the upper cloth,

which are usually worn by laymen. ² kāyo dosābhisanno. Cf. Vin 1.206 where a
certain monk was abhisannaskāya, “had a superfluity of humours in his body”; vari-
ous purgative, were allowed. At Vin 2.119 somemonks also became abhisannakāya.
Vinaya Texts ii.60, n. 6 says that dosa “is a disturbance of the so-called humours in
the body.” Dosa is used in sense of some kind of sickness at Mil 43. At Mil 172 we get
tikicchako abhisanne kāye kupite dose sinehaniyāni bhesajjāni deti, “does a physician
give softening medicines when the body is full of humours and afflicted by them?”
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body; the Truth-finder desires to take¹ a purgative.”²Then the vener-
able Ānanda approached Jīvaka Komārabhacca; having approached
he spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“Jīvaka, sir, the Truth-finder has a disturbance of the humours of

his body; the Truth-finder desires to take a purgative.”
“Well now, revered Ānanda, lubricate³ the Truth-finder’s body

for a few days.”Then the venerable Ānanda, having lubricated the
Truth-finder’s body for a fewdays, approached JīvakaKomārabhacca;
having approached he spoke thus to Jīvaka Komārabhacca:
“Jīvaka, sir, the Truth-finder’s body has been lubricated; what do

you think is right for him now?”
Kd 8.1.31

Then it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca: “It is not suitable that
I should give a strong purgative to the Lord,” and having had three
handfuls of lotuses⁴ mixed⁵ with various medicines, he approached

BD 4.395

the Lord; having approached he offered the Lord one handful of
lotuses, saying: “Lord, may the Lord sniff up⁶ (the scent of) this
first handful of lotuses; this will purge the Lord ten times.”Then he
offered the Lord the second handful of lotuses, saying: “Lord, may
the Lord sniff up (the scent of) this second handful of lotuses; this
will purge the Lord ten times.” Then he offered the Lord the third
handful of lotuses, saying: “Lord, may the Lord sniff up (the scent of)
this third handful of lotuses; thiswill purge the Lord ten times”; thus,
he thought that the Lord would be purged all together thirty times.⁷
Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, having given the Lord a purgative for
thirty times all together, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping
his right side towards him.

Kd 8.1.32

Then it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca when he had gone out-
side the porch: “A purgative has been given by me to the Lord for all
together thirty times.The Lord has a disturbance of the humours of

¹ pātuṁ, literally to drink; cf. same phrase at Vin 1.206, where purging drinks are
allowed. ² virecana. This and three other kinds are held (at dn i.12) by some
recluses and Brahmins to be worldly lore—abstained from by Gotama. ³ sine-
hetha. Cf. sinehaniyāni bhesajjāni atMil 172. ⁴ uppalahatthāni. ⁵ paribhāvetvā, or
supplied with, treated with. ⁶ upasiṅghatu, cf. sn i.204. ⁷ Passive construction.
Literally: thus will there be for the Lord a purge thirty times.
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his body; it will not purge the Lord all together thirty times, it will
purge the Lord twenty-nine times, but then the Lord, being purged,
will bathe; when he has bathed, the Lord will purge once, thus the
Lord will be purged all together thirty times.”Then the Lord, know-
ing by mind the reasoning in the mind¹ of Jīvaka Komārabhacca,
addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying:
“Now, Ānanda, it occurred to Jīvaka Komārabhacca when he had

gone outside the porch: ‘A purgative has been given byme to the Lord
… thus the Lord will be purged all together thirty times.’ Well now,
Ānanda, prepare (some) hot water.”
“Verywell, Lord,” and the venerable Ānanda having answered the

Lord in assent, prepared (some) hot water.
Vin 1.280
Kd 8.1.33 ThenJīvakaKomārabhaccaapproached theLord;havingapproach-

ed, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As
he was sitting down at a respectful distance, Jīvaka Komārabhacca
spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, is the Lord purged?”
“I am purged, Jīvaka.”
“Now, Lord, it occurred to me after I had gone outside the porch:

BD 4.396

‘A purgative has been given byme to the Lord… thus the Lord will be
purged all together thirty times.’ Lord, let the Lord bathe, let thewell-
farer bathe.” Then the Lord bathed in the hot water; when he had
bathed the Lord purged once; thus the Lord purged all together thirty
times. Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord,
until the Lord’s body comes to be normal, almsfood of juices will be
enough.”²

On asking for a boon

And the Lord’s body soon became normal.
Kd 8.1.34

Then Jīvaka Komārabhacca, taking that pair of Siveyyaka cloths,
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,

¹ cetasā cetoparivitakkaṁ aññāya, stock; cf. sn i.103, sn i.178. ² alaṁ yūs-
apiṇḍapātena. Vinaya Texts ii.193 translates “you had better abstain from liquid
food”. Natural juices, akaṭayūsa, are allowed at Vin 1.206 as a purgative.
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he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, Jīvaka Komārabhacca spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, I ask one boon of the Lord.”
“Jīvaka, Truth-finders are beyond (granting) boons.”¹
“Lord, it is what is allowable and what is blameless.”
“Speak on, Jīvaka.”
“Lord, the Lord and the Order of monks are wearers of rag-robes.²

Lord, this pair of Siveyyaka cloths was sent me by King Pajjota; of
many cloths, ofmany pairs of cloths, ofmany hundred pairs of cloths,
of many thousand pairs of cloths, of many hundred thousand pairs
of cloths, it is the chief and best and foremost and most excellent
and loveliest. Lord, may the Lord accept my pair of Siveyyaka cloths,
andmay he allow householders’ robes³ to the Order of monks.”The
Lord accepted the pair of Siveyyaka cloths.Then the Lord gladdened,
rejoiced, roused, delighted JīvakaKomārabhaccawithdhamma-talk.⁴
And when Jīvaka Komārabhacca had been gladdened … delighted by
the Lord with dhamma-talk, rising from his seat, greeting the Lord,
he departed keeping his right side towards him.

Kd 8.1.35

Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given dhamma-talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:

BD 4.397

“I allow you,monks, householders’ robes.Whoeverwishesmay be
a rag-robe wearer; whoever wishes may consent to (accept) house-
holders’ robes.⁵ And I, monks, commend satisfaction with the one or
the other.”⁶

People in Rājagaha heard: “Householders’ robes are allowed to
Vin 1.281

monks by the Lord,” and these people became joyful, elated, thinking:

¹ atikhantavarā. Cf. Vin 1.82, Vin 1.292. See above, bd 4.104. ² Vin-a 1119 says that
neither the Lord during the twenty years since his attainment of enlightenment
until this event happened, nor any monk, had accepted householders’ robes; all
were rag-robe wearers. ³ Vin-a 1119 makes the point that these were robes (or
robe-material) given by householders. ⁴ Vin-a 1119 says “with talk connected
with the advantage of giving clothes”. ⁵ Cf. Vin 3.172 (bd 1.298). ⁶ itarītarena.
Cf. Kd8.3.2. Vin-a 1119 says “with one of little value, with one of great value, with
whatever it is”. Thus Childers is, I think, right in understanding the phrase as
“whether the robes are good or bad”, see Vinaya Texts ii.194, n. 2.
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“Nowwewill give gifts, we will workmerit,¹ inasmuch as household-
ers’ robes are allowed to monks by the Lord.” And in just one day
many thousand robes were produced in Rājagaha.

Countrypeopleheard: “Householders’ robes are allowed tomonks
by the Lord,” and these people became joyful and elated, thinking:
‘Nowwe will give gifts, we will work merit, inasmuch as household-
ers’ robes are allowed to monks by the Lord.” And in just one day
many thousand robes were produced in the country.

Kd 8.1.36

Now at that time a mantle² accrued to the Order.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a mantle.” A silk
mantle accrued. “I allow you, monks, a silk mantle,” he said. A fleecy
coverlet accrued.³ “I allow you, monks, a fleecy coverlet,” he said.

Told is the First Portion for Repeating

On permission forwoollen garments, etc.

Kd 8.2.1 Now at that time the king of Kāsi⁴ sent woollen stuff ⁵ that wasworth
BD 4.398

¹ puññam karissāma. This literal translation best preserves the Indian notion of
karma, kamma, deeds, actions, or working whose result is held to be either good
or bad, meritorious or lacking in merit. ² pāvāra, or cloak. Word occurs at
Ja v.409. Vin-a 1119 says salomako kappāsikapāvāro, a cotton pāvārawith something
woolly—loma being thewool or hair of an animal. ³ kojava. Pali-English Dictionary
gives a “rug or cover with long hair, a fleecy counterpane”, and Childers “a goat’s
hair coverlet of fine workmanship,” (cf. Abhidhānappadīpa 312). Vin-a 1119 distin-
guishes between the ordinary kojava, meant here, and kojavawhich ismahāpiṭṭhiya,
large at the back (?), and says that like a pāvāra it is made of wool. Word occurs
again at Dhp-a i.177, translated Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, i.259, “coverlet of
goat’s hair”; and at Dhp-a iii.297, as pāvārakojava, translated Buddhist Legends iii.96,
“cloak and goats’ hair coverlet”. Kojava occurs in definition of goṇaka, a woollen
cover with long fleece, at Vin-a 1086, dn-a 86,Thig-a 253, sn-a ii.325. ⁴ Kāsiwas a
mahājanapada, whose capital was Benares. Vin-a 1119 says that the kingwas brother
to Pasenadi by the same father. ⁵ kambala, or a woollen blanket or garment.
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half a kāsi, being valued at half a kāsi,¹ to Jīvaka Komārabhacca.Then
Jīvaka Komārabhacca, taking that woollen stuff that was worth half
a kāsi, approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at
a respectful distance, Jīvaka Komārabhacca spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, this woollen stuff that is worth half a kāsi, being valued at
half a kāsi, was sent to me by the king of Kāsi. Lord, may the Lord
accept the woollen stuff from me that it may be for me a blessing
and a happiness for a long time.” The Lord accepted the woollen
stuff. Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Jīvaka
Komārabhacca with dhamma-talk. Jīvaka Komārabhacca, gladdened
…with dhamma-talk, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his
right side towards him.Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks,
woollen stuff.”

Kd 8.3.1At that time various kinds² of robe-material accrued to the Order.
Then it occurred to the monks: “Now, what (kind of) robe-materials
are allowed by the Lord, what are not allowed?”They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, I allow six (kinds of) robe-materials³:
¹ aḍḍhakāsikaṁ kambalaṁ pahesi upaḍḍhakāsinaṁ khamamānaṁ. Vinaya Texts ii.195
has “awoollengarmentmadehalf of Benares cloth…”withnote that “our translation
of aḍḍhakāsikaṁ kambalaṁ is merely conjectural.” Vin-a 1119 says “here kāsimeans
a thousand, a thing worth that is kāsiya, but this is worth five hundred, therefore it
is called half-kāsi; for this same reason it is said upaḍḍhakāsīnaṁ khamamānaṁ”.
Thewhole passage is obscure. Benares was famous for its silks andmuslins, but the
stuff sent by the king was of wool. I am therefore following the Commentary’s lead
in taking kāsi, kāsika and kāsīnaṁ as representing worth, cost or value in the above
passage. Critical Pali Dictionary under aḍḍhakāsika says that it “seems originally to
mean a sort of ‘ half-muslin’ (cf. kāsika), but here taken in the sense of a piece of
stuff sufficient for half the people of Kāsī”. See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names under
Aḍḍhākāsī, the courtesan, for suggestions that she derived her name from the fact
that she charged her patrons “five hundred” (i.e. probably kahāpaṇas). Pp-a 315 gives
the value of brand new, neither new nor old, andworn Kāsi cloths. Ja vi.151, Ja vi.450
says that a garment of Kāsi cloth is worth a hundred thousand. ² uccāvacāni.
Vin-a 1119 says “nice and nasty.” ³ At Vin 1.58, Vin 1.96 these six are called benefits
extra to rag-robes. At an iv.394 the first four are mentioned as forming part of a
rich gift. See bd 2.143 for notes.They are, naturally, identical with the six kinds of
thread or yarn, Vin 3.256.
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linen, cotton, silk, wool, coarse hempen cloth, canvas.”
Kd 8.3.2

BD 4.399 Now at that time these monks consented to householders’ robes;
Vin 1.282 (but) being scrupulous, they did not consent to rag-robes, thinking:

“Only one (kind of) robe is allowed by the Lord, not two (kinds).”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, I allow himwho
consents to householders’ robes to consent also to rag-robes. And I,
monks, commend satisfaction with both.”¹

On searching for rag-robes
Kd 8.4.1 Now at that time several² monks came to be going along a high-road

in the Kosala country. Some monks went into a cemetery for rag-
robes,³ other monks did not wait.Those monks who went into the
cemetery for rag-robes obtained rag-robes; those monks who did
not wait spoke thus: “Your reverences, give us also a portion.”

These spoke thus: “Your reverences, we will not give you a por-
tion; why did you not wait?”

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, you, monks,
not to give a portion, if you are not willing, to thosewho do not wait.”

Kd 8.4.2

Now at that time several monks came to be going along a high-
road in the Kosala country. Some monks went into a cemetery for
rag-robes, other monks waited. Those monks who went into the
cemetery for rag-robes obtained rag-robes; thosemonkswhowaited
spoke thus: “Your reverences, give us also a portion.”

These spoke thus: “Your reverences, we will not give you a por-
tion; why did you not go in?”

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
give a portion, (even) if you are not willing, to those who wait.”

Kd 8.4.3

Now at that time several monks came to be going along a high-
road in the Kosala country. Some monks went into a cemetery for

¹ Cf. Kd 8.1.35. ² sambahulā. ³ At Vism62 cemetery-rags, sosānika, head the list
of rags fromwhich rag-robes can be made.
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rag-robes first, other monks went in afterwards.Those monks who
went into the cemetery for rag-robes first, obtained rag-robes.Those
monks who went in afterwards did not obtain them; these spoke

BD 4.400

thus: “Your reverences, give us also a portion.”
These spoke thus: “Your reverences, we will not give you a por-

tion; why did you go in afterwards?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,

not to give a portion, if you are not willing, to those who go in after-
wards.”

Kd 8.4.4

Now at that time several monks came to be going along a high-
road in the Kosala country. These went into a cemetery together¹
for rag-robes; some monks obtained rag-robes, other monks did not

Vin 1.283

obtain them.Thosemonkswhodidnot obtain themspoke thus: “Your
reverences, give us also a portion.”

These spoke thus: “Your reverences, we will not give you a por-
tion; why did not you obtain (any)?”

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
to give a portion, (even) if you are not willing, to those who go in
together with (you).”

Kd 8.4.5

Now at that time several monks came to be going along a high-
road in the Kosala country.These, havingmade an agreement,² went
into a cemetery for rag-robes; somemonks obtained rag-robes, other
monks did not obtain them.Those monks who did not obtain them,
spoke thus: “Your reverences, give us also a portion.”

These spoke thus: “Your reverences, we will not give you a por-
tion; why did you not obtain (any)?”

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
having made an agreement, to give a portion, (even) if you are not
willing, to those who go in.”

¹ Sadisā okkamiṁsu, Vin-a 1120 gives two explanations: either they all, sabbe, went
in, or, they went in at one part (or quarter), ekadisāya. ² Vin-a 1120 says that “the
rag-robes obtained having been distributed to all, they say, ‘We will take them’ ”.
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On an agreement for the receiver of cloth
Kd 8.5.1 Now at that time people, taking robe-material, came to a monastery;

these, not finding an accepter,¹ conveyed it back; little robe-material
accrued.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with five

BD 4.401

qualities as accepter of robe-material²: one who would not follow a
wrong course through partiality, one who would not follow a wrong
course through hatred, one who would not follow a wrong course
through stupidity, onewhowould not follow awrong course through
fear, and one who would knowwhat is taken and what is not taken.³

Kd 8.5.2

“And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon. First, a monk is to
be requested. Having requested (him), the Order should be informed
by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, the Order should
agree upon the monk so and so as accepter of robe-material. This is
the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.The Order is
agreeing upon the monk so and so as accepter of robe-material. If
the agreement upon themonk so and so as accepter of robe-material
is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent; he to whom it
is not pleasing should speak.Themonk so and so is agreed upon by
the Order as accepter of robe-material. It is pleasing to the Order;
therefore they are silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 8.6.1 Nowat that time themonkswhowere accepters of robe-material,
having accepted robe-material, leaving it just there, went away; the
robe-material was lost. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with five quali-

Vin 1.284

¹ paṭiggāhaka, or distributor. ² At Vin 2.176 it is said that at that time there
was no accepter of robe-material, cīvarapaṭiggāhaka. One is to be agreed upon
by the monks in precisely the same way as above, which was indeed the regular
manner for appointing all the functionaries of the Older. Vin-a 1120 says that the
cīvarapaṭiggāhaka takes the robe-material which is being given to the Order by the
householders. Cf. an iii.274. ³ For gahitāgahita. cf. Vin 2.167, Vin 2.176, Vin 3.246.
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ties as keeper of robe-material¹: one who would not follow a wrong
course throughpartiality…onewhowouldnot followawrongcourse
through fear, and one who would knowwhat is laid by and what is
not laid by.²

Kd 8.6.2

“And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon …” (as in Kd8.5.2
BD 4.402

reading keeper of robe-material instead of accepter of robe-material.)

On an agreement for a storeroom, etc.
Kd 8.7.1Now at that time the monks who were keepers of robe-material kept

the robe-material in a shed³ and at the root of a tree and in the hollow
of a nimb-tree⁴; it was eaten by rats and white ants.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a store-room that the Order

desires: a dwelling-place or a curved house⁵ or a long house⁶ or a
mansion⁷ or a cave.⁸

Kd 8.7.2

“And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon.The Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let theOrder listen tome. If it seems right to theOrder, theOrder
should agree upon such and such a dwelling-place as a store-room.
This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The
Order is agreeing upon such and such a dwelling-place as a store-
room. If the agreement upon such and such a dwelling-place as a
store-room is pleasing to the venerable ones let them be silent; he
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. Such and such a dwelling-
place is agreed upon by the Order as a store-room. It is pleasing to
the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 8.8.1Nowat that time anOrder’s robe-material came to be unguarded⁹
in the store-room.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

¹ cīvaranidāhaka, the one who lays aside or puts away the robe-material, until it is
wanted. ² nihitānihita. ³ maṇḍapa. ⁴ nimbakosa. Cf. Vin 1.152. ⁵ aḍḍhayoga.
See above, bd 4.75, n. 4. ⁶ pāsāda, see bd 2.16, n. 5. ⁷ hammiya, see bd 2.16, n. 6.
⁸ guha. On these five, see above, bd 4.75. ⁹ Vin-a 1121 says from rain, mice, white
ants, crumbling walls.
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“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with five
qualities as guardian of the store-room¹: one who would not follow a
wrong course throughpartiality…onewhowouldnot followawrong
course through fear, and one who would knowwhat is guarded and

BD 4.403

what is not guarded.² And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon …
‘…Themonk so and so is agreed upon by the Order as guardian of
the store-room. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus

Vin 1.285

do I understand this’.”

Kd 8.8.2

At that time the group of six monks turned away³ the guardian
of a store-room.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
a guardian of a store-room is not to be turned away.⁴Whoever
should turn him away, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 8.9.1 Now at that time robe-material came to be heaped up in an Or-
der’s store-room.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, to distribute it by means of the Order that is present.”⁵
Then the whole Order, distributing the robe-material, made a tu-
mult.⁶They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with five

¹ bhaṇḍāgārika. Cf. an iii.274. At Vin 2.176 it is said that there was no bhaṇḍāgārika
at that time. The Lord allowed one to be appointed, as above. ² According to
Vin-a 1122 he should guard against the pests (note before the last above), should
close the doors and window-holes in the cold weather and open them in the hot
weather to let the wind come in.The accepter of robe-material—whether accepted
at the right time or the wrong time, whether given for urgent reasons, whether
robes for the rains, rugs, sheets or towels—should give these things to the keeper of
robe-material, who should give them to the guardian of the storeroom.Thus, put by
in the storeroom,when the time comes, they can be given to amonk as a set of three
robes, or as two robes or as one. ³ vuṭṭhāpenti, made get up, removed; cf.Vin 4.42.
⁴ Vin-a 1122 says that there are four kinds of persons not to be turned away: an older
monk (older than the one who would turn him out), a guardian of a storeroom,
an ill monk, one who has received lodgings from the Order. ⁵ sammukhībhūta.
Vin-a 1123 says “being within the precincts and boundary.” ⁶ Vin-a 1123 says that
they made a great noise, saying, ‘Give for our teacher, give for our preceptor.’
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qualities as distributor of robe-material¹: one who would not follow
a wrong course through partiality … one who would not follow a
wrong course through fear, and one who would know what is dis-
tributed and what is not distributed. And thus, monks, should he be
agreed upon … ‘…Themonk so and so is agreed upon by the Order
as distributor of robe-material. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore
it is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 8.9.2

BD 4.404Then it occurred to the monks who were the distributors of robe-
material: “Now, how should we distribute the robe-material?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having
first examined² it, having estimated³ it, having equalised⁴ it, having
counted the monks, having formed them into sections,⁵ to arrange⁶
a share of the robe-material (for each section).”

Then it occurred to the monks who were the distributors of robe-
material: “Now, how should a share of the robe-material be given
to novices?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to give half a share to novices.”

Kd 8.9.3

Now at that time a certain monk became desirous of crossing

¹ cīvarabhājaka. Cf. Vin 2.176 where it is said that at that time there was no distrib-
utor of robe-material; one was allowed to be appointed, as above. ² uccinitvā,
Vin-a 1123 saying: examining the clothes thus, saying, “This is thick, this is fine,
this is massive, this is small, this is used, this is not used, this is so much in length,
this is so much across”. ³ tulayitvā, weighed or measured; estimated or assessed.
Vin-a 1123 says, “thinking, ‘this is worth so much, this so much’, thus determining
by value”. ⁴ vaṇṇāvaṇṇaṁ katvā, having made it fair. Vin-a 1123 says, “if each
(monk) obtains one (robe or piece of material) worth ten (kahāpaṇas?), that is right;
but if he does not obtain it, then taking what is worth nine or eight together with
another (piece) worth one or two, thus the meaning is: in this way arranging (or
establishing) equal shares”. ⁵ vaggaṁ bandhitvā. Vin-a 1123 says that in case the
robe-material cannot be given to each one on one day, then counting the monks
by tens, the portions of robe-material by tens, having formed a section one by one,
havingmade one collection (or heap of thematerial), he says, “I allowyou to arrange
one portion of robe-material”. When the portion of robe-material is arranged thus,
lots should be cast, and when this is done the portion should be distributed among
those monks who win the casting of the lots. ⁶ ṭhapetuṁ, or to set aside.
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over¹ with his own portion.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to give his own portion to one who is crossing
over.” Now at that time a certain monk became desirous of crossing
over with more than one portion.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monk, to givemore than one portion if he gives
a compensation.”²

Kd 8.9.4

Then it occurred to the monks who were the distributors of robe-
BD 4.405

material: “Now, how should a share of the robe-material be given: in
the order in which they came in,³ or according to seniority?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having
made good anything lacking,⁴ to cast lots with kusa-grass.”⁵

On dying robes

Kd 8.10.1 Now at that time monks dyed robe-material with dung⁶ and with
Vin 1.286

yellow clay⁷; the robe-material came to be a bad colour.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, six (kinds of) dyes:
dye from roots, dye from stems,⁸ dye from bark, dye from leaves, dye
from flowers, dye from fruits.”

Kd 8.10.2

¹ uttaritukāma. Vin-a 1124 says a river or thewilds. ² anukkhepa.Word apparently
only occurs here. Vin-a 1125 says it means, “whatever goods are allowable may be
delivered in return, may be handed over”, i.e. by the monk receiving more than
one portion. It seems like a system of barter. ³ āgatapaṭipātiya. ⁴ vikalake
tosetvā. Vin-a 1125 mentions two kinds of deficiencies, that of robes and that of
individuals. Deficiency of robes is met by cutting up the robes that are left over
into strips, so that the insufficiency is remedied. Deficiency of individuals is when
monks have been counted ten by ten into sections, vagga, and one vagga is not
complete, consisting of only eight or nine monks. Kusa lots should then be cast.
⁵ kusapātaṁkātuṁ. If the deficiency of robes cannot be satisfied, lotsmay be cast for
another requisite, Vin-a 1125.Thiswould hardly get over the difficulty of inadequate
clothing. ⁶ chakanenā ti gomayena, Vin-a 1126. Chakana allowed at Vin 1.202 to
monks who are not ill for use on the body. ⁷ paṇḍumattikā. Vin-a 1126 explains by
tambamattikā, copper-coloured clay. ⁸ mūla and khandhawith bīja at Vin 4.34f.
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Now at that timemonks dyed robe-material with cold water;¹ the
robe-material came to smell nasty.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, a little dye-pot in which to boil the
dye.”²The dye was spilt.³ They told this matter to the Lord.⁴ He said:
“I allow, you, monks, to arrange a basin (to prevent the dye from)
spilling.”⁵ Now at that time themonks did not knowwhether the dye

BD 4.406

had boiled or had not (fully) boiled.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, to put a drop⁶ into water or on to the
back of your nail.”

Kd 8.10.3

Now at that time monks, pouring out the dye, upset the pot; the
pot was broken.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, a ladle for the dye, a scoop with a handle.” Now at that
time the monks did not have a dye-vessel.⁷They told this matter to
the Lord. He said “I allow you, monks, a pitcher for the dye,⁸ a bowl
for the dye.”⁹ Now at that time monks steeped robe-material in a
dish¹⁰ and also in a bowl, the robe-material was split. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a trough for the
dye.”¹¹

Kd 8.11.1Now at that timemonks spread out robe-material on the ground;
the robe-material became dusty.They told this matter to the Lord.

¹ sītunnakāya, see Vinaya Texts ii.390 for variant readings also Sinhalese edition
ii.343, sītundikāya. Vin-a 1126 says sītudakā ti apakkarajanaṁ vuccati, cold water
means that it is called unboiled dye. ² rajanaṁ pacituṁ cullarajanahumbhin
ti. ³ uttariyati. Uttarati is to flow over (of water), to boil over. ⁴ Omitted in
text, inserted in Sinhalese edition ⁵ uttarāḷumpaṁ bandhituṁ, variant readings
uttarāḷumpakaṁ, uttarāḷavaṁ uttarāḷuvaṁ. Passage is somewhat obscure. Vinaya
Texts ii.205 has “I prescribe that you put basins (under the dye-pots) to catch the
spilt (dye)”. Vin-a 1126 reads uttarāḷuvan ti vaṭṭādhārakaṁ rajanakumbhiyā majjhe
ṭhapetvā taṁ ādhārakaṁ parikkhipitvā rajanaṁ pakkhipituṁ anujānāmi ti attho. evaṁ
hi kate rajanaṁnauttarati, i.e. “uttarāḷuvameans a round basin.Themeaning is, ‘I al-
lowyou toput in thedye,havingplaced itmiddle of thedye-pot, havingenclosed that
basin; having done this, dye does not spill’.” ⁶ thevakaṁdātuṁ. ⁷ rajanabhājana.
⁸ rajanakolamba. ⁹ rajanaghaṭa. ¹⁰ pāti. ¹¹ rajanadoṇikā. At Vin 2.120mat-
tikādoṇikā are allowed; cf. udakadoṇikā at Vin 2.220.
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He said: “I allow you, monks, a grass matting.”¹ The grass matting
was eaten bywhite ants.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, a bamboo (for hanging up) robe-material, a cord
for (hanging up) robe-material.”They hung it up² by the middle; the
dye dripped down³ on both sides.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, to fasten it at a corner.”⁴ The corner
wore out. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, a corner- thread.”⁵The dye dripped down on one side.They

BD 4.407

told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks to dye it,
turning it and turning it, and not to go away if the drips have not
ceased.”⁶

Kd 8.11.2

Now at that time robe-material became stiff.⁷They told this mat-
ter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to put it into water.”
Now at that time robe-material became harsh.They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to beat it with the hands.”

Vin 1.287

Now at that timemonkswore yellow robes, (the colour) of ivory,⁸

¹ tiṇa-santhāraka; also allowed at Vin 2.113 to protect bowls set down on the ground.
² laggenti, cf. bd 2.130, n. 5. ³ galati; cf. bd 2.130, n. 6. ⁴ kaṇṇa. See Vin 1.51, where
the way in which one who shares a cell is to hang up his preceptor’s robe is briefly
described. ⁵ kaṇṇasuttaka, a thread or line, “a string from corner to corner, a
clothes line”, so Pali-English Dictionary. This must differ therefore from rajju, “a
rope”, above, so that possibly rajju there is in sense of “wicker”, thus in substance
not differing greatly from vaṁsa, bamboo. But more likely kaṇṇasuttaka means
a thread put in at the corner of the robe to prevent the corner fromwearing out;
previously the monks had hung up the robe-material at the middle, i.e. they had
hung it over the rajju and vaṁsa, so that the dye dripped down at both sides of
these. If kaṇṇasuttakawere really a “clothes line,” surely the dye would still run
down at both sides; but hanging something up by its corner would cause dye to
run down at one side only. These allowances seem to be framed so as to prevent
drops and splashes of dye spoiling the appearance of the place. ⁶ na ca acchinne
theve pakhamituṁ. Vin-a 1126 says that he is not to go elsewhere until the dripping
drops of dye have been cut off (ceased). Cf. the same expression at Vin 1.50, Vin 1.53,
Vin 2.227, Vin 2.230. ⁷ patthinna, Vin-a 1126 says that it was hard from too much
dye, too full (of dye). ⁸ dantakāsāvāni. Vin-a 1127 says “dyeing them once or twice,
they wore them the colour of ivory (dantavaṇṇāni).”
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not cut up.¹ People looked down, criticised, spread-it about, saying:
“Like the householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, robes that are not cut up
are not to beworn.Whoever shouldwear one, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Allowance for cut-up cloth
Kd 8.12.1Then the Lord, having stayed in Rājagaha for as long as he found

suitable, set out on tour for Dakkhiṇāgiri.² The Lord saw the field
of Magadha,³ laid out in strips,⁴ laid out in lines,⁵ laid out in em-
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bankments,⁶ laid out in squares,⁷ and seeing this, he addressed the
venerable Ānanda, saying:
“Now, do you Ānanda, see the field of Magadha laid out in strips

… laid out in squares?”
“Yes, Lord.”

¹ acchinnakāni, or untorn. See above, bd 4.356, n. 4, and next paragraph below.
² Dictionary of Pali Proper Names says “a janapada (district) in India, the capital of
which was Ujjeni … Dakkhiṇāgiri lay to the south of Rājagaha, beyond the hills
that surrounded the city—hence its name”. See mn-a iii.429, Snp-a 1.136, sn-a i.242,
sn-a ii.176. ³ Magadhakhetta. See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names for suggestion
that this was “probably an extensive rice-field which at once caught the eye on
account of its terraces,” and size, one might add; see Ja iii.293. ⁴ accibandha, as
Siamese edition. Sinhalese edition reads accibaddha, Vin-a 1127 acchibaddha. Acci is
usually a “ray”, but does notmean that here, see Vinaya Texts ii.207, n. 3. Pali-English
Dictionary says “we should prefer the conjecture acchibaddha, ‘in the shape of cubes
or dice’, i.e. with square fields”. Vin-a 1127 says acchibaddhan ti caturassakedārak-
abaddhaṁ, which means “divided (or set out) in square-shaped irrigated fields”.
Bandha is muchmore “set out, placed, formed, arranged, united or put together”
than the “divided” of Vinaya Texts ii.207.The analogy is that the pieces of a monk’s
robe are to be arranged or put together (not “divided”) like the parts of the field.
⁵ pāḷibandha. Vin-a 1127 says “arranged (or linked, baddha) by boundaries that are
long in length and breadth”. ⁶ mariyādabandha; perhaps terraces.The knowledge
of terraced irrigation is very old. Vinaya Texts ii.208 gives (divided) “by outside
boundaries (or ridges)”. Vin-a 1127 saysmariyādabaddha is so called because of a
shortmariyāda at intervals. ⁷ siṅgātakabandha. Vin-a 1127 says that this is having
pierced an embankment,mariyāda, with an embankment at the place where they
meet, gataṭṭhānena; the meaning is, the form of a square, catukkasaṇṭhāna.
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“Are you able, Ānanda, to provide¹ robes like this for the monks?”
“I am able, Lord.”
Then the Lord, having stayed at Dakkhiṇāgiri for as long as he

found suitable, went back again to Rājagaha. Then the venerable
Ānanda, having provided robes for several monks, approached the
Lord; having approached he spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, let the Lord see the robes provided by me.”

Kd 8.12.2

Then the Lord, on that occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, clever is Ānanda; monks, of great intelligence is Ānanda,

inasmuch as he can understand in detail the meaning of that which
was spoken of by me in brief, and canmake a cross-seam² and can
make a short cross-seam³ and can make a circular seam⁴ and can
make a short circular seam⁵ and canmake a central piece⁶ and can
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make side pieces⁷ and can make a neck-piece⁸ and can make a knee-
piece⁹ and can make an elbow-piece;¹⁰ and what is cut up must be

¹ saṁvidahituṁ. Vin-a 1127 gives dātuṁ; Vinaya Texts ii.208, n. 4, quoting Bud-
dhaghosa, reads kātuṁ. ² kusi. This and the following words recur at Kd 16.21.3.
³ aḍḍhakusi. Critical Pali Dictionary gives “an intermediate cross-seam” following
Vinaya Texts ii.209. ⁴ maṇḍala. Vin-a 1127 saysmaṇḍalan ti pañcakhaṇḍikacīvarassa
ekekasmiṁ khaṇḍemahāmaṇḍalaṁ, amaṇḍalameans there is a largemaṇḍala (seam)
to each piece of a robe of five pieces. Cf. above, bd 4.356, n. 4. ⁵ aḍḍhamaṇḍalan ti
khuddakamaṇḍalaṁ, Vin-a 1127. ⁶ vivaṭṭan ti maṇḍalañ ca aḍḍhamaṇḍalañ ca ekato
katvā sibbitaṁmajjhima-khaṇḍaṁ, the middle piece is sewn putting together the
circular seamand the short circular seam, Vin-a 1127. ⁷ (This footnote proved trou-
blesome to typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to an appendix with other
long notes on page 2984.) ⁸ gīveyyakan ti gīvaveṭhanaṭṭhāne daḷhīkaraṇatthaṁ
aññaṁ suttasaṁsibbitaṁ āgantukapaṭaṁ, a gīveyyaka means an added (piece of)
cloth sewn together with another thread for the sake of strengthening in the place
going round the neck, Vin-a 1127. ⁹ jaṅgheyyakan ti jaṅghapāpuṇaṭṭhāne tath’eva
saṁsibbitaṁpaṭam, itmeans a piece of cloth sewn together just in the place towhich-
the knee reaches, Vin-a 1127. ¹⁰ bāhantan ti anuvivaṭṭānaṁ bahi ekekaṁ khaṇḍaṁ.
iti pañcakhaṇḍikacīvaren’ etaṁ vicāritan ti, “a bāhantameans a piece outside each of
the sidepieces. It is thought of thus in regard to the robe of five pieces”, so Vin-a 1127,
to which it adds, bāhantan ti suppamāṇacīvaraṁ pārupantena saṁharitvā bāhāya
upari ṭhapitā ubho antā bahimukhā tiṭṭhanti tesam tesaṁ nāmaṁ, a bāhantameans, if
one puts on a robe of good measure, folding it together and holding up the arms,
both ends stand outside the face; it is the name of these (ends).
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roughly darned together,¹ suitable for recluses and not coveted by
opponents. I allowyou,monks, an outer cloak that is cut up, an upper
robe that is cut up, an inner robe that is cut up.”

Allowance for three robes

Kd 8.13.1Then the Lord, having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found
suitable, set out on tour for Vesālī. As the Lord was going along the
high-roadbetweenRājagahaandVesālī he sawseveralmonks coming
along smothered up in robes, having put a mattress of robes² on
their heads and a mattress of robes on their backs and a mattress of
robes on their hips, and seeing (them) it occurred to the Lord: “These

BD 4.410

foolish men are turned too quickly to abundance of robes;³ suppose
Vin 1.288

I were to set a limit, were to establish bounds⁴ as to robes for the
monks?”

Kd 8.13.2

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at Vesālī.
The Lord stayed there in Vesālī in the Gotamaka shrine.⁵ Now at
that time on the cold winter nights between the “eights”,⁶ in a time
of snowfall, the Lord sat down in the open air at night with (only)
one robe; the Lord was not cold. As the first watch of the night was
ending the Lord became cold. The Lord put on a second robe; the
Lord was not cold. As the middle watch of the night was ending the
Lord became cold. The Lord put on a third robe; the Lord was not
cold. As the last watch of the night was ending, as the sunwas rising,

¹ Text reads sattalūkha; Sinhalese and Siamese editions satthalūkha, rough knife,
possibly referring to it as the instrument with which monks cut up the robes;
while Vinaya Texts ii.209, on analogy of suttalūkha in Kd 8.21.1 below, adopts “that
readinghere” (seeVinayaTexts ii.209, n. 10), and translates “roughly sewn together”.
² cīvarabhisi. For bhisi see bd 2.47, n. 1. Mattresses made of five kinds of material are
mentioned in Bu-Pc 14. Bhisi is neither roll, bolster nor mat, see Vinaya Texts ii.210,
n. 2. ³ Cf. Vin 1.59 (above, bd 4.77). ⁴ sīmaṁ bhandeyyaṁmariyādaṁ ṭhapeyyaṁ.
⁵ Cf. bd 2.1, n. 1. ⁶ antaraṭṭhakāsu. Cf. Vin 1.31, and see above, bd 4.41, n. 3.
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in the flush of dawn,¹ the Lord became cold.The Lord put on a fourth
robe; the Lord was not cold.

Kd 8.13.3

Then it occurred to the Lord: “Even those who in this dhamma
and discipline² are sons of respectable families,³ susceptible to cold,
afraid of cold, even these are able to keep themselves going with
three robes. Suppose I were to set a limit, were to establish bounds
as to robes for monks—were to allow three robes?”Then the Lord,
on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:

Kd 8.13.4

“Now as I, monks, was going along the high-road between Rāja-
gaha and Vesālī, I saw several monks coming along smothered up in
robes, having put a mattress of robes on their heads and a mattress
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of robes on their backs and a mattress of robes on their hips; seeing
them, it occurred to me: ‘These foolish men have turned too quickly
to abundance of robes; suppose I were to set a limit, were to establish
bounds as to robes for monks?’

Kd 8.13.5

“Then I, monks, on the cold winter nights between the ‘eights’,
in a time of snowfall, sat down in the open air at night with (only)
one robe; I was not cold. As the first watch of the night was ending
I became cold. I put on a second robe; I was not cold. As the middle
watch of the night was ending I became cold. I put on a third robe; I
wasnot cold. As the lastwatch of thenightwas ending, as the sunwas
rising, in the flush of dawn, I became cold. I put on a fourth robe; I
was not cold.Then, monks, it occurred tome: ‘Even those who in this
dhamma and discipline are sons of respectable families, susceptible
to cold, afraid of cold, even these are able to keep themselves going

¹ nandimukhiyā rattiyā. Nandimukhī is literally “joy-faced”; cf. Homer’s “rosy-
fingered dawn”. Same expression occurs at Vin 2.236.VinayaTexts iii.299, n. 1 quotes
Buddhaghosa as saying nandimukhiyā rattiyā ti aruṇadhatakāle pītimukhā viya ratti
khāyāti ten’ āha nandimukhiyā ti, “when the night is joy-faced means, at the time of
sunrise the night appears like a face of delight, because of this it is called: when the
night is joy-faced”. See also Vinaya Texts ii.211, n. 2. ² Vin.1.391 says that “after
dhammavinaye B inserts pabbajitā”, gone forth, as does the Sinhalese edition (B is of
course a manuscript.) ³ ye pi kho te kulaputtā. Vinaya Texts ii.211, n. 3 says “in the
text read ye pi kho kulaputtā”, but this is not borne out by either the Sinhalese or
the Siamese editions.
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with three robes. Suppose I were to set a limit, were to establish
bounds as to robes for monks and were to allow three robes? ʼ I allow

Vin 1.289

you, monks, three robes: a double outer cloak, a single upper robe, a
single inner robe.”¹

On extra robes
Kd 8.13.6

Now at that time² the group of six monks, saying: “Three robes are
allowed by the Lord,” entered a village in one set of three robes,
remained in the monastery in another set of three robes, went down
to bathe in another set of three robes.Thosewhoweremodestmonks
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can the
group of six monks wear an extra robe?”Then these monks told this
matter to the Lord. Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, an extra robe should not be worn; whoever should

wear (one) should be dealt with according to the rule.”³

Kd 8.13.7

Now at that time⁴ an extra robe accrued to the venerable Ānanda;
BD 4.412

and the venerable Ānanda wanted to give this robe to the venerable
Sāriputta, but the venerable Sāriputta was staying at Sāketa.Then it
occurred to the venerable Ānanda: “It is laid down⁵ by the Lord that
an extra robe should not be worn. And this extra robe has accrued to
me, and I want to give this robe to the venerable Sāriputta, but the
venerable Sāriputta is staying at Sāketa. Nowwhat line of conduct
should be followed by me?” Then the venerable Ānanda told this
matter to the Lord. He said:

¹ See bd 2.ix, n. 2. Vin-a 1128 says that as the Lord kept himself going with four
robes, he allowed the outer cloth to be double, the others single; thus there come to
be four robes. ² = Bu-NP 1, where also the rule against wearing an extra robe and
the penalty for doing so are laid down. ³ i.e. Bu-NP 1, suggesting that this, or at
least the first draft of the rule, had been formulated by the time that this portion
of the Vinaya was compiled. ⁴ This paragraph = a portion of Bu-NP 1 (Vin 3.195).
⁵ Vin 3.195 inserts sikkhāpadaṁ (a rule for training) before paññattaṁ (laid down).
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“But how long, Ānanda, before Sāriputta will come (here)?”
“Lord, on the ninth or tenth day,” he said.
Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-

dressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to wear an extra robe for at most ten days.”¹

Kd 8.13.8

Nowat that timeanextra robe accrued tomonks.Then it occurred
to these monks: “Now what line of conduct should be followed in
regard to an extra robe?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to assign an extra robe.”²

Kd 8.14.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Vesālī for as long as he found
suitable, set out on tour for Benares. Walking on tour, in due course
he arrived at Benares. The Lord stayed there near Benares in the
deer-park at Isipatana. Now at that time a certain monk’s inner robe
came to be torn. Then it occurred to that monk: “Three robes are
allowed by the Lord: the double outer cloak, the single upper robe,

Vin 1.290

the single inner robe. But my inner robe is torn. Suppose I were to
insert a patch,³ so that it⁴ will be double cloth all round, single in the
middle?”

Kd 8.14.2

Then that monk inserted a patch. As the Lord was touring the
lodgings he saw that monk inserting the patch; seeing (him) he ap-
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proached thatmonk, having approached, he spoke thus to thatmonk:
“What are you doing, monk?”
“I am inserting a patch, Lord.”
“It is very good, monk, it is good that you, monk, insert a patch.”
Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-

dressed the monks, saying:

¹ Cf. second draft of rule in Bu-NP 1, Vin 3.196. ² At Vin 3.196 an extra robe is
defined as “one that is not allotted, not assigned”. Presumably if it is either allotted,
or assigned, it ceases to be an extra robe. At Vin 1.297 the three robes (excluding any
extra one) are allowed to be allotted but not assigned. ³ aggaḷaṁ acchupeyyaṁ.
On aggaḷa see bd 2.409, n. 6. ⁴ i.e. the robe.
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“I allow you, monks, when clothes¹ are unsoiled,² when what is
allowable is unsoiled,³ a double outer cloak, a single upper robe, a
single inner robe; when garments are thin from use⁴ a fourfold outer
cloak, a double upper robe, a double inner robe. As far as possible
an effort⁵ is to be made (to get patches) from a rag-robe, from (bits
picked up near) a shop.⁶ I allow, monks, a patch, a means of fasten-
ing,⁷ a length,⁸ amarking (with a piece of cloth),⁹ a strengthening.”¹⁰

The story of Visākhā
Kd 8.15.1

Vin 1.291
Then the Lord, having stayed at Benares for as long as he found suit-
able, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Walking on tour, in due course
he arrived at Sāvatthī.The Lord stayed there at Sāvatthī in the Jeta
Grove inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery.ThenVisākhā,Migāra’smother,
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,
she sat down at a respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a re-
spectful distance, the Lord gladdened … delighted Visākhā, Migāra’s
mother, with dhamma-talk.Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, when
she had been gladdened … delighted by the Lord with dhamma-talk,
spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, may the Lord consent (to accept) from me a meal on the

morrow together with the Order of monks.”
The Lord consented by becoming silent.Then Visākhā, Migāra’s

mother, having understood the Lord’s consent, rising from her seat,
BD 4.414

greeting the Lord, departed keeping her right side towards him.
Kd 8.15.2

¹ dussānam. dn-a ii.403, citing this passage, reads vatthānaṁ (garments). ² ahata
and ahatakappa, see above, bd 4.356, n. 9, bd 4.357, n. 1. ³ ahata and ahatakappa,
see above, bd 4.356, n. 9, bd 4.357, n. 1. ⁴ utuddhaṭa, literally drawn out by the
seasons. ⁵ ussāha, explained at Vin-a 1128 by pariyesanā, search. ⁶ pāpaṇika;
see above, bd 4.357, n. 4. ⁷ tunna. Vin-a 1128 says suttakena saṁsibbanaṁ tunnaṁ,
“sewing together with threads is tunna”; it is a means of fastening, hence perhaps
a needle, although suci is the more usual word. Cf. however tunnavāya “needle-
weaver”, tailor, at Vin 2.159. ⁸ For these expressions cf. above bd 4.354, and notes.
⁹ For these expressions cf. above bd 4.354, and notes. ¹⁰ For these expressions cf.
above bd 4.354, and notes.
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Then towards the end of that night a great cloud rained down in
the four continents.¹ Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, even as it is raining in the Jeta Grove, so it is raining in

the four continents. Let your bodies get wet with the rain,² monks,
this is the last great cloud over the four continents.”
“Very well, Lord,” and these monks having answered the Lord in

Vin 1.292

assent, with their robes laid aside let their bodies get wet with the
rain.

Kd 8.15.3

Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, having had sumptuous food,
solid and soft, prepared, commanded a woman-slave, saying:
“Go now,³ having gone to the monastery, announce the time, say-

ing, ‘Lord,⁴ it is time, the meal is ready’.”
“Verywell, lady,” and this slave-woman,havingansweredVisākhā,

Migāra’s mother in assent, having gone to the monastery, saw the
monks, their robes laid aside, letting their bodies get wet with the
rain. Seeing them, she thought: “There are no monks in the monas-
tery, naked ascetics are letting their bodies get wet with the rain.”
She approached Visākhā, Migāra’s mother; having approached, she
spoke thus to Visākhā, Migāra’s mother:
“Lady, there are nomonks in themonastery, naked ascetics are let-

ting their bodies get wet with the rain.”Then it occurred to Visākhā,
Migāra’smother—shebeing clever, experienced,wise: “But undoubt-
edly it is the masters, their robes laid aside, who are letting their
bodies get wet with the rain; this foolish woman thinks that there
are no monks in the monastery, (but) that naked ascetics are letting
their bodies get wet with the rain.” She commanded the woman-
slave, saying: “Go now, having gone to the monastery, announce the
time, saying, ‘Lord, it is time, the meal is ready’.”

Kd 8.15.4

BD 4.415 Then these monks, having cooled their limbs, being refreshed in
body, having taken up their robes, entered (each) his own dwelling-

¹ cātuddīpiko. ² As at this time cloths for the rains had not been “allowed” monks
could not incur the offence of wrong-doing mentioned at Vin 3.253, for letting their
naked bodies get wet with the rain although they had cloths for the rains. ³ je,
often used in speaking to female slaves. ⁴ bhante, or perhaps here “honoured sir”.
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place.¹ Then that woman-slave, having gone to the monastery, not
seeing the monks, thinking: “There are no monks in the monastery,
themonastery is empty,” approached Visākhā,Migāra’smother; hav-
ing approached, she spoke thus to Visākhā, Migāra’s mother:
“Lady, there are no monks in the monastery, the monastery is

empty.” Then it occurred to Visākhā, Migāra’s mother—she being
clever, experienced, wise: “But undoubtedly the masters, having
cooled their limbs, being refreshed in body, having taken up their
robes, have (each) enteredhis owndwelling-place; this foolishwoman
thinks that there are no monks in the monastery, that the monas-
tery is empty.” She commanded the woman-slave, saying: “Go now,
having gone to the monastery, announce the time, saying, ‘Lord, it is
time, the meal is ready’.”

Kd 8.15.5

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, arrange
your bowls and robes, it is time for the meal.”
“Very well, Lord,” these monks answered the Lord in assent.
Then the Lord, dressing in themorning, taking his bowl and robe,

having vanished from the Jeta Grove, just as a strong man might
stretch out his bent arm, or might bend back his outstretched arm,
became visible in the porch belonging to Visākhā, Migāra’s mother.
Then the Lord sat down on an appointed seat togetherwith the Order
of monks.

Kd 8.15.6

Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, saying: “Wonderful, good sirs,
marvellous, good sirs, is the great psychic power, the great majesty
of the Truth-finder, in that although the floods are rolling on knee-
deep, and although the floods are rolling on waist-deep, yet neither
the feet nor the robes of a single monk have become wet,” and joyful,
exultant, having with her own hand served and satisfied the Order
of monks with the awakened one at their head with sumptuous solid
and soft food, she sat down at a respectful distance after the Lord had
eaten and had removed his hand from the bowl. As she was sitting
down at a respectful distance, Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, spoke thus
to the Lord:

BD 4.416

¹ yathāvihāra, as at Vin 4.15.
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“Lord, I ask eight boons of the Lord.”
“Visākhā, Truth-finders are beyond (granting) boons.”¹
“Lord, they are those which are allowable and those which are

blameless.”
“Speak on, Visākhā.”

Kd 8.15.7

“I, Lord, want to give for life to the Order cloths for the rains,² to
give food for those coming in,³ to give food for those going out, to
give food for the sick,⁴ to give food for those who tend the sick,⁵ to
givemedicine for the sick, to give a constant supply of conjey, to give
bathing-cloths for the Order of nuns.”⁶
“But having what special reason in mind,⁷ do you, Visākhā, ask

the Truth-finder for eight boons?”
“Now I, Lord, commanded a slave-woman, saying, ‘Go now, having

gone to the monastery, announce the time, saying: Lord, it is time,
the meal is ready’; but then, Lord, that slave-woman, having gone to
the monastery, saw the monks, their robes laid aside, letting their
bodies get wet with the rain; seeing them, she thought, ‘There are
nomonks in the monastery, naked ascetics are letting their bodies
get wet with the rain’. She approached me, having approached, she
spoke thus to me, ‘Lady, there are nomonks in the monastery, naked

¹ Cf. above, bd 4.104, bd 4.396. ² Bu-NP 24 and Bu-Pc 91 are both based on the
assumption that an “allowance” to use cloths for the rains had already been given.
The rule in Bu-NP 24 is against putting on cloths for the rains during all but the
last part of the hot weather, for these cloths had become worn out and monks had
gone naked during the rains. See bd 2.134, n. 1. Bu-Pc 91 is concerned with the right
measurements for the rain-cloths. ³ Cf. Vin 2.16 where the householder Citta
invited in-comingmonks whowere elders to accept a meal with him. At Vin 2.209ff.
certain regulations are laid down for the behaviour to be observed by and towards
in-coming monks. ⁴ At Vin 1.142 monks were allowed in the rains, as long as
the business took no more than seven days, to visit ill monks; and they might look
about for food for the sick, for food for those tending the sick, and for medicine
for the sick. ⁵ At Vin 1.303ff. qualities necessary in those who tend the sick are
enumerated.Moreover they are “allowed ” to receive the bowl and robes of illmonks
who have died. ⁶ In the instructions given at Vin 2.272 for teaching women
who wish to receive the upasampadā, it is said that the bathing-cloth, together
with the bowl, three robes and vest, should be pointed out to them. At Vin 4.279
the right measurements for nuns’ bathing-cloths are prescribed. ⁷ atthavasaṁ
sampassamānā.
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ascetics are letting their bodies get wet with the rain’. Impure, Lord,
BD 4.417

is nakedness,¹ it is objectionable’ I, Lord, having this special reason
in mind, want to give for life to the Order cloths for the rains.

Kd 8.15.8

“And again, Lord, an in-coming monk, not accustomed to² the
roads, not accustomed to the resorts for alms³ is (still) walking for
alms (when he is) tired. But having eaten my food for those coming
in, (then when) he is accustomed to the roads, accustomed to the
resorts for alms, he will walk for alms without getting tired. I, Lord,
having this special reason in mind, want to give for life to the Order
food for those coming in.
“And again, Lord, an out-going monk, while looking about for

food for himself, may be left behind by the caravan, or if he set out
tired on a journey hemay arrive at the wrong time⁴ at the habitation
to which he wishes to go. But having eaten my food for those going
out, hewill not be left behind by the caravan, norwill he set out tired
on a journey (and so) hewill arrive at the right time at the habitation
to which he wishes to go. I, Lord, having this special reason in mind,
want to give for life to the Order food for those going out.

Kd 8.15.9

“And again, Lord, if a monk who is ill does not obtain suitable
meals, either his disease will grow very much worse, or he will pass
away.⁵ When he has eaten my food for the sick, the disease will not

Vin 1.293

grow very much worse, he will not pass away. I, Lord, having this
special reason in mind, want to give for life to the Order food for the
sick.
“And again, Lord, a monk who tends the sick, looking about for

food for himself, will bring back⁶ food for the sick after the sun is

¹ Nakedness was disparaged; see below, bd 4.418, and Vin 3.212, Vin 3.252f.,
Vin 4.278. ² na kusala, not expert in, clever, skilled. ³ gocara, literally a cow’s
grazing, a pasturage, thus a place where a monk can obtain food, the houses at
which food is put into his bowl. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Pc 85 where monks are forbidden to
enter a village at the wrong time. ⁵ As above, Vin 1.120. ⁶ i.e. to the monastery.
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right up¹ (and) he will miss his meal.² But having eaten my food for
BD 4.418

those who tend the sick, he will bring back food for the sick during
the right time (and) he will not miss his meal. I, Lord, having this
special reason in mind, want to give for life to the Order food for
those who tend the sick.

Kd 8.15.10

“And again, Lord, if a monk who is ill does not obtain suitable
medicines, either his disease will grow very much worse or he will
pass away. When he has made use of mymedicines for the sick, the
diseasewill not grow verymuchworse, hewill not pass away. I, Lord,
having this special reason in mind, want to give for life to the Order
medicines for the sick.
“Andagain, Lord, conjeywas allowedby theLord atAndhakavinda

when he had its ten advantages in mind.³ I, Lord, having this special
reason in mind, want to give for life to the Order a constant supply
of conjey.

Kd 8.15.11

“Therewas a case⁴ (where nuns bathed) naked togetherwith pros-
titutes at the same ford of the river Aciravatī.⁵ Lord, these prosti-
tutes made fun of the nuns, saying: ‘Why in the world, ladies, is the
Brahma-faring led by you while you are young? Surely the pleasures
of the senses should be enjoyed? When you become old, then you
can fare the Brahma-faring; thus will both extremes be experienced
by you.’⁶ Lord, these nuns, being made fun of by these prostitutes,
became ashamed. Impure, Lord, is nakedness for women, it is abhor-
rent, it is objectionable. I, Lord, having this special reason in mind,
want to give for life bathing-cloths for the Order of nuns.”

Kd 8.15.12

“But having what advantage in mind do you, Visākhā, ask the
Truth-finder for eight boons?”

¹ ussūre, after sun-turn, mid-day. In Bu-Pc 37 eating at the “wrong time”, i.e. “after
noon has passed until sunrise” (Vin 4.86 = Vin 4.166) is an offence. Cf. at an iii.260
the five disadvantages to a family ussūrabhatte, who eat when the sun is right up.
² bhattacchedaṁ karissati, literally he will make a ‘cut’ in his food. For, since eating
at the wrong time was an offence, a monk who could not take his meal during
the right time, would have to miss it altogether. Cf. Ja i.156, bhattacchedaṁ katvā.
³ Enumerated at Vin 1.221; conjey allowed at Vin 1.222. ⁴ idha. ⁵ As in Bi-
Pc 21. ⁶ This passage occurs again in Nuns’ Bi-Pc 21, where it is made an offence
of expiation for nuns to bathe naked.
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“Now, Lord, monks who have passed the rains in (various) places¹
will come to Sāvatthī so as to see the Lord; having approached the
Lord, they will ask: ‘Lord, such and such a monk has passed away;
what is his bourn, what his future state?’²The Lord will explain this
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saying: ‘It is in the fruit of stream-attaining or it is in the fruit of
once-returning or it is in the fruit of not-returning or it is in the fruit
of perfection.’ I, having approached these, will ask: ‘Honoured sirs,
was Sāvatthī previously visited³ by this master?’

Kd 8.15.13

“If they say to me: ‘Sāvatthī was previously visited by this monk,’
Vin 1.294

I shall come to the conclusion that undoubtedly cloths for the rains
or food for those coming in or food for those going out or food for
the sick or food for those who tend the sick or medicines for the sick
or a constant supply of conjey was enjoyed by this master. On my
calling that to mind, delight will be born; from delight, joy will be
born; because mymind is joyful my body will be calm; with the body
calm I will experience ease; because I am at ease my mind will be
contemplative; this will be for me growth as to the sense-organs,
growth as to the powers, growth as to the factors of enlightenment.
I, Lord, having this advantage in mind, am asking the Truth-finder
for the eight boons.”

Kd 8.15.14

“It is very good, Visākhā, it is good that you, Visākhā, having this
advantage inmind, are asking the Truth-finder for the eight boons. I
allow you, Visākhā, the eight boons.”Then the Lord blessed Visākhā,
Migāra’s mother, with these verses:

“Whatever (woman), much delighted,
endowed with virtue, a disciple of the well-farer,

“Gives food and drink—having overcome avarice—
the gift is heavenly,⁴ dispelling sorrow,
bringing happiness;

“She gains a deva-like span⁵

¹ disāsu. ² A conversation on these lines is recorded at dn ii.91ff. to have taken
place at Nādika. ³ āgatapubbā. ⁴ sovaggihaṁ. Vin-a 1128 says “made for the sake
of heaven”. ⁵ dibba āyu.
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owing to the spotless, stainless way,

“She, desiring merit, at ease, healthy,
delights long in a heavenly company.”¹

Then the Lord, having blessed Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, with
these verses, rising from his seat, departed.

Kd 8.15.15

Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, ad-
dressed the monks, saying:

BD 4.420

“I allow,monks, cloths for the rains, food for those coming in, food
for those going out, food for the sick, food for thosewho tend the sick,
medicines for the sick, a constant supply of conjey, bathing-cloths
for the Order of nuns.”

The Portion for Repeating on Visākhā

Allowance for a sitting-cloth, etc.
Kd 8.16.1 Now at that time² monks, having eaten abundant food, fell asleep,

thoughtless, careless. While they were sleeping, thoughtless, care-
less, impurity was emitted as the result of a dream; the lodging was
stained by the impurity.Then the Lord, as he was touring the lodg-
ings with the venerable Ānanda as his attendant,³ saw the lodging
stained by impurity; seeing it, he addressed the venerable Ānanda,
saying “Why, Ānanda, is this lodging stained by impurity?”
“Now,Lord,monkshavingeatenabundant food fell asleep, thought-
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less, careless… as the result of a dream; that is why, Lord, the lodging
is stained by impurity.”

Kd 8.16.2

“Thus it is, Ānanda, thus it is, Ānanda, that when they fell asleep,
thoughtless, careless, impurity was emitted as the result of a dream.
Ānanda, those monks who fall asleep calling upmindfulness, care-
ful, by these impurity is not emitted; and, Ānanda, those who are
ordinary people, passionless in regard to pleasures of the senses, by

¹ saggamhi kāyamhi. ² This introductory sentence = Vin 3.112. ³ pacchāsamaṇa;
this was Ānanda also at Vin 3.10, Vin 4.78, and below, bd 4.431.
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these impurity is not emitted. It is impossible, it cannot come to pass,
Ānanda, that impurity should be emitted by one perfected.” Then
the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed
the monks, saying:
“Now as I, monks, was touring the lodgings with Ānanda as my

attendant, I saw a lodging stained by impurity, and seeing this I
addressed Ānanda, saying: ‘Why, Ānanda, … (= Kd 8.16.1, Kd 8.16.2) …
by one perfected.’

Kd 8.16.3

“Monks,¹ there are thesefive disadvantages to onewho falls asleep,
thoughtless, careless: badly he sleeps, badly hewakes, he sees an evil
dream, devatās guard him not, impurity is emitted. Monks, these are
the five disadvantages to one who falls asleep, thoughtless, careless.
And, monks, there are these five advantages to one who falls asleep
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calling up mindfulness, careful: well he sleeps,² well he wakes, he
does not see an evil dream, devatās guard him, impurity is not emit-
ted. Monks, these are the five advantages to one who falls asleep,
calling upmindfulness, careful. I allow you, monks, a (piece of cloth)
to sit upon³ for protecting the body, for protecting the robes, for
protecting the lodgings.”

Kd 8.16.4

Now at that time a (piece of cloth) to sit upon was too small,⁴ it
did not protect the whole lodging.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you,monks, tomake a sheet⁵ is large as one desires.”

Kd 8.17.1Nowat that time⁶ the venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa, the venerableĀnan-
da’s preceptor, came to have a disease of thick scabs. Because of its
discharge his robes stuck to his body; monks laying moistened these
again and again with water, loosened them. The Lord, as he was
touring the lodgings, saw these monks loosening these robes, hav-
ing moistened them again ind again with water; seeing them, he

¹ = an iii.251. ² Cf. an iv.150; anv.342; Ja ii.61. ³ nisīdana. Defined at Vin 3.232.
Vin 4.123. See bd 2.87, n. 2. ⁴ Bu-Pc 89 lays down a prescribed size. ⁵ pac-
cattharaṇa. See bd 2.34, n. 1. ⁶ = Vin 1.202, where chunam was allowed as a
medicine.
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approached thesemonks; having approached, he spoke thus to these
monks:
“Monks, what disease has this monk?”
“Lord, this venerable one has a disease of thick scabs; because of
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its discharge his robes stick to his body, and we, having moistened
these again and again with water, loosened them.” Then the Lord,
on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allow, monks, an itch-cloth¹ to one who has an itch or a small

boil or a running sore or a thick scab disease.”²

Kd 8.18.1 Now at that time Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, taking a cloth for
wiping the face, approached the Lord; having approached, having
greeted the Lord, she sat downat a respectful distance. As shewas sit-
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ting down at a respectful distance, Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, spoke
thus to the Lord:
“Lord, may the Lord accept fromme a cloth for wiping the face,

that it may be for a blessing, a happiness for a long time.”
The Lord accepted the cloth for wiping the face.Then the Lord

gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Visākhā, Migāra’s mother,
with dhamma-talk.ThenVisākhā,Migāra’smother, having been glad-
dened … delighted with dhamma-talk by the Lord, rising up from
her seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping her right side
towards him.Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, a cloth for wiping the face.”

Kd 8.19.1 Now at that time Roja, the Mallan, was a friend of the venerable
Ānanda.³ A linen cloth belonging to Roja, the Mallan, was placed in
the venerable Ānanda’s hand, and the venerable Ānanda had need of
a linen cloth.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

¹ Right measure prescribed in Bu-Pc 90. ² Buddhaghosa’s explanations of these
words (Vin-a 884) are given at bd 3.98, notes. ³ Mentioned as a friend of Ānanda’s
also at Vin 1.247.
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“I allow you, monks, to take something on trust when it belongs
to one endowed with five qualities: if he is an acquaintance and if he
is a companion and if he has spoken about¹ it and if he is alive and if
he knows, ‘When it is taken he will be pleased with me’. I allow you,
monks, to take something on trust when it belongs to one endowed
with these five qualities.”

Kd 8.20.1Now at that time monks had complete sets of the three robes but
theyhadneedbothofwater-strainers² andbags.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a cloth for the requisites.”³

On the least robe to be assigned, etc.
Kd 8.20.2

Then it occurred to the monks: “Those things that are allowed by the
Lord—the three robes or the cloths for the rains or the piece of cloth
to sit upon or the sheet or the itch-cloth or the cloth for wiping the
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face or the cloth for the requisites (ofwater-strainers and bags)—are
BD 4.423

all these things to be allotted⁴ or are they to be assigned?”⁵They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to allot the three robes, not to assign them;⁶

to allot the cloths for the rains during the four months of the rains,
after that (time) to assign them; to allot a piece of cloth to sit upon,
not to assign it; to allot a sheet, not to assign it; to allot an itch-cloth
while the disease lasts, after that (time) to assign it; to allot a cloth
for wiping the face, not to assign it; to allot a cloth for the requisites
(of water-strainers and bowls), not to assign it.”

Kd 8.21.1Then it occurred to the monks: “Nowwhat is the least robe to be
assigned?”⁷They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to assign as the least robe one that is eight

¹ ālapita. Vin-a 1129 says, “If he has said this, ‘whatever property of mine youmay
wish for, that youmay take’ ”. ² parissāvana. Allowed at Vin 2.118. ³ parikkhāra-
colaka. Cf. Vin 2.118, where the colaka did not suffice. ⁴ adhiṭṭhātabbāni. See notes
on an-adhiṭṭhita at bd 2.7, bd 2.121. ⁵ vikappetabbāni. See note on a-vikappita at
bd 2.7. Vikappana, assignment, is defined at Vin 4.122. ⁶ Cf. Vin 3.196 where an
extra robe is defined as one that is “not allotted, not assigned”. ⁷ See definition
of robe (-material) at Vin 3.196 = bd 2.7.
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finger-breadths in length and four finger-breadths wide according
to the accepted finger-breadth.” Now at that time the made-up rag-
robes of the venerable Kassapa the Great became heavy.¹They told
thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,monks, tomake a rough
darn.”² It became misshapen at the corner.³ They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to pull off the misshapen
corner.”⁴The threads were frayed out.⁵They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to insert a braiding,⁶ a binding.1
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Now at that time the cotton cloth of the outer cloaks gave way.⁷They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make a
net-work.”⁸

Kd 8.21.2

Now at that time when a set of three robes was being made by a
certain monk, there was not enough for all (three) to be cut up (into
pieces).
“I allow you, monks, two (robes that are) cut up, one that is not

cut up.”There was not enough for two to be cut up and one not cut
up.
“I allow you, monks, two (robes that are) not cut up, one that is

¹ According toVin-a 1129because of thepatches sewnon to thewornplaces.Kassapa
the Great always wore rag-robes. ² suttalūkhaṁ kātuṁ. Vin-a 1129 sutten’ eva
aggaḷaṁ kātun ti attho, “to make a patch only of thread”, so perhaps suttalūkha is
a rough darn; cf. Kd8.12.2. ³ vikaṇṇa. Vin-a 1129 says that when they had cut
off the thread as they were sewing, one corner of the outer cloak became long. At
Vin 2.116 cīvaraṁ vikaṇṇaṁ hoti, the robe-material becamemisshapen. See Vinaya
Texts iii.92, n. 7. ⁴ vikaṇṇam uddharituṁ. Vin-a 1129 says that this means to cut
off the long comer. ⁵ okiriyanti. Vin-a 1129 mentions that the robe fell down, or
hung down, at the cut corner. ⁶ See bd 2.409, n. 7, n. 8; and above, bd 4.354. ⁷ As
at Kd 15.28.2.The word translated as “cotton cloth” is pattā. Vinaya Texts ii.231, n. 3
says “we probably ought to read paṭṭā, not pattā,” and cf. Vinaya Texts iii.141, n. 6.
Paṭṭā are perhaps strips of cloth used as braidings and bindings. Vin-a 1129 says
pattā lujjanti means that the threads put in front of the large pattā fall out, and
thus the pattā give way. ⁸ aṭṭhapadaka, perhaps a “patch”, Pali-English Dictionary
“Net-work” tentatively suggested in Critical Pali Dictionary Commentary simply
says that aṭṭhapadakaṁ kātuṁmeans to sew the front of a piece of cloth with an
aṭṭhapadaka-covering (aṭṭhapadakacchannena).Theword occurs at Vin 2.150 with
vetuṁ, and is translated at Vinaya Texts iii.167 as “to weave the string across and
across”; see Vinaya Texts iii.167, n. 1
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cut up.”There was not enough for two to be not cut up and one cut
up.
“I allow you, monks, to insert an extra supply.¹ But, monks, the

whole (setof threerobes) shouldnotbewornnotcutup.Whoever
should so wear it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”²

Kd 8.22.1Now at that time much robe-material accrued to a certain monk,
and he was desirous of giving that robe-material to his parents.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Because he is himself giving
to his parents, monks, what can we say? I allow you, monks, to give
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to parents.³ But, monks, a gift of faith should not be brought to
ruin.⁴Whoever should bring (one) to ruin, there is an offence of
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wrong-doing.”

Kd 8.23.1Now at that time a certainmonk, laying aside a robe⁵ in the Blind
Men’s Grove,⁶ entered a village for almsfood with (only) his upper
and inner robes.⁷Thieves carried off that robe.That monk became
badly dressed, wearing shabby robes. Monks spoke thus:
“Why are you, your reverence, badly dressed, wearing shabby

robes?”
“Now I, your reverences, laying aside a robe in the Blind Men’s

Grove, entered a village for almsfoodwith (only) the upper and inner
robes.Thieves carried off that robe; that is why I am badly dressed,

¹ anvādhikaṁ pi āropetuṁ. Vin-a 1129 says “to give an added (or extra, āgantuka)
piece of cloth. This may be put in if there is not enough; if there is enough there
must not be an added piece of cloth, (for then, what there is) should be cut up”.
² See above, Kd 8.11. ³ Vinipātetabbaṁ. Vin-a 1129, “if the parents stand begging
in the dust it should be given”.The point is that the robe-material had been given
to the monk, and should therefore, unless there is strong reason to the contrary, be
retained by him. At all events it was not to be wasted. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.286, where it is
“no offence” for a nun to give recluses’ robe-material to her parents. ⁵ “cīvara
(robe)must here beused for saṅghāṭi. See…section 2, below,where saṅghāṭi occurs”,
Vinaya Texts ii.232, n. 3. See Bu-NP 29 on the laying aside of robes. ⁶ Cf. bd 2.36,
n. 3. ⁷ santaruttara. See bd 2.12, n. 1. At Bu-NP 2 it is an offence for a monk to be
away from his three robes, even for one night, unless there is the agreement of the
monks.
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wearing shabby robes.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a village shouldnot be enteredby (amonkwearing only)
the upper and inner robes; whoever should so enter (one), there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”¹

Kd 8.23.2

Now at that time the venerable Ānanda, through unmindfulness,
entered a village for almsfood with (only) his upper and inner robes.
Monks spoke thus to the venerable Ānanda:
“Reverend Ānanda, has it not been laid down by the Lord that a

village should not be entered (by a monk wearing only) the upper
and inner robes?Why do you, your reverence, enter a village with
(only) your upper and inner robes?”
“It is true, your reverences, that it was laid down by the Lord that

a village should not be entered (by a monk wearing only) the upper
and inner robes, but I entered through unmindfulness.”

They told this matter to the Lord.
Kd 8.23.3

He said: “Monks, there are five reasons for laying aside the outer
BD 4.426

cloak: if one becomes ill,² or if he comes to be spending the rains,³ or
if he comes to go to the other side of a river, or if the dwelling-place
comes to be secured with a bolt,⁴ or if the kaṭhina-cloth has been
made.⁵These, monks, are the five reasons for laying aside the outer
cloak. And, monks, there are five reasons for laying aside the upper
robe, the inner robe: if one becomes ill … or if the kaṭhina-cloth has
beenmade.These, monks, are the five reasons for laying aside the
upper robe, the inner robe. And, monks, there are five reasons for
laying aside a cloth for the rains: if one becomes ill, or if he comes to

¹ Cf. Bu-Sk 1–Bu-Sk.4. At Kd 7.1.3, above, among the five kaṭhina privileges is in-
cluded that of going for alms without wearing the three robes. ² Then, according
to Bu-NP 2 he has to get the agreement of the monks to be regarded as not away,
separated from his three robes, although he is in actual fact separated from them,
since he does not feel well enough to go on a journey taking all of themwith him.
³ vassikasaṁketa, at the rendezvous for the rains. During the rains monks are al-
lowed to wear cloths for the rains instead of their usual three robes, in order to save
these from the damp and wet. ⁴ aggaḷagutti. Aggaḷa here in sense of “bolt”, not
“patch”. ⁵ See Bu-NP 2 and above, Kd 7.1.3.
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go outside the boundary,¹ or if he comes to go to the other side of a
river, or if the dwelling-place comes to be secured with a bolt, or if a
cloth for the rains comes to be not made or imperfectly executed.²
These, monks, are the five reasons for laying aside a cloth for the
rains.”

Onwhen a robe becomes the Saṅgha’s

Kd 8.24.1Now at that time a certain monk spent the rains alone. People there,
saying, “We are giving for an Order,” gave robes. Then it occurred
to that monk: “It is laid down by the Lord that the least Order is
fourfold,³ but I am solitary, and these people, saying, ‘We are giving
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for an Order gave robes. What now if I should convey these robes
belonging to an Order to Sāvatthī?” Then that monk, taking those
robes, having gone to Sāvatthī, told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“These robes, monk, are for you yourself ⁴ until the removal of the
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kaṭhina (privileges).⁵
Kd 8.24.2

“This is a case, monks,⁶ where a monk is spending the rains alone.
People there, saying, ‘We are giving for an Order’ give robes. I allow,
monks, those robes (to be) for him himself until the removal of the
kaṭhina (privileges).”

Kd 8.24.3

¹ When, presumably he must put on his set of three robes. Travelling in the rains
was allowed only if the business was urgent and if the monk was not absent from
the rains-residence for more than seven days. See Kd 3 ² Cf. Vin 3.155, Vin 3.225,
Vin 3.229, etc., for vippakata, imperfectly executed. Cloths for the rains allowed at
Kd 8.15.15. ³ At Vin 1.319 five kinds of saṅghas, classified by the number of their
members, are given togetherwith the official acts that eachmight perform. ⁴ tuyh’
eva, just for you. ⁵ See Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3. ⁶ Although the preceding
sentence ends with iti, it appears from the vocative bhikkhave, no less than from
the anujānāmi, just below, that Gotama is regarded as still addressing the monks.
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Now at that time a certain monk spent a favourable time of year¹
alone. People there, saying: “We are giving for an Order,” gave robes.
Then it occurred to that monk: “It is laid down by the Lord that the
least Order is fourfold, but I am solitary, and these people, saying,
‘We are giving for an Order’, gave robes.What now if I should convey
these robes belonging to an Order to Sāvatthī?” Then that monk,
taking those robes, having gone to Sāvatthī, told this matter to the
monks.Themonks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to distribute (these robes) to the Order that is present.

Kd 8.24.4

“This is a case,monks,where amonk is spending a favourable time
(of year) alone. People there, saying, ‘We are giving for an Order’,
give robes. I allow, monks, that monk to allot² those robes, saying:
‘These robes are for me.’ If, monks, that monk does not allot that
robe-material³ (and) another monk comes, an equal portion should
be given (to him). If, monks, the kusa-lot was not cast while that
robe-material was being distributed by those monks (and) another
monk comes, an equal portion should be given (to him). If monks,
the kusa-lot was cast while that robe-material was being distributed
by those monks (and) another monk comes, a portion need not be
given (to him) if they are not willing.”⁴

Kd 8.24.5

Now at that time two brothers who were elders, the venerable
Isidāsa⁵ and the venerable Isibhatta,⁶ having spent the rains at Sā-
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vatthī, went to a certain village-residence. People, saying: “It is long
since the elders came (here),” gave food with robes. The resident
monks asked the elders:
“Honoured sirs, thanks to the elders, these robes belonging to the

¹ utukāla. Vin-a 1130 says “another time than the rains”. At Vin 2.167 utukāla stands
in opposition to “the three months of the rains”. an iv.138 discriminates between
three seasons: gimha, the hot weather, vassa, the rains, and hemanta, the cold
weather. Utukāla above doubtless means a time of year that was not the rains,
thus balancing the preceding paragraphs. ² See above, Kd 8.20.2. ³ Singular
here; plural above. ⁴ Cf. Kd 16.11.3. ⁵ Mentioned apparently nowhere but here,
see Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. ⁶ Mentioned apparently nowhere but here,
see Dictionary of Pali Proper Names.
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Order, have accrued. Let the elders consent (to accept) a portion.”
The elders spoke thus:
“In so far as we, your reverences, understand dhamma as taught

by the Lord, these robes are for you yourselves until the removal of
the kaṭhina (privileges).”

Kd 8.24.6

Now at that time three monks were spending the rains in Rāja-
gaha. People there, saying: “We are giving for an Order,” gave robes.
Then it occurred to these monks: “It is laid down by the Lord that

Vin 1.300

the least Order is fourfold, but we are three persons, and these peo-
ple, saying, ‘We are giving for an Order’, gave robes. Nowwhat line
of conduct should be followed by us?” Now at that time several el-
ders, the venerable Nilavāsin¹ and the venerable Sāṇavāsin² and the
venerable Gopaka and the venerable Bhagu³ and the venerable Pha-
likasandāna, were staying at Pāṭaliputta⁴ in the Cock’s monastery.⁵
Then these monks, having gone to Pāṭaliputta, asked the elders.The
elders spoke thus: “In so far as we understand dhamma as taught
by the Lord, it is that these robes are for you yourselves until the
removal of the kaṭhina (privileges).”

The story of Upananda the Sakyan
Kd 8.25.1Now at that time the venerable Upananda,⁶ the son of the Sakyans,

having spent the rains at Sāvatthī,went to a certain village-residence.
And there themonks assembled,wishing to distribute robe-material.

BD 4.429

¹ Mentioned apparently nowhere but here, see Dictionary of Pali Proper Names.
² Dictionary of Pali Proper Names says “an epithet of Sambhūta thera”. Vinaya Texts
ii.238, n. 1 thinks he is probably the same as the Sāṇavāsī who took part in the
Council of Vesālī. ³ Dictionary of Pali Proper Names in its account of a Bhagu thera
thinks that this one “is probably a different person” from the Bhagu of Vin 1.350,
etc. ⁴ Or Patna, the capital of Magadha before Asoka’s time. See above, bd 4.312;
dn ii.87; Buddhist India, p. 262; B.C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, p. 10, p. 11;
C.H.I.i.189. ⁵ (This footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it
has beenmoved to an appendixwith other long notes on page 2985.) ⁶ See bd 2.42,
n. 1.
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These spoke thus: “These robes, your reverence, belonging to the
Order, will be distributed. Will you consent (to accept) a portion?”
“Yes, your reverences, I will consent,” and taking up a portion

of the robe-material from there, he went to another residence.The
monks there also assembled, wishing to distribute robe-material.
These also spoke thus: “These robes, your reverence, belonging to the
Order, will be distributed. Will you consent (to accept) a portion?”
“Yes, your reverences, I will consent,” and taking up a portion of

the robe-material from there too, he went to another residence.The
monks there also assembled, wishing to distribute robe-material.
These also spoke thus: “These robes, your reverence, belonging to the
Order, will be distributed. Will you consent (to accept) a portion?”
“Yes, your reverences, I will consent,” and taking up a portion

of the robe-material from there too, taking a great bundle of robe-
material, he came back again to Sāvatthī.

Kd 8.25.2

Monks spoke thus: “You, reverendUpananda, are of greatmerit;¹
much robe-material has accrued to you.”
“Whence, your reverences, is there merit for me? Now I, your rev-

erences, having spent the rains at Sāvatthī, went to a certain village-
residence.Themonks were there assembled, wishing to distribute
robe-material. They spoke thus to me: ‘These robes, your reverence,
belonging to the Order, will be distributed. Will you consent (to ac-
cept) a portion?’ ‘Yes, your reverences, Iwill consent,’ and takingup a
portion of the robe-material from there, I went to another residence.
Themonks there also assembled,wishing to distribute robe-material.
These also spoke thus to me: ‘These robes, your reverence, belonging
to the Order, will be distributed. Will you consent (to accept) a por-
tion?’ ‘Yes, your reverences, I will consent,’ and taking up a portion
of the robe-material from there too , I went to another residence.The

Vin 1.301

monks there also assembled, wishing to distribute robe-material.
These also spoke thus to me: ‘These robes … a portion?’ ‘Yes, your
reverences, I will consent,’ and I took up a portion of robe-material
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from there too.Thus much robe-material accrued to me.”
Kd 8.25.3

¹ Same thing said to him at Vin 3.215.
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“But is it that you, reverend Upananda, having spent the rains
somewhere else, will consent (to accept) a portion of robe-material
elsewhere?”¹
“Yes, your reverences,” he said.Those who were modest monks

looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can the
venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having spent the rains
somewhere else, consent (to accept) robe-material elsewhere?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, having spent the rains

somewhere else, consented (to accept) a portion of robe-material
elsewhere?”
“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him saying:
“How can you, foolish man, having spent the rains somewhere

else, consent (to accept) a portion of robe-material elsewhere? It is
not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, nor
for increasing (the number of) those who are pleased.”

Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying:
“Monks, a portion of robe-material is not to be consented to

elsewhere by one who has spent the rains somewhere else. Who-
ever should consent (to accept), there is an offence of wrong do-
ing.”

Kd 8.25.4

Nowat that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
spent the rains alone in two residences, thinking: “Thus will much
robe-material accrue to me.”Then it occurred to these monks: “Now,
how should a share of robe-material be given to the venerable Up-
ananda, the son of the Sakyans?”They told this matter to the Lord.
He said:
“Monks, give one share² to the foolish man. For this is a case,

monks, where a monk is spending the rains alone in two residences,
thinking, ‘Thus will much robe-material accrue me’. If he stays half

¹ Cf. Vin 3.66, Vin 4.76f., Vin 4.81f. ² ekādhippāya, of which Vin-a 1132 says ekapug-
galapaṭiviṁsa, one man’s share.
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(the time) at one, half (the time) at the other, half a share of robe-
BD 4.431

material should be given (to him) at the one, half at the other; or
where he spends the more (time), from there is the share of the
robe-material to be given (to him).”

On the story of one ill
Kd 8.26.1 Nowat that time a certainmonkwas suffering fromdysentery; he lay

fallen in his own excrements.Then the Lord, as he was touring the
lodgings with the venerable Ānanda as his attendant,¹ approached
that monk’s dwelling-place. The Lord saw that monk lying fallen
in his own excrements; seeing him he approached that monk, and
having approached he spoke thus to that monk:
“What is your disease, monk?”
“Lord, I have dysentery.”
“But, monk, have you anyone who tends you?”
“I have not, Lord,” he said.

Vin 1.302

“Why do not the monks tend you?”
“I, Lord, am of no use to the monks, therefore the monks do not

tend me.”
Kd 8.26.2

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying: “Go,
Ānanda, bring water, we will bathe this monk.”
“Verywell, Lord,” and the venerableĀnanda, having answered the

Lord in assent, when he had brought the water, the Lord sprinkled
on the water, the venerable Ānanda washed him over; the Lord took
himby the head, the venerable Ānanda by the feet, and having raised
him up, they laid him down on a couch.

Kd 8.26.3

Then the Lord, on that occasion, in that connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, asked the monks:
“Is there, monks, in such and such a dwelling-place a monk who

is ill?”
“There is, Lord.”
“What, monks, is that monk’s disease?”

¹ Cf. above, bd 4.420.
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“Lord, the venerable one has dysentery.”
“But, monks, is there anyone who is tending that monk?”
“There is not, Lord.”
“Why do not the monks tend him?”

BD 4.432

“Lord, this monk is of no use to the monks, therefore the monks
do not tend that monk.”
“Monks, you have not a mother, you have not a father whomight

tend you. If you, monks, do not tend one another, then who is there
who will tend you?Whoever, monks, would tend me, he should tend
the sick.

Kd 8.26.4

“If he has a preceptor he should be tended for life by the preceptor,
who should wait for his recovery.¹ If he has a teacher he should be
tended for life by the teacher, who should wait for his recovery. If he
has one who shares a dwelling-place … If he has a pupil … If he has a
fellow-preceptor … If he has a fellow-teacher he should be tended
for life by the fellow-teacher, who should wait for his recovery. If he
has neither a preceptor nor a teacher nor one who shares a dwelling-
place nor a pupil nor a fellow-preceptor nor a fellow-teacher, he
should be tended by the Order. If it should not tend him, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 8.26.5

“Endowed with five qualities,² monks, does one who is ill become
difficult to tend: he becomes onewho does not dowhat is beneficial;³
he does not knowmoderation in what is beneficial; he becomes one
who does not take medicine;⁴ he becomes one who does not make
clear the disease just as it comes to be to one who tends the sick and

¹ At Vin 1.50 it is said that a preceptor should be tended by the one who shares his
cell; one who shares the cell by his preceptor (Vin 1.53); a teacher by his pupil and a
pupil by his teacher (Vin 1.61). ² From here to end of Kd 8.26 = an iii.143.The five
qualities, aṅgā here, are called dhammā there. ³ asappāyakārin, a doer of what
is not beneficial. Pali-English Dictionary gives for Mil 215, sappāyakiriyā, “giving a
drug”. gs iii.110 translates “he treats not himself with physic”, and doubtless that
which is beneficial has come to have the sense of medicine, drug. But at Vin 1.292
sappāyāni bhojanānimust mean suitable or beneficial meals, and not meals that are
medicines, for it comes under Visākhā’s boon called “food for the sick”. There is
also sappāyāni bhesajjāni, suitable, beneficial medicines, when she is asking to give
medicines for the sick. ⁴ bhesajjaṁ na paṭisevitā hoti.
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whowishes himwell, saying as it is gettingworse, ‘it is gettingworse’,
or as it is getting better, ‘It is getting better’, or as it is stationary,
‘It is stationary’; he becomes not the kind (of man) who endures
bodily feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, sharp, shooting,
disagreeable, miserable, deadly.¹ Endowed with these five qualities,

BD 4.433

monks, does one who is ill become difficult to tend.
Vin 1.303

Kd 8.26.6 “Endowed with five qualities, monks, does one who is ill become
easy to tend: he becomes one who does what is beneficial; he knows
moderation inwhat is beneficial; hebecomesonewho takesmedicine;
he makes clear the disease just as it comes to be to one who tends
the sick and who wishes him well, saying as it is getting worse, ‘It
is getting worse’, or as it is getting better, ‘It is getting better’ or as
it is stationary, ‘It is stationary’; he becomes the kind (of man) who
endures bodily feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, sharp,
shooting, disagreeable, miserable, deadly. Endowed with these five
qualities, monks, does one who is ill become easy to tend.

Kd 8.26.7

“Endowed with five qualities, monks, is one who tends the sick
not fit to tend the sick: he comes to be not competent to provide
the medicine; he does not knowwhat is beneficial and what is not
beneficial; he brings forward what is not beneficial, he takes away
what is beneficial; he tends the sick in the hope of gain,² not (from)
amity ofmind;³ he becomes onewho loathes to remove excrement or
urine or sweat or vomit; he does not come to be competent to gladden,
rejoice, rouse, delight the sick from time to time with dhamma-talk.
Endowed with these five qualities, monks, one who tends the sick is
not fit to tend the sick.

Kd 8.26.8

“Endowed with five qualities, monks, is one who tends the sick fit
to tend the sick: he comes to be competent to provide the medicine;
he knowswhat is beneficial andwhat is not beneficial; he takes away
what is not beneficial, he brings forward what is beneficial; he tends

¹ Stock. For references see bd 3.12, n. 2. ² āmisantaro. Commentary on an iii.144
says “expecting (gifts of) robes, etc.” Vin-a 1133 mentions that antarameans kāraṇa,
and thatāmisantarameansāmisaṁassaantaraṁ, gain is hismotive. ³ nomettacitto,
the mind, or heart, not in amity. Mettā at some time came to be one of the four
brahmāvihāras, Brahma-abidings; See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 216ff.
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the sick (from) amity of mind, not in the hope of gain; he does not
become one who loathes to remove excrement or urine or sweat or
vomit; he comes to be competent to gladden … delight the sick from
time to time with dhamma-talk. Endowed with these five qualities,
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monks, is one who tends the sick fit to tend the sick.”

On inheritance

Kd 8.27.1Nowat that time twomonks came to be going along ahigh-road in the
Kosala country.They arrived at a certain residence where a certain
monk was ill. Then it occurred to these monks: “Your reverences,
tending the sick is praised by the Lord. Come, let us tend this monk,”
and they tended him.While he was being tended by them he passed
away.Then these monks, taking that monk’s bowl and robes, having
gone to Sāvatthī, told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 8.27.2

He said: “Monks, the Order is the owner of the bowl and robes
of a monk who has passed away. But truly those who tend the sick
are of great service. I allow you, monks, to give through the Order
the three robes and the bowl to those who tended the sick. And thus,

Vin 1.304

monks, should they be given: that monkwho tended the sick, having
approached the Order, should say to it: ‘Honoured sirs, the monk so
and so has passed away; these three robes and the bowl were his.’
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,
saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.Themonk so and
so has passed away; these three robes and the bowl were his. If it
seems right to the Order let the Order give these three robes and
the bowl to those who tended the sick.This is the motion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.Themonk so and so has passed away;
these three robes and the bowl were his.The Order is giving these
three robes and the bowl to those who tended the sick. If the giving
of these three robes and the bowl to those who tended the sick is
pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent; he to whom it is
not pleasing should speak.These three robes and the bowl are given
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through the Order to those who tended the sick. It is pleasing to the
Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 8.27.3

Now at that time a certain novice came to pass away.They told
thismatter to the Lord.He said: “Monks, theOrder is the owner of the
bowl and robes of a novice who has passed away. But truly those who
tend the sick are of great service. I allow you, monks, to give through
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the Order the robe and the bowl to those who tended the sick. And
thus, monks, should they be given:That monk who tended the sick,
having approached the Order, should say to it: ‘Honoured sirs, the
novice so and so has passed away; this robe and the bowl were his.’
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,
saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.The novice so and
so has passed away; this robe and bowl were his. If it seems right to
the Order let the Order give this robe and bowl to those who tended
the sick. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to
me.The novice so and so has passed away; this robe and bowl were
his.The Order is giving this robe and bowl to those who tended the
sick. If the giving of this robe and bowl to those who tended the sick
is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent; he to whom it
is not pleasing should speak.This robe and bowl are given through
the Order to those who tended the sick. It is pleasing to the Order,
therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

Kd 8.27.4

Now at that time a certain monk and a novice tended one who
was ill. While he was being tended by these he passed away.Then it
occurred to that monk who had tended the one who was ill: “Now

Vin 1.305

what share of the robes is to be given to the novice who tended the
one who was ill?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, to give an equal share to a novice who tended the sick.”

Kd 8.27.5

Now at that time a certain monk who had many goods, many
requisites, came to pass away.They told this matter to the Lord. He
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said: “Monks, the Order is the owner of the bowl and robes of amonk
who has passed away. But truly those who tend the sick are of great
service. I allowyou,monks, to give through theOrder the three robes
and the bowl to those who tended the sick; to distribute through the
Order that is present whatever few goods, few requisites are there;
but whatever many goods, many requisites are there, these are for
the Order of the four quarters¹—those who have come in, those who
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have not come in—they are not to be disposed of,² not to be divided
up.”³

On rejection of nakedness

Kd 8.28.1Now at that time a certain monk, having become naked, approached
the Lord; having approached he spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, in
many a figure is the Lord a speaker in praise of desiring little, of con-
tentment, of expunging (evil), of punctiliousness, of graciousness,
of decreasing (the obstructions), of putting forth energy.⁴ Lord, this
nakedness is, in many a figure, useful for desiring little, for content-
ment, for expunging (evil), for punctiliousness, for graciousness, for
decreasing (the obstructions), for putting forth energy. It were good,
Lord, if the Lord were to allow nakedness for monks.”

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: “It is not be-
coming, it is not suitable, it is not fitting, it is not worthy of a recluse,
it is not allowable, it is not to be done. How can you, foolish man,

¹ cātuddisa saṅgha. For discussion on this see S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism,
1924, p. 83ff. Cf. same expression at Vin 2.147. ² avissajjika. Five classes of things
that are avissajjiyāni, untransferable, not to be disposed of, are given at Vin 2.170.
³ avebhaṅgika. The same five classes of things that are avebhaṅgiyāni, inalienable,
are given at Vin 2.171. If a monk disposes of or divides up any of these things he
incurs a thullaccaya offence, and the disposal or division is reckoned to be null and
void. ⁴ Stock in Vinaya. See bd 1.37 for notes and references.
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observe nakedness, an observance of members of other sects?¹ It is
not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …”

Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
themonks saying: “Monks, nakedness, anobservance ofmembers
of other sects, is not to be observed.²Whoever should observe it,
there is a grave offence.”

On rejection of garments of grass, etc.
Kd 8.28.2

Now at that time a certainmonk, having put on a kusa-grass garment
… a bark garment … a garment of wood-shavings³ … a hair-blanket
… a horsehair blanket … (a dress of) owls’ wings … (a cloak made
of strips of) black antelope hide,⁴ approached the Lord; having ap-
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proached he spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, in many a figure is the
Lord a speaker in praise of desiring little … of putting forth energy.
Lord, this (cloak made of strips of) black antelope hide is, in many a
figure, useful for desiring little … for putting forth energy. It were
good, Lord, if the Lord were to allow (cloaks made of strips of) black

Vin 1.306

antelope hide for the monks.”
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: “It is not be-

coming … it is not to be done. How can you, foolish man, wear (a
cloak made of strips of) black antelope hide, an emblem of members
of other sects?⁵ Foolish man, it is not for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased …”

¹ titthiyāsamādāna. Word-play probably intended here; for samādānameans both
going for alms without taking the three robes with one (cf. asamādānacāra at
Vin 1.254), and also adopting, undertaking, taking upon oneself. Here the latter
must be meant, for cf. Vin 1.159, where the same phrase is used with regard to the
titthiyās’ ‘vow of silence’mūgabbata. ² Cf. Kd8.15.7, Kd 8.15.11. ³ Phalaka is usu-
ally a panel, board or plank. Vinaya Texts ii.246 and A.K. Coomaraswamy, Indian
Architectural Terms, Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol.48, no.3, p. 268
(referring to this passage) take it as a kind of cloth. ⁴ See bd 1.52f. for notes and
references. The story at Vin 3.34 (= bd 1.52) preceding those of monks dressed in
these kinds of garments, is about a nakedmonk; this itself is preceded by a story
of a monk clothed in a layman’s dress. ⁵ (This footnote proved troublesome to
typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to an appendix with other long notes
on page 2985.)
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Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying:
“Monks, (a cloakmade of strips of) black antelope hide, an em-

blemofmembersofothersects, isnot tobewom.Whoevershould
wear (one), there is a grave offence.”

Kd 8.28.3

Now at that time a certainmonk, having put on (a garment made
of) stalks of swallow-wort¹ … having put on (a cloth of) fibre,² ap-
proached the Lord; having approached, he spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, in many a figure is the Lord a speaker in praise of desiring
little … of putting forth energy. Lord, this (cloth of) fibre is, in many
a figure, useful for desiring little … for putting forth of energy. It
were good, Lord, if the Lord were to allow (a cloth or) fibre for the
monks.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: “It is not
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becoming … it is not to be done. How can you, foolish man, put on (a
cloth of) fibre? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not
(yet) pleased …” Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk,
he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, (a cloth of) fibre is not to be put on. Whoever should

put (one) on, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

On rejection of all dark green

Kd 8.29.1Nowat that time the groupof sixmonkswore robes thatwere all dark
green,³ they wore robes that were all yellow, they wore robes that
were all red, they wore robes that were all crimson, they wore robes
that were all black, they wore robes that were all dyed brownish-

¹ akkanāla. Akka is the plant Calotropis gigantea.Word occurs at mn i.429. ² (This
footnote proved troublesome to typeset due to its length, so it has beenmoved to
an appendix with other long notes on page 1859.) ³ nīlaka, or blue; see bd 2.408,
n. 1, bd 2.408, n. 2. For this sequence of colours cf. Vin 1.185 = Vin 2.267, and see
Buddhaghosa’s explanations at Vin-a 1083.This passage, with the omission of the
last item, recurs at Vin 2.267 for the group of six nuns.
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yellow,¹ they wore robes that were all dyed reddish-yellow,² they
wore robes with borders that were not cut up, they wore robes with
long borders, they wore robes with borders of flowers, they wore
robes with borders of snakes’ hoods, they wore jackets,³ they wore
(garments of) theTirīṭa tree,⁴ theywore turbans. People lookeddown
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Like householders who
enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Monks, robes that are all dark green arenot to beworn, robes

that are all yellow are not to beworn…a jacket is not to beworn,
(a garmentmade from) the Tirīṭa tree is not to beworn, a turban
is not to beworn.Whoever shouldwear (one), there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Onwhen there is no robe after the rains

Kd 8.30.1 Nowat that timemonks, having spent the rains, andno robe-material
having accrued, went away and left the Order⁵ and passed away; and

Vin 1.307

BD 4.439 they pretended to be novices and they pretended to be disavowers
of the training and they pretended to be committers of an extreme
offence and they pretended to be mad and they pretended to be un-
hinged and they pretended to have bodily pains and they pretended
to be suspended for not seeing an offence and they pretended to be
suspended for notmaking amends for an offence and they pretended
to be suspended for not giving up a wrong view and they pretended
to be eunuchs and they pretended that they were living in commu-

¹ mahāraṅgaratta, Vin-a 1083 saying that it is the colour of a centipede’s back.
² mahānāmaratta, Vin-a 1083 saying that it is the colour of withered leaves, a mixed
colour. ³ kañcuka, cf. an i.145. ⁴ tirīṭaka. Symplocos racemosa. Vin-a 1135 ex-
plains by rukkhachallimayaṁ taṁ pādapuñchanaṁ kātuṁ vaṭṭati, made of the bark
of a tree, one can make a foot-towel of it. Cf. an i.295 where the wearing of this
comes among the practices of the “self-tormentors”, or wasters-away. ⁵ This
sequence = Vin 1.121 = Vin 2.173. Cf. also Vin 1.135, Vin 1.167, Vin 1.320.
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nion, though it was by theft,¹ and they pretended that they had gone
over to other sects² and they pretended to be animals³ and they pre-
tended to be matricides⁴ and they pretended to be parricides⁵ and
they pretended to be slayers of men perfected⁶ and they pretended
to be seducers of nuns and they pretended to be schismatics⁷ and
they pretended to be shedders of (a Truthfinder’s) blood⁸ and they
pretended to be hermaphrodites.⁹They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 8.30.2

He said: “This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent
the rains, no robe-material having accrued, goes away. If there is a
suitable receiver,¹⁰ (robe-material) should be given (to him). This
is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent the rains, no robe-
material having accrued, leaves the Order, passes away, pretends to
be a novice, pretends to be a disavower of the training, pretends to be
a committer of an extreme offence.The Order is the owner.This is a
case,monks,where amonk, having spent the rains, no robe-material

BD 4.440

having accrued, pretends to be mad … pretends to be suspended for
not giving up a wrong view. If there is a suitable receiver, (robe-
material) should be given (to him). This is a case, monks, where
a monk, having spent the rains, no robe-material having accrued,

¹ theyyasaṁvāsaka. At Vin 1.86 it is said that if such a one has not been ordained, he
should not be ordained; if he has been ordained he should be expelled.This passage
makes it clear that a monk, called a theyyasaṁvāsaka in the rule, took on himself
the attributes of a monk without undergoing the training, and tried to become a
saṁvāsaka, one in communion (see definition of saṁvāsa in the Pārājikas) by theft,
theyya, of a monk’s attributes. Explained at Vin-a 1016ff. ² tittihiyapakkantaka. At
Vin 1.86 same is said of this as of theyyasaṁvāsaka. Explanation given at Vin-a 1021.
³ Same is said as of the two previous terms, Vin 1.88. Explained at Vin-a 1022f.
⁴ Same is said as of the two previous terms, Vin 1.88. Explained at Vin-a 1022f.
⁵ Same is said as of the two previous terms, Vin 1.88. Explained at Vin-a 1022f.
⁶ Same is said as of previous terms at Vin 1.89. Explained at Vin-a 1022. ⁷ Same is
said as of previous terms at Vin 1.89. Explained at Vin-a 1022f. ⁸ Same is said as of
previous terms at Vin 1.89. Explained at Vin-a 1022f. ⁹ Same is said as of previous
terms at Vin 1.89. Explained at Vin-a 1022f. ¹⁰ paṭirūpe gāhake. Vin-a 1135 says “if
there is somemonkwho takes (robe-material), thinking, ‘I am taking as for that
monk’, the meaning is that it should be given to him”. Vin-a 1135 also points out that
among these twenty-three types of men, sixteen do not receive the material and
seven do.
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pretends to be a eunuch…pretends to be ahermaphrodite.TheOrder
is the owner.

Kd 8.30.3

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent the rains,
robe-material having accrued, but not having been distributed, goes
away. If there is a suitable receiver, (robe-material) should be given
(to him). This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent the
rains, robe-material having accrued, butnot havingbeendistributed,
leaves the Order … pretends to be a committer of an extreme offence.
The Order is the owner.This is a case, monks, where a monk, having
spent the rains, robe-material having accrued, but not having been
distributed, pretends to be mad … pretends to be suspended for
not giving up a wrong view. If there is a suitable receiver, (robe-
material) should be given (to him). This is a case, monks, where a
monk, having spent the rains, robe-material having accrued, but not
having been distributed, pretends to be a eunuch … pretends to be a
hermaphrodite.The Order is the owner.

On a robe for a divided Saṅgha
Kd 8.30.4

“This is a case, monks, where monks, having spent the rains, robe-
material not having accrued, the Order is divided.¹ People there
saying: ‘We are giving for an Order,’ give water² to one part,³ they
give robe-material to the other part.This is for the Order.⁴This is a
case, monks, where monks, having spent the rains, robe-material
not having accrued, theOrder is divided. People there saying: ‘We are
giving for anOrder,’ givingwater to onepart, they give robe-material

BD 4.441

¹ bhijjati. Vin-a 1135 says that being divided, like the (quarrelsome) monks of
Kosambī, there come to be two parts (or divisions). ² udaka. Vin-a 1135 saying
that they give dakkhiṇodakañ ca gandhādīni ca, water that is dakkhiṇa (i.e. either
ceremonial, or to wash in) and perfumes and so on. ³ pakkha, side, party, faction.
Cf. pakkha at Vin 3.173 in definition of “should go forward with a schism”; and at
Vin 3.175 in definition of “take his part”. See also bd 3.190, n. 3. ⁴ Vin-a 1135 says
that “this, etaṁ, is for the two divisions of the whole Order. It should be distributed
among the two sides after a gong has been beaten”. By “whole Order” Buddhaghosa
means that part of it which spent the rains together in the same residence.
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to the same part.This is for the Order.
Vin 1.308

Kd 8.30.5“This is a case, monks, wheremonks, having spent the rains, robe-
material not having accrued, the Order is divided. People there say-
ing: ‘We are giving for a part,’ give water to one part, they give robe-
material to the other part. This is for a part. This is a case, monks,
where monks, having spent the rains, robe-material not having ac-
crued, the Order is divided. People there saying: ‘We are giving for
a part,’ give water to one part, they give robe-material to the same
part.This is for the part.

Kd 8.30.6

“This is a case, monks, wheremonks, having spent the rains, robe-
material having accrued (but) not being distributed, the Order is
divided. It should be equally distributed among all.”

On rightly andwrongly allotted
Kd 8.31.1Now at that time the venerable Revata sent robe-material for the

venerable Sāriputta by the hand of a certainmonk, saying: “Give this
robe-material to the elder.” Then on the way that monk took that
robe-material on trust¹ for the venerable Revata.Then the venerable
Revata, having met the venerable Sāriputta, asked:
“I, honoured sir, sent robe-material for the elder. Has that robe-

material arrived?” “I have not seen that robe-material, your rever-
ence.”Then the venerable Revata spoke thus to that monk: “I, your
reverence, sent robe-material by the venerable one’s hand for the
elder. Where is that robe-material?”
“I, honoured sir, took that robe-material on trust for the venerable

one.”They told this matter to the Lord.
Kd 8.31.2

He said: “This is a case, monks, where a monk is sending robe-
material by a monk’s hand, saying: ‘Give this robe-material to so and
so.’ If he, while on the way, takes it on trust for himwho sends it, it is
rightly taken. If he takes it on trust for him towhom itwas being sent,
it is wrongly taken.This is a case, monks, where a monk is sending
robe-material by a monk’s hand, saying, ‘Give this robe-material to

¹ I.e. he used it himself. On vissāsaṁ gaṇhāti, see Kd 8.19.1 and bd 2.10, n. 5.
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so and so’. If he, while on the way, takes it on trust for him to whom
BD 4.442

it was being sent, it is wrongly taken. If he takes it on trust for him
who sent it, it is rightly taken.This is a case, monks, where a monk
… ‘… to so and so’. While he is on the way he hears that he who sent
it has passed away. If he allots to him¹ the robe-material of the one
who is deceased, it is rightly allotted. If he takes it on trust for him
to whom it was being sent, it is wrongly taken.This is a case, monks,
where a monk … ‘… to so and so’. While he is on the way he hears
that he to whom it was being sent has passed away. If he allots to him
the robe-material of the one who is deceased, it is wrongly allotted.
If he takes it on trust for him who sent it, it is rightly taken. This
is a case, monks, where a a monk… ‘… to so and so’. While he is on

Vin 1.309

the way he hears that both have passed away. If he allots to him the
robe-material of the one who is deceased—of him who sent it—it
is rightly allotted. If he allots to him the robe-material of the one
who is deceased—of him to whom it was being sent—it is wrongly
allotted.

Kd 8.31.3

“This is a case, monks, where a monk sends robe-material by the
hand of a monk, saying, ‘I am giving this robe-material to so and so’.
If he, while on the way, takes it on trust for him who sends it, it is
wrongly taken. If he takes it on trust for him towhom it is being sent,
it is rightly taken. This is a case, monks, where a monk … ‘… to so
and so’. If he, while on the way, takes it on trust for him to whom it
was being sent, it is rightly taken. If he takes it on trust for himwho
sends it, it is wrongly taken.This is a case, monks, where a monk …
‘… to so and so’. While he is on the way, he hears that he who sent
it has passed away. If he allots to him the robe-material of the one
who is deceased, it is wrongly allotted. If he takes it on trust for him
to whom it was being sent, it is rightly taken.This is a case, monks,
where a monk … ‘… to so and so’. While he is on the way, he hears
that he to whom it was being sent has passed away. If he allots to him
the robe-material of the one who is deceased, it is rightly allotted.
If he takes it on trust for himwho sent it, it is wrongly taken.This
is a case, monks, where a monk … ‘… to so and so’. While he is on
¹ tassa.
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the way, he hears that both have passed away. If he allots to him the
BD 4.443

robe-material of the one who is deceased—of him who sent it—it
is wrongly allotted. If he allots to him the robe-material of the one
who is deceased—of him to whom it was being sent—it is rightly
allotted.”¹

Eight channels for the accruing of robes
Kd 8.32.1“There are, monks, these eight channels² for the accruing of robe-

material:³ if he gives on a boundary,⁴ if he gives on agreement, if he
gives with an announcement of almsfood, if he gives for an Order,
if he gives for both Orders, if he gives for an Order which has spent
the rains, if he gives having offered,⁵ if he gives to an individual.
“He gives on a boundary: it should be distributed to as many

monks as are within the boundary.
“He gives on agreement: several residences come to be equal re-

ceivers; what is given in each residence is given for all.
“He gives with an announcement of almsfood: they say, ‘We give

it there where the Order’s constant services are done’.
“He gives for an Order: it should be distributed among the Order

that is present.
“He gives for bothOrders: even if there aremanymonks (but only)

one nun, a half should be given; even if there are many nuns (but
only) one monk, a half should be given.
“He gives for an Order which has spent the rains: it should be dis-

tributed to as manymonks as have spent the rains in that residence.
Vin 1.310

“He gives, having offered: conjeys or rice or solid foods or robes
or lodgings or medicines.

¹ Vinaya Texts ii.253, n. 1 says “The reason of all this is, that if the sender (A) says to
the messenger (B), ‘Give this robe to the sendee (C)’, the property in the robe does
not pass; if A says to B, ‘I give this robe to C’, it does pass.” ² mātikā, as in Kd 7.1.7.
³ cīvarassa uppādāyā. ⁴ sīmāya. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1136 enumerates fifteen
kinds of boundaries. ⁵ ādissa. Buddhaghosa at Vin-a 1144 explains as ādisitvā
paricchinditvā, having dedicated, having decided.
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“He gives to an individual: he says, ‘I am giving this robe-material
to so and so’.”¹

The Section on Robe-material:The Eighth

this is its key
Urban council of Rājagaha, having seen the courtesan at Vesālī,

BD 4.444
having gone back to Rājagaha made this known to the king. /
Indeed Sālavatīka’s child was Abhaya’s son,²
known as Jīvaka because the prince asked, “Is he alive?” /
Then he, having gone to Taxila, having studied, very famous,³
dispelled a seven year old disease by treatment through the nose, /
He removed the king’s fistula with an ointment (the king saying),
“Tendme and the women and the awakened one’s Order”.⁴ /
And the merchant of Rājagaha, the tending on the twist in the bowels.
He dispelled Pajjota’s great disease by a drink of clarified butter. /
And office, Siveyya(ka cloths), he lubricated the humours,
the purging thirty times all together with three handfuls of lotuses. /
He asked for the boon of good behaviour,⁵ and he accepted Siveyya(ka
cloths),
and the Truth-finder allowed the gift of householders’ robes. /
Many robes accrued in Rājagaha (and) in the country.
A mantle, and likewise a silken one,⁶ a fleecy coverlet, worth half a kāsi, /
And various kinds, satisfaction, they did not wait and they waited,
first, afterwards, together, and an agreement, they conveyed it back, /
Store-room, and unguarded, and likewise they turned away,
heaped up, and a tumult. How is it to be divided? How is it to be given? /
About his own andmore than one portion. How is a share to be given?
With dung and with cold water, to overflow, they did not know, /

BD 4.445
Pouring out, and a vessel, and in a dish, and on the ground,
white ants, in the middle, they wore out, on one side, and about being stiff,
Harsh, not cut up, laid out in strips, he saw the bundles,
having thought it over the Sakyan sage allowed three robes. /
About another that is extra, it accrued, and then it was torn,
the four quarters, she asked for the boon to give cloths for the rains, /
(Food for) the incoming, the outgoing, the sick,
those who tend the sick andmedicine, constant supply,

¹ Vin-a 1145, “he may say, ‘I am giving this to you, honoured sir’, or ‘I am giving this
to you and to your pupils’ ”. ² atraja, usually meaning “own son”. ³ mahābhisa,
variant readingmahābhañña. ⁴ buddhasaṅgha, in place of text’s (Kd 8.1.15) bud-
dhapamukha bhikkhusaṅgha. It is not clear to me whether the king was enjoining
Jīvaka to tend the Buddha himself or only the Order. ⁵ pakatatta vara. ⁶ kosika,
replacing koseyyapāvāra of Kd 8.1.36.
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and bathing cloths, abundant, too small, /
Thick scabs, for the face, linen, complete, what is allotted,
the least, it was made heavy, the comer, the thread frayed out, /

Vin 1.311
They gave way, and they were not enough, extra supply, and many,
in the BlindMen’s Grove, through thoughtlessness,
the rains alone, and during a favourable time, /
Two brothers, in Rājagaha, Upananda, again in two,
dysentery, the ill one and the two, on what belongs to the sick,¹ /
Naked one, kusa-grass, bark garment, wood shavings, hair blanket,
horse-hair, and owls’ wings, black antelope, and stalks of swallow-wort, /
Fibre, green and yellow, red, and about crimson,
black, brownish-reddish-yellow, then borders not cut up, /
Long, flowers, snakes’ hoods, jackets, Tirīṭa-tree, turbans,
not having accrued, he went away,² the Order is divided at all the times, /
They give to a part, for the Order, the venerable Revata sent,
he takes on trust, if he allots, eight channels for robe-material.

Vin 1.312

¹ Text and Siamese edition read gilāyanā. Sinhalese edition reads gilānakā, which I
follow. ² pakkamati; text, Vin 1.307, pakkamanti.
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The story of the monk Kassapagotta

Kd 9.1.1

BD 4.446
At one time the awakened one, the Lordwas staying at Campā¹ on the
bank of the Gaggarā lotus-pool.² Now at that time in the Kāsi country
there was a village named Vāsabha;³ a monk called Kassapagotta⁴
was a resident there, he was attached to the tradition,⁵ he had made
an effort⁶ so that well behaved monks who had not come should
come, and so that well behaved monks who had come should live in
comfort,⁷ and so that that residence should attain growth, expansion,
maturity. Now at that time severalmonkswalking on tour among the
Kāsi people arrived at the village of Vāsabha.ThemonkKassapagotta
saw thesemonks coming in the distance; seeing them hemade ready
a seat,⁸ he put out water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-
stand, having gone out to meet them he received their bowls and

¹ Capital of Aṅga. Called Campā according to mn-a iii.1 because of its number of
campaka (white jasmine) trees. ² mn-a iii.1 = dn-a i.279 say that it was excavated
by a chief consort (Vin-a 1145 by a woman) called Gaggarā. ³ Mentioned also at
Pv iii.1.2. ⁴ This as the name of a monk occurs at an i.236 and sn i.198. Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names suggests that the Saṁyutta one is to be identified with either
the Vinaya or the Aṅguttara Kassapagotta. n.b. that here and at an i.236 he is called
“a (the) monk called Kassapagotta”, while at sn i.198 he is called “the venerable
Kassapagotta”. The name may be a clan name or a personal one. ⁵ tantibad-
dha, Vin-a 1145 saying “he was fettered by the tanti (tradition, sacred text, thread,
string) of things to be done (duties, obligations) in that residence”. Cf. tantimagga
at Vin 1.156 (see above, bd 4.206). ⁶ ussukkaṁ āpanno, cf. ussukhaṁ akāsi below
and ussukkaṁ karoti at Vin 4.280, Vin 4.301. ⁷ phāsu vihareyyuṁ. Phāsuvihāra is
perhaps a technical expression, see Vin 1.92 (above bd 4.118, n. 2). ⁸ As at Vin 4.231,
Vin 4.310.
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robes, he offered them drinking water, he made an effort in the
matter of bathing (for them), he also made an effort in the matter of
conjey, solid food, rice.Then it occurred to these incomingmonks:
“Good indeed is this resident monk, your reverences, he makes an
effort in the matter of bathing (for us), he also makes an effort in
the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for us). Come now, let us, your
reverences, settle down just here at Vāsabha village.” Then these

BD 4.447

incoming monks settled down just there at Vāsabha village.
Kd 9.1.2

Then it occurred to the monk Kassapagotta: “What was travel-
weariness in these incomingmonks has abated; further they, who
did not knowwhich alms-resorts¹ were appointed,² now know these
alms-resorts which were appointed. It is indeed arduous to make
an effort all one’s life among strangers,³ and hinting is not liked by
the people.⁴ Suppose I were to make no effort in the matter of conjey,
solid food, rice?” Hemade no effort in thematter of conjey, solid food,
rice.Then it occurred to those incoming monks:

Vin 1.313

“Formerly, your reverences, this resident monkmade an effort in
the matter of bathing (for us), he also made an effort in the matter
of conjey, solid food, rice (for us), but now he makes no effort in
the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for us). This resident monk,
your reverences, is now corrupt. Come now, your reverences, let us
suspend⁵ the resident monk.”

Kd 9.1.3

Then these incoming monks, having assembled together, spoke
thus to the monk Kassapagotta: “Now, formerly you, your reverence,
used tomake an effort in thematter of bathing (for us), you also used
to make an effort in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for us), but
now youmake no effort in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for
us). You, your reverence, have fallen into an offence; do you see this
offence?”
“There is no offence of mine, your reverences, that I can see.”

¹ gocara, cf. Vin 1.292 (above, bd 4.417). ² appakataññu, cf. bd 2.390, n. 3.
³ parakulesu. Probably “strangers” because they were not the families who sup-
ported Kassapagotta himself, but he went to them for alms for the “incoming
monks”. ⁴ Cf. Vin 3.144 (bd 1.246), Vin 3.227 (bd 2.79). ⁵ ukkhipāma. Ukkhipati is
not to “pronounce expulsion” as translated at Vinaya Texts ii.257. See bd 3.28, n. 4.
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Then these incoming monks suspended the monk Kassapagotta
fornot seeing theoffence.¹Then it occurred to themonkKassapagotta:
“Indeed I do not know this: whether this is an offence or is no offence,
and whether I have fallen or have not fallen, and whether I am sus-
pended or am not suspended, or whether it is by (an act) that is

BD 4.448

legitimate² or that is not legitimate, or by (one) that is reversible³ or
that is irreversible, or by (one) that is fit to stand⁴ or that is not fit to
stand. Suppose that I, having gone to Campā, were to ask the Lord
about this matter?”

Kd 9.1.4

Then the monk Kassapagotta, having packed away his lodging,
taking his bowl and robe, set out for Campā; in due course he ap-
proached Campā and the Lord. Having approached, having greeted
the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. Now it is the custom
for awakened ones, for lords to exchange friendly greetings with
incoming monks. So the Lord spoke thus to the monk Kassapagotta:
“I hope,monk, that thingswentwell with you, I hope you had enough
to support life, I hope you have come on the journey with but little
fatigue. But where, monk, have you come from?”
“Things did go well with me, Lord, I had enough to support life,

Lord, and I, Lord, came on the journey with but little fatigue.
Kd 9.1.5

“There is, Lord, in the Kāsi country a village called Vāsabha. I,
Lord, a resident there, attached to the tradition, had made an effort
so that well behaved monks who had not come should come, and so
that well behaved monks who had come should live in comfort, and
so that that residence should attain growth, expansion, maturity.
Then, Lord, several monks walking on tour among the people of Kāsi
arrived at the village of Vāsabha. I, Lord, saw those monks coming
in the distance; seeing them I made ready a seat … Then, Lord, it
occurred to these incoming monks: ‘Good indeed is this resident
monk …’ … Then, Lord, these incoming monks settled down, just

Vin 1.314

¹ Cf. Kd 11.25–30. ² dhammika; cf. Vin 4.284–Vin.4.285; cf. “definition” of dham-
mikakamma at Vin 4.152; and see below, bd 4.453 (adhammikakamma). Possibly
kamma is omitted above unintentionally. ³ Kuppa; cf. Vin 4.153. ⁴ ṭhānāraha.
These three expressions, and their opposites occur at Vin 1.111 (above, bd 4.146).
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there in Vāsabha village.Then, Lord, it occurred to me: ‘… Suppose
I were to make no effort in … the matter of conjey, solid food, rice
(for them)?’ So then I made no effort …Then, Lord, these incoming
monks, having assembled together, spoke thus tome: ‘Now, formerly,
your reverence … Do you see this offence?’Then, Lord, these incom-

BD 4.449

ing monks suspendedme for not seeing the offence.Then, Lord, it
occurred to me: ‘Indeed I do not know… Suppose that I, having gone
to Campā, were to ask the Lord about this matter?’ That is why, Lord,
I have come.”

Kd 9.1.6

“This is no offence, monk, this is not an offence; you are unfallen,
you have not fallen; you are unsuspended, you were not suspended;
you were suspended by a (formal) act that was not legitimate, that
was reversible, that was not fit to stand. Go you, monk, settle down
there at Vāsabha village.”
“Very well, Lord,” and the monk Kassapagotta having answered

the Lord in assent, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord,
keeping his right side towards him, set out for Vāsabha village.

Kd 9.1.7

Then these incomingmonks became doubtful, they became re-
morseful.They thought: “Indeed it was unprofitable for us, indeed
it was not profitable for us, indeed it was ill-gotten by us, indeed
it was not well-gotten by us, that we suspended a pure¹ monk, not
an offender, without cause, without reason. Come now, your rev-
erences, having gone to Campā, let us confess the transgression as
a transgression to the Lord.” Then these incoming monks, having
packed away their lodgings, taking their bowls and robes, set out for
Campā; in due course they approached Campā and the Lord. Having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance. Now it is the custom for awakened ones, for lords to ex-
change friendly greetings with incoming monks. So the Lord spoke
thus to those monks: “I hope, monks, that things went well with you,
I hope you had enough to support life, I hope you have come on the

¹ suddha in such a connectionmeans that amonkhas committed no offences, or that
if he has he has confessed them, and so is “pure” to take his place at the Pātimokkha
recitation; Cf. Vin 1.114 (above, bd 4.151), and epilogue to each class of rules in the
Vibhaṅgas.
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journey with but little fatigue. But where, monks, have you come
from?”
“Things have gone well with us, Lord, we had enough to support

life, Lord, and we came on the journey. Lord, with but little fatigue.
There is, Lord, in the Kāsi country a village called Vāsabha. We come
from there, Lord.”

Kd 9.1.8

“Did you, monks, suspend a resident monk?”
“Yes, Lord.”
“For what cause, monks, for what reason?”

BD 4.450

“There was no cause, Lord, no reason.” The awakened one, the
Lord rebuked them, saying:
“It is not fitting, monks, it is not becoming , it is not suitable, it

Vin 1.315

is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done.
How can you, foolish men, suspend a pure monk, not an offender,
without cause, without reason? It is not, foolish men, for pleasing
thosewho are not (yet) pleased…” and having rebuked them, having
given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a pure monk, not an offender, is not to be suspend-

edwithout cause, without reason.Whoever should suspend one,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 9.1.9

Then these monks, rising from their seats, having arranged their
upper robes over one shoulder, having inclined their heads towards
the Lord’s feet, spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, a transgression has
overcome us,¹ in that we, foolish, misguided, wrong that we were,
suspended a pure monk, not an offender, without cause, without
reason. Lord, let the Lord acknowledge our transgression as a trans-
gression for the sake of restraint in the future.”
“Truly, monks, a transgression has overcome you, in that you,

foolish, misguided, wrong that you were, suspended a pure monk,
not an offender, without cause, without reason. But if you, monks,
having seen the transgression as a transgression, confess according
to the rule, we acknowledge it for you; for, monks, in the discipline
for an ariyan this is growth: whoever having seen a transgression as

¹ Cf. Vin 4.18–Vin.4.19, and see bd 2.200, notes.
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a transgression confesses it according to the rule, he attains restraint
in the future.”

On an act not by rule in an incomplete
assembly, etc.

Kd 9.2.1Now at that time at Campā monks carried out (formal) acts like
these: they carried out a (formal) act not by rule, in an incomplete
assembly, they carried out a (formal) act not by rule, in a complete
assembly, they carried out a (formal) act by a rule, in an incomplete
assembly, they carried out a (formal) act, bywhat had the appearance
of a rule, in an incomplete assembly, they carried out a (formal)
act by what had the appearance of a rule, in a complete assembly;
and one¹ suspended one and one suspended two and one suspended

BD 4.451

several and one suspended an Order, and two suspended one and
two suspended two and two suspended several and two suspended
an Order, and several suspended one and several suspended two and
several suspended several and several suspended an Order, and an
Order suspended an Order.²

Kd 9.2.2

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying: “How can these monks at Campā carry out
(formal) acts like these? How can they carry out a (formal) act by
rule, in an incomplete assembly?…Howcan they carry out a (formal)
act by what has the appearance of a rule, in a complete assembly?
And how can one suspend one … and how can an Order suspend an
Order?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks at Campā carry out (for-

mal) acts like these? Do they carry out a (formal) act not by rule, in
Vin 1.316

an incomplete assembly … and does an Order suspend an Order?”
“It is true, Lord.”The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, say-

ing:
“Monks, it is not fitting in these foolish men, it is not becoming, it

¹ I.e. an individual monk. ² See Vinaya Texts ii.262, n.
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is not suitable, it is unworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not
to be done. How, monks, can these foolish men carry out (formal)
acts like these? How can they carry out a (formal) act not by rule,
in an incomplete assembly? … and how can an Order suspend an
Order? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased
…” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying:

Kd 9.2.3

“If, monks, a (formal) act is carried out not by rule, in an incom-
plete assembly, it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out.
A (formal) act carried out not by rule, in a complete assembly, is not
a formal act and ought not to be carried out … A (formal) act carried
out bywhat has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly, is not
a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out; and if one suspends
one it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out … and if

BD 4.452

an Order suspends an Order it is not a (formal) act and ought not to
be carried out.

Kd 9.2.4

“Monks, there are these four (formal) acts: a (formal) act (carried
out) not by rule, in an incomplete assembly; a (formal) act (carried
out) not by rule in a complete assembly; a (formal) act (carried out)
by rule in an incomplete assembly; a (formal) act (carried out) by
rule in a complete assembly. Herein, monks, that which is a (formal)
act (carried out) not by rule, in an incomplete assembly, this (for-
mal) act, monks, because it lacks reference to rule,¹ because of the
incompleteness² (of the assembly), is reversible, is not fit to stand.
Monks, a (formal) act like this should not be carried out, and a (for-
mal) act like this is not allowed by me. Herein, monks, that which is
a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule, in a complete assembly, this
(formal) act, monks, because it lacks reference to rule, is reversible,
is not fit to stand … and a (formal) act like this is not allowed by me.
Herein, monks, that which is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule, in
an incomplete assembly, this (formal) act, monks, because of the
incompleteness (of the assembly), is reversible … is not allowed by
me. Herein, monks, that which is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule,

¹ adhammattā, not “wickedness” as Critical Pali Dictionary gives. ² vaggattā.
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in a complete assembly, this (formal) act, monks, because it has ref-
erence to rule, because of the completeness (of the assembly), is
irreversible, it is fit to stand. Monks, a (formal) act like this may be
carried out and a (formal) act like this is allowed byme.Therefore,
monks, thinking: ‘We will carry out a (formal) act like this, that is to
say by rule, in a complete assembly’—it is thus that youmust train
yourselves.”

On an actwithout amotion, etc.
Kd 9.3.1Nowat that time the group of sixmonks carried out (formal) acts like

these: they carried out a (formal) act not by rule in an incomplete
assembly; they carried out a (formal) act not by rule in a complete
assembly; they carried out a (formal) act by rule in an incomplete
assembly; they carried out a (formal) act by what had the appear-
ance of a rule in an incomplete assembly; they carried out a (formal)
act by what had the appearance of a rule in a complete assembly;
they also carried out a (formal) act for which a motion had not been

BD 4.453

furnished¹ although a proclamation had been furnished;² they also
carried out a (formal) act for which a proclamation had not been
furnished although a motion had been furnished; they also carried

Vin 1.317

out a (formal) act for which a motion had not been furnished and
for which a proclamation had not been furnished; they also carried
out a (formal) act that was against the rule; they also carried out
a (formal) act that was against discipline;³ they also carried out a
(formal) act that was against the Teacher’s instruction;⁴ they also
carried out a (formal) act that had been protested against,⁵ that was

¹ ñattivipanna. ² anussāvanasampanna, i.e. a proclamation of a kammavācā, the
resolution. See S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 150. ³ Vin-a 1146 says that
discipline here means “reproving, making (someone) remember”, i.e. giving the
person against whom one is about to carry out a formal act a chance to confess his
offence. ⁴ Vin-a 1146 says that this provides for a motion and a proclamation.
⁵ paṭikuṭṭhakata. Vin-a 1146 says that it was protested against (paṭikuṭṭha) but was
also carried out (kata)—it was carried out in spite of the protests of others. See
paṭikkosati at beginning of Bu-Pc 79, where the monks protest when a formal act is
being carried out.
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not legitimate, reversible, not fit to stand.Those who were modest
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can this group of six monks carry out (formal) acts like

these? How can they carry out a (formal) act not by rule in an incom-
plete assembly? … How can they carry out a (formal) act that has
been protested against, that is not legitimate,¹ reversible, not fit to
stand?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks carried

out (formal) acts like these; that they carried out a (formal) act not
by rule, in an incomplete assembly … a (formal) act that has been
protested against, that is not legitimate, reversible, not fit to stand?”
“It is true, Lord.” … Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
Kd 9.3.2

“Monks, a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule, in an incomplete
assembly, is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out … A
(formal) act (carried out) by what has the appearance of a rule in a
complete assembly is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried
out. Monks, a (formal) act for which a motion is not furnished, al-
though a proclamation is furnished, is not a (formal) act and ought
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not to be carried out.Monks, a (formal) act for which a proclamation
is furnished, although a motion is not furnished, is not a (formal)
act and ought not to be carried out. Monks, a (formal) act for which
a motion is not furnished and for which a proclamation is not fur-
nished, is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out. Monks,
a (formal) act carried out against the rule … against the discipline
… against the Teacher’s instruction is not a (formal) act and ought
not to be carried out. Monks, a (formal) act that has been protested
against, that is not legitimate, reversible, not fit to stand, is not a
(formal) act and ought not to be carried out.

Kd 9.3.3

“Monks, there are these six (formal) acts: a (formal) act (carried
out) not by rule, a (formal) act (carried out) in an incomplete assem-
bly, a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete assembly, a (formal) act
(carried out) by what has the appearance of rule in an incomplete

¹ Omitted in Oldenberg’s text, but contained in the Sinhalese edition.
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assembly, a (formal) act (carried out) by what has the appearance of
rule in a complete assembly, a (formal) act (carried out) by rule in a
complete assembly.
“And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule? If,

monks, when it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution,¹
one carries out the (formal) act by means of the one motion but does
not proclaim the resolution, then it is a (formal) act (carried out)
not by rule. If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with a motion and a
resolution, one carries out the (formal) act by means of two motions
but does not proclaim the resolution, then it is a (formal) act (carried
out) not by rule. If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with a motion
and a resolution, one carries out the (formal) act by means of the
one resolution but does not propose the motion, then it is a (formal)
act (carried out) not by rule. If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with
a motion and a resolution, one carries out the (formal) act by means
of two resolutions but does not propose the motion, it is a (formal)
act carried out not by rule.

Kd 9.3.4

“If,monks,when it is a (formal) actwith amotion and a resolution
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to be put three times,² one carries out the (formal) act by means of
onemotion but does not proclaim the resolution , then it is a (formal)
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act (carried out) not by rule. If monks, when it is a (formal) act with
a motion and a resolution to be put three times, one carries out
the (formal) act by means of two motions … three motions … four
motions but does not proclaim the resolution, then it is a (formal)
act (carried out) not by rule. If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with
a motion and a resolution io be put three times, one carries out the
(formal) act by means of one proclamation … two proclamations …
three proclamations … four proclamations, but does not propose the
motion, then it is a (formal) act carried out not by rule.This, monks,
is called a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule.

Kd 9.3.5

¹ ñattidutiya. This is a formal act in two parts, the motion, ñatti, being the first; the
second part, dutiya, which consists of one proclamation, has to be made before the
decision of an Order can be arrived at. ² ñatticatuttha, a formal act in four parts:
the motion, and then the resolution, but this has to be proclaimed not once, but
three times, have no neat expressions for such procedure.
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“Andwhat, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) in an incomplete
assembly? If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolu-
tion, and as manymonks as are entitled (to take part in the formal)
act¹ are not come, if the leave for absence of those fit (to declare their)
leave of absence is not sent, if those who are present protest, it is a
(formal) act in an incomplete assembly. If, monks, … as manymonks
as are entitled (to take part in the formal) act are come, if the leave
for absence … is not sent, if those who are present protest, it is a
(formal) act in an incomplete assembly. If, monks, … as manymonks
as are entitled (to take part in the formal) act are come, if the leave
for absence of those fit (to declare their) leave for absence is sent, if
those who are present protest, it is a (formal) act (carried out) in an
incomplete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution put

three times … (the same three cases as above are repeated here) … it is
a (formal) act in an incomplete assembly. This, monks, is called a
(formal) act (carried out) in an incomplete assembly.

Kd 9.3.6

“And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete
assembly? If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolu-
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tion, and as manymonks as are (entitled to take part in the formal)
act are come, if the leave for absence of those fit (to declare their)
leave for absence is sent, if those who are present do not protest, it
is a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with amotion and a resolution to be

put three times … (the same three cases as above are repeated here) … it
is a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete assembly.This, monks, is
called a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete assembly.

Kd 9.3.7

“And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) by what has
the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly? If, monks, it is a
(formal) act with a motion and a resolution, and one first proclaims
the resolution andafterwardsproposes themotion, if asmanymonks
as are entitled (to take part in a formal) act have not come, if the leave
for absence of those fit (to declare their) leave for absence is not sent,

¹ kammappatta.
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if thosewho are present protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried out)
by what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution,

and one first proclaims the resolution and afterwards proposes the
motion, if as manymonks as are entitled (to take part in the formal)
act have come, if the leave of absence … is not sent, if those who are
present protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried out) by what has
the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution,

and one first proclaims the resolution and afterwards proposes the
motion, if as manymonks as are entitled (to take part in the formal)
act have come, if the leave for absence of those (fit to declare) leave
for absence is sent , if those who are present protest, then it is a
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(formal) act (carried out) by what has the appearance of rule, in an
incomplete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution to

be put three times … (the same three cases as above are repeated here)
…This, monks, is called a (formal) act (carried out) by what has the
appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly.

Kd 9.3.8

“And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) by what has
the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly? If, monks, it is a
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(formal) act with a motion and a resolution, and one first proclaims
the resolution andafterwardsproposes themotion, if asmanymonks
as are entitled (to take part in the formal) act have come, if the leave
of absence of those fit (to declare their) leave of absence is sent, if
thosewho are present do not protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried
out) by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with amotion and a resolution to be

put three times … (the same as above is repeated here) … it is a (formal)
act (carried out) bywhat has the appearance of the rule in a complete
assembly.This, monks, is called a (formal) act (carried out) by what
has the appearance of rule in a complete assembly.

Kd 9.3.9

“And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule in a
complete assembly? If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion
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and a resolution, and if one first proposes the motion and after one
resolution carries out the (formal) act, if as manymonks are entitled
(to take part in the formal) act have come, if the leave of absence of
those fit (to declare their) leave of absence is sent, if those who are
present do not protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule
in a complete assembly.
“If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution to

be put three times, and if one first proposes the motion and after
(having put) the resolution three times, carries out the (formal) act,
if as manymonks as are entitled (to take part in the formal) act have
come, if the leave of absence of those who are fit (to declare their)
leave of absence is sent, if those who are present do not protest, then
it is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule, in a complete assembly.This,
monks, is called a (formal) act (carried out) by rule, in a complete
assembly.¹

Carrying out by a fourfold Order, etc.
Kd 9.4.1 “Five (kinds of) Orders: a fourfold Order of monks, a fivefold Order of

monks, a tenfold Order of monks, a twentyfold Order of monks, an
Order of monks that is more than twenty-fold. In the case, monks,
of an Order of monks being fourfold, it is entitled (to take part) in
all (formal) acts, if by rule, if it is complete, excepting three (formal)
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acts: ordination,² invitation,³ rehabilitation.⁴ In the case, monks, of
an Order of monks being fivefold, it is entitled (to take part) in all
(formal) acts, if by rule, if it is complete, excepting two (formal) acts:
ordination in themiddle districts,⁵ rehabilitation. In the case,monks,
of an Order of monks being tenfold, it is entitled (to take part) in

¹ Oldenberg’s edition omits this last sentence. It is contained, rightly, in the Sin-
halese edition. ² See Vin 1.58. At Vin 4.130 if amonkwants to ordain an individual
and looks about for a group, he incurs an offence of wrong-doing. ³ See Kd 4.5.2
where monks, if they number only four, are allowed to invite one another, but
where they are five (Kd 4.5.1) they should invite in an Order. ⁴ See bd 3.28, n. 4,
and also bd 1.328. ⁵ In bordering districts a “group” (i.e. here four monks) may
ordain with an expert on Vinaya as the fifth officiating monk, Vin 1.197.
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all (formal) acts, if by rule, if it is complete, excepting one (formal)
act: rehabilitation. In the case, monks of an Order of monks being
twentyfold, it is entitled (to take part) in all (formal) acts, if by rule,
if it is complete. In the case,monks, of anOrder ofmonks beingmore
than twentyfold, it is entitled (to take part) in all (formal) acts, if by
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rule, if it is complete.

Carrying out by a Fourfold (Order)

Kd 9.4.2
“If, monks, a fourfold Order, carrying out a (formal) act, should carry
out the (formal) act with a nun as the fourth (member), then it is not
a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out. If, monks, a fourfold
Order, carrying out a (formal) act, should carry out the (formal) act
with a probationer as the fourth (member) … with a novice …with a
woman novice …with a disavower of the training¹ …with one who
has committed an extreme offence …with one who is suspended for
not seeing an offence …with one who is suspended for not making
amends for an offence …with one who is suspended for not giving
up a wrong view…with a eunuch …with one living in communion
as it were by theft²…with one who has gone over to a sect³ …with
an animal … with a matricide … with a parricide … with a slayer
of ones perfected …with a seducer of a nun…with a schismatic …
with a shedder of (a tathāgata’s) blood … with a hermaphrodite …
with one belonging to a different communion … with one staying
in a different boundary …with one standing above the ground⁴ by
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psychic potency …with one against whom an Order is carrying out
a (formal) act as the fourth (member), it is not a (formal) act and
ought not to be carried out.
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Carrying out by a Fivefold (Order)
Kd 9.4.3

“If,monks, a fivefold (Order), carrying out a (formal) act, should carry
out the (formal) act with a nun as the fifth (member) … with one
against whom the Order is carrying out a (formal) act as the fifth
(member), it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out.

Carrying out by a Tenfold (Order)
Kd 9.4.4

“If, monks, a tenfold (Order), carrying out a (formal) act, should carry
out the (formal) act with a nun as the tenth (member) …with one
against whom the Order is carrying out a (formal) act as the tenth
(member), it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out.

Carrying out by a Twentyfold (Order)
Kd 9.4.5

“If, monks, a twentyfold Order, carrying out a (formal) act, should
carry out the (formal) act with a nun as the twentieth (member) …
with one against whom the Order is carrying out a (formal) act as
the twentieth (member), it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be
carried out.

On one on probation, etc.
Kd 9.4.6

“If, monks, one on probation as the fourth (member) should grant
probation,¹ should send back to the beginning, should inflict mā-
natta, if he, as the twentieth (member), should rehabilitate, it is not
a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out.
“If, monks, one deserving to be sent back to the beginning as the

fourth (member) should grant probation, should send back to the

¹ For the following sequence of terms, down tohermaphrodite, cf.Vin 1.121. Vin 1.135,
Vin 1.167, and above, bd 4.160. ² At Vin 1.86 not to be ordained. ³ At Vin 1.86
not to be ordained. ⁴ On vehāsa, as “above the ground”, see bd 1.79, n. 5. ¹ All
these constitute part of the penalty for committing a Sānghadisesa offence.Those
undergoing the penalty cannot inflict it on others, nor can they rehabilitate them
when the penalty is duly over. Cf. Kd 12.1.4.
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beginning, should inflictmānatta, if he, as the twentieth (member),
should rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) and ought not to be carried
out.
“If, monks, one deservingmānatta as the fourth (member) should

grant probation, should send back to the beginning, should inflict
mānatta, if he, as the twentieth (member) should rehabilitate, it is
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not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out. “If, monks, one
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undergoingmānatta as the fourth (member) should grant probation,
should send back to the beginning, should inflictmānatta, if he, as
the twentieth (member), should rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) act
and ought not to be carried out.
“If, monks, one deserving rehabilitation as the fourth (member)

should grant probation, should send back to the beginning, should
inflictmānatta, if he, as the twentieth (member), should rehabilitate,
it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out.

Kd 9.4.7

“Monks, the protest of some (people) in the midst of an Order is
valid, of others is not valid. And, monks, of whom is a protest in the
midst of an Order not valid?Monks, the protest of a nun in themidst
of anOrder is not valid…of a probationer…of a novice…of awoman
novice … of a disavower of the training … of one who has committed
an extreme offence … of one who is mad … of one who is unhinged
… of one who is in pain … of one who is suspended for not seeing an
offence¹ … of one against whom an Order is carrying out a (formal)
act. Monks, a protest of these in the midst of an Order is not valid.

Kd 9.4.8

“And, monks, of whom is a protest in the midst of an Order valid?
Monks, a protest of a regular² monk in the midst of an Order is valid
if he belongs to the same communion, if he is staying within the
same boundary, even if he only informs the monk next (to him).³
Monks, his protest in the midst of an Order is valid.

¹ Same list as that at Kd 9.4.2. ² pakatatta. Vin-a 1147 says he is one who has
not fallen frommoral habit and has not committed a pārajika offence. Cf. Vin 2.6,
Vin 2.32f. ³ ānantarikassāpi bhikkhuno viññāpentassa. Vin-a 1147 says, “if he imme-
diately sits down himself ” (in the assembly). Cf. the anantarikā nun at Vin 4.234, i.e.
the next nun in an almsfood procession.
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On two sent away, etc.
Kd 9.4.9

“There are, monks, these two (kinds of) being sent away.¹ There is,
monks, the individual who has not arrived at the point of being sent
away,² but if an Order sends him away he may be rightly sent away,
or hemay be wrongly sent away. Andwhich, monks, is an individual
who has not arrived at the point of being sent away, but who, if an
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Order sends him away, is wrongly sent away? Now this is a case,
monks, where there is a pure monk, not an offender; if the Order
sends him away, he is wrongly sent away.This, monks, is called an
individual who has not arrived at the point of being sent away, and
who, if the Order sends him away, is wrongly sent away. And which,
monks, is an individual who has not arrived at the point of being
sent away, but who, if an Order sends him away, is rightly sent away?
Now this is a case, monks, where there is an ignorant, inexperienced
monk, full of offences, not rid of them,³ one who lives in company
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with householders in inappropriate association with householders;
if an Order sends him away, he is rightly sent away.This, monks, is
called an individual who has not arrived at the point of being sent
away, but who, if the Order sends him away, is rightly sent away.

Kd 9.4.10

“There are, monks, these two (kinds of) restoration.⁴ There is,
monks, the individualwho has not arrived at the point of restoration,
but if an Order restores him, he may be rightly restored, or he may
be wrongly restored. And which, monks, is the individual who has
not arrived at the point of restoration, but who, if an Order restores
him, is wrongly restored? A eunuch,⁵ monks, does not arrive⁶ at the
point of restoration; if theOrder restores him, he iswrongly restored.

¹ nissāraṇā. Cf.Nuns’ Saṅghādisesas, and see bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxvi. Vin-a 1147
explains that the Order sends away, nissāreti, by an act of banishment, censure
and so on. ² appatto nissāraṇaṁ; he is not guilty enough to be sent away. ³ an-
apadāna. Vin-a 1148 explains apadāna by pariccheda, and says that the meaning of
anapadāna is “without the pariccheda of offences”. Cf. below. Kd 9.7.6. ⁴ osāraṇā,
see bd 3.28, n. 4. ⁵ Same list recurs above, Kd 9.4.2. ⁶ Again, appatta; but none
of these may be ordained, or, if ordained, they should be expelled, nāseti. They
therefore cannot be restored, not being in a position to obtain restoration.
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Monks, one living in communion, as it were by theft, … one gone
over to a sect … an animal … a matricide … a parricide … a slayer
of one perfected … a seducer of a nun … a schismatic … a shedder
of (a Truthfinder’s) blood … a hermaphrodite does not arrive at the
point of restoration; if an Order restores him, he is wrongly restored.
These, monks, are called individuals who do not arrive at the point
of restoration, and who, if the Order restores them, are wrongly
restored.

Kd 9.4.11

“And which, monks, is an individual who has not arrived at the
BD 4.462

point of restoration, and who if an Order restores him, is rightly
restored? One with his hands cut off,¹ monks, who has not arrived at
the point of restoration, if an Order restores him, is rightly restored.
Monks, onewith his feet cut off… onewith his hands and feet cut off
… his ears cut off … his nose cut off … his ears and nose cut off … his
fingers cut off … his nails cut off … one with his tendons cut … one
who has webbed hands … a hunchback … a dwarf … one who had
goitre … one who has been branded … one who has been scourged
… one who has been written about … one who has elephantiasis …
one who is badly ill … one who has disgraced an assembly (by some
deformity) … one who is blind … one with a crooked limb … one
who is lame … one paralysed down one side … a cripple … one weak
through old age … one who is blind from birth … one who is dumb
… one who is deaf … one who is blind and dumb… one who is blind
and deaf … one who is deaf and dumb… one who is blind and deaf
and dumbwho has not arrived at the point of restoration, if an Order
restores him, is rightly restored.These,monks, are called individuals
who have not arrived at the point of restoration, andwho, if an Order
restores them, are rightly restored.

The First Portion for Repeating: that on Vāsabha village
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On an act not by rule, etc.
Kd 9.5.1“This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a monk’s that

should be seen.¹ If an Order or several (monks) or one individual
reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into
an offence. Do you see this offence?’ and if he speaks thus: ‘There
is not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine that I can see,’ and
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if the Order suspends him for not seeing the offence,² it is not a
legally valid (formal) act.This is a case, monks, where there is not an
offence of a monk’s for which amends should bemade. If an Order or
several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying: ‘You,
your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Make amends for this
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offence,’ and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your reverences, an
offence of mine for which I should make amends,’ and if the Order
suspends him for not making amends for the offence,³ it is not a
legally valid (formal) act.This is a case, monks, where there is not
a wrong view of a monk’s that should be given up.⁴ If an Order or
several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying: ‘This
is a wrong view of yours, your reverence. Give up this wrong view,’
and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your reverence, a wrong view of
mine that I should give up,’ and if the Order suspends him for not
giving up the wrong view,⁵ it is not a legally valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.2

“This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a monk’s
that should be seen, not an offence forwhich amends should bemade.
If an Order or several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it,
saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see
this offence? Make amends for this offence,’ and if he speaks thus:
‘There is not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine that I can see;
there is not, your reverence(s), an offence ofmine for which I should
make amends,’ and if the Order suspends him for not seeing or for
not making amends, it is not a legally valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.3

“This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a monk’s

¹ Same list at Vin 1.91, where such people may not “go forth”. See above, bd 4.116
for notes. ¹ I.e. by him. ² Cf. Kd 11.25–Kd.11.30. ³ Cf. Kd 11.31. ⁴ paṭinissaj-
jetā = paṭinissajjitabbā, Vin-a 1147. ⁵ Cf. Kd 11.32–Kd.11.35.
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that should be seen, not a wrong view that should be given up. If
an Order or several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it,
saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see
this offence?This is a wrong view of yours; give up this wrong view’;
and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your reverence(s), an offence of
mine that I can see; there is not a wrong view of mine that I should
give up,’ and if the Order suspends him for not seeing or for not
giving up, it is not a legally valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.4

“This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a monk’s
for which amends should be made, there is not a wrong view that
should be given up. If an Order or several (monks) or one individual
reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into an
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offence; make amends for this offence.This is a wrong view of yours,
give up this wrong view,’ and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your
reverence(s) an offence of mine for which I should make amends;
there is not a wrong view of mine that I should give up,’ and if the
Order suspends him for not making amends or for not giving up, it
is not a legally valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.5

“This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a monk’s
that should be seen, there is not an offence for which amends should
be made, there is not a wrong view that should be given up. If an
Order or several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it, say-
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ing: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see this
offence?Make amends for this offence.This is awrong view of yours;
give up this wrong view,’ and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your
reverence(s), an offence of mine that I can see; there is not, your
reverence(s), an offence of mine for which I should make amends;
there is not a wrong view of mine that I should give up,’ and if the
Order suspends him for not seeing or for not making amends or for
not giving up, it is not a legally valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.6

“This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk’s that
should be seen. If an Order or several (monks) or one individual
reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into an
offence. Do you see this offence?’ and if he speaks thus: ‘Yes, your
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reverence(s), I see it,’ and if the Order suspends him for not seeing
the offence, it is not a legally valid (formal) act.
“This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk’s for

which amends should bemade. If an Order or several (monks) or one
individual reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your reverence, have
fallen into an offence.Make amends for this offence,’ and if he speaks
thus: ‘Yes, your reverence(s), I will make amends,’ and if the Order
suspendshim fornotmaking amends for the offence, it is not a legally
valid (formal) act.
“This is a case,monks,where there is awrongviewof amonk’s that

should be given up. If an Order or several (monks) or one individual
reproves him for it, saying: ‘This, your reverence, is a wrong view
of yours. Give up this wrong view,’ and if he speaks thus: ‘Yes, your
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reverence(s), I will give it up,’ and if the Order suspends him for not
giving up the wrong view, it is not a legally valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.7

“This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk’s that
should be seen, where there is an offence for which amends should
be made …where there is an offence of a monk’s that should be seen,
where there is a wrong view that should be given up …where there
is an offence of a monk’s for which amends should be made, where
there is a wrong view that should be given up …where there is an
offence of a monk’s which should be seen, where there is an offence
for which amends should be made, where there is a wrong view that
should be given up. If an Order or several (monks) or one individual
reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into
an offence. Do you see this offence? Make amends for this offence.
This is a wrong view of yours; give up this wrong view,’ and if he
speaks thus: ‘Yes, your reverence(s), I see, yes, I will make amends,
yes, I will give it up,’ and if the Order suspends him for not seeing or
for not making amends or for not giving up, it is not a legally valid
(formal) act.

Kd 9.5.8

“This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk’s that
should be seen. If an Order or several (monks) or one individual
reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your reverence, have fallen into an
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offence. Do you see this offence?’ and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not,
your reverence(s), an offence of mine that I can see,’ and if the Order

Vin 1.325

suspends him for not seeing, it is a legally valid (formal) act.
“This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk’s for

which amends should bemade… If he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your
reverence(s), an offence of mine for which I should make amends,’
and if the Order suspends him for not making amends, it is a legally
valid (formal) act.
“This is a case, monks, where there is a wrong view of a monk’s

that should be given up… If he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your rever-
ence(s), a wrong view of mine, that should be given up,’ and if the
Order suspends him for not giving up the wrong view, it is a legally
valid (formal) act.

Kd 9.5.9

“This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk’s that
BD 4.466

should be seen, where there is an offence for which amends should
bemade…where there is an offence that should be seen,where there
is a wrong view that should be given up …where there is an offence
for which amends should be made, where there is a wrong view that
should be given up …where there is an offence that should be seen,
where there is an offence for which amends should be made, where
there is a wrong view that should be given up. If an Order or several
(monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying: ‘You, your
reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence? Make
amends for this offence.This is a wrong view of yours; give up this
wrong view,’ and if he speaks thus: ‘There is not, your reverence(s),
an offence ofminewhich I should see, there is not, your reverence(s),
an offence of mine for which I should make amends, there is not a
wrong view of mine that I should give up,’ and if the Order suspends
him for not seeing or for not making amends or for not giving up, it
is a legally valid (formal) act.”
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On the questions of Upāli

Kd 9.6.1Then the venerable Upāli approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As
he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Upāli
spoke thus to the Lord: “Does an Order, Lord, that is complete carry
out a (formal) act that should be carried out in the presence of ¹ (an
accused monk) if he is absent? Lord, is that a legally valid (formal)
act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) act?”²
“This, Upāli, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not a disciplinar-

ily valid (formal) act.”
Kd 9.6.2

“Does anOrder, Lord, that is complete carry out a (formal) act that
should be carried out by the interrogation³ (of an accused monk) if
there is no interrogation? Does it carry out a (formal) act that should
be carried out on the acknowledgement⁴ (of an accused monk) if
there is no acknowledgement? Does it give a verdict of past insanity⁵
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to one whomerits a verdict of innocence?⁶ Does it carry out a (for-
mal) act for specific depravity⁷ against one whomerits a verdict of
past insanity? Does it carry out a (formal) act of censure⁸ against one
who merits a (formal) act for specific depravity? Does it carry out
a (formal) act of placing under guidance for one whomerits a (for-
mal) act of censure? Does it carry out a (formal) act of banishment

Vin 1.326

against one who merits a (formal) act of placing under guidance?
Does it carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for one whomerits
a (formal) act of banishment? Does it carry out a (formal) act of sus-
pension against onewhomerits a (formal) act of reconciliation? Does

¹ sammukhākaraṇīyaṁ. Cf. Vin 2.93. ² dhammakamma vinayakamma and their op-
posites (adhamma-, avinaya-) occur at an i.74, an i.75. an-a ii.149 explains adhamma-
and avinaya- as uddhamma and ubbinaya, where ud- means “off” and therefore
“wrong” as in ummagga. ³ paṭipucchākaraṇīyaṁ. ⁴ paṭiññāya. Cf. bd 3.153, n. 5;
an i.99; mn ii.248. ⁵ amūḷhavinaya. See bd 3.153, n. 5; an i.99; mn ii.248. ⁶ sativ-
inayārahassa. On sativinaya see bd 3.153, n. 3.; mn ii.247. Word occurs at an i.99;
gs i.85 translates “proceedings aboutmindfulness”. ⁷ tassapāpiyyasikā.Cf.bd 3.154,
n. 1; an i.99; mn ii.249, Vin 1.85f. ⁸ For this and the four following formal acts, cf.
Vin 1.49 (above, bd 4.66) and an i.99.
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it grant probation¹ to one whomerits a (formal) act of suspension?
Does it send back to the beginning onewhomerits probation? Does it
inflictmānatta on one whomerits being sent back to the beginning?
Does it rehabilitate one whomeritsmānatta? Does it ordain one who
merits rehabilitation? Is this a legally valid (formal) act, Lord, is it a
disciplinarily valid (formal) act?”

Kd 9.6.3

“This, Upāli, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not a disci-
plinarily valid (formal) act. Whatever Order, Upāli, that is complete
carries out a (formal) act that should be carried out in the presence
of (an accused monk) if he is absent—it thus comes to be, Upāli, not
a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and
thus the Order comes to be one that goes too far.² Whatever Order,
Upāli, that is complete carries out a (formal) act which should be
carried out on the interrogation (of an accused monk) if there is no
interrogation … carries out a (formed) act which should be carried
out with the acknowledgement (of an accused monk) if there is no
acknowledgement … ordains onemeriting rehabilitation—it thus
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comes to be, Upāli, not a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily
valid (formal) act”, and thus the Order comes to be one that goes too
far.”

Kd 9.6.4

“If, Lord, an Order that is complete carries out a (formal) act that
should be carried out in the presence of (an accused monk) when he
is present, is this, Lord, a legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinar-
ily valid (formal) act?”
“This, Upāli, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplinarily

valid (formal) act.”
“If, Lord, an Order that is complete carries out a (formal) act that

should be carried out on the interrogation (of an accused monk)
when there is interrogation, if it carries out a (formal) act that should
be carried out on the acknowledgement of (an accused monk) when
there is his acknowledgement, if it gives a verdict of innocence to
one whomerits a verdict of innocence … if it rehabilitates one who
¹ This and the next three (not ordination) occur at an i.99. They are each part of
the penalty incurred for a Saṅghādisesa offence. ² sātisāra, as at Vin 1.55 (above,
bd 4.71).
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merits rehabilitation, if it ordains one whomerits ordination, is this,
Lord, a legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal)
act?”
“This,Upāli, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplinarily valid

(formal) act. Whatever Order, Upāli, that is complete carries out a
(formal) act that should be carried out in the presence of (an accused
monk) when he is present—it thus comes to be, Upāli, a legally valid
(formal) act, a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order
comes to be one that does not go too far. Whatever Order, Upāli, that
is complete carries out a (formal) act that should be carried out on
the interrogation (of an accused monk) when there is interrogation
… ordains one meriting ordination—it thus comes to be, Upāli, a
legally valid (formal) act, a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus
the Order comes to be one that does not go too far.”

Kd 9.6.5

“If, Lord, an Order that is complete gives a verdict of past insanity
to one meriting a verdict of innocence, gives a verdict of innocence
to one meriting a verdict of past insanity, is this, Lord, a legally valid
(formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) act?”
“This, Upāli, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not a disciplinar-

ily valid (formal) act.”
BD 4.469

“If, Lord, an Order that is complete carries out a (formal) act for
specific depravity against one meriting a verdict of past insanity, if
it gives a verdict of past insanity to one meriting a (formal) act for
specific depravity; if it carries out a (formal) act of censure against
one meriting a (formal) act for specific depravity, if it carries out a

Vin 1.327

(formal) act for specific depravity against one meriting a (formal)
act of censure; if it carries out a (formal) act of placing under guid-
ance against onemeriting a (formal) act of censure, if it carries out a
(formal) act of censure against onemeriting a (formal) act of placing
under guidance; if it carries out a (formal) act of banishment against
one meriting a (formal) act of placing under guidance, if it carries
out a (formal) act of placing under guidance against one meriting a
(formal) act of banishment; if it carries out a (formal) act of reconcil-
iation against one meriting a (formal) act of banishment, if it carries
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out a (formal) act of banishment against one meriting a (formal)
act of reconciliation; if it carries out a (formal) act of suspension
against one meriting a (formal) act of reconciliation, if it carries out
a (formal) act of reconciliation against onemeriting a (formal) act of
suspension; if it grants probation to one meriting a (formal) act of
suspension, if it carries out a (formal) act of suspension against one
meriting probation; if it sends back to the beginning onemeriting
probation, if it grants probation to one meriting being sent back to
the beginning; if it inflictsmānatta on one meriting being sent back
to the beginning, if it sends back to the beginning one meritingmā-
natta; if it rehabilitates onemeritingmānatta, if it inflictsmānatta on
onemeriting rehabilitation; if it ordains onemeriting rehabilitation,
if it rehabilitates one meriting ordination, is that, Lord, a legally
valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) act?

Kd 9.6.6

“This, Upāli, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not a disciplinar-
ily valid (formal) act.Whatever Order, Upāli, that is complete gives a
verdict of past insanity to one meriting a verdict of innocence, gives
a verdict of innocence to one meriting a verdict of past insanity—it
thus comes to be, Upāli, not a legally valid (formal) act, not a disci-
plinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to be one that
goes too far. Whatever Order, Upāli, that is complete carries out a
(formal) act for specific depravity against one meriting a verdict of
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past insanity … that rehabilitates one meriting ordination—it thus
comes to be, Upāli, not a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily
valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to be one that goes too
far.”

Kd 9.6.7

“If, Lord, an Order that is complete gives a verdict of innocence
to one meriting a verdict of innocence, if it gives a verdict of past
insanity to one meriting a verdict of past insanity, is this, Lord, a
legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) act;”
“This, Upāli, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplinarily

valid (formal) act.”
“If, Lord, an Order that is complete gives a verdict of past insanity

to one meriting a verdict of past insanity, if it carries out a (formal)
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act for specific depravity against one meriting a (formal) act for
specific depravity … if it rehabilitates one meriting rehabilitation,
if it ordains one meriting ordination—is this, Lord, a legally valid
(formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) act?”

Kd 9.6.8

“This, Upāli, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplinarily
valid (formal) act. Whatever Order, Upāli, that is complete gives a
verdict of innocence to one meriting a verdict of innocence, gives a
verdict of past insanity to one meriting a verdict of past insanity—it
thus comes to be, Upāli, a legally valid (formal) act, a disciplinarily
valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to be one that does not
go too far. Whatever Order, Upāli, that is complete gives a verdict of
past insanity to one meriting a verdict of past insanity, … ordains

Vin 1.328

one meriting ordination—it thus comes to be, Upāli, a legally valid
(formal) act, a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order
comes to be one that does not go too far.”

Kd 9.6.9

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Whatever Order,
monks, that is complete gives a verdict of past insanity to one merit-
ing a verdict of innocence—it thus comes to be, monks, not a legally
valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the
Order comes to be one that goes too far.Whatever Order,monks, that
is complete, carries out a (formal) act for specific depravity against
one meriting a verdict of innocence, carries out a (formal) act of
censure against one meriting a verdict of innocence¹ … ordains one
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meriting a verdict of innocence—it thus comes to be, monks, not
a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act,
and thus the Order comes to be one that goes too far. Whatever Or-
der, monks, that is complete carries out a (formal) act for specific
depravity against one meriting a verdict of past insanity … carries
out a (formal) act of censure… ordains onemeriting a verdict of past

¹ As explainedatVinayaTexts ii.279,n. 2, in thisparagraphall possible combinations
of two different formal acts are arranged in this way: first, verdict of innocence is
combined with verdict of past insanity and all the rest, down to ordination; then
verdict of past insanity with all terms from specific depravity down to innocence,
and so on; the whole series ends thus with the combination of meriting ordination
with all terms from verdict of innocence down to rehabilitation.
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insanity, gives a verdict of innocence to one meriting a verdict of
past insanity—it thus comes to be, monks, not a legally valid (for-
mal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order
comes to be one that goes too far. Whatever Order, monks, that is
complete, carries out a (formal) act of censure against one meriting
a (formal) act for specific depravity … rehabilitates one meriting
ordination—it thus comes to be, monks, not a legally valid (formal)
act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes
to be one that goes too far.”

The Second Portion for Repeating: that on Upāli’s Questions

On an act of censure
Kd 9.7.1“This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife, a maker

of dispute, a maker of contention, a maker of brawls, a maker of
legal questions in an Order.¹ It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk,
your reverences, is a maker of strife … a maker of legal questions in
the Order. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of censure against
him’; and they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, not
by rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes from that residence to
another residence. It occurs to the monks there: ‘A (formal) act of
censure, your reverences, was carried out against this monk, not by
rule, in an incomplete assembly. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act
of censure against him’; and they carry out a (formal) act of censure
against him not by rule, in a complete assembly. He then goes from
that residence to another residence. It occurs to the monks there: ‘A
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(formal) act of censure, your reverences, was carried out against this
monk, not by rule, in a complete assembly. Come, let us carry out a

Vin 1.329

(formal) act of censure against him’; and they carry out a (formal)
act of censure against him, by rule, in an incomplete assembly. He
goes from that residence to another residence. It occurs to themonks
there: ‘A (formal) act of censure, your reverences, was carried out

¹ As at Vin 4.45, Vin 4.230. See bd 3.191, n. 3 for further references.
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against this monk, by rule, in an incomplete assembly. Come, let us
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him’; and they carry out
a (formal) act of censure against him by what has the appearance
of rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes from that residence to
another residence. It occurs to the monks there: ‘A (formal) act of
censure, your reverences,was carried out against thismonk, bywhat
has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly. Come, let us
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him’; and they carry out a
(formal) act of censure against him by what has the appearance of
rule in a complete assembly.

Kd 9.7.2

“This is a case,monks,where amonk is amaker of strife… amaker
of legal questions in an Order. It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk,
your reverences, is a maker of strife … a maker of legal questions in
the Order. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of censure against
him’; and they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, not by
rule, in a complete assembly. He goes from that residence to another
residence. It occurs to the monks there: ‘A (formal) act of censure,
your reverences, was carried out against this monk, not by rule, in a
complete assembly. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of censure
against him’; and they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him,
by ride, in an incomplete assembly. He then goes from that residence
… they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, by what has
the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly.He then goes from
that residence… they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him,
bywhat has the appearance of a rule, in a complete assembly.He then
goes from that residence … they carry out a (formal) act of censure
against him, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly.

Kd 9.7.3

“This is a case, monks, … (as above) … they carry out a (formal) act
of censure against him by rule, in an incomplete assembly… bywhat
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has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what
has the appearance of rule in a complete assembly … not by rule, in
an incomplete assembly … not by rule, in a complete assembly.

Kd 9.7.4

“This is a case, monks, … (as above) … they carry out a (formal)
act of censure against him, by what has the appearance of rule, in
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an incomplete assembly … by what has the appearance of rule, in a
complete assembly … not by rule, in an incomplete assembly … not
by rule, in a complete assembly, by rule, in an incomplete assembly.

Kd 9.7.5

“This is a case, monks, … (as above) … they carry out a (formal)
Vin 1.330

act of censure against him, by what has the appearance of rule, in a
complete assembly … not by rule, in an incomplete assembly … not
by rule, in a complete assembly… by rule, in an incomplete assembly
… by what has the appearance of a rule, in an incomplete assembly.

On an act of guidance
Kd 9.7.6

“This is a case, monks, where an ignorant, inexperienced monk,¹ full
of offences, not rid of them, lives in company with householders
in inappropriate association with householders. It then occurs to
monks: ‘This monk, your reverences, ignorant, inexperienced, … in
inappropriate association with householders. Come, let us carry out
a (formal) act of guidance for him’; and these carry out a (formal) act
of guidance for him, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes
from that residence to another residence… (as above inKd 9.7.1)…not
by rule, in a complete assembly… by rule, in an incomplete assembly
… by what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly
… by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly.The
cycle should be worked out as it is below.²

On an act of banishment
Kd 9.7.7

“This is a case, monks, where a monk is one who brings families into
disrepute and is of depraved conduct.³ It then occurs to monks: ‘This
monk, your reverences, … is of depraved conduct. Come, let us carry

BD 4.474

¹ Cf. above, Kd 9.4.9. ² I.e. in Kd 9.7.1– Kd.9.7.5. The “wheel”, cakka, series, cycle, is
the “arrangement of five categories on which this exposition is based …” (as said in
note at Vinaya Texts ii.281). “Below” stands for our “above”, from the fact that the
palm-leaf manuscripts are arranged with the first leaf at the bottom of the pile of
leaves of which any work or “book” is made up. ³ As in Bu-Ss 13, and see below,
Kd 9.7.18.
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out a (formal) act of banishment against him’; and they carry out a
(formal) act of banishment against him, not by rule, in an incomplete
assembly … (as in Kd 9.7.6) … by what has the appearance of rule, in
a complete assembly.The cycle should be worked out.

On an act of reconciliation

Kd 9.7.8

“This is a case, monks, where amonk reviles, abuses¹ householders. It
then occurs to monks: ‘This monk, your reverences, reviles, abuses
householders. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation
for him’; and they carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for him,
not by rule, in an incomplete assembly … (as in Kd 9.7.6) … by what
has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly.The cycle should
be worked out.

On an act of suspension for not seeing an
offence

Kd 9.7.9

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into an offence,
does not want to see the offence.² It then occurs to monks: ‘This
monk, your reverences, having fallen into an offence, does not want
to see the offence. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of suspension
against him for not seeing the offence’; and they carry out a (formal)
act of suspension against him for not seeing the offence, not by rule,
in an incomplete assembly … by what has the appearance of rule, in
a complete assembly.The cycle should be worked out.
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On an act of suspension for not making
amends

Kd 9.7.10

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into an offence,
does not want to make amends for the offence.¹ It then occurs to
monks: ‘This monk, your reverences, having fallen into an offence,
does not want tomake amends for the offence. Come, let us carry out
a (formal) act of suspension against him for not making amends for
the offence’; and they carry out a (formal) act of suspension against

Vin 1.331

him for not making amends for the offence, not by rule, in an incom-
plete assembly … by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete
assembly.The cycle should be worked out.

On an act of suspension for not
relinquishing

Kd 9.7.11
“This is a case,monks,where amonk does notwant to give up awrong
view. It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk, your reverences, does not
want to give up a wrong view. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act
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of suspension against him for not giving up a wrong view’; and they
carry out a (formal) act of suspension against him for not giving up
a wrong view, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what has
the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly.The cycle should be
worked out.

On revoking an act of censure
Kd 9.7.12

“This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a (formal) act of
censure has been carried out by the Order, conducts himself prop-
erly,² is subdued, mends his ways,³ and asks for the revocation of the
(formal) act of censure. It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk, your

¹ Cf. Vin 3.184: Vin 4.309; bd 3.344. ² Cf. Kd 11.25–Kd 11.30. ¹ Cf. Kd 11.31.
² “Proper conduct” given at Kd 11.5.1. ³ Cf. Vin 1.49 (above, bd 4.66).
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reverences, against whom a (formal) act of censure was carried out
by the Order is conducting himself properly, is subdued, is mending
his ways. Come, let us revoke the (formal) act of censure¹ against
him’; and they revoke the (formal) act of censure against him, not
by rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes from that residence to
another residence. It occurs to the monks there: ‘A (formal) act of
censure, your reverences, against this monk was revoked by an Or-
der, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. Come, let us revoke the
(formal) act of censure against him’; and they revoke the (formal)
act of censure against him, not by rule, in a complete assembly … by
rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what has the appearance of
rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what has the appearance of
rule, in a complete assembly.

Kd 9.7.13

“This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a (formal)
act of censure has been carried out by an Order conducts himself
properly, is subdued, mends his ways, and asks for the revocation
of the (formal) act of censure. It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk,
your reverences, against whom a (formal) act of censure has been
carried out by the Order, conducts himself properly … asks for the
revocation of the (formal) act of censure. Come, let us revoke the
(formal) act of censure against him and they revoke the (formal)
act of censure against him, not by rule, in a complete assembly …
(as in Kd9.7.2–Kd 9.7.5) … by what has the appearance of rule, in an
incomplete assembly.

On revoking an act of guidance
Kd 9.7.14

BD 4.476 “This is a case, monks, where amonk for whom a (formal) act of guid-
ance² has been carried out by an Order, conducts himself properly, is
subdued, mends his ways, and asks for the revocation of the (formal)
act of guidance … (as in Kd9.7.12, Kd 9.7.13)

¹ Cf. Kd 11.6.2–Kd 11.8.2. ² See Kd 11.9.1–Kd 12.2.
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On revoking an act of banishment

“This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a (formal) act of
banishment …¹

On revoking an act of reconciliation

… a (formal) act of reconciliation … ²

On revoking an act of suspension for not
seeing an offence

… a (formal) act of suspension for not seeing an offence …³

On revoking an act of suspension for not
making amends

…a (formal) act of suspension for not making amends for an offence
…⁴

On revoking an act of suspension for not
relinquishing

… a (formal) act of suspension for not giving up a wrong view … ⁵
Vin 1.332

has been carried out by an Order.
The cycle should be worked out.
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On disputing an act of censure
Kd 9.7.15

“This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife, a maker of
disputes a maker of contention, a maker of brawls, a maker of legal
questions in the Order. It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk, your
reverences, is a maker of … legal questions in the Order. Come, let us
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him’; and they carry out
a (formal) act of censure against him, not by rule, in an incomplete
assembly. In this case the Order disputes saying: ‘A (formal) act not
by rule, in an incomplete assembly; a (formal) act not by rule, in a
complete assembly; a (formal) act by rule, in an incomplete assembly;
a (formal) act by what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete
assembly; a (formal) act by what has the appearance of rule, in a
complete assembly; the (formal) act is not carried out, the (formal)
act is badly carried out, the (formal) act should be carried out again’¹
Herein, monks, those monks who speak thus: ‘A (formal) act not by
rule, in an incomplete assembly’, and those monks who speak thus:
‘The (formal) act is not carried out, the (formal) act is badly carried
out, the (formal) act should be carried out again’, these monks are
here speakers of what is right.²

Kd 9.7.16

“This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife … and
they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, not by rule,
in a complete assembly. In this case the Order disputes saying: …

BD 4.477

Herein, monks, those monks who speak thus: ‘A (formal) act not
by rule, in a complete assembly’ and those monks who speak thus:
‘The (formal) act is not carried out, the (formal) act is badly carried
out, the (formal) act should be carried out again these monks are
here speakers of what is right.This is a case, monks, where a monk
is a maker of strife … and they carry out a (formal) act of censure
against him by rule, in an incomplete assembly … bywhat has the
appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what has the
appearance of rule, in a complete assembly … these monks are here

¹ See Kd 11.13.1–Kd 11.17.2. ² See Kd 11.18.5–Kd 11.24.1. ³ See Kd 11.25.1–Kd 11.30.
⁴ See Kd 11.31. ⁵ See Kd 11.32–Kd.11.35. ¹ As at Vin 4.126 (bd 3.5).
² dhammavādino.
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speakers of what is right.

On disputing an act of guidance
Kd 9.7.17

“This is a case, monks, where an ignorant, inexperienced monk, full
of offences, not rid of them, lives in company with householders
in inappropriate association with householders. It then occurs to
monks: ‘This monk, your reverences, ignorant, inexperienced, lives
…with householders. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of guid-
ance for him’; and they carry out a (formal) act of guidance for him,
not by rule, in an incomplete assembly … not by rule, in a complete
assembly … by rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what has the
appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly … by what has the
appearance of rule, in a complete assembly. In this case the Order
disputes … these monks are here speakers of what is right. These
five occasions in brief.

On disputing an act of banishment
Kd 9.7.18

“This is a case, monks, where a monk brings families into disrepute
and is of depraved conduct.¹ It then occurs to monks: ‘… let us carry
out a (formal) act of banishment against him…These five, occasions
in brief.

On disputing an act of reconciliation

“This is a case, monks, where a monk reviles, abuses householders. It
then occurs to monks: ‘… let us carry out a (formal) act of reconcilia-

Vin 1.333

tion for him’ …These five occasions in brief.

¹ Cf. Bu-Ss 13, and above Kd 9.7.7.
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On disputing an act of suspension for not
seeing an offence

“This is a case, monks, where a monk having fallen into an offence
does not want to see the offence …

On disputing an act of suspension for not
making amends for an offence

…having fallen into an offence does not want to make amends for
the offence …

On disputing an act of suspension for not
relinquishing

… does not want to give up a wrong view. It then occurs to monks:
‘… let us carry out a (formal) act of suspension against him for not
giving up the wrong view’ …These five occasions in brief.

On revoking an act of censure
Kd 9.7.19

BD 4.478 “This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a (formal) act
of censure has been carried out by an Order conducts himself prop-
erly, is subdued, mends his ways, and asks for the revocation of the
(formal) act of censure. It then occurs to monks: ‘This monk, your
reverences, against whom a (formal) act of censure has been carried
out by the Order, conducts himself properly … and asks for the revo-
cation of the (formal) act of censure. Come, let us revoke the (formal)
act of censure against him’, and these revoke the (formal) act of cen-
sure against him not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. In this case
the Order disputes … these monks here are speakers of what is right.
This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a (formal) act of
censure has been carried out by an Order, conducts himself properly
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… they revoke the (formal) act of censure against him, not by rule,
in a complete assembly … by rule, in an incomplete assembly … by
what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly … by
what has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly … these
monks are here speakers of what is right.

On revoking an act of guidance
Kd 9.7.20

“This is a case, monks, where a monk for whom a (formal) act of
guidance has been carried out by an Order …

On revoking an act of banishment

… of banishment …

On revoking an act of reconciliation

… of reconciliation …

On revoking an act of suspension for not
seeing an offence

… of suspension for not seeing an offence …

On revoking an act of suspension for not
making amends

… of suspension for not making amends for an offence …
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On revoking an act of suspension for not
relinquishing

… of suspension for not giving up a wrong view, has been carried
out by an Order, conducts himself properly … these monks are here
speakers of what is right.”

TheNinth Section: that on (the monks) at Campā

in this section there are thirty-six items. this is its key
The Lord was at Campā, case at Vāsabha village,
he made an effort for in-coming monks
in regard to what they wanted,¹ /
Having known “They are appointed” henceforth he made no effort,
Thinking “Suspended, one does not carry out”, he went to the Victor, /

Vin 1.334
A (formal) act not by rule,

BD 4.479
in an incomplete assembly,
by rule in a complete assembly,
and a (formal) act by rule in an incomplete assembly,
by what has the appearance of rule in an incomplete assembly, /
By what has the appearance of rule in a complete assembly,
one suspends one,
and one two, several, one suspends an Order, /
Then two, then several, and an Order suspends an Order,
the distinguished, omniscient one, having heard, objects,
saying, “It is not the rule”, /
Whatever (formal) act for which the motion is not furnished
(although) a proclamation is furnished
And that for which the proclamation is not furnished
although it is furnished with a motion, /
If neither is furnished and it is also not by rule,
against the teacher’s (instruction), protested against,
reversible, not fit to stand, /
Not by rule, in an incomplete assembly—these two,
but just this: by rule, in a complete assembly
is allowed by the Truthfinder. /
Fourfold, fivefold, tenfold and twenty
andmore than twentyfold—an Order is thus of five kinds. /
Having excluded ordination and whatever
(formal) act for Invitation (there is)

¹ Oldenberg’s text icchitabbake; Sinhalese edition -ko.
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together with the (formal) act of rehabilitation—
the carrying out is by means of a fourfold Order, /
Excluding two (formal) acts:
ordination in the middle districts
(and) rehabilitation—
the carrying out is by means of a fivefold Order. /
Excluding rehabilitation alone—
these monks are tenfold,
an Order of twenty carries out all (formal) acts,
it is the carrier out of everything. /
Nun, probationer and novice, woman novice,
disavower, (one who has committed) an extreme offence,
one suspended for not seeing an offence, /
For not making amends for,
(for not giving up) a wrong view, eunuch,
one living in communion as it were by theft,
(one gone over to) a sect, an animal, slayer of mother, of father, /
Of one perfected, seducer of a nun, schismatic,
shedder of (a Truthfinder’s) blood,
hermaphrodite, one belonging to a different communion,

BD 4.480
staying within a different boundary,
(standing above the ground) by psychic power, /
One against whom an Order is carrying out a (formal) act—
these come to be twenty-four
(and) they are objected to by the Awakened One
for they are not completers of a group./
If one undergoing probation should
as the fourth member grant probation
or should rehabilitate one (sent back to) the beginning
or (undergoing)mānatta it is not a (formal) act
and should not be carried out. /
So too, if one deserving the beginning
ormānatta (should rehabilitate)
one deserving rehabilitation—
this is not in accordance with a (formal) act—
the five are explained by the All-awakened One. /
Nun, probationer, novice, woman novice,
disavower, (one who has committed)
an extreme (offence), who is mad,
unhinged, in pain, (suspended) for not seeing, /
For not making amends for, for (not giving up) a wrong view,
and a eunuch and a hermaphrodite,
one belonging to a different communion (or) boundary
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(or standing) above the ground (by psychic power)
and one against whom a (formal) act is being carried out, /

Vin 1.335
Of these eighteen the protest is not valid,
the protest is valid of a regular monk. /
A pure one may be wrongly sent away,
and an ignorant one rightly sent away,
eunuch, one living in communion as it were by theft,
going over (to a sect), an animal, /
(Slayer) of mother, of father, of one perfected,
seducer (of a nun), schismatic of the Order,
shedder of (a Truth-finder’s) blood
and also a hermaphrodite and whichever /
Of these eleven is not meant for restoration.
Hands, feet, both these, ears, nose, both these, /
Fingers, nails, tendons, one who has webbed hands,
hunchback, and dwarf,
one who has goitre, who has been branded, scourged,
and who has been written about
and one who has elephantiasis, /
One who is badly ill, who has disgraced an assembly, who is blind,

BD 4.481
and one with a crooked limb, lame, and also one who is paralysed,
a cripple, one weak through age, blind from birth, dumb, and deaf, /
Blind and dumb, (blind and) deaf, and dumb and deaf likewise,
and blind-deaf-dumb: all these thirty-two—/
Their restoration was explained by the all enlightened one.
(An offence) that should be seen,
for which amends should be made,
(a wrong view) to be given up does not exist, /
There are seven (formal) acts suspending himwhich are not legally valid,
And these seven that are not legally valid for one complyingwith his falling,
Among (formal) acts there are seven that are legally valid
for one not complying with his falling,
in the presence of, interrogation,
and according as it is and on the acknowledgement,
Innocence, past insanity, depravity,¹ and on account of censure,
banishment, reconciliation, and suspension, probation, /
The beginning,mānatta, rehabilitation, and thus ordination:
These sixteen² are not legally valid if it should carry out one for another,³ /
These sixteen are quite legally valid

¹ Here pāpikā for tassapāpiyyasika. ² Only fifteen listed above: nissaya (placing
under) guidance, is omitted. ³ “It” is an Order, see Kd 9.6.2, but if it carries out a
formal act that is not appropriate and does not fit the case, that formal act is not
legally valid.
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if it should carry out the appropriate one for that one,¹
reciprocally they should explain
how these sixteen are not legally valid, /
When conditioned for it paired²:
these sixteen are also legally valid,
when conditioned (for it) singly:
the conqueror said the cycle³ is not legal. /
One whomakes strife⁴:
the Order carries out a (formal) act of banishment

BD 4.482
not by rule, in an incomplete assembly;
he goes to another residence, /
There they carried out a (formal) act of censure against him,
not by rule,⁵ in a complete assembly,
elsewhere they carried out a (formal) act of banishment against him
by rule, in an incomplete assembly, /
And they likewise carried out one which in both cases
had the appearance of rule,
in an incomplete assembly, in a complete assembly,
and not by rule in a complete assembly,
also by rule in an incomplete assembly, /
And by what had the appearance of rule
in an incomplete assembly, and in a complete assembly:
these cases, having done what is conditioned singly,
put the cycle together. /
Guidance for one who is ignorant, inexperienced,
banishment for one who brings a family into disrepute,
And they carried out a (formal) act of reconciliation for a reviler, /

Vin 1.336
And for whoever does not see, does not make amends for (an offence),
does not give up a (wrong) view:
for these a (formal) act of suspension
was decreed by the leader of the caravan. /
Thewisdom of these (formal) acts of suspension
should be applied to censure,
and if, being subdued, conducting himself properly, he has asked, /
The revocation of these or those (formal) acts
is according to the (formal) acts below.⁶
And if in this or that case he disputes some (formal) act /
And says, “It was not carried out, it was badly carried out,

¹ taṁ taṁ kareyya taṁ tassa soḷas’ ete sudhammikā. ² dvedvetamūlakaṁ. ³ cakka
wheel, cycle series. ⁴ Oldenberg, at Vin 1.394, notes that “all three manuscripts
read bhaṇḍanakārako”, where the accusative would have been expected. ⁵ Old-
enberg’s text reads dhammena; Sinhalese edition tatthādhammena and see Kd 9.7.1.
⁶ heṭṭhā, “below” is equivalent to our “above”.
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it should be carried out again”,
further, concerning the revocation of the (formal) act:
these monks are speakers of what is right. /
The Great Sage, having seen falling away from shakiness¹
in one entitled (to take part in a formal) act
prescribed revocation, as a surgeonmedicine.

Vin 1.337

¹ vipattivyādhite. Sinhalese edition -dhitā.
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10. The monks from Kosambī
(Kosambaka)

On the dispute among the monks from
Kosambī

Kd 10.1.1
BD 4.483

At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying at Kosambī in
Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time a certain monk had fallen into
an offence; he saw that offence as an offence but other monks saw
that offence as no offence. After a time he saw that offence as no
offence, while the other monks saw that offence as an offence.Then
these monks spoke thus to that monk: “You, your reverence, have
fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence?”
“There is not an offence of mine, your reverences, that I can see.”

Then thesemonks, having obtained unanimity, suspended thatmonk
for not seeing the offence.

Kd 10.1.2

But that monk had heard much,¹ he was one to whom the tradi-
tion had been handed down; he was an expert on dhamma, an expert
on discipline, an expert on the summaries; hewaswise, experienced,
clever; he was conscientious, scrupulous, desirous of training.Then
that monk, having approachedmonks who were his comrades and
intimates, spoke thus: “This is no offence,² your reverences, this is
not an offence; I am unfallen, I have not fallen; I am unsuspended, I
am not suspended; I was suspended by a (formal) act that was not
legally valid, reversible, not fit to stand. Let the venerable ones be
my partisans on account of the rule, on account of discipline.” And

¹ Cf. Vin 1.119 (above, bd 4.157). ² As above, bd 4.449.
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that monk gained as partisans the monks who were his comrades
and intimates. And he sent a messenger to monks in the country
who were his comrades and intimates, saying: “This is no offence,
your reverences … not fit to stand. Let the venerable ones be my
partisans on account of the rule, on account of discipline.” And that
monk gained as partisans those monks in the country who were his
comrades and intimates.

Kd 10.1.3

Then these monks who took the part of the suspended one ap-
proached those monks who had suspended him; having approached,

BD 4.484

they spoke thus to the monks who had suspended him: “This is no
offence, your reverences, this is not an offence; thismonk is unfallen,
thismonk has not fallen; thismonk is unsuspended, thismonk is not

Vin 1.338

suspended; he was suspended by a (formal) act that was not legally
valid, reversible, not fit to stand.” When they had spoken thus, the
monks who had suspended him spoke thus to the monks who took
the part of the suspended one:
“This is an offence, your reverences, this is not no offence; this

monk has fallen, this monk is not unfallen; this monk is suspended,
this monk is not unsuspended; he was suspended by a (formal) act
that was legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand. Do not you, your
reverences, take the part of this suspendedmonk, do not side with
him.” But those monks who took the part of the suspended (monk),
although being spoken to thus by the ones who had suspended him,
still took the part of that suspended monk and sided with him.

Kd 10.1.4

Then a certain monk approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting downat a respectful distance, thatmonk spoke thus to the
Lord: “This is a case, Lord, where a certain monk has fallen into an
offence. He saw that offence as an offence but other monks saw that
offence as no offence. After a time he saw that offence as no offence,
while the other monks saw that offence as an offence. Then, Lord,
those monks spoke thus to that monk: … (as in Kd 10.1.1) … ‘… Do
you see this offence?’ He said: ‘There is not an offence of mine, your
reverences, that I can seeThen, Lord, these monks, having obtained
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unanimity, suspended that monk for not seeing the offence. But,
Lord, that monk had heard much, he was one to whom the tradition
hadbeenhandeddown…desirous of training.Then, Lord, thatmonk,
having approached monks who were his comrades and intimates
… (as in Kd 10.1.2) … And, Lord, that monk gained as partisans the
monks who were his comrades and intimates … And, Lord, that
monk gained as partisans those monks in the country who were his
comrades and intimates.Then, Lord, those monks who took the part
of the suspendedone…(as inKd 10.1.3)…When theyhad spoken thus,
Lord, the monks who had suspended him spoke thus: … But those
monks, Lord, who took the part of the suspended (monk) although

BD 4.485

being spoken to thus by the ones who had suspended him, still took
the part of that suspended monk and sided with him.”

Kd 10.1.5

Then the Lord, thinking: “The Order of monks is divided, the
Order of monks is divided”, rising from-his seat approached the
monks who had suspended (that monk); having approached, he sat
down on the appointed seat. As he was sitting down, the Lord spoke
thus to the monks who had suspended (that monk): “Do not you,
monks, thinking: ‘It appears so to us, it appears so to us deem that a
monk should be suspended on every occasion.

Kd 10.1.6

“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an offence.
He sees that offence as no offence; other monks see that offence as
an offence. If, monks, those monks know concerning that monk:
‘This venerable one has heard much, he is one to whom the tradition
has been handed down … desirous of training. If we suspend this
monk for not seeing the offence we cannot carry out the Observance

Vin 1.339

together with this monk, we will carry out the Observance without
thismonk—from this source therewill be strife, dispute, contention,
brawls, for theOrder, therewill be schism in theOrder, dissension in
the Order,¹ altercation in the Order, differences in the Order.’Monks,
that monk should not be suspended for not seeing an offence by
monks bent on a schism.

Kd 10.1.7

“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an offence.

¹ For further references to saṅghabheda saṅgharāji see bd 2.233, n. 3.
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He sees that offence … (as in Kd 10.1.6) … ‘… if we suspend this monk
for not seeing the offence we cannot invite together with this monk,
we will invite without this monk; we cannot carry out a (formal) act
of the Order together with this monk, we will carry out a (formal)
act of the Order without this monk; we cannot sit down on a seat
together with this monk, we will sit down on a seat without this
monk; we cannot sit down to drink conjey together with this monk,
we will sit down to drink conjey without this monk; we cannot sit
down in a refectory together with this monk, we will sit down in a
refectorywithout thismonk; we cannot stay under one roof together
with this monk, we will stay under one roof without this monk;¹ we

BD 4.486

cannot, according to seniority, carry out greeting together with this
monk, rising up before (one another), saluting with joined palms,
doing the proper duties, butwewill, according to seniority, carry out
greetings … doing the proper duties without this monk—from this
source there will be strife … differences in the Order.’ Monks, that
monk should not be suspended for not seeing an offence bymonks
bent on a schism.”

Kd 10.1.8

Then the Lord, having spoken on thismatterwith themonkswho
had suspended that monk, rising from his seat, approached those
monks who were taking the part of the suspended (monk); having
approached, he sat down on the appointed seat. As he was sitting
down, the Lord spoke thus to the monks who were taking the part
of the suspended (monk): “Do not you, monks, having fallen into
an offence, deem that amends should not be made for the offence,
thinking: ‘We have not fallen’.This is a case, monks, where a monk
has fallen into an offence; he sees that offence as no offence; other
monks see that offence as an offence. If, monks, that monk knows
concerning those monks: ‘These venerable ones have heard much
… (as in Kd 10.1.2) … desirous of training. It is impossible for them,
because of me or because of anyone else, to follow a wrong course
through desire, through hatred, through stupidity, through fear. If
these monks suspend me for not seeing the offence, if they do not

Vin 1.340

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 69.
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carry out the Observance together with me, if they carry out the
Observance without me … if they do not invite together with me, if
they invite without me … if they, according to seniority, carry out
greetings without me, rising up before (one another), saluting with
joined palms, doing the proper duties—from this source there will
be for theOrder strife…differences in theOrder’.Monks, the offence
should be confessed even out of faith¹ in others by a monk who is
bent on a schism.”Then the Lord, having spoken on this matter with
the monks who took the part of the suspended (monk), rising from
his seat, departed.

Kd 10.1.9

Now at that timemonks taking the part of a suspended (monk)
BD 4.487

carried out the Observance just there within the boundary, and car-
ried out a (formal) act of the Order; but the monks who had sus-
pended (him), having gone outside the boundary, carried out the
Observance and carried out a (formal) act of the Order (there). Then
ascertain monk who had suspended him, approached the Lord; hav-
ing approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, that monk
spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, these monks who are taking the part
of a suspended (monk) are carrying out the Observance just there
within theboundary, theyare carryingout a (formal) act of theOrder;
but we, the monks who have suspended him, having gone outside
the boundary, are carrying out the Observance, we are carrying out
a (formal) act of the Order (there).”
“Monk, if these monks who are taking the part of the suspended

(monk) are carrying out the Observance just therewithin the bound-
ary and are carrying out a (formal) act of the Order, these (formal)
acts of theirs will be legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand because
a motion and a proclamation have been laid down byme. If, monk,
you monks who suspended him, carry out the Observance just there
within the boundary, if you carry out a (formal) act of the Order,
these (formal) acts of yours are also legally valid, irreversible, fit to

¹ Correct sandhāya of text to saddhāya, and cf. Vin 2.289 api cāyasmantānaṁ sad-
dhāya desemi.
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stand, because a motion and a proclamation have been laid down by
me.

Kd 10.1.10

“What is the reason for this? These monks belong to a different
communion from yours and you belong to a different communion
from theirs. Monk, there are these two grounds for belonging to a
different communion: either, of oneself one makes oneself belong to
a different communion,¹ or a complete Order suspends one for not
seeing or for notmaking amends for or fornot givingup.Monk, there
are these twogrounds forbelonging to adifferent communion.Monk,
there are these two grounds for belonging to the same communion:
either, of oneself one makes oneself belong to the same communion,
or a complete Order restores one who was suspended for not seeing
or for not making amends for or for not giving up. Monk, there are

BD 4.488

these two grounds for belonging to the same communion.”²
Vin 1.341

Kd 10.2.1 Now at that time monks, causing quarrels, causing strife, falling
into disputes in a refectory amidst the houses, behaved unsuitably
towards one another in gesture, in speech; they came to blows.³
People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How
can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, causing quarrels … come
to blows?” Monks heard these people who … spread it about.Those
who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can these
monks … come to blows?”Then these monks told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks … came to
blows?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, if anOrder is divided, if it is behavingnot according to the

rule, if there is unfriendliness, you should sit downona seat thinking:
‘At least we will not behave unsuitably to one another in gesture, in
speech; we will not come to blows.’ Monks, if an Order is divided but

¹ According to Vin-a 1149 he chooses to sit among those who speak dhamma and
rather than among those who do not. ² End of this story given at Kd 10.5.11ff.
³ Cf. Bu-Pc 64, Bu-Pc 65.
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if it is behaving according to the rule, if there is friendliness, you
may sit down on a seat next (to one another).”

Kd 10.2.2

Now at that time¹ monks, making quarrels, making strife, falling
into disputes in themidst of anOrder,wounded one anotherwith the
weapons of the tongue;² they were not able to settle that legal ques-
tion.Then a certain monk approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful distance. As he was
standing at a respectful distance, that monk spoke thus to the Lord:
“This is a case, Lord, where monks, making quarrels … are not able
to settle that legal question. It would be good, Lord, if the Lord out
of compassion were to approach those monks.”The Lord consented
by becoming silent.The Lord approached those monks; having ap-
proached he sat down on the appointed seat. As he was sitting down,

BD 4.489

the Lord spoke thus to those monks:
“Enough, monks; no strife, no quarrels, no contention, no disput-

ing.” When he had spoken thus, a certain monk who spoke what
was not-dhamma³ spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord let the Lord, the
dhamma-master⁴ wait; Lord, let the Lord, unconcerned,⁵ live intent
on abiding in ease here and now;⁶ we will be (held) accountable
for this strife, quarrel, contention, disputing.” And a second time
the Lord spoke thus to these monks:⁷ “Enough, monks; no strife
… no disputing.” And a second time the monks who spoke what
was not-dhamma spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, let the Lord, the

Vin 1.342

dhamma-master wait; … we will be (held) accountable for this …
disputing.”

¹ Kd 10.2.2 = mn iii.152f., with slight differences. ² mukhasattīhi as at Ud 67, an i.70,
Ja i.341. ³ adhammavādin, or, one adhering to or professing what was not-
dhamma.Vin-a 1150 says: one of those taking the part of the suspended (monk).
Word also occurs at mn i.287 = mn iii.48 = an ii.22 = an v.265 = an v.283, always in a
formulawithwhich cf.an i.202, dn i.4.Cf. also the two assemblies, the dhamma- and
the adhamma-vādinī at an i.75. ⁴ dhammassāmī, as at sn iv.94. ⁵ appossukka, as
at mn i.331, mn i.459, Vin 2.188 in a similar sentence. Cf. appossukkatā above, Vin 1.5.
⁶ diṭṭhadhammasukhavihāra, as at an ii.23, mn i.40, mn i.331, mn i.459, Vin 2.188,
sn ii.239. ⁷ He spoke the “third time” in Kd 10.2.20, below.
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The story of Dīghāvu

Kd 10.2.3

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Once upon a time,¹
monks, atBenaresBrahmādattawaskingofKāsi; hewas rich,wealthy,
opulent, of great strength, with many vehicles; he had large terri-
tories, full storehouses and granaries. Dīghīti was the name of the
king of Kosala. He was poor, of little wealth, of fewmeans, of little
strength, with few vehicles, he had (only) small territories, store-
houses and granaries that were not full. Then, monks, Brahmādatta,
the King of Kāsi, having arrayed a fourfold army,² marched against
Dīghīti, the King of Kosala.Then, monks, Dīghīti, the King of Kosala,
heard: ‘They say that Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, having arrayed
a fourfold army, is marching against me.’Then, monks, it occurred
to Dīghīti, the King of Kosala: ‘Now Brahmādatta, King of Kāsi, is
rich, wealthy, opulent … full storehouses and granaries. I am not
competent to stand against even one attack of Brahmādatta, King of
Kāsi. Suppose Iwere to flee from the townbeforehand? ‘Then,monks,

BD 4.490

Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, taking his chief consort, fled from the
town beforehand.Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, con-
quering the troops³ and vehicles and territory and storehouses and
granaries of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, lived as the master. Then,
monks, Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, set out for Benares with his wife.
In due course he arrived at Benares. Monks, Dīghīti, the King of Kos-
ala, dwelt there with his wife in a certain place adjoining Benares in
a potter’s house, in disguise, clothed⁴ as a wanderer.

Kd 10.2.4

“Then soon,monks, the chief consort of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala,
becamepregnant. Shehada fancyof this kind: shewanted, at sunrise,
to see a fourfold army arrayed, armoured, standing on level ground⁵

¹ Cf. Ja iii.211, Ja iii.487ff. ² See Vin 4.105 (bd 2.375 and notes). ³ bala, as above
where rendered “strength”. ⁴ channa can alsomean concealed. ⁵ subhummiyaṁ
ṭhitaṁ. Cf.mn-a ii.97 subhūmiyan ti samabhūmiyaṁ.
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and to drink at the washing of the swords.¹Then, monks, the chief
consort of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, spoke thus to Dīghīti, the King
of Kosala: ‘Sire, I am pregnant; a fancy of this kind has risen in me: I
want, at sunrise, to see a fourfold army…and to drink at thewashing
of the swords.’ He said: ‘Lady, whence is there for us who are in
distress a fourfold armyarrayed, armoured, standing on level ground
and a washing of the swords? ‘She said: ‘If I, sire, do not get a chance
(to have mywish) I shall die.’

Kd 10.2.5

“Now at that time, monks, the Brahmin priest of Brahmādatta,
the King of Kāsi, was a friend of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala. Then,

Vin 1.343

monks, Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, approached the Brahmin priest
of Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi; having approached, he spoke thus
to the Brahmin priest of Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘A lady friend
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of yours, old dear,² is pregnant; a fancy of this kind has risen in her:
she wants, at sunrise to see a fourfold army … and to drink at the
washing of the swords.’ He said: ‘Well then, sire, let us see the queen
too.’ Then, monks, the chief consort of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala,
approached the Brahmin priest of Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi.
Then, monks, that Brahmin priest of Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi,
saw the chief consort of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, coming in the
distance, and seeing her, rising from his seat, having arranged his
upper robe over one shoulder, having with joined palms saluted the
chief consort of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, he three times uttered
this utterance: ‘Indeed, a king of Kosala is in your womb, indeed, a

¹ khaggānaṁ dhovanaṁ pātuṁ, to drink the water with which swords were washed.
Cf.Mahāvaṁsa xxii.42–Mahāvaṁsa xxii.45 where another pregnant queen “longed
to drink (thewater) that had served to cleanse the swordwithwhich the head of the
first warrior among king Eḷāra’s warriors had been cut off”. (Geiger’s translation).
F.L. Woodward refers me to J. Abbott, Keys of Power, O.U.P., p. 168, “The sword of
the Marātha Sivaji, preserved at Satāra, has power, and water in which it has been
washed is a cure for obstructed delivery”. See also T.R. Glover, Springs of Hellas,
C.U.P., 1945, p. 7, quoting Seneca, Naturales quaestiones iii.2, “ ‘There are waters
wholesome, useful, and waters deadly and putrid … some remove barrenness’—a
belief found in other authors (Athenaeus, p. 41f., quotes Theophrastus,History
of Plants, to this effect).” ² samma.
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king of Kosala is in your womb.’ And he said: ‘Do not be distressed,
queen, you will get the chance at the time of sunrise to see a fourfold
army arrayed, armoured, standing on level ground and to drink at
the washing of the swords.’

Kd 10.2.6

“Then, monks, the brahmin priest of Brahmādatta, the King of
Kāsi, approached Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi; having approached,
he spoke thus to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘Sire, the signs that
are visible are such that tomorrow at the time of sunrise a four-
fold army arrayed, armoured, must stand on level ground and the
swords must be washed.’ Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of
Kāsi, enjoined people, saying: ‘Good sirs, do as the Brahmin priest
says.’ So, monks, the chief consort of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala, got
the chance at the time of sunrise of seeing a fourfold army arrayed,
armoured, standing on level ground, and of drinking at the washing
of the swords. Then, monks, the chief consort of Dīghīti, the King
of Kosala, when the child in her womb had reachedmaturity, gave
birth to a son. They gave him the name of Dīghāvu.¹ Then, monks,
soon afterwards Prince Dīghāvu attained years of discretion.²

Kd 10.2.7

BD 4.492 “Then, monks, it occurred to Dīghīti, the King of Kosala: ‘This
Brahmādatta, King of Kāsi, has done us muchmischief; our troops
andvehicles and territories and storehouses and granaries have been
stolen by him. If he knewabout us hewould have all three of us put to
death. Suppose I should make Prince Dīghāvu live outside the town?’
Then, monks, Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, made Prince Dīghāvu live
outside the town.Then, monks, Prince Dīghāvu, while living outside

Vin 1.344

the town, soon learnt every craft.

Kd 10.2.8

“Nowat that time,monks, the barber ofDīghāti, theKing ofKosala,
dwelt at (the court of) Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi. The barber
of Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, saw Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, with

¹ Some manuscripts spell Dīghāyu. The meaning, in both spellings, is longevity,
“Longeval” (Vinaya Texts ii.297). Dīghāvu’s story is given at Ja iii.211f., Ja iii.487ff.; at
Ja iii.490 he is identified with the Bodhisatta. Dhp 109 is said to have been spoken
on his account, Dhp-a ii.235. ² As at Vin 1.269. In the Jātaka this age is usually
reckoned to be about sixteen.
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his wife in a certain place adjoining Benares, dwelling in a potter’s
house, in disguise, clothed as awanderer; seeing him, he approached
Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi; having approached, he spoke thus to
Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘Sire, Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, is
dwelling with his wife … clothed as a wanderer’.

Kd 10.2.9

“Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, enjoined the peo-
ple, saying: ‘Well then, good sirs, bring along Dīghāti, the King of
Kosala, with his wife.’ And, monks, these people having answered,
‘Yes, sire’, in assent to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, brought along
Dīghāti, theKing of Kosala,with hiswife.Then,monks, Brahmādatta,
the King of Kāsi, enjoined the people, saying: “Well now, good sirs,
having bound Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, and his wife with stout
cord, their arms pinioned tightly behind their backs,¹ having shaved
them bald,² having paraded them to a harsh-sounding kettle-drum
from street to street, from cross-road to cross-road, having ejected
them by the southern gate of the town, having at the south of the
town³ chopped them into four pieces, discard the pieces to the four
quarters.” And these people, monks, having answered, ‘Yes, sire’, in
assent to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, having bound Dīghāti, the
King of Kosala, and his wife with stout cord, their arms pinioned
tightly behind their backs, having shaved them bald, paraded them
with a harsh-sounding kettle-drum from street to street and from

BD 4.493

cross-road to cross-road.
Kd 10.2.10

“Then, monks, it occurred to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘It is a long time
since I have seen my parents. Suppose now I should see my parents?’
Then, monks, Prince Dīghāvu, having entered Benares, saw his par-
ents bound with stout cord their arms pinioned tightly behind their
backs, shaved bald, parading to a harsh-sounding kettle-drum from
street to street, from cross-road to cross-road; and seeing them he
approached his parents. Then, monks, Dīghāti, the King of Kosala,
saw Prince Dīghāvu coming from afar, and seeing him he spoke thus
to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘Do not you, dear Dīghāvu, look far or close for,
dear Dīghāvu, wrathful moods are not allayed by wrath: wrathful

Vin 1.345

¹ Cf. dn i.245. ² Cf. dn i.98. ³ This whole passage is stock; cf. an ii.241, sn ii.128,
sn iv.344.
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moods, dear Dīghāvu, are allayed by non-wrath.’¹
Kd 10.2.11

“When he had spoken thus, monks, these people spoke thus to
Dīghāti, the King of Kosala: ‘This Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, is mad,
he is talking gibberish. Who is Dīghāvu to him that he should speak
thus: “Do not you … by non-wrath”?’ He said: ‘I am not mad, good
sirs, I am not talking gibberish; what is more, whoever is learned
will understand.’ And a second time, monks, … And a third time,
monks, did Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, speak thus to Prince Dīghāvu:
‘Do not you, dear Dīghāvu, look far or close … by non-wrath.’ And a
third time, monks, did these people speak thus to Dīghāti, the King
of Kosala: ‘This Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, is mad …’ And a third
time, monks, did Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, speak thus to these
people: ‘I am not mad …whoever is learned will understand.’ Then,
monks, these people having paraded Dīghāti, the King of Kosala, and
his wife from street to street, from cross-road to cross-road, having
ejected them by the southern gate, having chopped them into four
pieces at the south of the town, having discarded the pieces to the
four quarters, and having stationed troops² (there), departed.

Kd 10.2.12

“Then, monks, Prince Dīghāvu, having entered Benares, having
brought back strong drink, made the troops³ drink it. When these
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had fallen down, intoxicated, then (Dīghāvu) having collected sticks,
having made a funeral pyre, having put his parents’ bodies on to the
funeral pyre, having lit it, three times circumambulated the funeral
pyre, his palms joined. Now at that time Brahmādatta, the King of
Kāsi, was on an upper terrace of his palace. He saw Prince Dīghāvu,
monks, three times circumambulating the funeral pyre, his palms
joined, and seeing him it occurred to him: ‘Undoubtedly this man
is a relation or a kinsman of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala. Alas, this
spells misfortune for me, for no one will tell me what it means.’

Kd 10.2.13

“Then, monks. Prince Dīghāvu, having gone to a jungle, having
cried and wept, having dried his tears, having entered Benares, hav-
inggone to anelephant stablenear theking’s palace, spoke thus to the
elephant trainer: ‘I want to learn the craft, teacher.’⁴ He said: ‘Well

¹ Cf. Dhp 5. The meaning is explained at Kd 10.2.19. ² gumba. ³ gumbiye.
⁴ ācariya, teacher or trainer.
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then, my good youngster,¹ learn it.’ Then, monks, Prince Dīghāvu,
rising in the night towards dawn, sang in a sweet voice in the ele-
phant stable and played the lute.² Andmonks, Brahmādatta, the King
of Kāsi, rising in the night towards dawn heard the singing in the
sweet voice and the lute-playing in the elephant stable; having heard,
he asked the people: ‘Who, good sirs , rising in the night towards

Vin 1.346

dawn, was singing in a sweet voice and playing a lute in the elephant
stable?’

Kd 10.2.14

“ ‘Sire, a youngster, a pupil of such and such an elephant trainer,
rising in the night towards dawn, was singing in a sweet voice and
playing a lute in the elephant stable.’ He said: ‘Well then, good sirs,
bring that youngster along.’ And, monks, these people, having an-
swered, ‘Yes, sire’, in assent toBrahmādatta, theKingofKāsi, brought
along Prince Dīghāvu. (The king said:) “Did you, my good youngster,
rising … sing in a sweet voice and play a lute in the elephant stable?’
‘Yes, sire,’ he said. ‘Well, then, do you, my good youngster, sing and
play the lute (before me).’ And, monks, Prince Dīghāvu, having an-
swered, ‘Yes, sire’, in assent to Brahmādatta, theKing ofKāsi, longing
for success, sang in a sweet voice and played the lute.Then, monks,
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Brahmādatta the King of Kāsi, spoke thus to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘Do you,
my good youngster, attend on me.’ Then, monks, Prince Dīghāvu
answered ‘Yes, sire’, in assent to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi.Then,
monks, Prince Dīghāvu became an earlier riser than Brahmādatta,
the King of Kāsi, he lay down later, he was a willing servant, eager to
please, speaking affectionately.³Then,monks, Brahmādatta, theKing
of Kāsi, soon established Prince Dīghāvu in a confidential position
of trust.

Kd 10.2.15

“Then,monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, spoke thus to Prince
Dīghāvu: ‘Well now, good youngster, harness a chariot, I will go out
hunting.’And,monks, PrinceDīghāvuhavinganswered, ‘Yes, sire’, in
assent to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, having harnessed a chariot,

¹ bhaṇe māṇavaka. ² He may have learnt to sing and play when he learnt “every
craft” (end of Kd 10.2.7), or he may have learnt these accomplishments as part of
the elephant craft, elephants being notoriously fond of music. ³ As at sn iii.113.
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spoke thus to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘A chariot is harnessed
for you, sire; for this youmay think it is now the right time.’Then,
monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, mounted the chariot, Prince
Dīghāvu drove the chariot, and he drove the chariot in such amanner
that the army went by one way and the chariot by another. Then,
monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, having gone far, spoke thus
to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘Well now, good youngster, unharness the chariot;
as I am tired I will lie down.’ And, monks, Prince Dīghāvu having
answered ‘Yes, sire’, in assent to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, hav-
ing unharnessed the chariot, sat down cross-legged on the ground.
Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, lay down having laid
his head on Prince Dīghāvu’s lap, and because he was tired he fell
asleep at once.

Kd 10.2.16

“Then, monks, it occurred to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘This Brahmādatta,
King of Kāsi, has done us much mischief, he has stolen our troops

Vin 1.347

and vehicles and territory and store-houses, and granaries, and he
has killed my parents. This could be a time when I could showmy
wrath,’ and he drew his sword from its sheath.Then, monks, it oc-
curred to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘My father spoke to me thus at the time
of his dying: ‘Do not you, dear Dīghāvu, look far or close, for, dear
Dīghāvu, wrathful moods are not allayed by wrath: wrathful moods,
dear Dīghāvu, are allayed by non-wrath.” It would not be suitable for
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me to transgress my father’s words,’ and he replaced his sword in
its sheath. And a second time, monks, it occurred to Prince Dīghāvu:
‘This Brahmādatta … when I could show my wrath,’ and he drew
his sword from its sheath. And a second time, monks, it occurred to
Prince Dīghāvu: ‘My father spoke to me thus … It would not be suit-
able for me to transgress my father’s words,’ and again he replaced
his sword in its sheath. And a third time … and again he replaced
his sword in its sheath.Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi,
frightened, agitated, fearful, alarmed, suddenly got up.Then, monks.
Prince Dīghāvu spoke thus to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘Why
do you, sire, frightened … suddenly get up? ‘He said: ‘As I was dream-
ing here, my good youngster, the son of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala,
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attacked me with a sword.That is why I, frightened … suddenly got
up.’

Kd 10.2.17

“Then, monks, Prince Dīghāvu, having stroked the head of Brah-
mādatta, the King of Kāsi, with his left hand, having drawnhis sword
with his right hand, spoke thus to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘I,
sire, am Prince Dīghāvu, that son of Dīghīti, the King of Kosala. You
have done us muchmischief, our troops, vehicles, territory, store-
houses and granarieswere stolen by you, andmy parentswere killed
by you. This could be a time when I could show my wrath.’ Then,
monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, inclining his head towards
Prince Dīghāvu’s feet, spoke thus to Prince Dīghāvu: ‘Grant memy
life, dear Dīghāvu, grant memy life, dear Dīghāvu.’
“ ‘How am I able to grant life to a king? It is a kingwho should grant

me life.’
“ ‘Well then, dear Dīghāvu, you grant me life and I will grant you

life.’Then,monks,Brahmādatta, theKingofKāsi, andPrinceDīghāvu
granted life to one another and they took hold of (one another’s)
hands and they made an oath to do (one another) no harm. Then,
monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, spoke thus to Prince Dīghāvu:
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‘Well then, dear Dīghāvu, harness the chariot; we will go away.’ And,
monks, Prince Dīghāvu, having answered, ‘Yes, sire’, in assent to
Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, having harnessed the chariot, spoke
thus to Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi: ‘The chariot is harnessed for
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you, sire; for this youmay think it is now the right time.’Then,monks,
Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, mounted the chariot. Prince Dīghāvu
drove the chariot, and he drove the chariot in such a manner that
soon it met the army.

Kd 10.2.18

“Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, having entered
Benares, having had the ministers and councillors convened, spoke
thus: ‘If, good sirs, you should see Prince Dīghāvu, the son of Dīghāti,
the King of Kosala, what would you do to him? ‘Some spoke thus: ‘We,
sire, would cut off his hands; we, sire, would cut off his feet; we, sire,
would cut off his hands and feet; … his ears, … his nose, … his ears
and nose, …we, sire, would cut off his head.’ He said: ‘This, good sirs,
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is Prince Dīghāvu, the son of Dīghāti, the King of Kosala; there is no
occasion to do anything (against him); life was granted by him to me
and life was granted by me to him.’

Kd 10.2.19

“Then,monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, spoke thus to Prince
Dīghāvu: ‘Concerning that, dear Dīghāvu, which your father said
to you at the time of dying: “Do not you, dear Dīghāvu, look far or
close, for, dear Dīghāvu, wrathful moods are not allayed by wrath:
wrathful moods, dear Dīghāvu, are allayed by non-wrath”—what did
your father mean?’ He said: ‘Concerning that, sire, which my father
said to me at the time of dying—“not far” means: do not bear wrath
long.This iswhatmy father said tome, sire, at the timeof dyingwhen
he said “not far”. Concerning that, sire, which my father said to me
at the time of dying—“not close” means: do not hastily break with a
friend.This is what my father said to me, sire, at the time of dying
when he said “not close”. Concerning that, sire, whichmy father said
to me at the time of dying—“for, dear Dīghāvu, wrathful moods are
not allayed by wrath: wrathful moods, dear Dīghāvu, are allayed by
non-wrath” means: my parents were killed by a king, but if I were to
deprive the king of life those who desired the king’s welfare would
deprive me of life and those who desired mywelfare would deprive
these of life; thus that wrath would not be settled bywrath.¹ But now
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that life is grantedme by a king and life is granted a king byme, thus
is wrath settled by non-wrath. This is what my father said to me,
sire, at the time of dying when he said: ‘for, dear Dīghāvu, wrathful
moods are not allayed by wrath; wrathful moods, dear Dīghāvu, are
allayed by non-wrath’.

Kd 10.2.20

“Then, monks, Brahmādatta, the King of Kāsi, thinking: ‘Indeed,
Vin 1.349

it is marvellous, indeed, it is wonderful that this Prince Dīghāvu is
so clever that he understands in full the matter which was spoken
by his father in brief ’, gave back his father’s troops and vehicles
and territory and storehouses and granaries, and he gave him his
daughter.

¹ Cf. similar sentiments at sn i.85, Dhp 256–Dhp 257.
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“Now, monks, if such is the forbearance and gentleness of kings
whowield the sceptre,¹ whowield the sword, herein,monks, let your
light shine forth so that youwho have gone forth in this dhamma and
discipline which are thus well taught² may be equally forbearing
and gentle.” And a third time³ the Lord spoke thus to these monks:
“Enough,monks; no strife, no quarrels, no contention, no disputing.”
And a third time that monk who spoke what was not dhamma spoke
thus to the Lord: “Lord, let the Lord, the dhamma-master, wait; Lord,
let the Lord, unconcerned, live intent on abiding in ease here and
now;wewill be (held) accountable for this strife, quarrel, contention,
disputing.”Then theLord, thinking: “These foolishmenare as though
infatuate; it is not easy to persuade them,” rising up from his seat,
departed.

The First Portion for Repeating: that on Dīghāvu

Kd 10.3.1Then the Lord,⁴ having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl
and robe, entered Kosambī for almsfood; having walked for alms-
food in Kosambī, bringing back his almsbowl after his meal, having
packed away his lodging, taking his bowl and robe and standing in
the midst of the Order,⁵ he spoke these verses:
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“When all⁶ in chorus bawl,
none feels a fool,
nor though the Order is divided,
thinks otherwise.

“With⁷ wandering wits
the wiseacres range all the held of talk;
with mouths agape to full extent,
what leads them on they know not.

¹ ādinna-daṇḍa, take up a stick. Daṇḍa also means punishment. So the phrase may
mean, instead of “scepter”, “who use violence” or “who mete out punishment”.
² Cf. Kd 5.4.3. ³ First and second times occur at Kd 10.2.2. ⁴ Cf. mn iii.153.
⁵ Omitted at mn iii.153. ⁶ All these lines occur at mn iii.154, Ja iii.488. ⁷ This
couplet also at Ud v.9. I borrowWoodward’s translation of it.
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“They who¹ (in thought) belabour this:
That man has me abused, has hurt,
has worsted me, has me despoiled:
in these wrath’s not allayed.

“They who do not belabour this:
That man has me abused, has hurt,
has worsted me, has me despoiled:
in themwrath is allayed.

“Nay, not by wrath are wrathful moods
allayed here (and) at any time,
but by not-wrath are they allayed:
this is an (ageless) endless rule.

“People do not discern
that here we straitened are (in life, in time),²
but they who herein do discern,
thereby their quarrels are allayed.

Vin 1.350

“Ruffians whomaim and kill,
steal cattle, steeds and wealth, who plunder realms—
for these is concord.
Why should there not be for you?

“If one find³ friend with whom to fare
rapt in the well-abiding, apt,
surmounting dangers one and all,
with joy fare with himmindfully.

BD 4.500

“Finding none apt⁴ with whom to fare,
None in the well-abiding rapt,
As rājā quits the conquered realm,
fare lonely as bull-elephant in elephant jungle.

¹ This verse and the next three also occur at Dhp 3–Dhp 6 = Ja iii.212. ² This line
is also atThag 275. ³ This verse is also at Dhp 328 = Snp 45. I borrow E.M. Hare’s
translation. ⁴ This verse = Dhp 329 = Snp 46 (except for Sutta Nipāta last line).
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“Better¹ the faring of one alone,
there is no companionship with the foolish,
fare lonely, unconcerned, working no evil,
as bull-elephant in elephant-jungle.”

On going to Bālakaloṇaka

Kd 10.4.1Then the Lord,² having spoken these verses as he was standing in
the midst of the Order, approached Bālakaloṇakāra village.³ Now at
that time the venerable Bhaguwas staying in Bālakaloṇakāra village.
Then the venerable Bhagu⁴ saw the Lord coming from afar; seeing
him, he made ready a seat, set out water for the feet, a footstool,
a foot-stand, and having gone to meet him, he received his bowl
and robe.Then the Lord sat down on the seat made ready; as he was
sitting downhehadhis feet bathed. And the venerable Bhagu, having
greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance. As the venerable
Bhagu was sitting down at a respectful distance, the Lord spoke thus
to him: “I hope, monk, things are going well, I hope you are keeping
going, I hope you are not short of almsfood.”
“Things are goingwell, Lord, I amkeeping going, Lord, and, Lord, I

am not short of almsfood.”Then the Lord, having delighted, rejoiced,
roused, gladdened the venerable Bhaguwith talk on dhamma,⁵ rising
from his seat, departed for the Eastern Bamboo Grove.⁶

¹ This verse = Dhp 330. ² mn iii.154 continues in accordance with above, and cf.
Ja iii.489. ³ See Dictionary of Pali Proper Names for uncertainty of the reading
(mn iii.154, Ja iii.489, mn-a iii.55, mn-a iv.206 read -gāma; Dhp-a i.56, sn-a ii.304,
Thag-a i.380 (Siamese edition) read -ārāma), and for theMajjhima Commentary’s
(mn-a iii.55) two interpretations of the meaning of the name. ⁴ His verses are
atThag 271–Thag 274. Mentioned at Vin 2.182, Ja i.140, Ja iii.489, Mil 107, Dhp-a i.56,
Dhp-a i.133. According to Dictionary of Pali Proper Names he is probably not the same
as the Bhagu mentioned at Vin 1.300. ⁵ According to mn-a iv.206 this was on
the advantages of solitariness. ⁶ Pācīnavaṁsa (miga) dāya. See an-a iv.117 for
interpretation of the name. Mentioned at (besides mn iii.155) Thag 155, an iv.228,
Dhp-a i.56,Thag-a 86.
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On going to Pācīnavaṁsadāya
Kd 10.4.2

BD 4.501 Now at that time the venerable Anuruddha¹ and the venerable Nan-
diya² and the venerableKimbila³were staying in the EasternBamboo
Grove.⁴ The keeper of the Grove saw the Lord coming from afar;
seeing him he spoke thus to the Lord: “Do not, recluse, enter this
Grove; there are three young men of respectable families staying
here desiring self ⁵; do not cause them discomfort.”The venerable
Anuruddha heard the keeper of the Grove conferring with the Lord;
having heard, he spoke thus to the keeper of the Grove: “Do not, good
grove-keeper, impede the Lord. It is our teacher, the Lord, who is

Vin 1.351

arriving.”Then the venerable Anuruddha approached the venerable
Nandiya and the venerable Kimbila; having approached, he spoke
thus to the venerable Nandiya and to the venerable Kimbila:” Go
forward, venerable ones, go forward, venerable ones; our teacher,
the Lord is arriving.”

Kd 10.4.3

Then the venerable Anuruddha and the venerable Nandiya and
the venerable Kimbila, having gone out to meet the Lord, one re-
ceived his bowl and robe, one made ready a seat, one set out water
for the feet, a footstool, a foot-stand. Then the Lord sat down on
the seat made ready; as he was sitting down he had his feet bathed.
Then these venerable ones, having greeted the Lord, sat down at a
respectful distance. As the venerable Anuruddha was sitting down
at a respectful distance, the Lord spoke thus: “I hope that things are
going well with you, Anuruddhas,⁶ I hope you are keeping going, I
hope you are not short of almsfood.”

¹ Verses atThag 892–Thag 919. He and his friends, Nandiya and Kimbila, are often
mentioned together, as at mn i.205, which although set in the Gosinga Wood, is
similar to the above Vinaya passage. See also the six friends (not includingNandiya)
who, with Upāli, the barber, are mentioned at Vin 2.182. ² Verses atThag 25.Thag-
a 86 says that while Nandiya was in the Eastern Bamboo Grove, Māra appeared
before him in a terrible form. ³ Verses atThag 118,Thag 155. ⁴ For the following
cf.mn i.205ff. (where the scene is laid in the Gosinga Sāl-Woodland Grove). ⁵ On
attakāmarūpa see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism (Home University Library) 2nd
edition, p. 81. ⁶ The plural, Anuruddhā, is used instead of the names of the three
separate monks.
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“Things are going well, Lord, we are keeping going, Lord, and,
Lord, we are not short of almsfood.”

BD 4.502

“I hope that you, Anuruddhas, are living all together on friendly
terms and harmonious, as milk and water blend, regarding one an-
other with the eye of affection?”¹
“Yes, certainly, Lord, we are living all together on friendly terms

and harmonious, as milk and water blend, regarding one another
with the eye of affection.”
“And how is it that you, Anuruddhas, are living … of affection?”

Kd 10.4.4

“As to this, Lord, it occurred to me: ‘Indeed it is a gain for me,
indeed it is well gotten by me, that I am living with such Brahma-
farers.’ On account of this, Lord, for these venerable ones amity² as
to bodily conduct, whether openly or in private, has risen up in me,
amity as to speech, amity as to thought, whether openly or in private,
has risen up.³ Because of this. Lord, it occurred tome: ‘What now, if I,
having surrendered my ownmind, should live only according to the
mind of these venerable ones?’ So I, Lord, having surrendered my
ownmind, am living only according to the mind of these venerable
ones. Lord, we have divers bodies,⁴ but assuredly only one mind.”

And the venerable Nandiya too, and also the venerable Kimbila
spoke thus to the Lord: “And it occurred to me too, Lord: ‘Indeed it is
a gain for me … only one mind’. It is thus, Lord, that we are living
all together on friendly terms and harmonious, as milk and water
blend, regarding one another with the eye of affection.”

Kd 10.4.5

“And I hope that you, Anuruddhas, are living zealous, ardent,
Vin 1.352

self-resolute?”
“Yes, certainly, Lord, we are living … self-resolute.”
“And how is it that you, Anuruddhas, are living … self-resolute?”
“As to this, Lord, whichever⁵ of us returns first from the village

for almsfood, he makes ready a seat, puts out water for washing the

¹ Stock, as at mn i.206, mn i.398, mn iii.156, an i.70, an iii.67, an iii.104, sn iv.225.
² On amity, mettā, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Outlines of Buddhism, p. 30ff. ³ Cf.
mn i.321, which after “amity as to speech” fills in “whether openly or in private has
risen up”, as doesmn i.206. ⁴ We aremany (or several)men, persons, kāyā. ⁵ Cf.
Kd 4.1.
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feet, a footstool, a foot-stand; having washed a refuse-bowl he sets it
out, he sets out water for drinking and water for washing. Whoever

BD 4.503

returns last from the village for almsfood, if there are the remains of
a meal and if he so desires, he eats them; if he does not desire to do
so he throws them out where there are no crops or drops them into
water where there are no living creatures; he puts up the seat, he
puts away thewater for the feet, the footstool, the foot-stand, having
washed the refuse-bowl, he puts it away, he puts away the water
for drinking and the water for washing, he sweeps the refectory.
Whoever sees a vessel for drinking water or a vessel for washing
water or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after an evacuation, void and
empty, he sets out (water). If it is impossible for him (to do this) by
a movement of his hand, having invited a companion to help us by
signalling (to him) with the hand, we set out (water); but we do not,
Lord, for such a reason break into speech. And then we, Lord, once
in every five nights sit down together for talk on dhamma. It is thus,
Lord, that we are living, zealous, ardent, self-resolute.”¹

On going to Pārileyyaka
Kd 10.4.6

Then the Lord, having delighted, rejoiced, roused, gladdened the
venerable Anuruddha and the venerable Nandiya and the venerable
Kimbila with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, set out on tour
for Pārileyya.² Walking on tour in due course he arrived at Pārileyya.
The Lord stayed there at Pārileyya in the GuardedWoodlandThicket³

¹ The versions at mn i.207, mn iii.154, break off here, and both go on from here in
different ways. ² Spelt Pārileyyaka; a village, although sn-a ii.304 speaks of it as a
nagara, town. Dhp-a i.51–63 takes Pārileyyaka to be the and describes in vivid detail
the ways in which he waited upon the Lord.This elephant is identified with that in
the Bhisi Jātaka (Ja iv.314). Pārileyya(ka) mentioned at sn iii.95, Ud iv.5, Ja iiii.489.
³ rakkhitavanasaṇḍa. Mentioned at Ud iv.5, but not at sn iii.95.Dhp-a i.59 says that
the thicket was so called because the elephant with a stick in his trunk, guarded
the Lord from danger during the nights.
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at the root of the lovely sāl-tree.¹ Then as the Lord was meditating in
private a reasoning arose in his mind thus: “Formerly, beset by those
monks of Kosambī, makers of strife, makers of quarrels, makers of
disputes makers of brawls, makers of legal questions in the Order,
I did not live in comfort; but now that I am alone with no other, I
am living in comfort removed from those monks, makers of strife …

BD 4.504

makers of legal questions in the Order.”
Now a certain large bull-elephant² was beset by elephants and

cow-elephants, by elephant calves and sucklings; he ate grass already
cropped by them, and they ate bundles of branches as he broke them
off; and he drank muddied water and when he crossed over at a ford
the cow-elephants went pushing against his body.Then it occurred

Vin 1.353

to that large bull-elephant: “Now I am living beset by elephants and
cow-elephants … I eat grass already cropped by them and they eat
bundles of branches as I break them off; and I drink muddied water
andwhen I cross over at a ford the cow-elephants go pushing against
my body. Suppose I were to live alone secluded from the crowd?”

Kd 10.4.7

Then that large bull-elephant, leaving the herd, approached Pāri-
leyya, the Guarded Woodland Thicket, the lovely sāl-tree and the
Lord; having approached, he set out by means of his trunk drinking
water for the Lord and water for washing, and he kept the grass
down.³Then it occurred to that large bull-elephant: “Now formerly,
beset by elephants and cow-elephants, by elephant calves and suck-
lings, I did not live in comfort; I ate grass already cropped by them
and they ate bundles of branches as I broke them off; I drankmud-
died water andwhen I crossed over at a ford the cow-elephants went
pushing against me; but now that I am alone with no other I am liv-
ing in comfort removed from the elephants, the cow-elephants, the
elephant calves and sucklings.”

Then theLord, havingunderstoodhis ownseclusionandknowing

¹ bhaddasāla. It was one tree,manāpa laṭṭhaka, according to Ud-a 250 and sn-a ii.305,
which say that theLord stayeddependingon thatvillage (Pārileyya) ina leaf-roomin
the jungle thicket at the root of that tree. ² hatthināga. Vin-a 1152 saysmahāhatthi,
a great elephant. Ud-a 250 adds that he was the leader of a herd.This passage recurs
at Ud iv.5. Cf. an iv.435. ³ appaharitañ ca karoti.
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by mind that bull-elephant’s reasoning of mind, at that time uttered
this utterance:

“Herein agreeth mind with mind,
of sage¹and bull-elephant of plough-pole tusks,²
since each delights in forest (solitude).”³

Kd 10.5.1

BD 4.505
Then the Lord, having stayed at Pārileyya as long as he found suit-

ing, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Walking on tour in due course he
arrived at Sāvatthī.TheLord stayed there at Sāvatthī in the JetaGrove
in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Then the lay-followers of Kosambī
thought: ‘These masters the monks of Kosambī, have done us much
mischief; the Lord is departing, harassed by these; come, we should
neither greet the masters, the monks of Kosambī, nor should we
stand up before them, nor should we salute themwith joined palms
or perform the proper duties; we should not revere, respect, esteem
or honour them, and neither should we give them almsfood when
they come (to us); thus they, when they are neither revered, re-
spected, esteemed nor honoured by us, will depart unrevered, or
they will leave the Order, or they will reconcile themselves to the
Lord’.

Kd 10.5.2

Then the lay-followers of Kosambī neither greeted the monks
of Kosambī, nor stood up before them, they did not salute them

Vin 1.354

with joined palms or perform the proper duties, they did not revere,
respect, esteem or honour them and they did not give them almsfood
when they came (to them). Then the monks of Kosambī, as they
were not being revered, respected, esteemed or honoured by the
lay-followers of Kosambī, spoke thus: “Come now, your reverences,
let us, having gone to Sāvatthī, settle this legal question in the Lord’s
presence.”

¹ nāga. Vin-a 1152, Ud-a 251 explain by buddhanāga. ² Cf. nāga īsādanta at mn i.414,
Vv 20.9, Vv 43.9. ³ Version at Ud iv.5 also ends here.
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On eighteen cases

Then the monks of Kosambī, having packed away their lodgings,
taking their bowls and robes, approached Sāvatthī.

Kd 10.5.3

Then the venerable Sāriputta heard: “It is said that the monks of
Kosambī, makers of strife, makers of quarrels, makers of disputes
makers of brawls, makers of legal questions in the Order, are com-
ing to Sāvatthī.”Then the venerable Sāriputta approached the Lord;
having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance
the venerable Sāriputta spoke thus to the Lord: “It is said, Lord, that
the monks of Kosambī, makers of strife …makers of legal questions
in the Order, are coming to Sāvatthī. How am I, Lord, to behave in
regard to these monks?”
“Well now, Sāriputta, as dhamma is so must you stand.”¹

BD 4.506

“How am I, Lord, to find out what is dhamma and what is non-
dhamma?”

Kd 10.5.4

“Now, Sāriputta, a speaker of non-dhamma is to be known by eigh-
teen points: In such a case, Sāriputta, amonk explains² non-dhamma
as dhamma, he explains dhamma as non-dhamma; he explains non-
discipline as discipline, he explains discipline as non-discipline; he
explains what was not spoken, not uttered by the tathāgata as spo-
ken, uttered by the tathāgata, explains what was spoken, uttered
by the tathāgata as not spoken, not uttered by the tathāgata; he ex-
plains what was not practised by the tathāgata as practised by the
tathāgata, he explains what was practised by the tathāgata as not
practised by the tathāgata; he explains what was not laid down by
the tathāgata as laid down by the tathāgata, he explains what was
laid down by the tathāgata as not laid down by the tathāgata, he ex-
plains what is no offence as an offence, he explains an offence as no

¹ yathādhammo tathā tiṭṭhāhi. ² Cf. this passage with Vin 2.88, Vin 2.204. The
first five pairs also occur at an v.77 as reasons why when there is strife, quarrelling,
contention, dispute in an Order the monks do not live in comfort.These same five
pairs are again given (an v.78) as ten roots of disputing.Theyare followedby another
ten roots of disputing, namely the next four pairs as given above in the Vinaya with
one added pair.
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offence; he explains a slight offence as a serious offence, he explains
a serious offence as a slight offence; he explains an offence which
can be done away with¹ as an offence which cannot be done away
with, he explains an offence which cannot be done away with as an
offencewhich can be done awaywith; he declares a very bad offence²
as not a very bad offence, he explains not a very bad offence as a very
bad offence. Sāriputta, a speaker of non-dhamma is to be known by
these eighteen points.

Kd 10.5.5

And, Sāriputta, a speaker of dhamma is to be known by eighteen
points. In such a case, Sāriputta, a monk explains non-dhamma as
non-dhamma, he explains dhamma as dhamma; he explains non-
discipline as non-discipline, he explains discipline as discipline; he
explains what was not spoken, not uttered by the tathāgata as not

Vin 1.355

spoken, not uttered by the tathāgata…not practised … practised …
not laid down … laid down … he explains an offence as an offence

BD 4.507

…no offence as no offence … a slight offence as a slight offence … a
serious offence as a serious offence an offence which can be done
away with as an offence which can be done away with … an offence
which cannot be done awaywith as an offence which cannot be done
away with … a very bad offence as a very bad offence, he explains
not a very bad offence as not a very bad offence. Sāriputta, a speaker
of dhamma is to be known by these eighteen points.”

Kd 10.5.6

The venerable Moggallāna the Great³ heard … the venerable Kas-
sapa the Great⁴ heard … the venerable Kaccāna the Great heard …
the venerable Koṭṭhita the Great heard … the venerable Kappina the
Great heard … the venerable Cunda the Great heard … the venerable
Anuruddha heard … the venerable Revata heard … the venerable
Upāli heard … the venerable Ānanda heard … the venerable Rāhula

¹ sāvasesā āpatti, anavasesā āpatti. See Vinaya Texts iii.35, n. 2, which explains that
one which cannot be done away with is practically equivalent to a Pārājika. A
Saṅghādisesa can be done away with by the penalties inflicted by the Order, most of
the others by confession. ² duṭṭhullā āpatti. See bd 2.219, n. 2. ³ These elders, in-
cluding Sāriputta but not includingKassapa, are alsomentioned atVin 2.15–Vin.2.16,
Vin 4.66. For notes see bd 2.295. Cf. a list of ten at an iii.299. ⁴ Verses atThag 1051.
At an i.23 called chief of those who uphold the ascetic practices.
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heard: “They say that the monks of Kosambī … (= Kd 10.5.3–Kd.10.5.5.
Read Rāhula instead of Sāriputta.) “… Rāhula, a speaker of dhamma
is to be known by these eighteen points.”

Kd 10.5.7

Mahāpajāpatī the Gotamid heard: “It is said that the monks of
Kosambī … (as in Kd 10.5.3) … are coming to Sāvatthī.”ThenMahā-
pajāpatī the Gotamid approached the Lord; having approached, hav-
ing greeted the Lord, she stood at a respectful distance.¹ As she was
standing at a respectful distanceMahāpajāpatī the Gotamid spoke
thus to the Lord: “It is said, Lord, that the monks of Kosambī … are
coming to Sāvatthī. How am I, Lord, to behave in regard to these
monks?”
“Well then, do you, Gotami, hear dhamma on both sides; having

heard dhamma on both sides, choose the views and the approval and
the persuasion and the creed² of thosemonkswho are there speakers
of dhamma, and whatever is to be desired by the Order of nuns from

BD 4.508

the Order of monks,³ all that should be desired only from one who
speaks dhamma.”

Kd 10.5.8

Anāthapiṇḍika the householder heard: “It is said that the monks
of Kosambī … are coming to Sāvatthī.” Then Anāthapiṇḍika the
householder approached the Lord; having approached, having greet-
ed the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting
down at a respectful distance, Anāthapiṇḍika the householder spoke
thus to the Lord: “It is said, Lord, that the monks of Kosambī … are
coming to Sāvatthī. How am I, Lord, to behave in regard to these
monks?”
“Well then, do you, householder, give gifts to both sides; having

given gifts to both sides, hear dhamma on both sides; having heard
dhamma on both sides, choose the views and the approval and the
persuasion and the creed of those monks who are there speakers of
dhamma.”

Kd 10.5.9

Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, heard: “It is said that the monks of
Kosambī … are coming to Sāvatthī.”Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother,

Vin 1.356

approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,

¹ Nuns must stand in the presence of monks; see Vin 4.52. ² Cf. Kd 1.38.7. ³ See
e.g. Nuns Bi-Pc 59.
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she sat down at a respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a
respectful distance Visākhā,Migāra’smother, spoke thus to the Lord:
“It is said, Lord, that the monks of Kosambī … are coming to Sāvatthī.
How am I, Lord, to behave in regard to these monks?”
“Well then, doyou,Visākhā, givegifts toboth sides…(as inKd 10.5.8)

… choose the views … of those monks who are there speakers of
dhamma.”

Kd 10.5.10

Then in due course the monks of Kosambī arrived at Sāvatthī.
Then the venerable Sāriputta approached the Lord; having approach-
ed, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Sāri-
putta spoke thus to the Lord: “They say, Lord, that these monks of
Kosambī, makers of strife …makers of legal questions in the Order,
have arrived at Sāvatthī. Nowwhat line of conduct, Lord, should be
followed in regard to lodgings for these monks?”
“Well now, Sāriputta, separate lodgings shouldbe given (to them).”

BD 4.509

“But if, Lord, there are no separate lodgings what line of conduct
should be followed?”
“Well then, Sāriputta, having made (some) separate they should

be given. But I in noway say this, Sāriputta, that a seniormonk’s
lodging should be withheld (from him). Whoever should with-
hold it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
“But what line of conduct, Lord, is to be followed in regard to

material gains?”¹
“Material gains, Sāriputta, should be distributed equally amongst

all.”

Allowance to restore
Kd 10.5.11

Thenwhile that monk who had been suspended was reflecting on
dhamma and discipline, it occurred to him: “This is an offence, this
is not no offence, I have fallen, I am not unfallen, I am suspended,
I am not unsuspended, I am suspended by a (formal) act that is

¹ āmisa, probably meaning here food and clothing.
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legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand.” Then the suspended monk
approached those monks who were taking the part of the suspended
(one); having approached, he spoke thus to those monks who were
taking the part of the suspended (one): “This is an offence, your rev-
erences, it is not no offence … fit to stand. Come, venerable ones,
restore me.”

Kd 10.5.12

Then those monks who were taking the part of the suspended
(one), taking that suspendedmonk (with them) approached theLord;
having approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful distance,
those monks spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, this suspended monk
speaks thus: ‘This is an offence, your reverences … Come, venerable
ones, restore me’. What line of conduct, Lord, is to be followed in
these circumstances?”¹
“This, monks, is an offence, this is not no offence, this monk has

fallen, this monk is not unfallen, this monk is suspended, this monk
is not unsuspended, he was suspended by a legally valid (formal) act,

Vin 1.357

irreversible, fit to stand But since, monks, that monk who has fallen
and was suspended sees (his offence)—well then, monks, restore
that monk.”

On harmony in the Saṅgha
Kd 10.5.13

Then these monks who were taking the part of the suspended (one),
BD 4.510

having restored that suspended monk, approached the monks who
had suspended (him), having approached, they spoke thus to the
monks who had suspended (him): “Concerning that case, your rev-
erences, about which there was for the Order strife, quarrels, con-
tention, disputes schism in the Order, dissension in the Order, alter-
cation in theOrder, differences in theOrder thatmonkhas fallen and
was suspended, but he sees and is restored. Now, your reverences,
let us achieve unanimity in the Order for settling this case.” Then
thosemonkswho had suspended (him) approached the Lord; having

¹ tehi.
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approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful distance, they
spoke thus to the Lord: “These monks, Lord, who are taking the part
of the suspended (monk) speak thus: ‘Concerning that case … for
settling this case.’ Nowwhat line of conduct, Lord, is to be followed?”

Kd 10.5.14

“Since, monks, that monk has fallen and was suspended but sees
and is restored—well then, monks, achieve unanimity in the Or-
der for settling that case. And thus, monks, should it be achieved:
One and all should gather together, both the ill and the well, leave
of absence should not be declared on account of anyone. Having
gathered together, the Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
Concerning that case about which there was for the Order strife,
quarrel, contention, dispute, schism in the Order … differences in
the Order—thatmonk has fallen andwas suspended, but he sees and
is restored. If it seems right to the Order the Order should achieve
unanimity in the Order for settling this case.This is themotion. Hon-
oured sirs, let the Order listen to me. Concerning that case … and is
restored.The Order is achieving unanimity in the Order for settling
this case. If the achieving of unanimity in the Order for settling this
case is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to
whom it is not pleasing should speak. Unanimity in the Order for
settling that case is achieved by the Order. Dissension in the Order
is put down, schism in the Order is put down. It is pleasing to the
venerable ones; therefore they are silent. Thus do I understand this’.
Observance may be carried out at once, the Pātimokkha recited.”

Vin 1.358

Questions of Upāli on harmony in the Saṅgha

Kd 10.6.1
BD 4.511

Then the venerable Upāli approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Upāli spoke
thus to the Lord: “Lord, in regard to a casewhere there is strife for an
Order…differences for anOrder, if theOrdernothaving investigated
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that case, not having got to the root of it,¹ achieves unanimity in the
Order, is that unanimity in the Order legally valid, Lord?”
“Upāli, in regard to a casewhere there is strife for an Order… that

unanimity is not legally valid, Upāli.”
“But, Lord, in regard to a case where there is strife for an Order …

differences in an Order, if the Order having investigated that case,
having got to the root of it, achieves unanimity in the Order, is that
unanimity in the Order legally valid, Lord?”
“Upāli, in regard to a matter where there is strife for an Order,

quarrels, contention, dispute, schism in an Order, dissension in an
Order, altercation in an Order, differences in an Order, if the Order,
having investigated that case, having got to the root of it, achieves
unanimity in the Order, that unanimity in the Order is legally valid,
Upāli.”

Kd 10.6.2

“Howmany (kinds of) unanimity in an Order are there, Lord?”
“There are these two (kinds of) unanimity in an Order, Upāli.

There is, Upāli, unanimity in an Order that has not arrived at the
meaning but has arrived at the letter; there is, Upāli, unanimity in
an Order that has both arrived at the meaning and arrived, at the
letter. Andwhat, Upāli, is unanimity in anOrder that has not arrived
at themeaning but has arrived at the letter? Upāli, in regard to a case
where there is strife for an Order … differences in an Order, if the
Order, not having investigated that case, not having got to the root of
it, achieves unanimity in the Order, this is called, Upāli, unanimity
in an Order that has not arrived at the meaning but has arrived at
the letter. And what, Upāli, is unanimity in an Order that has both
arrived at the meaning and arrived at the letter? Upāli, in regard to
a case where there is strife for an Order … differences in an Order,
if the Order, having investigated that case, having got to the root of
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it, achieves unanimity in the Order, this is called, Upāli, unanimity
in an Order that has both arrived at the meaning and arrived at the
letter.These, Upāli, are the two (kinds of) unanimity in an Order.”

Kd 10.6.3

Then the venerable Upāli, rising from his seat, having arranged

¹ amūlā mūlaṁ gantvā.
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hisupper robeover one shoulder, having saluted theLordwith joined
palms, addressed the Lord with verses:

“In the Order’s affairs and deliberations
and in matters arising for investigation,
what kind of man is here most needed?
How is a monk fit for leadership here?

Vin 1.359

“Above all, one blameless in moral habit,
of careful conduct, his faculties well controlled,
opponents do not censure him in respect of a rule,
for there could be nothing to say against him.

“Such a one, firm in purity of moral habit,
is confident, he speaks ably,¹
he is not afraid at an assembly, he does not tremble,
he does not sacrifice the meaning² to irrevelant talk.

“When asked a question in an assembly,
he neither hesitates nor is ashamed,
his timely sensible words,
fitting as explanation, delight the learned assembly.

“With esteem for senior monks
and confident in his own teachers, able to weigh,
familiar with what should be spoken,
and skilled in obstructing his opponents,

“Opponents come under his control,
and the many-folk come under his tuition,
and he does not neglect his own creed,
(skilful) at question and answer, unhurting.
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“Able in doing a messenger’s duty,
and well-informed in what they tell him of the Order’s

affairs,

¹ visayha. ² atthaṁ na hāpeti, or, does not neglect the goal; cf. Snp 37, Ja i.251.
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10. the monks from kosambī (kosambaka)

sent by a group of monks he is obedient,
but he does not therefore think, ‘I am doing this’.

“Into whatever matters one falls,
whatever is an offence and how one removes it—
both these analyses are well handed down to him.
He is skilled in the features of offences and removal,

“Being sent away and good habits—he goes by these:
he is sent away and what are the grounds,
restoration of a person who has completed this¹—
he knows this too, skilled (as he is) in analysis.

“With esteem for senior monks, for newly ordained,
for elders and for those of middle standing,
a helper of the multitude, clever herein,
monk such as this is fit for leadership here.”

TheTenth Section: that on (the monks of) Kosambī
Vin 1.360

this is its key
The splendid conqueror at Kosambī,
dispute about seeing an offence, one may suspend for this or that,
whatever is an offence of his it should be seen, /
Within a boundary, just there, five, and only one, attainment,
and Pārileyya, Sāvatthī, and Sāriputta, Kolita, /
Kassapa the Great, Kaccāna, Koṭṭhita, and about Kappina,
and Cunda the Great, Anuruddha, Revata, Upāli,² /
Ānanda, and Rāhula too, Gotamī, Anāthapiṇḍika, and Visākhā,
Migāra’s mother, and separate lodgings, and equal material gains also, /
Leave for absence should not be granted to anyone, Upāli inquired,
irreproachable as to moral habit, unanimity in the conqueror’s instruction.

Finished is the Great Division³
Vin 1.361

¹ taṁvusita, i.e. one who has been sent away but is now fit for restoration. ² Up-
ālivhaya (Oldenberg and Siamese edition). Sinhalese edition reads Upālicūbhaye.
³ Oldenberg’s Vinaya Piṭakaṁ, Vol. I, ends here.
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BD 5.v

TheCullavagga, the Less or Lesser Division of the Vinaya, consists
of twelve Sections.The first three of these have been translated by
H. Oldenberg and T.W. Rhys Davids in Sacred Books of the East,
Volume XVII, 1882, and the remaining nine in Sacred Books of the
East, Volume XX, 1885.The Pali Vinaya on which their translation as
well as mine is based is that edited by Oldenberg in 1880 as Volume
II of his Vinaya Piṭakaṁ.

The wealth of detail increases rather than diminishes in this
Lesser Division, and as an instrument for use by monks and nuns
is astonishing in its variety and the minute precision it lavishes on
greater and smaller points alike.

It was no doubt ever more and more necessary to put the proper
ways of meeting disturbances in the Order on a firm basis.This cer-
tainly appears to be the purpose of Section I which deals in turnwith
seven formal acts: (1) censure for quarrels, disputes and contention
which perhaps arose from an earnest endeavour to act in confor-
mity with what had been bid down and then finding that there were
other and different opinions; or which perhaps werewantonlymade
in the Order by monks who, unable to master the higher practices,
found time hang heavy; (2) guidance for a monk who had persisted
in frequenting the laity and to guide him to consort instead with
kalyāṇamittā and so become learned and expert in the dhamma and
discipline; (3) banishment for a monk who had indulged in the nu-
merous “bad habits” specified here and there in the Pali canon in
a stereotyped passage; (4) reconciliation for a monk who had been
rude to a householder, and who, when he went to ask for his forgive-
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ness, was allowed to take a companion with him to act as messenger
and spokesman in case the monk himself was overcome with shame
and embarrassment—an allowance which in Kd 22 Yasa, the son
of Kākaṇḍakā, asked to be extended to him when he was accused
(wrongly) by theVajjis of Vesālī of reviling and abusing lay-followers;
(5, 6, 7) three acts of suspension for not seeing an offence, for not
making amends for one, for not giving up a wrong view, respectively.

BD 5.vi

All these formal acts have been mentioned already in theMahā-
vagga (bd.4). But only an indication is given there of the occasions for
carrying them out (as summarised above).These, while tallyingwith
the occasions given in the Cullavagga, specify neither the method to
be followed in carrying out each one, nor any of the grounds held to
be sufficient for its revocation. All this is however dealt with by the
Cullavagga.

Some of the stories chosen to illustrate behaviour which calls for
one of these formal acts to correct it appear also in other parts of the
Vinaya. For example, the episode of the monk Ariṭṭha occurs both in
Bu-Pc 68 and in Kd 11.32.The former gives the holder of wrong views
a chance to renounce themwhile he is being admonished up to the
third time. It is only, after this, if he persists in clinging to his views
that he incurs an offence of expiation. But in the Cullavagga Ariṭṭha
is given no final chance to clear himself. Once it is found that he
holds to his views, the Order is told that it can carry out a formal act
of suspension against him. He thereupon left the Order. As the text
stands, Gotama is shown as saying that the formal act of suspension
may be revoked.This would not only be an uncharacteristic weak-
ness, but it does not fit the context. In fact, as Oldenberg remarks, we
should have expected a negative here, and hence just the opposite:
Let the Order not revoke the formal act of suspension for not giving
up the wrong view (Kd 11.34.1). This would moreover have been in
line with the injunction not to revoke the act of banishment when
those against whom it had been carried out went away and left the
Order (Kd 1.16.1).

At Vin-a 874 Ariṭṭha is called an enemy of the Buddha’s dispensa-
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tion, and although as a rulemonkswere not lightly let go of to return
to the “world”, his was a stubborn case where his absence might
well have been preferred to his presence.The Order was by nowwell
established both in the popular esteem and as an institution running
efficiently by its own internal and developed organisation, and if a
monk left it, thiswould be attributed to his own incompetence rather
than to any deficiency in the teaching and training.

Apart from expulsion from the Order for having committed one
of the four Pārājika offences, and apart from being expelled for any
one of the reasons given at Kd 1.61–Kd.1.68, a monk left of his own

BD 5.vii

choice. The formal act of banishment is not banishment from the
Order, but from a particular place where a monk had, for example,
either indulged in “bad habits”, been frivolous or harmful in body
or speech, caused strife and contention, or spoken dispraise of the
Awakened One, dhamma or the Order. If he conducted himself prop-
erly while the act of banishment against himwas in force, he could
be rehabilitated, a privilege impossible to extend to one who had
been expelled.

Sections Kd 12 and Kd 13 of the Cullavagga deal in great detail
with Probation. This is not probation preliminary to entering the
Order; but probation imposed on one who is already a member of it,
and consisting of “going back to the beginning” of his training and
being subjected to mānatta discipline. Such probation falls under
the four headings mentioned at Vin-a 1159: that for offences which
have been concealed, that for unconcealed offences, the concurrent
probation and the purifying probation.This last could be imposed
on monks who did not know whether they had worked through
this disciplinary period of probation or not. In view of the many
references to “ignorant inexperienced monks”, such haziness in
regard to the right day for the termination of a probationary period
is nomore surprising than is the ignorancemonksmanifested about
the stars and the quarters (Kd 8.6.1) and which proved physically
harmful to them.

Kd 14 is devoted to the different ways of settling legal questions.
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These legal questions have already beenmentioned in the Suttavi-
bhaṅga. In the first place, the case must be settled in the presence of
the accused monk. But this verdict “in the presence of” is necessary
to all legal settlements. Secondly there is the verdict of innocence
given in favour of a monkwhowas wrongfully accused of an offence.
Dabba theMallian is taken as the example, and his story is told in the
same words as in Bu-Ss 8. But in the Formal Meeting the interest, at
the end, is shifted to the monks who accused him and who incur an
offence for doing so; while in the Cullavagga the interest is centred
on Dabba who is to have a verdict of innocence accorded him. We
must therefore understand that this is a case where two separate
actions of the Orderwere called for: one dealingwith themonkswho
brought the false accusation against Dabba, and one for acquitting
him.

BD 5.viii

Then comes the “verdict of past insanity”, to be given for monks
who were mad when they committed an offence. As is usual, the
properties that render the act legally valid or not are enumerated.
Then follows the settlement of disputes or contention by the “deci-
sion of the majority” when a reliable monk is to be agreed upon as
distributor of voting-tickets, an important post (Kd 14.14.26) and one
which Devadatta arrogated to himself and abused in his attempts
to split the Order (Kd 18.4.1). Next, there is the “decision for specific
depravity” when a monk, on being examined for an offence, prevari-
cates and lies. Finally there was the settlement by the “covering up
as with grass”, enacted when things had been done or said in the
heat of a quarrel and which, if made into a legal question, would
only lead to further trouble and perhaps schism. Legal questions
such as this could be covered up by each contending side confessing
through a competent monk whatever were the offences that had
been committed, unless theywere serious offences (involving Defeat
or a Formal Meeting of the Order, according to Vin-a 1194), or ones
that affected the laity (Kd 14.13.2, Kd 14.13.3). And moreover, such
offences could not be settled in this way for anyone who objected
or who was not present. Otherwise, a legal question arising from
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disputes could be settled by a committee or referendum (Kd 14.14.19)
or, failing this, by the decision of the majority (Kd 14.14.24). The Ven-
erable Revata called for a referendum of eight monks to settle the
“ten points” promulgated by the Vajjis of Vesālī, and which formed
the business before the Council of Vesālī (see Kd 22).

The whole subject of the legal questions and their settlement,
although complicated, must be studied by anyone who wishes to
grasp an important branch of the disciplinary proceedings of the
Order togetherwith the very exactmachinery laid down for carrying
themout. A certain patternwill be found to emerge. For the “Internal
Polity of a Buddhist Saṅgha”, Chapter 6 of S. Dutt’s Early Buddhist
Monachismmay be profitably consulted.

With Sections Kd 15, Kd 16, Kd 18 andKd 19we remain in the heart
of the monastic life as it was to be lived normally. But with Section
Kd 17, on Schisms, we arrive more definitely than in theMahāvagga
at that real and increasingly present danger of dissentient voices

BD 5.ix

rising to a chorus in schismatic factions. Each Section, besides its
scrupulous attention to every point that arises, also contains a cer-
tain amount of narrative material.

Section Kd 15 is so loaded with detail as to make it almost im-
possible to pick out salient points. But mention must be made of
the “group of six monks”, which really means a number of monks
under three pairs of leaders. For they are constantly referred to as
the malefactors fromwhose conduct, often unsuitable because it re-
sembled that of householders, springs the opportunity to regularise
behaviour on all pertinent points.This is, in addition, a Section well
worth studying for the light it throws on contemporary manners
and the things in common usage. It is a Section where the laity are
made important a wonder of psychic power is not to be displayed in
front of them (Kd 15.8); their “bowls could be turned upside down”, a
symbolic expression meaning that if they offered food to the monks,
these could, after agreeing to a motion put before the Order, turn
their bowls upside down to show that they held a layman in such
disgrace they would accept no food from him (Kd 15.20), thereby
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depriving him of merit. There is also the allowance that monks may
tread on cloths when being asked to do so by householders “for good
luck’s sake” (Kd 15.21).Then there is the episode when people bring
scents and garlands to a monastery. The monks are allowed to ac-
cept the scents on condition that they place the “five-finger mark”
on a door.This has the appearance of a protective measure; and we
know from the Buddhist charms or spells, parittā, one of which is
to be found in this Section (Kd 15.6), that such runes or chants for
self-guarding played a not negligible part in Early Buddhist life.

Section Kd 16 is a compendium of what is allowable or not in re-
gard to dwelling-places. For narrative material, it contains the story
of howAnāthapiṇḍika heard thewords “Awakened One”, buddha, for
the first time and determined to see the Lord, who addressed him
by the name of Sudatta, unknown outside his family, and spoke to
him on dhamma. The vision of dhamma thereupon arose in Anātha-
piṇḍika, he became a lay-follower, and acquired Prince Jeta’s Grove
as a gift to the Order. The story of his first meeting with the Bud-
dha is also told, but more briefly, in the Saṁyutta. In this Section is
also to be found the Tittira-jātaka which came to be known as the

BD 5.x

Partridge Brahma-faring (Kd 16.6.3), told here to encourage monks
to be courteous and polite to one another. Harmony in the Order
was constantly being sought, as a number of episodes and allusions
in the Vinaya indicate. It is by no means only in Section Kd 16 that
passages occur that have parallels in other parts of the Pali canon or
the Jātaka. Throughout the Vinaya this is the case, and probably a
concordance of Vinaya stories would show only few to be peculiar to
it.

Section Kd 17 begins with the story of Anuruddha’s going forth
fromhome togetherwith Bhaddiya, a Sakyan chieftainwho,within a
year, realised the threefold knowledge and acclaimed his happiness.
Monks, hearing him, grew suspicious that he was remembering the
former joys of rulership. But Bhaddiya was able to convince Gotama,
in words reminiscent of sn i.72–sn i.73, that previously, although he
had had a fully appointed guard, he had been nervous and frightened
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all the same; but, now, alone in a forest he is unconcerned and un-
ruffled. An explanation ofwhy this story is placed at the beginning of
the Section on Schisms seems called for. I can only suggest that if the
monks who alleged that Bhaddiya was dissatisfied with the Brahma-
faring had turned out to be right, it is not unreasonable to suppose
they would next have regarded him as a potential schismatic.

This was the role for which, however, Devadatta was cast, and
for far more: he was also a potential murderer, prepared to go to
great lengths to get rid of the Buddha. In his overweening ambition,
Devadatta thought he should no longer be the leader and coveted
this position for himself. Now, although those who have progressed
some distance on the Way may feel themselves safe and immune
to attacks (see Bhaddiya’s story and also the Bhayabherava Sutta
of the Majjhima), the tradition nevertheless recognises slayers of
arahants (see e.g. bd 4.113, etc.), while various Commentaries hold
thatMoggallāna, an arahant of long standing,was actuallymurdered
(Ja v.125; Dhp-a iii.65). At Kv 313, however, the untimely death of an
arahant is a controverted point. Tathāgatas, Truth-finders, must
be different, for although they may be hurt and their blood shed
(bd 4.113, etc., and Kd 17.3.9), according to our Section Kd 17 they need
noprotection and cannot bedeprived of life by aggression (Kd 17.3.10).

BD 5.xi

Their attainment of nibbāna (with no residue remaining) is in fact
a matter precisely of their own volition, as is also apparent from
the episode (referred to in Kd 21.1.10) where Ānanda fails to ask the
Buddha to prolong his life to the full. He died when he was in the
eighties.The assumption is probably that he might have lived to be a
hundred or so as the Pali canon states that people sometimes attain
this age, while Sabbakāmin was so old at the time of the Council of
Vesālī that it was 120 years since his ordination (Kd 22.2.4). He must
probably have been at least 140 years of age then, for in Bu-Pc 65 it
is said that ordination must not be conferred on anymale less than
twenty years old.

In Section Kd 17 we hear of another formal act, one that is extra
to the seven dealt with in Kd 1. This is the formal act of Informa-
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tion, pakāsaniyakamma, which allowed it to be proclaimed that some-
one’s nature or character had altered—for the worse (Kd 17.3.2). The
causative form, pakāseti, “to give information” of the verb pakāsati
(of which pakāsaniya is the gerundive), is used with at least a semi-
technical sense by the Vajjis of Vesālī when speaking of Yasa, the son
of Kākaṇḍakā, and who had been able to change the lay-followers’
opinion as to who the true recluses really were (Kd 22.1.7).

Much of Section Kd 18 consists of passages of some considerable
length, most of which have already occurred in theMahāvagga, use
also being made of Sekhiyamaterial. But the contexts are different.
For example, Kd 1.25 lays down the proper conduct for those who
share cells towards their preceptors, while in Kd 18.1.2–Kd.18.1.5 this
same conduct, laid down in almost identical words except for a few
additions or omissions, is to be observed by a monk arriving at a
monastery, and again in Kd 18.7.2–Kd.18.7.4 by monks in respect of
their lodgings.These are three occasions where conduct is, rather
naturally, to be the same, for all three concernmonks actually in a
monastery, even if only just arrived. Yet the instructions specifically
for resident monks (Kd 18.2.2–Kd 18.2.3) are connected more with
their behaviour to incoming monks than with any thing else. We
have seen that the same story, for example that of Dabba and that of
Ariṭṭha, may be told so as to introduce varying effects. So here, the
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same behaviour may be followed in varying circumstances. A great
process of stabilisation was at work. As the mass of allowances and
offences—in the Cuḷavagga mostly those of wrong-doing—pile up
and increase, so the allusionsbecomeall the clearer.Thus, by the time
we get to Kd 18.3.2 the nature of the clay goods and the wooden goods
that have to be packed away by amonk who is leaving a residence,
can be understood by referring to Kd 15.37. For it is here that Gotama
“allows”, as recorded, all clay goods and all wooden ones with certain
specified exceptions.

The ninth Section, concernedmainly with the legally valid and
the legally invalid suspensions of the Pātimokkha, is introduced by
the eight beautiful similitudes of the great ocean, a passage found
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also in the Aṅguttara and the Udāna.The third of these similes show-
ing what, ideally, the monks ought to be, is particularly to the point:
the Order does not live in communion with an impure monk, but,
having assembled quickly, suspends him, with the result that he is
far from the Order and the Order is far from him (Kd 19.1.4).There-
fore, also to the point, is the story that precedes the similes of the sea.
It is a story of how the Buddha refused, in spite of a plea made three
times by Ānanda, to recite the Pātimokkha to the monks. For, “the
assembly is not entirely pure, Ānanda”, having in it one individual
of a depravity so grave that he is described in strongly derogatory, if
stereotyped, terms.The Truth-finder cannot recite the Pātimokkha
to an assembly containing a monk like this (Kd 19.1.2). Instead, he
delegates his powers, now as it seems out of disappointment and
disgust, whereas formerly he had delegated other powers in the full
tide of success (Kd 1.12.1). In both cases it is reasonable to suppose
that he did so because the Order was growing beyond the capacity
of one man to handle; and because he had therefore increasingly to
look to the monks themselves to maintain the Order on the lines laid
down by him, both while he was alive and after he was with them no
longer.

At the end of Section Kd 19 we are at the end of the discipline for
monks. Many and exceedingly various are the points that have been
raised, and a ruling given on each.The whole method of conducting
Buddhist monasticism for those who follow the Pali Vinaya is con-
tained in this and amounts to a very complete system.All doubts as to
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what is allowable andwhat is not, or all doubts as to how to act either
in conclave or as an individual may be resolved by referring to the
discipline that has been laid down. All misdoings, whether serious
or nor, have their appropriate penalty attached to them. Behaviour
is right if it promotes one’s own progress along the Way or that of
others. As such it is skillful, kusala.

As the Bhikkhunī-Pātimokkha or Vibhaṅga follows the Bhik-
khu- (called the Great, mahā-) Vibhaṅga, so in the Cullavagga, at
the close of the legalised rules and proceedings governing the life of
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monks, there follows a Section devoted to theOrder of nuns. It begins
with an account of the formation of this Order, and contains the
important statement, attributed to Gotama, that women are capable
of attaining arahantship. The eight important rules (found also in
Monks’ Bu-Pc 21) are then laid down, their adoptionbyMahāpajāpatī,
the instigator of the Order of nuns, constituting her ordination.The
remainder of this Section is taken up with regularising for nuns the
recital of the Pātimokkha, the confession of offences, the settlement
of legal questions, and their exhortation, and so forth. Then come
incidents told so as to establish various offences of wrong-doing and
various “allowances”.There follows on this themethod to be followed
for the second ordination of nuns, that by monks, after they have
been ordained by nuns as laid down in the Nuns’ Pācittiyas. After
more offences of wrong-doing, there is a reversion to ordaining, this
time through amessenger, and finallymore offences of wrong-doing
andmore “allowances”.

In thisSection there is included theprohibitionof forest-dwelling
for nuns (Kd 20.23), a prohibition not, I believe, precisely repeated
elsewhere. This reduces the number of their “resources” to three,
instead of four, as for monks. It is said that if a nun stays in a forest
there is an offence of wrong-doing. But in Nuns’ Formal Meeting 3
(Vin 4.230), it is said that a nun incurs a grave offence if, while she is
in a forest, she goes out of sight or hearing of her companion nun,
and an offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order once she has
got outside.The whole of this amounts to saying that nuns may pass
through a forest if they go two together, but that they must not stay
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in one either together or separately. This was for the sake of their
security.

Another interesting point is that nuns, on returning to the Order
after they had joined one of the other sects, should not be ordained
again.This privilege could be extended to monks, provided that they
first underwent a four months’ probation (Kd 1.38.1). Life for nuns
was probably harder than it was for monks. In spite of the sympathy
and justice with which their troubles were met, they were to some
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extent discriminated against. I have referred to this on my Intro-
duction at bd 3.xxxix; and in the notes to Volumes BD.4 and bd.6
have mentioned such discrepancies as occur between the penalties
inflicted onmonks and on nuns for similar behaviour. Possibly the
only exception to the general trend of the heavier penalty being im-
posed on a nun is in the case of “giving a blow to a monk”. Here, if a
nun does so, her offence is ranked as one of wrong-doing while, if
a monk strikes another monk, his offence is one of expiation (see
below, bd 5.371).

In the Monks’ Bu-Pd 1, because “women obtain things with diffi-
culty” (bd 3.104) it was made an offence to be confessed if a monk
accepted, with certain reservations, food from the hand of a nun
who was not a relation. But in the Cullavagga a nun is to offer any
food there is in her bowl to a monk (Kd 20.13.2). On the other hand,
monks could offer nuns food that had been stored (Kd 20.15.1) if they
had more than they wanted for themselves; and if nuns were short
of lodgings the monks might give them some temporarily, again if
they had more than they wanted (Kd 20.16.1).

A great number of women are traditionally held to have flocked
to the Order of nuns. It is conceivable that they were generally re-
garded as of poorer quality than the monks, and that therefore there
had to be a severer testing in order to weed out those who had en-
tered without having a real vocation. It is significant that in the Etad
Aggas of the Aṅguttara there are for monks forty-seven classes of
attainments and forty-one monks said to be chief in them (for some
are chief in more than one attainment), while for nuns there are
only thirteen classes of attainments, as many nuns being chief in
them. Among the former Nandaka is called the chief of monks who
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exhort nuns. I have referred to the vicissitudes attendant upon the
legalisation of the exhortation for nuns at bd 3.xli, and can here only
mentionwhat looks like a general injunction for nuns to followwhen
monks fail them: pāsādikena sampādetu, struggle on, labour on in
friendliness (see below, bd 5.366).

At the end of Section Kd 21, on the Council of Rājagaha, because
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exactly five hundred monks were there, it is said that this “chant-
ing of the discipline” Vinayasaṁgīti, is in consequence called that of
the Five Hundred. To speak of a “chanting of discipline” is rather a
curious and limited description.¹ For it is expressly said in Vin 5.118
that Ānanda undertook to answer questions on dhamma, and begin-
ning with the Brahmajāla and the Sāmaññaphala Suttantas, did in
fact answer corresponding questions about the five Nikāyas.This is
no less a feat than that performed by Upāli, the great Vinaya expert,
who, having answered questions about the four Pārājika offences,
thenwent on to answer questions about the two disciplines, ubhatov-
inaye, as told in Kd 21.1.7. All the questions on dhamma and discipline
were put by the learned Kassapa the Great. It seems that this elder,
reacting to Subhadda’s unsatisfactory attitude to Gotama’s death,
with great prevision suggested to the other monks that dhamma and
discipline should be chanted before not-dhamma and not-discipline
should shine out and dhamma and discipline be withheld (Kd 21.1.1).
The final name: “chanting of the discipline” seems therefore to sum
up only half the proceedings dealt with at the first Council. This
Council or Conference was held shortly, some Commentaries say
three months, after Gotama had died.The record of this Council is of
the utmost importance as the tradition—oral only, it is true—of a
dhamma that was taught and a discipline that was laid down if not
wholly by the Founder himself, at all events while he was still alive.

How far their recital was well based and well carried out wa
brought into a little doubt by the episode of themonkPurāṇa, theOld
One, who told the elders hewould remember dhamma and discipline
just as he had heard and learnt them in the Lord’s presence. His
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words: “Well chanted by the elders”, are polite, but hewas apparently
not quite convinced.

According to SectionKd 21, disciplinewas recited before dhamma.
The rather bald narrative gives no reason.The Commentaries how-
ever come forwardwith anexplanation.²They say thatKassapa asked
the monks whether dhamma or discipline should be chanted first,

¹ NoticedbyOldenberg,VinayaPiṭakaṁ, vol.i, p. xxix, note. ² Vin-a i.13; dn-a i.11.
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and themonks replied: “Discipline is called the āyu, the life or vitality,
of the Buddha’s dispensation; while the discipline stands, the dis-
pensation stands.Therefore let us chant discipline first.”The same
sentiment is expressed in the verse inserted before the uddāna, the
key, at the end of Section Kd 1 of theMahāvagga. (bd 4.127).The un-
derlying notion is that discipline is primarily concerned with sīla, or
purification of the ways of acting in body and speech, and therefore
with the first of the three categories into which the whole sāsana,
dispensation or teaching, is graded.

The remainder of Section Kd 21 is devoted to Ānanda. He is the
centralfigure. Feeling that itwasnot suitable inhim togo to theCoun-
cil while he was still a sekha, a learner, he made an effort to realise
arahantship and, at a moment when no part of him was touching
the earth, his mind was freed from the cankers. As dn-a i.10 rightly
points out, when it is said: “in this teachingwhen amonk attains ara-
hantship neither lying nor sitting down, neither standing nor pacing
up and down”, it is to be said of Ānanda.The dn-a goes on to say that
Ānanda, now thinking hewas fit to enter the assembly, delighted and
rejoicing, went there shining like a full moon on a cloudless night,
like a lotus blooming at the sun’s touch, his face pure and radiant as
though he were announcing his attaining of arahantship. But the
Commentary (Vin-a i.12–13) gives a different version, and one that at
dn-a i.11 is ascribed to theMajjhima-bhāṇakas, or repeaters, of how
he went to the Council. According to this: “Ānanda, not wishing to
tell of his attainment of arahantship, did not gowith themonks.They
asked whom an empty seat was for, and hearing it was for Ānanda,
asked where he had gone. At this moment he thought: ‘Now is the
time for me to go,’ and displaying his psychic power, plunging into
the earth, he showed himself as it were in his own seat. Some say he
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sat down after going through the air.”
His arahantship, however, did not appear to have commanded

much respect. After the Council was over, he told the elders what
the Lord had said at the time of his parinibbāna about abolishing
the “lesser and minor rules of training”. This acted like a goad on
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the elders and they charged himwith one offence of wrong-doing
after another—all of which must have been committed before he
attained arahantship, even the imputed offence of allowing women,
to weep and lament beside Gotama’s body. I know of no other occa-
sion recorded in the Pali canon where an arahant is asked to confess
offences said to have been committed by him before gaining liber-
ation. This episode therefore not only puts the accusing elders in
a very dubious light, it also indicates that offences of wrong-doing
could be invented after Gotama’s death. But as the offences with
which Ānanda was charged were all concerned with the Founder
himself, they are not likely to be repeated.

What must be regarded as a more dignified and correct attitude
was taken, later, by Ānanda himself when he was sent to inflict the
supreme or highest penalty, brahmadaṇḍa, on Channa (Kd 21.1.15).
Channa was so much overcome by the thought of submitting to this
penalty of ostracism that he took himself seriously in hand and won
arahantship—the second monk recorded in this Section to do so.
Ānanda then tells him that from the moment he won it the high-
est penalty became revoked—automatically—for him. This is the
Channa who was Gotama’s charioteer while he was still the Bod-
hisatta. It was because of his affection for Gotama, and then because
of his pride in “our Buddha, our dhamma”, that he was unable to
carry out the samaṇadhamma, the rule for recluses (Thag-a i.166), un-
til he had received the emotional shock, samvega, of the imposition
of the supreme penalty on him.

Oldenberg states (Vinaya Piṭakaṁ i.xxvii) that the story of the
First Council as it has come down to us in the Cullavagga, “is not
history, but pure invention and, moreover, invention of no very an-
cient date”. He bases his argument on a comparison with the Mahā-
parinibbāna Suttanta which, while it contains passages word for
word the same as in the Cullavagga, yet makes no allusion either to
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Kassapa’s proposal for holding a Council or to the Council itself. Old-
enberg concludes that “the author” of theMahāparinibbāna Suttanta
did not know anything of the First Council. Certainly his silence is
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otherwise hard to account for unless we allow that “he” (the author,
who should rather be spoken of as the compiler or compilers) did not
want to refer to it.We are accustomed in the Pali canon to finding the
same stories running parallel up to a certain point and then turning
off into different endings. It is possible that we have such a case here;
and that the opening part of Kd 21 was told so as to lead up to the pro-
posal to convene aCouncil,while the same storywas told in theDīgha
(with the transposition of the Subhadda incident) so as to lead up to
the account of the disposal of the relics.This affected the Buddha’s
body, whereas the Council of Rājagaha was held in the attempt to get
clear precisely what had been his dhamma and discipline. Recited by
500 elders, it could carry weight.

Nevertheless, the Pali recension of the Council may be neither
wholly correct nor wholly complete. It is one of several versions
stemming from different schools and whose canons may vary from
sect to sect. The late Professor Przyluski was of the opinion that,
in respect of this Council, the Sūtras may contain older material
than the Vinayas. He collected a number of versions of both and
presented them, translated into French, in his valuable work: Le
Concile de Rājagṛha, Paris, 1926.The student is referred to this book;
he will then be able tomake any comparisons he wishes between the
Pali Vinaya account and the others. For it is not a necessary function
of this Sacred Books of the Buddhists Series to stray from the Pali
texts themselves.

Section Kd 22, that on the Second Council, held at Vesālī a “cen-
tury” after Gotama’s parinibbāna—acentury being “no doubt a round
number”¹—is more truly characterised at its end as “a chanting of
discipline” than is Section Kd 21. For this chanting by the 700 monks
is concerned with ten points of discipline only, and whether these
could not be relaxed.The very fact that they were called in question
shows that, in the years that had passed since Gotama’s death, a less
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austere attitude, a more demanding note had crept in. It was to de-
termine which was to be followed—the less austere attitude or the

¹ Vinaya Texts i, Introduction, p. xxii.
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more austere one—that this Council was held.
It was ultimately the monk Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, who

was responsible for the “chanting of discipline” which, limited to
the ten points, was the subject before the Council of Vesālī. Various
Commentaries recognise this (e.g. an-a ii.10; mn-a iv.114) by refer-
ring to this chanting as Yasattherassa saṁgīti, the Recital of the Elder
Yasa. He got the laypeople on his side by telling them three stories
where Gotama had denounced the acceptance of gold and silver by
monks—the tenth point, and possibly the most important; and that
he arousedmuch interest among themonks is clear from the records.
The endless disputations that arose, the speeches made whosemean-
ings were not clear (Kd 22.2.7), impelled the elder Revata, whose
opinion on the ten points in question coincided with Yasa’s, to select
a referendum of eight monks to settle the points.Their decision still
holds good today inTheravādin countries. In the traditional way of
the democratic Order, all the monks present were asked to agree
on the eight elders proposed by Revata. They further agreed on a
ninth monk, Ajita, to appoint the seats for the elders who would be
listening to the proceedings.

The exact place in Vesālī where the Council was held is doubtful.
The Vinaya (Kd 22.2.7) says it took place in the Vālika monastery, as
does theMahāvaṁsa; but the Dīpavaṁsa lays the scene in the Hall
of the Gabled House. It is perhaps of no great importance, except as
adding to the confusionwhich surrounds the legends of the Councils.
What the Vinaya record of the Council of Vesālī clearly indicates is
that there was enough dissatisfaction among certain monks to bring
about a schism, if not checked, with the attendant danger of dhamma
turning into not-dhamma and discipline into not-discipline.

Itmay be askedwhy the Cullavagga is rounded off by the Sections
dealing with the first two Councils, and which make the Cullavagga
longer by two Sections than theMahāvagga. Whether they were a
later addition or not, I can only suggest that they are included, rea-
sonably and suitably as it seems to me, at the end of the enormously
long compendium of discipline for monks and nuns so as to give a
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culminating authority and sanction to this discipline, which at the
time of the Council of Vesālī, had been tested for a “century”.

All the words spoken by the Buddha between his attainment
of supreme self-awakening and his parinibbāna have but the one
flavour, that of freedom (see Kd 9.1.4, etc., and Vin-a i.16, dn-a i.16).
This is a characteristic of the Buddhavacana. Freedom is to be sought
and realised by thosewhohave entered on theWay. For their help and
guidance there are two parts of the Buddhavacana, namely dhamma
and discipline. It is no fault of the Pali canon if later generations have
split the frequently occurring compound of dhammavinaya into its
two component parts, and have treated each as if it functioned more
or less in isolation from the other. Dhamma is rooted in discipline;
and discipline is always bordering on dhamma, as sīla is on samādhi
and both on paññā, intuitive wisdom, to give point and substance
to all its rules, regulations, offences and allowances. All the time it
is training disciples to attain sufficient habitual purity ultimately
to enter into the goal of Wisdom, even of that “great wisdom” of
which Sāriputta, “beloved” above all other disciples, was said to be
the chief (an i.23). The Discipline, rigid and strict, is preliminary
to and usually necessary to the flowering of Wisdom.Without the
control of body and speech (discipline, moral habit), without mind-
control (concentration), the full expansion of wisdom may never
come to be. Discipline therefore, at the beginning of the training,
“is a teaching of commands, āṇādesanā, being taught by the Lord in
respect of a multitude of commands for those meriting commands”
(Vin-a i.21, dn-a i.19).

Practically every conceivable thing affecting monastic life for
monks and nuns, practically every conceivable relation with other
humanbeings,whether fellowmonksornunsor the laity, arebrought
under review and legislated for in minutest detail through the seven
classes of offence, through the “allowances”, and through the most
important and the regularly recurring events in a monk’s life: Or-
dination, Observance, Invitation, the rains-residence, the making
up of new robe-material; through the seven official formal acts of
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the Order, beginning with that of censure, and through the suspen-
sion of the Pātimokkha. It is a very complete system, a very precise

BD 5.xxi

organisation marked throughout by the humaneness and reason-
ableness of Gotama, the codifier to whomwith but few exceptions
every ruling is ascribed.

I.B. Horner
London, December 1951.
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11. The followers of Paṇḍuka and
Lohitaka

Praise to the Lord, the Perfected One, the Fully Self-Awakened One

Act of censure

Kd 11.1.1
Vin 2.1
BD 5.1

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time
monks who were followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka¹ and who were
themselves makers of strife,² makers of quarrels, makers of disputes
makers of contention,³makers of legal questions in anOrder,⁴ having
approached other monks who were also makers of strife …makers
of legal questions in an Order, spoke thus (to them): “Do not you,
venerable ones, let this one defeat⁵ you; argue loud and long, for
you are wiser andmore experienced and have heard more and are
cleverer than he is, do not be afraid of him, and wewill be on your
side.” Because of this, not only did strifes arise which had not arisen

¹ These were two out of the group of sixmonks; cf.Vin 5.8ff. below. See bd 1.275, n. 3;
bd 1.314, n. 2. Mentioned at Vin-a 614; mn-a iii.187 says that having taken their own
company (of followers) they lived in Sāvatthī.The Satapatta Jātaka (Ja 279) was, so
it is claimed, given in reference to these monks. ² Cf. Vin 4.45 and see bd 2.253,
n. 1, for further references to these five terms. Since they all refer to disputes about
legal questions, the references given at Vinaya Texts ii.329, n. 2, to various Pācittiyas
hardly apply. See also bd 4.,224, bd 4.230f., bd 4.488f., bd 4.510f. ³ Cf. Vin 4.45 and
see bd 2.253, n. 1, for further references to these five terms. Since they all refer to
disputes about legal questions, the references given at Vinaya Texts ii.329, n. 2, to
various Pācittiyas hardly apply. See also bd 4.224, bd 4.230f., bd 4.488f., bd 4.510f.
⁴ Cf. Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Ss 9, Bu-Ss 10, etc. ⁵ mā eso ajesi.
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before, but also strifes which had arisen rolled on to increase and
magnitude.

Kd 11.1.2

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticized,
spread it about, saying: “How can these monks who are followers
of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka and who are themselves makers of strife,
makers of quarrels,makers of disputesmakers of contention,makers
of legal questions in an Order, having approached other monks who
are also makers of strife … makers of legal questions in an Order,
speak thus to them: ‘Do not you … and we will be on your side.’
Because of this … also strifes which had arisen rolled on to increase
andmagnitude.”Then thesemonks told thismatter to the Lord.Then
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the Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order
of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying: “Is it true, as is
said, monks, that monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka

Vin 2.2

are themselves makers of strife … having approached other monks
who are also makers of strife … speak thus to them: ‘Do not you …
andwewill be on your side’? And that because of this … strifeswhich
have arisen roll on to increase andmagnitude?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“It is not suitable, monks, it is not becoming in these foolish men,

it is not fitting, it is notworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not
to be done. How, monks, can these foolish men who are themselves
makers of strife …makers of legal questions in an Order, speak thus:
‘Do not you … and we will be on your side’? And because of this …
strifes which have arisen roll on to increase and magnitude. It is
not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased nor for
increasing the number of those who are pleased, but, monks, it is
displeasing to those who are not pleased as well as to those who are
pleased, and it causes wavering in some.”

Kd 11.1.3

Then the Lord, having rebuked these monks, having in many a
figure spoken in dispraise of difficulty in supporting andmaintain-
ing oneself, of great desires, of lack of contentment, of clinging (to
the obstructions), of indolence; having in many a figure spoken in
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praise of ease in supporting and maintaining oneself, of desiring
little, of contentment, of expunging (evil), of punctiliousness, of gra-
ciousness, of decreasing (the obstructions), of putting forth energy,¹
having given reasoned talk on what is becoming, on what is fitting
for them, addressed the monks, saying:
“Wellnow,monks, let theOrder carryout a (formal) act of censure²

against the monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka.
Kd 11.1.4

“And thus, monks, should it be carried out; First, the monks who
are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka should be reproved; having
reproved them, they should be made to remember; having remem-
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bered, they should be accused of an offence; having accused them of
an offence, the Order should be informed by an experienced, compe-
tent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.These
monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka and who are
themselves makers of strife …makers of legal questions in an Order,
having approached other monks who are also makers of strife …
makers of legal questions in an Order, spoke thus (to them): “Do not
you … and we will be on your side”. Because of this, not only did
strifes arise which had not arisen before, but also strifes which had
arisen rolled on to increase andmagnitude. If it seems right to the
Order, the Order may carry out a (formal) act of censure against the
monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka.This is the mo-
tion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.These monks who are
followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka and who are themselves makers
of strife… rolled on to increase andmagnitude.TheOrder is carrying
out a (formal) act of censure against the monks who are followers of
Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka. If the carrying out of a (formal) act of cen-
sure against the monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka
is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom
it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this
matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter …Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen tome.Thesemonkswho are followers of Paṇḍuka
and Lohitaka andwho are themselvesmakers of strife … he to whom
¹ Cf. Vin 3.21 (bd 1.37), Vin 1.45, Vin 1.305 for this passage. ² tajjaniyakamma. Cf.
Kd 1.25.22 and Kd 9.7.1–Kd 9.7.5.
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it is not pleasing should speak. A (formal) act of censure against the
monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka is being carried
out by the Order. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.
Thus do I understand this.’

Twelve on an act not by rule
Vin 2.3

Kd 11.2.1
“Monks, if it is possessed of three qualities a (formal) act of censure
comes to be not legally valid and not disciplinarily valid and one that
is hard to settle: (that is to say) if it is carried out not in the presence
of,¹ if it is carried out when there is no interrogation, if it is carried
outwithout the acknowledgement.²Monks, if it is possessed of these

BD 5.4

three qualities a (formal) act of censure comes to be not legally valid,
not disciplinarily valid and one that is hard to settle. And, monks,
if it is possessed of three further qualities a (formal) act of censure
comes to be one … and one that is hard to settle: (that is to say) if
it is carried out when there is no offence, if it is carried out for an
offence that does not lead on to confession,³ if it is carried out for an
offence that has been confessed. Monks, if it is possessed of these
three qualities a (formal) act of censure … one that is hard to settle.
And, monks, if it is possessed of three further qualities a (formal) act
of censure comes to be … hard to settle: (that is to say) if it is carried
out without having reproved him, if it is carried out without having
made him remember, if it is carried out without having accused
him of an offence. Monks, if it is possessed of these three qualities a
(formal) act of censure comes to be… hard to settle. And, monks, if it
is possessed of three further qualities a (formal) act of censure comes
to be … one that is hard to settle: (that is to say) if it is carried out not
in the presence of, if it is carried out not by rule, if it is carried out
by an incomplete assembly. Monks, if it is possessed of these three

¹ SeeKd 14.14.16ff., andKd 9.6.1. Vin-a vi.1155 says it is not carried out in the presence
of the Order, dhamma and discipline, the individual, and is carried out without
having reprovedhim,withouthaving askedhim (to consent) andwithouthis having
acknowledged it. ² I.e. of the accused monk. ³ adesanāgāminiya, i.e. a Pārājika
or Saṅghādisesa, whose penalties do not include censure or confession.
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qualities a (formal) act of censure comes to be … one that is hard
to settle. And, monks, if it is possessed of three further qualities a
(formal) act of censure comes to be … hard to settle: (that is to say) if
it is carried out when there is no interrogation, if it is carried out not
by rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly. Monks, if it
is possessed of these three qualities a (formal) act of censure comes
to be … hard to settle. And, monks, if it is possessed of three further
qualities a (formal) act of censure … hard to settle: (that is to say)
if it is carried out without the acknowledgement, if it is carried out
not by rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly … if it is
carried out when there is no offence, if it is carried out not by rule,
if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly … if it is carried out
for an offence that does not lead on to confession, if it is carried out
not by rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly … if it is
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carried out for an offence that has been confessed, if it is carried out
not by rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly … if it is
carried out without having reproved him, if it is carried out not by
rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly … if it is carried
out without having made him remember, if it is carried out not by
rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly … if it is carried
out without having accused him of an offence, if it is carried out not
by rule, if it is carried out by an incomplete assembly. If, monks, a
(formal) act of censure is possessed of these three qualities it comes
to be not legally valid and not disciplinarily valid and one that is hard
to settle.”

Told are the Twelve Cases of (Formal) Acts that are not legally valid

Twelve on an act by rule
Kd 11.3.1 “Monks, if it is possessed of three qualities a (formal) act of censure

comes to be a (formal) act that is legally valid and a (formal) act that
is disciplinarily valid and one that is easily settled: (that is to say) if
it is carried out in the presence of, if it is carried out when there is
interrogation, if it is carried out with the acknowledgement. Monks,
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if it is possessed of these three qualities … easily settled. And,monks,
if it is possessed of three further qualities … easily settled: (that is to
say) if it is carried out when there is an offence, if it is carried out
when there is an offence which leads on to confession, if it is carried

Vin 2.4

out when an offence has not been confessed … if it is carried out,
having reproved him, if it is carried out, havingmade him remember,
if it is carried out, having accused him of the offence … if it is carried
out in the presence of, if it is carried out by rule, if it is carried out by
a complete assembly… if it is carried outwhen there is interrogation,
if it is carried out by rule, if it is carried out by a complete assembly
… if it is carried out with the acknowledgement, if it is carried out by
rule, if it is carried out by a complete assembly … if it is carried out
when there is an offence, if it is carried out by rule, if it is carried out
by a complete assembly … if it is carried out when there is an offence
that leads on to confession, if it is carried out by rule, if it is carried
out by a complete assembly … if it is carried out when an offence has
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not been confessed, if it is carried out by rule, if it is carried out by
a complete assembly … if it is carried out having reproved him, if
it is carried out by rule, if it is carried out by a complete assembly
… if it is carried out having made him remember, if it is carried out
by rule, if it is carried out by a complete assembly … if it is carried
out having accused him of an offence, if it is carried out by rule, if
it is carried out by a complete assembly. If, monks, a (formal) act of
censure is possessed of these three qualities it comes to be a (formal)
act that is legally valid and a (formal) act that is disciplinarily valid
and one that is easily settled.

Told are the Twelve Cases of (Formal) Acts that are legally valid

Six on desires
Kd 11.4.1“Monks, if a monk is possessed-of three qualities, an Order, if it so

desires, may carry out a (formal) act of censure against him: if he is
amaker of strife, a maker of quarrels, a maker of disputes amaker of
contention, a maker of legal questions in an Order; if he is ignorant,
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inexperienced, full of offences, not rid of them¹; if he lives in company
with householders in inappropriate association with householders.²
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these three qualities, an Order, if it
so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of censure against him. And,
monks, if a monk is possessed of three further qualities an Order
… against him: if, in regard to moral habit, he comes to have fallen
away frommoral habit³; if, in regard to good habits, he comes to have
fallen away from good habits; if, in regard to (right) views, he comes
to have fallen away from (right) views.Monks, if amonk is possessed
… against him. And, monks, if a monk is possessed of three further
qualities, an Order, if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of
censure against him: if he speaks dispraise of the Awakened One, if
he speaks dispraise of dhamma, if he speaks dispraise of the Order.
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these three qualities, an Order, if it
so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of censure against him.

Kd 11.4.2

Monks, if an Order desires, it may carry out a (formal) act of
BD 5.7

censure against three (kinds of) monks: against the one who is a
maker of strife … a maker of legal questions in the Order; against
the one who is ignorant, inexperienced, full of offences, not rid of
them; against the one who lives in company with householders in
inappropriate association with householders. Monks, if the Order
desires, it may carry out a (formal) act of censure against these three
(kinds of) monks. And, monks, if the Order desires, it may carry out
… against three further (kinds of) monks: against the one who, in
regard to moral habit, comes to have fallen away frommoral habit,
against the one who, in regard to good habits, comes to have fallen
away from good habits, against the one who, in regard to (right)
views, comes to have fallen away from (right) views. Monks, if an
Order desires … against these three (kinds of) monks. And, monks,
if an Order desires, it may carry out … against three further (kinds
of) monks: against the one who speaks dispraise of the Awakened

Vin 2.5

One, against the one who speaks dispraise of dhamma, against the

¹ āpattibahulo anapadāno; cf. Vin 1.321 (bd 4.461, n. 1). ² Cf. Vin 4.321–322, and
bd 3.207, n. 1. ³ Cf. Vin 1.63 (bd 4.82).
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one who speaks dispraise of the Order. Monks, if an Order desires, it
may carry out a (formal) act of censure against these three (kinds
of) monks.

Told are the Six Cases on Being Desirous

Eighteen duties
Kd 11.5.1“Monks, when a (formal) act of censure has been carried out against a

monk, he should conduct himself properly.This is theproper conduct
in this case¹: he should not ordain, he should not give guidance,² a
novice should not attend him,³ the agreement for him to exhort
nuns⁴ should not be consented to, and even if he is agreed upon nuns
should not be exhorted (by him), he should not fall into that (same)
offence for which a (formal) act of censure came to be carried out
against him by an Order, nor into another that is similar, nor into
one that is worse, he should not find fault with the (formal) act,⁵
he should not find fault with those who carry out the (formal) act,
he should not suspend a regular monk’s Observance,⁶ he should not

BD 5.8

suspend his Invitation,⁷ he should not issue commands,⁸ he should
not set up authority,⁹ he should not ask for leave,¹⁰ he should not
reprove,¹¹ he should not make remember, he should not quarrel¹²
with monks”.

¹ Cf. below, Kd 12.1.2; Kd 20.20. ² Cf. Kd 1.36.1. ³ See Kd 1.36, Kd 1.37 for this
trio. ⁴ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 21, and Kd 20.9.4. ⁵ I.e. the act of censure, Vin-a vi.1156.
⁶ From here to end of Kd 11.5 recurs at Kd 11.27.1 (end). Cf. also Kd 20.20. ⁷ Cf.
Kd 4.16.2. ⁸ na savacanīyaṁ kātabbaṁ. Vin-a 1156 says: “I am doing the savacanīya
of the venerable ones in thismatter, do not go one footstep back from this residence
while the legal question is not settled.”Theword savacanīya occurs again at Kd 2.1.2.
See Vinaya Texts ii.338, n. 6; Vinaya Texts ii.386, n. 2. ⁹ anuvāda. Vin-a 1156 says “in
a vihāra he should not take the chief place.” ¹⁰ I.e. to ask questions; see Kd 2.16.1,
Kd 4.16.1, Kd 4.16.2. ¹¹ Cf.Kd 20.9.5. ¹² sampayojeti, alsomeaning to associate. Vin-
a 1156 gives both meanings, saying: “having joined one another, a quarrel should
not be made.” The sense of “to quarrel” here would be of disputing about legal
questions.The foregoing prohibitions indicate that a monk undergoing “censure”
is not expected to have no dealings with his fellowmonks.
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Told are the Eighteen Observances connected with a (Formal) Act of
Censure

Eighteen cases that should not be settled
Kd 11.6.1 Then the Order carried out a (formal) act of censure against the

monks who were followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka.These, when
the (formal) act of censure had been carried out against them by the
Order, conducted themselves properly, were subdued, mended their
ways, and having approached monks, they spoke thus: “We, your
reverences, against whom a (formal) act of censure was carried out
by the Order, are conducting ourselves properly, we are subdued, we
aremending our ways. Now, what line of conduct should be followed
by us?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Well then, monks,
let the Order revoke the (formal) act of censure against the monks
who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka.

Kd 11.6.2

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities a (formal) act of
censure should not be revoked: if he ordains, if he gives guidance,
if a novice attends him, if he consents to the agreement for him to
exhort nuns, if he exhorts nuns even although agreed upon. Monks,
if a monk is possessed of these five qualities a (formal) act of censure
should not be revoked. And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five
further qualities a (formal) act of censure should not be revoked: if
he falls into that (same) offence forwhich the (formal) act of censure
was carried out against him by the Order, or into another that is
similar, or into one that is worse, if he finds fault with the (formal)

BD 5.9

act, if he finds faultwith thosewho carry out the (formal) act.Monks,
if a monk is possessed of these five qualities a (formal) act of censure
should not be revoked.
“Monks, if a monk is possessed of eight qualities a (formal) act

Vin 2.6

of censure should not be revoked: if he suspends a regular monk’s
Observance, if he suspends his Invitation, if he issues commands, if
he sets up authority, if he asks for leave, if he reproves, if he makes
remember, if he quarrels withmonks. Monks, if a monk is possessed
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of these eight qualities the (formal) act of censure should not be
revoked.”

Told are the Eighteen Cases where (a Formal Act of Censure) should not
be revoked

Eighteen cases that should be revoked
Kd 11.7.1“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities a (formal) act of cen-

sure may be revoked: if he does not ordain, if he does not give guid-
ance, if a novice does not attend him, if he does not consent to the
agreement for exhorting nuns, if, although agreed upon, he does not
exhort nuns. Monks, if a monk is possessed …may be revoked. And,
monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities a (formal) act
of censuremay be revoked: if he does not fall into that (same) offence
for which the (formal) act of censure came to be carried out against
him, nor into another that is similar, nor into one that is worse, if
he does not find fault with the (formal) act, if he does not find fault
with those who carry out the (formal) act. Monks, if a monk …may
be revoked.
“Monks, if a monk is possessed of eight qualities a (formal) act

of censure may be revoked: if he does not suspend a regular monk’s
Observance, if he does not suspend his Invitation, if he does not issue
commands, if he does not set up authority, if he does not ask for leave,
if he does not reprove, if he does not make remember, if he does not
quarrel with monks. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these eight
qualities the (formal) act of censure may be revoked.”

Told are the Eighteen Cases (where a Formal Act of Censure) may be
revoked

Kd 11.8.1“And thus, monks, should it be revoked: Those monks who are
followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka, having approached the Order,

BD 5.10

having (each) arranged the upper robe over one shoulder, having
honoured the feet of the senior monks, having sat down on their
haunches, having stretched forth their joined palms, should speak
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thus to it: ‘A (formal) act of censure, honoured sirs, was carried out
against usby theOrder; butweare conductingourselvesproperly,we
are subdued,we aremending ourways; andwe ask for the revocation
of the (formal) act of censure’. And a second time it should be asked
for … And a third time it should be asked for …The Order should be
informed by an experienced competent monk, saying:

Kd 11.8.2

“ ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen tome.Thesemonks, followers
of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka, against whom a (formal) act of censure
was carried out by the Order, are conducting themselves properly,
they are subdued, they are mending their ways, and they ask for the

Vin 2.7

revocationof the (formal) act of censure. If it seems right to theOrder,
the Order may revoke the (formal) act of censure for the monks who
are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka.This is themotion. Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.These monks, followers of Paṇḍuka
and Lohitaka, againstwhoma (formal) act of censurewas carried out
by the Order, are conducting themselves properly, they are subdued,
they are mending their ways, and they ask for the revocation of the
(formal) act of censure. The Order is revoking the (formal) act of
censure for themonkswho are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka. If
the revocation of the (formal) act of censure for the monks who are
followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka is pleasing to the venerable ones,
they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.
And a second time I speak forth this matter … And a third time I
speak forth this matter … should speak.The (formal) act of censure
is revoked by the Order for the monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka
and Lohitaka. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus
do I understand this.’ ”

Told is the First (Formal) Act: that of Censure

Act of guidance
Kd 11.9.1 Now at that time the venerable Seyyasaka¹ was ignorant, inexperi-
BD 5.11

¹ At Vin 3.110ff. he is represented as committing the offence for which the first
Saṅghādisesawas formulated.
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enced, full of offences, not rid of them; he lived in company with
householders, in inappropriate association with householders.¹ So
much so that themonks were done up² with granting him probation,
sending himback to the beginning, imposingmānatta, rehabilitating
him.³Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised,
spread it about, saying: “How can the venerable Seyyasaka, igno-
rant, inexperienced … rehabilitating him?”Then these monks told
this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this con-
nection, having had the Order of monks convened, questioned the
monks, saying: “Is it true, as is said,monks, that themonk Seyyasaka,
ignorant, inexperienced … rehabilitating him?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“It is not suitable, monks, it is not becoming in this foolish man,

it is not fitting, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it
is not to be done. For how, monks, can this foolish man, ignorant,
inexperienced … rehabilitating him? It is not, monks, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased, nor for increasing the number of
those who are pleased …” And having rebuked them, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

Vin 2.8

“Well then, monks, let the Order carry out a (formal) act of guid-
ance⁴ for the monk Seyyasaka, saying: ‘You should live in depen-
dence⁵’.

Kd 11.9.2

“And thus, monks, should it be carried out: First, the monk Seyya-
saka should be reproved; having reproved him, he should be made
to remember; having made him remember, he should be accused of
the offence; having accused him of the offence, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured

¹ Cf. above, Kd 11.4.1. ² pakata, done awaywith; so, exhausted, worn out, “fed up.”
³ As Vinaya Texts ii.343, n. 1 indicates, it is not clear why a Saṅghādisesa should be
attributed to Seyyasaka, but it suggests that the answer may appear at Vinaya Texts
ii.384, n. 1. The text may have in mind Vin 3.110 (see above, bd 5.10, n). Certainly
there is a tradition connecting Seyyasaka with the Saṅghādisesa type of offence.
There was for monks no recognised offence incurring a penalty if they lived in
association with householders. ⁴ nissayakamma. Cf. Kd 1.25.22; Kd 9.7.6, Kd 9.7.14.
⁵ nissāya. Cf. bd 4.79, bd 4.100f.
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sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk Seyyasaka, ignorant, in-
experienced … rehabilitating him. If it seems right to the Order, let

BD 5.12

the Order carry out a (formal) act of guidance for the monk Seyya-
saka, saying: “You should live in dependence.” This is the motion.
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk Seyyasaka, ig-
norant, inexperienced … rehabilitating him.The Order is carrying
out a (formal) act of guidance for the monk Seyyasaka, saying: “You
should live in dependence”. If the carrying out of the (formal) act
of guidance, saying: “You should live in dependence”, for the monk
Seyyasaka is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak
forth this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter … he
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. A (formal) act of guidance,
saying: “You should live in dependence,” is being carried out by the
Order for the monk Seyyasaka. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore
it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’

Twelve on an act not by rule
Kd 11.10.1 “If a monk, monks, is possessed of three qualities … (= Kd 11.2–Kd.11.5.

Instead of (formal) act of censure, by carrying out a (formal) act of
censure read (formal) act of guidance, by carrying out a (formal) act
of guidance) …

Twelve on an act by rule

(Note by Sujato:This and following sections, which consist of varia-
tions on the preceding, were omitted in Horner’s translation.)

Six on desiring

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Eighteen duties

… he should not quarrel with monks.”
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Told are the Eighteen Observances connected with a (Formal) Act of
Guidance

Kd 11.11.1Then the Order carried out a (formal) act of guidance for the
monk Seyyasaka, saying: “You should live in dependence.” After
the (formal) act of guidance had been carried out by the Order, he,
choosing, associating with, visiting friends who were lovely¹ (in
deed), making them recite, interrogating them, came to be one who
had heard much,² one to whom the tradition was handed down; an
expert in dhamma, an expert in discipline, an expert in the headings;
experienced, wise, modest, scrupulous, desirous of the training; he
conducted himself properly, was subdued, and mended his ways;
and, having approached monks, he spoke thus: “I, your reverences,

BD 5.13

for whom a (formal) act of guidance was carried out by the Order,
am conducting myself properly, I am subdued and ammending my
ways.What line of conduct should be followed byme? “They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order revoke the (formal) act of guid-

ance for the monk Seyyasaka.

Eighteen cases that should not be revoked

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Eighteen cases that should be revoked
Kd 11.11.2

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities … (= Kd 11.6.2–Kd 11.7.1
Vin 2.9

Instead of (formal) act of censure read (formal) act of guidance) …
may be revoked.

Told are the Eighteen Cases (where a Formal Act of Guidance) may be
revoked

Kd 11.12.1

¹ kalyāṇamitta; cf. Dhp 375. Or the word may be in the technical sense of a spiritual
adviser, as at sn v.3. ² As at Vin 1.119, Vin 1.337, Vin 4.158, etc.
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“And thus, monks, should it be revoked. Monks, the monk Seyya-
saka, having approached the Order, having arranged his upper robe
over one shoulder, having saluted the feet of the senior monks, hav-
ing sat down on his haunches, having stretched forth his joined
palms, should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, for whom a (formal)
act of guidance was carried out by the Order, am conducting myself
properly, I am subdued, I ammending my ways; I ask for the revoca-
tion of the (formal) act of guidance’. And a second time it should be
asked for … And a third time it should be asked for.

Kd 11.12.2

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk
Seyyasaka, for whom a (formal) act of guidance was carried out
by the Order, is conducting himself properly, he is subdued, he is
mending his ways; he asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of
guidance. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may revoke the
(formal) act of guidance for the monk Seyyasaka.This is the motion.
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk Seyyasaka, for
whom a (formal) act of guidance was carried out by the Order, is
conducting himself properly, he is subdued, he is mending his ways;
he asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of guidance. If the
revocation of the (formal) act of guidance for the monk Seyyasaka
is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom
it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this
matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter …The (formal)
act of guidance for the monk Seyyasaka is revoked by the Order. It

BD 5.14

is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Told is the Second (Formal) Act: that of Guidance
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Act of banishment
Kd 11.13.1

Nowat that time¹unscrupulous, depravedmonkswhowere followers
of Assaji and Punabbasuwere in residence at Kiṭāgiri.They indulged
in the following kinds of bad habits: they planted and caused to be
planted small flowering trees; they watered them and had themwa-
tered; they plucked them and had them plucked; they tied them up
into (garlands) and had them tied up; they made garlands and had
them made with a stalk on one side; they made garlands and had
themmadewith a stalk on both sides; theymade andhad a branching
flower-stalkmade; theymade awreath and had onemade; theymade
a garland worn round the forehead and had one made; they made
and had an ear-ornament made; they made and had a breast-plate

Vin 2.10

made. These (monks) took or sent garlands having a stalk on one
side to wives of reputable families, to daughters of reputable fami-
lies, to girls of reputable families, to daughters-in-law of reputable
families, to female slaves of reputable families. They took or sent
garlands having a stalk on both sides; they took or sent a branching
flower-stalk; they took or sent a wreath … a garland worn round the
forehead … an ear-ornament … a breastplate. These ate from one
dish together with wives of reputable families, with daughters of
reputable families, with girls of reputable families, with daughters-
in-law of reputable families, with women slaves of reputable fam-
ilies; and they drank from the same beaker; they sat down on the
same seat; they shared one couch; they shared one mat; they shared
one coverlet; they shared one mat and coverlet. And they ate at the
wrong time; and they drank intoxicants; and theywore garlands and
used perfumes and cosmetics; they danced and sang and played mu-
sical instruments, and they sported.They danced when she danced;
they sang when she danced; they played musical instruments when
she danced; they sported when she danced; they danced when she

BD 5.15

sang … they danced when she played musical instruments … they
danced when she sported … they sported when she sported.

Kd 11.13.2

¹ The whole of 13 occurs at Bu-Ss 13.1.1–Bu-Ss.13.1.7. See bd 1.314–322 where notes
are given.
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They played on a chequered board for gambling; they played on a
draught-board: they played with imagining such boards in the air;
they played a game of keeping stepping on to diagrams; they played
with spillikans … at dice … tip-cat … brush-hand …with a ball … at
blowing through toy pipes made of leaves …with a toy plough … at
turning somersaults … with a toy windmill … with a toy measure of
leaves … with a toy cart … with a toy bow… they played a game of
guessing at letters … amind-reading game… a game of mimicking
deformities … they trained themselves in elephant lore … horse lore
… carriage lore… archery… swordsmanship… then they ran in front
of an elephant … a horse … a chariot; now they ran backwards, now
they ran forwards; and they whistled and they snapped their fingers
and they wrestled and they fought with fists; and, having spread out
their upper robes as a stage, they said to a dancing-girl: “Dance here,
sister”, and they applauded, and they indulged in various bad habits.

Kd 11.13.3

Now at that time a certain monk, having spent the rains among
the people of Kāsī, while going to Sāvatthī so as to see the Lord, ar-
rived at Kiṭāgiri. Then this monk, dressing early and taking his bowl
and robe entered Kiṭāgiri for almsfood. He was pleasing whether
he was approaching or departing, whether he was looking forward
or looking behind, whether he was drawing in or stretching out
(his arm), his eyes were cast down, he was possessed of pleasant
deportment. People, having seen this monk, spoke thus:

Vin 2.11

“Who can this be like an idiot of idiots, like a fool of fools, like
a very supercilious person? Who will go up to him and give him
alms? Our masters, the followers of Assaji and Punabbasu are polite,
genial, pleasant of speech, beaming with smiles, saying: ‘Come, you
are welcome’.They are not supercilious, they are easily accessible,
they are the first to speak.Therefore alms should be given to them.”

A certain lay follower saw that monk walking for almsfood in
Kiṭāgiri; seeing that monk, he went up to him, and having gone up to

BD 5.16

him and greeted him, he said: “Honoured sir, are alms obtainable?”
“No, sir, alms are not obtainable.”
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“Come, honoured sir, we will go to (my) house.”
Kd 11.13.4

Then that lay follower, having taken that monk to his house and
made him eat, said:
“Where, honoured sir, will the master go?”
“I will go to Sāvatthī, sir, to see the Lord.”
“Then, honoured sir, in my name salute the Lord’s feet with your

head and say: ‘Lord, the residence at Kiṭāgiri has been corrupted.
At Kiṭāgiri are residing unscrupulous, depraved monks who are fol-
lowers of Assaji and Punabbasu.They indulge in the following bad
habits … they indulge in a variety of bad habits. Lord, those men
who formerly had faith and were believing now have no faith and
are not believing.Those who formerly were channels for gifts to the
Order are now cut off; they neglect the well behaved monks, and the
depraved monks stay on. It were good, Lord, if the Lord would send
monks to Kiṭāgiri, so that this residence at Kiṭāgiri may be settled.’
“Very well, sir,” and that monk having answered the lay follower

in assent, rising from his seat departed for Sāvatthī. Gradually he
approached Sāvatthī, the Jeta Grove, Anāthapiṇḍika’smonastery and
the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord, he sat down at
a respectful distance. Now it is the custom for Awakened Ones, for
Lords to exchange greetings with in-comingmonks. So the Lord said
to this monk:
“I hope, monk, that it is going well with you, I hope that you are

keeping going, I hope you have accomplished your journeywith little
fatigue? And where do you come from, monk?”
“Things go well, Lord, I am keeping going, Lord, and I, Lord, ac-

complishedmy journeywith little fatigue. Now, I, Lord, having spent
the rains among the people of Kāsī, and while coming to Sāvatthī
to see the Lord, arrived at Kiṭāgiri. Then I, Lord, dressing early, and
takingmybowl and robe, enteredKiṭāgiri for almsfood.Then, Lord, a
certain lay follower sawme as I was walking in Kiṭāgiri for almsfood,

Vin 2.12

and seeing me, he approached, and having approached, he greeted
BD 5.17

me and said: ‘Honoured sir, are alms obtainable?’ ‘No, sir, alms are
not obtainable I said. ‘Come, honoured sir, we will go to (my) house
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he said. Then, Lord, that lay follower, taking me to his house and
feeding me, said: ‘Where, honoured sir, will the master go?’ I said: ‘I
will go to Sāvatthī, sir, to see the Lord.’Then he said: ‘Then, honoured
sir …may be settled’. Therefore, Lord, do I come.”

Kd 11.13.6

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, asked the monks, saying:
“Monks, is it true, as is said, thatmonkswhoare followers ofAssaji

and Punabbasu, residing in Kiṭāgiri, are unscrupulous and depraved
and indulge in the following bad habits: they plant small flowering
trees … indulge in a variety of bad habits … and those men… and the
depraved monks stay on?”
“It is true, Lord.”
The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked them, saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men indulge in bad habits such

as these? How can they plant and cause small flowering trees to be
planted, and water them and have themwatered, and pluck them
and have themplucked, and how can they tie themup into (garlands)
and have them tied up? How can they make and have garlands made
…? How can they take and send …? How can they eat … drink … sit
… stand … eat … drink … run … dance and sing and play musical
instruments and sport… play… train themselves… run… run round
facing …? How can they whistle and snap their fingers and wrestle
and fight with fists, and having spread out their upper robes as a
stage, say to a dancing-girl: ‘Dance here, sister,’ and applaud and
indulge in a variety of bad habits? It is not, monks, for pleasing those
who are not (yet) pleased …”, and having rebuked them and given
reasoned talk, he addressed Sāriputta andMoggallāna, saying:
“Do you go, Sāriputta andMoggallāna, and having gone to Kiṭāgiri,

carry out a (formal) act of banishment¹ from Kiṭāgiri against those
monks who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu; these are those
who share your cells.”

BD 5.18

“How, Lord, do we carry out a (formal) act of banishment from
Kiṭāgiri against those monks who are followers of Assaji and Punab-

¹ pabbājaniyakamma. Cf. Kd 1.25.22; Kd 9.7.7.
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basu?These monks are fierce and rough.”
“Well then, Sāriputta and Moggallāna, go together with many

monks.”
“Very well, Lord,” Sāriputta andMoggallāna answered the Lord

in assent.
Kd 11.13.7

“And thus, monks, should it be carried out. First, the monks who
are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu should be reproved; having re-

Vin 2.13

proved them, they should be made to remember; having made them
remember, they should be accused of an offence; having accused
themof the offence, theOrder should be informed by an experienced,
competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
These monks who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu are those
who bring families into disrepute and are of evil conduct; their evil
conduct is seen and also heard and respectable families corrupted by
them are seen and also heard. If it seems right to theOrder, the Order
should carry out a (formal) act of banishment from Kiṭāgiri against
the monks who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu by which the
monkswho are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu should not remain
in Kiṭāgiri. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to
me.These monks who are … seen and also heard.The Order is carry-
ing out a (formal) act of banishment fromKiṭāgiri against themonks
who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu by which the monks who
are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu should not remain in Kiṭāgiri.
If the carrying out of the (formal) act of banishment from Kiṭāgiri
against the monks who are followers of Assaji and Punabbasu by
which they should not remain in Kiṭāgiri is pleasing to the venerable
ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should
speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter … And a third
time I speak forth this matter.The (formal) act of banishment from
Kiṭāgiri against the monks who are followers of Assaji and Punab-
basu by which they should not remain in Kiṭāgiri is carried out by
the Order. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I
understand this.’
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Twelve on an act not by rule
Kd 11.14.1 “Monks, if it is possessed of three qualities a (formal) act of banish-
BD 5.19

ment comes to be not legally valid, not disciplinarily valid and one
that is hard to settle …¹ …

Twelve on an act by rule

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Fourteen on desiring

… against the one who speaks dispraise of the Order. Monks, if an
Order desires, it may carry out a (formal) act of banishment against
these three (kinds of) monks.
“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of three further qualities an

Order, if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of banishment
against him: if he is possessed of bodily frivolity,² if he is possessed
of verbal frivolity, if he is possessed of bodily and verbal frivolity.
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these three qualities an Order, if
it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of banishment against
him. And, monks, if a monk is possessed of three further qualities …
against him: if he is possessed of bodily bad habits,³ if he is possessed
of verbal bad habits, if he is possessed of bodily and verbal bad habits.
Monks, if a monk … a (formal) act of banishment against him. And,
monks, if a monk is possessed of three further qualities … against
him: if he is possessed of harming⁴ by means of body, if he is pos-
sessed of harming by means of speech, if he is possessed of harming
by means of body and speech. Monks, if a monk … against him. And,

¹ As in Kd 11.2–Kd.11.4, reading “act of banishment” for “act of censure”. Chapter 14
above does not occur in Bu-Ss 13 ² kāyikena davena; Vin-a 1157 says this means
physical enjoyment. Perhaps he takes food for fun or amusement or in sport, cf.
an i.114, an ii.40, an ii.145, an iv.167. ³ Vin-a 1157 says this means a transgression
of the rules of training laid down concerning the doors of the body. ⁴ Vin-a 1157
says this is called injury through not being trained in the rules of training laid down
concerning the doors of the body. It means expulsion, nāsana, and ruin, vināsana.
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monks, if a monk is possessed of three further qualities, an Order,
if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of banishment against
him: if he is possessed of a wrong bodily mode of livelihood, if he is
possessed of a wrong verbal mode of livelihood, if he is possessed
of a wrong bodily and verbal mode of livelihood. Monks, if a monk
is possessed of these three qualities an Order, if it so desires, may
carry out a (formal) act of banishment against him.

Vin 2.14

Kd 11.14.2“Monks, if an Order so desires, it may carry out a (formal) act of
banishment against three (kinds of) monks: against the one who is
a maker of strife … (as in Kd 11.4.2) … against the one who speaks

BD 5.20

dispraise of the Order.Monks, if anOrder so desires, itmay carry out
a (formal) act of banishment against these three (kinds of) monks.
And, monks, if an Order so desires it may carry out a (formal) act of
banishment against three further (kinds of) monks: against the one
who is possessed of bodily frivolity, against the one who is possessed
of verbal frivolity, against the one who is possessed of bodily and
verbal frivolity … against the one who is possessed of wrong bodily
and verbal mode of livelihood. Monks, if an Order so desires, it may
carry out a (formal) act of banishment against these three (kinds of)
monks.

Eighteen duties
Kd 11.15.1“Monks, a monk against whom a (formal) act of banishment has been

carried out should conduct himself properly.This is the proper con-
duct in this case… (as inKd 11.5)…he shouldnot quarrelwithmonks.”

Told are the Eighteen Observances connected with a (Formal) Act of
Banishment

Kd 11.16.1Then Sāriputta andMoggallāna at the head of an Order of monks,
having arrived at Kiṭāgiri,¹ carried out a (formal) act of banishment
from Kiṭāgiri against the monks who were followers of Assaji and
Punabbasu, by which the monks who were followers of Assaji and

¹ From here to the words, “It is true, Lord” = Bu-Ss 13.1.8 (Vin 3.183–4, translated
with notes at bd 1.322–bd.1.324).
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Punabbasu should not stay in Kiṭāgiri. When the (formal) act of
banishment had been carried out by the Order, these did not conduct
themselves properly, they were not subdued, they did not mend
their ways, they did not ask the monks for forgiveness, they abused
them, they reviled them, they offended by following a wrong course
through desire, by following a wrong course through hatred, by
following a wrong course through stupidity, by following a wrong
course through fear; and they went away and they left the Order.
Those who were modest monks looked down on, criticised, spread it
about, saying: “How can the monks who are followers of Assaji and
Punabbasu, against whom a (formal) act of banishment has been
carried out by the Order, not conduct themselves properly, not be
subdued, not mend their ways? Why do they not ask for forgiveness

BD 5.21

from the monks?Why do they abuse and revile them?Why do they,
following awrong course through desire…hatred… stupidity… fear,
go away and leave the Order? “Then these monks told this matter to
the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having
had the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said,monks, thatmonkswhoare followers ofAssaji

and Punabbasu, againstwhoma (formal) act of banishment has been
carried out by the Order, do not conduct themselves properly, are
not subdued, … and leave the Order?”
“It is true, Lord.”
“How, monks, can these foolish men, against whom a (formal)

act of banishment has been carried out by the Order, not conduct
themselves properly … and leave the Order? It is not, monks, for
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And having rebuked
them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, do not let the Order revoke the (formal) act of

banishment.

Eighteen cases that should not be revoked
Kd 11.16.2

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities the (formal) act of
Vin 2.15
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banishment against him should not be revoked: if he ordains … (as
in Kd 11.6.2) …

Eighteen cases that should be revoked
Kd 11.16.3

…if he does not quarrelwithmonks.Monks, if amonk is possessed of
these eight qualities the (formal) act of banishment may be revoked.

Told are the Eighteen Cases where a (Formal) Act of Banishment may be
revoked

Kd 11.17.1“And thus,monks, should it be revoked.Monks, thatmonk against
whomthe (formal) act of banishmenthas been carried out, having ap-
proached the Order, having arranged his upper robe over one shoul-
der, having saluted the feet of the senior monks, having sat down on
his haunches, having stretched forth his joined palms, should speak
thus to it: ‘A (formal) act of banishment, honoured sirs, was carried
out against me by the Order, but I am conducting myself properly, I
am subdued, I ammending myways. I ask for the revocation of the
(formal) act of banishment’. And a second time it should be asked for,
and a third time it should be asked for.TheOrder should be informed

BD 5.22

by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
Kd 11.17.2

“ ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk So-and-so,
against whom a (formal) act of banishment was carried out by an
Order, is conducting himself properly, he is subdued, he is mending
his ways, and he asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of ban-
ishment. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may revoke the
(formal) act of banishment against the monk So-and-so.This is the
motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk So-and-
so… and he asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of banishment.
The Order is revoking the (formal) act of banishment for the monk
So-and-so. If the revocation of the (formal) act of banishment for the
monk So-and-so is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time
I speak forth this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter.
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It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Act of reconciliation
Kd 11.18.1 Now at that time the venerable Sudhamma¹ was a resident in the

householder Citta’s²Macchikāsaṇḍa,³ an overseer of newbuildings, a
constant adviser.⁴ Whenever the householder Citta wished to invite
an Order or a group or an individual⁵ he did not invite the Order
or the group or the individual without having asked the venerable
Sudhamma for permission. Now at that time several monks who
were elders—the venerable Sāriputta and the venerable Moggallāna
the Great and the venerable Kaccāna the Great and the venerable

Vin 2.16

Koṭṭhita the Great and the venerable Kappina the Great and the
venerable Cunda the Great, and the venerable Anuruddha and the

BD 5.23

venerable Revata and the venerable Upāli and the venerable Ānanda
and the venerable Rāhula⁶—walking on tour in Kāsī arrived inMac-
chikāsaṇḍa.The householder Citta heard that thesemonkswhowere
elders had reachedMacchikāsaṇḍa.Then the householder Citta ap-
proached these monks who were elders; having approached, having
greeted these monks who were elders, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As the householder Citta was sitting down at a respect-
ful distance, the Venerable Sāriputta delighted, rejoiced, roused,
gladdened himwith talk on dhamma.Then the householder Citta, de-
lighted … gladdened with the venerable Sāriputta’s talk on dhamma,
spoke thus to the monks who were elders: “Honoured sirs, let the

¹ Cf. Dhp-a ii.74ff., an-a i.386ff. Dhp 73 is said to have been spoken on Sudhamma’s
account. ² At an i.26 called chief of lay followers who are speakers on dhamma.
He is fully described in the Citta-saṁyutta, sn iv.281ff. At an i.88 = sn ii.235 he is
named as a standard by which to measure disciples who are lay followers. ³ A
woodland grove, vanasaṇḍa, according to sn-a iii.91; a town according to Dhp-a ii.74
and an-a i.386, the latter adding “in the realm of Magadha”. ⁴ dhuvabhattika
usuallymeans a “regular or constant diner”. But bhattika is given this othermeaning
atThig-a 267 (cf. Pali-English Dictionary), and seems justified above. ⁵ puggala,
here meaning “monk”. ⁶ This same list of great theras also occurs at Vin 4.66. For
notes and further references, see bd 2.295.
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elders consent to come to amealwithme on themorrow.”Themonks
who were elders consented by becoming silent.

Kd 11.18.2

Then the householder Citta, having understood the consent of
the monks who were elders, rising from his seat, having I greeted
the monks who were elders, keeping his right side towards them,
approached the venerable Sudhamma; having approached, having
greeted the venerable Sudhamma, he stood at a respectful distance.
As he was standing at a respectful distance, the householder Citta
spoke thus to the venerable Sudhamma:
“Honoured sir, maymaster Sudhamma consent to a meal with me

on the morrow together with the elders.”
Then the venerable Sudhamma thought: “Formerly, when I the

householder Citta wished to invite an Order or a group or an individ-
ual, he did not invite theOrder or the group or the individualwithout
having asked me for permission; but now he invites monks who are
elders without having asked me for permission.This householder
Citta is now corrupted, he is indifferent to me, detached fromme”,
and he spoke thus to the householder Citta: “No, householder, I do
not consent.” And a second time … And a third time did the house-
holder Citta speak thus to the venerable Sudhamma: “Honoured sir,
maymaster Sudhamma consent to a meal with me on the morrow
together with the elders.”
“No, householder, I do not consent.”

BD 5.24

Then the householder Citta thinking: “What can master Sud-
hamma, either consenting or not consenting, do to me?” having
greeted the venerable Sudhamma, departed keeping his right side
towards him.

Kd 11.18.3

Then, towards the end of that night, the householder Citta had
sumptuous foods, solid and soft, prepared for the monks who were
elders. Then the venerable Sudhamma, thinking: “Suppose I were
to see what has been prepared on behalf of the householder Citta
for the elders?” having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and

Vin 2.17

robe, approached the dwelling of the householder Citta; having ap-
proached, he sat down on an appointed seat.Then the householder
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Citta approached the venerable Sudhamma; having approached, hav-
ing greeted the venerable Sudhamma, he sat down at a respectful
distance.The venerable Sudhamma spoke thus to the householder
Citta as he was sitting down at a respectful distance:
“Truly abundant, householder, is this solid and soft food prepared

by you, but one thing is not here, that is to say sesamum cake.”
“Although, honoured sir,much treasure is to be found in theAwak-

ened One’s words, just this is mentioned by master Sudhamma, that
is to say sesamum cake. Formerly, honoured sir, somemerchants of
the Deccan¹ went to an eastern district² for trading and from there
they brought back a hen.Then, honoured sir, that henmated with
a crow and produced a chick. And whenever, honoured sir, that
chickwanted to utter the cry of a crow it uttered a “cockadoodle-doo”
whenever it wanted to utter the cry of a cock it uttered a “caw”. In the
sameway, honoured sir, althoughmuch treasure is to be found in the
Awakened One’s words, just this is mentioned bymaster Sudhamma,
that is to say sesamum cake.”³

Kd 11.18.4

“You,householder, are reviling⁴me, you,householder, are abusing
me; this is your residence, householder, I will go away.”
“Honoured sir, I am not reviling and abusing master Sudhamma;

honoured sir, let master Sudhamma remain inMacchikāsaṇḍa de-
BD 5.25

lightful is theWildMango Grove⁵; I will make an effort for master
Sudhamma in respect of the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings
andmedicines for the sick.” And a second time … And a third time
did the venerable Sudhamma speak thus to the householder Citta:
“You, householder, are reviling me … I will go away.”
“Where, honoured sir, will master Sudhamma go?”
“I, householder, will go to Sāvatthī to see the Lord.”
“Well then, honoured sir, tell the Lord everything that was said

¹ Dakkhiṇāpathakā. On the Southern region, Dakkhiṇāpatha, see B.C. Law, India as
described in Early Texts of Buddhism and Jainism, p. 77ff. ² puratthima janapada.
³ Vin-a 1158 says he speaks neither as a monk nor as a householder. ⁴ akkosati
and paribhāsati are defined at Vin 4.309 (bd 3.344). ⁵ Ambāṭakavana. Pali-English
Dictionary gives “hog-plum, Spondias Mangifera (a kind of mango)” for ambāṭaka,
Critical Pali Dictionary adding “wild mango.” Cf. sn iv.281ff.
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by you and that was said by me. But this, honoured sir, will not
be surprising: that master Sudhamma should come back again to
Macchikāsaṇḍa.”

Kd 11.18.5

Then the venerable Sudhamma, having packed away his lodg-
ings, taking his bowl and robe, set out for Sāvatthī. In due course he
approached Sāvatthī, the Jeta Grove, Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery, the
Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance,
the venerable Sudhamma told the Lord everything that had been

Vin 2.18

said by himself and that had been said by the householder Citta.The
Awakened One, the Lord rebuked him, saying:
“It is not suiting, foolishman, it is not becoming, it is not fitting, it

is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done. How
canyou, foolishman, jeer at¹ thehouseholderCitta,whohas faith and
is believing, who is a benefactor, a worker, a supporter of the Order,
with a low thing, and scoff at himwith a low thing? It is not, foolish
man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” and having
rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying: “Well then, monks, let the Order carry out a (formal) act of
reconciliation² for the monk Sudhamma, saying: ‘The householder
Citta should be asked to forgive you.’

Kd 11.18.6

“And thus, monks, should it be carried out: First, the monk Sud-
hamma should be reproved, having reproved him, he should bemade

BD 5.26

to remember, having made him remember, he should be accused of
the offence, having accused him of the offence, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk Sudhamma jeered at the
householder Citta who has faith and is believing, a benefactor, a
worker, a supporter of the Order, with a low thing, he scoffed at
himwith a low thing. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may

¹ khuṁseti, vambheti; occurring also at Vin 4.7 (bd 2.178). ² paṭisāraṇiyakamma.
Cf. Kd 1.25.22, and Kd9.7.8. At this latter passage the monk is said, not to jeer and
scoff at the householder, but to revile and abuse him, while at Kd 11.18.5 above, it is
the householder who is accused, by the monk, of reviling and abusing him.
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carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for the monk Sudhamma,
saying: “The householder Citta should be asked to forgive you”.This
is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk
Sudhamma jeered at the householder Citta … scoffed at himwith a
low thing.The Order is carrying out a (formal) act of reconciliation
for the monk Sudhamma, saying: “The householder Citta should be
asked to forgive you”. If the carrying out of the (formal) act of recon-
ciliation for the monk Sudhamma, saying: “The householder Citta
should be asked to forgive you” is pleasing to the venerable ones, they
should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And
a second time I speak forth this matter … And a third time I speak
forth thismatter… you should speak. A (formal) act of reconciliation
for the monk Sudhamma, saying: “The householder Citta should be
asked to forgive you” is carried out by the Order. It is pleasing to the
Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’

Twelve on an act not by rule
Kd 11.19.1 “Monks, if it is possessed of three qualities, a (formal) act of reconcili-

ation … (= Kd 11.2, Kd 11.3) …

Twelve on an act by rule

… and is easily settled.

Four on desiring
Kd 11.20.1 “Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities, the Order, if it so

desires, may carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for him¹: if
he tries for non-receiving (of gains) by householders²; if he tries
for non-profiting by householders; if he tries for non-residence for
householders; if he reviles and abuses householders; if he causes

Vin 2.19

householder to break with householder. Monks, if a monk is pos-
sessed of these five qualities … act of reconciliation for him. And,

BD 5.27

¹ Cf.an iv.345. ² Cf.Vin 1.84 (bd 4.106), bd 2.125 andan iv.345: Chapters 87 (monks),
88, 89 (householders).
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monks, if amonk is possessed of five further qualities, the Order, if it
so desires,may carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for him: if he
speaks dispraise of the Awakened One to householders, if he speaks
dispraise of dhamma to householders, if he speaks dispraise of the
Order to householders, if he jeers at a householder with a low thing,
if he scoffs at him with a low thing, if he does not fulfil, according to
rule, his assent (given) to householders.¹ Monks, if a monk … act of
reconciliation for him. And, monks, an Order, if it so desires, may
carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for five (kinds of) monks:
for the one who tries for non-receiving (of gains) by householders;
for the one who tries for non-profiting by householders; for the one
who tries for non-residence for householders; for the one who re-
viles and abuses householders; for the one who causes householder
to break with householder. Monks, an Order … for these five (kinds
of) monks. And monks, an Order, if it so desires, may carry out a
(formal) act of reconciliation for five further (kinds of) monks: for
the one who speaks dispraise of the Awakened One to householders
… of dhamma to householders … of an Order to householders, for
the one who jeers at a householder with a low thing, scoffs at him
with a low thing, for the one who does not fulfil, according to rule,
his assent (given) to householders. Monks, an Order, if it so desires,
may carry out a (formal) act of reconciliation for these five (kinds
of) monks.

Told are the Four times Five Cases on Being Desirous

Eighteen duties
Kd 11.21.1“Monks, a monk for whom a (formal) act of reconciliation has been

carried out should conduct himself properly … (= Kd 11.5, reading act

¹ On this last clause, see gs iv.228, n. 3. See especially Vin 1.153f., where the monk
Upananda breaks his word and also tells a conscious lie to a householder. The
particular type of offence incurred by this monk for breaking his word in regard
to residence is formulated as one of wrong-doing. Vin-a vi.1158 instances having
accepted a rains-residence, and then not going to it.
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of reconciliation for act of censure) … he should not quarrel with
monks.”

Told are the Eighteen Observances connected with a (Formal) Act of
Reconciliation

Kd 11.22.1
BD 5.28 Then the Order earned out a (formal) act of reconciliation for the

monk Sudhamma, saying: “The householder Citta should be asked to
forgive you.” He, having gone to Macchikāsaṇḍa when the (formal)
act of reconciliation had been carried out by the Order, becoming
ashamed, was unable to ask the householder Citta to forgive him,
and he went back again to Sāvatthī. Monks spoke thus: “Did you ask
the householder Citta to forgive you?”
“Now, I, your reverences, having gone to Macchikāsaṇḍa, becom-

ing ashamed, was unable to ask the householder Citta to forgive
(me).”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 11.22.2

He said: “Well then, monks, let the Order give a companion mes-
senger¹ to the monk Sudhamma to ask the householder Citta to for-
give him. And thus, monks should he be given: First, a monk should
be asked; having asked him, the Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may give the
monk So-and-so as a companion messenger to the monk Sudhamma
to ask the householder Citta to forgive him.This is the motion. Hon-
oured sirs, let the Order listen to me.The Order is giving the monk

Vin 2.20

So-and-so as a companion messenger to the monk Sudhamma to
ask the householder Citta to forgive him. If the giving of the monk
So-and-so as a companion messenger to the monk Sudhamma to
ask the householder Citta to forgive him is pleasing to the venerable
ones, let them be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.
Themonk So-and-so is given by the Order to themonk Sudhamma as
a companion messenger to ask the householder Citta to forgive him.

¹ anudūta, travelling companion, and one with a definite function to fulfil in case
of need, as appears below. Cf. Vin 2.295 where a monk Yasa for whom an act of
reconciliation had been carried out, refers to this ruling and asks for an anudūta
bhikkhu.
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It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’

Kd 11.22.3

“Monks, when the monk Sudhamma, together with the compan-
ion messenger monk, has reachedMacchikasanda, the householder
Citta should be asked to forgive him (Sudhamma using the words),
‘Forgive me, householder, I am at peace towards you’. If, while he
is being spoken to thus, he forgives him, that is good; if he does not

BD 5.29

forgive, he should be spoken to by the companion messenger monk,
saying: ‘Forgive this monk, householder, he is at peace towards you.’
If, while he is being spoken to thus, he forgives him, that is good; if
he does not forgive, he should be spoken to by the companionmes-
senger monk, saying, ‘Forgive this monk, householder, for I am at
peace towards you.’ If … that is good; if he does not forgive, he should
be spoken to by the companion messenger monk, saying: ‘Forgive
this monk, householder, (I ask it) in the name of the Order’. If …
that is good; if he does not forgive, the companion messenger monk,
not having caused the monk Sudhamma to be dismissed from reach
of the sight¹ of the householder Citta, not having caused him to be
dismissed from reach of the hearing, having made him arrange his
upper robe over one shoulder, having made him sit down on his
haunches, having made him salute with joined palms,² should cause
that offence to be confessed.”

Kd 11.23.1ThenthemonkSudhamma, togetherwith the companionmessen-
ger monk, having reachedMacchikāsaṇḍa, asked the householder
Citta to forgive him. He conducted himself properly, hewas subdued,
he mended his ways, and having approached monks, he spoke thus:
“I, your reverences, for whom a (formal) act of reconciliation was
carried out by an Order, am conducting myself properly, I am sub-
dued, I ammending myways. Nowwhat line of conduct should be
followed by me?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order revoke the (formal) act of recon-

ciliation for the monk Sudhamma.

¹ Cf. bd 2.352, n. 3. ² Cf. Kd 4.5.6.
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Eighteen cases that should not be revoked
Kd 11.23.2

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities, the (formal) act of
reconciliation should not be revoked … (= Kd 11.6.2–Kd 11.7) …

Eighteen cases that should be revoked

… does not quarrel with monks. Monks, if a monk is possessed of
these eight qualities the (formal) act of reconciliation may be re-
voked.

Told are the Eighteen Cases (where a Formal Act of Censure) may be
revoked

Kd 11.24.1

BD 5.30

Vin 2.21

And thus, monks, should it be revoked. Monks, that monk Sud-
hamma, having approached the Order … (see Kd 11.12) … ‘…Thus do
I understand this.’ ”

Told is the Fourth (Formal) Act: that of Reconciliation

An act of suspension for not seeing an
offence

Kd 11.25.1 At one time the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Kosambī in
Ghosita’smonastery. Now at that time the venerable Channa,¹ having
fallen into an offence, did not want to see the offence.² Those who
were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,
saying: “Howcan thevenerableChanna, having fallen into anoffence,
not want to see the offence?”Then these monks told this matter to
the Lord.Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having
had the Order of monks convened, questioned themonks, saying: “Is
it true, as is said, monks, that the monk Channa … did not want to
see the offence?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked them,

saying:

¹ For further references, see bd 1.266, n. 3. ² Cf. Kd9.1.3, Kd 9.1.8.
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“How, monks, can this foolish man, having fallen into an offence,
not want to see the offence? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased …” And having rebuked them, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, let the Order carry out a (formal) act of sus-

pension¹ against the monk Channa for not seeing his offence, (and
there should be) no eating with an Order.²

Kd 11.25.2

“And thus,monks, should it be carriedout. First, themonkChanna
should be reproved, having reproved him, he should be made to
remember, having made him remember, he should be accused of
the offence; having accused him of the offence, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk Channa, having fallen into

BD 5.31

an offence, does not want to see the offence. If it seems right to the
Order, the Order may carry out a (formal) act of suspension against
themonk Channa for not seeing the offence (and there should be) no
eatingwith anOrder.This is themotion. Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.This monk Channa, having fallen into an offence, does
notwant to see the offence.TheOrder is carrying out a (formal) act of
suspension against the monk Channa for not seeing the offence (and
there should be) no eating with an Order. If the carrying out by the
Order of a (formal) act of suspension against the monk Channa for
not seeing his offence (andwith) no eatingwith an Order, is pleasing
to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not
pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter …
And a third time I speak forth this matter: Honoured sirs, … should

Vin 2.22

speak. A (formal) act of suspension for not seeing his offence (and
with) no eating with an Order, is carried out by the Order against
the monk Channa. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.

¹ ukkhepaniyakamma. Cf. Kd 1.25.22, and Kd9.7.9. ² asambhogaṁ saṅghena. Cf.
Kd 1.79.2–Kd 1.79.4. At Vin 4.138 it is an offence of expiation to eat with a monk who
is suspended. Two kinds of sambhoga, eating food and eating dhamma, are defined
at Vin 4.137 (bd 3.29).Themonk in the above Cullavagga passage is not deprived of
“being in communion”, saṁvāsa, with the other monks for not seeing his offence.
Cf. below, Kd 15.20.3.
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Thus do I understand this.’ And, monks, proclaim in residence after
residence: ‘A (formal) act of suspension for not seeing an offence
(and with) no eating with an Order has been carried out against the
monk Channa.’

Twelve on an act not by rule
Kd 11.26.1 “Monks, if a (formal) act of suspension for not seeing an offence is

possessed of three qualities it comes to be a (formal) act not by rule
… (see Kd 11.2–Kd.11.4) …

Twelve on an act by rule

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Six on desiring

…Monks, if an Order so desires, it may carry out a (formal) act of
suspension for not seeing an offence against these three (kinds of)
monks.”

Told are the Six Cases on Being Desirous in connection with a (Formal)
Act of Suspension for Not Seeing an Offence

Forty three duties
Kd 11.27.1 “Monks, a monk against whom a (formal) act of suspension for not

seeing his offence has been carried out should conduct himself prop-
erly. This is proper conduct in this case¹: he should not ordain, he
should not give guidance, a novice should not attend him, the agree-
ment to exhort nuns should not be consented to (by him), even if he

BD 5.32

is agreed upon nuns should not be exhorted by him, he should not
fall into that same offence for which the (formal) act of suspension
for not seeing his offence was carried out against him by an Order,

¹ This differs from the “proper conduct” of the other formal acts (Kd 11.5, Kd 11.10,
Kd 11.15, Kd 11.21). Cf. Kd 22.1.2.
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nor into another that is similar, nor into one that is worse, he should
not find fault with the (formal) act, he should not find fault with
those who are carrying out the (formal) act, he should not consent to
a regular monk’s greeting him, standing up before him, saluting him
with joined palms, performing the proper duties, bringing forward
a seat, bringing forward a sleeping-place, water for (washing) the
feet, a footstool, a foot-stand, the receiving of bowl and robe, treating
his back bymassaging, he should not defame a regular monk with
falling away frommoral habit, he should not defame himwith falling
away from good habits, he should not defame himwith falling away
from (right) views, he should not defame himwith falling away from
a right mode of livelihood, he should not cause monk to break with
monk, he should not wear a householder’s emblem, he should not
wear an emblem of members of other sects,¹ he should not follow
members of other sects, he should follow monks, he should train
in the training for monks, he should not stay² in a residence under
one roofing with a regular monk, he should not stay in what is not
a residence³ under one roofing (with him), he should not stay in
a residence or in what is not a residence under one roofing (with
him), having seen a regular monk he should get up from his seat,
he should not upbraid a regular monk either inside or outside,⁴ he
should not suspend a regular monk’s Observance,⁵ he should not
suspend his Invitation, he should not issue commands, he should not

Vin 2.23

set up authority, he should not ask for leave, he should not reprove,
he should not make remember, he should not quarrel with monks.

Told are the Forty-Three Observances connected with a (Formal) act of
Suspension for Not Seeing an Offence

Kd 11.28.1
BD 5.33

Then the Order carried out a (formal) act of suspension for not
seeing his offence against the monk Channa (and with) no eating
with an Order. He, when the (formal) act of suspension for not see-
ing his offence had been carried out against him by the Order, went

¹ Cf.Vin 1.306. ² Cf. below, Kd 12.1.4. ³ Cf.Vin 1.134, and bd 4.178, n. 3. ⁴ Inside
and outside a dwelling-place, according to Vin-a 1159. ⁵ From here to the end of
Kd 11.27.1 = Kd 11.5.1.
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from that residence to another residence; there the monks neither
greeted him, nor stood up before him, nor saluted with joined palms,
nor performed the proper duties, nor revered, respected, esteemed
or honoured him.¹ He, not being revered, respected, esteemed or
honoured by these monks, then went unrevered from that residence
to another residence; there too the monks neither greeted him …
he then went from that residence to another residence; there too
the monks neither greeted him … he, unrevered, went back again
to Kosambī. He conducted himself properly, he was subdued, he
mended his ways; having approached monks, he spoke thus: “I, your
reverences, against whom a (formal) act of suspension for not seeing
an offence was carried out by an Order, am conducting myself prop-
erly, I am subdued, I am mending my ways. What line of conduct
should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks let the Order revoke the (formal) act of suspen-

sion for not seeing his offence against the monk Channa.

Forty-three cases that should not be revoked
Kd 11.28.2

“If, monks, a monk is possessed of five qualities, a (formal) act of
suspension for not seeing his offence should not be revoked: if he
ordains, if he gives guidance, if a novice attends him, if he consents to
the agreement to exhort nuns, if, although agreed upon, he exhorts
nuns. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities … should
not be revoked. And monks, if a monk is possessed of five further
qualities … should not be revoked: if he falls into that same offence
for which a (formal) act of suspension for not seeing his offence was
carried out against him by the Order, or into another that is similar,
or into one that is worse, if he finds fault with a (formal) act, if he
finds fault with those who carry out a (formal) act. Monks, if a monk
is possessed of these five qualities … should not be revoked. And,
monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … should not
be revoked: if he consents to a regularmonk’s greeting him, standing
up before him, saluting with joined palms, doing the proper duties,

BD 5.34

¹ As at Kd 10.5.1.
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bringing forward a seat. Monks, if a monk … should not be revoked.
And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … should
not be revoked: if he consents to a regularmonk’s bringing forward a

Vin 2.24

sleeping-place, water for (washing) the feet, a footstool, a foot-stand,
to receiving his bowl and robe, to treating his back by massaging.
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities the (formal) act
of suspension for not seeing his offence should not be revoked.
“And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities …

should not be revoked: if he defames a regular monk with falling
away frommoral habit, if he defames him with falling away from
good habits, if he defames himwith falling away from (right) views,
if he defames himwith falling away from a (right) way of living, if he
causes monk to break with monk. Monks, if a monk … should not be
revoked. And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities
… should not be revoked: if he wears a householder’s emblem, if he
wears an emblem of other sects, if he followsmembers of other sects,
if he does not followmonks, if he does not train in the training for
monks. Monks, if a monk … should not be revoked. And, monks, if a
monk is possessed of five further qualities … should not be revoked:
if, in a residence, he stays under one roofing with a regular monk,
if in what is not a residence he stays under one roofing with him,
if in either a residence or in what is not a residence he stays under
one roofing with him, if, having seen a regular monk, he does not
get up from his seat, if he upbraids a regular monk either inside
or outside. Monks, if a monk… should not be revoked. Monks, if a
monk is possessed of eight qualities … should not be revoked: if he
suspends a regular monk’s Observance, if he suspends his Invitation,
if he issues commands, if he sets up authority, if he asks for leave,
if he reproves, if he makes remember, if he quarrels with monks.
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these eight qualities a (formal) act
of suspension for not seeing his offence should not be revoked.

Told are the Forty-three Cases (where a Formal Act of Suspension for Not
Seeing an Offence should not be revoked)
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Forty-three cases that should be revoked
Kd 11.29.1

BD 5.35
“Monks, it a monk is possessed of five qualities, a (formal) act of
suspension for not seeing his offence may be revoked: if he does not
ordain … (This Chapter is the exact opposite of Kd 11.28.2) … if he does
not quarrel withmonks.Monks, if amonk is possessed of these eight
qualities a (formal) act of suspension for not seeing his offence may
be revoked.

Told are the Forty-three Cases (where a Formal Act of Suspension for Not
Seeing an Offence may be revoked)

Kd 11.30.1 “And thus, monks, should it be revoked:That monk Channa, hav-
ing approached the Order … (see Kd 12. Instead of act of censure read
act of suspension for not seeing his offence) … ‘…Thus do I under-
stand this.’ ”

Told is the Fifth (Formal) Act: that of Suspension for Not Seeing an
Offence.

Vin 2.25

An act of suspension for not making amends
Kd 11.31.1 At that time the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Kosambī in

Ghosita’s monastery. Now at that time the venerable Channa, having
fallen into an offence, did not want to make amends for the offence.¹
… (= Kd 11.25–Kd 11.30. Instead of see readmake amends for; instead of
act of suspension for not seeing his offence read act of suspension
for not making amends for his offence) …

Twelve on an act not by rule

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Twelve on an act by rule

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

¹ Cf. Kd9.5.1–Kd 9.5.9.
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Six on desiring

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Forty-three duties

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Forty-three cases that should not be revoked

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Forty-three cases that should be revoked

… ‘…Thus do I understand this.’”

Told is the Sixth (Formal) Act: that of Suspension for Not making Amends
for an Offence

An act of suspension for not relinquishing a
wrong view

Kd 11.32.1

Kd 11.32.1
At one time the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time a
wrong view had arisen to a monk named Ariṭṭha who had formerly
been a vulture-trainer, like this¹:
“In so far as I understand dhamma taught by the Lord, it is that in

following those things called stumbling-blocks by the Lord, there is
no stumbling-block at all.”

BD 5.36

Several monks heard: “A wrong view has arisen to the monk
named Ariṭṭha who was formerly a vulture-trainer, like this: ‘In so
far as I understand … there is no stumbling-block at all.’ ”

¹ Down to the phrase, “It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” (towards the end of Kd 11.32.3) = Bu-Pc 68.1 (Vin 4.133–Vin.4.135) which
then formulates a “rule of training.” Translated at bd 3.21–bd.3.24, with notes.
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Then these monks approached the monk Ariṭṭha who had for-
merly been a vulture-trainer, and having approached, they spoke
thus to the monk Ariṭṭha who had formerly been a vulture-trainer:
“Is it true, as is said, reverendAriṭṭha, that awrongviewhas arisen

to you, like this: ‘In so far as I understand … there is no stumbling-
block at all’?”
“Undoubtedly, your reverences, as I understanddhamma taught by

the Lord, it is that in following those things called stumbling-blocks
by the Lord, there is no stumbling-block at all.”

Kd 11.32.2

“Do not speak thus, reverend Ariṭṭha, do not misrepresent the
Lord; misrepresentation of the Lord is not at all seemly, and the Lord
certainly would not speak thus. Reverend Ariṭṭha, in many a figure
are things that are stumbling-blocks called stumbling-blocks by the
Lord, and in following these there is a veritable stumbling-block.
Sense-pleasures are declared by the Lord to be (things) affording
little satisfaction, of much pain, of much tribulation, where in is
more danger. Sense-pleasures are declared by the Lord to be like a
skeleton, of much pain, of much tribulation, wherein ismore danger.
Sense-pleasures are declared by the Lord to be like a lump of meat
… to be like a fire-brand of dry grass … to be like a pit of glowing
embers … to be like a dream… to be like something borrowed … to
be like the fruits of a tree … to be like a slaughter-house … to be like

Vin 2.26

an impaling stake … Sense-pleasures are declared by the Lord to be
like a snake’s head, of much pain, of much tribulation, wherein is
more danger.”

Yet the monk Ariṭṭha who had formerly been a vulture-trainer,
on being spoken to thus by these monks, expressed that wrong view
as before, obstinately holding to it, adhering to it: “Undoubtedly,
your reverences, as I understand dhamma taught by the Lord, it is
that in following those things called stumbling-blocks by the Lord,
there is no stumbling-block at all.”

Kd 11.32.3

BD 5.37 And since thosemonkswereunable to dissuade themonkAriṭṭha
who had formerly been a vulture-trainer from that wrong view, then
those monks approached the Lord; and having approached, they
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told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this
connection, having had the Order of monks convened, questioned
the monk Ariṭṭha who had formerly been a vulture-trainer, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that to you, Ariṭṭha, a wrong view like this

arose: ‘In so far as I understand dhamma… there is no stumbling-
block at all’?”
“Undoubtedly, Lord, as I understand dhamma … no stumbling-

block at all.”
“Towhom then do you, foolishman, understand that dhammawas

taught thus by me? Are not, foolish man, things that are stumbling-
blocks called inmany a figure stumbling-blocks byme, and in follow-
ing these is there not a veritable stumbling-block? Sense-pleasures
are declared by me to be things affording little satisfaction, of much
pain, ofmuch tribulation,wherein ismoredanger…Sense-pleasures
are declared byme to be like a snake’s head, of much pain, of much
tribulation, wherein is more danger. And yet you, foolish man, not
only misrepresent me because of your own wrong grasp, but you
also injure yourself, and give rise to much demerit which for a long
time will be for you, foolish man, of woe and pain. It is not, foolish
man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And having
rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks
saying:
“Well then, monks, let the Order carry out a (formal) act of sus-

pension for not giving up a wrong view¹ against the monk Ariṭṭha
who was formerly a vulture-trainer, (and with) no eating with an
Order.

Kd 11.32.4

“And thus, monks, should it be carried out: First, the monk Ar-
iṭṭha should be reproved, having reproved him he should be made
to remember, having made him remember he should be accused of
the offence, having accused him of the offence, the Order should be
informed by an experienced competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. A wrong view has arisen to the monk
Ariṭṭha who was formerly a vulture-trainer, like this: In so far as

BD 5.38

Vin 2.27

¹ Cf. Kd9.5.1–Kd 9.5.9.
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I understand dhamma taught by the Lord … there is no stumbling-
block at all. He does not give up this view. If it seems right to the
Order, let the Order carry out a (formal) act of suspension for not
giving up a wrong view against the monk Ariṭṭha who was formerly
a vulture-trainer (and with) no eating with an Order. This is the
motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. A wrong view has
arisen …He does not give up this view.The Order is carrying out a
(formal) act of suspension for not giving up a wrong view against
the monk Ariṭṭha who was formerly a vulture-trainer (and with)
no eating with an Order. If the carrying out of the (formal) act of
suspension for not giving up a wrong view against the monk Ar-
iṭṭha who was formerly a vulture-trainer (and with) no eating with
an Order is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent; he
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak
forth this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter … It
is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this’. And, monks, proclaim in residence after residence: ‘A (formal)
act of suspension for not giving up a wrong view has been carried
out against the monk Ariṭṭha who was formerly a vulture-trainer
(and with) no eating with an Order.’

Twelve on an act not by rule
Kd 11.33.1 “Monks, if a monk is possessed of three qualities … (= Kd 11.2–Kd 11.5.

Instead of did of censure read act of suspension for not giving up a
wrong view) …

Twelve on an act by rule

(Not in Horner’s translation.)

Six on desiring

(Not in Horner’s translation.)
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Forty-three duties

… if he does not quarrel with monks.”

Told are the Eighteen Observances (connected with) a (Formal) Act of
Suspension for Not Giving Up aWrong View

Kd 11.34.1Then the Order carried out a (formal) act of suspension for not
givinguphiswrongviewagainst themonkAriṭṭhawhowas formerly
a vulture-trainer, (and with) no eating with an Order. He, when the
(formal) act of suspension for not giving up his wrong view had been
carried out against him by the Order, left the Order.Those who were
modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can this monk named Ariṭṭha who was formerly a vulture-
trainer leave the Order when a (formal) act of suspension for not
giving up a wrong view is earned out against him by the Order?”

BD 5.39

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord on
this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order of monks
convened, questioned the monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the monk Ariṭṭha who was for-

merly a vulture-trainer left the Order when a (formal) act of suspen-
sion for not giving up a wrong viewwas carried out against him by
the Order?”

Vin 2.28

“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked them,
saying:
“How,monks, can this foolishman leave theOrderwhena (formal)

act of suspension for not giving up a wrong view was carried out
against him by the Order? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased …” And having rebuked them, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, let the Order revoke¹ the (formal) act of sus-

pension for not giving up a wrong view.
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Forty-three cases that should not be revoked
Kd 11.34.2

“Monks, if amonk is possessed of five qualities… (= Kd 11.6.2–Kd 11.6.2)
…

Forty-three cases that should be revoked

… the (formal) act of suspension for not giving up a wrong viewmay
be revoked.

Told are the Eighteen Cases where a (Formal) Act of Suspension for Not
Giving Up aWrong Viewmay be Revoked

Kd 11.35.1 “And thus,monks, should it be revoked.Monks, thatmonk against
whom a (formal) act of suspension for not giving up a wrong view
has been carried out, having approached the Order … (see Kd 11.12
Instead of act of censure read act of suspension for not giving up a
wrong view. Instead of Seyyasaka read the monk So-and-so) … ‘…
Thus do I understand this..”

Told is the Seventh (Formal) Act: that of Suspension for Not Giving Up a
Wrong View

Told is the First Section: that on (Formal) Acts

in this section are seven items: this is its key
Monks who are followers of Paṇḍuka and Lohitaka,

BD 5.40
themselves makers of strife,
approached similar ones and incited them to strife, /
And strifes not arisen were born and those arisen expanded.
Modest, well behaved monks looked down upon.The expounder¹, /
The Awakened One, standing on what is verily dhamma,
self-developing, foremost of men, conqueror,
enjoined a (formal) act of censure at Sāvatthī. /
And what is carried out not in the presence of,
when there is no interrogation, no acknowledgement,

¹ As Oldenberg, Vin 2.310–Vin.2.311 remarks, “we should expect”mā (or na) paṭip-
passambhetu, let not revoke; cf. Kd 11.16.1. ¹ padassaka (Sanskrit pradarśaka). Sin-
halese edition reads parassato; Siamese edition parīsato (variant readings padassako,
padassato).
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and what is carried out for no offence,
for one not (leading on to) confession, for one confessed, /
And what is carried out not having reproved,
not having made to remember, not having accused,
and too what is carried out not in the presence of,
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly, /
Again what is carried out when there is no interrogation,
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly,
and too what is carried out not on the acknowledgement,
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly, /
And too what is carried out when there is no offence,
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly,
and also for (an offence) which does not lead on to confession when it is
not by rule and the assembly is incomplete, /
And likewise for one that is confessed, if also
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly,

Vin 2.29
and likewise not having reproved him, if also
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly, /
And likewise not having made him remember,
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly, /
and likewise not having accused him,
not by rule, by an incomplete assembly. /
The bright occasions¹ should also be inferred
exactly according to the dark occasions.
And the Order, so desiring, may carry out censure against this one: /
The quarrel (-maker), the ignorant, the liver in company with.

BD 5.41
TheOrder may carry out a (formal) act of censure in regard to moral habit,
good habits, against one who has fallen away from right views,² /
And against whoever speaks dispraise of the Awakened One, dhamma, the
Order,
and the Order may also carry out a (formal) act of censure
against three (kinds of) monks: /
The one who is a maker of strife, the ignorant one,
the one intent on living in company;
likewise in regard to moral habit, good habits, right views, /
And against whoever speaks dispraise of the Awakened One, dhamma, the
Order.
The one against whom a (formal) act of censure has been carried out
conducting himself properly, thus: /
Ordination, guidance, attendance by a novice,
the one against whom censure has been carried out should do

¹ sukkavāra… kaṇhavāra, figuratively pure and impure, right and wrong. ² ad-
hisīlam ajjhācāre atidiṭṭhivipannassa.
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nothing in regard to exhortation, even although agreed upon. /
He should not fall into that same offence,
into a similar one, or into one higher¹ than it,
and such a one would neither find fault with a (formal) act,
nor with those who carry it out, /
He should not suspend a regular (monk’s) Observance, Invitation,
such a one should not have to do with commands, authority, /
Leave, reproving, making remember and quarrels.
Ordination, guidance, attendance by a novice, /
Exhortation and even if agreed upon: the five qualities are not the end.²
If he falls into that same offence and into a similar one
and one that is higher than it, /
And finding fault both with a (formal) act
and with those who carry it out: this is not the end.
Observance, Invitation, commands, authority, /
Leave, reproving too, making remember, quarrelling,

BD 5.42
whoever is bound by these eight qualities,
censure is not allayed for him.³ /
The bright occasions should also be inferred
exactly according to the dark occasions.
And Seyyasaka too, ignorant, full of offences, living in company: /
The Self-Awakened One, great sage, enjoined a (formal) act of guidance.
(Followers of) the twomonks, Assaji and Punabbasu, at Kiṭāgiri /
Indulged in a variety of bad habits and were not talked round.
The self-Awakened One, the Conqueror (enjoined) at Sāvatthī
(formal) act of banishment. /
Sudhammawas a resident in Citta’s Macchasanda,
Sudhamma jeered at the lay follower Citta with talk on birth. /
The Truth-finder enjoined a (formal) act of reconciliation.
At Kosambī when the monk Channa, not wanting to see an offence, /

Vin 2.30
The incomparable Conqueror enjoined (the Order)
to suspend him for not seeing.
Channa did not want to make amends for that same offence. /
The leader enjoined a (formal) act of suspension
for not making amends for.
The wrong view of Ariṭṭha was founded on ignorance. /
Suspension for not giving up the wrong view
was proclaimed by the Conqueror.

¹ Here tato paraṁ, higher, further, as against tato pāpiṭṭhatara of Kd 1.5.1. ² na
sammati, meaning does not cease, is not appeased, and signifying here that a formal
act cannot be revoked because there are more than these five qualities to consider,
and which may stand in the way of the revocation. Cf. sammanti at Dhp 5. ³ n’
upasammati.
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11. the followers of paṇḍuka and lohitaka

A (formal) act of guidance, banishment, likewise reconciliation, /
A (formal) act for not seeing, for not making amends for,
and for not giving up a wrong view.
Frivolity, bad habits, harming, and also a wrong mode of livelihood: /
These are additional cases in the (formal) act of banishment.
Two fives (beginning): non-receiving, dispraise,
are two pentads particularly named¹, /
These are additional cases in the (formal) act of reconciliation.
And two among the (formal) acts are similar: censure and guidance; /
And there are the remaining cases: banishment and reconciliation.

BD 5.43
The three (formal) acts of suspension are alike in their division.
What remains in any (formal) act is to understood as in the case of censure.
/

¹ atināmaka; ati-, meaning very much, specially.
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12. Probation (Parivāsa)

Duties on one on probation
Vin 2.31

Kd 12.1.1
BD 5.44

At one time, the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Sāvatthī in
the JetaGrove inAnāthapiṇḍika’smonastery.Nowat that timemonks
under probation¹ consented to regular monks greeting them, stand-
ing up before them, saluting with joined palms, doing the proper
duties, bringing forward a seat, bringing forward a sleeping-place,
water for (washing) the feet, a footstool, a foot-stand, receiving the
bowl and robe, treating their backs bymassaging.Those who were
modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these monks who are under probation consent to regular
monks greeting … treating their backs by massaging?”Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion,
in this connection, having had the Order of monks convened, ques-
tioned the monks, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks who are under proba-

tion consent to regular monks greeting … treating their backs by
massaging?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked them,

saying:
“How, monks, can these monks who are under probation consent

to regular monks … treating their backs by massaging? It is not,

¹ Cf. Vin 1.143, also Vin 1.136, Vin 4.335–Vin.4.336. Vin-a 1159 notices four kinds of
probation, parivāsa, allmentioned below: the unconcealed (as of formermembers of
other sects, arid seeKd 3.1.1), the concealed (seeKd 3.3.1), the purifying (Kd 13.26.1ff.),
and the concurrent (Kd 13.14.1ff.).
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monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And having
rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“Amonk who is under probation, monks, should not consent to

regular monks greeting him… treating his back bymassaging. Who-
ever should consent to (any of these actions), there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow, monks, the mutual¹ greeting, standing up be-
fore… treating of backs bymassaging betweenmonkswho are under
probation according to their seniority. I allow, monks, five things for
monks under probation according to their seniority: Observance,

BD 5.45

Invitation, cloths for the rains, gifts (to the Order²) rice.
Kd 12.1.2

“Well now, monks, I will lay down the conduct³ for monks under
probation, so that monks under probation may conduct themselves⁴

Vin 2.32

according to it. A monk under probation, monks, should conduct
himself properly.⁵This is the proper conduct⁶ in this case⁷: he should
not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice should not attend
him, he should not consent to an agreement to exhort nuns, even if
agreed upon he should not exhort nuns, he should not fall into that
same offence for which he was granted probation, nor into another
that is similar, nor into one that isworse, he shouldnotfind faultwith
the (formal) act, he should not find fault with those who carry out
the (formal) act, he should not suspend a regularmonk’s Observance,
he should not suspend his Invitation, he should not issue commands,
should not set up authority, he should not ask for leave, he should not
reprove, he should not make remember, he should not quarrel with
monks. Nor, monks, should a monk under probation walk in front of
a regularmonk, nor sit down in front of him.⁸Whatever is theOrder’s

¹ mithu. ² oṇojana. Vin-a 1161 explains by vissajjana, bestowing. Cf. oṇo-
jesi at Vin 1.39 and oṇojetha at Vin 4.156, both meaning “to give, to dedicate.”
³ vatta, custom, service, something to be done. Cf. Kd 1.27.1. ⁴ vattitabbam.
⁵ sammāvattitabbaṁ. ⁶ sammāvattanā. ⁷ Cf. Vin 5.15. ⁸ These two actions are
part of “intentional causing of discomfort” at Vin 4.290.
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last seat, last sleeping-place, last dwelling-place¹—that should be
given to him and he should consent to it. Monks, a monk under
probation should not approach the families of a regularmonk² either
as the novice who walks in front of him or as the novice who walks
behind him. He should not undertake the forest-practice, he should
not undertake the almsman’s practice,³ he should not have almsfood

BD 5.46

taken back⁴ for this reason:⁵ that he thinks, ‘Do not let them find
out about me’.⁶ Monks, a monk under probation should announce
it⁷ when he is in-coming, he should announce it to (another who
is) in-coming, he should announce it at the Observance, he should
announce it at the Invitation, if he is ill he should also announce it
by means of a messenger.⁸

Kd 12.1.3

“Monks, a monk under probation should not go from a residence
where there are monks to a residence where there are no monks,
except with a regular (monk), unless there is a danger.⁹ Monks, a
monk under probation should not go from, a residence where there
are monks to what is not a residence where there are no monks,
except with a regular (monk), unless there is a danger. Monks, a
monk under probation should not go from a residence where there
are monks to a residence or to what is not a residence where there
are nomonks, except with a regular (monk), unless there is a danger.

¹ pariyanta. “Last” is used in the same sense at Bu-NP 22 See bd 2.120, n. 5. In refer-
ence also to these three things “the last” would mean the last available as they were
being assigned or distributed to members of the Order. But see āpattipariyanta,
rattipariyanta, at Kd 13.26.1, and below, bd 5.76, n. 1. ² I.e. the families who support
him and whom he visits for almsfood. ³ He should not stay alone in the forest
and he should not go to a village for alms.These two aṅga or practices, part of the
dhutaṅga, ascetic practices, are explained in detail at Vism 59ff. See Vin 1.253, and
bd 4.351, n. 2. ⁴ nīharāpetabbo, i.e. from a village to a monastery. Cf. tato nīharitvā
at Vin 4.80 (bd 2.324). ⁵ tappaccayā. According to Vin-a 1165 monks returning to
the monastery would see him sitting down are eating, and if he did not tell them
he was under probation his period of probation might be curtailed. ⁶ I.e. that he
is under probation. Vin-a 1165 says, “ ‘Do not let one monk find out about me’, and
with this in mind he should not eat, having had it (i.e. the almsfood brought back)
cooked in the dwelling-place by a novice. He must enter a village for almsfood.”
⁷ I.e. the fact that he is under probation. ⁸ Vin-a 1166 says that the messenger
must not be anyone who is not ordained, he must be a monk. ⁹ Cf. Kd 2.35.
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Monks, a monk under probation should not go from what is not a
residence where there are monks to a residence where there are no
monks … to what is not a residence where there are no monks … to a
residence or to what is not a residence where there are no monks,
except with a regular (monk), unless there is a danger. Monks, a
monk under probation should not go from a residence, or fromwhat
is not a residence where there are monks to a residence where there
are nomonks… to what is not a residence where there are nomonks
… to a residence or to what is not a residence where there are no
monks, except with a regular (monk), unless there is a danger.

BD 5.47

“Monks, a monk under probation should not go from a residence
where there are monks to a residence where there are monks if the
monks there should belong to a different communion, except with
a regular (monk), unless there is a danger. Monks, a monk under

Vin 2.33

probation should not go from residence where there are monks to
what is not a residence where there are monks … should not go from
a residence or fromwhat is not a residence where there are monks
to a residence or to what is not a residence where there are monks
if the monks there should belong to a different communion, except
with a regular (monk), unless there is a danger.
“Monks, a monk under probation may go from a residence where

there are monks to a residence where there are monks if the monks
there should belong to the same communion and if he knows, ‘I am
able to arrive this very day.’ Monks, a monk under probation may go
from a residence where there are monks to what is not a residence
where there are monks …may go from a residence or fromwhat is
not a residence where there are monks to a residence or to what is
not a residence where there are monks if the monks there should
belong to the same communion and if he knows, ‘I am able to arrive
this very day.’

Kd 12.1.4

“Monks, a monk under probation should not stay in a residence¹
under one roofing with a regular monk, he should not stay in what

¹ Vin-a 1167 here defines “residence”, āvāsa, as “a lodging made for staying in”.
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is not a residence¹ under one roofing (with him), he should not stay
in a residence or in what is not a residence under one roofing (with
him).²Having seena regularmonk,he should getup fromhis seat.He
should offer his seat to the regular monk. Amonk under probation
should not sit down on the same seat with a regular monk, he should
not sit down on a high seat if he³ is sitting down on a low seat,⁴ he
should not sit down on a seat if he is sitting on the ground, he should

BD 5.48

not pace up and down in the same place for pacing up and down in,⁵
he should not pace up and down in a high place for pacing up and
down in if he is pacing up and down in a low place for pacing up and
down in, he should not pace up and down in a place for pacing up
and down in if he is pacing up and down on the ground.⁶
“Monks, a monk under probation should not stay in a residence

under one roofingwith a seniormonkwho is under probation…with
amonkwho deserves to be sent back to the beginning…with amonk
who deservesmānatta (discipline)…with amonkwho is undergoing
mānatta (discipline) … with a monk who deserves rehabilitation, he
should not stay in what is not a residence under one roofing (with
him) … he should not pace up and down in a place for pacing up and
down in if he is pacing up and down on the ground.

If, monks, one under probation as the fourth (member)⁷ should
grant probation, should send back to the beginning, should inflict
mānatta (discipline), if, as twentieth (member) he should rehabili-
tate, it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out.”

Told are the Ninety-four Observances for one under Probation

Kd 12.2.1
¹ Vin-a 1167 here defines “not a residence” as a “shrine house (cetiyaghara), wisdom-
house (bodhighara), a place (aṭṭaka) for sweepings, aplace forwood, abuilding (māḷa,
see bd 2.16, n. 4) for drinking-water, a privy, a granary.” ² Cf. Kd 1.27.1; Kd 1.28.2.
³ I.e. the regular monk. ⁴ Cf. Bu-Sk 69. ⁵ caṅkama, monks’ walk, cloister. At
first, this seems not to have been prepared or leveled; then it was allowed to be
made level or even, then to be roofed over. Cf.Kd 15.14.2, Kd 15.14.3. ⁶ Showing that
“pacing up and down”, caṅkamanta, need not always have taken place in a caṅkama.
⁷ Cf. Kd9.4.6. One under probation does not complete a group or an Order, gaṇa
and saṅgha.
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Then the venerable Upāli approached the Lord; having approach-
ed, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Upāli
spoke thus to the Lord: “Now, Lord, howmany (kinds of) interrup-
tions¹ are there for a monk under probation?”
“There are three (kinds of) interruptions, Upāli, for a monk un-

der probation: dwelling with²; dwelling away, separated from³; not
Vin 2.34

BD 5.49announcing.⁴These, Upāli, are the three (kinds of) interruptions for
a monk under probation.”

Kd 12.3.1Now at that time a large Order of monks had gathered together
at Sāvatthī; monks under probation were not able to carry through⁵
their probation.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to postpone⁶ probation. And thus, monks,

should it be postponed:That monk who is under probation, having
approached one monk, having arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with
joined palms, should speak thus to him: ‘I am postponing proba-
tion’—probation comes to be postponed; ‘I am postponing the obser-
vance’,⁷—probation comes to be postponed.”⁸

Kd 12.3.2

Now at that timemonks went away from Sāvatthī to this place

¹ ratticcheda, literally “breaking of nights”, time having been reckoned by nights
instead of by days. ² sahavāsa, which Vin-a 1168–Vin-a 1169 explains to mean any
of the things given in Kd 12.1.4. ³ vippavāsa, as in Kd 12.1.3. Cf. vippavāsa in e.g.
Bu-NP 2 See bd 2.13, n. 1 and bd 2.14, n. 1 for further references, and also Bu-NP 29
⁴ anārocanā, as in the ways specified at end of Kd 12.1.2. ⁵ sodhetuṁ, to purify,
cleanse, clear, so: to clear oneself of, to finish, to carry through. It was perhaps
impossible for a monk to announce that he was under probation if the Order was
very large or if it was dispersed. ⁶ nikkhipituṁ, the Usual word for “to lay aside,
to lay down, to deposit”, but here meaning to lay aside temporarily only, until a
favourable time comes for undertaking the probationary period again. ⁷ vatta.
See the 94 vattā to be observed by those under probation at Kd 12.1.2–Kd 12.1.4.
⁸ This and the corresponding phrase at end of Kd 12.3.2 below, although apparently
meant to have been uttered by Gotama, do not end, as would be expected, with ti.
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and that¹; monks under probation were not able to carry through
their probation.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to take up² probation. And thus, monks,

should it be taken up: If that monk who is under probation, having
approached one monk… having saluted with joined palms, should
speak thus to him: ‘I am taking up probation’—probation comes to
be taken up; ‘I am taking up the observance’—probation comes to be
taken up.”

Told is the Observance for one under Probation

Duties of one being sent back to the
beginning

BD 5.50

Now at that time monks who deserved to be sent back to the be-
ginning³ consented to regular monks greeting them … (= Kd 12.1.1,
Kd 12.1.2. Instead of monks under probation readmonks who deserve
to be sent back to the beginning) … ‘Do not let them find out about
me’. Monks, a monk who deserves to be sent back to the beginning
should not go from a residencewhere there aremonks to a residence
where there are monks, except with a regular (monk), unless there
is a danger… from a residence or fromwhat is not a residencewhere
there are monks to a residence or to what is not a residence where
there aremonks, except with a regular (monk), unless there is a dan-
ger. Monks, a monk who deserves to be sent back to the beginning
may go froma residencewhere there aremonks to a residencewhere
there are monks … from a residence or fromwhat is not a residence
where there are monks to a residence or to what is not a residence
where there are monks if themonks there should belong to the same
communion and if he knows, ‘I am able to arrive this very day.’

Monks, a monk who deserves to be sent back to the beginning
should not stay in a residence under one roofingwith a regularmonk

¹ tahaṁ-tahaṁ, here and there. ² samāditum, to take up or undertake again the
probation imposed on the offending monk. ³ Cf. Kd 3.6.7.
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… (= Kd 12.1.4)…he should not pace up and down in a place for pacing
up and down in if he is pacing up and down on the ground.

Vin 2.35

Monks, a monk who deserves to be sent back to the beginning
should not stay in a residence under one roofing with a monk under
probation …with a senior monk¹ …with a monk who deservesmā-
natta (discipline) … with a monk undergoingmānatta (discipline) …
with a monk who deserves rehabilitation … he should not pace up
and down in a place to pace up and down in if he is pacing up and
down on the ground.

If, monks, one who deserves to be sent back to the beginning as
the fourth (member) should grant probation, should send back to the
beginning, should inflictmānatta (discipline), if, as the twentieth
(member), he should rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) act and ought
not to be carried out.²

Duties of one deservingmānatta

Kd 12.5.1

BD 5.51
Now at that time monks deservingmānatta (discipline)³ consented
to regular monks greeting them … (= Kd 12.1.1, Kd 12.1.2) … “… ‘Do
not let them find out about me’ Monks, a monk deservingmānatta
(discipline) should not go from a residencewhere there aremonks to
a residencewhere there are nomonks, except with a regular (monk),
unless there is a danger … (= Kd 12.1.3, Kd 12.1.4) … he should not pace
up and down in a place for pacing up and down in if he is pacing
up and down on the ground. Monks, a monk who deservesmānatta
(discipline) should not stay in a residence under one roofing with a
monkwho is under probation…with amonkwhodeserves to be sent
back to the beginning …with a senior monk who deservesmānatta
(discipline) … with a monk undergoingmānatta (discipline) … with
a monk who deserves rehabilitation … and ought not to be carried
out.”

¹ For following items, see Kd 12.1.4. ² Cf. Kd9.4.6. ³ Cf. Kd 3.6.8.
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Duties of one undergoingmānatta
Kd 12.6.1 Now at that time monks undergoingmānatta (discipline) consented

to regular monks greeting them … (= Kd 12.1.1, Kd 12.1.2 Instead of
under probation read undergoingmānatta (discipline)) “… ‘Do not
let them find out about me’. Monks, a monk undergoing mānatta
(discipline) should announce it when he is incoming, he should an-
nounce it to (another who is) incoming, he should announce it at
the Observance, he should announce it at the Invitation, he should
announce it daily,¹ if he is ill he should announce it by means of a
messenger.

Monks, a monk undergoingmānatta (discipline) should not go
from a residence where there are monks to a residence where there
are no monks, except with an Order,² unless there is a danger …
should not go from a residence or fromwhat is not a residencewhere
there are monks to a residence or to what is not a residence where
there are nomonks, except with an Order, unless there is a danger …
should not go from a residence or fromwhat is not a residencewhere
there are monks to a residence or to what is not a residence where

Vin 2.36

there are monks if the monks there should belong to a different
communion, except with an Order, unless there is a danger. Monks,
a monk undergoingmānatta (discipline) may go from a residence

BD 5.52

where there aremonks to a residencewhere there aremonks… from
a residence or fromwhat is not a residence where there are monks
to a residence or to what is not a residence where there are monks
if the monks there should belong to the same communion and if he
knows, ‘I am able to arrive this very day.’

Monks, a monk undergoingmānatta (discipline) should not stay
in a residence under one roofing with a regular monk … (= Kd 12.1.4)
… he should not pace up and down in a place to pace up and down in
if he is pacing up and down on the ground. Monks, a monk under-
goingmānatta (discipline) should not stay in a residence under one
roofing with a monk under probation …with a monk who deserves

¹ This is an extra clause peculiar to the monk undergoingmānatta. ² Instead of
“a regular monk”, as in the other cases.
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to be sent back to the beginning …with a monk who deserves mā-
natta (discipline) …with a senior monk who is undergoingmānatta
(discipline) …with amonkwho deserves rehabilitation … and ought
not to be carried out.”

Kd 12.7.1Then the venerable Upāli approached the Lord; having approach-
ed, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Upāli
spoke thus to the Lord: “Now, Lord, howmany (kinds of) interrup-
tions are there for a monk who is undergoingmānatta (discipline)?”
“There are four (kinds of) interruptions, Upāli, for a monk who

is undergoingmānatta (discipline): dwelling with; dwelling away,
separated from; not announcing; going aboutwith less than a group.¹
These, Upāli, are the four (kinds of) interruptions for a monk who is
undergoingmānatta (discipline).”

Kd 12.8.1Now at that time a large Order of monks had gathered together
at Sāvatthī; monks undergoingmānatta (discipline) were unable to
carry through theirmānatta (discipline) … (see Kd 12.3.1, Kd 12.3.2)
…mānatta (discipline) comes to be taken up.”

Duties of one deserving rehabilitation
Kd 12.9.1

BD 5.53
Now at that timemonks who deserved rehabilitation consented to
regularmonks greeting them… (= Kd 12.1.1, Kd 12.1.2)… “… ‘Do not let
him find out about me.’ Monks, a monk who deserves rehabilitation
should not go from a residencewhere there aremonks to a residence
where there are no monks … from a residence or fromwhat is not a
residence where there are monks to a residence or to what is not a
residence where there are no monks, except with a regular (monk),
unless there is a danger.Monks, a monkwho deserves rehabilitation
may go froma residencewhere there aremonks to a residencewhere

Vin 2.37

¹ ūne gaṇe caraṇaṁ, a gaṇa, group usually consisting of two, three or four monks.
But Vin-a 1170 says: “here a gaṇameans four (monks) or more.Therefore, if he is
staying with three monks, that itself is an interruption.”
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there are monks … may go from a residence or from what is not a
residence where there are monks to a residence or to what is not a
residence where there are monks, if the monks there should belong
to the same communion, and if heknows, ‘I amable to arrive this very
day.’ Monks, a monk who deserves rehabilitation should not stay in
a residence under one roofing with a regular monk … he should I
not pace up and down in a place for pacing up and down in if he is
pacing up and down on the ground. Monks, a monk who deserves
rehabilitation should not stay in a residence under one roofing with
amonk under probation…with amonkwho deserves to be sent back
to the beginning…with amonkwho deservesmānatta (discipline)…
with a monk undergoingmānatta (discipline) … with a senior monk
who deserves rehabilitation … and ought not to be carried out.”

Told is the Second Section: that on Being under Probation
Kd 12.10.1

in this section are five items. this is its key
Those under probation consent to a regular monk’s greeting,
standing up before, joined palms, proper duties,¹ seat, /
Bringing forward a sleeping-place, water for the feet,
a footstool, a footstand,
the bowl, treating the back by massaging,
and well-behaved ones looked down upon.² /
If one consents there is wrong-doing,³ mutual,

BD 5.54
five things according to seniority⁴:
Observance, Invitation, (cloths for) the rains, gifts, food.⁵ /
And proper conduct, the carriage there, in regard to a regular monk,⁶

¹ Oldenberg’s edition reads: añjali-sāmiyaṁāsanam; Sinhalese edition reads: añjaliñ
ca sāmīciyaṁ; Siamese edition reads: añjaliñ c’eva sāmiciṁ. Sinhalese and Siamese
begin next line with āsanaṁ. ² Oldenberg’s edition has a line less than Sin-
halese and Siamese editions, which I follow. ³ Both Sinhalese and Siamese read
dukkaṭaṁ, as against Oldenberg’s dukkaṭa. ⁴ Sinhalese and Siamese read yathā
vuḍḍhaṁ (as Kd 2.1.1); Oldenberg’s edition has punāpare; cf. punāpare at Snp 1004.
⁵ Oldenberg’s and Sinhalese editions read vassik-oṇoja-bhojanaṁ; Siamese edition
vassikañcāvaṇojanaṁ, and it begins the next line with bhattaṁ (omitted by Olden-
berg and Sinhalese), which is theword used at end of Kd 2.1.1, bhojana not occurring
there at all. ⁶ pakatattassa gacchanaṁ, Oldenberg; pakatattena gacchare, Sinhalese
and Siamese editions.This refers to not walking or sitting down in front of a regular
monk (Kd 2.1.2).
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and whatever is the last, neither as the novice in front of nor behind,¹ /
Forest, bringing back food, when coming in, at the Observance,
and at the Invitation, and by a messenger,²
and he may go to where there are monks. /
Under one roofing and getting up and likewise in regard to offering,³ /
on a seat, in a high place for pacing up and down in,
on the ground and not in a place for pacing up and down in, /
With a senior—not a (formal) act, interruptions⁴ and carryings through,
postponing, taking up should be stated (by) one under probation.⁵ /
To the beginning, those deservingmānatta,
likewise those undergoingmānatta,
and also he who deserves rehabilitation—
again the composing by the method. /
Three⁶ for those under probation, four⁷ for one undergoingmānatta.
As with the three interruptions,

BD 5.55
so there is ‘daily’ for those undergoingmānatta.⁸
Two (formal) acts are similar,
the remaining three (formal) acts are exactly the same.

¹ Sinhalese and Siamese editions: na pure pacchā samaṇena; Oldenberg: pure pacchā
tath’ eva ca. ² Sinhalese and Siamese editions: dūtena; Oldenberg; dūto. ³ Sin-
halese and Siamese editions read: ekacchanne na (Sinhalese ca) vatthabbaṁ na
chamāyaṁ nisajjite. ⁴ Sinhalese and Siamese editions read: ratticchedā; Olden-
berg: ratticchedo. ⁵ Sinhalese and Siamese editions read: nikkipanaṁ samādānaṁ
ñātabbaṁpārivāsikā; Oldenberg:nikkhipanaṁsamādānaṁ, ratti vā pārivāsike. ⁶ Re-
ferring to “interruptions”, as at Kd 12.2.1, Kd 12.7.1 ⁷ Referring to “interruptions”,
as at Kd 12.2.1, Kd 12.7.1 ⁸ saman tiratticchedesu mānattesu ca devasi (Oldenberg
and Sinhalese) meaning, I take it, that as there is an extra “interruption” for one
undergoingmānatta, so he has to make an extra “announcement” (beginning of
Kd 12.6.1). Siamese edition reads: na samenti ratticchedāmānattesu ca devāsikaṁ, “the
interruptions do not agree (or, are not in accordance, not on all fours) and there is
‘daily’ for those undergoingmānatta”.
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13. Accumulation (Samuccaya)

Emission of semen
Vin 2.38

Kd 13.1.1

BD 5.56

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the
venerable Udāyin¹ came to have fallen into one offence: the inten-
tional emission of semen,² not concealed. He announced to monks:
“I, your reverences, have fallen into one offence … not concealed.
Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed by me?”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:

Unconcealedmānatta

“Well then, monks, let the Order inflictmānatta (discipline) for six
nights³ on the monk Udāyin for the one offence … not concealed.

Kd 13.1.2

“And thus, monks, should it be inflicted: Monks, that monk Ud-
āyin, having approached the Order, having arranged his upper robe
over one shoulder, having honoured the feet of the senior monks,
having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms,
should speak thus to it: ‘Honoured sirs, I fell into one offence … not
concealed. So I, honoured sirs, ask the Order formānatta (discipline)

¹ A sensual monk. See Index to Names in BD.1, BD.2, BD.3. (Note: Not included in
SuttaCentral edition.) ² Bu-Ss 1 (Vin 3.112, bd 1.196). Cf. also Bu-Pc 9, Bu-Pc 64, and
Vin 4.194f., n.b. at bd 2.219 (Bu-Pc 9) the sentence, “He, being under probation, sat
down in the refectory at the end of a seat” (āsanapariyante) should be corrected to
“sat down… on the last seat”, in accordance with Kd 2.1.2. ³ Vin-a 1170 mentions
four kinds ofmānatta: the unconcealed, the concealed, the fortnight’s duration, the
concurrent.
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for six nights on account of the one offence … not concealed. I, hon-
oured sirs, fell into one offence … not concealed. And a second time I
ask the Order … not concealed. I, honoured sirs, fell into one offence
… not concealed. And a third time I ask the Order formānatta (disci-
pline) for six nights on account of the one offence: the intentional
emission of semen, not concealed.’

Kd 13.1.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk
Udāyin fell into one offence … not concealed. He is asking the Order
formānatta (discipline) for six nights on account of the one offence

BD 5.57

not concealed. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may inflict
mānatta (discipline) for six nights on themonkUdāyin on account of
the one offence … not concealed.This is the motion. Honoured sirs,

Vin 2.39

let the Order listen to me.This monk Udāyin fell into one offence …
not concealed. He is asking the Order formānatta (discipline) … not
concealed.The Order is inflictingmānatta (discipline) for six nights
on the monk Udāyin on account of the one offence … not concealed.
If the infliction ofmānatta (discipline) for six nights on themonkUd-
āyin on account of the one offence … not concealed is pleasing to the
venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter … And
a third time I speak forth this matter: Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.This monk Udāyin … should speak.Mānatta (discipline)
is being inflicted by the Order for six nights on the monk Udāyin
for the one offence: intentional emission of semen, not concealed. It
is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Unconcealed rehabilitation
Kd 13.2.1He, having performedmānatta (discipline), announced to monks: “I,

your reverences, fell into one offence: the intentional emission of
semen, not concealed; so I asked the Order formānatta (discipline)
for six nights on account of the one offence…not concealed; thus the
Order inflictedmānatta (discipline) for six nights on me on account
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of the one offence … not concealed. I have now performedmānatta
(discipline). Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed byme?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well, then, monks, let the Order rehabilitate the monk Udāyin.

Kd 13.2.2

“And thus, monks, should he be rehabilitated:That monk Udāyin,
having approached the Order, having arranged his upper robe over
one shoulder, having honoured the feet of the senior monks, having
sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should
speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, fell into one offence … not con-
cealed; so I asked the Order formānatta (discipline) for six nights
on account of the one offence … not concealed; thus the Order in-
flictedmānatta (discipline) for six nights onme on account of the one

BD 5.58

offence … not concealed. Now I, honoured sirs, having performed
mānatta (discipline), ask the Order for rehabilitation. I, honoured
sirs, fell into one offence … So I, honoured sirs, having performed
mānatta (discipline), ask the Order a second time also for rehabili-
tation. I, honoured sirs, fell into one offence … So I, honoured sirs,
having performedmānatta (discipline), ask the Order a third time
also for rehabilitation.’

Kd 13.2.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk

Vin 2.40

Udāyin, fell into one offence: the intentional emission of semen, not
concealed; so he asked the Order for mānatta (discipline) for six
nights on account of the one offence … not concealed. The Order
inflictedmānatta (discipline) for six nights on the monk Udāyin on
account of the one offence … not concealed. He, having performed
mānatta (discipline), is asking theOrder for rehabilitation. If it seems
right to the Order, the Ordermay rehabilitate themonk Udāyin.This
is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk
Udāyin fell into one offence … is asking the Order for rehabilitation.
The Order is rehabilitating the monk Udāyin. If the rehabilitation
of the monk Udāyin is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should
be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second
time I speak forth this matter … And a third time I speak forth this
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matter. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me … should speak.
Themonk Udāyin is rehabilitated by the Order. It is pleasing to the
Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Probation concealed for one night

Kd 13.3.1Now at that time the venerable Udāyin came to have fallen into one
offence: the intentional emission of semen, concealed for one day.
He announced to monks, saying: “I, your reverences, have fallen
into one offence … concealed for one day. Nowwhat line of conduct
should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order impose probation for one day on

the monk Udāyin on account of the offence … concealed for one day.
Kd 13.3.2

BD 5.59“And thus, monks, should it be imposed: … (Thematter which here
Vin 2.41follows is precisely as in Kd 13.1.2, Kd 13.1.3, with the necessary changes

in the wording of (a) the offence, (b) the penalty) …

Mānatta concealed for one night

Kd 13.4.1He, having stayed under probation, announced to monks: “I, your
reverences, fell into one offence … concealed for one day; so I asked
the Order for probation for one day on account of the one offence
… concealed for one day; thus the Order imposed probation for one
day onme on account of the one offence … concealed for one day. I
have now stayed under probation. Nowwhat line of conduct should
be followed by me?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then,monks, let theOrder inflictmānatta (discipline) for six

nights on themonkUdāyin on account of the one offence…concealed
for one day.

Kd 13.4.2

Kd 13.4.3(Here follows precisely the same material as in Kd 13.1.2, Kd 13.1.3,
reading concealed for one day instead of not concealed) ……

Vin 2.42
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Rehabilitation concealed for one night
Kd 13.5.1He, having performedmānatta (discipline), announced to themonks:

“I, your reverences, fell into one offence … (= Kd 13.4.1) … I, having
stayed under probation, asked the Order formānatta (discipline) for
six nights on account of the one offence … concealed for one day. I
have now performedmānatta (discipline). Nowwhat line of conduct
should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order rehabilitate the monk Udāyin.

Kd 13.5.2

Kd 13.5.3 (Here follows precisely the same material as in Kd 13.2.2, Kd 13.2.3,
reading concealed for one daybinstead of not concealed) ……’ ”

Vin 2.43

Probation concealed for five days
Kd 13.6.1 Now at that time the venerable Udāyin fell into one offence: the in-

tentional emission of semen, concealed for two days … three days …
four days … five days. He announced to monks: “I, your reverences,
fell into one offence … concealed for two … five days … (= Kd 13.3
Instead of concealed for one day, probation for one day, read con-

BD 5.60

cealed for two) … five days, probation for two … five days …Thus do
I understand this.’ ”

Sending one on probation back to the beginning
Kd 13.7.1 Whilehewasunderprobationhe fell into one offence: the intentional

emission of semen, not concealed. He announced to monks: “I, your
reverences, fell into one offence … concealed for five days; so I asked
the Order for probation for five days on account of this offence …
concealed for five days; thus the Order grantedme probation for five
days on account of the one offence … concealed for five days. Now
while I was under probation I fell into one offence … not concealed.
Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed by me?”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order send the monk Udāyin back to
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the beginning on account of the one offence … not concealed, while
(he was under probation).

Kd 13.7.2

“And thus, monks, should he be sent back to the beginning:That
monk Udāyin, having approached the Order … should speak thus to
it: ‘I, honoured sirs, fell into one offence … concealed for five days.
So I asked the Order for probation for five days on account of the
one offence … concealed for five days; thus the Order granted me
probation for five days … concealed for five days. While I was doing
probation I fell into one offence … not concealed. So I am asking the
Order for sending back to the beginning on account of this offence
… not concealed.’ And a second time it should be asked for … And a

Vin 2.44

third time it should be asked for …
Kd 13.7.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk
Udāyin … asked the Order for probation for five days … (cf. Kd 13.2.3)
…The Order granted probation for five days …While he was under
probation he fell into one offence … not concealed. He is asking
the Order for sending back to the beginning on account of the one
offence … not concealed, while (he was under probation). If it seems
right to the Order, the Order may send the monk Udāyin back to
the beginning on account of … not concealed, while (he was under
probation).This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to

BD 5.61

me.This monk Udāyin … is asking the Order for sending back to the
beginning on account of the one offence … not concealed, while (he
was under probation).TheOrder is sending themonkUdāyin back to
the beginning…while (he was under probation). If the sending back
to the beginning of the monk Udāyin … is pleasing to the venerable
ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should
speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter … And a third
time I speak forth this matter …The monk Udāyin is sent back to
the beginning by the Order.The sending back to the beginning for
the monk Udāyin on account of the one offence … not concealed is
pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent. Thus do I understand
this.’ ”
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Sending one deservingmānatta back to the beginning
Kd 13.8.1 He, having stayed under probation, while he was deservingmānatta

(discipline), fell into an offence … not concealed. He announced to
monks: “I, your reverences, fell into one offence … concealed for
five days; so I asked the Order … (= Kd 13.7.1). Nowwhile I was under
probation I fell into one offence…not concealed. So I asked theOrder
for sending back to the beginning on account of the one offence …
not concealed.The Order sent me back to the beginning on account
of the one offence … not concealed, while (I was under probation).
Now I, having stayed under probationwhile I was deservingmānatta
(discipline), fell into one offence … not concealed. Nowwhat line of
conduct should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord.
He said:
“Well, then, monks, let the Order send the monk Udāyin back to

the beginning on account of the one offence … not concealed, while
(he was under probation).”

Kd 13.8.2

“And thus, monks, should he be sent back¹: That monk Udāyin,
having approached the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured
sirs, fell into one offence … concealed for five days … Having stayed
under probation, while I was deservingmānatta (discipline), I fell
into one offence … not concealed. So I, honoured sirs, ask the Order

Vin 2.45

for sending back to the beginning on account of the one offence…not
BD 5.62

concealed, having stayed under probation andwhile I was deserving
mānatta (discipline).’ And a second time it should be asked for …
And a third time it should be asked for …

Kd 13.8.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk
Udāyin … asks for sending back to the beginning on account of the
one offence … not concealed, while he was deservingmānatta (disci-
pline), having stayed under probation. If it seems right to the Order,
theOrdermay send themonkUdāyin back to the beginning…having
stayed under probation. This is the motion: Honoured sirs, let the

¹ mūlāya, to the beginning, not in Oldenberg’s text here. Cf. Kd 13.7.2.
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Order listen to me.This monk Udāyin asks …The Order is sending
the monk Udāyin back to the beginning … If the sending back to the
beginning for the monk Udāyin on account of … is pleasing to the
venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter … And a
third time I speak forth this matter …Themonk Udāyin is sent back
to the beginning by the Order.The sending back to the beginning …
is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Mānatta for three offences

Kd 13.9.1He, having stayed under probation, announced to monks: “I, your
reverences, fell into one offence … concealed for five days … (as in
Kd 13.4.2) …They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order inflictmānatta (discipline) for

six nights on the monk Udāyin on account of these offences.
Kd 13.9.2

Kd 13.9.3… (as in Kd 13.4.2, Kd 13.4.3) … ‘…Thus do I understand this.’.”
Vin 2.46

Sending one undergoingmānatta back to the beginning

Kd 13.10.1While hewasundergoingmānatta (discipline) he fell into one offence
… not concealed. He announced to monks: “I, your reverences, fell
into one offence … concealed for five days … (as in Kd 13.8.1) …”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order, having sent the monk Udāyin

back to the beginning on account of the one offence while he was
BD 5.63

undergoingmānatta (discipline), not concealed, inflictmānatta (dis-
cipline) for six nights. And thus,monks, should he be sent back to the
beginning … And thus, monks, shouldmānatta (discipline) for six
nights be inflicted …Mānatta (discipline) for six nights is inflicted
by the Order on the monk Udāyin for the one offence … It is pleasing
to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”
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Sending one deserving rehabilitation back to the
beginning

Kd 13.11.1 He, having performedmānatta (discipline) and while he deserved
rehabilitation, fell into one offence … not concealed. He announced
to monks …They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order, having sent the monk Udāyin

back to the beginning on account of the one offence …when he had
performedmānatta (discipline) andwhile hedeserved rehabilitation,
inflictmānatta (discipline) on him for six nights. And thus, monks,
should he be sent back to the beginning … And thus, monks, should
(discipline) for six nights be inflicted …‘… Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Rehabilitation for onewho has been sent back to the
beginning

Kd 13.12.1 He, having performedmānatta (discipline), announced to monks: “I,
your reverences, fell into one offence… concealed for five days. … (as

Vin 2.47

in Kd 13.2.1). I have now performedmānatta (discipline). Nowwhat
line of conduct should be followed byme?”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order rehabilitate the monk Udāyin.

Kd 13.12.2

“And thus, monks, should he be rehabilitated:That monk Udāyin,
having approached the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured
sirs, fell into one offence … concealed for five days. So I asked the
Order for probation for five days on account of the one offence …
concealed for five days.Therefore the Order granted me probation
for five days on account of the one offence … concealed for five days.
While I was doing probation I fell into one offence … not concealed.
So I asked the Order for sending back to the beginning on account of
the one offence …while I was doing probation, not concealed.The
Order sent me back to the beginning … But then I, having stayed

BD 5.64

under probation and while I deservedmānatta (discipline), fell into
one offence … not concealed. So I asked the Order for sending back
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to the beginning …The Order sent me back to the beginning … not
concealed. So I asked theOrder formānatta (discipline) for six nights
on account of the three offences. Because of this, the Order inflicted
mānatta (discipline) for six nights on me on account of the three
offences. But wfrle I was under-goingmānatta (discipline) I fell into
one offence…not concealed. So I asked the Order for sending back to
the beginning…Thus the Order sentme back to the beginning… So I
asked the Order formānatta (discipline) for six nights on account of
the one offence …while I was undergoingmānatta (discipline), not
concealed.The Order inflictedmānatta (discipline) for six nights on
me.When I had performedmānatta (discipline) andwhile I deserved
rehabilitation, I fell into one offence … not concealed. So I asked
the Order for sending back to the beginning on account of the one
offence …while I deserved rehabilitation, not concealed.Thus the
Order sent me back to the beginning … And I asked the Order for
mānatta (discipline) for six nights on account of the one offence …
while I deserved rehabilitaion, not concealed. Because of this, the
Order inflicted mānatta, (discipline) for six nights on me … So I,
honoured sirs, having performedmānatta (discipline) ask the Order
for rehabilitation.’ And a second time should it be asked for … And a
third time should it be asked for …

Kd 13.12.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, … (as in Kd 13.12.2) … He, having per-

Vin 2.48

formedmānatta (discipline), asks the Order for rehabilitation. If it
seems right to the Order, …And a third time I speak forth thismatter
…The monk Udāyin is rehabilitated by the Order. It is pleasing to
the Order …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Probation for onewho has concealed for a fortnight
Kd 13.13.1Now at that time the venerable Udāyin fell into one offence … con-

cealed for half a month … (as in Kd 13.3 Instead of concealed for one
day, probation for one day read concealed for half amonth, probation
for half a month) … ‘…Thus do I understand this.’ ”
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Sending one on probation for a fortnight back to the
beginning

Kd 13.14.1

BD 5.65
While he was under probation he fell into one offence … concealed
for five days. He announced to monks: “I, your reverences, fell into
one offence … concealed for half a month. So I asked the Order for
probation for half amonth on account of the one offence… concealed
for half a month. Because of this the Order granted me probation
for half a month.Then while I was under probation, I fell into one
offence … concealed for five days. Nowwhat line of conduct should
be followed by me?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order, having sent the monk Udāyin

back to the beginning on account of the one offence … concealed for
five days, grant him probation concurrent¹ with the former offence.

Kd 13.14.2

“And thus, monks, should he be sent back to the beginning: … (as
in Kd 13.7.2, Kd 13.7.3. Read concealed for half a month, probation for
half a month,and then concealed for five days instead of concealed
for five days, probation for five days, and then not concealed) … ‘…
Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Concurrent probation
Kd 13.14.3

Vin 2.49 “And thus, monks, should probation concurrent with the former
offence be granted:That monk Udāyin, having approached the Or-
der … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, asked the Order for
sending back to the beginning … (= Kd 13.14.2) …Therefore the Order
sent me back to the beginning on account of the one offence …while

¹ samodhānaparivāsa. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 169, says, “When another
offence is committed during the continuance of the Parivāsa period, a fresh period
begins to run from the date of the commission of the second offence and it extends
over as many days as were covered by the Parivāsa period prescribed for the first
offence or the Parivāsa period prescribed for the second offence, whichever period
may be longer.” As Vinaya Texts ii.405, n. 1 points out, “the penalties for this new
offence and for the old onewere not accumulative but concurrent.The offender lost
the advantage of the probation he had already undergone, he was thrown back to
the commencement of his term of probation, and had to begin again.”Themānatta
to which he was liable for the first offence was not affected.
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I was under probation for half a month, concealed for five days. So
I, honoured sirs, ask the Order for concurrent probation with the
former offence …while I was under probation for half a month, con-
cealed for five days’. And a second time … And a third time it should
be asked for.The Order should be informed … ‘… And a third time
I speak forth this matter … Concurrent probation with the former

BD 5.66

offence is granted by the Order to the monk Udāyin on account of
the one offence … while he was under probation for half a month,
concealed for five days. It is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Sending one deservingmānatta back to the beginning,
etc.

Kd 13.15.1He, having stayed under probation, while deservingmānatta (dis-
cipline), fell into one offence … concealed for five days …They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order, having sent the monk Udāyin

back to the beginning on account of the one offence … concealed for
five days, grant him probation concurrent with the former offence.
And thus, monks, should he be sent back to the beginning … (as in
Kd 13.14.2, Kd 13.14.3) … And thus, monks, should probation concur-
rent with the former offence be granted … ‘…Thus do I understand
this.’ ”

Mānatta for three offences
Kd 13.16.1He, having stayed under probation, announced to monks: … (as in

Kd 13.4.1 reading concealed for five days instead of concealed for one
day) …They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

Vin 2.50

“Well then, monks, let the Order inflictmānatta (discipline) for
six nights on the monk Udāyin on account of the three offences.
And thus, monks, should it be inflicted:That monk Udāyin, having
approached the Order… ‘…And a third time I speak forth thismatter
…Mānatta (discipline) is inflicted by the Order for six nights on the
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monk Udāyin on account of the three offences. It is pleasing …Thus
do I understand this.’ ”

Sending one undergoingmānatta back to the beginning
Kd 13.17.1 Whilehewasundergoingmānatta (discipline)he fell intooneoffence,

concealed for five days. He announced to monks: I, your reverences,
fell into one offence … concealed for half a month …’ (and he told all
that had happened from Kd 13.13 onwards) …They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Well then, monks, let the Order, having sent the
monk Udāyin back to the beginning on account of the one offence …
concealed for five days, having granted him probation concurrent
with the former offence, inflictmānatta (discipline) on him for six
nights. And thus, monks, should he be sent back to the beginning

BD 5.67

…And thus, monks, should probation concurrent with the former
offence be granted … And thus, monks, shouldmānatta (discipline)
for six nights be inflicted … ‘Mānatta (discipline) for six nights is
inflicted by the Order on the monk Udāyin on account of the one
offence …while he was undergoingmānatta (discipline), concealed
for five days. It is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Sending one deserving rehabilitation back to the
beginning

Kd 13.18.1 He, having performedmānatta (discipline), while he deserved re-
habilitation fell into one offence … concealed for five days. He an-
nounced to monks: ‘I, your reverences, fell into one offence, con-
cealed for half amonth… (he repeats all that has happened fromKd 13.13
onwards) …When I had performedmānatta (discipline) and while I
deserved rehabilitation, I fell into one offence … concealed for five
days. Nowwhat line of conduct should be followed byme?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order, having sent the monk Udāyin

back to the beginning on account of the one offence … concealed for
five days, having granted him probation concurrent with the former
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offence, inflict mānatta (discipline) for six nights on him … (as in
Kd 13.17.’) …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Rehabilitation for onewho concealed for a fortnight
Vin 2.51

Kd 13.19.1
He, having performedmānatta (discipline), announced to monks: “I,
your reverences, fell into one offence… concealed for half amonth…
(as fromKd 13.13 onwards.) I havenowperformedmānatta (discipline).
Now what line of conduct is to be followed by me?” They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order rehabilitate the monk Udayin.

And thus, monks, should he be rehabilitated: That monk Udāyin,
having approached the Order, … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured
sirs, fell into one offence, … concealed for half a month. So I … But I,
honoured sirs, having performedmānatta discipline, ask the Order
for rehabilitation …’ And a second time … And a third time it should
be asked for …The Order should be informed … ‘… And a third time
I speak forth this matter …Themonk Udāyin is rehabilitated by the

BD 5.68

Order. It is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Concluded (are the proceedings connected with) Intentional Emission

Probation

Concurrent probationwith dependent duration
Kd 13.20.1Now at that time a certain monk came to have fallen into several

offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order: one offence was
concealed for oneday, one offencewas concealed for twodays… three
… four … five … six … seven … eight … nine days, one offence was
concealed for ten days. He announced to monks: “I, your reverences,
fell into several offences entailing a formalmeeting of the Order; one
offence was concealed for one day … one offence was concealed for
ten days. What line of conduct should be followed by me?”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
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“Well then, monks, let the Order grant this monk concurrent pro-
bation, its duration depending¹ onwhicheverwas the offence among
these offences that was concealed for ten days.

Kd 13.20.2

“And thus, monks, should it be granted: That monk, having ap-
proached the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I, revered sirs, have
fallen into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Or-
der; ‘… one offence was concealed for ten days. So I, honoured sirs,
ask the Order for concurrent probation, its duration depending on
whichever was the offence among these offences that was concealed
for ten days’. And a second time it should be asked for … And a third
time it should be asked for …The Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.This monk So-and-so fell into several offences entailing
a formal meeting of the Order; one was concealed for … ten days. He

Vin 2.52

is asking the Order for concurrent probation, its duration depending
on whichever was the offence among these offences that was con-
cealed for ten days. If it seems right to the Order, the Order should
grant the monk So-and-so concurrent probation … for ten days.This

BD 5.69

is the motion … Concurrent probation is being granted by the Order
to the monk So-and-so, its duration depending on whichever was
the offence among these offences that was concealed for ten days. It
is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’ ”

All lengths concealedwith dependent duration
Kd 13.21.1 Now at that time a certain monk had fallen into several offences

entailing a formal meeting of the Order; one offence was concealed
for one day, two offences were concealed for two days, three offences
were concealed for three days, four … for four days, five … for five
days … six for six days … seven for seven days, eight … for eight days,

¹ tassā agghena, literally according to the value or worth, i.e. of the probationary
period necessitated by the number of days the offence was concealed. Here proba-
tion had to be undergone for ten days, since this was the greatest number of days
for which one of the offences had been concealed. Vin-a 1182 says there are three
kinds of concurrent probation: odhāna, aggha, andmissaka, all of which it explains.
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nine … for nine days, ten offences were concealed for ten days. He
announced to monks, saying: “I, your reverences, have fallen into
several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order; one offence
was concealed for one day… ten offenceswere concealed for ten days.
Now, what line of conduct should be followed by me?”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order grant this monk concurrent

probation, its duration depending on whichever were the offences
among these offences that were each concealed the longest.¹ And
thus, monks, should it be granted:That monk, having approached
the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, have fallen
into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order; one
offence was concealed for one day … ten offences were concealed for
ten days.Therefore I, honoured sirs, ask the Order for concurrent
probation, its duration depending on whichever were the offences
among these offences that were each concealed the longest.’ And a
second time it should be asked for … And a third time it should be
asked for …The Order should be informed by an experienced, com-
petent monk, saying: ‘… And a third time I speak forth this matter
… Concurrent probation is granted by the Order to this monk, its
duration depending on whichever were the offences among these
offences that were each concealed the longest. It is pleasing …Thus
do I understand this.’ ”

Probation for twomonths
Vin 2.53

Kd 13.22.1

BD 5.70

Now at that time a certain monk fell into two offences entailing a
formal meeting of the Order; they were concealed for twomonths. It
occurred to him: “I have fallen into two offences entailing a formal
meeting of the Order; they were concealed for two months. Suppose
I were to ask the Order for probation for two months for one offence
concealed for two months?” He asked the Order for probation for
two months for one offence concealed for two months. The Order
¹ sabbacirapaṭicchannāyo. This looks as if probation would have to last for ten times
ten days.
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granted him probation for two months for one offence concealed
for two months. While he was under probation a feeling of shame
overcame him, and he thought: “I fell into two offences entailing a
formal meeting of the Order; they were concealed for twomonths. It
occurred to me: I have fallen into two offences … Suppose I were to
ask theOrder for probation for twomonths for one offence concealed
for twomonths? I asked theOrder…TheOrder grantedmeprobation
for twomonths for one offence concealed for twomonths. While I
was under probation a feeling of shameovercameme. Suppose Iwere
also to ask the Order for probation for two months for that other
offence concealed for twomonths?”

Kd 13.22.2

Heannounced tomonks: “I, your reverences, fell into twooffences
… ‘… Suppose I were also to ask the Order for probation for two
months for that other offence concealed for twomonths?’ Now, what
line of conduct should be followed byme?”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said.

Kd 13.22.3

“Well then, monks, let the Order grant this monk probation for
twomonths on account also of that other offence concealed for two
months. And thus, monks, should it be granted:That monk, having
approached the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs,
have fallen into two offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order
… (= Kd 13.22.2) … Suppose I were also to ask the Order for probation
for twomonths on account of that other offence concealed for two
months? So I, honoured sirs, am also asking the Order for probation
for twomonths on account of that other offence concealed for two
months.’ And a second time it should be asked for…And a third time

Vin 2.54

it should be asked for.
Kd 13.22.4

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk

BD 5.71

So-and-so has fallen into two offences entailing a formal meeting
of the Order, concealed for two months. It occurred to him: … He
is also asking the Order for probation for two months on account
of that other offence concealed for twomonths. If it seems right to
the Order, the Order may also grant the monk So-and-so probation
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for twomonths on account of that other offence concealed for two
months.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
This monk So-and-so … And a third time I speak forth this matter.
Probation is also being granted the monk So-and-so by the Order
for twomonths on account of this other offence concealed for two
months. It is pleasing…Thus do I understand this.’Well then,monks,
that monk should do probation for twomonths from that date.¹

Kd 13.23.1“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into two offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths …
(as above)…TheOrder also granted himprobation for twomonths on
account of that other offence concealed for twomonths. Well then,
monks, that monk should do probation for two months from that
date.

Kd 13.23.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into two offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths.
He knows that one is an offence, he does not know that the other
is an offence. He asks the Order for probation for two months on
account of that offence, concealed for twomonths, which he knows
to be an offence. The Order grants him probation for two months
an account of that offence concealed for two months. While he is
under probation, he finds that the other is also an offence. It occurs
to him: ‘I have fallen into two offences … I knew that one was an
offence, I did not know that the other was an offence. So I asked the
Order for probation for twomonths on account of that offencewhich
I knew to be an offence, concealed for twomonths.TheOrder granted
me probation for twomonths on account of that offence, concealed
for two months. But while I was under probation, I found that the
other was also an offence. Suppose I were also to ask the Order for

Vin 2.55

probation for twomonths on account of this other offence, concealed
BD 5.72

for twomonths?’ He asks the Order for probation…TheOrder grants
him probation for twomonths on account of this other offence also,
concealed for twomonths. Well then, monks, this monk should do
probation for twomonths from that date.

Kd 13.23.3

¹ tadupādāya.
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“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into two offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths.
He remembers one offence, he does not remember the other offence.
He asks the Order for probation for twomonths on account of that
offence, concealed for twomonths,whichhe remembers…(= Kd 13.23.2.
Read remembers, remembered instead of finds, found) … for two
months from this date.

Kd 13.23.4

“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into two offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths.
He is in no doubt that one is an offence, he is doubtful whether
the other is an offence. He asks the Order for probation for two
months on account of that offence about which he is in no doubt
… (= Kd 13.23.2. Read is doubtful for does not know)… for twomonths
from this date.

Kd 13.23.5

“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into two offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths.
One offence is knowingly concealed, the other offence is unknow-
ingly concealed. He asks the Order for probation for two months
on account of those offences concealed for twomonths.The Order
grants him probation for twomonths on account of those offences
concealed for two months. While he is under probation, a certain
monk arrives—one who has heard much, to whom the tradition had
been handed down, expert in dhamma, expert in discipline, expert in
the summaries, clever, experienced,wise, conscientious, scrupulous,
desirous of training.He speaks thus: ‘What, your reverences, has this
monk fallen into? Why is this monk doing probation?’ They speak
thus: ‘This monk, your reverence, has fallen into two offences entail-
ing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths. One
offence was knowingly concealed, the other offence was unknow-
ingly concealed. He asked the Order for probation for twomonths
on account of these offences concealed for twomonths.The Order
granted him probation for two months on account of these offences,

BD 5.73

concealed tor twomonths.This monk your reverence, has fallen into
these, this monk is under probation on account of these.’ He speaks
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thus: ‘The granting of probation, your reverences, for that offence
which he knowingly concealed is legally valid¹; because it is legally
valid² it is effective;³ but the granting of probation, your reverences,
for that offence which he unknowingly concealed is not legally valid;
because it is not legally valid it is not effective. For this offence, your
reverences, the monk deservesmānatta (discipline).’

Kd 13.23.6

“This is a case, monks, where amonk falls into two offences entail-
ing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths. One
offence is concealed, he remembering it, the other offence is con-
cealed, he not remembering it … One offence is concealed, he being
not in doubt (about it), the other offence is concealed, he being in
doubt (about it) … ‘… For this offence, your reverences, this monk
deservesmānatta (discipline).’ ”

Vin 2.56

Kd 13.24.1Now at that time a certain monk had fallen into two offences
entailing a formalmeeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths. It
occurred to him: “I have fallen into two offences … concealed for two
months. Suppose that I were to ask the Order for probation for one
monthon account of the twooffences, concealed for twomonths?”He
asked the Order …The Order granted him probation for one month
on account of the two offences, concealed for twomonths. As he was
under probation shame overcame him, and he thought: “I have fallen
into two offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed
for twomonths. It occurred to me: … I asked the Order for probation
for one month …The Order granted me probation for one month
on account of the two offences concealed for twomonths. As I was
under probation shame overcameme. What now, if I should also ask
the Order for probation for a further month on account of the two
offences concealed for twomonths?”

Kd 13.24.2

BD 5.74He announced to monks: “I, your reverences, have fallen into
two offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for
two months … It occurred to me: … What now if I should also ask

¹ dhammikaṁ. ² dhammattā. ³ rūhati. As at Kd 13.25.3, Kd 13.27, etc. Cf.Vin 2.203
and Kd 6.14.5. Rūhatimeans something like “it counts”.
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the Order for probation for a further month on account of the two
offences concealed for twomonths?Now,what line of conduct should
be followed by me?”They told this matter to the Lord.

Kd 13.24.3

He said: “Well then, monks, let the Order also grant this monk
probation for a further month on account of these two offences con-
cealed for twomonths. And thus, monks, should it be asked for:That
monk, having approached the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I,
honoured sirs, have fallen into two offences …What now if I should
also ask the Order for probation for a further month on account of
the two offences, concealed for twomonths? So I, honoured sirs, am
also asking the Order for probation for a further month on account
of the two offences concealed for two months.’ And a second time

Vin 2.57

… And a third time it should be asked for. The Order should be in-
formed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen tome.Thismonk So-and-so fell into two offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths.
It occurred to him: ‘… Suppose I were also to ask the Order for pro-
bation for a further month on account of the two offences, concealed
for twomonths?’ He is asking … If it seems right to the Order, the Or-
der … If the giving of probation to the monk So-and-so for a further
month also on account of the two offences concealed for twomonths
is pleasing to the venerable ones…And a third time I speak forth this
matter … Probation is granted by the Order to the monk So-and-so
for a further month also on account of the two offences, concealed
for twomonths. It is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’ Monks,
that monk should do probation for twomonths from the earlier date.

Procedure for one given probation for twomonths
Kd 13.25.1 “This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into two offences entailing

a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for twomonths. It occurs
to him: ‘I have fallen into two offences … concealed for twomonths.
Suppose I were to ask the Order for probation for one month on
account of the twooffences concealed for twomonths?’… (= Kd 13.25.1

BD 5.75

) … The Order also grants him probation for a further month on
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account of the two offences, concealed for twomonths. Monks, that
monk should do probation for twomonths from the earlier date.

Kd 13.25.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into two offences en-
tailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for two months.
He knows the one month, he does not know the other month … he
remembers the one month, he does not remember the other month
… he is not doubtful about the one month, he is doubtful about the
other month. He asks the Order for probation for that month on
account of the two offences, concealed for twomonths, about which
he is not doubtful.The Order grants him probation … not doubtful.
As he is doing probation he comes to be doubtful about the further
month also. It occurs to him: ‘I have fallen into two offences … con-
cealed for two months. I was not doubtful about the one month, I

Vin 2.58

was doubtful about the other month … Suppose I were to ask the
Order for probation for a further month also on account of the two
offences concealed for twomonths?’ He asks the Order …The Order
grants him probation for a further month also on account of the two
offences, concealed for two months. Monks, that monk should do
probation for twomonths from the earlier date.

Kd 13.25.3

This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into two offences en-
tailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for two months.
One month is knowingly concealed, the other month is unknow-
ingly concealed … Onemonth is concealed, he remembering it, the
other month is concealed, he not remembering it … One month is
concealed, he being not in doubt (about it), the other month is con-
cealed, he being in doubt about it. He asks theOrder for probation for
twomonths on account of the two offences concealed for twomonths.
The Order grants him probation for twomonths … concealed for two
months. As he is under probation, another monk arrives¹—one who
has heard much … desirous of training. He speaks thus: ‘Into what,
your reverences, has this monk fallen?Why is this monk under pro-
bation?’They speak thus: ‘This monk, your reverence, has fallen into

BD 5.76

two offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, concealed for

¹ As in Kd 13.23.5.
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twomonths.He concealed onemonth (although) hewas not doubtful
(about it), he concealed the other month (because) he was doubtful
(about it). He asked theOrder for probation…TheOrder granted him
probation for twomonths on account of the two offences, concealed
for two months. This monk, your reverence, has fallen into these,
this monk is doing probation on account of these.’ He speaks thus:
‘The granting of probation, your reverences, for thatmonthwhich he
concealed (although) he was not doubtful (about it) is legally valid;
because it is legally valid, it is effective; but the granting of proba-
tion, your reverences, for that month which he concealed because
hewas doubtful (about it) is not legally valid; because it is not legally
valid, it is not effective. For that month, your reverences, that monk
deservesmānatta discipline.’ ”

Purifying probation
Kd 13.26.1 Now at that time a certain monk came to have fallen into several

offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order; he did not know
about the expiration of the offences, he did not know about the ex-
piration of the nights¹ … He did not remember …He was doubtful
about the expiration of the offences, he was doubtful about the ex-

¹ āpattipariyanta … rattipariyanta. Pariyantameans literally limit, end, boundary,
limitation. On the use of these words here Buddhaghosa leads us to suppose that a
monkmight be in a state of purification in regard to various offences that he had
committed because he had undergone adequate probation.This might last for a day,
a half-month, a month or a year. He should then consider for howmanymonths he
still has to do probation so as to secure his purification, that is, the removal of the
offence. As offences are removed, the amount of time still to be spent on probation
automatically becomes less. Moreover, whoever does not know or remember or
is in doubt as to the expiration of the nights should, if he has undertaken to do
probation, count the nights from that day back to the day of his ordination, and then
do probation for this number of nights. In this way, it appears, he would be quite
certain of doing probation for all the possible nights which might be necessary
for the removal of the offence. See āpattipariyanta and kulapariyanta (“limited to
families”) at Vin 4.31 (bd 2.220), where defined; and bhesajjapariyanta (“limited
to medicines”) and rattipariyanta at Vin 4.103 (bd 2.371). See also above, Kd 12.1.2,
where pariyanta seems used in a different sense.
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piration of the nights. He announced to monks: “I, your reverences,
fell into several offences entailing a formalmeeting of the Order. I do

Vin 2.59

not know about the expiration of the offences, I do not know about
BD 5.77

the expiration of the nights … I am doubtful about the expiration
of the nights. Now, what line of conduct should be followed by me?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, let the Order grant the purifying probation¹

to this monk on account of those offences.
Kd 13.26.2

And thus, monks, should it be granted: That monk, having ap-
proached the Order … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, have
fallen into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order.
I do not know about the expiration of the offences … I am doubtful
about the expiration of the nights. So I, honoured sirs, am asking the
Order for the purifying probation on account of these offences’. And
a second time … And a third time it should be asked for.The Order
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk So-and-so has
fallen into several offences … he is doubtful about the expiration of
the nights. He is asking the Order for the purifying probation on
account of those offences. If it seems right to the Order, the Order
may grant the monk So-and-so the purifying probation on account
of those offences. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.This monk So-and-so …The Order is granting the monk
So-and-so the purifying probation on account of those offences. If
the granting to themonk So-and-so of the purifying probation on ac-
count of those offences is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should
be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak: And a second
time … And a third time I speak forth this matter …The purifying
probation is granted by the Order to the monk So-and-so on account
of those offences. It is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’

Kd 13.26.3

“Thus, monks, should the purifying probation be granted, thus
should probation be granted. And how, monks, should the purifying
probation be granted? If he does not knowabout the expiration of the

¹ suddhantaparivāsa.
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offences, if he does not know about the expiration of the nights, if he
doesnot remember about the expirationof theoffences, if hedoesnot
remember about the expiration of the nights, if he is doubtful about

BD 5.78

the expiration of the offences, if he is doubtful about the expiration
of the nights, the purifying probation may be granted.
“If he knows about the expiration of the offences, if he does not

know about the expiration of the nights, if he remembers about
the expiration of the offences, if he does not remember about the
expiration of nights, if he is not in doubt as to the expiration of
the offences, if he is in doubt as to the expiration of the nights, the
purifying probation may be granted.
“If he knows the expiration of the offences in some cases, if he

does not know it in others, if he does not know the expiration of the
nights, if he remembers the expiration of the offences in some cases,
if he does not remember it in others, if he does not remember the
expiration of the nights, if he is in doubt as to the expiration of the
offences in some cases, if he is in no doubt as to it in others, if he is
in doubt as to the expiration of the nights, the purifying probation
may be granted.
“If he does not know the expiration of the offences, if he knows

the expiration of the nights in some cases, if he does not know it in
others, if he does not remember the expiration of the offences, if he
remembers the expiration of the nights in some cases, if he does not
remember it in others, if he is in doubt as to the expiration of the
offences, if in some cases he is in doubt as to the expiration of the
nights, if he is not in doubt in others, the purifying probation may

Vin 2.60

be granted.
“If he knows the expiration of the offences, if he knows the expi-

ration of the nights in some cases, if he does not know it in others, if
he remembers the expiration of the offences, if he remembers the
expiration of the nights in some cases, if he does not remember it in
others, if he is not in doubt as to the expiration of the offences, if he
is in doubt in some cases as to the expiration of the nights, if he is
not in doubt in others, the purifying probation may be granted.
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“If he knows the expiration of the offences in some cases, if he
does not know it in others, if he knows the expiration of the nights
in some cases, if he does not know it in others, if he remembers the
expiration of the offences in some cases, if he does not remember
it in others, if he remembers the expiration of the nights in some
cases, if he does not remember it in others, if he is in doubt as to some

BD 5.79

offences, if he is not in doubt as to others, if he is in doubt as to some
nights, if he is not in doubt as to others, the purifying probationmay
be granted.

Kd 13.26.4

“And how, monks may probation be granted? If he knows the
expiration of the offences, if he knows the expiration of the nights,
if he remembers the expiration of the offences, if he remembers the
expiration of the nights, if he is not in doubt as to the expiration of
the offences, if he is not in doubt as to the expiration of the nights,
probation may be granted.
“If he does not know the expiration of the offences, if he knows

the expiration of the nights, if he does not remember the expiration
of the offences, if he remembers the expiration of the nights, if he is
in doubt as to the expiration of the offences, if he is not in doubt as
to the expiration of the nights, probation may be granted.
“If he knows the expiration of the offences in some cases, if he

does not know it in others, if he knows the expiration of the nights,
if he remembers the expiration of the offences in some cases, if he
does not remember it in others, if he remembers the expiration of
the nights, if he is in doubt as to the expiration of the offences in
some cases, if he is not in doubt in others, if he is not in doubt as to
the expiration of the nights, probationmay be granted.Thus, monks,
may probation be granted.”

Told is Probation

Forty cases
Kd 13.27.1Now at that time a certain monk, while doing probation, left the

Order. Having come back again, he asked the monks for ordination.
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They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “This is a case, monks,
where a monk, doing probation, leaves the Order. Monks, the pro-
bation of one who leaves the Order is not effective. If he is ordained
again, the earlier granting of probation is just as it was for him:¹
whatever probation is granted is properly granted, whoever does
probation does probation thoroughly, he must do probation (for any
portion of time) remaining.

BD 5.80

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, be-
comes a novice. Monks, the probation of a novice is not effective. If
he is ordained again … (as in preceding paragraph) … remaining.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, be-

comes mad. Monks, the probation of one who is mad is not effective.
If he becomes sane again, the earlier granting of probation is just as
it was for him: whatever probation is granted is properly granted,
whoever does probation does probation thoroughly, he must do pro-
bation (for any portion of time) remaining.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, be-

comes unhinged in mind. Monks, the probation of one who is un-
hinged in mind is not effective. If he becomes not unhinged in mind

Vin 2.61

again …This is a case, monks, where a monk, doing probation, be-
comes afflicted by pain.Monks, the probation of one afflicted by pain
is not effective. If he becomes not afflicted by pain again … hemust
do probation for (any portion of time) remaining.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, is

suspended for not seeing an offence … for not making amends for
an offence … for not giving up a wrong view. Monks, the probation
of one who is suspended is not effective. If he is restored again, the
earlier granting of probation is just as it was for him: whatever pro-
bation is granted is properly granted, whoever does probation does
probation thoroughly, hemust do probation for (any portion of time)
remaining.

Kd 13.27.2

¹ I.e. on being re-ordained, he is to take up his period of probation again where he
left it off, so as to complete the number of nights for which probationwas originally
granted him. Probation is “not broken”, another meaning of rūhati.
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“This is a case, monks, where a monk who deserves to be sent
back to the beginning leaves the Order. Monks, the sending back
to the beginning is not effective for one who leaves the Order. If he
is ordained again, the earlier granting of the probation is just as it
was for him: whatever probation is granted is properly granted, that
monkmust be sent back to the beginning.
“This is a case,monks, where amonkwho deserves to be sent back

to the beginning becomes a novice…becomesmad… (as inKd 13.27.1)
… is suspended for not giving up a wrong view. Monks, the sending
back to the beginning of one who is suspended is not effective. If he
is restored again, the earlier granting of the probation is just as it
was for him: whatever probation is granted is properly granted, that

BD 5.81

monkmust be sent back to the beginning.
Kd 13.27.3

This is a case,monks, where amonkwho deservesmānatta (disci-
pline) leaves the Order. Monks, the imposing ofmānatta (discipline)
on one who leaves the Order is not effective. If he is ordained again,
the earlier granting of probation is just as it was for him: whatever
probation is granted is properly-granted, whoever does probation
does probation thoroughly,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed
on that monk.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk who deservesmānatta (dis-

cipline) becomes a novice … becomes mad … is suspended for not
giving up awrong view.Monks, the imposing ofmānatta (discipline)
on one who is suspended is not effective. If he is restored again, the
earlier granting of probation is just as it was for him: whatever pro-
bation is granted is properly granted, whoever does probation does
probation thoroughly, mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on
that monk.

Kd 13.27.4

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who is undergoingmānatta
(discipline) leaves theOrder… is suspended fornot givingupawrong
view. Monks, the undergoing ofmānatta (discipline) for one who is
suspended is not effective. If he is restored again, the earlier granting
of probation is just as it was for him: whatever probation is granted
is properly granted, whoever does probation does probation thor-
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oughly, whatever mānatta (discipline) is imposed is properly im-
posed, whatever mānatta (discipline) is undergone is undergone
thoroughly, it must be undergone for (any portion of time) remain-
ing.

Kd 13.27.5

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who deserves rehabilita-
tion leaves the Order … is suspended for not giving up a wrong view.
Monks, rehabilitation of one who is suspended is not effective. If he

Vin 2.62

is restored again, the earlier granting of probation is just as it was
for him: whatever probation is granted is properly granted, who-
ever does probation does probation thoroughly, whatevermānatta
(discipline) is imposed is properly imposed, whatevermānatta (dis-
cipline) is undergone is undergone thoroughly, that monkmay be
rehabilitated.

Concluded are the Forty Cases.¹

Thirty-six cases
Kd 13.28.1

BD 5.82
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, falls
into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, those
not concealed not being many.² That monk should be sent back to
the beginning. This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing
probation, falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of
theOrder, those concealed not beingmany.Thatmonk should be sent
back to the beginning and concurrent probation should be granted
him on account of the earliest offence of the offences thus concealed.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation,

falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order,
those concealed as well as those not concealed not being many.That
monk should be sent back to the beginning and concurrent proba-

¹ There are eight possibilities (leaving the Order down to the three reasons for
being suspended) under each of the five headings (doing probation, deserving to
be sent back to the beginning, deservingmānatta, undergoingmānatta, deserving
rehabilitation). ² parimāṇā, but the meaning is not at all clear. See also below:
Kd 13.33.
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tion should be granted him on account of the earliest offence of the
offences thus concealed.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, falls

into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, those
not concealed being many … those concealed being many … those
concealed as well as those not concealed being many … those not
concealed not being many as well as being many … those concealed
not being many as well as being many … those concealed as well
as those not concealed not being many as well as being many.That
monk should be sent back to the beginning and concurrent proba-
tion should be granted him on account of the earliest offence of the
offences thus concealed.

Kd 13.28.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk who deservesmānatta (dis-
cipline) …who is undergoingmānatta (discipline) …who deserves
rehabilitation meantime falls into several offences entailing a for-
mal meeting of the Order, those not concealed not being many …
those concealed as well as those not concealed not being many and
beingmany.Thatmonk should be sent back to the beginning and con-
current probation should be granted him on account of the earliest
offence of the offences thus concealed.

Concluded are theThirty-six Cases

One hundred onmānatta
Kd 13.29.1“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into several
BD 5.83

offences entailing a formalmeeting of theOrder, leaves theOrder not
having concealed them. He, being ordained again, does not conceal
those offences. Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed upon
that monk.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into several
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offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, leaves the Order
not having concealed them. He, on being ordained again, conceals
those offences. Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on
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that monk, having granted him probation on account of the set of
offences thus later concealed.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen … leaves the

Order having concealed them. He, on being ordained again, does
not conceal those offences. Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be
imposed on that monk, having granted him probation on account of
the set of offences thus earlier concealed.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen … leaves the

Order, having concealed them.He, on being ordained again, conceals
those offences. Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on
that monk, having granted him probation on account of the set of
offences thus earlier and later concealed.

Kd 13.29.2

“This is a case, monks, where amonk falls into several offences en-
tailing a formalmeeting of theOrder.His offences are both concealed
andnot concealed.He, having left theOrder, onbeing ordained again,
does not afterwards conceal those offences which formerly he con-
cealed, afterwards he conceals those offences which formerly he
did not conceal. Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on
that monk, having granted him probation on account of the set of
offences thus earlier and later concealed.
“This is a case, monks, … on being ordained again, does not after-

wards conceal those offences which formerly he concealed, does not¹
afterwards conceal those offences which formerly he did not con-
ceal. Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on that monk,
having granted him probation on account of the set of offences thus
earlier and later concealed.

BD 5.84

“This is a case, monks, … on being ordained again, afterwards
conceals those offences which formerly he concealed, afterwards
conceals those offences which formerly he did not conceal. Monks,
mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on that monk on account of
the set of offences thus earlier and later concealed.

Kd 13.29.3

“This is a case, monks, where amonk falls into several offences en-
tailing a formal meeting of the Order. He knows some to be offences,

¹ See Vinaya Texts ii.423, n. 2, on the right way of making up the hundred cases
mentioned at the end of Kd 13.30.
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he does not know others to be offences.The offences which he knows
to be offences he conceals, those offences which he does not know to

Vin 2.64

be offences he does not conceal. He, having left the Order, on being
ordained again, conceals those offences which earlier he had known,
does not conceal those offences which later he had known, does not
conceal those offences which earlier he had not known, does not
conceal those offences which later he had known. Monks,mānatta
(discipline) should be imposed on that monk, having granted him
probation on account of the set of offences thus earlier concealed.
“This is a case,monks,…onbeing ordained again, does not conceal

those offences, (although) knowing them, which formerly, know-
ing them he concealed, afterwards conceals those offences, know-
ing them, which formerly, not knowing them, he did not conceal.
Monks,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on that monk, hav-
ing granted him probation on account of the set of offences thus
earlier and later concealed.
“This is a case, monks, … on being ordained again, afterwards con-

ceals those offences, knowing them, which formerly, knowing them
he concealed, afterwards does not conceal those offences, knowing
them, which formerly he did not conceal, not knowing them.Monks,
mānatta (discipline) shouldbe imposedon thismonk,havinggranted
him probation on account of the set of offences thus earlier and later
concealed.
“This is a case, monks … on being ordained again, afterwards con-

ceals those offences, knowing them, which formerly, knowing them,
he concealed; afterwards conceals those offences, knowing them,
which formerly, not knowing them, he did not conceal. Monks,mā-
natta (discipline) should be imposed on that monk, having granted
him probation on account of the set of offences thus earlier and later
concealed.

Kd 13.29.4

BD 5.85“This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into several offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. He remembers some to be
offences … (= Kd 13.29.3. Instead of he knows, knowing, not knowing,
read he remembers, remembering, not remembering) … thus earlier
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and later concealed.
Kd 13.29.5

“This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into several offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. He is in no doubt as to some
of the offences, he is in doubt as to others of the offences … thus
earlier and later concealed.

Kd 13.30.1 “This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into several
offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, becomes a novice
… becomes mad … becomes unhinged in mind … this should be ex-
plained in detail as below.¹ He comes to be in pain. His offences are
concealed as well as unconcealed. He knows that some are offences,
he does not know that others are offences. He remembers that some
are offences, he does not remember that others are offences. He is
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in no doubt that some are offences, he is in doubt as to whether oth-
ers are offences. He conceals those offences about which he is in
no doubt, he does not conceal those offences about which he is in
doubt. He comes to be in pain. Having come to be again not in pain,
those offences which formerly he concealed because he was in no
doubt, he afterwards does not conceal although he is in no doubt;
those offences which formerly he did not conceal, being in doubt, he
afterwards does not conceal although he is in doubt, those offences
which formerly he concealed, being in no doubt, he afterwards does
not conceal, being in no doubt, those offences which formerly he
did not conceal, being in doubt, he afterwards conceals, not being
in doubt, those offences which formerly he concealed, being in no
doubt, he afterwards conceals, being in no doubt, those offences
which formerly he did not conceal, being in doubt, he afterwards
does not conceal, being in no doubt, those offences which formerly
he concealed, being in no doubt, he afterwards conceals, being in no
doubt, those offences which formerly he did not conceal, being in
doubt, he afterwards conceals, being in no doubt. Monks,mānatta
(discipline) should be imposed on this monk, having granted him

BD 5.86

probation on account of the set of offences thus earlier as well as
later concealed.”
¹ I.e. in Kd 13.27, “below” corresponds to our “above” in such contexts, as it refers to
the palm-leaf manuscripts
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TheHundred onMānatta

Four hundred on concurrent probation and
beginning

Kd 13.31.1“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, having
fallen into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order,
leaves the Order not having concealed them. On being ordained
again, he does not conceal these offences.That monk should be sent
back to the beginning.
“This is a case, monks … not having concealed them. On being or-

dained again, he conceals these offences.That monk should be sent
back to the beginning and concurrent probation should be granted
him on account on the earlier offences among the offences thus con-
cealed.
“This is a case, monks … having concealed them. On being or-

dained again, he does not conceal these offences.That monk should
be sent back to the beginning … thus concealed.
“This is a case, monks, … having concealed them. On being or-

dained again, he conceals these offences.That monk should be sent
back to the beginning … thus concealed.

Kd 13.31.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, falls
into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order. His
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offences are both concealed and not concealed. Having left the Or-
der, he, on being ordained again, does not afterwards conceal those
offences which formerly he concealed, does not afterwards conceal
those offences which formerly he did not conceal. That monk should
be sent back to the beginning and concurrent probation should be
granted him on account of the earlier offences of the offences thus
concealed.
“This is a case, monks …His offences are both concealed and not

concealed. Having left the Order, he, on being ordained again, does
not afterwards conceal those offences which formerly be concealed,
afterwards conceals those offences which formerly he did not con-
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ceal. That monk should be sent back to the beginning … thus con-
cealed.
“This is a case, monks, … on being ordained again, afterwards

conceals those offences which formerly he concealed, afterwards
does not conceal those offences which formerly he did not conceal.

BD 5.87

Thatmonk should be sent back to the beginning … thus concealed.
“This is a case, monks, … on being ordained again, afterwards

conceals those offences which formerly he concealed, afterwards
conceals those offences which formerly he did not conceal. That
monk should be sent back to the beginning … thus concealed.

Kd 13.31.3

“This is a case, monks, where a monk, while doing probation, falls
into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order. He
knows some are offences, he does not know that others are offences
… (= Kd 13.29.3, Kd 13.29.4, Kd 13.30.Thepenalty is always the same: that
monk should be sent back to the beginning and concurrent probation
granted him on account of the earlier offences of the offences thus
concealed.) …

Kd 13.32.1 “This is a case, monks, where a monk deservingmānatta (disci-
pline)…undergoingmānatta (discipline)…deserving rehabilitation,
havingmeantime fallen into several offences entailing a formalmeet-
ing of the Order, leaves the Order, not having concealed them…The
one deservingmānatta (discipline) and the one undergoingmānatta
(discipline) and the one deserving rehabilitation should be explained
in detail similarly to the one doing probation.¹
“This is a case, monks, where a monk deserving rehabilitation,

havingmeantime fallen into several offences entailing a formalmeet-
ing of the Order, and not having concealed them, becomes a novice
… becomesmad… becomes unhinged inmind…becomes afflicted by
pain.His offences are both concealed andnot concealed… (= Kd 13.30)
… he afterwards conceals, being in no doubt.That monk should be
sent back to the beginning and concurrent probation granted him
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on account of the earlier offences of the offences thus concealed.

¹ Kd 13.31.
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The portionwith eighteen cases measured,
etc.

Kd 13.33.1“This is a case,monks,whereamonkhaving fallen into several offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order, not having concealed not
many, not having concealed many, not having concealed one kind,
not having concealed different kinds, not having concealed those of

BD 5.88

a like division,¹ not having concealed those of the other division,² not
having concealed separate ones,³ not having concealed connected
ones,⁴ leaves the Order.⁵

The portionwith eleven cases on twomonks
Kd 13.34.1“Two monks come to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of the Order.They come to be of the opinion that the offence
is one entailing a formal meeting of the Order. One conceals it, the
other does not conceal it. Whoever conceals it should be made to
confess an offence of wrong-doing, and having granted him proba-

¹ sabhāga … visabhāga, possibly referring to the two divisions of offences entailing
a formal meeting of the Order; that where offences are offences at once, and that
where offences become so after (unsuccessful) admonition up to the third time.
² sabhāga … visabhāga, possibly referring to the two divisions of offences entailing
a formal meeting of the Order; that where offences are offences at once, and that
where offences become so after (unsuccessful) admonition up to the third time.
³ vavatthitā. ⁴ sambhinnā. For example, there are no other Formal Meetings
similar to Bu-Ss 1, Bu-Ss 5, Bu-Ss 12, or Bu-Ss.13. These, therefore, are “separate”.
Formal Meetings Bu-Ss 2, Bu-Ss 3, Bu-Ss 4 are “connected” because they deal with
the same subject matter and to some extent use the same wording; the same is also
true of Formal Meetings Bu-Ss 6, Bu-Ss 7 and Bu-Ss 8; Bu-Ss 9, Bu-Ss 10 and Bu-
Ss 11. Vin-a 1191 says that vavatthitā and sambhinnā are pariyāyavacana of sabhāga
and visabhāga. ⁵ This is the whole of this paragraph as it stands. See note at
Vinaya Texts ii.431 which says that the conclusion should be supplied as in Kd 13.28.1,
with the exception that the penalty in each case is “a probation corresponding in
length to the period which has elapsed since the first of those offences which the
re-ordained bhikkhu has concealed.The details are only worked out in Kd 13.28.1, of
the first of the several pairs here enumerated, and are intended to be supplied here
for each of the other pairs in a similar way. All the pairs recur in Chapters Kd 13.35,
Kd 13.36.”
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tion for as long as it was concealed,mānatta (discipline) should be
imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of the Order.They are doubtful whether the offence is one
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. One conceals it … (as above)
… should be imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of the Order. In regard to this offence they are of the opinion
that it is a mixed offence.¹ One conceals it … (as above) … should be
imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into a mixed offence. In regard

to this mixed offence they are of the opinion that it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. One conceals it … should be
imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into amixed offence. In regard to

BD 5.89

that mixed offence they are of the opinion that it is a mixed offence.
One conceals it … should be imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into a slighter offence.² In regard

to this slighter offence they are of the opinion that it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. One conceals it, the other
does not conceal it. Whoever conceals it should be made to confess
an offence of wrong-doing and both should be dealt with according
to the rule.³
“Twomonks come to have fallen into a slighter offence. In regard

to this slighter offence they are of the opinion that it is a slighter
offence. One conceals it … according to the rule.

Kd 13.34.2

“Twomonks come to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order. In regard to this offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order they are of the opinion that it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. It occurs to one, ‘I will tell

¹ missaka, which Vin-a 1191 says means “mixed with a grave offence and so on.”
² suddhaka. Vin-a 1191 says the group of lighter offences, not those entailing a formal
meeting of the Order. ³ I.e. the rule for whatever offence it was, for as it was not
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order, probation andmānattawould
not enter into the penalty.
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about it,’ it occurs to the other, ‘I will not tell about it’. He conceals it
Vin 2.68

during the first watch and he conceals it during the second watch
and he conceals it during the third watch. If the offence is (still)
concealed after the sun has risen, whoever conceals it should be
made to confess an offence of wrong-doing, and having granted him
probation for as long as it was concealed,mānatta (discipline) should
be imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of the Order. In regard to this offence entailing a formal
meeting of the Order they are of the opinion that it is an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order.They go away, thinking, ‘We
will tell about it.’ On theway, backsliding arises in one and he thinks,
‘I will not tell about it.’¹ He conceals it during the firstwatch and…he
conceals it during the third watch. If the offence is (still) concealed
after the sun has risen, … should be imposed on both.
“Twomonks …They becomemad, and later they, having become
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sane again, one conceals it the other does not conceal it. Whoever
conceals it should be made to confess an offence of wrong-doing
and, having granted him probation for as long as it was concealed,
mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on both.
“Twomonks come to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of theOrder. As the Pātimokkha is being recited, these speak
thus: ‘Only now do we understand that the rule, as is said, is handed
down in a clause, contained in a clause (and) comes up for recitation
every half-month.’² In regard to that offence entailing a formalmeet-
ing of the Order they are of the opinion that it is an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order. One conceals it, the other does not
conceal it. Whoever conceals it should be made to confess an offence
of wrong-doing, and having granted him probation for as long as it
was concealed,mānatta (discipline) should be imposed on both.

¹ makkhadhamma, hypocrisy. Perhaps it here means that he deceived the other
monk. ² See the “rule” in Bu-Pc 73 (Vin 4.144).
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Nine cases on impure beginning
Kd 13.35.1 “This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into several offences entail-

ing a formal meeting of the Order: many and not many and of one
kind and of different kinds and of a like division and of a different
division and separate and connected.¹ He asks the Order for con-
current probation on account of these offences. The Order grants
him concurrent probation on account of these offences. While he is
doing probation he falls into several intervening offences entailing
a formal meeting of the Order, many, not concealed. On account of
the intervening offences, he asks the Order for sending back to the
beginning. On account of the intervening offences the Order sends
him back to the beginning by a (formal) act that is legally valid, ir-
reversible, fit to stand, (but) it imposesmānatta (discipline) not by
rule, it rehabilitates him not by rule. Monks, that monk is not pure
in regard to those offences.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into several offences

entailing a formal meeting of the Order: not many and many and of
onekind andof different kinds andof a like division andof a different
division and separate ones and connected ones. He asks theOrder for

Vin 2.69

BD 5.91 concurrent probation on account of these offences.The Order grants
him concurrent probation on account of these offences. While he is
under probation, he meantime falls into several offences entailing
a formal meeting of the Order, not many, concealed … On account
of the offences (fallen into) meantime, the Order sends him back to
the beginning by a (formal) act that is legally valid, irreversible, fit
to stand. It grants concurrent probation by rule, it imposesmānatta
(discipline) not by rule, it rehabilitates him not by rule. Monks, that
monk is not pure in regard to those offences.

Kd 13.35.2

“This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into several offences
entailing a formal meeting of the Order: not many … and connected
ones. He asks the Order…While he is under probation, hemeantime
falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order:

¹ As in Kd 13.33.The details of the first pair, not many andmany, are worked out in
relation to “concealed, not concealed” at Kd 13.28.
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many, not concealed …many, concealed …many, concealed and not
concealed I … not many and many, not concealed. On account of the
offences (fallen into) meantime, he asks the Order for sending back
to the beginning. On account of the offences (fallen into) meantime,
the Order sends him back to the beginning by a (formal) act that is
legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand. It grants concurrent probation
by rule, it imposesmānatta (discipline) not by rule, it rehabilitates
him not by rule. Monks, that monk is not pure in regard to those
offences.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk… and connected ones. He

asks theOrder for concurrent probation on account of these offences.
The Order grants him concurrent probation on account of these
offences.While he is under probation, hemeantime falls into several
offences entailing a formalmeeting of theOrder: notmany andmany
and concealed. On account of these offences (fallen into) meantime
he asks the Order for sending back to the beginning. On account of
these offences (fallen into) meantime the Order sends him back to
the beginning by a (formal) act that is legally valid, irreversible, fit to
stand. It grants himconcurrent probationby rule, it imposesmānatta
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(discipline) not by rule, it rehabilitates him not by rule. Monks, that
monk is not pure in regard to those offences.
“This is a case, monks, … and connected ones. On account of these

BD 5.92

offences, he asks the Order for concurrent probation. On account of
these offences, the Order grants him concurrent probation.While he
is under probation, he meantime falls into several offences entailing
a formalmeeting of theOrder: notmanyandmanyand concealed and
not concealed. On account of these offences (fallen into) meantime,
he asks the Order for sending back to the beginning. On account of
these offences (fallen into) meantime, the Order sends him back to
the beginning by a (formal) act that is legally valid, irreversible, fit
to stand. It grants concurrent probation by rule, it imposesmānatta
(discipline) not by rule, it rehabilitates him not by rule. Monks, that
monk is not pure in regard to those offences.

Told are the Nine Cases where (aMonk on being sent back to) the
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Beginning is Not Pure

Second set of nine cases
Kd 13.36.1 “This is a case, monks, where a monk falls into several offences en-

tailing a formal meeting of the Order: not many and many … and
separate ones and connected ones. On account of these offences
he asks the Order for concurrent probation. On account of these
offences, the Order grants him concurrent probation. While he is
under probation, he meantime falls into several offences entailing a
formal meeting of the Order: not many, not concealed. On account
of these offences (fallen into) meantime he asks the Order for send-
ing back to the beginning. On account of these offences (fallen into)
meantime the Order sends him back to the beginning by a (formal)
act that is not legally valid, reversible, not fit to stand, it imposes
mānatta (discipline) by rule, it rehabilitates him by rule.Monks, that
monk is not pure in regard to those offences.
“This is a case,monks,…While he is under probationhemeantime

falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order:
not many and concealed and not concealed … not many, concealed …
On account of these offences (fallen into) meantime the Order sends
him back to the beginning by a (formal) act that is not legally valid,
reversible, not fit to stand, it grants concurrent probation not by
rule, imposes mānatta (discipline) by rule, it rehabilitates him by
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rule. Monks, that monk is not pure in regard to those offences.
Kd 13.36.2

“This is a case, monks, …While he is under probation he mean-
time falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the
Order: not many, concealed. On account of these offences (fallen
into) meantime he asks the Order for sending back to the begin-
ning. On account of these offences (fallen into) meantime the Order
sends him back to the beginning by a (formal) act that is not legally
valid, reversible, not fit to stand. It grants him concurrent proba-
tion not by rule. He, thinking: ‘I am under probation’, meantime
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falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order,
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not many, concealed. He, arrived at that stage, remembers among
the earlier offences offences (fallen into) meantime, he remembers
among the subsequent offence’s offences (fallen into) meantime. It
occurs to him, ‘Now, I have fallen into several offences entailing a for-
mal meeting of the Order, not many andmany … and separate ones
and connected ones. On account of these offences I asked the Order
for concurrent probation. On account of these offences the Order
granted me concurrent probation. While I was under probation, I
meantime fell into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the
Order, not many, concealed. So on account of these offences (fallen
into) meantime, I asked the Order for sending back to the beginning.
On account of these offences (fallen into) meantime, the Order sent
me back to the beginning by a (formal) act that was not legally valid,
reversible, not fit to stand. It granted concurrent probation not by
rule. Then I, thinking ‘I am under probation,’ meantime fell into
several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order, not many,
concealed.Then I, arrived at this stage, remembered among the ear-
lier offences offences fallen into meantime, I remembered among
the subsequent offences offences fallen intomeantime. Suppose that
I, on account of those offences among the earlier offences, and on
account of those offences among the subsequent offences, should ask
the Order for sending back to the beginning by a (formal) act that
is legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand, for concurrent probation
by rule, formānatta (discipline) by rule, for rehabilitation by rule?’
He asks the Order …The Order, on account of those offences among
the earlier offences and on account of those offences among the sub-
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sequent offences, sends him back to the beginning by a (formal) act
that is legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand, it grants concurrent
probation by rule, it imposesmānatta (discipline) by rule, it reha-
bilitates him by rule. Monks, that monk is pure in regard to those
offences.
“This is a case, monks, … (This case is identical with the preceding,

but instead of concealed read concealed and not concealed) …
Kd 13.36.3

“This is a case,monks…While he is under probation, hemeantime
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falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order,
many, not concealed, many, concealed … not many and many, not
concealed. On account of the offences (fallen into) meantime he

Vin 2.72

asks the Order for sending back to the beginning. On account of the
offences (fallen into) meantime, the Order sends him back to the
beginning by a (formal) act that is not legally valid, reversible, not
fit to stand. It imposesmānatta (discipline) by rule, rehabilitates by
rule. Monks, that monk is not pure in regard to those offences.

Third set of nine cases

“This is a case, monks, …While he is under probation, he meantime
falls into several offences entailing a formal meeting of the Order,
not many andmany, and concealed … not many andmany and con-
cealed and not concealed…On account of these offences (fallen into)
meantime, the Order sends him back to the beginning by a (formal)
act that is not legally valid, reversible, not fit to stand, it grants him
concurrent probation not by rule, it imposesmānatta (discipline) by
rule, it rehabilitates him by rule. Monks, that monk is not pure in
regard to those offences.

Kd 13.36.4

“This is a case, monks … (The two cases given here are identical with
those specified in Kd 13.36.2; instead of not many readmany) …Monks,
that monk is pure in regard to those offences.”

Told is theThird Section: that on Accumulation (of Offences)

this is its key
Not concealed, and one day, two days, three days, four days and five days,
and for a fortnight, ten days¹: the Great Sage speaks of an offence, /
And slighter ones, leaving the Order, about ‘not many’,² twomonks there

BD 5.95
agree,
two are doubtful, are of the opinion that it is a mixed offence, /

¹ dasānaṁ should perhaps read dasāha, or dasannaṁ. The reference is probably to
Kd 13.21.1: ten offences concealed for ten days. ² Reading with Sinhalese edition
parimāṇāsa ca instead of Oldenberg’s parimāṇamukhaṁ, for -mukhaṁ is hard to
account for.
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They are of the opinion that it is a heavier offence when it is a slighter one,¹
likewise of the opinion that it is a slighter one.² /
One conceals, and then about backsliding,³
and confessing for one who was mad,
(sending back) to the beginning, he is pure.⁴ /
The recitation⁵ is for the maintenance of true dhamma
among the teachers of the Vibhajja doctrines,⁶
and who, dwellers in theMahāvihāra,⁷ illuminate Tambapaṇṇidīpa.⁸

¹ Reading with Sinhalese edition suddhake garukadiṭṭhino, and referring to the
end of Kd 13.34.1 where two monks think that they have fallen into a Saṅghādis-
esa offence when really it is a slighter one. ² Reading should probably be sud-
dhakadiṭṭhino instead of suddhadiṭṭhino of Oldenberg’s text, and suddadiṭṭhi of Sin-
halese edition ³ As Oldenberg suggests (Vin.2.312) the pakkhamitena ca should
perhaps readmakkhadhammena as inKd 13.34.2.TheSinhalese edition reads pakkami
tena ca. ⁴ Reading with Sinhalese edition mūlāya paṭivisuddhako (for mūlāya
paṭikassati + visuddhako) instead of Oldenberg’smūlā, pannarasa visuddhato. On the
other hand, there seem to be fifteen cases of sending back to the beginning made
up of nine to which reference is made at the end of Kd 13.35, with six in Kd 13.36.
⁵ vācanā. ⁶ vibhajjapadānaṁ, which Oldenberg suggests (Vin.2.312) should read
vibhajjavādānaṁ. Sinhalese edition reads vibhajjāvādanaṁ. ⁷ The great monas-
tery at Anurādhapura, for many centuries the chief seat of Buddhism in Ceylon.
⁸ Tambapaṇṇidīpa was a district in Ceylon, with Anurādhapura as its centre. Ac-
cording to sn-a ii.111, it was a hundred yojanas in extent, but Vb-a 444 says it was
three hundred yojanas in extent. See also Vin-a i.102 where Mahinda tells Tissa
that although the sāsana is established in Tambapaṇṇidīpa, it will not take root
until a boy, born in Tambapaṇṇidīpa of parents belonging there, goes forth there,
learns the Vinaya there, and recites it there. Tambapaṇṇidīpa also came to be a
name for the whole of the Island of Ceylon. It seems strange to insert references
to Anurādhapura and Ceylon here, as though this were, even if not an ending, yet
referring to the time when the sāsana had reached this Island.
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Verdict in the presence of
Vin 2.73

Kd 14.1.1

BD 5.96

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord, was staying at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the
group of sixmonks carried out (formal) acts of censure and guidance
and banishment and reconciliation and suspension against monks
who were not present.Those who were modest monks looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
monks carry out (formal) acts of censure … and suspension against
monks who are not present?”Then these monks told this matter to
the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that these monks carried out (for-

mal) acts of censure … and suspension against monks who were not
present?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“It is not fitting, monks, in these foolish men, it is not becoming,

it is not suitable, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable,
it is not to be done. How, monks, can these foolish men carry out
(formal) acts of censure … and suspension against monks who are
not present? It is not monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a (formal) act of censure or guidance or banishment

or reconciliation or suspension should not be carried out against
monkswhoarenotpresent.Whoever should carryoneout, there
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is an offence of wrong-doing.
Kd 14.2.1“An individual who professes non-dhammamakes known to an

individual who professes dhamma, disposes him favourably, makes
him consider,makes him reconsider, teaches him, teaches him again,
saying: ‘This is dhamma, this is discipline, this is the Teacher’s in-
struction, choose this, approve of this.’ If this legal question is settled

Vin 2.74

thus, it is settled by what is not rule, by what has the appearance of
BD 5.97

a verdict in the presence of.¹
“An individual who professes non-dhammamakes known to sev-

eral who profess dhamma…An individual who professes non-dham-
mamakes known to an Order which professes dhamma… Several
who profess non-dhammamake known to an individual who pro-
fesses dhamma… Several who profess non-dhammamake known to
several who profess dhamma… Several who profess non-dhamma
makeknown to anOrderwhichprofesses dhamma…AnOrderwhich
professes non-dhammamakes known to an individual who professes
dhamma…An Order which professes non-dhammamakes known
to several who profess dhamma… An Order which professes non-
dhammamakes known to an Order which professes dhamma, dis-
poses it favourably, makes it consider, makes it reconsider, teaches
it, teaches it again, saying: ‘This is dhamma, this is discipline, this is
the Teacher’s instruction, choose this, approve of this.’ If this legal
question is settled thus, it is settled by what is not rule, by what has
the appearance of a verdict in the presence of.”

Told are the Nine Cases of the Dark Faction

Kd 14.3.1“An individual who professes dhamma makes known to an in-
dividual who professes non-dhamma…An Order which professes
dhammamakes known to an Order which professes non-dhamma…
If this legal question is settled thus, it is settled by rule, by a verdict
in the presence of.”

Told are the Nine Cases of the Bright Faction
¹ sammukhāvinayapaṭirūpaka. On sammukhāvinaya., see Vin 2.93ff., and bd 3.153,
n. 2 for further references.
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Verdict by memory
Kd 14.4.1 At one time the Awakened One, the Lord, was staying at Rājagaha

in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding-place.¹ At that time
perfection had been realised by the venerable Dabba the Mallian
seven years after his birth. All that should be attained by a disciple
had been fully attained by him; for him there was nothing further
to be done, no increase to (be added to) that which had been done.

BD 5.98

Then this reasoning arost in the mind of the venerable Dabba the
Mallian as he was meditating in solitude:² “Perfection was realised
by me seven years after my birth. All that should be attained by a
disciple has been fully attained byme; forme there is nothing further
to be done, no increase to (be added to) that which has been done.
Now, what service could I render the Order?”Then it occurred to the
venerable Dabba theMallian: “Suppose that I were to assign lodgings

Vin 2.75

to the Order and issue meals?”
Kd 14.4.2

Then the venerable Dabba theMallian, emerging from his med-
itation in the evening, approached the Lord, having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting at a respectful distance, the venerable Dabba the Mallian
spoke thus to the Lord: “Now, Lord, as I was meditating in solitude,
this reasoning arose in my mind: ‘… What service could I render
the Order?’Then, Lord, it occurred to me: ‘Suppose I were to assign
lodgings to the Order and issue the meals?’ I want, Lord, to assign
lodgings to the Order and issue meals.”
“It is good, it is good, Dabba. Well then, do you, Dabba, assign

lodgings to the Order and issue meals.”
“Very well, Lord,” the venerable Dabba theMallian answered the

Lord in assent.
Kd 14.4.3

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: “Well then, monks, let

¹ From here to towards the end of Kd 14.9.1 is almost word for word the same as
Vin 3.158–Vin.3.163; translated at bd 1.271–bd.1.281. I give the translation again in
full here, but I have not repeated the notes, for which readers should refer to the
earlier volume. ² The story is given in brief outline atThag-a i.44.
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the Order agree upon Dabba the Mallian as assigner of lodgings
and issuer of meals. And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon:
First, Dabba should be asked; having asked him, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, the
Order may agree upon the venerable Dabba the Mallian as assigner
of lodgings and issuer of meals. This is the motion. Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen to me.The Order is agreeing upon the venerable
Dabba the Mallian as assigner of lodgings and issuer of meals. If
the agreement upon the venerable Dabba the Mallian as assigner of
lodgings and issuer of meals is pleasing to the venerable ones, they
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should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. The
venerable Dabba theMallian is agreed upon by the Order as assigner
of lodgings and issuer of meals. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore
it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Kd 14.4.4

And the venerable Dabba the Mallian, (thus) agreed upon, as-
signed lodgings in the same place for those monks who belonged
to the same company. For those monks who knew the Suttantas he
assigned lodgings in the same place, thinking: “These will be able to
chant over the Suttantas to one another.” For those monks who were
expert in discipline he assigned lodgings in the same place, think-
ing: “They will decide upon discipline together.” For those monks
whowere talkers on dhamma he assigned lodgings in the same place,
thinking: “Theywill discuss dhammawith one another.” For those
monks who were musers he assigned lodgings in the same place,
thinking: “They will not disturb one another.” For those monks who

Vin 2.76

were talkers on inferior matters and who were athletic he assigned
lodgings at the same place, thinking: “These reverend ones will live
according to their pleasure.” For those monks who came in late at
night, he, having attained the condition of heat, assigned lodgings
by this light. So much so, that the monks came in late at night on
purpose, thinking: “We will see a wonder of the psychic potency of
the venerable Dabba theMallian.” And these, having approached the
venerable Dabba theMallian, spoke thus: “Reverend Dabba, assign
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us lodgings.”The venerable Dabba theMallian spoke thus to them;
“Where do your reverences desire them?Where shall I assign them?’
These (monks) would quote a distant place on purpose, saying:
“Reverend Dabba, assign us lodgings on the Vultures’ Peak; your

reverence, assign us lodgings on the Robber’s Cliff; your reverence,
assign us lodgings on the slopes of Isigili Hill on the Black Rock; your
reverence, assign us lodgings on the slopes of Vebhāra at Sattapaṇṇi
Cave; your reverence, assign us lodgings in Sītā’s Wood on the slopes
of the Snake Pool; your reverence, assign us lodgings at the Gomaṭa
Glen; your reverence, assign us lodgings at the Tinduka Glen; your
reverence, assign us lodgings at the Tapodā Glen; your reverence,
assign us lodgings at the Tapodā Park; your reverence, assign us
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lodgings at Jīvaka’s Mango Grove; your reverence, assign us lodgings
at Maddakucchi in the deer-park.”

The venerable Dabba theMallian, having attained the condition
of heat, went in front of these (monks) with his finger glowing, and
they by this light went behind the venerable Dabba the Mallian.The
venerable Dabba theMallian assigned them lodgings thus: “This is
the couch, this the chair, this the mattress, this the squatting mat,
this a privy, that a privy, this the drinking water, this the water for
washing, this the staff, this is (the form of) the Order’s agreement,
this is the time it should be entered upon, this the time it should be
departed from.”The venerable Dabba theMallian, having assigned
lodgings to these, went back again to the Bamboo Grove.

Kd 14.4.5

Now at that timemonks who were the followers of Mettiya and
Bhummajaka were newly ordained and of little merit; they obtained
whatever inferior lodgings belonged to the Order and inferior meals.
At that time people in Rājagaha wanted to give the monks who were

Vin 2.77

elders almsfood¹ having a specially good seasoning, and ghee and oil
and dainties. But to the monks who were followers of Mettiya and
Bhummajaka they gave sufficient ordinary food, broken rice accom-

¹ Almsfood, piṇḍapāta, is omitted at Vin 2.77 above, but occurs at Vin 3.160.
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panied by sour gruel.¹These, on returning from alms-gathering after
their meal, asked the monks who were elders: “What did you, your
reverences, get at the refectory?What did you?”

Some elders spoke thus: “There was ghee for us, your reverences,
there was oil for us, there were dainties for us.”

But the monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka
spoke thus: “There was nothing for us, your reverences, except suffi-
cient ordinary food, broken rice accompanied by sour gruel.”

Kd 14.4.6

Now at that time a householderwho had nice food gave the Order
in continuous food supply meals consisting of four ingredients.² He,
withhiswife and children, attended and served in the refectory.They
offered boiled rice to some (monks), they offered curry to others,
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they offered oil to others, they offered dainties to others. Now at that
time a meal given by the householder who had nice food was ap-
portioned for the following day to the monks who were followers of
Mettiya and Bhummajaka.Then the householder who had nice food
went to themonastery on somebusiness or other and approached the
venerable Dabba the Mallian; having approached, having greeted
the veherable Dabba the Mallian, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As the householder who had nice food was sitting down at
a respectful distance, the venerable Dabba the Mallian delighted,
rejoiced, roused, gladdened himwith talk on dhamma. Then when
the householder who had nice food had been delighted … gladdened
by the venerable Dabba theMallian with talk on dhamma, he spoke
thus to the venerable Dabba theMallian: “For whom, honoured sir,
is the meal apportioned for tomorrow in my house?”
“Householder, the meal apportioned in your house for tomorrow

is for monks who are followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka.”
Then the householder who had nice food was sorry and said:

“Why should these depraved monks enjoy themselves in my house?”
And having gone to his house he enjoined a slave-woman, saying:

¹ At an i.145 called food given to servants. ² “Ameal for four monks” at bd 1.276
should be corrected to the above rendering.
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“Having prepared a seat in the porch for those who come to eat To-
morrow, serve themwith broken rice accompanied by sour gruel.”
“Very well, master,” the woman-slave answered to the house-

holder who had nice food, in assent.
Kd 14.4.7

Then themonkswhowere followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka
said to one another: “Yesterday, your reverences, a meal was appor-
tioned to us by the householder who has nice food. Tomorrow the
householder who has nice food attending with his wife and children,
will serve us.Theywill offer boiled rice to some, they will offer curry
to others, they will offer oil to others, they will offer dainties to oth-
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ers.”These, because of their happiness, did not sleep that night as
much as expected.

Then the monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhumma-
jaka, dressing in the morning and taking their bowls and robes, ap-
proached the dwelling of the householder who had nice food.That
woman-slave saw the monks who were followers of Mettiya and
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Bhummajaka coming from afar; seeing them, having prepared a seat
in the porch, she said to the monks who were followers of Mettiya
and Bhummajaka: “Sit down, honoured sirs.” Then it occurred to
the monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka: “But
undoubtedly the food will not be ready as we are made to sit in the
porch.”Then the woman-slave came up with the broken rice accom-
panied by sour gruel. “Eat, honoured sirs,” she said.
“But, sister, we are those who enjoy a continuous supply of food.”
“I know that the masters enjoy a continuous supply of food. But

only yesterday I was enjoined by the householder: ‘Having prepared
a seat in the porch for those who come for a meal Tomorrow, serve
themwith broken rice accompanied by sour gruel’. Eat, honoured
sirs,” she said.

Then the monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhumma-
jaka thought: “Yesterday, your reverences, the householder who has
nice food went to Dabba the Mallian in the monastery. Doubtless,
Dabba the Mallian has set the householder at variance with us.”
These (monks), on account of their distress, did not eat as much as
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expected.
Then themonkswhowere followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka,

returning from alms-gathering after the meal, having arrived at the
monastery, having put away their bowls and robes, sat down outside
the gateway of the monastery, squatting against their outer cloaks,
silent, abashed, their shoulders bent, their heads lowered, brooding,
speechless.

Kd 14.4.8

Then the nunMettiyā approached themonkswhowere followers
of Mettiya and Bhummajaka; having approached, she spoke thus to
themonkswhowere followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka: “I salute
you, masters.” When she had spoken thus, the monks who were
followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka did not respond. A second
time … A third time the monks who were followers of Mettiya and
Bhummajaka did not respond.
“Do I offend against themasters?Why do themasters not respond

to me?” she said.
“It is because you, sister, neglected us when we were being got

into difficulties by Dabba theMallian.”
“What can I do, masters?” she said.

BD 5.103

“If you would like, sister, this very day you could make the Lord
expel Dabba theMallian.”
“What can I do, masters? How am I able to do that?”
“You come, sister, approach the Lord; having approached, say to

the Lord: ‘Now, Lord, it is not proper, it is not becoming that this
Vin 2.79

quarter which should be without fear, secure, without danger, is the
very quarter which is full of fear, insecure, full of danger. Where
there was a calm, now there is a gale. It seems the very water is
blazing. I have been assaulted by master Dabba theMallian.’ ”
“Very well, masters,” and the nunMettiyā having answered the

monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka in assent,
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,
she stood at a respectful distance. As shewas standing at a respectful
distance, the nunMettiya spoke thus to the Lord: “Now, Lord, it is
not proper … I have been assaulted by master Dabba theMallian.”

Kd 14.4.9
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Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the venerable Dabba the
Mallian, saying:
“Do you, Dabba, remember doing as this nun says?”
“Lord, the Lord knows in regard to me.” And a second time … And

a third time … “Lord, the Lord knows in regard to me.”
“Dabba, the Dabbas do not give evasive answers like that.¹ If what

was done was done by you, say so; if it was not done (by you), say it
was not.”
“Since I, Lord, was born, I cannot call to mind ever indulging in

sexual intercourse even in a dream,much less so when I was awake.”
Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Well then, monks,

expel the nunMettiyā, and take thesemonks to task.”Having spoken
thus, the Lord, rising from his seat, entered a dwelling-place.Then
these monks expelled the nunMettiyā.Then the monks who were
followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka spoke thus to these monks:
“Your reverences, do not expel the nunMettiyā; in no way has she
offended; she was urged on by us because we were angry, displeased
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and wanted him out of the way.”
“But are not you, your reverences, defaming the venerable Dabba

theMallian with an unfounded charge of falling away frommoral
habit?”²
“Yes, your reverences.” Those who were modest monks looked

downupon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Howcan thesemonks
who are followers ofMettiya and Bhummajaka defame the venerable
Dabba theMallian with an unfounded charge of falling away from
moral habit?”Then thesemonks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the monks who are followers

of Mettiya and Bhummajaka defamed Dabba the Mallian with an
unfounded charge of falling away frommoral habit?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

¹ QuotedThag-a 1.45,which explains dabbo as drabyo, bhabbo (with a number of vari-
ant readings). ² At Bu-Ss 8.1.9 he is defamedwith an unfounded charge involving
defeat.The two versions proceed differently after the end of this paragraph.
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talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
Kd 14.4.10

“Well then, monks, let the Order give a verdict of innocence¹ to
Dabba the Mallian who has remembered fully.² And thus, monks,

Vin 2.80

should it be given: Monks, Dabba the Mallian, having approached
the Order, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, hav-
ing honoured the feet of the senior monks, having sat down on his
haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to it:
‘Honoured sirs, these monks, followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka,
defamedme with an unfounded charge of falling away frommoral
habit. But I, honoured sirs, having remembered fully, ask the Order
for a verdict of innocence’. And a second time it should be asked
for … And a third time it should be asked for: ‘Honoured sirs, these
monks who are followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka defamedme
with an unfounded charge of falling away from moral habit. So I,
honoured sirs, having remembered fully, for a third time ask the Or-
der for a verdict of innocence’. The Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen tome.Thesemonkswho are followers ofMettiya andBhumma-
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jaka defamed the venerable Dabba theMallian with an unfounded
charge of falling away frommoral habit. The venerable Dabba the
Mallian, having remembered fully, is asking the Order for a verdict
of innocence. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may give the
venerable Dabba theMallian, who has remembered fully, a verdict
of innocence.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen
to me.These monks who are followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka
… is asking the Order for a verdict of innocence. The Order is giv-
ing the venerable Dabba theMallian, who has remembered fully, a
verdict of innocence. If the giving of a verdict of innocence to the
venerable Dabba theMallian, who has remembered fully, is pleasing
to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not
pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter …

¹ sativinaya. See bd 3.153, n. 3. ² SeeVinayaTexts iii.16, n. 1 on sativepullapatta.This
means arrived at (or attained to) fullness of memory—thus one whose conscience
is quite clean, as at Vinaya Texts iii.16. Cf. below, Kd 14.14.27.
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And a third time I speak forth this matter … A verdict of innocence
is given by the Order to the venerable Dabba theMallian, who has
remembered fully. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.
Thus do I understand this’.

Kd 14.4.11

“Monks, there are these five legally valid properties in giving a
verdict of innocence: if the monk is pure and without offences; and
if they reproach him; and if he asks; if the Order gives him a verdict
of innocence; if it is by rule, the assembly being complete. These,
monks, are the five legally valid properties in giving a verdict of
innocence.”

Verdict by former madness
Kd 14.5.1 Now at that time the monk Gagga¹ was mad, out of his mind,² and

while hewasmad, out of his mind he perpetratedmuch and spoke in
a way³ that was not worthy of a recluse. Monks reproved the monk
Gagga because of offences done (by him)while hewasmad, out of his
mind, saying: “Does the venerable one remember having fallen into
anoffence like this?”He spoke thus: “I, your reverences,wasmad, out

Vin 2.81

ofmymind; while I wasmad, out ofmymind,muchwas perpetrated
BD 5.106

and spokenbyme thatwasnotworthyof a recluse. I donot remember
that. That was done by me while I was insane.”⁴ Although being
spoken to thus by him, they still reproved him, saying: “Does the
venerable one remember having fallen into an offence like this?”
Thosewhoweremodest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread
it about, saying: “How can these monks reprove the monk Gagga
because of offences done (by him)when hewasmad, out of hismind,
saying: ‘Does the venerable one remember having fallen into an
offence like this?’ andhe spoke thus: ‘I, your reverences,wasmad, out
ofmymind; while I wasmad, out ofmymind,muchwas perpetrated

¹ Typifying a mad monk, also at Vin 1.123. ² cittavipariyāsakata; cf. cetaso
vipariyāsa at mn ii.248; vipariyādikata citta at Thag 184, and vipariyattha citta at
Ja v.372. For this whole passage cf.mn ii.248. ³ bhāsitaparikanta. See Pali-English
Dictionary, under parikanta. It says this passage is evidently faulty. ⁴ mūḷha, astray,
erring.
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and spokenbyme thatwasnotworthyof a recluse. I donot remember
that.That was done byme while I was insane’. And although being
spoken to by him thus, they still reproved him, saying: ‘Does the
venerable one remember having fallen into an offence like this?’ ”
Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as
is said, monks …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, let the Order give a verdict of past insanity¹ to

the monk Gagga who is no longer insane.
Kd 14.5.2

“And thus, monks, should it be given: Monks, that monk Gagga,
having approached the Order, having arranged his upper robe over
one shoulder, having honoured the feet of the senior monks, having
sat down on his haunches, having raised his joined palms in salu-
tation, should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, was mad, out of
mymind; while I was mad, out of mymind, I perpetrated much and
spoke in a way that was not worthy of a recluse. Monks reproved
me because of offences done (by me) while I was mad, out of my
mind, saying: “Does the venerable one remember having fallen into
an offence like this?” So I spoke thus: ‘I, your reverences, was mad,
out of my mind. While I was mad, out of my mind, much was per-
petrated and spoken (byme) that was not worthy of a recluse. I do
not remember that.That was done bymewhile I was insane’. And
even although they were spoken to thus byme, they still reproved
me, saying: “Does the venerable one remember having fallen into an

BD 5.107

offence like this?” So I, honoured sirs, no longer insane, am asking
the Order for a verdict of past insanity,’ And a second time it should
be asked for … And a third time it should be asked for, saying: ‘I,
honoured sirs, was mad… even a third time am I asking the Order
for a verdict of past insanity’.The Order should be informed by an
experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.This monk Gagga was mad, out of his mind. While he
was mad, out of his mind, much was perpetrated and spoken (by

¹ amūḷhavinaya. Cf. Vin 4.207 (bd 3.153, n. 4).
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him) that was not worthy of a recluse. Monks reproved the monk
Gagga for offences done (by him) while he was mad, out of his mind,
saying: “Does the venerable one remember …?” He spoke thus: “I,
honoured sirs, do not remember …This was done by me while I was

Vin 2.82

insane.” Even on being spoken to by him thus, they still reproved
him, saying: “Does the venerable one remember having fallen into
an offence like thus?” He, no longer insane, is asking the Order for
a verdict of past insanity. If it seems right to the Order, the Order
may give the monk Gagga, who is no longer insane, a verdict of past
insanity.This is themotion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen tome.
This monk Gagga … is asking the Order for a verdict of past insanity.
If the giving of a verdict of past insanity to the monk Gagga who is
no longer insane is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak … And a third time
I speak forth this matter. A verdict of past insanity is given by the
Order to the monk Gagga who is no longer insane. It is pleasing to
the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’

Kd 14.6.1 “Monks, there are these three not legally valid properties in giving
a verdict of past insanity, three that are legally valid. What are the
three properties that are not legally valid in giving a verdict of past
insanity? This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an
offence. The Order or several (monks) or one individual reproves
him for it, saying: ‘Does the venerable one remember having fallen
into an offence like this?’ If he, although remembering, speaks thus:
‘I do not, your reverences, remember having fallen into an offence
like that,’ and if the Order gives him a verdict of past insanity, the
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giving of the verdict of past insanity is not legally valid.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an offence …

‘Does the venerable one remember having fallen into an offence like
this?’ If he, although remembering, speaks thus: ‘I, your reverences,
remember it as though from a dream,’ and if the Order gives him a
verdict of past insanity, the giving of the verdict of past insanity is
not legally valid.
“This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an offence …
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‘Does the venerable one remember having fallen into an offence like
this?’ If he, although not mad, pretends to be mad, saying: ‘I act thus,
do you also act thus, this is allowable for me, and it is also allowable
for you,’ and if the Order gives him a verdict of past insanity, the
giving of the verdict of past insanity is not legally valid.These three
properties in giving a verdict of past insanity are not legally valid.

Kd 14.6.2

“What are the three properties in giving a verdict of past insanity
that are legally valid?This is a case, monks, where a monk is mad,
out of his mind. While he is mad, out of his mind, he perpetrates
much and speaks in a way that is not worthy of a recluse. An Order
or several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying:
‘Does the venerable one remember having fallen into an offence like
this If he, not remembering, speaks thus: ‘I do not, your reverences,
remember having fallen into an offence like that,’ and if the Order
gives him a verdict of past insanity, the giving of the verdict of past
insanity is legally valid.
“This is a case,monks,where amonk ismad,… ‘Does the venerable

Vin 2.83

one remember having fallen into an offence like this?’ If he, not
remembering, speaks thus: ‘I, your reverences, remember as though
from a dream,’ and if the Order gives him a verdict of past insanity,
the giving of the verdict of past insanity is legally valid.
“This is a case,monks, where amonk ismad… ‘Does the venerable

one remembers having fallen into an offence like this? If he is mad
and pretends to be mad and says, ‘I act thus, do you also act thus,
this is allowable for me, it is also allowable for you,’ and if the Order
gives him a verdict of past insanity, the giving of the verdict of past
insanity is legally valid.These three properties in giving a verdict of

BD 5.109

past insanity are legally valid.”

Acknowledgement

Kd 14.7.1Now at that time the group of six monks carried out (formal) acts of
censure and guidance and banishment and reconciliation and sus-
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pension against monks without their acknowledgement.¹Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group
of six monks carry out (formal) acts of censure and … suspension
against monks without their acknowledgement?”Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true as is said, monks …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a (formal) act of censure or of guidance or of ban-

ishment or of reconciliation or of suspension should not be car-
ried out against amonkwithouthis acknowledgement.Whoever
should (so) carry (one) out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 14.8.1 “Monks, the carrying out (of a formal act) on the acknowledge-
ment of (a monk) is not legally valid thus, it is legally valid thus. And
how, monks, is the carrying out on the acknowledgement not legally
valid? A monk comes to have fallen into an offence involving defeat.
The Order or several (monks) or one individual reproves him for
it, saying: ‘The venerable one has fallen into an offence involving
defeat.’ If he speaks thus: ‘I have not, your reverences, fallen into
an offence involving defeat, I have fallen into an offence entailing a
formal meeting of the Order,’ and if the Order has him dealt with for
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order, the carrying out
on the acknowledgement is not legally valid.
“A monk comes to have fallen into an offence involving defeat …

If he speaks thus: ‘I have not, your reverences, fallen into an offence
involving defeat, I have fallen into a grave offence, into an offence
involving expiation, into an offence which ought to be confessed,
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into an offence of wrong-doing, into an offence of wrong speech,’
and if the Order has him dealt with for an offence of wrong speech,
the carrying out on the acknowledgement is not legally valid.
“Amonk comes to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of the Order … into a grave offence, into an offence involv-
ing expiation, into an offence which ought to be confessed, into an
offence of wrong-doing, into an offence of wrong speech. The Or-

¹ I.e. of their offence: apaṭiññāya. Cf. paṭiññāya kāretabbaṁ at Vin 4.207 (bd 3.153,
n. 5).
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der or several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying:
‘The venerable one has fallen into an offence of wrong speech’. If he

Vin 2.84

speaks thus: ‘I have not, your reverences, fallen into an offence of
wrong speech, I have fallen into an offence involving defeat,’ and
if the Order has him dealt with for an offence involving defeat, the
carrying out on the acknowledgement is not legally valid.
“A monk comes to have fallen into an offence of wrong speech …

If he speaks thus: ‘I have not, your reverences, fallen into an offence
of wrong speech, I have fallen into a grave offence, into an offence
entailing a formal meeting of the Order … into an offence involv-
ing expiation, into an offence which ought to be confessed, into an
offence of wrong-doing,’ and if the Order has him dealt with for an
offence of wrong-doing, the carrying out on the acknowledgement
is not legally valid.

Kd 14.8.2

“And how, monks, is the carrying out on the acknowledgement
legally valid? Amonk comes to have fallen into an offence involving
defeat.The Order or several (monks) or one individual reproves him
for it, saying: ‘The venerable one has fallen into an offence involving
defeat’. If he speaks thus: ‘Yes, your reverences, I have fallen into an
offence involving defeat,’ and if the Order has him dealt with for an
offence involving defeat, the carrying out on the acknowledgement
is legally valid.
“Amonk comes to have fallen into an offence entailing a formal

meeting of the Order … into a grave offence … into an offence of
wrong speech… If he speaks thus: ‘Yes, your reverences, I have fallen
into an offence of wrong speech,’ and if the Order has him dealt with
for an offence of wrong speech, the carrying out on the acknowledge-
ment is legally valid.”

Majority

Kd 14.9.1

BD 5.111
Now at that time monks were striving, quarrelling, disputing in
the midst of an Order, they were wounding one another with the
weapons of the tongue; theywere unable to settle that legal question.
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They told thismatter to theLord.He said: “I allowyoumonks, to settle
this kind of legal question by the decision of the majority.’¹ A monk
possessed of five qualities should be agreed upon as distributor of
(voting) tickets²; one who would not follow a wrong course through
favouritism, who would not follow a wrong course through hatred
… through stupidity … through fear, who would knowwhat is taken
and what is not.³ And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon: First
a monk should be asked. Having asked him, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured
sirs, let theOrder listen tome. If it seems right to theOrder, theOrder
should agree upon the monk So-and-so as distributor of (voting)
tickets. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to
me.The Order is agreeing upon the monk So-and-so as distributor
of (voting) tickets. If the agreement upon the monk So-and-so as
distributor of (voting) tickets is pleasing to the venerable ones, they
should be silent; he to whom it is hot pleasing should speak. The
monkSo-and-so is agreeduponby theOrder asdistributor of (voting)
tickets. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent. Thus do I
understand this.’

Vin 2.85

Kd 14.10.1
“Monks, there are ten distributions of (voting) tickets that are not

legally valid, ten that are legally valid.What are the ten distributions
of (voting) tickets that are not legally valid? When the legal question
is only trifling, and when it has not gone its course,⁴ and when it is
not remembered or caused to be remembered,⁵ and when he knows
that those who profess non-dhamma are more (in number), when
he even thinks that those who profess non-dhammamay be more
(in number), if he knows that the Order will be divided, if he even

BD 5.112

thinks that the Order may be divided, if they take (the tickets) not

¹ yebhuyyasikā. See Vin 4.207 (bd 3.153, n. 6). “As long as the majority are speakers
of dhamma,” Vin-a 1192. ² salākagāhāpaka. Cf. below, Kd 14.14.24. ³ Referring to
the voting tickets. ⁴ gatigata. See Vinaya Texts iii.26. Vin-a 1192 says, if it has not
gone to two or three residences, or has not been detailed, avinicchita, here and there
two or three times. ⁵ Vin-a 1192 says: “two or three times it is not remembered by
chese monks themselves, or caused to be remembered by others.”
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by rule,¹ if they take them in an incomplete assembly, and if they
take them not according to their views.²These ten distributions of
(voting) tickets are not legally valid.

Kd 14.10.2

“What are the ten distributions of (voting) tickets that are legally
valid? When the legal question is not merely trifling, and when it
has gone its course, and when it is remembered arid caused to be
remembered, and when he knows that those who profess dhamma
are more (in number), when he even thinks that those who profess
dhammamay bemore (in number), when he knows that the Order
will not be divided, when he even thinks that the Order will not be
divided, when they take (the tickets) by rule, when they take them
in a complete assembly, and when they take them according to their
views.These ten distributions of (voting) tickets are legally valid.”

Bad character
Kd 14.11.1Now at that time the monk Uvāḷa, on being examined for offences

in the midst of the Order, having denied,³ acknowledged, having
acknowledged, denied, he shelved the question by (asking) another,
he told a conscious lie.Those who were modest monks … spread it
about, saying: “How can this monk Uvāḷa, on being examined … tell
a conscious lie?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Is it true, as is said, monks …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, let the Order carry out a (formal) act for the

decision for specific depravity⁴ against the monk Uvāḷa.
Kd 14.11.2

And thus, monks, should it be carried out: First, the monk Uvāḷa
should be reproved, having reproved him, he should be made to re-
member, havingmade him remember, he should bemade to confess⁵
the offence, having made him confess the offence, the Order should

¹ They each take two tickets, saying: “Thus we, speakers of what is not dhamma,
will become the majority,” Vin-a 1193. ² Changing their views simply so as to be
on the side of the majority. ³ As at Vin 4.1; see bd 2.164. ⁴ tassapāpiyyasikā. See
bd 3.154, n. 1; mn ii.249. ⁵ ropeti.
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be informed by an experienced, competentmonk, saying: ‘Honoured
BD 5.113

sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk Uvāḷa, on being examined
for offences in the midst of the Order, having denied, acknowledged
… he told a conscious lie. If it seems right to the Order, the Order
may carry out a (formal) act for the decision for specific depravity
against the monk Uvāḷa. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen tome.Thismonk Uvāḷa … told a conscious lie.TheOrder
is carrying out a (formal) act for the decision for specific depravity
against the monk Uvāḷa. If the carrying out of a (formal) act for the
decision for specific depravity against the monk Uvāḷa is pleasing
to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not
pleasing should speak … And a third time I speak forth this matter
… A (formal) act for the decision for specific depravity is carried
out by the Order against the monk Uvāḷa. It is pleasing to the Order;
therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’

Vin 2.86

Kd 14.12.1 “Monks, these five grounds for a (formal) act for specific depravity
are legally valid: if he becomes impure, and if he is unconscientious,
and if he is fault-finding,¹ if an Order carries out a (formal) act for
specific depravity against him, if it is by rule and in a complete as-
sembly. These five grounds, monks, for a (formal) act for specific
depravity are legally valid.

Kd 14.12.2

“Monks, if a (formal) act for specific depravity is possessed of
three qualities it comes to be a (formal) act not by rule, a (formal)
act not by discipline, and one that is hard to settle: if it is carried out
not in the presence of, if it is carried out without interrogation, if it
is carried out not with the acknowledgement …² if it is carried out
not by rule, if it is carried out in an incomplete assembly. Monks,
if a (formal) act for specific depravity is possessed of these three
qualities, it comes to be a (formal) act not by rule, a (formal) act not
by discipline, and one that is hard to settle.
“Monks, if a (formal) act for specific depravity is possessed of

three qualities it come to be a (formal) act by rule and a (formal) act
BD 5.114

by discipline, and one that is easily settled if it is carried out in the

¹ sānuvāda, cf. anuvāda at Vin 2.5. Buddhaghosa glosses by sa-upavāda. ² As at
Kd 11.2.1.
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presence of, if it is carried out on the interrogation, if it is carried
out with the acknowledgement …¹ if it is carried out by rule, if it
is carried out in a complete assembly. Monks, if a (formal) act for
specific depravity is possessed of these three qualities, it comes to
be a (formal) act by rule, a (formal) act by discipline, and one that is
easily settled.

Kd 14.12.3

“Monks, if a monk is possessed of three qualities,² the Order, if it
desires, may carry out a (formal) act for specific depravity against
him: if he is a maker of strife, if he is a maker of quarrels, if he is a
maker of disputes if he is a maker of contention, if he is a maker of
legal questions in the Order; if he is ignorant, inexperienced, full of
offences, not rid of them; if he lives in associationwith householders
in inappropriate association with householders. Monks, if a monk is
possessed of these three qualities, the Order, if it desires, may carry
out a (formal) act for specific depravity against him.

Kd 14.12.4

“Amonk against whom a (formal) act for specific depravity³ has
been carried out should conduct himself properly. This is proper
conduct in this case: he should not ordain, he should not give guid-
ance, a novice should not attend him, he should not consent to the
agreement to exhort nuns, even if he is agreed upon he should not
exhort nuns … he should not quarrel with monks.”

Kd 14.12.5

Then the Order carried out a (formal) act for specific depravity
against the monk Uvāḷa.

Covering overwith grass
Kd 14.13.1Now at that time, while monks were striving, quarrelling, disputing,

muchwas perpetrated and spoken that was not worthy of a recluse.⁴
Then it occurred to these monks: “While we were striving … not
worthy of a recluse. If we should deal with one another for these
offences, it might even be that that legal question would conduce to
harshness, to trouble, to schism. Now, what line of conduct should

Vin 2.87

¹ As at Kd 11.3.1. ² As at Kd 11.4. ³ As for an act of banishment carried out against
a monk, at Kd 11.5. ⁴ As at Kd 14.5.1.
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be followed by us?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
BD 5.115

“This is a case, monks, where while monks were striving …much
was perpetrated and spoken that was not worthy of a recluse.Then
it occurred to these monks: ‘While we were striving … it might even
be that that legal question would conduce to harshness, to trouble,
to schism.’ I allow, monks, a legal question such as this to be settled
by the covering up (as) with grass.¹

Kd 14.13.2

“And thus, monks, should it be settled: One and all should gather
together in the same place; having gathered together, the Order
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we were striving …
‘… it might even be that this legal question would conduce to harsh-
ness, to trouble, to schism.’ If it seems right to the Order, the Order
may settle this legal question by the covering up (as) with grass, un-
less it is a heavy sin,² unless it is connected with the laity.’³ The one
side⁴ should be informed by an experienced, competent monk from
among the monks siding in with the one (side): ‘Let the venerable
ones listen to me. While we were striving … not worthy of a recluse
… to schism. If it is pleasing to the venerable ones, I would confess
whatever is the offence of the venerable ones as well as whatever
is my own offence both for the sake of the venerable ones and for
my own sake, unless it is a heavy sin, unless it is connected with
the laity, (so as to obtain) a covering up (as) with grass in the midst
of the Order.’ Afterwards, the other side should be informed by an
experienced, competentmonk from among themonks siding inwith
the other (side): ‘Let the venerable ones listen to me. While we were
striving … a covering up (as with) grass in the midst of the Order.’

Kd 14.13.3

“The Order should be informed by an experienced competent
monk siding in with the one (side): ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. While we were striving … not worthy of a recluse …

¹ tiṇavatthāraka. As at Vin 4.207, mn ii.250. See bd 3.154. ² thūlavajja, Vin-a 1194,
explaining as Pārājika and Saṅghādisesa. ³ Commentary says: unless it is an
offence where he reviles and despises householders bymeans of a low thing; see
under “insulting speech” at Vin 4.6 (bd 2.173ff.); also above, bd 5.25. ⁴ saka pakkha,
one’s own side.
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to schism. If it seems right to the Order, I would confess whatever
is the offence of the venerable ones as well as whatever is my own

BD 5.116

offence, both for the sake of the venerable ones and for my own sake,
unless it is a heavy sin, unless it is connected with the laity, (so as to
obtain) a covering up (as) with grass in the midst of the Order.This
is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we
were striving … not worthy of recluse … to schism. I am confessing
whatever is the offence of these venerable ones and whatever is my
own offence… unless it is a heavy sin, unless it is connectedwith the
laity, (so as to obtain) a covering up (as with) grass in the midst of
the Order. If the confession of these offences of ours, unless they are
heavy sins, unless they are connected with the laity, (so as to obtain)
a covering up (as) with grass in the midst of the Order is pleasing
to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not
pleasing should speak.These offences of ours are confessed (by me),
except heavy sins, except those connected with the laity, (so as to
obtain) a covering up (as) with grass in the midst of the Order. It

Vin 2.88

is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.’
“Afterwards the Order should be informed by an experienced,

competent monk from among the monks siding in with the other
(side): ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we were
striving …Thus do I understand this.’

Kd 14.13.4

“And thus, monks, do these offences come to be removed from
these monks,¹ except for a heavy sin, except for what is connected
with the laity, except for (those who make) an open statement of
their views,² except for those who are not there.”³

¹ te bhikkhū tāhi āpattīhi vuṭṭhitā honti, literally “these monks are risen up (or,
removed) from these offences.” ² diṭṭhāvikamma. Vin-a 1194 says “those who say,
‘It is not pleasing tome’ and explain their views to one another, or, having fallen into
offence together with these who have not come there, or who have come and given
(someone’s) leave for being absentwhile sitting down in cells and so on—these have
not risen from those offences.Therefore it is said: except for (those whomake) an
open statement of their views, except for those who are not there.” ³ ṭhapetvā ye
na tattha honti. See previous note.
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Issues
Kd 14.14.1 Now at that time monks disputed with monks and nuns disputed

with monks and the monk Channa, intruding into the nuns’ (quar-
ters), disputed together with the monks and was prejudiced on the

BD 5.117

side of the nuns.Those who were modest monks looked down upon,
criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can this monk Channa, in-
truding into the nuns’ (quarters), dispute together with monks and
be prejudiced on the side of the nuns?”Then these monks told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said, monks, …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
Kd 14.14.2

“Monks, there are these four kinds of legal questions: legal ques-
tions arising out of disputes legal questions arising out of censure,
legal questions arising out of offences, legal questions arising out of
obligations.¹
“What is here a legal question arising out of disputes This is a

case, monks, where monks dispute, saying²: ‘It is dhamma’ or ‘It
is not dhamma’ or ‘It is discipline’ or ‘It is not discipline’ or ‘It is
spoken, uttered by the Truth-finder’, or ‘It is not spoken, not uttered
by the Truth-finder’ or ‘It is practised by the Truth-finder’ or ‘It is
not practised by the Truth-finder’ or ‘It is laid down by the Truth-
finder’ or ‘It is not laid down by the Truth-finder’ or ‘It is an offence’
or ‘It is not an offence’ or ‘It is a slight offence’ or ‘It is a serious
offence’ or ‘It is an offence that can be done away with’ or ‘It is an
offence that cannot be done away with’ or ‘It is a bad offence’ or ‘It
is not a bad offence.’ Whatever here is strife, quarrel, contention,
dispute, difference of opinion, other opinion, because the common
appellation of heatedness³ is ‘quarrel,⁴’, this is called a legal question
arising from disputes
“What is here a legal question arising from censure? In this case,

monks, monks censure a monk for falling away frommoral habit or

¹ As at Vin 3.164. ² Cf. the following with Vin 1.354. ³ vipaccatāya vohāro. Vin-
a 1194 says “the common appellation is due to mental uneasiness, cittadukkha. The
meaning is harsh speech.” ⁴ medhaka.
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for falling away from good habits or for falling away from right view
or for falling away from a right mode of livelihood. Whatever here
is censure, fault-finding, talking to, scolding, bickering, inciting,
instigating, this is called a legal question arising from censure.
“What is here a legal question arising from offences? Both the five

BD 5.118

classes of offences¹ (yield) legal questions arising from offences, and
the seven classes of offences² (yield) legal questions arising from
offences.This is called a legal question arising from offences.

Vin 2.89

“What is here a legal question arising from obligations?Whatever
is an Order’s business and ought to be done (by it): a (formal) act
for which leave ought to be asked,³ a (formal) act at which a motion
is put, a (formal) act at which a motion is put and followed by one
resolution, a (formal) act at which a motion is put and followed by a
resolution made three times.⁴This is called a legal question arising
from obligations.

Kd 14.14.3

“What is the source of a legal question arising from disputes Six
sources of dispute are the source of a legal question arising from
disputes there are three unskilled sources which are the source of a
legal question arising from disputes as well as three skilled sources
which are the source of legal questions arising from disputes
“Which are the six sources of dispute which are the source of a

legal question arising from disputes In this case, a monk becomes
angry and bears ill-will.⁵ Monks, whatever monk becomes angry
and bears ill-will, he lives without deference, disrespectful towards
the Teacher, and he lives without deference, disrespectful towards

¹ That is to say, those of Defeat, those entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order,
those of Expiation, those which ought to confessed and those of wrong-doing.
² The above five, With grave offences and those of wrong speech added.
³ apalokanakamma. Vin-a 1195 says “having purified the Order living in the bound-
ary, having brought the leave of absence of those who deserve to send leave of
absence, the (formal) act should be carried out, having announced it three times for
the approval of a complete Order.” Vin-a 1195 refers for all these types of formal acts
to the Parivāra, i.e. to Vin 5.229ff. ⁴ These types of formal acts are also mentioned
at Vin 4.152 in definition of “legitimate (formal) acts.” See bd 3.59, bd 3.60 for further
references. ⁵ This recurs at an iii.334; dn iii.246; mn i.96, mn ii.245. See Pp ii.1
where kodha and upanāhi form the subjects of questions.
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dhamma, and he lives without deference, disrespectful towards the
Order, andhedoesnot complete the training.Monks,whatevermonk
lives without deference, disrespectful towards the Teacher, dhamma,
and the Order and does not complete the training, he causes dispute
in an Order, and that dispute comes to be for the harm of the many-
folk, for the lack of ease of the many-folk, for the lack of the goal
for the many-folk, for the harm and dissatisfaction of devas and

BD 5.119

mankind. If you, monks, should perceive a source of dispute like
this among yourselves or among others, you, monks, should strive
therein for the destruction of precisely that evil source of disputes
If you, monks, should perceive no source of dispute like this among
yourselves or among others, you, monks, should therein follow a
course (to stop) there being future effects of precisely that evil source
of disputesThus there comes to be destruction of that evil source of
disputes thus there come to be no future effects of that evil source of
disputes
“And again, monks, a monk becomes harsh¹ and unmerciful, he

becomes envious and grudging, he becomes crafty and deceitful, he
comes to have evil desires and wrong views, he comes to be infected
with worldliness, obstinate, stubborn.² Monks, that monk who lives
without deference, disrespectful towards the Teacher … thus there
come to be no future effects of that evil source of disputesThese six
sources of dispute are the source of a legal question arising from
disputes

Kd 14.14.4

“Which three unskilled sources are the source of a legal question
arising from disputes In this case, monks dispute covetous in mind,
they dispute corrupt inmind, they dispute erring inmind, saying: ‘It
is dhamma’ or ‘It is not dhamma’ or … ‘It is not a bad offence.’³ These
three unskilled sources are the source of a legal question arising
from disputes
“Which three skilled sources are the source of a legal question

¹ Thefirst sixwords occur atmn i.96 (cf.mn i.43) and they formsubjects of questions
at Pp ii.2–Pp ii.4.The first five occur at Ja iii.259. ² Cf.mn i.43, mn i.96, mn i.402;
dn iii.247; an iii.335, an v.150. ³ As at Kd 14.14.2.
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arising from disputes In this case, monks dispute not covetous in
mind, they dispute not corrupt in mind, they dispute not erring in
mind, saying: ‘It is dhamma’ or ‘It is not dhamma’ … or ‘It is not a bad

Vin 2.90

offence’.These three skilled sources are the source of a legal question
arising from disputes

Kd 14.14.5

“What is the source of a legal question arising from censure? Six
sources of censure are the source of a legal question arising from
censure: there are three unskilled sources which are the source of a
legal question arising from censure as well as three skilled sources

BD 5.120

which are the source of a legal question arising from censure; body,
too, is a source of a legal question arising from censure; speech, too,
is a source of a legal question arising from censure.
“Which are the six sources of censure that are the source of a legal

question arising from censure? In this case, monks, a monk becomes
angry and bears ill-will … (as in Kd 14.14.3. Instead of dispute read
censure, source of censure, etc.) …These six sources of censure are
the source of a legal question arising from censure.
“Which three unskilled sources are the source of a legal question

arising from censure? In this case, monks, covetous inmind, censure
a monk, corrupt in mind they censure (him), erring in mind they
censure himwith falling away frommoral habit or with falling away
from good habits or with falling away from right view orwith falling
away from a right mode of livelihood.These three unskilled source
are the sources of a legal question arising from censure.
“Which three skilled sources are the source of a legal question

arising from censure? In this case monks, not covetous in mind,
censure a monk; not corrupt in mind … not erring in mind, they
censure himwith falling away frommoral habit … with falling away
froma rightmode of living.These three skilled sources are the source
of a legal question arising from censure.
“Which (kind of) a body is a source of a legal question arising

from censure? In this case someone comes to be of a bad colour,¹ ugly,
deformed, very ill or blind of one eye or paralysed down one side or

¹ As at an i.107 = an ii.85 = sn i.94 = mn iii.169 = Pp 51.
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lame or a cripple, on account of which they censure him.This (kind
of) body is a source of a legal question arising from censure.
“Which (kind of) speech is a source of a legal question arising

from censure? In this case someone comes to be surly, stuttering,
of hoarse enunciation, on account of which they censure him.This
(kind of) speech is a source of a legal question arising from censure.

Kd 14.14.6

“What is the source of a legal question arising from offences? Six
origins of offences are the source of a legal question arising from

BD 5.121

offences: there is the offence which originates from the body, not
from speech, not frommind; there is the offence which originates
from speech, not from body, not from mind; there is the offence
which originates from body and from speech, not frommind; there
is the offence which originates from body and frommind, not from
speech; there is the offence which originates from speech and mind,
not from body; there is the offence which originates from body and
from speech and from mind. These six origins of offences are the
source of a legal question arising from offences.

Kd 14.14.7

“What is the source of a legal question arising from obligations?
The Order is the sole source of a legal question arising from obliga-
tions.

Vin 2.91

Kd 14.14.8 “A legal question arising from disputes is it skilled, unskilled,
indeterminate? A legal question arising fromdisputesmay be skilled,
it may be unskilled, it may be indeterminate. What here is a legal
question arising from disputes that is skilled? In this case monks
whose thoughts are skilled dispute, saying, ‘This is dhamma’ or ‘This
is not dhamma’ or … ‘This is not a bad offence.’ Whatever therein
is strife, quarrel, contention, dispute, difference of opinion, other
opinion, because the common appellation of heatedness is ‘quarrel’,
this is called a legal question arising from dispute? that is skilled.
“What here is a legal question arising from disputes that is un-

skilled? In this case, monks whose thoughts are unskilled dispute,
saying: ‘This is dhamma’ or ‘This is not dhamma’ or … ‘This is not
a bad offence’ … because the common appellation of heatedness is
‘quarrel,’ this is called a legal question arising from disputes that is
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unskilled.
“What here is a legal question arising from disputes that is inde-

terminate? In this case, monks whose thoughts are indeterminate
dispute, saying: ‘It is dhamma’ or … ‘It is not a bad offence’ … called a
legal question arising from disputes that are indeterminate.

Kd 14.14.9

“A legal question arising from censure: is it skilled, unskilled,
indeterminate? A legal question arising from censuremay be skilled,
it may be unskilled, it may be indeterminate. What here is a legal
question arising from censure that is skilled? In this case monks
whose thoughts are skilled censure a monk with falling away from
moral habit or with falling away from good habits or with falling

BD 5.122

away from right views or with falling away from a right mode of
livelihood.Whatever herein is censure, blaming, talking to, scolding,
bickering, inciting, instigating, this is called a legal question arising
from censure that is skilled.
“What here is a legal question arising from censure that is un-

skilled? In this case, monks whose thoughts are unskilled censure
a monk …What is here a legal question arising from censure that
is indeterminate? In this case, monks whose thoughts are indeter-
minate censure a monk with falling away from … a right mode of
livelihood. Whatever herein is censure, blaming … instigating, this
is called a legal question arising from censure that is indeterminate.

Kd 14.14.10

“A legal question arising from offences: is it skilled, unskilled,
indeterminate? A legal question arising from offences may be un-
skilled it may be indeterminate. There is no legal question arising
from offences that is skilled. What is here a legal question arising
from offences that is unskilled? A transgression committed know-
ingly, consciously, deliberately¹ is one that is called a legal question
arising from offences that is unskilled.
“What is here a legal question arising fromoffences that is indeter-

minate? A transgression committed not knowingly, not consciously,
not deliberately is one that is called a legal question arising from
offences that is indeterminate.

Kd 14.14.11

¹ As at Vin 3.73, Vin 3.112, Vin 4.290.
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“A legal question arising from obligations: is it skilled, unskilled,
indeterminate? A legal question arising from obligations may be
skilled, it may be unskilled, it may be indeterminate. What is here
a legal question arising from obligations that is skilled? Whatever
(formal) act that an Order, good in mind, carries out: a (formal) act
for which leave ought to be asked, a (formal) act at which a motion
is put, a (formal) act at which a motion is put and followed by one
resolution, a (formal) act at which a motion is put and followed by a
resolution made three times¹—this is called a legal question arising
from obligations that is skilled.
“What is here a legal question arising from obligations that is

Vin 2.92

BD 5.123 unskilled? Whatever (formal) act that an Order bad in mind, carries
out …What is here a legal question arising from obligations that is
indeterminate? Whatever (formal) act that an Order, indeterminate
in mind, carries out … this is called a legal question arising from
obligations that is indeterminate.

Kd 14.14.12

“(Can there be) a dispute and a legal question arising from dis-
putes a dispute (but) no legal question, a legal question (but) no
dispute, a legal question as well as a dispute?There may be a dispute
and a legal question arising from disputes there may be a dispute
(but) no legal question, theremaybe a legal question (but) nodispute,
there may be a legal question as well as a dispute.
“What is here a dispute and a legal question arising from disputes

In this case, monks dispute, saying: ‘This is dhamma’ or … ‘This is
not a bad offence’.² Whatever herein³ is strife, quarrel, contention,
dispute, difference of opinion, other opinion, because the common
appellation of heatedness is ‘quarrel’ this is called a dispute and a
legal question arising from disputes
“What is here a dispute (but) not a legal question?Mother disputes

with son and son disputes with, mother, and father disputes with
son and son disputes with father, and brother disputes with brother
and brother disputes with sister and sister disputes with brother,
and friend disputes with friend. This is a dispute (but) not a legal

¹ As above, Kd 14.14.2. ² As in Kd 14.14.2. ³ As in Kd 14.14.8.
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question.
“What is here a legal question (but) not a dispute? A legal question

arising from censure, a legal question arising from offences, a legal
question arising from obligations.This is a legal question (but) not a
dispute.
“What is here a legal question aswell as a dispute? A legal question

arising from disputes is a legal question as well as a dispute.
Kd 14.14.13

“(Can there be) censure and a legal question arising from censure,
censure (but) no legal question, a legal question (but) no censure, a
legal question as well as censure?There may be censure and a legal
question arising from censure, there may be censure (but) no legal
question, there may be a legal question (but) no censure, there may

BD 5.124

be a legal question as well as censure.
“What is here censure and a legal question arising from censure?

In this case monks censure a monk with falling away from moral
habit or …with falling away from a right mode of living. Whatever
herein is censure, blaming … instigating, this is censure and a legal
question arising from censure.
“What is here censure (but) not a legal question?Mother censures

son and son censures mother … and friend censures friend.This is
censure (but) not a legal question.
“What is here a legal question (but) not censure? A legal question

arising from offences, a legal question arising from obligations, a
legal question arising from disputesThis is a legal question but not
censure.
“What is here a legal question as well as censure? A legal question

arising from censure is a legal question as well as censure.
Kd 14.14.14

“(Can there be) an offence and a legal question arising from
offences, an offence (but) no legal question, a legal question (but)
no offence, a legal question as well as an offence?There may be an
offence and a legal question arising from offences, there may be an
offence (but) no legal question, there may be a legal question (but)
no offence, there may be a legal question as well as an offence.

Vin 2.93

“What ishereanoffenceanda legal questionarising fromoffences?
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The five classes of offences (yield) a legal question arising from
offences and the seven classes of offences (yield) a legal question
arising from offences.This is an offence and a legal question arising
from offences.
“What is here an offence (but) not a legal question? Stream-attain-

ment and Attainment.¹This is “falling” but not a legal question.
“What is here a legal question (but) not an offence? A legal ques-

tion arising from obligations, a legal question arising from disputes
a legal question arising from censure.This is a legal question (but)
not an offence.
“What is here a legal question as well as an offence? A legal ques-

BD 5.125

tion arising from offences is a legal question as well as an offence.
Kd 14.14.15

“(Can there be) an obligation and a legal question arising from
obligations, an obligation (but) no legal question, a legal question
(but) no obligation, a legal question as well as an obligation?There
may be an obligation and a legal question arising from obligations,
there may be an obligation (but) no legal question, there may be a
legal question (but) no obligation, there may be a legal question as
well as an obligation.
“What is here an obligation and a legal question arising from

obligations?Whatever is an Order’s business and ought to be done
by it: a (formal) act for which leave ought to be asked, a (formal) act
at which a motion is put, a (formal) act at which a motion is put and
followed by one resolution, a (formal) act at which a motion is put
and followed by a resolution made three times—this is an obligation
and a legal question arising from obligations.
“What is here an obligation (but) no legal question? An obligation

to a teacher, an obligation to apreceptor, an obligation to onewhohas
the same preceptor, an obligation to one who has the same teacher.
This is an obligation (but) not a legal question.
“What is here a legal question (but) not an obligation? A legal

question arising from disputes … arising from censure … arising
from offences.This is a legal question (but) not an obligation.

¹ For this play of words on āpatti, sot-āpatti and sam-āpatti see bd 2.177, n. 5.
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“What is here a legal question as well as an obligation? A legal
question arising from obligations is a legal question as well as an
obligation.

Settlement of issues
Kd 14.14.16

“By howmany kinds of decision is a legal question arising from dis-
putes agreed upon? A legal question arising from disputes is (agreed
upon) by two (kinds of) decisions: by a verdict in the presence of and
by the decision of the majority. If one says: ‘Can it be that, in respect
of a legal question arising from disputes without having recourse to
one (kind of) decision—the decision of themajority—onemay agree
upon it by the other (kind of) decision—the verdict in the presence
of?’ he should be told: ‘It can be’. It is like this: In this case monks dis-
pute, saying: ‘It is dhamma’ … or ‘It is a bad offence’. If, monks, these
monks are able to settle that legal question this, monks, is called a

BD 5.126

legal question that is settled. By what is it settled? By a verdict in the
presence of. And what here (is needed) for a verdict in the presence
of?The presence of an Order, the presence of rule, the presence of
discipline, the presence of individuals.
“Andwhat here is the presence of anOrder?When asmanymonks

as are competent for (formal) acts have arrived, when the consent
of those deserving (to send their) consent has been brought, when
being face to face they do not protest. This is here the presence of an
Order.
“Andwhat is here the presence of rule, the presence of discipline?

Vin 2.94

If that legal question is settled by whatever is rule,¹ by whatever is
discipline, by whatever is the Teacher’s instruction, that is here the
presence of rule, the presence of discipline.
“And what is here the presence of individuals? Whoever quarrels

and whoever he quarrels with, both, hostile about the matter,² come

¹ dhammena. ² Oldenberg’s text reads attapaccatthikā. It should probably be
attha-. Perhaps the reference is to “the twowho are litigating about thematter.”The
phrase is not usually repeated in the subsequent parallel passages; but see bd 5.129
below.
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face to face.This is here the presence of individuals.
“Monks, if a legal question is settled thus, and if onewho carries it

out opens it up again, in opening up there is an offence of expiation.¹
If one who has given his consent² criticises it, in criticising there is
an offence of expiation.³

Kd 14.14.17

“If, monk, these monks are not able to settle that legal question
in that residence, then, monks, these monks should go to some resi-
dence where there are more monks. If, monks, these monks as they
are going to that residence are able to settle that legal question on
theway, this, monks, is called a legal question that is settled. Bywhat
is it settled? By a verdict in the presence of … (as in Kd 14.14.16) … in
criticising there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.18

“If, monks, these monks as they are going to that residence are
not able to settle that legal question on the way, then, monks, these

BD 5.127

monks, having arrived at that residence, should speak thus to the res-
ident monks: ‘This legal question, your reverences, has arisen thus,
has sprung up thus. It were good if the venerable ones could settle
this legal question by rule, by discipline, by the Teacher’s instruction,
so that this legal questionmay be properly settled.’ If, monks, the res-
identmonks are the senior and the in-comingmonks themore newly
ordained, then, monks, the in-coming monks should be spoken to
thus by the resident monks: ‘Please do you, venerable ones, remain
at a respectful distance for a moment until we have considered.’ But
if, monks, the resident monks are the more newly ordained and the
in-coming monks are the senior, then, monks, the in-coming monks
should be spoken to thus by these resident monks: ‘Well then, do
you, venerable ones, remain just here for a moment until we have
considered’. If, monks, it occurs to these resident monks while they
are thus considering: ‘We are not able to settle this legal question
according to rule, according to discipline, according to the Teacher’s
instruction,’ that legal question shouldnot be takenup. But if,monks,
it occurs to the resident monks while they are thus considering: ‘We

¹ Bu-Pc 63. ² chandadāyaka, probably meaning has given his consent for the
formal act to be carried out without him as, through illness, he cannot be present
for it. ³ Bu-Pc 79.
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are able to settle this legal question according to rule, according to
discipline, according to the Teacher’s instruction,’ monks, the in-
coming monks should be spoken to thus by these resident monks: ‘If
you, venerable ones, will tell us how this legal question has arisen,

Vin 2.95

how it has sprung up, then in so far as we settle this legal question
according to rule, according to discipline, according to the Teacher’s
instruction, sowill it be settled.¹ In thiswaywewill take up this legal
question. But if you, venerable ones, will not tell us how this legal
question has arisen, how it has sprung up, then in so far as we settle
this legal question according to … the Teacher’s instruction, so will it
be settled. But we will not take up this legal question.” Having thus
arranged it properly, monks, that legal question should be taken up
by the residentmonks.Monks, the residentmonks should be spoken
to thus by the incoming monks: ‘We will tell the venerable ones how
this legal question has arisen, how it has sprung up. If the venerable
ones are able with or without this much² to settle this legal question

BD 5.128

according to rule, according to discipline, according to the Teacher’s
instruction, then will it be properly settled, and we will therefore
give this legal question into the charge of the venerable ones. But if
the venerable ones are not able with or without this much to settle
this legal question according to … the Teacher’s instruction, then
will it be not properly settled and we will not give this legal question
into the charge of the venerable ones—we ourselves will become the
masters³ in regard to this legal question’. Having thus arranged it
properly, monks, the incoming monks should give that legal ques-
tion into the charge of the resident monks. Monks, if these monks
are able to settle that legal question, this, monks, is called a legal
question that is settled. By what is it settled? … (as in Kd 14.14.16) …
in criticising, there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.19

“If, monks, while those monks are investigating that legal ques-
tion both endless disputations arise,⁴ and of not one speech is the

¹ Meaning that the incomingmonks must abide by the decision. ² ettakena vā
antarena. ³ sāmino, rendered as “we shall retain the custody” atVinayaTexts iii.49.
⁴ anaggāni c’eva bhassāni. Vin-a 1197 reads anantāni for amaggāni, and glosses by
aparimāṇāni, limitless. See Vin 2.305.
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meaning clear, I allow you, monks, to settle a legal question like this
bymeans of a referendum.¹ Amonk possessed of ten qualities should
be agreed upon for the referendum: one who is moral in habit,² who
lives restrained by the restraint of the Pātimokkha, who, possessed
of good conduct, sees danger in the slightest faults, who takes up
and trains himself in the rules of training, who has heard much, an
expert in the heard, a storehouse of the heard; those things which,
lovely at the beginning, lovely in themiddle and lovely at the ending,
declare with the spirit, with the letter the Brahma-faring utterly
fulfilled, wholly purified—things like this are much heard by him,
learnt by heart, repeated out loud, pondered upon, considered care-
fully, well penetrated by vision; both the Pātimokkhas are properly
handed down to him in detail, properly sectioned, properly regu-
lated, properly investigated clause by clause as to the linguistic form;

Vin 2.96

he comes to be clever in discipline, imperturbable; he comes to be
BD 5.129

competent in convincing both of those who are hostile about the
matter, in winning them over, in making them consider, in under-
standing, in reconciling them; he comes to be skilled in settling a
legal question that has arisen; he knqws what is a legal question; he
knows the uprising of a legal question; he knows the stopping of a
legal question; he knows the course leading to the stopping of a legal
question. I allow, monks, a monk possessed of these ten qualities to
be agreed upon for a referendum.

Kd 14.14.20

“And thus,monks, should he be agreed upon: First, amonk should
be asked; having asked him, the Order should be informed by an ex-
perienced competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. While we were investigating this legal question both
endless disputations arose and of not one speech was the meaning
clear. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may agree upon the
monk So-and-so and So-and-so to settle this legal question bymeans
of a referendum. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order

¹ ubbāhikāya, a committee. See Kd 22.2.7.The following passage = an v.71. ² As at
Vin 4.51 to “linguistic form” below; and as at an ii.22 to “vision” below. For further
references see bd 2.265–bd.2.266. See also Kd 9.5.1.
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listen to me. While we were investigating this legal question …was
the meaning clear.The Order is agreeing upon the monk So-and-so
and So-and-so to settle this legal question by means of a referen-
dum. If the agreement upon the monk So-and-so and So-and-so to
settle this legal question bymeans of a referendum is pleasing to the
venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak.Themonk So-and-so and So-and-so is agreed upon by
the Order to settle this legal question bymeans of a referendum. It
is pleasing …Thus do I understand this.’

Kd 14.14.21

“If, monks, these monks are able to settle this legal question by
means of a referendum, this, monks, is called a legal question that
is settled. By what is it settled? By a verdict in the presence of. And
what is here needed for a verdict in the presence of?The presence
of rule, the presence of discipline, the presence of the individuals …
(as in Kd 14.14.16) … If, monks, the legal question is settled thus, and
if one who carries it out opens it up again, in opening up there is an
offence of expiation.¹

Kd 14.14.22

BD 5.130“If, monks, while these monks are investigating that legal ques-
tion there should be there a monk who is a speaker of dhamma but
to whom neither the rule² comes to have been handed down nor the
analysis of the rule,³ if he, not considering the meaning, holds back
the meaning under the shadow of the letter, these monks should
be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Let the
venerable ones listen to me. This monk So-and-so is a speaker of
dhamma, but he is one to whom neither the rule nor the analysis of
the rule has been handed down; not considering the meaning, he
holds back the meaning under the shadow of the letter. If it seems
right to the venerable ones, let the remainder, having had this monk

Vin 2.97

¹ Bu-Pc 63. ² sutta, in the singular. It cannot well mean here the “tradition”,
āgama, or the sayings in which dhamma was set forth. For this monk evidently
knew dhamma, which, above,must be different from sutta.There is also a difference
between knowing a rule or clause, sutta (in the sense in which it is sometimes used
in Vinaya) and its analysis, which implies a wider knowledge as of the material
surrounding a rule of training.On sutta, as used inVinaya see bd 1, Introduction, p. x.
Vin-a 1197 says sutta ismātikā, heading or summary. ³ Suttavibhaṅga; Vin-a 1197
says “not versed in discipline” (vinaya).
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removed,¹ settle that legal question’. If, monks, these monks, having
had that monk removed, are able to settle that legal question, this,
monks, is called a legal question that is settled. By what is it settled?
By a verdict in the presence of. Andwhat is here needed for a verdict
in the presence of?The presence of rule, the presence of discipline,
the presence of individuals … (as in Kd 14.14.16) …Monks, if a legal
question is settled thus, and if one who carries it out opens it up
again, in opening up there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.23

“If,monks,whilst thosemonks are investigating the legal question
there should be there a monk who is a speaker of dhamma and one
to whom the rule has been handed down but not the analysis of the
rule, if he, not considering the meaning, holds back the meaning
under the shadow of the letter, these monks should be informed by
an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Let the venerable ones
listen to me.This monk So-and-so is a speaker of dhamma and he is
one to whom the rule has been handed down but not the analysis of
the rule; not considering the meaning …… in opening up there is an
offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.24

“If, monks, these monks are not able to settle that legal question
BD 5.131

by a referendum, monks, that legal question should be given into
the charge of an Order by these monks, saying: ‘We, honoured sirs,
are not able to settle this legal question by a referendum. Let the
Order itself settle this legal question.’ I allow you, monks, to settle
a legal question like this by the decision of the majority.² A monk
possessed of five qualities should be agreed upon as distributor of
(voting) tickets … (as in Kd 14.9) … ‘… Thus do I understand this.’
The monk who is the distributor of (voting) tickets should make
the (voting) tickets pass round. According to the way in which the
greater number of monks who profess dhamma speak, so should this
legal question be settled.This, monks, is called a legal question that
is settled. By what is it settled? By a verdict in the presence of and by
the decision of the majority. And what is here (needed for) a verdict
in the presence of?The presence of an Order, the presence of rule,

¹ vuṭṭhāpetvā. ² yebhuyyasikāya. See Vin 5.49
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the presence of discipline, the presence of the individuals. Andwhat
is here the presence of an Order? … (as in Kd 14.14.16) …This is here
the presence of the individuals.
“And what is here the decision of the majority?Whatever is the

carrying out of, the performance of, the undertaking of, the assent-
ing to, the acceptance of, the non-protesting against a (formal) act
(settled) by the decision of the majority, this is here the decision of
themajority. If,monks, a legal question is settled thus, and if onewho
carries it out opens it up again, in opening up there is an offence of
expiation; if one who has given his consent criticises it, in criticising
there is an offence of expiation.”¹

Vin 2.98

Kd 14.14.25

Now at that time at Sāvatthī a legal question had arisen thus,
had sprung up thus. Then these monks were displeased with the
settlement of the legal question by the Order at Sāvatthī. They heard
it said: “In a certain residence several elders are staying who have
heard much, to whom the tradition has been handed down, experts
in dhamma, experts in discipline, experts in the headings, learned,
experienced, clever, conscientious, scrupulous, desirous of training;
if these elders would settle this legal question according to rule, ac-
cording to discipline, according to the Teacher’s instruction, thus
would this legal question be properly settled.” Then these monks,

BD 5.132

having gone to that residence, spoke thus to those elders: “This legal
question, honoured sirs, arose thus, sprang up thus. It were good,
honoured sirs, if the elders were to settle this legal question accord-
ing to rule, according to discipline, according to the Teacher’s in-
struction, so that this legal questionmight be properly settled.”Then
these elders thought: “Because this legal question was settled by
the Order at Sāvatthī, it was therefore properly settled,’ and they
settled that legal question in the same way.Then these monks were
displeased with the settlement of the legal question by the Order
at Sāvatthī, they were displeased with the settlement of the legal
question by the several elders.

¹ As at Kd 14.14.16, Kd 14.14.27.
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Theyheard it said: “In a certain residence three elders are staying
… two elders are staying … one elder is staying who has heard much,
to whom the tradition has been handed down … desirous of train-
ing; if this elder would settle this legal question according to … the
Teacher’s instruction, thus would this legal question be properly set-
tled.”Then thesemonks, having gone to that residence, spoke thus to
that elder: “This legal question, honoured sir, arose thus, sprang up
thus. It were good, honoured sir, if the elder were to settle this legal
question according to … the Teacher’s instruction, so that this legal
question might be properly settled.” Then that elder thought: ‘Be-
cause this legal questionwas settled by theOrder at Sāvatthī, because
this legal question was settled by several elders, because this legal
question was settled by three elders, because this legal question was
settled by two elders it was therefore properly settled,’ and he settled
that legal question in the same way.Then these monks, displeased
with the settlement of the legal question by the Order at Sāvatthī,
displeased with the settlement of the legal question by the several
elders … by the three elders … by the two elders, displeased with
the settlement of the legal question by the one elder, approached the
Lord; having approached, they told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, this legal question is done with, it is exhausted,¹ it is settled,
it is properly settled.

Kd 14.14.26

BD 5.133 “I allow,monks, in order to convince thesemonks, threemethods
of taking votes:² the secret, the whispering in the ear, the open. And
what, monks, is the secret method of taking votes?Themonk who is
the distributor of voting tickets, having made the tickets different³

Vin 2.99

(from one another), having approached each monk, should speak
to him thus: ‘This ticket is for one of such a view, this ticket is for
one of such a view. Take whichever you like.’ When he has taken it,
he should be told: ‘And do not show it to anybody’. If he finds that

¹ santa is both worn out, exhausted and (more commonly) appeased, tranquillised.
² salākagāha, more literally “distributing (or, making pass) the (voting) tickets.”
³ vaṇṇāvaṇṇa. Vin-a 1198 says that the tickets for those who profess dhamma and
for those who profess non-dhamma should be marked by different signs, nimitta
(not different colours, as at Vinaya Texts iii.56).
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the majority profess what is not-dhamma and thinks (the voting is)
wrongly taken (the result) should be rejected.¹ If he finds that the
majority profess dhamma and thinks (the voting is) rightly taken
(the result) should be announced.This, monks, is the secret (method
of) taking votes.
“And what, monks, is the method of taking votes by whispering

in the ear?Themonk who is the distributor of voting tickets should
speak into the ear of each monk, saying: ‘This ticket is for one of
such a view, this ticket is for one of such a view. Take whichever
you like.’ When he has taken it, he should be told: ‘And do not tell
anyone about it.’ If he finds that the majority profess what is not-
dhamma and thinks (the voting is) wrongly taken (the result) should
be rejected. If he finds that the majority profess dhamma and thinks
(the voting is) rightly taken (the result) should be announced.This,
monks, is the method of taking votes by whispering in the ear.
“And what, monks, is the open method of taking votes? If he finds

that those who profess dhamma are in the majority, because of his
very confidence he shouldmake them take openly.This,monks, is the
openmethod of taking votes.These, monks, are the three methods
of taking votes.

Kd 14.14.27

“By howmany (kinds of) decisions is a legal question arising from
censure agreedupon?A legal question arising fromcensure is agreed

BD 5.134

upon by four (kinds of) decisions: by a verdict in the presence of,
by a verdict of innocence, by a verdict of past insanity, by a decision
for specific depravity. If one says: ‘Can it be that, in respect of a le-
gal question arising from censure, without having recourse to two
(kinds of) decisions—the verdict of past insanity and the decision
for specific depravity—onemay agree upon it by two (kinds of) deci-
sions—the verdict in the presence of and the verdict of innocence?’
he should be told: ‘It can be.’ It is like this:This is a casewheremonks
defame amonkwith anunfounded charge of falling away frommoral
habit. Monks, a verdict of innocence should be given to that monk

¹ paccukkaḍḍihitabbaṁ. Vin-a 1198 says (the distributor) “having said the tickets
were wrongly taken, having distributed them again, may distribute them up to a
third time.”
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who has remembered fully.¹ And thus, monks, should it be given:
That monk, having approached the Order, having arranged his up-
per robe over one shoulder, having honoured the feet of the senior
monks, having sat down on his haunches, having salutedwith joined
palms, should speak thus to it: ‘Honoured sirs, monks defamedme
with an unfounded charge of falling away frommoral habit. But I,
honoured sirs, having remembered fully, ask the Order for a verdict
of innocence’. And a second time it should be asked for. And a third
time it should be asked for. The Order should be informed by an
experienced competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen tome.Monks defamed themonkSo-and-sowith anunfounded
charge of falling away from moral habit; he, having remembered
fully, is asking the Order for a verdict of innocence. If it seems right

Vin 2.100

to the Order … (as in Kd 14.4.10) …Thus do I understand this.’ This,
monks, is called a legal question that is settled. By what is it settled?
By a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence. And
what is here needed for a verdict in the presence of?The presence of
the Order, the presence of rule, the presence of discipline and the
presence of the individuals … (as at Kd 14.14.16) … And what is here
the presence of the individuals? Whoever quarrels and whoever he
quarrels with, if both come face to face,² this is here the presence of
the individuals.

BD 5.135

“And what is here needed for a verdict of innocence? Whatever
is the carrying out of, the performance of, the undertaking of, the
assenting to, the acceptance of, the non-protesting against a formal
act for a verdict of innocence, that iswhat is needed here for a verdict
of innocence. If, monks, a legal question is settled thus, and one who
carries it out opens it up again, in opening up there is an offence of
expiation. If onewho has given his consent criticises it, in criticising
there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.28

“If one says: ‘Can it be that, in respect of a legal question aris-
ing from censure, without having recourse to two (kinds of) deci-
sions—the verdict of innocence and the decision for specific deprav-

¹ Cf. above, Kd 14.4.10. ² As at Kd 14.14.16, but omitting “hostile about thematter.”
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ity—one may agree upon it by two (kinds of) decisions—the verdict
in the presence of and the verdict of past insanity?’ he should be told:
‘It can be.’ It is like this:This is a casewhere amonkbecomesmad, out
of his mind,¹ and while he was mad, out of his mind, he perpetrated
much and spoke in a way that was not worthy of a recluse. Monks
reprove him because of offences done by himwhile he was mad, out
of his mind, saying: ‘Does the venerable one remember having fallen
into an offence like this?’ He speaks thus: ‘I, your reverences, was
mad, out of mymind; while I was mad, out of mymind, much was
perpetrated and spoken by me that was not worthy of a recluse. I
do not remember that. That was done by me while I was insane.’
Although being spoken to thus, they still reprove him, saying: ‘Does
the venerable one remember having fallen into an offence like that?’
Monks, a verdict of past insanity should be given to that monk who
is no longer insane.
“And thus, monks, should it be given: Monks, that monk, having

approached the Order, having arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder … should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, was mad …
(as in Kd 14.5.2. Instead of Gagga read the monk So-and-so) …Thus
do I understand this.’ This, monks, is called a legal question that is
settled. By what is it settled? By a verdict in the presence of and by a
verdict of past insanity. And what here (is needed) for a verdict in
the presence of? The presence of the Order … (as in Kd 14.14.16) …

BD 5.136

Andwhat is here (needed for) a verdict of past insanity?Whatever is
Vin 2.101

the carrying out of, the performance of … the non-protesting against
a verdict of past insanity, that here iswhat (is needed for) a verdict of
past insanity. If, monks, a legal question is settled thus and one who
carries it out opens it up again, in opening up there is an offence of
expiation. If onewho has given his consent criticises it, in criticising
there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.29

“If one says: ‘Can it be that, in respect of a legal question aris-
ing from censure, without having recourse to two (kinds of) deci-
sions—the verdict of innocence and the verdict of past insanity—one

¹ As at Kd 14.5.1–Kd 14.5.2, for the monk Gagga.
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may agree upon it by two (kinds of) decisions—the verdict in the
presence of and the decision for specific depravity?’ he should be
told: ‘It can be.’ It is like this:This is a case where a monk reproves a
monk in the midst of the Order for a serious offence, saying: ‘Does
the venerable one remember having fallen into a serious offence like
this—one involving defeat or bordering on one involving defeat?’
He speaks thus: ‘I do not remember, your reverence, having fallen
into a serious offence like this—one involving defeat or bordering on
one involving defeat.’ Although denying this, he presses him, saying:
‘Please, venerable one, find out properly whether you remember
having fallen into a serious offence like this—one involving defeat
or bordering on one involving defeat.’ He speaks thus: ‘I, your rev-
erence, do not remember having fallen into a serious offence like
this—one involving defeat or bordering on one involving defeat. But
I, your reverence, remember having fallen into a trifling offence like
this.’ Although denying this, he presses him, saying: ‘Please, ven-
erable one, find out properly whether you remember … bordering
on one involving defeat’. He speaks thus: ‘Your reverence, unasked
I acknowledge having fallen into a trifling offence like this; how
could I, when asked, not acknowledge having fallen into a serious
offence like this—one involving defeat or bordering on one involv-
ing defeat?’ He speaks thus: ‘But, your reverence, unasked you did
not acknowledge having fallen into a trifling offence, so how will
you, unasked, acknowledge having fallen into a serious offence like
this—one involving defeat or bordering on one involving defeat?

BD 5.137

Please, venerable one, find out properly whether you remember hav-
ing fallen into a serious offence like this—one involving defeat or
bordering on one involving defeat.’ He speaks thus: ‘Your reverence,
I do remember having fallen into a serious offence like this—one
involving defeat or bordering on one involving defeat. When I said: I
do not remember having fallen into a serious offence like this—one
involving defeat or bordering on one involving defeat—this was said
by me in jest,¹ this was said by me in haste.’²

¹ Cf. Vin 4.4 for davā, ravā. ² Cf. Vin 4.4 for davā, ravā.
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“Monks, a (formal) act for the decision of specific depravity should
be carried out against this monk. And thus, monks, should it be car-
ried out.The Order should be informed by an experienced, compe-
tent monk, saying … (as in Kd 14.11.2. Instead of the monk Uvāḷa read
the monk So-and-so; instead of offences read serious offences) …
Thus do I understand this.’This,monks, is called a legal question that

Vin 2.102

is settled. By what is it settled? By a verdict in the presence of and by
a decision for specific gravity. Andwhat is here (needed for) a verdict
in the presence of? The presence of the Order … (as in Kd 14.14.16)
… And what here is (needed for) a decision for specific depravity?
Whatever is the carrying out of, the performance of, the undertaking
of, the assenting to, the acceptance of, the non-protesting against
a decision for specific depravity, that is here what is needed for a
decision for specific depravity. If, monks, a legal question is settled
thus and onewho carries it out opens it up again, in opening up there
is an offence of expiation. If one who has given his consent criticises
it, in criticising there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.30

“By how many (kinds of) decisions is a legal question arising
from offences agreed upon? A legal question arising from offences is
agreed upon by three (kinds of) decisions: by a verdict in the pres-
ence of and by the carrying out of it on his acknowledgement¹ and by
the covering up (as) with grass.² If one says: ‘Can it be that, in respect
of a legal question arising from offences, without having recourse
to one (kind of) decision—the covering up (as) with grass—one
may agree upon it by two (kinds of) decisions—the verdict in the

BD 5.138

presence of and the carrying out of it on his acknowledgement?’ he
should be told: ‘It can be.’ It is like this:This is a case where a monk
comes to have fallen into a slight offence. Monks, that monk, having
approached one monk, having arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having stretched forth
his joined palms, should speak thus to him: ‘I, your reverence, fallen
into such and such an offence, confess it.’ It should be said by him:
‘Do you see it?’ ‘Yes, I see it.’ ‘You should be restrained in the future.’

¹ Cf. Vin 4.4 for davā, ravā. ² See bd 3.153, bd 3.154.
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This, monks, is called a legal question that is settled. By what is it
settled? By a verdict in the presence of and by the carrying out of it
of his acknowledgement. And what here is (needed for) a verdict in
the presence of?The presence of rule¹ and the presence of discipline
and the presence of individuals. And what here is the presence of
individuals? If both whoever confesses and he to whom he confesses
are face to face, this here is the presence of individuals. And what
here is (needed for) the carrying out on his acknowledgement?What-
ever is the carrying out … the non-protesting against his making
an acknowledgement, that is here what is needed for his making an
acknowledgement. If, monks, a legal question is settled thus, and the
one who accepts (the confession) opens it up again, in opening up
there is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.31

“If he manages this thus, it is good. But if he does not manage
it, monks, that monk, having approached several monks, having
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured the
feet of the senior monks, having sat down on his haunches, having
stretched forth his joined palms, should speak thus to them: ‘I, hon-
oured sirs, fallen into such and such an offence, confess it.’ These
monks should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,

Vin 2.103

saying: ‘Let the venerable ones listen to me. This monk So-and-so
remembers an offence, he discloses it, he declares it, he confesses it.
If it seems right to the venerable ones, I will accept (the confession)
of themonk So-and-so’s offence.’ He should say: ‘Do you see it?’ ‘Yes, I

BD 5.139

see it.’ ‘You should be restrained in the future.’This, monks, is called
a legal question that is settled. Bywhat is it settled? By a verdict in the
presence of … (as in Kd 14.14.31) … in opening up there is an offence
of expiation.

Kd 14.14.32

“If he manages this thus, it is good. But if he does not manage it,
monks, thatmonk, having approached anOrder… should speak thus
to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, fallen into such and such an offence, confess
it.’ The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk

¹ Presence of the Order not required here, as the monk has confessed to one monk
only.
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So-and-so remembers an offence, he discloses it, he declares it, he
confesses it. If it seems right to the Order I could accept (the confes-
sion) of the monk So-and-so’s offence.’ He should say: ‘Do you see it?’
‘Yes, I see it.’ ‘You should be restrained in the future.’This, monks,
is called a legal question that is settled. By what is it settled? By a
verdict in the presence of and by the carrying out on his acknowl-
edgement. And what here is (needed for) a verdict in the presence
of?The presence of the Order, the presence of rule, the presence of
discipline and the presence of the individuals … If, monks, a legal
question is settled thus, and the onewhoaccepts (the confession)
opens it up again, in opening up there is an offence of expiation.
If one who has given his consent criticises it, in criticising there
is an offence of expiation.

Kd 14.14.33

“If one says: ‘Can it be that, in respect of a legal question aris-
ing from offences, without having recourse to one decision—the
carrying out on his acknowledgement—one may agree upon it by
two (kinds of) decisions—the verdict in the presence of and the
covering up (as) with grass?’ he should be told, ‘It can be.’ It is like
this: ‘This is a case, monks, where while monks were striving … (as
in Kd 14.13.1–Kd 14.13.3) …Thus do I understand this.’ This is called,
monks, a legal question that is settled. By what is it settled? By a
verdict in the presence of and by a covering up (as) with grass. And
what here is (needed for) a verdict in the presence of?The presence
of the Order, the presence of rule, the presence of discipline, the
presence of the individuals. And what here is the presence of the
Order?When asmanymonks as are competent for (formal) acts have
arrived, when the consent of those deserving (to send their) consent

BD 5.140

has been brought, when being face to face they do not protest.This
is here the presence of the Order.
“Andwhat is here the presence of rule, the presence of discipline?

If that legal question is settled by whatever is rule, by whatever is
discipline, by whatever is the Teacher’s instruction, that is here the
presence of rule, the presence of discipline.

Vin 2.104

“And what is here the presence of individuals? If both whoever
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confesses and he to whom he confesses are face to face, this is here
the presence of the individuals.
“And what here is (needed for) the covering up (as) with grass?

Whatever is the carrying out of, the performance of, the undertaking
of, the assenting to, the acceptance of, the non-protesting against
the covering up (as) with grass, that is here what is (needed for) the
covering up (as) with grass. If, monks, a legal question is settled
thus, and if the one who accepts (the confession) opens it up, in
opening up there is an offence of expiation. If onewho has given
his consent criticises it, in criticising there is an offence of expi-
ation.

Kd 14.14.34

“By howmany (kinds of) decisions is a legal question arising from
obligations agreed upon? A legal question arising from obligations
is agreed upon by one (kind of) decision: the verdict in the presence
of.”

Told is the Fourth Section: that on Settlements.¹
Vin 2.105

¹ There is no uddāna, summary or key to this Section.
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Kd 15.1.1

BD 5.141

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Rājagaha in
the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place. Now at that time
the group of sixmonks,while theywere bathing, rubbed their bodies
against a tree and their thighs and their arms and their chests and
their backs. People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about
saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, while they are
bathing, rub their bodies against a tree… and their backs, like boxers
and wrestlers and young villagers?”¹ Monks heard these people who
were … spreading it about.Then these monks told this matter to the
Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying: “Is
it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks … and their
backs?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked them,

saying:
“Monks, it is not suitable in these foolish men, it is not becoming,

it is not fitting, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is
not to be done. How, monks, can these foolish men, while they are
bathing, rub their bodies against a tree … and their backs? It is not,

¹ gāmapoddavā. Word very uncertain, and seems to show confusion between gāma
and kāma, variant reading being kāmapudavā. According to Vin 2.315, Buddhaghosa
explains: kāmapudavā ti chavirāgamaṇḍanānuyuttā nāgarikamanussā; gāmaṁpodavā
ti pi pādho es’ev’attho; the meaning of kāmapudarā is urban people addicted to orna-
menting and dyeing the skin: gāmaṁ (village) -podavā is also a reading. Takakusu
and Nagai’s edition, Vin-a vi.1199, reads: gāmapūṭavā (variant reading gāmamud-
davā) ti chavirāgamaṇḍanānuyuttā nāgarikamanussā, gāmapotakā (young village
men) ti pi pāṭho.
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monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” and having
rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“Monks, while a monk is bathing he should not rub his body

against a tree. Whoever should (so) rub it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”¹

Kd 15.1.2

BD 5.142 Nowat that time the group of sixmonks,while theywere bathing,
rubbed their bodies against a post… (as inKd 15.1.1. For tree read post)
… “…offence of wrong-doing.”

Nowat that time the group of sixmonks,while theywere bathing,
rubbed their bodies against a wall²… “…offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.1.3

Now at that time the group of six monks used to bathe on a
rubbing-board.³ People spread it about, saying: “Like household-
ers who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” Monks heard these people

Vin 2.106

who … spread it about … Having rebuked them, having given rea-
soned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, you should
not bathe on a rubbing-board. Whoever should (so) bathe, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks used to bathe using a
gandhabba-hand (device)⁴…“…Monks,youshouldnotbatheusing
a gandhabba-hand (device). Whoever should (so) bathe, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

¹ Note that it is not actually made an offence to rub the other parts of the person
mentioned; but doubtless these are meant to be included. ² Three kinds of walls
are mentioned at Vin 4.266. Vin-a 1199 says that it is one of these. ³ aṭṭāna. Vin-
a 1199 reads aṭṭhāna, and explains this as a tree made like a plank of wood, cut into
rows of squares and sunk into the ground at a bathing ford. People rub their bodies
there, having sprinkled on chunam. ⁴ gandhabbahatthaka. Vin-a 1199 says “by
means of a wooden hand set up at a bathing ford; having taken chunamwith them,
people rub their bodies.”
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Now at that time the group of six monks used to bathe using
a string of vermilion covered beads.¹ … “…Monks, you should not
bathe using a string of vermilion covered beads.Whoever should
(so) bathe, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.1.4

Now at that time the group of six monks, having plunged into²
(water), causing a rubbing to be made.³ … “Monks, you should not,
having plunged into (water), cause a rubbing to be made. Who-

BD 5.143

ever should (so) cause it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks used to bathe using a
scrubber.⁴…“Monks,youshouldnotbatheusingascrubber.Who-
ever should (so) bathe, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain monk came to be afflicted by a scab
disease, and there came to be no comfort for himwithout a scrubber.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, one who
is ill (to use) an unshaped scrubber.”⁵

Kd 15.1.5

Now at that time a certainmonk, weak through age, was not able

¹ kuruvindakasutta. Quoted at mn-a iii.280. Vin-a 1200 says, “it is called a string
of beads made by grinding vermilion chunams and stones with lac dyes. Holding
this at both ends, they rub the body.” Cf. kuruvindakacuṇṇa at Ja iii.282 (vermilion
coloured chunam). ² vigayha. Pali-English Dictionary under vigāhati says, “At
Vin 2.106we should prefer to react viggayha for vigayha.” Vin-a 1200 has the reading
viggayha. One of meanings of vigrah in the Sanskrit Dictionaries is “to lay hold
of.” ³ bhikkhū vigayha parikammaṁ kārāpenti, explained by Vin-a 1200 as “each
one rubbed up his body against the bodies of the others”—no doubt some kind of
enjoyable massage or friction. ⁴ mallaka. Vin-a 1200 says “having cut swordfish
teeth, it is called a shaped scrubber, katamallaka, owing to its mallaka form (or
configuration,mallakamūla)”. ⁵ akatamallaka. See previous note; and Vin-a 1200
which says “it is made not having cut the teeth. It must be a broken piece of wood
or of tortoiseshell.”
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while bathing to rub his own body.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow, monks, a strip of cloth.”¹

Now at that time the monks were doubtful how to give a rubbing
to their backs.² They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, the ordinary mode with the hand.”³

Kd 15.2.1 Now at that time the group of six monks wore ear ornaments,
they wore chains,⁴ they wore ornamental strings of beads for the
throat,⁵ they wore ornaments at the waist,⁶ they wore bangles,⁷ they
wore armlets,⁸ theywore bracelets,⁹ theywore finger rings. People…
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spread it about, saying … he addressed the monks, saying: “Monks,
ear ornaments should not beworn, chains… ornamental strings
of beads for the throat … ornaments at the waist … bangles …
armlets… bracelets…finger rings should not beworn.Whoever
should wear (any of these things), there is an offence of wrong-
doing.”

Kd 15.2.2

Now at that time the group of six monks wore their hair long.
Vin 2.107

People… spread it about… he addressed themonks, saying: “Monks,
longhair shouldnot beworn.Whoever should sowear it, there is

¹ ukkāsikā, explained at Vin-a 1200 as vatthavaṭṭi. Vattha is cloth, clothing; vaṭṭi,
a strip, ball, pad. Oldenberg’s version of the Commentary reads vaṭṭa (for vattha)
which rendered theword “unintelligible” (see Vinaya Texts iii.68, n. 3) and he seems
not to have had access to the full exegesis: tasmā nahāyantassa yassa kassaci nahā-
nasāṭakavaṭṭiyā piṭṭhiṁ ghaṁsituṁ vaṭṭati: therefore when anyone is bathing he
may rub his backwith a strip (or pad) of a cloth for bathing. ² piṭṭhiparikamma, as
at sn-a i.296. ³ puthupāṇiya, explained at Vin-a 1200 by hatthaparikamma, hand
treatment. ⁴ pāmaṅga. See bd 1.77, n. 9. Vin-a 1200 on word in above passage says
whatever is a pāmaṅgasutta. ⁵ kaṇṭhasuttaka. As at bd 1.78. ⁶ kaṭisuttaka. See
bd 1.78, n. 2. ⁷ ovaṭṭika, perhaps round the ankles. Ovaṭṭika has a different sense
at Kd 7.1.5. ⁸ kāyūra, or bracelets for above the elbow. Cf. keyūra at Dhp-a ii.220.
But as noted at Vinaya Texts iii.69, n. 5. The Jātaka Commentary says that kāyūra is an
ornamental decoration for the throat. ⁹ No doubt round the wrist since they are
called hatthābharaṇa.
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an offence of wrong-doing. I allow it to be of a twomonths’ growth
or two finger-breadths (in length).”

Kd 15.2.3

Nowat that time the group of sixmonks smoothed their hairwith
a comb, they smoothed their hair with an instrument shaped like
a snake’s hood,¹ they smoothed their hair with their hands used as
an instrument shaped like a snake’s hood,² they smoothed their hair
with oil of beeswax,³ they smoothed their hairwith oilywater. People
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Like house-
holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, the hair should not be smoothed with
a comb… the hair should not be smoothedwith oily water.Who-
ever should smooth it (in any of these ways), there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.2.4

Now at that time the group of six monks examined amark on the
face in a mirror and in a water-bowl.⁴ People spread it about, saying:
“Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told
thismatter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, amark on the face should
not be examined in amirror or in awater-bowl.Whoever should
(so) examine it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.” Now at that
time a certain monk had a sore on his face. He asked monks, saying:
“What kind of sore have I, your reverences?”Themonks spoke thus:
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“The sore is of such and such a kind, your reverence.” He did not
believe them.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, on account of a disease, to examine a mark on the face in a
mirror or in a water-bowl.”

Kd 15.2.5

Now at that time the group of six monks anointed their faces,⁵

¹ phaṇaka. Vin-a 1200 only says something made of ivory and so on. Vinaya Texts
iii.70, n. 2 says “it was a kind of very primitive brush, but without bristles.”
² hatthaphaṇaka. The hands would be held as a snake’s hood with the fingers curv-
ing forwards and the hair would be smoothed with the fingers. Cf. phaṇahatthaka
at Vin 1.91, and see bd 4.116, n. 2. ³ Allowed at Vin 2.152 for use in a vihāra. ⁴ Cf.
dn i.80, sn iii.105. ⁵ Cf. Vin 2.266, Vin 4.342.
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they rubbed (paste) into their faces, they powdered their faces with
chunam, they smeared their faces with red arsenic, they painted
their limbs, they painted their faces, they painted their limbs and
faces. People spread it about, saying: “Like householders who en-
joy pleasures of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, the face shouldnot be anointed, the face shouldnot
be rubbed (with paste), the face should not be powdered with
chunam, the face should not be smeared with red arsenic, the
limbs shouldnotbepainted, the face shouldnotbepainted, limbs
and faces shouldnot be painted.Whoever should do (any of these
things), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain monk was afflicted by a disease of the
eyes.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
on account of disease, to anoint the face.”

Kd 15.2.6

Now at that time there was a festival on a mountain-top in Rāja-
gaha.¹Thegroupof sixmonkswent to see the festival on themountain-
top. People … spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons
of the Sakyans come to see dancing and singing andmusic like house-

Vin 2.108

holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses?” They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not go to see dancing²
or singing or music. Whoever should go, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.3.1 Nowat that time thegroupof sixmonks sangdhammawitha long-
drawn plain-song sound.³ People … spread it about, saying: “Even as
we sing, so do these recluses, sons of the Sakyans sing dhammawith
a long-drawn plain-song sound.” Those who were modest monks

BD 5.146

looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can
this group of six monks sing dhammawith a long-drawn plain-song

¹ Cf.Vin 4.85 (bd 2.335, and n.) and Vin 4.267 (where the group of six nuns also go to
the festival, made into an offence of expiation for them). ² Even to see a peacock
dancing is an offence, Vin-a 1201. ³ Cf. an iii.251.
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sound?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is
it true, as is said …?”
“It is true, Lord.” … Having given reasoned talk, he addressed the

monks, saying: “Monks, there are these five disadvantages to one
singing dhammawith a long-drawn plain-song sound: he is pleased
with himself in regard to that sound, and others are pleased in re-
gard to that sound, and housepeople look down upon, and while
he is himself striving after accuracy in the sound¹ there is an inter-
ruption in his concentration, and people coming after fall into the
way of (wrong) views.²These, monks, are the five disadvantages to
one singing dhammawith a long-drawn plain-song sound.Monks,
dhamma shouldnot be sungwitha long-drawnplain-song sound.
Whoever should (so) sing it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.3.2

Now at that timemonkswere doubtful about intoning.³They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, I allow intoning.”

Kd 15.4.1Now at that time the group of six monks wore woollen clothes
with the fleece outside. People… spread it about, saying: “Like house-
holders who enjoy pleasure of the senses.” They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, woollen clothes with the fleece out-
side should not be worn.Whoever should wear them, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”⁴

Kd 15.5.1Now at that time the mango trees in the park of King Seniya
Bimbisāra of Magadha were bearing fruit and it was made known by
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha: “Let the masters make as much
use of the mangoes as they please.”The group of six monks, having
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¹ sarakutti. ² Vin-a 1202 says the people who come after will say “our teachers
and preceptors sang it thus,” and they will sing it in the same way. Cf. an iii.108,
an iii.256, sn ii.203. ³ sarabhañña. Cf.Vin 1.196, Ja ii.109, Dhp-a i.154. Explained by
Buddhaghosa as sarena bhaṇanaṁ, speaking (or repeating) by means of intonation.
⁴ Vin-a 1202 here refers to the Commentary on the bhūtagāmasikkhāpada. This is
Bu-Pc 11. (Vin 4.34; see bd 2.227, n. 1.) and the Commentary is at Vin-a 759ff.
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made even young mangoes fall, made use of them. And King Seniya
Vin 2.109

Bimbisāra ofMagadhawanted amango.ThenKing Seniya Bimbisāra
of Magadha enjoined people, saying: “Go, good sirs, having gone to
the park, bring back a mango.”
“Verywell, yourmajesty,” and these people having answered King

Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha in assent, having gone to the park,
spoke thus to the park keeper: “Good sir, his majesty wants a mango,
give (us) a mango.”
“There is not a mango, masters; the monks having made even

young mangoes fall, have made use of them.”Then these people told
this matter to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha. He said: “Good
sirs, mangoes are much enjoyed by the masters, yet it is moderation
that the Lord extols.” People … spread it about, saying: “How can
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not knowing moderation, make
use of the king’s mangoes?”Monks heard these people who… spread
it about.Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, mangoes should not be made use of. Whoever should

make use of them, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”¹

Kd 15.5.2

Now at that time a certain guild came to have food for an Order.²
Mango peels were put into the curry. Monks, being scrupulous, did
not accept. (The Lord said:) “Accept it, monks, make use of it. I allow
you, monks, mango peels.” Now at that time a Certain guild came to
have food for an Order.They did not know how to prepare the peels;
they walked into the refectory with the mangoes whole. Monks, be-
ing scrupulous, did not accept. (The Lord said:) “Accept them,monks,
make use of them. I allow you, monks, to make use of fruit that in
fiveways is allowable for recluses:³ if it is damaged⁴ by fire, damaged
by a knife, damaged by (one’s) nail, if it is seedless, and the fifth is if
the seeds are discharged.⁵ I allow you, monks, to make use of fruit
that in these five ways is allowable to recluses.”

¹ Cf. bd 1.101f., bd 1.108. ² As at Kd 18.4.1. ³ Quoted Vin-a 767. ⁴ These five
clauses are explained in detail at Vin-a 767, which rightly reads parijita (damaged)
instead of the above paricita. ⁵ Cf. Kd6.21.1 for the last two items.
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Kd 15.6.1

BD 5.148
Now at that time a certainmonk, bitten by a snake, passed away.¹

They told thismatter to the lord.He said: “Monks, thismonkcertainly
did not suffuse with loving-kindness of mind the four royal snake
families. For if, monks, thismonk had suffusedwith loving-kindness
of mind the four royal snake families, then this monk, although bit-
ten by a snake, would not have passed away. What are the four royal
snake families? The royal snake family of Virūpakkha,² the royal
snake family of Erāpatha, the royal snake family of Chabyāputta,
the royal snake family of Kaṇhāgotamaka. Monks, this monk cer-

Vin 2.110

tainly did not suffuse with loving-kindness of mind these four royal
snake families. For if, monks, this monk had suffused with loving-
kindness of mind these four royal snake families, then this monk,
although bitten by a snake, would not have passed away. Monks, I
allow you to suffuse with loving-kindness of mind these four royal
snake families, (and) tomake a charm³ for the self for self-protection,
for self-guarding. And thus, monks, should it be made:

“Love fromme for the Virūpakkhas,⁴
Love fromme for the Erāpathas,
Love fromme for the Chabyāputtas,
Love fromme for the Kaṇhāgotamakas.

“Love fromme for the footless,
Love for the two-footed fromme,
Love fromme for the four-footed,
Love for the many-footed fromme.

“Do not let the footless harmme,
¹ Cf. an ii.72 (which lays the scene in Sāvatthī) and Ja ii.144–Ja ii.147. ² Cf. gs ii.82,
n. 1. Virūpakkha is also the name of one of the Four Great Kings, the regent of the
western quarter and lord of theNāgas. ³ On pariṭṭa, charm, spell, rune, andmettā-
bhāvanā, cf.Mrs. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha iii.185f., Sakya, 221ff. Above
reading is attaparittaṁ katuṁ; at an ii.72 it is attaparittāya, “for self-warding.”
⁴ Loving-kindness or love,mettā, and the three other modes of the brahmavihāras
are transferred from the mind of the suffuser to that of the being who is suffused
or infused.
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Do not let the two-footed harmme,
Do not let the four-footed harmme,
Do not let the many-footed harmme.

BD 5.149

“May all beings, all breathers, all creatures every one,
See all lucky things;¹ may no evil whatever come.

“Immeasurable is the Awakened One,
immeasurable dhamma,
immeasurable the Order.
Limited are creeping things: snakes, scorpions,
centipedes, spinning spiders, lizards, mice.

“A protection has beenmade byme, a charmmade byme;
Let the creatures withdraw.
I, even I, honour the Lord,
I honour the seven fully self-awakened Ones.’ ”

“I allow you, monks, to let blood.”²

Kd 15.7.1 Now at that time a certain monk, tormented by dissatisfaction,
cut off his ownmale organ.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“This foolish man, monks, cut off one thing when another should
have been cut off.Monks, one should not cut off one’s own male
organ.Whoever should cut it off, there is a grave offence.”

Kd 15.8.1 Now at that time a block of sandal-wood of costly choice sandal-
wood had accrued to a (great) merchant of Rājagaha.³ Then it oc-
curred to this (great) merchant of Rājagaha: “Suppose that I were to
have a bowl carved out of this block of sandal-wood?The chipswill be
for my enjoyment, and I can also give away the bowl as a gift.”Then
that (great) merchant of Rājagaha, having had a bowl carved out
of that block of sandal-wood, having put a string round it,⁴ having

¹ sabbe bhadrāni passantu. Cf. dn ii.89, sadā bhadrāni passati. ² Allowed also at
Vin 1.205. ³ This story is referred to at dn-a ii.388 as the Rājagaha-seṭṭhi-vatthu.
⁴ At Kd 15.24.1 somewhat similar actions are ascribed to a monk.
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hung it up on the top of a bamboo (-pole), having tied it to a series
of bamboo (-poles); spoke thus: “Let whatever recluse or brahmin
who is a perfected one as well as of psychic power get down this
bowl and (to him) it is given.”¹ Then Pūraṇa Kassapa² approached

Vin 2.111
BD 5.150the (great) merchant of Rājagaha; having approached, he spoke thus

to the (great) merchant of Rājagaha:
“Now I, householder, am a perfected one as well as of psychic

power; give me the bowl.”
“If, revered sir, the venerable one is a perfected one as well as of

psychic power, let him fetch down the bowl and it is given (to him.)”
ThenMakkhali Gosāla, Ajita Kesakambalin, Pakudha Kaccāyana,

Sañjaya Belaṭṭhiputta, Nātaputta the Jain approached the (great)
merchant of Rājagaha; having approached … “… it is given (to him).”

Now at that time the venerable Moggallāna the Great and the
venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja,³ having dressed in the morning,
taking (each) his bowl and robe, entered Rājagaha for almsfood.Then
the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja spoke thus to the venerable
Moggallāna the Great:
“The venerable Moggallāna the Great is a perfected one as well as

of psychic power. Go along, reverendMoggallāna, fetch down this
bowl; this bowl is for you.”
“The venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja a perfected one as well as

of psychic power. Go along, reverend Bhāradvāja, fetch down this
bowl; this bowl is for you.”

Then the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja, having risen above
the ground,⁴ having taken hold of that bowl, circled three times

¹ Cf. the words of the robber chief at Vin 3.208. ² He and the five others were the
six great “heretical” teachers in Gotama’s times.Their views are given at dn i.52ff.
³ Verses atThag 123,Thag 124. At an i.23 he is called chief of the disciples who are
lion-roarers. an-a i.196, which gives his story including the above episode, holds
that he was called Scrap-hunter, Piṇḍola, from his greed in searching for conjey
and rice. Other Commentarys (sn-a ii.393, Ud-a 252) ascribe his name to the large
size of his bowl. For notes on the name Piṇḍola see Psalms of the Bretheren, p. 110,
n. 4, and Psalms of the Bretheren, p. 415; ks iv.68, n. 1. ⁴ vehāsa. See bd 1.79, n. 6.
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round Rājagaha. Now at that time, the (great) merchant of Rājagaha
was standing with his wife and children in his own dwelling hold-
ing up his joined palms in salutation, paying homage, and saying:
“Honoured sir, let master Bhāradvāja come to rest just here at our
dwelling.”Then the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja came to rest
at the dwelling of the (great) merchant of Rājagaha.Then the (great)
merchant of Rājagaha, having taken the bowl from the hand of the

BD 5.151

venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja, having filled it with costly solid
foods, bestowed it on the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja.Then the
venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja, having taken hold of that bowl,
went off to the monastery.

Kd 15.8.2

People heard: “It is said that the bowl of the (great) merchant
of Rājagaha was fetched down by master Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja,”
and these people (making) a loud noise, a great noise, followed close
after the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja. Then the Lord heard
the loud noise, the great noise, and having heard it, he addressed
the venerable Ānanda, saying: “What on earth, Ānanda, is this loud
noise, this great noise?”
“Lord, the bowl of the (great) merchant of Rājagaha has been

fetched down by the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja. Lord, people
heard: ‘It is said that the bowl of the (great)merchant ofRājagahawas
fetched down by the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja, and, Lord,
these people (making) a loud noise, a great noise, have followed close
after the venerable Piṇḍola the Bhāradvāja’; this, Lord, is the loud
noise, the great noise which the Lord (hears).”

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the venerable Piṇḍola the

Vin 2.112

Bhāradvāja, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, Bhāradvāja, that the bowl of the (great) mer-

chant of Rājagaha was fetched down by you?”
“It is true, Lord.”The Awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, say-

ing:
“It is not suiting, Bhāradvāja, it is not becoming, it is not fitting,

it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done.
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How can you, Bhāradvāja, on account of a wretched wooden bowl
exhibit a condition of further-men,¹ a wonder of psychic power to
householders? As, Bhāradvāja, a woman exhibits her loin-cloth on
account of a wretched stampedmāsaka,² even so by you, Bhāradvāja,
was a condition of further-men, awonder of psychic power exhibited
to householders on account of a wretched wooden bowl. It is not,

BD 5.152

Bhāradvāja, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” Having
rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“Monks, a condition of further-men, awonder of psychic pow-

er is not to be exhibited to householders.³ Whoever should ex-
hibit them, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.Break,monks, this
wooden bowl; having reduced it to fragments, give them to monks
as perfume to mix with ointment.⁴ And, monks, a wooden bowl
should not be used.⁵Whoever should use one, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.9.1Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds of
bowls, made of gold, made of silver. People … spread it about, saying:
“Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a bowlmade of gold should not be used,⁶ a bowlmade

of silver should not be used, a bowl made of pearls … made of
beryl … made of crystal … made of bronze … made of glass …
made of tin … made of lead … a bowl made of copper should not
be used. Whoever should use (any of these), there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, two (kinds of) bowls: an iron
bowl, a clay bowl.”⁷

Kd 15.9.2

¹ uttarimanussadhamma. See Bu-Pj 4, Bu-Pc 8, and bd 1, Introduction, p. xxiv.
² māsakarūpa. See bd 1.72, n. 1, and bd 1.71, n. 2.Theword also occurs at Vin 2.294.
³ Vin-a 1203 says a miracle is objected to, not psychic power that is volitional in
nature. ⁴ Cf. Vin 1.203, where sandal-wood was allowed among five perfumes
(añjanupapisana). ⁵ Cf. bd 2.115, bd 2.415 (and n. 1), and Kd 15.37. ⁶ Cf. Kd 5.8.3.
⁷ As at Vin 3.243, Vin 4.123, Vin 4.243.
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Now at that time the bases of the bowls were rubbed.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a circular bowl-
rest.”

Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds of
circular bowl-rests, made of gold, made of silver. People … spread it
about, saying: “Like householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses.”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

“Monks, various kinds of circular bowl-rests should not be
used.Whoevershoulduseone, there isanoffenceofwrong-doing.
I allow you, monks, two (kinds of) circular bowl-rests; made of tin,

BD 5.153

made of lead.”The thick circular rests could not be inserted.¹They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to plane
them.”There were jags (on them).²They told this matter to the Lord.

Vin 2.113

He said: “I allow you, monks, to cut swordfish teeth.”³

Now at that time the group of six monks used carved⁴ circular
bowl-rests, loaded with little figures, made with ornamentations,
and they toured about showing these on carriage-roads. People …
spread it about, saying: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures
of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
carved circular bowl-rests should not be used. Whoever should
use one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks,
ordinary circular rests.”⁵

Kd 15.9.3

¹ acchupīyanti.Cf.Kd 8.14.1, where theword is used of “inserting a batch into a robe.”
Themeaning above may be “the circular rests were thick and they (i.e. the bowls)
could not be inserted.” ² valiṁ honti. Pali-English Dictionary suggests reading
valiyo. Perhaps vali is here jag or scratch, the planing or adzing not having been
well done.The jags could then bemade the best of by converting them into crocodile
teeth to hold the bowls. But this rendering is as conjectural as that given at Vinaya
Texts iii.83. ³ See also Kd 15.11.6. ⁴ Citra, variegated or painted, but not always,
and above it appears to be more likely “carved”. ⁵ Buddhaghosa says “just (or,
only, eva) the circular rests cut with swordfish teeth.”
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Now at that time monks (each) put away his bowl with water in
it and a bowl was spoiled.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a bowl shouldnot be put awaywithwater in it.Whoever
should (so) put it away, there is anoffenceofwrong-doing. I allow
you, monks, to put away a bowl having dried it in the sun.”¹

Now at that time monks (each) dried his bowl in the sun with
water in it and a bowl came to smell nasty.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, a bowl with water in it should not be
dried in the sun.Whoever should (so) dry it, there is anoffenceof
wrong-doing. I allowyou,monks, to put awayabowlhaving emptied
it of water,² having dried it in the sun.”

Now at that timemonks (each) laid aside his bowl in the heat and
the colour of a bowlwas spoiled.They told thismatter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, abowl shouldnotbe laid aside in theheat.Whoever
should (so) lay it aside, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. I allow
you, monks, to put away a bowl, having dried it for a short time in
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the sun’s heat.”³

Kd 15.9.4

Now at that timemany bowls came to be laid aside in the open
air without a prop. Having been blown against one another by gusts
of wind, the bowls were broken.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, a little prop for bowls.”

Now at that time monks (each) laid aside his bowl at the edge of
a solid bench.⁴ Having fallen down, a bowl was broken. They told

¹ Cf. Vin 1.46. ² Cf. Vin 1.46. ³ Cf. Vin 1.46. ⁴ miḍhante. At Vin 2.143miḍḍhi.
Vinaya Texts iii.163 say that it is built against the wall of a room or on the veranda
against the outer wall of a house or hut. Often made of hardened mud with two
wooden legs in front, it is a bench used to sit or sleep on. Vin-a 1203 says ālindaka-
(veranda)miḍhakādīnam ante, and implies that somemiḍhis are narrow. Allowed
at Vin 2.149 when grass mats had been eaten by rats and so on, and wheremiḍhi
appears as something hard and also as something to sleep on.Themeaning is not
certain.
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this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a bowl should not be laid
aside at the edgeof a solid bench.Whoever should (so) lay it aside,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks (each) laid aside his bowl at the edge of
a plaster flooring.¹ Having fallen down, a bowl was broken.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a bowl should not be laid
aside at the edge of a plaster flooring. Whoever should (so) lay it
aside, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks (each) turned his bowl upside down² on
the ground. A rimwas rubbed.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow you, monks, a grass mat.”³The grass mat was eaten by
white ants.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, a piece of cloth.”The piece of cloth was eaten by white ants.

Vin 2.114

They told thismatter to the Lord.He said: “I allowyou,monks, a bowl-
stand.”⁴ Having fallen down from a bowl-stand, a bowl was broken.

BD 5.155

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a
wicker stand for bowls.”⁵ A bowl was rubbed on the wicker stand for
the bowls. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, a bag for bowls.”There was no strap at the edge.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a strap at the
edge, a thread for tying.”⁶

Kd 15.9.5

Now at that time monks (each) hung his bowl on a peg in the

¹ paribhaṇḍa. Meaning uncertain. Vin-a 1203–Vin-a 1204 says “on the outer side,
on the edge of a treated (or, made, erected, kata) narrowmiḍhi.” On the word at
Vin 2.172 the Commentary says it is made of cow dung and of paste, kāsava, for
colouring floors, walls, etc.; and on the word at Vin 2.220 it says bahi jaggati, he lies
awake (or, watches) outside. In explaining “piece of cloth,” coḷaka, below, Vin-a 1204
speaks ofmattika-paribhaṇḍakatā bhūmi, which seems to mean “earth treated with
clay and plaster.” ² See Kd 15.20.3. ³ Allowed at Kd 15.11.3 below; also at Vin 2.148,
to save limbs and robes from being covered with dust. ⁴ pattamāḷaka. Vin-a 1204
says “made of brick ormade ofwood”. ⁵ pattakaṇḍolika. ⁶ Cf.Kd 6.12.4, Kd 15.11.5.
See bd 4.276, n. 8.
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wall¹ and on an “elephant-tusk” (peg).² Having fallen down, a bowl
was broken. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a
bowl should not be hung up.Whoever should hang one up, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks (each) laid aside his bowl on a couch.
Sitting down heedlessly, they broke a bowl having sat down (hard)
on it.³ They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a bowl
should not be laid aside on a couch. Whoever should (so) lay it
aside, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.”… (The same repeated for
laying aside a bowl on a chair) …

Nowat that timemonks (each) laid aside his bowl on his lap.They
got up heedlessly and a bowl, having fallen down, was broken.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a bowl should not be
laid aside on a lap. Whoever should (so) lay it aside, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that timemonks (each) laid aside his bowl in a sunshade.⁴
A sunshade was lifted up by gusts of wind⁵ and having fallen down a
bowl was broken.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
a bowl should not be laid aside in a sunshade. Whoever should
(so) lay it aside, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Nowat that timemonks (each) openedadoor⁶whenhehadabowl
inhishand.As adoorwasblowing to and fro, a bowlwasbroken.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a door should not be
opened when one has a bowl in one’s hand. Whoever should (so)
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open it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.10.1
¹ As at Vin 3.48. Allowed at Vin 2.152. ² As at Vin 3.48. Allowed at Vin 2.152. ³ Cf.
Vin 3.79 (bd 1.137 and n. 4). ⁴ chatta. n.b. at Vin 1.152 this word appears to mean
a large vessel or receptacle. ⁵ Cf. above Kd 15.9.4 and Vin 4.345. ⁶ See bd 1.199,
n. 3.
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Now at that time monks went about for almsfood (to be put)
into a gourd.¹ People … spread it about, saying: “Like members of
other sects.”²They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you
should not go about for almsfood (to be put) into a gourd. Who-
ever should (so) go about, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks went about for almsfood (to be put) into
Vin 2.115

a water-pot. People … (as above) … “offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.10.2

Now at that time a certain monk came to be a wearer of noth-
ing but rag-robes;³ he carried a bowl made from a skull. A certain
woman, terrified at having seen him, uttered a scream of horror;⁴
“How terrible for me, indeed it is a demon⁵ after me.” People …
spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans
carry a bowl made from a skull, like demon-worshippers?”⁶ They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a bowlmade from a
skull should not be carried. Whoever should carry one, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. Nor, monks, should you be a wearer
of nothing but rag-robes.Whoever should be, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.10.3

Now at that time monks took back in their bowls odd bits and
bones and impure water.⁷ People … spread it about, saying: “That
very thing fromwhich these recluses, sons of the Sakyans eat, that
is simply their waste-tub.”⁸ They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, odd bits and bones and impure water should not
be taken back in a bowl. Whoever should (so) take (these things)

¹ Cf. Vin 1.90 (bd 4.114) = bd 3.245 (bd 2.119) where they went about for almsfood to
be put into their hands. ² See bd 2.119, n. 4. ³ Buddhaghosa says that in this case
his robes, couch and chair were from a rag-heap. ⁴ Cf.mn i.448. ⁵ pisāca, as at
mn i.448.mn-a iii.165 explains, “a demon (pisāca) has come to eatme.” ⁶ pisācillikā.
Word occurs at Vin 1.152, Vin 2.134, Snp-a 357. ⁷ Same list found at Vin 4.266 in
definition of vighāsa, “scraps of food.” ⁸ paṭiggaha, a receptacle, a receiving thing.
Word occurs below Kd 15.11.5. (meaning thimble), but cf. udakap- at Vin 2.213.
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back, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, a
waste-tub.”

Kd 15.11.1

BD 5.157
Nowat that timemonkswere sewingrobe-material having ripped

it up with their hands.The robe-material became unsightly.¹ They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a small
knife, a piece of felt² (to wrap round it).” Now at that time a small
knife with a handle³ accrued to the Order.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a small knife with a handle.”
Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds of small
knives with handles, made of gold, made of silver. People … spread it
about, saying: “Like householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses.”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, various kinds
of small kniveswithhandles shouldnot beused.Whoever should
use (one), there is anoffence ofwrong-doing. I allow them,monks,
to bemade of bone,made of ivory,made of horn,made of reeds,made
of bamboo,made of pieces of stick,made of lac,made of crystal,made
of copper, made of the inside of a conch-shell.”⁴

Kd 15.11.2

Nowat that timemonks sewedrobe-materialwitha cock’s feather
andwith bamboo-rind⁵ and the robe-material came to be badly sewn.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, I allow you a
needle.”The needles became rusty.⁶ “I allow you, monks, a tube for

Vin 2.116

(holding) the needles.”⁷ Even in the tubes they became rusty. “I allow
you, monks, to fill themwith yeast.”⁸ Even in the yeast they became
rusty. “I allow you, monks, to fill themwith barley-meal.”⁹ Even in
the barley-meal they became rusty. “I allow you, monks, powdered

¹ viloma. ² namataka, allowed again at Vin 2.123, Vin 2.134. Word also found at
Vin 2.267 ³ daṇḍasatthaka. ⁴ Cf. Kd6.12.1, and see bd 4.276 for notes. ⁵ veḷu-
pesikā. Word found at dn ii.324. ⁶ kaṇṇakita, spoiled in some way, probably rusty,
blunt or stained.Theword appears to be used in the sense of stained (of the ground
and of a wall) at Kd 1.25.15 = Kd 18.1.3; and in the sense of stained, soiled or spoiled
(of robes) at Nuns’ Bi-Pc 24. Vin-a 1205 explains asmallagahitā honti (variant read-
ing malaggahitā). Mala may mean rust. Vinaya Texts iii.91 translates as “blunt.”
⁷ sūcināḷika. Bu-Pc 86 makes it an offence to have a sūcigharamade of bone, ivory or
horn. ⁸ kiṇṇa, explained at Vin-a 1205 as kiṇṇacuṇṇa. ⁹ rattu. Oldenberg’s text
reads satthu. Cf. bd 2.322, n. 4.
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stone.” Even in the powdered stone they became rusty. “I allow you,
monks, to have it mixed with beeswax.”The powdered stone broke

BD 5.158

up.“I allow you, monks, powdered stone (mixed) with gum.”¹

Kd 15.11.3

Now at that timemonks, having driven in posts here and there,
having tied them together, sewed robe-material. The robe-material
becamemisshapen at the corners.²They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, a kaṭhina-frame³ (and) strings for the
kaṭhina-frame⁴ (and) to sew robe-material having tied it down here
and there.” They spread out a kaṭhina-frame in an uneven place;
the kaṭhina-frame was split. “Monks, a kaṭhina-frame should not
be spread out in an uneven place. Whoever should (so) spread
one out, there is an offence of wrong-doing.” They spread out a
kaṭhina-frame on the ground.The kaṭhina-frame was soiled by dust.
“I allow you, monks, a grass mat.”⁵ An edge of the kaṭhina-frame was
injured.⁶ “I allow you, monks, to put on a braiding, a binding.”⁷The
kaṭhina-frame was not large enough.⁸ “I allow you, monks, a stick

¹ saritasipāṭika; cf. hiṅgusipāṭika at Vin 1.201 (Kd 6.7). But Vin-a 1206 explains asmad-
husitthakapilotikaṁ satthakosakaṁ, a little cloth for the beeswax, a little sheath for a
knife. Cf. also below, bd 5.185, n. 4. ² vikaṇṇa, as at Vin 1.297. ³ kaṭhina here, as
pointed out at Vinaya Texts iii.92, n. 8 “is evidently a sort of framework.” Vin-a 1206
says it “is a nisseṇi (ladder, frame?) and another should be spread (attharati) there
for the mats.” Or the translation of this may be: “the nisseṇi should be spread out
there and another for the mats.”The verb used here in connection with kaṭhina is
pattharati, to spread out, to extend;whereas attharati is the verb used in connection
with the formal making up of the kaṭhina-cloth; see bd 2.26, n. 3 and Kd 7. ⁴ kaṭhi-
narajja (variant reading rajju). Vin-a 1206 says “thosewho are sewing robe-material
double, tie the robe-material to the kaṭhina (-frame).” ⁵ As at Kd 15.9.4 above.
⁶ jīrati, or “wore out (with age).” This would begin a new idea, and perhaps this
is intended. On the other hand, to say that it was hurt or damaged would imply
that the grass mat was not big enough to protect the edges of the frame, and thus
the same idea would be continued. ⁷ anuvāta paribhaṇḍa. See bd 2.409, n. 7, n. 8
(where also further references are given). These two words occur at Vin 1.254 as
representing things which must have a place in the making of the kaṭhina-cloth
into robes; and again at Vin 1.297 as representing things to be used in strengthening
robes. ⁸ Vin-a 1206 says the frame was made according to the height of a tall
monk, but when the robe-material was being (formally) made there, it did not
suffice for (even) a short monk.
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in the kaṭhina-frame,¹ a skewer,² a slip of wood,³ a cord for tying,⁴ a
BD 5.159

thread for tying,⁵ and having tied the robe-material, to sew it.”The
spaces between the threads became unequal.⁶ “I allow you, monks, a
mark⁷ (to keep the spaces between the threads equal).”The threads
became crooked. “I allow you, monks, a false thread.”⁸

Kd 15.11.4

Now at that time monks trod on a kaṭhina-frame with unwashed
feet; the kaṭhina-frame was damaged. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, a kaṭhina-frame should not be trodden
upon if your feet are unwashed.Whoever should (so) tread upon
(one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks trod on a kaṭhina-frame with damp feet
…He said: “Monks, akaṭhina-frameshouldnotbe troddenupon if
your feet are damp.Whoever should (so) tread upon (one), there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks trod on a kaṭhina-frame with their san-
dals on.⁹ … He said: “Monks, a kaṭhina-frame should not be trod-
den upon if you have your sandals on.Whoever should (so) tread
upon (one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

¹ daṇḍakaṭhina. Pali-English Dictionary says that this is kaṭhina-cloth stretched on a
stick (for the purpose of measuring). Vin-a 1206 says, “it means: ‘I allow you to bind
another frame (nisseṇi) of the height of such and such a monk in the middle of that
one’ ” (i.e. of the original nisseṇi, by which the Commentary has already explained
kaṭhina). ² pidalaka (Vin-a 1206 vidalaka). Vin-a 1206 says, “it is formakingdouble,
having drawn back the ends (pariyante) of the mat in accordance with the measure
of the stick in the kaṭhina-frame.” ³ salāka. Vin-a 1206 explains as a slip of wood
going in between a double piece of robe-material. ⁴ vinandhanarajju. Vin-a 1206
says “a cord tying the smaller frame (nisseṇi) together with the large frame there.”
⁵ vinandhanasuttaka. Vin-a 1206, “thread for tying the robe-material to the smaller
frame.” ⁶ visamā. Vin-a 1206 says that some were large, some small. ⁷ kaḷimb-
haka. Vin-a 1206 says “talipot palm leaves and so on—whatever does for knowing
the (right)measure.” ⁸ moghasuttaka. Vin-a 1206 says “for recognition by a yellow
thread, as carpenters go by a black thread on a piece of wood”. See bd 4.354 and cf.
Vin-a 1110 in explanation of bandhanamattena. In both cases the false thread is a
guide. ⁹ See bd 3.144, n. 1.
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Kd 15.11.5

Now at that time monks, sewing robes, pricked¹ their fingers;
their fingers became painful.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said. “Monks, I allow a thimble.”² Now at that time the group of
six monks used various kinds of thimbles, made of gold, made of
silver. People … spread it about, saying: “Like householders who

Vin 2.117

BD 5.160 enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, various kinds of thimbles should not be used.
Whoever should use them, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I
allow them, monks, to be made of bone … made of the inside of a
conch-shell.”

Now at that time needles and small knives and thimbles were
lost.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
a small bowl to hold (these things in).”³ (The contents of) the small
bowls got in a muddle. They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, a bag for thimbles.”There was no strap at the
edge.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
a strap at the edge, a thread for tying.”⁴

Kd 15.11.6

Now at that time as monks were sewing robes in the open air
they were bothered by cold and heat.⁵ They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow you,monks, a hall for the kaṭhina-frame, a hut
for the kaṭhina-frame.” A hall for the kaṭhina-frame was low to the
ground,⁶ itwasflooded bywater.They told thismatter to the Lord.He
said: “I allow you, monks, to make it high to the ground.”The piling
collapsed. “I allow you, monks, to pile up three (kinds of) pilings:
a piling of bricks, a piling of stones, a piling of wood.”⁷ They were
inconvenienced as theywere ascending. “I allow,monks, three (kinds

¹ paṭigaṇhanti. ² paṭiggaha. Cf. above, bd 5.156. ³ āvesanavitthaka. Āvesana is
dwelling, vittha a bowl, as in surāvittha at Ja v.427, Dhp-a iii.66. Vin-a 1206 explains
by pātī- (bowl) caṅgoṭakādi (box and so on). ⁴ As at Kd 6.12.4. ⁵ Cf. this passage
with Kd 15.14.2, Kd 15.14.3, Kd 16.3.6. ⁶ Cf. this passage with Kd 15.14.2. ⁷ As at
Kd 15.16.2, Kd 15.17.2, Kd 16.3.3.
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of) staircases: a staircase of bricks, a staircase of stones, a staircase
of wood.” As they were ascending they fell off. “I allow, monks, a
balustrade.”¹ Powdered grass² fell into the hall for the kaṭhina-frame.
“I allow you, monks, having lashed³ on (a roof ⁴), to give a smearing
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inside and outside,⁵ whitewash,⁶ black colouring, red chalk, wreath-
work, creeper-work, swordfish teeth, thefive (pieces of) clothdesign,
a bamboo for hanging up robe-material,⁷ a cord for hanging up robe-
material.”⁸

Kd 15.11.7

Now at that time monks, having sewn robe-material, went away
having left the kaṭhina-frame at that very place, and it was eaten
by rats and white ants.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, to fold up the kaṭhina-frame.” A kaṭhina-frame
was split. “I allowyou,monks, to fold up the kaṭhina-frame by using a
wooden rod.”⁹ A kaṭhina-framewas twisted out of position.¹⁰ “I allow
you, monks, a cord for tying it.” Now at that time monks, having
lifted up the kaṭhina-frame on to walls and posts, went away and the
kaṭhina-frame, having fallen down, was split. They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to hang it on a peg in a wall
or on an ‘elephant-tusk’ (peg).”

Kd 15.12.1Then the Lord having stayed in Rājagaha for as long as he found
suiting set out on tour for Vesālī. Now at that time the monks went

Vin 2.118

along (each) taking his needle and small knife andmedicine in his

¹ ālambanabāha. Ālambana by itself is “the plinth of a railing or balustrade,” A.K.
Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, Journal of the American Oriental
Society, Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 251. ² tiṇacuṇṇa, as at Vin 1.203. ³ ogumphetvā. Cf.
ogumphiyanti at Vin 1.194. ⁴ So Vin-a 1207, chadanaṁ odhunitvā. ⁵ ullitāvalitta,
as in definition of “hut” and “dwelling-place” at Vin 3.149, Vin 3.156 respectively
(see bd 1.267, n. 3). ⁶ This and the following terms, as far as “five (pieces of) cloth
design,” mentioned again at Vin 2.121, Vin 4.47. Cf. Vin 2.172. For notes see bd 2.259.
⁷ Allowed at Vin 1.286. ⁸ Allowed at Vin 1.286. ⁹ goghaṁsikā. I do not follow the
meaning as given at Vinaya Texts iii.98, for monks were not allowed to use cowhides
(Vin 1.193). Vin-a 1207 says, “having arranged (katvā) a bamboo or a stick (daṇḍaka)
from a tree inside, to fold it up (i.e. the frame) together with that.” ¹⁰ viveṭhiyati.
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bowl.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
a bag for medicine.”There was no strap at the edge.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, a strap at the edge,
a thread for tying.”

Now at that time a certain monk, having tied his sandals to his
girdle entered a village for almsfood. A certain lay-follower, greeting
that monk, knocked up against the sandals with his head.Thatmonk
became ashamed.Then that monk, having arrived at a monastery,
told this matter to themonks.Themonks told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you,monks, a bag for sandals.”Therewas no strap at
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the edge. “I allow you, monks, a strap at the edge, a thread for tying.”

Kd 15.13.1 Now at that time on a certain road there was water that was not
allowable¹ (for) there was no strainer.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a strainer.” A little piece of cloth was
not enough. “I allow, monks, a strainer on a ladle.”The little piece of
cloth was not enough.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow a regulation waterpot.”²

Kd 15.13.2

Now at that time two monks were going along a high road in
the Kosalan country. Ore monk indulged in bad habits.³ The other
monk spoke thus to that monk: “Do not do that, your reverence, it
is not allowable.” He grumbled at him.Then that monk, tormented
by thirst, spoke thus to the monk who had grumbled: “Give me the
strainer,⁴ your reverence, I will drink (some) water.”Themonk who
had grumbled did not give it. That monk passed away, tormented by
thirst. Then that monk, having arrived at a monastery, told this mat-

¹ Doubtless meaning that it had “living creatures” in it—an offence to make use
of water like this, Bu-Pc 62, and cf. Bu-Pc 20. ² dhammakaraka, as at Vin 2.177,
Vin 2.302. Cf. Dhp-a iii.290. ³ Cf. Vin 4.83 (bd 2.332). ⁴ It looks as if the strainer,
at the date of this episode, was communal, one serving a number of monks. At
Vin 2.302 it is given among a “recluse’s requisites.”
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ter to the monks.They said: “But did you, your reverence, (although)
being asked, not give a strainer?”
“No, your reverences.” Those who were modest monks looked

down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can this monk,
when being asked for a strainer, not give it?” Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this
connection, having had the Order of monks convened, questioned
this monk, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, when being asked for a

strainer, did not give it?”
“It is true, Lord.” The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked him,

saying:
“It is not suitable in you, foolish man, it is not becoming, it is not

fitting, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be
BD 5.163

done. How can you, foolish man, when being asked for a strainer,
not give it? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not

Vin 2.119

(yet) pleased …” Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk,
he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, if amonk is going along ahighroad and is being asked

for a strainer, he should not not give it.Whoever should not give
it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Nor, monks, should you
go along a highway without a strainer. Whoever should (so) go,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If there is not a strainer nor a
regulation water-pot, then a corner of the outer cloak should be de-
termined upon with the words, ‘I will drink (water) having strained
it with this’.”

Kd 15.13.3

Then the Lord, walking on tour gradually arrived at Vesālī.The
Lord stayed there inVesālī in theGreatGrove at theHall of theGabled
Pillars. Now at that time monks were making repairs. The water-
strainer did not cease (to be in use¹). They told this matter to the

¹ na sammati, did not rest, cease.Themeaningmust be that the thirstymonksmade
such constant demands upon it that it did not meet their needs and that therefore
something larger was wanted to give more water and more quickly.
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Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a double water-strainer.”¹ The double
water-strainer did not cease (to be in use).They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a filter.”² Now at that time monks
were pestered bymosquitoes.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, a mosquito-net.”³

Kd 15.14.1 Now at that time at Vesālī a succession of meals of sumptuous
foods came to be arranged.⁴ Monks, having eaten the sumptuous
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foods, became very ill with their bodies full of (bad) humours.⁵Then
JīvakaKomārabhaccawent toVesālī on somebusiness orother. Jīvaka
Komārabhacca saw the monks who were very ill with their bodies
full of (bad) humours; seeing them, he approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, Jīvaka Ko-
mārabhacca spoke thus to the Lord:
“At present, Lord,monks are very ill with their bodies full of (bad)

humours. It were well, Lord, if the Lord allowed the monks a place
for pacing up and down in and a bathroom.⁶ Thus will the monks
come to have few afflictions.”⁷ Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced,
roused, delighted Jīvaka Komārabhacca with talk on dhamma. Then
Jīvaka Komārabhacca, gladdened … delighted by the Lord with talk
on dhamma, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed

¹ daṇḍaparissāvana. Cf. daṇḍasatthaka and daṇḍakaṭhina at Kd 15.11.1, Kd 15.11.3.
Vinaya Texts iii.102 gives “double strainer” with note that it is “apparently a long
box, both ends of which strain the water which is poured into the middle by means
of a pipe (daṇḍaka).” Daṇḍakaṭhina certainly has nearly the meaning of a “double
kaṭhina-frame.” Vin-a 1207 says “like dyers’ strainers for alkaline dyes, having tied
a piece of cloth to the four ends of a frame, water should be poured into a pipe
(daṇḍaka) in the middle.Then you strain, having filled both the divisions.” ² ot-
tharaka, a kind of strainer. It seems, from Buddhaghosa’s remarks, that this is a
strainer which bymeans of four pipes filters water that monks can then take in a
pitcher. ³ makasakuṭikā, ormosquito-curtain. Vin-a 1207 explains by cīvarakuṭikā.
Does this mean a little hut (made of robe-material)? ⁴ As at Vin 4.75; Vin 1.57
(Rājagaha), Vin 1.248 (Kusinārā). ⁵ As at Vin 1.206. ⁶ jantāghara, as at Kd 1.25.12;
see bd 4.62, and Vinaya Texts iii.103, n. 2. ⁷ appābādhā. Jīvakawas probably taking
a wider view of maintaining the monks’ health than the “convalescent” of Vinaya
Texts iii.103 allows for.
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keeping his right side towards him.Then the Lord on this occasion,
in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed themonks,
saying:
“I allow, monks, a place for pacing up and down in, and a bath-

room.”

Kd 15.14.2

Now at that time monks paced up and down in an uneven place
Vin 2.120

for pacing up and down in; their feet became painful.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make it level.”
A place for pacing up and down in was low to the ground; it was
flooded by water. “I allow you, monks, to make it high to the ground
… (as in Kd 15.11.6) … I allow you, monks, a balustrade.”

Now at that time, monks, as they were pacing up and down in
the place for pacing up and down in, fell off.They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a railing round the place for
pacing up and down in.”¹ Now at that time monks, pacing up and
down in the open air, were bothered by cold and heat.They told this
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matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a hall in the place for
pacing up and down in.” Powdered grass fell into the hall in the place
for pacing up and down in. “I allow you, monks, having lashed on (a
roof) … (as in Kd 15.11.6) … a cord for hanging up robe-material.”

Kd 15.14.3

A bathroom was low to the ground; it was flooded by water. “I
allow you, monks, to make it high to the ground … (as in Kd 15.11.6)
… a balustrade.”There was no door² to a bathroom. “I allow, monks,
a door, a doorpost and lintel,³ a hollow like a mortar (for the door to

¹ caṅkamanavedikā. As noted byA.K. Coomaraswamy in IndianArchitectural Terms,
Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 273 (q.v. for further refer-
ences), dn ii.179 gives the component parts of a vedikā: the uprights, the cross-bars
and the coping.Cf. vedikāvātapāna at Kd 16.2.2. ² kavāṭa, the door itself, thatwhich
closes the aperture. ³ piṭṭhasaṅghāṭa. Allowed againwith the two following items
at Kd 16.2.1.
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revolve in¹), a small upperprojection,² apost for thebolt,³ a ‘monkey’s
head,’⁴ a pin (to secure the bolt),⁵ a (stick used as a) bolt,⁶ a keyhole,⁷
a hole for pulling through (the cord),⁸ cord for pulling through.”⁹

The lowerpart of the lathandplasterwall¹⁰ of abathroomdecayed.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
make a facing (round it).”¹¹Thebathroomhadnopipe for the steam.¹²

BD 5.166

“I allow, monks, a pipe for the steam.”

Now at that timemonks made a fireplace in the middle of a small
bathroom, and there was no access.¹³ “I allow you, monks, to make
a fireplace at one side of a small bathroom, in the middle of a large
one.”The fire in the bathroom scorched their faces. “I allow, monks,
clay for the face.”¹⁴Theymoistened the claywith their hands. “I allow,

¹ udukkhalika. I follow translation at Vinaya Texts iii.105. ² uttarapāsaka. Vinaya
Texts iii.105 “projections to revolve in thesehollows.” ³ aggaḷavaṭṭi. Vin-a 1207 says,
“the samemeasure as the doorpost, dvārabāhā, it is simply called aggaḷathambha
(post for a bolt or bar). Havingmade three or four holes there, they put in pins” (sūci,
or cross-bars). ⁴ kapisīsaka. Vin-a 1207 says, “this means, having perforated the
doorpost, it is called a bolt-projection, aggaḷapāsaka, put in there”. Critical Pali Dic-
tionary (under aggaḷapāsaka) notes that “according to Vin-a (Vin 2.120) = kapisīsaka,
quadrangular end of the bolt of a door, Sacred Books of the East xx.106).” Cf.
dn ii.143, kapisīsaṁ ālambitvā ṭhito, which dn-a 584 explains as kapisīsakaṁ ti
dvārabāhakoṭiyaṁ ṭhitaṁ aggaḷarukkhaṁ, “a piece of wood for the bolt fixed at the
top of the doorpost.” It must be a hole or cavity to receive the bolt.Theword also
occurs at Ja iii.23. ⁵ sūcika. Vin-a 1207 says, “it is put in, having made a hole in the
middle there” (i.e. in the “monkey’s head”). Cf. aggaḷasūci atmn i.126, “the pin for the
bolt.” ⁶ ghaṭikā. Vin-a 1207merely says “joined above,”upari yojitā.Cf. ghaṭikaṁug-
ghāṭetvā, having undone the bolt, at Vin 2.207, and sūcighaṭikā at Vin 2.237, sn iv.290,
Ud 52. It is explained at Ud-a 298: sūcighaṭikāmeans having fixed (ādahitvā, variant
reading ādiṁ katvā) the pin for the bolt, aggaḷasūci, and the upper bolt, uparighaṭikā,
having closed it firmly.The ghaṭikāwould appear to be a subsidiary bolt, the main
one being the aggaḷa. ⁷ Cf. below, Vin 5.207. ⁸ āviñchanachidda. This and the
next allowed again at Kd 16.2.1 because there doors could not be made to meet (the
doorposts), na phassīyanti. ⁹ āviñchanarajju. ¹⁰ kuḍḍapāda; also below Kd 16.3.4
of a dwelling-place and where a different remedy was “allowed.” ¹¹ maṇḍalikaṁ
kātuṁ. Vin-a 1207 says nīcavatthukaṁ cinitum, “to pile low to the ground,” for which
expression cf. Kd 15.11.6. ¹² dhūmanetta. Cf. Kd6.13.2. Vin-a 1207 says a hole for
letting out the steam. ¹³ upacāra as in Kd 16.3.3. ¹⁴ mukhamattikā. Cf. Kd 1.25.12.
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monks, a tub for the clay.”The clay came to smell nasty. “I allow you,
monks, to cure¹ it.”The fire in the bathroom scorched their bodies.
“I allow you, monks, to take in water.”They took in water in dishes
and bowls. “I allow you, monks, a receptacle for water,² a saucer³
for the water.” A bathroomwith a grass roofing did not make them
sweat. “I allow you, monks, having lashed on (a roof),⁴ to give it
a smearing inside and outside.”The bathroom became swampy. “I
allow you, monks, to spread three (kinds of) spreadings: a spreading
of bricks, a spreading of stones, a spreading of wood.”⁵ Even so it
became swampy. “I allow you, monks, to wash it.” Water remained.
“I allow, monks, a drain for the water.”⁶ Now at that time monks sat
down on the ground in a bathroom and they got pins and needles in

Vin 2.121

their limbs. “I allow, monks, a chair for the bathroom.” Now at that
time a bathroomwas not fenced in. “I allow, monks, three (kinds of)
fences to fence it in with: a fence of bricks, a fence of stones, a fence
of wood.”⁷

Kd 15.14.4

There was no porch.⁸ “I allow, monks, a porch.”The porch was
low to the ground; it was flooded by water. “I allow you, monks, to
make it high to the ground … (as in Kd 15.11.6) … a balustrade.”There
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was no door to the porch. “I allow, monks, a door, doorposts and
lintel … (as in Kd 15.14.3) … a hole for pulling through (the cord), cord
for pulling through.” Powdered grass fell on to the porch.“I allow
you, monks, having lashed on (a roof), to give it a smearing inside
and outside, whitewash, black colouring, red chalk, garland design,
creeper design, swordfish teeth, the five (pieces of) cloth design.”⁹

Kd 15.14.5

Acell becameswampy.¹⁰ “I allowyou,monks, to sprinkle gravel.”¹¹

¹ vāsetuṁ, in the sense of to prepare, to treat, as at Kd 6.17. Buddhaghosa says
“to cure with perfumes.” ² udakaṭṭhāna. Buddhaghosa reads udakanidhāna, a
receptacle for water, and explains, “a place for putting water; having put the water
in a pitcher (ghaṭa) there, one can use it bymeans of a saucer” (or cup). ³ sarāvaka,
as at Vin 1.203. Cf. ācamanasarāvaka at Kd 15.35.4. ⁴ See above, Kd 15.11.6. ⁵ As
in Kd 15.17.1. ⁶ As at end of Kd 15.14.5; Kd 15.17.2. ⁷ As at Kd 15.17.1; cf. Vin 4.266.
⁸ koṭṭhaka. Vin-a 1208 says this means dvārakoṭṭhaka, gateway in the porch. See
Kd 15.35.4 ⁹ As at Kd 15.11.6. ¹⁰ As at Kd 15.35.4; Kd 16.3.8. ¹¹ marumbā, as in
Bu-Pc 10 in definition of “natural ground” (see bd 2.224 and n. 1).
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They did not succeed in doing so. “I allow you, monks, to lay down
flagstones.”Water remained. “I allow,monks, a drain for thewater.”¹

Kd 15.15.1 Now at that time monks, while naked,² greeted others who were
naked and caused otherswhowere naked to greet them; did a service
to others who were naked and made others do a service to those
who were naked; while naked they gave to others who were naked,
accepted naked, ate naked, partook of naked, tasted naked, drank
naked.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, onewho is naked should neither greet nor be greeted

by onewho is naked; onewho is naked should not cause another
to greet nor to be greeted by one who is naked; a service for one
who is naked should not be done by one who is naked, a service
for onewho is naked should not be caused to be done by onewho
is naked; one who is naked should not give to a naked one, one
who is naked should not accept, onewho is naked should not eat,
one who is naked should not partake of, … should not taste …
should not drink.Whoever should (so) drink, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.16.1 Now at that time monks laid aside their robes on the ground in a
bathroom; the robes became soiled with dust.³They told this matter

BD 5.168

to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a bamboo for robes, a cord for
robes.” When it rained the robes got wet. “I allow, monks, a hall in

Vin 2.122

the bathroom.”The hall in the bathroomwas low to the ground. “I
allow,monks, … (as inKd 15.11.6) … a balustrade.” Powdered grass fell
on to the hall in the bathroom. “I allow you, monks, having lashed on
(a roof) … (as in Kd 15.11.6) … a bamboo for robes, a cord for robes.”

Kd 15.16.2

Nowat that timemonkswere doubtful about doing a service both
when in a bathroom and in the water. They told this matter to the

¹ As in Kd 15.14.3. ² That is, in the bathroom. ³ As at Kd 15.11.3.
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Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, three (kinds of) coverings: a covering
to the bathroom, a covering to the water, a covering by clothes.”¹

Now at that time there was no water in a bathroom. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a well.”The facing
of the well fell in.² “I allow you, monks, to pile up three (kinds of)
pilings: a piling of bricks, a piling of stones, a piling of wood.”The
well was low to the ground … (as in Kd 15.11.6) “… I allow, monks, a
balustrade.”

Now at that timemonks drewwater bymeans of jungle rope, and
by means of a waistband. “I allow you, monks, a cord for drawing
water.”Their hands became painful. “I allow, monks, a well-sweep,³
a hand-wheel,⁴ a wheel and buckets.”⁵ Many vessels were broken. “I
allowmonks, three (kinds of) jars: a copper jar, a wooden jar, strips
of animals’ hide.”⁶

Now at that time monks, drawing water in the open air, were
bothered by cold and heat. They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, a hall for a well.” Powdered grass fell on to the
hall for a well. “I allow, monks, … (as in Kd 15.11.6) … a bamboo for
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robes, a cord for robes.” The well was not covered. It was littered
with powdered grass and with dust. “I allow, monks, a lid.”⁷ There

¹ Vin-a 1208 says that the two former are for doing a service, but not for greeting,
etc., the last is for doing all kinds of services. ² As at Kd 15.17.2. ³ tulā. Vin-
a 1208 says “a pole for lifting up (or pulling up, ubbāhana) thewater like that used for
vegetables, paṇṇikānaṁ.” A.K. Coomaraswamy says it means here “well-sweep,”
Indian Architectural Terms, p. 271, which also see for the two following terms.The
three terms indicate different methods of pulling up water. Editors Vinaya Texts
iii.112 had a corrupt copy of the Commentary before them. ⁴ karakaṭaka. Kaṭaka is
anything circular, so awheel. Vin-a 1208 says “either having harnessed it to bullocks
or having taken it with the hands, it is an instrument with a long strap for pulling
up” (a bucket of water). ⁵ cakkavaṭṭaka. Vin-a 1208 says “it is a contrivance for
jars to be taken off the spokes of a wheel,” arahaṭaghaṭiyantaṁ (variant reading
arahattaghaṭi-). ⁶ Vin-a 1208, “a hide vessel that can be joined to the well-sweep
or the hand-wheel.” ⁷ apidhāna, as at Kd 6.12.2.
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was no vessel for the water. “I allow, monks, a trough for water, a
pot¹ for water.”

Kd 15.17.1 Now at that timemonks bathed here, there and everywhere in
a monastery; the monastery became swampy.They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a pool.”The pool was public. “I
allow, monks, three (kinds of) fences to fence it in: a fence of bricks,
a fence of stones, a fence of wood.”² The pool became swampy. “I
allow you, monks, to spread three (kinds of) spreadings: a spreading
of bricks, a spreading of stones, a spreading of wood.”³ The water
remained. “I allow, monks, a drain.”⁴ Now at that time monks’ limbs
cooled down. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, a wiper (with which to wipe off) the water⁵ and to sponge
yourselves downwith a cloth.”⁶

Kd 15.17.2

Now at that time a certain lay follower was anxious to build a
Vin 2.123

tank for an Order.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, a tank.”The facing of the tank fell in.⁷ “I allow you, monks, to
pile up three (kinds of) pilings: a piling of bricks, a piling of stones, a
piling of wood.”⁸They were inconvenienced as they were ascending.
“I allow, monks, three (kinds of) staircases: a staircase of bricks, a
staircase of stones, a staircase of wood.”⁹ As they were ascending
they fell off. “I allow, monks, a balustrade.” The water in the tank
became stale. “I allow, monks, a pipe for the water,¹⁰ a drain for the
water.”

BD 5.170

¹ kaṭāha, or receptacle. ² As at Kd 15.14.3. ³ As at Kd 15.14.3. ⁴ As at Kd 15.14.3,
Kd 15.14.5. ⁵ udakapuñchanī. In view of the fact that Buddhaghosa says “made of
ivory,madeof horn,madeofwood,” it cannotunhesitatingly be rendered “towel” (as
at Vinaya Texts iii.114). Yet the three sorts allowed at Vin 2.174 are those of bearskin,
drapery and cloth and Buddhaghosa mentions colakapādapuñchana in Commentary
onKd 16.2.2.Cf. pādapuñchanī atVin 4.40.Theword also occurs atVin 4.168 (bd 3.89).
⁶ colakena paccuddharituṁ as at Kd 16.3.1. ⁷ As at Kd 15.16.2. ⁸ As at Kd 15.11.6.
⁹ As at Kd 15.11.6. ¹⁰ udakāyatika. Vin-a 1208 (reading udakamātikā, a channel,
course, as does Sinhalese edition of Vinaya) says this is amātikā for bringing water
in.The drain will have been to lead it away.
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Now at that time a certainmonkwas anxious to build a bathroom
with a curving roof ¹ for an Order.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow, monks, a bathroomwith a curving roof.”

Kd 15.18.1Now at that time the group of six monks were away, separated
from² their pieces of cloth to sit upon³ for four months. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not be away,
separated from your pieces of cloth to sit upon for four months.
Whoever should be (so) away, separated from, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks lay down to sleep on
beds which were scattered over with flowers. People, touring the
dwelling-place, having seen them… spread it about, saying: “Like
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not lie down to
sleep on beds scattered over with flowers. Whoever should (so)
lie down to sleep, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time people, taking scents and garlands, came to a
monastery. Monks being scrupulous, did not accept them.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having taken
the scents, to give the five-finger mark⁴ on the door; having taken

¹ This rendering is taken from Vin-a 1208 which says that nillekha is called “a pro-
jection curving at the side, āviddhapakkhapāsaka; having fixed the side projections
in the upper round part, uparimaṇḍale, of the beams, this (i.e. nillekha) is the name
of the finished covering roof.” One might compare the “curved house,” aḍḍhayoga,
of Vin 1.58 and other passages. See bd 4.75. ² vippavasati; see Bu-NP 2. ³ See
Bu-NP 15, Vin 3.232 where nisīdana is defined, and bd 2.87, n. 2, n. 3. ⁴ kavāṭe
pañcaṅgulikaṁ dātuṁ. See article on pañcaṅgulika in Pali-English Dictionary. It is
either a magical and protective or a decorative mark. At the present day impres-
sions of the human hand are still made on walls in India, the hand having been first
dipped in some colouringmatter. See also Journal of the Pali Text Society 1884, p. 84f.
Pañcaṅgulikaṁ datvā occurs at Ja i.166 in connection with slaying a goat; at Ja i.192
(gandhena pañc- datvā) of an ox; at Ja ii.104, Ja iii.23 of a tree, and also as lohitapañc-
of a tree at Ja iii.160.
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the flowers, to lay them down in a dwelling-place at one side.”

Kd 15.19.1 Nowat that time a piece of felt¹ accrued to anOrder.They told this
BD 5.171

matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a piece of felt.”Then it
occurred to monks: “Now, should a piece of felt be allotted or should
it be assigned?”² “A piece of felt, monks, should be neither allotted
nor assigned.”

Now at that time the group of six monks ate (leaning against)
chased cushions.³ People … spread it about, saying: “Like house-
holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not eat (leaning against)
chased cushions. Whoever should (so) eat there is an offence of

Vin 2.124

wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain monk came to be ill. While he was
eating he was not able to hold a bowl in his hand. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks a stand.”⁴

Kd 15.19.2

Now at that time the group of six monks ate from one dish⁵ and
drank from one beaker and shared one couch⁶ and shared one cloth
and shared one covering and shared one covering-cloth.⁷ People …
spread it about, saying: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures
of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
you should not eat from one dish nor drink from one beaker nor
share one couch nor share one cloth nor share one covering nor

¹ namataka, as at Vin 2.115, Vin 2.134. Vin-a 1208 on its meaning above says that it is
made of sheep’swool (or goats’ hair, eḷakaloma). ² Not included among the articles
about which the same question was asked at Vin 1.296–7. ³ āsittakūpadhāna. Vin-
a 1208 says that a synonym for this is “a peḷā (basket, chest?) made of copper or
silver.” ⁴ maḷorikā. Vin-a 1208 explains as a prop (made of) sticks, daṇḍādhā aka.
⁵ As lax monks did at Vin 2.10, Vin 3.180. ⁶ As the lax monks and as two nuns did
at Vin 4.288 (see bd 3.304). ⁷ As the lax monks and as the two nuns at Vin 4.289
(see bd 3.30, n).
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share one covering-cloth. Whoever should share (one), there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.20.1Now at that time the Licchavi Vaḍḍha was a friend of the monks
who were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka.¹ Then the Licchavi
Vaḍḍha approached the monks who were followers of Mettiya and
Bhummajaka; having approached, he spoke thus to the monks who
were followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka: “I salute you, masters.”
When he had spoken thus, the monks who were followers of Mettiya
and Bhummajaka did not respond. And a second time … And a third

BD 5.172

time did the Licchavi Vaḍḍha speak thus to the monks who were
followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka: “I salute you, masters.” And
a third time the monks who were followers of Mettiya and Bhumma-
jaka did not respond. He said: “Do I offend against the masters? Why
do the masters not respond to me?”
“It is because you, friend Vaḍḍha, were indifferent when we were

being molested by Dabba theMallian.”
“What can I, masters, do?”
“If you, friend Vaḍḍha, were willing you could get the Lord to

expel the venerable² Dabba theMallian this very day.”
“What can I, masters, do? How am I able to do that?”
“Come you, friend Vaḍḍha, go up to the Lord; having gone up,

speak thus to the Lord: ‘This, Lord, is not suitable, it is not becoming
that this quarter which should be without fear, secure, without dan-
ger, is the very quarter which is full of fear, insecure, full of danger.
Where there was a calm, now there is a gale. It seems as if the very
water is blazing. My wife has been seduced by master Dabba the
Mallian.’ ”

Kd 15.20.2

“Very well, masters,” and the Licchavi Vaḍḍha, having answered
themonkswhowere followers ofMettiya andBhummajaka in assent,
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a

¹ Cf. Vin 2.78f., Vin 3.162. ² He is not called āyasmā by the monks at the parallel
passage at Vin 3.162, but he is at Vin 2.78.
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respectful distance , the Licchavi Vaḍḍha spoke thus to the Lord:
Vin 2.125

“This, Lord, is not suitable …My wife has been seduced by master
Dabba theMallian.”

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the venerable Dabba the
Mallian, saying: “Dabba, do you remember doing as this Vaḍḍha
says?”
“Lord, the Lord knows in regard to me.” And a second time the

Lord … And a third time the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Dabba
theMallian: “Dabba, do you remember doing as this Vaḍḍha says?”
“Lord, the Lord knows in regard to me,” he said.
“Dabba, the Dabbas do not give evasive answers thus. If what was
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done was done by you, say so: if it was not done by you, say it was
not.”
“Lord, since I was born I cannot call to mind indulging in sexual

intercourse even in a dream; much less so when I was awake.”
Kd 15.20.3

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Because of this,
monks, let the Order turn the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl upside down,¹
let it impose non-eating with the Order.² Monks, if a lay-follower is
possessed of eight qualities his bowl may be turned upside down:³
if he tries for non-receiving (of gains) by monks, if he tries for non-
profiting by monks, if he tries for non-residence for monks, if he

¹ Not a literal turning upside down, but a symbolical one performed by a formal
act of the Order for turning down, nikkujjanā and, a bowl, as described below in
Kd 15.20.4. Vin-a 1209 says “here, if a person is possessed of any one of these eight
qualities, having gone within the boundaries or outside them (the Order) may turn
it down.When anyone’s bowl is turned upside down thus, no alms may be taken
in his house … It is set upright (again) by a formal act consisting of a motion and a
resolution, ñattidutiyakamma.” an-a iv.159 explains, “(the Order)may turn it upside
down by a proclamation, kammavācā for turning a bowl upside down, on account of
which there is no receiving of alms given—not by placing it face downwards.”The
phrase pattaṁ nikkujjati although used in the ordinary signification above, Kd 15.9.4
(Vinaya Texts iii.119, n. 2) is not here. A layman certainly would have had no begging
bowl that could have been, literally, turned upside down. ² asaṁbhogaṁ saṅghena
karotu. See above, Kd 11.25.1 where non-eating with an Order goes with and is a
mark of an act of suspension. ³ This passage recurs at an iv.345. The first five
qualities are also found at Vin 1.84, Vin 2.18.
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reviles and abuses monks, if he causes monk to break with monk,¹
if he speaks dispraise of the Awakened One, if he speaks dispraise
of dhamma, if he speaks dispraise of the Order. I allow you, monks,
to turn a lay-follower’s bowl upside down if he is possessed of these
eight qualities.

Kd 15.20.4

And thus, monks, should it be turned upside down:The Order
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying:
‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The Licchavi Vaḍḍha is
defaming thevenerableDabba theMallianwithanunfoundedcharge
of falling away frommoral habit.² If it seems right to the Order, the
Order may turn the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl upside down, it may
impose non-eating with the OrderThis is the motion Honoured sirs,

BD 5.174

let the Order listen to me. The Licchavi Vaḍḍha is defaming … of
falling away from moral habit. The Order is turning the Licchavi
Vaḍḍha’s bowl upside down, it is imposing non-eating with an Order.
If the turning upside down of the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl and the
imposing of non-eating with the Order is pleasing to the venerable
ones they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing, should
speak. The Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl is turned upside down by the
Order (and there is to be) non-eating with the Order. It is pleasing
to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Kd 15.20.5

Then the venerable Ānanda, having dressed in the morning, tak-
ing his bowl and robe, went up to the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s dwelling;
having gone up, he spoke thus to the Licchavi Vaḍḍha: “Your bowl,
friend Vaḍḍha, is turned upside down by an Order, you are non-
eating with the Order.” Then the Licchavi Vaḍḍha, thinking: “It is

Vin 2.126

said that my bowl is turned upside down by an Order, it is said that
I am non-eating with the Order,” fainted and fell on that very spot.
Then the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s friends and intimates, his kith and kin³
spoke thus to the Licchavi Vaḍḍha:

¹ At Vin 2.18 a formal act of reconciliation may be carried out for a monk if he has
the first five of these qualities in respect of householders; and it may be too if he
has spoken dispraise of the awakened one, etc., to householders. ² As at Vin 2.79,
where a “verdict of innocence” is given for Dabba. ³ Cf. an i.222.
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“Enough, Vaḍḍha, do not grieve, do not lament, we will reconcile¹
the Lord and the Order of monks.”Then the Licchavi Vaḍḍha with
his wife and children, with his friends and intimates, with his kith
and kin, his clothes wet, his hair wet approached the Lord; having
approached, he spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, a transgression has overcomeme,² in that I, foolish, mis-

guided, wrong that I was, defamedmaster Dabba theMallian with
an unfounded charge of falling away frommoral habit. For this, Lord,
let the Lord acknowledge my transgression as a transgression for
the sake of restraint in the future.”
“Truly a transgression overcame you, friend Vaḍḍha, in that you,

foolish,misguided,wrong that youwere, defamedDabba theMallian
with an unfounded charge of falling away frommoral habit. But if

BD 5.175

you, friendVaḍḍha, having seen the transgression as a transgression,
confess according to the rule, we³ acknowledge it for you. For, friend
Vaḍḍha, in the discipline of the noble, this is growth:whoever having
seen a transgression as a transgression, confesses it according to the
rule, he attains restraint in the future.”

Kd 15.20.6

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Well, nowmonks,
let the Order set upright the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl, let it grant
eating with the Order. Monks, if a lay-follower is possessed of eight
qualities his bowl may be set upright: if he does not try for non-
receiving (of gains) by monks, if he does not try for non-profiting
by monks, if he does not try for non-residence for monks, if he does
not revile and abuse monks, if he does not cause monk to break with
monk, if he does not speak dispraise of the Awakened One, if he does
not speak dispraise of dhamma, if he does not speak dispraise of the
Order. I allow you, monks, to set upright a lay-follower’s bowl if he is

¹ As noted at Vinaya Texts iii.122, n. 1 this same verb is used in Kd 11.22.3 when a
monk has offended against a layman. ² As at Vin 1.315, Vin 4.18–Vin.4.19. See
bd 2.200 for notes. ³ In parallel passages the first person plural is likewise used
here, perhaps to emphasise that “confession according to the rule” is to be made to
monks and they acknowledge it and are the means by which a transgression can be
removed. At the same time, since Gotama seldom, as recorded, addressed laypeople
as āvuso, friend, it is doubtful whether he is or is intended to be speaking here at
all.
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possessed of these eight qualities.
Kd 15.20.7

“And thus, monks, should it be set upright: Monks, that Licchavi
Vaḍḍha, having approached the Order, having arranged his upper
robe over one shoulder, having honoured the monks’ feet, having
sat down on his haunches, having saluted themwith joined palms,
should speak thus to them: ‘Honoured sirs, my bowl was turned
upside down by the Order, I am not eating with the Order. But I,
honoured sirs, am conducting myself properly, I am subdued, I am
mending my ways, and I ask the Order for the setting upright of the
bowl.’ And a second time it should be asked for. And a third time it
shouldbe asked for.TheOrder should be informedbyanexperienced,
competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.

Vin 2.127

TheLicchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowlwas turned upside down by the Order, he
is not eating with the Order; but he is conducting himself properly,
he is subdued, he is mending his ways; he asks the Order for the
setting upright of the bowl. If it seems right to the Order, the Order

BD 5.176

may set upright the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl, it may grant eating with
the Order.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to
me.The Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl was turned upside down… he asks
the Order for setting upright the bowl.The Order is setting upright
the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl, it is granting eating with the Order. If
the setting upright of the Licchavi Vaḍḍha’s bowl and the granting of
eating with the Order is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should
be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.The Licchavi
Vaḍḍha’s bowl is set upright by the Order (and there is) eating with
the Order. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I
understand this.’ ”

Kd 15.21.1Then the Lord, having stayed in Vesālī for as long as he found
suiting, set out on tour for the Bhaggas.¹ In due course, walking on
tour, the Lord arrived at the Bhaggas.The Lord stayed there among

¹ yena Bhaggā. See mn ii.91 where this story also appears, going as far as bd 5.178
below, “as he was sitting at a respectful distance,” where the Majjhima version
proceeds differently. See also sn iii.1 and B.C. Law, Tribes in Ancient India, 1943,
p. 292f.
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the Bhaggas on Suṁsumāra Hill¹ in the Bhesakaḷā Grove in the deer
park. Now at that time Kokanada² was the name of Prince Bodhi’s³
palace; it had not long been built and was as yet uninhabited by
recluse or brahmin or by any human creature. Then Prince Bodhi
addressed the brahmin youth, the son of Sañjikā,⁴ saying: “Come
along, good son of Sañjikā, go up to the Lord; having gone up, in my
name salute the Lord’s feet with your head, ask whether he is well,
not indisposed, of bodily vigour, strong, abiding in comfort, and say:
‘Lord, Prince Bodhi salutes the Lord’s feet with his head and asks
whether he is well … abiding in comfort,’ and says this: ‘Lord, may
the Lord consent to a meal with Prince Bodhi tomorrow together
with the Order of monks.’ ”

BD 5.177

“Very well, good sir,” and the brahmin youth, Sañjikā’s son, hav-
ing answered Prince Bodhi in assent, approached the Lord; having
approached, having exchanged greetings with the Lord, having con-
versed in a courteous and friendly way, sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the brah-
min youth, the son of Sanjika, spoke thus to the Lord: “Prince Bodhi
salutes the revered Gotama’s feet with his head … and says may the
revered Gotama consent to a meal with Prince Bodhi tomorrow to-
gether with the Order of monks.”The Lord consented by becoming
silent.

Kd 15.21.2

Then the brahmin youth, Sañjikā’s son, having understood the
Lord’s consent, rising fromhis seat approached Prince Bodhi; having

Vin 2.128

approached, he spoke thus to Prince Bodhi: “I spoke, good sir, in your
name to the Lord Gotama, saying: ‘Prince Bodhi salutes … together
with the Order of monks.’ And the recluse Gotama consented.”Then
Prince Bodhi towards the end of that night, having had sumptuous
foods, solid and soft, prepared, and having had Kokanada palace

¹ sn-a ii.249 says that it was called Crocodile Hill because as it was being built a
crocodile made a noise, the Bhesakaḷā Grove was called after a yakkhinīwho lived
there. ² Lotus. See bd 3.139, n. and mn-a iii.321. ³ Dhp 157 is said to have been
uttered on his account, see Dhp-a iii.134. ⁴ Sañjikāputta. See Dhp-a iii.134, where
he warned the architect that Bodhi contemplated killing or maiming him so that he
could never build another palace like Kokanada.
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strewnwith white cloths as far as the last flight of stairs,¹ spoke thus
to the brahmin youth, the son of Sañjikā: “Come you along, good
fellow, approach the Lord; having approached, announce the time to
the Lord, saying: ‘It is time, Lord, the meal is ready.’ ”
“Very well, good sir,” and the brahmin youth, Sañjikā’s son, hav-

ing answered Prince Bodhi in assent, approached the Lord; having
approached, he announced the time to the Lord, saying: “It is time,
good Gotama, the meal is ready.”Then the Lord, having dressed in
the morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached Prince Bodhi’s
dwelling. Now at the time when the Lord was coming Prince Bodhi
was standing at the porch of the outside gateway. Prince Bodhi saw
the Lord coming in the distance, and seeing him, having gone from
there to meet him, having greeted the Lord, having honoured him,
he approached Kokanada palace.Then the Lord stood still at the last
flight of stairs.Then Prince Bodhi spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, let the Lord tread on² the cloths, let the well-farer tread

BD 5.178

on the cloths so that it may be for a long time for my blessing and
happiness.” When he had spoken thus the Lord became silent. And a
second time … And a third time Prince Bodhi spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, let the Lord tread on … for my blessing and happiness.”Then
the Lord looked towards the venerable Ānanda.Then the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to Prince Bodhi:
“Let the cloths, prince, be packed away, the Lord will not tread

upon the cloth carpeting,³ the Truth-finder has compassion⁴ for the
folk who come after.”⁵

Kd 15.21.3

Then Prince Bodhi, having had the cloths packed away, had a seat
made ready upstairs in Kokanada.⁶Then the Lord having ascended

¹ Cf. mn ii.92, mn iii.1. ² akkamatu. mn ii.92 reads abhirūhatu. ³ celapattikā.
For a monk to do so was apparently an auspice that the householder would have a
child. ⁴ anukampati, mn ii.93 apaloketi, Dhp-a iii.136 oloketi. The legend is that
Gotama knew that Bodhi would have no children because in a former birth, while
he was living on an island, he ate and cooked birds (mn-a iii.322, Dhp-a iii.137). He
therefore would not bring monks into contempt by walking on the cloths when he
knew Bodhi would have no child (Vin-a 1209). ⁵ pacchimā janatā. See bd 1.66, n. 1
for further references. ⁶ mn ii.93 reads Kokanade pāsāde.
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the Kokanada palace, sat down together with the Order of monks
on the seat made ready. Then Prince Bodhi, having with his own
hand served and satisfied with sumptuous foods, solid and soft, the
Order of monks with the Awakened One at its head, when the Lord
had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from the bowl, sat down at
a respectful distance.¹ Then the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced,
roused, delighted Prince Bodhi as he was sitting at a respectful dis-
tance with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, departed.Then the

Vin 2.129

Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned
talk, addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, you should not tread
on a cloth carpeting.²Whoever should tread on one, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.21.4

Now at that time a certain woman who had had a miscarriage,
having invitedmonks, havinghad clothprepared, spoke thus: “Rever-
ed sirs, tread on the cloth.” The monks, being scrupulous, did not
tread on it. She said: “Revered sirs, tread on the cloth for good luck’s

BD 5.179

sake.”Themonks, being scrupulous, did not tread on it. Then that
woman spread it about, saying: “How can these masters (although)
being asked for good luck’s sake not tread on the cloth carpeting?”
Monks heard this woman who … spread it about.Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Householders, monks, look
out for lucky signs.³ I allow you, monks, when being asked by house-
holders for good luck’s sake, to tread on a cloth carpeting.”

Now at that time monks were doubtful whether to tread on a

¹ Majjhima version goes on differently from here. ² Quoted at mn-a iii.323. Vin-
a 1209 says that he laid down this rule in case a monk should tread on one not
knowing whether the householder would have a child or not; and that he did it to
safeguard the monks from the householders’ contempt should there not be a child
after they had trodden on the cloth carpeting. ³ gihī maṅgalikā, as at Kd 15.33.3.
See also Commentary on Kd 1.2.2. Quoted at mn-a iii.323.
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sheet for use after feet had been washed.⁴ They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow you; monks, to tread on a sheet for use
after feet have been washed.”

The Second Portion for Repeating¹

Kd 15.22.1
Then the Lord having stayed among the Bhaggas for as long as he

found suiting set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Walking on tour in due
course he arrived at Sāvatthī. The Lord stayed there at Sāvatthī in
the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’smonastery.ThenVisākhā,Migāra’s
mother, taking a small jar² and a (clay foot-) scrubber³ and a broom,
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,
she sat down at a respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a
respectful distance,Visākhā,Migāra’smother, spoke thus to theLord:
“Lord, may the Lord accept my little jar and (clay foot-) scrubber
and broom so that it may be for a long time for my blessing and
happiness.”The Lord accepted the little jar and the broom; the Lord
did not accept the (clay foot-) scrubber. Then the Lord gladdened,
rejoiced, roused, delighted Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, with talk on
dhamma. Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother gladdened … delighted by

BD 5.180

the Lord with talk on dhamma, rising from her seat, having greeted
the Lord, departed keeping her right side towards him. Then the

Vin 2.130

Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, a little jar and a broom.Monks, you should not

make use of a (clay foot-) scrubber. Whoever should make use

⁴ dhotapādaka. Vin-a 1209 says “it is a sheet spread out for treading on after the feet
have been washed at the place for washing feet.” Monks were allowed to tread on
this, and evidently no symbolicmeaningwas attached. ¹ As pointed out at Vinaya
Texts iii.130, n. 1 “there is no mention in the text of where the first such Portion
ends.” ² ghaṭaka. ³ kataka.This is one of the two thingsmade of clay not allowed
at Kd 15.37. Vin-a 1209 says “it is made, having raised up protuberances, for rubbing
the feet; it may be round or four-sided; it is forbidden as a thing connected with
luxury, it must not be accepted nor made use of.”
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of one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, three
(kinds of) foot-rubbers:⁴ a stone,⁵ a pebble,⁶ sea-scum.”⁷

Kd 15.22.2

Then Visākhā, Migāra’s mother, taking a fan¹ and a palmyra-
whisk,² approached the Lord … (as in Kd 15.22.1) …The Lord accepted
the fan and the palmyra-whisk …Then the Lord on this occasion, in
this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying: “I allow, monks, a fan and a palmyra-whisk.”

Kd 15.23.1 Now at that time a mosquito-fan³ accrued to an Order. They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a mosquito-
fan.” A chowry-fan⁴ accrued.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, a chowry-fan should not be used. Whoever should
use one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, three
(kinds of) fans:made of bark,made of khus-khus,⁵made of peacocks’
tail feathers.”

Kd 15.23.2

Now at that time a sunshade⁶ accrued to an Order.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a sunshade.”

BD 5.181

Now at that time the group of sixmonks toured about having put
up their sunshades. Now at that time a certain lay-follower went to
a pleasure grove⁷ together with several disciples of Naked Ascetics.
These disciples of NakedAscetics saw the group of sixmonks coming
in thedistancewith their sunshadesup; seeing them, they spoke thus

⁴ pādaghaṁsanī. ⁵ sakkharā. HereVin-a 1209 says it is called a stone, pāsāṇa.Word
also atVin 3.147 = Ja ii.284; seebd 1.250, n. 1. ⁶ kaṭhala.Cf. sakkharakaṭhala atdn i.84,
an i.9. ⁷ samuddapheṇaka. This may be the name of a bone; cf. pheṇaka among the
“bones” at Vism254, Vb-a 237. Vinaya Texts iii.131, n. 2 says that the word designates
“the bones of the cuttle-fish.” ¹ vidhūpana. See bd 3.253, n. 3. ² tālavaṇṭa. Vin-
a 1210 says this is made with palmyra palm leaves or it may be made with bamboo,
ivory andbamboo chips, orwith peacocks’ tail feathers orwithhides.Cf. tālavaṇṭaka
at Kd 15.29.4. ³ makasavījanī. Vin-a 1210 says it is a little stick made of horn, made
of ivory. It is difficult to know the difference intended by the two words, vidhūpana
and vījanī, both here translated as “fan.” At Vin 4.263 the former is defined by the
latter. ⁴ camaravījanī. Camara is a yak. Its bushy tail is made into a fan orwhisk to
drive the flies away. ⁵ usīra; see bd 2.228, n. 1. ⁶ Defined at Vin 4.200, Vin 4.338.
⁷ Defined at Vin 4.298.
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to that lay-follower: “These revered sirs of yours, master, are coming
along with their sunshades up like a group of chief ministers.”
“These, masters, are not monks, they are wanderers.”Theymade

a bet as to whether they were monks or not.Then that lay-follower,
having recognised them as they came up, looked down upon, criti-
cised, spread it about, saying: “How can these revered sirs tour about

Vin 2.131

with their sunshades up?” Monks heard that lay-follower who …
spread it about.Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Is it true, as is said, monks, …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a sunshade should not be used.¹Whoever should use

one, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.23.3

Now at that time a certain monk came to be ill²; there came to
be no comfort for himwithout a sunshade.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a sunshade to one who is ill.” Now
at that time monks, thinking: “A sunshade is allowed by the Lord to
one who is ill, but not to one who is not ill,” were doubtful whether
to use a sunshade in the monastery andmonastery precincts.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a sunshade to
be used in a monastery and monastery precincts both by one who is
ill and by one who is not ill.”

Kd 15.24.1Now at that time a certain monk, having tied up his bowl with
string,³ having hung it on his walking staff,⁴ passed at the wrong

BD 5.182

time⁵ through a certain village gateway. People, saying: “This, mas-
ters, is a thief who is coming, his sword is gleaming,”⁶ having fol-
lowed him and seized him, let him go on recognising him.Then this

¹ Nuns are not allowed to use them, Vin 4.338. Cf. dn i.7 where it is said that Gotama
refrains from using them, but see Dialogues of the Buddha i.13, n. 2 which maintains,
“This is not quite accurate.” Vin-a 1210 says in all cases a sunshade made of one
leaf is meant. ² Cf. Vin 4.337–Vin.4.338 (of a nun). ³ For similar phraseology
cf. Kd 15.8.1. ⁴ daṇḍa is defined at Vin 4.200. ⁵ Cf. Vin 4.164 (bd 3.82f.). ⁶ Cf.
mn i.86.
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monk, having gone back to the monastery, told this matter to the
monks.
“But did you, your reverence, carry a walking staff with string on

it?”
“Yes, your reverences.”Thosewhoweremodestmonks… spread it

about, saying: “How can this monk carry a walking staff with string
on it?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it
true, as is said, monks, …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, awalking staffwith string on it shouldnot be carried.

Whoever should carry one, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.24.2

Now at that time a certainmonk came to be ill; he was not able to
tour about without a walking staff.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said:
“I allow you, monks, to give an agreement as to a walking staff

to a monk who is ill. And thus, monks, should it be given: That ill
monk, having approached theOrder, having arranged his upper robe
over one shoulder, having honoured the feet of the senior monks,
having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms,
should speak thus to it: ‘I, honoured sirs, am ill; I am not able to tour
about without a walking staff, so I, honoured sirs, ask the Order for
the agreement as to a walking staff.’ And a second time it should be
asked for. And a third time it should be asked for.The Order should
be informed by an experienced, competentmonk, saying: ‘Honoured

Vin 2.132

sirs, let the Order listen to me.This monk So-and-so is ill; he is not
able to tour about without a walking staff; he asks the Order for the
agreement as to a walking staff. If it seems right to the Order, the
Order may give the agreement as to a walking staff to the monk So-
and-so.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.

BD 5.183

Thismonk … as to a walking staff.The Order is giving the monk So-
and-so the agreement as to a walking staff. If the giving to the monk
So-and-so of the agreement as to a walking staff is pleasing to the
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venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing
should speak. The agreement as to a walking staff is given by the
Order to the monk So-and-so. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it
is silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Kd 15.24.3

Now at that time a certain monk came to be ill; he was not able
to carry his bowl about without string.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
“I allow you,monks, to give an ill monk the agreement as to string.

And thus, monks, should it be given.That ill monk… (as in Kd 15.24.2.
Instead of to tour about without a walking staff, etc., read to carry
his bowl about without string, etc.) ‘…Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Now at that time a certainmonk came to be ill; he was not able to
tour about without a walking staff nor was he able to carry his bowl
about without string.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to give an ill monk the agreement as to a

walking staff and string. And thus, monks, should it be given:That
ill monk… (as in Kd 15.24.2. Read: I am not able to tour about without
a walking staff nor am I able to carry my bowl about without string,
etc.) ‘…Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Kd 15.25.1Now at that time a certain monk was a ruminator;¹ he ate rumi-
nating continually. Monks … spread it about, saying: “This monk is
partaking of a meal at the wrong time.”²Then these monks told this
matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, thismonkhas recently passed on from thewombof a cow.

I allow,monks, rumination for a ruminator.But,monks, one should
not eat (anything), having brought it back from the mouth³ to
outsideof it.Whoever should (so) eat shouldbedealtwithaccord-
ing to the rule⁴.”

Kd 15.26.1

BD 5.184¹ Romanthaka. ² See Bu-Pc 37. ³ mukhadvāra as at Bu-Pc 40 andBu-Sk 41. ⁴ I.e.
according to Bu-Pc 37 or Bu-Pc 38.
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Now at that time a certain guild had food for an Order; many
heaps of boiled rice were allowed to fall in a refectory. People …
spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
on being given boiled rice, not accept it carefully?⁵ Each one of these
heaps of boiled rice is the result of a hundredfold labour.” Monks

Vin 2.133

heard these people … who spread it about. Then these monks told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, if anything falls that is being given to you,¹

to make use of it having picked it up yourselves, for it is left behind
(for you), monks, by benefactors.”

Kd 15.27.1 Now at that time a certain monk walked for almsfood with long
(finger-) nails.² A certain woman, having seen him, spoke thus to
that monk: “Come, honoured sir, indulge in sexual intercourse.”
“No, sister, that is not allowable.”
“If you do not, honoured sir, I will now, having scratchedmy limbs

with my own nails, make a row,³ saying, ‘this monk has maltreated
me.”
“You, sister, understand that.”Then thatwoman,having scratched

her limbs with her own nails, made a row, saying, “This monk has
maltreated me.” People, having run up, took hold of that monk. But
these people saw skin and blood on that woman’s nails; seeing this,
they said: “This is the work of this woman herself, the monk is in-
nocent,” and they let go of that monk.Then that monk, having gone
back to the monastery, told this matter to the monks.They said: “But
do you, your reverence, wear long nails?”
“Yes, your reverences.”Those who were modest monks … spread

it about, saying: “How can this monk wear long nails?”Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, long nails should not beworn.⁴Whoever shouldwear

⁵ sakkaccaṁ, duly, properly, carefully, respectfully. ¹ Buddhaghosa says that
this is explained in the Bhojanavagga (Vin 4.69–Vin.4.90). ² Nails are defined at
Vism250f. ³ kuppa, explained by Buddhaghosa as sadda, noise. ⁴ Vin-a 1210
points out that the cutting of the nails was allowed for reasons of self-protection.
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them, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.27.2

BD 5.185Now at that time monks cut⁵ their nails with their nails and they
cut their nails with their mouth and they rubbed them down on a
wattle and daub wall; their fingers became painful. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, cutting of the nails.”
They cut their nails down to the blood; their fingers became painful.
“I allowyou,monks, to cut your nails down to the height¹ of the flesh.”

Now at that time the group of six monks had their twenty (nails)
polished. People … spread it about, saying: “Like householders who
enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, you should not have your twenty (nails) polished.
Whoever should do so, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. I allow
you, monks, to remove the dirt only.”

Kd 15.27.3

Now at that time monks’ hair² came to be long. They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “But, monks, are the monks able to cut
one another’s hair?”
“They are able (to do so), Lord.”Then the Lord, on this occasion, in

Vin 2.134

this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying: “I allow, monks, a razor, a whetstone, a razor-case,³ a piece
of felt,⁴ and all a barber’s equipment.”⁵

Kd 15.27.4

Now at that time the group of six monks had their beards trimm-
ed,⁶ they made their beards grow (long⁷), they had them shaped like

⁵ chindati, to cut off, to cut down, to remove, to destroy. But as Vin-a 1210 says there
was no offence in cutting the nails bymeans of the nails and so on. I do not thinkwe
need translate chindati by “tore off” as at Vinaya Texts iii.137. ¹ pamāṇa, measure;
often, as in “the pamāṇa of an average man,” meaning height. ² kesa, defined at
Vism249f. ³ khurasipāṭika, explained at Vin-a 1210 as khurakosaka, a little sheath
for a razor. ⁴ namataka, as at Kd 15.11.1; Kd 15.19.1; Kd 20.10.4. ⁵ khurabhaṇḍa, as
at Vin 1.249. See bd 4.345, n. 5. Cf. tantabhaṇḍa at Kd 15.28.2. ⁶ massum kappāpenti.
Vin-a 1211 says kattariyā massuṁ chedāpenti, caused their beards to be cut off with
scissors (or with a knife). ⁷ Added at Vin-a 1211.
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a goat’s beard,⁸ they had them shaped into four corners,⁹ they had
the hair on their chests shaped,¹⁰ they had the hair on their stom-

BD 5.186

achs shaped,¹¹ they arranged whiskers, they had the hair on their
bodies removed.¹ People … spread it about, saying: “Like household-
ers who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not have your beards trimmed
…you should not have the hair of your bodies removed.Whoever
should have it removed there is an offence of wrong-doing.”²

Now at that time a certain monk came to have a sore on a certain
part of his body;³ the medicament would not adhere.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to remove the hair
on the body in the case of illness.”

Kd 15.27.5

Now at that time the group of six monks had the hair of their
heads cut off with scissors. People … spread it about, saying: “Like
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this mat-
ter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not have the hair of
your heads cut offwith scissors. Whoever should (so) have it cut
off, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain monk came to have a sore on his head;
he was not able to shave the hair of his head with a razor.They told

⁸ golomikaṁ kārāpenti. Vin-a 1211 says, “having made them long on the chin, they
are called: arranged as a goat’s beard, eḷakamassuka.” ⁹ caturassakan ti catukoṇaṁ,
Vin-a 1211. ¹⁰ parimukhaṁ kārāpenti, of which Vin-a 1211 says this was a growing,
gathering, collecting (therefore a cutting), saṁharaṇa, into lines of the hair of the
chest. ¹¹ aḍḍharuka. Vin-a 1211 says “an arrangement into lines of the hair on the
stomach.” ¹ sambādhe lomaṁ saṁharāpenti. See note but one above on saṁharaṇa.
Corresponding rule for nuns atNuns’ Bi-Pc 2 andwhere sambādha is defined. I think
saṁharāpenti is more correctly to remove (thus cutting into a shape) than “grow”
(a meaning given above), in view of the other “shapings,” and also because of the
objections levelled at the nuns and also, above, at themonks. ² As Vin-a 1211 notes
there is a dukkaṭa for the shaping of the beard and everything else. ³ sambādhe
which, as defined in Nuns’ Bi-Pc 2 means the armpits and private parts.
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this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to cut off the
hair of the head with scissors in the case of illness.”

Now at that time monks wore the hair in their nostrils long. Peo-
ple … spread it about, saying: “Like demon-worshippers.”⁴They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not wear the
hair in your nostrils long. Whoever should (so) wear it, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

BD 5.187

Now at that timemonks had the hair in their nostrils taken out
with pieces of crystal¹ and by means of beeswax; their nostrils be-
came painful.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, tweezers.”²

Now at that time the group of six monks had grey hairs³ taken
out. People … spread it about, saying: “Like householders who en-
joy pleasures of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, you should not have grey hairs taken out.Whoever
should have them taken out, there is an offence ofwrong-doing.”

Kd 15.27.6

Now at that time a certain monk’s ears were stopped with wax.
Vin 2.135

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, an instru-
ment for removing dirt from the ears.”⁴

Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds of
instruments for removing dirt from the ears, made of gold, made of
silver. People … spread it about, saying: “Like householders who en-
joy pleasures of the senses.”They told thismatter to the Lord.He said:
“Monks,variouskindsof instruments for removingdirt fromthe
ears should not be used. Whoever should use (these), there is an

⁴ pisācillika, as at Kd 3.12.3, Kd 15.10.2. ¹ sakkharikā. Cf. Kd6.14.5, loṇa-sak-.
² saṇḍāsa as at mn ii.75, Ja i.138. ³ palita. Cf. palitakesi at mn i.88. mn-a ii.60,
paṇḍarakesa. ⁴ Allowed again below, Kd 15.28.2.
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offence of wrong-doing. I allow them, monks, (to be) made of bone,
made of ivory, made of horn, made of reeds, made of bamboo, made
of a piece of stick, made of lac, made of crystal, made of copper,made
of the centre of a conchshell.”⁵

Kd 15.28.1 Now at that time monks made a large store of copper goods, of
bronze goods. People touring the dwelling-place, having seen this,
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How can
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans make a large store of copper
goods, of bronze goods like dealers in bronze?”¹They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a store of copper goods, of bronze
goods should not bemade.Whoever shouldmake one, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.28.2

BD 5.188 Nowat that timemonkswere (too) scrupulous to use an ointment
box² and an ointment stick³ and an instrument for removing dirt
from the ears⁴ and a handle.⁵They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, an ointment box … a handle.”

Now at that time the group of six monks sat down lolling⁶ on
their outer cloaks,⁷ the cotton cloth⁸ of the outer cloaks gave way.⁹
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not sit
down lolling on outer cloaks. Whoever should (so) sit down, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

⁵ As at Kd 6.12.1, Kd 6.12.3; Kd 15.11.1, etc. ¹ kaṁsapattharikā. Vin-a 1211 explains
as kaṁsabhaṇḍavānijā, merchants in bronze goods. ² añjanī, allowed at Kd 6.12.1,
Kd 6.12.2, Kd 6.12.4. ³ Allowed at Kd 6.12.3. ⁴ Allowed at Kd 15.27.6. ⁵ band-
hanamatta. Meaning uncertain. Vin-a 1211 says a bandhanamatta for a vāsikat-
tarayaṭṭhikādīnaṁ, a knife and mendicant’s staff. Or should kattara read kattarī,
scissors? We should then get “a stick for knife and scissors.” Cf. bandhanamattaṁ at
Kd 5.11.1, Kd 7.1.5, but in both passages it seems to have a different meaning from
above. ⁶ Cf. Bu-Sk 26 where “lolling” is defined as lolling on the hands, lolling on
cloths. ⁷ As at Kd 14.4.7 (end). ⁸ Read paṭṭā instead of text’s pattā, as noted at
VinayaTexts iii.141, n. 6. ⁹ As at Kd 8.21.1 where a remedy is “allowed”. See bd 4.424.
Lujjanti, “gave way,” occurs also at Kd 15.16.2, Kd 15.17.2 and is there translated “fell
in.”
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Now at that time a certain monk came to be ill; there was no
comfort for him without a bandage.¹⁰ They told this matter to the
Lord.He said: “I allow,monks, a bandage.”Then it occurred tomonks:
“Now how should a bandage be made?”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a loom, shuttles, strings, tickets and
all the equipment for a loom.”

Kd 15.29.1Now at that time a certain monk entered a village for alms-food
without his waistband; on a carriage road his inner robe dropped
down.¹ People shouted out² and that monk became ashamed.Then

Vin 2.136

that monk, having gone back to the monastery, told this matter to
the monks.Themonks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
you should not enter a villagewithout yourwaistband.Whoever
should (so) enter one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow,

BD 5.189

monks, a waistband.”³

Kd 15.29.2

Now at that time the group of six monks wore various kinds of
waistbands: those of many strands,⁴ those like the head of a water-
snake,⁵ those like tambourine drums,⁶ those like chains.⁷ People …
spread it about, saying: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures
of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
various kinds of waistbands should not be worn: those of many
strands … those like chains. Whoever should wear one, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.⁸ I allow, monks, two (kinds of) waist-

¹⁰ āyoga, as at Vin 3.257, Vin 4.170. See bd 2.144, n. 2. ¹ pabhassittha, as at Vin 4.159.
² As at Vin 4.345. ³ Taken for granted at Kd 1.25.9, Kd 1.25.10. ⁴ kalābuka. Vin-
a 1211 explains by bahurajjuka. ⁵ deḍḍubhakaṁ nāma udakasappisīsasadisaṁ, so
Vin-a 1211. ⁶ muraja. Vin-a 1211 says they are made, having twisted the shape into
a tambourine drum (vaṭṭa, circle, round). ⁷ maddaviṇa. Vin-a 1211 (reading -vāṇa)
says pāmaṅgasanthānaṁ. Cf. Kd 15.2.1 where pāmaṅga occurs. See also bd 1.77, n. 9.
⁸ Buddhaghosa says there must not be even one of these, much less many.
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bands: a strip of cotton cloth,⁹ one with a well made end.”¹⁰
The borders of a waistband wore out. “I allow, monks, those like

tambourine drums, those like chains.”The end of a waistband wore
out. “I allow, monks, a sewing round,¹ a knotting.”² The end of a
waistbandwhere itwas looped³wore out. “I allow,monks, a buckle.”⁴

Now at that time the group of six monks wore various kinds of
buckles, made of gold, made of silver. People … spread it about, say-
ing: “Like householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, various kinds of buckles
should not beworn.Who ever shouldwear one, there is a offence

BD 5.190

of wrong-doing. I allow them, monks, (to be) made of bone …made
of the inside of a conchshell, made of thread.”⁵

Kd 15.29.3

Now at that time the venerable Ānanda having put on light-
weight upper robes,⁶ entered a village for almsfood; his upper robes
were blown up by gusts of wind.⁷Then the venerable Ānanda, hav-
ing gone back to the monastery, told this matter to the monks.The

⁹ paṭṭikā. Vin-a 1211 explains that here it is a paṭṭikā that is woven ordinarily or that
is woven in the fish and thorn design (?macchakaṇṭhakavāyimā), and it continues,
“there are to be no divisions into kuñjaracchikādi,” Kuñja is a hollow. ¹⁰ sūkaran-
taka. Vinaya Texts iii.143 “do not venture to translate the term,” and its meaning
is extremely doubtful. Vin-a 1211 has variant reading sūkaraṇḍaka, and also (at
Vin 2.319) sukarantaka, which I adopt as the most intelligible, although possibly not
the most correct reading. Vin-a 1211 explains by saying it is fashioned into a well
made (sūkara) round case for a key. ¹ sobhaṇa. Vin-a 1212 says “having twisted it,
there is the sewing of a circular end,”mukhavaṭṭisibbana. ² guṇaka. Cf. saguṇaṁ
katvā at Kd 1.25.9. Vin-a 1212 says “a sewing after the style ofmuddikā (i.e. a signet
ring, a bunch of grapes; ormuddika, an accountant may be meant—one who ties
coins, etc., into knots in hiswaistband?). ³ pavananta. ⁴ vidha, as at Bu-Pc 86.2.2.
See bd 3.89, n. 1. ⁵ This last, thread, is in addition to the usual list as given above,
e.g. at Kd 15.27.6. ⁶ saṅghāṭiyo as it is in the plural must refer to more than the
outer cloak; and since the verb pārupati is used the reference is probably to this
and to the upper robe. ⁷ Cf. Vin 4.345.
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monks told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,monks, a block,⁸
something to tie.”⁹

Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds of
blocks, made of gold, made of silver. People… spread it about, saying:
“Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, various kinds of blocks
shouldnot be used.Whoever shoulduse them, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow them, monks, (to be) made of bone …made
of thread.”

Now at that time monks inserted blocks and things to tie into
their robes; the robes wore out.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, a shield¹ for the blocks, a shield for the things
to tie.” They inserted the shields for the blocks and the shields for

Vin 2.137

the things to tie at the edge (of the robe); a corner was revealed.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to insert a
shield for the blocks at the edge; to insert a shield for the things to tie
having taken it back seven finger breadths or eight finger breadths.”

Kd 15.29.4

Now at that time the group of sixmonks dressed in householders’
under garments: “the elephant’s trunk,”² “the fish’s tail,”³ “the four

BD 5.191

corner arrangement,”⁴ “the palmyrawhisk arrangement,”⁵ “the hun-

⁸ gaṇṭhikā. See bd 3.88, n. 4. ⁹ pāsaka, perhaps a bow for the dress. Cf.Thig.411
and Morris, Journal of the Pali Text Society 1893, p. 45. ¹ phalaka, perhaps a
slip of wood or bark as in phalakacira, used in making an ascetic’s dress, Vin 1.305,
dn i.167. ² hatthisoṇḍaka. Vin-a 1212 says dressed, having made an appendage
(hanging down) in the form of an elephant’s trunk. ³ macchavālaka. Vin-a 1212
says dressed, having hung the edge of the border on one side, the edge of the tie
on the other. ⁴ Vin-a 1212 explains there were two above and two below, hence
showing four corners when clothed thus. ⁵ tālavaṇṭaka. Cf. Kd 15.22.2. Vin-a 1212
says that when clothed one suspends the outer cloak in the manner of a palmrya
whisk.
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dred jungle ropes.”⁶ People … spread it about, saying: “Like house-
holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not dress in household-
ers’undergarments: ‘theelephant’s trunk’… ‘thehundred jungle
ropes’. Whoever should (so) dress, there is an offence of wrong-
doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks put on¹ householders’
upper garments.² People … spread it about, saying: “Like household-
ers who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not put on householders’ up-
per garments. Whoever should put one on, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.29.5

Now at that time the group of six monks dressed in loincloths.³
People … spread it about, saying: “Like a king’s shaven bearers with
coils.”⁴They told thismatter to theLord.Hesaid: “Monks,youshould
not dress in loincloths. Whoever should (so) dress, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.30.1

⁶ satavallikā. Cf. vallikā at Kd 15.2.1 where although the wordmaymean ear orna-
ments, these may be formed like jungle ropes. See also Kd 15.16.2. Vin-a 1212 says
dressed by making a bracelet (-like arrangement), ovaṭṭika, having folded over the
long outer cloak a number of times; or, dressed showing continual jungle ropes
at the left and right sides. If one or two jungle ropes appear from the knee it is all
right. Cf. ovaṭṭika at Kd 15.2.1. ¹ On pārupati and nivāseti, put on and dress in,
see bd 2.32, n. 2, n. 3. ² Buddhaghosa enumerates a number of upper garments
which he classifies as householders’, including a Jain’s, a wanderer’s, a one-cloth as-
cetic’s, and a brahmin’s. ³ saṁvelliyaṁ. Cf. saṁvelliyaṁ kaṭisuttakaṁ at Kd 20.16.2.
Vin-a 1212 says that they dressed having tied on long grass, kaccha, like wrestlers
and workmen, and that it is explained in the Sekhiyas that a monkmust be dressed
having covered up the three circles all round. (See Bu-Sk 1, Bu-Sk 2). ⁴ muṇḍavaṭṭī.
Vin-a 1213 (with variant reading -veṭhī) says “themeaning is people going anywhere
for a king and carrying goods and equipment”.The coils vaṭṭī, would be the pads
they wear on their heads to support the burden.
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Nowat that time thegroupof sixmonkscarriedadouble carrying-
pole.⁵ People … spread it about, saying: “Like a king’s shaven bearers

BD 5.192

with coils.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you
should not carry a double carrying-pole. Whoever should carry
one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, a single
carrying-pole, a carrying-pole for two bearers,⁶ a weight (carried)
on the head, a weight (carried) on the shoulders, a weight (carried)
on the hips, one hung on.”

Kd 15.31.1Nowat that timemonks did not chew⁷ tooth-wood⁸; theirmouths
came to smell nasty.They told thismatter to theLord.Hesaid: “Monks,
there are these five disadvantages in not chewing tooth-wood¹: it is
bad for the eyes, the mouth becomes nasty smelling, the channels of
taste are not purified, phelgm andmucus get on food, one’s food is
not enjoyed.These, monks, are the five disadvantages of not chew-
ing tooth-wood. Monks, there are there five advantages in chewing
tooth-wood: it is good for the eyes, the mouth does not become nasty
smelling, the channels of taste are purified, phelgm andmucus do
not get on food, one’s food is enjoyed. These, monks, are the five

Vin 2.138

advantages of chewing tooth-wood. I allow, monks, tooth-wood.”

Kd 15.31.2

Now at that time the group of six monks chewed long pieces of
tooth-wood; they even flicked novices with these.They told this mat-
ter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a long piece of tooth-wood should
not be chewed. Whoever should chew one, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow, monks, a piece of tooth-wood to be eight fin-
ger breadths (in length) at the most. And a novice should not be
flicked with it. Whoever should flick him, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

⁵ I.e. with the weight at each end. Cf. kāja at Kd 1.20.19. ⁶ antarākāja, which Vin-
a 1213 explains as one having the weight in the middle and that may be transported
by two (men). ⁷ khādanti, eat. ⁸ dantakaṭṭha, used in cleaning the teeth. ¹ As
at an iii.250.
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Now at that time as a certain monk was chewing a piece of tooth-
wood that was too short it became lodged in his throat. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, too short a piece of tooth-
wood should not be chewed. Whoever should chew one, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, a piece of tooth-wood
to be four finger breadths (in length) at the least.”

Kd 15.32.1

BD 5.193
Now at that time the group of six monks set fire to a forest.²

People … spread it about, saying: “Like forest firers.”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a forest should not be set on
fire.Whoever should set one onfire, there is an offence ofwrong-
doing.”

Now at that time dwelling-places were tangled over with grass.¹
As the forest fires were burning (forests and so on) they burned the
dwelling-places. Monks were doubtful whether to make a counter-
fire² to give protection.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, if a forest fire is burning, to make a counter-fire
to give protection.”

Kd 15.32.2

Now at that time the group of six monks climbed a tree and
jumped from tree to tree. People … spread it about, saying: “Like
monkeys.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a
tree should not be climbed. Whoever should climb one, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time an elephant infested the way of a certain monk
who was going to Sāvatthī through the Kosalan districts.Then that
monk rushed up to the foot of a certain tree (but) being scrupulous
did not climb the tree; the elephant went off by another (track).

² As at Vin 3.85. ¹ As at an i.153, an iii.128. ² paṭaggiṁ dātuṁ. Cf. Ja i.212. Vin-
a 1214 says having made the ground square, it is possible to convey grass there and
dig it in carefully, and having broken off damp branches to cool down the fire.
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Then that monk, having reached Sāvatthī, told this matter to the
monks. (Themonks told this matter to the Lord).³ He said: “I allow
you,monks, if there is a reason, to climb a tree to the height of aman,
and as high as you like in cases of distress.”⁴

Vin 2.139

Kd 15.33.1Now at that time Yameḷu and Tekula⁵ were the names of two
monks who were brothers, brahmins by birth, with lovely voices,
with lovely enunciation.Theyapproached theLord; having approach-
ed, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance.

BD 5.194

As they were sitting down at a respectful distance, these monks
spoke thus to the Lord: “At present, Lord, monks of various names,
various clans, various social strata have gone forth from various
families; these corrupt the speech of the Awakened One in (using)
his own dialect.¹ Now we, Lord, give the speech of the Awakened
One in metrical form.”²The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked them,
saying:
“How can you, foolish men, speak thus: ‘Nowwe, Lord, give the

speech of the Awakened One in metrical form’? It is not, foolish men,
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …” And having rebuked
them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, the speech of the Awakened One should not be given

inmetrical form.Whoever should (so) give it, there is an offence
ofwrong-doing. I allowyou,monks, to learn the speech of theAwak-
ened One according to his own dialect.”

³ Omitted in the text. ⁴ Such as seeing wild animals, forest fires, or approach-
ing floods, or such as wanting to see the right direction if one is on the wrong
road (so Vin-a 1214). ⁵ Yameḷutekulā. This compound should possibly be resolved
into Yameḷa and Utekula, but is taken as reproduced above by Dictionary of Pali
Proper Names (under Tekuḷa) and Vinaya Texts iii.149, q.v. note 3.These monks are
mentioned nowhere but here, I think. ¹ sakāya niruttiyā. Vin-a 1214 says the cur-
rent Magadhese manner of speech according to the awakened one. Cf. nirutti at
mn iii.234. ² chandaso āropema. Vin-a 1214 explains, “we give (āropema) a way of
speech according to the honoured dialect (or vernacular, sakkaṭa bhāsā) like a Veda”.
Sakkata, variant reading sakkata, may be Sanskrit. See four reasons for supposing
so at Vinaya Texts iii.150, n. Cf. Sāvitthī chandaso mukhaṁ at Snp 568, Vin 1.246, and
chando nidānaṁ gāthānaṁ at sn i.38.
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Kd 15.33.2

Now at that time the group of six monks learnt metaphysics.³
People … spread it about, saying: “Like householders who enjoy plea-
sures of the senses.”Monksheard thesepeoplewho…spread it about.
Then thesemonks told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “Now,monks,
can one who sees the essence (as being) in metaphysics attain to
growth, increase, maturity in this dhamma and discipline?”
“This is not so, Lord.”
“Or could one who sees the essence (as being) in this dhamma and

discipline learn metaphysics?”
“This is not so, Lord.”
“Monks, metaphysics should not be learnt. Whoever should

learn them, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

BD 5.195

Now at that time the group of six monks taught metaphysics.
People … “…offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks learnt worldly knowl-
edge.¹ People … “…offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks taught worldly knowl-
edge. People … “…offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 15.33.3

Nowat that time the Lord, surrounded by a large assembly, sneez-
Vin 2.140

ed while he was teaching dhamma. Monks, saying: “Lord, may the

³ lokāyata, name of a branch of brahmin learning, probably metaphysics. See Dia-
logues of the Buddha i.166–172; Vinaya Texts iii.151, n. 2; bd 3.83, n. 1. Word also occurs
at an i.163, an i.166, an iii.223, Snp p. 105, mn ii.147. Vin-a 1214 says “it means every-
thing is rejected, everything is unrejected; it is the lore of other sects, connected
with what is utterly groundless and which says by this or that method a crow is
white, a crane is black.” ¹ tiracchānavijjā. Learnt and then taught by the group
of six nuns at Vin 4.305–6; a pācittiya for them. The Old Commentary, on these
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 49, Bi-Pc 50, defines both tiracchānavijjā and pariyāpuṇāti, “learn.” See
bd 3.337–9 and notes there.
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Lord live (long), may the wellfarer live (long),” made a loud noise,
a great noise; the talk on dhamma was interrupted by this noise.
Then the Lord addressed themonks, saying: “Now,monks, when (the
phrase) ‘Long life’ is spoken to one who has sneezed, can he for this
reason live or die?”
“That is not so, Lord.”
“Monks, ‘Long life’ should not be said to one who has sneezed.

Whoever should say it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time people said “May you live (long), honoured sirs”
to monks who had sneezed.Themonks, being scrupulous, did not
respond. People … spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses,
sons of the Sakyans not respond when (the phrase) ‘May you live
(long), honoured sirs’ is being spoken to them?”They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, householders like lucky signs.¹ I allow
you, monks, when (the phrase) ‘May you live (long), honoured sirs’
is being spoken to you by householders to say, ‘Long life’ (to them).”

Kd 15.34.1Now at that time the Lord, surrounded by a large assembly, was
teaching dhamma sitting down. A certain monk had eaten garlic;² he
sat down to one side, thinking: “In case themonks are incommoded.”
The Lord saw that monk who was sitting down at one side; seeing
him, he addressed the monks, saying: “Monks, why is this monk
sitting to one side?”

BD 5.196

“Lord, this monk has eaten garlic, so he sat down at one side,
thinking: ‘In case the monks are incommoded’.”
“But, monks, should that be eaten which, when eaten, can (make

the eater) outside such a dhamma-talk as this?”
“That is not so, Lord.”
“Monks,garlic shouldnotbeeaten.Whoevershouldeat it, there

is an offence of wrong-doing.”³

Kd 15.34.2

¹ As at Kd 15.21.4. ² lasuṇa, defined at Vin 4.259. ³ A Pācittiya for nuns, Nuns’
Bi-Pc 1.
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Nowat that time thevenerable Sāriputtahadwind inhis stomach.
Then the venerable Moggallāna the Great approached the venerable
Sāriputta; having approached, he spoke thus to the venerable Sāri-
putta: “When you had wind in your stomach before, reverend Sāri-
putta, by what means did you get comfort?”
“I had garlic, your reverence.”They told this matter to the Lord.

He said: “I allow you, monks, to eat garlic in the case of illness.”⁴

Kd 15.35.1 Now at that time monks relieved themselves here, there and ev-
erywhere in a monastery; the monastery was soiled.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow youmonks, to relieve yourselves
at one side.” The monastery became nasty smelling. “I allow you,

Vin 2.141

monks, a vessel.” Sitting down, it was painful. “I allow, monks, uri-
nal shoes.”¹The urinal shoes were public;² monks were ashamed to
relieve themselves. “I allow, monks, three (kinds of) fences to fence
them in: a fence of bricks, a fence of stones, a fence of wood.” The
vessel being uncovered became nasty smelling. “I allow, monks, a
lid.”

Kd 15.35.2

Now at that time monks evacuated here, there and everywhere
in a monastery … (as in Kd 15.35.1) …Themonastery became nasty
smelling. “I allow, monks, a cesspool.”The facing of the cesspool fell
in.³ “I allow you,monks, to pile up three (kinds of) pilings: a piling of
bricks, a piling of stones, a piling of wood.”The cesspool was too low
to the ground⁴… “… I allow,monks, a balustrade.” Sitting inside, they

BD 5.197

fell off. “I allow you, monks, to evacuate having spread (something)
andmade a hole in themiddle.” Sitting down, it was painful. “I allow
you, monks, privy shoes.”

Kd 15.35.3

They evacuated outside. “I allow, monks, a trough.” There was
no wood for scraping. “I allow, monks, wood for scraping.” There
was no receptacle⁵ for scraping. “I allow, monks, a receptacle (for
the wood) for scraping.”The cesspool being uncovered became nasty

⁴ As a medicine, Vin-a 1214. ¹ Allowed at Kd 5.8.3. ² Cf. Kd 15.17.1. ³ As at
Kd 15.17.2. ⁴ As at Kd 15.11.6. ⁵ pidhara.
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smelling. “I allow, monks, a lid.” Evacuating in the open air, they
were bothered by the cold and heat. “I allow, monks, a hut for the
privy.” There was no door to the hut. “I allow, monks, a door …⁶ …
swordfish teeth, the five (pieces of) cloth design, a bamboo for robes,
a cord for robes.”⁷ Now at that time a certain monk, weak through
age, having evacuated, fell down as he was getting up.They told this

Vin 2.142

matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a chair with supports.”
The hut was not fenced in. “I allow, monks, three (kinds of) fences
with which to fence it in: a fence of bricks, a fence of stones, a fence
of wood.”

Kd 15.35.4

Therewas no porch. “I allow, monks, a porch.”There was no door
to theporch. “I allow,monks, a door…¹…a cord topull through.” Pow-
dered grass fell on to the porch…² “…five (pieces of) cloth design.” A
cell became swampy³… “I allow,monks, a drain for thewater.”There
was no vessel for the water for rinsing. “I allow, monks, a vessel for
the water for rinsing.” There was no saucer for the water for rins-
ing. “I allow, monks, a saucer for the water for rinsing.”They rinsed
sitting down; it was painful. “I allow, monks, shoes to be worn for
rinsing.”⁴The shoes for rinsing were public; monks were ashamed
to rinse. “I allow, monks, three (kinds of) fences to fence them in: a
fence of bricks, a fence of stones, a fence of wood.”The vessel for the
water for rinsing was uncovered; it was littered over with powdered
grass and dust. “I allow, monks, a lid.”

Kd 15.36.1

BD 5.198
Now at that time the group of six monks indulged in bad habits

like this⁵: they planted and caused to be planted small flowering
trees … and indulged in various bad habits.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, various kinds of bad habits should not
be indulged in.Whoever should indulge in them, should be dealt
with according to the rule.”⁶

⁶ As at Kd 15.14.3. ⁷ Last two items also at Kd 15.11.6. ¹ As at Kd 15.14.3. ² As
at Kd 15.11.6. ³ As at Kd 15.14.5. ⁴ Allowed at Kd 5.8.3. ⁵ As at Kd 11.13.2 and
Bu-Ss 13.The passage has been translated at bd 1.314–bd.1.318. ⁶ Vin-a 1214 says
they should be dealt with by a pācittiya for a pācittiyamatter and by a dukkaṭa for a
dukkaṭamatter.
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Kd 15.37.1 Now at the time when Kassapa of Uruvelā went forth many cop-
per goods, wooden goods, clay goods accrued to the Order.Then it
occurred to the monks: “Now, what copper goods are allowed by the
Lord, what are not allowed?What wooden goods are allowed, what
are not allowed?What clay goods are allowed, what are not allowed?”
They told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in
this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying: “I allow,monks, all copper goods except aweapon; all wooden
goods except a sofa,⁷ a divan,⁸ a wooden bowl,⁹ wooden shoes;¹⁰ all

Vin 2.143

clay goods except a (clay-foot-) scrubber¹ and a large earthen ves-
sel.”²

Told is the Fifth Section: that onMinor Matters

this is its key
Against a tree, and against a post, and against a wall,
on a rubbing-board (using a) gandha(-bba hand instrument), a string,
having plunged into, a scrubber, scab,
and age, ordinary mode with the hand.
And also ear-ornaments, chains,

BD 5.199
ornamental strings of beads for the throat³ should not be worn,
ornamental girdles, bangles, armlets, bracelets, finger rings,
Long, with a comb, with a snake’s hood instrument,
with the hands, with beeswax, with oily water,
sores in a mirror and bowl of water, ointment, with paste and chunan,
They smeared,⁴ and painting the limbs, painting the faces, both these,
disease of the eyes, and the mountain top, long-drawn, intoning,⁵ outside,⁶

⁷ āsandī. See bd 3.326, n. 1, and bd 4.256, n. 5. ⁸ pallaṅka. See bd 3.271, n. 3. ⁹ See
definition of bowl at bd 2.115, bd 2.415, bd 3.213. At Kd 15.8.2 it is made a dukkaṭa to
use a wooden bowl. ¹⁰ Cf. Kd 5.6.4 (kaṭṭhapāduka), above dārupāduka. ¹ kataka.
See Kd 15.22.1. ² kumbhakārikā. Vin-a 1215 says “this is a hut made entirely of clay
like Dhaniya’s”. Dhaniya’s story is told at the beginning of Bu-Pj 2. ³ Reading
above is kaṇṇasuttaṁ, an ornamental string hanging from the ear Oldenberg at
Vin 2.320 queries whether it should not be kaṇṭhasuttaṁ (see Kd 15.2.1) which is the
reading in the Sinhalese and Siamese editions. ⁴ Text here lañcanti; at Kd 15.2.5,
as also in Sinhalese edition lañchenti. Siamese edition lañcenti. ⁵ These twowords,
run together as sara-bāhiraṁ, stand for sarabhañña and bāhiralomi (Kd 15.3.2 and
Kd 15.4). ⁶ These two words, run together as sara-bāhiraṁ, stand for sarabhañña
and bāhiralomi (Kd 15.3.2 and Kd 15.4).
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Mango peels, with whole (mangoes), a snake, and he cut off, sandal wood,
various kinds, bases of bowls, gold, thick, jags,
Carved, was spoiled,⁷ nasty smelling,
in the heat, were broken, by a solid bench,
plaster flooring, grass (mat), piece of cloth, a stand, and on a wicker stand,
A bag, and a strap at the edge, thread made for tying,
a peg, and on a couch, and on a chair, on a lap, in a sunshade, opened,
A gourd, a water-pot, a skull, odd bits, waste-tub,
split open,⁸ handle, gold, feathers and rind, a tube,
And yeast, barley-meal, powdered stone, beeswax, gum,
misshapen at the corners, tying, uneven place,
on the ground, old¹ and was (not) enough,²
A mark, and a false thread, unwashed, damp, sandals,
fingers, and a thimble, a small bowl, a bag, tyings,
In the open air, low to the ground, and also a piling, they were inconve-
nienced,
they fell off, powdered grass, a smearing inside and out,
Whitewash and treatment with black colouring and red chalk,

BD 5.200
wreathwork, creeperwork, swordfish teeth, strips (of cloth)³
And a bamboo and cord for robes—the Leader allowed (these).
And they went away having left, a kaṭhina frame was split,
Was twisted out of position,⁴ and on to a wall, they went along taking in a
bowl,
a bag, and a thread for tying, having tied, sandals,⁵
On a road water that was not allowable, strainer, little piece of cloth,
regulation water-pot, twomonks, the Sage reached Vesālī,
Double (water-strainer), filter, he allowed a strainer.
By mosquitoes, very ill through sumptuous (foods) and Jīvaka,

Vin 2.144
Place for pacing up and down in, bathroom, in an uneven place, low to the
ground,

⁷ Reading should be dussati as at Kd 15.9.3 and Sinhalese and Siamese editions, not
as with Oldenberg dussanti. ⁸ vippāri. Sinhalese edition vipphāli and Siamese
edition viphāli. At Kd 15.11.1 it is vipāṭetvā. ¹ vippāri. Sinhalese edition vipphāli
and Siamese edition viphāli. At Kd 15.11.1 it is vipāṭetvā. ² Text reads jira-patoti ca;
Sinhalese edition jiṇṇaṁ pahoti ca; Siamese edition jirappahoti ca. ³ Text reads
paṭikā; Siamese edition pātikaṁ; Sinhalese edition paṭṭikā; Kd 15.11.6 and similar
passages pañcapaṭṭhikaṁ. Pali-English Dictionary takes paṭṭikā = paṭṭaka “made of or
forming a strip of cloth; a bandage, a strip (of cloth).”Thus pañcapaṭṭhikamay be a
design: thefive strips (of cloth) design. ⁴ viniveṭhiya; Siamese edition viniveṭhiyati.
⁵ Sinhalese edition here inserts upāhanatthavikañ ca aṁsabandhanasuttakaṁ, bag
for sandals and thread or tying at the edge; and Siamese edition upāhanatthavikañ
ca aṁsavaddhañ ca suttakaṁ, bag for sandals and a strap at the edge and thread.
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three pilings, they were inconvenienced, stairs, balustrade, railing,
In the open air, powdered grass, a smearing inside and out
whitewash and treatment with black colouring and red chalk
Wreathwork creeperwork swordfish teeth strips (of cloth)⁶
bamboo and cord for robes, and it may be built high to the ground,
A piling, staircase and balustrade,⁷ a door, doorpost and lintel,
a hollow like a mortar, a small upper projection, and a post, a “monkey’s
head,”
A pin, a (stick used as a) bolt, a keyhole, and pulling through, a cord,
a facing, and a pipe for steam, and in the middle, clay for the face,
And nasty smelling,¹ it scorched, a receptacle for water,² a saucer,
and it did not make them sweat, swampy, to wash, one maymake a drain,

BD 5.201
And a chair,³ about a porch, work,⁴ gravel, stones, a drain,
naked, on the ground, when it rained, three coverings there,
A well, and it fell in,⁵ by means of a creeper,⁶ by means of a waistband,
a well-sweep, hand-wheel, a wheel, many vessels were broken,
Copper, wooden, strips of animals’ hides, a hall, grass, a lid,
a trough, a pool, a fence, swampy, and about a drain,
Cooled down, a tank, and stale, with a curving roof,
for four months, and lay down to sleep,
and a piece of felt, and it should not be allotted,
Chased (cushions), a stand,⁷ eating they would share one,⁸
Vaḍḍha, and Bodhi, tread on it, little jar, (clay foot-) scrubber, broom,
Stone pebble and scum as a foot-rubber,
fan, palmyra-whisk, and also a mosquito fan, a chowry,
Sunshade, and⁹ without, in a monastery—the three¹⁰—with string, agree-

⁶ Text here reads makarantakapaṭikaṁ, but Sinhalese edition makaradantaka-
paṭṭikaṁ and Siamesemakaradantapātikaṁ. ⁷ bāhahere stands for ālambanabāha.
¹ In Siamese edition this word is preceded by doṇi, a tub or a trough, and in Sin-
halese edition bymattikādoṇi, a tub for clay, as at Kd 15.14.3. ² Text reads udakātara,
Siamese edition udakhānaṁ, and Sinhalese edition udakādhanaṁ, with which cf.
Buddhaghosa’s udakanidhāna on Kd 15.14.3, bd 5.166 above (udakaṭṭhāna), and also
cf. udakādhāna at mn i.414. ³ Reading pīthaṁwith Sinhalese edition instead of
text’s pīṭhe. ⁴ This must refer to the wreath work and creeperworkmentioned
in Kd 15.14.4. ⁵ Reading lujjatiwith Sinhalese and Siamese editions, instead of
text’s lujja-tīṇi. ⁶ valliyā; at Kd 15.16.2 vallikāya. ⁷ Kd 15.19.1 and Siamese edition
maḷorikaṁ; abovemaḷorakaṁ; Sinhalese editionmalojikaṁ. ⁸ Text reads bhuñjanto
ka tuvaṭṭayyuṁ; Sinhalese edition bhuñjant’ eka tuvaṭṭikaṁ; Siamese edition bhuñ-
jant’ ekaṁ tuvaṭṭayuṁ. ⁹ Read cawith Sinhalese and Siamese editions, instead
of text’s va. ¹⁰ This refers to three (of the four) rulings laid down at Kd 15.23.2,
Kd 15.23.3 for the use of sunshades: (1) allowed, (2) not allowed, (3) allowed (only) to
an invalid, (4) allowed to be used by a monk whether ill or well in a monastery and
monastery precincts.
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ment,
ruminator, lumps of boiled rice, long nails, they cut, painful fingers,
Down to the blood, and to the height, the twenty, long-haired,
razor, whetstone, razor-case, piece of felt, a barber’s equipment,
They trimmed beards, they let them grow,
goat’s beard, four cornered arrangement,
on their chests and on their stomachs, whiskers, removed the hair on their
bodies,
Illness, scissors, a sore, long, and with a piece of crystal,
grey hair, stopped, and various kinds of copper goods, a store,¹
And lolling, a bandage, strings,² tickets, (waist-)band,

BD 5.202
those of many strands, like the head of a water-snake,
like tambourine drums, those like chains,³
Palmyra whisk, hundred jungle-ropes,⁴
having put on householders’ upper garments,
loin cloths, double carrying-pole, toothwood, on flicking,
Lodged in the throat, and a forest, counterfire, a tree, and by an elephant,
Yamelu (and Tekula),⁵ they learnt metaphysics, they taught it,

Vin 2.145
Worldly knowledge,⁶ he sneezed, good luck, and he ate,
affliction of wind, and it was soiled, nasty smelling, painful, shoes,
Theywere ashamed, nasty smelling (un-) covered,⁷ and they did it here and
there,
nasty smelling, cesspool, it fell in,⁸ high to the ground, and about a piling,

¹ nicayā. Sinhalese edition nīcayā, text nisaha. Siamese edition lohab-
haṇḍañkhanīsaha. Sinhalese edition inserts between this word and “lolling”
bandhanamattaṁ kukkuccā, (too) scrupulous (to use) a handle, see note at Kd 15.28.2
above. ² Text paṭaṁ; Sinhalese edition and Kd 15.28.2 vaṭaṁ. ³ Sinhalese and
Siamese editions here have the following: paṭṭikaṁ (Siamese paṭṭikā) sūkarantañ ca
/ dasā muraja-veṇikā (Siamesemurajja-) pavananto pi jirati / gaṇṭhikaṁ uccāvacañ
ca phalakante pi ogahe gihīnivatthaṁ hatthisoṇḍaṁ macchakaṁ catukaṇṇakaṁ /
(Siamese gihivatthaṁ soṇḍaṁmacchavāḷakaṁ catukkaṇṇakaṁ)—a strip of cotton
cloth and one with a well made end/borders, like tambourine drums, a twisting
(veṇikā, probably for sobhaṇa at Kd 15.29.2), an end, and knotting the rest, also
where it was looped, / it wore out, a block, and various kinds, also shields and
edges, taking back, / householders’ undergarments: the elephant’s trunk, the fish
arrangement, the four cornered arrangement. This covers Kd 15.29.2–Kd 15.29.4
(beginning), and clearly should be inserted. ⁴ Reading with Sinhalese edition
satavalliṁ, instead of satavali above. ⁵ Text reads Yameḷe, which I take to be a
plural of “Yameḷa and Tekula”. But Sinhalese edition reads Yameḷa. Siamese Sakaṭe,
with variant reading Yameḷe. See note above to Kd 15.33.1. ⁶ Text and Siamese
edition tiracchānakathā. I follow Sinhalese tiracchānagatā vijjā since there is no
mention of “talk”in Kd 15.33.2. ⁷ pāru. ⁸ Should read lujjati as in Sinhalese and
Siamese editions, not lujjanti as in text.
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Staircase, balustrade, inside, painful and shoes,
outside, a tub and wood, and a stick,⁹ uncovered,
A hut tor the privy, both a door as well as a doorpost and lintel,
a hollow like a mortar, an upper projection, a post, and a “monkey’s head,”
A pin, a bolt, a keyhole, and a hole for pulling (cord) through as well as
a cord, a smearing inside and out, whitewash and black colouring

BD 5.203
Wreathwork creeperwork swordfish five strips of cloth (design)
a bamboo and a cord for robes, weak through age, a fence,
And about a porch, as before, and gravel, flagstones,
(water) remained, a drain, and also a vessel, a saucer,
Painful, shame, a lid, and they indulged in bad habits.
He allowed copper goods a weapon being excepted.
A sofa and divan, a wooden bowl and shoes being excepted—
the Great Sage allowed all (other) goods made of wood.
And the Truth-finder, a (clay foot-) scrubber
and an earthern vessel having been excepted,
compassionate, allowed also all (other) goods made of clay.
The character of whatever matter, if equal to the preceding,
even if it is brief, is known from the context in the key.
Thus the hundred and ten matters in theMinor Matters in the discipline
are based on what is dhamma indeed—also there is help for the well be-
haved.
The expert in discipline iswell trained, friendly inmind, verywell behaved,
bringing light, steadfast, worthy of honour, one who has heard much.

Vin 2.146

⁹ Kd 15.35.3 pidharo; above pidhāro; Sinhalese edition Pīdharo; Siamese edition
pīṭharo.
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First recitation section

Allowance for dwellings

Kd 16.1.1
BD 5.204

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Rājagaha in
the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place. Now at that time
lodgings had not been permitted to monks by the Lord. So these
monks stayed here and there: in a forest, at the root of a tree, on
a hillside, in a glen, in a mountain cave, in a cemetery, in a forest
glade, in the open air, on a heap of straw.¹ Early in the mornings
these went out from this and that place: from the forest … from the
heap of straw, pleasingwhen approaching andwhen receding, when
looking before, when looking back, when bending back (their arms),
when stretching them out, their eyes cast down and possessed of
pleasant behaviour.²

Kd 16.1.2

Now at that time a (great) merchant of Rājagaha went early one
morning to a pleasure grove.³The (great) merchant of Rājagaha saw
these monks going out from this and that place: from a forest …
from a heap of straw, and seeing them hemade up his mind.⁴Then
the (great) merchant of Rājagaha approached those monks; having

¹ Cf. same list at dn i.71, mn iii.3, an ii.210, and a shorter one at an i.241The terms
are defined at dn-a 209–dn-a 210, Vb-a 366–Vb-a 367. ² More or less stock; cf.
Vin 3.181, dn i.70, mn iii.35, mn iii.90, an ii.104, an ii.106, an ii.210. ³ Defined at
Vin 4.298. ⁴ assa cittaṁ padīdi, his mind became clear or bright.
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approached, he spoke thus to thosemonks: “If I, revered sirs, were to
have dwelling-places built, would you stay in my dwelling-places?”
“Householder, dwelling-placeshavenot been allowedby theLord.”
“Well then, revered sirs, having inquired of the Lord, tellme (what

he says).”
“Very well, householder,” and these monks, having answered the

(great) merchant of Rājagaha in assent, approached the Lord; having
approached the Lord, having greeted him, they sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful distance,
these monks spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the (great) merchant of
Rājagaha is anxious to have dwelling-places built. What line of con-

BD 5.205

duct should be followed by us, Lord?”Then the Lord on this occasion
having given reasoned talk addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow,monks, five (kinds of) abodes:¹ a dwelling-place, a curved

house, a long house,² a mansion,³ a cave.”⁴
Kd 16.1.3

Then these monks approached the (great) merchant of Rājagaha;
Vin 2.147

having approached, they spoke thus to the (great) merchant of Rāja-
gaha: “Householder, dwelling-places have been allowed by the Lord.
Do nowwhat seems right.”Then the (great) merchant of Rājagaha
had sixty dwelling-places established on one day alone. When the
(great) merchant of Rājagaha had had these sixty dwelling-places
finished he approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted
the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As hewas sitting down
at a respectful distance, the (great) merchant of Rājagaha spoke thus
to the Lord: “Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me on the
morrow together with the Order of monks.”The Lord consented by
becoming silent.Then the (great) merchant of Rājagaha, having un-
derstood the Lord’s consent, rising from his seat departed keeping
his right side towards him.

Kd 16.1.4

¹ Cf. Kd 1.30.4, and also bd 2.16, n. 6 (on bd 5.17). ² See bd 2.16, n. 5. Pāsāda is
again called dīghapāsāda at Vin-a 1215, on above passage. ³ hammiya. See bd 2.16,
n. 6. Vin-a 1215 says “a hammiya is like a pāsādawith a chamber placed on the top-
most open-air floor.” ⁴ Vin-a 1215 says a cave, guhā, in bricks, in stones, in wood,
in laterite, paṁsu. On paṁsu as meaning “laterite ” in this connection see A.K.
Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, Journal of the American Oriental
Society, Vol. 48, no. 3, p. 266.
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Then the (great) merchant of Rājagaha, having had sumptuous
foods, solid and soft, prepared towards the end of that night, had
the time announced to the Lord, saying: “It is time, Lord, the meal
is ready.”Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his
bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of the (great) merchant of
Rājagaha; having approached, he sat down on the appointed seat
together with the Order of monks.Then the (great) merchant of Rā-
jagaha, having with his own hand served and satisfied the Order of
monks with the Awakened One at its head with sumptuous foods,
solid and soft, sat down at a respectful distance when the Lord had
eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl. As he was sitting
down at a respectful distance the (great)merchant of Rājagaha spoke

BD 5.206

thus to the Lord: “Lord, I had these sixty dwelling-places built be-
cause I need merit, because I need heaven. What line of conduct am
I, Lord, to follow in regard to these dwelling-places?”
“Well now, do you, householder, establish these sixty dwelling-

places for (the use of) the Order of the four quarters,¹ present and to
come.”
“Very well, Lord,” and the (great) merchant of Rājagaha, having

answered the Lord in assent, had those sixty dwelling-places estab-
lished for (the use of) the Order of the four quarters, present and to
come.

Kd 16.1.5

Then the Lord thanked the (great) merchant of Rājagaha in these
verses:²

“Theyward off cold and heat and beasts of prey from there
And creeping things and gnats and rains in the wet sea-

son.
When the dreaded hot wind arises, that is warded off.
To meditate and obtain insight in a refuge and at ease:—

“Adwelling-place is praised by theAwakenedOne as chief
gift to an Order.

Therefore a wise man, looking to his ownweal,

¹ See S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 83ff., p. 131, p. 143. ² As at Kd 16.9.2
below, and Ja i.93, dn-a i.304.
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Should have charming dwelling-places built
so that those who have heard much can stay therein.¹

Vin 2.148

“To these² food and drink, raiment and lodgings
He should give, to the upright, with mind purified.
(Then) these³ teach him dhamma dispelling every ill;
He, knowing that dhamma, here attains nibbāna, canker-

less.”⁴

Then the Lord, having given thanks to the (great) merchant of
Rājagaha in these verses, rising from his seat, departed.

Kd 16.2.1 People heard: “It is said that dwelling-places are allowed by the
Lord,” and they zealously had dwelling-places built. These dwelling-
places did not have doors, and snakes, scorpions and centipedes
got in.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a

BD 5.207

door.” Having made a hole in the wall, they tied on the door with
jungle creeper andwith cord, but these were eaten by rats andwhite
ants and when the tyings were eaten the doors fell down.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a doorpost and
lintel, a hollow like a mortar (for the door to revolve in) a small
upper projection.”⁵The doors did not meet. “I allow, monks, a hole
for pulling through (the cord), cord for pulling through.”⁶The doors
could not be closed. “I allow, monks, a post for the bolt, a ‘monkey’s
head,’ a pin (to secure the bolt), a stick (used as a bolt).”⁷

Now at that timemonks were not able to open a door.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a keyhole and three
(kinds of) keys: a copper key, a wooden key, a horn key.” But the
dwelling-places were unguarded⁸ when those who, having unfas-

¹ Cf.Mil 211. ² For this line and next, cf. sn i.100. ³ This line and next at an iii.41,
an iii.43. ⁴ Cf. this line with Snp 765. ⁵ On these items see Kd 15.14.3. ⁶ On
these items see Kd 15.14.3. ⁷ On these items see Kd 15.14.3. ⁸ agutta, as were the
lodgings at Kd 18.3.1.
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tened¹ (the doors), entered.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, a bolt and a pin (to secure the bolt).”²

Kd 16.2.2

Now at that time dwelling-places were roofed with grass; they
were cold in the cold weather, hot in the hot weather. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having lashed
on (a roofing), to give it a smearing inside and out.”³ Now at that
time dwelling-places had no windows.⁴They were bad for the eyes
and nasty smelling. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow, monks, three (kinds of) windows: a railing window,⁵ a lattice
window,⁶ a stickwindow.”⁷ Squirrels and bats got through the spaces

BD 5.208

in the windows.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, drapery⁸ across the windows.” Squirrels and bats got in even
through the drapery. “I allow, monks, shutters⁹ across the windows,
little bolsters¹⁰ across the windows.”

Kd 16.2.3

Now at that time monks lay down to sleep on the ground and
their limbs and robes were soiled with dust. They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a grass matting.” The grass
matting was eaten by rats and white ants. “I allow, monks, a solid

Vin 2.149

¹ ugghāṭetvā, as at Kd 18.1.1 of the ghaṭikā, stick used as a bolt. ² yantakaṁ sūcikaṁ.
Vin-a 1216 says “Whatever one sees that is a yantaka, and one canmake a pin to open
it ”.Cf. yantakaṁdeti, to secure the bolt, to lock up, at Dhp-a i.220. ³ As at Kd 15.11.6:
Kd 15.14.3, etc. ⁴ Probablywindowholes, because the aboveword, vātapāna, is used
at Vin 4.47 to explain ālokasandhi, the holes for light and air. Vātapānamentioned
at Kd 1.25.18. ⁵ vedikāvātapāna. Vin-a 1216 says like the railing of a shrine. So, a
grille in a railing pattern. See A.K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms,
Journal of the American Oriental Society Vol. 48, no. 3, p. 273 for short discussion of
these three types of windows. ⁶ jālavātapāna. Vin-a 1216 says something tied net
wise, so a lattice. ⁷ salākavātapāna. Vin-a 1216 says a little post or pillar window.
These words will be more readily understood if it is remembered that vātapāna is
an aperture and not what closes it. ⁸ cakkalikā. Vin-a 1216 says “I allow you to tie
on cloth used for wiping the feet” ⁹ kavāṭaka. ¹⁰ bhisikā. Cf. bd 2.47, n. 1 on bhisi.
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bench.”¹ Because of the solid bench their limbs became painful. “I
allow, monks, a little couch of split bamboo.”²

Allowance for couches and chairs

Now at that time a bierlike long couch³ accrued to an Order. They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a long couch.”
A long chair accrued.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow, monks, a long chair.” Now at that time a bierlike couch with
slats⁴ accrued to an Order … a chair with slats … a bierlike couch
with curved legs⁵ … a chair with curved legs … a bierlike couch with
removeable legs⁶ … a chair with removeable legs accrued. “I allow,
monks, a chair with removeable legs.”

Kd 16.2.4

Now at that time a rectangular chair⁷ accrued to an Order.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a rectangular
chair.” A tall rectangular chair⁸ accrued. They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, even⁹ a tall rectangular chair.”¹⁰

BD 5.209

A three-sided (couch)¹¹ accrued. They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow, monks, a three-sided (couch).” A tall three-sided
(couch) accrued.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,

¹ miḍhi. See Kd 15.9.4. Vin-a 1216 here explains by pīṭhaphalaka. ² bidalamañ-
caka. Cf. Ja i.9, Dhp-a i.135 where mentioned as a feature in the life of one who
has gone forth. Vin-a 1216 says a twig couch or one woven with bamboo chips.
³ masāraka defined in Bu-Pc 14. For notes on these four kinds of couches and chairs
see bd 2.240. ⁴ bundikābaddha, defined in Bu-Pc 14, as are also the next two terms.
⁵ kulīrapādaka. ⁶ āhaccapādaka. ⁷ āsandika. Vin-a 1216, reading āsandhika, says
it is called a four-cornered (or square, caturassa) chair. Cf. Kh-a 44. ⁸ uccako
āsandiko. ⁹ pi, also meaning “too, also,” but in view of the efforts made to pre-
vent monks from using chairs, couches and beds that were too high, “even” seems a
permissible translation. ¹⁰ Vin-a 1216 says a long chair is on a support eight finger-
breadths (high), but if it exceeds that measure it should be called a rectangular
chair. ¹¹ sattaṅga, literally seven limbs, parts,members or constituents. Vin-a 1216
says that “it is a couch that is finished, a support having been made towards three
(of the) quarters.” It therefore occupied three sides of a square, and had four ends
(two outer and two inner), making a total of seven parts.
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monks, even a tall three-sided (couch).” A plaited chair¹ accrued
… a cloth chair² … a sheep-footed³ chair … a “stalks of the emblic
myrobalan” chair⁴ … a wooden (chair)⁵ … a stool⁶ … a straw chair
accrued to an Order. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow, monks, a straw chair.”

Kd 16.2.5

Nowat that time the group of sixmonks lay down to sleep onhigh
couches. People touring the lodgings, having seen them… spread it
about, saying: “Like householderswho enjoy pleasures of the senses.”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not
lie down to sleep on high couches. Whoever should (so) lie down
to sleep, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Vin 2.150

Now at that time a certain monk, lying down to sleep on a low
couch, was bitten by a snake.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, supports for the couches.”⁷

Nowat that time the group of sixmonks used tall supports for the
BD 5.210

couches; they rocked to and fro together with the tall supports for
the couches. “Monks, tall supports for couches shouldnot be used.
Whoever should use them, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I
allow, monks, a support for a couch to be eight finger-breadths at
the most.”⁸

Kd 16.2.6

¹ baddhapīṭha. Vin-a 1216 says a chair made entirely of twigs. ² pīṭhikā. Vin-a 1216
says just a chair plaited in cloth. ³ eḷakapādaka. Vin-a 1216 says “having placed
the upper parts of the legs in white woollen cloth round the wood, it is a finished
chair like a slab for food, bhojanaphalaka”. Cf. kulīrapādaka, literally “crab-footer,”
for which see bd 2.240, n. 4. ⁴ āmālakavaṇṭika pīṭha. Vin-a 1217 says this is a
chair of many legs plaited in the manner (or on the pattern) of emblic myrobalan.
⁵ phalaka. See phalakapīṭha at Vin 4.40 and bd 2.242, n. 5. Cf. apassenaphalaka at
Kd 1.25.15, Kd 16.20.2. ⁶ koccha. See bd 2.239, n. 1, and Old Commentary’s definition
at bd 2.240.OnabovepassageVin-a 1217, omitting “made of bark,” saysmade of khus-
khus, made ofmuñja-grass (which at Vin-a 1217 reads puñjamaya), made of reeds.
⁷ mañcapaṭipādaka, as at Kd 1.25.16, Kd 18.1.3. See bd 4.64, n. 4. ⁸ Cf. Bu-Pc 87.
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Nowat that time thread accrued to anOrder.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,monks, toweave a couch.”The ends
used upmuch thread. “I allow you, monks, having pierced the ends,¹
to weave small squares.”² A piece of cotton cloth accrued.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make a
carpet.”³ A cotton quilt⁴ accrued to an Order.They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having unravelled it, to
make a squatting mat⁵ of three (kinds of) cotton:⁶ cotton from trees,
cotton from creepers, cotton from grass.”

Now at that time the group of sixmonks used squattingmats half
(the size of aman’s) body. People, touring the dwelling-places, having
seen them… spread it about, saying: “Like householders who enjoy
pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, squattingmats half (the size of aman’s) body should not
be used. Who-ever should use one, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow you, monks, to make a squatting mat the size of a
head.”⁷

Kd 16.2.7

Now at that time there came to be a festival on a mountain top
near Rājagaha.⁸ People arranged mattresses⁹ for the great minis-

BD 5.211

ters: mattresses of wool, mattresses of cotton cloth, mattresses of
bark, mattresses of tiṇa-grass, mattresses of leaves.¹⁰ When the fes-

¹ aṅge vijjhitvā. On this expression see bd 2.240, n. 5. “Legs” is I think a better trans-
lation than “sides” (Vinaya Texts iii.166). ² aṭṭhapadaka as at Kd 8.21.1. Perhaps
meaning “in the chequered board fashion,” aṭṭhapada, on which see bd 1.316, n. 2.
³ cilimikā. See bd 2.241, n. 8. Vin-a 1217 on above says “when the earth is treated
with plaster, a cilimikā is called a covering, attharaṇa, for protecting the surface,
chavi.” ⁴ tūlikā, as at Kd 5.10.4. ⁵ bimbohana. Similar allowancemade at Kd 6.14.
⁶ tūla. See similar definition at Vin 4.170 (bd 3.93, q.v. n. 2). Vin-a 1217 says cotton
from any vegetable growth can be used for squatting mats, but apart from trees,
creepers and grasses there is no other vegetable growth. ⁷ Cf. Vb-a 365 which
elaborates saying that in width it can be four standard finger breadths, in length
the measure of the width of the couch. ⁸ See bd 2.335, n. 1. Phrase also occurs
at Kd 15.2.6. ⁹ bhisi. See bd 2.47, n. 1. ¹⁰ Same five kinds given at Vin 4.40. See
bd 2.240, n. 7.
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tival was over they conveyed them away having taken off the covers.
Monks saw much wool and cotton cloth and bark and tiṇa-grass
and leaves thrown away at the festival place; and seeing it they told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, five (kinds of) mat-
tresses: amattress ofwool… of cotton cloth… of bark… of tiṇa-grass,
a mattress of leaves.”

Now at that time woven cloth¹ as a requisite for lodgings accrued
to an Order.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to cover amattress (with it).” Nowat that timemonks packed
away a couch-mattress on a chair, they packed away a chair-mattress
on a couch; the mattresses fell to bits.²They told this matter to the
Lord.He said: “I allowyou,monks, a covered couch, a covered chair.”³

Vin 2.151

Theypacked themawaywithout having put a cobweb cloth (beneath⁴
and the stuffing) came out from below. “I allow you, monks, having
put a cobweb cloth (beneath the mattress), having spread it, to cover
a mattress.” Having removed the covers, they carried them away. “I
allow you, monks, to sprinkle⁵ them.”They still carried them away.
“I allow, monks, line decoration.”⁶ They still carried them away. “I
allow you, monks, the outline of the hand.”⁷

¹ dussa. ² As at Kd 15.11.2. ³ onaddhamañca onaddhapīṭha. This must mean
covered with mattresses to fit them. Cf. Vin 1.194, Vin 2.270. ⁴ ullokaṁ akaritvā,
which Vin-a 1218 explains by hetthā cimilikaṁ adatvā. On cimilikā see above, bd 5.210,
n. 4. Ullokā occurs at Vin 1.48 = Vin 2.209. ⁵ posituṁ, which should read phosituṁ
as does Vin 1.205 and Vin-a 1218. This latter says “to give sprinklings (or touches,
phusitāni) on top with dyes or with turmeric.” ⁶ bhattikamma. Vin-a 1219 reads
bhittikamma, wall-work, and says it is a bhittikamma on top of the mattress cover.
Whatever the exact meaning of the term, it is no doubt a different process from
the “sprinkling” which, as perhaps a forerunner to the tie-and-dye industry, would
probably result in spots. Cf. bhatikamma at Kd 15.9.2. ⁷ hatthabhitti. Bhitti is of
course a wall. Vin-a 1219 says pañcaṅqulabhitti, the wall of the five fingers. All these
marks were probably applied so as to disfigure the mattresses and thus dissuade
monks from carrying them off; cf. Bu-Pc 58. Or they may have been identification
marks. But all the readings, and therefore the meanings, are uncertain. Reading in
the “key,” Vin 2.178, is hatthabhatti, line of the hand. On pañcangulikaṁ dātuṁ cf.
above, bd 5.170.
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Allowance forwhitewash, etc.
Kd 16.3.1

BD 5.212
Now at that time the sleeping places¹ of members of other sects were
whitewashed, the groundwas coloured black, the walls were treated
with red chalk.² Many people went to see the sleeping places.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, whitewash,
black colouring, red chalk (to be used) in a dwelling-place.” Now at
that time the whitewash did not adhere to the rough walls.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having applied
lumps of grain-husks, having kept some back with a spoon,³ to put
on the whitewash.”Thewhitewashwould not stick on.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having applied soft
clay, having kept some back with a spoon, to put on the whitewash.”
The whitewash would not stick on. “I allow, monks, what exudes
from trees⁴ and flour-paste.”

Now at that time the red chalk did not adhere to the rough walls
… (as above) …The red chalkwould not stick on.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having applied the red
powder of rice husks (mixed with) clay, having kept some back with
a spoon, to put on the red chalk.”The red chalk would not stick on.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, mustard-
powder,⁵ oil of beeswax.” It was too thick.⁶They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to sponge it over⁷ with a piece
of cloth.”

Now at that time the black colouring did not adhere to the rough
walls… (as above)…Theblack colouringwould not stick on.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, having applied

¹ seyyā, defined at Vin 4.17 = Vin 4.20, Vin 4.41. ² See Kd 15.11.6 for these words.
³ pāṇikā, Buddhaghosa says nothing. Cf. pāṇiyā at Kd 15.1.5. ⁴ ikkāsa. Vin-a 1219
says rukkhaniy(y)āsaṁ vā silesaṁ vā. Gum, resin, and juice all exude from trees. Cf.
niyyāsakhādanīya at Vin-a 832, Vin-a 837 and niyyāsarukkha at Vism 74. ⁵ -kuḍḍa
of text should read -kuṭṭa. ⁶ Vin-a 1219 says it stayed there in drop upon drop.
⁷ paccuddharituṁ (as at Kd 15.17.1) explained at Vin-a 1219 as puñchituṁ, to wipe.
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clay (mixed with the excrement of) earthworms,¹ having kept some
backwith a spoon, to put on the black colouring.”Theblack colouring
would not stick on.They told this matter to the Lord He said: “I allow,

BD 5.213

monks, what exudes from trees, an astringent decoction.”²

Rejection of a bold design
Kd 16.3.2

Now at that time the group of six monks had a bold design³ made
with figures of women, figures of men, in a dwelling-place. People
touring the dwelling-places, having seen this, … spread it about, say-
ing: “Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They

Vin 2.152

told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not have
a bold designmade with figures of women, figures of men.Who-
ever should have onemade, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I
allow, monks, wreath-work, creeper-work, swordfish teeth, the five
strips (of cloth design).”⁴

Allowance for a balustrade
Kd 16.3.3

Now at that time dwelling-places were low to the ground …⁵ “… I
allowmonks, a balustrade.”

Now at that time dwelling-places were thronged with people.⁶
Monks were (too) modest to lie down.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a curtain.”⁷ They looked in, having
lifted up the curtain. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow, monks, a small half-wall.”They looked in over the top of the
small half-wall. “I allow, monks, three (kinds of) inner rooms: a

¹ gaṇḍamattikā. Vin-a 1219, reading taṇḍa- with variant reading gaṇḍu-, explains as
above. ² kasāva. Cf.Kd 4.4, where certain specified ones are allowed asmedicines.
³ paṭibhānacitta, as at Vin 4.61 (see bd 2.285, n. 5) and bd 4.298. Vin-a 1219 says
“not only the figures of women and men, but also figures of animals, even of an
earthworm.” ⁴ As at Kd 15.11.6. ⁵ As at Kd 15.11.6. ⁶ ālakamandā. At dn ii.147,
dn ii.170 said to be the capital of the devas, with many people and crowded with
yakkhas. Spelt in both passages as Āḷaka-. Vin-a 1219 says each open space was
crowded with people. ⁷ tirokaraṇī as at Vin 1.276.
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palanquin-like inner room,¹ a tube-like inner room,² an inner room
on the roof.”³ Now at that time monks made an inner room in the
middle of a small dwelling-place; there was no access.⁴They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make an inner
room at one side of a small dwelling-place, in the middle of a large
one.”

Kd 16.3.4

BD 5.214 Now at that time the base of a wall of a dwelling-place disinte-
grated.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a
timber buttress.”⁵ A wall of a dwelling-place let in the rain.⁶ “I allow,
monks, a protecting screen⁷ (and) paste and water.”⁸

Now at that time a snake fell from a grass roofing on to a certain
monk’s shoulder. Terrified, he uttered a cry of distress. Monks, hav-
ing run up, spoke thus to this monk: “Why did you, your reverence,
utter a cry of distress?”Then thismonk told thismatter to themonks.
Themonks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a
canopy.”⁹

Kd 16.3.5

Now at that time monks hung their bags at the feet of couches,
and at the feet of chairs: theywere eaten by rats andwhite ants.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a peg in the
wall, an ‘elephant-tusk’ (peg).”¹⁰ Now at that time monks laid aside
their robes on a couch and on a chair.The robes fell to pieces.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a bamboo for
robes, a cord for robes.”¹¹

Vin 2.153

¹ sivikāgabbha. Vin-a 1219 calls it a quadrangular (or four-sided) inner room.
² nāḷikāgabbha. Vin-a 1219 says it is a long roomwhose length is two or three times
its width. ³ hammiyagabbha. See bd 2.16, n. 6 on hammiya. Vin-a 1219 calls it a
room in the gable on the open air floor or a roomon the bare roof. ⁴ As at Kd 15.14.3
⁵ kulaṅkapādaka. See Morris, Journal of the Pali Text Society 1884, p. 78. ⁶ ovas-
sati also at Kd 15.16.1. ⁷ parittānakiṭika. Cf. saṁsaraṇakiṭika ugghātanakiṭika in
Kd 16.3.5 below. ⁸ uddhasudha. Vin-a 1219 reading uddhā- with variant reading
uda-, says clay pounded together with ashes and cowdung. Sinhalese edition reads
udda-. ⁹ vitāna, an item in some of the “no offence” clauses in the Suttavibhaṅga,
e.g. at Vin 3.225, Vin 3.227, Vin 3.229, Vin 3.233, Vin 4.171, Vin 4.279. ¹⁰ Cf. Kd 15.9.5
where monks hung their bags on these pegs.
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Now at that time dwelling-places had no verandahs¹ and were
without shelter.²They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, a verandah, a covered terrace,³ an inner court,⁴ a verandah
roofing.”⁵The verandahs were public. Monks were (too) modest to

BD 5.215

lie down. “I allow, monks, a moveable screen,⁶ a screen that can be
drawn.”

Allowance for an assembly hall
Kd 16.3.6

Now at that time monks participating in a meal in the open air were
bothered by cold and heat. They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, an assembly hall.”The assembly hall was low to the
ground …⁷ “… a cord for robes.” Now at that timemonks spread out
their robes in the open air on the ground.The robes were soiled by
dust. “I allow, monks, a bamboo for robes and a cord for robes in the
open air.”

Kd 16.3.7

The drinking water became tepid.⁸ “I allow, monks, a hall for
the drinking water, a shed for the drinking water.”The hall for the
drinking water was low to the ground …⁹ “… a cord for robes.”There
was no vessel for the drinking water. “I allow, monks, a conchshell
for drinking water, a saucer for drinking water.”

¹¹ Also allowed at Kd 15.11.6; Kd 15.14.3. ¹ ālinda. Vin-a 1219 explains as pamukha.
See Kd 6.36.4, and bd 4.342, n. 3. ² apaṭissaraṇa. Sinhalese edition appatissāraṇā.
³ paghana. Vin-a 1220, reading palighana but saying it is also called paghana, speaks
of it as a katapadesa, a shaped (artificial) place or locality. It was at the door of the
dwelling-places. ⁴ pakuṭa. Sinhalese edition pakuḍḍa-. Vin-a 1220 reading pakudda
and saying pakuṭṭa is also a reading, explains as “the whole of the inner room in the
middle is called pariyāgāro: pakuddan ti majjhe gabbhassa samantā pariyāgāro vuccati.
With this phrase cf. Vin 3.119. Pariyāgārameans “surrounded by a house.” ⁵ os-
arika. Vin-a 1220 reads, osārika, with variant reading osaraka and says “having put a
bamboo in a dwelling-placewithout a verandah, having had small sticks taken from
that, tato osāretvā, a verandah-covering, chadanapamukha, is made. ⁶ saṁsaraṇak-
iṭika. Vin-a 1220 says cakkalayutta. Cf. cakkalikā at Kd 16.2.2 and cakkkalī at Kd 16.19
⁷ As at Kd 15.11.6. ⁸ otappati, perhaps “evaporated, dried up.” Cf. otāpeti, to dry in
the sun. ⁹ As at Kd 15.11.6.
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Allowance for a porch
Kd 16.3.8

Now at that time dwelling-places were not fenced in. “I allow,monks,
three (kinds of) fences to fence them in: a fence of bricks, a fence
of stones, a fence of wood.”There was no porch. “I allow, monks, a
porch.”The porch was low to the ground. It was flooded with water.
“I allow you, monks, to build it high to the ground.” There was no
door to the porch. “I allow, monks, a door, a door-post and lintel … a
cord to pull through.”¹ Powdered grass fell from the porch.² “I allow,
monks, … the five (pieces of) cloth design.”³

Now at that time a cell came to be swampy.⁴They told this matter
to the LordHe said: “I allow you,monks, to sprinkle gravel.”They did
not succeed in doing so. “I allow you, monks, to lay down flagstones.”

Vin 2.154

Water remained. “I allow, monks, a drain for the water.”

Kd 16.3.9

Now at that timemonks made a fireplace here and there in a cell;
the cell became soiled.⁵They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, to make at one side a hall for the fire.” The hall
for the fire was low to the ground …⁶ “I allow, monks, a balustrade.”
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The nail for the fire had no door. “I allow, monks, a door, a doorpost
and lintel …⁷ a cord for pulling through.” Powdered grass fell into
the hall for the fire. “I allow you, monks, … a cord for robes.”

Allowance for a fenced monastery
Kd 16.3.10

Amonastery was not fenced in: goats and cattle⁸ injured the little
plants.⁹They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks,
three (kinds of) hedges to fence it in: a hedge of bamboo, a hedge
of thorns, a ditch.”There was no porch. As before, goats and cattle
injured the little plants. “I allow, monks, a porch, an interlacing of

¹ As at Kd 15.14.4. ² koṭṭhakā above; koṭṭhake at Kd 15.14.4. ³ As at Kd 15.14.4.
⁴ As at Kd 15.14.5; Kd 15.35.4. ⁵ uklāpa, as at Vin 1.46. ⁶ As at Kd 15.11.6. ⁷ As at
Kd 15.14.3. ⁸ pasuka. ⁹ uparopa. Cf. uparopaha at Ja ii.345, Ja iv.359.
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stakes and thorns,¹ a hedge of swallow-wort,² a gateway, a door-bar.”³
Powdered grass fell from the porch. “I allow you, monks, …⁴ the five
(pieces of) cloth design.”Themonastery became swampy⁵ “… a drain
for the water.”

Kd 16.3.11

Now at that time King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha wanted
to have a long house with a smearing of plaster and clay built for
an Order.Then it occurred to monks: “Nowwhat kind of roofing is
allowed by the Lord, what is not allowed?”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, five (kinds of) roofings: a roofing
of tiles, a roofing of stones, a roofing of plaster, a roofing of tiṇa-grass,
a roofing of leaves.”⁶

Told is the First Portion for Repeating

Second recitation section

The story of Anāthapiṇḍika

Now at that time the householder Anāthapiṇḍika was the husband
of a sister of a (great) merchant of Rājagaha.Then the householder
Anāthapiṇḍika went to Rājagaha on some business or other. At that
time the Order with the Awakened One at its head had been invited
for themorrow by the (great)merchant of Rājagaha.Then the (great)
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merchant of Rājagaha enjoined slaves and servants, saying: “Well
now, good people, getting up early in the morning, cook conjeys,
cook rice,⁷ prepare⁸ curries, prepare vegetables.”⁹Then it occurred

¹ apesiyaṁ. Sinhalese edition apesiṁ. Vin-a 1220 reading apesi, says “having inserted
stakeswith long pieces ofwood, having coveredwith thorny branches, it ismade for
closing up the doorway.” ² akkavāṭa. Sinhalese edition reads yamakakavāṭa, a pair
of doors. ³ paligha. Vin-a 1220 says “as in village gateways, it is for closing a door
that is joined to awheel.” ⁴ As atKd 15.14.4. ⁵ As atKd 15.14.5; Kd 15.35.4. ⁶ These
five kinds of roofings mentioned at Vin 4.48. ⁷ bhattāni. Cf. bd 2.149, bd 3.11These
four words are, above, all in the plural suggesting that separate portions should
be got ready for each monk. ⁸ sampādeti, as at Vin 3.208. ⁹ uttaribhaṅga, or
tit-bits, dainties. See bd 1.275, n. 5.
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to the householder Anāthapiṇḍika: “Now, on my arrival formerly
this householder, having put aside all duties, did nothing except ex-
change greetings with me, but now he seems excited and enjoins
slaves and servants, saying: ‘Well now, good people… prepare vegeta-

Vin 2.155

bles.’ Now can there be for this householder a leading to¹ (a bride’s
home) or can there be a leading away from² (a bride’s home) or is
a great oblation arranged or is King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha
invited for the morrow together with his troops?”

Kd 16.4.2

Thenthe (great)merchantofRājagaha,havingenjoined the slaves
and servants, approached the householder Anāthapiṇḍika; having
approached, having exchanged greetings with the householder Anā-
thapiṇḍika, he sat down at a respectful distance.The householder
Anāthapiṇḍika spoke thus to the (great) merchant of Rājagaha as
he was sitting down at a respectful distance: “Formerly you, house-
holder, on my arrival, having put aside all duties, did nothing except
exchange greetings with me, but now you seem excited and enjoin
slaves and servants, saying: ‘Well now, good people … prepare veg-
etables.’ Now can there be for you, householder, a leading to … or is
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha invited for the morrow together
with his troops?”
“There is to be for me, householder, neither a leading to (a bride’s

home), nor is there to be a leading away from (a bride’s home), nor is
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha invited for the morrow together
with his troops. But a great oblation is arranged by me: the Order is
invited for the morrowwith the Awakened One at its head.”
“Did you, householder, say ‘Awakened One?’ ”
“ ‘Awakened One’ I did say, householder.”
“Did you, householder, say ‘Awakened One’?”
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“ ‘Awakened One’ I did say, householder.”
“Did you, householder, say ‘Awakened One’?”
“ ‘Awakened One’ I did say, householder.”
“Even this sound, householder, is hard to come by in the world,

that is to say ‘Awakened One, Awakened One.’ Nowwould it be possi-

¹ As at Vin 3.135. See bd 1.229, n. 2. ² As at Vin 3.135. See bd 1.230, n. 1.
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ble, householder, at this time¹ to go up and see this Lord, a perfected
one, a fully Self-awakened One?”
“This time is not a right time, householder, to go up and see this

Lord, a perfected one, a fully Self-awakened One. But now, early
Tomorrow you shall go up to see this Lord, a perfected one, a fully
Self-awakened One.”

Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, thinking: “Early Tomor-
row I will go up to see this Lord … fully Self-Awakened One,” lay
downwith mindfulness (so much) directed to the Awakened One,²
that he got up three times during the night thinking it was daybreak.

Kd 16.4.3

Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika approached the gateway to
the Cool Grove,³ and non-human beings opened the gateway.Then as
the householder Anāthapiṇḍika was going out from the town, light
vanished, darkness appeared; fear, consternation, hair standing on
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end⁴ arose so that he was desirous of turning back from there.Then
the yakkha Sīvaka, invisible, made this sound heard:

“Ahundred elephants,⁵ a hundredhorses, a hundred char-
iots with she-mules,⁶

A hundred thousandmaidens adornedwith jewelled ear-
rings—

These are not worth the sixteenth part of one length of
stride.

“Advance, householder, advance, householder.
Advance is better for you, not retreat.”

Then darkness vanished for the householder Anāthapiṇḍika,
light appeared, so that his fear, consternation, hair standing on end
subsided.Anda second time…Anda third timedid the yakkhaSīvaka
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made this sound heard: “… Advance is better for you, not retreat.”

¹ For this episode to the end of Kd 16.4.4 cf. sn i.210. ² buddhagatāya satiyā. ³ Sī-
tavana. sn i.211 reads Sīvathika, from thenameof Sīvathika (variant reading Sivaka)
of the yakkhawho lived in the Sītavana. ⁴ As at e.g. Vin 3.69. ⁵ Cf. the first three
of these lines with Vv 20.8; Vv 43.8. ⁶ assatarī. Cf. vacchatarī at Kd 5.9.1, Kd 5.9.3.
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And a third time darkness vanished for the householder Anātha-
piṇḍika, light appeared, so that his fear, consternation, hair standing
on end subsided.

Kd 16.4.4

Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika approached the Cool Grove.
Now at that time the Lord was pacing up and down in the open air,
having got up in the night towards dawn. Then the Lord saw the
householder Anāthapiṇḍika coming in the distance; seeing him, hav-
ing stepped down from the place for pacing up and down in, he sat
down on an appointed seat, and sitting down the Lord spoke thus to
the householder Anāthapiṇḍika: “Come, Sudatta.”¹Then the house-
holder Anāthapiṇḍika, thinking: “The Lord addressed me by name,”
joyful, elated, approached the Lord; having approached, having in-
clined his head to the Lord’s feet, he spoke thus to the Lord: “I hope,
Lord, that the Lord is living at ease.” He said:

“Yes, always at ease he lives, the brahmin, attained to
nibbāna,

Who isnot stainedby lusts,² cooled,without attachments.³

Having rent all clingings, having averted heart’s care,
Tranquil he lives at ease, having won to peace of mind.”⁴

Kd 16.4.5
Then the Lord talked a progressive talk⁵ to the householder Anā-

thapiṇḍika, that is to say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on
heaven, he explained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures
of the senses, the advantage in renouncing (them). When the Lord
knew that the mind of the householder Anāthapiṇḍika was ready,

¹ sn-a i.315 says that Anāthapiṇḍika thinks that there aremany other sects, those of
PūraṇaKassapa and so on,who say they are awakened ones; but if this teacher is the
awakened one he will address him by his kuladattika name, i.e. by the name given
him in his family, because no one but Anāthapiṇḍika himself knows this. See also
ks i.273, n. 1. ² yo na lippati kāmesu, as at Snp 625. Cf. Kaṭha Upaniṣad 5.11 where
the Sun is not defiled or contaminated, na lipyate, by what he sees outside himself.
See A.K. Coomaraswamy, ANote on the Stickfast Motif, Journal American Folklore,
Vol. 57, No. 224, April–June, 1944, p. 128. ³ Cf. Snp 642. ⁴ Besides sn i.212, where
the Saṁyutta version of this episode ends, this verse occurs at an i.138. ⁵ As at
Kd 1.7.5, Kd 1.7.10; Kd 5.1.9, Kd 5.1.10; Kd 6.26.8, Kd 6.26.9.
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malleable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, then he ex-
BD 5.220

plained to him that teaching on dhammawhich the awakened ones
have themselves discovered: ill, uprising, stopping, theWay. And as
a clean cloth without black specks will easily take dye, even so as he

Vin 2.157

was (sitting) on that very seat, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless,
arose to the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, that “whatever is liable to
uprising, all that is liable to stopping.”Then the householder Anātha-
piṇḍika, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known dhamma,
plunged into dhamma, having crossed over doubt, having put away
uncertainty, having attained without another’s help to full confi-
dence in the Teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Excellent, Lord! Excellent, Lord! Even, Lord, as one might set

upright what has been upset, or might uncover what was concealed,
ormight showtheway toonewho is astray, ormight bring anoil lamp
into the darkness, thinking, ‘Those with eyes to see may see shapes,’
even so is dhamma explained in many a figure by the Lord. I myself,
Lord, go to the Lord for refuge, to dhamma, and to theOrder ofmonks.
May the Lord accept me as a lay-disciple going for refuge from this
day forth for as long as life lasts. And, Lord,may the Lord consent to a
meal withme on themorrow togetherwith the Order ofmonks.”The
Lord consented by becoming silent.Then the householder Anātha-
piṇḍika, having understood the Lord’s consent, rising from his seat,
having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards
him.

Kd 16.4.6

The (great) merchant of Rājagaha heard: “It is said that the Or-
der with the Awakened One at its head is invited for the morrow
by the householder Anāthapiṇḍika.”Then the (great) merchant of
Rājagaha spoke thus to the householder Anāthapiṇḍika: “It is said,
that the Order with the Awakened One at its head is invited by you,
householder, for the morrow. But you are incoming.¹ I can give you,
householder, the means by which you canmake ameal for the Order
with the Awakened One at its head.”
“Thank you, householder, but I have the means by which I can

¹ As opposed to resident.
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make a meal for the Order with the Awakened One at, its head.”
BD 5.221

The urban council of Rajagana heard: “The Order with the Awak-
ened One at its head is invited for the morrow by the householder
Anāthapiṇḍika.”Then the urban council of Rājagaha spoke thus to
the householder Anāthapiṇḍika: “It is said that the Order …We can
give you, householder, the means by which you can make a meal for
the Order with the Awakened One at its head.”
“Thank you, masters, but I have the means … at its head.”
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha heard: “The Order …” …
“Thank you, sire, but I have themeans bywhich I canmake ameal

for the Order with the Awakened One at its head.”
Kd 16.4.7

Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having had sumptuous
foods, solid and soft, prepared towards the end of that night in the
dwellingof the (great)merchantofRājagaha,had the timeannounced

Vin 2.158

to the Lord, saying: “It is time, Lord, themeal is ready.”Then the Lord,
havingdressed in themorning, takinghis bowl and robe, approached
the dwelling of the (great)merchant of Rājagaha; having approached,
he sat down on the appointed seat together with the Order of monks.
Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having with his own hand
served and satisfied with sumptuous foods, solid and soft, the Order
of monks with the Awakened One at its head, when the Lord had
eaten and had withdrawn his hand from the bowl, sat down at a
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance,
the householder Anāthapiṇḍika spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may
the Lord consent to a rains-residence¹ fromme at Sāvatthī together
with the Order of monks.”
“But, householder, Truth-finders delight in empty places.”
“It is understood, Lord, it is understood, Well-farer.” Then the

Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the householder
Anāthapiṇḍika with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, departed.

Kd 16.4.8

At that time the householder Anāthapiṇḍika had many friends,

¹ vassāvāsa, as in Kd 3.1.1, and cf. Kd 3.14.
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many companions, his word carried weight.¹ Then the householder
BD 5.222

Anāthapiṇḍika, having concluded that business at Rājagaha, set out
for Sāvatthī.Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika enjoined people
on the way, saying: “Masters, build monasteries, prepare dwelling-
places, furnish gifts; an Awakened One has arisen in the world, and
this Lord, invited by me, will come along by this road.”

Then these people, urged on by the householder Anāthapiṇḍika,
built monasteries, prepared dwelling-places, furnished gifts.Then
the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having arrived at Sāvatthī, looked
all round Sāvatthī, thinking:² “Nowwhere could the Lord stay that
would be neither too far from a village, nor too near, suitable for
coming and going, accessible to people whenever they want, not
crowded by day, having little noise at night, little sound, without
folks’ breath, secluded from people, fitting for meditation?”

Kd 16.4.9

Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika saw Prince Jeta’s pleasure
grove, neither too far from a village … fitting for meditation, and
seeing it, he approached Prince Jeta; having approached he spoke
thus to Prince Jeta: “Give me, young master, the pleasure grove to
make a monastery.”
“The pleasure grove is not to be given away, householder, even for

the price of a hundred thousand.”³
“Young master, the monastery is taken.”
“Themonastery is not taken, householder.”They asked the chief

ministers of justice,⁴ saying: “Is it taken or is it not taken?”The chief
ministers spoke thus: “Themonastery is taken at the price fixed by

Vin 2.159

you, youngmaster.”Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having
had gold coins⁵ brought out by means of wagons, had the Jeta Grove

¹ ādeyyavāca. Vin-a 1220 says “his speech would be taken up by the many folk
thinking, ‘It seems he should be heard’.” ² As at Kd 1.22.16, Kd 1.22.17 where
Bimbisāra is giving the Bamboo Grove. ³ As at Ja i.94. ⁴ Cf. similar passage at
Vin 4.223 (bd 3.178). ⁵ hirañña; see note at bd 1.28.
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spread with the price of a hundred thousand.¹
Kd 16.4.10

Thegold coins that were taken out the first timewere not enough
for a small open space near to the porch. Then the householder

BD 5.223

Anāthapiṇḍika enjoined the people, saying: “Go back, good people,
bring (more) gold coins, I will spread this open space.” Then it oc-
curred to Prince Jeta: “Now this can beno ordinarymatter² inasmuch
as this householder bestows so many gold coins,” and he spoke thus
to the householder Anāthapiṇḍika:
“Enough, householder; let me spread this open space, give this

open space to me, it will be my gift.”
Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, thinking: “This Prince Jeta

is a distinguished, well-knownman; surely the faith in this dhamma
anddiscipline ofwell-knownmen like this is very efficacious,”³made
over that open space to Prince Jeta.Then Prince Jeta built a porch⁴
on that open space.The householder Anāthapiṇḍika had dwelling-
places made, he had cells⁵ made … porches … attendance halls … fire
halls … huts for what is allowable … privies … places for pacing up
and down in … halls in the places for pacing up and down in …wells
… halls at the wells … bathrooms … halls in the bathrooms … lotus
ponds … he had sheds made.

Giving buildingwork
Kd 16.5.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Rājagaha for as long as he found

suiting, set out on tour for Vesālī. In due course, walking on tour,
he arrived at Vesālī. The Lord stayed there at Vesālī in the Great
Grove in the Hall of the Gabled Pillars. Now at that time people were
making repairs carefully and they were also attending carefully,

¹ koṭisantharaṁ santharāpesi. Vin-a 1220 says “having given a hundred thousand
kahāpaṇas, having had them spread out (on the ground), having taken the measure
of the circumference of trees and ponds there, he gave having had them (i.e. the
kahāpaṇas) spread out in a certain place”. Most likely the gold coins were not round
but square, see Vinaya Texts iii.188, n. 1. ² na orakaṁ bhavassiti. Cf. Kd 1.9.1, and
below Kd 16.5.1. ³ As at Kd 6.36.3. ⁴ koṭṭhaka is a word of unsettled meaning.
Vin-a 1221 says that he built a seven storeyed longhousewith a porch (or storehouse)
at the gateway (dvārakoṭṭhakapāsāda). ⁵ Cf. this list with that at Kd 3.5.6, Kd 3.5.9.
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with the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings andmedicines for
the sick, to those monks who were looking after the repairs.Then it
occurred to a certain poor tailor: “Now this can beno ordinarymatter
inasmuch as these people are making repairs carefully. What now
if I too should make repairs?”Then that poor tailor, having himself
kneaded mud, having piled up bricks, had wattle and daub walls
erected. But because he was not skilful the piling was crooked and a
wall fell down. And a second time … And a third time … a wall fell

BD 5.224

down.
Kd 16.5.2

Then that poor tailor … spread it about, saying: “These recluses,
Vin 2.160

sons of the Sakyans, exhort, instruct those who give them the requi-
sites of robes, almsfood, lodgings, medicines for the sick, and these
look after their repairs. But I am poor. No one exhorts or instructs
me or looks aftermy repairs.”Monks heard this poor tailor as hewas
… spreading it about.Then these monks told this matter to the Lord.
Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to put repairs in charge (of a monk).¹ Monks,

themonkwho is in chargeof repairs shouldmakeaneffort,² thinking,
‘How can the dwelling-place be brought to a rapid termination?’ and
he should restore broken and dilapidated parts.³

Kd 16.5.3

“And thus, monks, should they be given in charge: First, a monk
should be asked; having asked him, the Order should be informed
by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, let the Order give
the repairs to the dwelling-place of the householder So-and-so in
charge of the monk So-and-so.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let
the Order listen to me.The Order is giving the repairs … in charge of
the monk So-and-so. If the giving in charge of the monk So-and-so,
of the repairs to the dwelling-place of the householder So-and-so,
is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom

¹ navakammaṁ dātuṁ. For various rules for making repairs see Kd 16.17. ² us-
sukkaṁ āpajjissati. Cf. ussukkaṁ karoti at Vin 4.280, Vin 4.291, Vin 4.300. ³ At
an iii.263 this is one of five things said to make a resident monk very useful to his
residence.
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it is not pleasing should speak. Repairs to the dwelling-place of the
householder So-and-so are given in charge of themonk So-and-so. It
is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this’.”

Allowance for the first seat, etc.

Kd 16.6.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Vesālī for as long as he found suit-
ing,¹ set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Now at that time monks who were
pupils of the group of six monks, having gone along in front of the

BD 5.225

Order of monks with the Awakened One at its head, took possession
of dwelling-places, they took possession of sleeping places, saying:
“This will be for our preceptors, this will be for our teachers, this will
be for us.” Then the venerable Sāriputta, having gone along close
behind the Order of monks with the Awakened One at its head, not
being able to get a sleeping place—the dwelling-places being taken
possession of, the sleeping places being taken possession of—sat
down at the root of a certain tree.Then the Lord, getting up during
the night towards morning, coughed.The venerable Sāriputta also
coughed.
“Who is there?”
“It is I, Lord, Sāriputta.”
“Why are you, Sāriputta, sitting here?”Then the venerable Sāri-

putta told this matter to the Lord.²
Kd 16.6.2

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying: “Is it
true, as is said, monks, that monks who are pupils … ‘… this will be

Vin 2.161

for us’?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked them,

saying:
“How, monks, can these foolish men, having gone along in front

of … saying ‘… this will be for us’? It is not, monks, for pleasing those

¹ For the incident related here, cf. Ja no.37. ² Cf. a similar passage at Vin 4.16.
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who are not (yet) pleased…”Andhaving rebuked them, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Who, monks, is worthy of the best seat, the best water¹ (for wash-

ing), the best alms?” Somemonks spoke thus: “Whoever, Lord, has
gone forth fromanoble family, he isworthy of the best…alms.” Some
monks spoke thus: “Whoever, Lord, has gone forth from a brahmin
family … from a householder’s family …Whoever, Lord, knows the
suttantas² … is an expert on discipline … is a teacher of dhamma…
is possessed of the first meditation³ … is possessed of the second
meditation … is possessed of the third meditation … is possessed of
the fourth meditation … is a streamwinner … a once-returner … a

BD 5.226

non-returner … one perfected… a threefold wisdomman… a sixfold
superknowledge man, he is worthy of the best seat, the best water
(for washing), the best alms.”

Kd 16.6.3

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Formerly,⁴ monks,
there used to be a large banyan on a slope of the Himalayas.Three
friends livednear it: a partridge, amonkey and abull-elephant.These
lived courteous, deferential, polite⁵ to one another.Then, monks, it
occurred to these friends: ‘Now let us find out which of us is the
eldest by birth. We should respect, revere, reverence, honour him,
and we should abide by his advice.’ Then, monks, the partridge and
the monkey asked the bull-elephant: ‘You, friend, what long-ago
thing do you remember?’
“ ‘When I, friends, was young I used to pass over this banyan keep-

ing it betweenmy thighs, and the topmost shoots brushed against
my belly.This, friends, is a long-ago thing that I remember.’
“Then, monks, the partridge and the bull-elephant asked themon-

key: ‘You, friend, what long-ago thing do you remember?’
“ ‘When I, friends, was young, having sat down on the ground, I

used to eat the topmost shoots of this banyan.This, friends, is a long-
ago thing that I remember.’

¹ aggodakaṁ, explained by dakkhiṇodaka at Vin-a 1221 = mn-a i.145. Cf. mn i.28,
mn ii.204. ² With this and the next two items compare a similar list at Vin 3.159.
³ With this list to the end, cf. Vin 4.24. ⁴ This episode forms the Tittirajātaka,
Ja no.37. ⁵ As at Kd 1.25.6, Kd 5.4.3.
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“Then, monks, the monkey and the bull-elephant asked the par-
tridge: ‘You, friend, what long-ago thing do you remember?’
“ ‘Friends, in a certain open space there was a great banyan. I, hav-

ing eaten one of its fruits, relievedmyself in that open space, and this
banyan has grown from that. So I, friends, am the eldest by birth’.

Vin 2.162

“Then,monks, themonkey and the bull-elephant spoke thus to the
partridge: ‘You, friend, are the eldest of us by birth. We will respect,
revere, reverence, honour you and we will abide by your advice.’
“Then, monks, the partridge caused the monkey and the bull-

elephant to undertake the fivemoral habits and himself followed the
observance of the five moral habits. They, having lived courteous,

BD 5.227

deferential, polite to one another, at the breaking up of the body after
dying arose in a happy bourn, a heaven world.This, monks, came to
be known as the ‘Partridge Brahma-faring.’¹

“Those who reverence the old—
those men are skilled in dhamma,
Worthy of praise here and now
and a happy bourn here-after.

Kd 16.6.4
“Well then, monks, if animals, breathers, can live courteous, def-

erential, polite to one another, so do you, monks, let your light shine
forth here so that you, gone forth in this dhamma and discipline
which are well taught, live likewise courteous, deferential, polite to
one another. It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” Having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“I allow, monks, greeting, rising up for, joining the palms in salu-

tation, proper homage, the best seat, the best water (for washing),
the best alms according to seniority. But, monks, what belongs to
an Order should not be reserved according to seniority. Whoever
should (so) reserve it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
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Persons not to be bowed to
Kd 16.6.5

“Monks, there are these ten who are not to be greeted: one ordained
later is not to be greeted by one ordained earlier; one not ordained
is not to be greeted; one belonging to a different communion (even)
if he is more senior (yet) speaks what is not-dhamma is not to be
greeted; a woman is not to be greeted; a eunuch … one under proba-
tion¹ … one who deserves to be sent back to the beginning² … one
who deservesmānatta… one undergoingmānatta… one deserving
rehabilitation is not to be greeted.These, ten, monks, are not to be
greeted.These three, monks, are to be greeted: one ordained earlier
is to be greeted by one ordained later; one belonging to a different
communion if he is more senior and speaks what is dhamma is to
be greeted; and, monks, a Truth-finder, a perfected one, a fully Self-
awakened one³ is to be greeted in the world with its devas, with its
Māras, with its Brahmās, by creatures with recluses and brahmins,
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with devas andmankind.These three, monks, are to be greeted.”

Rejection of reserved seating
Kd 16.7.1Now at that time people prepared sheds for an Order, they prepared

rugs, they prepared open spaces. Monks who were pupils of the
Vin 2.163

group of six monks,⁴ saying: “Only what belongs to an Order is not
allowed according to seniority by the Lord, not what is made on
purpose for it,” having gone along in front of the Order of monks
with theAwakenedOne at its head, took possession of the sheds, took
possession of the rugs, took possession of the open spaces, thinking:
“This will be for our preceptors, this will be for our teachers, this
will be for us.” Then the venerable Sāriputta, having gone along
close behind the Order of monks with the Awakened One at its head,
not having a chance to get an open space—the sheds being taken
possession of, the rugs being taken possession of, the open spaces
being takenpossessionof—satdownat the root of a certain tree.Then

¹ This sentence is quoted at dn-a i.178. ¹ See Kd 12.1.2. ² See Kd 13.15. ³ Cf.
an ii.34, Iti p. 87f. ⁴ As in Kd 16.6.1.
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the Lord, getting up during the night towards morning, coughed.
The venerable Sāriputta also coughed.
“Who is there?”
“It is I, Lord, Sāriputta.”
“Why are you, Sāriputta, sitting here?”Then the venerable Sāri-

putta told this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord on this occasion,
in this connection, having had the Order of monks convened, ques-
tioned themonks, saying: “Is it true, as is said, monks, …?” …Having
rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“Monks, evenwhat ismadeonpurpose foranOrder shouldnot

be reserved according to seniority. Whoever should (so) reserve
it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Allowance forwhat is displayed by householders
Kd 16.8.1 Now at that time in a refectory inside a house people appointed high

and broad things to recline upon, that is to say:¹ a sofa,² a divan, a
long-haired coverlet, a many-coloured coverlet, a white coverlet, a
wool coverlet besprent with flowers, a cotton quilt, a wool coverlet
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decorated with animals forms, a wool covering with hair on the
upper side, a wool covering with hair at one side, a silken sheet
studded with jewels, a sheet made with silk thread and studded with
jewels, a dancer’s carpet, an elephant rug, a horse rug, a chariot rug,
rugs of black antelope skins, a splendid sheeting of the hide of the
kadali-deer, a sheetwith an awning above, a couchwith a red cushion
at either end. Monks, being scrupulous, did not sit down on them.³
They told thismatter to the Lord.He said: “I allowyou,monks, except
for the three: a sofa, a divan, a cotton quilt, to sit down on what is
displayed by householders, but not to lie down on it.”⁴

¹ List as at Kd 5.10.4. See bd 4.256 for notes ² Definition of āsandi atThag-a i.137 is
that it is a long-legged four-cornered chair upon which it is possible to sit but not
to lie. ³ Made an offence of wrong-doing at Kd 5.10.5 to use any of these things.
⁴ Cf. Vin 1.194 (bd 4.259).
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Now at that time in a refectory inside a house people appointed
a couch and a chair, both covered up with cotton.¹ Monks, being
scrupulous, did not sit down on them.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to sit down on what is displayed
by householders, but not to lie down on it.”

Appreciation for the Jetavanamonastery

Kd 16.9.1Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at Sāvatthī.
The Lord stayed there at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove inAnāthapiṇḍika’s

Vin 2.164

monastery. Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika approached the
Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance
the householder Anāthapiṇḍika spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, may
the Lord consent to a meal withme on themorrow together with the
Order of monks.”The Lord consented by becoming silent.Then the
householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having understood the Lord’s consent,
rising from his seat departed keeping his right side towards him.
Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having had sumptuous foods,
solid and soft, prepared towards the end of that night, had the time
announced to the Lord, saying: “It is time, Lord, the meal is ready.”
Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and
robe, approached the dwelling of the householder Anāthapiṇḍika;
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having approached, he sat down on the appointed seat together with
the Order of monks.Then the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having
with his own hand served and satisfied the Order of monks with
the Awakened One at its head with sumptuous foods, solid and soft,
when the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his
bowl, sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance the householder Anāthapiṇḍika spoke thus to
the Lord: “What line of conduct am I, Lord, to follow in regard to the
Jeta Grove?”

¹ tūlonaddha. Cf. onaddhamañca onaddhapīṭha at Kd 16.2.7, and Vin 2.270. Cf. also
Vin 1.194.
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“Well now, do you, householder, have the Jeta Grove prepared for
(the use of) the Order of the four quarters,¹ present and to come.”
“Very well, Lord,” and the householder Anāthapiṇḍika, having

answered the Lord in assent, had the Jeta Grove prepared for (the
use of) the Order of the four quarters, present and to come.

Kd 16.9.2

Then the Lord thanked the householder Anāthapiṇḍika in these
verses:²

“Theyward off cold and heat and beasts of prey from there
…

He, knowing that dhamma here, attains nibbāna, canker-
less.”

Vin 2.165

Then the Lord, having given thanks to the householder Anātha-
piṇḍika in these verses, rising from his seat departed.

Reservation of a seat, etc.
Kd 16.10.1 Now at that time a certain chief minister who was a disciple of the

NakedAscetics had ameal for anOrder.ThevenerableUpananda, the
son of the Sakyans, having arrived after (the others) while the meal
was yet unfinished, turned away the monk who was next to him,³
and there was an uproar in the refectory.Then that chief minister …
spread it about, saying: “How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
having arrived after (the others) turn awaymonks while a meal is
yet unfinished so that there is an uproar in the refectory? Now, is
it not possible, even sitting somewhere else, to eat as much as one
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pleases?” Monks heard this chief minister as he … spread it about.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can
the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, having arrived after
(the others), turn away the monk who is next to himwhile the meal
is yet unfinished so that there is an uproar in the refectory?”Then
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
¹ SeeKd 8.27.5; Kd 16.1.4. ² As atKd 16.1.5 above and Ja i.93. ³ I.e. in the procession
for alms. Text reads here and at Vin 4.234 anantavikawhich Vinaya Texts iii.198, n. 4
says “is a misprint” for ānantarika. Cf. Vin 1.321.
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“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, having arrived … in the
refectory?”
“It is true, Lord.”The Awakened One, the Lord rebuked him, say-

ing:
How can you, foolish man, having arrived … in a refectory? It

is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased …”
Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the
monks, saying:
“Monks, a monk should not turn (another) awaywhile ameal

is yet unfinished. Whoever should turn (another) away, there is
an offence of wrong-doing. If he turns (another) away who is in-
vited (to the meal), he should be told, ‘Go and fetch water.’ If this
is thus accomplished, that is good; if it is not accomplished, having
swallowed lumps of boiled rice properly, his seat should be given
to a senior monk. But this I say, monks: that not by any method
should a seat be reserved for a senior monk. Whoever should re-
serve one, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 16.10.2

Now at that time the group of six monks turned ill monks away.
The ill ones spoke thus: “We, your reverences, are not able to get up,
we are ill.” Saying, “Wewill turn the venerable ones away,” having
taken hold of them, having turned them away, they let go (of them)
while they were standing.The ill ones, on being let go of, fell down.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, one who is ill
shouldnotbe turnedaway.Whoevershould turnhimaway, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the group of six monks, saying: “We are ill, we
Vin 2.166

are not to be turned away,” kept to the best sleeping places. They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to give a
suitable sleeping place to one who is ill.”

Now at that time the group of six monks reserved lodgings on
BD 5.232
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(some slight) pretext.¹ They told this matter to the Lord He said:
“Monks, a lodging should not be reserved on (some slight) pre-
text.Whoever should (so) reserve it, there is anoffence ofwrong-
doing.”

Kd 16.11.1 Nowat that time the groupof seventeenmonks²were repairing³ a
large dwelling-place in the neighbourhood, thinking: ‘We will spend
the rains here.’ The group of six monks saw the group of seventeen
monks as they were repairing the dwelling-place, and seeing them,
they spoke thus:
“Your reverences, the group of seventeen monks are repairing a

dwelling-place. Come, we will turn them away.”
Some spoke thus: “Wait, your reverences, until they have re-

paired it; when it is repaired, we will turn them away.” Then the
group of six monks spoke thus to the group of seventeenmonks: “Go
away, your reverences, the dwelling-place was obtained⁴ by us.”
“Your reverences, should not this have been explained before, and

we would have repaired another?”
“Your reverences, does not a dwelling-place belong to the Order?”
“Yes, your reverences, a dwelling-place belongs to the Order.”
“Go away, your reverences, the dwelling-place was obtained by

us.”
“Your reverences, the dwelling-place is big; you stay, and we too

will stay.”
“Go away, your reverences, the dwelling-place was obtained by

us,” and angry, displeased, having taken them by the throat, they
threw them out.These being thrown out, wept. Monks spoke thus:
“Why do you, your reverences, weep?”
“Your reverences, this group of six monks, angry, displeased,

threw us out of a dwelling-place belonging to the Order.”Those who
were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about,

¹ lesakappa. Vin-a 1222 says for a small thing, nothingmore than a headache. ² As
at Bu-Pc 17. Translated at bd 2.250–bd.2.251, q.v. for notes. ³ paṭisaṁkharoti, re-
store, repair, mend. ⁴ pāpuṇāti.
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saying: “How can this group of six monks, angry, displeased, throw
BD 5.233

outmonks from a dwelling-place belonging to an Order?”Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, angry,

displeased, threw out monks from a dwelling-place belonging to an
Order?”
“It is true, Lord.”¹ Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, a monk should not be thrown out of a dwelling-place

belonging to an Order by one who is angry, displeased. Whoever
(such) should throw him out should be dealt with according to
the rule.² I allow you, monks, to assign³ lodgings.”

Agreement for an assigner of lodgings
Kd 16.11.2

Then it occurred to the monks: “Now by whom should lodgings be
assigned?”

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks,
Vin 2.167

to agree upon a monk endowed with five qualities as assigner of
lodgings:⁴ onewhowould not follow awrong course⁵ through desire,
one who would not follow a wrong course through hatred, one who
would not follow a wrong course through stupidity, one who would
not follow a wrong course through fear, and one who would know
what is taken and what is not taken. And thus, monks, should he
be agreed upon: First, a monk should be asked. Having asked him,
the Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk,
saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right
to the Order, the Order should agree upon the monk So-and-so as
assigner of lodgings.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me. The Order is agreeing upon the monk So-and-so as
assigner of lodgings. If the agreement upon the monk So-and-so as

¹ Cūḷavagga and Pācittiya versions proceed differently from here. ² Bu-Pc 17.
³ gāhetuṁ. ⁴ Senāsanagāhāpaka; cf. pattagāhāpaka and see bd 2.122, n. 1. To the
end of Kd 16.11.2 is the same as the passage at Vin 3.246–7 (bd 2.122) dealing with the
assigner of bowls. ⁵ See bd 2.122, n. 2.
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assigner of lodgings is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be
silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.Themonk So-and-
so is agreed upon by the Order as assigner of lodgings. It is pleasing

BD 5.234

to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”
Kd 16.11.3

Then it occurred to the monks who were the assigners of lodg-
ings: “Now, how should the lodgings be assigned?” They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, first to count the
monks; having counted the monks, to count the sleeping places;¹
having counted the sleeping places, to assign according to the ac-
commodation for sleeping places.”² Assigning according to the ac-
commodation for sleeping places (some) sleeping places were left
over.³ “I allow you, monks, to assign according to the accommoda-
tion in dwelling-places.” Assigning according to the accommodation
in dwelling-places (some) dwelling-places were left over. “I allow
you, monks, to assign according to the accommodation in cells.”⁴
Assigning according to the accommodation in cells (some) cells were
left over. “I allow you, monks, to give an additional share⁵ also.”

When an additional share had been occupied another monk ar-
rived. “It need not be given (to him if the occupier) is not willing.”⁶

Now at that timemonks assigned lodgings to one who was stand-
ing outside a boundary.They told this matter to the Lord. He said;
“Monks, a lodging should not be assigned to one standing outside
a boundary. Whoever should (so) assign it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

¹ Vin-a 1223 calls these the places for couches. ² seyyaggena. Vin-a 1223 explains
by seyyaparicchedena, by the space, range, and speaks of each monk having a place
for a couch. Cf. bhikkhaggena, at Kd 12.1.1, apparentlymeaning the number ofmonks.
³ ussādiyiṁsu. Cf. Vin 4.99 and bd 2.364, n. 1. ⁴ pariveṇa. As pointed out at Vinaya
Texts iii.203, n. 1 a “cell” here appears to be a unit larger than a dwelling-place. But
I do not think that this is necessarily the case. Probably not more than one monk
slept in a cell, but a dwelling-place might have been used by two at least. Vin-a 1223
in explaining anubhāga, says that if there are too fewmonks (for the available space)
two or three cells should be given to each monk. ⁵ anubhāga. ⁶ na akāmā as at
Kd 8.24.4.
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Now at that time monks, having occupied lodgings, reserved
them for all time.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
having occupied a lodging, it should not be reserved for all time.
Whoever should reserve it (thus), there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow you, monks, to reserve it for the three months of the
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rains but not to reserve it for the dry season.”¹
Kd 16.11.4

Then it occurred to the monks: “Now, howmany (times for) the
assignment of lodgings are there?”They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, there are these three (times for) the assignment
of lodgings: the earlier,² the later, the intervening.³ The earlier on
which they are to be assigned is the day following the full moon
of Āsāḷha; the later on which they are to be assigned is the month
following the full moon of Āsāḷha; the intervening onwhich they are
to be assigned is the day following the Invitation, with reference to
the next rains-residence.These, monks, are the three (times for) the
assignment of lodgings.”

The Second Portion for Repeating.
Vin 2.168

Third recitation section

Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans,
having occupied a lodging in Sāvatthī, went away to some village
residence and occupied a lodging there too.Then it occurred to these
monks: “Now your reverences, this venerable Upananda, the son
of the Sakyans, is a maker of strife, a maker of quarrels, a maker
of contention, a maker of disputes a maker of legal questions in
the Order. If he will spend the rains here, not one of us can live in
comfort. Come, let us ask him.”Then these monks spoke thus to the

¹ Cf. Kd 16.17.2, below. ² See Kd 3.2.2.These two dates are the same as the earlier
and the later periods for entering on the rains-residence. ³ The “intervening,”
antarāmuttaka, does not refer to a date between these earlier and later times, but
to the time between the rains-residence of one year and the next. Lodgings would
become vacant at the end of the rains (see above Kd 16.11.3) and then assignment for
the next rains could take place. It seems that the first two are compulsory, the third
optional, see Vin-a 1223.
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venerableUpananda, the sonof theSakyans: “Haveyounot, reverend
Upananda, occupied a lodging in Sāvatthī?”
“Yes, your reverences.”
“But do you, reverend Upananda, (although) alone reserve two

(lodgings)?”
“I, your reverences, am giving up the one here and occupying the

one there.”Those whoweremodest monks… spread it about, saying:
“How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, (al-
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though) alone reserve two (lodgings)?”They told this matter to the
Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having had
the Order of monks convened, questioned the venerable Upananda,
the son of the Sakyans, saying:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda … (lodgings)?”
“It is true, Lord.”The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked him, say-

ing:
“How can you, foolish man, (although) alone reserve two (lodg-

ings)?The one occupied by you there, foolish man, is lost here,¹ the
one occupied by you here is lost there. Thus are you, foolish man,
excluded from both. It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who
are not (yet) pleased …” … having given reasoned talk, he addressed
the monks, saying:
“Monks, two (lodgings) should not be reserved by one (monk).

Whoever should reserve (them), there is an offence of wrong do-
ing.

Kd 16.13.1 Now at that time the Lord² in many a figure talked a talk on
discipline to the monks, he spoke in praise of discipline, he spoke
in praise of accomplishment in discipline, he spoke in praise of the
venerable Upāli, referring (to him) again and again. Monks spoke
thus: “TheLord inmanyafigure talked a talk ondiscipline…he spoke
in praise of the venerable Upāli, referring (to him) again and again.
Come, your reverences, let us master discipline under the venerable

¹ The one taken in each place is automatically lost just because a monk has taken
them both. ² The two introductory sentences occur also at Vin 4.142 (bd 3.40).
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Upāli,” and they,manymonks—elders andnewly ordained and those
of middle standing—mastered discipline under the venerable Upāli.
The venerable Upāli, out of respect for the monks who were elders,
recited standing, and also the monks whowere elders, out of respect
for dhamma,¹ had it recited standing, so that the monks who were
elders were tired aswell as the venerable Upāli.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, when a newly ordained

Vin 2.169

monk is reciting to sit down on a seat that is the same (height) or on a
higher one out of respect for dhamma; when a monk who is an elder
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is having it recited to sit down on a seat that is the same (height) or
on a lower one out of respect for dhamma.”

Kd 16.13.2

Now at that timemanymonks standing near the venerable Upāli
grew tired waiting for the recitation. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to sit downwith those entitled
to seats of an equal (height).”Then it occurred to monks: “Now, in
respect of what is one entitled to seats of an equal (height)?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to sit down
together with those who are within three years (of your) standing.”²

Now at that time several monks entitled to seats of an equal
(height), having sat down on a couch, broke the couch; having sat
down on a chair, they broke the chair. They told this matter to the
Lord.He said: “I allow,monks, a couch for a groupof three (persons),³
a chair for a group of three (persons).” But a group of three (people),
having sat down on a couch, broke the couch; having sat down on a
chair, they broke the chair. “I allow, monks, a couch for a group of
two (persons), a chair for a group of two (persons).”

Now at that timemonks were (too) scrupulous to sit down on a
long seat with those not entitled to a seat of an equal (height).They
told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,monks, exceptwith

¹ Cf.Bu-Sk 57–Bu-Sk 72 andespeciallyBu-Sk 69. ² I.e. since the timeof ordination.
³ tivagga, threefold.
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a eunuch, a woman, a hermaphrodite, to sit down on a long seat with
those not entitled to a seat of an equal (height).”Then it occurred to
the monks: “Now, what is the maximum (length) of a ‘long seat’?”
“I allow,monks, themaximum(length) of a ‘long seat’ (to be)what-

ever is themaximum (length) that suffices (to seat) three (persons).”

Kd 16.14.1 Nowat that timeVisākhā,Migāra’smother,wanted to have a long
housewith a verandah of the “elephant-nail” type¹ built for an Order.
Then it occurred to themonks: “What appurtenances of a long house
are allowed by the Lord, what are not allowed?”They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, all the appurtenances of a long
house.”

BD 5.238

Now at that time the grandmother of King Pasenadi of Kosala
passed away.² On her passing many unallowable goods accrued to
an Order, that is to say³ a sofa, a divan … a cotton quilt … a couch
with a red cushion at either end.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, having broken off ⁴ the legs of a sofa,

Vin 2.170

to make use of it; having destroyed the horse-hair (stuffing) of a
divan, to make use of it; having unravelled the cotton quilt, to make
a squatting mat;⁵ to make a ground covering with what is over.”

Things not to be disposed of
Kd 16.15.1 Now at that time in a certain village residence not far from Sāvatthī

the resident monks were worried at preparing lodgings for the in-

¹ hatthinakhaka. See A.K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, Journal
of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 258. ² Cf. sn i.97. ³ List
as at Kd 5.10.4; Kd 16.8. ⁴ Cf. Nuns’ Bi-Pc 42, where a nun may use a sofa and a
divan if she cuts down, chinditvā, the legs of the former and cuts out, chinditvā, the
stuffing from the latter. Above bhinditvā occurs in both places instead of chinditvā.
See bd 3.326, n. 1; bd 3.327, n. 3. dn-a 88, quoting above passage, uses both words:
āsandiya pāde chinditvā… pallaṅkassa vāḷe bhinditvā. At Kd 5.10.5 it is a dukkaṭa for a
monk to use a sofa, divan or cotton quilt. At Kd 16.8 they form the three exceptions
to the things displayed by a householder that a monkmay sit down on. Above they
are allowed if certain conditions are fulfilled. ⁵ Similar allowance at Kd 16.2.6.
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coming monks who arrived. Then it occurred to these monks: “At
present we, your reverences, are worried at preparing lodgings for
incoming monks who arrive. Come, your reverences, let us make
over all the lodgings belonging to the Order to one (monk) and we
will make use of them as belonging to him.” So these made over to
one (monk) all the lodgings belonging to the Order. Incomingmonks
spoke thus to these monks: “Make ready lodgings, your reverences,
for us.”
“Your reverences, there are no lodgings belonging to the Order,

we have made them all over to one (monk).”
“But have you, your reverences, disposed of lodgings belonging to

an Order?”
“Yes, your reverences.”Those who were modest monks … spread

it about, saying: “How can these monks dispose of what belongs to
an Order?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

BD 5.239

“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks disposed of lodgings
belonging to an Order?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked them,

saying:
“How,monks, can these foolishmen dispose of lodgings belonging

to an Order? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” And having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk,
he addressed the monks, saying:

Kd 16.15.2

“Monks, these five things not to be disposed of ¹ should not be
disposed of by an Order or by a group or by an individual—even if
disposed of they are not (really) disposed of.Whoever should dispose
of them, there is a grave offence. What are the five?

1. A monastery, a site for a monastery. This is the first thing
not to be disposed of that should not be disposed of by an
Order or by a group or by an individual—even if disposed
of it is not (really) disposed of. Whoever should dispose of
it, there is a grave offence.

¹ avissajjiyāni. Cf. avissajjikaṁ at Kd 8.27.5; and appamattakavissajjaka at Vin 2.177,
Vin 4.38.
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2. A dwelling-place, a site for a dwelling-place.This is the sec-
ond thing…

3. A couch, a chair, a mattress, a squatting mat. This is the
third thing…

4. A copper pot, a copper box, a copper jar, a copper vessel, an
adze, a hatchet, an axe, a hoe, a spade. This is the fourth
thing…

5. Jungle-rope, bamboo, coarse grass, reeds, tiṇa-grass, clay,
wooden goods, clay goods. This is the fifth thing not to be
disposed of that should not be disposed of by an Order or
by a group or by an individual—even if disposed of it is not
(really) disposed of. Whoever should dispose of it, there is
a grave offence.

Monks, these five things not to be disposed of should not be dis-
posed of by an Order or by a group or by an individual—even if dis-
posed of they are not (really) disposed of. Whoever should dispose
of them, there is a grave offence.”

Things not to be distributed
Kd 16.16.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Sāvatthī for as long as he found

suiting, set out on tour for Kiṭāgiri with a large Order ofmonks, with
Vin 2.171

at leastfivehundredmonksandwithSāriputta andMoggallāna.Then
the monks who were followers of Assaji and Punabbasuka heard:

BD 5.240

“They say that the Lord has arrived at Kiṭāgiri with a large Order of
monks…andwithSāriputta andMoggallāna. Come, your reverences,
let us distribute all the lodgings belonging to the Order. Sāriputta
andMoggallāna are of depraved desires, they are under the influence
of depraved desires; wewill notmake ready lodgings for them.”They
distributed all the lodgings belonging to the Order.Then the Lord,
walking on tour, gradually reachedKiṭāgiri.Then the Lord addressed
several monks, saying:
“Do you go, monks, and having gone up to the monks who are

followers of Assaji and Punabbasuka, speak thus: ‘The Lord, your
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reverences, has come together with a large Order of monks … and
with Sāriputta and Moggallāna; so, your reverences, make ready
lodgings for the Lord and for the Order of monks and for Sāriputta
andMoggallāna’.”
“Very well, Lord,” and these monks, having answered the Lord

in assent, went up to the monks who were followers of Assaji and
Punabbasuka; having gone up to the monks who were followers of
Assaji andPunabbasuka, they spoke thus: “TheLord, your reverences,
has come…make ready lodgings for the Lord and for the Order of
monks and for Sāriputta andMoggallāna.”
“There are no lodgings, your reverences, belonging to the Order;

all were distributed by us. The Lord, your reverences, is welcome,
the Lord can stay in whatever dwelling-place he likes. Sāriputta and
Moggallāna are of depraved desires, they are under the influence of
depraved desires; we will not make ready lodgings for them.”

Kd 16.16.2

“But did you, your reverences, distribute lodgings belonging to
the Order?”
“Yes, your reverences.”Those who were modest monks … spread

it about, saying:
“How can these monks who are followers of Assaji and Punabba-

suka distribute lodgings belonging to an Order?”Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks distributed … to an Or-

der?”
“It is true, Lord.”
“How,monks, can these foolishmen distribute lodgings belonging

BD 5.241

to an Order? It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet)
pleased …” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, these five things not to be divided up¹ should not be di-

vided up by an Order or by a group or by an individual—even if
divided up they are not (really) divided up. Whoever should divide
them up, there is a grave offence. What are the five?²

¹ avebhaṅgiyāni. Cf. avebhaṅgikaṁ at Kd 8.27.5. ² As at Kd 16.15.2.
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1. A monastery, a site for a monastery. This is the first thing
not to be divided up that should not be divided up by an Or-
der or by a group or by an individual—even if divided up
it is not (really) divided up. Whoever should divide it up,
there is a grave offence.

2. A dwelling-place, a site for a dwelling-place.This is the sec-
ond thing…

3. A couch, a chair, a mattress, a squatting mat. This is the
third thing…

4. A copper pot, a copper box, a copper jar, a copper vessel, an
adze, a hatchet, an axe, a hoe, a spade. This is the fourth
thing…

5. Jungle-rope, bamboo, coarse grass, reeds, tiṇa-grass, clay,
wooden goods, clay goods. This is the fifth thing not to be
divided up that should not be divided up by an Order or
by a group or by an individual—even if divided up it is not
(really) divided up. Whoever should divide it up, there is a
grave offence.

Vin 2.172

On the gift of buildingwork
Kd 16.17.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Kiṭāgiri for as long as he found suit-

ing, set out on tour for Āḷavī. Gradually, walking on tour, he arrived
at Āḷavī.The Lord stayed there at Āḷavī at the chief shrine of Āḷavī.¹
Now at that time the monks of Āḷavī gave repairs such as these into
the charge (of a monk):² they gave repairs in charge when there was
merely putting aside in heaps³ …when there was merely smearing
a wall … when there was merely placing a door …when there was
merely making a socket for a bolt … when there was merely making
a window-hole …when there was merely treating with whitewash
… when there was merely treating with black colouring … when
there was merely treating with red chalk …when there was merely
roofing …when there was merely joining …when there was merely

¹ See bd 1.247, n. 2. ² Cf. the giving in charge of repairs in a general way at Kd 16.5.
³ Vinaya Texts iii.213 takes this to refer to “clay or earth.”
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putting on a bar (to a doorpost)¹ … when there was merely restoring
broken and dilapidated parts² … when there was merely plastering
the floors;³ and they gave repairs in charge for twenty years, and
they gave repairs in charge for thirty years, and they gave repairs
in charge for life, and they gave the repairs to a completed dwelling-
place into the charge (of a monk until) the time of his cremation.⁴

BD 5.242

Thosewhoweremodestmonks spread it about, saying: “How can
the monks of Āḷavī give repairs such as these into the charge (of a
monk) … (until) the time of his cremation?”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the monks of Āḷavī … the time of

his cremation?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, repairs when there is merely putting aside in heaps

should not be given into the charge (of a monk) … nor should re-
pairs to a completed dwelling-place be given into the charge (of a
monk) until the time of his cremation.Whoever should (so) give
in charge, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks,
to give repairs to a dwelling-place into the charge (of a monk) if it is
not (yet) built or if it is not (yet) finished;⁵ in reference to work on a
small dwelling-place, repairs may be given in charge for six or five
years; in reference to work on a curved house repairs may be given
in charge for seven or eight years; in reference to work on a large
dwelling-place or a long house, repairs may be given in charge for
ten or twelve years.”

Kd 16.17.2

Now at that time monks gave the whole of a dwelling-place into

¹ Oldenberg’s text reads gaṇḍikādhānamattena; Vin-a 1245 reads bhaṇḍika-. At
Ja iii.41 bhaṇḍikā is variant reading for gaṇḍikā. See Vinaya Texts iii.213, n. 4 ² As
at Kd 16.5.2. ³ paribhaṇḍa. Vin-a 1245 says doing up a “floor” with cowdung, with
an astringent decoction. Cf. Kd 15.9.4. ⁴ dhūmakālika, smoke-time, i.e. when the
smoke arises from his funeral pyre. Cf. Ja iii.422. Word occurs at Kd 21.1.9. ⁵ Ac-
cording to Vin-a 1245–6, if the rafters have not been put up, for when they are up
much has been built.
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charge for repairs.They told thismatter to the Lord.He said: “Monks,
the whole of a dwelling-place should not be given in charge for
repairs. Whoever should give one in charge, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

“Now at that time monks gave two (dwelling-places) into the
charge of one (monk). They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, two(dwelling-places) shouldnotbegiven into thecharge
of one (monk). Whoever should (so) give in charge, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks, having taken on repairs, made another
live (there). They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, hav-

Vin 2.173

ing taken on repairs, you should not make another live (there).
Whoever should make (another) live (there), there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks, having taken on repairs, reserved (for
BD 5.243

their ownuse)what belonged to anOrder.They told thismatter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, having taken on repairs, you should not
reserve (for your own use) what belongs to an Order. Whoever
should (so) reserve it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow
you, monks, to occupy one good sleeping place.”

Now at that timemonks gave repairs into the charge of one out-
side a boundary.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
repairs shouldnotbegiven into thechargeofoneoutsideabound-
ary.Whoever should (so) give them in charge, there is an offence
of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks, having taken on repairs (to a building),
reserved it for all time. They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, having taken on repairs (to a building), you should not
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reserve it for all time.Whoever should (so) reserve it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to reserve it for the
three months of the rains, but not to reserve it for the dry season.”¹

Kd 16.17.3

Nowat that timemonks, having taken on repairs,went away² and
left the Order and passed away, and they pretended to be novices and
they pretended to be disavowers of the training … to be committers
of extreme offences … to be mad … to be unhinged … to have bodily
pains … to be suspended for not seeing an offence … to be suspended
for not making amends for an offence … to be suspended for not
giving up a wrong view and they pretended to be eunuchs … to be
living in communion as it were by theft … to have gone over to a
sect … to be animals … to be matricides … to be parricides … to be
slayers of one perfected… to be seducers of nuns … to be schismatics
… to be shedders of a (Truth-finder’s) blood and they pretended to
be hermaphrodites.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“This is a case, monks, where a monk, having taken on repairs,

goes away.Thinking, ‘Donot let theOrder suffer,’ (the repairs) should
be given into the charge of another.This is a case, monks, where a
monk, having taken on repairs, leaves the Order, passes away, pre-

BD 5.244

tends to be…ahermaphrodite.Thinking, ‘Donot let theOrder suffer,’
(the repairs) should be given into the charge of another.This is a case,
monks,where amonk, having taken on repairs, goes awaywhile they
are yet unfinished … pretends to be a hermaphrodite.Thinking, ‘Do
not let the Order suffer,’ (the repairs) should be given into the charge
of another. This is a case, monks, where a monk, having taken on
repairs, on their completion goes away; they are still in his (charge).³
This is a case, monks, where a monk, having taken on repairs, on
their completion leaves the Order … pretends to have committed an
extreme offence: the Order is the owner.This is a case,monks, where
a monk, having taken on repairs, on their completion pretends to
be mad … pretends to be suspended for not giving up a wrong view:

Vin 2.174

¹ Cf.Kd 16.11.3 above. ² See Kd 2.22.3; Kd 2.36.1–Kd 2.36.3; Kd 9.4.2, Kd 9.4.7. ³ tass’
eva taṁ. Vin-a 1248 elaborates “for the rains.”
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they are still in his (charge). This is a case, monks, where a monk,
having taken on repairs, on their completion pretends to be a eunuch
… pretends to be a hermaphrodite: the Order is the owner.”

Rejection of using elsewhere, etc.
Kd 16.18.1 Now at that time monks made use elsewhere¹ of lodgings—appurte-

nances of a dwelling-place—belonging to a lay-follower.Then that
lay-follower … spread it about, saying: “How can these revered sirs
make use elsewhere of appurtenances belonging somewhere else?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not
makeuseelsewhereof appurtenancesbelonging somewhereelse.
Whoevershould (so)makeuseof them, there isanoffenceofwrong
doing.”

Now at that time monks,² being (too) scrupulous to convey to
the Observance house and to the meeting place (things to sit on), sat
down on the ground.Their limbs and robes were covered with dust.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
convey (things) temporarily.”

Nowat that time a great dwelling-place belonging to anOrder fell
into decay. Monks, being scrupulous, did not take out the lodgings.³
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to

BD 5.245

convey (things) for the sake of protecting (them).”

Kd 16.19.1 Now at that time a costly woollen blanket—an accessory to a
lodging—accrued to an Order.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allowyou,monks, to barter⁴ it for (something) advantageous.”

¹ As at Vin 3.65–Vin 3.66. Cf. Vin 4.76, Vin 4.81 (both “eating elsewhere”). ² As at
Vin 3.66. ³ Vin-a 1248 explains that having conveyed them elsewhere they do not
make use of them. ⁴ parivatteti. Cf. bd 2.55, n. 8. Vin-a 1248 says that the meaning
is to get a lodging, couch or chair of equal or greater value.
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Now at that time a costly woven cloth … “to barter it for (something)
advantageous.”

Now at that time a bear’s hide¹ accrued to an Order.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make a towel for
the feet.” Drapery² accrued. “I allow you, monks, to make a towel for
the feet.” Cloth³ accrued. “I allow you, monks, to make a towel for
the feet.”

Kd 16.20.1Nowat that timemonks trod upon a lodgingwhile their feetwere
unwashed;⁴ the lodging was soiled.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, a lodging shouldnotbe troddenuponwhileyour
feet are unwashed.Whoever should (so) tread upon one, there is
an offence of wrong-doing.” Now at that time monks trod upon a
lodging while their feet were damp……with their sandals on … “…

Vin 2.175

offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 16.20.2

Now at that timemonks spat on ground that had been treated;⁵
the colour was spoiled. They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, you should not spit upon ground that has been treated.
Whoever should (so) spit, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I
allow you, monks, a spittoon.” Now at that time the legs of couches
and the legs of chairs scratched ground that had been treated.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to wrap
them round with a piece of cloth.”

BD 5.246

Nowat that timemonks leant against awall that hadbeen treated;
the colour was spoiled. They told this matter to the Lord. He said:

¹ At Vin 1.192 this is not included among the large hides which were not allowed.
² cakkalī. Cf. Kd 16.2.2. ³ colaka. Cf. Kd8.18. ⁴ Cf. Kd 5.6.1 where monks are
allowed to wear sandals so as not to soil couches and chairs when they get up on
to them. ⁵ Either with whitewash, black colouring or red chalk; cf. Kd 15.11.6;
Kd 16.8.1; Kd 16.17.1. Kd 1.25.15 makes it appear as if black were for the ground and
red for the walls.
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“Monks, you should not lean against awall that has been treated.
Whoever should lean against one, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow you, monks, a reclining board.”¹The reclining board
scratched the ground underneath, it destroyed the wall above. “I
allow you, monks, to wrap it round with a piece of cloth at the lower
and the upper (ends).”

Now at that time monks² were (too) scrupulous to lie down on
a place for treading on with washed feet.³ They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to lie down (in such a place),
having spread a sheet.”⁴

Allowance for meals for the Order, etc.

Kd 16.21.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Āḷavī for as long as he found suiting,
set out on tour for Rājagaha. Gradually,walking on tour, he arrived at
Rājagaha.The Lord stayed there at Rājagaha in the Great Grove at the
squirrels’ feeding place. Now at that time Rājagaha was short of food.
People were not able to make a meal for the Order (but) they wanted
to make a meal for special (monks),⁵ an invitation (-meal),⁶ food
(allowed by) ticket,⁷ (food given) on a day of the waxing or waning
of the moon, (given) on an Observance day, (given) on the day after
an Observance day. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, a meal for an Order, a meal for a special (monk),
an invitation (meal) … (food given) on the day after an Observance
day.”⁸

¹ Mentioned at Kd 1.25.15, Kd 1.25.16. ² Omitted in Oldenberg’s text. ³ dho-
tapādakā. Vin-a 1249 gives the above meaning, and says that dhotapādake is also a
reading. ⁴ paccattharitvā. On “sheet,” paccattharaṇa, see bd 2.34, n. 1; bd 2.46, n. 3.
⁵ Cf.Kd 6.19.1 and Bu-Pc 46. ⁶ Defined at Vin 4.100. ⁷ For this and the next three
see notes at bd 2.313–314. ⁸ Vin-a 1250 says that this allowance was made by the
Lord for times of plenty when people can again give food to a whole Order.
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Agreement for an issuer of meals

Now at that time the group of six monks, having chosen the sweet
foods for themselves, gave poor foods to (other) monks. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk possessed of five qual-

BD 5.247

ities as issuer of meals:¹ one who would not follow a wrong course
Vin 2.176

from desire … from hatred … from stupidity … from fear, and one
who would know what is issued and what is not issued. And thus,
monks, should he be agreed upon: First, a monk should be asked …²
‘…Thus do I understand this’.”

Then it occurred to the monks who were issuers of meals: “Now,
how should a meal be issued?”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow you, monks, to issue (the food) after having put it into
heaps and having tied on a ticket or a leaf.”³

Agreement for an assigner of lodgings
Kd 16.21.2

Now at that time there was no assigner of lodgings⁴ for an Order.⁵
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to
agree upon a monk endowed with five qualities as assigner of lodg-
ings … and one who would knowwhat is assigned and what is not
assigned. And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon …⁶ ‘…Thus do
I understand this’.”

Now at that time therewas no keeper of the storeroom⁷ for an Or-
der.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,monks, …
and one who would, knowwhat is guarded and what is not guarded.
And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon … ‘…Thus do I under-
stand this’.”

¹ Dabba was agreed upon for this office at Kd 14.4 above, and at Bu-Ss 8
(Vin 3.158 = Vin 2.75). See also an iii.275. ² As in Kd 14.9 ³ paṭṭikā. Buddhaghosa,
reading pattikā, says it is a leaf (paṇṇa) of a bamboo, reed or palm. ⁴ This
office was also given to Dabba. ⁵ The following list of offices also occurs at
an iii.274–an iii.275. ⁶ As in Kd 14.4.3. ⁷ bhaṇḍāgārika, as at Vin 1.284.
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Now at that time there was no accepter of robes¹ for an Order.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow … and one who
would know what is taken and what is not taken … ‘… Thus do I
understand this’.”

Now at that time there was no distributor of robe material² …
no distributor of conjey³ … no distributor of fruit for an Order.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks … and one
who would knowwhat is distributed and what is not distributed …

BD 5.248

‘…Thus do I understand this’.”

Now at that time there was no distributor of solid food⁴ for an
Order.The solid food, not being distributed, was lost.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you … and one who would know
what is distributed and what is not distributed … ‘…Thus do I under-
stand this’.”

Agreement on one to dispose of trifles
Kd 16.21.3

Now at that time trifling accessories had accrued in the storeroom
of an Order.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to agree upon amonk endowedwith five qualities as disposer

Vin 2.177

of trifles:⁵… one who would know what is disposed of and what is
not disposed of … ‘…Thus do I understand this.’ Each needle is to
be given by the monk who is the disposer of trifles, pairs of scis-
sors are to be given, sandals are to be given, waistbands … shoulder
straps … strainers … regulation water pots⁶ … cross-seams⁷ … short
cross-seams … circular seams … short circular seams … braiding⁸
… binding is to be given. If there comes to be ghee or oil or honey

¹ cīvarapaṭiggāhaka, as at Vin 1.283. ² cīvarabhājaka, as at Vin 1.285. ³ Men-
tioned at Vin 4.38, Vin 4.155. ⁴ Mentioned at Vin 4.38, Vin 4.155. ⁵ Mentioned
at Kd 15.13.1. ⁶ Mentioned at Kd 15.13.1. ⁷ See Kd 8.12.2. ⁸ See bd 2.409, n. 7,
bd 2.409, n. 8; bd 4.354, n. 7, bd 4.354, n. 8; and Kd 15.11.3.
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or molasses for an Order, it may be given to be partaken of at once;¹
if there is need for it yet again, it may be given yet again; if there is
need for it yet again, it may be given yet again.”

Agreement on an accepter of outer cloaks

Now at that time there was no accepter of outer cloaks² … accepter
of bowls³ for an Order. They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon … one who would know what
is taken and what is not taken. And thus, monks, … ‘… Thus do I
understand this..”

Now at that time an Order had no superintendent of monastery
attendants.Themonastery attendants, not being superintended, did
not do thework (properly).They told thismatter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to agree upon a superintendent of monastery
attendants … and one who knows what is superintended and what

BD 5.249

is not superintended … ‘…Thus do I understand this..”

Now at that time an Order had no superintendent for the novices.
The novices, not being superintended, did not do thework (properly)
… ‘…Thus do I understand this..”

The Sixth Section: that on Lodgings

this is its key
At that time a dwelling-place had not been permitted
by the best of Awakened Ones;
these, disciples of the Conqueror went out
from this and that place—(their) habitation.⁴ /
A merchant householder, having seen them, said this to the monks:
“If I were to have (dwelling-places) built,

¹ Cf.Bu-NP 23 andKd 6.15.10,when these things—medicines—maynot be stored for
more than seven days. ² sāṭiyagāhāpaka. ³ See Bu-NP 22 (Vin 3.246–Vin 3.247).
⁴ Text reads āvāsā tamhā te; Sinhalese and Siamese editions. vāsā te. Oldenberg,
Vin 2.323 says “the meter is quite correct if we expunge tamhā te.”
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would you stay (in them)?”They asked the Leader. /
Dwelling-place, curved house, and long house, mansion, cave,
he allowed five (kinds of) abodes.Themerchant had dwelling-places built.
People had a dwelling-place built doorless, unclosed,
door, doorpost and lintel, hollow like a mortar and so on, /
Hole and cord for pulling through, post for a bolt, and “monkey’s head,”

Vin 2.178
a pin, a stick, a key of copper, wood, horn, /
And just a bolt and a pin, roofing smeared inside and out,
railing, lattice and stick, cloth and about matting, /
Solid bench, and couch of split bamboo, bierlike long couch,
with slats, and curved legs, removeable, rectangular, tall ones, /
And three-sided, plaited chair, cloth chair, sheep-footed,
emblic myrobalan,¹ wooden,² stool, and just a straw chair, /
One a high one,³ and a snake,⁴ supports,⁵ and supports of eight finger-
breadths,
thread, squares, cotton cloth, cotton quilt, half (the size of a man’s) body, /

BD 5.250
Festival and also mattresses, woven cloth, and also lodgings,
covered, it fell from below, and having removed they carried away, /
And line, and the Truth-finder⁶ allowed the outline of the hand,
and also other sects in a dwelling-place,⁷ grain-husk, and soft clay, /
What exudes from trees, a spoon, a wall, mustard powder (and) oil of
beeswax,
to sponge over the thick (places), rough, clay
(and the excrement of) earthworms,⁸ /
What exudes from trees, and a bold design, low, and a piling, they ascended,
they fell off, thronged, half-wall, again three, /
In a small (one), and a buttress,⁹ let in the rain, cry of distress,¹⁰ peg,
and bamboo and cord for robes, verandah, and about a screen, /

¹ Siamese edition, which I follow, reads āmalakā phalakā. Vin 2.323 suggests
āmalaka-phalakā. Text reads āmaṭāmalaka; Sinhalese edition āmalāmalakā.
² Siamese edition, which I follow, reads āmalakā phalakā. Vin 2.323 suggests
āmalaka-phalakā. Text reads āmaṭāmalaka; Sinhalese edition āmalāmalakā.
³ Reading ucce ca ahiwith Sinhalese and Siamese editions, instead of Text’s uccā
hi. ⁴ Reading ucce ca ahiwith Sinhalese and Siamese editions, instead of Text’s
uccā hi. ⁵ I suggest pādakā, instead of Text’s atipādakā and Sinhalese and Siamese
editions. pādāni, legs. ⁶ Siamese edition omits tathāgata and reads instead tit-
thiyā setakāḷavihāre cāpi. Sinhalese edition has tathāgato but not titthiyā, reading
tathāgato setakālavihāre pi. ⁷ Siamese edition omits tathāgata and reads instead
titthiyā setakāḷavihāre cāpi. Sinhalese edition has tathāgato but not titthiyā, reading
tathāgato setakālavihāre pi. ⁸ Siamese edition reads laṇḍumattikam, Sinhalese
laṇḍa-. ⁹ Here kuḍḍapāda. ¹⁰ Reading vissaraṁwith Siamese edition instead of
saraṁ.
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Balustrade, powdered grass—themethod should be done in theway below,¹
in the open air, became tepid, hall, and as below, vessel, /
Dwelling-place, and just a porch, little hall for a fire in a cell,
monasteries, porches again, the method should be done just (as) below. /
Plaster,² and faithful Anāthapiṇḍika went to the Cool Grove,
things seen, he invited the Leader with the Order. /
He enjoined on the way, a group built a monastery,
repairs at Vesālī, in front of and taking possession of, /
Who is worthy of the best food? and the partridge, not to be greeted,
taken possession of, inside a house, cotton, he visited Sāvatthī, /
He prepared a monastery, and an uproar in a refectory,
ill, and a good sleeping place, pretexts, the seventeen there, /
“Now, by whom?” “Now, how?” he distributed

BD 5.251
according to the accommodation in the dwelling-places,
and in cells, an additional share, shares need not be given if one is not
willing, /
Outside a boundary, and for all time, three (times for) assignment of lodg-
ings,
and Upananda, he praised, standing, equal seats, /
Those entitled to seats of an equal (height) broke them,
groups of three (and) for a group of two,³
a long (seat) for those not entitled to seats of an equal (height),
to make use of a verandah,⁴ /
Grandmother,⁵ and not far, and distributed, Kiṭāgiri,

Vin 2.179
Āḷavī: in heaps, on walls, door, socket, /
And window-hole, whitewash, black colouring, red chalk, roofing, joining,
bar, broken (parts), doing up, twenty, thirty and for life, /
Completed, not built, incomplete,⁶ for six or five years if it is a small one,
and seven or eight if it is a curved house, ten and twelve for a large one, /
A whole dwelling-place, of one, they made another live (there),
what belongs to an Order,
outside a boundary, and for all time,
he goes away, and they leave the Order, /
And passed away, and (pretended to be) a novice,

¹ See e.g. “key” to Kd 15 (towards end of Vin 2.143 and again towards top of bd 5.144).
² This should read sudha as in Kd 16.3.11 above, and as in Siamese edition, and as
suggested at Vin 2.323, and not suddha. ³ Reading with Sinhalese edition ca du-
vaggikaṁ, as surmised would be right at Vin 2.323, instead of text’s catuvaggikaṁ.
Siamese reads ca duvaggikā. ⁴ Sinhalese and Siamese editions. ālindaṁ parib-
huñjituṁ, as for Kd 16.14, instead of text’s taṁ dvinnaṁ, paribhuñjisu. ⁵ Sinhalese
ayyakā ca, as surmised would be right at Vin 2.323. Siamese ayyikā ca; text ayyā
ca. ⁶ There is no sabbaṁ, whole, in the context to which this refers (i.e. Kd 16.17.1).
Should read vippaṁ as does Siamese (for vippakataṁ).
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disavowers of the training, extreme,
mad, and unhinged, pains, not seeing an offence, /
Not making amends for, wrong view, eunuchs, as it were by theft, other
sects,
animals, (slayers) of mother, of father, and of one perfected, seducers, /
Schismatics, sheddersof (aTruth-finder’s) blood, and thenhermaphrodites,
“Do not let the Order suffer”—the work should be given to another, /

BD 5.252
And when (yet) unfinished to another;
if he goes away when it is built it is still in his (charge);
if he leaves the Order, passes away, and pretends to be a novice, /
And disavows the training,
(pretends to have committed an) extreme (offence and to be) a eunuch,
the Order itself becomes the owner; if he is mad, unhinged, in pain, /
(Suspended for) not seeing, for not making amends for, (for not giving up)
a wrong view—they are still in his (charge);
Eunuch, and as it were by theft, member of another sect,
animal, matricide, parricide,
Slayer of one perfected, and then a seducer, schismatic,
shedder of (a Truth-finder’s) blood, hermaphrodite—
if he pretends thus, the Order itself becomes the owner. /
They conveyed, elsewhere, scrupulous, and fell into decay, woollen blanket,
and woven cloths, hide, drapery, a cloth, and they trod upon, /
Damp, sandals, should not spit, they scratched,¹ and they leant against,
reclining board, even then it scratched,² about spreading where washed,³ /
They were unable to in Rājagaha, poor, issuer of meals,
“Now, how?” assigner, agreement upon a storeroom keeper, /
And then accepter, distributor, and conjey, distributor of fruit,
and even a distributor of solid food, disposer of trifles, /
And even an accepter of outer cloaks, likewise an accepter of bowls,
and agreement upon a superintendent of monastery attendantsand of
novices. /
The Leader who has overcome all, knower of the worlds, his mind benevo-
lent,
(is one) to meditate upon and have insight into the need for abodes and
ease.Vin 2.180

¹ Sinhalese and Siamese Likhanti; text khīlanti; Kd 16.20.2 vilikhanti. ² Siamese
likhat’ eva; Sinhalese likhaṇ evā; text khalite vā; Kd 16.20.2 vilikhati. ³ Referring to
the dhotapādaka at Kd 16.20.2.
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First recitation section

On the going forth of the six Sakyans

Kd 17.1.1

BD 5.253
At one time the Awakened One, the Lord, was staying at Anupiyā.
Anupiyā¹ is a little town² of theMallas.³Nowat that timemanydistin-
guished Sakyan youngmen had gone forth in imitation of the Lord
who had gone forth. Now at that time Mahānāma the Sakyan and
Anuruddha the Sakyan were two brothers. Anuruddha the Sakyan
was delicately nurtured. He had three palaces,⁴ one for the cold
weather, one for the hot, one for the rains. Being waited on for four
months in the palace for the rains by female musicians, he did not
come down from that palace. Then it occurred to Mahānāma the
Sakyan:⁵ “At present many distinguished Sakyan youngmen have
gone forth in imitation of the Lord who has gone forth, but no one
from our family has gone forth from home into homelessness. Sup-
pose I should go forth, or Anuruddha?”ThenMahānāma the Sakyan
approached Anuruddha the Sakyan; having approached, he spoke
thus to Anuruddha the Sakyan: “At present, dear Anuruddha, many
distinguished Sakyan young men … but no one from our family has

¹ Neuter form used here, although the locative is formed as though the word were
feminine. Cf. Ja i.65–Ja i.66, Bv-a 284 which say the Bodhisatta spent the first week
after he had gone forth in the mango grove at Anupiyā. ² See bd 2.63, n. 2. ³ It
is more usual to name the exact locality in the place where the Lord was staying.
⁴ Cf. Kd 1.7.1 where the same is said of Yasa. ⁵ At an i.26 he is called chief of those
who give sumptuous alms.
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gone forth from home into homelessness. Well now, either you go
forth or I will go forth.”¹
“But I have been delicately nurtured, I amnot able to go forth from

home into homelessness.² You go forth.”
Kd 17.1.2

“Come along, dear Anuruddha, I will instruct you in what belongs
to the household life. First the fields have to be ploughed;³ having
had them ploughed theymust be sown; having had them sownwater
must be led in to them; having had water led in to them the water

BD 5.254

must be led away; having led thewater awayyoumusthave theweeds
dug up; having had the weeds dug up youmust get the crop reaped;
having had the crop reaped youmust have it harvested; having had
it harvested youmust have it made into stooks; having had it made
into stooks you must have it threshed; having had it threshed you
must have the strawwinnowed; having had the strawwinnowed you

Vin 2.181

must have the chaff winnowed; having had the chaff winnowed you
must have it sifted; having had it sifted you must have it⁴ brought
in;⁵ having had it brought in it is to be done just the same the next
year, and it is to be done just the same the next year.”
“The operations do not stop,⁶ no end to the operations is to be seen.

When will the operations stop?When will an end to the operations
be seen?When will we, possessed of and provided with the fivefold
strand of sense pleasures, amuse ourselves unconcernedly?”
“But, dear Anuruddha, the operations do not stop, no end to the

operations is to be seen. Even when our fathers and grandfathers
passed away the operations were not stopped.”
“Well now, you understand⁷ just what belongs to the household

life. I will go forth from home into homelessness.”
Then Anuruddha the Sakyan approached his mother; having

approached, he spoke thus to his mother: “I, mother, want to go
forth from home into homelessness. Consent to my going forth from

¹ Quoted Dhp-a i.133; an-a i.191. ² Quoted Dhp-a i.135–Dhp-a i.136. ³ Quoted
Dhp-a i.136. Cf. similar list of operations at Ja i.215 and an other at an i.241. ⁴ I.e.
the grain, or the good grass. ⁵ atiharati, as at Nuns’ Bi-Pc 7 (also of grain). ⁶ na
khīyanti, do not wear away, become exhausted or used up. ⁷ Text reads upajāna;
Vin-a 1274 upajānāhi.
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home into homelessness.”¹ When he had spoken thus, the mother of
Anuruddha the Sakyan spoke thus to Anuruddha the Sakyan:
“You two boys, dear Anuruddha, are dear to me,² beloved, agree-

able. In the case of your death I would be unwillingly separated from
you. So how can I, while you are still living, allow a going forth from
home into homelessness?” And a second time … And a third time
Anuruddha the Sakyan spoke thus to his mother: … the mother of
Anuruddha the Sakyan spoke thus to Anuruddha the Sakyan: “…

BD 5.255

how can I, while you are still living, allow a going forth from home
into homelessness?”

Kd 17.1.3

Now at that time Bhaddiya³ the Sakyan chieftain was ruling over
the Sakyans and was a friend of Anuruddha the Sakyan. Then the
mother of Anuruddha the Sakyan thinking: “Now this Bhaddiya …
is a friend of Anuruddha; he will not be able to go forth from home
into homelessness,” spoke thus to Anuruddha the Sakyan: “If, dear
Anuruddha, Bhaddiya the Sakyan chieftain goes forth from home
into homelessness you can go forth likewise.”⁴

Then Anuruddha the Sakyan approached Bhaddiya the Sakyan
chieftain; having approached, he spoke thus to Bhaddiya the Sakyan
chieftain: “My going forth, friend, is dependent on yours.”
“If your going forth, friend, is dependent onmine, let it be inde-

pendent. I, with you …⁵ Go forth according to your wish.”
“Come, friend, we will both go forth from home into homeless-

ness.”
“I, friend, am not able to go forth from home into homelessness.

Vin 2.182

Whatever else I am able to do for you, that will I do. You go forth.”
“Mymother, friend, spoke thus to me: ‘If, dear Anuruddha, Bhad-

¹ Cf. Dhp-a i.137. Boys under fifteen had to obtain their parents’ consent for going
forth, Vin 1.79, Vin 1.83. ² Cf. Vin 3.13; mn ii.58. ³ He was, as said at Ud ii.10,
an-a i.192, the son of Kālī of the Godhas, see Psalms of the Bretheren p. 315, n. 2. Bhad-
diya’s verses are atThag 842–Thag 865. At an i.23 he is called chief among the disci-
ples of high family. an-a i.192 sayshewent forthwithAnuruddha. ⁴ Cf.Dhp-a i.137.
⁵ Vin-a 1274 says that out of affection for his friend he wanted to say, “I, with you,
will go forth,” but he was not able to finish the sentence as the greed for ruling
overcame his heart.
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diya the Sakyan chieftain goes forth from home into homelessness,
you can go forth likewise.’ But, friend, these words were spoken by
you: ‘If your going forth is dependent on mine, let it be independent.
I, with you… Go forth according to your wish.’ Come, friend, we will
both go forth from home into homelessness.”

Now at that time people were speakers of truth, pledged to the
truth.Then Bhaddiya the Sakyan chieftain spoke thus to Anuruddha
the Sakyan: “Wait, friend, for seven years. After seven years we will
both go forth from home into homelessness.”

BD 5.256

“Seven years are too long, friend, I am not able to wait for seven
years.”
“Wait, friend, for six years … live … four … three … two years …

for one year.”
“One year is too long, friend, I am not able to wait one year.”
“Wait, friend, for seven months. After seven months we will both

go forth from home into homelessness.”
“Seven months are too long, friend, I am not able to wait seven

months.”
“Wait, friend, for six … five … four … three … twomonths … one

month … for half a month, after half a month we will both go forth
from home into homelessness.”
“Half a month is too long, friend, I am not able to wait half a

month.”
“Wait, friend, for seven days until I hand over the kingdom to my

sons and brothers.”
“Seven days are not too long, friend, I will wait.”

Kd 17.1.4

Then¹Bhaddiya theSakyanchieftainandAnuruddha² andĀnanda
and Bhagu³ and Kimbila⁴ and Devadatta with Upāli the barber⁵ as
the seventh, as they had often previously gone out to a ground in a
pleasure grove with a fourfold army,⁶ so did they (now) go out with
a fourfold army. Having gone far, having sent back the army, having

¹ For the following incident cf. Dhp-a i.137f. ² See bd 4.501. ³ See bd 4.428,
bd 4.500. ⁴ See bd 4.501. ⁵ See Vin 4.308 and bd 3.344, n. 2. ⁶ See definition of
“army” at Vin 4.105.
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passed into other territory, having taken off their ornaments, having
tied them up into a bundle with their upper robes,¹ they spoke thus
to Upāli the barber: “Come, good Upāli, return, this will be enough
for your livelihood.”Then it occurred to Upāli the barber as he was
going back: “The Sakyans are fierce. Thinking: ‘This one has made
the youngmen come forth,’ theymay even kill me. But if these young
Sakyanmen will go forth from home into homelessness, why should
not I?”

Having loosened the bundle, having hung the goods up on a tree,
and having said: “Whoever sees it, it is given (to him), let him take

Vin 2.183

it,”² he approached the young Sakyan men. These young Sakyan
BD 5.257

men saw Upāli the barber coming in the distance; having seen him,
then spoke thus to Upāli the barber: “Why have you, good Upāli,
returned?”
“Now, it occurred to me, young gentlemen, as I was going back,

‘The Sakyans are fierce … they may even kill me. But if these young
Sakyanmen will go forth from home into homelessness, why should
not I?’ So I, young gentlemen, having loosened the bundle … ‘… let
him take it,’ returned again from there.”
“You didwell, good Upāli, in that you did not go back.The Sakyans

are fierce … they might even have killed you.” Then these young
Sakyanmen, taking Upāli the barber, approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful distance, these
young Sakyanmen spoke thus to the Lord:
“We, Lord, are Sakyans,we are proud. Lord, this barber, Upāli, has

been our attendant for a long time.May the Lord let himgo forthfirst.
We will greet him, rise up before him, salute himwith joined palms,
and do the proper duties.Thus will the Sakyan pride be humbled in
us Sakyans.” Then the Lord let Upāli the barber go forth first, and
afterwards these young Sakyanmen.Then the venerable Bhaddiya
within one year realised the threefold knowledge,³ the venerable

¹ As atVin 3.208,Vin 4.162. ² As atVin 3.208. ³ an-a i.191 saysBhaddiya attained
arahantship in the same year (as he went forth).
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Anuruddha obtained deva-sight,¹ the venerable Ānanda realised the
fruit of stream attainment, Devadatta acquired ordinary psychic
power.²

Kd 17.1.5

Now at that time³ the venerable Bhaddiya, dwelling in a forest
and at the root of a tree and in an empty place, constantly uttered this
utterance: “Ah, what happiness! Ah, what happiness!”Then several
monks approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the
Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. As they were sitting
down at a respectful distance, these monks spoke thus to the Lord:

BD 5.258

“Lord, the venerable Bhaddiya, dwelling in a forest utters this ut-
terance: ‘Ah, what happiness! Ah, what happiness!’ Doubtless, Lord,
the venerable Bhaddiya fares the Brahma-faring dissatisfied,⁴ and
(although) dwelling in a forest and at the root of a tree and in an
empty place, he utters this utterance, ‘Ah, what happiness! Ah, what
happiness!’ while he is recalling the former joys of kingship.”

Then the Lord addressed a certain monk, saying: “Come you,
monk, in my name address the monk Bhaddiya saying: ‘The Teacher,
reverend Bhaddiya, is summoning you’.”

Vin 2.184

“Very well, Lord,” and that monk, having answered the Lord in
assent, approached the venerable Bhaddiya; having approached, he
spoke thus to the venerable Bhaddiya: “The Teacher, reverend Bhad-
diya, is summoning you.”

Kd 17.1.6

“Very well, your reverence,” and the venerable Bhaddiya, hav-
ing answered that monk in assent, approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance.The Lord spoke thus to the venerable Bhaddiya as he was
sitting down at a respectful distance: “Is it true, as is said, that you,
Bhaddiya, dwelling in a forest and at the root of a tree and in anempty

¹ At an i.23 called chief of monks of deva-sight. ² an-a i.191 says Devadatta won
the eight attainments; and adds that Bhagu and Kimbila attained arahantship later.
³ As at Ud ii.10.The following incident, with a summary of the preceding sections,
also forms the introductory story to the 10th Jātaka. ⁴ Quoted Ud-a 161.
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place, are constantly uttering this utterance, ‘Ah, what happiness!
Ah, what happiness!’?”
“Yes, Lord.”
“What circumstances were you, Bhaddiya, taking into account

when, dwelling in a forest and at the root of a tree and in an empty
place, you constantly uttered this utterance, ‘Ah, what happiness!
Ah, what happiness!’?”
“Formerly, Lord, when I was a ruler there was a fully appointed

guard both within my private quarters and outside my private quar-
ters, therewas a fully appointed guard bothwithin the town and out-
side the town, and therewas a fully appointed guardwithin the coun-
try districts. But I, Lord, although being guarded and warded thus,
dwelt afraid, anxious fearful, alarmed.¹ But now I, Lord, dwelling in
a forest and at the root of a tree and in an empty place, am unafraid,
not anxious, not fearful, not alarmed. I am unconcerned, unruffled,²

BD 5.259

dependent on others,³ with amind become as awild creature’s.⁴This,
Lord,was the circumstance Iwas taking into accountwhen, dwelling
in a forest and at the root of a tree and in an empty place, I constantly
uttered this utterance, ‘Ah, what happiness! Ah, what happiness!’ ”

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-
tered this utterance:

“In whom there inly lurk no spites.

¹ Samequartet ofwordsbelow,Kd 17.2.1; Kd 17.3.4,Kd 17.3.7. ² pannaloma.Cf. lomaṁ
pāteti as at Kd 11.6.1. ³ paradattavutta. Vin-a 1275, mn i.450, Ud 19 read paradavutto,
with variant readings Ud-a 163 says “living on the gifts of others in respect of robes
and so on.” mn-a iii.167 explains by parehi dinnavuttino parato laddhena yāpentā,
whose livelihood is given by others, subsisting on what is obtained from another.
Woodward,Verses ofUplift, p. 24, n. 3 says that “suchmeanings are hardly applicable
in the context.” He translates as “lightsome,” following Pali-English Dictionary’s
suggestion that parada is “fond of” with vutta “being prepared,” active, alert. I
choose “dependent on others,” following the Commentaries, and as balancing his
former dependence on those others who guarded him. ⁴ Same quartet of words
as at mn i.450, mn ii.121. mn-a iii.167 seems to explain the last word,migabhūtena
cetasā, as not expecting or hoping for anything.
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Who has overcome becoming and not becoming thus or
thus,¹

Him, gone past fear, blissful, sorrowless,
The devas do not win to see.”

The story of Devadatta
Kd 17.2.1 Then the Lord, having stayed at Anupiyā for as long as he found

suiting, set out on almstour for Kosambī. Gradually, walking on tour,
he arrived at Kosambī.The Lord stayed there at Kosambī in Ghosita’s
monastery.Then as Devadatta was meditating in private a reasoning
arose in his mind thus: “Whom² now could I please, so that because
he is pleasedwithme,muchgain andhonourwould accrue (tome)?”³
Then it occurred to Devadatta: “This Prince Ajātasattu is young and

Vin 2.185

also has an auspicious future. What now if I were to make Prince
Ajātasattu pleased, so that because he is pleased with me, much gain
and honour would accrue (to me)?”

BD 5.260

ThenDevadatta, having packed away his lodging, taking his bowl
and robe, set out for Rājagaha; in due course he arrived at Rājagaha.⁴
Then Devadatta, having thrown off his own form, having assumed
the form⁵ of a young boy clad in a girdle of snakes,⁶ becamemanifest
in Prince Ajātasattu’s lap.Then Prince Ajātasattuwas afraid, anxious,
fearful, alarmed.⁷Then Devadatta spoke thus to Prince Ajātasattu:
“Are you, prince, afraid of me?”

¹ itibhavābhavataṁ. Here Vin-a 1275 and Ud-a 164 explain bhava and vibhavamuch
as do Snp-a 20, sn-a iii.295, mn-a iii.223, and say that one is freed from this state
of becoming this or that by means of the four ways. Cf. also fuller explanation at
Ud-a 164, the rather different explanation at mn-a ii.74, and note that Vin-a 1275
says that vibhava and abhava are identical in meaning.This line occurs at Ud ii.10
and Snp 6. Cf. itibhavābhavakathā at Vin 4.164 and parallel passages mentioned at
bd 2.82, n. 3. ² Read kaṁ for text’s kiṁ. ³ Cf. Ja i.185–Ja i.186. ⁴ This episode,
as far as where Devadatta stands before Ajātasattu, is also told at Dhp-a i.139. ⁵ Cf.
Vin 1.3, whereMucalinda assumed the form of a brahmin youth. ⁶ Vin-a 1275 says
having bound a snake round the hips. Dhp-a i.139 elaborates that there were four
poisonous snakes, i.e. one on each hand and foot; also one hung round the neck,
one was made into a coil on the head, and one arranged over one shoulder. ⁷ As
above, Kd 17.1.6.
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“Yes, I am afraid. Who are you?”
“I am Devadatta.”
“If you, honoured sir, are really master Devadatta, please become

manifest in your own form.” Then Devadatta, having thrown off
the young boy’s form, stood, wearing his outer cloak and (other)
robes and carrying his bowl, before Prince Ajātasattu.Then Prince
Ajātasattu, greatly pleased with this wonder of psychic power on
Devadatta’s part, morning and evening¹ went to wait on him with
five hundred chariots, and five hundred offerings of rice cooked in
milk were brought as a gift of food.²Then there arose to Devadatta,
overcome by gains, honours and fame,³ his mind obsessed by them,
some such longing as this: “It is I whowill lead the Order ofmonks.”⁴
But at the very occurrence of this thought Devadatta declined in his
psychic power.⁵

Kd 17.2.2

Now at that time⁶ Kakudha⁷ the Koliyan,⁸ the venerable Moggal-
lāna the Great’s attendant, had just died and had arisen in a certain
mind-made⁹ body, and such was the reinstatement of his individual-

BD 5.261

ity¹⁰ that it was like two or three Magadhan village fields,¹¹ yet even
with that reinstatement of individuality he injured neither himself
nor another.Then Kakudha the young deva approached the vener-
able Moggallāna the Great; having approached, having greeted the
venerable Moggallāna the Great, he stood at a respectful distance.
As he was standing at a respectful distance, the young deva Kakudha
spoke thus to the venerable Moggallāna the Great:
“To Devadatta, honoured sir, overcome by gains, honours and

fame, hismind obsessed by them, some such longing as this arose: ‘It
is I who will lead the Order of monks’. But, honoured sir, at the very

¹ As at sn ii.242. ² Cf. Vin 3.15. ³ As at sn ii.228f. Cf. Lābhasakkāra Saṁyutta,
sn ii.225–sn ii.244. ⁴ Cf. Dhp-a i.139. At dn ii.100 Gotama tells Ānanda that this
thought does not occur to the Truth-finder. ⁵ See E.J. Thomas, Life of Buddha,
p. 132ff. ⁶ This incident to the end of Kd 17.2.4 is also told at an iii.122–an iii.126.
⁷ See note at gs iii.95. ⁸ Spelt Koliya above. On this tribe see C.H.I. i.177 and
B.C. Law, Tribes in Ancient India, p. 290ff. ⁹ manomaya, as again at an iii.192.
¹⁰ attabhāvapaṭilābha. an-a iii.277 explains attabhāva by sarīra, body. ¹¹ Sizes of
these given at an-a iii.277.
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occurrence of this thought Devadatta declined in his psychic power.”
Thus spoke Kakudha the young deva. Having spoken thus, having
greeted the venerable Moggallāna the Great, keeping his right side
towards him he vanished then and there.Then the venerable Mog-
gallāna the Great approached the Lord; having approached, having

Vin 2.186

greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was
sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Moggallāna the
Great spoke thus to the Lord:
“Kakudha the Koliyan, Lord, my attendant, has just died and has

arisen in a certainmind-made body…Then Kakudha the young deva
approached me … keeping his right side towards me, he vanished
then and there.”
“But, Moggallāna, does Kakudha the young deva so compass your

mind with his mind for you to know that whatever Kakudha the
young deva says, all that is so and not otherwise?”
“Lord, Kakudha the young deva so compasses mymind with his

mind for me to know that whatever Kakudha the young deva says,
all that is so and not otherwise.”
“Mindwhat you say,Moggallāna,mindwhat you say,¹Moggallāna.

This foolish man² will now betray himself, by himself.

On the five teachers
Kd 17.2.3

“Moggallāna, these five teachers are found in the world.³ What five?
BD 5.262

“This is a case, Moggallāna, when some teacher, not pure in moral
habit, pretends ‘I am pure in moral habit,’ and he says, ‘My moral
habit is pure, clean, untarnished.’ Disciples know this about him:
‘This worthy teacher, not pure in moral habit pretends … untar-
nished.’ But they think: ‘If we should tell this to householders, he
would not like it, and how could we carry out⁴ what he would not
like? Moreover he consents to (accept)⁵ the requisites of robes, alms-

¹ As at mn i.502. ² I.e. Devadatta. ³ Sections Kd 17.2.3, Kd 17.2.4 repeated below
Kd 17.3.10. ⁴ samudācareyyāma, explained at an-a iii.278 as katheyyāma, say, speak.
⁵ sammannati, Vin-a 1275 explaining as sammāneti, and an-a iii.278 as sammānaṁ
karoti, he makes or produces honour, i.e. by accepting these gifts.
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food, lodgings andmedicines for the sick. Whatever anyone¹ shall
do, even by that shall he be known.’ Moggallāna, disciples protect
such a teacher in regard to moral habit and such a teacher expects
protection from disciples in regard to moral habit.

Kd 17.2.4

“And again, Moggallāna, this is a case when some teacher, not
pure in mode of livelihood, pretends … … not pure in teaching of

Vin 2.187

dhamma, pretends … not pure in exposition … not pure in knowl-
edge and vision, pretends … Moggallāna, disciples protect such a
teacher in regard to knowledge and vision, and such a teacher ex-
pects protection from disciples in regard to knowledge and vision.
These, Moggallāna, are the five teachers found in the world.
“But I, Moggallāna, am pure in moral habit, I acknowledge that I

am pure in moral habit, that my moral habit is pure, clean, untar-
nished. And disciples do not protect me in regard to moral habit and
I do not expect protection from disciples in regard to moral habit.
I am pure in mode of livelihood … I am pure in dhamma teaching
… I am pure in exposition … I am pure in knowledge and vision. I
acknowledge that I am pure in knowledge and vision, thatmy knowl-
edge and vision are pure, clean, untarnished. And disciples do not
protect me in regard to knowledge and vision, and I do not expect
protection from disciples in regard to knowledge and vision.”

Kd 17.2.5

Then the Lord, having stayed at Kosambī for as long as he found
suiting, set out on a tour for Rājagaha. Gradually, walking on tour,
he arrived at Rājagaha. The Lord stayed there at Rājagaha in the

BD 5.263

Bamboo Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place.²Then several monks
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord,
they sat down at a respectful distance. As they were sitting down at
a respectful distance, these monks spoke thus to the Lord:
“Prince Ajātasattu, Lord, goes morning and evening to wait on

¹ tumo, explained by Vin-a 1275 as so, he, and by an-a iii.278 as esa … eso (variant
reading so), this one. Cf. tumo at Snp 890, Snp 908. ² Cf. sn ii.242 for this episode
down to the end of the simile of the fierce dog.
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Devadatta with five hundred chariots, and five hundred offerings of
rice cooked in milk are brought as a gift of food.”
“Do not, monks, envy Devadatta’s gains and honours and fame.

For as long, monks, as Prince Ajātasattu goes morning and evening
to wait on Devadatta with five hundred chariots and (as long as) five

Vin 2.188

hundred offerings of rice cooked inmilk are brought as a gift of food,
there may be expected for Devadatta decline in skilled mental states,
not growth. It is as if, monks, they were to throw¹ a bladder² at a
fierce dog’s nose—as that dog, monks, would becomemuch fiercer,
even so, monks, for as long as Prince Ajātasattu goes morning and
evening … there may be expected for Devadatta decline in skilled
mental states, not growth. Devadatta’s gains, honours and fame³
bring about his own hurt, Devadatta’s gains, honour and fame bring
about his destruction. As, monks, a plantain bears fruit to its own
hurt, bears fruit to its destruction, even so, monks, do Devadatta’s
gains, honours and fame bring about his own hurt, do Devadatta’s
gains, honours and fame bring about his destruction. As, monks, a
bamboo … a reed bears fruit to its own hurt … even so, monks, do
Devadatta’s gains, honours and fame bring about … his destruction.
As, monks, a she-mule conceives to her own hurt, conceives to her
destruction, even so, monks, do Devadatta’s gains, honours and fame
bring about … his destruction.

“Truly its fruit the plantain does destroy,
Its fruit the bamboo, its fruit the reed;
So honour does destroy the fool,
Just as its embryo the mule.”⁴

Told is the First Portion for Repeating

¹ bhindeyyuṁ is explained at sn-a ii.212 by pakkhipeyyuṁ. ² pitta. SeeMorris,
Journal of the Pali Text Society 1893, p. 4 and Ud-a 65. sn-a ii.212 explains pitta
as that of a bear or a fish. ³ Cf. sn ii.241, an ii.73 to the end of the verse. ⁴ Quoted
sn i.154, Mil 166, Ne 130.
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Second recitation section

Act of informing
BD 5.264

Now at that time the Lord was sitting down teaching dhamma sur-
rounded by a large company, by a companywhich included the king.¹
ThenDevadatta, rising fromhis seat, having arranged his upper robe
over one shoulder, having saluted the Lord with joined palms, spoke
thus to the Lord: “Lord, the Lord is now old, worn, stricken in years,
he has lived his span and is at the close of his life;² Lord, let the Lord
now be content to live devoted to abiding in ease here and now,³ let
him hand over the Order of monks to me. It is I who will lead the
Order of monks.”
“Enough, Devadatta, please do not lead the Order of monks.” And

a second time … And a third time Devadatta spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, the Lord is now old, worn, stricken in years … It is I who will
lead the Order of monks.”
“I, Devadatta, would not hand over the Order of monks even to

Sāriputta andMoggallāna. How then could I to you, a wretched one
to be vomited like spittle?”⁴

Then Devadatta, thinking: “The Lord in an assembly which in-
Vin 2.189

cluded a king disparaged me by (using) the term, ‘one to be vomited
like spittle,’ while he extolled Sāriputta andMoggallāna,” angry, dis-
pleased, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side
towards him.

And this was the first time that Devadatta felt malice towards the
Lord.

Kd 17.3.2

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Well then, monks,

¹ Cf. another version of this episode, as far as “the act of Information” at Dhp-
a i.139–Dhp-a i.140. ² Stock, as at Vin 3.2, mn i.82, Snp p. 50, Snp p. 92. ³ diṭṭhad-
hammasukhavihāra, as at Vin 1.341. ⁴ Text reads kheḷāpakassa, Vin-a 1275 kheḷāsaka.
Vin-a 1275 explains: requisites accruing by means of an evil mode of livelihood
should be ejected like spittle by the noble ones. That is why the Lord said “to be
vomited like spittle,” kheḷāsaka, (to explain) that he (Devadatta) eats requisites of
this nature.
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let the Order carry out a (formal) act of Information¹ against De-
vadatta in Rājagaha to the effect that whereas Devadatta’s nature
was formerly of one kind, now it is of another kind; and that what-
ever Devadatta should do by gesture and by voice, in that neither
the Awakened One nor dhamma nor the Order should be seen but in

BD 5.265

that only Devadatta should be seen. And thus, monks, should it be
carried out:The Order should be informed by an experienced, com-
petent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it
seems right to theOrder, let theOrder carry out an act of Information
against Devadatta in Rājagaha, to the effect that whereas Devadatta’s
nature was formerly of one kind, now it is of another kind, and that
whatever Devadatta should do … in that only Devadatta should be
seen.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.
The Order is carrying out the (formal) act of Information against
Devadatta in Rājagaha, to the effect that … in that only Devadatta
should be seen. If the carrying out of the (formal) act of Information
against Devadatta in Rājagaha to the effect that … in that only Deva-
datta should be seen is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should
be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.The (formal)
act of Information against Devadatta in Rājagaha to the effect that …
in that only Devadatta should be seen is carried out by the Order. It
is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this’.”

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Sāriputta, saying: “Well
then, do you, Sāriputta, inform against Devadatta in Rājagaha.”
“Formerly, Lord, I spoke praise of Devadatta in Rājagaha saying:

‘Godhi’s son is of great psychic power, Godhi’s son is of greatmajesty.’
How can I, Lord, inform against Devadatta in Rājagaha?”
“Was not the truth spoken by you, Sāriputta, when you spoke

praise of Devadatta in Rājagaha saying: ‘Godhi’s son is of … great
majesty’?”

¹ pakāsaniyakamma. Vinaya Texts iii.239, n. 2 rightly says “This is not among the
regular official acts of theOrder as described inKd 11,” but it iswrong to say “it is not
referred to by the Dhammapada Commentator” for it is mentioned at Dhp-a i.140.
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“Yes, Lord.”
“Even so, Sāriputta, when you inform against Devadatta in Rāja-

gaha it will be just as true.”
“Very well, Lord,” the venerable Sāriputta answered the Lord in

assent.
Kd 17.3.3

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Well then, monks,
let the Order agree for Sāriputta to inform against Devadatta in Rāja-
gaha saying: ‘Formerly Devadatta’s nature was of such a kind, now it
is of another kind, and that whatever Devadatta should do by gesture
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and by voice, in that neither the Awakened One nor dhamma nor the
Order should be seen, but in that only Devadatta should be seen.’
And thus, monks, should Sāriputta be agreed upon: First, Sāriputta
should be asked; having been asked, the Order should be informed
by an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen tome. If it seems right to the Order, the Ordermay agree
for the venerable Sāriputta to inform against Devadatta in Rājagaha

Vin 2.190

saying: ‘Formerly Devadatta’s nature was of one kind … in that only
Devadatta should be seen.’ This is the motion. If the agreement upon
Sāriputta to inform against Devadatta in Rājagaha, saying: ‘Formerly
Devadatta’s nature was of one kind … in that only Devadatta should
be seen’ is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he
to whom it is not pleasing should speak.The venerable Sāriputta is
agreed upon by the Order to inform against Devadatta in Rājagaha,
saying: ‘Formerly Devadatta’s nature was of one kind … in that only
Devadatta should be seen.’ … It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it
is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

The venerable Sāriputta, (thus) agreed upon, having entered
Rājagaha together with several monks, informed against Devadatta
in Rājagaha to the effect that: “Formerly Devadatta’s nature was of
one kind, now it is of another kind, and that whatever Devadatta
should do by gesture and by voice, in that neither the Awakened One
nor dhamma nor theOrder should be seen, but in that only Devadatta
should be seen.”Those people who were of little faith, not believing,
who were of poor intelligence, spoke thus: “These recluses, sons of
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the Sakyans are jealous, they are jealous of Devadatta’s gains and
honours.” But those people who had faith and were believing, who
were wise, intelligent, spoke thus: “This can be no ordinary matter
in that the Lord has Devadatta informed against in Rājagaha.”

The story of Prince Ajātasattu
Kd 17.3.4

Then Devadatta approached Prince Ajātasattu; having approached,
he spoke thus to Prince Ajātasattu: “Formerly,¹ prince, people were
long-lived, nowadays they are short-lived, and it is possible that
you, while still a prince, might pass away. Well now, do you prince,
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having slain your father, become king. I, having slain the Lord, will
become the Awakened One.” And Prince Ajātasattu, thinking: “Now,
master Devadatta is of great psychic power, of great majesty; master
Devadatta must know (what is right),” having fastened a dagger²
against his thigh, at an early hour (although) afraid, anxious, fearful,
alarmed, entered the (king’s) private quarters forcibly. But the chief
ministers in attendance in the private quarters sawPrinceAjātasattu
at an early hour (although) afraid, anxious, fearful, alarmed, enter-
ing the (king’s) private quarters forcibly. Seeing him, they laid hold
of him. These examining him, and having seen the dagger bound
against his thigh, spoke thus to Prince Ajātasattu: “What is it that
you, prince, want to do?”
“I want to slay my father.”
“By whom are you being incited?”
“By master Devadatta.” Some chief ministers gave this opinion:

“The Prince should be slain and Devadatta and all the monks should
be slain.”³ Somechiefministers gave this opinion: “Themonks should
not be slain for the monks are not giving offence,⁴ but the Prince
should be slain and Devadatta.” Some chief ministers gave this opin-
ion: “ThePrince shouldnot be slain, norDevadatta, themonks should

¹ Quoted Dhp-a i.140, dn-a 135. ² potthanikaṁ. As at Vin 1.217, where translated
“butcher’s knife.” ³ Quoted at dn-a 135. ⁴ aparajjhanti, as at Vin 3.162.
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not be slain. The king should be told and we will do whatever the
king says.”

Kd 17.3.5

“Then these chief ministers, taking Prince Ajātasattu, approached
King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha; having approached, they told

Vin 2.191

this matter to King Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha. He said: “What
opinion, my good men, have the chief ministers formed?”
“Some chief ministers, Sire, gave this opinion … Some chief min-

isters gave this opinion … Some chief ministers gave this opinion:
‘The Prince should not be slain, nor Devadatta, the monks should not
be slain.The king should be told and wewill do whatever the king
says’.”
“What, my goodmen, can the Awakened One or dhamma or the

Order have to do (with this)? Has not the Lord already had Devadatta
BD 5.268

informed against in Rājagaha to the effect that formerly Devadatta’s
nature was of one kind, now it is of another kind, and that whatever
Devadatta may do by gesture or by speech, in that neither the Awak-
ened One nor dhamma nor the Order is to be seen, but in that only
Devadatta should be seen?”

Those chief ministers who had given their opinion thus: “The
Prince should be slain and Devadatta and all the monks should be
slain,” these he discharged.¹ Those chief ministers who had given
their opinion thus: “Themonks should not be slain, for themonks do
not give any offence, but the prince should be slain and Devadatta,”
these he set in lowly positions.Those chief ministers who had given
their opinion thus: ‘The prince should not be slain, nor Devadatta,
nor should the monks be slain.The king should be told and we will
do whatever the king says,” these he set in high positions.Then King
Seniya Bimbisāra of Magadha spoke thus to Prince Ajātasattu:
“Why do you, prince, want to slay me?”
“Sire, I have need of a kingdom.”
“If it be that you, prince, have need of a kingdom, this kingdom is

yours,” and he handed over the kingdom to Prince Ajātasattu.

¹ te abhabbe akāsi, he rendered them incapable (of holding an official position).
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Sending assassins
Kd 17.3.6

Then Devadatta approached Prince Ajātasattu¹; having approached,
he spoke thus to Prince Ajātasattu:
“YourMajesty, commandyourmenso that theydeprive the recluse

Gotama of life.”Then Prince Ajātasattu commanded his men, saying:
“My good men, do whatever master Devadatta says.”Then Devadatta
enjoined the men, saying: “Go along, friends, the recluse Gotama is
staying at a certain place. Having deprived him of life, come back by
a certain road,” and he set twomen on that road, saying: “Whatever
man comes alone along this road, having deprived him of life, come
back by this road,” and having set four men on that road, saying:
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“Whatever couple of men come along by this road, having deprived
them of life, come back by this road,” and having set eight men on
that road, saying: “Whatever four men come along by this road, …

Vin 2.192

come back by this road,” and having set sixteenmen on that road, he
said: “Whatever eight men come along by this road, having deprived
them of life, come back.”

Kd 17.3.7

Then thatmanwhowas alone, having grasped a sword and shield,
having bound on a bow and quiver,² approached the Lord; having
approached, when he was quite near the Lord he stood still, his body
quite rigid³ afraid, anxious, fearful, alarmed.⁴The Lord saw thatman
standing still, his body quite rigid, afraid … alarmed and seeing him,
he spoke thus to that man: “Come, friend, do not be afraid.” Then
that man, having put his sword and shield to one side, having laid
down his bow and quiver, approached the Lord; having approached,
having inclined his head to the Lord’s feet, he spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, a transgressionhasovercomeme, foolish,misguided,wrong

that I was, in that I was coming here with mymindmalignant,⁵ my

¹ Vinaya Texts iii.243, n. 2 points out that Ajātasattu is not called “king” here, and
that therefore the events described in this paragraph took place before he actually
became king, and that the paragraph probably stood originally in some other con-
nection. On the other hand, it should be noticed that Devadatta addresses him as
mahārāja. ² Stock, as at e.g. an iii.93–an iii.94, mn i.86, mn ii.99. ³ patthaddha,
as atThag 1074. Vin-a 1275, says “with his body motionless like a figure modelled in
clay.” ⁴ As at Kd 17.1.6. ⁵ duṭṭhacitta, as at mn iii.65.
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mind on murder.¹ Lord, may the Lord acknowledge for me the trans-
gression as a transgression for the sake of restraint in the future.”
“Truly, friend, a transgression overcame you, foolish, misguided,

wrong that you were, in that you were coming here, with your mind
malignant, your mind onmurder. But if you, friend, having seen the
transgression as a transgression, confess according to the rule, we
acknowledge it for you; for friend in the discipline of the noble, this
is growth: whoever having seen a transgression as a transgression,
confesses according to the rule, he attains restraint in the future.”²

Then the Lord talked a progressive talk³ to this man, that is to
say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven … sorrow,
its uprising, stopping, the Way. Just as a clean cloth without black
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specks will take a dye easily, even so (as he was sitting) on that very
seat did dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arise to that man, that
“whatever is of a nature to arise, all that is of a nature to stop.”Then
that man⁴ as one who has seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known
dhamma, plunged into dhamma, having crossed over doubt, having
put away uncertainty, having attained without another’s help to full
confidence in the Teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Excellent, Lord: Lord, it is excellent. It is as if one were to set

upright what has been upset … thus is dhamma explained in many
a figure by the Lord. So I, Lord, am going to the Lord for refuge and
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to dhamma and to the Order of monks. May the Lord accept me as a
lay-follower going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life
lasts.”

Then the Lord spoke thus to that man: “Do not you, friend, go by
that road. Go by this road,” and he sent him off by another road.

Kd 17.3.8

Then those two men, thinking: ‘Why is that man who is alone
so slow in coming?’ going along to meet him saw the Lord sitting
at the root of a tree. Seeing him, they approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance.The Lord talked a progressive talk to these … to full confi-
dence in the Teacher’s instruction, spoke thus to the Lord: “Excellent,

¹ vadhakacitta, as at dn iii.72. ² Cf.Vin 4.18–Vin 4.19, etc. ³ As at Vin 1.15. ⁴ As
at Vin 1.12.
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Lord…May the Lord accept us as lay-followers going for refuge from
this day forth for as long as life lasts.”

Then the Lord spoke thus to these men: “Do not you, friends, go
by that road. Go by this road,” and he sent them off by another road.
Then those four men, thinking: ‘Why are these twomen so slow in
coming?’ … and he sent them off by another road.Then those eight
men, thinking: ‘Why are these four men so slow in coming?’ … and
he sent them off by another road.Then those sixteen men, thinking:
‘Why are these eightmen so slow in coming?’… “May the Lord receive
us as lay-followers going for refuge from this day forth for as long as
life lasts.”¹

Kd 17.3.9

BD 5.271 Then that one man approached Devadatta²; having approached,
he spoke thus to Devadatta: “Honoured sir, I am not able to deprive
that Lord of life, that Lord is of great psychic power, of great might.”
“All right, friend, do not you deprive the recluse Gotama of life. I

myself will deprive the recluse Gotama of life.”

Shedding blood

Now at that time the Lord was pacing up and down in the shade³ of
MountVulture Peak.ThenDevadatta, having climbedMountVulture
Peak, hurled down a great stone, thinking: “With this I will deprive
the recluse Gotama of life.” But two mountain peaks, having met,
crushed that stone, and (only) a fragment of it, having fallen down,
drewbloodon theLord’s foot.⁴Then theLord, having lookedupwards,
spoke thus to Devadatta: “You have produced great demerit, foolish
man, in that you, with your mind malignant, your mind onmurder,
drew the Truth-finder’s blood.”Then the Lord addressed the monks,
saying: “This, monks, is the first deed whose fruit comes with no
delay⁵ accumulated by Devadatta since he, with his mind malignant,
his mind onmurder, drew the Truth-finder’s blood.”

Vin 2.194

Kd 17.3.10 ¹ A version noticed by Oldenberg (Vin.2.324) adds that “the Lord spoke thus to
those men … sent them off by another road.” ² From here, cf. Ja v.333ff. ³ Cf.
Vin 1.180. ⁴ An echo of widespread folk-tradition, where the Hero, on his quest,
passes with all speed through clashing rocks, sometimes sustaining an injury.
⁵ ānantarikakamma. Cf. Vism 177.
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Monks heard: “It is said that Devadatta schemed to murder the
Lord,” and so these monks paced up and down on every side of the
Lord’s dwelling-place doing their studies together with a loud noise,
with a great noise for theprotection, defence andwarding of theLord.
The Lord heard the loud noise, the great noise, the noise of studying,
and hearing it, he addressed the venerable Ānanda, saying:
“What on earth, Ānanda, is this loud noise, this great noise, this

noise of studying?”
“Lord, the monks heard that Devadatta schemed to murder the

Lord, and so, Lord, these monks are pacing up and down… for the
protection, defence and warding of the Lord.This, Lord, is the loud
noise, the great noise, the noise of studying.”

BD 5.272

“Well now, Ānanda, address thesemonks inmy name, saying: ‘The
Teacher is summoning the venerable ones.’ ”
“Very well, Lord,” and the venerable Ānanda, having answered

the Lord in assent, approached those monks; having approached, he
spoke thus to thosemonks: “TheTeacher is summoning thevenerable
ones.”
“Very well, your reverence,” and these monks, having answered

the venerable Ānanda in assent, approached the Lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance.The Lord spoke thus to these monks as they were sitting
down at a respectful distance:
“This is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass that anyone

could deprive a Truth-finder of life by aggression; monks, Truth-
finders attain nibbāna not because of an attack.¹ Monks, there are
these five teachers found in the world. What five? …² and I do not
expect protection from disciples in respect of knowledge and vision.
This is impossible, monks, it cannot come to pass that anyone could
deprive a Truth-finder of life by aggression; monks, Truth-finders
attain nibbāna not because of an attack. Go, monks, to your own
dwelling-places³; Truth-finders,monks, do not need to be protected.”

¹ anupakkama, “not by attack (from external enemies),” as at Critical Pali Dictionary.
² As at Kd 17.2.3, Kd 17.2.4 (to end). Read above “monks” instead of “Moggallāna.”
³ yathāvihāraṁ, as at Vin 4.15.
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Sending out Nālāgiri
Kd 17.3.11

Now at that time there was a fierce elephant in Rājagaha, a man-
slayer, called Nālāgiri. Then Devadatta, having entered Rājagaha,
having gone to the elephant stable, spoke thus to the mahouts: “We,
my good fellows, are relations of the king.We are competent to put in
a high position one occupying a lowly position and to bring about an
increase in food andwages.Well now, good fellows, when the recluse
Gotama is coming along this carriage road,¹ then, having let loose
this elephant, Nālāgiri, bring him down this carriage road.”
“Very well, honoured sir,” these mahouts answered Devadatta in

assent.
Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl

BD 5.273

androbe, enteredRājagaha for almsfood togetherwith severalmonks.
Vin 2.195

Then the Lord went along that carriage road. Then those mahouts
saw the Lord coming along that carriage-road; seeing him, having
let loose the elephant Nālāgiri, they brought him down that carriage-
road.The elephant Nālāgiri saw the Lord coming from afar; seeing
him, having lifted up his trunk, he rushed towards the Lord, his ears
and tail erect. Those monks saw the elephant Nālāgiri coming in the
distance; seeing him, they spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, this elephant Nālāgiri, coming along this carriage-road, is

a fierce man-slayer; Lord, let the Lord turn back, let the well-farer
turn back.”
“Wait,monks, do not be afraid; this is impossible,monks, it cannot

come to pass that anyone should deprive a Truth-finder of life by
aggression; monks, Truth-finders attain nibbāna not because of an
attack.” And a second time … And a third time these monks spoke
thus to the Lord: “Lord, this elephant Nālāgiri, … let the well-farer
turn back.”
“Wait, monks, … Truth-finders attain nibbāna not because of an

attack.”

Kd 17.3.12

¹ racchā. See bd 3.268, n. 1.
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Nowat that timepeople, havingmountedupon to the longhouses
and the curved houses and the roofs, waited there.Those people who
were of little faith, not believing, who were of poor intelligence,¹
these spoke thus: “This great recluse is indeed lovely; he will be hurt
by the bull elephant.”² But those people who had faith and were
believing, who were wise and intelligent, these spoke thus: “Soon,
good sirs, the bull-elephant will come into conflict with the elephant
(amongmen).”

Then the Lord suffused the elephant Nālāgiri with loving-kind-
ness of mind.Then the elephant Nālāgiri, suffused by the Lord with
loving-kindness of mind, having put down his trunk, approached
the Lord; having approached, he stood in front of the Lord.Then the
Lord, stroking the elephant Nālāgiri’s forehead with his right hand,
addressed the elephant Nālāgiri with verses:

BD 5.274

“Do not, elephant,³ strike the elephant (amongmen),
forpainful, elephant, is the strikingof theelephant (among

men),
For there is no good bourn, elephant,⁴
for a slayer of the elephant (among men) when he is

hence beyond.

“Be not proud,⁵ be not wanton,⁶
for the wanton reach not a good bourn;
Only that should you do by which
you will go to a good bourn.”

Then the elephant Nālāgiri, having taken the dust of the Lord’s
feet with his trunk, having scattered it over his head, moved back
bowing while he gazed upon the Lord.Then the elephant Nālāgiri,
having returned to the elephant stable, stood in his own place; and
it was in this way that the elephant Nālāgiri became tamed. Now at

Vin 2.196

that time people sang this verse:

¹ As atKd 17.3.3. ² nāga.Cf. themattedhair ascetics’ speech atKd 1.15.4. ³ kuñjara.
Verses also at Ja v.336. ⁴ kuñjara. Verses also at Ja v.336. ⁵ mada… pamāda, also
at Snp 218. ⁶ mada… pamāda, also at Snp 218.
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“Some are tamed by stick, by goads and whips.
The elephant was tamed by the great seer
without a stick, without a weapon.”¹

Kd 17.3.13
People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:

“How evil is this Devadatta, how inauspicious,² in that he tried to
murder the recluse Gotama who is of such great psychic power, of
such great might,” and Devadatta’s gains and honours declined; the
Lord’s gains and honours increased.

On the request for the five points

Now at that time Devadatta, gains and honours lost,³ ate with his
friends, having asked and asked among households. People looked
down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans eat, having asked

and asked amonghouseholds?Who is not fond ofwell-cooked things?
Who does not like sweet things?”

BD 5.275

Monks heard these people who … spread it about. Those who
were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can Devadatta
eat with his friends, having asked and asked among households?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, that you, Devadatta, ate with your friends,

having asked and asked among households?”
“It is true, Lord.”Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk,

he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well now, monks, I will lay down for monks the eating by a triad

¹ Cf.mn ii.105, Thag 878. ² alakkhika. Vin-a 1275–6 says “here it means he does
not discriminate, he does not know. He does not know ‘I am doing an evil deed’.” Cf.
version of Vin-a given at Vinaya Texts iii.250, n. 1. In interpreting the word like the
corresponding Sanskrit alakaṁīka, as does Vinaya Texts iii, I prefer “inauspicious,
unlucky,” to their “wretched,” with the sense of its being unlucky for donors to
give alms to Devadatta. ³ Down to “It is true, Lord” = Bu-Pc 32 where this episode
is used to lead up to the framing of a rule against a group-meal, see bd 2.306f. for
notes.
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(of monks)¹ among households—founded on three reasons:² for the
restraint of evil-minded³ individuals; for the living in comfort⁴ of
well behaved monks⁵ lest those of evil desires should split the Order
by means of a faction;⁶ out of compassion for families.⁷ In eating a
groupmeal, one should be dealt with according to the rule.”⁸

Kd 17.3.14

Then Devadatta approached Kokālika,⁹ Kaṭamorakatissaka, the
BD 5.276

son of the lady Khaṇḍā, and Samuddadatta, having approached,
he spoke thus to Kokālika, Kaṭamorakatissaka, the son of the lady
Khaṇḍā, and Samuddadatta: “Come, we, your reverences, will make
a schism in the recluse Gotama’s Order, a breaking of the concord.”
When he had spoken thus, Kokālika spoke thus to Devadatta:
“But, your reverence, the recluseGotama is of great psychic power,

¹ tikabhojana, a meal to be eaten by three people, so Vin-a 1276. See also sn-a ii.178.
Just as gaṇabhojana is a group-meal, so tikabhojana is a three-partymeal. It is appar-
ently meant that a “group” is larger than three monks, since at the end of Kd 17.3.13
it is specially said that one who eats a group-meal must be treated according to the
rule. On gaṇabhojana see bd 2.307, n. 1. ² The subject of a question put by Kassapa
to Ānanda at sn ii.218. ³ sn-a ii.178, an-a ii.163 explain dummaṅkūnaṁ by dussīla,
bad moral habit. ⁴ phāsuvihāra, cf. Vin 1.92, etc. ⁵ This and the first reason are
among the ten reasons sometimes ascribed to the Lord for laying down a rule of
training, as at Vin 3.21 and other Vinaya passages. Cf. also an i.99. ⁶ sn-a ii.178
explains that as Devadatta and his friends split the Order by means of their evil
desires, so too others of evil desires, on account of their bond as a group, having
begged among families, were eating having made the group increase; so it was
said “Lest they split the Order by means of that faction.” ⁷ an i.100 has gihīnaṁ
anukampāya pāpicchānaṁ pakkhupacchedāya, translated at gs i.84 “out of compas-
sion for householders and to uproot the factions of the evilly disposed.” If “the idea
is here, of course, lest any particular layman should be burdened by providing for
many bhikkhus,” as stated at Vinaya Texts iii.251, n. 3, it is the exact opposite of the
opinion given at sn-a ii.178 for allowing threemonks to eat together among families.
For this is that “having carried out the Observance and the Invitation in the Order
of monks, and (the monks) being all together, people having given (them) meals
by ticket and so on become bound for heaven”. So the compassion for families is in
allowing them scope to give and thereby to acquire merit. an-a ii.164 less cogently
says: “A rule of training laid downwhen householders complain is called “laid down
out of compassion for householders.” ⁸ I.e. to the rule laid down in Bu-Pc 32.
⁹ Almostword forword the same as Bu-Ss 10.1.1, Bu-Ss 10.1.2 and part of Bu-Ss 10.1.3.
See bd 1.296–299 for footnotes.
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of great might. How can wemake a schism in the recluse Gotama’s
Order, a breaking of the concord?”
“Come, we, your reverence, having approached the recluse Go-

tama, will ask for five items, saying: ‘Lord, the Lord in many a figure
speaks in praise of desiring little, of being contented, of expunging

Vin 2.197

(evil), of being punctilious, of what is gracious, of decrease (in the
obstructions), of putting forth energy. Lord, these five items are in
many a way conducive to desiring little, to contentment, to expung-
ing (evil), to being punctilious, to what is gracious, to decrease (in
the obstructions), to putting forth energy.

1. It were good, Lord, if themonks, for as long as life lasted,might
be forest-dwellers;whoever shouldbetakehimself to theneigh-
bourhood of a village, sin would besmirch him.

2. For as long as life lasts, let them be beggars for alms; whoever
should accept an invitation, sin would besmirch him.

3. For as long as life lasts, let them be rag-robe wearers; who-
ever should accept a robe given by a householder, sin would
besmirch him.

4. For as long as life lasts, let them live at the root of a tree; who-
ever should go under cover, sin would besmirch him.

5. For as long as life lasts, let them not eat fish and flesh; whoever
should eat fish and flesh, sin would besmirch him.’

The recluse Gotama will not allow these.Thenwewill win over
the people by means of these five items.”
“It is possible, your reverence, with these five items, to make a

schism in the recluse Gotama’s Order, a breaking of the concord. For,
your reverence, people esteem austerity.”

Kd 17.3.15

Then Devadatta together with his friends approached the Lord;
having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a re-
spectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance,
Devadatta spoke thus to the Lord:

BD 5.277

“Lord, the Lord in many a figure speaks in praise of desiring little
… whoever should eat fish and flesh, sin would besmirch him.”
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“Enough,Devadatta,”he said. “Whoeverwishes, lethimbea forest-
dweller; whoever wishes, let him stay in the neighbourhood of a vil-
lage; whoever wishes, let him be a beggar for alms; whoever wishes,
let him accept an invitation; whoever wishes, let him be a rag-robe
wearer; whoever wishes, let him accept a householder’s robes. For
eight months, Devadatta, lodging at the root of a tree is permitted by
me. Fish and flesh are pure in respect of three points: if they are not
seen, heard or suspected (to have been killed on purpose for him).”¹

Then Devadatta, thinking: ‘The Lord does not permit these five
items,’ joyful, elated, rising from his seat with his friends, having
greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him.Then
Devadatta, having entered Rājagaha with his friends, taught the
people bymeans of the five items, saying: “We, friends, having ap-
proached the recluse Gotama, asked for five items, saying: ‘Lord, the
Lord in many a figure speaks in praise of desiring little …whoever
should eat fish and flesh, sin would besmirch him’.The recluse Go-
tama does not allow these five items, but we live undertaking these
five items.”

Kd 17.3.16

Those people who were there of little faith, not believing, who
were of poor intelligence, these spoke thus: “These recluses, sons of
the Sakyans are punctilious, are expungers (of evil), but the recluse
Gotama is for abundance and strives after abundance.” But those
people who had faith and were believing, who were wise and intel-

Vin 2.198

ligent, these looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can this Devadatta go forward with a schism in the Lord’s Or-
der, with a breaking of the concord?”Monks heard these people who
… spread it about.Those who were modest monks … spread it about,
saying:
“How can this Devadatta go forward with a schism in the Order, a

breaking of the concord?”Then these monks told this matter to the
Lord. He said:

BD 5.278

“Is it true, as is said that you, Devadatta, went forward with a
schism in the Order, a breaking of the concord?”

¹ Cf. Vin 1.238 (bd 4.325).
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“It is true, Lord.”
“Enough, Devadatta, do not let there be a schism in the Order,

for a schism in the Order is a serious matter,¹ Devadatta. Whoever,
Devadatta, splits an Order that is united, he sets up demerit that
endures for an aeon;² he is boiled in hell for an aeon; but whoever,
Devadatta, unites an Order that is split, he sets up sublime³merit, he
rejoices in heaven for an aeon. Enough, Devadatta, do not let there be
a schism in the Order, for a schism in the Order is a serious matter,
Devadatta.”

Kd 17.3.17

Then the venerable Ānanda,⁴ having dressed in themorning, tak-
ing his bowl and robe, entered Rājagaha for almsfood. Devadatta saw
the venerable Ānanda walking in Rājagaha for almsfood; seeing him,
he approached the venerable Ānanda; having approached, he spoke
thus to the venerable Ānanda: “Now from this day forth will I, rev-
erend Ānanda, carry out Observance both in contradistinction to⁵
the Lord and in contradistinction to the Order of monks andwill (so)
carry out (formal) acts of the Order.”⁶Then the venerable Ānanda,
having walked in Rājagaha for almsfood, on returning from the alm-
sround, after his meal, approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As
he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Ānanda
spoke thus to the Lord:
“Just now, Lord, I, having dressed in the morning, taking my bowl

and robe, entered Rājagaha for almsfood. Devadatta, Lord, sawme
walking in Rājagaha for almsfood; seeing me, he came up; having
come up, he spoke thus to me: ‘Now from this day forth will I … (so)
carry out (formal) acts of the Order.’ Today, Lord, Devadattawill split
the Order.”⁷

BD 5.279

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time ut-
tered this utterance:

¹ Quoted at Vin 1.150. ² kappaṭṭhika. But Vin-a 1276 says that kappa is āyukappa,
“for the duration of life.” ³ brahma = seṭṭha, Vin-a 1276. ⁴ This episode also
appears at Ud v.8 and Dhp-a iii.154. ⁵ aññatr’ eva. ⁶ saṅghakammaṁ. Ud v.8
reads -kammāni. ⁷ Udāna adding “and will carry out Observance and (formal)
acts of the Order.”
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“Easy is good for the good, good for the evil is hard,
Evil for the evil is easy, evil for the noble ones is hard.”¹

Told is the Second Portion for Repeating

Third recitation section

On schism in the Order
Kd 17.4

Kd 17.4.1

Vin 2.199

Then Devadatta on that Observance day rising from his seat gave out
voting tickets,² saying: “We, your reverences, having approached the
recluse Gotama, asked for five items.³ …The recluse Gotama does not
allow these, but we live undertaking these five items. If these five
items are pleasing to the venerable ones, let each one take a voting
ticket.”

Now at that time as many as five hundred monks, Vajjis of Vesālī,
werenewlyordainedandwerenotproperlyversed;⁴ and these, think-
ing: “This is the rule, this is discipline, this is the Teacher’s instruc-
tion,” took voting tickets.Then Devadatta, having split the Order, set
out for Gayā Head taking as many as the five hundred monks.Then
Sāriputta andMoggallāna⁵ approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. As
he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Sāriputta
spoke thus to the Lord: “Devadatta, Lord, having split the Order, is
setting out for Gayā Head with as many as five hundred monks.”
“Can there not be for you, Sāriputta and Moggallāna,⁶ compas-

sion for these newly ordained monks? Go you along, Sāriputta and
Moggallāna, before these monks fall into trouble and distress.”

¹ Cf. Dhp 163, ascribed by Dhp-a iii.154 to this occasion. ² salāka. Method of ap-
pointing distributor of voting tickets laid down at Kd 14.9–Kd 14.10. On process to be
followed when voting by ticket see Kd 14.14.26.This incident is briefly recounted at
Dhp-a i.142–Dhp-a i.143. ³ As at Kd 17.3.14, Kd 17.3.15. ⁴ apakataññuno, or, did not
knowwhat had been appointed; cf. Vin 4.112, Vin 4.143. ⁵ Sāriputtamoggallānā.
“The venerable” is not used in such cases. ⁶ Sāriputtā.
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“Verywell, Lord,” and Sāriputta andMoggallāna having answered
the Lord in assent, rising from their seats, having greeted the Lord,
keeping their right sides towards him, approached Gayā Head. Now

BD 5.280

at that time a certain monk was standing weeping not far from the
Lord.Then the Lord spoke thus to that monk: “Why are you, monk,
weeping?”
“Even those, Lord, who are the Lord’s chief disciples—Sāriputta

and Moggallāna—even these are going to Devadatta approving of
Devadatta’s dhamma.”
“This is not possible, monk, it cannot come to pass that Sāriputta

and Moggallāna should approve Devadatta’s dhamma. They have
merely gone so as to convince the monks.”¹

Kd 17.4.2

Now at that time Devadatta, surrounded by the large company,
was teaching dhamma sitting down.Then Devadatta saw Sāriputta
andMoggallāna coming in the distance; seeing them, he addressed
the monks, saying: “You see, monks, howwell taught is dhamma by
me that even thesewhoare the recluseGotama’s chief disciples—Sāri-
putta andMoggallāna—that even these are coming to me approving
of my dhamma.” When he had spoken thus Kokālika spoke thus to
Devadatta: “Reverend Devadatta, do not put your trust in Sāriputta
andMoggallāna, Sāriputta andMoggallāna have evil desires and are

Vin 2.200

under the influence of evil desires.”²
“Enough, your reverence, let us give awelcome to these since they

approve of my dhamma.”The Devadatta invited the venerable Sāri-
putta to half his seat, saying: “Come, reverend Sāriputta, sit here.”
“No, your reverence,” and the venerable Sāriputta, having taken

another seat, sat down at a respectful distance; and the venerable
Moggallāna too, having taken another seat, sat down at a respectful
distance. Then Devadatta, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, de-

¹ bhikkhusaññatiyā. Cf. same expression at Kd 22.2.8. Cf. gihisañatti at sn i.199, trans-
lated at ks i.254 “imparting matters to the laity”; and explanation at sn-a i.292,
ks i.254, n. 1. Also cf. an i.75. ² Quoted at Dhp-a i.143.
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lighted themonks far into the night with talk on dhamma, asked¹ the
venerable Sāriputta, saying:
“TheOrderofmonks, reverendSāriputta, iswithout slothordrowsi-

ness; may a talk on dhamma occur to² you, reverend Sāriputta, for
the monks. My back aches and I will stretch it.”³

BD 5.281

“Very well, your reverence,” the venerable Sāriputta answered
Devadatta in assent. Then Devadatta, having laid down his outer
cloak folded in four, lay down to sleep on his right side,⁴ and as he
was tired, forgetful and inattentive, he fell asleep that very moment.

Kd 17.4.3

Then the venerable Sāriputta exhorted, instructed the monks
with dhamma-talk by means of an instruction on the wonders of
thought-reading;⁵ the venerable Moggallāna exhorted, instructed
the monks with dhamma-talk by means of an instruction on the
wonders of psychic power.Then as the monks were being exhorted,
instructed by the venerable Sāriputta with dhamma-talk by means
of an instruction on the wonders of thought-reading; were being
exhorted, instructed by the venerableMoggallānawith dhamma-talk
bymeans of an instruction on thewonders of psychic power, dhamma
vision, dustless, stainless, arose to them, that ‘whatever is of the na-
ture to uprise all that is of the nature to stop.’ Then the venerable
Sāriputta addressed the monks, saying: “We are going, your rever-
ences, to the Lord. Whoever approves of this Lord’s dhamma, let him
come along.”Then Sāriputta andMoggallāna, taking those five hun-
dredmonks, approached the Bamboo Grove.Then Kokālikawakened
Devadatta, saying: “Wakeup,⁶ reverendDevadatta, thosemonkshave
been led away by Sāriputta and Moggallāna. Now, did I not say to
you, reverend Devadatta, ‘Reverend Devadatta, do not put your trust
in Sāriputta and Moggallāna, Sāriputta and Moggallāna have evil
desires and are under the influence of evil desires’?” Then at that

¹ ajjhesi, as at Kd 5.13.9. ² paṭibhātu, as at Kd 5.13.9 and see note at bd 4.264, n. 1.
³ Cf.mn i.354, where these samewords are ascribed to Gotama. ⁴ Cf.mn i.354. But
here Gotama lies downmindful and circumspect. ⁵ Among the three “wonders”
mentioned at an i.170–an i.171, dn i.212–dn i.214 and explained at both passages. Cf.
anv.327. ⁶ Quoted at Dhp-a i.143.
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very place hot blood issued from Devadatta’s mouth.¹
Kd 17.4.4

Then Sāriputta and Moggallāna approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful
distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful distance, the
venerable Sāriputta spoke thus to the Lord: “It were well, Lord, if

Vin 2.201

the monks who were partisans of the schismatics could be ordained
again.”

BD 5.282

“Be careful, Sāriputta, about any reordination ofmonkswhowere
partisans of the schismatics. But do you, Sāriputta, make the monks
who were partisans of the schismatics confess a grave offence. But
what line of conduct, Sāriputta, did Devadatta follow in regard to
you?”
“Even, Lord, as the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, de-

lighted monks with dhamma-talk far into the night, he asked me:
‘The Order of monks, Sāriputta, is without sloth or drowsiness, may
a talk on dhamma occur to you, Sāriputta, for the monks. My back
aches and I will stretch it.’ Just this, Lord, was the line of conduct
which Devadatta followed.”

Kd 17.4.5

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Formerly,² monks,
therewas a great pond in a stretch of forest; bull elephants lived near
it and these, having plunged into that pond,³ having tugged out the
lotus fibres and stalks with their trunks, having washed themwell,
and having chewed them free of mud, swallowed them.Thus there
came to be for themboth beauty and strength, and not for this reason
did they incur death or suffering like unto death. But, monks, among
these great bull elephants were young elephant calves and these,
imitating them, having plunged into that pond, having tugged out
the lotus fibres and stalks with their trunks, but not having washed
themwell, having chewed themwith themud, swallowed them.Thus
there came to be for them neither beauty nor strength, and for this
reason they incurred death or suffering like unto death. Likewise,
monks, Devadatta will die, a wretched creature, copying me.

¹ The same is recorded of Sañjaya at Kd 1.24.3. ² As at sn ii.269. ³ Cf.
Vin 1.214–Vin 1.215.
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“While the great beast¹ is shaking the earth,
grazing on lotus stalks, keeping alert among thewaters—

Copying me, the wretched creature will die,
like a calf having eaten mire.

Kd 17.4.6
“Monks, a monk who is possessed of eight qualities is fit to go a

message.² What are the eight? Herein, monks, a monk is a hearer
BD 5.283

and one who makes others hear and a learner and an instructor
and a knower and an expounder and one skilled in (recognising)
conformity andnon-conformity³ andnot amaker of quarrels.Monks,
if amonk is possessed of these eight qualities he is fit to go amessage.
Monks, because he is possessed of these eight qualities, Sāriputta is
fit to go amessage. What are the eight? Herein, monks, Sāriputta is a
learner … and not a maker of quarrels. Monks, because Sāriputta is

Vin 2.202

possessed of these eight qualities he is fit to go a message.

“Who, to some high assembled council come,
Wavers not, nor in discourse fails, nor hides
The teaching, nor speaks⁴ in doubtfulness,⁵
And who, being questioned, is not agitated—
Amonk like this is fit to go a message.

Kd 17.4.7
“Monks, Devadatta,⁶ overcome and his mind controlled by eight

¹ mahāvarāha, which as pointed out at Vinaya Texts iii.261, n. 1 can alsomean a boar.
² dūteyyaṁ gantuṁ arahati. This paragraph recurs at an iv.196. Cf. the qualities of
a messenger, dūta, at Manu 7.63ff. Also see dn i.5, dn i.8 where it is held by some
ordinary people that Gotama abstains from sending messages and going on them.
³ I copy the note at gs iv.135: sahitāsahita; cf. dn i.8, an ii.138; Dialogues of the Buddha
i.14, n. 6. Some of these terms recur at dn i.56. Cf. S.B.E. xxi, p. 352f. for what may be
theMahāyāna version of this sutta. ⁴ akkhāti. an iv.196 reads bhaṇati. ⁵ asandid-
dho. an iv.196 reads asandiṭṭhan, but an-a iv.106 has asandiddhaṁwhich it glosses as
vigatasaṁsayaṁ, without doubts. Vin-a 1276 reads asandiṭṭho ca akkhāti ti nissandeho
hutvā akkhātā anusandhivasena yojetvā. At Mil 295 sandeha occurs, meaning “doubt.”
At dn-a 282 sandiddha occurs with variant reading sandiṭṭha. See gs iv.135, n. 4.
⁶ Down to “thus it is that you, monks, should train” = an iv.160–an iv.161.
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wrong conditions,¹ is doomed to the Downfall,² to Niraya Hell,³ stay-
ing there for an aeon, incurable.⁴ What eight?

1. Devadatta, monks, overcome and his mind controlled by gain⁵
is doomed to the Downfall … incurable.

2. Devadatta, monks, overcome and his mind controlled by lack
of gain …

3. … by fame …
4. … by lack of fame …
5. … by honours …
6. … by lack-of honours …
7. … by evil desire …
8. … by evil friendship is doomed to the Downfall … incurable.

Monks, Devadatta, overcome and his mind controlled by these
eight wrong conditions is doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya Hell,
staying there for an aeon, incurable.

BD 5.284

“Monks, it is well that a monk should live constantly overcoming
gain⁶ that has arisen, lack of gain that has arisen, fame that has
arisen, lack of fame that has arisen, honours that have arisen, lack of
honours that has arisen, evil desire that has arisen, evil friendship
that has arisen. And why, monks, for what good purpose should a
monk live constantly overcoming gain … evil friendship that has
arisen?Monks, if a monk live not constantly overcoming gain that
has arisen, the cankers, that are destructive and consuming,⁷ may
arise, but if he lives constantly overcoming gain that has arisen, then
it follows that the cankers, that are destructive and consuming, will
not be in him … if he lives constantly overcoming evil friendship
that has arisen, then it follows that the cankers, destructive and

¹ asaddhammehi. See Vinaya Texts iii.262, n. 2. ² āpāyika nerayika. See Vinaya
Texts iii.262, n. 3. ³ āpāyika nerayika. See Vinaya Texts iii.262, n. 3. ⁴ This quartet
of words occurs at an iii.402, an iv.160, mn i.393 also in connection with Devadatta.
Vin-a 1276 says “now it is not possible to cure him even with a thousand Buddhas.”
⁵ Gain, lack of gain, fame, lack of fame are four of the eight worldly conditions
mentioned at dn iii.260, an ii.188, an iv.157. ⁶ Also see dn i.8 where an ordinary
man would say that Gotama abstains from avariciously adding gain to gain, or
benefit to benefit. ⁷ As at an ii.197; mn i.9.
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consuming, will not be in him.
“It is for this good purpose, monks, that a monk should live con-

stantly overcoming gain that has arisen … evil friendship that has
arisen. Wherefore, monks, saying, ‘We will live constantly overcom-
ing gain that has arisen … evil friendship that has arisen’—thus it is
that you, monks, should train.¹
“Monks, Devadatta,² overcome and his mind controlled by three

Vin 2.203

wrong conditions, is doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya Hell, staying
there for an aeon, incurable. What three? Evil desire, evil friendship,
the coming to a halt midway in his career because his special attain-
ments are of trifling value.³ Monks, a monk who is overcome… by
these three wrong conditions is … incurable.

Kd 17.4.8

“Never⁴ let anyone of evil desires arise in the world;
And know it by this: as the bourn of those of evil desires. BD 5.285

Known as ‘sage,’⁵ held as ‘onewhomade the self become,’

Devadatta stood shining as with fame—I heard tell.

“He, falling into recklessness,⁶ assailing theTruth-finder,⁷
Attained Avīci Hell,⁸ four-doored, frightful.
For he who would injure one without hatred, not doing

an evil deed—
That evil touches only him of mind of hate, contemptu-

ous.⁹

¹ Version at an iv.160–1 stops here. ² Rest of this paragraph and the whole of
the next (the verses) given also at It bd 5.85ff. ³ Cf. anv.157, anv.164, dn ii.78.
⁴ These verses occur also at It p. 85–It p. 86. SeeWoodward’s translation and notes
at Minor Anthologies ii.p. 177–178. ⁵ Cf. sn i.65. ⁶ so pamādaṁ anuciṇṇo. Iti-
a ii.100–Iti-a ii.101 says “Devadatta, saying ‘I am the awakened one,’ and so on, not
knowing his own measure (attano pamāṇaṁ ajānitvā)” falling into recklessness
(or perhaps ‘error,’ pamādaṁ āpajjanto) as to himself as an awakened one, said,
“Now I will become an awakened one, I will lead the Order of monks.” ⁷ āsajja
taṁ (or naṁ) tathāgataṁ. Text reads āsajjanaṁ, but Sinhalese and Siamese editions
have āsajja taṁ. Iti-a ii.101 explains as āsādetvā viheṭhetvā, having assailed (insulted,
offended), having annoyed. ⁸ Described at an i.141. ⁹ This resembles Dhp 125.
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“Who should think to pollute the sea with pot of poison—
Hewouldnot pollute itwith that, for sublime¹ is the great

ocean.
So he who with abuse² afflicts the Truth-finder
Who has rightly gone, his mind tranquil—on him the

abuse has no effect.

“Awiseman shouldmake a friend of such a one and follow
him,

A monk following the way of him³ should achieve de-
struction of ill.”

Questions of Upāli

Kd 17.5.1 Then the venerable Upāli approached the Lord, having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Upāli spoke
thus to the Lord: “Lord, as to the words: Dissension in an Order,⁴
dissension in an Order—to what extent, Lord, is there dissension
in an Order but not schism in an Order? And then to what extent is
there dissension in an Order as well as schism in an Order?”

BD 5.286

“If, Upāli, there is one on one side⁵ and two on another⁶ and if a
fourth⁷ speaks out⁸ and offers a voting ticket, saying: ‘This is the rule,
this is discipline, this is the Teacher’s instruction, take this (voting

¹ Reading bhesmāwith Sinhalese and Siamese editions, Vin-a 1277 and Iti-a ii.101,
instead of text’s bhasmā and It tasmā. Bhesmā means awful, terrible, and hence
may be taken as sublime. ² vādena. Iti-a ii.101 explains by dosena, anger, hatred.
³ yassamaggānugo bhikkhu. ⁴ saṅgharāji.Cf.Vin 4.37, Vin 4.128, Vin 4.153, Vin 4.217,
Vb-a 428, and Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 193ff. Other expressions for differ-
ences in the Order occur at e.g. Vin 1.339.There is also cakkabheda, “breaking of the
concord,” as at Vin 3.171, and above Kd 17.3.14. ⁵ Vin-a 1277, “if there is one on the
side (or in the faction or party) of dhamma-speakers.” ⁶ Vin-a 1277, “on the side of
non-dhamma speakers.” ⁷ Vin-a 1277, “if there is a fourth, a non-dhamma speaker,
who thinks ‘I will split the Order’.” ⁸ anussāveti, not here I think in the technical
sense of making a proclamation. Vin-a 1277 says, “fawning, he announces, sāveti.”
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ticket), approve of this’—this, Upāli, is dissension in an Order but
not schism in an Order.
“If, Upāli, there are two on one side and two on another and if

a fifth speaks out … two on one side and three on another and if a
sixth speaks out … three on one side and three on another and if a
seventh speaks out … three on one side and four on another and if an
eighth speaks out and offers a voting ticket, saying: ‘This is the rule,
this is discipline, this is the Teacher’s instruction, take this (voting
ticket), approve of this’—this, Upāli, is dissension in an Order but
not schism in an Order.

Vin 2.204

“If, Upāli, there are four on one side and four on another and a
ninth speaks out … this, Upāli, is dissension in an Order as well as
schism in an Order. Dissension in an Order, Upāli, as well as schism
in an Order is (due to there being) nine or more than nine.¹ Upāli, a
nun does not split anOrder even if she goes forwardwith a schism²…
a probationer … a novice … a woman novice … a lay-follower … a
woman lay-follower does not split an Order even if she goes forward
with a schism. Only a regular monk, Upāli, belonging to the same
communion, staying within the same boundary, splits an Order.”

Kd 17.5.2

“Lord, as to the words:³ Schism in an Order, schism in an Or-
der—to what extent, Lord, can an Order become split?”
“As to this, Upāli, monks explain non-dhamma as dhamma, they

explain dhamma as non-dhamma, they explain non-discipline as
discipline, they explain discipline as non-discipline, they explain
what was not spoken, not uttered by the Truth-finder as spoken,
uttered by the Truth-finder, they explain what was spoken, uttered

BD 5.287

by the Truth-finder as not spoken, not uttered by the Truth-finder,
they explainwhat was not practised by the Truth-finder as practised
by the Truth-finder, they explain what was practised by the Truth-
finder as not practised by the Truth-finder, they explain what was
not laid down by the Truth-finder as laid down by the Truth-finder,
they explainwhatwas laid downby theTruth-finder asnot laid down

¹ Thus for a schism to occur at least nine monks must break off from the main body
of the Order. ² Cf. Vin 1.151. ³ Cf. anv.73, an v.75.
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by the Truth-finder, they explain what is no offence as an offence,
they explain an offence as no offence, they explain a slight offence as
a serious offence, they explain a serious offence as a slight offence,
they explain an offence that can be done away with as an offence
that cannot be done away with, they explain an offence that cannot
be done away with as an offence that can be done away with, they
explain a bad offence as not a bad offence, they explain not a bad
offence as a bad offence.¹These, in regard to these eighteen points
draw away and separate (a company),² they carry out a separate³
Observance, they carry out a separate Invitation, they carry out a
separate (formal) act of the Order. To this extent, Upāli, does an
Order become split.”

Kd 17.5.3

“Lord, as to the words:⁴ Harmony in an Order, harmony in an
Order—towhat extent, Lord, does anOrder come to be harmonious?”
“As to this, Upāli, monks explain non-dhamma as non-dhamma,

they explain dhamma as dhamma… they explain not a bad offence
as not a bad offence. These, in regard to these eighteen points, do
not draw away, do not separate (a company), they do not carry out
a separate Observance, they do not carry out a separate Invitation,
they do not carry out a separate (formal) act of the Order. To this
extent, Upāli, an Order comes to be harmonious.”

Kd 17.5.4

“But, Lord,⁵ having split⁶ an Order that was harmonious, what
does he set up?”

BD 5.288

“Now, Upāli, having split an Order that was harmonious, he sets
up demerit that endures for an aeon and he is boiled in hell for an
aeon.⁷

Vin 2.205

“A schismatic in the Order,
doomed to the Downfall,

¹ As at Kd 10.5.4, Kd 10.5.5; Kd 14.14.2, Cf. an i.19–an i.20. ² Oldenberg’s text reads
apakāsanti avapakāsanti, which Vin-a 1280 interprets: they draw over a company,
extract it (vijaṭenti) and set it up (ussādenti) on one side. They make it widely
known that they are separated. an v.74, an v.75 reads avakassanti vavakassanti (with
variant reading). Cf. an iii.145. ³ āveṇi. Vin-a 1280 gives visuṁ. ⁴ Cf. anv.74,
anv.76. ⁵ Cf. anv.75. ⁶ bhinditvā. an v.75 reads bhetvāwith variant readings
chetvā, bhinditvā. ⁷ Cf. Kd 17.3.16 for many of these expressions.
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to Niraya Hell for an aeon,
To disharmony prone,
standing on non-dhamma,
falls away from peace from bondage.
Having split an harmonious Order,
he boils for an aeon in hell.”¹

“But, Lord,² having united an Order that was split, what does he
set up?”

“Now, Upāli, having united an Order that was split,
he sets up sublimemerit
and he rejoices in heaven for an aeon.
Blessed is harmony for an Order,
and the friend of those who are harmonious,

“To harmony prone,
standing on dhamma,
falls not away from peace from bondage.
Making an Order harmonious,
he rejoices for an aeon in heaven.”³

Kd 17.5.5
“Now, could it not be, Lord, that a schismatic in the Order is

doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya Hell, remaining there for an aeon,
incurable?”
“It could be, Upāli, that a schismatic in the Order is doomed to the

Downfall … incurable.”
“But could it be, Lord, that a schismatic in theOrder is not doomed

to the Downfall, not to Niraya Hell, not remaining there for an aeon,
not incurable?”
“It could be, Upāli, that a schismatic in the Order is not doomed

to the Downfall … not incurable.”
“Butwhich (kind of) schismatic in anOrder, Lord is doomed to the

Downfall, to Niraya Hell, remaining there for an aeon, incurable?”

¹ Cf. anv.76. ² Cf. anv.76. ³ Cf. anv.76.
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“This is a case, Upāli, where a monk explains non-dhamma as
dhamma; if he has the view that in this (explanation) there is non-
dhamma, if he has the view that in schism there is non-dhamma,
misrepresenting opinion, misrepresenting approval, misrepresent-
ing pleasure, misrepresenting intention,¹ and if he speaks out and

BD 5.289

offers a voting ticket, saying: ‘This is rule, this is discipline, this is the
Teacher’s instruction; take this (voting ticket), approve of this’—this
schismatic in the Order, Upāli, is doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya
Hell, remaining there for an aeon, incurable.
“And again, Upāli, if a monk explains non-dhamma as dhamma,

if he has the view that in this (explanation) there is non-dhamma,
if he has the view that in schism there is dhamma, misrepresenting
opinion … incurable.
“And again, Upāli, if he explains non-dhamma as dhamma, if he

has the view that in this (explanation) there is non-dhamma, if he
is doubtful as to a schism … if he has the view that in this (expla-
nation) there is dhamma, if he has the view that in schism there is
non-dhamma… if he has the view that in this (explanation) there is
dhamma, if he is doubtful as to a schism… if he is doubtful as to this
(explanation), if he has the view that in schism there is non-dhamma
… if he is doubtful as to this (explanation), if he has the view that in
schism there is dhamma… if he is doubtful as to this (explanation), if
he is doubtful as to a schism, misrepresenting opinion … incurable.”

Kd 17.5.6

“But which (kind of) schismatic in the Order, Lord, is not doomed
to the Downfall, nor to Niraya Hell, not remaining there for an aeon,

Vin 2.206

not incurable?”
“This is a case, Upāli, where a monk explains non-dhamma as

dhamma; if hehas theviewthat in this (explanation) there isdhamma,
if he has the view that in schism there is dhamma, yet not misrepre-
senting opinion, notmisrepresenting approval, notmisrepresenting
pleasure, not misrepresenting intention, he speaks out and offers
a voting ticket, saying, ‘This is rule, this is discipline, this is the
Teacher’s instruction; take this (voting ticket), approveof this’—even

¹ On these four psychological modalities, see bd 1.163, n.
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this schismatic in the Order, Upāli, is not doomed to the Downfall,
not doomed to Niraya Hell, not remaining there for an aeon, not
incurable.
“And again, Upāli, a monk explains dhamma as non-dhamma…

explains a not bad offence as a bad offence, but (although) he has
the view that in this (explanation) there is dhamma the view that
in schism there is dhamma, yet not misrepresenting opinion … not
incurable.”

Told is theThird Portion for Repeating

Told is the Seventh Section: that on Schism in an Order

this is its key
In Anupiyā, distinguished, the delicately nurtured one did not want to,
ploughing, sowing, leading in, led away, digging up and reaping,
Harvesting, making into stooks, threshing and winnowing, sifting, bring-
ing in,
the next and they do not stop, fathers and grandfathers.
Bhaddiya, Anuruddha and Ānanda, Bhagu, Kimbila,
and the Sakyan pride, at Kosambī, he declined, and about Kakudha.
He informed against, and a father’s, by a man, Nālāgiri,
a triad, five, a serious matter, he splits, and about a grave offence,
three, eight, three again, dissension, schism, “Could it not be?”

Vin 2.207
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On the duties of visitors

Kd 18.1.1
BD 5.291

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord, was staying at Sāvatthī
in the Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time
incoming monks entered the monastery with their sandals on,¹ and
theyentered themonasterywith sunshadesup,² and theyentered the
monasterywith their headsmuffledup,³ and they entered themonas-
tery having put their robes on their heads, and theywashed their feet
in the drinkingwater, and they did not greet the residentmonkswho
were senior nor ask about lodgings. And a certain incoming monk,
having unfastened the bolt⁴ of an unoccupied dwelling-place, having
opened the door,⁵ enteredhastily. A snake fell on to his shoulder from
a lintel above; terrified, he uttered a cry of distress. Monks, having
run up, spoke thus to that monk: “Why did you, your reverence,
utter a cry of distress?”Then thismonk told thismatter to themonks.
Thosewhoweremodest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread
it about, saying: “How can these incoming monks enter a monastery
with their sandals on … nor ask about lodgings?”Then these monks
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said,monks, that incomingmonksenteredamonas-

tery with their sandals on … and did not ask about lodgings?”
“It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord, rebuked them,

saying:

¹ A sign of disrespect, see Kd 5.12 and Bu-Sk 61, Bu-Sk 62. ² See Kd 15.23.2. ³ See
Bu-Sk 23, Bu-Sk 67 at the latter of which “head muffled up” is defined. ⁴ ghaṭikā,
as at Kd 15.14.3, Kd 16.2.1. See also Vin 3.119. ⁵ See bd 1.199, n. 3.
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“How, monks, can incoming monks enter a monastery with their
sandals on … nor ask about lodgings? It is not, monks, for pleasing
those who are not (yet) pleased … Having rebuked them, having
given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

BD 5.292

“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance¹ for incoming
monks which should be observed by incoming monks.

Kd 18.1.2

“Monks, an incoming monk, thinking, ‘I will now enter a monas-
tery,’ having taken off his sandals, having put them down,² having

Vin 2.208

beaten them, having taken them up (again), having lowered his sun-
shade, having uncovered his head, having put his robe over his shoul-
der, should enter the monastery carefully and unhurriedly.³ While
he is entering the monastery, he should notice where the resident
monks have withdrawn to.⁴ Wherever resident monks have with-
drawn to—whether to an assembly hall or to a hut or to the root of a
tree—having gone there, he should put down his bowl at one side,
he should put down his robe at one side, and having taken a suitable
seat he should sit down. He should ask about the drinking water, he
should ask about the washing water—which the drinking water is,
which the washing water. If he wants drinking water, having taken
drinking water he should drink; if he wants washing water, having
taken washing water he should wash his feet. When he is washing
his feet he should sprinkle water (over them) with one hand and
wash his feet with the other; but he should not sprinkle water and
wash his feet with one and the same hand. Having asked for a piece
of cloth to wipe his sandals, he should wipe the sandals. While he
is wiping his sandals he should first wipe themwith a dry piece of
cloth, afterwardswith a damp one; havingwashed the pieces of cloth
for wiping the sandals he should spread⁵ them on one side. If a resi-
dent monk is senior he should greet him; if he is newly ordained he
should make him greet (him). He should ask about lodgings, saying:
‘Which lodging pertains to⁶ me?’ He should ask whether it is occu-

¹ vatta, custom, duty, habit. ² nīcaṁ katvā occurs also at Kd 1.25.11, Kd 1.25.15;
Kd 18.4.4; Kd 18.6.2. ³ ataramānena as at Vin 1.248. ⁴ Vin-a 1281, “have
assembled.” ⁵ vissajjetabbaṁ. Vin-a 1281, attharitabbaṁ. ⁶ pāpuṇāti.Cf.Kd 16.11.3;
Kd 16.21.2 for rules for apportioning lodgings.
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pied or unoccupied. He should ask about resorts for alms,¹ he should
ask about non-resorts for alms,² he should ask about the families

BD 5.293

which are agreed upon as learners,³ he should ask about the privies,
he should ask about the drinking water,⁴ he should ask about the
water for washing,⁵ he should ask about a staff, he should ask about
(the form of) the Order’s agreement, saying: ‘What time should it be
entered upon, what time should it be departed from?⁶

Kd 18.1.3

“If the dwelling-place is unoccupied, having knocked at the door,
havingwaited amoment, having unfastened the bolt, having opened
thedoor, he shouldwatchoutwhile standingoutside.⁷ If thedwelling-
place is soiled or if couch is piled on couch or if chair is piled on chair
and lodgings heaped on top of them, he should clear (the dwelling-
place) if he is able to do so. While clearing⁸ the dwelling place, hav-
ing first taken out the ground covering he should lay it to one side.
Having taken out the supports for the beds … having taken out the
mattress and the squatting-mat … the piece of cloth to sit upon and
the sheet, he should lay them to one side. Having lowered the couch,
having taken it out carefully without rubbing it, without knocking
it against the door or the posts he should lay it to one side. Having

Vin 2.209

lowered the chair, having taken it out carefully without rubbing it,
without knocking it against the door or the posts, he should lay it to
one side. Having taken out the spittoon, he should lay it to one side.
Having taken out the reclining board, he should lay it to one side.
If there are cobwebs in the dwelling-place, he should first remove

¹ gocara. Vin-a 1281 says “he should ask about walking for alms thus: Is the village
which gives alms, gocaragāma, near or far? May one walk for alms early, or during
the day?” ² agocara. Vin-a 1281 says this is a village of people of wrong views or
a village with a limited supply of alms. And he should ask if it is where alms are
given to one or two (monks only). ³ See Bu-Pd 3. ⁴ These questions do not this
time refer to finding out which is which but, according to Vin-a 1281, what pond’s
drinking water it is that they drink, and what washing water it is that they use for
bathing and so on. ⁵ These questions do not this time refer to finding out which
is which but, according to Vin-a 1281, what pond’s drinking water it is that they
drink, and what washing water it is that they use for bathing and so on. ⁶ Cf.
Vin 3.160 = Vin 2.76. ⁷ For, according to Vin-a 1281, he may have seen the path of a
snake or a non-human creature. ⁸ Rest of this section also at Kd 1.25.15. Kd 18.7.2.
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them from the (floor-) covering. He should wipe the corners of the
window-holes. If a wall that was coloured red becomes stained, he
shouldwipe it havingmoistened a rag, havingwrung it out. If ground
that was blacked becomes stained, he should wipe it having moist-
ened a rag, having wrung it out. If the ground has not been treated,
he should sweep it having sprinkled it all over with water, thinking:

BD 5.294

‘Take care lest the dwelling-place is sulliedwith dust.’ Having looked
for (any) rubbish, he should remove it to one side.

Kd 18.1.4

“Having dried the ground-covering in the sun, having cleaned it,
having shaken it, having brought it back, he should lay it down as
it was before.¹ Having dried the supports for the couch in the sun,
havingwiped them, having brought themback, he should place them
as they were before. Having dried the couch in the sun … the chair
in the sun, having cleaned it, having shaken it, having lowered it,
having brought it back carefully without rubbing it, without knock-
ing it against the door or the posts, it should be laid down as it was
before. Having dried the mattress and the squatting mat in the sun,
having cleaned them, having shaken them, having brought them
back, they should be laid down as they were before. Having dried
the piece of cloth to sit upon and the sheet in the sun, having cleaned
them, having shaken them, having brought them back, they should
be laid down as they were before. Having dried the spittoon in the
sun, having wiped it, having brought it back, it should be placed
where it was before. Having dried the reclining-board in the sun,
having wiped it, having brought it back, it should be placed where it
was before.

Kd 18.1.5

“He should² lay aside the bowl and robes. When laying aside the
bowl, having taken the bowl in one hand, having felt with the other
under the couch or under the chair, the bowl should be laid aside, but
the bowl should not be laid aside on the bare ground.When laying
aside the robe, having taken the robe in one hand, having stroked the
other hand along the bamboo for robes or along the cord for robes,
having got the edges away from him and the fold towards him, the

¹ yathābhāgaṁ. ² See also Kd 1.25.11; Kd 18.7.3.
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robe should be laid aside.
“If dusty winds blow from the east, he should close the eastern

windows. If dusty winds blow from the west, he should close the
western windows. If dusty winds blow from the north, he should
close the northern windows. If dusty winds blow from the south,
he should close the southern windows. If the weather is cool, he
should open the windows by day, he should close them by night. If
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the weather is warm, he should close the windows by day, he should
open them by night.
“If a cell is soiled, the cell should be swept. If a porch is soiled, the

Vin 2.210

porch should be swept. If an attendance-hall … if a fire-hall … if a
privy is soiled, the privy should be swept. If there is no drinking
water, drinking water should be provided. If there is no water for
washing, water for washing should be provided. If there is no wa-
ter in the pitcher of water for rinsing, water should be tipped into
the pitcher of water for rinsing.This, monks, is the observance for
incoming monks that is to be observed by incoming monks.”

On the duties of residents
Kd 18.2.1 Now at that time resident monks, having seen incoming monks,

neither appointed a seat nor brought forward water for the feet, a
footstool, a footstand, nor, havinggone tomeet them,did they receive
their bowls and robes, they did not offer drinking water, they did
not greet the senior incomingmonks, nor appoint lodgings.Those
who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it
about, saying: “Howcan these residentmonks, having seen incoming
monks, neither appoint a seat … nor appoint lodgings?”Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well now, monks, I will lay down an observance for resident

monks that should be observed by resident monks.
Kd 18.2.2
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“Monks, when a resident monk has seen an incoming monk who
is senior, he should appoint a seat, he should bring forwardwater for
the feet, a footstool, a footstand, having gone to meet him he should
receive his bowl and robe, he should offer him drinking water, and if
he is able he should wipe his sandals. When he is wiping his sandals,
he should first wipe themwith a dry piece of cloth, afterwards with
a damp one; havingwashed the pieces of cloth forwiping the sandals
he should spread them on one side. An incoming monk should be
greeted and a lodging appointed with the words, ‘This lodging per-
tains to you.’ He should explainwhether it is occupied or unoccupied,
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the alms resorts should be explained, the non-alms resorts … the
families agreed upon as learners … the privies … the drinking water
… thewashingwater… the staff… the form of the Order’s agreement
should be explained with the words, ‘This is the time to enter upon
it, this is the time to depart from it.’

Vin 2.211
Kd 18.2.3“If it is a newly ordained monk (who is incoming) then (the resi-

dent one) sitting down should explain: ‘Put aside your bowl in this
place, put aside your robe in this place, sit on this seat.’The drinking
water should be explained (to him), the water for washing should
be explained, the pieces of cloth for wiping the sandals should be
explained. And incoming monks should be made to greet (him).The
lodgings should be explained to himwith the words, ‘This lodging
pertains to you.’ He should explain whether it is occupied or unoc-
cupied, alms resorts should be explained … (the form of) the Order’s
agreement should be explained with the words, ‘This is the time to
enter upon it, this is the time to depart from it.’ This, monks, is the
observance for resident monks that should be observed by resident
monks.”

On the duties of travellers
Kd 18.3.1Nowat that timemonkswhowere going away set outwithout having

packed away their wooden goods and clay goods, having opened the
doors and windows, and without having asked (for permission) as
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to their lodgings.¹ The wooden goods and the clay goods were lost
and the lodgings came to be unguarded.² Those who were modest
monks … spread it about, saying: “How can these monks who are
going away set out … lodgings came to be unguarded?”Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance for monks who

are going away and which should be observed by monks who are
going away.

Kd 18.3.2

“Monks, when a monk is going away, having packed away his
wooden goods, his clay goods, having closed the doors and windows,
he may set out having asked (for permission) as to his lodgings. If
there is no monk, he should ask a novice (for permission).³ If there
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is no novice, he should ask a monastery attendant (for permission).
If there is no monk or novice or monastery attendant, having laid
a couch down on four stones,⁴ having piled couch on couch, having
piled chair on chair, having made the lodgings into a heap on top⁵
(of them), he may set out having packed away the wooden goods the
clay goods, having closed the doors and windows.

Kd 18.3.3

“If the dwelling-place is leaking he should roof it if he is able to
do so, or he should make an effort, thinking, ‘How then can this
dwelling-place be roofed?’ If he thus succeeds in this, that is good,
but if he does not succeed, having laid down a couch on four stones in
a place where it is not leaking, having piled couch on couch, having
piled chair on chair, having made the lodgings into a heap on top
(of them), he may set out, having packed away his wooden goods,
his clay goods, having closed the doors and windows. If the whole
dwelling-place is leaking, if he is able he should convey the lodgings
to a village, or he shouldmake an effort, thinking, ‘How then can this

Vin 2.212

lodging be conveyed to a village?’ If he thus succeeds in this, that is
good. If he does not succeed, having laid a couch down on four stones
in the open air, having piled couch on couch, having piled chair on

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 14, Bu-Pc 15, and see bd 2.238, n. 4. ² agutta, as were dwelling-places
at Kd 16.2.1. ³ Cf. Bu-Pc 14.2.1; Bu-Pc 15.2.1. ⁴ As a protection fromwhite ants.
⁵ uparipuñjaṁ karitvā; above, in corresponding passage Kd 18.1.3 uparipuñjakita.
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chair, having made the lodgings into a heap on top (of them), having
packed away his wooden goods, his clay goods, having covered them
with grass or leaves, he may set out, thinking, ‘So can the different
things surely remain.’¹ This, monks, is the observance for monks
who are going away and which should be observed by monks who
are going away.”

On the duties of expressing appreciation
Kd 18.4.1Now at that time monks did not give thanks in a refectory. People

lookeddownupon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Howcan these
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, not give thanks in a refectory?”Monks
heard these people who … spread it about. Then these monks told
thismatter to the Lord.Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given
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reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks, to
give thanks in a refectory.”Then it occurred to the monks: “Now, by
whomshould thanks be given in a refectory?”They told thismatter to
the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk,
addressed the monks, saying: “I allow you, monks, to give thanks in
a refectory through a monk who is an elder.”

Now at that time a certain guild had food for anOrder;² the vener-
able Sāriputtawas the elder in the Order.Monks, thinking, ‘The Lord
has allowed thanks to be given in a refectory through a monk who is
an elder,’ departed, leaving the venerable Sāriputta alone.Then the
venerable Sāriputta, having returned thanks to these people, later
went away alone.The Lord saw the venerable Sāriputta coming in
the distance; seeing him, he spoke thus to the venerable Sāriputta:
“I hope, Sāriputta, that the meal was successful?”³

¹ app’ eva nāma aṅgāni pi seseyyuṁ. Vin-a 1282 reads seyyuṁ, with variant reading
seseyyuṁ, and says that the advantage of leaving things in the open air is that the
parts of beds and chairs are not destroyed by grass and lumps of clay falling on
them from above as happens in a leaking house. ² Cf. Kd 15.5.2. ³ iddha, as in
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 56, there rendered “effective.”
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“Themeal, Lord, was successful, even though themonks departed
leaving me alone.” Then the Lord on this occasion, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, four or fivemonks who are elders or next (in age)

to the elders¹ to wait in a refectory.”

Now at that time a certain elder waited in a refectory although
hewanted to relieve himself, and through restraining himself he fell
down fainting.They told thismatter to the Lord.He said: “I allowyou,
monks, if there is a reason, to go away, having asked (permission
from) the monk immediately next² (to you).”

On duties in the refectory
Kd 18.4.2

Now at that time the group of six monks, wrongly dressed, wrongly
clothed, improperly attired,³ went into a refectory and turning aside

Vin 2.213

went in close in front of monks who were elders, and sat down en-
croaching on⁴ (the space intended for) the elders and kept newly
ordained monks from a seat and sat down amid the houses having
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spread out their outer cloaks. Those who were modest monks …
spread it about, saying: “How can the group of six monks, wrongly
dressed, wrongly clothed, improperly attired, go into a refectory …
sit down encroaching on … and sit down amid the houses haying
spread out their outer cloaks?”Then these monks told this matter to
the Lord. He said:
“Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, wrongly

dressed … having spread out their outer cloaks?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:

¹ therānuthera. At Vin-a 1283, Dhp-a ii.211 anuthera appears to be in opposition
tomahāthera and saṅghathera, and at Dhp-a iii.412 tomahāthera. ² ānantarika
bhikkhu, as at Kd 9.4.8; Kd 16.10.1;Kd 17.3.9 and Vin 4.234. ³ As at Vin 1.44. ⁴ anu-
pakhajja, as at Bu-Pc 16, Bu-Pc 43. See bd 2.247, n. 3. This expression and the next
also occur at Kd 1.25.13.
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“Well then, monks, I will lay down a refectory observance for
monks and which should be observed by monks in a refectory.

Kd 18.4.3

“If the time is announced in amonastery, (amonk), havingdressed
with the inner robe all round him for covering the three circles,¹
having tied on his waistband, having made one bundle,² having
clothed himself in his upper robes, having fastened the block,³ hav-
ing washed, having taken a bowl, he may enter a village carefully
and unhurriedly. He should not, turning aside, go in close in front of
monkswho are elders, he should go (sit down) amid the houses prop-
erly clad,⁴ well controlled should he go (sit down) amid the houses,
with eyes cast down should he go (sit down) amid the houses, not
lifting up the robes…notwith loud laughter…with little noise…not
swaying the body … not swaying the arms … not swaying the head …
not with the arms akimbo … not muffled up should he go (sit down)
amid the houses, he should not go amid the houses crouching down
on his heels, he should not go amid the houses lolling, he should not
sit down amid the houses encroaching (on the space intended) for
monks who are elders, newly ordained monks should not be kept
from a seat, he should not sit down amid the houses having spread
out his outer cloak.

Kd 18.4.4

“When water is being given out, having grasped the bowl with
BD 5.300

both hands,⁵ the water should be received I having put it down care-
fully⁶ the bowl should be washed without rubbing it. If there is a
receiver of (used)water, having put the bowl down, thewater should
be sprinkled into a waste-tub⁷ thinking, ‘Be careful not to splash the
receiver of (used) water with the water, not to splash the neighbour-
ing monks with the water, not to splash the outer cloak with water.’
If there is no receiver of (used) water, having put down the bowl, the

Vin 2.214

¹ Bu-Sk 1. Many of Sekhiyas Bu-Sk 1–Bu-Sk 26 recur here. For notes, see bd 3.120ff.
² saguṇaṁ katvā. Cf. Kd 1.25.9. ³ gaṇṭhikā, as at Kd 15.29.3. ⁴ The items from
here to “lolling” are the same as those occurring at Bu-Sk 1–Bu-Sk 26. ⁵ Accord-
ing to Vin-a 1284, the water is being given for washing the bowl, as is clear from
the context. More water is apparently given after the meal for again washing the
bowl, see Kd 18.4.6 below. ⁶ Vin-a 1284 says without making the sound of water.
⁷ paṭiggaha, as at Kd 15.10.3.
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water should be sprinkled on to the ground, thinking, ‘Be careful
not to splash the neighbouring monks with water nor to splash the
outer cloakwith water.’ If cooked rice is being given, having grasped
the bowl with both hands, the cooked rice should be received. Room
should be left for the curry. If there is ghee or oil or tit-bits an elder
should say: ‘Obtain the same for all.’ Almsfood should be received
attentively¹ … thinking of the bowl … with equal curry, almsfood
should be received at an equal level.The elder should not eat until
the cooked rice has been served to all.

Kd 18.4.5

“Almsfood should be eaten attentively². For notes see bd 3.128ff.
… thinking of the bowl … on continuous almsround … with equal
curry … not having chosen from the top; neither the curry nor the
condiment should be covered up with cooked rice, (the monk) desir-
ing something more; neither the curry nor the cooked rice should
be eaten by one who is not ill having asked for it for himself; oth-
ers’ bowls should not be looked at captious-mindedly; too large a
mouthful should not be made up; pieces (of food) should be made
up into a round; the door of the face should not be opened if the
mouthful is not brought close; while eating, the whole hand should
not be put into the mouth; one should not talk with a mouthful in
the mouth; one should not eat tossing up balls (of food); one should
not eat breaking up the mouthfuls … stuffing the cheeks … shaking
the hands about … scattering lumps of boiled rice … putting out the

BD 5.301

tongue … smacking the lips …making a hissing sound … licking the
fingers … licking the bowl … licking the lips, one should not accept a
drinking cup with a hand (soiled) with food.

Kd 18.4.6

“Anelder shouldnot acceptwater³until everyonehas eaten.When
the water is being given, having grasped the bowl in both hands …⁴
‘… nor to splash the outer cloak with water.’ One should not throw
out amidst the houses rinsings of the bowlwith lumps of boiled rice.⁵
When they are returning,⁶ newly ordainedmonks should returnfirst,

¹ Cf.Bu-Sk 27–Bu-Sk 30. ² The items in this paragraph occur at Bu-Sk 31–Bu-Sk 55.
³ Vin-a 1284 says water for washing the hands is meant here. ⁴ As in Kd 18.4.4
above. ⁵ Bu-Sk 56. ⁶ I.e. leaving the refectory, rising from it, so Vin-a 1284.
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afterwards the elders. One should go properly clad amid the houses,
Vin 2.215

well controlled should one go amid the houses …¹ … one should not
go amid the houses crouching down on the heels. This, monks, is the
refectory observance for monks and which monks should observe
in a refectory.”

The First Portion for Repeating

On duties for those going on almsround
Kd 18.5.1Now at that timemonks who walked for almsfood walked for alms-

foodwrongly dressed, wrongly clothed, improperly attired, and they
entered a dwelling without deliberation and they left without de-
liberation, and they entered very hastily and they left very hastily,
and they stood too far away and they stood too close, and they stood
too long and they turned away too soon. And a certain monk who
was walking for almsfood entered a dwelling without deliberation;
taking (a doorway) for the house-door, he entered an inner cham-
ber. In that inner chamber a woman was lying naked on her back.
That monk saw that woman lying naked on her back; seeing her, he
thought: “This is not the house-door, this is an inner chamber,” and
he went away from that inner chamber.That woman’s husband saw
that woman lying naked on her back: seeing her, he thought: “My
wife has been seduced by that monk,” and having seized that monk,
he thrashed him.Then that woman, waking up at the noise, spoke
thus to that man: “Why are you, master, thrashing this monk?”

BD 5.302

“You were seduced by this monk.”
“Iwas not,master, seduced by thismonk.Thismonk is innocent,”²

and she made him let go of that monk.Then that monk, having gone
back to themonastery, told thismatter to themonks.Thosewhowere
modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:
“How can these monks who walk for almsfood walk for almsfood
wrongly dressed … enter … depart … stand … and turn away too

¹ As in Kd 18.4.3. ² Cf. the incident related in Bu-Pc 67.
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soon?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it
true, as is said, monks …?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance formonkswhen

they are walking for almsfood and which should be observed by
monks when they are walking for almsfood.

Kd 18.5.2

“Monks, if a monk when he is walking for almsfood thinks: ‘I will
enter this village,’ having dressed himself ¹ with his inner robe all
round him so as to cover the three circles, having fastened his waist-
band, having made one bundle, having clothed himself in his upper
robes, having fastened the block, having washed, having taken a
bowl, he may enter the village carefully and unhurriedly. He should
go amid the houses properly clad…he should not go amid the houses

Vin 2.216

crouching down on his heels. When he is going amid the houses he
should consider: ‘I will enter in this (fashion), I will leave in this.’ He
should not enter too hastily, he should not leave too hastily, he should
not stand too far away, he should not stand too close, he should not
stand too long, he should not turn away too soon. While he is stand-
ing, he should consider: ‘Are they willing to give alms or are they not
willing?’ If she puts aside her work² or rises from her seat or wipes a
spoon or wipes a dish or sets it out, he should stand still, thinking:
‘It is as though she is willing to give.’ When alms are being given,

BD 5.303

having raised the outer cloak with the left hand, having uncovered
the bowl with the right hand, having grasped the bowl with both
hands, the alms should be received, but one should not look at the
face of the donor of the alms.³ He should consider: ‘Are they willing
to give curry or are they not willing?’ If she wipes a spoon or wipes a
dish or sets it out, he should stand still, thinking: ‘It is as though she

¹ As at Kd 18.4.3. ² Vin-a 1285 says “whether she is standing or sitting at her
work—cotton or winnowing or grinding—she puts aside whatever it may be that
she has chosen.” Vin-a 1285 reads nikkhipanti, they put aside, with variant reading
nikkhipati. The work mentioned seems to suggest women’s work; but below, the
donor of the almsfoodmay be a woman or aman. ³ Vin-a 1285 says that the donor
may be a woman or a man. One is not to look at his face at the time when the alms
are being given.
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is willing to give’. When the alms have been given, having covered
the bowl with the outer cloak, one should turn away carefully and
unhurriedly. One should go amid the houses properly clad … one
should not go amid the houses crouching down on one’s heels.

Kd 18.5.3

“Whoever returns first from the village for almsfood should make
ready a seat, he should bring forward water for (washing) the feet, a
footstool, a footstand, he should set out a refuse bowl, havingwashed
it, he should set out drinking water andwater for washing.Whoever
should return last from the village for almsfood,¹ if there should be
the remains of a meal and if he should so desire, he may eat them;
but if he should not so desire, he may throw them away where there
is but little green grass or he may drop them into water where there
are no living creatures. He should put up the seat, he should put
away the water for (washing) the feet, the footstool, the footstand,
he should put away the refuse-bowl, having washed it, he should
put away the drinking water and the water for washing, he should
sweep the refectory. Whoever should see a vessel for drinking water
or a vessel for washing water or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after
evacuation, void and empty, should set out (water). If it is impossible
for him (to do this) he should set out (water) by signalling with his
hand, having invited a companion (to help him) by a movement of
his hand; but he should not for such a reason break into speech.
This, monks, is the observance for monks when they are walking for
almsfood and which should be observed by monks when they are
walking for almsfood.”

On duties for forest dwellers
Kd 18.6.1Now at that time several monks were living in a forest. They neither
BD 5.304

set out drinking water, nor did they set out water for washing, nor
Vin 2.217

did they set out a fire,² nor did they set out kindling wood,³ they did
not know the positions of the lunar mansions, they did not know the

¹ As at Vin 1.157, etc. ² Cf. Bu-Pc 56 where it is an offence for a monk to kindle a
fire to warm himself. ³ araṇisahita. See bd 3.88, n. 5, and Vinaya Texts iii.292, n. 2.
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divisions of the quarters.Thieves, having gone there, spoke thus to
these monks: “Is there drinking water, honoured sirs?”
“There is not, friends.”
“Is there water for washing … Is there a fire … Is there kindling

wood, honoured sirs?”
“There is not, friends.”
“What is there a conjunction with today, honoured sirs?”
“Indeed, we do not know, friends.”
“Which quarter is this, honoured sirs?”
“Indeed, we do not know, friends.” Then these thieves thought:

‘These have no drinking water nor water for washing, there is no
fire, there is no kindling wood, they do not know the positions of
the lunar mansions, they do not know the divisions of the quarters.
These are thieves, these are not monks,’ and having thrashed them,
they departed.Then these monks told this matter to the monks.The
monks told this matter to the Lord.Then the Lord on this occasion,
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance for monks who

are forest-dwellers andwhich should be observed bymonkswho are
forest-dwellers.

Kd 18.6.2

“Monks, a monk who is a forest-dweller, getting up early, having
placed his bowl in a bag, having hung it on his shoulder, having ar-
ranged his robe¹ over his shoulder, having put on his sandals, having
packed away the wooden goods, the clay goods, having closed the
doors and windows, may leave² his lodgings. If he thinks: ‘Now I will
enter a village,’ having taken off his sandals, having put them down,
having beaten them, having placed them in a bag, having hung it on
his shoulder, having dressed himself all round covering the three
circles, having fastened his waistband… (as in Kd 18.5.2) … he should
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turn away carefully and unhurriedly. He should go amid the houses
properly clad … he should not go amid the houses crouching down
on his heels.

Kd 18.6.3

¹ cīvara, not specified here as “outer cloak”. ² senāsanā otaritabbaṁ. Vin-a 1285
says vasanaṭṭhānato nikkhamitabbaṁ, should depart from the place where he was
staying.
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“Having set out from the village, having placed his bowl in the bag,
having hung it on his shoulder, having rolled up his robe, having
placed it on his head,¹ having put on his sandals, he should go along.
Monks, amonkwho is a forest-dweller should set out drinkingwater,
he should set outwater forwashing,he should set out afire, he should
set out kindling wood, he should set out a walking staff,² he should
learn the positions of the lunar mansions, either the whole or one
part, he should become skilled in the quarters.This, monks, is the
observance for monks who are forest-dwellers and which should be
observed by monks who are forest-dwellers.”

On duties regarding lodgings
Kd 18.7.1Now at that time several monks were making robes in the open air.
Vin 2.218

The group of six monks beat their lodgings to windward (of them)
and in the open space;³ the monks were covered with dust. Those
who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it
about, saying: “How can this group of six monks beat their lodgings
… so that monks are covered with dust?”Then these monks told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said, monks, that the
group of six monks beat their lodgings … covered with dust?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance for monks in

respect of lodgings that should be observed bymonks in respect of
lodgings.

Kd 18.7.2

“In whatever dwelling-place he is staying, if that dwelling-place
is soiled, he should, if he is able, clean it.⁴ When he is cleaning the
dwelling-place, having first taken out the bowl and robes, he should
lay them to one side. Having taken out the piece of cloth for to sit
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¹ See Kd 8.13.1. ² kattaradaṇḍa. See Kd 5.6.2 and Vin 2.76, Vin 2.208. ³ aṅgaṇa.
Vinaya Texts iii.295, n. 1 say that this is “a part of the ārāma immediately in front of
the hut or vihāra, which is kept as an open space, and daily swept …The term is a
common one, and its meaning is not doubtful.” ⁴ Cf. this passage with Kd 1.25.14,
Kd 1.25.15, Kd 18.1.3. See bd 4.63, bd 4.64 for notes.
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upon and the sheet … the mattress and squatting mat, he should
lay them to one side. Having lowered the couch, having taken it out
carefully without rubbing it, without knocking it against the door
or the posts, he should lay it to one side. Having lowered the chair,
having taken it out carefully without rubbing it, without knocking it
against the door or the posts he should lay it to one side.Having taken
out the supports for the couch, he should lay them to one side.Having
taken out the spittoon, he should lay it to one side. Having taken out
the reclining board, he should lay it to one side. Having observed
how the ground covering was laid down, having taken it out, he
should lay it to one side. If there are cobwebs in the dwelling-place,
he should first remove them from the (floor-) covering. He should
wipe the corners of thewindow-holes. If a wall that was coloured red
becomes stained, he should wipe it having moistened a rag, having
wrung it out. If ground that was blacked becomes stained, he should
wipe it having moistened a rag, having wrung it out. If the ground
was not treated, he should sweep it; having sprinkled it all over with
water, thinking: ‘Take care lest the dwelling-place is sullied with
dust.’ Having looked for (any) rubbish, he should remove it to one
side. He should not beat the lodgings near monks … near dwelling-
places … near drinking-water … near water for washing, he should
not beat the lodgings to windward in the open space, he should beat
the lodgings to leeward.

Kd 18.7.3

“Having dried the ground-covering to one side in the sun,¹ having
cleaned it, having shaken it, having brought it back, he should lay
it down as it was laid down (before). Having dried the supports
for the couch to one side in the sun, having wiped them, having
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brought them back, he should place themwhere they were (before).
Having dried the couch to one side in the sun, having cleaned it,
having beaten it, having lowered it, having brought it back carefully
without rubbing it, without knocking it against the door or the posts,
he should lay it down as it was laid down (before). Having dried
the chair to one side in the sun, having cleaned it, having shaken it,

BD 5.307

¹ Cf. Kd 1.25.16; Kd 18.1.4.
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having lowered it, having brought it back carefully without rubbing
it, without knocking it against the door or the posts, he should lay it
down as it was laid down (before). Having dried themattress and the
squatting mat to one side in the sun, having cleaned them, having
shaken them, having brought them back, he should lay them down
as they were laid down (before). Having dried the piece of cloth to
sit upon and the sheet to one side in the sun, having cleaned them,
having shaken them, having brought them back, he should lay them
down as they were laid down (before). Having dried the spittoon
to one side in the sun, having wiped it, having brought it back, he
should place it where it was (before). Having dried the reclining
board to one side in the sun, having wiped it, having brought it back,
he should place it where it was (before).The bowl and robe should
be laid aside.¹ When he is laying aside the bowl, having taken the
bowl in one hand, having felt with the other hand under the couch
or under the chair, the bowl should be laid aside; but the bowl should
not be laid aside on the bare ground.Whenhe is laying aside the robe,
having taken the robe in one hand, having stroked the other along
the bamboo for robes or the cord for robes, having got the edges away
from him and the fold towards him, the robe should be laid aside.

Kd 18.7.4

“If dusty winds² blow from the east, the eastern windows should
be closed. If dusty winds blow from the west … from the north …
from the south, the south windows should be closed. If the weather
is cool, thewindows should be opened during the day, closed at night.
If the weather is warm, the windows should be closed during the
day, opened at night. If a cell is soiled, the cell should be swept. If
a porch is soiled, the porch should be swept. If an attendance-hall
… a fire-hall … a privy is soiled, the privy should be swept. If there
is no drinking water, drinking water should be provided. If there
is no water for washing, water for washing should be provided. If
there is no water in the pitcher of water for rinsing, water should
be poured into the pitcher of water for rinsing. If he is staying in a
dwelling-place togetherwith a senior, he shouldnot give a recitation³

BD 5.308

¹ Cf. Kd 1.25.11. ² Cf. Kd 1.25.18, Kd 1.25.19, etc. ³ Cf. Kd 1.26.1; Kd 1.32.1; Kd 1.37.6,
and Vin 4.15.
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without asking the senior (for permission), he should not give the
interrogation, he should not study, he should not speak dhamma,¹ he
should not light a lamp, he should not extinguish a lamp, he should
not open windows, he should not close windows. If he is pacing up
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and down in the same place for pacing up and down in with a senior,
he should turn when the senior turns, but he should not touch the
senior (even) with a corner of his outer cloak. This, monks, is the
observance for monks in respect of lodgings that should be observed
by monks in respect of lodgings.”

On duties in the sauna
Kd 18.8.1 Now at that time the group of six monks, being hindered in (their

use of a) bathroom bymonks who were elders, having brought, out
of disrespect, a quantity of sticks, having made a fire, having closed
the doorway, sat down in the doorway.Themonks, overcome by the
heat, not being able to get through the doorway, fell down fainting.
Those who were modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can
this group of six monks, being hindered (in their use of a) bathroom
bymonks who are elders … sit down in the doorway, so that monks
… fell down fainting?”Then these monks told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks,
being hindered in (their use of a) bathroom bymonkswho are elders
… sat down in the doorway so that monks … fell down fainting?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, on being hindered in (your use of) a bathroom by

monks who are elders, having out of disrespect brought a quan-
tity of sticks, a fire should not be made. Whoever should make
one, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. And nor,monks, having
closed a doorway, should you sit down in the doorway. Whoever
should (so) sit down, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Kd 18.8.2

“On account of this, monks, I will lay down an observance for

¹ As above; and see definition of dhamma at Vin 4.15 = Vin 4.22 = Vin 4.200.
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monks as to a bathroom and which should be observed by monks in
BD 5.309

a bathroom. Whoever goes first to a bathroom, if ashes have accu-
mulated, should throw out the ashes. If the bathroom is soiled, the
bathroom should be swept. If the flooring¹ … cell … the porch … the
hall in the bathroom is soiled, the hall in the bathroom should be
swept. Chunam should be kneaded, clay should be moistened, wa-
ter should be poured into the water-jar. On entering the bathroom,
having smeared the face with clay, having covered oneself front and
back, one may enter the bathroom. One should not sit down so as
to encroach on (the space intended for) monks who are elders, nor
should newly ordained monks be turned away from a seat.² If one
is able, a treatment should be done in the bathroom for monks who
are elders. On leaving the bathroom, having taken the chair for the
bathroom and having covered oneself front and back, one may leave
the bathroom. If one is able, a treatment should also be done in the
water for themonks who are elders. One should not bathe before the
monkswho are elders, nor should one bathe above them.Way should
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be made by one who has bathed and is getting out (of the water)
for those who are getting into it. Whoever leaves the bathroom last,
if the bathroom is swampy, he should wash it. Having washed the
tub for the clay, having put away the chair for the bathroom, having
extinguished the fire, having closed the door, he may depart.This,
monks, is the observance for monks as to a bathroom and which
should be observed by monks in a bathroom.”

On duties in the toilet
Kd 18.9.1Now at that time a certain monk who had been born a brahmin, hav-

ing relieved himself, did not want to rinse, thinking: “Who would
touch this foul evil smell?” A worm remained in his rectum.Then
this monk told this matter to the monks. They said: “But did you,
your reverence, not rinse after relieving yourself?” “No, your rev-

¹ paribhaṇḍa. It is doubtful whether Buddhaghosa has understood this term: he
explains it by bahi jaggati, he lies awake outside, Vin-a 1286. ² Cf. Kd 1.25.12,
Kd 1.25.13.
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erences.”Those who were modest monks … spread it about …Then
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is
said, that you, monk, did not rinse after relieving yourself?” “It is
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true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he
addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, if there is water you should not not rinse after reliev-

ing yourselves. Whoever should not rinse, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Kd 18.10.1 Now at that time monks relieved themselves in the privy accord-
ing to seniority. Newly ordained monks, having arrived first, waited
and through restraining themselves, they fell down fainting.¹They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said, monks?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk,
he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, you should not relieve yourselves in a privy accord-

ing toseniority.Whoeverdoes (this), there isanoffenceofwrong-
doing. I allow, you monks, to relieve yourselves according to the
order of arrival.”

Kd 18.10.2

Now at that time the group of six monks entered a privy very
hastily and they entered forcibly² and they relieved themselveswhile
groaning³ and while chewing toothwood and outside the proper
vessels and they spat into a vessel and they scraped themselves with
a rough piece of wood and they dropped a piece of wood for scraping
into a cesspool; and they left very hastily and they left forcibly and
they rinsed smacking their lips and they left water in the saucer
for rinsing (-water). Those who were modest monks … spread it
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about, saying: “How can this group of six monks enter a privy very
hastily … and leave water in the saucer for rinsing (-water)?”Then
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is

¹ Cf. Kd 18.4.1. ² ubbhujitvā, as at Vin 3.40. ³ nitthunantā. Or is this “spitting”?
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said, monks?” “It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance in respect of

privies and which is to be observed by monks in privies.
Kd 18.10.3

“Whoever goes to a privy, standing outside should cough, and
BD 5.311

the one sitting inside should cough too. Having laid aside the robe
on a bamboo for robes or on a cord for robes, one should enter the
privy carefully and unhurriedly. One should not enter too hastily,
one should not enter forcibly, one should stand firmly on the privy
shoes. One should not relieve oneself while groaning … you should
not drop a piece of wood for scraping into a cesspool. You should get
rid of it while standing on the privy shoes. You should not depart
too quickly, nor forcibly. You should stand firmly on the rinsing
shoes. You should not rinse smacking your lips, you should not leave
water in the saucer for rinsing (-water). You should get rid of it
while standing on the rinsing shoes. If the privy is dirty it should be
washed. If the receptacle for (wood for) scraping is full, the pieces
of wood for scraping should be thrown away. If the privy is soiled, it
should be swept. If the plaster flooring … if the cell … if the porch is
soiled the porch should be swept. If there is no water in the vessel
for rinsing-water, water should be tipped into it. This, monks, is
the observance for monks in respect of privies and which should be
observed by monks in respect of privies.”

On duties to the preceptor
Kd 18.11.1Now at that time those who shared cells did not conduct themselves

properly towards their preceptors.Thosewhoweremodestmonks…
spread it about, saying: “How can these who share cells not conduct
themselves properly towards their preceptors?”Then these monks
told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said,monks, that
those who share cells do not conduct themselves properly towards
their preceptors?” “It is true, Lord.” The Awakened One, the Lord
rebuked them, saying:
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“How, monks, can those who share cells not conduct themselves
Vin 2.223

properly towards their preceptors? It is not, monks …” And having
rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks,
saying:
“Well then, monks, I will lay down an observance for those who

share cells towards their preceptors and which should be observed
by those who share cells towards their preceptors:

Kd 18.11.2

“The one who shares a cell,¹ monks, should conduct himself prop-
BD 5.312

erly towards the preceptor. This is the proper conduct in this re-
spect: having got up early, having taken off his sandals, having ar-
ranged his upper robe over one shoulder, he should give toothwood,
he should give water for rinsing the mouth, he should make ready a
seat. If there is conjey, having washed a bowl, the conjey should be
placed near (the preceptor). When he has drunk the conjey, having
given himwater, having received the bowl, having lowered it, having
washed it properly without rubbing it, it should be put away. When
the preceptor has got up, the seat should be removed. If that place is
soiled, that place should be swept.

Kd 18.11.3

“If the preceptor wishes to enter a village, his inner clothing
should be given (to him), the inner clothing (that he is wearing)
should be received (from him) in return, the waistband should be
given (to him); having folded them (into two or four folds), the outer
robes are to be given (to him); having washed it, a bowl with water
is to be given (to him). If the preceptor desires an attendant, (the
latter) having put on his inner robe all round so as to cover the three
circles, having bound on the waistband, having folded them, and
having dressed in the outer robes, having fastened the ties, having
washed, having taken a bowl, should be the preceptor’s attendant.
He should not walk too far away (from him), he should not walk too
close. He should receive the bowl and its contents.

Kd 18.11.4

“He should not interrupt the preceptor when he is speaking. (But)
if the preceptor is bordering on an offence, then, speaking himself,
he should warn him.When he is returning, he should make ready a

¹ From here to the end of Kd 18.11.2 see Kd 1.25.8–Kd 1.25.24, and for notes see
bd 4.59ff.
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seat, having come back first; he should set out water for washing the
feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand; having gone to meet him, he should
receive his bowl and robe, he should give back the inner clothing
(given) in return, he should receive his inner clothing. If a robe is
dampwith perspiration, he should dry it for a short time in the sun’s
warmth, but a robe should not be laid aside in thewarmth. He should
fold up the robe.When folding up the robe, havingmade the corners
turn back four finger-breadths, he should fold up the robe, thinking
‘Mind there is no crease in the middle.’ The waistband should be
placed in a fold (of the robe). If there is almsfood and the preceptor
wishes to eat, having given him water, almsfood should be placed
near (him).

Kd 18.11.5

BD 5.313“He should offer the preceptor drinking-water. When he has
eaten, having given him water, having received the bowl, having
lowered it, having washed it properly without rubbing it, having
emptied out the water, he should dry it for a short time in the sun’s
warmth, but a bowl should not be laid aside in thewarmth.He should
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lay aside the bowl and robes. When laying aside the bowl, having
taken the bowl in one hand, having felt with the other hand under
the couch or under the chair, the bowl should be laid aside, but the
bowl should not be laid aside on the bare ground. When laying aside
a robe, having taken the robe in one hand, having stroked the other
hand along the bamboo for robes or along the cord for robes, having
got the edges away from him and the fold towards him, the robe
should be laid aside. When the preceptor has got up, the seat should
be removed, the water for washing the feet, the foot-stool, the foot-
stand should be put away. If that place comes to be soiled that place
should be swept.

Kd 18.11.6

“If the preceptor wishes to bathe, he should prepare a bath. If he
wants a cold (bath), he should prepare a cold one; if he wants a hot
(bath), he should prepare a hot one. If the preceptor wishes to enter
a bathroom, he should knead chunam, should moisten clay; taking
a chair for the bathroom, having gone close behind the preceptor,
having given him the chair for the bathroom, having received his
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robe he should lay it to one side. He should give him the chunam,
he should give him the clay. If he is able to do so, he should enter
the bathroom.When he is entering the bathroom, having smeared
his face with clay, having covered himself front and back, he should
enter the bathroom.

Kd 18.11.7

“He should not sit down so as to encroach upon (the space in-
tended for) monks who are elders. He should not keep newly or-
dained monks from a seat. He should make preparation for the pre-
ceptor in a bathroom.When he is leaving the bathroom, taking the
chair for the bathroom, having covered himself front and back, he
should leave the bathroom. He should also make preparation for
the preceptor in the water. When he is bathing, having come out
of the water (first), having dried his own body, having put on his
inner robe, he should wipe off the water from the preceptor’s limbs,
he should give him his inner clothing, he should give him his outer
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cloak; taking the chair for the bathroom, having come back first,
he should make ready a seat, he should put out water for washing
the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand. He should offer the preceptor
drinking-water.

Kd 18.11.8

“If he wishes to make him recite, he should make him recite. If
he wishes to interrogate, he should be interrogated. In whatever
dwelling-place the preceptor is staying, if that dwelling-place is
soiled, it should be cleaned if he is able (to do so). When he is clean-
ing the dwelling-place, having first taken out the bowl and robes, he
should lay them to one side. Having taken out the piece of cloth to sit
upon and the sheet, he should lay them to one side. Having taken out
the mattress and the squatting-mat, he should lay them to one side.

Kd 18.11.9

“Having lowered the couch, having taken it out carefully without
Vin 2.225

rubbing it, without knocking it against the door or the posts, he
should lay it to one side. Having lowered the chair, having taken it
out carefully without rubbing it, without knocking it against the
door or the posts, he should lay it to one side. Having taken out the
supports for the couch, he should lay them to one side. Having taken
out the spittoon, he should lay it to one side. Having taken out the
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reclining-board, he should lay it to one side. Having taken out the
ground-covering, having observed how it was laid down, he should
lay it to one side. If there come to be cobwebs in the dwelling-place,
he should first remove them from the (floor-) covering; he should
wipe the corners of the window-holes. If a wall that was coloured
red comes to be stained, he should wipe it, having moistened a rag,
having wrung it out. If ground that was blacked becomes stained,
he should wipe it, having moistened a rag, having wrung it out. If
the ground did not come to be treated, he should sweep it, having
sprinkled it all overwithwater, thinking: ‘Take care lest the dwelling-
place is sulliedwith dust’. Having looked for (any) rubbish, he should
remove it to one side.

Kd 18.11.10

“Having dried the ground-covering in the sun, having cleaned it,
having shaken it, having brought it back, he should lay it down as
it was laid down before. Having dried the supports for the couch in
the sun, having wiped them, having brought them back, he should
place themwhere they were before. Having dried the couch in the
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sun, … the chair in the sun, having cleaned it, having shaken it,
having lowered it, having brought it back carefully without rubbing
it, without knocking it against the door or the posts, he should lay it
down as it was laid down before. Having dried the mattress and the
squattingmat in the sun… having dried the piece of cloth to sit upon
and the sheet in the sun, having cleaned them, having shaken them,
having brought them back, he should lay them down as they were
laid down before. Having dried the spittoon in the sun, havingwiped
it, having brought it back, he should place it where it was before.
Having dried the reclining-board in the sun, having wiped it, having
brought it back, he should place it where it was before.

Kd 18.11.11

“He should lay aside the bowl and robes. When laying aside the
bowl … (as in Kd 18.11.5) …When laying aside a robe … the fold to-
wards him, the robe should be laid aside.

Kd 18.11.12

“If dusty winds blow from the east, he should close the eastern
windows. If dusty winds blow from the west … the north …… from
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the south, he should close the southern windows. If the weather is
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cool, he should open the windows by day, he should close them at
night. If the weather is warm, he should close the windows by day,
he should open them at night.

Kd 18.11.13

“If a cell is soiled, the cell should be swept. If a porch … an atten-
dance hall … a fire-hall … a privy is soiled, the privy should be swept.
If there is no drinking-water, drinking-water should be provided. If
there is nowater for washing, water for washing should be provided.
If there is no water in the pitcher of water for rinsing, water should
be tipped into the pitcher of water for rinsing.

Kd 18.11.14

“If dissatisfaction has arisen in the preceptor, the one who shares
his cell should allay it or get another to allay it, or he should give him
a talk on dhamma. If remorse has arisen in the preceptor, the one
who shares the cell should dispel it or get another to dispel it, or he
should give him a talk on dhamma, If wrong views have arisen in the
preceptor, the one who shares his cell should dissuade him (from
them) or get another to dissuade him (from them), or he should give
him a talk on dhamma.

Kd 18.11.15

BD 5.316 “If the preceptor has committed an offence against an important
rule and deserves probation, the onewho shares his cell shouldmake
an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the Order grant the preceptor
probation?’ If the preceptor deserves to be sent back to the beginning,
the one who shares his cell should make an effort, thinking: ‘How
then could theOrder send thepreceptor back to the beginning?’ If the
preceptor deservesmānatta (discipline), the one who shares his cell
should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the Order inflict
mānatta (discipline) on the preceptor?’ If the preceptor deserves
rehabilitation, the one who shares his cell should make an effort,
thinking: ‘How then could the Order rehabilitate the preceptor?’

Kd 18.11.16

“If the Order desires to carry out a (formal) act against the precep-
tor—one of censure or one of guidance or one of banishment or one
of reconciliation or one of suspension—the one who shares his cell
shouldmake an effort, thinking: ‘How then could theOrder not carry
out a (formal) act against the preceptor, or change it to a lighter one?’
Yet if a (formal) act—one of censure… one of suspension—is carried
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out by the Order against him, the one who shares his cell should
make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the preceptor conduct
himself properly, be subdued, mend his ways, (so that) the Order
could revoke that (formal) act?’

Kd 18.11.17

“If the preceptor’s robe should be washed, the one who shares
Vin 2.227

his cell should wash it or he should make an effort, thinking: ‘How
then could the preceptor’s robe be washed?’ If the preceptor’s robe-
material should bemade up, the onewho shares his cell shouldmake
it up or he should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then could the
preceptor’s robe-material be made up?’ If dye should be boiled for
the preceptor, the one who shares the cell should boil it or he should
make an effort, thinking: ‘How then can the dye be boiled?’ If the pre-
ceptor’s robe should be dyed, the one who shares his cell should dye
it or should make an effort, thinking: ‘How then can the preceptor’s
robe be dyed?’ When he is dyeing the robe, he should dye it properly,
turning it again and again, nor should he go away if the drips have
not ceased.

Kd 18.11.18

“Without asking the preceptor (for permission), he should not
BD 5.317

give an almsbowl to anyone nor should he receive an alms bowl
from anyone; he should not give a robe to anyone nor should he
receive a robe from anyone; he should not give a requisite to anyone
nor should he receive a requisite from anyone; he should not cut off
anyone’s hair, nor shouldhehavehis hair cut offby anyone; he should
not render a service to anyone nor should he cause a service to be
rendered by anyone; he should not execute a commission for anyone
nor should he cause a commission to be executed by anyone; he
shouldnotbecomeanattendant onanyonenor shouldhe takeanyone
as an attendant; he should not bring back almsfood for anyone nor
shouldhehave almsfoodbrought backbyanyone.Without asking the
preceptor (for permission), he should not enter a village, he should
not go to a cemetery, he should not leave the district. If the preceptor
becomes ill, he should tend him for as long as life lasts; he should
wait (with him) until he recovers. This, monks, is the observance
for those who share cells towards preceptors and which should be
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observed by those who share cells towards preceptors.”

On duties to onewho shares his cell
Kd 18.12.1 Now at that time preceptors did not conduct themselves properly

towards thosewho shared their cells.Thosewhoweremodestmonks
… spread it about, saying: “How can these preceptors not conduct
themselvesproperly towards thosewhoshare their cells?”Then these
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said,
monks, that preceptors do not conduct themselves properly towards
those who share their cells?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying: “Well then, monks, I will lay
down an observance for preceptors towards those who share their
cells andwhich should be observed by preceptors towards thosewho
share their cells.

Kd 18.12.2

“The preceptor,¹ monks, should conduct himself properly towards
the onewho shares his cell.This is the proper conduct in this respect:
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the one who shares the cell should be furthered, he should be helped
by the preceptor in regard to recitation, interrogation, exhortation,
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instruction. If there is a bowl for the preceptor but no bowl for the
one who shares his cell, a bowl should be given by the preceptor to
the one who shares his cell, or he should make an effort, thinking:
‘How then could a bowl be procured for the one who shares my cell?’
If there is a robe for the preceptor … if there is (another) requisite
for the preceptor … ‘How then could (another) requisite be procured
for the one who shares my cell?’

Kd 18.12.3

“If the one who shares a cell becomes ill, having got up early he
should give tooth-wood, he should give water for rinsing the mouth,
he should make ready a seat. If there is conjey, having washed a
vessel, conjey should be placed near him. When he has drunk the
conjey, having given himwater, having received the vessel, having
lowered it, having washed it properly without rubbing it, it should

¹ From here to the end of Kd 18.12 is the same as Kd 1.26.
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be put away. When the one who shares a cell has got up, the seat
should be removed. If that place is soiled that place should be swept.

Kd 18.12.4

“If the one who shares a cell wishes to enter a village, his inner
clothing should be given (to him), the inner clothing (that he is wear-
ing) should be received from him, in return, the outer robes should
be given (to him), having folded them (into two or four folds); having
washed it, a bowl with water is to be given to him. Thinking: ‘He
will be returning about now,’ he should make ready a seat, he should
set out water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand; having
gone to meet him, he should receive his bowl and robe, he should
give back the inner clothing (given) in return, he should receive his
inner clothing. If a robe is damp with perspiration, he should dry it
for a short time in the sun’s warmth, but a robe should not be laid
aside in the warmth. He should fold up the robe. When folding up
the robe, having made the corners turn back four finger-breadths,
he should fold up the robe, thinking: ‘Mind there is no crease in the
middle’. The waistband should be placed in a fold (of the robe). If
there is almsfood and the one who shares a cell wishes to eat, having
given himwater, almsfood should be placed near (him).

Kd 18.12.5

“He should offer the onewho shares his cell drinkingwater.When
BD 5.319

he has eaten, having given him water, having received the bowl,
having lowered it, having washed it properly without rubbing it,
having emptied out the water he should dry it for a short time in
the sun’s warmth, but a bowl should not be laid aside in the warmth.
He should lay aside the bowl and robes. When laying aside the bowl,
having taken the bowl in one hand, having felt with the other under
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the couch or under the chair, the bowl should be laid aside, but the
bowl should not be laid aside on the bare ground. When laying aside
a robe, having taken the robe in one hand, having stroked the other
hand along the bamboo for robes or the cord for robes, having got
the edges away from him and the fold towards him, the robe should
be laid aside. When the one who shares a cell has got up, the seat
should be removed, the water for washing the feet, the foot-stool,
the foot-stand should be put away. If that place comes to be soiled,
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that place should be swept.
Kd 18.12.6

“If the one who shares a cell wishes to bathe, he should prepare
a bath. If he wants a cold (bath), he should prepare a cold one; if
he wants a hot (bath), he should prepare a hot one. If the one who
shares a cell wishes to enter a bathroom, he should knead chunam,
he shouldmoisten clay; taking a chair for the bathroom, having gone
(close behind the one who shares a cell), having given him the chair
for the bathroom, having received his robe, he should lay it to one
side. He should give him the chunam, he should give him the clay. If
he is able to do so he should enter the bathroom.When he is entering
the bathroom, having smeared his face with clay, having covered
himself front and back he should enter the bathroom.

Kd 18.12.7

“He should not sit down so as to encroach upon (the space in-
tended for) monks who are elders. He should not keep newly or-
dained monks from a seat. He should make preparation for the one
who shares a cell in the bathroom.When he is leaving the bathroom,
taking the chair for the bathroom, having covered himself front and
back, he should leave the bathroom. And he should make prepara-
tion in the water for the one who shares his cell. When he is bathing,
having come out of thewater first, having dried his ownbody, having
put on his inner robe, he should wipe off the water from the limbs of

BD 5.320

the onewho shares the cell, he should give him his inner clothing, he
should give him his outer cloak; taking the chair for the bathroom,
having come back first, he should make ready a seat, he should put
out water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand. He should
offer the one who shares a cell drinking-water.

Kd 18.12.8

“If the dwelling-place in which the one who shares a cell is stay-
ing is dirty, if he is able (to do so) he should clean it. When he is
cleaning it, having first taken out the bowl and robes, he should lay
them to one side … If there is no water in the pitcher of water for
rinsing, water should be tipped into the pitcher of water for rins-
ing. If dissatisfaction has arisen in the one who shares a cell, the
preceptor should allay it or get another to allay it, or he should give
him a talk on dhamma. If remorse … the preceptor should dispel it or
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get another to dispel it, or he should give him a talk on dhamma. If
Vin 2.230

wrong views have arisen in the one who shares a cell, the preceptor
should dissuade him (from them) or get another to dissuade him
(from them) or he should give him a talk on dhamma.

Kd 18.12.9

“If the one who shares a cell has committed an offence against
an important rule … the preceptor should make an effort, thinking:
‘How then could the Order rehabilitate the one who shares the cell?’

Kd 18.12.10

“If the Order desires to carry out a (formal) act against one who
shares a cell … thinking: ‘How then could the one who shares a cell
conduct himself properly, be subdued, mend his ways, (so that) the
Order could revoke that (formal) act?’

Kd 18.12.11

“If the robe of one who shares a cell should be washed …When
he is dyeing the robe, he should dye it properly, turning it again and
again, nor should he go away if the drips have not ceased. If the one
who shares a cell becomes ill, he should tend him for as long as life
lasts; he shouldwait (with him) until he recovers.This, monks, is the

Vin 2.231

observance for preceptors towards those who share their cells and
which should be observed by preceptors towards those who share
their cells.”

The Second Portion for Repeating

On duties to the teacher
BD 5.321

Nowat that timepupils did not conduct themselves properly towards
their teachers … (as in Kd 18.11.1. Instead of preceptor read teacher;
instead of one who shares a cell read pupil) …

On duties to the student
Kd 18.14.1Now at that time teachers did not conduct themselves properly to-

wards their pupils … (as in Kd 18.12.1 Instead of preceptor, one who
shares his cell read teacher, pupil) …

Told is the Eighth Section: that on Observances
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in this section are fifty-five items, fourteen observances. this
is its key
With sandals and sunshades, heads muffled up, drinking water,
did not greet, they did not ask, snake, the well behaved looked down upon,
/
He took off, sunshade, and over his shoulder, and unhurriedly, withdrawal,
laying aside bowl and robe, and suitable, asked,¹ /
Should sprinkle,² and about washing, sandals with a dry and a damp³
(cloth),
a senior, a newly ordained one should ask, andwhether occupied, resorts, /
Learners, privies, drinking water, washing,⁴ staff, agreement, thereupon⁵
the time, a moment, soiled, the ground-covering should be taken out, /
Supports, mattress and squatting mat, and couch and chair, spittoon,⁶
reclining board, cobwebs, corners, coloured red, black, not treated,⁷ /
And rubbish, ground covering, supports, couch and chair,
mattress,⁸ piece of cloth to sit upon, spittoon,⁹ and reclining board, /
Bowl and robe, and the ground, the edges away, the folds towards,

BD 5.322
from East, and fromWest, from the North, then from the South, /
And cool, warm, by day, at night, and a cell, a porch,
attendance- and fire-hall, and the custom in privies, /
Water for drinking, for washing, and into pitchers of water for rinsing—
For the rhythm: an observance laid down for those incoming. /
Neither a seat, nor water, nor meeting, nor drinking water either,
they did not greet, they did not appoint,¹⁰ and the well behaved spread it
about. /
And a seat for a senior, water, and having gone to meet, drinking water,
sandals, on one side, and he should be greeted, should be appointed, /

Vin 2.232
Occupied, resorts and a learner, privy, drinking- and washing-water,¹¹
staff,¹² agreement, the time, if he is sitting downbefore one newly ordained,
/
He should greet, he should explain, the method is as below.
The observance for these resident ones was pointed out by the Leader of
the Caravan. /
Those going away and wood, clay,¹³ having opened, not asking (for permis-
sion),

¹ pucchitā. ² Oldenberg’s text: asiñceyya; Siamese: āsiñci. ³ Oldenberg’s text:
all’; Siamese allen’. ⁴ paribhojaniya here abbreviated to pari. ⁵ Oldenberg’s
text: katikan tato; Siamese katikaṭṭhitaṁ. ⁶ kheḷamallaka here abbreviated to
mallaka. ⁷ Oldenberg: gerukā-kāḷa, akatā; Siamese: gerukā kāḷakākata. ⁸ Olden-
berg: paṭipādakaṁmañca-pīṭham, / bhisi; Siamese: patipādakā mañcakaṁ / pithaṁ
bhisi. ⁹ kheḷamallaka here abbreviated to mallaka. ¹⁰ Oldenberg: paññape;
Siamese: paññāpe. ¹¹ Oldenberg: bhojani; Siamese: bhojanaṁ. ¹² Oldenberg:
kattarā; Siamese: kattaraṁ. ¹³ Oldenberg:matti ca; Siamese:mattikā.
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and theywere lost, and unguarded, and thewell behaved ones looked down
upon. /
Having packed away, having closed, having asked (for permission), so may
he set out,
monk or novice or park-attendant or lay follower, /
On stones, a heap, he should pack away, and he should close,
if he is able,¹ or an effort, and just where it does not leak, /
If the whole² leaks—to a village, and just there in the open air,
“So the different things surely remain”: the observance for monks who are

BD 5.323
going away. /
They did not give thanks, through an elder, leaving alone, about four or
five,
wanting to relieve himself, he was fainting: these are the observances for
those giving thanks. /
The group of six monks wrongly dressed and further wrongly clothed,
and improperly, turning aside, encroaching on³ (the space intended for)
elders, /
And newly ordained monks, outer cloaks, and the well behaved looked
down upon,
having dressed with the inner robe all round one for covering the three
circles, waistband, one bundle, block, /
Not turning aside, properly clad, well-controlled, eyes cast down,⁴
lifting up the robes, with loud laughter, noise, and so the three swayings,⁵ /
Arms akimbo, muffled up, crouching, properly clad, well controlled,
lifting up the robes, loud laughter,⁶ little noise, the three swayings,⁷ /
Arms akimbo, muffled up, and lolling, encroaching, not on a seat,
having spared (he should) not, whenwater,⁸ having lowered, he should not
splash, /
Receiver, neighbouring, outer cloak, and if cooked rice it should be re-
ceived,
curry, tit-bits, for all, and an equal level,⁹ /
Attentively, and thinking of thebowl,¹⁰ andon continuous almsround, equal
curry,
not from the top, coverings up, asking, captious-mindedly, /
Large, a round, door, whole hand, one should not talk,¹¹ ball, breaking up,

BD 5.324

¹ Oldenberg: ussahati; Siamese: sace ussahati. ² Oldenberg: sabbe; Siamese: sace.
³ Oldenberg: anupakhajjane; Siamese: jjanaṁ. ⁴ Oldenberg: -cakkhu; Siamese:
cakkhunā. ⁵ pacālanā…calā. ⁶ Oldenberg:ukkhittacittā,ujjhaggi; Siamese: okkhit-
tukkhittā ujjhagghi. ⁷ pacālanā… calā. ⁸ Oldenberg: na udake; Siamese: ca udake.
⁹ Oldenberg: samatitti; Siamese: samakanti. ¹⁰ Siamese here adds: samasūpañca
titthikā / na tāva thero bhuñjeyya asampatte ca odane / sakkacaṁ pattasaññī ca sapadā-
nam ca sūpakaṁ. ¹¹ Oldenberg: na byāhare; Siamese: na vohare.
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cheeks, shaking, scattering lumps of boiled rice, /
And thenputtingout the tongue, smacking the lips,making ahissing sound,
licking the fingers, the bowl, the lips, accepting with what is soiled, /
Until everyone,¹ when water,² having lowered, he should not splash,
receiver, neighbouring, outer cloak, and having lowered on the ground, /
With lumps of boiled rice, when returning, properly clad, crouching;
this refectory-observance was laid down by the dhamma-king. /
Wrongly dressed, improperly, and without deliberation,³ hastily,
far, close, long, soon, here just those who walk for alms. /

Vin 2.233
Hemay go properly clad,⁴ well controlled,⁵ his eyes cast down,⁶
lifting up the robes, with loud laughter, noise, and so the three swayings, /
Arms akimbo, muffled up, crouching, and having considered, hastily,
far, close, long, soon, a little seat, a spoon, /
Or a dish and if she sets it out, having raised (and) having uncovered,⁷
(the alms) may be received, he should not look at, and that is about curries
as before, /
A monk should cover with the outer cloak, he should go properly clad,⁸
well controlled, and the eyes cast down, lifting up the robes, and with loud
laughter, /
Little noise, the three swayings, arms akimbo, muffled up, crouching,
the first the seat, the refuse (tub), drinking water, washing water,
the last if he so desires may eat, it may be thrown into, he should remove, /

BD 5.325
He should put away, he should sweep, if empty (and) depleted he should
attend (to them)
by a sign with the hand, he should not break into:⁹ and the observance for
those who walk for alms. /
Drinking water, washing water, fire, kindling wood and lunar mansions
(and) quarters (and) thieves,
thinking, “there is nothing” having thrashed (them), a bowl, on the shoul-
der, then the robe, /
“Now,” having hung on the shoulder, the three circles, all round,
as is the observance for those who walk for alms so are the meanings in
that for forest-dwellers. /
A bowl, on the shoulder, robe, on the head, and having put on, drinking
water,
washing water, fire, and also kindling wood, a staff, /

¹ Oldenberg: yāva na sabbe, udake; Siamese: na tāva yāva na sabbe. ² Oldenberg:
yāva na sabbe, udake; Siamese: na tāva yāva na sabbe. ³ Oldenberg: asallakkhe ca sa-
hasā; Siamese: asallakkhetvā sāhasā. ⁴ Oldenberg: paṭicchannena; Siamese paticcha-
nnova. ⁵ Oldenberg: susaṁvut’ okkhittacakkhu; Siamese: saṁvut’ okkhittacakkhunā.
⁶ Oldenberg: susaṁvut’ okkhittacakkhu; Siamese: saṁvut’ okkhittacakkhunā. ⁷ Old-
enberg: paṇāmetvā; Siamese: paṇāmakā. ⁸ paṭicchanneva. ⁹ Oldenberg:
hatthivikāre, bhindeyya; Siamese: hatthakāre na bhindeyya.
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Lunar mansions, or their positions, he should become skilled in the quar-
ters:
the observancewas laid down for these forest-dwellers by the Best of Teach-
ers. /
In the open air, theywere covered, and thewell behaved looked downupon.
If a dwelling-place is soiled, first the bowl and robe, /
Mattress and squatting-mat, couch, and chair, spittoon,
reclining board (and) window corners, red colouring, black, not treated, /
Rubbish, near monks, lodgings, dwelling-place, drinking water,
near washing water, and to windward in the open space, /
To leeward, covering, supports and couch,¹
chair, mattress, piece of cloth to sit upon, spittoon, and reclining board, /
And bowl and robe on the ground, the edges away from, the fold towards,
and the East, theWest, the North, then the South, /
And cool and warm, by day (and) at night, and a cell, a porch,
attendance- and fire-hall, a privy, drinking water, /
Pitcher of rinsing water, seniors, recitation (and) interrogation, study,²

BD 5.326
dhamma, and a light, he should (not) extinguish, he should not open, nor
should he close, /
When the senior turns, he should not touch him even with a corner;
the Great Sage laid down this observance for lodgings. /
If they are being hindered, doorway, fainting, the well behaved look down
upon,

Vin 2.234
he should throw out the ashes, bathroom, and flooring as before, /
Cell (and) porch, hall, chunam (and) clay (and) jar,
face, in front, not (encroaching on) elders, nor³ newly ordained, if he is
able, /
In front, above, a way, swampy, clay, a little chair,
and having extinguished, he may depart:⁴ the observance for those in bath-
rooms. /
He did not rinse, according to seniority and in order, and he fell down,
hastily,
forcibly,⁵ groaning, toothwood, they relieved themselves, spitting, /
Rough, cesspool, hastily, forcibly, smacking, they left,⁶
outside and inside one should cough, a cord, and unhurriedly, /

¹ Oldenberg:mañce ca; Siamese:mañcakaṁ. ² Oldenberg: -paripucchanā, sajjhā, /
dhammo, padīpañ ca vijjhāpe na vivare, na pi thake; Siamese: paripucchanā / sajjhā
dhammo padīpañ ca na vivare na ca thake. / ³ Siamese omits na. ⁴ Oldenberg: vi-
jjhāpetvā ca, pakkame; Siamese: vijjhāpetvā thaketvā ca. ⁵ Oldenberg reads uppajji
for ubbhujitvā, and in the line below ubbhajjhi; Siamese ubbhuji in both places.
⁶ Oldenberg: sethena. At Kd 18.10.2 the corresponding word is sesenti. Siamese:
sesakaṁ.
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Hastily, forcibly, groaning,¹ toothwood, and relieving oneself,
spitting, rough, and cesspool, privy shoes, /
Not too hastily, forcibly, shoes, smacking the lips,
one should not leave, one should not² get rid of, dirty,³ and about the recep-
tacle,⁴ /
Privy, plaster flooring, and cell, porch,
and water in the pitcher for rinsing water: the observance in the privies
are these. /
Sandals, toothwood, and water for rinsing the mouth, a seat,

BD 5.327
conjey, water, having washed, he should remove, soiled, and village, /
Inner clothing, waistband, fold, a bowl with water,
attendant, and precisely the three circles, all round, waistband, /
Fold, having washed, attendant, not too far away, he should receive,
while he is speaking, offence, going first, a seat, /
Water, (foot-) stool and stand, having gone to meet, inner clothing,
in the sun, he laid aside, crease, in a fold, let him eat, he may place,⁵
Drinking water, water, lowered, for a moment, but he should not lay aside,
bowl on the ground and robes, edges away, fold towards, /
He should remove, he should put away, and soiled, to bathe,
cold, hot, bathroom, chunam, clay, behind, /
And chair, robe, chunam, clay, if he is able, face,
front, elders, neither, and preparation, when leaving, /
Front, in the water, when bathing, having dressed, the preceptor,
and the inner clothing, outer cloak, chair, and about a seat, /
Footstool and stand, drinking water, recitation, interrogation,
if soiled he should clean it,⁶ first the bowl and robes /
Piece of cloth to sit upon and sheet, and the mattress and squatting mat,
couch, chair, supports, spittoon, and the reclining board, /
Ground- (covering), cobwebs, windows, red, black, not treated,
ground-covering, supports, couch, chair, mattress, /
Piece of cloth to sit upon and sheet, spittoon and reclining board, bowl and
robe,

Vin 2.235
from the East, and from theWest, from the North, and then from the South,
/
And cool and warm, by day and night, and a cell, porch,
attendance- and fire-hall, privy, drinking water, water for washing, /
Pitcher of water for rinsing, dissatisfaction remorse, and wrong view, im-

BD 5.328

¹ Oldenberg: sahasā ubbhajjitvāna; Siamese: sahasā ubbhuji ṭhite. ² Siamese omits
na. ³ Oldenberg: uhana, presumably for ūhatā of Kd 18.10.3; Siamese: ūhanā.
⁴ Oldenberg: pidharena ca; Siamese: piṭharena ca. ⁵ name, for upanāmetabbo at
the end of Kd 18.11.4. ⁶ Oldenberg uklāpaṁ su sodheyya; Siamese: uklāp’ ussahaṁ
sodheyya.
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portant (rule),¹
the beginning,mānatta, rehabilitation, censure, guidance,² /
Banishment, reconciliation, and suspension, if it is carried out,
he should wash, and he should make up, the dye, he should dye, turning it,
/
And bowl, and also robe, and a requisite, cutting off,
service, commission, attendant, almsfood, entering, /
Nor to a cemetery, and also from a district, he should attend him for as long
as life lasts;
this is the observance for one who shares a cell. These are for a preceptor: /
Exhortation, instruction, recitation, interrogation, and bowl, robe,
and requisite, ill, he should not be an attendant.³ /
These observances for preceptors are also so for teachers;
as are the observances for those who share a cell, so they are for pupils. /
Those observances for incoming ones, and again for resident ones,
those going away, those giving thanks, in a refectory, those walking for
almsfood, /
That observance for forest-dwellers, and also that for lodgings,
In a bathroom, a privy, and those for preceptors and those who share their
cells, /
(As is) that observance for teachers, so is it for pupils.
Nineteen matters are spoken of in sixteen sections. /
Being imperfect in observance one does not perfect morality,
Impure in morality, of poor wisdom, one knows not one-pointedness of
mind, /
Themind wavering, not one-pointed, sees not dhamma rightly,
not seeing true dhamma, one is not freed from ill. /
Being perfect in observance, one perfects morality too,
pure in morality, with wisdom, one knows too one-pointedness of mind, /
Themind unwavering, one-pointed, rightly sees dhamma too,

BD 5.329
beholding true dhamma, one is freed from ill. /
Wherefore the watchful son of the Conqueror should fulfil the observance,
the exhortation of the best of Buddhas—hence he will come to nibbāna. / Vin 2.236

¹ Oldenberg ācamanaṁ anabhirati kukkuccaṁ diṭṭhi ca garu; Siamese: ācama-
anabhirati kukkuccaṁ diṭṭhikā garu. ² Oldenberg has niyasaka above, for nissaya.
Siamese niyassakaṁ. Cf. also an i.99 where niyassakamma should read nissayak-.
³ Oldenberg reads na pacchāsamaṇo sāve; Siamese bhave.
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19. Suspending the Observance
(Uposathaṭṭhāpana)

Requesting the recitation of the Pātimokkha

Kd 19.1.1

BD 5.330

At one time¹ the Awakened One, the Lord was staying at Sāvatthī in
the EasternMonastery in the long house of Migāra’s mother. Now
at that time the Lord was sitting down surrounded by an Order of
monks on an Observance day.Then, when the night was far spent,
as the first watch was waning, the venerable Ānanda, rising from
his seat, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having
saluted the Lord with joined palms, spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, the night is far spent, the first watch is waning; the Order

of monks has been sitting down for a long time; Lord, let the Lord
recite the Pātimokkha to the monks.”² When he had spoken thus the
Lord became silent. And when the night was far spent, as the middle
watch was waning, the venerable Ānanda a second time rising from
his seat, having arranged … spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, the night is far spent, the middle watch is waning; … recite

the Pātimokkha to the monks.” And a second time the Lord became
silent. And when the night was far spent, as the last watch was wan-
ing, when the sun had risen and the night had a face of gladness,³
a third time did the venerable Ānanda, rising from his seat, having
arranged … speak thus to the Lord:

¹ Thewhole of this episode occurs also at an iv.204ff., Ud 5.5. ² Quoted at Kh-a 114;
and at dn-a 227–dn-a 228, and Vv-a 52, to “for a long time,” as an example of khaya,
waning. ³ Cf. Kd8.13.2; Ud 3.3.
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“Lord, the night is far spent, the last watch is waning; the sun has
risen, the night has a face of gladness; the Order of monks has been
sitting down for a long time; Lord, let the Lord recite the Pātimokkha
to the monks.”
“Ānanda, the assembly is not entirely pure.”¹

Kd 19.1.2

Then it occurred to the venerable Moggallāna the Great:
BD 5.331

“Now, on account of which individual did the Lord speak thus:
‘Ānanda, the assembly is not entirely pure’?”Then the venerableMog-
gallāna the Great with his mind compassed the minds of the entire
Order of monks.Then the venerable Moggallāna the Great saw that
individual sitting in the midst of the Order of monks—of bad moral
habit,² depraved in character, of impure and suspicious behaviour,³
of concealed actions,⁴ not a (true) recluse (although) pretending to
be a (true) recluse, not a farer of the Brahma-faring (although) pre-
tending to be a farer of the Brahma-faring, rotten within, filled with
desire,⁵ filthy by nature; seeing him, he approached that individual,

Vin 2.237

having approached, he spoke thus to that individual:
“Get up, your reverence, the Lord has seen you; for you there is

no communion⁶ together with the monks.” When he had spoken
thus that individual became silent. And a second time … And a third
time the venerable Moggallāna the Great spoke thus to that indi-
vidual: “Get up, your reverence … for you there is no communion
together with the monks.” And a third time that individual became
silent.Then the venerable Moggallāna the Great, having taken that
individual by the arm, having thrust him out through the porch
of the gateway, having shot the bolt,⁷ approached the Lord; having
approached, he spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord I have thrust that individual out; the company is entirely

¹ I.e. there is some monk in it who has not confessed an offence which he has
committed. ² For this set of epithets cf. an i.108, an i.126, an ii.239, an iv.201,
an i.205, Pp 27, Pp 36;Ud 52; sn iv.180–sn iv.181. ³ sn i.66,Thag 277; cf.Dhp-a iii.485.
⁴ Snp 127. ⁵ Defined at Vin 4.214, Vin 4.221, Vin 4.233 (bd 3.161, bd 3.174, bd 3.196).
⁶ samvāsa. Cf. definition at Vin 4.315, and definition of “to be in communion” at
Vin 4.138, Vin 4.214. Also see Bu-Pc 69. ⁷ sūcighaṭikaṁ datvā, cf. Kd 15.14.3. This
episode is referred to at Snp-a 312.
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pure; Lord, let the Lord recite the Pātimokkha to the monks.”
“How strange, Moggallāna, howwonderful, Moggallāna, that that

foolish man should have waited even until he was taken hold of by
the arm.”

Kd 19.1.3

Then the Lord addressed the monks,¹ saying:

Eightwonderful things about the great
ocean

“Monks, there are these eight strange andwonderful things about the
BD 5.332

great ocean,² from constantly having seen which asuras³ delight in
the great ocean.What are the eight?Thegreat ocean,monks, deepens
gradually, slopes gradually, shelves gradually, with no abruptness
like a precipice. And monks, that the great ocean deepens gradu-
ally, slopes gradually, shelves gradually with no abruptness like a
precipice—this, monks, is the first strange and wonderful thing
about the great ocean from constantly having seen which asuras
delight in the great ocean.
“And again, monks, the great ocean is stable, it does not overflow

its margins.⁴ And, monks, that the great ocean is stable, that it does
not overflow its margins—this, monks, is the second strange and
wonderful thing …
“And again, monks, the great ocean does not associate with a dead

body, a corpse.Whatever dead body, corpse theremay be in the great
ocean, that it just quickly forces ashore and pushes on to the dry
land.⁵That the great ocean, monks, does not associate with a dead
body, a corpse … this, monks, is the third strange and wonderful
thing …
“And again, monks, all the great rivers, that is to say the Ganges,

¹ At an iv.198 this description of the ocean is ascribed to the asura chief, Pahārāda.
² As at an iv.198–an iv.204, an iv.206–an iv.208; Ud 53–Ud 56. ³ A class ofmythical
beings—not apparently here, as sometimes, shown as the enemies of the devas.
⁴ In ebbing and flowing, Vin-a 1287 says. ⁵ Cf.Mil 187, Mil 250.
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the Jumna, the Aciravatī, the Sarabhū, the Mahī¹—these, on reach-
ing the great ocean lose their former names and identities² and are
reckoned simply as the great ocean.That all the great rivers … this,
monks, is the fourth strange and wonderful thing …

Vin 2.238

“And again, monks, those streams which in the world flow into
the great ocean, and those showers from the skywhich fall into it, yet
is neither the emptiness nor the fullness of the great ocean affected
by that.That those streams which in the world … this, monks, is the
fifth strange and wonderful thing …
“And again, monks, the great ocean has one taste, the taste of salt.

BD 5.333

That the great ocean, monks, has one taste … this, monks, is the sixth
strange and wonderful thing …
“And again, monks, the great ocean has many treasures,³ divers

treasures; these treasures are there, that is to say: pearl,⁴ crystal,
lapis lazuli, shell, quartz, coral, silver, gold, ruby, cat’s-eye.That the
great ocean,monks, hasmany treasures… this,monks, is the seventh
strange and wonderful thing …
“And again, monks, the great ocean is the abode of great beings;

these beings are there: the timis, the timiṅgalas, the timitimiṅgalas,
asuras,⁵ nāgas, gandhabbas. There are in the great ocean individuali-
ties⁶ a hundred yojanas⁷ (long),⁸ individualities two hundred… three
hundred … four hundred … five hundred yojanas (long). That the
great ocean,monks, is the abode of great beings; that these beings are
there: the timis… individualities five hundred yojanas (long)—this,
monks, is the eighth strange and wonderful thing about the great
ocean from constantly having seen which asuras delight in the great
ocean. These, monks, are the eight strange and wonderful things
about the great ocean from constantly having seen which asuras
delight in the great ocean.

¹ This list recurs at an iv.101, anv.22; sn ii.135, sn v.38; Mil 70, Mil 87, Mil 380;
Vism 10. ² gotta, clan. Cf. Chāndogya Upaniṣad 6.10.1,2; Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad 3.2.8,
Praśna Upaniṣad 6.5. ³ ratana. ⁴ See gs iv.137, notes. ⁵ See gs iv.137, n. 11.
⁶ attabhāva. ⁷ See bd 2.90, n. 8. ⁸ Quoted Atthasālinī 299.
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Eightwonderful things about this Dhamma
and Vinaya

Kd 19.1.4

“In exactly the sameway, monks, in this dhamma and discipline there
are eight strange and wonderful things from constantly having seen
which monks delight in this dhamma and discipline. What are the
eight?
“Even,¹ monks, as the great ocean deepens gradually, slopes grad-

ually, shelves gradually with no abruptness like a precipice, even so,
monks, in this dhamma and discipline there is a gradual training,² a
gradual doing,³ a gradual course,⁴ with no abruptness such as pen-
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etration of profound knowledge. And, monks, that in this dhamma
and discipline there is a…gradual coursewith no abruptness such as
penetration of profound knowledge, this, monks, is the first strange
and wonderful thing from constantly having seen which monks de-
light in this dhamma and discipline.
“And even, monks, as the great ocean is stable and does not over-

flow its margins, even so, monks, whatever rule of training has been
laid down byme for disciples,my discipleswill not transgress it even
for life’s sake. And that, monks, my disciples will not transgress even
for life’s sake a rule of training laid down by me for disciples, this,

Vin 2.239

monks, is the second strange and wonderful thing …
“And even, monks, as the great ocean does not associate with a

dead body, a corpse, but whatever dead body, corpse there may be in
the great ocean, that it just quickly forces ashore and pushes on to
the dry land, even so, monks, whatever individual is of bad moral
habit, of depraved character, of impure and suspicious behaviour,
of concealed actions, not a (true) recluse (although) pretending to

¹ Quoted Kv 219. ² an-a iv.111 says this is the “three trainings,” i.e. either in the
higher moral habit, the higher mentality, the higher wisdom (as at an i.234), or in
moral habit, concentration, wisdom. For these three words, cf.mn i.479. mn iii.1;
an iv.201; Ud 54. ³ kiriya. an-a iv.111 calls this the thirteen dhutaṅgas, ascetic
practices (explained at Vism 59ff.). ⁴ an-a iv.111 calls this: the seven (ways of)
contemplating, the eighteen great (ways of) insight (Vism628ff.), the thirty-eight
categories of dependence, the thirty-seven things helpful to enlightenment.
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be a (true) recluse, not a farer of the Brahma-faring (although) pre-
tending to be a farer of the Brahma-faring, rotten within, filled with
desire, filthy by nature—theOrder does not live in communion¹with
him, but having assembled quickly, suspends him; and althoughhe is
sitting in themidst of an Order ofmonks, yet he is far from the Order
and the Order is far from him² … this, monks, is the third strange
and wonderful thing …
“And even, monks, as those great rivers, that is to say the Ganges,

the Jumna, the Aciravatī, the Sarabhū, the Mahī which, on reach-
ing the great ocean, lose their former names and identities and are
reckoned simply as the great ocean, even so, monks, (members of)
these four castes: noble, brahmin, merchant and low, having gone
forth from home into homelessness in this dhamma and discipline
proclaimed by the Truth-finder, lose their former names and clans
and are reckoned simply as recluses, sons of the Sakyans³ … this,
monks, is the fourth strange and wonderful thing …

BD 5.335

“And even, monks, as those streams which in the world flow into
the great ocean and those showers which fall into it from the sky, yet
not by that is either the emptiness or the fullness of the great ocean
affected—even so, monks, even if many monks attain nibbāna in the
nibbāna-condition in which no more groups are remaining,⁴ not by
that is either the emptiness or the fullness of the nibbāna-condition
affected … this, monks, is the fifth strange and wonderful thing …
“Andeven,monks, as the great oceanhas one taste, the taste of salt,

even so, monks, does this dhamma and discipline have one taste, the
taste of freedom… this, monks, is the sixth strange and wonderful
thing …
“And even, monks, as the great ocean has many treasures, divers

treasures—these treasures are there, that is to say: pearl, crystal,
lapis lazuli, shell, quartz, coral, silver, gold, ruby, cat’s-eye—even so,

Vin 2.240

¹ Saṁvasati; a technical term when used of the Order; see note above, bd 5.331.
² Cf. It p. 91. ³ On this term see bd 2, Introduction, p. xliv. ⁴ See gs iv.139, n. 4
and gs iv.320; also dn iii.135, It p. 38 where the meaning of anupādisesanibbānadhātu
is explained. See also Compendium of Buddhist Philosophy p. 154: “That which bears
its own intrinsic nature.”The groups are those of grasping.
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monks, does this dhamma and discipline havemany treasures, divers
treasures—these treasures are there, that is to say: the four arous-
ings of mindfulness, the four right efforts, the four bases of pyschic
power, the five faculties, the seven links in awakening, the noble
eightfoldWay¹ … this, monks, is the seventh strange and wonderful
thing …
“And even, monks, as the great ocean is the abode of great be-

ings—these beings are there: timis, timingalas, timitimingalas, asuras,
nāgas, gandhabbas, individualities a hundred yojanas (long) … two
hundred … three hundred … four hundred … five hundred yojanas
(long)—even so, monks, this dhamma and discipline is the abode of
great beings—these beings are there: the stream-attainer, the one
going along to the realisation of the fruit of stream-attainment, the
once-returner, the one going along to the realisation of the fruit of
once-returning, the non-returner, the one going along to the realisa-
tion of the fruit of non-returning, the perfected one, the one going
along to perfection. And that, monks, this dhamma and discipline
is the abode of great beings—these beings are there: the stream-
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attainer … the one going along to perfection, this, monks, is the
eighth strange and wonderful thing in this dhamma and discipline
from constantly having seen whichmonks delight in this dhamma
and discipline.These, monks, are the eight strange and wonderful
things in this dhamma and discipline from constantly having seen
which monks delight in this dhamma and discipline.”

Then the Lord, having known this matter, at that time uttered
this utterance:

“It rains hard on a covered thing,
It rains not hard on an open thing;
So open up the covered thing,

¹ Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 395, points out that the order of these terms some-
times varies.
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Thus will it not rain hard on that.”¹

Those deserving to hear the Pātimokkha
Kd 19.2.1Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: “Now, I, monks, hence-

forth will not carry out the Observance, I will not recite the Pāti-
mokkha; now you yourselves, monks, must henceforth carry out the
Observance, must recite the Pātimokkha. It is not possible, monks, it
cannot come to pass that theTruth-finder should carry out theObser-
vance, should recite the Pātimokkha with an assembly that is not en-
tirely pure. Nor,monks, should the Pātimokkha be heard by onewho
has an offence.² Whoever (such) should hear it, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to suspend the Pātimokkha
for himwho, having an offence, hears the Pātimokkha.³ And thus,
monks, should it be suspended:⁴ On an Observance day, whether it
be the fourteenth or the fifteenth, when that individual is present

Vin 2.241

this should be uttered in the midst of the Order: ‘Honoured sirs, let
the Order listen to me.The individual So-and-so has an offence; I am
suspending the Pātimokkha for him, the Pātimokkha should not be
recited when he is present’—(thus) does the Pātimokkha become
suspended.”

Kd 19.3.1

BD 5.337
Now at that time the group of six monks,⁵ thinking: “No one

knows about us,” listened to the Pātimokkha although they had
offences. Monks who were elders, knowing the minds of others, told
the monks: “So-and-so and So-and-so, your reverences, (belonging
to) the group of six monks, thinking, ‘No one knows about us,’ lis-
tened to the Pātimokkha although they had offences.”The group of

¹ This verse occurs at Ud v.5, but not at an iv.204 or an iv.208. It is among the verses
ascribed to Sirimaṇḍa,Thag 447. Vin-a 1287 observes (as is clear from the context)
that the covered thing means “having fallen into an offence and concealing it one
falls into another and a fresh offence; but disclosing it, one does not fall into another
offence.” Cf.Ud-a 306, and alsoThag-a ii.188. ² Cf.Kd 2.27.1. ³ Kd 11.5.1 says that it
maynotbe suspended (ṭhapeti) for a regularmonk. ⁴ Cf. suspending the Invitation,
Kd 4.16.2 which follows a similar course. ⁵ Cf. Kd 4.16.3.
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six monks heard it said that the monks who were elders, knowing
the minds of others, had told the monks: “So-and-so and So-and-so
… listened to the Pātimokkha although they had offences.” These,
thinking: “In case the well behaved monks suspend the Pātimokkha
for us,” suspended first, without ground, without reason, the Pāti-
mokkha for the pure monks who had no offences.These who were
modest monks … spread it about, saying: “How can this group of six
monks suspend, without ground, without reason, the Pātimokkha
for pure monks who have no offences?”Then these monks told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Is it true, as is said, monks, that the
group of six monks suspended, without ground, without reason, the
Pātimokkha for pure monks who have no offences?”
“It is true, Lord.” Having rebuked them, having given reasoned

talk, he addressed the monks, saying:
“Monks, you shouldnot,without ground,without reason, sus-

pendthePātimokkhaforpuremonkswhohavenooffences.Who-
ever should (so) suspend it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Setting aside the Pātimokkha by rule and
not by rule

Kd 19.3.2

“Monks, one suspension of the Pātimokkha is not legally valid, one
is legally valid; two suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally
valid, two are legally valid; three… four … five … six … seven … eight
… nine … ten suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid,
ten are legally valid.

Kd 19.3.3

“What is the one suspension of the Pātimokkha that is not legally
valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded (charge of)
falling away frommoral habit, this one suspensionof thePātimokkha
is not legally valid.
“What is the one suspension of the Pātimokkha that is legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
BD 5.338

falling away frommoral habit, this one suspensionof thePātimokkha
is legally valid.
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“What are the two suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not
legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded

Vin 2.242

(charge of) falling away frommoral habit, if one suspends the Pāti-
mokkha on an unfounded (charge of) falling away from good habits,
these two suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.
“What are the two suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away frommoral habit, if one suspends the Pātimokkha on
a founded (charge of) falling away from good habits, these two sus-
pensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.
“What are the three suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away frommoral habit, if one suspends the Pāti-
mokkha on an unfounded (charge of) falling away from good habits,
if one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded (charge of) falling
away from right views, these three suspensions … are not legally
valid.
“What are the three suspensions of thePātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away frommoral habit… fromgoodhabits… fromright views,
these three suspensions … are legally valid.
“What are the four suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away from moral habit … from good habits …
from right views, if one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away from a right mode of livelihood, these four
suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.
“What are the four suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away from moral habit, … from good habits … from right
views, if one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away from a right mode of livelihood, these four suspensions
… are legally valid.
“What are the five suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

BD 5.339
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legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) an offence involving defeat … on an unfounded (charge
of) an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order … on an un-
founded (charge of) an offence of expiation … on an unfounded
(charge of) an offence which ought to be confessed … on an un-
founded (charge of) an offence of wrong-doing, these five suspen-
sions … are not legally valid.
“What are the five suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of) an
offence involving defeat … on a founded (charge of) an offence of
wrong-doing, these five suspensions … are legally valid.
“What are the six suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away frommoral habit which has not been done,¹
if one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded (charge of) falling
away from moral habit which has been done² … on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away from good habits which has not been done
…which has been done, if one suspends the Pātimokkha on an un-
founded (charge of) falling away from right views which has not
been done …which has been done, these six suspensions … are not
legally valid.
“What are the six suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away frommoral habit which has not been done …which has
been done … on a founded (charge of) falling away from good habits
which has not been done … which has been done, if one suspends
the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of) falling away from right
views which has not been done … which has been done, these six
suspensions … are legally valid.
“What are the seven suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) an offence involving defeat … of an offence entailing
a formal meeting of the Order … of a grave offence … of an offence of

BD 5.340

¹ akata. Vin-a 1288 says the falling away may or may not have been done by that
individual. ² kata.
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expiation…of an offencewhich ought to be confessed…of an offence
of wrong-doing, if one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) an offence of wrong speech, these seven suspensions …
are not legally valid.
“What are the sevensuspensionsof thePātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of) an
offence involving defeat … on a founded (charge of) an offence of
wrong speech, these seven suspensions … are legally valid.
“What are the eight suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away frommoral habit which has not been done
… which has been done … of falling away from good habits which
has not been done … which has been done … of falling away from

Vin 2.243

right views which has not been done …which has been done, if one
suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded (charge of) falling away
from a right mode of livelihood which has not been done …which
has been done, these eight suspensions … are not legally valid.
“What are the eight suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away frommoral habit which has not been done …which has
been done … of falling away from a right mode of livelihood which
has not been done …which has been done, these eight suspensions
… are legally valid.
“What are the nine suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on an unfounded
(charge of) falling away frommoral habit which has not been done…
which has been done …which has been done and not done¹ … on an
unfounded (charge of) falling away from good habits which has not
been done …which has been done …which has been done and not
done … on an unfounded (charge of) falling away from right views
which has not been done …which has been done …which has been

BD 5.341

¹ katākatāya. Vin-a 1288 says “it is so called because (the one who is suspending)
has chosen, gahetvā, both: done and not done” (presumably as his grounds for
suspending, since falling awaymay have been done both by the individual whom
he is suspending, and by another).
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done and not done, these nine suspensions … not legally valid.
“What are the nine suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one suspends the Pātimokkha on a founded (charge of)
falling away frommoral habit which has not been done …which has
been done … which has been done and not done … on a founded
(charge of) falling from good habits … on a founded (charge of)
falling away from right views which has not been done … which
has been done … which has been done and not done, these nine
suspensions … are legally valid.
“What are the ten suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are not

legally valid? If one who is defeated is not sitting in that assembly,¹
if talk on an offence involving defeat is still going forward,² if one
who has disavowed the training is not sitting in that assembly, if
talk on disavowing the training is still going forward, if he submits
himself to a legally valid complete assembly,³ if he does notwithdraw
his acceptance⁴ (of a formal act settled) in a legally valid complete
assembly, if talk on withdrawing acceptance (of a formal act settled)
in a legally valid complete assembly is still going forward, if he is
not seen, heard or suspected of falling away frommoral habit, if he
is not seen, heard or suspected of falling away from good habits, if
he is not seen, heard or suspected of falling away from right views,
these ten suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.
“What are the ten suspensions of the Pātimokkha that are legally

valid? If one who is defeated is sitting in that assembly, if talk on
an offence involving defeat is not still going forward … (as in above
paragraph, but the opposite in each case) … if he is seen, heard or sus-
pected of falling away from right views, these ten suspensions of the

BD 5.342

¹ These clauses are explained in Kd 19.3.4 below. ² A monk cannot be legally
suspendedwhile talk on his case is still in progress. ³ dhammikaṁ sāmaggiṁ upeti.
See Kd 10.5.13; Kd 10.6.2 (atthupeta, vyañjanupeta). ⁴ na paccādiyati. Vin-a 1288
says of paccādiyati (in the “legally valid” clause) it means that if he says the formal
act should be earned out again, he withdraws his acceptance. But he who opens it
up again falls into an offence of expiation. If he desires to find fault with a formal act
while it is being carried out, and neither comes nor gives his consent, and protests if
he has come, for this reason he falls into an offence of wrong-doing. (Cf. Bu-Pc 80.)
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Pātimokkha are legally valid.

Setting aside the Pātimokkha by rule
Kd 19.3.4

“How (can it be said that) one who is defeated is sitting in that as-
sembly?This is a case, monks, where by reason of those properties,¹
by reason of those features, by reason of those signs by which there
comes to be commission of an offence involving defeat a monk sees
(another)monk committing an offence involving defeat; or it may be
that that monk does not himself see a monk committing an offence

Vin 2.244

involving defeat, but that another monk tells that monk: ‘Themonk
So-and-so, your reverence, is committing an offence involving de-
feat’; or it may be that that monk does not himself see a monk com-
mitting an offence involving defeat and that no other monk tells
that monk: ‘Themonk So-and-so, your reverence, is committing an
offence involving defeat,’ but that he himself tells the monk: ‘I, your
reverence, have committed an offence involving defeat.’ Monks, that
monk if he so desires, on account of what he has seen, or has heard,
or has suspected may, on an Observance day, whether it is the four-
teenth or the fifteenth, utter in the midst of the Order when that
individual is present: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This
individual So-and-so is committing an offence involving defeat. I am
suspending the Pātimokkha for him.The Pātimokkha should not be
recited in his presence.’This suspension of the Pātimokkha is legally
valid. When the Pātimokkha has been suspended for that monk, if
the assembly removes itself on account of any one of the ten dan-
gers²—the danger from kings or … thieves or … fire or … water or
… human beings or … non-human beings or … beasts of prey or …
creeping things or because of danger to life or because of danger to
the Brahma-faring—monks, that monk, if he so desires, may either
in that residence or in another residence, utter in themidst of the Or-
der in the presence of that individual: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen to me.The talk on the individual So-and-so’s offence involving

¹ As at Vin 3.27. ² See rule at Kd 2.15.4.
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defeat was still going forward; that matter is not decided. If it seems
right to the Order, the Order may decide this matter.’ If he succeeds

BD 5.343

thus, that is good. If he doesnot succeed, he should, on anObservance
day, whether the fourteenth or the fifteenth, utter in the midst of
the Order and in the presence of that individual: ‘Honoured sirs, let
the Order listen to me.The talk on the individual So-and-so’s offence
involving defeat was still going forward; that matter is not decided.
I am suspending the Pātimokkha for him, the Pātimokkha should
not be recited in his presence.’ This suspension of the Pātimokkha is
legally valid.

Kd 19.3.5

“How (can it be said that) one who has disavowed the training is
sitting in that assembly?This is a case,monks… (the same asKd 19.3.4,
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reading disavowed the training instead of offence involving defeat)
…This suspension of the Pātimokkha is legally valid.

Kd 19.3.6

“How (can it be said that) he does not submit himself to a legally
valid complete assembly?This is a case,monks…(the sameasKd 19.3.4,
reading does not submit himself to a legally valid complete assem-
bly instead of offence involving defeat) ……This suspension of the

Vin 2.246

Pātimokkha is legally valid.
Kd 19.3.7

“How (can it be said that) hewithdrawshis acceptance (of a formal
act settled) in a legally valid complete assembly?This is a case,monks,
… (the same as Kd 19.3.4 readingwithdraws his acceptance of a formal
act settled in a legally valid complete assembly instead of offence
involving defeat) … This suspension of the Pātimokkha is legally
valid.

Kd 19.3.8

“How (can it be said that) he is seen, heard or suspected of falling
away frommoral habit?This is a case, monks, … (the same asKd 19.3.4
reading seen, heard or suspected of falling away frommoral habit
instead of offence involving defeat) …This suspension of the Pāti-
mokkha is legally valid.

Kd 19.3.9

“How (can it be said that) he is seen, heard or suspected of falling
away from good habits?This is a case, monks, … (see Kd 19.3.8) …
“How (can it be said that) be is seen, heard or suspected of falling

away from right views?This is a case, monks, … (see Kd 19.3.8) …This
Vin 2.247
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suspension of the Pātimokkha is legally valid.These ten suspensions
of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.”

The First Portion for Recital

Factors for undertaking on one’s own behalf
Kd 19.4.1

BD 5.344
Then the venerable Upāli approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable Upāli spoke
thus to the Lord:
“Lord, if a monk wishes to undertake an undertaking on his own

behalf,¹ endowed with howmany qualities is the undertaking that
he may undertake on his own behalf?”
“Upāli, if a monk wishes to undertake an undertaking on his own

behalf, the undertaking that he may undertake on his own behalf is
endowedwith five qualities. Upāli, if a monkwishes to undertake an
undertaking on his own behalf, he should consider this: ‘That under-
taking which I wish to undertake onmy own behalf, is it the right
time to undertake this undertaking on my own behalf, or not?’ If,
Upāli, while that monk is considering, he knows thus: ‘It is a wrong
time² to undertake this undertaking onmy own behalf, not a right
time,’ Upāli, that undertaking on his own behalf should not be un-
dertaken. But if, Upāli, while that monk is considering, he knows
thus: ‘It is a right time to undertake this undertaking on my own
behalf, not a wrong time,’ Upāli, it should be further considered by
that monk: ‘That undertaking which I wish to undertake on my own
behalf, is this undertaking onmy own behalf about a true thing, or
not?’ If, Upāli, while that monk is considering, he knows thus: ‘That
under-taking on my own behalf is about an untrue thing, not a true

¹ attādānaṁ ādātukāmena. Vin-a 1288 says “here a monk wishing to search (or
purify, sodhetu) the teaching—whatever legal question he undertakes on his own
behalf (or, appropriates to himself, attanā ādiyati), that is called attādāna.” ² Vin-
a 1288 says a wrong time means when there is fear of kings, of thieves, of a scarcity
of food, or if it is the rains-season.
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thing,’ Upāli, that undertaking on his own behalf should not be un-
dertaken. But if, Upāli, while that monk is considering he knows
thus: ‘That undertaking on my own behalf is about a true thing, not
an untrue thing,’ Upāli, it should be further considered by thatmonk:
‘That undertaking which I wish to undertake onmy own behalf, is
that undertaking connected with the goal, or not?’ If, Upāli, while
that monk is considering, he knows thus: ‘This undertaking onmy
own behalf is unconnected with the goal,¹ not connected with it,’
Upāli, that undertaking on his own behalf should not be undertaken.

BD 5.345

But if, Upāli, while that monk is considering, he knows thus: ‘This
undertaking onmy ownbehalf is connectedwith the goal, not uncon-
nected with it.’ Upāli, it should be further considered by that monk:
‘Will I, undertaking this undertaking on my own behalf, attract²
monks who are comrades and associates to my side in accordance
with dhamma, in accordance with discipline, or not?’ If, Upāli, while
that monk is considering, he knows thus: ‘I, undertaking this under-
taking onmy own behalf, will not attract monks who are comrades
and associates tomy side in accordance with dhamma, in accordance
with discipline,’ Upāli, that undertaking on his own behalf should
not be undertaken. But, if, Upāli, while that monk is considering, he
knows thus: ‘I, undertaking this undertaking onmy own behalf, will

Vin 2.248

attract monks who are comrades and associates to my side in accor-
dance with dhamma, in accordance with discipline,’ Upāli, it should
be further considered by that monk: ‘Frommy having undertaken
this undertaking on my own behalf, will there be for the Order from
that source strife, quarrel, dispute, contention, schism in the Order,
dissension in the Order, altercation in the Order, differences in the
Order,³ or not?’ If, Upāli, while this monk is considering, he knows
thus: ‘Frommy having undertaken this undertaking onmy own be-
half, there will be for the Order from that source strife … differences
in the Order,’ Upāli, that undertaking should not be undertaken on
his own behalf. But if, Upāli, while that monk is considering, he

¹ Vin-a 1288: it leads to danger to life, danger to the Brahma-faring. ² labhissāmi.
³ List as at Kd 10.1.6, Kd 10.5.13; Kd 17.5.1.
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knows thus: ‘Frommy having undertaken this undertaking onmy
own behalf, there will not be for the Order from that source strife …
differences in the Order,’ Upāli, that undertaking on his own behalf
may be undertaken.Thus, Upāli, if an undertaking on one’s own be-
half is undertaken when it is endowed with these five qualities, later
it will be no cause for remorse.”

Things to be reviewed by a reprover
Kd 19.5.1“Lord, if a monk is reproving,¹ willing to reprove another, when he

has considered howmany states within himself may he reprove the
other?”

BD 5.346

“Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove another, when
he has considered five states within himself may he reprove the
other. Upāli, when a monk is reproving, willing to reprove another,
he should consider thus: ‘Now, am I quite pure in bodily conduct,²
am I possessed of pure bodily conduct, flawless, faultless? Is this
state found in me, or not? ‘If, Upāli, this monk is not quite pure in
bodily conduct, is not possessed of bodily conduct that is quite pure,
flawless, faultless, there will be those who will say to him: ‘Please do
you, venerable one, train yourself as to body’—thus will those say to
him.
“And again, Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove an-

other, he should consider thus: ‘Now, am I quite pure in the conduct
of speech, am I possessed of conduct in speech that is quite pure,
flawless, faultless? Is this state found in me, or not?’ If, Upāli, that
monk is not quite pure in the conduct of speech … ‘Please do you,
venerable one, train yourself as to speech’—thus will those say to
him.
“And again, Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove an-

other, he should consider thus: ‘Now is a mind of loving-kindness,
withoutmalice towardsmy fellowBrahma-farers, established inme?

Vin 2.249

Is this state found inme, or not?’ If, Upāli, a mind of loving-kindness,

¹ Cf. anv.79ff., addressed to “monks.” ² Cf.mn ii.113.
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without malice towards his fellow Brahma-farers, is not established
in the monk, there will be those who will say to him: ‘Please do you,
venerable one, establish a mind of loving-kindness towards your
fellow Brahma-farers’—thus those will say to him.
“And again, Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove an-

other, he should consider thus: ‘Now, am I one who has heard much,
an expert in the heard, a storehouse of the heard?Those thingswhich
are lovely at the beginning, lovely in themiddle, lovely at the ending,
andwhich,with the spirit, with the letter, declare the Brahma-faring
utterly fulfilled, wholly purified—are such things much heard by
me, learnt by heart, repeated out loud, pondered upon, carefully at-
tended to, well penetrated by vision?¹ Now, is this state found in me,
or not?’ If, Upāli, themonk has not heardmuch… if such things have

BD 5.347

not been…well penetrated by vision, therewill be thosewhowill say
to him: ‘Please do you, venerable one, master the tradition’²—there
will be those who speak thus to him.
“And again, Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove an-

other, he should consider thus: ‘Now,³ are both the Pātimokkhas
properly handed down⁴ to me in detail, properly sectioned, properly
regulated, properly investigated clause by clause, as to the linguistic
form? Is this state found inme, or not?’ If, Upāli, the twoPātimokkhas
are not properly handed down to the monk in detail … as to the lin-
guistic form, and if they say: ‘Nowwhere, your reverence, was this
spoken by the Lord?’⁵ and if questioned thus he is not able to explain,
there will be those who will say to him: ‘Please do you, venerable
one, master discipline’—there will be those who speak thus to him.
Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove another, when he
has considered these five states within himself, he may reprove the
other.

¹ Cf. Kd 14.14.19. ² āgama; here in opposition to vinaya, see next clause. On
āgatāgama, one to whom the tradition has been handed down, see bd 3.71, n. 1.
³ As at Vin 4.51 (bd 2.266, where see notes), and above Kd 14.14.19. ⁴ āgatāni; cf.
āgatāgama and suttāgata at e.g. Vin 4.144 (bd 3.43, n. 5). ⁵ Vin-a 1289 explains, “in
which townwas this rule of training spoken by the Lord?”—thus making “where”
refer to locality and not to context.
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Things to be established by a reprover
Kd 19.5.2

“Lord, if a monk is reproving,¹ willing to reprove another, having
caused howmany states to be set up within himself, may he reprove
the other?”
“Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove another, having

caused five states to be set up within himself, may he reprove the
other. If he thinks, ‘I will speak at a right time, not at a wrong time;²
I will speak about fact³ not about what is not fact; I will speak with
gentleness, not with harshness; I will speak about what is connected
with the goal, not about what is unconnected with the goal I will

BD 5.348

speak with a mind of loving-kindness, not with inner hatred.’ Upāli,
if amonk is reproving,willing to reprove another, havingmade these
five states to be set up within himself, he may reprove the other.”

On connectedwith the reprover and the
reproved

Kd 19.5.3

“Lord, in how many ways may remorse be caused in a monk who
reproves according to what is not the rule?”

Vin 2.250

“Upāli, in five ways⁴ may remorse be caused in a monk who re-
proves according to what is not the rule. One says: ‘The venerable
one reproved at a wrong time, not at a right time—you have need
for remorse.⁵ The venerable one reproved about what is not fact,
not about what is fact—you have need for remorse.The venerable
one reproved with harshness, not with gentleness … with what is

¹ Cf. an iii.196, where this passage is put into the mouth of Sāriputta, anv.81 (ad-
dressed to monks). The five recur at dn iii.236. Cf. also mn i.95-. ² Cf.mn I.126,
an iii.243. Vin-a 1289 explains “one monk having obtained leave from another (to
reprove him),when he is reproving him speaks at a right time. But reproving him in
the midst of an Order or a group, in a hut where tickets and conjey are distributed,
in a quadrangular building, when he is walking for alms, on a road, on a seat or in a
hall, when he is among his supporters, or at the moment of the Invitation—this is
called at a wrong time.” ³ bhūtena, about what has happened. Vin-a 1290 explains
by taccha, what is true, real, justified. ⁴ Cf. an iii.197. ⁵ Here presumably the
reprover is being spoken to.
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unconnected with the goal, not with what is connected with the goal
… with inner hatred, not with a mind of loving-kindness—you have
need for remorse.’ Upāli, in these five ways may remorse be caused
in a monk who reproves according to what is not the rule. What is
the reason for this? To the end that no other monkmight think that
one might be reproved about what is not fact.”

Kd 19.5.4

“But, Lord, in how many ways may no remorse be caused in a
monk who has been reproved according to what is not the rule?”
“Upāli, in five ways may no remorse be caused in a monk who

has been reproved according to what is not the rule. One says: ‘The
venerable one reproved at a wrong time, not at a right time—you
have no need for remorse.¹The venerable one reproved…with inner
hatred, not with a mind of loving-kindness—you have no need for
remorse.’ Upāli, in these five ways may no remorse be caused in a
monk who has been reproved according to what is not the rule.”

Kd 19.5.5

“Lord, in howmany ways may no remorse be caused in a monk
who reproves according to rule?”
“In five ways,² Upāli, may no remorse be caused in a monk who

BD 5.349

reproves according to rule. One says: ‘The venerable one reproved at
a right time, not at awrong time—you have no need for remorse.The
venerable one reproved … not with inner hatred, but with a mind of
loving-kindness—you have no need for remorse’. In these five ways,
Upāli, may no remorse be caused in a monk who reproves according
to rule. What is the reason? To the end that another monk should
think that one should be reproved about what is fact.”

Kd 19.5.6

“But, Lord, in howmany ways may remorse be caused in a monk
who has been reproved according to rule?”
“In five ways, Upāli, may remorse be caused in a monk who has

been reproved according to rule. One says: ‘The venerable one re-
proved at a right time, not at a wrong time—you have need for re-
morse. The venerable one reproved … not with inner hatred, but
with a mind of loving-kindness—you have need for remorse’. Upāli,
in these five ways may remorse be caused in a monk who has been

¹ Here the one reproved is being spoken to. ² Cf. an iii.198.
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reproved according to the rule.”
Kd 19.5.7

“Lord, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove another, having
attended to how many states within himself may he reprove the
other?”
“Upāli, if a monk is reproving, willing to reprove another, having

attended to five states within himself, he may reprove the other:
compassion, seeking welfare, sympathy, removal of offences, aiming
at discipline.Upāli, if amonk is reproving,willing to reprove another,
having attended to these five states within himself, he may reprove

Vin 2.251

the other.”
“But, Lord, in howmanymental objects should there be support

for a monk who has been reproved?”
“Upāli, there should be support in twomental objects for a monk

who has been reproved: in truth and in being imperturbable.”¹

Told is the Ninth Section: that on suspending the Pātimokkha

in this section there are thirty items. this is its key
On an Observance so long as a depraved monk does not depart,
Urged off ² byMoggallāna, a wonder, in the conqueror’s instruction, /

BD 5.350
Deepens and gradual training, fixed (and) do not transgress,
(with) a corpse (and) the Order suspends, streams (and) they lose, /
Streams (and) they attain nibbāna, and the one taste is freedom,
many (and) dhamma and discipline too,
(great) beings and the eight ariyanmen:³ /
Having made it like the ocean, he tells of excellence⁴ in the teaching.
Pātimokkha on an Observance day, “no one knows about us,” /
“In case,” they looked down upon.
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine and ten. /
(One of) moral habit, good habits, right views and mode of livelihood—the
four disciples,
defeat and entailing a Formal Meeting, of expiation,

¹ akuppa, being free from anger, immovable. Cf. an iii.198, which slightly elab-
orates the thoughts a reproved monk might have. ² niccuddo. Should this be
nicchuddho (from nicchubhati) as in Sinhalese reading? Oldenberg suggests nic-
chuddo = nicchudito. Siamese edition reads nicutthowith variant reading nicchuddo.
³ The ariyanmen are those who follow Gotama’s teachings, his disciples.The “eight”
are the classes of those who attain stream-winning, once-returning, no return and
arahantship and the fruits of these four ways. ⁴ guṇaṁ. Sinhalese reads guṇā.
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that ought to be confessed, /
Wrong-doing among the fivefold divisions as they are,
and falling away frommoral habit and good habits,
and with what has not been done and has been done¹
in the six divisions as they are, /
And about defeat and entailing a Formal Meeting,
a grave offence and one of expiation
and likewise one that ought to be confessed
and one of wrong-doing and one of wrong speech, /
Falling away frommoral habit and good habits
and falling away from right views andmode of livelihood,
and those eight dones and not dones with one as to moral habit,
good habits, right views, /
Also not dones and dones and likewise the done and not done
are likewise spoken of as ninefold by the system² in accordance with fact, /
Defeated, still going forward and likewise one who has disavowed,

BD 5.351
he submits, he withdraws acceptance, talk onwithdrawing acceptance and
whoever /
falls away frommoral habit and good habits,
and likewise as to falling away from right views,
seen, heard, suspected, the tenfold, this he should know. /
Amonk sees a monk, and another tells what he has seen,³
a pure one tells him of it himself:⁴ he suspends the Pātimokkha. /
If it removes itself on account of a danger—kings, thieves, fire, water and
human beings and non-human beings
and beasts of prey and creeping things,
to life, to the Brahma (faring)—/
Because of a certain one of the ten, or as to one among the others,
and he should know just what is legally valid,
what is not legally valid as it accords with the way. /

Vin 2.252
The right time (and) according to fact (and) connected with the goal,
“I will attract,” “There will be,”
Conduct of body and speech, loving-kindness, great learning,⁵ both. /
He should reprove at the right time, about fact, with gentleness,

¹ Sinhalese and Siamese read, more correctly, akatāya katāya ca for Oldenberg’s
text’s akatā katāya ca. ² ñāyato, Sinhalese edition reading jānatā. ³ Text:
vipass’ añño cārocati; Sinhalese edition: añño cārocayā taṁ; Siamese edition: añño
cārocayāti taṁ. ⁴ Text: taṁ suddheva tassa akkhāti. Oldenberg suggests at
Vin 2.326 taṁ sv’ eva tassa akkhāti. Sinhalese and Siamese editions read suddho
va tassa akkhāti. ⁵ bāhusaccaṁ. Oldenberg suggests at Vin 2.326 bāhusuccaṁ.
But bāhusacca = bahussuta at e.g. Kd 19.5.1.Theword also occurs at mn i.45; an i.38
(bahu- should here read bāhu-), an ii.218; Vin 3.10; Kpp. 3. It is explained at
mn-a iii.156 = Khu-a 134 as bahussutabhāva, the condition of having heard much.
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about the goal,¹ with loving-kindness.²
As a speech should dispel remorse caused by what is not the rule /
It dispels the remorse of one who reproves
or who is reproved according to rule.
Compassion, seeking welfare, sympathy, removal, aiming at—/
The conduct for one reproving is explained³ by the Self-awakened One.
And the proper course for the reproved one
is in the truth as well as in being imperturbable.

Vin 2.253

¹ Sinhalese edition reads attamettena for Oldenberg’s and Siamese edition’s
atthamettena. ² Sinhalese edition reads attamettena for Oldenberg’s and Siamese
edition’s atthamettena. ³ pakāsitā in Sinhalese and Siamese editions, and as sug-
gested by Oldenberg, Vin 2.326, instead of text’s pakāsitaṁ.
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First recitation section

The story ofMahāpajāpatī Gotamī

Kd 20.1.1
BD 5.352

At one time the Awakened One, the Lord, was staying among the
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Banyan monastery.¹ Then the Go-
tamid, Pajāpatī the Great, approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, she stood at a respectful distance. As she
was standing at a respectful distance, theGotamid, Pajāpatī theGreat,
spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, it werewell that women should obtain the going forth from

home into homelessness in this dhamma and discipline proclaimed
by the Truth-finder.”
“Be careful, Gotami, of the going forth of women from home into

homelessness in thisdhamma anddisciplineproclaimedby theTruth-
finder.” And a second time … And a third time did the Gotamid,
Pajāpatī the Great speak thus to the Lord: “Lord, it were well …”
“Be careful, Gotami, of the going forth of women from home into

homelessness in thisdhamma anddisciplineproclaimedby theTruth-
finder.”

Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, thinking: “The Lord does
not allow women to go forth from home into homelessness in the
dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder,” afflicted,
grieved, with a tearful face and crying, having greeted the Lord,
departed keeping her right side towards him.

Kd 20.1.2

¹ Down to end of Kd 20.1 occurs also at an iv.274–an iv.279.
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Then the Lord having stayed at Kapilavatthu for as long as he
found suiting, set out on tour for Vesālī. Gradually, walking on tour,
he arrived atVesālī.TheLord stayed there inVesālī in theGreatGrove
in the Gabled Hall. Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, having had
her hair cut off, having donned saffron robes, set out for Vesālī with
several Sakyan women, and in due course approached Vesālī, the
Great Grove, the Gabled Hall.Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great,
her feet swollen, her limbs covered with dust, with tearful face, and
crying, stood outside the porch of the gateway.ThevenerableĀnanda

BD 5.353

Vin 2.254saw the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, standing outside the porch of
the gateway, her feet swollen, her limbs covered with dust, with
tearful face and crying; seeing her, he spoke thus to the Gotamid,
Pajāpatī the Great:
“Why are you, Gotami, standing … and crying?”
“It is because, honouredĀnanda, the Lord does not allow the going

forth of women from home into homelessness in the dhamma and
discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder.”
“Well now, Gotami, stay¹ here a moment,² until I have asked the

Lord for the going forth of women from home into homelessness in
the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder.”

Kd 20.1.3

Then the venerable Ānanda approached the Lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord:
“Lord, this Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, is standing outside the

porch of the gateway, her feet swollen, her limbs covered with dust,
with tearful face and crying, and saying that the Lord does not al-
low the going forth of women from home into homelessness in the
dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder. It were well,
Lord, if women might obtain the going forth from home … by the
Truth-finder.”
“Be careful, Ānanda, of the going forth of women from home …

by the Truth-finder.” And a second time … And a third time the

¹ hohi. ² Not in Aṅguttara version.
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venerable Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord: “It were well, Lord, if
women might obtain the going forth … proclaimed by the Truth-
finder.”¹
“Be careful, Ānanda, of the going forth of women from home into

homelessness in the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-
finder.” Then the venerable Ānanda, thinking: ‘The Lord does not
allow the going forth of women from home into homelessness in
the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder. Suppose
now that I, by some other method, should ask the Lord for the go-
ing forth of women from home into homelessness in the dhamma

BD 5.354

and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder.”Then the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord:
“Now, Lord, are women, having gone forth from home into home-

lessness in the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-
finder, able to realise the fruit of stream-attainment or the fruit
of once-returning or the fruit of non-returning or perfection?”
“Women, Ānanda, having gone forth … are able to realise … per-

fection.”
“If, Lord, women, having gone forth … are able to realise … per-

fection—and, Lord, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, was of great
service: she was the Lord’s aunt, foster-mother, nurse, giver of milk,

Vin 2.255

for when the Lord’s mother passed away she suckled him²—it were
well, Lord, that women should obtain the going forth from home
into homelessness in the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the
Truth-finder.”
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Eight important rules
Kd 20.1.4

“If, Ānanda, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, accepts eight important
rules,¹ that may be ordination² for her:

1. “A nun who has been ordained (even) for a century must
greet respectfully, rise up fromher seat, salutewith joined
palms, do proper homage to a monk ordained but that day.
And this rule is to be honoured, respected, revered, vener-
ated, never to be transgressed during her life.

2. “Anunmust not spend the rains in a residencewhere there
is no monk. This rule too is to be honoured … during her
life.

3. “Every halfmonth a nun should desire two things from the
Order of monks: the asking (as to the date) of the Obser-
vanceday, and the coming for the exhortation.This rule too
is to be honoured… during her life.

4. “After the rains a nun must ‘invite’ before both Orders in
respect of three matters: what was seen, what was heard,
what was suspected.This rule too is to be honoured … dur-
ing her life.

BD 5.355
5. “Anun, offendingagainst an important rule,mustundergo

mānatta (discipline) for half a month before both Orders.
This rule toomust be honoured… during her life.

6. “When, as a probationer, she has trained in the six rules
for twoyears, she should seekordination frombothOrders.
This rule too is to be honoured… during her life.

7. “Amonkmust not be abused or reviled in anywayby anun.
This rule too is to be honoured… during her life.

¹ See Vin 2.289 where Ānanda was charged at the Council of Rājagaha with having
persuaded Gotama to admit women to the Order, thus causing its decay. ² See
mn iii.253. ¹ garudhammā. See bd 2.266, n. 11. Besides at an iv.276, these rules are
given at Vin 4.51 (see bd 2.268–bd 2.269 for notes). ² an-a iv.134 says “that may be
her going forth as well as (her) ordination.” She would not therefore have to pass
two years as a probationer, and this practice will no doubt have been introduced
later, after an Order of nuns had been in being for some time.
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8. “Fromtodayadmonitionofmonksbynuns is forbidden, ad-
monition of nuns by monks is not forbidden. This rule too
is to be honoured, respected, revered, venerated, never to
be transgressed during her life.

“If, Ānanda, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, accepts these eight
important rules, that may be ordination for her.”

Kd 20.1.5

Then the venerable Ānanda, having learnt the eight important
rules from the Lord, approached the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great;
having approached, he spoke thus to the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great:
“If you, Gotami, will accept eight important rules, that will be the

ordination for you: a nunwhohas been ordained (even) for a century
… From today admonition of monks by nuns is forbidden … never
to be transgressed during your life. If you, Gotami, will accept these
eight important rules, that will be the ordination for you.”
“Even,¹ honoured Ānanda, as a woman or a man when young, of

tender years, and fond of ornaments, having washed (himself and
his) head, having obtained a garland of lotus flowers or a garland of

Vin 2.256

jasmine flowers or a garland of some sweet-scented creeper, having
taken it with both hands, should place it on top of his head—even so
do I, honoured Ānanda, accept these eight important rules never to
be transgressed during my life.”

Kd 20.1.6

Then the venerable Ānanda approached the Lord: having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the eight important ruleswere
accepted by the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great.”

BD 5.356

“If, Ānanda, women had not obtained the going forth from home
into homelessness in the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the
Truth-finder, the Brahma-faring, Ānanda, would have lasted long,
true dhammawould have endured for a thousand years. But since,
Ānanda, women have gone forth … in the dhamma and discipline
proclaimed by the Truth-finder, now, Ānanda, the Brahma-faring

¹ Besides at an iv.278 this simile occurs at mn i.32, and the first part at Vin 3.68 (see
bd 1.117, n. for notes).
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will not last long, true dhamma will endure only for five hundred
years.
“Even, Ānanda, as those householdswhich havemanywomen and

fewmen easily fall a prey to robbers, to pot-thieves,¹ even so, Ānanda
in whatever dhamma and discipline women obtain the going forth
from home into homelessness, that Brahma-faring will not last long.
“Even, Ānanda, as when the disease known as mildew² attacks a

whole field of rice that field of rice does not last long, even so, Ānanda,
in whatever dhamma and discipline women obtain the going forth …
that Brahma-faring will not last long.
“Even, Ānanda, as when the disease known as red rust³ attacks

a whole field of sugar-cane, that field of sugar-cane does not last
long, even so, Ānanda, in whatever dhamma and discipline … that
Brahma-faring will not last long.
“Even, Ānanda, as a man,⁴ looking forward, may build a dyke to a

great reservoir so that the water may not overflow, even so, Ānanda,
were the eight important rules for nuns laid down by me, looking
forward, not to be transgressed during their life.”

Told are the Eight Important Rules for Nuns

Allowance for the ordination of nuns

Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, she stood at a respectful dis-
tance. As she was standing at a respectful distance, the Gotamid,
Pajāpatī the Great spoke thus to the Lord:
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“Now, what line of conduct, Lord, should I follow in regard to
these Sakyan women?”Then the Lord, gladdened, rejoiced, roused,

Vin 2.257

¹ kumbhatthenaka. Vin-a 1291 says “having lit a light in a pot, by its light they search
others’ houses for booty.” an-a iv.136 is the same, and sn-a ii.223 very similar.The
simile occurs also at sn-a ii.264. ² setaṭṭhika, “white-as-bones.” See bd 1.11, n. 4.
gs iv.185, n. 2 gives explanation of an-a iv.136 (= Vin-a 1291) on above: some insect
bores the stem, so that the head of the paddy is unable to get the sap. ³ mañjeṭṭhika.
Vin-a 1291 explains that the ends of the sugar canes become red; also an-a iv.136.
⁴ Cf. like similes at mn iii.96, an iii.28.
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delighted theGotamid, Pajāpatī theGreat,with talk ondhamma.Then
the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, gladdened … delighted by the Lord
with talk on dhamma, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping her
right side towards him.Then the Lord on this occasion, having given
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow, monks, nuns to be ordained by monks.”¹

Kd 20.2.2

Then these nuns spoke thus to the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great:
“The lady is not-ordained, neither are we ordained, for it was thus
laid down by the Lord: nuns should be ordained by monks.”

Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great approached the venerable
Ānanda; having approached, having greeted the venerable Ānanda,
she stood at a respectful distance. As shewas standing at a respectful
distance, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great spoke thus to the venerable
Ānanda: “Honoured Ānanda, these nuns spoke to me thus: ‘The lady
is not ordained, neither are we ordained, for it was thus laid down
by the Lord: nuns should be ordained by monks’.”

Then the venerable Ānanda approached the Lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the
Great spoke thus: ‘Honoured Ānanda, these nuns spoke to me thus
… nuns should be ordained by monks’.”
“At the time, Ānanda, when the eight important rules were ac-

cepted by the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great, that was her ordination.”

Kd 20.3.1 Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great approached the venerable
Ānanda; having approached, having greeted the venerable Ānanda,
she stood at a respectful distance. As shewas standing at a respectful
distance, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great spoke thus to the venerable
Ānanda: “I, honoured Ānanda, am asking one boon from the Lord:
It were well, Lord, if the Lord would allow greeting, standing up for

BD 5.358

salutation and the proper duties betweenmonks and nuns according
to seniority.”

¹ Cf. the sixth important rule above. Also see bd 3, Introduction, p. xlivff.
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Then the venerable Ānanda approached the Lord; having ap-
proached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Ānanda spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the
Great spoke thus: ‘I, honoured Ānanda, am asking one boon … ac-
cording to seniority’.”
“This is impossible, Ānanda, it cannot come to pass, that the Truth-

Vin 2.258

finder should allow greeting, standing up for, salutation and the
proper duties betweenmonks and nuns according to seniority. Ānan-
da, these followers of other sects, although liable to poor guardian-
ship, will not carry out greeting, standing up for, salutation and
proper duties towards women, so how should the Truth-finder al-
low greeting … and proper duties towards women?”Then the Lord,
on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks,
saying:
“Monks, one should not carry out greeting, rising up for salu-

tationandproperduties towardswomen.¹Whoever should carry
out (one of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 20.4.1Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great approached the Lord; hav-
ing approached, having greeted the Lord, she stood at a respectful
distance. As she was standing at a respectful distance, the Gotamid,
Pajāpatī the Great spoke thus to the Lord: “Lord, those rules of train-
ing for nuns which are in common with those for monks,² what
line of conduct should we, Lord, follow in regard to these rules of
training?”
“Those rules of training for nuns, Gotami, which are in common

with those for monks, as the monks train themselves, so should you
train yourselves in these rules of training.”
“Those rules of training for nuns, Lord, which are not in common

with those for monks, what line of conduct should we, Lord, follow
in regard to these rules of training?”

BD 5.359

¹ At Kd 16.6.5 women are among those not to be greeted. ² See bd 3 Introduction,
p. xxxiif., bd 3 Introduction, p. xxxviif.
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“Those rules of training for nuns, Gotami, which are not in com-
mon with those for monks, train yourselves in the rules of training
according as they are laid down.”

Kd 20.5.1 Then the Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great approached the Lord; hav-
ing approached, having greeted the Lord, she stood at a respectful
distance. As she was standing at a respectful distance, the Gotamid,
Pajāpatī the Great spoke thus to the Lord:¹ “Lord, it were well if
the Lord would teach me dhamma in brief so that I, having heard
the Lord’s dhamma, might live alone, aloof, zealous, ardent, self-
resolute.”
“Whatever are the states,² of which you, Gotami, may know: these

states lead to passion, not to passionlessness, they lead to bondage,
not to the absence of bondage, they lead to the piling up (of rebirth),
not to the absence of piling up, they lead to wanting much, not to
wanting little, they lead to discontent, not to contentment, they lead
to sociability, not to solitude, they lead to indolence, not to theputting
forth of energy, they lead to difficulty in supporting oneself, not to

Vin 2.259

ease in supporting oneself—you should knowdefinitely, Gotami: this
is not dhamma, this is not discipline, this is not the Teacher’s instruc-
tion. But whatever are the states of which you, Gotami, may know:
these states lead to passionlessness, not to passion … (the opposite of
the preceding) … they lead to ease in supporting oneself, not to diffi-
culty in supporting oneself—you should know definitely, Gotami:
this is dhamma, this is discipline, this is the Teacher’s instruction.”³

Kd 20.6.1 Now at that time the Pātimokkha was not recited to nuns.They
told this matter to the Lord.⁴ He said: “I allow you, monks, to recite
the Pātimokkha to the nuns.” Then it occurred to the nuns: “Now,

¹ As at an iv.280. ² So an-a iv.137 (on an iv.280). ³ Vin-a 1292 and an-a iv.137 say
that on account of this exhortation, Pajāpatī attained arahantship. ⁴ Usually the
nuns approach the Lord only through the mediation of the monks. Here it would
appear as if the monks had themselves observed that the nuns were not hearing
the Pātimokkha and reported the matter to the Lord on their own initiative.
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by whom should the Pātimokkha be recited to nuns?”They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow monks, the Pātimokkha to be

BD 5.360

recited to nuns by monks.”

Now at that timemonks, having approached a nunnery, recited
thePātimokkha tonuns.¹ People lookeddownupon, criticised, spread
it about, saying: “These are their wives, these are their mistresses;
now they will take their pleasure together.” Monks heard these peo-
ple who … spread it about.Then these monks told this matter to the
Lord. He said:

“Monks, the Pātimokkha should not be recited to nuns by
monks. Whoever should recite it, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow,monks, the Pātimokkha to be recited to nuns by nuns.”

The nuns did not know how to recite the Pātimokkha.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to explain to
the nuns through monks, saying: ‘The Pātimokkha should be recited
thus’.”

Kd 20.6.2

Now at that time nuns did not confess² offences.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, an offence should not be not
confessed by a nun. Whoever should not confess it, there is an
offence of wrong-doing.” The nuns did not know how to confess
offences. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to explain to the nuns through monks, saying: ‘An offence
should be confessed thus’.”

Vin 2.260

Then it occurred tomonks: “Now, bywhom should nuns’ offences
be acknowledged?”They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks to acknowledge nuns’ offences throughmonks.”

Now at that time nuns, having (each) seen a monk on a carriage-
road and in a cul-de-sac and at cross-roads,³ having (each) laid down

¹ Cf. Bu-Pc 23 where the modest monks complain that monks go to the nuns’ quar-
ters to exhort them. ² paṭikaronti. ³ Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Pc 14.These three words are
defined at Vin 4.271 (bd 3.268); see alsoVin 4.176 in definition of “among the houses.”
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her bowl on the ground, having arranged her upper robe over one
shoulder, having sat down on her haunches, having saluted with
joined palms, confessed an offence. People … spread it about, saying:
“These are their wives, these are their mistresses; having treated
them contemptuously during the night now they are asking for for-
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giveness.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns’
offences should not be acknowledged bymonks.Whoever should
acknowledge (one), there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow,
monks, nuns’ offences to be acknowledged by nuns.”The nuns did
not know how to acknowledge offences.They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to explain to the nuns through
monks, saying: ‘An offence should be acknowledged thus’.”

Kd 20.6.3

Now at that time (formal) acts¹ were not carried out for nuns.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a (formal)
act to be carried out for nuns.”Then it occurred to monks: ‘Now, by
whom should (formal) acts for nuns be carried out?’They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, (formal) acts for nuns
to be carried out by monks.”

Now at that time nuns on whose behalf (formal) acts had been
carried out,² having (each) seen a monk on a carriage-road and in
a cul-de-sac and at cross-roads, having (each) laid down her bowl
on the ground, having arranged her upper robe over one shoulder,
having sat down on her haunches, having saluted with joined palms,
asked forgiveness³ thinking, “Surely it should be done thus.” As
before⁴ people…spread it about, saying: “These are theirwives, these
are theirmistresses; having treated themcontemptuously during the
night now they are asking for forgiveness.”They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, a (formal) act on behalf of nuns should

¹ Vin-a 1292 says “acts of censure and so on, and also the sevenfold formal acts.”
The former number five, as at Vin 1.49. The legal questions amount to seven, as
at Vin 4.207, and probably these are meant. ² katakammā. ³ Vin-a 1292 says,
“saying, ‘we will not act in such a way again’.” ⁴ Above in Kd 20.6.2
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not be carried out bymonks. Whoever should (so) carry one out,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, nuns to carry
out (formal) acts on behalf of the nuns.” Nuns did not know how
(formal) acts should be carried out.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “I allow you, monks, to explain to the nuns through monks,
saying: ‘A (formal) act should be carried out thus’.”

Kd 20.7.1

BD 5.362
Now at that time nuns, in the midst of an Order,¹ striving, quar-

Vin 2.261relling, falling intodisputeswoundingone anotherwith theweapons
of the tongue,² were not able to settle that legal question.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to settle nuns’
legal questions by monks.”

Now at that timemonks were settling a legal question for nuns,
but as that legal question was being investigated there were to be
seen both nuns who were entitled to take part in a (formal) act³ and
those who had committed an offence.⁴The nuns spoke thus: “It were
well, honoured sirs, if the ladies themselves⁵ could carry out (formal)
acts for nuns, if the ladies themselves could acknowledge an offence
of nuns, but it was thus laid down by the Lord: ‘Nuns’ legal questions
should be settled bymonks’.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:

¹ Cf. Vin 1.341, mn iii.152. ² mukhasattīhi vitudantā, not “got to blows” as at Vinaya
Texts iii.333, but “inflicting wounds with the mouth.” ³ kammappattāya as at
Kd 9.3.5, but perhaps here, as nuns were not yet entitled to take part in formal
acts, meaning “had fallen into the need for having a formal act carried out on their
account”.There are two variant readings, see Vin 2.327. ⁴ āpattigāminiyo. ⁵ ayyā
va. The nuns are not asking the monks to do these things, as made out at Vinaya
Texts iii.333, but are hoping to get the Lord’s decree altered.
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“I allow you, monks, having cancelled¹ the carrying out by monks
of nuns’ (formal) acts, to give it into the charge of nuns to carry out
nuns’ (formal) acts by nuns; having cancelled (the acknowledge-
ment) by monks of nuns’ offences, to give it into the charge of nuns
to acknowledge nuns’ offences by nuns.”

Kd 20.8.1 Now at that time the nun who was the pupil of the nun Up-
palavaṇṇā had followed after the Lord for seven years mastering
discipline, but because she was of confused mindfulness, what she
had learnt she forgot. That nun heard it said that the Lord wished

BD 5.363

to come to Sāvatthī.Then it occurred to that nun: “For seven years
I have followed the Lord mastering discipline, but because I am of
confusedmindfulness, what I have learnt is forgotten. Hard it is for a
woman to follow after a teacher for as long as her life lasts.What line
of conduct should be followed byme?”Then that nun told thismatter
to the nuns.The nuns told this matter to the monks.Themonks told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, discipline to be
taught to nuns by monks.”

The First Portion for Repeating

Second recitation section
Kd 20.9.1 Then the Lord, having stayed in Vesālī for as long as he found suit-

ing, set out on tour for Sāvatthī. Gradually, walking on tour, he
arrived at Sāvatthī. The Lord stayed there at Sāvatthī in the Jeta

¹ ropetvā. Ropeti can mean to direct towards, also to cancel, and to pass off. Pali-
English Dictionary favours the latter. Vinaya Texts iii.334 has “set on foot.” Commen-
tary reads āropetvā (with variant reading ropetvā), whichmeans: to bring about,
to get ready; to tell, to show, etc. Vin-a 1292 says “saying, ‘this formal act among
those of censure and so on, against whom is it to be carried out?’ having explained
(aropetva) it thus, he says ‘Now you carry it out yourselves’—it should be given
into the charge of. But if a certain one was explained and they carry out another,
(monks) saying: ‘They are carrying out a formal act of guidance (niyasakamma for
nissayak-), against one deserving a formal act of censure,’ here, according to what
is said, they showwhat should be carried out.”
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Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Now at that time the group of
Vin 2.262

six monks sprinkled nuns with muddy water, thinking: “Perhaps
they may be attracted¹ to us.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, nuns shouldnot be sprinkledwithmuddywater by
monks.Whoever should (so) sprinkle them, there is anoffence of
wrong-doing. I allowyou,monks, to inflict a penalty² on thatmonk.”
Then it accurred to monks: “Now, how is the penalty to be inflicted?”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, that monk is to be made one who is not to be greeted by

the Order of nuns.”

Now at that time the group of six monks, having uncovered
their bodies … thighs … private parts, showed them to nuns; they
offended³ nuns, they associated with⁴ nuns, thinking: “Perhaps they
may be attracted to us.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a monk, having uncovered his body … thighs … private
parts should not show them to nuns, he should not offend nuns,
he should not associate togetherwith nuns.Whoever should (so)
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associate, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks,
to inflict a penalty on that monk.”Then it occurred to monks: … (as
in above paragraph) … “Monks, that monk is to be made one who is
not to be greeted by the Order of nuns.”

Kd 20.9.2

Now at that time the group of six nuns sprinkled monks with
muddy water … (repeat Kd20.9.1 down to “I allow you, monks, to
inflict a penalty on that nun.”)Then it occurred to the monks: “Now
how should the penalty be inflicted?” They told this matter to the

¹ sārajjeyyum. Cf. sārajjati at Kd 15.3.1. ² daṇḍakamma, as at Vin 1.75, Vin 1.76,
Vin 1.84. ³ obhāsanti, explained at Vin-a 1292 as asaddhammena obhāsenti. See
also Vin 3.128, and Buddhaghosa’s remarks, given at bd 1.216, n. 2. ⁴ sampayojenti.
Vin-a 1292 says men “associated with” nuns according to what is not true dhamma
(or in a wrong way, asaddhammena). Cf. Kd 11.5 (at the end).
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Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to make a prohibition.”¹ When
the prohibition was made they did not comply with it. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to suspend
exhortation (for her²).”

Now at that time the group of six nuns, having uncovered their
bodies … their breasts … their thighs … their private parts, showed
them tomonks … “I allow you, monks, to make a prohibition.”When

Vin 2.263

the prohibition was made they did not comply with it. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to suspend
exhortation (for her).”

Kd 20.9.3

Then it occurred to monks: “Now, is it allowable to carry out
Observance together with a nun whose exhortation has been sus-
pended, or is it not allowable?”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Monks, Observance should not be carried out together with a

nun whose exhortation has been suspended so long as that legal
question is not settled.”

Now at that time the venerable Upāli, having suspended exhor-
tation, set out on tour. Nuns looked down upon, criticised, spread
it about, saying: “How can the master Upāli, having suspended ex-
hortation, set out on tour?” They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks, having suspended exhortation, one should not set

BD 5.365

out on tour.Whoever should (thus) set out, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

¹ āvaraṇa. Vin-a 1292 says this is hindering them from entering a dwelling-place. Cf.
the word at Vin 1.84, where it is the daṇḍakamma, the penalty imposed on novices
and preventing them from entering amonastery. ² Vin-a 1293 says “here it means
that not having gone to a nunnery (the exhortation) may be suspended, but the
nuns who have come for exhortation should be told, ‘This nun is impure, she has
an offence; I am suspending exhortation for her, do not carry out Observance with
her’.”
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Now at that time ignorant, inexperienced (monks) suspended ex-
hortation.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, exhor-
tation should not be suspended by an ignorant, inexperienced
(monk).Whoever (such) should suspend it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Now at that time monks suspended exhortation without ground,
without reason.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
exhortation should not be suspended without ground, without
reason. Whoever should (so) suspend it, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Now at that time, monks, having suspended exhortation, did not
give a decision.¹They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
having suspended exhortation, you should not not give a deci-
sion.Whoever shouldnot give (one), there is anoffenceofwrong-
doing.”

Kd 20.9.4

Now at that time nuns did not go for exhortation.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns should not not go for
exhortation.Whoever shouldnot go, shouldbedealtwithaccord-
ing to the rule.²

Now at that time the entire Order of nuns went for exhorta-
tion. People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying:

Vin 2.264

“These are their wives, these are their mistresses, now they will take
their pleasure together.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, the entire Order of nuns should not go for exhortation.
If it should go thus, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow,
monks, four or five nuns to go for exhortation.”

¹ I.e. on the matter for which exhortation was suspended. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 58.
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Nowat that time fourorfivenunswent for exhortation.Asbefore,
people … spread it about, saying: “These are their wives … now they
will take their pleasure together.”They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, four or five nuns should not go (together) for
exhortation. If they should go thus, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow, monks, two or three nuns to go (together) for exhor-
tation: having approached one monk, having (each one) arranged
her upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured his feet, hav-
ing sat down on her haunches, having saluted with joined palms,

BD 5.366

they should speak to him thus: ‘Master, the Order of nuns honours
the feet of the Order of monks, and asks about (the right time for)
coming for exhortation; may the Order of nuns, master, hear what is
(the right time for) coming for exhortation.’ It should be said by the
one who recites the Pātimokkha: ‘Is there any monk agreed upon as
exhorter of the nuns?’ If there is somemonk agreed upon as exhorter
of the nuns, it should be said by the one who recites the Pātimokkha:
‘The monk So-and-so is agreed upon as exhorter of the nuns; let
the Order of nuns approach him.’ If there is not somemonk agreed
upon as exhorter of the nuns, the one who recites the Pātimokkha
should say: ‘Which venerable one is able to exhort the nuns?’ If some
one is able to exhort the nuns and if he is endowed with the eight
qualities,¹ having gathered together, they should be told: ‘Themonk
So-and-so is agreed upon as the exhorter of the nuns; let the Order
of nuns approach him.’ If no one is able to exhort the nuns, the one
who recites the Pātimokkha should say: ‘There is no monk agreed
upon as exhorter of the nuns. Let the Order of nuns strive on with
friendliness’.”²

Kd 20.9.5

Now at that time monks did not undertake the exhortation.They

¹ See Vin 4.51 (bd 2.265ff.). ² pāsādikena sampādetu;Vinaya Texts iii.339 has
“may the Bhikkhuni-saṅgha obtain its desire in peace,” thus deriving “in peace,”
pāsādikena, from pasādeti. But their desire was to hear the exhortation. As this was
impossible, they were advised to do the best they could without it. Cf. appamādena
sampādetha. Here the notion is probably that the nuns, even without the exhorta-
tion, should labour on, strive themselves, peacefully and in friendliness with one
another.
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told thismatter to theLord.Hesaid: “Monks, theexhortationshould
not not be undertaken. Whoever should not undertake it, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain monk was ignorant; nuns, having
approached him, spoke thus: “Master, undertake the exhortation.”

Vin 2.265

He said: “But I, sisters, am ignorant. How can I undertake the ex-
hortation?” “Master, undertake the exhortation, for it was thus laid
down by the Lord: ‘The exhortation of nuns should be undertaken
bymonks’.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, excepting an ignorant one, to undertake the exhortation
through the others.”

BD 5.367

Nowat that time a certainmonkwas ill; nuns, having approached
him, spoke thus: “Master, undertake the exhortation.” He said: “But
I, sisters, am ill. How can I undertake the exhortation?” “Master,
undertake the exhortation, for it was thus laid down by the Lord:
‘Except for an ignorant one, the exhortation should be undertaken
through the others’.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, excepting an ignorant one, excepting an ill one,
to undertake the exhortation through the others.”

Now at that time a certain monk was setting out on a journey;
nuns, having approached him, spoke thus: “Master, undertake the
exhortation.” He said: “But I, sisters, am setting out on a journey.
How can I undertake the exhortation?” “Master, undertake the ex-
hortation, for it was laid down by the Lord: ‘Except for an ignorant
one, except for an ill one, the exhortation should be undertaken
through the others’.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow you, monks, excepting an ignorant one, excepting an ill one,
excepting one setting out on a journey, to undertake the exhortation
through others.”
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Now at that time a certain monk was staying in a forest; nuns,
having approached him, spoke thus: “Master, undertake the exhor-
tation.” He said: “But I, sisters, am staying in the forest. How can
I undertake the exhortation?” They said: “Master, undertake the
exhortation, for it was thus laid down by the Lord: ‘Except for an
ignorant one, except for an ill one, except for one setting out on a
journey, the exhortation should be undertaken through the others’.”
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, I allow you to
undertake the exhortation through a monk who is a forest-dweller
and (for him) tomake a rendezvous,¹ saying, ‘I will perform² it here’.”

Now at that timemonks, having undertaken the exhortation, did
not announce it.³They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
the exhortation should not not be announced. Who-ever should
not announce it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”
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Now at that time monks, having undertaken the exhortation
did not come.⁴ They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
oneshouldnotnot comefor theexhortation.Whoever shouldnot
come for it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time nuns did not go to the rendezvous. They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns should not not go
to the rendezvous. Whoever should not go, there is an offence of
wrong-doing.”

Vin 2.266

Kd 20.10.1 Now at that time nuns wore long waistbands out of which they

¹ saṁketa. See bd 1.88, bd 1.135 where “the making of a rendezvous,” saṁketakamma
is defined. ² paṭiharissāmi. ³ These remaining clauses refer, I think, only
to monks who are forest-dwellers. ⁴ na paccāharati. Table of contents: na
paccāgacchanti.
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arranged flounces.¹ People … spread it about, saying: “Like women
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this mat-
ter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns should notwear longwaist-
bands. Whoever should wear one, there is an offence of wrong-
doing. I allow, monks, a nun (to have) a waistband going once round
(thewaist).Andaflounce shouldnotbe arrangedout of this.Who-
ever should arrange one, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time the nuns arranged flounces out of strips of
bamboo … of strips of leather … of strips of woven cloth² … out of
plaited woven cloth … of fringed woven cloth … of strips of cloth³ …
of plaited cloth … of fringed cloth … of plaited thread … of fringed
thread. People … spread it about, saying: “Like women household-
ers who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, flounces of strips of bamboo should not be
arranged by nuns, nor flounces of strips of leather … nor should
flounces of fringed thread be arranged.Whoever should arrange
(one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 20.10.2

Now at that time nuns had their loins rubbed with a cow’s leg
BD 5.369

bone,⁴ they had their loins massaged with a cow’s jaw-bone,⁵ they
had their forearms⁶ massaged, they had the backs of their hands

¹ teh’ eva pāsuke namenti. P(h)āsukā is a rib; nameti, towield, to bend; Vin-a 1293 says
“like householders’ daughters, they fasten them so as to arrange a flounce out of
the solid cloth (thanapaṭakena, variant reading ghanapaṭṭakena) of the waistband.”
On wrong waistbands worn bymonks see Kd 15.29.2. ² dussapaṭṭena. Vin-a 1293
explains dussa by setavattha, white cloth. ³ coḷa. Vin-a 1293 says that this is the
coḷa (cotton cloth) of the kāsāva, the saffron robes. He thus apparently seeks to
discriminate between dussa, as the material out of which householders’ cloths are
made, and coḷa, as that out ofwhichmonks’ robes aremade. ⁴ aṭṭhilla. Pali-English
Dictionary says this is more likely to be Sanskrit asṭhīla, a round pebble or stone.
Vin-a 1293 calls it gojaṅghaṭṭika, which would seem to fit in with the gohanuka of
the next item. ⁵ gohanuka. ⁶ On hattha see bd 2, Introduction, p. li. Vin-a 1293
says, “having had their armsmassaged, at the tip, aggabāhaṁ koṭṭāpetvā, they make
designswith peacocks’ feathers and so on.”Thiswould not necessarilymean “tattoo
marks” as at Vinaya Texts iii.341, n. 7.
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massaged, they had their calves¹ massaged … the tops of their feet …
their thighs … their faces massaged, they had their gumsmassaged.
People … spread it about, saying: “Like women householders who
enjoy pleasures of the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, nuns should not have their loins rubbed with a
cow’s leg-bone, they should not have their loinsmassagedwith a
cow’s jaw-bone, they should not have their forearmsmassaged…
they should not have their gumsmassaged. Whoever should (so)
have herself massaged, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 20.10.3

Now at that time the group of six nuns² smeared their faces,
rubbed their faces (with ointment³), painted their faces with chu-
nam,marked their faceswith red arsenic, painted their bodies, paint-
ed their faces, painted their bodies and faces. People … spread it
about, saying: “Like women house-holders who enjoy pleasures of
the senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,

Vin 2.267

nuns should not smear their faces … should not paint their bod-
ies and faces. Whoever should do (any of these things), there is
an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 20.10.4

Now at that time the group of six nuns made (ointment marks)
at the corners of their eyes,⁴ they made distinguishing marks (on
their foreheads),⁵ they looked out from a window,⁶ they stood in the
light,⁷ they had dancing performed,⁸ they supported courtesans,⁹

BD 5.370

¹ pāda. Vin-a 1293 says jaṅgha. ² Cf. Kd 15.2.5, of the group of six monks.
³ Cf. Nuns’ Bi-Pc 90, Bi-Pc 91. ⁴ avaṅgaṁ karonti, so explained at Vin-a 1293.
⁵ visesakaṁ karonti. Vin-a 1293 explains gaṇḍappadese vicitrasaṇṭhānaṁ visesakaṁ
karonti. ⁶ olokanakena olokenti. Vin-a 1293 says they looked out at the road (vīthi),
having opened the window, vātapāna (on which see bd 2.259, n. 1). ⁷ Vin-a 1293
says, having opened the door, they stand showing half the body. ⁸ sanaccaṁ
kārāpenti. Nuns should not go to see dancing, Nuns’ Bi-Pc 10. Vin-a 1293 says they
had a dancing festival held, naṭasamajjaṁ kārenti. ⁹ vesiṁ vuṭṭhāpenti. Vesīmay
be a courtesan or a low-class woman. Vin-a 1293 explains by gaṇikā, a prostitute.
Vuṭṭhāpeti can also mean to cause to raise, to remove; and it is the regular word
used, especially in the Nuns’ Pācittiyas, for nuns ordaining nuns. Vin-a does not
comment on it here.
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they set up a tavern,¹ they set up a slaughter-house,² they offered
(things) for sale in a shop,³ they engaged in usury,⁴ they engaged in
trade, they kept slaves,⁵ they kept slave women, they kept servants,
they kept servant women, they kept animals, they dealt in greens
and leaves,⁶ they carried a piece of felt⁷ (for a razor). People… spread
it about, saying: “Like women householders who enjoy pleasures of
the senses.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, nuns should not make (ointment marks) at the cor-

ners of their eyes … nor should they carry a piece of felt (for a
razor).Whoever should carry (one), there is an offence ofwrong-
doing.”

Kd 20.10.5

Now at that time the group of six nuns wore robes that were
all dark green,⁸ they wore robes that were all yellow, they wore
robes that were all red, they wore robes that were all crimson, they
wore robes that were all black, they wore robes that were dyed all
brownish-yellow, they wore robes that were dyed all reddish-yellow,
they wore robes with borders that were not cut up, they wore robes
with long borders, they wore robes with borders of flowers, they
wore robes with borders of snakes’ hoods,⁹ they wore jackets, they
wore (garments made of) the Tirīṭa tree. People looked down upon,

BD 5.371

criticised, spread it about, saying: “Like women householders who

¹ Vin-a 1293 says that they sold strong drink. Cf. an iii.208, where five trades not
to be carried on by lay followers are enumerated. ² Vin-a 1293 says that they
sold meat. ³ Vin-a 1293 says that they offered for sale (pasārenti, as at Vin 2.291)
various and divers goods in a shop. ⁴ vaḍḍhi, profit, interest (onmoney, especially
on loans); cf. dn-a 212; and Ja v.436. It was a Nissaggiya for monks (and nuns) to
have money, Bu-NP 18. ⁵ dāsaṁ upaṭṭhāpenti. Vin-a 1293 says, “having chosen (or
taken, gahetvā) a slave, they had a service done to themselves by him. And it is the
same with women slaves and the rest.” ⁶ harītakapaṇṇikaṁ pakiṇanti. Vin-a 1293
reading haritakapattiyaṁ, with variant reading harītakapattikaṁ, says that they
deal in greens, haritaka, as well as in ripe things, pakka (variant reading pakkika)
and that they offered various things for sale in a shop. ⁷ namataka. See Kd 15.11.1,
Kd 15.27.3. ⁸ As at Kd 8.29 for the group of six monks, except that for monks
veṭhana, turbans, is added at the end. For notes see bd 4.438. ⁹ phaṇa. Siamese
edition reads phala, fruits.
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enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“Monks, robes that are all dark green should not be worn by

nuns … (garments made of) the Tirīṭa tree should not be worn.
Whoever shouldwear (one), there is an offence ofwrong-doing.”

Kd 20.11.1 Now at that time a certain nun as she was passing away, spoke
thus: “After I am gone, letmy requisites be for the Order.”Monks and
nuns who were there disputed, saying: “They are for us,” “They are

Vin 2.268

for us.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, if a nun
as she is passing away, should speak thus, ‘After I am gone, let my
requisites be for the Order,’ in that case the Order ofmonks is not the
owner, but they are for the Order of nuns. Monks, if a probationer
… if a woman novice, passing away … the Order of monks is not the
owner, but they are for the Order of nuns. Monks, if a monk as he
is passing away, should speak thus … the Order of nuns is not the
owner, but they are for the Order of monks. Monks, if a novice …
if a lay-follower … if a woman lay-follower … if anyone else as he is
passing away should speak thus, ‘After I am gone, let my requisites
be for the Order,’ in that case the Order of nuns is not the owner, but
they are for the Order of monks.”¹

Kd 20.12.1 Now at that time a certain woman who had formerly been a
Mallian had gone forth among the nuns. She, having seen a feeble
monk on a carriage road, having given him a blowwith the edge of
her shoulder, toppled him over. Monks … spread it about, saying:
“How can a nun give a monk a blow?” They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, a blow should not be given to a monk by
a nun. Whoever should give (one), there is an offence of wrong-
doing.² I allow,monks, that a nun, having seen amonk, shouldmake

BD 5.372

¹ Vin-a 1294 explains that the five kinds of co-religionists (monks, nuns, probation-
ers, male and female novices) cannot make a bequest as they like, for their things
are the Order’s and so their gifts at the time of death take no effect. Householders’
bequests, on the other hand, do take effect. ² Cf. Bu-Pc 74 where it is an offence
of expiation for a monk to give another a blow.
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way for him having stepped aside while (still) at a distance.”

Kd 20.13.1Now at that time a certainwomanwhose husband had gone away
from home became with child by a lover.¹ She, having caused abor-
tion, spoke thus to a nun dependent for alms on (her) family: “Come,
lady, take away this foetus in a bowl.”Then that nun, having placed
that foetus in a bowl, having covered it with her outer cloak, went
away. Now at that time an undertaking had beenmade by a certain
monk who walked for almsfood: “I will not partake of the first alms-
food I receive without having given (of it) to a monk or a nun.”Then
that monk, having seen that nun, spoke thus: “Come, sister, accept
almsfood.”
“No, master,” she said. And a second time … And a third time …

“No, master,” she said.
“I made an undertaking, sister, that I will not partake of the first

almsfood that I receive without having given (of it) to a monk or a
nun. Come, sister, accept almsfood.”Then that nun, being pressed

Vin 2.269

by that monk, having pulled out her bowl, showed him, saying: “You
see, master, a foetus in the bowl, but do not tell anyone.”Then that
monk looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “How
can this nun take away a foetus in a bowl?”Then this monk told this
matter to the monks. Those who were modest monks … spread it
about, saying: “How can this nun take away a foetus in a bowl?”Then
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, a foetus should not be taken away in a bowl by a nun.

Whoever should take one away, there is an offence of wrong do-
ing. I allow, monks, when a nun has seen a monk, having pulled out
her bowl, to show it to him.”

Kd 20.13.2

Now at that time the group of six nuns, having seen a monk, hav-
ing turned (their bowls) upside down,² showed the bases of the bowls.
Monks … spread it about, saying: “How can the group of six nuns,
having seen amonk, having turned (their bowls) upside down, show

BD 5.373

¹ Cf. Vin 3.83. ² parivattetvā.
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the bases of the bowls?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, nuns having seen a monk, should not show (him) the base
of a bowl, having turned it upside down. I allow, monks, a nun who
has seen a monk to show (him) her bowl, having set it upright, and
whatever food there is in the bowl should be offered to the monk.”

Kd 20.14.1 Now at that time amembrum virile came to be thrown away on a
carriage road in Sāvatthī,¹ and nuns were looking at it.² People made
an uproar and those nuns were ashamed.Then these nuns, having
returned to the nunnery, told this matter to the nuns. Those who
were modest nuns … spread it about, saying: “How can these nuns
look at a membrum virile?”Then these nuns told this matter to the
monks. The monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
nuns should not look at amembrumvirile.Whoever should look
at one, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 20.15.1 Now at that time people gave food to monks, the monks gave it to
nuns. People … spread it about, saying: “How can these revered sirs

Vin 2.270

give to others what was given them for their own enjoyment? It is as
though we do not know how to make a gift.”They told this matter
to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not give to others what
wasgivenyouforyourownenjoyment.Whoever should (so)give,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time food for the monks was (too) abundant.They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, to give it
to an Order.”There was an even greater abundance.They told this
matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you, monks, also to give away
what belongs to an individual.”³

Now at that time the food for monks that was stored⁴ was (too)

¹ Cf.Mil 124. ² sakkaccaṁ upanijjhāyati, as at Vin 1.193. ³ I.e. probably food spe-
cially given to different monks. Cf. puggalika at Kd 6.39, Kd 20.24. ⁴ sannidhikataṁ
āmisaṁ. Cf. Bu-Pc 38, and see bd 2.339 for notes.
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abundant. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
BD 5.374

monks, to make use of a store of food for monks, the monks having
offered it to nuns.”¹

Kd 20.15.2

(The same repeated but reading nun formonk and vice versa).

Kd 20.16.1Now at that time lodgings for monks were (too) abundant; the
nuns had none.² The nuns sent a messenger to the monks, saying:
“It were good, honoured sirs, if the masters would give us lodgings
temporarily.”They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow you,
monks, to give lodgings to nuns temporarily.”

Kd 20.16.2

Now at that timemenstruating nuns sat down and lay down on
stuffed couches and stuffed chairs;³ the lodgings were soiled with
blood. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns

Vin 2.271

should not sit down or lie down on stuffed couches and stuffed
chairs. Whoever should (so) sit lie down, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow, monks, a household robe.”⁴ The household
robewas soiledwith blood.They told thismatter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow, monks, a pin and a little cloth.”⁵The little cloth fell down.⁶
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow them, monks, hav-
ing tied it with a thread, to tie it round the thighs.”The thread broke.
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow them, monks, a
loin-cloth, a hip-string.”⁷

¹ bhikkhunīhi bhikkhūhi paṭiggahāpetvā. Vin-a 1294 says, having accepted yesterday,
the food that was set aside having been offered today by monks may be made use of
by nuns. ² Or perhaps, not enough, na hoti. ³ Cf. Kd 16.2.7. ⁴ āvasathacīvara.
See Nuns’ Bi-Pc 47. ⁵ āṇicolaka. Vinaya Texts iii.348, n. 1 says “āṇimust here be
‘that part of the leg immediately above the knee, the front of the thigh,’ cf.Böhtlingk-
Roth, s.v. No. 2.” I think, however, two things must be meant, āṇi and colaka, or the
next sentence would have repeated both, instead of only colaka. The point is that
a “pin” was too insecure, and so “thread” was tried. Āṇi is a usual word for peg or
pin. ⁶ nipphaṭati. Cf. the word at Vin 2.151 where it appears to mean to fall out or
to fall in. Here it may imply to fall away from the pin. ⁷ saṁvelliyaṁ kaṭisuttakaṁ.
Saṁvelliya forbidden to monks at Kd 15.29.5; kaṭisuttaka at Kd 15.2.1.
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Now at that time the group of six nuns wore a hip-string the
whole time. People … spread it about, saying: “Like women house-
holders who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to

BD 5.375

the Lord He said: “Monks, nuns are not to wear a hip-string the
whole time.Whoever should (so) wear one, there is an offence of
wrong-doing. I allow, monks, a hip-string when they are menstru-
ating.”

The Second Portion for Repeating

Third recitation section
Kd 20.17.1 Now at that time ordained women were to be seen without sexual

characteristics and who were defective in sex and bloodless and
with stagnant blood and who were always dressed and dripping and
deformed and female eunuchs andman-likewomenand thosewhose
sexuality was indistinct and those who were hermaphrodites.¹ They
told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow you, monks, to question a woman who is being ordained

about twenty-four things that are stumbling-blocks.And thus,monks,
should she be questioned: ‘You are not without sexual characteris-
tics? … You are not a hermaphrodite? Have you diseases like this:²
leprosy, boils, eczema, consumption, epilepsy? Are you a human
being? Are you a woman? Are you a free woman? Are you without
debts? You are not in royal service? Are you allowed by your mother
and father, by your husband?³ Have you completed twenty years of
age?⁴ Are you complete as to bowl and robe? What is your name?
What is the name of your woman proposer?’ ”⁵

Kd 20.17.2

Now at that timemonks asked nuns about the things which are

¹ Same list occurs at Vin 3.129 in definition of “he abuses”. Cf. the examination of
male candidates for ordination at Kd 1.76. ² Cf. Kd 1.76–Kd 1.77 as far as to end of
17 below. ³ See Nuns’ Bi-Pc 80. ⁴ See Nuns’ Bi-Pc 71–Bi-Pc 73. ⁵ pavattinī. See
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 69, and bd 3.377 where pavattinī is defined as upajjhā, woman preceptor.
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stumbling-blocks.Those wishing for ordination were at a loss, they
were abashed, they were unable to answer.They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, ordination in the Order of monks
after she has been ordained on the one side, and has cleared herself
(in regard to the stumbling-blocks) in the Order of nuns.”

Now¹ at that time nuns asked those wishing for ordination, but
BD 5.376

who were not instructed, about the things which are stumbling-
blocks.Thosewishing forordinationwereat a loss, theywereabashed,

Vin 2.272

they were unable to answer. They told this matter to the Lord. He
said:
“I allow them, monks, having instructed first, afterwards to ask

about the things which are stumbling-blocks.”
They instructed just there in the midst of the Order. As before,

those wishing for ordination were at a loss, they were abashed, they
were unable to answer.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow them, monks, having instructed aside, to ask about the

things which are stumbling-blocks in the midst of the Order. And
thus, monks, should she be instructed: First, she should be invited to
choose a woman preceptor;² having invited her to choose a woman
preceptor, a bowl and robes should be pointed out to her (with the
words): ‘This is a bowl for you, this is an outer cloak, this is an upper
robe, this is an inner robe, this is a vest,³ this is a bathing-cloth;⁴ go
and stand in such and such a place’.”

Kd 20.17.3

Ignorant, inexperienced (nuns) instructed them.Those wishing
for ordination, butwhowere not instructed,were at a loss, theywere
abashed, they were unable to answer. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said:
“Monks, they should not be instructed by ignorant, inexperi-

enced (nuns). Whoever (such) should instruct them, there is an

¹ Cf. Vin 1.93f. for the questions put to monks on their ordination. ² upajjhā.
³ saṁkacchikā, cf. Vin 4.345.This and the bathing cloak make up the “five robes” for
nuns, mentioned, e.g. at Vin 4.282 (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 24, Bi-Pc 25). ⁴ udakasāṭikā. One
of the boons which Visākhā asked for at Vin 1.293 was that of bestowing bathing
cloths on the Order of nuns; allowed at Vin 1.294.Their proper measurements are
laid down at Vin 4.279.
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offence of wrong-doing. I allow them, monks, to instruct by means
of an experienced, competent (nun).”

Kd 20.17.4

Thosewhowerenot agreedupon instructed.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, theyshouldnotbe instructedbyonewhoisnotagreed

upon. Whoever (such) should instruct them, there is an offence
of wrong-doing. I allow them, monks, to instruct by means of one
who is agreed upon. And thus, monks, should she be agreed upon:
oneself may be agreed upon by oneself, or another may be agreed

BD 5.377

upon by another. And how is oneself to be agreed upon by oneself?
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent nun,
saying: ‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me. So-and-so wishes for or-
dination through the lady So-and-so. If it seems right to the Order,
I could instruct So-and-so.’ Thus may oneself be agreed upon by
oneself. And how is another to be agreed upon by another?The Or-
der should be informed by an experienced, competent nun, saying:
‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me. So-and-so wishes for ordination
through the lady So-and-so. If it seems right to the Order, So-and-
so could instruct So-and-so.’Thusmay another be agreed upon by
another.

Kd 20.17.5

“The nun who is agreed upon, having approached the one who
wishes for ordination, should speak thus to her: ‘Listen, So-and-so.
This is for you a time for truth (-speaking), a time for fact (-speaking).
When I am asking you in the midst of the Order about what is, you
should say: “It is,” if it is so; you should say: “It is not,” if it is not
so. Do not be at a loss, do not be abashed. I will ask you thus: “You
are not without sexual characteristics? …What is the name of your

Vin 2.273

woman proposer?”’
“They arrived together. They should not arrive together. The in-

structor having arrived first, the Order should be informed (by her):
‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me. So-and-so wishes for ordination
through the lady So-and-so. She has been instructed by me. If it
seems right to the Order, let So-and-so come.’ She should be told:
‘Come.’ Having made her arrange her upper robe over one shoulder,
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havingmade her honour the nuns’ feet, havingmade her sit down on
her haunches, havingmade her salute with joined palms, she should
be made to ask for ordination, saying: ‘Ladies, I am asking the Order
for ordination. Ladies, may the Order raise me up out of compassion.
And a second time, ladies … And a third time, ladies, I am asking
the Order for ordination. Ladies, may the Order raise me up out of
compassion.’

Kd 20.17.6

“The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent
nun, saying: ‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me.This one, So-and-so,
wishes for ordination through the lady So-and-so. If it seems right to
the Order, I could ask So-and-so about the things that are stumbling-

BD 5.378

blocks. Listen, So-and-so, this is for you a time for truth (-speaking),
a time for fact (-speaking). I am asking you aboutwhat is. You should
say, “It is,” if it is so; you should say, “It is not,” if it is not so. You
are not without sexual characteristics? …What is the name of your
woman proposer?’

Kd 20.17.7

“TheOrder should be informedby an experienced, competent nun,
saying: ‘Ladies, let theOrder listen tome.This one, So-and-so,wishes
for ordination through the ladySo-and-so. She is quite pure in regard
to the things which are stumbling-blocks, she is complete as to bowl
and robes. So-and-so is asking the Order for ordination through the
woman proposer, the lady So-and-so. If it seems right to the Order,
the Order may ordain So-and-so through the woman proposer, the
lady So-and-so.This is the motion. Ladies, let the Order listen to me.
This one, So-and-so, is asking the Order for ordination through the
woman proposer, the lady So-and-so.The Order is ordaining So-and-
so through thewomanproposer, the lady So-and-so. If the ordination
of So-and-so through the woman proposer, the lady So-and-so, is
pleasing to the ladies, they should be silent: she to whom it is not
pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter …
And a third time I speak forth this matter. Ladies, let the Order listen
to me.This one, So-and-so, … should speak. So-and-so is ordained
by the Order through the woman proposer, the lady So-and-so. It
is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
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this.’ ”
Kd 20.17.8

“Taking her at once, having approached the Order of monks, hav-
ing made her arrange her upper robe over one shoulder, having
made her honour the monks’ feet, having made her sit down on her
haunches, having made her salute with joined palms, she should be
made to ask for ordination, saying: ‘I, the lady So-and-so, wish for
ordination through the lady So-and-so, I am ordained on the one side

Vin 2.274

in the Order of nuns. I am pure (in regard to the stumbling-blocks).
Ladies, I am asking the Order for ordination. Ladies, may the Order
raise me up out of compassion. I, the lady So-and-so … am pure (in
regard to the stumbling-blocks). And a second time … I, the lady So-
and-so … am pure (in regard to the stumbling-blocks.) And a third
time, ladies, I am asking the Order for ordination Ladies, may the Or-

BD 5.379

der raiseme up out of compassion.’TheOrder should be informed by
an experienced, competent monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Or-
der listen to me.This one, So-and-so, wishes for ordination through
So-and-so. She is ordained on the one side in the Order of nuns, she
is pure (in regard to the stumbling-blocks). So-and-so is asking the
Order for ordination through the woman proposer So-and-so. If it
seems right to the Order, the Order may ordain So-and-so through
the woman proposer So-and-so.This is the motion. Honoured sirs,
let the Order listen to me.This one, So-and-so, wishes for ordination
… through the woman proposer So-and-so.The Order is ordaining
So-and-so through the woman proposer So-and-so. If the ordination
of So-and-so through the woman proposer So-and-so is pleasing
to the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not
pleasing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter
… And a third time I speak forth this matter: Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me … should speak. So-and-so is ordained by the
Order through the woman proposer So-and-so. It is pleasing to the
Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this’.”

The shadow should bemeasured at once, the length of the season
should be explained, the portion of the day should be explained,
the formula should be explained, the nuns should be told: “Explain
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the three resources¹ to her and the eight things which are not to be
done.”²

Kd 20.18.1Now at that time nuns being uncertain as to seats in a refectory
let the time go by.³They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, eight nuns (to be seated) according to seniority, the rest as
they come in.” Now at that time nuns, thinking: ‘It is allowed by the
Lord that eight nuns (may be seated) according to seniority, the rest

BD 5.380

as they come in,” everywhere reserved⁴ (seats) just for eight nuns ac-
cording to seniority, for the rest as they come in.They told thismatter
to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, (seats) in a refectory for eight
nuns according to seniority, for the rest as they come in.Nowhere
else should (a seat) be reserved according to seniority. Whoever
should reserve (one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Vin 2.275

Kd 20.19.1Now at that time nuns did not invite.⁵ They told this matter to
the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns should not not invite. Whoever
should not invite should be dealt with according to the rule.”⁶
Now at that time nuns, having invited among themselves, did not in-
vite in an Order of monks.They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, nuns, having invited among themselves, should not not
invite in an Order of monks. Whoever should not invite should
be dealt with according to the rule.”⁷

Now at that time nuns, inviting (only) on the one side (of the
Order) together with monks, made an uproar.They told this matter

¹ Four resources for monks, see Kd 1.77. But the third, forest-dwelling, is forbidden
to nuns at Kd 20.23. ² At Kd 1.78 there are four akaranīyaṇī for monks which
correspond to their four Pārājikas.The nuns, however, have eight Pārājikas (see bd 3,
Introduction, p. xxxff.) and there is no doubt that reference is here being made to
these. ³ Vin-a 1294 says “making one get up, making another sit down, they let
the right time for eating go by.”The right time for this is beforemidday, see Vin 4.86.
Vin 4.166 (the wrong time). ⁴ paṭibāhati, as at Kd 16.6.4, Kd 16.7. ⁵ See Nuns’
Bi-Pc 57, and bd 3.354 for further references. ⁶ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 57. ⁷ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 57.
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to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns should not invite (only) on the
one side togetherwithmonks.Whoever should (so) invite, there
is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time nuns, inviting before the meal, let the (right)
time¹ go by.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow them,
monks, to invite after a meal.” Inviting after a meal, they came to be
at a wrong time.²They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
them, monks, having invited (among themselves) one day, to invite
the Order of monks the following day.”

Kd 20.19.2

Nowat that time the entire Order of nuns, while inviting, created
a disturbance. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
them, monks, to agree upon one experienced, competent nun to
invite the Order of monks on behalf of the Order of nuns. And thus,
monks, should she be agreed upon: First, a nun should be asked;
having asked her, the Order should be informed by an experienced,
competent nun, saying: ‘Ladies, let the Order listen to me. If it seems

BD 5.381

right to the Order, the Order may agree upon the nun So-and-so to
invite the Order of monks on behalf of the Order of nuns. This is
the motion. Ladies, let the Order listen to me.The Order is agreeing
upon the nun So-and-so to invite the Order of monks on behalf of
the Order of nuns. If the agreement upon the nun So-and-so to invite
the Order of monks on behalf of the Order of nuns is pleasing to the
ladies, they should be silent; she to whom it is not pleasing should
speak.The nun So-and-so is agreed upon by the Order to invite the
Order of monks on behalf of the Order of nuns. It is pleasing to the
Order.Therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’

Kd 20.19.3

“That nun who has been agreed upon, taking the Order of nuns
(with her), having approached the Order of monks, having arranged
her upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured the monks’ feet,
having sat down on her haunches, having saluted with joined palms,

¹ See above, bd 5.379, n. 3. ² I.e. for inviting in the Order of monks, as the context
shows.
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should speak thus to it: ‘The Order of nuns, masters, is inviting the
Vin 2.276

Order ofmonks in respect ofwhat has been seen, heard, or suspected.
Masters, let the Order of monks speak to the Order of nuns out of
compassion and they, seeing (the offence), will make amends. And a
second time, masters … And a third time, masters, the Order of nuns
is inviting the Order of monks …will make amends’.”¹

Kd 20.20.1Now at that time nuns suspended the Observance for monks,
they suspended the Invitation, they issued commands, they set up
authority,² they asked for leave, they reproved, they made to re-
member.³ They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a
monk’s Observance is not to be suspended by a nun: even if it is
suspended, it isnot (really) suspended, and forherwhosuspends
it there is an offence of wrong-doing. The Invitation should not
be suspended: even if it is suspended it is not (really) suspended,
and for her who suspends it there is an offence of wrong-doing.
Commands should not be issued: even if issued they are not (re-
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ally) issued, and for her who issues them there is an offence of
wrong-doing. Authority should not be set up: even if set up it is
not (really) set up, and forherwho sets it up there is anoffence of
wrong-doing. Leave should not be asked for: even if asked for it
is not (really) asked for, and for her who asks there is an offence
of wrong-doing. She should not reprove: the one reproved is not
(really) reproved and for her who reproves there is an offence of
wrong-doing. She should not make to remember: the one made
to remember is not (really) made to remember, and for her who
makes to remember there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that timemonks suspended the Observance for nuns …
(as above) … they made to remember. They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, I allow you to suspend through a monk a
nun’s Observance: and if it is suspended it is properly suspended,

¹ Cf. Kd4.1.14 ² It would be preferable to read anuvādaṁ paṭṭhapenti instead of
anuvādam ṭhapenti; cf. Kd 11.5. ³ Cf. Kd 11.5.
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and there is no offence for the one who suspends it … to make to
remember: and if she is made to remember she is properly made
to remember, and there is no offence for the one who makes her
remember.”

Kd 20.21.1 Now at that time the group of six nuns went in a vehicle,¹ both in
one that had a bull in the middle yoked with cows, and in one that
had a cow in the middle yoked with bulls. People … spread it about,
saying: “As at the festival of the Ganges and the Mahī.” They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, a nun should not go in a
vehicle.Whoever shouldgo inone shouldbedealtwithaccording
to the rule.”²

Now at that time a certain nun came to be ill; she was not able
to go on foot. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,
monks, a vehicle for (a nun) who is ill.” Then it occurred to nuns:
“Now, (should the vehicle be) yoked with cows or yoked with bulls?”
They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “I allow,monks, a handcart
yoked with a cow, yoked with a bull.”

Now at that time a certain nun became exceedingly uncomfort-
able owing to the jolting of a vehicle. They told this matter to the

Vin 2.277

BD 5.383 Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a palanquin, a sedan-chair.”³

Kd 20.22.1 Nowat that time the courtesanAḍḍhakāsī⁴ had gone forth among
the nuns. She was anxious to go to Sāvatthī, thinking, ‘I will be or-
dained in the Lord’s presence.” Men of abandoned life heard it said
that the courtesan Aḍḍhakāsī was anxious to go to Sāvatthī and they
beset theway. But the courtesanAḍḍhakāsī heard it said that themen
of abandoned life were besetting the way and she sent a messenger

¹ Cf. Kd 5.9.4–Kd 5.10.3, and also Nuns’ Bi-Pc 85. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 85. ³ pāṭaṅkiṁ.
Vin-a 1295 says paṭapoṭalikaṁ, variant reading patapoṭṭalikaṁ, cf.Vin-a 1085. ⁴ Her
verses atThig.25,Thig.26. Cf. aḍḍhakāsika at Kd 8.2.
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to the Lord saying: “Even¹ I am anxious for ordination. Now what
line of conduct should be followed by me?” Then the Lord on this
occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying:
“I allow you, monks, to ordain even through a messenger.”²

Kd 20.22.2

They ordained through a messenger who was a monk.They told
this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, you should not ordain
through amessengerwho is amonk.Whoever should (so) ordain
there is an offence ofwrong-doing.”They ordained through ames-
senger who was a probationer … a novice … a woman novice …
through a messenger who was an ignorant, inexperienced (woman).
“Monks, you should not ordain through a messenger who is an
ignorant, inexperienced (woman). Whoever should (so) ordain
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain
through a messenger who is an experienced, competent nun.

Kd 20.22.3

“That nun who is the messenger, having approached the Order,
having arranged her upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured
the monks’ feet, having sat down on her haunches, having saluted
with joinedpalms, should speak to it thus: ‘The ladySo-and-sowishes
for ordination through the lady So-and-so. She is ordained on the
one side, in the Order of nuns, and is pure;³ she is not coming only
on account of some danger.The lady So-and-so is asking the Order
for ordination; may the Order out of compassion⁴ raise up that lady.

BD 5.384

The lady So-and-so … is not coming on account of some danger. And
a second time the lady So-and-so is asking the Order … raise up that
lady.The lady So-and-so wishes for ordination through the lady So-
and-so. She is ordained on the one side in the Order of nuns, and is
pure; she is not coming only on account of some danger. And a third
time the lady So-and-so is asking the Order for ordination; may the
Order out of compassion raise up that lady.’

The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent

¹ Oldenberg has hi, Thig-a 31 pi. ² It was probably usual for a nun to be ordained
through an Order of not less than ten persons, as it was formonks, Kd 1.31.2; Kd 9.4.1.
Vin-a 1295 says “ordination through a messenger existed on account of any one of
the ten dangers.” Here, danger from human beings. ³ As to the stumbling-blocks.
Cf. use of visuddhā at Kd 20.17.2. ⁴ Cf. Kd 1.76.8.
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monk, saying: ‘Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. So-and-so
wishes for ordination through So-and-so. She is ordained on the
one side in the Order of nuns and is pure; she is not coming only on
account of some danger. So-and-so is asking theOrder for ordination
through thewomanproposer So-and-so. If it seems right to theOrder,
the Order may ordain So-and-so through the woman proposer So-
and-so.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.

Vin 2.278

So-and-so wishes for ordination through So-and-so … So-and-so is
asking theOrder for ordination through thewomanproposerSo-and-
so.TheOrder is ordainingSo-and-so through thewomanproposerSo-
and-so. If the ordination of So-and-so through the woman proposer
So-and-so is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent;
he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time I
speak forth this matter … And a third time I speak forth this matter:
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me … he to whom it is not
pleasing should speak. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is
silent.Thus do I understand this.’ The shadow should be measured
at once,¹ the length of the season should be explained, the portion of
the day should be explained, the formula should be explained, the
nuns should be told: ‘Explain the three resources to her and the eight
things which are not to be done’.”

Kd 20.23.1 Nowat that timenunswere staying in a forest;men of abandoned
life seduced them.They told thismatter to the Lord.He said: “Monks,
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nuns should not stay in a forest. Whoever should stay (in one)
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”²

Kd 20.24.1 Now at that time a storeroom³ came to be given to an Order of
nuns by a lay-follower.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow, monks, a storeroom.”The storeroomwas not enough.⁴They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow, monks, a dwelling.”⁵

¹ As at Kd 20.17.8. ² Cf. Kd 20.17.8, n.. ³ uddosita. See bd 3.177, n. 2; also bd 2.16,
n. 2. Vin-a 1295 here again explains by bhaṇḍasālā, a hall for goods. ⁴ na sammati,
as at Kd 15.13.3. Vin-a 1295 explains by nappahoti, did not suffice. ⁵ upassaya; here
Vin-a 1295 says ghara, a house.
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The dwelling was not enough.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, building operations.”¹The building operations
were not enough.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
you, monks, to build even what belongs to an individual.”²

Kd 20.25.1Nowat that time a certainwomanhad gone forth among the nuns
when she was already pregnant, and after she had gone forth she
was delivered of a child.³Then it occurred to that nun: “Nowwhat
line of conduct should be followed byme in regard to this boy?”They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow her, monks, to look
after him until he attains to years of discretion.”⁴Then it occurred to
that nun: ‘It is not possible for me to live alone,⁵ nor is it possible for
another nun to live with a boy. Now, what line of conduct should be
followed byme?’They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow
them, monks, having agreed upon one nun, to give her to that nun

Vin 2.279

as a companion.⁶ And thus, monks, should she be agreed upon: First,
that nun should be asked; having asked her, the Order should be
informed by an experienced, competent nun, saying: ‘Ladies, let the
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Order listen to me. If it is pleasing to the Order, the Order may agree
upon the nun So-and-so as companion to the nun So-and-so.This is
the motion. Ladies, let the Order listen to me.The Order is agreeing
upon the nun So-and-so as companion to the nun So-and-so. If the
agreement upon the nun So-and-so as companion to the nun So-and-
so is pleasing to the ladies, they should be silent; she to whom it is
not pleasing should speak.The nun So-and-so is agreed upon by the
Order as companion to the nun So-and-so. It is pleasing to the Order;
therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand this.’ ”

Kd 20.25.2

Then it occurred to that nunwhowas the companion: ‘Nowwhat

¹ navakamma, here probably more than “repairs.” Vin-a 1295 says “I allow you to
carry out building operations for nuns for the sake of the Order.” ² puggalikaṁ
kātuṁ, or, even for individuals. Buddhaghosa has no note. Cf. the word at Kd 20.15.1.
³ At Nuns’ Bi-Pc 61 it is an offence to ordain a pregnant woman, but it is not an
offence for the one who ordains her if she thinks that she is not pregnant. ⁴ Vin-
a 1295 says until he is able to eat and wash himself properly. ⁵ Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Ss 3,
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 14. ⁶ Cf. bd 3.190, bd 3.267, bd 3.323, bd 3.357, bd 3.360.
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line of conduct should be followed by me in regard to this boy?’ They
told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I allow them,monks, to behave
in regard to that boy exactly as they would behave to another man,
except for sleeping under the same roof.”¹

Kd 20.25.3

Now at that time a certain nun who had fallen into an offence
against an important rule, was undergoing mānatta.² Then it oc-
curred to that nun: “It is neither possible forme to live alone, nor is it
possible for another nun to live with me. Now, what line of conduct
should be followed byme?”They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“I allow them,monks having agreed upon one nun, to give her to that
nun as a companion. And thus, monks, should she be agreed upon:
… (as in Kd 20.26.1) ‘…Thus do I understand this..”

Kd 20.26.1 Now at that time a certain nun, having disavowed the training,³
left the Order;⁴ having come back again she asked the nuns for ordi-
nation.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, there is
no disavowal of the training by a nun, but in so far as she is one who
leaves the Order,⁵ she is in consequence not a nun.”

Kd 20.26.2
BD 5.387 Now at that time a certain nun, wearing the saffron robes, went

over to the fold of a sect;⁶ having come back again she asked the nuns
for ordination.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
whatever nun, wearing the saffron robes, goes over to the fold of a
sect, on coming back should not be ordained.”⁷

¹ Vin-a 1295 says excepting only a sleeping place in the same house, sahāgāraseyya-
mattaṁ. But, it adds, the mother is able to lie down and having put the child on
her breast to wash it, make it drink, feed it and adorn it. ² Cf. the 5th and 8th
important rules at Kd 20.1.4. Also onmānatta see Kd 12.6.1. ³ On this state of dis-
satisfaction see Vin 3.24–Vin 3.28. ⁴ vibbhami. This, and disavowing the training,
occur at e.g. Kd 2.22.3. ⁵ vibbhantā. Vin-a 1295 says if, leaving the Order at her
own pleasure and approval, having clothed herself in white clothes, she is thus not
a nun, but this is not through disavowing the training. ⁶ titthāyatanaṁ saṁkami,
as at Vin 1.69, where there is a similar rule for monks. ⁷ Vin-a 1295 says not only
should she not be ordained, but she cannot even obtain the “going forth.”
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Kd 20.27.1Now at that time nuns being scrupulous, did not consent to greet-
Vin 2.280

ing bymen, to their cutting (their) hair, to their cutting (their) nails,
to their dressing a sore.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “I
allow them, monks, to consent to (these actions).”¹

Kd 20.27.2

Now at that time nuns were sitting down cross-legged,² consent-
ing to the touch of heels.³They told this matter to the Lord. He said:
“Monks, nuns should not sit down cross-legged.Whoever should
(so) sit down, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time a certain nun was ill. There was no comfort for
her if she was not cross-legged.They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “I allow, monks, the half cross-legged (posture)⁴ for nuns.”

Kd 20.27.3

Now at that time nuns relieved themselves in a privy; the group
of six nuns caused abortion there.They told this matter to the Lord.
He said: “Monks, nuns should not relieve themselves in a privy.
Whoever should do so there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow
them, monks, to relieve themselves where it is open underneath,

BD 5.388

covered on top.”⁵

Kd 20.27.4

¹ See Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8 It would seem as if these things were permissible if neither
party were filled with desire. ² pallaṅkena nisīdanti. Vin-a 1296 says pallaṅkaṁ
ābhujjitva nisīdanti. So probably pallaṅka does not mean “divan” here as it does at
Vin 4.299, see bd 3.271, n. 3. ³ paṇhisamphassa. Not at all clear whose heels were
touching, but probably the nuns’ next on either side. Pallaṅkenamay have double
meaning of sitting down cross-legged and sitting down “divan-wise,” i.e. sitting
down cross-legged and in a row. It was probably disturbing to meditation if heels
touched, hence the prohibition. ⁴ aḍḍhapallaṅka. Vin-a 1296 says the pallaṇka is
made having drawn in one foot (only and leaving the other straight out). Of course,
if pallaṇka is taken as divan, aḍḍhapallaṅka must be half a divan—Vinaya Texts
iii.367, n. 2 says “probably a cushion.” ⁵ The idea is that there should be no privacy.
Cf. Kd 18.9, Kd 18.10.
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Now at that time nuns bathed with chunam. People looked down
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: “Like women household-
ers who enjoy pleasures of the senses.”They told this matter to the
Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns shouldnot bathewith chunam.Who-
ever should (so) bathe, there is an offence ofwrong-doing. I allow
them, monks, the red powder of rice husks and clay.”¹

Now at that time nuns bathed with scented clay. People … spread
it about, saying: “Like women householders who enjoy pleasures of
the senses.”They told thismatter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns
should not bathe with scented clay.²Whoever should (so) bathe,
there is an offence ofwrong-doing. I allow, them,monks, ordinary
clay.”

Now at that time nuns, bathing in a bathroom, created a dis-
turbance.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns
should not bathe in a bathroom. Whoever should bathe (in one),
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Now at that time nuns bathed against the stream consenting
to the touch of the current.³ They told this matter to the Lord. He
said: “Monks,nunsshouldnotbatheagainst the stream.Whoever
should (so) bathe, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

Nowat that timenuns bathed not at a ford;men of abandoned life
seduced them.They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks,
nuns should not bathe not at a ford. Whoever should (so) bathe,
there is an offence of wrong-doing.”

¹ kukkusaṁmattikaṁ. Vin-a 1296 explains by saying, kuṇḍakañ c’eva mattikañ ca,
the red powder of rice husks as well as clay. Both these were allowed to monks for
building operations. Kd 16.3.1. ² Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Pc 88, Bi-Pc 89. ³ dhārāsamphassa.
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Nowat that timenuns bathed at a ford formen. People… spread it
about, saying, “Likewomen householderswho enjoy pleasures of the
senses.” They told this matter to the Lord. He said: “Monks, nuns

Vin 2.281

should not bathe at a ford for men. Whoever should (so) bathe,
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow themmonks, to bathe

BD 5.389

at a ford for women.”¹

TheThird Portion for Repeating

Told is the Tenth Section: that on Nuns

in this section are a hundred and six items. this is its key
TheGotamid asked for the going forth, the Truthfinder did not allow it,
from Kapilavatthu the Leader went to Vesālī. /
Covered with dust² she made it known to Ānanda in the porch.
Saying: “Is she able?” he asked about the method; saying,
“(She was your) mother” and “(your) nurse.” /
A century and that day, no monk, desiring,
Invitation, important rules, two years, not abusing, /
Complying with these eight rules for exhortation³ during her life.
Acceptance of the important rules—that is the ordination for her. /
A thousand years to only five (hundred) by the similes of the pot-thieves,
mildew, red-rust:⁴ thus an injury to what is true dhamma. /
May, looking forward,⁵ build a dyke; again it is the stability of what is true
dhamma.
To be ordained, the lady, greeting according to seniority, /
Will not carry out like this, in common and not in common,
about exhortation, and about the Pātimokkha, “now, by whom?”, to a nun-
nery, /
If they do not know he explains, and they do not confess,⁶ through a monk,
to acknowledge through a monk, acknowledgement through a nun, /

BD 5.390
He explained, (formal) act, by a monk, they looked down on, or by a nun,
to explain, and to quarrel, having cancelled, and about Uppala-(vaṇṇā), /

¹ mahilātitthe. On nuns bathing see also Vin 1.293, Vin 4.259. Vin 4.278. ² Siamese
edition reads rajokiṇṇā, as suggested at Vin 2.328; Sinhalese edition rajokiṇṇena.
³ Oldenberg’s text and Sinhalese read ovāden’ aṭṭha te dhammā; Siamese edition
ovaṭo ca aṭṭha dhammā (with variant reading as text). ⁴ Sinhalese and Siamese
editions read mañjeṭṭhikā (Sinhalese reading -ka) for Oldenberg’s mañcaṭṭhika-.
⁵ Oldenberg: pā eva, probably for paṭigacc’ eva of Kd 20.1.6. But Sinhalese edition
reads āliṁ bandheyy’ upamāhi, and Siamese pāḷiṁ bandheyy’ upamāhī, with variant
readings as in Oldenberg. ⁶ Here karonti, for paṭikaronti.
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In Sāvatthī, muddy water, did not greet, bodies and thighs
and private parts and the group offended and associated with, /
Not to be greeted is the penalty, for nuns likewise again,
and the prohibition, exhortation, is it allowable? he went away, /
Ignorant, without ground, decision, exhortation, an Order of five,
two or three, they did not undertake, ignorant ones, ill, setting out on a
journey, /
Forest-dwellers, they did not announce, and they did not come back,
long, bamboo and leather, and woven cloth, plaited, and fringed,
And plaited cloth, and fringed, and plaited thread, (and) fringed, /
Cow’s leg-bone, cow’s jaw-bone, backs of the hands, likewise the feet,¹
thighs (and) faces, gums, smearing, rubbing (and) with chunam, /
Theymarked,² and painting the body, painting the face, likewise the two,
ointment marks (and) distinguishing marks, from a window, in the light,
and about dancing, /
Courtesan, tavern, slaughter-house, a shop, usury, trade,

Vin 2.282
they kept slaves, women slaves, servants, servant women, /
Animals, and greens, they carried pieces of felt,
robes that were dark green, yellow, red, crimson, that were black, /
Brownish-yellow, reddish-yellow, not cut up, and long,
and if they should wear (robes) with (borders) of flowers, snakes’ hoods,³
jackets,
as well as (garments made of the) Tirīṭa tree. /
If a nun, after she has gone, on a probationer, on a woman novice

BD 5.391
bestows her requisites, it is the (Order of) nuns that is the owner. /
If a woman lay-follower on a monk, on a novice, on a lay-follower,
and on others is bestowing her requisites, the (Order of) monks is the
owner. /
About a Mallian (woman), foetus, base of the bowl, membrumand concern-
ing food,
and abundant, even greater, food that was stored, /
As for monks below, do likewise for nuns,
lodgings, menstruating, was soiled, and cloth and pin,⁴ /
They broke, and all the time, there were to be seen:
beginning with women without sexual characteristics,
those defective in sex, bloodless, just the same for those with stagnant

¹ Sinhalese, pādaṁ; Oldenberg: pari; Siamese padaṁ as suggested at Vin 2.328.
² Oldenberg: lañchenti; Sinhalese: laṁchanti; Siamese: lañcenti. ³ pala here, in-
stead of phaṇa of Kd 20.10.5. Sinhalese and Siamese read phala. ⁴ Oldenberg:
paṭāni ca. Vin 2.329 suggests patati ca, “and it fell down,” evidently to replace nip-
phaṭati of Kd 20.16.2. But I prefer to take it as a substitute for āṇicolaka (on which
see note, bd 5.374 above). For paṭa is also a word for “cloth”; thus the compound
paṭāni supports my view that āṇi and colaka are words for two separate items.
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blood, /
Always dressed, dripping, deformed, women eunuchs,
man-like women, and those of indistinct sexuality, and those who were
hermaphrodites, /
Beginning with those defective in sexual characteristics and going as far as
hermaphrodites.
This is from the abbreviation below: leprosy, boils, eczema and /
Consumption, epilepsy, are you a human woman? and a free woman?
without debts (and) not in the royal service and allowed (and) twenty, /
Complete, and what name and that of your woman proposer?:
having asked about twenty-four stumbling-blocks, there is ordination. /
They were at a loss, instructed, and likewise in the midst of the Order,
a woman preceptor should be chosen,¹ outer cloak, inner and upper robes,
And vest (and) bathing cloth having explained them they may be used,²

BD 5.392
ignorant ones, not agreed on, on one side, if she asks, questioned about the
stumbling-blocks, /
Ordained on one side, likewise again in the Order of monks,
the shadow, the season, the day and formula, the three resources, /
The eight things not to be done, the right time, or everywhere eight,
nuns did not invite, and the Order of monks likewise, /
Disturbance, before the meal, and at the wrong time, disturbance,
Observance, Invitation, commands, authority, /
Leave, reproved, made to remember: objected to by the great Sage.
Just as monks, so nuns: allowed by the great Sage (was) /
A vehicle, and ill (and) yoked, jolting vehicle, Aḍḍhakāsīka,
monk, probationer, novice, woman novice and ignorant (woman), /

Vin 2.283
In a forest, a store-room by a lay-follower, a dwelling,
the building operations were not enough, pregnant, alone, /
And sleeping under the same roof, against an important rule,
and having disavowed, went over to the fold of,
greeting and hair and nails and treating a sore,³ /
Cross-legged, and ill, privy, with chunam, scented clay,
in a bathroom, against the stream, not at a ford, and at one for men, /
The Great Gotamid asked and also judiciously did Ānanda.
There were four assemblies for going forth in the dispensation of the Con-
queror. /
For the sake of arousing emotion
for what is true dhamma and for awakening
it was taught thus by the Awakened One, as medicine for a disease. /
Other women also, recognised thus in what is true dhamma,

¹ upajjhā gāha. ² pesaye. ³ vakakammannā should probably read vaṇa (paṭi)
kammanāṁ as at Kd 20.27.1, Sinhalese and Siamese editions.
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nurture the everlasting state¹ where, having gone, they grieve not.
Vin 2.284

¹ accuta ṭhāna, the place not deceased from, not passed away from, not fallen from.
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21. (Recitationwith) Five Hundred
(Pañcasata)

Origin of the Council

Kd 21.1.1
BD 5.393

Then¹ the venerable Kassapa the Great addressed the monks, saying:
“Once upon a time, your reverences, I was going along the high-road
from Pāvā to Kusināra together with a large Order of monks, with at
least five hundred monks.²Then I, your reverences, stepping aside
from the way, sat down at the root of a certain tree. Now at that
time a certain Naked Ascetic, having picked up a flower of the Coral
Tree³ at Kusināra, was going along the high-road to Pāvā. Then I,
your reverences, saw that Naked Ascetic coming in the distance, and
seeing him I spoke thus to him: ‘Do you, your reverence not know
about our Teacher?’ He said: ‘Yes, I know, your reverence, the recluse
Gotama attained nibbāna a week ago. Because of that I picked up this
flower of the Coral Tree.’
“Your reverences, of thosemonkswhowere not passionless, some,

stretching forth their arms, wailed, they fell down hurting them-
selves, they reeled backwards and forwards, saying: ‘Too soonhas the
Lord attained nibbāna, too soon has theWell-farer attained nibbāna,
too soon has the Eye in theWorld disappeared.’ But thosemonkswho
were passionless, these, mindful, circumspect, bore it, saying: ‘Im-

¹ Cf. dn ii.962 ² Quoted at Kh-a 91, Vin-a 5. ³ mandārava. Cf. dn ii.137; Erythrina
fulgens. A tree growing only in heaven. If its flowers were found on the earth
something special must have happened. Not the same as the Pāricchattaka, also a
celestial coral-tree, of which there were five.
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permanent are compounded things—what is here possible because
of this?’
“Then I, your reverences, spoke thus to these monks: ‘Enough,

your reverences, do not grieve, do not lament, for has it not already
been explained by the Lord: ‘Of every single thing that is dear and
beloved there is variation, separation, becoming otherwise. What is
here possible, your reverences, because of this: thatwhatever is born,
has become, is composite, is liable to dissolution? Indeed, thinking:
‘Let not that be dissolved’—such a situation does not exist”.¹

BD 5.394

“Then at that time, your reverences,² one named Subhadda, who
had gone forth when old, was sitting in that assembly. Then your
reverences, Subhadda who had gone forth when old spoke thus to
thesemonks: ‘Enough, your reverences, do not grieve, do not lament,
we are well rid of this great recluse. We were worried when he said:

Vin 2.285

“This is allowable to you, this is not allowable to you.” But now we
will be able to do as we like and we won’t do what we don’t like’.
“Come, let us, your reverences, chant dhamma and discipline be-

fore what is not dhamma shines out and dhamma is withheld, before
what is not discipline shines out and discipline is withheld, before
those who speak what is not-dhamma become strong and those who
speak dhamma become feeble, before those who speak what is not
discipline become strong and those who speak discipline become
feeble.”³

Kd 21.1.2

“Well then, honoured sir, let the elder select monks.” Then the
venerable Kassapa the Great selected five hundred perfected ones,
less one. Monks spoke thus to the venerable Kassapa the Great:⁴
“Honoured sir, thisĀnanda, althoughhe is still a learner, couldnot

be one to follow awrong course through desire, anger, delusion, fear;
and he has mastered much dhamma and discipline under the Lord.
Well, now, honoured sir, let the elder select the venerable Ānanda as

¹ Also at dn ii.118. ² At dn ii.162 the Subhadda incident is placed before the speech
which here precedes it. At dn-a 599 he is identified with the barber of Ātuma who
went forth when old, andwho, as told at Vin 1.249, was angry when Gotama refused
to accept the meal he had prepared.The above incident was his revenge. ³ As at
Kd 22.1.7. Quoted at dn-a 3,602, Vin-a 6. ⁴ Quoted at dn-a 5, Kh-a 92, Vin-a 7.
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well.”Then the venerable Kassapa the Great selected the venerable
Ānanda as well.

Kd 21.1.3

Then it occurred to the monks who were elders:¹ “Now, where
should we chant dhamma and discipline?” Then it occurred to the
monks who were elders: “There is great resort for alms at Rājagaha
and lodgings are abundant. Suppose that we, spending the rains at
Rājagaha, should chant dhamma and discipline (there), and that no
other monks were to come up to Rājagaha for the rains.”²

BD 5.395

Kd 21.1.4Then the venerableKassapa theGreat informed theOrder, saying:
“Your reverences, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to the
Order, the Order may agree upon these five hundredmonks to chant
dhamma anddisciplinewhile they are spending the rains inRājagaha,
and that the rains should not be spent in Rājagaha by any other
monks.This is the motion. Your reverences, let the Order listen to
me.The Order is agreeing upon these five hundred monks to chant
dhamma anddisciplinewhile they are spending the rains inRājagaha,
and that the rains should not be spent in Rājagaha by any other
monks. If the agreement upon these five hundred monks to chant
dhamma anddisciplinewhile they are spending the rains inRājagaha,
and that the rains should not be spent in Rājagaha by any other
monks, is pleasing to the venerable ones you should be silent; he to
whom it is not pleasing should speak.These five hundred monks are
agreed upon by the Order to chant dhamma and disciplinewhile they
are spending the rains in Rājagaha, and (it is agreed) that the rains
should not be spent in Rājagaha by any other monks. It is pleasing to
the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus, do I understand this.”

Vin 2.286

Kd 21.1.5

Then the monks who were elders went to Rājagaha to chant
dhamma and discipline.³ Then it occurred to the monks who were
elders: “Now, repairs to broken and dilapidated parts were praised

¹ Quoted at dn-a 5, Vin-a 7. ² The elders did not want others to take part in the
Council; but if they came they would have to so as to render valid the proceedings.
For had only part of an assembly or Order present there taken part in them, the
proceedings would have been invalid for they would have been carried out by an
incomplete assembly, vagga. ³ Some of this paragraph quoted at dn-a 8.
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by the Lord. Come, let us during the first month, make repairs to
the broken and dilapidated parts; having assembled in the middle
month, we will chant dhamma and discipline.”Then the monks who
were elders made repairs to the broken and dilapidated parts during
the first month.

Kd 21.1.6

Then the venerable Ānanda, thinking:¹ “Tomorrow is the assem-
bly. Now it is not suitable in me that I, being (only) a learner, should

BD 5.396

go to the assembly,” and having passed much of that night in mind-
fulness as to body, when the night was nearly spent thinking: “I will
lie down,” he inclined his body, but (before) his head had touched
the mattress and while his feet were free from the ground—in that
interval his mind was freed from the cankers with no residuum (for
rebirth) remaining.Then the venerable Ānanda, being a perfected
one, went to the assembly.²

Kd 21.1.7

Then the venerable Kassapa the Great informed the Order, say-
ing:³ “Your reverences, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to
the Order I could question Upāli on discipline.”Then the venerable
Upāli informed the Order, saying: “Honoured sirs, let the Order lis-
ten to me. If it seems right to the Order, I, questioned on discipline
by the venerable Kassapa the Great, could answer.”Then the venera-
ble Kassapa the Great spoke thus to the venerable Upāli: “Where,⁴
reverend Upāli, was the first offence involving defeat laid down?”
“At Vesālī, honoured sir.”
“Regarding whom?”
“Regarding Sudinna the Kalandaka.”
“On what subject?”
“On sexual intercourse.”
Then the venerable Kassapa the Great questioned the venerable

Upāli as to the subject of the first offence involving defeat and he
questioned him as to its provenance and he questioned him as to the

¹ Cf. dn-a 9–10, which differs somewhat. ² Quoted at dn-a 10. ³ Quoted dn-a 11.
⁴ Quoted at dn-a 12, Vin-a 30.
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individual¹ and he questioned him as to what was laid down and he
questioned him as to what was further laid down² and he questioned
him as to what was an offence and he questioned him as to what was
no offence.³
“Then, reverend Upāli, where was the second offence involving

defeat laid down?”
“In Rājagaha, honoured sir.”
“Regarding whom?”
“Regarding Dhaniya, the potter’s son.”

BD 5.397

“On what subject?”
“On taking what is not given.”
Then the venerable Kassapa the Great questioned the venerable

Upāli as to the subject of the second offence involving defeat and he
questioned him as to its provenance and he questioned him… as to
what was no offence.
“Then, reverend Upāli, where was the third offence involving

defeat laid down?”
“At Vesālī, honoured sir.”
“Regarding whom?”
“Regarding several monks.”
“On what subject?”
“On human beings.”⁴
Then the venerable Kassapa the Great questioned the venerable

Vin 2.287

Upāli as to the subject of the third offence involving defeat and he
questioned him as to its provenance and he questioned him… as to
what was no offence.
“Then, reverend Upāli, where was the fourth offence involving

defeat laid down?”
“At Vesālī, honoured sir.”
“Regarding whom?”

¹ These first three questions are quoted at Vin-a 30. ² anupaññatti; the additions
made to the rule thatwas laid down, the paññatti, after it had beenfirst laid down.Cf.
Vin 5.2. ³ These are the casesmentioned after theOld Commentary’s explanations
of thewords of the rules. ⁴ manussaviggaha. “Depriving of life” is to beunderstood.
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“Regarding the monks on the banks of the Vaggumudā.”
“On what subject?”
“On conditions of further-men.”
Then the venerable Kassapa the Great questioned the venerable

Upāli as to the subject of the fourth offence involving defeat and he
questioned him as to its provenance and he questioned him as to
…what was no offence. In this same way he questioned him about
both the disciplines.¹ Constantly questioned, the venerable Upāli
answered.²

Kd 21.1.8

Then the venerableKassapa theGreat informed theOrder, saying:
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.³ If it seems right to the
Order, I could question Ānanda about dhamma.”Then the venerable
Ānanda informed the Order, saying: “Honoured sirs, let the Order
listen tome. If it seems right to theOrder, I, questionedondhammaby
the venerable Kassapa the Great, could answer.”Then the venerable

BD 5.398

Kassapa the Great spoke thus to the venerable Ānanda:⁴
“Where, reverend Ānanda, was the Brahmajāla⁵ spoken?”
“Honoured sir, between Rājagaha and Nālandā in the royal rest-

house at Ambalaṭṭhikā.”
“With whom?”
“Suppiya the wanderer and Brahmadatta the brahmin youth.”⁶

Then the venerable Kassapa the Great questioned the venerable
Ānanda as to the provenance of the Brahmajāla and he questioned
him as to the individual(s).
“But where, reverend Ānanda, was the Sāmaññaphala⁷ spoken?”⁸
“In Rājagaha, honoured sir, in Jīvaka’s mango grove.”
“With whom?”
“With Ajātasattu, the son of the Videhan (lady).”
Then the venerable Kassapa the Great questioned the venerable

¹ I.e. that formonks and that for nuns. ² Quoted at dn-a 12. ³ Quoted at dn-a 13.
⁴ Quoted at dn-a 14. ⁵ The first Suttanta in the Dīgha. ⁶ Here both Vin-a 16
and dn-a 14 add: “On what subject?” “On praise and not praise.” ⁷ The second
Suttanta in the Dīgha. ⁸ Quoted at Vin-a 16. After this sentence dn-a 14 proceeds
differently.
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Ānanda as to the provenance of the Sāmaññaphala andhe questioned
him as to the individual. In this same way he questioned him about
the five Nikāyas. Constantly questioned, the venerable Ānanda an-
swered.

On the lesser andminor training rules
Kd 21.1.9

Then the venerableĀnanda spoke thus to themonkswhowere elders:
“TheLord, honoured sirs, spoke thus tome at the time of his attaining
nibbāna: ‘If the Order, Ānanda, after my death is willing, the lesser
and minor rules of training¹ may be abolished’.”²
“But did you, reverend Ānanda, ask the Lord, saying: ‘But which,

Lord, are the lesser and minor rules of training?’ ”
“No, I, honoured sirs, did not ask the Lord, saying: ‘But which,

Lord, are the lesser and minor rules of training?’ ”
Someelders spoke thus: “Except for the rules for the four offences

involving defeat, the rest are lesser and minor rules of training.”
Some elders spoke thus: “Except for the rules for the four offences

BD 5.399

involving defeat, except for the rules for the thirteen offences entail-
Vin 2.288

ing a FormalMeeting of theOrder, the rest are lesser andminor rules
of training.” Some elders spoke thus: “Except for the rules for the
four offences involving defeat … except for the rules for the two un-
determined offences, the rest are lesser andminor rules of training.”
Some elders spoke thus: “Except for the rules for the four offences
involving defeat … except for the rules for the thirty offences of ex-
piation involving forfeiture, the rest are lesser and minor rules of
training.” Some elders spoke thus: “Except for the rules for the four
offences involving defeat … except for the rules for the ninety-two
offences of expiation, the rest are lesser andminor rules of training.”
Some elders spoke thus: “Except for the rules for the four offences
involving defeat … except for the rules for the four offences which
ought to be confessed, the rest are lesser andminor rules of training.”

¹ See bd 3, Introduction, p. x and Bu-Pc 72, especially bd 3.41 where see n. 1 for fur-
ther references; also see Questions of KingMilinda i.202f. ² dn ii.154.
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Then the venerable Kassapa the Great informed the Order, say-
ing: “Your reverences, let the Order listen to me.There are rules of
training for us which affect householders, and householders know
concerning us: ‘This is certainly allowable for the recluses, sons of
the Sakyans, this is certainly not allowable.’ If wewere to abolish the
lesser andminor rules of training there would be those who would
say: ‘At the time of his cremation¹ a rule of training had been laid
down by the recluse Gotama for disciples; while the Teacher was
amongst them these trained themselves in the rules of training, but
since the Teacher has attained nibbāna among them, they do not
now train themselves in the rules of training.’ If it seems right to the
Order, the Order should not lay downwhat has not been laid down,
nor should it abolish what has been laid down. It should proceed
in conformity with and according to the rules of training that have
been laid down.²This is the motion.³ Your reverences, let the Order
listen to me.There are rules of training for us … ‘… these do not now
train themselves in the rules of training.’ The Order is not laying
down what has not been laid down, nor is it abolishing what has

BD 5.400

been laid down. It is proceeding in conformity with and according
to the rules of training that have been laid down. If the not laying
down of what has not been laid down, if the not abolishing of what
has been laid down, if the proceeding in conformitywith and accord-
ing to the rules of training that have been laid down are pleasing to
the venerable ones, they should be silent; he to whom they are not
pleasing should speak.The Order is not laying down what has not
been laid down, it is not abolishing what has been laid down, it is
proceeding in conformity with and according to the rules of training
that have been laid down. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is
silent.Thus do I understand this.”

Kd 21.1.10

Then the monks who were elders spoke thus to the venerable
Ānanda: “This, reverend Ānanda, is an offence of wrong-doing for

¹ dhūmakālikaṁ, as at Kd 16.17.1. ² Cf. Vin 3.231 (Bu-NP 15.1.2). ³ This speech of
Kassapa’s, as far as here, is quoted at dn-a 592.
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you, in that you did not ask the Lord, saying: ‘Butwhich, Lord, are the
lesser andminor rules of training?’ Confess that offence of wrong-

Vin 2.289

doing.”
“I, honoured sirs, out of unmindfulness, did not ask the Lord,

saying: ‘But which, Lord, are the lesser and minor rules of training?’
I do not see that as an offence of wrong-doing,¹ yet even out of faith
in the venerable ones I confess that as an offence of wrong-doing.”
“This too is an offence of wrong-doing for you, reverend Ānanda,

in that you sewed the Lord’s cloth for the rains² after having stepped
on it. Confess that offence of wrong-doing.”
“But I, honoured sirs, not out of disrespect, sewed the Lord’s cloth

for the rains after having stepped on it. I do not see … but even out
of faith in the venerable ones I confess that as an offence of wrong-
doing.”
“This too is an offence of wrong-doing for you, reverend Ānanda,

in that you had the Lord’s body first of all honoured by women; be-
cause these were weeping, the Lord’s body was defiled by tears. Con-
fess that offence of wrong-doing.”
“But I, honoured sirs, thinking: ‘Do not let these be (here) at a

wrong time,’³ had the Lord’s body honoured first of all by women. I
BD 5.401

do not see that as an offence of wrong-doing … but even out of faith
…”
“This too is an offence of wrong-doing for you, reverend Ānanda,

in that you,⁴ (although) a broad hint was being given, a palpable sign
was being made, did not ask the Lord, saying: ‘Let the Lord remain
for a (full) lifespan,⁵ let the well-farer remain for a (full) lifespan for
the welfare of themany-folk, for the happiness of themany-folk, out
of compassion for the world, for the good, the welfare, the happiness
of devas andmankind.’ Confess that offence of wrong-doing.”

¹ Cf. Kd 10.1.8 ² vassikasāṭikā, see bd 2.134, n. 1. Defined at Vin 4.173 (bd 3.99).
³ mā yimā vikāle ahesuṁ. Vin-a 1297 explains by mā imāsaṁ vikāle gamanāni
ahesuṁ, do not let there be comings of these at a wrong time. ⁴ Cf.
an iv.309–an iv.310, dn ii.103, dn ii.115, sn v.259, Ud 62. ⁵ kappa. See gs iv.206, n.
an-a iv.149 = sn-a iii.251 = Ud-a 323 calls it āyukappa, and say whatever is the length
of men’s life at this and that time, bringing that to the full, let him remain.
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“But I, honoured sirs, because mymind was obsessed¹ with Māra,
did not ask the Lord, saying: ‘Let the Lord remain … the happiness
of devas andmankind.’ I do not see … out of faith …”
“This too is an offence of wrong-doing for you, reverend Ānanda,

in thatyoumadeaneffort for thegoing forthofwomen in thedhamma
and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder.² Confess this offence
of wrong-doing.”
“But I, honoured sirs, made an effort for the going forth of women

in the dhamma and discipline proclaimed by the Truth-finder, think-
ing: ‘This Gotamid, Pajāpatī the Great,³ is the Lord’s aunt, foster-
mother, nurse, giver of milk, for when the Lord’s mother passed
away, she suckled him.’ I do not see that as an offence of wrong-
doing, but even out of faith in the venerable ones I confess that as an
offence of wrong-doing.”

Kd 21.1.11

Now at that time the venerable Purāṇa was walking on almstour
in the Southern Hills together with a large Order of monks, with
at least five hundred monks. Then the venerable Purāṇa, having
stayed in the Southern Hills for as long as he found suiting, after
the monks who were elders had chanted dhamma and discipline

Vin 2.290

, approached Rājagaha, the Bamboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding
place, and the monks who were elders; having approached, having
exchanged friendly greetings with the monks who were elders, he

BD 5.402

sat down at a respectful distance.Themonks who were elders spoke
thus to the venerable Purāṇa as he was sitting down at a respectful
distance:
“Reverend Purāṇa, dhamma and discipline have been chanted by

monks who are elders. Submit yourself ⁴ to this chanting.”
“Your reverences, well chanted by the elders are dhamma and

discipline, but in that way that I heard it in the Lord’s presence, that
I received it in his presence, in that same way will I bear it in mind.”

¹ As at Vin 4.94, Vin 4.229. ² Above, Kd 20.1. ³ As at Kd 20.1.3; mn iii.253. ⁴ up-
ehi, as at Kd 19.3.3 (towards the end).
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On the higher penalty
Kd 21.1.12

Then the venerableĀnanda spoke thus to themonkswhowere elders:
“Honoured sirs, the Lord, at the time of attaining nibbāna, spoke thus
to me: ‘Well now, Ānanda, after I am gone, let the Order enjoin the
higher penalty¹ for the monk Channa.’²
“But did you, reverend Ānanda, ask the Lord: ‘But what, Lord, is

the higher penalty?’ ”
“I, honoured sirs, did ask the Lord: ‘But what, Lord, is the higher

penalty?’ He said, ‘Ānanda, Channa may say whatever he likes to
monks, but the monk Channa must neither be spoken to, nor ex-
horted nor instructed by monks’.”³
“Well then, reverend Ānanda, do you yourself enjoin the higher

penalty on the monk Channa.”
“But how can I, honoured sirs, enjoin the higher penalty on the

monk Channa?That monk is fierce and rough.”
“Well then, reverendĀnanda, goalong togetherwithmanymonks.”
“Very well, honoured sirs,” and the venerable Ānanda, having

answered thesemonks in assent, having, together with a large Order
ofmonks,with at least five hundredmonks, disembarked at Kosambī
from a boat going upstream,⁴ sat down at the root of a certain tree

BD 5.403

not far from King Udena’s⁵ pleasure grove.

Kd 21.1.13

Nowat that timeKingUdenawas amusinghimself in his pleasure
grove together with his concubines.Then King Udena’s concubines
heard:⁶ “It is said that our teacher, master Ānanda, is sitting at the

¹ brahmadaṇḍa. ² As at dn ii.154. See bd 2.230, bd 2.257, bd 2.393, bd 3.36 for fur-
ther references to Channa’s misdoings. It is not clear whether this penalty was
imposed because he had taken the nun’s part in a dispute with monks, or be-
cause he had repeatedly reviled Sāriputta andMoggallāna, as appears from Dhp-
a ii.110–Dhp-a ii.112, where also other details are to be found. Cf. alsoThag-a i.166.
³ Cf. an ii.113 where it is said that this is destruction, vadha, in the ariyan discipline:
when a monk is to be neither spoken to, exhorted nor instructed by the Truth-
finder or by his fellow Brahma-farers. ⁴ ujjavanikāya, cf. Vin 4.65. ⁵ King of
Kosambī. ⁶ Cf. Kd21.1.13–Kd 21.1.14 with Ja ii.23–Ja ii.24 where Ānanda receives
another thousand robes.
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root of a certain tree not far from the pleasure grove.” Then King
Udena’s concubines spoke thus to King Udena: “Sire, they say that
our teacher … not far from the pleasure grove. We, sire, want to see
master Ānanda.”
“Well then, do you see the recluse Ānanda.” Then King Udena’s

concubines approached the venerable Ānanda; having approached,
having greeted the venerable Ānanda, they sat down at a respect-
ful distance. The venerable Ānanda gladdened, rejoiced, roused,
delighted King Udena’s concubines with talk on dhamma as they
were sitting down at a respectful distance.Then King Udena’s con-
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cubines, gladdened … delighted by the venerable Ānanda with talk
on dhamma, bestowed five hundred inner robes on the venerable
Ānanda.Then King Udena’s concubines, pleased with the venerable
Ānanda’s words, having thanked him, rising from their seats, having
greeted the venerable Ānanda, having kept their right sides towards
him, approached King Udena.

Kd 21.1.14

King Udena saw the concubines coming in the distance; see-
ing them he spoke thus to the concubines: “Did you see the recluse
Ānanda?”
“We, sire, did see master Ānanda.”
“But did not you give anything to the recluse Ānanda?”
“We gave, sire, five hundred inner robes to master Ānanda.”
KingUdena looked downupon, criticised, spread it about, saying:

“How can this recluse Ānanda accept somany robes?Will the recluse
Ānanda set up trade in woven cloth or will he offer (them) for sale in
a shop?”¹Then King Udena approached the venerable Ānanda; hav-
ing approached, he exchanged greetings with the venerable Ānanda;
having exchangedgreetings of friendliness and courtesy, he sat down
at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful dis-
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tance, King Udena spoke thus to the venerable Ānanda:
“Did not our concubines come here, good² Ānanda?”
“Your concubines did come here, your majesty.”
“Did they not give anything to the honourable³ Ānanda?”

¹ paggāhikasālaṁ pasāressati. Cf. Kd 20.10.4, āpaṇaṁ pasārenti. ² bho. ³ bhoto.
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“They gave me five hundred inner robes, your majesty.”
“But what can you, honourable¹ Ānanda, do with so many robes?”
“I will share them, your majesty, with those monks whose robes

are worn thin.”
“But what will you do, good Ānanda, with those old robes that are

worn thin?”
“We will make them into upper coverings,² your majesty.”
“But what will you do, good Ānanda, with those upper coverings

that are old?”
“We will make these into mattress coverings, your majesty.”
“Butwhatwill youdo, goodĀnanda,with thosemattress coverings

that are old?”
“We will make them into ground coverings, your majesty.”
“But what will you do, good Ānanda, with those ground coverings

that are old?”
“We will make them into foot-wipers, your majesty.”
“But what will you do, good Ānanda, with those foot-wipers that

are old?”
“We will make them into dusters, your majesty.”
“But what will you do, good Ānanda, with those dusters that are

old?”
“Having torn them into shreds, your majesty, having kneaded

themwith mud, we will smear a plaster-flooring.”
Then King Udena, thinking: “These recluses, sons of the Sakyans,
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use everything in an orderly way and do not let things go to waste,”³
bestowed even another five hundred woven cloths on the venerable
Ānanda.Therefore this was the first time that a thousand robes had
accrued to the venerable Ānanda as an alms of robes.

Kd 21.1.15

BD 5.405Then the venerable Ānanda approached Ghosita’s monastery;
having approached, he sat down on an appointed seat. Then the
venerable Channa approached the venerable Ānanda; having ap-

¹ bhavaṁ. ² uttarattharaṇa. ³ sabbeva yoniso upanenti na kulāvaṁ gamenti.
Vin-a 1297 says the meaning of na kulāvaṁ gamenti is na koṭṭhake gopenti, they do
not keep them in a storeroom.
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proached, having greeted the venerable Ānanda, he sat down at a
respectful distance.The venerable Ānanda spoke thus to the vener-
able Channa as he was sitting down at a respectful distance: “The
higher penalty has been enjoined on you, reverend Channa, by the
Order.”
“But what, honoured Ānanda, is the higher penalty?”
“You, reverend Channa, may say what you please to the monks,

but youmust neither be spoken to nor exhorted nor instructed by
the monks.”

Saying: “Am I not, honoured Ānanda, destroyed because I may be
neither spoken to nor exhorted nor instructed by themonks?” he fell
down fainting at that very place.Then the venerable Channa, being
troubled about the higher penalty, being ashamed of it, loathing
it,¹ dwelling alone, aloof, zealous, ardent, self-resolute, having soon
realised here and now by his own super-knowledge that supreme
goal of the Brahma-faring for the sake of which youngmen of family
rightly go forth from home into homelessness, entering on it, abided
in it and he understood: “Destroyed is (individual) birth, lived is the
Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, now there is no more
of being this or that.” And so the venerable Channa became another
of the perfected ones.Then the venerable Channa, having attained
perfection, approached the venerable Ānanda; having approached
he spoke thus to the venerable Ānanda: “Honoured Ānanda, now
revoke the higher penalty for me.”
“Fromthemoment that you, reverendChanna, realisedperfection,

from that moment the higher penalty was revoked for you.”

Kd 21.1.16

Now because five hundred monks—not one more, not one less—
were at this chanting of the discipline, this chanting of the discipline
is in consequence called ‘that of the Five Hundred’.²

Told is the Eleventh Section: that on the Five Hundred

in this section are twenty-three items. this is its key
BD 5.406

¹ As at Vin 1.86f. ² Cf. Kd 22.2.9.
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When the Self-enlightened One had attained nibbāna the elder called Kass-
apa
addressed a group of monks on preserving what is true dhamma, /
On the high-road from Pāvā, what was declared by Subhadda,

Vin 2.293
wewill chant true dhamma, before what is not-dhamma shines forth, /
And he selected Ānanda also for the one in the five hundred less one
spending the rains¹ in chanting dhamma and discipline in the best of re-
sorts. /
He asked Upāli about discipline, the wise Ānanda about the Suttantas:
disciples of the Conqueror chanted the three Piṭakas. /
The lesser andminor, various, in conformity with and according to what
was laid down,
he did not ask, having stepped on, he caused to honour, and he did not
request, /
the going forth of women: out of faith they are offences of wrong-doing for
me.
Purāṇa, and the higher penalty, the concubines with Udena, /
So many, and worn thin, upper coverings, mattresses,
ground coverings, foot-wipers, dusters, kneading with mud,
a thousand robes accrued for the first time to the one called Ānanda. /
Threatened with the higher penalty he attained the fourfold truth.
The five hundred having mastered:
therefore it is called (the Chanting) of the Five Hundred.

Vin 2.294

¹ Text: vassanto, Sinhalese and Siamese: vasanto.
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22. (Recitationwith) Seven Hundred
(Sattasata)

First recitation section

Kd 22.1.1
BD 5.407

Now at that time, a century after the Lord had attained nibbāna,
monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī¹ promulgated ten points at Vesālī,
saying:

1. “The practice concerning a horn for salt² is allowable;
2. the practice as to two finger-breadths is allowable;
3. the practice concerning ‘among the villages’ is allowable;
4. the practice concerning residences is allowable;
5. the practice concerning assent is allowable;
6. the practice concerning what is customary is allowable;
7. the practice concerning unchurned butter-milk is allowable;
8. it is allowable to drink unfermented toddy;
9. a piece of cloth to sit upon that has no border is allowable;
10. gold and silver are allowable.”

Nowat that time the venerableYasa, the son ofKākaṇḍakā,³walk-
ing on tour among the Vajjis, arrived at Vesālī.⁴Then the venerable
Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, stayed there at Vesālī in the Great Grove
in the Hall of the Gabled Roof. Now at that time themonks whowere

¹ As at Kd 17.4.1. ² The terms of the ten points are explained below, Kd 22.1.10;
Kd 22.2.8. ³ I take this parent to be hismother.This Yasa is mentioned at dn-a 525;
Mbvs.96; Mbvs.iv.57. ⁴ This passage is quoted at Vin-a i.34.
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Vajjis of Vesālī, having on that Observance day filled a bronze pot
with water, having set it in the midst of the Order of monks, spoke
thus to lay-followers of Vesālī who came: “Give, sirs, a kahāpaṇa¹
for the Order and half a pāda² and a stampedmāsaka;³ there will be
something to be done for the Order in respect of requisites.”

When they had spoken thus, the venerable Yasa,⁴ the son of Kā-
kaṇḍakā, spoke thus to the lay-followers of Vesālī: “Do not, sirs, give

BD 5.408

kahāpaṇas and stampedmāsakas to the Order: gold and silver are not
allowable to recluses, sons of the Sakyans.⁵The recluses, sons of the
Sakyans do not consent (to accept) gold and silver, the recluses, sons
of the Sakyans do not receive gold and silver, the recluses, sons of
the Sakyans do not use jewels and refined gold,⁶ they have done with
gold and silver.”⁷Then the lay-followers of Vesālī, being spoken to
thus by the venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, nevertheless gave
kahāpaṇas…and stampedmāsakas to theOrder.Then themonkswho
were Vajjis or Vesālī, having towards the end of that night arranged
those gold coins,⁸ distributed portions according to the number of
monks.⁹Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī spoke thus to the
venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā:
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“This portion of gold coins is for you, reverend Yasa.”
“I have no need of a portion of gold coins, sirs, I do not consent (to

accept) gold coins.”
Kd 22.1.2

Then themonks whowere Vajjis of Vesālī, saying: “This reverend
Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, is reviling and abusing¹⁰ lay-followers

¹ See bd 1.29, n., and bd 1.71, n. 2. ² On pāda, see bd 1.71, n. 2. Although the
reading above is aḍḍhaṁ pi pādaṁ pi, as though aḍḍha and pāda were separate
mediums of exchange, in taking the phrase as meaning “half a pāda” I am follow-
ing Vv-a 77 = Dhp-a iii.108 which gives the descending line: kahāpaṇa, aḍḍhapāda,
māsaka. Vinaya Texts iii.387 takes aḍḍha as half a kahāpaṇa, but the justification
for its being half a pāda is greater. ³ See bd 1.72, n. 1, and Vin-a 689 where it is
said that somemāsakas have figures stamped on them. ⁴ For the ten points and
the Yasa episode see also Mahāvaṁsa iv.9ff., Dīpavaṁsa iv.45ff., Dīpavaṁsa v.23;
Vin-a i.33ff. ⁵ Bu-NP 18. ⁶ suvaṇṇa. On this and hirañña see bd 1.28, n. ⁷ All
these phrases occur at sn iv.325 as above; the last two are also used at mn ii.51 in
respect of the potter. ⁸ hirañña. ⁹ bhikkhaggena. Cf. seyyaggena, vihāraggena
and pariveṇaggena at Kd 16.11.3. ¹⁰ Both these terms are defined at Vin 4.309.They
occur also at Vin 4.52.
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who are faithful and believing; come, let us carry out a (formal) act of
reconciliation¹ for him,” carried out a (formal) act of reconciliation
for him.Then the venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā spoke thus
to the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī:
“It was laid down by the Lord, your reverences, that a companion

messenger should be given to a monk for whom a (formal) act of
reconciliation has been carried out.² Your reverences, give me a
monk as companion messenger.”

Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī, having agreed upon
one monk, gave him to the venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā,
as a companion messenger.Then the venerable Yasa, the son of Kā-
kaṇḍakā, having entered Vesālī together with the monkwhowas his

BD 5.409

companion messenger, spoke thus to the lay-followers of Vesālī:
“It is said that I revile and abuse the venerable lay-followers³ who

are faithful and believing, and that I afford little satisfaction in that
I speak of not-dhamma as not-dhamma; in that I speak of dhamma as
dhamma, in that I speak of not-discipline as not-discipline, in that I
speak of discipline as discipline.

Kd 22.1.3

“Friends, the Lord was once staying at Sāvatthī in the Jeta Grove
in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. There, friends, the Lord addressed
the monks, saying: ‘Monks,⁴ there are these four stains of the moon
and the sun, stained by which stains the moon and the sun burn
not, shine not, blaze not. What are the four? Dense cloud, monks, is
a stain of the moon and the sun, stained by which stain the moon
and the sun … blaze not. A snow-cloud⁵ … Smoke and dust … Rāhu,⁶
monks, is a stain of the moon and the sun, stained by which stain
the moon and the sun burn not, shine not, blaze not.These, monks,
are the four stains of the moon and the sun, stained by which stains
the moon and the sun burn not, shine not, blaze not.
“ ‘Even so, monks, there are four stains of recluses and brahmins,

¹ paṭisāraṇiyakamma. See Kd 11.18.5. ² Kd 11.22.2. ³ āyasmante upāsake. ⁴ As
at an ii.53. Cf.Mil 273. ⁵ mahikā; at an ii.53,mahiyā. Vin-a 1297 says it is a snow-
cloud (himavatāhakā) at the time of snow-fall. ⁶ He figures in the Indian myth of
eclipses. See sn i.50, sn i.51 where the Moon and Sun devaswere seized by Rāhu;
they both invoked Gotama’s aid, and he told Rāhu to set the devas free.
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stained bywhich stains some recluses and brahmins burn not, shine
not, blaze not. What are the four?There are, monks, some recluses
and brahmins who drink fermented liquor, who drink spirits,¹ ab-
stainingnot fromdrinking fermented liquor and spirits.This,monks,
is the first stain of recluses and brahmins, stained by which stain
some recluses and brahmins burn not, shine not, blaze not. And
again, monks, some recluses and brahmins indulge in sexual inter-
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course,² abstaining not from sexual intercourse.This, monks, is the
second stain … And again, monks, some recluses and brahmins con-
sent (to accept) gold and silver abstaining not from accepting gold

BD 5.410

and silver.³This, monks, is the third stain …And again, monks, some
recluses and brahmins earn a living by a wrong mode of livelihood,
abstaining not from a wrong mode of livelihood.⁴This, monks, is the
fourth stain, stained by which stain some recluses and brahmins …
blaze not.These,monks, are the four stains of recluses and brahmins,
stained bywhich stains some recluses and brahmins burn not, shine
not, blaze not.’ Friends, the Lord said this; theWell-farer having said
this, the Teacher further spoke thus:

“Some recluses⁵ and brahmins are stained
By lust and ill-will. Clothed in ignorance,
Beings delight in pleasure-giving shapes;
Liquor fermented and distilled they drink;
They follow sexual lust; by folly blinded
Some recluses and brahmins take gifts
Of gold and silver and live wrongfully.

“These are called “stains” by the Awakened One,
The kinsman of the Sun. Tainted by these
Some recluses and brahmins burn not,
They shine not, tarnished, dust-soiled, utter fools,

¹ SeeBu-Pc 51. ² SeeBu-Pj 1. ³ SeeBu-NP 18, anddn i.5 ⁴ Atdn i.9–dn i.12many
wrong modes of livelihood are enumerated. ⁵ I follow translation at gs ii.62–63,
except that in the first line I have “stained” (Vinaya: parikkiliṭṭhā) instead of “snared”
(Aṅguttara: paṭikkiṭṭhā), and in the last line I have “take on again-becoming” instead
of “reap rebirth.”
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Shrouded in darkness; slaves of craving they,
Led by the cord of craving, and they swell
The dreadful charnel-field¹ and take on again-becoming.’

“It is for speaking thus that it is said that I am reviling and abus-
ing the venerable lay followers who are faithful and believing, and
that I afford little satisfaction in that I speak of not-dhamma as not-
dhamma, in that I speak of dhamma as dhamma, in that I speak of
not-discipline as not-discipline, and in that I speak of discipline as
discipline.

Kd 22.1.4

“Friends, the Lord was once staying at Rājagaha in the Bamboo
BD 5.411

Grove at the squirrels’ feeding place. Now at that time,² friends, in
the king’s private quarters this conversation arose among the king’s
assembly as theywere gathered together and sitting down: ‘Gold and
silver are allowable for the recluses, sons of the Sakyans; the recluses,
sons of the Sakyans consent (to accept) gold and silver; the recluses,
sons of the Sakyans receive gold and silver.’ Nowat that time, friends,
a village headman, Maṇicūḷaka, was sitting down in that assembly.
Then, friends, Maṇicūḷaka, the village headman, spoke thus to that
assembly: ‘Do not, masters, speak thus. Gold and silver are not al-
lowable to recluses, sons of the Sakyans; the recluses, sons of the
Sakyans do not consent (to accept) gold and silver; the recluses, sons
of the Sakyans do not receive gold and silver; the recluses, sons of
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the Sakyans do not use gold and silver, they have done with gold and
silver.’ And, friends, Maṇicūḷaka, the village headman, was able to
convince that assembly.Then, friends, Maṇicūḷaka the village head-
man, having convinced that assembly approached the Lord; having
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As hewas sitting downat a respectful distance,Maṇicūḷaka
the village headman, spoke thus to the Lord: ‘Now, Lord, in the king’s
private quarters … ³ I was able, Lord, to convince that assembly. I

¹ vaḍḍhenti kaṭasiṁ. Cf. Ud6.8 icc’ ete ubho antā kaṭasivaḍḍhanā kaṭasiyo diṭṭhī
vaḍḍhenti; alsoThig.502 kaṭasiṁ vaḍḍhente; and the line above, from “they swell”
to the end, withThag 456 which however for our ādiyanti (take on) reads ācinanti
(accumulate). ² As at sn iv.325. ³ The whole is repeated in the text.
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hope¹ that I, Lord, maintaining thus, am one who asserts (fairly)
what has been affirmed, and am not misrepresenting the Lord by
what is not fact, but ammaintaining a doctrine which conforms to
his doctrine, and that no one who is a fellow dhamma-man, a holder
of (his) views, comes to a position incurring blame.’
“ ‘Certainly you, village headman, maintaining thus, are one who

asserts (fairly) what I have affirmed, and are not misrepresenting
me by what is not fact, but are maintaining a doctrine which con-
forms to my doctrine, and no one who is a fellow dhamma-man, a
holder of (my) views, comes to a position incurring blame. For, vil-
lage headman, gold and silver are not allowable to recluses, sons of
the Sakyans; the recluses, sons of the Sakyans do not consent (to ac-
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cept) gold and silver; the recluses, sons of the Sakyans do not receive
gold and silver; the recluses, sons of the Sakyans do not use gold
and silver, they have done with gold and silver. To whoever, village
headman, gold and silver are allowable to him also are allowable
the five strands of sense-pleasures; to whoever the five strands of
sense-pleasures are allowable, certainly youmayunderstand, village
headman, (this to be) not the dhamma of recluses,² not the dhamma of
sons of the Sakyans. Although I, village headman, spoke thus: Grass
may be looked about for by onewhoneeds grass;woodmay be looked
about for by one who needs wood; a wagonmay be looked about for
by one who needs a wagon; a man may be looked about for by one
who needs a man³—yet I, village headman, have never said in any
way that gold and silver may be consented to or looked about for.’ It
is for speaking thus that it is said that I am reviling and abusing ven-
erable lay-followers who are faithful and believing, and that I afford
little satisfaction in that I speak of not-dhamma as not-dhamma, in
that I speak of dhamma as dhamma, in that I speak of not-discipline
as not-discipline, in that I speak of discipline as discipline.

Kd 22.1.5

“Once, friends, when the Lord was in Rājagaha, as before, he ob-

¹ This speech occurs in almost identical terms at Kd 6.31.4; see also sn iii.6,
sn iv.51, sn iv.340, sn iv.381; an i.161; cf. an ii.31, an iii.4, dn i.161. ² samaṇad-
hamma, recluses’ dhamma, mentioned also at an iii.371. ³ The Maṇicūḷa-sutta
of sn iv.325–sn iv.327 stops here.
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jected in connection with Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, to gold
and silver and laid down a rule of training.¹ It is for speaking thus
that it is said that I am reviling and abusing venerable lay-followers
who are faithful and believing, and that I afford little satisfaction in
that I speakof not-dhamma asnot-dhamma, in that I speakof dhamma
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as dhamma, in that I speak of not-discipline as not-discipline, in that
I speak of discipline as discipline.”

Kd 22.1.6

When he had spoken thus the lay-followers of Vesālī spoke thus
to Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā: “Honoured sir, master Yasa, the son
of Kākaṇḍakā, is alone a recluse, a son of the Sakyans; these, one and
all, are not recluses, not sons of the Sakyans.Honoured sir, letmaster
Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, stay in Vesālī and wewill make an effort
in regard to the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings, medicines

BD 5.413

for the sick.”
Then the venerableYasa, the son ofKākaṇḍakā, having convinced

the lay-followers of Vesālī, went to a monastery together with the
monk who was his companion messenger.

Kd 22.1.7

Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī asked the monk who
was the companion messenger, saying: “Your reverence, have the
lay-followers of Vesālī been asked for forgiveness by Yasa, the son of
Kākaṇḍakā?”
“Your reverences, evil has been done to us; Yasa, the son of Kākaṇ-

ḍakā, is alone regarded as² a recluse, a son of the Sakyans; we, one
and all, are regarded as not recluses, not sons of the Sakyans.”

Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī, saying: “Your rever-
ences, this Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, not agreed upon by us, has
given information³ to householders. Come, let us carry out a (for-
mal) act of suspension⁴ against him.” And these gathered together
desirous of carrying out a (formal) act of suspension against him.
Then the venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, having risen above
the ground, reappeared at Kosambī. Then the venerable Yasa, the

¹ See Bu-NP 18. ² kata, literally made. ³ pakāseti. Cf. Kd 17.3.2ff. ⁴ ukkhep-
aniyakamma. See Kd 11.25.
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son of Kākaṇḍakā, sent a messenger to the monks of Pāvā¹ and (to
those) of the southern region of Avantī,² saying:
“Let thevenerable ones come,wemust attend to this legal question

before what is not dhamma shines forth and dhamma is withheld,
(before)what is not discipline shines forth anddiscipline iswithheld,
before thosewho speakwhat is not dhamma become strong and those
who speak dhamma become feeble, (before) those who speak what is
not discipline become strong and thosewho speak discipline become
feeble.”³

Kd 22.1.8

Now at that time the venerable Sambhūta,⁴ a wearer of coarse
BD 5.414

hempen cloth,⁵ was staying on Ahogaṅgā mountain slopeThen the
venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, approached Ahogaṅgā moun-
tain slope and the venerable Sambhūta, thewearer of coarse hempen
cloth; having approached, having greeted the venerable Sambhūta,
the wearer of coarse hempen cloth, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the venerable
Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, spoke thus to the venerable Sambhūta,
the wearer of coarse hempen cloth:
“Honoured sir, these monks, Vajjis of Vesālī, are promulgating

ten points:⁶ the practice concerning a horn for salt is allowable; the
practice as to two finger-breadths is allowable; the practice concern-
ing ‘among the villages’ is allowable; the practice concerning resi-
dences is allowable; the practice concerning assent is allowable; the
practice concerningwhat is customary is allowable; the practice con-
cerning unchurned buttermilk is allowable; it is allowable to drink
unfermented toddy; a piece of cloth to sit upon that has no border
is allowable; gold and silver are allowable. Come, honoured sir, we

Vin 2.299

must attend to this legal question before what is not dhamma shines

¹ Mentioned at Vin 1.253, and called there and above Pāṭheyyakā. See bd 4.351, n.
Vin-a 1105 calls Pāṭheyyaṁ (variant reading Pāveyyaṁ) a kingdom to the west of
Kosala, which will no doubt account for the “western country” of Vinaya Texts
iii.394. ² See Vin 1.195ff. ³ As at Kd 11.1.1. ⁴ Verses atThag 291–Thag 294. See
Thag-a ii.122ff.MentionedwithSāḷha, Revata, andYasa asĀnanda’s pupils, Vin-a 34f.
⁵ sāṇavāsin. On sāṇa see bd 2.143, n. 3. ⁶ As at Kd 22.1.1.
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forth and dhamma is withheld, (before) what is not discipline shines
forth and discipline is withheld, before those who speak what is not
dhamma become strong and thosewho speak dhamma become feeble,
(before) those who speak what is not discipline become strong and
those who speak discipline become feeble.”
“Very well, your reverence,” the venerable Sambhūta, the wearer

of coarse hempen cloth, answered the venerable Yasa, the son of
Kākaṇḍakā in assent.Then asmany as sixtymonks of Pāvā, all forest-
dwellers, all almsmen, all rag-robe wearers, all wearers of the three
robes,¹ one and all men perfected,² gathered together on Ahogaṅgā
mountain slope; and as many as eighty-eight monks of the southern
region of Avantī, mostly forest-dwellers, mostly almsmen, mostly
rag-robe wearers, mostly wearers of the three robes, and one and all
men perfected, gathered together on Ahogaṅgā mountain slope.

Kd 22.1.9

BD 5.415 Then as these monks who were elders were considering, it oc-
curred to them: “Now, this legal question is hard and troublesome.
How canwe acquire a faction throughwhichwe could be stronger in
regard to this legal question?”Nowat that time the venerable Revata³
was staying in Soreyya. He had heardmuch, he was one to whom the
tradition had been handed down, he was an expert in dhamma, ex-
pert in discipline, expert in the headings; wise, experienced, clever;
conscientious, scrupulous, desirous of training.⁴Then it occurred to
the monks who were elders:
“This venerable Revata is staying in Soreyya.Hehas heardmuch…

desirous of training. If we could acquire the venerable Revata for the
faction, thus could we be stronger in regard to this legal question.”

Then the venerable Revata, through the condition of deva-like
hearing which was purified, surpassing that of men, heard these
monks who were elders as they were considering. And having heard
them, it occurred tohim: ‘This legal question ishardand troublesome,
yet it is not suitable for me to hold back from a legal question like

¹ For references to these four ascetic practices see notes at bd 4.351. ² They are not
called this at Vin 1.253. ³ SeeMahāvaṁsa iv.57, Mahāvaṁsa iv.60; cf. Dīpavaṁsa
iv.49, Vin-a i.33f. ⁴ Stock, as at Vin 1.127, Vin 2.8; cf. an i.117, an ii.147, an iii.179.
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this. But these monks are coming now. I will get no comfort crowded
up by them. Suppose that I should go away beforehand?’

Then the venerable Revata went from Soreyya to Saṁkassa.Then
themonkswhowereelders, havingarrivedatSoreyya, asked: “Where
is the venerable Revata?”They spoke thus: “The venerable Revata has
gone to Saṁkassa.”Then the venerable Revata went from Saṁkas-
sato Kaṇṇakujja.Then the monks who were elders, having arrived
at Saṁkassa, asked: “Where is the venerable Revata?” They spoke
thus: “This venerable Revata has gone to Kaṇṇakujja.”Then the ven-
erable Revata went from Kaṇṇakujja to Udumbara.Then the monks
who were elders, having arrived at Kaṇṇakujja, asked: “Where is
the venerable Revata?”They spoke thus: “This venerable Revata has
gone toUdumbara.”Then the venerable Revatawent fromUdumbara

Vin 2.300

to Aggaḷapura.Then the monks who were elders, having arrived at
Udumbara, asked: “Where is the venerable Revata?”They spoke thus:

BD 5.416

“This venerable Revata has gone to Aggaḷapura.”Then the venerable
Revata went from Aggaḷapura to Sahajāti.Then the monks who were
elders, having arrived at Aggaḷapura, asked: “Where is the venerable
Revata?”They spoke thus: “This venerable Revata has gone to Saha-
jāti.”Then the monks who were elders met the venerable Revata at
Sahajāti.

Kd 22.1.10

ThenthevenerableSambhūta, thewearer of coarsehempencloth,
spoke thus to the venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā: “Your rever-
ence, this venerable Revata has heard much, he is one to whom the
tradition has been handed down, he is an expert in dhamma, expert
in discipline, expert in the headings; wise, experienced, clever; con-
scientious, scrupulous, desirous of training. If we were to ask the
venerable Revata a question, the venerable Revata would be capa-
ble of spending a whole night over just the one question. But now
the venerable Revata will call upon a monk who is a pupil and a
plain-song repeater.¹ Do you, when that monk has completed the
plain-song intonation, having approached the venerable Revata, ask
him about these ten points.”

¹ sarabhāṇaka. See note above, bd 5.146.
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“Verywell, honoured sir,” the venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍa-
kā, answered the venerable Sambhūta, the wearer of coarse hempen
cloth, in assent. Then the venerable Revata called upon the monk
whowas a pupil and a plain-song repeater.Thenwhen thatmonkhad
completed the plain-song intonation, the venerable Yasa, the son of
Kākaṇḍakā, approached the venerable Revata; having approached,
having greeted the venerable Revata, he sat down at a respectful dis-
tance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable
Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā, spoke thus to the venerable Revata:
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning a horn for salt allow-

able?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning a horn for salt?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to carry about salt in a horn, think-

ing, ‘I will enjoy whatever may be unsalted’?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning two finger-breadths

allowable?”
BD 5.417

“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning two finger-
breadths?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to eat ameal at thewrong timewhen

the shadow has passed beyond two finger-breadths?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning ‘among the villages’

allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning ‘among the

villages’?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable, thinking, ‘I will go now among the

villages,’ having eaten, being satisfied, to eat a meal that is not left
over?”¹
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning residences allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning residences?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable for several residences belonging to

¹ See Bu-Pc 35, and bd 2.328.
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the same boundary to carry out various Observances?”
“Your reverences, it is not allowable.”

Vin 2.301

“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning assent allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning assent?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable for an incomplete Order to carry out

a (formal) act, thinking, ‘We will advise monks who arrive’?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning what is customary¹ al-

lowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning what is cus-

tomary?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable, thinking, ‘This is habitually done²

by my preceptor, this is habitually done bymy teacher,’ to conduct
oneself according to that?”
“Your reverence, the practice concerning what is customary is

sometimes allowable, sometimes not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning unchurned buttermilk

allowable?”
BD 5.418

“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning unchurned
buttermilk?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable, having eaten, being satisfied, to

drink whatever is milk that is not left over but which has passed the
stage of being milk (although) it has not arrived at the stage of being
curds?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to drink unfermented toddy?”
“What, your reverence, is this toddy?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to drink whatever is fermented

liquor³ (but) which has not fermented and has not arrived at the
stage of being strong drink?”⁴
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”

¹ āciṇṇakappa.Cf.Vin 1.79 (Kd 1.51.1). Dīpavaṁsa 4.47, Dīpavaṁsa 5.18. ² ajjhāciṇṇa,
as at Kd 14.5.1. ³ surā. Cf. Bu-Pc 51. ⁴ majja. See bd 2.385, n. 1.
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“Honoured sir, is a piece of cloth to sit upon that has no border¹
allowable?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, are gold and silver allowable?”
“Your reverence, they are not allowable.”
“Honoured sir, these monks who are Vajjis of Vesālī are promul-

gating these ten points inVesālī. Come, honoured sir,wemust attend
to this legal question before what is not dhamma shines forth and
dhamma is withheld, (before) what is not discipline shines forth and
discipline is withheld, before those who speak what is not dhamma
become strong and those who speak dhamma become feeble (before)
thosewho speakwhat is not discipline become strong and thosewho
speak discipline become feeble.”
“Very well, your reverence,” the venerable Revata answered the

venerable Yasa, the son of Kākaṇḍakā in assent.

The First Portion for Repeating

Second recitation section

Themonks who were Vajjis of Vesālī heard: “They say that Yasa, the
sonofKākaṇḍakā, iswilling to attend to this legal question, is looking
about for a faction, and they say that he is acquiring a faction.”Then it
occurred to themonks whowere Vajjis of Vesālī: “This legal question
is hard and troublesome. How could we acquire a faction through

BD 5.419

which we could be stronger in regard to this legal question?”Then
it occurred to the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī: “This venerable
Revata is one who has heard much, one to whom the tradition has
been handed down, he is expert in dhamma, expert in discipline,
expert in theheadings; he iswise, experienced, clever; conscientious,
scrupulous, desirous of training. If we could acquire the venerable
Revata for the faction, thus could we be stronger in regard to this
legal question.”

¹ Cf. definition at Vin 3.232, Vin 4.123, Vin 4.171. See bd 2.87, n. 5.
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Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī prepared abundant
requisites for recluses—bowls and robes and pieces of cloth to sit
upon and needle-cases and waistbands and strainers and regulation
water-pots.Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī, taking these
requisites of recluses, went in a boat upstream¹ to Sahājati; having

Vin 2.302

disembarked from the boat, they participated in ameal at the root of
a certain tree.

Kd 22.2.2

Then as the venerable Sāḷha² was meditating in private a rea-
soning arose in his mind thus: “Which now are the speakers of
dhamma—the monks from the East or those from Pāvā?” Then as
the venerable Sāḷha was considering dhamma and discipline it oc-
curred to him: “Themonks from the East are not speakers of dhamma;
the monks of Pāvā are speakers of dhamma.”Then a certain devatā
of the Pure Abodes, knowing bymind the reasoning in the mind of
the venerable Sāḷha, as a strong manmight stretch out his bent back
arm or might bend back his outstretched arm, even so, vanishing
from the devas of the Pure Abodes, did she appear before the vener-
able Sāḷha.Then that devatā spoke thus to the venerable Sāḷha: “It
is right, honoured Sāḷha, the monks from the East are not speakers
of dhamma, the monks of Pāvā are speakers of dhamma. Well then,
revered Sāḷha, stand firm according to dhamma.”³
“Both formerly and now I, devatā, have stood firm according to

dhamma. Nevertheless I am not making knownmy views until I may
be agreed upon in regard to this legal question.”

Kd 22.2.3

BD 5.420Then those monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī, taking those req-
uisites for recluses, approached the venerable Revata; having ap-
proached, they spoke thus to the venerable Revata: “Honoured sir,
let the Order accept these requisites for recluses—bowls and robes
and pieces of cloth to sit upon and needle-cases and waistbands and
strainers and regulation water-pots.”

He said: “No, your reverences, I amcomplete as to the three robes”
(for) he did not want to accept. Now at that time a monk named Ut-

¹ ujjaviṁsu. ² Ānanda’s pupil, Vin-a 34–Vin-a 35. ³ Or, according to the rule,
yathādhammo tathā tiṭṭhāhi. Cf. Mahāvaṁsa iv.29 dhamme tiṭṭha, stand firm in
dhamma.
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tara, of twenty years’ standing was the venerable Revata’s attendant.
Then the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī approached the venerable
Uttara; having approached, they spoke thus to the venerable Uttara:
“Let the venerable Uttara accept these requisites for recluses—bowls
and … regulation water-pots.”

He said: “No, your reverences, I am complete as to the three
robes,” (for) he did not want to accept.They said: “Reverend Uttara,
people used to bring requisites for recluses to the Lord. If the Lord
accepted them, they were glad; but if the Lord did not accept them,
they brought them to the venerable Ānanda, saying: ‘Honoured sir,
let the elder accept these requisites for recluses, thus will this (gift)
be as though accepted by the Lord.’ Let the venerable Uttara accept

Vin 2.303

these requisites of recluses, thuswill this (gift) be as though accepted
by the elder.”

Then the venerable Uttara, being pressed by themonkswhowere
Vajjis of Vesālī, took one robe, saying: “Let the reverend ones tell me
what they have need of.”
“Let the venerable Uttara say this much to the elder: ‘Honoured

sir, let the elder say this much in the midst of the Order: Awakened
Ones, Lords, arise in the Eastern districts, the monks from the East
are speakers of dhamma, the monks of Pāvā are speakers of what is
not dhamma’.”
“Very well, your reverences,” and the venerable Uttara, having

answered the monks who were Vajjis of Vesālī in assent, approached
the venerable Revata; having approached, he spoke thus to the ven-
erable Revata: “Honoured sir, let the elder say thismuch in themidst
of the Order: Awakened Ones, Lords, arise in the Eastern districts,
the monks from the East are speakers of dhamma, the monks of Pāvā
are speakers of what is not dhamma.”

BD 5.421

Saying: “You, monk, are inciting me to what is not dhamma,” the
elder dismissed¹ the venerable Uttara. Then the monks who were
Vajjis of Vesālī spoke thus to the venerable Uttara: “What, reverend

¹ paṇāmesi. Cf. Kd 1.27.2 where this word is used of the formal dismissal by a pre-
ceptor of the one who shares his cell. See also Mahāvaṁsa iv.30.
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Uttara, did the elder say?”
“Evil has been done to us, your reverences. Saying, ‘You, monk,

are inciting me to what is not dhamma,’ the elder dismissed me.”
“Are not you, your reverence, a senior of twenty years’ standing?”
“Yes, your reverences.”
“Then we shall take up guidance under (you as) teacher.”¹

Kd 22.2.4

Then the Order assembled wishing to investigate that legal ques-
tion. The venerable Revata informed the Order, saying: “Your rev-
erences, let the Order listen to me. If we were to settle that legal
question here, it might be that the monks who had taken it up origi-
nally might open it up for a further (formal) act.² If it seems right to
the Order, let the Order settle this legal question wherever this legal
question arose.”

Then the monks who were elders went to Vesālī willing to inves-
tigate that legal question. Now at that time Sabbakāmin³ was the
name of an elder of theOrder, (the oldest) on earth;⁴ itwas a hundred
and twenty years since his ordination; he had shared the cell of the
venerable Ānanda, and he was staying at Vesālī. Then the venerable
Revata spoke thus to the venerable Sambhūta, the wearer of coarse
hempen cloth: “I, your reverence, am going up to the dwelling-place
where the venerable Sabbākamin is staying. Do you, having gone up
early to the venerable Sabbākamin, ask him about these ten points.”
“Very well, honoured sir,” the venerable Sambhūta, the wearer

of coarse hempen cloth, answered the venerable Revata in assent.
BD 5.422

Then the venerable Revata went up to that dwelling place where the
venerableSabbakāminwas staying.A lodgingwasmade ready for the
venerable Sabbakāmin in an inner room, and one for the venerable
¹ garunissaya. Garu no doubt = guru. On nissaya see Kd 1.73. ² See Bu-Pc 63.
³ Psalms of the Bretheren p. 226, n. 1 suggests that the Sabbakāma of theTheragāthā
is the same as the Sabbakāmin of Vinaya Dictionary of Pali Proper Names identifies
the two. Called Sabbakāmin at Vin-a i.34. He took a vow to purify the teaching of
some Buddha in a birth during the time of Padumuttara Buddha. ⁴ pathavyā
saṅghathero.
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Revata on the veranda of the inner room.Then the venerable Revata,
thinking: “I This elder is old, but he is not lying down,” did not lie

Vin 2.304

down to sleep.The venerable Sabbakāmin, thinking: “This incoming
monk is tired, but he is not lying down,” did not lie down to sleep.

Kd 22.2.5

Then at the end of the night towards dawn, the venerable Sabba-
kāmin spoke thus to the venerable Revata: “Because of what abiding
do you, dear,¹ abide now in the fullness thereof?”
“Because of abiding in loving-kindness, do I, honoured sir, abide

now in the fullness thereof.”
“They say that you, dear, because of abiding in friendship² now

abide in the fullness thereof.This abiding in friendship, beloved, this
is loving-kindness.”
“Formerly, honoured sir, when I was a householder loving-kind-

ness was practised by me, and because of that abiding in loving-
kindness Inowabide in the fullness thereof, andmoreoverperfection
was attained by me long ago. Honoured sir, because of what abiding
does the elder now abide in the fullness thereof?”
“Because of abiding in (the concept of) emptiness³ do I, beloved,

now abide in the fullness thereof.”
“They say that the elder, honoured sir, because of the abiding of

great men⁴ now abides in the fullness thereof.This abiding of great
BD 5.423

men, honoured sir, this is (the concept of) emptiness.”⁵

¹ bhummi, a term of affection, says Vin-a 1298. ² kullaka. Vin-a 1298 explains
by uttāna, stretched; clear. Kullaka is probably derived from kaulya = Pali kulla,
belonging to the family, and possibly meaning that loving-kindness has been ex-
tended to others and that they have been suffusedwith his loving-kindness ofmind.
³ suññatāvihāra. Cf. mn iii.104, mn iii.294. mn-a v.105 explains as abiding in the
attainment of the fruit of emptiness—or phala-samāpatti may mean “sustained
fruition”; therefore “as abiding in the sustained fruition of emptiness.” On suññatā
see especially Buddhist Psychological Ethics, p. 91, n. 2; Atthasālinī 221–Atthasālinī
225; Kv iii.2. At Atthasālinī 221 it is said that suññatā is applied to the purification
formula, that it is a name of the transcendental Way, and that when one sees the
sankhāras as “void” of self this insight is called suññatā. “Voidness” or “Emptiness” is
the usual translation of suññatā, and must remain until something better is found.
⁴ mahāpurisavihāra. Cf.mn iii.294. mn-a v.106 explains as the abiding of great men:
buddhas, individual buddhas, tathāgatas and great disciples. ⁵ This phrase occurs
at mn iii.294.
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“Formerly, beloved, when I was a householder emptiness was
practised by me, and because of that abiding in emptiness I now
abide in the fullness thereof, and moreover perfection was attained
by me long ago.”

Kd 22.2.6

Then¹ this chance talk of the monks who were elders was in-
terrupted, because the venerable Sambhūta, the wearer of coarse
hempen cloth, arrived there. Then the venerable Sambhūta, the
wearer of coarse hempen cloth, approached the venerable Sabbakā-
min; having approached, having greeted the venerable Sabbakāmin,
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, the venerable Sambhūta, the wearer of coarse
hempen cloth, spoke thus to the venerable Sabbakāmin:
“Honoured sir, these monks who are Vajjis of Vesālī are promul-

gating ten points: the practice concerning a horn for salt is allowable
… gold and silver are allowable. Honoured sir, much dhamma, and
discipline has been mastered² by the elder at the feet³ of a preceptor.
As, honoured sir, the elder was considering dhamma and discipline,
what occurred to him?Who are the speakers of dhamma—themonks
from the East or those of Pāvā?”
“By you too, your reverence, has much dhamma and discipline

been mastered at the feet of a preceptor. As you, your reverence,
were considering dhamma and discipline, what occurred to you?
Who are the speakers of dhamma—themonks from the East or those
of Pāvā?”
“As I, honoured sir, was considering dhamma and discipline, this

occurred to me: ‘the monks from the East are speakers of what is not
dhamma, the monks of Pāvā are speakers of dhamma.’ Nevertheless I
am not making knownmy views until I am agreed upon in regard to
this legal question.”
“As I too, your reverence, was considering dhamma and discipline,

this occurred to me: the monks from the East are speakers of what
Vin 2.305

is not dhamma, the monks of Pāvā are speakers of dhamma. Never-
BD 5.424

theless I am not making knownmy views until I am agreed upon in

¹ carahi, as at Vin 2.292. ² As at Kd 21.1.2. ³ mūle.
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regard to this legal question.”

Kd 22.2.7

Then the Order assembled, willing to investigate that legal ques-
tion. But while they were investigating that legal question both end-
less disputations arose and of not one speech was the meaning clear.
Then the venerable Revata informed the Order, saying: “Honoured
sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we were investigating this
legal question both endless disputations arose and of not one speech
was the meaning clear. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may
settle this legal question by means of a referendum.”¹ He selected
four monks from the East, four monks from Pāvā—of the Eastern
monks the venerable Sabbakāmin and the venerable Sāḷha and the
venerable Khujjasobhita² and the venerable Vāsabhagāmika; of the
monks from Pāvā the venerable Revata and the venerable Sambhūta,
thewearer of coarse hempen cloth, and the venerableYasa, the son of
Kākaṇḍakā, and the venerable Sumana.³Then the venerable Revata
informed the Order, saying:
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.While we were inves-

tigating this legal question both endless disputations arose and of
not one speech was the meaning clear. If it seems right to the Or-
der, the Order may agree upon the four monks from the East and
the four monks from Pāvā to settle this legal question by means of a
referendum.This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen
to me. While we were investigating this legal question … was the
meaning clear.The Order is agreeing upon the four monks from the
East and the four monks from Pāvā to settle this legal question by
means of a referendum. If the agreement upon the four monks from
the East and the four monks from Pāvā to settle this legal question
by means of a referendum is pleasing to the venerable ones, they

¹ Cf. Kd 14.14.19 where the proceeding to be used in such an emergency as arose
and is recorded in subsequent sentence above, is laid down. ² Probably not to
be identified with the thera of the same name at Thag 234, as perhaps suggested
at Mahāvaṁsa iv.57. ³ Names given at Vin-a i.34–Vin-a i.35; but there classified
by reason of their being cell-sharers of Ānanda or Anuruddha. Cf.Mahāvaṁsa
iv.47–Mahāvaṁsa iv.49.
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should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak.The four
monks from the East and the four monks from Pāvā are agreed upon

BD 5.425

by the Order to settle this legal question by means of a referendum.
It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent.Thus do I understand
this.”

Now at that time Ajita was the name of a monk of ten years’
standing; he was a reciter of the Pātimokkha for the Order. Then
the Order further agreed upon the venerable Ajita as appointer of
seats for the monks who were elders.¹ Then it occurred to the monks
who were elders: “Nowwhere should we settle this legal question?”

Vin 2.306

Then it occurred to the monks who were elders: “This Vālika monas-
tery² is pleasing, with little noise, with little disturbance. Suppose
that we should settle this legal question in Vālika monastery?”Then
the monks who were elders went to Vālika monastery, willing to
investigate that legal question.

Kd 22.2.8

Then the venerable Revata informed the Order, saying: “Hon-
oured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, I
can ask the venerable Sabbakāmin about discipline.”Then the vener-
able Sabbakāmin informed the Order, saying: “Honoured sirs, let the
Order listen to me. If it seems right to the Order, I, questioned about
discipline by the venerable Revata, can answer.”Then the venerable
Revata spoke thus to the venerable Sabbakāmin:
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning a horn for salt allow-

able?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning a horn for salt?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to carry about salt in a horn, think-

ing: ‘I will enjoy whatever may be unsalted’?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”
“In Sāvatthī, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”³

¹ Elders were allowed to sit downwhile the Pātimokkha was being recited. ² See
alsoMahāvaṁsa iv.50; but Dīpavaṁsa v.29 says the Ten Points were settled at the
Gabled Hall (Vesālī). ³ Bu-Pc 38.
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“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of expiation for eating what has been stored.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This first point, inves-

tigated by the Order, this is a point that is against dhamma, against
BD 5.426

discipline, not of the Teacher’s instruction.This is the first (voting-)
ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning two finger-breadths

allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning two finger-

breadths?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to eat a meal at the wrong time if

the shadow has passed beyond two finger-breadths?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”
“At Rājagaha, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”¹
“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of expiation for eating at the wrong time.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This second point …

This is the second (voting-) ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning ‘among the villages’

allowable?”
What, your reverence, is this practice concerning ‘among the

villages’?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable, thinking: ‘I will go now among the

villages,’ having eaten, being satisfied, to eat a meal that is not left
over?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”
“At Sāvatthī, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”²
“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of expiation for eating what is not left over.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This third point …This

is the third (voting-) ticket that I cast.

¹ Bu-Pc 37. ² Bu-Pc 35.
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22. (recitationwith) seven hundred (sattasata)

“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning residences allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning residences?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable for several residences belonging to

the same boundary to carry out various Observances?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”

BD 5.427

“In Rājagaha, in what is connected with the Observance.”¹
“What offence does one fall into?”
An offence of wrong-doing for going beyond discipline.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This fourth point …

This is the fourth (voting-) ticket that I cast.”
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning assent allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is the practice concerning assent?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable for an incomplete Order to carry out

a (formal) act, thinking: ‘We will advise monks who arrive’?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”

Vin 2.307

“Where was it objected to?”
“In a matter of discipline on things pertaining to (the monks of)

Campā.”²
“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of wrong-doing for going beyond discipline.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This fifth point …This

is the fifth (voting-) ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning what is customary al-

lowable?”
“What, your reverence, is this practice concerning what is cus-

tomary?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable, thinking: ‘This is what is habitually

done bymy preceptor, this is what is habitually done bymy teacher,’
to conduct oneself according to that?”
“Your reverence, the practice concerning what is customary is

¹ Kd 2.8.3. Uposathasaṁyutta; saṁyutta here being used, as noted at Vinaya Texts
iii.410, n. 2 for khandhaka, section. ² Kd 9.3.5. Campeyyake vinayavatthusmiṁ.
Vin-a 1299 here explains that this matter of discipline is handed down in the
Campeyyakkhandhaka.
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sometimes allowable, sometimes not allowable.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This sixth point …This

is the sixth (voting-) ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, is the practice concerning unchurned buttermilk

allowable?”
“What, your reverence, is the practice concerning unchurned

buttermilk?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable having eaten, being satisfied, to

drink whatever is milk that is not left over but which has passed the
BD 5.428

stage of being milk (although) it has not arrived at the stage of being
curds?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”
“At Sāvatthī, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”¹
“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of expiation for eating what was not left over.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This seventh point …

This is the seventh (voting-) ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to drink unfermented toddy?”
“What, your reverence, is this unfermented toddy?”
“Honoured sir, is it allowable to drink whatever is fermented

liquor, but which has not fermented and has not arrived at the stage
of being strong drink?”
“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”
“At Kosambī, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”²
“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of expiation for drinking fermented liquor and spir-

its.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This eighth point …

This is the eighth (voting-) ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, is a piece of cloth to sit upon that has no border

allowable?”

¹ Bu-Pc 35. ² Bu-Pc 51.
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22. (recitationwith) seven hundred (sattasata)

“Your reverence, it is not allowable.”
“Where was it objected to?”
“At Sāvatthī, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”¹
“What offence does one fall into?”
“An offence of expiation involving cutting down.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This ninth point …This

is the ninth (voting-) ticket that I cast.
“Honoured sir, are gold and silver allowable?”
“Your reverence, they are not allowable.”
“Where were they objected to?”
“At Rājagaha, in the Suttavibhaṅga.”²
“What offence does one fall into?”

BD 5.429

“An offence of expiation for accepting gold and silver.”
“Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.This tenth point, inves-

tigated by the Order, this is a matter that is against dhamma, against
discipline, not of the Teacher’s instruction.This is the tenth (voting-)
ticket that I cast. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me.These ten
points, investigated by the Order, these are matters that are against
dhamma, against discipline, not of the Teacher’s instruction.”
“This legal question, your reverence, is concluded, and being set-

tled is well settled. Nevertheless you, your reverence, may also ques-
tion me in the midst of the Order³ on these ten points in order to
convince these monks.”⁴

So the venerable Revata also questioned the venerable Sabbakā-
min in the midst of the Order on these ten points, and the venerable
Sabbakāmin, being questioned, answered.

Kd 22.2.9

Now because⁵ seven hundred monks—not one less and not one
more—were at this chanting of the discipline, this chanting of the
discipline is called “that of the Seven Hundred.”⁶

Told is the Twelfth Section: that on the Seven Hundred.
Vin 2.308

¹ Bu-Pc 89. ² Bu-NP 18 ³ Not only, that is, before the special committee.
⁴ bhikkhūnaṁ saññattiyā; cf. Kd 14.14.26, Kd 17.4.1; also Kd 17.3.14. ⁵ Quoted at
Vin-a i.34. ⁶ Cf. Kd 21.1.16, the Five Hundred.This second recital, that of the Seven
Hundred, is also called the Recital of Yasatthera at an-a ii.10 = mn-a iv.114.
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in this section are twenty-five items. this is its key
Ten points, having filled, formal act, entered with a messenger,
the four, and on gold (and silver) again¹
and Kosambī, the monks of Pāvā, /
Theway to Soreyya, Saṁkāsa, Kaṇṇakujja, Udumbara,
and Sahamjāti,² he called upon, he heard, “How could we?” /
Bowl (and) they went in a boat upstream,³

BD 5.430
he was in private,⁴ they used to bring this
teacher (and) the Order and Vesālī,
loving-kindness, the Order, referendum.

Told is the Lesser Division.⁵
Vin 2.309

¹ Oldenberg’s text and Siamese and Sinhalese editions read puna rūpañ ca. Old-
enberg suggests (Vin.2.330) antepurañ ca (see Kd 22.1.4), but I think it may be an
abbreviation for jātarūparajata, the subject of Kd 22.1.4, Kd 22.1.5. ² Oldenberg’s
text: Sahamjāti ca, majjhesi, assosi; Sinhalese edition: Aggaḷaṁ Sahajātaṁ ca assosi;
Siamese edition: as Oldenberg’s text but reading Sahajātiṁ. Oldenberg suggests
(Vin.2.330) ajjhesi (in place ofmajjhesi).The verb in Kd 22.1.10 is ajjhesissati. ³ Old-
enberg’s text: sa ujji. Sinhalese edition ujjavī. ⁴ Oldenberg’s text: dūraho pi udā-
massa / dārukaṁ, saṅgho; Sinhalese and Siamese editions: raho’ si upanām’ āyam
garusaṅgho. ⁵ Here ends Oldenberg’s Vol. II.
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Translator’s Introduction

BD 6.vii

In 1883 the firm of Williams & Norgate (as it was then called) pub-
lished the fifth volume of the Vinaya-Piṭakaṁ in the Pali language
edited by Hermann Oldenberg.This was the concluding volume of
his fine and careful edition of the whole of the Vinaya. It is devoted
almost exclusively to Parivāra, aworkwhich, so far as I know, has not
been translated into English before now. I have undertaken the task
for the sake of completing my translation of the Vinaya, calledThe
Book of the Discipline, the first five volumes of which were published
between 1938 and 1952 in the Sacred Books of the Buddhists.

It would be possible, I think, to fathom the Parivāra without ac-
cess to either the Suttavibhaṅga or the Khandhakas—and indeed I
believe that in some Buddhist countries the monastic disciple has to
learn it before he studies these other parts. To follow it is another
matter. To do so, the relevant portions of the Suttavibhaṅga and the
Khandhakas should be at hand.Throughout this translation, there-
fore, I havebeenat pains to supply all referencespossible to these two
major parts of Vinaya.These references are to Oldenberg’s Vinaya
Piṭakaṁ, Volumes I–IV, and to my Book of the Discipline, Volumes I–V.
Here, as has beenmost kindly said, notes may “be found copiously”.¹
They have not been repeated in this final volume.

Themeaning of the word Parivāra presents difficulties as do the
nature and purpose of the work. Basically, pari- means all round,
surrounding; and vāra is time, opportunity; the Sanskrit lexicons
also give, for vāra, “anything which covers or surrounds, a cover; a
multitude, quantity” and “a cover, covering, surroundings …”.The

¹ Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī, Introduction, p. vi.
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idea that the Parivāra surrounds, encircles or encompasses thus
presents itself, the core of its interest being thematerial of the Sutta-
vibhaṅgas and the Khandhakas; it is these that it is concerned with
and encompasses.

Apart from those few passages which, in the impressive Prv 7
of the Parivāra, the Ekuttaraka, have more in common with the

BD 6.viii

Aṅguttara Nikāya.¹ than with Vinaya, the Parivāra adheres most
remarkably closely to Vinaya material. It covers the various matters
dealt with in the Khandhakas no less than in the sikkhāpadā, or dis-
ciplinary rules of training to be found in the Suttavibhaṅgas, and
follows the words used in them, as well as those in the various narra-
tives leading to their formulation and those in the Old Commentary’s
explanations of the terms used. It also follows the recognized or-
der of the sikkhāpadāwith precision. Apparently omitting nothing
helpful, necessary or essential to a mastery of Vinaya, it “covers” the
Discipline by encompassing it, going all round it and all through it,
discarding matters of less consequence in the process, and coming
down to the bare rock, the dry bones. Yet, evenwithout a single story
andwithout any human seasoning or hint of contemporarymanners
and customs, how far from dry is this bony skeleton that so carefully
displays the structure of Vinaya which, as the āyu of the Buddha’s
sāsana,² is its life-giver and source of vitality.

References to the Buddha are likewise very scarce. The open-
ing Chapters of the two Parivāra Vibhaṅgas begin with the words,
repeated for every sikkhāpadā, “By the Lordwho knows and sees, ara-
hant, Perfect Buddha …”. Otherwise, except for one or two formal al-
lusions to Him (such as “Aṅgīrasa the Sakyan Sage” and “Kinsman of
the Sun”, or themore unusual epithets anantadassin and vivekadassin
onVin 5.97),we hardlymeetwithmore than conventional references
to Him. For example, in His recorded conversations with Upāli there
is the statement that 294 rules were made at Sāvatthī by the famed
Gotama (Prv 9.1, verse 27), and in the one and only citation of words
Parivāra ascribes to Him,³ but not yet traced in full, He is called Bha-

¹ See quotation from the Aṅguttara at Vin 5.118f. ² Vin-a 13, dn-a 11. ³ Vin 5.107.
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gavā. He had indeed almost ceased to be or had not begun to be the
central figure.¹ Clearly the Parivāra, which is very likely a manual
for students and instructors, centres not on persons, but on monas-
tic disciplinary and legislative affairs drawn from the Vibhaṅgas
and Khandhakas. It is made clear at Parivāra Prv 1.1 and Prv 2.1 that
the authoritative pronouncements on these affairs that had been

BD 6.ix

ascribed to the Buddha, and to the Buddha only, are simply being
repeated here.The delivery of some Discourses in the Suttapiṭaka is
assigned to this disciple or that, whether or not it finally received the
Buddha’s commendation. But not the Vinaya. No disciple is recorded
to have furnished or imparted any surviving sikkhāpada or other
(Khandhaka) material. The laying down and the regulating of the
whole of the discipline for monastic disciples emerges as the work
and as the word of the Buddha alone.² But Parivāra in its existent
form lays no claim to being Buddhavacana, however much this is its
basis. As the Niddesa, a commentarial work, has crept into the Pali
Canon, so Parivāra has become included in it and ranks as part of it.

There is nothing to say that Parivāra was compiled before the
rest of the Vinaya-piṭaka. Indeed, such evidence as there is seems to
point in the contrary direction. In their Introduction to Vinaya Texts,
vol.i, p. xxiii-xxiv, Rhys Davids and Oldenberg say “The reader will
notice that in the foregoing discussion no mention is made of the
Fifth Book in the present division of the Vinaya-piṭaka—the Pari-
vāra-pāṭha.Thereason is that thiswork, anabstract of the otherparts
of the Vinaya, is in fact a very much later compilation, and probably
the work of a Ceylonese thera”.³ They then draw attention to the
stanzas at the end of Parivāra in which his name is given as Dīpa. It
seems to me that the only way in which it can be truly regarded as
an “abstract” of these other parts is that they are its source and its
subject-matter, so huge that part of its purpose is to reduce them
to manageable proportions. Though it has one or two points of its
own to add, chiefly in the way of emphasis, and employs a relatively

¹ Cf. bd 1, Introduction, p. xvi. ² Ibid. ³ Followed byWinternitz, History of
Indian Literature, vol.ii, p. 33.
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few number of words not found in them,¹ one of Parivāra’s chief
methods in thus reducing Vinaya would appear to be by drawing up
categories and classifications, and bringing forward matters that,
though occurring in these other parts, still might remain somewhat
hidden and be overlooked simply because they are not organized
and collected there. It must have seemed important to the Parivāra
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compiler to gather all these matters together so as to give them the
full weight due to them.

Inhis invaluableDictionaryofPaliProperNames,²Dr.G.P.Malala-
sekeramakes the interesting conjecture that “perhaps the Parivārā
correspond to the mātikā of the Abhidhamma and were enlarged
later.” I take this to mean that an outline Parivāra, one consisting
of “headings”, preceded the other parts of the Vinaya, that these
other parts were elaborated from this guide which then itself, some
time later, became expanded and more fully treated. On the other
hand, it is possible that, because of the Vinaya’s vast proportions and
immense importance, it was found advisable to add, not before but
after it had been compiled, some kind of summary ofmatter that had
been pulled out of Vinaya itself, and to arrange various of its salient
and other features in an orderlymanner so as to preclude any danger
of their eclipse or oblivion owing to the mere fact that some of them
are widely scattered or not worked out in detail in these other parts
of Vinaya.

Frauwallner speaksof theParivāra as anappendix, comparable
to the Ekottara in the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka, that is it is
attached to the twoparts ofwhichVinaya consists: theSuttavibhaṅga
and the Khandhakas.³ In calling it also “a collection of addenda” ⁴ he
indicates that in his opinion it was later in date than the other parts.

Lamotte, too, regards Parivāra as “an appendix in sixteen sec-
tions and nineteen chapters”, ⁵ and E.J. Thomas as “a supplement

¹ See below, bd 6, Introduction, p. xiv. ² Originally published by the Indian Texts
Series, 2 vols., 1937, 1938, and reprinted by the Pali Text Society, 1960. ³ TheEarliest
Vinaya and the Beginnings of Buddhist Literature, Serie Orientale Roma Vol. VIII,
Instituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Orient, Rome 1956, p. 46. ⁴ Ibid., p. 184.
⁵ Histoire du Bouddhisme indien, Louvain, 1958, p. 184.
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containing summaries and classifications of the rules”.¹
I have also seen Parivāra called “a digest of the entire Vinaya

Piṭaka”, setting forth the method of teaching Vinaya. Indeed, to pro-
vide a manual for instructors and students may well have been a
reason for its compilation.

In its short Envoi Parivāra says some interesting things about it-
BD 6.xi

self: it is a cutter off of doubt, through its medium, the True Dhamma
and Discipline shine forth. Further, Parivāra means all that was said
as to subject-matter (vatthu), and as to meaning bymeaning in the
True Dhamma (or, the true rule, also dhamma), and as to rule by rule
in what was laid down. Then, rather begging the question of the
meaning of theword Parivāra in this context, the Envoi declares that
“it encompasses (parivāresi) the Dispensation as the ocean (encom-
passes, surrounds) India”, thus suggesting that its compiler regarded
it as an “encompasser”.

It does not appear that the Vinaya of any other sect or school had
a Parivāra, at least not anything on the lines of the Pali Parivāra or
anything that has come to light yet.This lends considerable weight
to the prudence of regarding the Pali Parivāra as an appendix to a
finished work rather than as amātikā if this be taken as the matrix
fromwhich the rest of the Vinaya sprang, and thus might have been
common to more than one sect.

Even so, whether as an abstract, a mātikā (or original table of
contents), a list of headings not yet filled out, a mere aide-mémoire,
whether as an epitome or digest, or whether as a very useful sup-
plement or appendix, the Parivāra is not short; nor is it entirely
unrepetitive: though it is businesslike, thorough, and relatively con-
cise, still it remains lengthy.The Vinaya in fact cannot be reduced
to a brief statement nor compressed into a small compass. But it
can be illuminated, as Parivāra shows, by a pin-pointing, a bringing
to the fore, an unearthing of all necessary and important material
from the multitudinous regulations governing the conduct both of
a Saṅgha and of an individual monk or nun, and then by arranging

¹ History of BuddhistThought, London, 1933, p. 267.
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in categories and lists these scattered Vinaya matters that monks
should neither overlook nor forget, but keep constantly in the fore-
front of their minds. Moreover, once these classifications have been
made, and expertlymade, the true range of theVinaya becomesmore
manifest, its structure, objects and apparatusmore explicit and intel-
ligible with the result that these clear and strong guide-lines to the
contents of Vinayamay benefit teachers and pupils alike. It must not
be supposed, however, that Parivāra is a commentary in the sense

BD 6.xii

that it rewords and explains. It does neither. Rather it restates by
means of the categories and lists I have just referred to.

The name of the place where Parivāra was compiled is left com-
pletely vague. It is thought that Dīpa (or Dīpanāma) who has been
assumed to be the compiler was a thera of Ceylon But this is not said
in the Envoi where, though his name occurs he is merely spoken of
as having had the work written, likhāpesi. Therefore we can form as
little idea of the real compiler as we can of the provenance, whether
Ceylon or India or elsewhere, of the work.

In the absence of any discussion of a reliable date to which Pari-
vāra could be assigned, which would take us too far afield and prob-
ably not be profitable, one or two references to this problemmay be
cited. Winternitz is of the opinion that Parivāra probably dates from
the same time as the Abhidhammapiṭaka.¹ B.M. Barua, Inscriptions
of Asoka, Part ii, pp. 235–236, is cited by Dr. W. Rāhula² as saying
“the tradition thereof (i.e. the propagation of Buddhism in the Is-
land of Tāmraparṇi) is embodied even in a Pali canonical work, the
Parivārapatha, which was compiled in about the beginning of the
Christian era”.The same tradition also occurs in other Pali works,³
but as these are not canonical the question arises whether Parivāra
belongs to them, at least in respect of this material, rather than to
the Canon itself.

The use of the word likhati twice in the Parivāra might also be
considered. I have referred to the form likhāpesi, found in the Envoi.⁴

¹ History of Indian Literature, vol.ii, p. 33. ² History of Buddhism in Ceylon, Colombo,
1956, p. 10, n. ³ See below, bd 6.xxxiv. ⁴ Above.
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Then, at the end of the Mahāvibhaṅga 1.8, it is said “These eight
Chapters (i.e. the ones just finished) have been written down for the
way of study”.¹ If Parivāra really relied on writing as its medium
of expression, this almost automatically makes it later in date than
much of the rest of the Canon which was handed down orally for
some hundreds of years.

BD 6.xiii

In Oldenberg’s edition Parivāra consists of nineteen Chapters
or Sections. At least two Commentaries, however, speak of sixteen
Parivārā,² a discrepancy which merits attention. At the end of Prv 16
the words Parivāraṁ niṭṭhitaṁ occur, and this is where the Parivāra
mayhave ended originally, Prv 17 to Prv 21 being later additions. Ifwe
regard Chapter IV in Oldenberg’s edition as two Chapters instead of
one: Anantarapeyyāla and Samathabheda, and if we likewise regard
his Chapter VII as two Chapters instead of one: Uposathādivissajjanā
and Atthavasapakaraṇa,³ we get the sixteen Parivārā spoken of in
the Commentaries.

In Prv 4 and Prv 5 each division has its own uddānawhich seems
a fairly good reason for thinking that originally they formed two
Chapters. Moreover, each appears to be given an entry in the uddāna
to what, at Vin 5.143, is called the Mahāvagga which means all the
Parivāramaterial that has been dealt with up to this point.These two
sections of Prv 4 and Prv 5, however, are by no means disparate.The
second one, Samathabheda, could be regarded, not ineptly, as a kind
of explanatory appendix to the first Section, clearing up definitions
that, had theybeendealtwith in the course of thisfirst Section,might
havebeen so long, that thoughpertinent, theywouldprove confusing
to themain run of the argument; and so theywere assembled in their
own particular Section of “cycles”.

The two divisions in Prv 8 and Prv 9 present a different type of
case.They are both short divisions, the subject-matter of which has
nothing in common. Neither of them concludes with an uddāna. The

¹ Vin 5.48, ime aṭṭhā vārā sajjhāyamaggena likhitā. On “writing” see Vinaya Texts,
i, Introduction, p. xxxiif. ² Vin-a 18, dn-a 17. ³ In the current edition these
changes are adopted, so that Oldenberg’s Chapter IV = Prv 4 and Prv 5, while his
Chapter VII = Prv 8 and Prv 9.
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first of these divisions is unnamed in the text: there is no name fol-
lowed by theword niṭṭhita, concluded. Oldenbergmayhave taken the
title by which he heads this Section from Vin-a 1346.The second divi-
sion, however, ends with the words Atthavasapakaraṇaṁ niṭṭhitaṁ,
thus excluding the first division. Yet this division appears to bemen-
tioned in the uddāna to the whole of the Parivāra’s Mahāvagga which
follows and concludes this Prv 9. Here called pavāraṇā, the second
subject about which questions are asked in the first division of Prv 8,
it is placed between the Ekuttaraka (Prv 7) and the Atthavasika, at
Prv 9.Thus pavāraṇā, and atthavasika are brought into themnemonic

BD 6.xiv

verse as two topics and not as one. It would further appear that as the
Commentary on Prv 8 ends by saying uposathādivissajjanavaṇṇaṇā
niṭṭhitā (Vin-a 1346) it must have regarded this division as having an
existence separate from and independent of the second division to
which it gives no name.

Moreover the Pentads (Prv 7.5) are long enough tomake theUpāli-
Pentads (Prv 17 and therefore inwhat I tentatively lookonas later and
additional matter) seem slightly superfluous as is perhaps Prv 18,
Samuṭṭhāna, considering that Prv 3 and also Prv 1 and Prv 2 have
dealt thoroughly with the origins of offences already.

Indeed, from Prv 17 to Prv 21, with the exception of Prv 20 which
is sui generis, onemight suppose that someone other than the original
compiler wanted to show that he too could gather together matter
that, so long as it remained scattered throughout the Vibhaṅgas and
Khandhakas, might not sufficiently impress the disciple. But there
was little more to say and, again excepting Prv 20, these last five
Chapters seem rather too inadequate to make any new contribution
of value.

The Parivāra contains a number of words, and a few sentiments,
not, I think, found in the other parts of the Vinaya. I have collected
some of them here, and I put them forward subject to correction, as
in an immense and not adequately indexed work as is the Vinaya-
piṭaka, it is impossible tofind, let alone remember, all its singlewords
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and phrases.

• Vin 5.18, etc.¹: anuppannapaññatti, a laying down (of an amend-
ment to a rule) that has not come to be or has not occurred
yet.This would appear to leave the door open for dealing with
future situations. But even if these arose, they could not be
legislated for now because the Vinaya is “closed”; no more can
be added to it.

• Vin 5.92:The phrase cha sāraṇīyā dhammā, the six things to be
remembered, belongs to other canonical works; in Vinaya the
six things are given but without a title.

BD 6.xv
• Vin 5.115: adhiccāpattika abhiṇhāpattika, apparently peculiar to
this passage and mn i.442ff.

• Vin 5.115: athullavajjā āpatti; see Vin 2.87 thūlavajjaṁ apattiṁ.
• Vin 5.118: Four kinds of salts: jātima kārima romaka pakkhālaka.
In the Romakajātaka (Ja no.277, verse 79) where the word ro-
maka occurs, it does not appear to refer to a salt and probably
means “feathered” of a bird, in spite of Ja-a ii.383.²

• Vin 5.122: apakatatta. At e.g. Vin 2.32, Vin 2.204 there is paka-
tatta bhikkhu, regular ordained monk, as opposed to bhikkhunī,
sāmaṇera, etc., but the word in the negative form does not
appear to occur in the other parts of Vinaya.

• Vin 5.122: āgāḷhāya ceteyya, “may plan something hard”; ex-
pression apparently here only, but see āgāḷha at an i.283, and
also, of paṭipadā, see an i.295, Ne 77, Ne 95; “the practice of the
hardened sensualist” (gs i.272).This is amore acceptable trans-
lation to me than “luxury” (Guide 108, 131).

• Vin 5.124–Vin 5.125. pasutta (asleep) paṭibuddha (awake).The
former, not in Pali-English Dictionary, is perhaps peculiar to
this passage.The latter is found at Snp 807.

• Vin 5.125,Vin 5.207:acittaka (unconscious) sacittaka (conscious)
appear to occur only in Vin 5, and not in the other parts. See
Critical Pali Dictionary and p. T.C.which give acittaka as occur-
ring only in later Pali literature.

¹ These page-numbers refer to the text. ² See below, bd 6.182.
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• Vin 5.129, Vin 5.130:Thepassage stating the five advantages and
the five further advantages in brooms, sammajjanī, is unique,
and nothing at all comparable is found in Vinaya or Aṅguttara
or elsewhere as far as I know. It seems to be an innovation on
the part of our compiler. On the other hand, at Mil 2f. there
appear to be two advantages in brooms though they differ from
those given here.

• Vin 5.158, verse 3, Vin 5.160f., Vin 5.163, Vin 5.164. anuvijjaka,
adjudicator, arbitrator in a legal question. Word here only in
the Pali Canon.

• Vin 5.163, Vin 5.166, Vin 5.183. saṁgāmāvacara bhikkhu, “monk
who is engaged in conflict.” This seems to be a monk who is
protesting against a legal question. Cf. saṁgāmāvacara yodha,
a warrior engaged in battle, at Mil 44; and saṁgāmāvacara sūra
at Ja ii.94, also Ja ii.95 (verse 61); and yogāvacara, one who is
engaged in yoga at Mil 33ff., Mil 38f., Mil 43. Apparently, ex-
cept for Ja ii.95, not a canonical word. In Parivāra the use is
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figurative.
• Vin 5.163: kulapadesa, family’s standing; no entry in p. T.C..
• Vin 5.169: Two pairs of words: pakkhavant ñātivant and ap-

pāgama appadhara. It seems that none of these is canonical.
• Vin 5.183, Vin 5.187: diṭṭhāvikamma, an explanation of one’s
views—in the Upāli-Pentads only and not in other parts of
Vinaya, which these Pentads do not recapitulate with exacti-
tude.

• Vin 5.183: ussitamantin (a grandiose speaker) nissitajappin (one
who hankers after or yearns for support for his statements).
Neither compound found in other parts of Vinaya.

The Parivāra now and again substitutes its own words for the
Suttavibhaṅgawordsof correspondingpassages. For example,Vin 5.37,
Vin 5.38, pahāre pahāre are not in Suttavibhaṅga Bu-Pc 10, Bu-Pc 11,
where the Old Commentary, instead of using a kind of omnibusword
such as is pahāre, specifies each of the actions that lead to Expia-
tion. Similarly, payoge, as in Bu-Pc 18 (Vin 5.38) and other contexts
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seems to be another omnibus word. Again, in Nuns’ Bi-Ss 5, Vin 5.56,
we get āmisaṁ for khādaniyaṁ vā bhojaniyaṁ vā of Nuns’ Vibhaṅga
(Vin 4.233).This seems to be another comprehensive word used for
the sake of brevity.

In Section Prv 3.3, however, four substitutions occur which can-
not be for the sake of brevity, though they may be for the sake of
metre, which is the medium this Section uses throughout.They are
at:

(1) Vin 5.87, verse 27,where riñcanti is absent fromSuttavibhaṅga
sikkhāpada itself (Monks’ Bu-NP 17), though appearing in its intro-
ductory narrative.

(2) Vin 5.88, verse 43, where Parivāra substitutes seyyā formañca
(Nuns’ Bi-Pc 31), and tathā bahi for tiroraṭṭhe (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 38); also
Vin 5.89, verse 55 where it substitutes seyya for sayana.

At Vin 5.106 there is, among other abbreviations, the somewhat
curious phrase samukhāvinayaṁ kātūna mūlaṁ—la—. This looks as
if it refers either to the preceding or the succeeding matter in Prv 5.
I have very tentatively translated it as “to make the root (or source,
beginning) a verdict in the presence of”, for such is the verdict un-
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der discussion here. Kātūna as a form of the infinitive of karoti, if
that is indeed what it is, can be only of very rare occurrence. Geiger
makes no reference to it.¹ Equally rare must be kātuye atThig.418²;
cf. marituye at Thig.426, probably both Vedic infinitives. Pischel,
Thig.p. 212, does not agree with the reading or explanation atThig-
a 268: kiṁ sakkā kātuye ti kim mayā kātuṁ ayye sakkā; he says “the
correct reading is no doubt kātuye, as given in the text”.That a com-
piler should now and again use an unusual form of a verb does not
mean that it was in common use during his life-time: any writer, to
suit his purposes, may resort to a rare, ancient or obsolete word, but
that does not make him belong to the times when that word was in
current circulation.

I will nowmention some of the points that seem to me worthy of

¹ Pali Literatur und Sprache, Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan Research, Strassburg, 1916.
² To which Professor A.K. Warder kindly drewmy attention.
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note from among Parivāra’s nineteen Chapters.This will serve also
to give some rough idea of their contents.

Prv.1:Mahāvibhaṅga

The first Section is called “The Laying-Down Where?”. Each rule
in theMahāvibhaṅga, given in the exact order in which it has been
handeddown in thecorrespondingMahāvibhaṅgaatVin 3.1–Vin 3.266,
Vin 4.1–Vin 4.207, is examined from a number of angles, important
among these being the place where it was laid down.This, of course,
may be regarded as history, and nothing new is to be learnt from
it so long as the student knows the other relevant parts of Vinaya.
It is not necessarily more important than the other angles, aspects
or questions about the rules that are set down, as a kind ofmātikā,
at the very beginning of this Section. These are somewhat bare or
condensed outlines of questions to be learnt—and of the answers
then following—in any study of the sikkhāpadā; then more detail
of each one may be filled in as one proceeds through them all from
the first Defeat to the twenty-fifth Training.Though “Where, Con-
cerningWhom, and what Subject?” are traditional opening words in
Commentaries, some of the other questions included here are less
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usual and less obvious. It is, for example, in this Section that we are
made aware of the great importance the compiler attached to the
number of origins, āpattisamuṭṭhāna, by which a monk can origi-
nate any of the offences legislated for in the Pātimokkha.There are
six such origins, given at Vin 2.90. But it left to Parivāra to analyse
them in relation to each offence and assert them so clearly that they
gain a significance and precision that could not be gauged from the
other parts of Vinaya.Thematerial is there, but neither the empha-
sis nor the systematization.This is Parivāra’s innovation, part of its
contribution to learning andmastering Vinaya.

The second Section of the Mahāvibhaṅga’s first Chapter is en-
titled “Howmany Offences?”. Its main concern is the number and
type of other offences a monkmay fall into according to the circum-
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stances attending his infringement of any one of the rules. These
are repeated here in their entirety and again in their proper order.
A useful example to consult occurs at Vin 5.37, the first offence of
Expiation, where he may fall into as many as five different kinds of
offence for telling a conscious lie in five different ways. On the other
hand, he may fall only into the offence bearing the relevant group-
name, e.g. as at Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3. All this information is
in the Suttavibhaṅga, often in the Old Commentary. But it is buried
there and not co-ordinated by means of being assembled.

Prv.2: Bhikkhunīvibhaṅga

Themethod of presenting the Nuns’ Vibhaṅga is a very exact copy of
that of presenting the Monks’ Vibhaṅga, or Mahāvibhaṅga as it is
called.

Prv.3: Samuṭṭhānass’ uddāna

This Chapter, like Prv 12, Prv 19, and Prv 20, is entirely in metre. It
demonstrates the importance attached by the compiler to the origins
of offences. In the short Introduction the point is made (verses 6–8)
that he who desires (to know) the rule, dhamma, must train in Pari-
vāra which, as a strand in theThread (of the Teaching), fastens the
garlands of both of the Vibhaṅgas, the Khandhakas and theMātikās.
It is thus a guide to thewhole of the rest of Vinaya, and has a practical
bearing on the stability of True Dhamma. For this will endure only
as long as Vinaya endures. So does Vinaya’s horizon become all the
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wider for the integral part it plays in the entirety of the Buddha’s
Teaching.

This Chapter then goes on to a systematic classification, under
thirteen headings or in thirteen divisions or groups all of which in
effect are names of offences, of every offence in the two Vibhaṅgas
including the Sekhiyas that originate from the same combination of
the six origins of offences according to the various permutations and
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combinations of the origins of these offences from the three doors of
body, speech and thought. No doubt the presumption is that when a
student is trying to master Vinaya, he will not only want to know,
he will also want to see almost at a glance as it were which of these
three parts of a person is involved and in what permutation by his
offending against any Vinaya rule. Though the origin may be dual
as for example in Sheep’s Wool Origin and in Dhamma-line-by-line
Origin, the nature of the duality is different; this necessitates the
meticulous attribution of the offences to the group to which, by the
origination of them, they belong. In each of these classified groups
the number of the offences included is stated, except in the third
group, theGo-betweenOrigin; here there appear to be 49 items. Such
origins as are impossible are also given.

It is remarkable that, with one exception,¹ the compiler has been
able tokeep the sikkhāpadā in theirproper consecutiveorder through-
out each of these thirteen classifications of origins of offences into
which he arranges them. And it is a great feat that, always in metre,
he has given for practically every offence one, but not more than
one, key-word from the sikkhāpadā, so that the student of Parivāra
may recognize the one being referred to. I give my findings in the
footnotes to this Chapter. Four times only has the compiler used
substitutes for the words of the sikkhāpadā.²

Prv.4: Anantarapeyyāla and Prv.5:
Samathabheda

This consists of two main sections: the Anantarapeyyāla and the
Samathabheda. Each begins with a kind ofmātikā put in the form of
questions; the different answers to themare thenworked out at some
length. The paragraphs are numbered straight on in Oldenberg’s
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edition through 1–6 in Prv 4, and 7–22 in Prv 5.There is a link between
these Sections in that the former is mainly occupied with offences
their origins and the four kinds of legal questions they raise and

¹ Vin 5.87, verse 30. ² See above, bd 6.xvi.
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the latter with the settling or deciding of these same legal questions.
Prv 4 has its own uddāna which is quite distinct from the uddāna
at the end of Prv 5. In Prv 5 the compiler displays a kind of tour de
force in the extremely thorough attention he lavishes on the “cycles”,
cakka, that he presents. And he presents every possible one that is
to his point. Each is analysed down to the minutest detail. Apart
from the one abbreviation he allows himself,¹ nothing is left to the
imagination or to common sense; nothing is abbreviated in any such
way as being called “the others”, “the rest” or “the remainder”. On
the contrary, the names of the four legal questions and the seven
methods of deciding them are repeated time and time again thus
driving home the relation of any of the latter to any of the former,
and incidentally providing a finemental discipline for the student.
The Commentary to this Section, which hardly exists, declares it is
perfectly clear to the end.

Prv.6: Khandhakapucchā

The aid of the Commentary is imperative for a right grasp of the con-
tents of this very short Chapter. It appears to ask howmany offences
there are in each of the ten Khandhakas of theMahāvagga and the
twelve of the Cullavagga. But, in fact, as becomes evident from the
Commentary, it is not inquiring about actual numbers of offences,
but about the numbers of types of offence eachKhandhaka contains.²
The total of these types for any one Khandhaka, none of them named
in Parivāra text itself, comes to nomore than three: grave, Expiation,
wrong-doing. Some Khandhakas contain more than one offence be-
longing to these three types. The point, however, is not to reckon
these individually—or the answers might well not tally with those
Parivāra gives—but by the class to which they belong. It need not,
I think, be presumed that this Chapter was meant to be a puzzle or
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a pitfall for an unwary student, though this is not an impossibility.

¹ See above, bd 6.xvi.The other abbreviations shown by omission marks in Prv 5
are, I think, Oldenberg’s. ² As in Prv 19.
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Rather, I would incline to the opinion that the compiler thought now
that he had reviewed the Vibhaṅgas he would give some definite at-
tention to the Khandhakas. It had become their turn—though never
are they kept separate from the Vibhaṅgas in tidy isolated compart-
ments—and owing to their diffuse nature as much as to the general
plan of Parivāra, questions on the number of offences were not only
as good a starting point as any, but were almost the regulation one.
Today themystery of this brief Chapter canbeunlockedonlywith the
help of the Commentary It would be interesting to know if the early
students of Parivāra had to secure this also—and not here only—or
whether they had some other key, perhaps the traditional knowledge
of their teachers, to give them the right interpretations.

Prv.7: Ekuttaraka

This is dominated throughout by a method without parallel in other
parts of Vinaya. It is more in line with the Aṅguttara, even too with
the Saṅgīti and Dasuttara Suttantas, and such other Pali works as are
arranged on a “higher by one” plan, e.g. Puggala Paññatti and the last
part, the Saṁkhyāsarūpaṁ, of theMilinda-ṭīkā.¹ But Puggala Paññatti
is concerned only with the qualities of individuals, and the Milinda-
ṭīkā only with items occurring in the Milindapañha. Apart from
the method, Parivāra Prv 7 is far from being a copy of any of these
works. In commonwith them it collects an enormous range of topics,
qualities and attributes of nomatter what kind of person or object or
situation. But the difference is that here the Vinaya is the supreme
foundation, the fons et origo, and the whole of the orbit fromwhich
this compendious compilation radiates and which it encompasses.
Vinaya is its source, its centre and its field. Even those items which
cannot be traced to Vinaya itself have all the same been carefully
chosen for their Vinaya flavour. For example, in the Pentads² though
the five perils for one of unpleasing and the five advantages for one
of pleasing actions can be traced to the Aṅguttara but not to Vinaya,

¹ pp. 61ff. ² Vin 5.132.
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the explanation of these actions is as appropriate to Vinaya as to any
BD 6.xxii

other part of the Pali Canon.The same could be said of the five pairs
of foolish or ignorant men and the five pairs of wise men,¹ or of the
pairs of individuals in whom the cankers either increase or do not²
(an i.84–an i.86). Even the Aṅguttara’s three things that are hidden
or unveiled³ have a Vinaya bearing as do also several of the items
listed in the short section of the Nonads. Here, for example, the nine
occasions for or bases of ill-will and the nine ways of averting it can
be found in the Dīgha and Aṅguttara but not in Vinaya. Yet they are
not at all alien to it in sentiment since a monk should be able to rise
above this defilement of the mind, this hindrance.

Such departures from Vinaya sources though not from Vinaya
sentiment are, however, in a Chapter of this great length compar-
atively very infrequent.The underlying motive must have been to
provide the student of Vinaya with a graduated list, largely of such
Vinaya topics as offences and legal questions, on the analogy of the
graduated lists for students of Dhamma. It was a brilliant conception,
brilliantly carried out. But some features raise problems.

For example, practically every one of the eleven groups includes
its own appropriate number of legally valid and legally invalid sus-
pensions of the Pātimokkha. So that, unless one waits for the Decads
or already knows from some other source that there are ten, one
might be misled into thinking there were only one, two or three and
so on. One might conclude from this that part of the method was to
grade the same item in group after group within the more general
gradation, perhaps to keep everything before the student’s memory.
The fear of forgetting must have been very real in a world where the
spoken word was perhaps still the main medium of teaching and
learning rather than the book written on palm-leaves.⁴

There is too the puzzle of another kind of repetition. Constantly,
say a dyad or a triad is given, such as “Two probations” ⁵ or “Two
mānattas”.⁶ This is followed immediately by the words “And two

¹ Vin 5.118. ² Vin 5.118–Vin 5.119. ³ Vin 5.120–Vin 5.121. ⁴ See above, bd 6.xii,
for Parivāra’s two references to writing. ⁵ Vin 5.118. ⁶ Vin 5.118.
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further” (probations ormānattas)—all of them being specified and
named. And then, in the Tetrads¹ each of these two sets of two is
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grouped together to form one set of fours. In addition, but lacking
the last member, the first three members appear in the Triads.²This
same feature is found again, e.g. in the Dyads and Pentads. In the
former³ three dyads occur successively equalling six types of persons
whomust not be ordained. But in the Pentads⁴ the last of these six
persons is omitted. More examples could be given, such as the five
offences⁵ and the six offences⁶ involving cutting down, or the six6
and the seven⁷ proper courses. Only the numbers are stated; the
Commentary gives the clue to the offences they denote. Or again,
“ten boons” ⁸ and “eleven boons” ⁹ were asked for.The Commentary,
specifies them but not the text, and takes the eleventh boon as the
oneMahāpajāpatī requested.This was the only one the Buddha did
not consent to. He granted all the others, eight of them to Visākhā,
the famous lay woman supporter of both the Orders, which by that
time must have been well established.

There is too the rather curious and apparently casual inclusion
in the Dyads¹⁰ of two salts, two further and two further and two
further salts, making eight in all. These are not repeated either in
the Tetrads or the Octets. Four of these salts do not seem to recur
anywhere else in the Pali Canon. The four that this does mention,
sāmudda and kāḷaloṇa, sindhava and ubbhida, at Kd 6.8, are four of
the five salts allowed as medicines, a salt called bila being the fifth.
This being so, and without more evidence, it is clearly not safe to
argue that whenever salts are mentioned it is always pair by pair.
These five salts are not among the Pentads, possibly for the reason
that Kd 6.8 also makes allowable “whatever other salts there are
that are medicines” if they serve neither as solid nor as soft foods.
For this last clause would prevent a close fit, hence, as a pentad,
finality and completeness would be lacking. The same reasoning
could be applied to some of the other groups of five things allowed

¹ Vin 5.126. ² Vin 5.121. ³ Vin 5.117 (towards top). ⁴ Vin 5.129. ⁵ Vin 5.128.
⁶ Vin 5.133. ⁷ Vin 5.134. ⁸ Vin 5.139. ⁹ Vin 5.140. ¹⁰ Vin 5.118.
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as medicines (Kd 6.1ff.). But with, for example, the five tallows it is
different, for at Kd 6.2 this clause is not appended.Thus because five
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tallows only are recognized they can appear in the Pentads.¹
Another sort of problem ariseswith the Tetrads: “four reproving”

are given twice.² They are not placed beside one another and they
differ in kind. Why does the compiler here depart from his usual
custom of saying “and a further” two or four orwhatever the number
may be? I doubt whether either of these two tetrads, as such, can be
found in the other parts of Vinaya.

Again, a longish passage in the Pentads ³ is repeated word for
word in the Decads,⁴ and indeed several times a decad has appeared
already as two pentads. This may be good for the memory, but a
simple count of the Ekuttaraka itemswithout looking for repetitions
and duplications would result in quite a wrong total.

Then there is the occasionwhen two clauses taken from theNuns’
Vibhaṅga differ from that Vibhaṅga in that there a nun of twelve
years’ standing is in question, while here, in Parivāra, she has to
be only of ten years’ standing.⁵ This may be due to an inadvertent
following of the corresponding clauses about the monks who are
rightly spoken of as having to be of ten years’ standing; or it may be
deliberate so as to give the nuns a place in the Decads of the Ekut-
taraka. But neither aberration nor deviation is characteristic of the
compiler.

In these few random notes on a Chapter that would bear a good
deal of examination I have aimed at bringing forward only some
of the points I think deserve investigation. In conclusion it must
be remarked that the Eightfold Way is absent from the Octets, as
I believe it is also from the Octets of the Aṅguttara.⁶ The nearest
approach to it appears to comeunder theheadings “tenwrongnesses”
and “ten rightnesses” in the Decads.⁷ These are not expanded in
the text, but the Commentary confirms with the words “beginning
with wrong view, ending with wrong freedom”.⁸There are of course

¹ Vin 5.129. ² Vin 5.125f., Vin 5.127. ³ Vin 5.130. ⁴ Vin 5.138–Vin 5.139.
⁵ Vin 5.139. ⁶ Seegs iv, Introduction, p. x, andgs v, Introduction, p. x. ⁷ Vin 5.138.
⁸ Vin-a 1343f.
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manymatters in the Pali Canon that have not been included in the
Ekuttaraka. They may belong, for example, more to the Teaching
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than to the Discipline, such as the three marks of all phenomena,
the four Truths, the four arousings of mindfulness, the four right
endeavours, the five powers, the five basic faculties, indriya, and the
seven states connected with Awakening.These were the affair of the
dhammakathikas and the dhammadharas. A student of Vinaya who
perhaps hoped one day to be a vinayadhara, an expert in Discipline,
had such an enormous amount to learn in this branch alone of the
Buddha’s Dispensation that very likely he had to be content with no
more than a comparatively superficial acquaintance with Dhamma
which forms the other great branch.

Because I think these sections of the Ekuttaraka somewhat un-
wieldy as they stand, I have ventured to break them up into para-
graphs, hoping that this will facilitate their study.

Prv.8: Uposathādivissajjanā and Prv.9:
Atthavasapakaraṇa

Like Prv 4, this has twomain sections.They are called Uposathādi-
vissajjanā and Atthavasapakaraṇa. The Chapter concludes by say-
ingMahāvaggaṁ niṭṭhitaṁ. The Parivāra to all intents and purposes
then proceeds to topics dealt with in the Cullavagga and carries this
on to the end of Prv 16. Vin-a 1347 styles its exegesis on Prv 1–Prv 9
Mahāvagga-vaṇṇanā,while at Vin-a 1347 it calls that on Prv 10–Prv 16
Paññattivagga-vaṇṇanāas though thiswerea title, if not forCullavagga,
then for other material beginning with a verse statement of the
places where the sikkhāpadā were laid down. I have referred ear-
lier to Prv 9 as one of the two Parivāra Chapters that falls into two
discrete portions.¹

¹ See above, bd 6.xiii.
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Prv.10: Gāthāsaṁgaṇika

This is mostly in verse with a little prose interspersed. Of much
interest are the opening verses which collect the names of the seven
places where the 350 rules of training for monks and nuns were
laid down, followed by the ascription of the relevant rules to each
of these seven places. Sāvatthī, however, where 294 rules are said
to have been made, cannot have this number named individually,
so the reader or student must find them for himself. Next comes
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another deeply interesting passage stating that 220 rules of training
are recited by monks on Observance days and 304 by nuns, totalling
524. But this must not be taken literally, for 174 are for equal training,
thus reducing the grand total to the accredited 350 rules laid down
in the seven places. Or, as alternately given, 176 rules are not shared
between monks and nuns; but these with the 174 that are shared
amount again to the 350 rules for members of both Orders.¹ The two
concluding stanzas aremore reminiscent ofDhamma thanDiscipline,
the last one containing one of Parivāra’s few references to nibbāna.²
It might have seemed as well to remind students and aspirants from
time to time of the ultimate goal of their strenuous life and training.

Prv.11: Adhikaraṇabheda

This is the most thorough and detailed statement of the four legal
questions to be found in Vinaya, as the commentator realized.They
occupy its full length, and there is no digression from them.

Prv.12: Aparagāthāsaṁgaṇika

This short Chapter, which keeps entirely to metre, is largely devoted
to the subject of reproving, codanā. Though Prv 11 divides it from
Prv 10 which is called Gāthāsaṁgaṇika, the title of Prv 12 would have
raised no other problems had it not been for the title of Prv 19.The

¹ See bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxviiff. ² Cf. Prv 14
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text calls this Dutiyagāthāsaṁgaṇika as though it were oblivious of
Prv 12. The Commentary, very confusingly, styles both Prv 12 and
Prv 19 Dutiyagāthāsaṁgaṇika. Neither has a uddāna.

Prv.13: Codanākaṇḍa

This is chiefly concerned with the reprover, codaka, including the
ignorant incompetent kindwho goes on to Niraya for abusing Elders
and burns up himself, jhāpeti attānaṁ, for many another stupidity.
We thus learn something of the fruition of imperfect, unskilled re-
proving.Themethod followed at the beginning of the second set of
stanzas resembles that of the opening stanzas of Prv 12

Prv.14: Cūḷasaṁgāma
BD 6.xxvii

This opens, as does Prv 15, with a word not found in other parts of
Vinaya: saṁgāmāvacara bhikkhu,¹ a monk who is engaged in battle,
here used figuratively of course, and meaning engaged in conflict or
dispute over a legal question.The first paragraph describes the ideal
adjudicator, anuvijjaka,² in such disputes. Prv 14.1.2, in a way not
uncommon in the Suttapiṭaka but not found elsewhere in Vinaya,³
connects causally and almost step by step a more humble begin-
ning with the noblest ending. Here it seems that reproving is for
the sake of final nibbānawithout clinging remaining.Thus are dis-
ciplinary matters shown to lead on gradually to the consummation.
This invests them in a most interesting light, and again must act as
a welcome reminder to the monastic disciple that the discipline he
is undergoing has an elevated though distant goal the achievement
of which is in a direct relationship to his progressive efforts as a
reliable monk.⁴

¹ See above, bd 6.xv. ² See above, bd 6.xv. ³ See bd 1, Introduction, p. ix. ⁴ See
above, bd 6.xxvi.
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Prv.15:Mahāsaṁgāma

In commonwith the opening parts of Prv 1 and Prv 2 andwith Prv 16,
a Commentary forms themain bulk of the Chapter in the sense that it
consists of a consecutive explanation of the phrases used in the first
paragraph.This puts us in mind of the word for word Commentary
at Kd 2.3 on the recital of the Pātimokkha, and would appear to take
the place of the questions and answers which are a feature in other
Parivāra Chapters; it is certainly a valuable method of clarification.
The Chapter opens with the same words, saṁgāmāvacara bhikkhu, as
does Prv 14; it contains a longish quotation fromKd 4, also two verses
both traceable to the Dīgha and the Aṅguttara, and a repetition of
the first set of verses in Prv 13 with the substitution of pavāraṇā for
uposatha.

At the beginning of paragraph 2 the exegesis of “He should know
the subject” gives a total of the 350 rules of Prv 10 if one takes the 75
offences of wrong-doing to stand for the 75 Sekhiyas, for infringing
any of which an offence of wrong-doing resulted. Offences of wrong
speech are not counted. The citation of the monk who is being re-
proved with two things, speaking the truth and being without anger,

BD 6.xxviii

sacca akuppa, has made an appearance already in Prv 13.1.4 and in
Kd 19.5.7.There are several words in this Chapter that have not been
found in other parts of the Pali Canon.¹ Unfortunately the Commen-
tary fails and stops short some way before it ends, saying, as it says
at the end of Prv 4, that the rest is clear.

Prv.16: Kaṭhinabheda

This takes us deep into the process of the proper making of the
kaṭhina cloth. It is not a simple one; it is, in fact, extremely com-
plicated. There are not only the 24 wrong or improper ways and
the 17 right or proper ways of formally making it up into robes (or
spreading it on the frame), but there is also a mass of other rele-

¹ See above, bd 6.xv.
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vant matters, often further divided and sub-divided, explored and
explained. The Chapter is entirely occupied with the business in
hand andmust have added its quota to the seriousness with which
the proper carrying out of this annual event is regarded in monas-
tic circles. Exactitude, depending on a mastery of detail, has to be
achieved, and this well-organized Chapter goes one by one through
all the steps for attaining this end.

I have suggested earlier¹ that, because at the end of this Chapter,
there stand the words Parivāraṁ niṭṭhitaṁ, the original version of
Parivāra went no further and that the subsequent Chapters are later
additions to the work.

Prv.17: Upālipañcaka

At the time of the Buddha, Upāli was the most proficient and the
greatest Vinayadhara, expert in Discipline, the whole of which he
is traditionally supposed to have learnt from the Buddha himself. It
seems very remarkable that of all the quantities of questions he is
here shown as having asked, the Buddha’s answers were all in sets
of five whereas in the much shorter Upālivagga at anv.70ff. they
were all in sets of ten. At Kd 9.6 (Vin 1.325–328) the answers do not
appear to involve any special numbers. Howmany questions Upāli
actually asked andhowmany are ascribed to himbecause of his great
authority in Vinayamatters, it is impossible to say at this distance of
time.This Chapter is the only one to begin in the style traditional to
the Piṭakas, possibly to intimate that it is not an original contribution

BD 6.xxix

but a gathering together of subject-matter in the very form in which
it had been handed down but hitherto had not been collected. Be that
as it may, Upāli’s name provides a good focal point for demonstrating
by this grouping in 14 divisions, always by sets of five, and usually
under the aspect of the number of qualities a monk or nun should
possess, that he is fit and able for certain disciplinary duties, some of
which have occurred already in Parivāra, generally in other contexts.

¹ See above, bd 6.xiii.
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A few pentads from the Ekuttaraka are repeated, and various words
and phrases are brought forward from other parts of Vinaya, also
a few from the Suttapiṭaka. There are probably more of these last
than I have referred to in the notes, for, unless one were making
a special study of Upāli, the time involved in tracing them would
be out of proportion to the result gained. No doubt it was Upāli’s
eminence in everything that was prescribed to govern the life of a
monk or nun as well as the smooth running of the Order that places
him in the unique position of having a Chapter named after him
personally.This, in a work noticeably devoid of proper names, could
be regarded as a tribute deservedly paid to this most accomplished
adept in Vinaya.

Prv.18: Samuṭṭhāna

This appears to lack nearly all originality, either as a collection or as
a statement, and it is hard to account for its inclusion. One would
have thought that all that could have been said about the origins of
offences had been said already, principally in Prv 1, Prv 2 and Prv 3.
As a Chapter it is nomore than a copy of certain parts of these earlier
Chapters For it merely picks out, from among other material, infor-
mation they give about origins.Though these are perfectly plainly
stated there, this Chapter restates them here, so that it becomes
a kind of digest concerned solely with origins, of material already
Presented in Parivāra. Even some of the points mentioned in s first
paragraph are not peculiar to it, but have occurred already.TheChap-
ter can hardly be said to have been compiled by a master-hand but
rather by someone who was taking an easy way to hammer home a
subject of importance, or at least of importance in Parivāra.
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Prv.19: Dutiyagāthāsaṁgaṇika
BD 6.xxx

¹This is another Chapter wholly in metre. Its method, deviated from
only in verse 31, 32, is for each alternate stanza to ask “Howmany?”
concerning various Vinaya items and to give the answer in the suc-
ceeding verse. As appears early on, the “offence” is to be taken, as in
Prv 6, as the class of offence, not the number of individual offences
under the chosen heading. To demonstrate this I have annotated
“three offences at sunrise” in verse 4 to show that though at least
seven occasions for falling into an offence may occur at sunrise, the
“three” refer only to the class to which they belong. In view of Prv 6
one cannot say that the approach here is anything new.This takes
us to about verse 50 when the subject of offences is dropped, to be
taken up again in verse 93, now in a straightforward count of the
number of offences that exist in each class.These, as in Prv 10, come
to a total for monks and nuns of 350.

These verses, often characterized by a refrain, are pleasant to
read, but do not sweep in more than a few items that have not been
considered and dissected already. One can mention, however, the
reference in verses 51, 52 to the four Vinaya occasions where confes-
sions of a transgressionweremade andwhich hitherto have received
no attention in Parivāra. We also hear more of chejja, “could be de-
stroyed”, verses 57, 58; of the individuals who should not be greeted
but if they are there is an offence of wrong-doing for every greeting,
verses 61, 62; and of the number of the kinds of monastic adherents
whomay receive robe-material after they have kept the rains, verses
63, 64. Noteworthy too are the mathematical computations at verses
65, 66 and 77, 78. This last pair of verses and likewise verses 81, 82
concern themselves with the number of those doomed to the Down-
fall for being schismatics.This too is noteworthy since references to
the locus, as it were, of a future rebirth are not common in Parivāra.

I think this Chapter could have been compiled only by someone
or someone and his colleagues and pupils who hadmade a prolonged

¹ On this title see above, bd 6.xxvi.
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study of Vinaya and was anxious to pass on the results. Frequently,
however, these are in a formwhere research rather than memory

BD 6.xxxi

is required if a student is to supply the right answer to any one of
the many questions.¹ Once again, we ourselves would often be in
complete darkness were it not for the commentarial explanations.²

Prv.20: Sedamocakagāthā

This is well named. Wholly in metre, it is full of riddles and puzzles
the right solution of which calls for hard and accurate thinking.
Opposing statements, each one drawn from various parts of Vinaya,
and statements obviously contrary towell known sikkhāpadā if taken
merely at their face value, are all shown to be valid when properly
interpreted. One of the difficulties, even with the commentator’s
almost but not quite unfailing guidance, is to trace them to their right
source, for some are very obscure. My notes reveal the occasions of
my uncertainty; otherwise, in the light of the Commentary I hope
that I have given a sound lead to anyone studying this highly original
set of stanzas, but to make them all come alive a certain amount of
research would still lie before him.

ThoughMilindapañha presents a huge quantity of dilemmas and
repeatedly sets two statements the one against the other which ap-
parently do not tally and apparently could not both be true, nearly all
of these are taken from the Suttapiṭaka and Jātaka and comparatively
only a very few from Vinaya. The Sweat-inducing Stanzas, on the
other hand, adhere strictly to the contents of Vinaya and nevermove
away from them. They never once mention origins of offences or
formal acts of the Order.There are 43 stanzas and the uddāna gives 43
items. Whether this number is comprehensive and covers all Vinaya
dilemmas and riddles I am not prepared to say. All that can be said
here is that nothing comparable exists in other parts of Vinaya. Fur-
ther, it seems that the compiler has made a very deep study of the
sikkhāpadā for both monks and nuns, and has extracted informa-

¹ See above, bd 6.xx. ² See above, bd 6.xx.
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tion and matters of fact from many of them which, though there
but not laboured, could easily come as a surprise to more superficial
students, e.g. verses 32, 33 and 36, 37.

Riddles are nothing new to the Pali canon. One is to be found e.g.
BD 6.xxxii

atDhp 294, Dhp 295, and another atThag 15,Thag 633 = Dhp 370 = sn i.3.
The existence of four citations of this latter riddle points to its popu-
larity. Milinda’s dilemmas are not riddles; they are plain straightfor-
ward quotations. All they have in common with the Sweat-inducing
Stanzas is a presentation of material that, though apparently incon-
sistent, yields to consistency and agreementwhen the right interpre-
tation is known. AsMilinda’s questions are, in the main, dilemmas
based on the Suttapiṭaka, so this collection of 43 stanzas must be
classed as Vinaya dilemmas.

Prv.21: “Five Divisions”

This Chapter is given no name in the text or Commentary.The text,
however, consists of five vaggas or divisions, individually named
and numbered.These are called collectively by Oldenberg “The Five
Vaggas”. The Commentary, on the other hand, by taking Vaggas 3
and 4 together to form one vagga, admits of four vaggas only. It calls
its combined vaggas 3 and 4 by the name of Anisamsavagga, though
in the text these are called Pannattivagga and Pannatta- vagga re-
spectively, a distinction that, from internal evidence in these two
vaggas, might be hard to justify. This Chapter is inclined to repeat
material giyen earlier in the Parivāra with a resulting loss of intrin-
sic interest though no doubt the summing up of various points is
very clear. In the first division, the Kammavagga, insistence is laid
on strict and rigid adherence to the regulation way of carrying out
monastic proceedings.This creates an impression that one false step,
one omission, would invalidate the whole of the legal inquiry for
whichmonks had assembled, and puts one in mind of the sanctity of
brahmanical rites.

It is left to the commentator to decipher which kind of osaraṇa
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andwhich kind of nissaraṇa ismeant on each of the four occurrences
of these words at Vin 5.222.

Were it spoken, written or printed in full the fifth divisionwould
be found to mention every sikkhāpada in its proper order so as to
show that the offence involves “matter” and “kind”, and the class
to which it belongs involves “name” and “offence”. It would seem
as if the compiler of this Chapter had come to the conclusion there
was still room for clarification and that some points had not been

BD 6.xxxiii

stressed sufficiently.

The life of a monk, regarded as an individual, was centred on
adhering to the rules of training; and, regarded as a member of the
Saṅgha towhichhe belonged, itwas centred on the greater and lesser
communal legislative acts. The Parivāra, with its minute analysis
and synthetical treatment, hammers this home encompassing and
covering everything an individual monk or nun and an Order as a
unit should know. It is not a book for general reading; it is a book of
reference to be studied by anyone making research into the Vinaya,
by a member of the Order or by someone aspiring to ordination who
should learn beforehand the kind of things he will be expected to
grasp more fully later.

Though he is by no means uncritical of the work of his commen-
tarial predecessors the compiler of the Vinaya Commentary, includ-
ing that on the Parivāra, appears to have had a certain admiration for
theMahāpaccarī, one of the early Commentaries, and occasionally
he follows its interpretations in preference to those of the Vinaya
itself (e.g. see Mahāvibhaṅga, Vin 5.38, Bu-Pc 14, Bu-Pc 15, Bu-Pc 23)
but occasionally he differs from them (e.g. Vin 5.39, Bu-Pc 26). Our
commentator, therefore, the Ven. Buddhaghosa, apparently had full
knowledge of several, probably all, of the early Commentaries: the
Mahāaṭṭhakathā, theMahāpaccarī, the Kurundī (whose interpreta-
tions he now and again says should not be accepted), and the And-
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hakaṭṭhakathā.¹ He was, of course, completely at liberty to choose
what he thoughtwas the best and truest interpretation of some point
in any one of these Commentaries and to criticize that made by oth-
ers. His Vinaya Commentary refers not infrequently to Parivāra, and
sometimes cites verses from it.

Of the extant Pali Commentaries it would seem that that on
Aṅguttara pays a certain amount of attention to Parivāra.Thismaybe
a reflexion of the attentionpaid, not bynamebut byparallel passages,
by Parivāra to Aṅguttara. In a long account of the disappearance of

BD 6.xxxiv

the Buddha-word as contained in the three Piṭakas together with
the Pali Commentaries an-a 1.89 says that after the disappearance of
the last Jātaka to be remembered, still the Vinaya will be borne in
mind. But as time goes on and on first the Parivāra will disappear
then the Khandhakas, then the Bhikkhunivibhaṅga, and lastly the
Mahāvibhaṅga.²

mn-a ii.106,an-a iii.5 state that amongotherportionsof theTathā-
gata’swords the twoVibhaṅgas, theKhandhakas andParivāra should
be included; an-a iii.158–159, however, holds that the two Vibhaṅgas
are Sutta, and that only Khandhaka-Parivāra are Vinaya. A division
is made also at an-a v.7 where the two former are called Vinaya and
the two latter abhivinaya. Therefore, except that the Parivāras tend
to be bracketed with the Khandhakas, any firm tradition of their
status or any agreement onwhat that was seems difficult to find.The
Parivāra itself differs from all the above views when it says paññatti
vinayo vibhatti abhivinayo (Vin 5.2).

Unless one’s knowledge of the Vibhaṅgas and the Khandhakas
were as profound and accurate as that of the compiler of the Pari-
vāra, many puzzles, some almost insoluble, might arise and many
references be wrongly ascribed to other parts of the Vinaya, thus
creating a deeper confusion.Throughout Section Prv 3, for example,

¹ See E.W. Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 10ff. for a valu-
able though short, account of these early Commentaries or sources of the Pali
Commentaries. ² mn-a iv.116, sn-a ii.203, Vb-a 432 give much briefer versions,
but all with the same intent. Anāgatavaṁsamerely says that after the disappear-
ance of the Jātakas, the Vinaya will disappear, but it does not give the stages of the
disappearance.
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and throughout Section Prv 9, the offence under reviewhas to be rec-
ognized fromoneword only, for that is all that is provided for its iden-
tification. The Ven. Buddhaghosa, though undoubtedly extremely
brief, meets this challenge and gives just enough information for
the purpose, sometimes mentioning the type of offence arising from
this or that action. For example, Vin-a 1307 on Prv 3, verse 20, reads:
moho amūlakena cā ti mohanake pācittiya-sikkhāpadañ ca amūlakena
saṅghādisesena anuddhaṁsana-sikkhāpadañ ca. It is thus shown that
the former action is to be traced, through the wordmohanaka, to the
Expiation group, and the latter, through the word anuddhaṁsana, to
the Formal Meeting group. Again, on Section Prv 3, verse 28 the Ven.

BD 6.xxxv

Buddhaghosa’s explanation at Vin-a 1309 attests that pūva-paccaya-
joti ca are to be taken to stand for three sikkhāpadas.Then, too, though
the Ven. Buddhaghosa thus keeps one on the right lines and also pre-
vents one from attributing such comparatively common key-words
as datvā or vikāle (see Vin-a 1307, Vin-a 1311) to the wrong sikkhāpada,
all the same it has been awork of formidable detection to trace, from
no more than the minimum of words, all the sources in the other
parts of the Vinaya. Yet, owing to the Ven. Buddhaghosa’s remark-
able accuracy and efficiency, I have been able to supplymost, though
not quite all, of the references to these other parts. It is certain that
without the labours of this great commentator this annotated trans-
lation of the Parivāra could neither have been correct nor brought
to a conclusion. My debt to him is beyond all reckoning, and is one
that it is an honour to acknowledge.

Ofmy contemporaries, I have to thank Dr.W. Rahula and the Ven.
Dr. H. Saddhatissa for their helpful elucidations or confirmations of
some of the terms I had not met in the other parts of the Vinaya. I
wish also to offer my gratitude to Professor A.K. Warder not only for
reminding me of my reference in bd 1, Introduction, p. v, to the need
for a complete as against a partial translation of the Vinaya, but also
for his interest throughout the progress of thiswork.Themore I have
worked at Parivāra themore I have become convinced that it is a very
useful guide, in particular its earlier Chapters, to the contents of the
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Vinaya-piṭaka. I have become convinced also that only a translator
of the other parts should attempt a translation of the Parivāra if it
is to act as this useful guide. For unless the same terminology were
used throughout the whole translation, which might be difficult for
a second translator, the Parivāra translation would lose much of its
point and purpose.Most of thewords in Vinaya are termswith a defi-
nite meaning and often a technical one. Consistency in translation
is therefore the chief, perhaps the only, means of identification.

I.B. Horner
London, 1965.
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1.1. Monks’ Analysis: on the
Laying-Down-Where

Praise to the Lord, the Perfected One, the Fully Self-Awakened One

Pārājika

Monks’ Pārājika 1

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1

BD 6.1
Vin 5.1

Where¹ was that which is the first offence involving Defeat laid
down by that Lord who knows, who sees, perfected one, fully Self-
Awakened One? Concerning whom? On what subject? Is there there
a laying down, a supplementary laying down, a laying down that
has not (yet) occurred²; a laying down (that holds good) everywhere,
a laying down (that holds good only) for certain districts; a laying
down that is shared,³ a laying down that is not shared; a laying down
for one (Order only), a laying down for both (Orders)⁴; plunged into
which, included in which of the five recitations of the Pātimokkha⁵;
by which recital does one come to the recital; of the four fallings

¹ For these questions cf. Vin 2.286; also Vin-a 13f., dn-a 12. The “supplementary
laying down”, anupaññatti, refers to an addition, correction, corollary or adjustment
made to a rule already laid down. Sometimes more than one adjustment had to be
made. ² anuppannapaññatti; this is an amendment that has not yet been made; if
made it would amend a rule already laid down. ³ sādhāraṇa, shared according to
Vin-a 1302 bymonks and nuns. ⁴ Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 22 notes this ninefold laying
down as it is to here. ⁵ Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 2 enumerates five recitals in theMonks’
Pātimokkha: recital of the source (nidāna), of the Pārājika, of the Saṅghādisesa, of
the undetermined (offences), and of “the following” (vitthāra, the extension, the
detail).
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away¹ which falling away; of the seven classes of offence which class
of offence; of the six origins of offences² by howmany origins does
(a monk) originate (the offence); of the four legal questions³ which
legal question; of the seven (ways for) the deciding (of a legal ques-
tion)⁴ by howmany decidings is it stopped; what there is Discipline,
what there is pertaining to Discipline⁵; what there is the Pātimokkha,

BD 6.2

what there is pertaining to the Pātimokkha⁶; what is falling away,⁷
what is success,⁸ what is practice⁹? Because of howmany reasons¹⁰
was the first offence involving Defeat laid down by the Lord?Who
train themselves? Who have trained themselves in the training¹¹? In
what state¹²? Who know by heart? Whose is the Utterance? By whom
has it been conveyed¹³?
“Where was that which is the first offence involving Defeat laid

¹ In moral habit, good habits, right view, right mode of livelihood. (Cf. Vin 2.242).
² The six are given at Vin 2.90 and are all various combinations of offences origi-
nating from body, speech andmind. See also Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 22; and below, Index
I. ³ Given at Vin 2.88, Vin 3.164. ⁴ Given at Vin 4.207. ⁵ abhivinaya. See
abhivinaye vinetuṁ at Vin 1.64. Taken by Vin-a 990 however to mean the whole of
the Vinaya-piṭaka; but Vin-a 1303 appears to think otherwise, saying in its exege-
sis of vibhatti abhivinayo that “vibhatti is called padabhājaniya (the Old Commen-
tary); vibhatti is just a name for analysis (vibhaṅga)”. Vibhatti also means division,
classification. ⁶ adhipātimokkha, a word that apparently does not occur elsewhere
in Vinaya, except below, p. 2, where all these questions are answered, and where
it is called vibhatti (see previous note).The Commentary says nothing.Theword
adhipātimokkha occurs at mn ii.245 (seeMiddle Length Sayings iii.31, n. 4 “concerning
the Obligations”). ⁷ vipatti, unsuccess, failure. At Vin 1.63, falling away is from
moral habit, good habits (ajjhācara, see bd 4.82, n. 5) and right view (atidiṭṭhi, see
bd 4.83, n. 1); see also Vin 1.171f., Vin 2.4. At Vin 2.22f., Vin 2.88f., Vin 2.90f. the fourth
falling away is added, that of falling away from a right mode of livelihood; also at
Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 22. At Vin 2.241 the first four suspensions of the Pātimokkha are
concerned with these fallings away.Three kinds are given at an i.268, an i.270, two
kinds at dn iii.213. ⁸ sampatti, opposite of vipatti, achievement, attainment.Three
kinds at Ne 126, sīla samādhi paññā; another three at Dhp-a iii.183,manussa, devaloka,
nibbāna. ⁹ paṭipatti, also behaviour, progress. It is not possible to reproduce the
play of these words ending in -patti, to which ā-patti also belongs. ¹⁰ atthavasa;
the 10 given at Vin 2.202, Vin 3.21. Defined at Vin-a 223 as well as below. ¹¹ sikkhi-
tasikkhā as at Vin 4.122, Vin 4.343, but there of a female probationer training for 2
years in 6 rules. ¹² kattha-ṭhitaṁ, in what condition or state? ¹³ ken’ ābhata, by
whom handed down, transmitted?
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down by that Lord who knows, who sees, perfected one, fully Self-
Awakened One?”¹ It was laid down in Vesālī.²
“Concerning whom?” Concerning Sudinna the Kalandaka.
“On what subject?” On the subject of Sudinna the Kalandaka’s

indulging in sexual intercourse with his former wife.³
Vin 5.2

“Is there there a laying down, a supplementary laying down, a
laying down that has not (yet) occurred?”There is one laying down,⁴

BD 6.3

two supplementary laying downs,⁵ for it⁶ there is no laying down
that has not (yet) occurred.
“A laying down (that holds good) everywhere, a laying down (that

holds good only) for certain districts?” A laying down (that holds
good) everywhere.
“A laying down that is shared, a laying down that is not shared?”

A laying down that is shared.⁷
“A laying down for one (Order), a laying down for both (Orders)?”

A laying down for both (Orders).⁸
“Plunged into which, included in which of the five recitations of

the Pātimokkha?” Plunged into the source,⁹ included in the source.
“By which recital does one come to the recital?” By the second

¹ This first Pārājika or offence involving Defeat is given at Vin 3.1–40. ² Vin 3.15ff.
³ Bu-Pj 1. ⁴ Vin 3.21. ⁵ Vin 3.22, Vin 3.23. ⁶ tasmiṁ, presumably for this rule,
sutta or dhamma. ⁷ There are 8 Pārājika rules for nuns.The first one is “shared”
with monks, therefore it is not given in the Nuns’ Pārājika Section (beginning at
Vin 4.211). According to Vin-a 1302 it reads “whatever nun,with desire (or intention,
will), should indulge in sexual intercourse even with an animal, is one who is
defeated, she is not in communion”.This is the same as the first anupaññatti (the
first amendment) for monks (Vin 3.22) and reading nun and monk respectively,
but the word chandaso, with desire, occurs only in the nuns’ rule. ⁸ Vin-a 1303
says “laying down that is shared” has the samemeaning as “laying down for both
(Orders)”, only the phrasing being different. ⁹ nidānogadhameans “if he has
an offence, he should declare it—here plunged into the source means the fact of
entering all offences”—so Vin-a 1303which adds that this word and the next are the
same. It seems a little difficult to accept this interpretation if we take the “source”
as the first of the five recitals of the Pātimokkha, see above, bd 6.1, n. 5.
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recital one comes to the recital.¹
“Of the four fallings away which falling away?”The falling away

in moral habit.²
“Of the seven classes of offencewhich class of offence?”TheDefeat-

class of offence. Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins
does (a monk) originate (the offence)?” He originates it by one ori-

BD 6.4

gin—he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.³
“Of the four legal questions which legal question?”The legal ques-

tion concerning offences.⁴
“Of the seven decidings (of a legal question) by howmany decid-

ings is it stopped?” It is stopped by two decidings: by a verdict in the
presence of,⁵ by the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement.⁶
“What there is Discipline, what there is pertaining to Discipline?”

A laying down is Discipline, the analysis⁷ (in the Old Commentary)
is pertaining to Discipline.
“What there is the Pātimokkha, what there is pertaining to the

Pātimokkha?” A laying down is the Pātimokkha, the analysis (in the
Old Commentary) is pertaining to the Pātimokkha.
“What is falling away?” Lack of self-control⁸ is falling away.
“What is success?” Self-control⁹ is success.
“What is the practice?” Saying, “I will not act in such a way,” un-

dertaking them for as long as he lives till the end of his life,¹⁰ and

¹ The second recital is that of the 4 Pārājika rules (dhammā), Vin-a 1303, Kaṅkhāvi-
taraṇī 2. See bd 6.1, n. 6 above.Thus the meaning appears to be that the rules the
second division of the Pātimokkha is the recital of the Pārājika rules. ² Vin-a 1303
says “the first 2 classes of offence are falling away frommoral habit (failure in it).
The remaining five classes are falling away from good habits (or behaviour). False
or extreme views are falling away from (right) view. There is falling away from
right livelihood when any one of the 6 rules of training laid down for the sake of
livelihood is transgressed”. ³ This is the fourth of the six origins of offences
spoken of at Vin 2.90. ⁴ The third of the legal questions. ⁵ sammukhāvinaya, see
bd 3.153, n. 2. ⁶ paṭiññātakaraṇa, see bd 3.153, n. 5. ⁷ vibhatti, see above, bd 6.2,
n. 1. ⁸ asaṁvara is vītikkama, transgression, Vin-a 1303. ⁹ saṁvara is avītikkama,
non-transgression, Vin-a 1303. At Ds 1342 non-transgression by body or by speech
or by body and speech are soracca, restraint, gentleness, which is the whole moral
habit. ¹⁰ āpāṇahoṭika, the (end-)point of breathing.Theword is found atmn ii.120,
Tha-ap 504, Mil 397, Vism 10.
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training himself in the rules of training.
“Because of how many reasons was the first offence involving

Defeat laid down by the Lord?” Because of ten reasons was the first
offence involving Defeat laid down by the Lord: for the excellence
of the Order, for the comfort of the Order, for the control of evil-
minded men, for the living in ease of well behaved monks, for the
restraint of the cankers belonging to the here-now, for the combating
of cankers belonging to future states, for the benefit of non-believers,
for an increase in the number of believers, for establishing the true
Dhamma, for help¹ with Discipline.²

BD 6.5

“Who train themselves?” Learners³ and ordinary people who are
morally good.⁴
“Who have trained themselves in the training?” Arahants have

trained themselves in the training.
“In what state?”The state of desiring the training.
“Who know by heart?”Those who know by heart the procedure of

these.⁵
“Whose is theUtterance?” It is theUtterance of the Lord, perfected

one, fully Self-Awakened One.
“By whom has it been conveyed?” It has been conveyed by a suc-

cession (of teachers):⁶

Upāli, Dāsaka, as well as Soṇaka,
similarly Siggava,
WithMoggali’s son as fifth—

¹ anuggaha. Two kinds given at It p. 98, āmisa- and dhamma-. ² See Vin 3.21.
³ sekha, one who is training, an “initiate”; one of the seven kinds who has attained
any of the four ways and the first three fruitions. Defined at mn-a i.40. ⁴ putkuj-
janakalyāṇaka. Kalyāṇa is good, lovely.This compound occurs at Vism 14, Vism46,
and is defined at Vism47 as the proximate cause for arahantship. Cf. mn-a i.40
where kalyāṇaputhujjana is defined. ⁵ yesaṁ vattati. Vin-a 1303 says “all are pro-
ficient in these: the Vinaya-piṭaka and the Commentary. What do they know by
heart?This first Pārājika according to the Pali and the meaning”. ⁶ These verses
occur at Vin-a 62f. (translated Inception of Discipline p. 55f.) where an account and of
the succession of teachers (ācariyaparaṁpara) is given. See also Vin-a 235, and Cf.
Mahāvaṁsa xii.7; Dīpavaṁsa xii.12; Mahābodhivaṁsa 116; Atthasālinī 32.
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these in the glorious (is)land of Jambusiri.
Vin 5.3

ThenMahinda, Iṭṭiya, similarly Sambala,
and the learned Bhaddanāma—
These great beings, of great wisdom,
coming here¹ from India,
Taught the Vinaya-piṭaka in Tambapaṇṇi.²
They also taught the five Nikāyas
and the seven (Abhidhamma) treatises.

Then the wise Ariṭṭha³ and the learned Tissadatta,⁴
The skilled Kālasumana⁵
and the Elder named Dīgha
and the learned Dīghasumana,⁶

And another Kālasumana,
the Elder Nāga, and Buddharakkhita,BD 6.6

And the wise Elder Tissa
and the learned Elder Deva,

And another wise Sumana
proficient in the Vinaya,
Cūlanāga of great learning,
unassailable as an elephant,

The Elder named Dhammapālita,
and Rohaṇa revered by the virtuous,
His pupil named Khema of great wisdom
and learned in theThree Piṭakas,

Who in his wisdom shone with great splendour
in the island like the king of stars,
Upatissa the wise,
and Phussadeva the great orator,

¹ I.e. Ceylon. ² Possibly this was at first the name of a certain district in Ceylon,
then of the whole island. ³ See Vin-a 102ff. ⁴ Pupils of Ariṭṭha. ⁵ Pupils of
Ariṭṭha. ⁶ Pupils of Ariṭṭha.
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And another wise Sumana,
he of great learning named Puppha,
The great orator Mahāsīva
skilful in all the contents of the Piṭaka,

And another wise Upāli
proficient in the Vinaya,
Mahānāga of great wisdom,
skilled in the tradition of the True Dhamma,

And again the wise Abhaya
skilled in all the contents of the Piṭaka,
And the wise Elder Tissa
proficient in the Vinaya,

His pupil named Puppha
of great wisdom andmuch learning
Who while protecting the Teaching
established himself in India,

The wise Cūlābhaya
proficient in the Vinaya,
And the wise Elder Tissa
skilled in the tradition of the True Dhamma,

And the wise Cūladeva
proficient in the Vinaya,
And the wise Elder Siva
skilled in all the contents of the Vinaya.

These sinless sages of great wisdom,
knowing the Vinaya and skilled in theWay,
Proclaimed the Vinaya-piṭaka
in the Island of Tambapaṇṇi.
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Monks’ Pārājika 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 2

“Where was that which is the second offence involving Defeat laid
down by that Lord who knows … ?” It was laid down in Rājagaha.¹

BD 6.7

“Concerning whom?” Concerning Dhaniya the potter’s son.
“On what subject?” On the subject of Dhaniya the potter’s son

taking pieces of wood belonging to the king when they had not been
given to him.²

There is one laying down,³ one supplementary laying down.⁴
“Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins does (a monk)

originate (the offence)?” He originates it by three origins—it may be
that he originates it by body and bymind, not by speech; it may be

Vin 5.4

that he originates it by speech and bymind, not by body; it may be
that he originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Pārājika 3
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 3

“Wherewas thatwhich is the third offence involvingDefeat laid down
… ?” It was laid down in Vesālī.⁵
“Concerning whom?” Concerning several monks.
“Onwhat subject?” On the subject of several monks depriving one

another of life.⁶
There is one laying down,⁷ one supplementary laying down.⁸
“Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins does (a monk)

originate (the offence)?” He originates it by three origins—it may be
that he originates it by body and bymind, not by speech; it may be
that he originates it by speech and bymind, not by body; it may be
that he originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Pārājika 4
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 4

“Where was that which is the fourth offence involving Defeat laid
down… ?” It was laid down in Vesālī.⁹

¹ Vin 3.41ff. ² Vin 3.44. ³ Vin 3.45. ⁴ Vin 3.46. ⁵ Vin 3.68ff. ⁶ Vin 3.68ff.
⁷ Vin 3.71. ⁸ Vin 3.73. ⁹ Vin 3.87ff.
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“Concerningwhom?” Concerningmonks on the banks of the river
Vaggumudā.
“On what subject?” On the subject of the monks on the banks of

the Vaggumudā speaking praise of each other’s state of further-men
in front of householders.

There is one laying down,¹ one supplementary laying down.²
“Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins does (a monk)

originate (the offence)?” He originates it by three origins—it may be
that he originates it by body and bymind, not by speech; it may be
that he originates it by speech and bymind, not by body; it may be
that he originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Concluded are the four Offences involving Defeat

this is its key
Unchastity, taking what is not given,
and the form of men, those who are further—
The four offences involving Defeat without doubt

BD 6.8
(concern men who) must be destroyed.³

Saṅghādisesa

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 1Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

laid down by that Lord who knows, who sees, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One, for the emission of semen using (the hand)?
Concerning whom? Onwhat subject? … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1) … Con-
ditioned by howmany reasons was the offence requiring a Formal

¹ Vin 3.90. ² Vin 3.91. ³ chejja-vatthu.This is perhaps a reference to chejja-bhejja,
a word occurring in the Old Commentary, on Bu-Pj 2; see Vin 3.47. Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī
17, Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 31 takes vatthu (in other contexts) as puggala, a meaning that
might apply equally here. At bd 1.191 in my translation of this summary (which
occurs at Vin 3.109) I took vatthu as the reason (or subject) for chejja, punishment,
maiming. It almost seems that the onemeaning implies the other. It also shows that
vatthu has no settled meaning but can be made to do duty for several words.
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Meeting of theOrder laid downby the Lord for the emission of semen
using (the hand)? Who train themselves? Who have trained them-
selves in the training? In what state? Who know by heart? Whose is
the Utterance? By whom has it been conveyed?
“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

laid down by that Lord who knows, who sees, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One for the emission of semen using (the hand)?” It
was laid down in Sāvatthī.¹
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the venerable Seyyasaka.
“On what subject?” On the subject of the venerable Seyyasaka’s

having emitted semen using the hand.²
“Is there there a laying down, a supplementary laying down, a

laying down that has not yet) occurred?”There is one laying down,³
one supplementary laying down,⁴ for it there is no laying down that
has not (yet) occurred.
“A laying down (that holds good) everywhere, a laying down (that

holds good only) for certain districts?” A laying down (that holds
good) everywhere.
“A laying down that is shared, a laying down that is not shared?”

A laying down that is not shared.
“A laying down for one (Order), a laying down for both (Orders)?”

A laying down for one (Order).
BD 6.9

“ … of the five… ?” Plunged into the source, included in the source.
… By the third recital one comes to the recital.⁵

Vin 5.5

…The falling away in moral habit.
…The Formal Meeting-class of offence.
… He originates it by one origin—he originates it by body and by

mind, not by speech.
…The legal question concerning offences.
… It is stopped by two deciding: by a verdict in the presence of,

andby the carryingouton (his) acknowledgement…(as inPrv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1)
…
“Conditioned by howmany reasons was the offence requiring a

¹ Vin 3.110. ² hatthena occurs here, as it does at Vin 3. ³ Vin 3.112. ⁴ Vin 3.112.
⁵ See above, bd 6.1, n. 6.
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Formal Meeting of the Order laid down by the Lord for the emission
of semen using (the hand)?” Conditioned by ten reasons was the
offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order laid down by the
Lord for the emission of semen using (the hand): for the excellence
of the Order … for help with Discipline.
“Who train themselves?” Learners and … (as in Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1) …

in the Island of Tambapaṇṇi.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 2

“Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid
down by that Lord who knows, who sees, perfected one, fully Self-
Awakened One, for the coming into physical contact with a woman?”
It was laid down in Sāvatthī.¹
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the venerable Udāyi.
“Onwhat subject?” On the subject of the venerable Udāyi’s coming

into physical contact with a woman.
There is one laying down.²
Of the six origins of anoffence (themonk) originates (the offence)

by one origin—he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 3

“Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid
down… for offending a woman with lewd words?” It was laid down
in Sāvatthī.³
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the venerable Udāyi.

BD 6.10

“Onwhat subject?” On the subject of the venerable Udāyi’s offend-
ing a woman with lewd words.

There is one laying down.⁴
Of the six origins of offences (the monk) originates (the offence)

by three origins—itmay be that he originates it by body and bymind,
not by speech; it may be that he originates it by speech and by mind,

¹ Vin 3.119ff. ² Vin 3.120. ³ Vin 3.127ff. ⁴ Vin 3.128.
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not by body; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech
and by mind.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 4

“Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid
down… for speaking in praise of ministering to sense-pleasures for
self in the presence of women-folk?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ …

Concerning the venerable Udāyi …
On the subject of the venerable Udāyi’s speaking in praise of

ministering to sense-pleasures for self in the presence of women-
folk … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 3).

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 5

“Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid
down… for acting as a go-between?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī² …

Concerning the venerable Udāyi …
On the subject of the venerable Udāyi’s acting as a go-between …
There is one laying-down,³ one supplementary laying-down⁴ …
He originates it by six origins—it may be that he originates it by

body, not by speech, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by
speech, not by body, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by
body and by speech, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by
body and bymind, not by speech; it may be that he originates it by

Vin 5.6

speech and bymind, not by body; it may be that he originates it by
body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 6

“Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid
down… for begging for having a hut built for oneself?”⁵ It was laid

¹ Vin 3.133. ² Vin 3.138. ³ Vin 3.138 ⁴ Vin 3.139. ⁵ saññācikā. According
to Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 40 this means sayaṁ yācanā … attano yācanā. My “begging in
company” at bd 1.246 probably should be amended. See also Old Commentary at
Vin 3.148.
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down in Āḷavī¹ …
BD 6.11

Concerning the monks of Āḷavī …
On the subject of the monks of Āḷavī begging for having a hut

built for themselves …
There is one laying-down² …
He originates it by six origins … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 5).

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 7

Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 7

“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
laid down … for having a large vihāra built?” It was laid down at
Kosambī³…

Concerning the venerable Channa …
The venerable Channa, clearing a site for a vihāra, had a tree that

was used as a shrine cut down…
There is one laying down⁴ …
He originates it by six origins …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 8

Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 8

“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
laid down… for defaming a monk with an unfounded charge of an
offence involving Defeat?” It was laid down in Rājagaha⁵…

Concerning themonkswhowere followers ofMettiya and Bhum-
majaka …

Themonks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka
defamed the venerable Dabba theMallianwith an unfounded charge
of an offence involving Defeat …

There is one laying down⁶ …
He originates it by three origins⁷ …
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Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 9
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 9

“Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid
down… for defaming a monk with a charge of an offence involving
Defeat, taking up some point as a pretext in a legal question really
belonging to something else?” It was laid down at Rājagaha¹…

Concerning the monks who were the followers of Mettiya and
Bhummajaka …

Themonks who were the followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka
defamed thevenerableDabba theMallian…really belonging to some-
thing else …

There is one laying down² …
He originates it by three origins³ …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 10

BD 6.12 “Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
laid down… for admonishing up to three times a schismatic monk
for not giving up (his course)?” It was laid down in Rājagaha⁴ …

Concerning Devadatta …
Devadatta went forward with a schism of an Order that was har-

monious …
There is one laying down⁵ …
He originates it by one origin—he originates it by body and by

speech and by mind …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 11

“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
laid down … for admonishing up to three times monks who were
throwing in their lot with a schism for not giving up (their course)?”
It was laid down in Rājagaha⁶ …

Concerning several monks …

¹ Vin 3.149. ² Vin 3.149. ³ Vin 3.155ff. ⁴ Vin 3.156. ⁵ Vin 3.158ff. ⁶ Vin 3.163.
⁷ See Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 2 (adinnādānasadisa, Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 44). ¹ Vin 3.166ff.
² Vin 3.167–8. ³ Vin 3.167–8. ⁴ Vin 3.171. ⁵ Vin 3.172. ⁶ Vin 3.174ff.
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Several monks were throwing in their lot with and taking part
in Devadatta’s proceeding for a schism in the Order …

There is one laying down¹ …
By one origin …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 12

“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
laid down … for admonishing up to three times a monk who was
difficult to speak tofor not giving up (his course)?” It was laid down

Vin 5.7

in Kosambī² …
Concerning the venerable Channa …
When the venerable Channa was being spoken to by monks ac-

cording to Dhamma he reckoned himself as one not to be spoken to
…

There is one laying down³ …
By one origin …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 13

“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
laid down… for admonishing up to three times a monkwho brought
a family into disrepute for not giving up (his course)?” It was laid
down in Sāvatthī⁴…

Concerning themonks whowere the followers of Assaji and Pun-
abbasu …

Monks, through the Order, carried out the act of banishment
against the monks who were followers of Assaji and Punabbasu and

BD 6.13

goers on a wrong course through partiality, goers on a wrong course
through hatred, goers on a wrong course through confusion, goers
on a wrong course through fear⁵ so as to disgrace⁶ them…

There is one laying down⁷ …

¹ Vin 3.175. ² Vin 3.177ff. ³ Vin 3.178. ⁴ Vin 3.179ff. ⁵ These, chandagāmita,
etc., are goers by the four wrong courses (agati). See bd 1.323, n. 7. ⁶ pāpeti, to
disgrace, denigrate, as at Vin 1.183, Vin-a 625.The verbal noun pāpana, denigrating
is used at Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 48. See Vism29. ⁷ Vin 3.184.
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By one origin …

Concluded are the thirteen offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order

its summary
Emission, and bodily contact, lewd talk, and one’s own pleasure,
Acting as a go-between, and a hut, and a vihāra, without foundation, /
And some point, and a schism, likewise siding in with,
Difficult to speak to, and bringing a family into disrepute—
the thirteen offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.¹

Monks’ Aniyata 1
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ay 1 “Where was that which is the first Undetermined offence laid down

by that Lord … ?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.²
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the venerable Udāyi.
“On what subject?” On the subject of the venerable Udāyi’s sitting

together with women-folk in a secret place on a secluded convenient
seat.
“Is there there … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Ss 1) …
By the fourth recital one comes to the recital.
“Of the four fallings awaywhich falling away?” Itmight he a falling

away in moral habit, it might be a falling away in good behaviour.
“Of the seven classes of offence which class of offence?” It might

be a Defeat-class of offence, it might be a Formal Meeting-class of
offence, it might be an Expiation-class of offence.

BD 6.14

“Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins does (a monk)
originate (theoffence)?”Heoriginates it byoneorigin—heoriginates
it by body and by mind, not by speech …

The legal question concerning offences …
It is stopped by three deciding: it may be by a verdict in the pres-

ence of and by the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement, it may
be by a verdict in the presence of and by the covering over (as) with
grass³ …

¹ Verses as at Vin 3.186. ² Vin 3.187ff. ³ tiṇavatthāraka, see bd 3.154, bd 5.115.
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“Conditioned by howmany reasons was the first Undetermined
offence laid down by the Lord?” Conditioned by ten reasons was the

Vin 5.8

first Undetermined offence laid down by the Lord: for the excellence
of the Order … for help with Discipline.
“Who train themselves?” Learners and … (as in Bu-Pj 1) … in the

island of Tambapaṇṇi.

Monks’ Aniyata 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-Ay 2

“Wherewas thatwhich is the secondUndetermined offence laid down
by the Lord … ?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ …

Concerning the venerable Udāyi …
On the subject of the venerable Udāyi’s sitting down together

with a woman, the one with the other, in a secret place.²
“Is there there … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Ay 1) …
“ …which class of offence?” It might be a Formal Meeting-class of

offence, it might be an Expiation-class of offence.
“Of the six origins of offences, by howmany origins does (amonk)

originate (the offence)?” He originates it by three origins: it may be
that he originates it by body and bymind, not by speech; it may be
that he originates it by speech and bymind, not by body; it may be
that he originates it by body and by speech and by mind …

… and a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded are the two Undetermined offences

its summary
Convenient and so and likewise, but not thus.
Such Undetermined matters are well laid down by the best of Buddhas.³

¹ Vin 3.191. ² Vin 3.191. ³ As at Vin 3.194.
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Nissaggiya Pācittiya

Division 1: on kaṭhina cloth

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 1
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 1

BD 6.15 “Where was the offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture laid down
by that Lord … for one who exceeds the ten day (period for wearing)
an extra robe?” It was laid down in Vesālī.¹
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the group of six monks.
“Onwhat subject?” On the subject of the group of six monks wear-

ing an extra robe.
One laying down,² one supplementary laying down.³
Of the six origins of offences he originates it by two origins: it

may be that he originates it by body and by speech, not by mind; it
may be that he originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 2

“Where was the offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture laid down
… for one who is separated from his three robes even for one night?”
It was laid down in Sāvatthī⁴ …

Concerning several monks …
Several monks, entrusting (their) robes to the hands of (other)

monks, set out on a tour of the country with (only) an inner and an
upper robe …

One laying down,⁵ one supplementary laying down.⁶
Of the six origins … (as in Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 1).

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 3
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 3

“Where was the offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture laid down
… for one who after he has accepted robe-material not at the right
time exceeds (the period of) a month (before he has it made up)? It
was laid down in Sāvatthī⁷…
¹ Vin 3.195. ² Vin 3.196. ³ Vin 3.196. ⁴ Vin 3.198. ⁵ Vin 3.199. ⁶ Vin 3.199.
⁷ Vin 3.202ff.
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Concerning several monks …
Severalmonks, having accepted robe-material not at a right time,

exceeded the month …
One laying down,¹ one supplementary laying down.²
Of the six origins …

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 4
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 4

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who has a soiledrobe
BD 6.16

washed by a nunwho is not a relation?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī³
Vin 5.9

…
Concerning the venerable Udāyi …
The venerable Udāyi had a soiled robe washed by a nun who was

not a relation …
One laying down.⁴
Of the six origins of offences he originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 5
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 5

“… involving Forfeiture laid down for onewho accepts a robe from the
hand of a nun who is not a relation?” It was laid down in Rājagaha⁵…

Concerning the venerable Udāyi …
The venerable Udāyi accepted a robe from the hand of a nun who

was not a relation …
One laying down,⁶ one supplementary laying down⁷ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 6
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 6

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who asks a man or woman
householder who is not a relation (of his) for a robe?” It was laid
down in Sāvatthī⁸…
¹ Vin 3.203; but there is what is laid down first is called anujānāmi, “I allow,” is an al-
lowance as against a sikkhāpada, a rule of training,which here comes second. Appar-
ently, therefore, the paññattihere refers to anujānāmi and sikkhāpada. ² Vin 3.203.
³ Vin 3.205ff. ⁴ Vin 3.206. ⁵ Vin 3.207ff. ⁶ Vin 3.209. ⁷ Vin 3.209.
⁸ Vin 3.210ff.
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Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan asked the son of a (great)

merchant who was not a relation (of his) for a robe …
One laying down,¹ one supplementary laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 7
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 7

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who asks a man or woman
householder who is not a relation for more robe-material than that
(which theyhad invitedhim to accept)?” Itwas laid down in Sāvatthī³
…

Concerning the group of six monks …
Thegroupof sixmonks, not knowingmoderation, asked formuch

robe-material …
One laying down⁴ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 8
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 8

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, before being invited,
approaches a householder who is not a relation and puts forward a
considerationwith regard to a robe?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī⁵ …

BD 6.17

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan, before he was invited, ap-

proached a householder who was not a relation and put forward a
consideration with regard to a robe …

One laying down⁶ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 9
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 9

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, before being invited,
approaches householders who are not relations (of his) and puts

¹ Vin 3.211. ² Vin 3.212. ³ Vin 3.213. ⁴ Vin 3.214. ⁵ Vin 3.215. ⁶ Vin 3.216.
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forward a consideration with regard to a robe?” It was laid down in
Sāvatthī¹ …

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan, before he was invited, ap-

proached householders who were not relations (of his) and put for-
ward a consideration with regard to a robe …

One laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 10
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 10

“… involving Forfeiture laid down for onewho succeeds in obtaining a
robeby stating (hewants one)more than three times (or) by standing
(silently) for it more than six times?”It was laid down in Sāvatthī³ …

Vin 5.10

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan, on being told by a lay fol-

lower, “Wait this one day (only), revered sir,” did not wait …
One laying down⁴ …
He originates it by six origins.

The First Division: that on Kaṭhina-cloth

Division 2: on silk

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 11
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 11

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who has a rug made mixed
with silk?” It was laid down in Āḷavī⁵ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks, having approached silk-makers, spoke

thus: “Sirs, hatch many silk-worms, give them to us, for we want to
make a rug mixed with silk” …

One laying down⁶ …
He originates it by six origins.

¹ Vin 3.217. ² Vin 3.218. ³ Vin 3.219. ⁴ Vin 3.221; more clearly stated above.
⁵ Vin 3.224. ⁶ Vin 3.224.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 12
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 12

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who has a rugmade of pure
BD 6.18

black sheep’s wool?” It was laid down in Vesālī¹ …
Concerning the group of six monks …
Thegroup of sixmonks had a rugmade of pure black sheep’swool

…
One laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 13
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 13

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who is having a new rug
made without taking a portion of white (wools) and a portion of
reddish-brown colours?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī³ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks, taking only a little white for the seam,

all the same had a rug made of pure black sheep’s wool …
One laying down⁴ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 14
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 14

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who has a rug made every
year?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī⁵ …

Concerning several monks …
Several monks had a rug made every year …
One laying down,⁶ one supplementary laying down⁷ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 15
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 15

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who is having a new rug
to sit uponmade without taking a piece the breadth of the accepted

¹ Vin 3.225. ² Vin 3.225. ³ Vin 3.226. ⁴ Vin 3.226. ⁵ Vin 3.227. ⁶ Vin 3.228.
⁷ Vin 3.229.
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span from all round an old rug?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī¹…
Concerning several monks …
Several monks, discarding their rugs, took upon themselves the

practice of forest-dwellers, the practice of almsmen, the practice of
those who wear rag-robes …

One laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 16
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 16

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, having accepted
sheep’s wool, exceeds the three yojanas (for which it may be con-
veyed)?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī³…

BD 6.19

Concerning a certain monk …
Acertainmonk, having received sheep’swool, exceeded the three

yojanas (for which it may be conveyed) …
One laying down⁴ …

Vin 5.11

He originates it by two origins: it may be that he originates it by
body, not by speech, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by
body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 17
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 17

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who has sheep’s wool
washed by a nun who is not a relation?” It was laid down among
the Sakyans⁵ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks had sheep’s wool washed by nuns who

were not relations …
One laying down⁶ …
He originates it by six origins.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 18
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 18

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who accepts gold and sil-
ver?” It was laid down in Rājagaha¹ …

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan accepted gold and silver …
One laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 19
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 19

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who engages in various
transactions in which gold and silver are used?” It was laid down in
Sāvatthī³ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of sixmonks engaged in various transactions inwhich

gold and silver were used …
One laying down⁴ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 20
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 20

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who engaged in various
transactions in which there was bartering?” It was laid down in
Sāvatthī⁵ …

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan engaged in bartering with a

wanderer …
BD 6.20

One laying down⁶ …
He originates it by six origins.

The Second Division: that on Silk

¹ Vin 3.230ff. ² Vin 3.232. ³ Vin 3.233ff. ⁴ Vin 3.233ff. ⁵ Vin 3.234.
⁶ Vin 3.235. ¹ Vin 3.236. ² Vin 3.237. ³ Vin 3.239. ⁴ Vin 3.239. ⁵ Vin 3.240.
⁶ Vin 3.241.
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Division 3: on a bowl

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 21
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 21

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who exceeds the ten days
(for keeping) an extra bowl?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks kept an extra bowl …
One laying down,² one supplementary laying down³ …
He originates it by two origins: it may be that he originates it by

body and by speech, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by
body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 22
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 22

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for who gets another new bowl in
exchange for a bowl that has been mended in less than five places?”
It was laid down among the Sakyans⁴ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks, when their bowls were only a little bro-

ken, only a little chipped and scratched, asked for many bowls …
One laying down⁵ …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 23
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 23

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, after he has accepted
medicines, exceeds the seven days (for which they may be stored)?”
It was laid down in Sāvatthī⁶ …

Concerning several monks …
Vin 5.12

Several monks, having accepted medicines, exceeded the seven
days …

One laying down⁷ …
He originates it by two origins (as in the Kaṭhina-robe Section.)⁸

¹ Vin 3.242. ² Vin 3.243. ³ Vin 3.243. ⁴ Vin 3.244. ⁵ Vin 3.246. ⁶ Vin 3.248.
⁷ Vin 3.251. ⁸ Thismust refer to the first offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 24
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 24

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, while more than a
month of the hotweather remains, is looking about for robe-material
as a cloth for the rains?” It was laid downm Sāvatthī¹ …

BD 6.21

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks, while more than a month of the hot

weather remained, looked about for robe-material as a cloth for the
rains …

One laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 25
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 25

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, having himself given
a robe to a monk, angry and displeased tore it away?” It was laid
down in Sāvatthī³ …

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
Thevenerable Upananda the Sakyan, having himself given a robe

to a monk, angry and displeased tore it away …
One laying down⁴ …
He originates it by three origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 26
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 26

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, himself asking for
yarn, shouldhave robe-materialwovenbyweavers?” Itwas laiddown
in Rājagaha⁵ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks, themselves asking for yarn, had robe-

material woven by weavers …
One laying down⁶ …
He originates it by six origins.

¹ Vin 3.252. ² Vin 3.252. ³ Vin 3.254. ⁴ Vin 3.255. ⁵ Vin 3.256. ⁶ Vin 3.256.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 27
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 27

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, before being invited
by a householder who is not a relation approaches weavers and puts
forward a consideration with regard to robe-material?” It was laid
down in Sāvatthī¹ …

Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan, before being invited, ap-

proached the weavers of a householder who was not a relation (of
his) and put forward a consideration with regard to robe-material …

One laying down² …
He originates it by six origins.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 28
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 28

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who, having accepted a
special robe, exceeds the robe-season (in the time during which he
lays aside the robe-material)?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī³ …

BD 6.22

Concerning several monks …
Several monks, having accepted robe-material, exceeded the

robe-season …
One laying down⁴ …
He originates it by two origins, (as in the Kaṭhina-robe Section.)⁵

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 29
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 29

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who is separated from any
one of his three robes for more than six nights, having laid it aside
in a house?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī⁶ …

Concerning several monks …
Several monks were separated from a certain one of their three

robes for more than six nights, having laid it aside in a house …
Vin 5.13

One laying down⁷ …
He originates it by two origins, (as in the Kaṭhina-robe Section.)

¹ Vin 3.257. ² Vin 3.259. ³ Vin 3.260. ⁴ Vin 3.261. ⁵ SeeVin 5.88. ⁶ Vin 3.262.
⁷ Vin 3.263.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 30
Prv 1.1:Bu-NP 30

“ … involving Forfeiture laid down for one who knowingly appropri-
ates to himself an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order?” It
was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ …

Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks knowingly appropriated to themselves

an apportioned benefit belonging to the Order …
One laying down² …
He originates it by three origins.

TheThird Division: that on a Bowl

Concluded are the thirty offences of Expiation involving Forfeiture

its summary
Ten (nights), one night, and a month, and washing, acceptance,
And on one who is not a relation, specially laid aside, by two, by a messen-
ger,³ /
Silk, two on pure portions, for six years, a rug,
And two on (sheep’s) wool, on taking, two on various transactions,⁴ /

BD 6.23
Two on bowls, and onmedicine, for the rains, the fifth on a gift,
Oneself, having woven, a special robe, dangerous,
and belonging to the Order.

Pācittiya

Division 1: on lying

Monks’ Pācittiya 1
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 1 “Where was that offence of Expiation laid down by that Lord who

knows, who sees, perfected one, Fully Self-AwakenedOne, for telling
a conscious lie?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.⁵
¹ Vin 3.265. ² Vin 3.265 ³ These two first lines occur at Vin 3.223 though the
second line reads there “just three on non-relations”, aññātakāni tīṇ’ eva, which is
thus clearer in its reference to the ten offences than the aññātakañ ca, uddissa above.
⁴ These two lines are at Vin 3.242, and the next two at Vin 3.266. ⁵ Vin 4.1.
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“Concerning whom?” Concerning Hatthaka the Sakyan.
“On what subject?” On the subject of Hatthaka the Sakyan who,

when he was talking with followers of other sects, having denied,
acknowledged, and having acknowledged, denied.

One laying down.¹
Of the six origins of offences he originates (the offence) by three

origins: it may be that he originates it by body and bymind, not by
speech; it may be that he originates it by speech and by mind, not by
body; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech and by
mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 2

Offence of Expiation for insulting speech … It was laid down in Sā-
vatthī … Concerning the group of six monks … The group of six
monks, quarrelling with well behavedmonks, insulted the well be-
havedmonks…One laying down²…He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 3
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 3

Offence of Expiation for the slander of monks … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks brought slander against monks for quarrelling, for disputing,
for engaging in contention … One laying down³ …He originates it
by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 4
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 4

Offence of Expiation for making one who is not ordained speak
Dhamma line by line … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning
the group of sixmonks…The group of sixmonksmade lay-followers
speak Dhamma line by line … One laying down⁴ …He originates it

Vin 5.14

by two origins: it may be that he originates it by speech, not by body,
not by mind; it may be that he originates it by speech and bymind,

BD 6.24

¹ Vin 4.2. ² Vin 4.6. ³ Vin 4.12. ⁴ Vin 4.14.
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not by body.

Monks’ Pācittiya 5
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 5

Offence of Expiation for lying down in a sleeping-place formore than
two or three nights with one who is not ordained … It was laid down
in Āḷavī … Concerning several monks. Several monks lay down in a
sleeping-place with one who was not ordained … One laying down,¹
one supplementary laying down…He originates it by two origins: it
may be that he originates it by body, not by speech, not by mind; it
may be that he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 6
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 6

Offence of Expiation for lyingdown in a sleeping-placewith awoman
… It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the venerable Anurud-
dha …The venerable Anuruddha lay down in a sleeping-place with a
woman…One laying down² …He originates it by two origins, (as)
in Sheep’s Wool.³

Monks’ Pācittiya 7
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 7

Offence of Expiation for teaching Dhamma to a woman in more than
five or six sentences … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning
the venerable Udāyi … The venerable Udāyi taught Dhamma to a
woman… One laying down,⁴ two supplementary layings down⁵ …
He originates it by two origins, (as) in Dhamma line by line.⁶

Monks’ Pācittiya 8
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 8

Offence of Expiation for speaking, when it is a fact, of a condition of
further-men to one who is not ordained … It was laid down in Vesālī
… Concerning monks on the banks of the (river) Vaggumudā …The
monks on the banks of the Vaggumudā spoke praise to householders

¹ Vin 4.16. ² Vin 4.19. ³ Bu-NP 16. See Vin 5.88. ⁴ Vin 4.21. ⁵ Vin 4.21,
Vin 4.22. ⁶ Bu-Pc 4. See Vin 5.88.
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of one another’s conditions of further-men … One laying down¹ …
He originates it by three origins: it may be that he originates by body,
not by speech, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by speech,
not by body, not by mind; it may be that he originates it by body and
by speech, not by mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 9
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 9

Offence of Expiation for speaking to one who is not ordained of a
monk’s very bad offence… Itwas laid down in Sāvatthī…Concerning
the group of six monks …The group of six monks spoke to one who
was not ordained of a monk’s very bad offence … One laying down²
…He originates it by three origins …

Monks’ Pācittiya 10
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 10
BD 6.25Offence of Expiation for digging the ground … It was laid down in

Āḷavī … Concerning the monks of Āḷavī …Themonks of Āḷavī dug
the ground…One laying down³…He originates it by three origins …

The First Division: that on Lying⁴

Division 2: on vegetable growth

Monks’ Pācittiya 11
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 11
Vin 5.15Offence of Expiation for destruction of vegetable growth … It was

laid down in Āḷavī … Concerning the monks of Āḷavī …Themonks
of Āḷavī cut down a tree … One laying down⁵ … He originates it by
three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 12
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 12

Offence of Expiation in evasion, in vexing … It was laid down in
Kosambī…Concerning the venerable Channa…The venerable Chan-
na, on being examined for an offence in the midst of the Order,

¹ Vin 4.25. ² Vin 4.31. ³ Vin 4.33. ⁴ Called simply First Division at Vin 4.33.
⁵ Vin 4.34.
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shelved the question by (asking) another … One laying down,¹ one
supplementary laying down² …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 13
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 13

Offence of Expiation in making (someone) look down upon, in criti-
cizing… Itwas laid down inRājagaha…Concerningmonkswhowere
followers of Mettiya and Bhummajaka …Monks who were followers
of Mettiya and Bhummajaka made monks look down upon the ven-
erable Dabba theMallian … One laying down,³ one supplementary
laying down⁴ …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 14
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 14

Offence of Expiation for setting forthwithout asking (for permission
to do so) and not having removed a couch or chair or a mattress or
stool belonging to the Order that he had spread in the open air … It
was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning several monks … Several
monks set forth without asking (for permission to do so) and not
having removed lodgings belonging to theOrder that theyhad spread
in the open air…One laying down,⁵ one supplementary laying down⁶
… He originates it by two origins (as in) Kaṭhina-cloth.⁷

Monks’ Pācittiya 15
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 15

Offence of Expiation for setting forthwithout asking (for permission
to do so) and not having removed a sleeping-place he had spread

BD 6.26

in a vihāra belonging to the Order … It was laid down in Sāvatthī …
Concerning the group of seventeenmonks …The group of seventeen
monks set forth without asking (for permission to do so) and not
removing a sleeping, place they had spread in a vihāra belonging to
the Order. One laying down⁸ …He originates it by two origins (as in)
Kaṭhina-cloth.⁹

¹ Vin 4.36. ² Vin 4.36. ³ Vin 4.38. ⁴ Vin 4.38. ⁵ Vin 4.39, a sikkhāpada, rule
of training. ⁶ Vin 4.39–40, an anujānāmi, an allowance. ⁷ Bu-NP 1–Bu-NP 10.
⁸ Vin 4.41. ⁹ See Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 14 above, also Vin 5.88.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 16
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 16

Offence of Expiation for lying down in a sleeping-place in a vihāra
belonging to the Order knowing that one was encroaching on (the
space intended for) a monk who had arrived first … It was laid down
in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of
six monks lay down in a sleeping-place encroaching on (the space
intended for) monks who were Elders … One laying down¹ … He
originates it by one origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not
by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 17
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 17

Offence of Expiation for throwing out, being angry and displeased,
a monk from a vihāra belonging to the Order … It was laid down
in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of
six monks, angry and displeased, threw out monks from a vihāra
belonging to the Order … One laying down² … He originates it by

Vin 5.16

three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 18
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 18

Offence of Expiation for sitting down on a couch or a chair that has
removable feet and is in a lofty cell with an upper part in a vihāra
belonging to the Order … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning
a certain monk … A certain monk sat down hastily³ on a couch that
had removable feet and was in a lofty cell with an upper part in a
vihāra belonging to the Order … One laying down⁴ …He originates it
by two origins: it may be that he originates it by body, not by speech,
not bymind; it may be that he originates it by body and bymind, not
by speech.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 19
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 19

Offence of Expiation for onewho, having determined on two or three
enclosures, determines on (something) more than that … It was
laid down in Kosambī … Concerning the venerable Channa …The
venerable Channa again and againhad afinished vihāra roofed, again
and again had it plastered; the overloaded vihāra fell down … One

BD 6.27

laying down¹ … He originates it by six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 20
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 20

Offence of Expiation for sprinkling water that he knows contains
living things over grass or clay … It was laid down in Āḷavī … Con-
cerning the monks of Āḷavī …Themonks of Āḷavī, knowing that the
water contained living things, sprinkled (it over) grass and clay …
One laying down² …He originates it by three origins.

The Second Division: that on Vegetable-growth

Division 3: on Exhortation

Monks’ Pācittiya 21
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 21

Offence of Expiation for the exhortation of nuns by one who had not
been agreed upon … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the
group of six monks … On the subject of the six monks who exhorted
nuns though they had not been agreed upon. “Is there there a laying
down, a supplementary laying down, a laying down (for something)
that has not (yet) occurred?”There is one laying down,³ one supple-
mentary laying down,⁴ for it there is no laying down (for something)
that has not (yet) occurred …He originates it by two origins: it may
be that he originates it by speech, not by body, not by mind; it may
be that he originates it by speech and by mind, not by body.

¹ Vin 4.43. ² Vin 4.44. ³ sahasā, see bd 2.255, n. 1. ⁴ Vin 4.46. ¹ Vin 4.47.
² Vin 4.49. ³ Vin 4.51, a sikkhāpada. ⁴ Vin 4.51, a long anujānāmi.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 22
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 22

Offence of Expiation for the exhortation of nuns after the sun has
set … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the venerable Cūla-
panthaka …The venerable Cūlapanthaka exhorted nuns after the
sun had set … One laying down¹ … He originates it by two origins
(as) in Dhamma line by line.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 23
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 23

Offence of Expiation for the exhortation of nuns, after having ap-
proached nuns’ quarters … It was laid down among the Sakyans …
Concerning the group of sixmonks…The group of sixmonks having

Vin 5.17

approached nuns’ quarters exhorted the nuns … One laying down,³
one supplementary laying down⁴ …He originates it by two origins
(as in), Kaṭhina-cloth.⁵

Monks’ Pācittiya 24
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 24

Offence of Expiation for saying, “Monks are exhorting nuns for the
sake of gain” … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group

BD 6.28

of six monks …The group of six monks said, “Monks are exhorting
nuns for the sake of gain” … One laying down⁶ … He originates it by
three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 25
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 25

Offence of Expiation for giving robe-material to a nun who is not
a relation … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning a certain
monk … A certain monk gave robe-material to a nun who was not a
relation … One laying down,⁷ one supplementary laying down⁸ …He
originates it by six origins.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 26
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 26

Offence of Expiation for sewing robe-material for a nun who is not a
relation … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the venerable
Udāyi…Thevenerable Udāyi sewed robe-material for a nunwhowas
not a relation … One laying down¹ … He originates it by six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 27
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 27

Offence of Expiation for going along the same highway, having ar-
ranged together with a nun … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Con-
cerning the group of sixmonks…The group of sixmonkswent along
the same highway, having arranged togetherwith nuns…One laying
down,² one supplementary laying down³ …He originates it by four
origins: it may be that he originates it by body, not by speech, not
by mind; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech, not
by mind; it may be that he originates it by body and by mind, not by
speech; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech and by
mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 28
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 28

Offence of Expiation for embarking in one boat, having arranged
together with a nun … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning
the group of six monks …The group of six monks embarked in one
boat, having arranged together with nuns … One laying down,⁴ one
supplementary laying down⁵ …He originates it by four origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 29
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 29

Offence of Expiation for eating almsfood knowing it to have been
procured through (the intervention of) a nun … It was laid down in
Rājagaha…ConcerningDevadatta…Devadattamadeuse of almsfood

¹ Vin 4.55. ² Bu-Pc 4. See Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 4.56. ⁴ Vin 4.57. ⁵ Bu-Pc 23.
See Vin 5.88. ⁶ Vin 4.58. ⁷ Vin 4.59. ⁸ Vin 4.60. ¹ Vin 4.61. ² Vin 4.62.
³ Vin 4.63. ⁴ Vin 4.64. ⁵ Vin 4.65.
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knowing it to have been procured through (the intervention of) a
nun … One laying down,¹ one supplementary laying down² … He

BD 6.29

originates it by one origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not
by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 30
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 30

Vin 5.18Offence of Expiation for sitting down in a private place together
with a nun, the one with the other … It was laid down in Sāvatthī …
Concerning the venerable Udāyi …The venerable Udāyi sat down in
a private place together with a nun, the one with the other … One
laying down³ … He originates it by one origin: he originates it by
body and by mind, not by speech.

TheThird Division: that on Exhortation

Division 4: on Food

Monks’ Pācittiya 31
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 31

Offence of Expiation for eating more than (one meal) at a public
rest-house … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group
of six monks …The group of six monks, staying on and on, ate at a
public rest-house … One laying down,⁴ one supplementary laying
down⁵ …He originates it by two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.⁶

Monks’ Pācittiya 32
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 32

Offence of Expiation in a group-meal … It was laid down in Rājagaha
… Concerning Devadatta … Devadatta and his company ate, having
asked and asked among households … One laying down,⁷ seven sup-
plementary layings down⁸ …He originates it by two origins (as in)
Sheep’s Wool.⁹

¹ Vin 4.67. ² Vin 4.67 ³ Vin 4.68. ⁴ Vin 4.70. ⁵ Vin 4.70. ⁶ Bu-NP 16, and
see Vin 5.88. ⁷ Vin 4.71. ⁸ Vin 4.72–74. ⁹ Bu-NP 16, and see Vin 5.88.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 33
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 33

Offence of Expiation in an out-of-turn meal … It was laid down in
Vesālī … Concerning several monks … Several monks, invited some-
where, ate elsewhere … One laying down,¹ three supplementary lay-
ings down² …He originates it by two origins (as in) Kaṭhina-cloth.³

Monks’ Pācittiya 34
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 34

Offence of Expiation for, after accepting two or three bowlsful of
cake, acceptingmore than that … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Con-
cerning several monks … Several monks, not knowingmoderation,
accepted … One laying down⁴ …He originates it by six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 35
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 35

Offence of Expiation for partaking of solid food or soft food that is
BD 6.30

not left over after one has eaten and is satisfied … It was laid down
in Sāvatthī … Concerning several monks … Several monks, having
eaten and being satisfied, ate elsewhere … One laying down,⁵ one
supplementary laying down⁶ …He originates it by two origins (as
in) Kaṭhina-cloth.⁷

Monks’ Pācittiya 36
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 36

Offence of Expiation for inviting a monk who has eaten and is sat-
isfied to take solid food or soft food that has not been left over … It
was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning several monks … Several
monks, having eaten and being satisfied, invited a monk to take soft
food that had not been left over One laying down⁸ … He originates it
by three origins.

¹ Vin 4.77. ² Vin 4.77, Vin 4.78, the third one being an anujānāmi. Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī
103 says in what is probably its only reference to the Parivāra that it speaks of four
supplementary layings down. ³ Bu-NP 1, see Vin 5.88. ⁴ Vin 4.80. ⁵ Vin 4.82.
⁶ Vin 4.82 ⁷ Bu-NP 16, and see Vin 5.88. ⁸ Vin 4.84.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 37
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 37

Vin 5.19Offence of Expiation for partaking of solid food or soft food at the
wrong time … It was laid down in Rājagaha … Concerning the group
of seventeenmonks …The group of seventeenmonks partook of a
meal at the wrong time … One laying down¹ … He originates it by
two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 38
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 38

Offence of Expiation for partaking of solid food or soft food that
had been stored … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the
venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa … The venerable Belaṭṭhasīsa partook of a
meal that had been stored … One laying down³ … He originates it by
two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.⁴

Monks’ Pācittiya 39
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 39

Offence of Expiation for eating sumptuous foods having asked for
them for oneself … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the
group of six monks …The group of six monks ate sumptuous foods
having asked for them for themselves … One laying down,⁵ one sup-
plementary laying down⁶ …He originates it by four origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 40
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 40

Offence of Expiation for conveying to the mouth nutriment that has
not been given … It was laid down in Vesālī … Concerning a certain
monk … A certain monk conveyed to his mouth nutriment that had
not beengiven…One layingdown,⁷ one supplementary layingdown⁸
… He originates it by two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.⁹

The Fourth Division: that on Food

¹ Vin 4.85. ² Bu-NP 16, and see Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 4.87. ⁴ Bu-NP 16, and see
Vin 5.88. ⁵ Vin 4.88. ⁶ Vin 4.88. ⁷ Vin 4.90. ⁸ Vin 4.90. ⁹ Bu-NP 16, and
see Vin 5.88.
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Division 5: on an Unclothed Ascetic

Monks’ Pācittiya 41
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 41

BD 6.31 Offence of Expiation for givingwith one’s own hand solid food or soft
food to an unclothed ascetic or to awanderer or to a femalewanderer
… It was laid down in Vesālī … Concerning the venerable Ānanda …
The venerable Ānanda gave two cakes to a certain female wanderer
thinking that they were one … One laying down.¹ He originates it by
two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 42
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 42

Offence of Expiation for dismissing a monk after saying (to him),
“Come, your reverence, wewill go into a village or amarket-town for
almsfood,” whether he has caused (the almsfood) to be given or has
not caused it to be given… Itwas laid down in Sāvatthī…Concerning
the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …The venerable Upananda the
Sakyan, after saying to a monk, “Come, your reverence, we will go
into a village for almsfood,” then dismissed him without having
caused it to be given to him…One laying down³ …He originates it
by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 43
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 43

Offence of Expiation for sitting down after intruding on a family
with food… It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the venerable
Upananda the Sakyan …The venerable Upananda the Sakyan sat
downafterhehad intruded on a familywith food…One layingdown⁴

Vin 5.20

…Heoriginates it by one origin: he originates it by body and bymind,
not by speech.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 44

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 44

Offence of Expiation for sitting down in a private place on a secluded
seat togetherwithawoman…Itwas laiddown inSāvatthī…Concern-
ing the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …The venerable Upananda
the Sakyan sat down in a private place on a secluded seat together
with a woman… One laying down¹ … He originates it by one origin:
he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 45

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 45

Offence of Expiation for sitting down in a private place togetherwith
a woman, the one with the other … It was laid own in Sāvatthī …
Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan…Thevenerable Up-
ananda the Sakyan sat down in Private place together with a woman,
the one with the other … One laying down² …He originates it by one

BD 6.32

origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 46

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 46

Offence of Expiation for calling upon families before a meal or after
ameal and, being invited and being (provided) with ameal, does not
ask (for permission to enter) if a monk be there. It was laid down in
Rājagaha … Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …The
venerable Upananda the Sakyan called upon families before a meal
and after a meal (though) being invited and being (provided) with a
meal … One laying down,³ four supplementary layings down⁴ …He
originates it by two origins (as in) Kaṭhina-cloth.⁵
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Monks’ Pācittiya 47
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 47

Offence of Expiation for asking for medicine¹ for longer than that
(i.e. fourmonths) … Concerning the group of six monks …The group
of six monks, on being told by Mahānāma the Sakyan, “Revered
sirs, wait this day (only),” did not wait … One laying down² … He
originates it by six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 48
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 48

Offence of Expiation for going to see an army fighting … It was laid
down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group
of six monks went to see an army fighting … One laying down,³ one
supplementary laying down⁴ …He originates it by two origins (as
in) Sheep’s Wool.⁵

Monks’ Pācittiya 49
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 49

Offence of Expiation for staying with an army for more than three
nights … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six
monks …The group of six monks stayed with an army for more than
three nights … One laying down⁶ …He originates it by two origins
(as in) Sheep’s Wool.⁷

Monks’ Pācittiya 50
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 50

Offence of Expiation for going to a sham-fight … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six

Vin 5.21

monks went to a sham-fight … One laying down⁸ …He originates it
by two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.⁹

The Fifth Division: that on an Unclothed Ascetic
¹ Vin 4.92. ² Bu-NP 16, and see Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 4.93. ⁴ Vin 4.95. ¹ Vin 4.96.
² Vin 4.97. ³ Vin 4.98. ⁴ Vin 4.99, Vin 4.100. ⁵ Bu-NP 1, and see Vin 5.88.
¹ Though of the four requisites medicine is the one that this offence concerned
with, in the sikkhāpada itself the word used is paccaya, a requisite what a monk
depends on. ² Vin 4.102–3. ³ Vin 4.104. ⁴ Vin 4.105. ⁵ Bu-NP 16 ⁶ Vin 4.106.
⁷ Bu-NP 16 ⁸ Vin 4.107. ⁹ Bu-NP 16
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Division 6: on Fermented Liquor and Spirits

Monks’ Pācittiya 51
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 51

BD 6.33Offence of Expiation in drinking fermented liquor and spirits … It
was laid down in Kosambī … Concerning the venerable Sāgata …
The venerable Sāgata drank strong drink … One laying down¹ … He
originates it by two origins: it may be that he originates it by body,
not by speech, not bymind; it may be that he originates it by body
and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 52
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 52

Offence of Expiation in tickling with the fingers … It was laid down
in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks.The group of six
monks made a monk laugh by tickling himwith their fingers … One
laying down² … He originates it by one origin: he originates it by
body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 53
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 53

Offence of Expiation for playing in the water … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of seventeenmonks …The group
of seventeen monks sported in the water of the river Aciravatī …
One laying down³ …He originates it by one origin: he originates it
by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 54
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 54

Offence of Expiation in disrespect … It was laid down in Kosambī …
Concerning the venerable Channa … did (things) out of disrespect …
One laying down⁴ …He originates it by three origins.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 55
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 55

Offence of Expiation in frightening a monk … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks frightened a monk … One laying down¹ … He originates it by
three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 56
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 56

Offence of Expiation in warming oneself having kindled a fire …
It was laid down among the Bhaggas … Concerning several monks
… Several monks warmed themselves having kindled a fire … One
laying down,² two supplementary layings down³ …He originates it
by six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 57
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 57

Offence of Expiation for bathing (at intervals of) less than half a
month…Itwas laiddown inRājagaha…Concerning severalmonks…
Several monks, though they had seen the king, bathed, not knowing
moderation … One laying down,⁴ six supplementary layings down.⁵

BD 6.34

“Is it a laying down (that holds good) everywhere, a laying down
(that holds good only) for certain districts?” A laying down (that
holds good only) for certain districts. Of the six origins of offences
he originates it by two origins (as in) Sheep’s Wool.⁶

Monks’ Pācittiya 58
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 58

Vin 5.22 Offence of Expiation for making use of a new robe without taking
any one mode of disfigurement of the three modes of disfigurement
… It was laid down in Sāvatthī Concerning several monks … Several
monks did not recognize their own robes…One laying down.⁷ Of the
six origins of offences he originates it by two origins (as in) Sheep’s
Wool.
¹ Vin 4.110. ² Vin 4.111. ³ Vin 4.112. ⁴ Vin 4.113. ¹ Vin 4.114. ² Vin 4.114.
³ Vin 4.115–6. ⁴ Vin 4.117. ⁵ Vin 4.117–8. ⁶ Bu-NP 16, and see Vin 5.88.
⁷ Vin 4.20.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 59
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 59

Offence of Expiation for making use of a robe that had not been
taken away and that he himself had assigned to a monk or a nun or a
female probationer or a novice or a female novice … It was laid down
in Sāvatthī … Concerning the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …
The venerable Upananda the Sakyan made use of a robe that had not
been taken away and that he himself had assigned to a monk … One
laying down¹ …He originates it by two origins (as in) Kaṭhina-cloth.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 60
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 60

Offence of Expiation for hiding a monk’s bowl or robe or (piece of
cloth) to sit on or needle-case or girdle… It was laid down in Sāvatthī
… Concerning- the group of six monks …The group of six monks
hid a bowl and a robe belonging to monks … One laying down³ … He
originates it by three origins.

The Sixth Division: that on Fermented Liquor and Spirits⁴

Division 7: onWhat Contains Living Things

Monks’ Pācittiya 61
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 61

Offence of Expiation for intentionally depriving a living thing of life
… It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the venerable Udāyi …
The venerable Udāyi intentionally deprived a living thing of life …
One laying down⁵ …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 62
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 62

Offence of Expiation for making use of water knowing that it con-
tains living things … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the

BD 6.35

group of six monks …The group of six monks made use of water

¹ Vin 4.121. ² Bu-NP 1, and see Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 4.123. ⁴ Called at Vin 4.124: On
drinking fermented liquor. ⁵ Vin 4.124.
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knowing that it contained living things … One laying down¹ … He
originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 63
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 63

Offence of Expiation for opening up for a further (formal) act a legal
question knowing that it had been settled according to rule … It
was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …
The group of six monks opened up for a further (formal) act a legal
question knowing that it had been settled according to rule … One
laying down² …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 64
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 64

Offence of Expiation for concealing a monk’s offence knowing it to
be a very bad one … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning a
certainmonk…A certainmonk concealed amonk’s offence knowing

Vin 5.23

it to be a very bad one … One laying down³ … He originates it by one
origin: he originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 65
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 65

Offence of Expiation for ordaining amanknowinghim to be less than
twenty years of age … It was laid down in Rājagaha … Concerning
several monks … Several monks ordained a man knowing him to be
less than twenty years of age. One laying down⁴ …He originates it
by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 66
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 66

Offence of Expiation for going along the same highway having ar-
ranged together with a caravan knowing it to be set on theft. It was
laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning a certain monk … A certain
monk went along the same highway having arranged together with

¹ Vin 4.125. ² Vin 4.126. ³ Vin 4.127. ⁴ Vin 4.130.
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a caravan knowing it to be set on theft … One laying down¹ … He
originates it by two origins: it may be that he originates it by body
and bymind, not by speech; it may be that he originates it by body
and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 67
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 67

Offence of Expiation for going along the same highway having ar-
ranged together with a woman. It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Con-
cerning a certain monk… A certain monk went along the same high-
way having arranged together with a woman … One laying down² …
He originates it by four origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 68
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 68

Offence of Expiation for not giving up a pernicious view though
BD 6.36

being admonished up to three times … It was laid down in Sāvatthī
… Concerning the monk Ariṭṭha who had formerly been a vulture-
trainer…ThemonkAriṭṭhawhohad formerly been a vulture-trainer
did not give up a pernicious view though being admonished up to
three times … One laying down.³ He originates it by one origin: he
originates it by body and by speech and by mind. Together with a
monk knowing him to be onewho talks thus, has not acted according
to the rule, and has not given up that view … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks ate together with the monk Ariṭṭha knowing him to be one
who talked thus, had not acted according to the rule, and had not
given up that view…One laying down⁴ …He originates it by three
origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 69
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 69

Offence of Expiation for encouraging a novice knowing him to be
thus expelled … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the

¹ Vin 4.131. ² Vin 4.133. ³ Vin 4.135. ⁴ Vin 4.137.
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group of six monks …The group of six monks encouraged the novice
Kaṇḍaka knowing him to have been thus expelled … One laying

Vin 5.24

down¹ … He originates it by three origins.

The Seventh Division: onWhat Contains LivingThings

Division 8: on Regarding a Rule

Monks’ Pācittiya 71
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 71

Offence of Expiation for saying, when one is being spoken to by
monks regardinga rule, “Iwill not trainmyself in this rule of training,
your reverences, till I have inquired about it from another monk,
experienced, expert in Discipline” … It was laid down in Kosambī
… Concerning the venerable Channa …The venerable Channa, on
being spoken to by monks, said, “ … till I have inquired about it … ”
… One laying down² …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 72
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 72

Offence of Expiation in disparaging Discipline … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks disparaged Discipline … One laying down³ … He originates it
by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 73
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 73

Offence of Expiation for putting (a monk) in confusion … It was laid
down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group

BD 6.37

of six monks confused … One laying down⁴ … He originates it by
three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 74
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 74

Offence of Expiation for giving a blow to monk when one is angry
and displeased … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the

¹ Vin 4.139. ² Vin 4.141. ³ Vin 4.143. ⁴ Vin 4.144.
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group of six monks … The group of six monks, angry, displeased,
gave a blow to monks … One laying down¹ … He originates it by one
origin: he originates it by body andmind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pācittiya 75
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 75

OffenceofExpiation for raising thepalmofone’shandagainst amonk
when one is angry and displeased² … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 74; instead of
gave a blow read raised the palm of the hand) …

Monks’ Pācittiya 76
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 76

Offence of Expiation for defaming amonkwith an unfounded charge
of an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order … It was
laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The
group of six monks defamed amonk with an unfounded charge of
an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order … One laying
down³ …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 77
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 77

Offence of Expiation for intentionally arousing remorse in a monk
… It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks
…The group of six monks intentionally aroused remorse in monks
… One laying down⁴ …He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 78
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 78

Offence of Expiation for standing overhearing monks when they are
quarrelling, disputing, engaged in contention … It was laid down in

Vin 5.25

Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks stood overhearing monks when they were quarrelling, dis-
puting, engaged in contention … One laying down.⁵ … He originates
it by two origins; it may be that he originates it by body and bymind,

¹ Vin 4.146. ² Vin 4.147. ³ Vin 4.148. ⁴ Vin 4.149. ⁵ Vin 4.150
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not by speech; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech
and by mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 79
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 79

Offence of Expiation for engaging in criticism after having given
consent for legitimate (formal) acts … It was laid downm Sāvatthī …
Concerning the group of six monks …The group six monks, having
given consent for legitimate (formal) acts, afterwards engaged in

BD 6.38

criticism…One laying down¹ … He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 80
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 80

OffenceofExpiation for risingup fromone’s seat anddepartingwhen
the Order is engaged in decisive talk without giving one’s consent …
It was laid down in Sāvatthī Concerning a certain monk … A certain
monk, rising up fromhis seat, departedwhen theOrderwas engaged
in decisive talk without giving his consent … One laying down² …He
originates it by one origin …He originates it by body and by speech
and by mind.

Monks’ Pācittiya 81
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 81

Offence of Expiation for engaging in criticism after having given
away a robe by means of a complete Order … It was laid down in
Rājagaha … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks, having given away a robe by means of a complete Order,
afterwards engaged in criticism…One laying down³…He originates
it by three origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 82
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 82

Offence of Expiation for apportioning to an individual a benefit be-
longing to the Order knowing that it has been apportioned … It was
laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The

¹ Vin 4.152. ² Vin 4.153. ³ Vin 4.154.
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group of six monks apportioned to an individual a benefit belonging
to the Order knowing that it had been apportioned … One laying
down¹ … He originates it by three origins.

The Eighth Division: that on Regarding a Rule

Division 9: on a King

Monks’ Pācittiya 83
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 83

Offence of Expiation for entering, without announcing beforehand,
the king’s women’s quarters … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Con-
cerning the venerable Ānanda … The venerable Ānanda, not an-
nounced beforehand, entered the king’s women’s quarters … One
laying down²…He originates it by two origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.³

Monks’ Pācittiya 84
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 84

Offence of Expiation for picking up treasure … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning a certain monk … A certain monk picked up

Vin 5.26

treasure … One laying down,⁴ two supplementary layings down⁵ …
He originates it by the six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 85
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 85

BD 6.39Offence of Expiation for entering a village at thewrong timewithout
asking (for permission) if a monk be there … It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six
monks entered a village at thewrong time…One laying down,⁶ three
supplementary layings down⁷ … He originates it by two origins (as)
in Kaṭhina-cloth.⁸
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Monks’ Pācittiya 86
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 86

Offence of Expiation for having a needle-case made that consists of
bone or ivory or horn … It was laid down among the Sakyans … Con-
cerning several monks … Several monks, not knowingmoderation,
asked for many needle-cases … One laying down¹ … He originates it
by the six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 87
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 87

Offence of Expiation for having a couch or chair made exceeding
the (proper) measure … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning
the venerable Upananda the Sakyan …The venerable Upananda the
Sakyan laydownonahigh couch…One layingdown²…Heoriginates
it by the six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 88
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 88

Offence of Expiation for having a couch or a chairmade coveredwith
cotton … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of
six monks …The group of six monks had a couch and a chair made
covered with cotton … One laying down³ … He originates it by the
six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 89
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 89

Offence of Expiation for having a piece of cloth to sit upon made
exceeding the (proper) measure. It was laid down in Sāvatthī …
Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six monks used
pieces of cloth to sit upon that were not of the (proper) measure …
One laying down,⁴ one supplementary laying down⁵ …He originates
it by the six origins.

¹ Vin 4.156. ² Vin 4.160. ³ Bu-NP 1, and see Vin 5.88. ⁴ Vin 4.161.
⁵ Vin 4.162–3. ⁶ Vin 4.165. ⁷ Vin 4.165–6. ⁸ Bu-NP 1. ¹ Vin 4.167. ² Vin 4.168.
³ Vin 4.169. ⁴ Vin 4.170. ⁵ Vin 4.171.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 90
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 90

Offence of Expiation for having an itch-cloth made exceeding the
(proper) measure … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the
group of six monks …The group of six monks used itch-cloths that
werenot of the (proper)measure…One layingdown¹…Heoriginates
it by the six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 91
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 91

Offence of Expiation for having a cloth for the rains made exceeding
the (proper) measure … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning
the group of six monks …The group of six monks used cloths for the

BD 6.40

rains that were not of the (proper) measure … One laying down² …
He originates it by the six origins.

Monks’ Pācittiya 92
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pc 92

Vin 5.27Offence of Expiation for having a robe made the measure of aWell-
farer’s robe … It was laid down in Sāvatthī Concerning the venerable
Nanda …The venerable Nanda wore a robe the measure of theWell-
farer’s robe … One laying down³ …He originates it by the six origins.

TheNinth Division: that on a King⁴

Concluded are the ninety-two offences of Expiation
its summary
⁵ Lying, insulting speech, slander, by line, sleeping-place, and women,⁶
Except a learned man (be present),⁷ facts, a very bad offence, digging, /

¹ Vin 4.172. ² Vin 4.172 ³ Vin 4.173. ⁴ In the Suttavibhaṅga, Vin 4.174, this
is called Ratanavagga, Division on Treasure. Treasure is the subject of the second
offence in the Division. The title, Rājavagga, as above, refers to the first offence
in the Division. ⁵ The summaries of all nine Divisions are collected together
here; in the Suttavibhaṅga each Division is followed by its summary. Some of the
“catch-words” do not occur in Parivāra and can only be understood by consulting
the relevant offences in the Suttavibhaṅga. ⁶ seyyā ca itthiyo, referring to Bu-Pc 5
and Bu-Pc 6. Vin 4.33 reads seyyāya ve duve, two on sleeping-places, referring to two
offences both ofWhich are concerned with lying down in a sleeping-place. ⁷ This
is part of Bu-Pc 7, but has not been mentioned in the Parivāra.
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Vegetable-growth, in evasion, he looked down on, a couch, and it is called a
sleeping-place,¹
First, throwing out, removable (feet), a door, and with living things, /
Not agreed on, after (sun-)set, quarters, and for gain,
Shouldhegive, shouldhe sew,byarrangement, a boat, should eat, together,²
/
Meal, group(-meal), out-of-turn (meal), a cake, being satisfied,

BD 6.41
(asking) one who is satisfied, Wrong time, stored, milk, for cleansing the
teeth—these ten. /
Unclothed ascetic,³ intruding on,⁴ secluded, and in a private place,
Invited, on requisites, army, staying, sham-fight, /
Fermented liquor, the finger, and playing,⁵ and disrespect, frightening,
Fire, on bathing, on disfigurement, himself,⁶ and about not hiding, /
Intentionally,⁷ water, and (formal) act, very bad offence, less than twenty,
(Set) on theft, awoman, not taught, be in communion, on onewho has been
expelled, /
Regarding a rule,⁸ perplexity, confusion, on a blow, should he raise,
And unfounded, intentionally, “I will hear,” criticism, should he depart,
Having given a robe through an Order, should apportion to individuals, /
And of kings,⁹ treasure, if one be (present), needle(-case), and couch, cot-

¹ In Parivāra above this line reads bhūtaṁ, aññāya, ujjhāyi, mañco, seyyā ca vuccati.
At Vin 4.49 it reads bhūtaṁ, aññāya, ujjhāyaṁ, pakkamanten te duve. These last two
deal with setting out without putting away a couch (Bu-Pc 14) and a sleeping-place
(Bu-Pc 15). ² These two lines read somewhat differently in the two contexts. Above
they read asammatā, atthaṁgate, upassay’-āmisena ca, / dade, sibbe, vidhānena, nāvā,
bhuñjeyya, ekato, while at Vin 4.69 they read asammata-atthaṁgatā, upassaya-āmisa-
dānena, sibbati, / addhānaṁ, nāvaṁ, bhuñjeyya, eko ekāya te dasā ti. ³ These two
lines are quite different from the summary of Bu-Pc 41–50 at Vin 4.108.There the
reading is pūvaṁ, kathā,’panandassa tayaṁ,’ paṭṭhākam eva ca, / Mahānāmo, Pase-
nadi, senā, viddho ime dasā ti. ⁴ This refers to Bu-Pc 43. As a reference to Bu-Pc 42
appears to bemissing, there are only nine headings for this 5th Division. ⁵ hāso ca.
Vin 4.124 reads toyañ ca, and the water. ⁶ Merely sāmaṁ above. Vin 4.124 inserts
apaccuddhāraka before sāmaṁ, but both these words refer to Bu-Pc 59. ⁷ The
summaries of these lines at Vin 4.140 are quite different from those the Parivāra
and read sañciccavadha-sappāṇaṁ, ukko, duṭṭhullachādanaṁ, / ūnavīsati, satthañ ca,
saṁvidhāna-Ariṭṭhakaṁ, / ukhhitta-Kaṇḍakañ c’ eva dasa sikkhāpadā ime ti, thus hav-
ing three lines where Parivāra has two. ⁸ Vin 4.157 differs considerably from the
above. It reads sahadhamma-vivaṇṇañ ca, mohāpana-pahārakaṁ, / talasatti, amūlañ
ca, sañcicca, upassuti ca, / paṭibāhanachandañ ca, Dabbañ ca, pariṇāmanaṁ. Both
contexts have three lines of summary as this is the Divisionwith twelve sikkhāpadas
in it. ⁹ These two lines differ but slightly from those at Vin 4.174.
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ton,
Cloth to sit on, itch-cloth and so on, for the rains, and on theWell-farer. /

the summary of these divisions
BD 6.42

Lying, and vegetable-growth, exhortation, a meal, and about an unclothed
ascetic,
Fermented liquor, containing living things, a rule, with the Division on a
king—these nine. /

Pātidesanīya

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 1

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pd 1“Where was that offence to be Confessed laid down by that Lord who
knows, who sees, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One for eating
solid food or soft food, having accepted it with one’s own hand from
the hand of a nun who is not a relation (and) has entered among the
houses?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning a certain monk
… A certain monk accepted a benefit from the hand of a nun who
was not a relation (and) had entered among the houses … One laying
down¹ …He originates it by two origins: it may be that he originates

Vin 5.28

it by body, not by speech, not by mind; it may be that he originates it
by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-Pd 2

Offence to be Confessed for eating without restraining a nun who is
giving directions … It was laid down in Rājagaha … Concerning the
group of six monks …The group of six monks did not restrain nuns
who were giving directions … One laying down² …He originates it
by two origins: it may be that he originates it by body and by speech,
not by mind; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech
and by mind.
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Monks’ Pātidesanīya 3

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pd 3

Offence to be Confessed for eating solid food or soft food among
families agreed upon as learners, having accepted it with his own
hand … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning several monks
… Several monks, not knowing moderation, accepted … One laying
down,¹ two supplementary layings down² …He originates it by two
origins: it may be that he originates it by body, not by speech, not
by mind; it may be that he originates it by body and by mind, not by
speech.

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 4

Prv 1.1:Bu-Pd 4

Offence to be Confessed for eating solid food or soft food m forest
lodgings, not announced beforehand, having accepted it with his

BD 6.43

ownhandwithin amonastery… Itwas laid down among the Sakyans
… Concerning several monks … Several monks did not announce
that thieves were living in a monastery … One laying down,³ one
supplementary laying down⁴ … He originates it by two origins: it
may be that he originates it by body and by speech, not by mind; it
may be that he originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Concluded are the four offences to be Confessed

its summary⁵
Not a relation, giving directions, learners, and about the forest—
The four to be Confessed were proclaimed by the perfect Buddha.
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Sekhiya

Division 1: on All Round

Monks’ Sekhiya 1
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 1 Where was that offence of Wrong-doing laid down by that Lord who

knows, who sees, perfected one, Fully Self-Awakened One for dress-
ing, out of disrespect, with the inner robe hanging down in front or
behind?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six
monks …The group of six monks dressed with the inner robe hang-
ing down in front and behind … One laying down¹ … He originates it
by one origin; he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Sekhiya 2
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 2

Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, putting on the upper
robe hanging down in front or behind … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 1; instead
of inner robe read upper robe.)

Monks’ Sekhiya 3, 4
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 3

Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, going amid the houses
having uncovered the body. (as before).

Monks’ Sekhiya 4, 5
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 4

Vin 5.29Offence of Wrong-doing for … sitting down amid the houses having
uncovered the body …

Monks’ Sekhiya 5, 6
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 5

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 6Offence of Wrong-doing for … going (sitting down) amid the houses
making play with hand or foot …

¹ Vin 4.176. ² Vin 4.177. ¹ Vin 4.179. ² Vin 4.179, Vin 4.180. ³ Vin 4.182.
⁴ Vin 4.182. ⁵ Not at Vin 4.184. ¹ Vin 4.185. Notes on some of the words in the
Sekhiya are given at bd 3.120ff.
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Monks’ Sekhiya 7, 8
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 7

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 8 Offence of Wrong-doing for … going (sitting down) amid the houses
looking about here and there …

Monks’ Sekhiya 9, 10
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 9

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 10 Offence of Wrong-doing for going (sitting down) amid the houses
with (the robes) lifted up out of disrespect …

The First Division: that on All Round

Division 2: on Loud Laughter

Monks’ Sekhiya 11, 12
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 11
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 12

BD 6.44
Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, going (sitting down)
amid the houses with loud laughter. It was laid down in Sāvatthī …
Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six monks went
(sat down) amid the houses laughing a great laugh … One laying
down¹ … He originates it by one origin: he originates it by body and
by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Sekhiya 13, 14
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 13

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 14 Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, going (sitting down)
amid the houses making a loud noise, a great noiseThe group of six
monkswent (sat down) amid the housesmaking a loud noise, a great
noise … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 11).

Monks’ Sekhiya 15, 16

Prv.1.1: Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, going (sitting
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 15

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 16 down) amid the houses swaying the body …He originates it by one
origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

¹ Vin 4.187.
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Monks’ Sekhiya 17, 18
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 17

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 18… swaying the arms … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 15).

Monks’ Sekhiya 19, 20
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 19

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 20… swaying the head … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 15).

The Second Division: that on Loud Laughter

Division 3: on Arms Akimbo

Monks’ Sekhiya 21, 22
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 21
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 22Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, going (sitting down)

amid the houses with the arms akimbo …

Monks’ Sekhiya 23, 24
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 23

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 24Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, going (sitting down)
amid the houses muffled up … It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Con-
cerning the group of six monks …The group of six monks, having
dressed themselves including their heads in the upper robes, went
(sat down) amid the houses …

Monks’ Sekhiya 25
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 25

Offence of Wrong-doing for … going amid the houses crouching
down on the heels …

Monks’ Sekhiya 26
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 26

Offence of Wrong-doing for … sitting down amid the houses lolling
…

Monks’ Sekhiya 27
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 27

Vin 5.30Offence of Wrong-doing for … accepting almsfood inattentively …
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Monks’ Sekhiya 28
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 28

Offence of Wrong-doing for … accepting almsfood while looking
about here and there …

Monks’ Sekhiya 29
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 29

Offence of Wrong-doing for … accepting much curry only …

Monks’ Sekhiya 30
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 30

BD 6.45 Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, accepting heaped-up
almsfood …

TheThird Division: that on Arms Akimbo

Division 4: on Almsfood

Monks’ Sekhiya 31
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 31

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 32

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 33

Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, eating almsfood inat-
tentively … while looking about here and there … having chosen¹
here and there …

Monks’ Sekhiya 34
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 34

Offence of Wrong-doing for … eating much curry only …

Monks’ Sekhiya 35
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 35

Offence of Wrong-doing for … eating almsfood having chosen from
the top …
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Monks’ Sekhiya 36
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 36

Offence of Wrong-doing for … covering up the curry or the condi-
ment with conjey …

Monks’ Sekhiya 37
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 37

Offence ofWrong-doing for … eating curry or conjey having asked
for it for oneself if one is not ill … It was laid down in Sāvatthī …
Concerning the group of six monks …The group of six monks ate
curry and conjey having asked for it for themselves … One laying
down,¹ one supplementary laying down² …He originates it by two
origins: it may be that he originates it by body and bymind, not by
speech; it may be that he originates it by body and by speech and by
mind.

Monks’ Sekhiya 38
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 38

Offence ofWrong-doing for… looking at the bowls of others captious-
mindedly … One laying down … He originates it by one origin: he
originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Sekhiya 39
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 39

Offence of Wrong-doing for …making up a large mouthful …

Monks’ Sekhiya 40
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 40

Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, making up a long
morsel (of food) …

The Fourth Division: that on Almsfood³

¹ Text here reads omasitvā against omadditvā at Vin 4.191.The context at Vin 4.191
requires omadditvā, having chosen; in its no-offence clause it uses omasati twice
“to be impatient with,” to insult, to touch a person. That the belongs to what is
not-an-offence is borne out by Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 150. ¹ Vin 4.193. ² Vin 4.193.
³ Instead of piṇḍapāta as above, Vin 4.194 has sakkacca “attentively”.
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Division 5: onMouthful

Monks’ Sekhiya 41
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 41

Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, opening the mouth
when the mouthful had not been brought close …

Monks’ Sekhiya 42
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 42

BD 6.46 Offence ofWrong-doing for…putting thewhole hand into themouth
while one is eating …

Monks’ Sekhiya 43
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 43

Offence of Wrong-doing for … talking with a mouthful in the mouth
… It was laid down in Sāvatthī … Concerning the group of six monks

Vin 5.31

…The group of six monks talked with a mouthful in the mouth …
One laying down…He originates it by one origin: he originates it by
body and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Sekhiya 44
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 44

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 45

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 46

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 47

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 48

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 49

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 50

Offence of Wrong-doing for … eating while tossing up balls (of food)
… while breaking up the mouthfuls … stuffing the cheeks … shaking
the hands about … scattering lumps of boiled rice … putting out the
tongue … smacking the lips … One laying down¹ …He originates it
by one origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not by voice.

The Fifth Division: that onMouthful

Division 6: on Hissing

Monks’ Sekhiya 51
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 51

Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, eating whilemaking a
hissing sound … It was laid down in Kosambī … Concerning several

¹ Vin 4.195–197.
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monks … Several monks drank milk making a hissing sound … One
laying down…He originates it by one origin …

Monks’ Sekhiya 52
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 52

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 53

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 54

Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, eating while licking
the fingers … licking the bowl … licking the lips … One laying down
…He originates it by one origin …

Monks’ Sekhiya 55
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 55

Offence of Wrong-doing for … accepting a drinking cup with the
hands (soiled) with food … It was laid down among the Bhaggā …
Concerning several monks… Several monks accepted a drinking cup
with hands (soiled) with food … One laying down…He originates it
by one origin …

Monks’ Sekhiya 56
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 56

Offence of Wrong-doing for … throwing out amid the houses the
rinsings of the bowl with lumps of boiled rice … It was laid down
among the Bhaggā … Concerning several monks … Several monks
threw out amid the houses the rinsings of the bowls with lumps of
boiled rice … One laying down…He originates it by one origin …

Monks’ Sekhiya 57
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 57

Offence of Wrong-doing for … teaching Dhamma to (someone) with
a sunshade in his hand … It was laid down at Sāvatthī … Concerning

BD 6.47

the group of six monks …The group of six monks taught Dhamma to
(someone) with a sunshade in his hand … One laying down, one sup-
plementary laying down.He originates it by one origin: he originates
it by speech and by mind, not by body.
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Monks’ Sekhiya 58
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 58

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 59

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 60

Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, teaching Dhamma to
(someone) with a staff in his hand … a knife in his hand … a weapon
in his hand … One laying down, one supplementary laying down…
He originates it by one origin: he originates it by speech and bymind,
not by body.

The Sixth Division: that on Hissing

Division 7: on Shoes

Monks’ Sekhiya 61–67
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 61
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 62
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 63

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 64

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 65

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 66
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 67

Offence of Wrong-doing for, out of disrespect, teaching Dhamma to
(someone) who is wearing shoes … wearing sandals … who is in a
vehicle … on a bed …who is sitting down lolling …who has a turban

Vin 5.32

on his head … whose head is muffled up … One laying down, one
supplementary laying down… (as before.)

Monks’ Sekhiya 68–72
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 68
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 69

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 70

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 71

Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 72

Offence of Wrong-doing for … teaching Dhammawhen one is sitting
on the ground to (someone) who is sitting on a seat … when one
is sitting on a low seat to (someone) who is sitting on a high seat
…when one is standing to (someone) who is sitting …when one is
walking behind to (someone) who is walking in front … when one is
walking at the side of a path to someone walking along the path …
One laying down, one supplementary laying down. Of the six origins
of offences he originates it by one origin: he originates it by body
and by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Sekhiya 73
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 73

Offence ofWrong-doing for… easing oneself while one is standing…
One laying down, one supplementary laying down. Of the six origins
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of offences he originates it by one origin: he originates it by body
and by mind, not by speech.

Monks’ Sekhiya 74
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 74

Offence of Wrong-doing for … easing oneself or spitting on green
corn …

Monks’ Sekhiya 75
Prv 1.1:Bu-Sk 75

Offence ofWrong-doing for, out of disrespect, easing oneself spitting
in water. “Where was it laid down?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the group of six monks. “On what
subject?” On the subject of the group of six monks relieving them-
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selves and spitting in water. One laying down,¹ one supplementary
laying down.² Of the six origins of offences he originates it by one
origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

The Seventh Division: that on Shoes

Concluded are the seventy-five Rules for Training

Concluded is the Chapter on the Laying-Down-Where in the Great
Analysis

its summary³
All round,⁴ (properly) clad,⁵ well-controlled,⁶ with the eyes cast down,⁷
Lifting up (the robes),⁸ loud laughter,⁹ a noise,¹⁰ and three on swaying,¹¹ /
Akimbo,¹² muffled up,¹³ crouching down,¹⁴ and lolling,¹⁵
Attentively, and thinking of the bowl, equal curry, at an even level,¹⁶ /
Attentively, and thinking of the bowl, on continuous almstour, equal curry,
From the top,¹⁷ covering up, asking, captious-mindedly, /
Not large, a round,¹⁸ door (of the face), whole hand, one should not talk,
Tossing up, breaking up,¹⁹ stuffing (the cheeks), shaking, scattering lumps

¹ Vin 4.206. ² Vin 4.206. ³ There is no uddāna at the end of the Sekhiyas in
Vin 4. ⁴ Bu-Sk 1, Bu-Sk 2. ⁵ Bu-Sk 3, Bu-Sk 4. ⁶ Bu-Sk 5, Bu-Sk 6. ⁷ Bu-Sk 7,
Bu-Sk 8. ⁸ Bu-Sk 9, Bu-Sk 10. ⁹ Bu-Sk 11, Bu-Sk 12. ¹⁰ Bu-Sk 13, Bu-Sk 14.
¹¹ Bu-Sk 15–Bu-Sk 17. ¹² Bu-Sk 21, Bu-Sk 22. ¹³ Bu-Sk 23, Bu-Sk 24. ¹⁴ Bu-
Sk 25. ¹⁵ Bu-Sk 26. (Henceforth each Sekhiya is concernedwith one topic and only
sufficient references will be given for identification). ¹⁶ Bu-Sk 30. ¹⁷ Bu-Sk 35.
¹⁸ Bu-Sk 40. ¹⁹ Bu-Sk 45.
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of boiled rice, /
Likewise putting out the tongue, smacking the lips,¹ hissing,
Fingers, and bowl, lips, (soiled) with food,² and with lumps of boiled rice, /

Vin 5.33
Tathāgatas do not teach Dhamma to one with a sunshade in his hand,
Neither to one with a staff in his hand, to those with a knife, a weapon in

BD 6.49
their hands,³ /
Shoes, likewise sandals, and to one in a vehicle, on a bed,
To one sitting down lolling,⁴ to one with a turban on, and to one muffled
up, /
On the ground, on a low seat, while standing,⁵ walking behind, and at the
side of a path,
It should not be done by one while he is standing, nor on green corn, or in
water.⁶ /
the summary of these divisions
All round, loud laughter, akimbo, and likewise alms(food),⁷
Mouthful, and hissing, and with shoes on is the seventh.

¹ Bu-Sk 50. ² Bu-Sk 55. ³ Bu-Sk 60. ⁴ Bu-Sk 65. ⁵ Bu-Sk 70. ⁶ Bu-Sk 75.
⁷ Here piṇḍa, a shortened form of piṇḍapāta, the name given to this Division at
Vin 5.30; its identification in the foregoing uddāna is sakkaccaṁ, “attentively,” as at
Vin 4.194.
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Pārājika

Monks’ Pārājika 1

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pj 1Indulging in sexual intercoursehowmanyoffencesdoes one fall into?
Indulging in sexual intercourse one falls into three offences: if one
indulges in sexual intercourse with a body¹ that is not decayed there
is an offence involving Defeat.² If one indulges in sexual intercourse
with a body that is practically decayed there is a grave offence. If
without touching the male organ one makes it enter an open mouth
there is an offence of wrong-doing. Indulging in sexual intercourse
one falls into these three offences.

Monks’ Pārājika 2
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pj 2

Taking what has not been given how many offences does one fall
into? Taking what has not been given one falls into three offences: if
one takes as it were by theft something to the value of fivemāsakas³
or more than fivemāsakas there is an offence involving Defeat.⁴ If
one takes … to the value of more than one māsaka or less than five
māsakas there is a grave offence.⁵ If one takes … to the value of a

¹ sarīra is both physical frame and physical remains. Here really a corpse, a dead
body,mata, as at Vin 3.29ff. ² Vin 3.37. In connectionwithwhatmight be regarded
as too great outspokenness in this Pārājika, I should like to draw attention to my re-
marks at bd 1, Introduction, p. xxxvii. ³ See bd 1.71, bd 1.72 and notes. ⁴ Vin 3.54f.
⁵ Vin 3.54f.
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māsaka or less than amāsaka there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹
Taking what has not been given one falls into these three offences.

Monks’ Pārājika 3
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pj 3

BD 6.50 Intentionally depriving a human being of life … one falls into three
offences: if he digs a pitfall on purpose for a (certain) man, think-
ing, “Falling into it he will die,” there is an offence of wrong-doing.
If falling down into it a painful feeling arises (in the man), there
is a grave offence. If he dies there is an offence involving Defeat.²
Intentionally … he falls into these three offences.

Monks’ Pārājika 4
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pj 4

Laying claim (for oneself) to a non-existent, non-actual state of
further-men … one falls into three offences: if, having evil desires,
evil longings, he lays claim to a non-existent … there is an offence
involving Defeat.³ If he says, “Themonk who lives in this vihāra is
an arahant,” there is a grave offence for acknowledging (a conscious
lie); there is an offence of wrong-doing for not acknowledging it.⁴

Concluded are the four Offences involving Defeat

Saṅghādisesa

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 1

Vin 5.34 Emitting semenmaking an effort he falls into three offences: if he
wills, makes an effort, and it is emitted there is an offence requiring
a Formal Meeting of the Order⁵; if he wills, makes an effort, and it is

¹ Vin 3.54f. ² Vin 3.76. It seems that the thoughts attributed to the malefactor
result in the offences being given in an ascending order of gravity, rather than, as is
more usual, in a descending order. ³ Vin 3.92; and below bd 6.55. ⁴ Vin 3.99; and
also Vin 5.99. “For not acknowledging”means hewas not aware beforehand orwhile
he was speaking that he was telling conscious lie, see Vin 3.100, Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 34.
⁵ Vin 3.116.
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not emitted there is a grave offence¹; in (a certain) action² there is
an offence of wrong-doing.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 2

Coming into physical contact with a woman one falls into three
offences: if he rubs (her) body with (his) body there is an offence
requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.³ If he rubs an article of
clothing (of hers) with (his) body there is a grave offence.⁴ If he rubs
an article of clothing (of hers) with an article of clothing (of his)
there is an offence of wrong doing.⁵

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 3

Offending a woman with lewd words he falls into three offences:
BD 6.51

pointing out the two privies, if he speaks in praise and speaks in dis-
praise there is an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.⁶
Leaving out (talk on) the two privies, pointing out any part from
below the collar-bone to above the knee, if he speaks in praise and
speaks in dispraise there is a grave offence.⁷ Pointing out an article
of clothing, if he speaks …wrong-doing.⁸

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 4

Speaking in praise ofministering to sense-pleasures for (him)self he
falls into three offences; if he speaks … in the presence of a woman,
there is an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order⁹; if he
speaks … in the presence of a eunuch there is a grave offence¹⁰; if he
speaks … in the presence of an animal there is an offence of wrong-
doing.¹¹

¹ Vin 3.116. ² payoga, a word which does not appear to occur in Bu-Ss 1. On
the other hand, there seem to be only two types of this behaviour which, in this
Saṅghādisesa, are ranked as dukkaṭa. ³ Vin 3.121. ⁴ Vin 3.123. ⁵ Vin 3.124.
⁶ Vin 3.129. ⁷ Vin 3.129. ⁸ Vin 3.130. ⁹ Vin 3.134. ¹⁰ Vin 3.134. ¹¹ tiracchā-
nagata, animal, does not occur in Bu-Ss 4, nor in the relevant parts of Commentary
or Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī.
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Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 5

Acting as a go-between he falls into three offences; if he accepts,
examines, brings back there is an offence requiring a FormalMeeting
of the Order¹; if he accepts and examines but does not bring back,
there is a grave offence²; if he accepts, but does not examine, does
not bring back, there is an offence of wrong-doing.³

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 6

Begging for having a hut built for oneself he falls into three offences:
if he has one built, in (each) operation⁴ there is an offence of wrong-
doing. If one lump (of plaster) is still to come there is a grave offence;⁵
when that lump has come there is an offence requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order.⁶

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 7
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 7

Having a large vihāra built …⁷ (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 6).

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 8
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 8

Defaming a monk with an unfounded charge of an offence involving
Defeat he falls into three offences: if he speaks desiring his expulsion
but without having gained his leave there is an offence of wrong-
doing together with an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order;⁸ if he speaks intending abuse, having gained his leave, there
is an offence of insulting speech.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 9
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 9

BD 6.52 Defaming amonkwith a charge of anoffence involvingDefeat, taking
up some point as a pretext in a legal question really belonging to

¹ Vin 3.140–Vin 3.142. ² Vin 3.143. ³ Vin 3.143. ⁴ payoge, but at Vin 3.151 payoge
payoge. ⁵ Vin 3.151. ⁶ Vin 3.151. ⁷ Vin 3.157. ⁸ The parallel paragraph at
Vin 3.166 gives four types of offence: saṅghādisesena dukkaṭa, saṅghādisesa, omasavā-
dena dukkaṭa, and omasavāda possible therefore that a clause has been omitted
above.
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something else, he falls into three offences (as in Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 9).

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 10

A schismatic monk, though being admonished up to three times
but not giving up (his course), falls into three offences: following
the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing¹; following the two
resolutions there are grave offences²; following the conclusion of the
(three) resolutions there is an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of
the Order.³

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 11
Vin 5.35Monks throwing in their lotwith a schism, thoughbeing admonished

up to three times but not giving up (their course), fall into three
offences: following the motion⁴ … (as in Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 10).

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 12

Amonk who is difficult to speak to, though being admonished up to
three times but not giving up (his course) falls into three offences:
…⁵ (as in Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 10).

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 13

Amonk who brings a family into disrepute, though being admon-
ished up to three times but not giving up (his course), falls into three
offences: …⁶ (as in Prv 1.2:Bu-Ss 10).

Concluded are the thirteen Offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order⁷

¹ Vin 3.174. ² Vin 3.174. ³ Vin 3.174. ⁴ Vin 3.176. ⁵ Vin 3.179. ⁶ Vin 3.185.
⁷ TheUndetermined Offences are omitted as they cannot be treated by thismethod.
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Nissaggiya Pācittiya

Division 1: on kaṭhina cloth

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 1

Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 1 Exceeding the ten-day (period for wearing) an extra robe he falls
into one offence: Expiation involving forfeiture.¹

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 2
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 2

Being separated from the three robes for one night he falls into one
offence: Expiation involving forfeiture.²

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 3
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 3

Exceeding (the period of) a month, having accepted robe-material
not at the right time, he falls into one offence …³

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 4
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 4

Having a soiled robe washed by a nun who is not a relation he falls
into two offences: if he has it washed there is an offence of wrong-
doing in the action; when he has had it washed there is an offence of
Expiation involving forfeiture.⁴

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 5
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 5

Accepting a robe from the hand of a nunwho is not a relation he falls
into two offences: if he takes it there is an offence of wrong-doing

BD 6.53

in the action⁵; when he has taken it there is an offence of Expiation
involving forfeiture.⁶
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 6
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 6

Asking a man or woman householder who is not a relation for a robe
he falls into twooffences; if he asks there is anoffenceofwrong-doing
in the action¹; when he has asked … Expiation involving forfeiture.²

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 7
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 7

Asking a man or woman householder who is not a relation for more
robe-material than that (which they had invited him to accept) …
(see Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 6).

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 8
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 8

Approaching a householder who is not a relation before being in-
vited to do so and putting forward a consideration in regard to robe-
material he falls into two offences: if he puts forward a consideration
there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action³; when he has put
forward the consideration … Expiation involving forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 9
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 9

Approachinghouseholderswhoarenot relations…(seePrv 1.2:Bu-NP 8).

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 10
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 10

Succeeding in obtaining a robe by stating more than three times,
by standing more than six times, he falls into two offences: if he
succeeds in obtaining it there is an offence of wrong-doing in the
action; when he has succeeded … Expiation involving forfeiture.⁴

The First Division: that on Kaṭhina-cloth

¹ Vin 3.196. ² Vin 3.198. ³ Vin 3.203. ⁴ Neither clause at Vin 3.206f. is stated
precisely as above. ⁵ Vin 3.210. ⁶ These and several following clauses do not
repeat Vin 3 exactly. ¹ Vin 3.213. ² These and several following clauses do not
repeat Vin 3 exactly. ³ Vin 3.217. ⁴ Vin 3.223.
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Division 2: on silk

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 11
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 11

Having a rug made mixed with silk he falls into two offences: as he
has it made there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) operation;
when he has had it made there is an offence of Expiation involving
forfeiture.¹

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 12
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 12

Havinga rugmadeofpureblack sheep’swool…² (seePrv 1.2:Bu-NP 11).

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 13
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 13

Vin 5.36 Having a new rug made without taking a portion of white (wools)
and a portion of reddish-brown colours, he falls into two offences …³

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 14
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 14

Having a rug made every year …⁴

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 15
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 15

Having a new rug to sit on made without taking a piece the breadth
of the accepted span from all round an old rug …⁵

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 16
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 16

BD 6.54 Accepting sheep’s wool and exceeding the three yojanas he falls into
two offences: if he makes the first foot go beyond the three yojanas
there is an offence of wrong-doing; if he makes the second foot go
beyond there is an offence of Expiation involving forfeiture.⁶
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 17
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 17

Having sheep’s wool washed by a nun who is not a relation … (see
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 4).

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 18
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 18

Accepting gold and silver he falls into two offences: if he takes it
there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action;¹ when he has taken
it there is an offence of Expiation involving forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 19
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 19

Engaging in various transactions in which gold and silver are used
… two offences: if he engages there is an offence of wrong-doing in
the action;² when he has engaged … Expiation involving forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 20
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 20

Engaging in various transactions in which there is bartering³ … (see
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 19).

The Second Division: that on Silk

Division 3: on a bowl

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 21
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 21

Exceeding the ten days (for keeping) an extra bowl he falls into one
offence; Expiation involving forfeiture.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 22
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 22

Getting another new bowl in exchange for a bowl that has been
mended in less than five places he falls into two offences: if he gets in
exchange there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action¹; when
he has got it in exchange there is an offence of Expiation involving
forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 23
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 23

Having accepted medicines, (then) exceeding the seven days (for
which theymay be stored) he falls into one offence: Expiation involv-
ing forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 24
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 24

Looking about for robe-material as a cloth for the rains while more
than a month of the hot weather remains he falls into two offences:

BD 6.55

if he looks about there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action;
when he has looked about there is an offence of Expiation involving
forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 25
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 25

Having himself given robe-material to a monk, (then) angry and
displeased, tearing it away he falls into two offences: if he tears it
away there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action;² when he
has torn it away there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture.

¹ Vin 3.224. ² Vin 3.226. ³ Vin 3.227. ⁴ Vin 3.229. ⁵ Vin 3.232. ⁶ Vin 3.234.
¹ No payoge at Vin 3.238, which says: “(if) he himself takes there is an offence of
expiation involving forfeiture”. ² Vin 3.240. See preceding note. ³ At Vin 3.241
there is a dukkaṭa for asking someone to exchange; but as soon as the exchange or
barter has been effected the offence is one expiation and forfeiture. ¹ Vin 3.246;
the “action”means asking for the exchange to bewhen it has been exchanged refers
to the sikkhāpada: “should get exchange.” ² The dukkaṭas atVin 3.255 donot include
this one.
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Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 26
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 26

Himself asking for yarn, (then) having robe-materialwovenbyweav-
ers he falls into two offences: if he has it woven there is an offence of
wrong-doing in (each) action; when it is woven there is an offence
of Expiation involving forfeiture.¹

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 27
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 27

Beforebeing invitedbyahouseholderwho isnot a relation, approach-
ing weavers and putting forward a consideration in regard to robe-
material he falls into two offences: if he puts forward a consideration
there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action; when he has put
forward the consideration there is an offence of Expiation involving
forfeiture.²

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 28
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 28
Vin 5.37Having accepted a special robe, (then) exceeding the robe-season he

falls into one offence: Expiation involving forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 29
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 29

Having laid aside any one of his three robes in a house, (then) being
separated from it for more than six nights he falls into one offence:
Expiation involving forfeiture.

Monks’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 30
Prv 1.2:Bu-NP 30

Knowingly appropriating to himself an apportioned benefit belong-
ing to the Order he falls into two offences: if he appropriates it there
is an offence of wrong-doing in (the) action; when he has appropri-
ated it there is an offence of Expiation involving forfeiture.³

TheThird Division: that on a Bowl

Concluded are the thirty offences of Expiation involving Forfeiture
¹ Vin 3.256. ² Vin 3.260. ³ Vin 3.266.
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Pācittiya

Division 1: on Lying

Monks’ Pācittiya 1

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 1 Telling a conscious lie howmany offences does he fall into? Telling a
conscious lie he falls into five offences: if, having evil desires, evil
longings, he lays claim to a non-existent, non-actual state of further-
men he falls into an offence involving Defeat; if he defames a monk

BD 6.56

with an unfounded charge of an offence involving Defeat there is
an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order; if he says, “The
monk who lives in this vihāra is an arahant,” he falls into a grave
offence for acknowledging (the conscious lie), into an offence of
wrong-doing for not acknowledging it; there is an offence of Expi-
ation in conscious lying.¹ Telling a conscious lie he falls into these
five offences.

Monks’ Pācittiya 2

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 2

Insulting he falls into two offences: if he insults one who is ordained
there is an offence of Expiation;² if he insults onewho is not ordained
there is an offence of wrong-doing.³

Monks’ Pācittiya 3

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 3

Bringing slander he falls into two offences: if he brings slander
against one who is ordained there is an offence of Expiation; if he
brings slander against one who is not ordained⁴ there is an offence
of wrong-doing.⁵
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Monks’ Pācittiya 4
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 4

Making one who is not ordained speak Dhamma line by line he falls
into two offences: if hemakes him speak there is an offence ofwrong-
doing in (the) action; an offence of Expiation for each line.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 5
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 5

Lying down in a sleeping-place with one who is not ordained for
more than two or three nights he falls into two offences; if he lies
down in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when he has
lain down there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 6
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 6

Lying down in a sleeping-place with a woman … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 5).

Monks’ Pācittiya 7
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 7

Teaching Dhamma to a woman in more than five or six sentences he
falls into two offences: if he teaches … (as in Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 4).

Monks’ Pācittiya 8
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 8

Speaking of a state of further-men that is a fact to one who is not
ordained he falls into two offences: if he speaks there is an offence of
wrong-doing in the action; when he has spoken there is an offence
of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 9
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 9

Speaking of a monk’s very bad offence to one who is not ordained he
BD 6.57

¹ Cf. above, bd 6.50. ² Vin 4.7ff., which then adds four cases where the offence is
one of wrong-doing. ³ Vin 4.10 gives two cases; also, bd 6.11, two cases where the
offence is one of wrong speech. ⁴ Vin 4.13 adds three cases where “wrong-doing”
is the offence for slandering one who is ordained. ⁵ Vin 4.14. ¹ Vin 4.15. The
references to these Pācittiyas have been given above bd 6.23ff., and will be repeated
here only if some discrepancy is pointed out.
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falls into two offences: if he speaks … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 9).

Monks’ Pācittiya 10
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 10

Digging the ground he falls into two offences: if he digs there is an
offence of wrong-doing in the action; in every thrust¹ there is an
offence of Expiation.

The First Division: that on Lying

Division 2: on Vegetable-growth

Monks’ Pācittiya 11
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 11

Vin 5.38 Destroying vegetable growth he falls into two offences: if he destroys
there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action; in every assault²
there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 12
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 12

Shelving the question by asking another he falls into two offences:
if evasion is not laid on him³ but he shelves the question by asking
another there is an offence of wrong-doing; if evasion is laid on him⁴

¹ pahāra, a word not in Bu-Pc 10, but possibly referring to the Old Commentary’s
“he digs or causes to be dug or breaks or has it broken or burns it or has it burnt”,
all of which actions result in a Pācittiya Offence. ² Again pahāra, not in Bu-Pc 11,
but again a reference may be being made to Old Commentary’s “he cuts it or has
it cut or breaks it or has it broken or cooks or has it cooked”—each action giving
rise to an offence of Pācittiya ³ Bu-Pc 12 at Vin 4.37 reads aropite (from a + ropeti,
not to plant, not to charge with) and ropite. But above the words are anāropite…
āropite, and are words that occur in the Old Commentary to Bu-Pc 73 and mean
(something) is not, and is put on (a person). Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 90 has the one word
āropitatā in connection with Bu-Pc 12. Vin-a 770 says that ropeti and aropeti are
synonyms. ⁴ Bu-Pc 12 at Vin 4.37 reads aropite (from a + ropeti, not to plant, not to
charge with) and ropite. But above the words are anāropite… āropite, and are words
that occur in the Old Commentary to Bu-Pc 73 and mean (something) is not, and
is put on (a person). Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 90 has the one word āropitatā in connection
with Bu-Pc 12. Vin-a 770 says that ropeti and aropeti are synonyms.
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and he shelves the question by asking another there is an offence of
Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 13

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 13

Making someone look down on a monk he falls into two offences:
while he is making someone look down on there is an offence of
wrong-doing in the action; when he has made someone look down
on there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 14

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 14

Having spread in the open air a couch or chair or a mattress or stool
belonging to the Order, and not having removed it, setting out with-
out asking permission (to do so) he falls into two offences: if he
makes the first foot go further than a stone’s throw there is an offence
of wrong-doing; if he makes the second foot go further there is an
offence of Expiation.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 15

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 15

Having spread a sleeping-place in a vihāra belonging to anOrder, and
not having removed it, setting out without asking for permission (to

BD 6.58

do so) he falls into two offences: if he makes the first foot go further
than the fence there is an offence of wrong-doing; if he makes the
second foot go further there is an offence of Expiation.²
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Monks’ Pācittiya 16
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 16

Lying down in a sleeping-place belonging to an Order knowing that
he is encroaching (on the space intended for) amonkwhohadarrived
first he falls into two offences: as he is lying down there is an offence
of wrong-doing in (each) action¹; when he has lain down there is an
offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 17
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 17

Throwing out, being angry and displeased, a monk from a vihāra
belonging to an Order he falls into two offences: as he is throwing
out there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action; when he has
thrown out there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 18
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 18

Sitting down on a couch or a chair that has removable feet and is in
a lofty cell with an upper part in a vihāra belonging to an Order he
falls into two offences: while he is sitting down there is an offence
of wrong-doing in (each) action²; when he has sat down there is an
offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 19
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 19

Having determined on two or three enclosures, (then) determining
on (something) more than that he falls into two offences: while he

¹ Vin 4.40 reads: if he goes further than a stone’s throw of a man of average height,
there is an offence of Expiation. Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 91 is in agreement with the inter-
pretation given above; at Vin-a 775, this is ascribed to theMahāpaccarī. ² Similar
confusion as in Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 14. Vin 4.41 makes it an offence of to go further than
the fence of a fenced-inmonastery or than the precincts of one that is not fenced-in.
Vin-a 777 and Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 92 appear to agree with the interpretation given
above. ¹ E.g. if he spreads his sleeping-place or has it spread for him, see Vin 4.43.
² Not at Vin 4.46, Commentary or Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī.
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is determining there is an offence of wrong-doing in (each) action;
when he has determined there is an offence of Expiation.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 20

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 20

Sprinkling water that he knows contains living things over grass
or clay he falls into two offences: while he is sprinkling there is an
offence of wrong-doing in (each) action²; when he has sprinkled
there is an offence of Expiation.

The Second Division: that on Vegetable-growth

Division 3: on Exhortation

Monks’ Pācittiya 21

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 21

Exhorting nuns (though) he has not been agreed upon (to do so)
he falls into two offences: while he is exhorting there is an offence

BD 6.59

of wrong-doing in (each) action; when he has exhorted there is an
offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 22

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 22

Exhorting nuns after the sun has set … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 22).
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Monks’ Pācittiya 23
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 23

Exhorting nuns having approached nuns’ quarters¹ …

Monks’ Pācittiya 24
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 24

Saying “Monks are exhorting nuns for the sake of gain” he falls into
two offences: while he is speaking there is an offence ofwrong-doing
in (each) action; when he has spoken there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 25
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 25

Giving robe-material to a nun who is not a relation he falls into two
offences: while he is giving there is an offence of wrong-doing in
(each) action; when he has given there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 26
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 26

Vin 5.39 Sewing robe-material for a nun who is not a relation he falls into
two offences: while he is sewing there is an offence of wrong-doing
in (each) action; in each insertion of the awl there is an offence of
Expiation.²

¹ That is, after the building is finished if he adds one item (a tile or a stone, etc.) of
any of the five kinds of roofing allowed he incurs the offence. ² Enumerated at
Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 96. ¹ According to Vin-a 803 theMahāpaccarī gives a number
of rulings (connected with Bu-Pc 21, Bu-Pc 22, Bu-Pc 23) where there may be a
difference of penalty incurred by the same offence, as follows: (1) if the monk is
not agreed on, if he goes to the nuns’ quarters after sunset, and if he exhorts them
with the eight important rules, there are three offences of Expiation; or (2) there is
an offence of wrong-doing because the monk is not agreed on, another offence of
because, when he has gone to their quarters he exhorts them with another rule,
and an offence of Expiation for exhorting them after the sun as set; or (3) because
he is agreed on there is no offence, but an offence of with Expiation for exhorting
them after sunset, and another for exhorting themwith the eight important rules
when he has gone (to their quarters); or (4) no offence because he is agreed on, one
of wrong-doing if he exhorts themwith another rule, one of Expiation if he exhorts
them after sunset. ² As at Vin 4.62. According to Vin-a 805 “insertion” seems to
mean inserting the needle and drawing it out; but if one runs a long thread along
without drawing out the needle there is but one offence of Expiation.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 27
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 27

Going along the same highway having arranged together with a nun
he falls into two offences: while he is going along there is an offence
of wrong-doing in (each) action; when he has gone along there is an
offence of Expiation.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 28
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 28

Embarking in one boat having arranged together with a nun he falls
into two offences:while he is embarking there is an offence ofwrong-
doing in (each) action; when he has embarked there is an offence of
Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 29
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 29

BD 6.60Eating almsfoodknowing it to be procured through (the intervention
of) a nun he falls into two offences: if he accepts it thinking, “I will
eat” there is an offence of wrong-doing for every mouthful there is
an offence of Expiation.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 30
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 30

Sitting down in a private place together with a nun, the one with the
other, he falls into two offences: while he is sitting down there is an
offence of wrong-doing in (each) action; when he has sat down there
is an offence of Expiation.

TheThird Division: that on Exhortation
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Division 4: on Food

Monks’ Pācittiya 31
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 31

Eating more than one meal at a public rest-house he falls into two
offences: if he accepts it thinking, “I will eat” (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 29).

Monks’ Pācittiya 32
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 32

Eating a group-meal he falls into two offences: if he accepts it think-
ing, “I will eat” …

Monks’ Pācittiya 33
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 33

Eating an out-of-turn meal he falls into two offences: if he accepts it
thinking, “I will eat” …¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 34
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 34

After accepting two or three bowlsful of cake, (then) accepting more
than that he falls into two offences: while he is taking it there is an
offence of wrong-doing in (each) action; when he has taken it there
is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 35
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 35

Partaking of solid food or soft food that is not left over after he has
eaten and is satisfied he falls into two offences: if he accepts it think-
ing, “I will eat” … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 29).
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Monks’ Pācittiya 36
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 36

Inviting a monk who has eaten and is satisfied to take solid food
or soft food that is not left over he falls into two offences: if, at his
bidding, he accepts saying, “I will eat, I will partake of” there is an
offence of wrong-doing; at the end of the meal there is an offence of
Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 37
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 37

Partaking of solid food or soft food at the wrong time he falls into
two offences: if he accepts … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 29).

Monks’ Pācittiya 38
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 38

Partaking of solid food or of soft food that has been stored he falls
into two offences: if he accepts …

Monks’ Pācittiya 39
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 39

Eating sumptuous foods having asked for them for himself he falls
into two offences: if he accepts …¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 40
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 40

BD 6.61Conveying to the mouth nutriment that has not been given he falls
into two offences: if he accepts …

The Fourth Division: that on Food

¹ At Vin-a 807 Buddhaghosa gives theMahāpaccarī’s version (that if theywere both
going to the same village in any case and happened to leave their quarters at the
same time, there was no offence), but he says that this agrees neither with the Pali
norwith the other Commentaries. ² As at Vin 4.67. ¹ it attributes to theKurundī.
Vin-a 817f. gives the interpretations of theMahāpaccarī and of theMahāaṭṭhakathā
in a certain amount of detail together with one interpretation it attributes to the
Kurundī. ¹ Vin-a 841 here quotes Parivāra p. 218, verse 32: kāyikāni na vācasikāni
…
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Division 5: on an Unclothed Ascetic

Monks’ Pācittiya 41
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 41

Giving with his own hand solid food or soft food to an unclothed
ascetic or to a wanderer or to a female wanderer he falls into two

Vin 5.40

offences: while he is giving there is an offence of wrong-doing in
(each) action: when he has given there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 42
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 42

Dismissing a monk after saying to him, “Come, your reverence, we
will go into a village or market-town for almsfood,” whether he has
caused (the almsfood) to be given or has not caused it to be given he
falls into two offences: while he is dismissing him there is an offence
of wrong-doing in (each) action: when he has dismissed him there
is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 43
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 43

Sitting down after intruding on a family with food he falls into two
offences: while he is sitting down there is an offence of wrong-doing
in the action; when he has sat down there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 44
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 44

Sitting down in a private place on a secluded seat together with a
woman he falls into two offences: while he is sitting down … (see
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 43).

Monks’ Pācittiya 45
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 45

Sitting down in a private place together with a woman, the one with
the other, he falls into two offences; while he is sitting down…
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Monks’ Pācittiya 46
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 46

Calling upon families before ameal or after ameal and, being invited
and being (provided) with a meal, and not asking (for permission to
enter) if a monk be there he falls into two offences: when he makes
the first foot pass the threshold there is an offence of wrong-doing;
when hemakes the second foot pass there is an offence of Expiation.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 47
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 47

Asking for medicine for longer than that he falls into two offences:
while he is asking there is an offence of wrong-doing the action;
when he has asked there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 48
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 48

Going to see an army fighting he falls into two offences: while he is
BD 6.62

going there is an offence of wrong-doing; standing where he sees
there is an offence of Expiation.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 49
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 49

Staying with an army for more than three nights he falls into two
offences: while he is staying there is an offence of wrong-doing in
the action; when he has stayed there is an offence of Expiation.³

Monks’ Pācittiya 50
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 50

Going toa sham-fighthe falls into twooffences…(as inPrv 1.2:Bu-Pc 48).

The Fifth Division: that on an Unclothed Ascetic
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Division 6: on Fermented Liquor and Spirits

Monks’ Pācittiya 51

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 51

Drinking strong drink¹ he falls into two offences: if he accepts it
thinking.“I will drink,” there is an offence of wrong-doing; for every
mouthful there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 52

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 52

Making a monk laugh by tickling himwith the fingers he falls into
two offences: while hemakes him laugh there is an offence of wrong-
doing in the action; when he has made him laugh there is an offence
of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 53

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 53

Sporting² in the water he falls into two offences: if he sports in the
water with (the part) below the ankle there is an offence of wrong-
doing³; if he sports in thewater with (the part) above the ankle there
is an offence of Expiation.⁴

Monks’ Pācittiya 54

Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 54

Being disrespectful he falls into two offences: while he is being dis-
respectful there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he
has been disrespectful there is an offence of Expiation.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 55
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 55

Frightening amonkhe falls into two offences;while he is frightening
him there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has
frightened him there is an offence of Expiation.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 56
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 56

BD 6.63Warming oneself having kindled a fire he falls into two offences;
while he is kindling it there is an offence of wrong-doing in the
action; when he has kindled it there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 57
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 57

Bathingat intervals of less thanhalf amonthhe falls into twooffences:
while he is bathing there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action²;
at the end of the bathe there is an offence of Expiation.³

Monks’ Pācittiya 58
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 58

Vin 5.41Making use of a new robe without taking any one of the threemodes
of disfigurement he falls into two offences; while he is making use
of it there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has
made use of it there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 59
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 59

Makinguseof a robe thathasnotbeen takenawayand thathehimself
has assigned to a monk or a nun or a female probationer or a novice

¹ As at Vin 4.100. ² Vin 4.105. ³ Vin 4.106 says he may stay for two or three
nights; but if he stays until sunset of the fourth day there is an offence of Expiation.
¹ majja; the word in the sikkhāpada at Vin 4.110 and text p. 21 above is surāmeraya.
² kīḷanto here; at Vin 4.112 and text p. 21 hāsadhamme is the word used in the sikkhā-
pada, kīḷati coming later. ³ As at Vin 4.112. ⁴ Vin 4.112 says if he goes under
or comes up or “swims” (plavatī ti tarati. Vin-a 861) there is an offence of Expia-
tion; Commentary appears to agree. ¹ Frightening a monk by whatever means
is an offence of Expiation at Vin 4.114. ² Agrees with Vin 4.119. ³ Agrees with
Vin 4.119.
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or a female novice he falls into two offences; while he is making use
of it there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has
made use of it there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 60
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 60

Hiding amonk’s bowl or robe or piece of cloth to sit on or needle-case
or girdle he falls into two offences: while he is hiding it there is an
offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has hidden it there is
an offence of Expiation.

The Sixth Division: that on Fermented Liquor and Spirits

Division 7: onWhat Contains Living Things
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 61

Intentionally depriving a living thing of life howmany offences does
he fall into? Intentionally depriving a living thing of life he falls
into four offences: if he digs a pitfall not on purpose (for a certain
man) and thinks, “Whoever falls into it will die” there is an offence
of wrong-doing¹; if a man, falling into it, dies there is an offence
involving Defeat²; if a yakkha or a peta³ or an animal in human form,
falling into it, dies there is a grave offence; if an animal, falling into
it, dies there is an offence of Expiation. Intentionally depriving a
living thing of life he falls into these four offences.

Monks’ Pācittiya 62
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 62

BD 6.64 Making use of water knowing that it contains life he falls into two
offences; while he is making use of it there is an offence of wrong-
doing in the action; when he has made use of it there is an offence of
Expiation.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 63
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 63

Opening up for a further (formal) act a legal question knowing it has
been settled according to the rule he falls into two offences: while
he is opening it up there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action;
when he has opened it up there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 64
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 64

Concealing a monk’s offence knowing it to be a very bad one he falls
into one offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 65
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 65

Ordaining a man knowing him to be less than twenty years of age he
falls into two offences: while he is ordaining him there is an offence
of wrong-doing in the action; when he has ordained him there is an
offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 66
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 66

Going along the same highway having arranged together with a car-
avan knowing it to be set on theft he falls into two offences: while
he is going along there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action;
when he has gone along there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 67
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 67

Going along the same highway having arranged together with a
woman… (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 66).
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Monks’ Pācittiya 68
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 68

Not giving up a pernicious view though being admonished up to
three times he falls into two offences: an offence of wrong-doing
as a result of the motion; an offence of Expiation at the end of the
proclamations.¹

Monks’ Pācittiya 69
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 69

Eating together with a monk knowing him to be one who talks thus,
has not acted according to the rule, and has not given up that view
he falls into two offences: while he is eating there is an offence of
wrong-doing in the action²; when he has eaten there is an offence of
Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 70
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 70

Vin 5.42 Encouraging a novice knowing him to be thus expelled he falls into
two offences: while he is encouraging him there is an offence of
wrong-doing³ in the action; when he has encouraged him there is an
offence of Expiation.

The Seventh Division: onWhat Contains LivingThings

Division 8: on Regarding a Rule

Monks’ Pācittiya 71
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 71

BD 6.65 When one is being spoken to bymonks regarding a rule, saying, “I
will not train myself in this rule of training, your reverences, until I
have inquired about it from another monk, experienced, expert in
Discipline,” he falls into two offences: while he is speaking there is

¹ Cf. Vin 5.33 Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 3. ² Cf. Vin 5.33 Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 3. ³ peta, departed
ancestor, a kind of ghost. Neither Vin 4.124 norVin-a 864mentions any of the beings
spoken of in this clause. ¹ As at Vin 4.136. ² No offence of wrong-doing appears
at Vin 4.140, except in cases of doubting. ³ No offence of wrong-doing appears at
Vin 4.140, except in cases of doubting.
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an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has spoken there
is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 72
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 72

Disparaging Discipline he falls into two offences: while he is dis-
paraging there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he
has disparaged there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 73
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 73

Putting (a monk) in confusion he falls into two offences: if he con-
fuses when confusion has not been put on¹ him there is an offence
of wrong-doing; if he confuses when confusion has been put on him
there is an offence of Expiation.²

Monks’ Pācittiya 74
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 74

Giving a blow to a monk when one is angry and displeased he falls
into two offences: as he gives it there is an offence of wrong-doing
in the action; when he has given it there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 75
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 75

Raising the palm of one’s hand against a monk when one is angry
and displeased he falls into two offences: as he raises it there is an
offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has raised it there is
an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 76
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 76

Defaming a monk with an unfounded charge of an offence requiring
a Formal Meeting of the Order he falls into two offences: as he is
defaming there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he
has defamed there is an offence of Expiation.

¹ anāropite … āropite. See above, bd 6.57, n. 3. ² As at Vin 4.145.
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Monks’ Pācittiya 77
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 77

Intentionally arousing remorse in a monk he falls into two offences:
while he is arousing it there is an offence of wrong-doing in the
action; when he has aroused it there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 78
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 78

Standing overhearing monks when they are quarrelling, disputing,
engaged in contention he falls into two offences: if he goes thinking,
“I will hear” there is an offence of wrong-doing; standing where he
hears there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 79
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 79

BD 6.66 Engaging in criticism after giving consent for legitimate (formal)
acts he falls into two offences: as he criticizes there is an offence of
wrong-doing¹ in the action;whenhe has criticized there is an offence
of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 80
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 80

Rising up from his seat and departing when the Order is engaged in
decisive talk without giving his consent he falls into two offences: in
leaving the assembly by (the space of) the reach of a hand there is
an offence of wrong-doing; when he has left there is an offence of
Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 81
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 81

Engaging in criticism after having given away a robe by means of
a complete Order he falls into two offences: as he criticizes … (see
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 79).
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Monks’ Pācittiya 82
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 82

Apportioning to an individual a benefit belonging to the Order know-
ing that it has been apportioned he falls into two offences: as he
is apportioning it there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action;
when he has apportioned it there is an offence of Expiation.

The Eighth Division: that on Regarding a Rule

Divison 9: on a King

Monks’ Pācittiya 83
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 83

Entering, without announcing beforehand, the king’s women’s quar-
ters he falls into two offences: as he makes the first foot cross the
threshold there is an offence ofwrong-doing; as hemakes the second
foot cross there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 84
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 84

Vin 5.43Picking up a treasure he falls into two offences: as he picks it up
there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has picked
it up there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 85
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 85

Entering a village at the wrong timewithout asking (for permission)
if a monk be there he falls into two offences: as he makes the first
foot cross the enclosure there is an offence of wrong-doing; as he
makes the second foot cross it there is an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 86
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 86

Having a needle-case made that consists of bone or consists of ivory
or consists of horn he falls into two offences: as he is having it made

¹ At Vin 4.152 there is no offence of wrong-doing.
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there is an offence of wrong-doing; when he has had it made there is
an offence of Expiation.

Monks’ Pācittiya 87
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 87

Having a couch or a chair made exceeding the (proper) measure, he
falls into two offences: … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 86.)

Monks’ Pācittiya 88
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 88

BD 6.67 Having a couch or a chair made covered with cotton he falls into two
offences: … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 86.)

Monks’ Pācittiya 89
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 89

Having a piece of cloth to sit upon made exceeding the (proper)
measure he falls into two offences: … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 87).

Monks’ Pācittiya 90
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 90

Having an itch-cloth made exceeding the (proper) measure he falls
into two offences: … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 87).

Monks’ Pācittiya 91
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 91

Having a cloth for the rains made exceeding the (proper) measure
he falls into two offences: … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 87).

Monks’ Pācittiya 92
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pc 92

Having a robe made the measure of aWell-farer’s robe, howmany
offences does he fall into? Having a robe made the measure of aWell-
farer’s robe he falls into two offences: as he is having it made there
is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when he has had it made
there is an offence of Expiation. Having a robe made the measure of
aWell-farer’s robe he falls into these two offences.
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1.2. monks’ analysis: on howmany offences?

TheNinth Division: that on a King

Concluded is the Minor (Class)¹

Pātidesanīya

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 1
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pd 1Eating solid food or soft food, having accepted it with his own hand

from the hand of a nunwho is not a relation (and) has entered among
the houses, howmany offences does he fall into? Eating … he falls
into two offences: as he accepts it thinking, “I will eat,” there is an
offence of wrong-doing; for every mouthful there is an offence to be
confessed. Eating … he falls into these two offences.

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 2
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pd 2

Eating without restraining a nun who is giving directions he falls
into two offences: … (see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pd 1).

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 3
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pd 3

Eating solid food or soft food among families agreed upon as learners,
having accepted it with his own hand he falls into two offences: …
(see Prv 1.2:Bu-Pd 1).

Monks’ Pātidesanīya 4
Prv 1.2:Bu-Pd 4

Eating solid food or soft food in forest lodgings, not announced be-
forehand, having accepted it with his own hand within a monas-
tery, howmany offences does he fall into? Eating … he falls into two
offences: as he accepts it thinking, “I will eat” … Eating … in forest

Vin 5.44

lodgings he falls into these two offences.

Concluded are the four offences to be Confessed
¹ As at Vin 4.174.
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Sekhiya

Division 1: on All Round

Monks’ Sekhiya 1
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 1

BD 6.68 Dressing, out of disrespect, with the inner robe hanging down in
front or behind, howmany offences does he fall into? Dressing, out
of disrespect … he falls into one offence: wrong-doing. Dressing, out
of disrespect … he falls into this one offence.

Monks’ Sekhiya 2
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 2

Out of disrespect putting on the upper robe hanging down in front
or behind, he falls into one offence: wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 3, 4
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 3

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 4 Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses having un-
covered the body, he falls into one offence …

Monks’ Sekhiya 5, 6
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 5

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 6 Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses making play
with hand or foot …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 7, 8
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 7

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 8 Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses looking about
…wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 9, 10
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 9

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 10 Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses with (the
robes) lifted up …wrong-doing.

The First Division: that on All Round
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Division 2: on Loud Laughter

Monks’ Sekhiya 11, 12
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 11
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 12Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses with loud

laughter …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 13, 14
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 13

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 14Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses making a
loud noise, a great noise …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 15, 16
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 15

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 16Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses swaying the
body …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 17, 18
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 17

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 18Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses swaying the
arms …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 19, 20
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 19

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 20Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses swaying the
head …wrong-doing.

The Second Division: that on Loud Laughter

Division 3: on Arms Akimbo

Monks’ Sekhiya 21
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 21
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 22Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houseswith the arms

akimbo …wrong-doing.
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Monks’ Sekhiya 23
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 23

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 24Out of disrespect going (sitting down) amid the houses muffled up
…wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 25
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 25

Out of disrespect going amid the houses crouching down on the heels
… wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 26
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 26

Out of disrespect sitting down amid the houses lolling … wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 27
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 27

Out of disrespect accepting almsfood inattentively wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 28
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 28

BD 6.69

Vin 5.45
Out of disrespect accepting almsfood while looking about here and
there …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 29
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 29

Out of disrespect accepting much curry only …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 30
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 30

Out of disrespect accepting heaped-up almsfood …wrong-doing.

TheThird Division: that on Arms Akimbo
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Division 4: on Almsfood

Monks’ Sekhiya 31
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 31

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 32

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 33

Out of disrespect eating almsfood inattentively … while looking
about here and there … having chosen here and there … wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 34
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 34

Out of disrespect eating much curry only …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 35
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 35

Out of disrespect eating almsfood having chosen from the top …
wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 36
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 36

Out of disrespect covering up the curry or the condimentwith conjey
…wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 37
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 37

Outof disrespect eating curryor conjeyhavingasked for it for oneself
if one is not ill … wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 38
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 38

Out of disrespect looking at the bowls of others captious-mindedly
…wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 39
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 39

Out of disrespect making up a large mouthful … wrong-doing.
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Monks’ Sekhiya 40
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 40

Out of disrespect making up a long morsel (of food) …wrong-doing.

The Fourth Division: that on Almsfood

Division 5: on theMouthful

Monks’ Sekhiya 41
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 41

Out of disrespect opening the mouth when the mouthful has not
been brought close …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 42
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 42

Out of disrespect putting the whole hand into the mouth when one
is eating …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 43
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 43

Out of disrespect talking with a mouthful in the mouth … wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 44
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 44

Out of disrespect eating while tossing up balls of food … wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 45–50
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 45

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 46

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 47

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 48

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 49

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 50

Out of disrespect eating while breaking up the mouthfuls … stuffing
the cheeks … shaking the hands about … scattering lumps of boiled
rice … putting out the tongue … smacking the lips …wrong-doing.

The Fifth Division: that on the Mouthful
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Division 6: on Hissing

Monks’ Sekhiya 51–54
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 51

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 52

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 53

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 54

BD 6.70

Out of disrespect eating while making a Out hissing sound … licking
the fingers … licking the bowl … licking the lips wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 55
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 55

Out of disrespect accepting a drinking cup with one’s hands soiled
(with food) …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 56
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 56

Vin 5.46Out of disrespect throwing out amid the houses the rinsings of the
bowl with lumps of boiled rice …wrong-doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 57–60
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 57

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 58

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 59

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 60

Out of disrespect teaching Dhamma to someone with a sunshade in
his hand…with a staff in his hand…with a knife in his hand…with
a weapon in his hand …wrong-doing.

The Sixth Division: that on Hissing

Division 7: on Shoes

Monks’ Sekhiya 61–72
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 61
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 62
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 63

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 64

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 65

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 66
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 67

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 68
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 69

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 70

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 71

Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 72

Out of disrespect teachingDhamma to someonewho iswearing shoes
…wearing sandals … in a vehicle … on a bed …who is sitting down
lolling … has a turban on his head … whose head is muffled up …
who is sitting on a seat when one is sitting on the ground … who
is sitting on a high seat when one is sitting on a low seat … who is
sitting when one is standing …who is walking in front when one is
walking behind …who is walking along a path when one is walking
at the side of the path …wrong-doing.
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Monks’ Sekhiya 73
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 73

Out of disrespect easing oneself when one is standing … wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 74
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 74

Out of disrespect easing oneself or spitting on green corn …wrong-
doing.

Monks’ Sekhiya 75
Prv 1.2:Bu-Sk 75

Out of disrespect easing oneself or spitting inwater howmany offen-
ces does he fall into? Out of disrespect easing himself … he falls into
one offence:wrong-doing. Out of disrespect easing himself… he falls
into this one offence.

The Seventh Division: that on Shoes

Concluded are the Rules for Training

Concluded is the Second Chapter: on HowMany Offences?
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1.3. Monks’ Analysis: on Falling Away

Prv 1.3

Of the four fallings away¹ howmany fallings away do the offences for
one indulging in sexual intercourse appertain to? Of the four fallings

BD 6.71

away the offences for indulging in sexual intercourse appertain to
two fallings away: there may be falling away frommoral habit; there
may be falling away from good behaviour …

Of the four fallings awayhowmany fallings awaydoes the offence
of easing oneself or spitting in water out of disrespect appertain to?
Of the four fallings away the offence of easing oneself or spitting in
water out of disrespect appertains to one falling away: the falling
away from good behaviour.

Concluded is theThird Chapter: that on Falling Away

1.4. Monks’ Analysis: on Comprised In

Prv 1.4

Of the seven classes of offence in howmany classes of offence are
the offences for one indulging in sexual intercourse comprised? Of
the seven classes of offence the offences for one indulging in sexual
intercourse are comprised in three classes of offence²: it may be the

¹ On vipatti, falling away, see above, bd 6.2, n. 3. ² The number of offences amonk
can fall into for breach of a rule of training is to be enumerated above, bd 6.49, for
each and every rule of training.
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class of offence involving Defeat; it may be the class of offence that is
a grave one; it may be the class of offence of wrong-doing …

Vin 5.47

Of the seven classes of offence in howmany classes of offence is
the offence of easing oneself … out of disrespect comprised? … It is
comprised in one class of offence: in the class of offence of wrong-
doing.

Concluded is the Fourth Chapter: that on Comprised In

1.5. Monks’ Analysis: on Origins

Prv 1.5

Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins do the offences
for one indulging in sexual intercourse originate? …They originate
by one origin: they originate by body and by mind, not by voice …

Of the sixoriginsof offencesbyhowmanyoriginsdoes theoffence
of easing oneself … out of disrespect originate? … It originates by
one origin: it originates by body and by mind, not by voice.

Concluded is the Fifth Chapter: that on Origins

1.6. Monks’ Analysis: on Legal
Questions

Prv 1.6
Of the four legal questions which legal question (is raised by),
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offences for one indulging in sexual intercourse? … Of the four legal
questions it is the legal question concerning offences.

BD 6.72

The offence of easing oneself … is, of the four legal questions
which legal question? Of the four legal questions it is the legal ques-
tion concerning offences.

Concluded is the Sixth Chapter: that on Legal Questions

1.7. Monks’ Analysis: on Deciding

Prv 1.7

Of the seven (ways for) the deciding (of a legal question) by how
many decidings are the offences for one indulging in sexual inter-
course stopped? … they are stopped by three deciding: it may be by a
verdict in the presence of and by the carrying out on (his) acknowl-
edgement; it may be by a verdict in the presence of and by a covering
over (as) with grass.

… by how many decidings is the offence of easing oneself …
stopped? … It is stopped by three decidings … (as above).

Concluded is the Seventh Chapter: that on Deciding

1.8. Monks’ Analysis: on
Accumulation

Prv 1.8

Indulging in sexual intercourse how many offences does one
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fall into? …… Indulging in sexual intercourse one falls into three
Vin 5.48

offences.¹ Of the four fallings away howmany fallings away do these
offences appertain to? Of the seven classes of offence in howmany
classes of offence are they comprised? Of the six origins of offences
by howmany origins do they originate? Of the four legal questions
which legal question? Of the seven decidings by howmany decidings
are they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain
to two fallings away: it may be that of falling away frommoral habit,
it may be that of falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven
classes of offence they are comprised in three classes of offence: it
may be in the class of offence involving Defeat, it may be in the class
of offence that is a very grave one, it may be in the class of offence
of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate by one
origin: they originate by body andbymind, not by speech. Of the four
legal questions the legal question concerning offences. Of the seven
decidings they are stopped by three deciding: it may be by a verdict
in the presence of and by the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement,
it may be by a verdict in the presence of and by a covering over (as)
with grass

BD 6.73

Easing oneself or spitting in water out of disrespect, howmany
offences does he fall into? … into one offence: wrong-doing. Easing
himself … he falls into this one offence. Of the four fallings away how
many fallings away does this offence appertain to… (as above; instead
of do they originate read does it originate) … by which deciding
is it stopped? Of the four fallings away this offence appertains to
one falling away: that from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of
offence it is comprised under one class of offence: under the class of
offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins … (as above) … and by a
covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Eighth Chapter: that on Accumulation²

These eight Chapters are written in a manner for repetition

their summary

¹ As at Vin 5.33. ² Or, Conjunction (samuccaya), as at Vin 2.72.
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1.8. monks’ analysis: on accumulation

The laying-down-where,¹
And howmany, falling-away, and about comprising,
Origin, legal questions, decidings, and about accumulation.

¹ This refers to Vin 5.1–32; “howmany” to bd 6.32–46.
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1.9. Monks’ Analysis: on
Laying-Down-Where

Pārājika

Monks’ Pārājika 1

Prv 1.9:Bu-Pj 1 Where was that offence involving Defeat because of indulging in
sexual intercourse laid down by that Lordwho knows, who sees, per-
fected one, fully Self-Awakened One? Concerning whom? Onwhat
subject? … Bywhomwas it conveyed?Wherewas that offence involv-
ing Defeat because of indulging in sexual intercourse laid down… ?
… It was laid down in Vesālī … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1) … He originates it

Vin 5.49

by one origin—he originates it by body and bymind, not by speech…
Bywhom has it been conveyed? It has been conveyed by a succession
(of teachers):

Upāli, Dāsaka, as well as Soṇaka, similarly Siggava,
WithMoggali’s son as fifth—
these in the glorious (is)land of Jambusiri—…

These sinless sages of great wisdom,
knowing the Vinaya and skilled in theWay,
Proclaimed the Vinaya-piṭaka in the Island of Tamba-

paṇṇi.
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Monks’ Pārājika 2
BD 6.74

Prv 1.9:Bu-Pj 2 Where was that offence involving Defeat because of taking what
had not been given laid down by that Lord … ? It was laid down in
Rājagaha … (see Prv 1.1) … it may be that he originates it by body and
by speech and by mind.

Monks’ Pārājika 3

Prv 1.9:Bu-Pj 3Where was that offence involving Defeat because of intentionally
depriving a human being of life laid down? It was laid down in Vesālī
… he originates it by …mind.

Monks’ Pārājika 4
Prv 1.9:Bu-Pj 4

Where was that offence involving Defeat because of laying claim
(for oneself) to a non-existent, non-actual state of further-men laid
down? It was laid down in Vesālī … he originates it by …mind.

Saṅghādisesa

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 1Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

because of emitting semenmaking an effort laid down by that Lord
… ? Concerning whom? On what subject? … By whom has it been
conveyed? Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of
the Order because of emitting semen making an effort laid down
by that Lord … ? It was laid down in Sāvatthī … not by speech … By
whom has it been conveyed? It has been conveyed by a succession
(of teachers):

Upāli, Dāsaka …

… in the Island of Tambapaṇṇi.
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Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 2

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because of coming into physical contact with a woman laid down? It
was laid down in Sāvatthī … he originates it … not by speech.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 3

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because offending a woman with lewd words laid down? It was laid
down in Sāvatthī … and bymind.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 4

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because of speaking in praise of ministering to sense-pleasures for
(him)self in the presence of a woman laid down? It was laid down in
Sāvatthī …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 5

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because of acting as a go-between laid down? It was laid down in
Sāvatthī … and bymind.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 6

Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of Order because
of having ahut built begging for it oneself laid down? Itwas laid down

BD 6.75

Vin 5.50 in Āḷavī … He originates it by the six origins.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 7
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 7

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because of having a large vihāra built laid down? It was laid down in
Kosambī … He originates it by the six origins.
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Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 8
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 8

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because of defaming amonkwith an unfounded charge of an offence
involving Defeat laid down? It was laid down in Rājagaha … He origi-
nates it by three origins.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 9
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 9

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
because of defaming a monk with a charge of an offence involving
Defeat taking up some point as a pretext in a legal question really
belonging to something else, laid down? It was laid down in Rājagaha
…He originates it by three origins.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 10

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
with up to three times admonishing a schismatic monk because of
his not giving up (his course) laid down? Itwas laid down inRājagaha
… and bymind.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 11

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
with up to three times admonishing monks who were throwing in
their lot with a schism because of their not giving up (their course)
laid down? It was laid down in Rājagaha … and bymind.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 12

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
with up to three times admonishing a monk who was difficult to
speak to because of his not giving up (his course) laid down? It was
laid down in Kosambī … and bymind.
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Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 1.9:Bu-Ss 13

Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order
with up to three times admonishing amonkwho had bought a family
into disrepute because of his not giving up (his course) laid down? It
was laid down in Sāvatthī … and bymind. …

Sekhiya

Monks’ Sekhiya 75
Prv 1.9:Bu-Sk 75

Wherewas that offence ofWrong-doing because of, out of disrespect,
easing oneself or spitting in water laid down? It was laid down in
Sāvatthī. Concerningwhom? Concerning the group of sixmonks. On
what subject? On the subject of the group of six monks easing them-
selves and spitting in water. One laying down, one supplementary
laying down. Of the six origins of offences he originates it by one

BD 6.76

origin: he originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

Concluded is the Chapter¹ on Laying-Down-Where

¹ The corresponding Chapter in the Bhikkhunīvibhaṅga (Vin 5.83) is called “The
first Chapter”.
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1.10. Monks’ Analysis: on HowMany
Offences?

Monks’ Pārājika 1

Prv 1.10:Bu-Pj 1Because of indulging in sexual intercourse howmany offences does
Vin 5.51

one fall into? Because of indulging in sexual intercourse one falls
into four offences. If one indulges in sexual intercourse with a body
that is not decayed…¹ … offence of wrong-doing; in an application of
lac there is an offence of Expiation.² Because of indulging in sexual
intercourse one falls into these four offences.

Monks’ Pārājika 2

Prv 1.10:Bu-Pj 2
Because of taking what has not been given … one falls into three
offences³ … of wrong-doing. Because of taking what has not been
given one falls into these three offences.

Monks’ Pārājika 3

Prv 1.10:Bu-Pj 3
Because of intentionally depriving a human being of life … one falls
into three offences … involving Defeat. Because of intentionally de-
priving a human being of life one falls into these three offences.
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Monks’ Pārājika 4
Prv 1.10:Bu-Pj 4

Because of laying claim (for oneself) to a non-existent, non-actual
state of further-men…one falls into three offences…ofwrong-doing.
Because of laying claim… one falls into these three offences.

Saṅghādisesa

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 1

Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 1 Because of emitting semenmaking an effort … one falls into three
offences …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 2

Because of coming into physical contact (with a woman) … one falls
into five offences. If a nun, filled with desire, consents to taking hold
of a man who is filled with desire above the circle of the knees there
is an offence involving Defeat.¹ If a monk rubs (her) body with (his
body) there is an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order. If
he rubs an article of clothing (of hers)with (his) body there is a grave
offence. If he rubs an article of clothing (of hers) with an article of
clothing (of his) there is an offence of wrong-doing. In tickling with

BD 6.77

the fingers there is an offence of Expiation.² Because of coming into
physical contact one falls into these five offences.

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 3

Because of offending a womanwith lewd words one falls into three
offences …
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Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 4

Because of speaking in praise of sense-pleasures for oneself one falls
into three offences …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 5–12
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 5

Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 6
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 7

Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 8
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 9

Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 10
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 11
Prv 1.10.Ss12

Because of acting as a go-between… of begging for having a hut built
for oneself … of having a large vihāra built … of defaming a monk …
of not giving up (his, their, course) one falls into three offences …

Monks’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 1.10:Bu-Ss 13

Because of not giving up his course a monk who brings a family into
disrepute, thoughbeing admonishedup to three times falls into three
offences: following the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing;
following the two resolutions there is a grave offence; following the
conclusion of the (three) resolutions there is an offence requiring a
Formal Meeting of the Order …

Sekhiya

Monks’ Sekhiya 75
Prv 1.10:Bu-Sk 75

Because of, out of disrespect, easing oneself or spitting in water how
Vin 5.52

many offences does one fall into?¹ Because of, out of disrespect … one
falls into one offence: wrong-doing. Because of, out of disrespect …
one falls into this one offence.

Concluded is the Second Chapter: on HowMany Offences?

¹ See Vin 5.33 where, however, one is said to fall into three offences. ² This is
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 4. ³ See Vin 5.33; and likewise for the following paragraphs. ¹ This
is part of Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5. ² This is Monks’ Bu-Pc 52. ¹ See Vin 5.44–46.
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1.11. Monks’ Analysis: on Falling Away

Prv 1.11

Because of indulging in sexual intercourse, of the four fallings away
howmany fallings do the offences appertain to? Because of … apper-
tain to two fallings away … there may be falling away from moral
habit; there may be falling away from good behavior …

Because of, out of disrespect … spitting in water, of the four
fallings away howmany fallings away does the offence appertain to?
… of one falling away: falling away from good behaviour.

Concluded is theThird Chapter: that on Falling Away

1.12. Monks’ Analysis: on Comprised In

Prv 1.12

Because of indulging in sexual intercourse, of the seven asses of
offence in howmany classes of offence are the offencescomprised?

BD 6.78

Of the seven classes of offence they are comprised in four classes of
offence: it may be in the class of offence involving Defeat; it may be
in the class of offence that is a very grave one; itmay be in the class of
offence of Expiation¹; itmay be in the class of offence ofwrong-doing
…

¹ The three other offences but not this one are given at Vin 5.33, bd 6.46, bd 6.47.
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Because of, out of disrespect … spitting in water¹ … in the class
of offence of wrong-doing.

Concluded is the Fourth Chapter: on Comprised In

1.13. Monks’ Analysis: on Origins

Prv 1.13

Because of indulging in sexual intercourse, of the six origins of
offences by howmany origins² …

Concluded is the Fifth Chapter: that on Origins

1.14. Monks’ Analysis: on Legal
Questions

Prv 1.14
Because of indulging in sexual intercourse, of the four legal ques-

tions³ …
Concluded is the Sixth Chapter: that on Legal Questions

¹ See text Prv 1.4. ² See text Prv 1.5. ³ See text Prv 1.6.
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1.15. Monks’ Analysis: on Deciding

Prv 1.15

Because of indulging in sexual intercourse, of the seven (ways
for) the deciding (of a legal question) by howmany deciding¹ …

Concluded is the Seventh Chapter: that on Deciding

1.16. Monks’ Analysis: on
Accumulation

Prv 1.16

Because of indulging in sexual intercourse howmany offences
does one fall into? Because of indulging in sexual intercourseone

Vin 5.53

falls into four offences: if one indulges in sexual intercourse with
a body that is not decayed …² … offence of Expiation. Of the four
fallings away howmany fallings away do these offences appertain
to³ … by howmany decidings are they stopped? Of the four fallings
away these offences appertain to two fallings away: it may be that of
falling away frommoral habit, it may be that of falling away from
good behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence they are comprised
under four classes of offence: it may he under the class of offence
involving Defeat, it may be under the class of offence that is a very
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1.16. monks’ analysis: on accumulation

grave one, it may be under the class of offence of Expiation, it may
BD 6.79

be under the class of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of
offences …¹ … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Eighth Chapter: that on Accumulation

Concluded are the eight Chapters on Because Of

Concluded are the sixteen great Chapters in the Great Synopsis in the
Great Analysis

¹ See text Prv 1.7. ² See Prv 1.10:Bu-Pj 1 just above. ³ See text Prv 1.8. ¹ See
text Prv 1.8 down to the end of that Chapter.
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2.1. Nuns’ Analysis: on
Laying-down-Where

Pārājika

Nuns’ Pārājika 5

Prv 2.1:Bi-Pj 5

Vin 5.54

BD 6.80

Where was that which is the fifth offence involving Defeat for nuns
laid downby that Lordwho knows,who sees perfected one, fully Self-
AwakenedOne?… (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1. Instead of of the five recitations
of the Pātimokkha read of the four recitations of the Pātimokkha) …
Because of howmany reasons was the fifth offence involving Defeat
for nuns laid down by the Lord?Who train themselves? Who have
trained themselves in the training? In what state? Who know by
heart? Whose is the Utterance? By whom has it been conveyed
“Where was that which is the fifth offence involving Defeat for

nuns laid down by that Lord … ?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.¹
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the nun Sundarīnandā.
“On what subject?” On the subject of the consenting by the nun

Sundarīnandā who was filled with desire to physical contact with a
man who was filled with desire.
“Is there there a laying down, a supplementary laying down, a

laying down that has not (yet) occurred?”There is one laying down,²
for it there is no supplementary laying down nor a laying down that
has not (yet) occurred.
“A laying down (that holds good) everywhere, a laying down (that

¹ Vin 4.211. This is Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5. ² Vin 4.213.
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2.1. nuns’ analysis: on laying-down-where

holds good only) for certain districts?” A laying down (that holds
good) everywhere.
“A laying down that is shared, a laying down that is not shared?”

A laying down that is not shared.
“A laying down for one (Order), a laying down for both (Orders)?”

A laying down for one (Order).
“Plunged into which, included in which of the four recitations of

the Pātimokkha … ” (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1) …
“Because of how many reasons was the fifth offence involving

Defeat for nuns laid down by the Lord?” Because of ten reasons was
the fifth offence involving Defeat for nuns laid down by the Lord: for

BD 6.81

the excellence of the Order … (see Prv 1.1:Bu-Pj 1. Instead of of men
and of monks read of nuns) … for help with Discipline.
“Who train themselves?” Learners and ordinary women who are

morally good.
“Who have trained themselves in the training?” Arahants have

trained themselves in the training.
“In what state?”The state of desiring the training.
“Who know by heart?”Those who know by heart the procedure of

these.
“Whose is theUtterance?” It is theUtterance of the Lord, perfected

one, fully Self-Awakened One.
“By whom has it been conveyed?” It has been conveyed by a suc-

cession (of teachers):

Upāli, Dāsaka, as well as Soṇaka …
Vin 5.55

Proclaimed the Vinaya-piṭaka in the Island of Tamba-
paṇṇi.

Nuns’ Pārājika 6
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pj 6

“Where was that which is the sixth offence involving Defeat for nuns
laid down by that Lord … ?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.¹
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the nunThullanandā.

¹ Vin 4.216.
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“On what subject?” On the subject of the nunThullanandā who,
knowing that a nun had fallen into an offence involving Defeat, nei-
ther herself reproved her nor spoke to a group.

One laying down.
Of the six origins of offences she originates it by one origin: she

originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Nuns’ Pārājika 7
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pj 7

“Where was that which is the seventh offence involving Defeat for
nuns laid down… ?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.¹ … Concerning the
nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā imitated the monk Ariṭṭha
who formerly had been a vulture-trainer and had been suspended
by a complete Order … One laying down… She originates it by one
origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pārājika 8
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pj 8

“Wherewas thatwhich is the eighth offence involvingDefeat for nuns
laid down… ?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī² … Concerning the group
of six nuns …The groupof six nuns carried out the eighth action³ …

BD 6.82

One laying down… She originates it by one origin in throwing off
responsibility.

Concluded are the eight Offences involving Defeat

its summary
Unchastity, taking what is not given,
and the form of men those who are further,
Physical contact, she conceals,⁴ suspended (monks), a doer of eight things—
The Great Hero laid down (these for nuns who) without doubt must be
destroyed.⁵

¹ Vin 4.218. ² Vin 4.220. ³ aṭṭhamaṁ vatthuṁ, where Vin 4.221 reads aṭṭha-
vatthukā. Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 160 explains, however, how it is that there is Defeat only
in the eighth action, other seven being grave offences or those of wrong-doing.
⁴ This refers to the last word in the sikkhāpada of Bi-Pj 5, vajjapaṭicchādikā, one who
conceals a fault (in someone else). ⁵ Cf. Vin 5.4.
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2.1. nuns’ analysis: on laying-down-where

Saṅghādisesa

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 1Wherewas that offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order laid

down by that Lord … for a nun who speaks in envy (and) brings a
law-suit? Concerning whom? On what subject? … By whom has it
been conveyed?
“Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

laid down by that Lord … for a nun who speaks in envy (and) brings
a law-suit?” It was laid down in Sāvatthī.¹
“Concerning whom?” Concerning the nunThullanandā.
“On what subject?” On the subject of the nunThullanandā’s being

one who spoke in envy.
“Is there there…(seePrv 2.1:Bi-Pj 5. Insteadof by the secondrecital,

the Defeat class of offence (as inMonks’ Bu-Pj 1) read by the third
recital, the class of offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order)
… She originates it by two origins: it may be that she originates it by
body and by speech, not by mind; it may be that she originates it by

Vin 5.56

body and by speech and by mind …
“By whom has it been conveyed?” It has been conveyed by a suc-

cession (of teachers):

Upāli, Dāsaka, as well as Soṇaka …

Proclaimed the Vinaya-piṭaka in the Island of Tamba-
paṇṇi.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 2
BD 6.83The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for receiving

a woman thief …was laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the nun
Thullanandā …The nunThullanandā received a woman thief … One
laying down … She originates it by two origins: it may be that she
originates it by speech and by mind, not by body; it may be that she
originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

¹ Vin 4.224. ² Vin 4.226.
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Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 3

Theoffence requiring a FormalMeeting of theOrder for going among
villages alone …was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning a certain
nun … A certain nun went among villages alone … One laying down,
three supplementary layings down… She originates it by one origin
(as) in the first Defeat.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 4

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for restoring a
nun suspended by a complete Order without having obtained per-
mission from the Order which carried out the proceedings in accor-
dancewith the rule, the discipline, the Teacher’s instruction, and not
having learnt the group’s desire …was laid down in Sāvatthī² … con-
cerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā restored a nun
suspended by a complete Order without having obtained permission
from the Order which carried out the proceedings in accordance
with the rule, the discipline, the Teacher’s instruction, and not hav-
ing learnt the group’s desire … One laying down… She originates it
by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 5

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for a nun who
is filled with desire accepting solid food or soft food with her own
hand from the hand of a man who is filled with desire … was laid
down in Sāvatthī³ … concerning the nun Sundarīnandā …The nun
Sundarīnandā who was filled with desire accepted food⁴ from the
hand of a man who was filled with desire … One laying down… She
originates it by one origin (as) in the first Defeat.
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Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 6

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for instigating
(a nun), saying, “What can this man, whether he is filled with desire
or is not filled with desire, do to you, lady, since you are not filled

BD 6.84

with desire? Please, lady, eat or partake of the solid food or the soft
food which this man is giving to you accepting it with your own
hand” … was laid down Sāvatthī¹ … concerning a certain nun … A
certain nun instigated, saying, “What can …with your own hand.”
One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 10

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for an angry
nun who does not give up (her course) though being admonished
up to the third time …was laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the

Vin 5.57

nun Caṇḍakālī …The nun Caṇḍakālī, angry, displeased, spoke thus,
“I repudiate the Buddha, I repudiate Dhamma, I repudiate the Order,
I repudiate the training … ” … One laying down… She originates it
by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 11

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for a nun who
has been overthrown in some legal question and does not give up
(her course) though being admonished up to the third time …was
laid down in Sāvatthī³ … concerning the nun Caṇḍakālī …The nun
Caṇḍakālī, overthrown in some legal question, angry, displeased,
spoke thus, “The nuns are following a wrong course through partial-
ity and the nuns are following a wrong course through hatred and
the nuns are following a wrong course through confusion and the
nuns are following a wrong course through fear” … One laying down
… She originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

¹ Vin 4.228f. ² Vin 4.231. ³ Vin 4.233. ⁴ āmisa, a word not in the relevant part
of Vin 4. ¹ Vin 4.234. ² Vin 4.236. ³ Vin 4.238.
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Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 12

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for nuns who
are living in company and do not give up (their course) though being
admonished up to the third time … was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ …
concerning several nuns … Several nuns were living in company …
One laying down…They originate it by one origin in throwing off
responsibility.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 2.1:Bi-Ss 13

The offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for (a nun who
is) instigating (nuns), saying, “Ladies, live you as though in com-
pany, do not you live otherwise,” and does not give up (her course)
though being admonished up to the third time …was laid down in
Sāvatthī² … concerning the nunThullanandā…ThenunThullanandā
instigated (nuns) saying, “Ladies, live you as though in company … ”

BD 6.85

…One laying down… She originates by one origin in throwing off
responsibility.

Concluded are the ten Offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

its summary
Envy, woman thief, among the villages, suspended, and about solid food,
“What to you?”, angry, some, company, and on another—these ten.³

Nissaggiya Pācittiya

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 1
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 1 The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for making a hoard

of bowls was laid down by that Lord … at Sāvatthī⁴ … concerning
the group of six nuns … The group of six nuns made a hoard of

¹ Vin 4.239. ² Vin 4.241. ³ For the total of 17 offences of this class for nuns,
against 13 for monks, bd 3.212, n. 1. ⁴ Vin 4.243.
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bowls … One laying down … She originates it by two origins (as)
in Kaṭhina-cloth.¹

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 2
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 2

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for thinking robe ma-
terial (given) not at the right time was robe-material (given) at the
right time, and having allotted it, having it distributed …was laid
down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the nun Thullanandā …The nun
Thullanandā, thinking that robe-material (given) not at the right

Vin 5.58

time was robe-material (given) at the right time, allotting it, had it
distributed … One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 3
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 3

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for tearing away a robe
that has been exchanged with a nun …was laid down in Sāvatthī³
… concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā, having
exchanged a robe with a nun, tore it away (from her) … One laying
down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 4
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 4

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for after having asked
for one thing then asking for another …was laid down in Sāvatthī⁴
… concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā, having
asked for one thing, asked for another … One laying down … She
originates it by the six origins.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 5
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 5

BD 6.86…for after getting one thing in exchange getting another in exchange
… (see Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 4) …

¹ See Vin 5.88; andMonks’ Bu-NP 1. ² Vin 4.246. ³ Vin 4.247. ⁴ Vin 4.249.
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Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 6
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 6

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for getting something
in exchange for that which was necessary (and) appointed for an-
other thing, destined for another thing, (and) belonging to an Order
…was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning several nuns … Several
nuns got something in exchange…One laying down…She originates
it by the six origins.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 7
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 7

… for getting something in exchange for that which was necessary
(and) appointed for another thing, destined for another thing, be-
longing to an Order (and) that she herself had asked for …

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 8
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 8

… for getting something in exchange for that which was necessary
(and) appointed for another thing, destined for another thing, be-
longing to a company …

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 9
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 9

… for getting something in exchange for that which was necessary
(and) appointed for another thing, destined for another thing, be-
longing to a company (and) that she herself had asked for …

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 10
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 10

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for getting something
in exchange for that which was necessary (and) appointed for an-
other thing, destined for another thing, belonging to an individual
… was laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the nunThullanandā …
The nunThullanandā got something in exchange for that which was
necessary … One laying down… She originates it by the six origins.

¹ Vin 4.251. ² Vin 4.254.
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Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 11
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 11

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for bargaining¹ for a
heavy cloth (worth) more than four “bronzes” …was laid down in
Sāvatthī² … concerning the nunThullanandā…ThenunThullanandā
asked the king for a woollen garment … One laying down … She
originates it by the six origins.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 12
Prv 2.1:Bi-NP 12

The offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture for bargaining for a
light cloth (worth) more than two and a half “bronzes” … was laid

Vin 5.59

down in Sāvatthī³ … concerning the nun Thullanandā …The nun
BD 6.87

Thullanandā asked the king for a linen garment … One laying down
… She originates it by the six origins.

Concluded are the twelve Offences of Expiation involving Forfeiture

its summary
Bowl, and not-the-right-and-the-right-time,
in exchange, she asked,
Having got in exchange, necessary,
and belonging to an Order, a company,
Herself asking, belonging to an individual,
four “bronzes”, two and a half.

Pācittiya

Division 1: on garlic

Nuns’ Pācittiya 1
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 1The offence of Expiation for eating garlic was laid down by the Lord

… in Sāvatthī⁴ … concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThul-
lanandā, not knowingmoderation, had much garlic taken away …

¹ On cetāpeti here more probably meaning to bargain than to get in exchange, see
bd 3.239, n. 1. ² Vin 4.255. ³ Vin 4.256. ⁴ Vin 4.259.
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One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s
wool.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 2
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 2

The offence of Expiation for letting the hair of the body grow…was
laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the group of six nuns …The
group of six nuns let the hair of the body grow…One laying down…
She originates it by four origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 3
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 3

Theoffence of Expiation for slappingwith the hands…was laid down
in Sāvatthī … concerning two nuns … Two nuns slapped with the
palms of their hands … One laying down… She originates it by one
origin (as) in the first Defeat.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 4
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 4

The offence of Expiation for an application of lac … was laid down
in Sāvatthī … concerning a certain nun … A certain nun took an
application of lac … One laying down … She originates it by one
origin (as) in the first Defeat.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 5
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 5

Theoffence of Expiation for taking an ablutionwithwater consisting
ofmore than (ameasure of) twofinger-joints…was laiddownamong
the Sakyans³… concerning a certain nun…A certain nun took a very
deep ablution with water … One laying down… She originates it by
one origin (as) in the first Defeat.⁴
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 6
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 6

BD 6.88 The offence of Expiation for standing with drinking water or with a
fan close to a monk while he is eating …was laid down in Sāvatthī …
concerning a certain nun…A certain nun stoodwith drinkingwater
and with a fan close to a monk while he was eating … One laying
down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 7
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 7

Vin 5.60The offence of Expiation for eating raw grain, having asked for it
…was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several
nuns ate raw grain, having asked for it … One laying down … She
originates it by four origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 8
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 8

The offence of Expiation for throwing out excrement or urine or rub-
bish or the remains of food over a wall … was laid down in Sāvatthī²
… concerning a certain nun … A certain nun threw out excrement
and urine and rubbish and the remains of food over a wall … One
laying down… She originates it by the six origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 9
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 9

The offence of Expiation for throwing out excrement or urine or
rubbish or the remains of food on to the crops … was laid down
in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several nuns threw out
excrement and … the remains of food on to the crops … One laying
down… She originates it by the six origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 10
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 10

The offence of Expiation for going to see dancing and singing and
music …was laid down in Rājagaha … concerning the group of six

¹ Vin 5.88 and Monks’ Bu-NP.16. ² Vin 4.260. ³ Vin 4.262. ⁴ Vin 5.87.
¹ Vin 5.88 andMonks’ Bu-NP 16. ² Vin 4.265.
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nuns …The group of six nuns went to see dancing and singing and
music … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in
Sheep’s wool.¹

The First Division: that on Garlic

Division 2: on the Dark of the Night

Nuns’ Pācittiya 11
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 11

The offence of Expiation for standing together with a man, the one
with the other, in the dark of the night when there is no light … was
laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning a certain nun … A certain nun
stood together with a man, the one with the other …when there was
no light … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in
Caravan set on theft.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 12
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 12

BD 6.89 … for standing together with a man … in a secluded place …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 13
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 13

… for standing together with a man … in an open place …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 14
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 14

The offence of Expiation for standing together with a man, the one
with the other, on a carriage-road or in a cul-de-sac or at a cross-
roads…was laiddown inSāvatthī…concerning thenunThullanandā
…The nunThullanandā stood together with a man, the one with the
other, on a carriage-road and in a cul-de-sac and at a cross-roads …
One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Caravan
set on theft.

¹ Vin 5.88 and Monks’ Bu-NP 16. ² Vin 4.268. ³ Monks’ Bu-Pc 66; and see
Vin 5.89.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 15
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 15

The offence of Expiation for departing without asking the owner
(for permission) after having approached families before a meal
and having sat down on a seat … was laid down in Sāvatthī … con-

Vin 5.61

cerning a certain nun … A certain nun departed without asking the
owner … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in
Kaṭhina-cloth.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 16
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 16

Theoffence of Expiation for sitting downon a seatwithout asking the
owner (for permission) after having approached families after ameal
… was laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the nunThullanandā …
The nunThullanandā sat down… after a meal … One laying down…
She originates it by two origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 17
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 17

The offence of Expiation for sitting down on a sleeping-place which
she has spread or has caused to be spread without asking the owner
(for permission), after having approached families at thewrong time
…was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several
nuns sat down on a sleeping-place which they had spread without
asking the owner … One laying down … She originates it by two
origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.⁴

Nuns’ Pācittiya 18
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 18

Theoffence of Expiation formaking (someone) look downon another
because of a misapprehension, because of a misunderstanding …
was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning a certain nun… A certain
nunmade (someone) look down on another because of a misappre-

¹ Vin 5.88 and Monks’ Bu-NP 1. ² Vin 4.273. ³ Vin 5.88 and Monks’ Bu-NP 1.
⁴ Vin 5.88 andMonks’ Bu-NP 1.
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hension, because of a misunderstanding … One laying down… She
originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 19
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 19

BD 6.90 TheoffenceofExpiation for cursingoneself or anotherwithNirayaor
with the Brahma-faring …was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning
the nun Caṇḍakālī …The nun Caṇḍakālī cursed herself and another
with Niraya and with the Brahma-faring … One laying down… She
originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 20
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 20

TheoffenceofExpiation forweeping, having struckoneself again and
again …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nun Caṇḍakālī
…The nun Caṇḍakālī wept, having struck herself again and again …
One laying down… She originates it by one origin in throwing off
responsibility.

The Second Division: that on the Dark of the Night

Division 3: on Bathing

Nuns’ Pācittiya 21
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 21

The offence of Expiation for bathing naked …was laid down in Sā-
vatthī² … concerning several nuns … Several nuns bathed naked …
One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s
wool.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 22
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 22

The offence of Expiation for having a bathing-cloth made exceeding
the (proper) measure … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning
the group of six nuns …The group of six nuns wore bathing cloths

¹ Vin 4.276. ² Vin 4.278. ³ Vin 5.88 andMonks’ Bu-NP 16.
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that were not of the (proper) measure … One laying down … She
originates it by the six origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 23
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 23

Vin 5.62The offence of Expiation for neither sewing nor making an effort to
get sewn a nun’s robe that she has unsewn or caused to be unsewn
…was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nunThullanandā …
The nunThullanandā neither sewed nor made an effort to get sewn a
nun’s robe … One laying down… She originates it by one origin in
throwing off the responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 24
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 24

The offence of Expiation for missing going about in an outer cloak
for five days …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns
… Several nuns, having entrusted the robe to the hands of (other)
nuns, set out on a tour of the country with (only) the inner and the
upper robes … One laying down… She originates it by two origins
(as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 25
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 25

The offence of Expiation for wearing a robe that should be handed
back …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning a certain nun…A

BD 6.91

certain nun, without asking (for permission), put on the robe of a
certain (other) nun … One laying down… She originates it by two
origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 26
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 26

TheoffenceofExpiation forputting anobstacle in thewayof a group’s
receiving robe-material … was laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning
the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā put an obstacle in the

¹ Vin 5.88 andMonks’ Bu-NP 1. ² Vin 4.283.
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way of a group’s receiving robe-material … One laying down… She
originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 27
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 27

The offence of Expiation for holding back a legally valid division of
robe-material … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nun
Thullanandā…ThenunThullanandāheldbacka legally validdivision
of robe-material … One laying down … She originates it by three
origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 28
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 28

Theoffence of Expiation for giving recluses’ robe-material to a house-
holder or a wanderer or a female wanderer …was laid down in Sā-
vatthī … concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā
gave recluses’ robe-material to a householder … One laying down…
She originates it by the six origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 29
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 29

The offence of Expiation for letting the robe-season pass when an
expectation of robe-material is not sure …was laid down in Sāvatthī
… concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā let the
robe-season pass when an expectation of robe-material was not sure
… One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 30
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 30

The offence of Expiation for holding back a legally valid removal of
the kaṭhina (privileges) …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning
the nun Thullanandā … The nun Thullanandā held back a legally

Vin 5.63

valid removal of the kaṭhina (privileges) … One laying down… She
originates it by three origins.

TheThird Division: that on Bathing¹
¹ nhānavaggo against naggavaggo at Vin 4.288.
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Division 4: on Sharing

Nuns’ Pācittiya 31
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 31

The offence of Expiation for the sharing of one couch by two nuns
…was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning several nuns … Several
nuns, in twos, shared one couch…One laying down…She originates

BD 6.92

it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.²

Nuns’ Pācittiya 32
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 32

The offence of Expiation for the sharing of one covering-cloth by
two nuns …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns …
Several nuns, in twos, shared one covering cloth … One laying down
… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 33
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 33

The offence of Expiation for intentionally causing discomfort to a
nun …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nunThullanandā
…The nunThullanandā intentionally caused discomfort to a nun …
One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 34
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 34

The offence of Expiation for neither attending to an ailing (woman)
who livedwith her normaking an effort to get her attended to …was
laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nunThullanandā …The nun
Thullanandā neither attended to an ailing (woman) who lived with
her nor made an effort to get her attended to … One laying down…
She originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 35
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 35

The offence of Expiation for, after one has given quarters to a nun,
then angry, displeased, throwing her out…was laid down in Sāvatthī

¹ Vin 4.289. ² Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 5.88.
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… concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā, having
given quarters to a nun, then angry, displeased, threw her out …One
laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 36
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 36

The offence of Expiation for a nunwho keeps company (and) does
not give up (her course) though admonished up to the third time …
was laid down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning the nun Caṇḍakālī …The
nunCaṇḍakālī lived in company…One laying down…She originates
it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 37
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 37

The offence of Expiation for walking without a weapon on almstour
within (her own) region (when this is) agreed upon as dangerous,
frightening …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns

Vin 5.64

… Several nuns walked without a weapon on almstour within (their
own) region (when it was; agreed upon as dangerous, frightening …
One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s
wool.²

Nuns’ Pācittiya 38
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 38

BD 6.93 The offence of Expiation for walking … outside (her own) region …
(see Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 37).

Nuns’ Pācittiya 39
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 39

The offence of Expiation for walking on almstour during the rains
…was laid down in Rājagaha … concerning several nuns … Several
nuns walked on almstour during the rains …One laying down… She
originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.³

¹ Vin 4.294. ² Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 5.88.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 40
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 40

The offence of Expiation for a nun not setting out on almstour after
she has kept the rains … was laid down in Rājagaha … concerning
several nuns … Several nuns did not set out on almstour after they
had kept the rains … One laying down … She originates it by one
origin (as) in the first Defeat.¹

The Fourth Division: that on Sharing

Division 5: on a Picture-Gallery

Nuns’ Pācittiya 41
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 41

The offence of Expiation for going to see a king’s pleasure house or a
picture gallery or a park or a pleasure grove or a lotus pond …was
laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the group of six nuns …The
group of six nuns went to see a king’s pleasure house and a picture
gallery … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in
Sheep’s wool.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 42
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 42

The offence of Expiation for making use of a sofa or a divan …was
laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several nuns
made use of a sofa and a divan … One laying down… She originates
it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.⁴

Nuns’ Pācittiya 43
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 43

The offence of Expiation for spinning yarn …was laid down in Sā-
vatthī … concerning the group of six nuns …The group of six nuns
spun yarn … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as)
in Sheep’s wool.⁵

¹ Vin 5.87. ² Vin 4.298. ³ Vin 5.88. ⁴ Vin 5.88. ⁵ Vin 5.88.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 44
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 44

The offence of Expiation for doing household work …was laid down
in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns… Several nuns did household
work … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in
Sheep’s wool.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 45
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 45

The offence of Expiation for when one is being spoken to by a nun,
saying, “Come, lady, and settle this legal question,” and having an-
swered, “Very good,” but neither settling it nor making an effort
to get it settled …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nun

BD 6.94

Thullanandā …The nunThullanandā, on being spoken to by a nun,
Vin 5.65

saying, “Come, lady … ” and having answered, “Very good” (yet) nei-
ther settled it nor made an effort to get it settled … One laying down
… She originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 46
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 46

The offence of Expiation for giving with one’s own hand solid food or
soft food to a householder or to a wanderer or to a female wanderer
…was laid down in Sāvatthī² … concerning the nunThullanandā …
The nunThullanandā with her own hand gave solid food and soft
food to a householder One laying down… She originates it by two
origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 47
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 47

The offence of Expiation for not having given up a household robe
but making use of it … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the
nun Thullanandā … The nun Thullanandā, not having given up a
household robe, made use of it … One laying down… She originates
it by two origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.⁴

¹ Vin 5.88. ² Vin 4.302. ³ Vin 5.88. ⁴ Vin 5.88.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 48
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 48

The offence of Expiation for setting out on almstour without having
given up her dwelling … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning
the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā set out on almstour
without having given up her dwelling … One laying down … She
originates it by two origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 49
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 49

The offence of Expiation for learning worldly knowledge …was laid
down in Sāvatthī … concerning the group of six nuns …The group
of six nuns learnt worldly knowledge … One laying down … She
originates it by two origins (as) in Dhamma-line-by-line.²

Nuns’ Pācittiya 50
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 50

The offence of Expiation for teaching worldly knowledge … (see
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 49. Instead of learnt read taught) …

The Fifth Division: that on a Picture-Gallery

Division 6: on aMonastery

Nuns’ Pācittiya 51
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 51

The offence of Expiation for knowingly entering a monastery with
monks (in it) without asking (for permission) … was laid down in
Sāvatthī… concerning several nuns…Several nuns entered amonas-
tery without asking (for permission) … One laying down,³ two sup-

BD 6.95

plementary layings down… She originates it by one origin in throw-
ing off responsibility.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 52
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 52

The offence of Expiation for reviling and abusing a monk …was laid
down in Vesālī … concerning the group of six nuns … The group
of six nuns reviled the venerable Upāli … One laying down … She
originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 53
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 53

The offence of Expiation for being quick-tempered (and) abusing
a group … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nun Thul-

Vin 5.66

lanandā …The nunThullanandā, being quick-tempered, abused a
group … One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 54
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 54

The offence of Expiation for partaking of solid food or soft food by (a
nun) who had been invited or had been satisfied …was laid down in
Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several nuns who had eaten
andwere satisfied ate elsewhere…One laying down…She originates
it by four origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 55
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 55

The offence of Expiation for being grudging as to families …was laid
down in Sāvatthī … concerning a certain nun … A certain nun was
grudging as to families … One laying down … She originates it by
three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 56
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 56

The offence of Expiation for spending the rains in a residence where
there is no monk …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several
nuns … Several nuns spent the rains in a residence where there was

¹ Vin 5.88. ² Vin 5.89 andMonks’ Bu-Pc 4. ³ Vin 4.306.
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nomonk … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as)
in Sheep’s wool.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 57
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 57

The offence of Expiation for a nun who has kept the rains and does
not “invite” both Orders in respect of three matters …was laid down
in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several nuns, having kept
the rains did not “invite” an Order of monks … One laying down…
She originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 58
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 58

The offence of Expiation for not going for exhortation or for commu-
nion …was laid down among the Sakyans … concerning the group
of six nuns …The group of six nuns did not go for exhortation…One
laying down…She originates it by one origin (as) in the first Defeat.²

Nuns’ Pācittiya 59
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 59

The offence of Expiation for not asking (the date of) the Observance
BD 6.96

day andnot approaching for exhortation…was laid down in Sāvatthī
… concerning several nuns … Several nuns neither asked (the date
of) theObservance day nor approached for exhortation…One laying
down… She originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 60
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 60

The offence of Expiation for making burst, together with a man, the
one with the other, a boil or a scab that has formed on the lower part
of her body (and)without having obtained permission fromanOrder
or a group …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning a certain nun
… A certain nun together with a man, the one with the other, made
a boil burst that had formed on the lower part of her body … One
laying down…She originates it by two origins (as) in Kaṭhina-cloth.³

¹ Vin 5.88. ² Vin 5.87. ³ Vin 5.88.
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The Sixth Division: that on aMonastery

Division 7: on a PregnantWoman

Nuns’ Pācittiya 61
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 61

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a pregnant woman … was
laid down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning several nuns … Several nuns

Vin 5.67

ordained a pregnant woman… One laying down… She originates it
by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 62
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 62

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a woman who is giving suck
…

Nuns’ Pācittiya 63
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 63

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a probationer who has not
trained for two years in the six rules …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 64
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 64

Theoffence of Expiation for ordaining a probationerwho has trained
for two years in the six rules but is not agreed on by the Order …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 65
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 65

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a girl married for less than
twelve years …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 66
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 66

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a girl married for a full twelve
years but who has not trained for two years in the six rules …

¹ Vin 4.317.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 67
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 67

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a girl married for a full twelve
years and who has trained for two years in the six rules (but) is not
agreed upon by the Order …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 68
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 68

Theoffence of Expiation for (a nunwho) having ordained thewoman
who lives with her (and then) for two years helping her nor having
her helped …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nunThul-

BD 6.97

lanandā …The nunThullanandā, having ordained the womanwho
lived with her, for two years neither helped her nor had her helped
… One laying down… She originates it by one origin in throwing off
responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 69
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 69

The offence of Expiation for not waiting on an ordained woman in-
structor for two years … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning
several nuns … Several nuns did not wait on an ordained woman
instructor for two years … One laying down… She originates it by
one origin (as) in the first Defeat.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 70
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 70

The offence of Expiation for neither withdrawing nor having the
woman who lives with her withdrawn after she has ordained her …
was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the nunThullanandā …The
nunThullanandā, having ordained the womanwho lived with her,
neither withdrew her nor had her withdrawn… One laying down…
She originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

The Seventh Division: that on a PregnantWoman
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Division 8: on aMaiden

Nuns’ Pācittiya 71
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 71

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a maiden under twenty years
of age¹ … (see Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 61).

Nuns’ Pācittiya 72
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 72

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a maiden who has completed
twenty years of age (but) has not trained for two years in the six
rules …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 73
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 73

Vin 5.68 The offence of Expiation for ordaining a maiden who has completed
twenty years of age and has trained for two years in the six rules but
is not agreed upon by the Order …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 74
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 74

The offence of Expiation for ordaining while one is less than twelve
years (of standing)…was laid down in Sāvatthī… concerning several
nuns…Several nuns ordainedwhile theywere less than twelve years
(of standing) … One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 75
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 75

The offence of Expiation for ordaining by one who has completed
twelve years (of standing but) is not agreed upon by the Order …
was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns… Several nuns
who had completed twelve years (of standing) ordained (though)
they were not agreed upon by the Order … One laying down… She

BD 6.98

originates it by three origins.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 76
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 76

The offence of Expiation for afterwards engaging in criticismwhen
on being told, “You have ordained sufficiently, lady, for the time be-
ing,” and having answered, “Very good” …Was laid down in Sāvatthī
… concerning the nun Caṇḍakālī. The nun Caṇḍakālī afterwards
engaged in criticism when having been told, “You have ordained
sufficiently, lady, for the present,” she had answered, “Very good” …
One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 77
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 77

Theoffence of Expiation forneither ordaining aprobationer towhom
she has said, “If you, lady, will give me a robe, I will ordain you,” nor
making an effort to get her ordained … was laid down in Sāvatthī
… concerning the nunThullanandā …The nunThullanandā, having
said to a probationer, “If you, lady … ” (yet) neither ordained her
nor made an effort to get her ordained … One laying down … She
originates it by one origin in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 78
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 78

Theoffence of Expiation for saying to a probationer, “If you, lady,will
wait uponme for two years, I will ordain you” … (see Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 77).

Nuns’ Pācittiya 79
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 79

The offence of Expiation for ordaining a probationer who is keeping
company with men, keeping company with youths, who is violent, a
dwelling-place of grief … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning
the nunThullanandā…ThenunThullanandā ordained a probationer
who kept company with men … One laying down… She originates it
by three origins.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 80
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 80

Theoffence of Expiation for ordaining a probationerwithout the con-
sent of (her) parents or (her) husband…was laid down in Sāvatthī …
concerning the mmThullanandā …The nunThullanandā ordained a
probationer without the consent of (her) parents and (her) husband

Vin 5.69

…One laying down… She originates it by four origins; it may be that
she originates it by speech, not by body, not by mind; it may be that
she originates it by body and by speech, not by mind; it may be that
she originates it by speech and by mind, not by body; it may be that
she originates it by body and by speech and by mind.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 81
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 81

BD 6.99 The offence of Expiation for ordaining a probationer by showing
favouritism (to monks) placed on probation … was laid down in
Rājagaha… concerning the nunThullanandā…ThenunThullanandā
ordained a probationer by showing favouritism… One laying down
… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 82
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 82

Theoffence of Expiation for ordaining every year…was laid down in
Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several nuns ordained every
year … One laying down… She originates it by three origins.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 83
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 83

The offence of Expiation for ordaining two (probationers) in one
year … (see Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 82).

The Eighth Division: that on aMaiden
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Division 9: on Sunshade and Sandals

Nuns’ Pācittiya 84
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 84

Theoffence of Expiation for using a sunshade and sandals …was laid
down in Sāvatthī¹ … concerning the group of six nuns …The group
of six nuns used a sunshade and sandals … One laying down, one
supplementary laying down… She originates it by two origins (as)
in Sheep’s wool.²

Nuns’ Pācittiya 85
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 85

Theoffence of Expiation for going in a vehicle … (see Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 84).
Readwent in a vehicle.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 86
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 86

The offence of Expiation for wearing a petticoat … was laid down in
Sāvatthī… concerning a certainnun…Acertainnunwore a petticoat
… One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s
wool.³

Nuns’ Pācittiya 87
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 87

The offence of Expiation for wearing women’s ornaments … was laid
down in Sāvatthī … concerning the group of six nuns …The group
of six nuns wore women’s ornaments … One laying down … She
originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.⁴

Nuns’ Pācittiya 88
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 88

The offence of Expiation for bathing with perfume and paint … (see
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 87).
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 89
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 89

The offence of Expiation for bathing with scented ground sesamum
…

Nuns’ Pācittiya 90
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 90

The offence of Expiation for causing oneself to be rubbed (with oint-
ment) and causing oneself to be massaged by a nun …was laid down
in Sāvatthī … concerning several nuns … Several nuns caused them-
selves to be rubbed (with ointment), to be massaged by a nun … One

BD 6.100

laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in Sheep’s wool.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 91
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 91

Vin 5.70 The offence of Expiation for causing oneself to be rubbed (with oint-
ment) and causing oneself to be massaged by a probationer² …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 92
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 92

The offence of Expiation for causing oneself to be rubbed (with oint-
ment) and causing oneself to be massaged by a female novice …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 93
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 93

The offence of Expiation for causing oneself to be rubbed (with oint-
ment) and causing oneself to be massaged by a woman householder
…

Nuns’ Pācittiya 94
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 94

The offence of Expiation for sitting down on a seat in front of a monk
without asking (for permission) …was laid down in Sāvatthī … con-
cerning several nuns … Several nuns sat down on a seat in front of

¹ Vin 4.327. ¹ Vin 4.337. ² Vin 5.88. ³ Vin 5.88. ⁴ Vin 5.88. ¹ Vin 5.88.
² Vin 4.343.
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a monk without asking (for permission) … One laying down… She
originates it by two origins (as) in the Kaṭhina-cloth.¹

Nuns’ Pācittiya 95
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 95

The offence of Expiation for asking a question of a monk who has
not given leave …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning several
nuns … Several nuns asked a question of a monk who had not given
leave … One laying down… She originates it by two origins (as) in
Dhamma-line-by-line.²

Nuns’ Pācittiya 96
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pc 96

The offence of Expiation for entering a village without (wearing)
a vest … was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning a certain nun …
A certain nun entered a village without (wearing) her vest … One
laying down … She originates it by two origins: it may be that she
originates it by body, not by speech, not by mind; it may be that she
originates it by body and by mind, not by speech.

TheNinth Division: on Sunshade and Sandals

Concluded are the NineMinor Divisions

its summary
Garlic, hair of the body, palm, application, ablution,
While (he is) eating, of raw grains, two on the remains of food, seeing, /
In the dark, in a secluded place, in an open place, and on a carriage-road,
Before, after, and at the wrong time,

BD 6.101
misapprehension, with Niraya, having struck, /
Naked, water, having sewn, for five days, to be handed back,
Group, division, recluse, not sure,
and about kaṭhina (privileges), /
About one couch, and covering-cloth,
intentionally, woman who lives with her,
Having given, keeping company, within,
and outside, rains, does not set out, /
King, sofa, and yarn, household, and about a settlement,

¹ Vin 5.88. ² Vin 5.89.
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Should give, robe, dwelling, and learning, should teach, /
Monastery, reviling, and quick-tempered,
should partake of, grudging as to families,
In a residence, Invitation, exhortation,
two things, and about the lower part of the body, /
A pregnant woman, one giving suck,
six rules, not agreed upon, less than twelve,
And a full (twelve), by the Order, with,

Vin 5.71
ordained (woman), and five or six, /
Maiden, and two, by the Order, twelve,
and about being not agreed upon,
Sufficiently, and “If ”, for two years,
keeping company, by the husband, /
Placed on probation, every year,
and about ordaining two,
Sunshade, in a vehicle, petticoat,
women’s ornaments, with paint, /
Ground sesamum, and then a nun,
and a probationer, a female novice,
A woman householder, in front of a monk,
leave not given, a vest. /

summary of these divisions
Garlic, darkness, bathing, sharing, picture-gallery,
Monastery, then pregnant woman,
maidens, sunshade-and-sandals. /

Pātidesanīya

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 1

Prv:Bu-Pd

The offence to be Confessed for partaking of ghee, having had asked
for …was laid down in Sāvatthī … concerning the group of six nuns
…The group of six nuns, having had gheeasked for, partook of it …

BD 6.102

One laying down,¹ one supplementary laying down… She originates
it by four origins.
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Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 2
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 2

… oil, having had it asked for …

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 3
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 3

… honey, having had it asked for …

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 4
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 4

…molasses, having had it asked for …

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 5
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 5

…fish, having had it asked for …

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 6
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 6

…meat, having had it asked for …

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 7
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 7

…milk, having had it asked for …

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 8
Prv 2.1:Bi-Pd 8

… curds, having had them asked for … She originates it by four ori-
gins: it may be that she originates it by body, not by speech, not by
mind; it may be that she originates it by body and by speech, not by
mind; it may be that she originates it by body and by mind, not by
speech; it may be that she originates it by body and by speech and by
mind.

Concluded are the eight offences to be Confessed

its summary
Ghee, oil, and then honey, molasses, and so fish,

¹ Vin 4.347.
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Meat, milk, and curds too, a nun having had (them) asked for:
The eight offences to be Confessed
were proclaimed by the Buddha Himself. /

Having abridged those rules of training that were given in full in the
Monks’ Analysis,

Concluded is the Chapter on Laying-down-Where in the Nuns’ Analysis
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Offences?

Pārājika

Nuns’ Pārājika 5

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pj 5Consenting to physical contact with a man who is filled with desire
how many offences does a nun who is filled with desire fall into?
Consenting… a nunwho is filledwith desire falls into three offences:

Vin 5.72

if she consents to taking hold of below the collar-bone, above the
circle of the knees, the offence is one involvingDefeat; if she consents
to a takinghold of above the collar-bone, below the circle of the knees,
the offence is a grave one; if she consents to taking hold of something
attached to the body, the offence is one of wrong-doing. These are
the three offences that, consenting … a nun who is fined with desire
falls into.

Nuns’ Pārājika 6
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pj 6

Concealing a fault, a nun who is one who conceals a fault … falls into
three offences: if she conceals, knowing the matter is one involving

BD 6.103

Defeat, the offence is one involving Defeat; if, being in doubt, she
conceals, the offence is a grave one; if she conceals a falling away
from good behaviour, the offence is one of wrong-doing.These are
the three offences that, concealing a fault, a nun who is one who
conceals a fault falls into.
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Nuns’ Pārājika 7
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pj 7

Not giving up (her course) though being admonished up to the third
time, a nun who is an imitator of one who is suspended … falls into
three offences: following the motion there is an offence of wrong-
doing; following the two resolutions there are grave offences; fol-
lowing the conclusion of the (three) resolutions the offence is one
involving Defeat. These are the three offences that, though being
admonished up to the third time, a nun who is an imitator of one
who is suspended falls into.

Nuns’ Pārājika 8
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pj 8

Completing the eighth thing … she falls into three offences: if she is
told by a man, “Come to such and such a place” and goes there, the
offence is one of wrong-doing; in merely approaching the reach of
theman’s hand, the offence is a grave one; if she completes the eighth
thing the offence is one involving Defeat.

Concluded are the Offences involving Defeat

Saṅghādisesa

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 1 Bringing a law-suit, a nun who is one who speaks in envy falls into

three offences: if she announces it to one (person) the offence is one
of wrong-doing; if she announces it to a second the offence is a grave
one; at the end of the law-suit the offence is one requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 2

Receiving a woman-thief she falls into three offences: following the
motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; following the two res-
olutions there are grave offences; following the conclusion of the
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(three) resolutions the offence is one requiring a Formal Meeting of
the Order.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 3

Going alone among villages she falls into three offences: if she goes
the offence is one of wrong-doing; if she makes the first foot cross
the enclosure the offence is a grave one; if she makes the second foot
cross the offence is one requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 4

Restoring a nun suspended by a complete Order, without having
obtained permission from the Order, which carried out the proceed-

BD 6.104

ings in accordance with the rule, with Discipline with the Teacher’s
instruction, not having learnt the group’s desire, she falls into three
offences: following the motion. (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 2 above).

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 5

A nunwho is filled with desire, partaking of solid food or soft food
that with her own hand she has accepted from the hand of a man
who is filled with desire, falls into three offences: if she accepts it

Vin 5.73

thinking, “I will eat, I will partake of,” the offence is a grave one; for
every mouthful the offence is one requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order; if she accepts water for cleansing the teeth, the offence is one
of wrong-doing.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 6

Instigating (by) saying, “What can thisman,whether he is filledwith
desire or is not filled with desire, do to you, lady, since you are not
filled with desire? Please, lady, eat or partake of the solid food or the
soft food that this man is giving to you and that you have accepted
with your own hand,” she falls into three offences: if at her bidding
she accepts thinking, “I will eat, I will partake of,” the offence is one
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of wrong-doing; for every mouthful there is a grave offence; at the
end of the meal the offence is one requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 10

Not giving up (her course) though being admonished up to the third
time, a nun who is angry falls into three offences: following the
motion … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 2).

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 11

Not giving up (her course) though being admonished up to the third
time, a nunwho is overthrown in some legal question falls into three
offences: following the motion …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 12

Not givingup (their course) thoughbeing admonishedup to the third
time, nuns who live in company fall into three offences: following
the motion …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 2.2:Bi-Ss 13

Not giving up (her course) though being admonished up to the third
time, (but) instigating (and) saying, “Ladies, live you as though in
company, do not you live otherwise,” she falls into three offences:
following the motion …

Concluded are the Offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

Nissaggiya Pācittiya

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 1
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 1 Making a hoard of bowls she falls into one offence: that of Expiation

involving Forfeiture.
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Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 2
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 2
BD 6.105Thinking that robe-material (given) not at the right time is robe-

material (given) at the right time, having it distributed after she has
allotted it, she falls into two offences: when she has it distributed,
in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when it has been
distributed there is an offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 3
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 3

Tearing away a robe she has exchanged with (another) nun, she falls
into two offences: when she tears it away, in the action there is an
offence ofwrong-doing;when she has torn it away there is an offence
of Expiation involving Forfeiture.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 4
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 4

Having another thing asked for when she has had one thing asked
for, she falls into two offences:when she has it asked for, in the action
(request) there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has had it
asked for there is an offence of Expiation involving Forfeiture.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 5
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 5

Getting another thing in exchange when she has got one thing in
exchange … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 4).

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 6
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 6

Getting another thing in exchange for that which was necessary
(and) appointed for another thing, destined for another thing, (and)
belonging to an Order, she falls into two offences: as she gets it in
exchange, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when
she has got it in exchange there is an offence of Expiation involving
Forfeiture.
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Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 7
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 7

Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 8
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 9

Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 10

Getting another thing in exchange for that which was necessary
(and) appointed for another thing, destined for another thing, (and)
belonging to an Order (and) that she herself had asked for belonging
to a company … belonging to a company (and) that she herself had
asked for … belonging to an individual (and) that she herself had

Vin 5.74

asked for … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 6).

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 11
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 11

Bargaining for a heavy cloth (worth) more than four “bronzes” she
falls into two offences: when she bargains, m the action there is an
offence of wrong-doing; when she has bargained there is an offence
of Expiation involving Forfeiture.

Nuns’Nissaggiya Pācittiya 12
Prv 2.2:Bi-NP 12

Bargaining for a light cloth (worth) more than two and a “bronzes”,
she falls into two offences …

Concluded are the Offences of Expiation involving Forfeiture

Pācittiya

Division 1: on Garlic

Nuns’ Pācittiya 1

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 1
BD 6.106 Eating garlic she falls into two offences: if she accepts it thinking,

“I will eat,” the offence is one of wrong-doing; for every mouthful
there is an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 2
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 2

Letting the hair of the body grow she falls into two offences: when
she lets it grow there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has let
it grow there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 3
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 3

Slapping with the palms of the hands she falls into two offences: as
she slaps, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she
has slapped there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 4
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 4

Taking an application of lac she falls into two offences: as she takes
it, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has
taken it there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 5
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 5

Taking an ablution with water consisting of more than (a measure
of) two finger-joints she falls into two offences… (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 4).

Nuns’ Pācittiya 6
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 6

Standing with drinking water or with a fan close to a monk while he
is eating she falls into two offences: if she stands within a reach of
the hand there is an offence of Expiation; if she stands having left a
reach of the hand there is an offence of wrong-doing.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 7
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 7

Eating raw grain having had it asked for she falls into two offences:
if she accepts it, thinking, “I will partake of it,” there is an offence of
wrong-doing; for each mouthful there is an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 8
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 8

Throwing out excrement or urine or rubbish or the remains of food
over a wall she falls into two offences: as she throws it out, in the
action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has thrown it
out there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 9
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 9

Throwing out excrement … or the remains of food on to the crops …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 10
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 10

Going to see dancing or singing or music she falls into two offences:
as she goes there is an offence of wrong-doing, standing where she
sees or hears there is an offence of Expiation.

The First Division: that on Garlic

Division 2: on the Dark of the Night

Nuns’ Pācittiya 11
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 11

Standing together with a man, the one with the other, in the dark
of the night when there is no light she falls into two offences: if she

BD 6.107

stands within the reach of a hand there is an offence of Expiation;
if she stands having left the reach of the hand there is an offence of
wrong-doing.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 12
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 12

Standing together with a man, the one with the other, in a secluded
place …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 13
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 13

Vin 5.75 Standing together with a man, the one with the other, in an open
place …
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 14
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 14

Standing together with a man, the one with the other, on a carriage-
road or in a cul-de-sac or at a cross-roads …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 15
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 15

Departing without asking the owner (for permission) after having
approached families before a meal she falls into two offences: if she
lets the first foot cross a place sheltered from the rain there is an
offence of wrong-doing; if she lets the second foot cross there is an
offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 16
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 16

Sitting down on a seat without asking the owner (for permission)
having approached families after a meal she falls into two offences:
as she sits down, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing;
when she has sat down there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 17
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 17

Sitting down on a sleeping-place which she has spread or has caused
to be spread without asking the owner (for permission) after having
approached families at a wrong time, she falls into two offences: as
she sits down, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when
she has sat down there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 18
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 18

Because of a misapprehension, because of amisunderstanding, mak-
ing (someone) look down on another she falls into two offences: as
she makes (someone) look down on, in the action there is an offence
of wrong-doing; when she has made (someone) look down on there
is an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 19
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 19

Cursing herself or another with Niraya or with the Brahma-faring
she falls into two offences: as she curses, in the action there is an
offence of wrong-doing; when she has cursed there is an offence of
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 20
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 20

Weeping, having struck herself again and again she falls into two
offences: if she strikes and weeps there is an offence of Expiation; if
she strikes (but) does not weep there is an offence of wrong-doing.

The Second Division: on the Dark of the Night

Division 3: on Bathing

Nuns’ Pācittiya 21
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 21

BD 6.108 Bathing naked she falls into two offences: as she is bathing in the
action there is an offence ofwrong-doing;when she has bathed there
is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 22
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 22

Having a bathing-cloth made exceeding the (proper) measure she
falls into two offences: as she is having it made, in the action there
is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has had it made there is an
offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 23
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 23

Neither sewing nor making an effort to get sewn a nun’s robe that
she has unsewn or caused to be unsewn, she falls into one offence:
Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 24
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 24

Missing going about in an outer cloak for five days … one offence …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 25
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 25

Wearing a robe that should behandedback she falls into twooffences:
while she wears it, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing;
when she has worn it there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 26
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 26

Putting an obstacle in the way of a group’s receiving robe-material
she falls into two offences: as she puts it, in the action there is an
offence of wrong-doing; when she has put it there is an offence of
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 27
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 27

Holding back a legally valid division of robe-material she falls into
two offences: as she holds it back, in the action there is an offence
of wrong-doing; when she has held it back there is an offence of
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 28
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 28

Giving recluses’ robe-material to a householder or a wanderer or a
female wanderer she falls into two offences: as she is giving, in the
action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has given there
is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 29
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 29

Vin 5.76Letting a robe-season pass when the expectation of robe-material is
not sure she falls into two offences: as she lets it pass, in the action
there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has let it pass there is
an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 30
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 30

Holding back a legally valid removal of the kaṭhina (privileges) she
falls into two offences … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 27).

TheThird Division: on Bathing

Division 4: on Sharing

Nuns’ Pācittiya 31
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 31

Two nuns sharing one couch fall into two offences: as they lie down,
in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when they have lain
down there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 32
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 32

BD 6.109 Two nuns sharing one covering-cloth …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 33
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 33

Intentionally causing discomfort to a nun she falls into two offences:
as she causes it, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing;
when she has caused it there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 34
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 34

Neither attending to an ailing (woman) who lives with her nor mak-
ing an effort to get her attended to she falls into one offence: Expia-
tion.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 35
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 35

After giving quarters to a nun, theft being angry, displeased, throw-
ing her out she falls into two offences: as she throws her out, in the
action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has thrown her
out there is an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 36
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 36

Not giving up (her course) though being admonished up to the third
time a nun who keeps company falls into two offences: following
the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; at the end of the
resolutions there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 37
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 37

Walking without a weapon on almstour within (her own) region
(when this is) agreed upon as dangerous, frightening she falls into
two offences: as she goes along, in the action there is an offence of
wrong-doing; when she has gone along there is an offence of Expia-
tion.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 38
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 38

Walking … outside (her own) region … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 37).

Nuns’ Pācittiya 39
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 39

Walking on almstour during the rains, she falls into two offences: as
she goes along …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 40
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 40

Not setting out on almstour after she has kept the rains a nun falls
into one offence: Expiation.

The Fourth Division: on Sharing

Division 5: on a Picture-Gallery

Nuns’ Pācittiya 41
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 41

Going to see a king’s pleasure house or a picture gallery or a park or
a pleasure grove or a lotus pond, she falls into two offences: as she is
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going there is an offence of wrong-doing; standing where she sees
there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 42
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 42

Making use of a sofa or a divan she falls into two offences: shemakes
use, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has
made use there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 43
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 43

Spinning yam she falls into two offences: as she spins, in e action
there is an offence of wrong-doing; for every running-up there is an
offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 44
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 44

BD 6.110 Doing householdwork she falls into two offences: as she does it there
is an offence ofwrong-doing;when she has done it there is an offence
of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 45
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 45

Vin 5.77 When one is being spoken to by a nun, saying, “Come lady, settle
this legal question,” and having answered, “Very good,” but neither
settling it nor making an effort to get it settled, she falls into one
offence: Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 46
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 46

Giving with her own hand solid food or soft food to a householder or
a wanderer or a female wanderer, she falls into two offences: as she
gives it, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she
has given it there is an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 47
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 47

Making use of a household robe, not having given it up, she falls into
two offences: as she makes use of it, in the action there is an offence
of wrong-doing; when she has made use of it there is an offence of
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 48
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 48

Setting out on almstour without having given up her dwelling she
falls into two offences: as shemakes the first foot cross the enclosure
there is an offence of wrong-doing; as she makes the second foot
cross there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 49
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 49

Learningworldly knowledge she falls into two offences: as she learns,
in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; for every line there
is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 50
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 50

Teachingworldlyknowledge she falls into twooffences: as she teaches,
in the action …

The Fifth Division: on a Picture-Gallery

Division 6: on aMonastery

Nuns’ Pācittiya 51
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 51

Knowingly entering a monastery with monks (in it) without asking
(for permission) she falls into two offences: as she makes the first
foot cross the enclosure … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 48).
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 52
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 52

Reviling and abusing a monk she falls into two offences: as she is
reviling, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing, when she
has reviled there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 53
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 53

Beingquick-temperedandabusingagroup, she falls into twooffences:
as she is abusing, in the action there is an offence o wrong-doing;
when she has abused there is an offence o Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 54
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 54

Partaking of solid food or soft food when she has been invited or has
been satisfied, she falls into two offences: as she accepts it thinking,

BD 6.111

“I will eat, I will partake of” there is an offence of wrong-doing; for
every mouthful there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 55
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 55

Being grudging as to families she falls into two offences: as she
grudges, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when
she has grudged there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 56
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 56

Spending the rains in a residence where there is no monk she falls
into two offences: if she thinks, “I will spend the rains” (and) pre-
pares a lodging, provides drinking water and water for washing,
sweeps a cell, there is an offence of wrong-doing; with sunrise there
is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 57
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 57

Not “inviting” both Orders in respect of three matters, a nun who
has kept the rains falls into one offence: Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 58
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 58

Notgoing for exhortationor for communionshe falls intooneoffence:
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 59
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 59

Not asking (the date of) the Observance day and not approaching
for exhortation … one offence: Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 60
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 60

Making burst, together with a man, the one with the other, a boil
or a scab that has formed on the lower part of her body (and) not
having obtained permission from an Order or a group she falls into

Vin 5.78

two offences: as shemakes it burst, in the action there is an offence of
wrong-doing; when she has burst it there is an offence of Expiation.

The Sixth Division: on aMonastery

Division 7: on a PregnantWoman

Nuns’ Pācittiya 61
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 61

Ordaining a pregnant woman she falls into two offences: as she or-
dains her, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she
has ordained her there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 62
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 62
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 63

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 64

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 65

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 66
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 67

Ordaining awoman giving suck… a probationerwho has not trained
for two years in the six rules … a probationer who has trained for
two years in the six rules but is not agreed upon by the Order … a
girl married for less than twelve years … a girl married for a full
twelve years who has not trained for two years in the six rules … a
girl married for a full twelve years who has trained for two years
in the six rules but is not agreed upon by the Order, she falls into
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two offences: as she ordains her, in the action there is an offence
of wrong-doing; when she has ordained her there is an offence of
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 68
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 68

BD 6.112 Ordaining the woman who lives with her (but) for two years nei-
ther helping her nor having her helped she falls into one offence:
Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 69
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 69

Not waiting on an ordained woman instructor for two years … one
offence: Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 70
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 70

Having ordained the womanwho lives with her (but) neither with-
drawing her nor having her withdrawn… one offence: Expiation.

The Seventh Division: on a PregnantWoman

Division 8: on aMaiden

Nuns’ Pācittiya 71
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 71

Ordaining amaidenunder twentyyears of age… (seePrv 2.2:Bi-Pc 61).

Nuns’ Pācittiya 72
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 72

Ordaining a maiden who has completed twenty years of age (but)
has not trained for two years in the six rules …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 73
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 73

Ordaining a maiden who has completed twenty years of age and has
trained for two years in the six rules but is not agreed upon by the
Order …
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 74
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 74

Ordaining while she is less than twelve years (of standing) …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 75
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 75

Ordaining when she has completed twelve years (of standing) but is
not agreed upon by the Order …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 76
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 76

Afterwards engaging in criticism when on being told, “You have
ordained sufficiently, lady, for the time being,” and having answered,
“Very good,” she falls into two offences:while she is criticizing, in the
action there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has criticized
there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 77
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 77

Neither ordaining normaking an effort to get a probationer ordained
to whom she has said, “If you, lady, will give me a robe, I will ordain
you,” she falls into one offence: Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 78
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 78

Vin 5.79Saying to a probationer, “If you, lady, will wait onme for two years, I
will ordain you” … Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 79
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 79

Ordaining a probationerwho is keeping companywithmen, keeping
companywith youths, who is violent, a dwelling-place of grief … (see
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 71).
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 80
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 80

Ordaining a probationer without the consent of (her) parents or
(her) husband …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 81
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 81

Ordaining a probationer by showing favouritism (to monks) placed
on probation …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 82
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 82

BD 6.113 Ordaining every year …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 83
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 83

Ordaining two (probationers) in one year …

The Eighth Division: on aMaiden

Division 9: on Sunshade and Sandals

Nuns’ Pācittiya 84
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 84

Using a sunshade and sandals she falls into two offences: as she is
using them, there is an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when
she has used (them) there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 85
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 85

Going in a vehicle she falls into two offences: as she is going, there is
an offence of wrong-doing in the action; when she has gone there is
an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 86
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 86

Wearing a petticoat … (see Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 84).
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 87
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 87

Wearing women’s ornaments …

Nuns’ Pācittiya 88
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 88

Bathing with perfume and paint she falls into two offences: as she
bathes, in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; at the end
of the bathing there is an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 89
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 89

Bathing with scented ground sesamum…

Nuns’ Pācittiya 90–93
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 90

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 91

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 92

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 93

Causing herself to be rubbed (with ointment) and causing herself
to be massaged by a nun … a probationer … a woman novice … a
woman householder she falls into two offences: as she causes herself
to be rubbed (with ointment), in the action there is an offence of
wrong-doing; when she has caused herself to be rubbed there is an
offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 94
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 94

Sitting down on a seat in front of a monk without asking (for per-
mission) she falls into two offences: as she sits down, in the action
there is an offence of wrong-doing; when she has sat down there is
an offence of Expiation.

Nuns’ Pācittiya 95
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 95

Asking a question of a monk who has not given permission she falls
into two offences: as she asks, in the action there is an offence of
wrong-doing; when she has asked there is an offence of Expiation.
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Nuns’ Pācittiya 96
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pc 96

Entering a village without wearing a vest she falls into two offences:
as she makes the first foot cross the enclosure there is an offence of
wrong-doing; as she makes the second foot Cross there is an offence
of Expiation.

TheNinth Division: on Sunshade and Sandals

Concluded is the Minor (Class)

Pātidesanīya

Nuns’ Pātidesanīya 1–8
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 1
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 2
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 3

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 4

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 5

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 6
Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 7

Prv 2.2:Bi-Pd 8
BD 6.114

Partaking of ghee … oil … honey …molasses … fish …meat …milk …
curds that she has had asked for she fails into two offences: as she
accepts it saying, “I will partake of it” there is an offence of wrong-
doing; for every mouthful there is an offence to be Confessed.

Concluded are the Eight Offences to be Confessed

Concluded is the Second Chapter: on Howmany Offences?
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Prv 2.3

Vin 5.80Of the four fallings away how many fallings away do the offences
for a nun who, filled with desire, is consenting to physical contact
with amanwho is filledwith desire appertain to? Of the four fallings
away the offences … appertain to two fallings away: there may be
falling away frommoral habit; there may be falling away from good
behaviour…Of the four fallings away howmany fallings away do the
offences for one who is partaking of curds, having had them asked
for, appertain to? … appertain to one falling away: falling away from
good behaviour.

Concluded is theThird Chapter: on Falling Away

2.4. Nuns’ Analysis: on Comprised In

Prv 2.4

Of the seven classes of offence in howmany classes of offence are
the offences for a nun who, filled with desire, … comprised? Of the
seven classes of offence the offences for a nun … are comprised in
three classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence involving
Defeat; itmay be in the class of offence that is a very grave one; itmay
be in the class of offence of wrong-doing …The offences for one who
is partaking of … curds, having had them asked for, are comprised
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in two classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence that has to
be Confessed; it may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing.

Concluded is the Fourth Chapter: on Comprised In

2.5. Nuns’ Analysis: on Origins

Prv 2.5

Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins do the offences
of a nun who, filled with desire, … originate? …They originate by
one origin: they originate by body and by mind, not by speech …
The offences for one who is partaking of … curds, having had them
asked for, originate by origins: it may be they originate by body,
not by speech, no bymind; it may be they originate by body and by
speech,not by mind; it may be they originate by body and bymind,

BD 6.115

not by speech; it may be they originate by body and by speech and
bymind.

Concluded is the Fifth Chapter: on Origins

2.6. Nuns’ Analysis: on Legal
Questions

Prv 2.6
Of the four legal questions which legal question (is raised by) the

offences for a nun who, filled with desire … ? Of the four legal ques-
tions it is the legal question concerning offences … For one who is
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partaking of… curds, having asked for them… it is the legal question
concerning offences.

Concluded is the Sixth Chapter: on Legal Questions

2.7. Nuns’ Analysis: on Legal
Questions

Prv 2.7
Of the seven (ways for) the deciding (of a legal question) by how

many decidings are the offences for a nun who, filled with desire …
stopped?…They are stopped by three deciding: it may be by a verdict
in thepresenceof andby the carryingout on (her) acknowledgement;
it may be by a verdict in the presence of and by a covering over (as)
with grass …… the offences of partaking of curds, having had them

Vin 5.81

asked for … are stopped by three deciding: … and by a covering over
(as) with grass.

Concluded is the Seventh Chapter: on Deciding

2.8. Nuns’ Analysis: on Accumulation

Prv 2.8

Howmany offences does a nun, filled with desire, consenting to
physical contact with a man who is filled with desire fall into? … She
falls into three offences … (see Prv 2.2).

Consenting to physical contact with a man who is filled with
desire howmany offences does a nun who is filled with desire fall
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into? Consenting … a nun who is filled with desire falls into three
offences: if she consents to taking hold of below the collar-bone
… (see Vin 5.71f.) … she falls into these three offences. Of the four
fallings away howmany fallings away do these offences appertain
to? Of the seven classes of offence in howmany classes of offence are
they comprised? Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins
do they originate? Of the four legal questions which legal question?
Of the seven decidings by howmany decidings are they stopped? Of
the four fallings away these offences … (see Prv 1.8 and by a covering
over (as) with grass) …

BD 6.116

Partakingof curds,havinghad themasked for, howmanyoffences
does she fall into? Partaking of curds, having had them asked for,
she falls into two offences: as she accepts saying, “I will partake of,”
the offence is one of wrong-doing; for every mouthful the offence
is one to be Confessed. Partaking of curds … she falls into these two
offences. Of the four fallings away howmany fallings away do these
offences appertain to … by which deciding are they stopped? Of the
four fallings away these offences appertain to one falling away; the
falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence
they are comprised in two classes of offence: it may be in the class
of offence that is to be Confessed; it may be in the class of offence of
wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate by four
origins: it may be that they originate by body, not by speech, not
by mind; it may be that they originate by body and by speech, not
by mind; it may be that they originate by body and by mind, not
by speech; it may be that they originate by body and by speech and
bymind. Of the four legal questions the legal question concerning
offences. Of the seven decidings they are stopped by three … and by
a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Eighth Chapter: on Accumulation
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2.9. Nuns’ Analysis: on
Laying-Down-Where

Nuns’ Pārājika 5

Prv 2.9:Bi-Pj 5Wherewas that offence involvingDefeat on the ground of consenting
to physical contact laid down by that Lord who knows, who sees,
perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One? Concerning whom? On
what subject? … By whomwas it conveyed?Where was that offence
involving Defeat on the ground of consenting to physical contact laid
down by that Lord … ? It was laid down in Sāvatthī … (see Prv 2.1) …
she originates it by body and bymind, not by speech … Bywhom has
it been conveyed? It has been conveyed by a succession (of teachers):

Upāli, Dāsaka …

Vinaya-piṭaka in the Island of Tambapaṇṇi.

Nuns’ Pārājika 6
Prv 2.9:Bi-Pj 6

Vin 5.82Wherewas that offence involving Defeat on the ground of concealing
a fault laid down… (see Prv 2.1) … she originates it by one origin in
throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Pārājika 7
Prv 2.9:Bi-Pj 7

Where was that offence involving Defeat on the ground of not giving
BD 6.117

up (her course) though being admonished up to the third time laid
down… in throwing off responsibility.
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Nuns’ Pārājika 8
Prv 2.9:Bi-Pj 8

Wherewas that offence involvingDefeat on the groundof completing
the eighth thing laid down… in throwing off responsibility.

Concluded are the Offences involving Defeat

Saṅghādisesa

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 1 Where was that offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

because of the bringing of a law-suit by a nun who speaks in envy
laid down? Concerning whom? … (see Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 1 above) … she
originates it by body and by speech and bymind … Bywhom has it
been conveyed? By a succession (of teachers):

Upāli, Dāsaka …

…Vinaya-piṭaka in the Island of Tambapaṇṇi.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 2

… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of ordaining a
woman thief … she originates it … and bymind.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 3

… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of going alone
among villages … (as) in the first Defeat.¹

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 4

…requiring a FormalMeeting of theOrder because of restoring anun
suspended by a completeOrder,without having obtained permission
fromtheOrderwhich carried out theproceedings in accordancewith

¹ Vin 5.87
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the rule, with Discipline, with the Teacher’s instruction, not having
learnt the group’s desire … in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 5

… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of a nun who is
filled with desire partaking of solid food or soft food that with her
own hand she has accepted from the hand of amanwho is filledwith
desire … (as) in the first Defeat.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 6

… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of instigating
(by) saying, “What can this man, whether he is filled with desire or
is not filled with desire, do to you, lady, since you are not filled with
desire? Please, lady, eat or partake of the solid food or the soft food
that this man is giving to you and that you have accepted with your
own hand” … she originates it …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 10

BD 6.118… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of a nun who is
angry not giving up (her course) though being admonished up to the
third time … in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 11

… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of a nun, over-
thrown in some legal question, not giving up (her course) though
being admonished up to the third time … in throwing off responsi-
bility.
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Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 12

… requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of nuns who live
in company not giving up (their course) though being admonished
up to the third time … in throwing off responsibility.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 2.9:Bi-Ss 13

Vin 5.83 … requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order because of not giving up
(her course) though being admonished up to the third time for one
who is instigating saying, “Ladies, live you as though in company, do
not you live otherwise” … in throwing off responsibility …

Prv 2.9.8

… offence to be Confessed because of partaking of curds, having
had them asked for … she originates it by four origins.

Concluded is the First Chapter: on Laying-Down-Where
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2.10. Nuns’ Analysis: on HowMany
Offences?

Nuns’ Pārājika 5
Prv 2.10:Bi-Pj 5

Because of consenting to physical contact howmany offences does
she fall into? Because of consenting to physical contact she falls into
five offences. If a nun filled with desire, consents to taking hold of a
man who is filled with desire below the collar-bone, above the circle
of the knees, there is an offence involving Defeat. If a monk rubs
(her) body with (his) body the offence is one requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order. If she rubs something attached to the body
with the body there is a grave offence. If she rubs something attached
to the body with something attached to the body there is an offence
of wrong-doing. In tickling with the fingers there is an offence of
Expiation.¹ Because of consenting to physical contact she falls into
these five offences.

Nuns’ Pārājika 6
Prv 2.10:Bi-Pj 6

BD 6.119Because of concealing a fault howmany offences does she fall into?
… into four offences. If a nun knowingly conceals a matter involving
Defeat the offence is one involving Defeat. If, being in doubt, she
conceals it, there is a grave offence. If a monk conceals an offence
requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order there is an offence of Expia-

¹ Monks’ Bu-Pc 52. For some of these offences see the offences given after the for-
mulation of this rule, at Vin 4.111. See also note at bd 2.387. See bd 3, Introduction,
p. xxviiff. for the rules of training that were shared by monks and nuns.
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tion¹; if she conceals a falling away from good behaviour there is an
offence of wrong-doing. Because of concealing a fault she falls into
these four offences.

Nuns’ Pārājika 7

Prv 2.10:Bi-Pj 7
Because of not giving up (her course) though being admonished up
to the third time … she falls into five offences. If a nun who is an imi-
tator of one who is suspended does not give up (her course) though
being admonished up to the third time, following themotion there is
an offence of wrong-doing, following the two resolutions there are
grave offences, following the conclusion of the (three) resolutions
there is an offence involving Defeat.² If a nun who is an imitator of a
schismatic does not give up (her course) though being admonished
up to the third time there is an offence requiring a FormalMeeting of
the Order.³ If she does not give up (her) pernicious views though be-
ing admonished up to the third time there is an offence of Expiation.⁴
Because of not giving up (her course) though being admonished up
to the third time she falls into these five offences.

Nuns’ Pārājika 8

Prv 2.10:Bi-Pj 8
Because of completing the eighth thing… she falls into three offences
… (see Vin 5.72) … she falls into these three offences.

Concluded are the Offences involving Defeat
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Saṅghādisesa

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 1
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 1 Because of bringing a law-suit a nun, if she be one who speaks in

envy … falls into three offences … (see Vin 5.72) … Formal Meeting of
the Order.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 2
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 2
Vin 5.84Because of ordaining a woman-thief … three offences …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 3
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 3

BD 6.120Because of going alone among villages … three offences …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 4
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 4

Becauseof restoring anunsuspendedbya completeOrdernothaving
learnt the group’s desire … three offences …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 5
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 5

Because of partaking of solid food or soft food that with her own
hand she has accepted from the hand of a man who is filled with
desire a nun who is filled with desire falls into three offences …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 6
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 6

Because of instigating (by) saying, “What can this man do to you,
lady … eat or partake of … having accepted with your own hand” …
three offences …

¹ Cf.Monks’ Bu-Pc 64 which reads “very bad offence” for “one requiring a formal
Meeting of theOrder”. But theOld Commentary says that the 13 offences of this kind
and the four involving Defeat are what is meant by “very bad offence”, duṭṭhullā
āpatti, see Vin 4.31, Vin 4.128. ² As at Vin 4.219. ³ See Vin 2.201. ⁴ Monks’
Bu-Pc 68.
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Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 10
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 10

Because of not giving up (her course) though being admonished up
to the third time a nun who is angry falls into three offences …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 11
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 11

Because of not giving up (her course) though being admonished up
to the third time a nun who is overthrown in some legal question …
three offences.

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 12
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 12

Because of not giving up (her course) though being admonished up
to the third time a nun¹ who lives in company … three offences …

Nuns’ Saṅghādisesa 13
Prv 2.10:Bi-Ss 13

Because of not giving up (her course) though being admonished up
to the third time (but) instigating (and) saying, “Ladies, live you as
though in company, do not you live otherwise” … three offences …

Concluded are the ten Offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

Prv 2.10.8
…Becauseofpartakingof curds,havinghad themasked for,…she

falls into two offences. If she accepts them, saying, “I will eat, I will
partake of” there is an offence of wrong-doing. For every mouthful
there is an offence to be Confessed. Because of partaking of curds,
having had them asked for, she falls into these two offences.

Concluded is the Second Chapter: on HowMany Offences?

¹ The plural usually appears in this context; but here “nun” is in the singular.
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2.11. Nuns’ Analysis: on Falling Away

Prv 2.11

Because of consenting to physical contact, of the four fallings away
howmany fallings away do the offences …appertain to? … appertain

BD 6.121

to two fallings away: there may be falling away from moral habit;
there may be falling away from good behaviour … Because of partak-
ing of curds, having had them asked for … do the offences appertain
to? … falling away from good behaviour.

Concluded is theThird Chapter: on Falling Away

2.12. Nuns’ Analysis: on Comprised in

Prv 2.12

Because of consenting to physical contact of the seven classes of
offences in howmany classes of offence are the offencescomprised?

Vin 5.85

… in five classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence involving
Defeat; it may be in the class of offence requiring a Formal Meeting
of the Order; it may be in the class of very grave offence; it may be
in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of offence
of wrong-doing … Because of partaking of curds, having had them
asked for, … the offences are comprised in two classes of offence: it
may be in the class of offence to be Confessed; it may be in the class
of offence of wrong-doing.
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Concluded is the Fourth Chapter: on Comprised in

2.13. Nuns’ Analysis: on Origins

Prv 2.13

Because of consenting to physical contact of the six origins of
offences by how many origins do the offences … originate? (see
Prv 2.5) … Because of partaking of curds, having had them asked
for … and bymind.

Concluded is the Fifth Chapter: on Origins

2.14. Nuns’ Analysis: on Legal
Questions

Prv 2.14
Because of consenting to physical contact of the four legal ques-

tions which legal question (is raised by) the offences … (see Prv 2.6).
Concluded is the Sixth Chapter: on Legal Questions
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2.15. Nuns’ Analysis: on Deciding

Prv 2.15

Because of consenting to physical contact of the seven (ways for)
the deciding (of a legal question) by how many decidings are the
offences … (see Prv 2.7).

Concluded is the Seventh Chapter: on Deciding

2.16. Nuns’ Analysis: on Accumulation

Prv 2.16

Because of consenting to physical contact how many offences
does she fall into? Because of consenting to physical contact she falls
into five offences. If a nun, filled with desire …(see Prv 2.10:Bi-Pj 5) …

BD 6.122

In tickling with the fingers there is an offence of Expiation. Because
of consenting to physical contact she falls into these five offences. Of
the four fallings away howmany failings away do these offences ap-
pertain to?… (SeePrv 1.8)…byhowmanydecidings are they stopped?
Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to two fallings
away: it may be that of falling away frommoral habit, it may be that
of falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence
they are comprised in five classes of offence; it may be in the class of
offence involving Defeat, it may be in the class of offence requiring a
Formal Meeting of the Order, it may be in the class of offence that
is a very grave one, it may be in the class of offence of Expiation,
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it may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins
of offences they originate by one origin … (see Prv 1.8) … and by a
covering over (as) with grass. Because of partaking of curds, having
had them asked for, howmany offences does she fall into? … she falls
into two offences … and a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Eighth Chapter: on Accumulation

Concluded are the sixteen Great Synopses in the Nuns’ Analysis
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3. Summary Of Origins

Prv 3.1

BD 6.123

Vin 5.86
Impermanent are all constructs,¹
painful, not self, and constructed,
And certainly nibbāna is a
description meaning not-self.

When the moon of the Buddha has not appeared,
when the sun of the Buddha has not risen
The very name of those rules
held in common² is not known.

When they have performed various austerities,
and have fulfilled the perfections,
The Great Heroes uprise, having become Vision
in the world with the Brahmās;

They teach True Dhamma:
the slaying of anguish, the bringing of happiness.
Aṅgīrasa³ the Sakyan Sage,
compassionate for all beings,

The best of all creatures, the lion,
taught the three Piṭakas:
The Suttantas, the Abhidhamma, and the Vinaya—

¹ Cf. Dhp 277, Dhp 278. ² sabhāgadhamma. Here dhamma has to be taken in its
meaning of rule or offence; sabhāga is in common, here to monks and nuns.This
does not imply that each rule applies to monk and nun alike: some offences could
be committed only by monks, others only by nuns. All of these are collected in
this Chapter. Cf. Vin 1.126 sabhāgā āpatti, a collective offence. ³ An epithet of the
Buddha.
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a great special quality.

Thus is True Dhamma led on if Vinaya endures.
The two Analyses, the Khandhakas, and the Headings
Are garlands fastened by Parivāra
which is just a strand in theThread.¹

For this Parivāra itself “origin” is regularized,²
And in theThread below division and source are shown

as different.³
Therefore “He who is well behaved and desires the rule
must train in Parivāra”.

BD 6.124

At the Observance they⁴ recite
what was laid down⁵ in the two Analyses,
(Saying) Iwill declare the origin according to themethod:

listen to me.

That which is the First Defeat,
and next the Second,
A Go-between and Admonishment
and an Extra Robe,

Wools, Dhamma-line-by-line,
Fact, and Arranging,
Set onTheft, Teaching, andWomanThief,
Without Consent are thirteen.

¹ suttaguṇa. ² niyato kata, explained at Vin-a 1305 as niyatakata niyatasamuṭṭhāna.
³ sambhedanidānañ c’aññaṁ. The reference appears to be to the mixture, sambheda,
of origins of an offence, here divisioned below, by various combinations of body,
speech and thought.Nidāna, the source or provenance, is usually the place where
a rule was laid down.This Chapter is not itself concerned with these places: they
are given in Chapter 8 of which verse 6 is cited at Vin-a 1305. ⁴ Monks and nuns.
⁵ The rules of training.
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3. summary of origins

These thirteen¹ were thought out by learned men
according to the Origin-method:
In each the origins
are shown to be the same.

Intercourse,² semen,³ contact,⁴
the first Undetermined (offence),
Arrived first,⁵ procured through (the intervention),⁶
together with a nun in private,⁷

With food,⁸ and two in private,⁹
the fingers,¹⁰ sporting in the water,¹¹ Vin 5.87

A blow,¹² also raising,¹³
and fifty-three Trainings,¹⁴

Below the collar-bone,¹⁵ village,¹⁶ full of desire,¹⁷
palm,¹⁸ and application,¹⁹ ablution,²⁰
Having kept the rains,²¹ and exhortation,²²
on not waiting on a woman instructor.²³

These trainings are seventy-six done by body and by
thought,²⁴

All are from one origin as is the First Defeat.

Concluded is First Defeat Origin

BD 6.125

¹ That is, the thirteen divisions that now follow. In these the offences from both
Vibhaṅgas are grouped according to the kind and number of ways they can be
originated by monk or nun. All fall into position and not one rule is omitted.There
are a few slight discrepancies between the titles as given above and at the end of the
divisions. ² Bu-Pj 1. ³ Bu-Ss 1. ⁴ Bu-Ss 2. ⁵ Bu-Pc 16. ⁶ Bu-Pc 29. ⁷ Bu-
Pc 30. ⁸ Bu-Pc 43. ⁹ Bu-Pc 44, Bu-Pc 45. ¹⁰ Bu-Pc 52 ¹¹ Bu-Pc 53 ¹² Bu-Pc 74
¹³ Bu-Pc 75. ¹⁴ Of the 75 Trainings (Sekhiya), 22 are referred to separately in follow-
ing parts of this Section, i.e. Nos. Bu-Sk 11–Bu-Sk 14, Bu-Sk 43, Bu-Sk 57–Bu-Sk 72.
So the above 53 refer to Trainings Nos. Bu-Sk 1–Bu-Sk 10, Bu-Sk 15–Bu-Sk 36, Bu-
Sk 38–Bu-Sk 42, Bu-Sk 44–Bu-Sk 56, Bu-Sk 73–Bu-Sk 75. ¹⁵ Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5. ¹⁶ Nuns’
Bi-Ss 3. ¹⁷ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 5 ¹⁸ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 3. ¹⁹ Bi-Pc 4. ²⁰ Bi-Pc 5. ²¹ Bi-Pc 40.
²² Bi-Pc 58. ²³ Bi-Pc 69. ²⁴ Not the usual citta here, butmānasika.
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Not given,¹ form,² further,³ lewd (words),⁴
pleasures for self,⁵
Unfounded,⁶ belonging to something else,⁷
the second Undetermined (offence),

Should tear away,⁸ should apportion,⁹
lying,¹⁰ insult,¹¹ slander,¹²
Very bad,¹³ should dig the ground,¹⁴ growth,¹⁵ in eva-

sion,¹⁶
in making look down on,¹⁷

Throwing out,¹⁸ and sprinkling,¹⁹
sake of gain,²⁰ having eaten,²¹
“Come”,²² in disrespect,²³ should frighten,²⁴
and should hide,²⁵ living thing,²⁶

Knowing it contains living things,²⁷ (formal) act,²⁸
under (twenty),²⁹ in communion,³⁰ expulsion,³¹
Regarding a rule,³² perplexity,³³ confusion,³⁴
and with an unfounded charge,³⁵

Remorse,³⁶ legitimate,³⁷ having given (away),³⁸
should apportion to an individual,³⁹
“What to you?”,⁴⁰ not at a right time,⁴¹ should tear away,⁴²
misapprehension,⁴³ and with Niraya,⁴⁴

¹ Bu-Pj 2 ² Bu-Pj 3; viggaha above is an abbreviation ofmanussaviggaha. ³ Bu-
Pj 4; uttariṁ above abbreviating uttarimanussadhamma. ⁴ Bu-Ss 3. ⁵ Bu-Ss 4,
here reading atthakāminaṁ against attakā- of Vin 3.133 and Vin-a 1307. ⁶ Bu-Ss 8.
⁷ Bu-Ss 9. ⁸ Bu-NP 25. ⁹ Bu-NP 30. ¹⁰ Bu-Pc 1. ¹¹ Bu-Pc 2. ¹² Bu-Pc 3.
¹³ Bu-Pc 9. ¹⁴ Bu-Pc 10. ¹⁵ Bu-Pc 11. ¹⁶ Bu-Pc 12. ¹⁷ Bu-Pc 13. ¹⁸ Bu-Pc 17.
¹⁹ Bu-Pc 20. ²⁰ Bu-Pc 24. ²¹ Bu-Pc 36. ²² Bu-Pc 42. ²³ Bu-Pc 54. ²⁴ Bu-Pc 55.
²⁵ Bu-Pc 60. ²⁶ Bu-Pc 61. ²⁷ Bu-Pc 62. ²⁸ Bu-Pc 63. ²⁹ Bu-Pc 65. ³⁰ Bu-
Pc 69. ³¹ Bu-Pc 70. ³² Bu-Pc 71. ³³ Bu-Pc 72. ³⁴ Bu-Pc 73. ³⁵ Bu-Pc 76.
³⁶ Bu-Pc 77. ³⁷ Bu-Pc 79, reading dhammakaṁ against dhammi- of Vin 4.152 and
Vin-a 1307. ³⁸ Bu-Pc 81.Though the words chandaṁ datvā occur in Bu-Pc 79, datvā
here belongs, according to Vin-a 1307, to cīvaraṁ datvā of Bu-Pc 81. ³⁹ Bu-Pc 39.
⁴⁰ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 6. ⁴¹ Nuns’ Bi-NP 2. ⁴² Nuns’ Bi-NP 3. ⁴³ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 18. ⁴⁴ Bi-
Pc 19.
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3. summary of origins

Group,¹ division,² not sure,³ kaṭhina,⁴
discomfort,⁵ quarters,⁶
Revile,⁷ quick-tempered,⁸ grudging,⁹
and pregnant,¹⁰ giving suck,¹¹

Two years,¹² probationer (not agreed on) by the Order,¹³
likewise three on girls,¹⁴ BD 6.126

And three on a maiden,¹⁵
less than twelve,¹⁶ not agreed on,¹⁷

Sufficiently,¹⁸ dwelling-place of grief,¹⁹ favoritism,²⁰
and every year,²¹ two:²²
These are seventy rules of training,
done triad-wise as to origin:

By body and mind, not speech; speech and mind, not
bodily,

They arise by three doors as does the Second Defeat.

Concluded is Second Defeat Origin

Go-between,²³ hut,²⁴ vihāra,²⁵
and getting (it) washed,²⁶ acceptance,²⁷
Asking,²⁸ more than the asking,²⁹ on two,³⁰
and by a messenger,³¹

Silk,³² two on pure portions,³³ six years,³⁴
piece of cloth to sit on,³⁵
They neglect,³⁶ and likewise on silver,³⁷

¹ Bi-Pc 26. ² Bi-Pc 27. ³ Bi-Pc 29. ⁴ Bi-Pc 30. ⁵ Bi-Pc 33. ⁶ Bi-Pc 35. ⁷ Bi-
Pc 52. ⁸ Bi-Pc 53. ⁹ Bi-Pc 55. ¹⁰ Bi-Pc 61. ¹¹ Bi-Pc 62. ¹² Bi-Pc 63. ¹³ Bi-
Pc 64. ¹⁴ Bi-Pc 65, Bi-Pc 66, Bi-Pc 67 ¹⁵ Bi-Pc 71, Bi-Pc 72, Bi-Pc 73. ¹⁶ Bi-Pc 74.
¹⁷ Bi-Pc 75. ¹⁸ Bi-Pc 76. ¹⁹ Bi-Pc 79. ²⁰ Bi-Pc 81. ²¹ Bi-Pc 82. ²² Bi-Pc 83.
²³ Bu-Ss 5. ²⁴ Bu-Ss 6. ²⁵ Bu-Ss 7. ²⁶ Bu-NP 4. ²⁷ Bu-NP 5. ²⁸ Bu-NP6;
above the word is viññatt’. ²⁹ Bu-NP 7: -uttari abhihaṭṭuṁ. ³⁰ Bu-NP 8, Bu-NP 9.
³¹ Bu-NP 10. ³² Bu-NP 11. ³³ Bu-NP 12, Bu-NP 13. ³⁴ Bu-NP 14. ³⁵ Bu-NP 15.
³⁶ Bu-NP 17.This key-word, riñcati, does not occur in the sikkhāpada, but is to be
found in the narrative leading up to it, Vin 3.235. ³⁷ Bu-NP 18.
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two on various transactions,¹

Mended in less,² for the rains,³ yarn,⁴
and about a consideration,⁵
And door,⁶ giving,⁷ sewing,⁸
cake,⁹ reason,¹⁰ and fire,¹¹

Treasure,¹² needle,¹³ and couch,¹⁴ cotton,¹⁵
piece of cloth to sit on,¹⁶ and itch,¹⁷
And for the rains,¹⁸ for theWell-farer,¹⁹ asking,²⁰
getting another thing in exchange,²¹

Two on belonging to an Order,²² two on belonging to a
company,²³

to an individual,²⁴ light,²⁵ heavy,²⁶
Two on remains of food,²⁷ and cloths,²⁸
and about recluses’ robe-material²⁹:

BD 6.127

Thou understandeth that these offences may arise
by six causal occasions:
By body, not by speech or mind; by speech,
not by body or thought,³⁰

By body and speech, but not by mind;
by body andmind, not by speech;Vin 5.88.

By speech andmind, not by body:
they may arise from the three doors.
These, being six-origined, are similar to the Go-Between.

Concluded is the Go-Between Origin

¹ Bu-NP 19.Bu-NP 20. ² Bu-NP 22. ³ Bu-NP 24. ⁴ Bu-NP 26. ⁵ Bu-NP 27.
⁶ Bu-Pc 19. ⁷ Bu-Pc 25. ⁸ Bu-Pc 26. ⁹ Bu-Pc 34. ¹⁰ Bu-Pc 47. ¹¹ Bu-Pc 56.
¹² Bu-Pc 84. ¹³ Bu-Pc 86. ¹⁴ Bu-Pc 87. ¹⁵ Bu-Pc 88. ¹⁶ Bu-Pc 89. ¹⁷ Bu-Pc 90.
¹⁸ Bu-Pc 91. ¹⁹ Bu-Pc 92. ²⁰ Nuns’ Bi-NP 4. ²¹ Bi-NP 5. ²² Bi-NP 6. Bi-NP 7.
²³ Bi-NP 8, Bi-NP 9. ²⁴ Bi-NP 10. ²⁵ Bi-NP 12. ²⁶ Bi-NP 11. Note reversal of
the order; both offences are concerned with a cloth. ²⁷ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 8, Bi-Pc 9.
²⁸ Bi-Pc 22. ²⁹ Bi-Pc 28. ³⁰ manas here instead of the more usual citta; Cf. verse
16.
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3. summary of origins

A schism,¹ one who imitates,² one difficult to speak to,³
disrepute,⁴ very bad offence,⁵ and view,⁶
Consent,⁷ and two on loud laughter,⁸
and two on noise,⁹ one should not talk,¹⁰

On the ground,¹¹ on a low seat,¹² standing,¹³
going behind,¹⁴ and at the side of a path,¹⁵
A fault,¹⁶ a (nun-)imitator,¹⁷ taking hold of,¹⁸
should restore,¹⁹ renouncing,²⁰

In some,²¹ two on in company,²² struck,²³
should unsew,²⁴ and about an ailing (woman),²⁵
Company again,²⁶ should not settle,²⁷
and monastery,²⁸ invitation,²⁹

Every half,³⁰ two on the woman who lives with her,³¹
robe,³² waiting on³³:
These thirty-seven offences from body, speech and mind
Are all from one origin as is Admonishing.

Concluded is Admonishing Origin

Three on kaṭhina (privileges) removed,³⁴
the first (rule on) the bowl,³⁵ medicine,³⁶ BD 6.128

Special,³⁷ and also³⁸ dangerous,³⁹
and⁴⁰ two on setting-forth,⁴¹

Quarters,⁴² out-of-turns,⁴³ not left over,⁴⁴ invited,⁴⁵
Assigning,⁴⁶ of a king,⁴⁷ at a wrong time,⁴⁸

¹ Bu-Ss 10. ² Bu-Ss 11. ³ Bu-Ss 12. ⁴ Bu-Ss 13. ⁵ Bu-Pc 64. ⁶ Bu-Pc 68.
⁷ Bu-Pc 80. ⁸ Bu-Sk 11, Bu-Sk 12. ⁹ Bu-Sk 13, Bu-Sk 14. ¹⁰ Bu-Sk 43. ¹¹ Bu-
Sk 68. ¹² Bu-Sk 69 ¹³ Bu-Sk 70. ¹⁴ Bu-Sk 71. ¹⁵ Bu-Sk 72. ¹⁶ Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6
¹⁷ Nuns’ Bi-Pj 7. ¹⁸ Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8. ¹⁹ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 4. ²⁰ Bi-Ss 10. ²¹ Bi-Ss 11.
²² Bi-Ss 12, Bi-Ss 13. ²³ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 20. ²⁴ Bi-Pc 23. ²⁵ Bi-Pc 34. ²⁶ Bi-Pc 36.
²⁷ Bi-Pc 45. ²⁸ Bi-Pc 51. ²⁹ Bi-Pc 57. ³⁰ Bi-Pc 59. ³¹ Bi-Pc 68, Bi-Pc 70. ³² Bi-
Pc 77. ³³ Bi-Pc 78. ³⁴ Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3. ³⁵ Bu-NP 21. ³⁶ Bu-NP 23.
³⁷ Bu-NP 28. ³⁸ Reading cāpiwith Vin-a 1311 instead of text’s vāpi. ³⁹ Bu-NP 29.
⁴⁰ Again reading ca for text’s vā. ⁴¹ Bu-Pc 14, Bu-Pc 15. ⁴² Bu-Pc 23. ⁴³ Bu-Pc 33.
⁴⁴ Bu-Pc 35. ⁴⁵ Bu-Pc 46. ⁴⁶ Bu-Pc 59. ⁴⁷ Bu-Pc 83. ⁴⁸ Bu-Pc 85.
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giving directions,¹
and about forest (-lodgings),²

In envy,³ and a hoard,⁴ before,⁵ after,⁶
and at a wrong time,⁷
For five days,⁸ to be handed back,⁹
and two on a household robe,¹⁰

On the lower part of the body,¹¹ also on a seat¹²—these
twenty-nine

May from the three doors arise
by body and speech but not by mind:
All, being of dual origin, are the same as the Kaṭhina.

Concluded isKaṭhina Origin

Sheep’s wool,¹³ two on sleeping-place,¹⁴
removable,¹⁵ eating a meal,¹⁶
Group,¹⁷ at a wrong time,¹⁸ stored,¹⁹
water for cleansing the teeth,²⁰ unclothed ones,²¹

Fighting,²² an army,²³ sham-fight,²⁴
fermented liquor,²⁵ bathing at less,²⁶
On disfigurement,²⁷ two concerning confession,²⁸
garlic,²⁹ should stand close,³⁰ dancing,³¹

Bathing,³² covering-cloth,³³ sleeping-place,³⁴
in (her own) region,³⁵ likewise outside,³⁶BD 6.129

During the rains,³⁷ picture-gallery,³⁸

¹ Bu-Pd 2. ² Bu-Pd 4. ³ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 1. ⁴ Nuns’ Bi-NP 1. ⁵ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 15.
⁶ Bi-Pc 16. ⁷ Bi-Pc 17. ⁸ Bi-Pc 24. ⁹ Bi-Pc 25. ¹⁰ Bi-Pc 47, Bi-Pc 48. ¹¹ Bi-
Pc 60. ¹² Bi-Pc 94. ¹³ Bu-NP 16. ¹⁴ Bu-Pc 5, Bu-Pc 6. ¹⁵ Bu-Pc 18. ¹⁶ Bu-Pc 31.
¹⁷ Bu-Pc 32. ¹⁸ Bu-Pc 37. ¹⁹ Bu-Pc 38. ²⁰ Bu-Pc 40. ²¹ Bu-Pc 41. ²² Bu-Pc 48.
²³ Bu-Pc 49. ²⁴ Bu-Pc 50. ²⁵ Bu-Pc 51. ²⁶ Bu-Pc 57. ²⁷ Bu-Pc 58. ²⁸ Bu-Pd 1,
Bu-Pd 3. ²⁹ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 1. ³⁰ Bi-Pc 6. ³¹ Bi-Pc 10. ³² Bi-Pc 21. ³³ Bi-Pc 32.
³⁴ Bi-Pc 31. Commentary places Bi-Pc 31 after Bi-Pc 32; cf. the reversal found above,
Vin 5.87, Nuns’ Bi-NP 12 and Bi-NP 11. Moreover, the word seyyā, sleeping-place
above, appears as mañca, couch, in the sikkhāpada. ³⁵ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 37. ³⁶ Bi-
Pc 38, bahi here for sikkhāpada’s tiro. ³⁷ Bi-Pc 39. ³⁸ Bi-Pc 41.
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3. summary of origins

sofa,¹ spinning yarn,²

(Household-) work,³ and with her own hand,⁴
and about a residence where there is no monk,⁵
Sunshade,⁶ and vehicle,⁷ petticoat,⁸
ornament,⁹ perfume,¹⁰ scented,¹¹

Nun,¹² and probationer,¹³ woman novice,¹⁴
woman householder,¹⁵
Without (her) vest¹⁶—
forty-four offences.

By body, not by speech or mind;
by body andmind, not by speech,
All, being of dual origin,
are the same as that concerning Sheep’s Wool.

Concluded is Sheep’s Wool Origin

Line,¹⁷ except,¹⁸ not agreed on,¹⁹
and likewise after (sun-)set,²⁰ Vin 5.89

The two spoken on worldly knowledge,²¹
and asking without leave²²:

These seven rules of training by speech, not by body and
mind,

By speech andmind are born, but cannot be born by body.

All are of dual origin
as in Dhamma-line-by-line.

Concluded isDhamma-Line-by-Line Origin

Highway,²³ boat,²⁴ sumptuous,²⁵

¹ Bi-Pc 42. ² Bi-Pc 43. ³ Bi-Pc 44. ⁴ Bi-Pc 46. ⁵ Bi-Pc 56. ⁶ Bi-Pc 84.
⁷ Bi-Pc 85. ⁸ Bi-Pc 86. ⁹ Bi-Pc 87. ¹⁰ Bi-Pc 88. ¹¹ Bi-Pc 89. ¹² Bi-Pc 90.
¹³ Bi-Pc 91. ¹⁴ Bi-Pc 92. ¹⁵ Bi-Pc 93. ¹⁶ Bi-Pc 96. ¹⁷ Bu-Pc 4. ¹⁸ Bu-Pc 7.
¹⁹ Bu-Pc 21. ²⁰ Bu-Pc 22. ²¹ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 49, Bi-Pc 50. ²² Bi-Pc 95. ²³ Bu-Pc 27.
²⁴ Bu-Pc 28. ²⁵ Bu-Pc 39.
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with a woman,¹ should let grow,²
Grain,³ and likewise being invited,⁴
and the eight to be Confessed⁵:

These fifteen trainings by body, not by speech, not by
thought;

By body and speech are born, they cannot be born of
mind;

They are born by body and mind, they are not born by
speech;

BD 6.130

(And) by body, speech and by mind—
the fourfold origin
Laid down by the Buddha’s knowledge is as with High-

way.

Concluded is Highway Origin

Caravan set on theft,⁶ overhearing,⁷ a
nd about asking for curry,⁸
Night,⁹ and secluded,¹⁰ in an open place,¹¹
and the seventh about a cul-de-sac¹²:

Are born of body and mind, they are not born of speech;
By means of three doors (fromwhich offences) are born,

these, dual in origin,
Have origins (as) Caravan Set onTheft,
proclaimed by the Kinsman of the Sun.

Concluded is Caravan-Set-on-Theft Origin

Tathāgatas do not teach true Dhamma to someone
holding a sunshade,¹³
Neither to one holding a staff,¹⁴

¹ Bu-Pc 67. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 2. ³ Bi-Pc 7. ⁴ Bi-Pc 54. ⁵ Nuns’ Bi-Pd 1–Bi-Pd 8.
⁶ Bu-Pc 66. ⁷ Bu-Pc 78. ⁸ Bu-Sk 37. ⁹ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 11. ¹⁰ Bi-Pc 12. ¹¹ Bi-Pc 13.
¹² Bi-Pc 14. ¹³ Bu-Sk 57. ¹⁴ Bu-Sk 58.
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nor to those holding a knife,¹ a weapon,²

Nor to one wearing shoes,³ sandals,⁴
in a vehicle,⁵ on a bed,⁶ who is lolling,⁷
(Wearing) a turban,⁸ nor muffled up⁹:
eleven, not less,

Are born of speech and thought,
they are not born of body.
In the Dhamma-teaching
all are agreed upon as having one origin.

Concluded isDhamma-Teaching Origin

Fact¹⁰ is born of body, not of speech, not of mind;
And it is born of speech, not of body, not of mind;

It is born of body and speech, it is not born of mind.
So, speaking about Fact means it is born in three ways.

Concluded is Speaking-about-Fact Origin
BD 6.131

Woman thief ¹¹ by speech, by mind, this too is born of
body.

Thisordinationof awoman thief is born fromthreedoors;

The dual origin spoken of
by the King under Dhamma is not made.

Concluded is Ordination-of-Woman-Thief Origin

Without the consent¹² by speech, not of body and not of
mind;

If born of body and speech, then it is not born of mind;

¹ Bu-Sk 59. ² Bu-Sk 60. ³ Bu-Sk 61. ⁴ Bu-Sk 62. ⁵ Bu-Sk 63. ⁶ Bu-Sk 64,
reading seyyā against sayana at Vin 4.202. ⁷ Bu-Sk 65. ⁸ Bu-Sk 66. ⁹ Bu-
Sk 67. ¹⁰ bhūtaṁ.This appears to refer to Bu-Pc 8which has not yet been included.
¹¹ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 2. ¹² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 80.
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If born of speech andmind,
then it is not born of body.Vin 5.90

It is born from three doors—
a fourth (causal) occasion is not made.

Concluded is Without-the-Consent Origin

The abstract of the thirteen (classes of) origin
has indeed been well taught.
The impossibility of an occasion for confusion
is in accordance with the rules as guide:¹
Bearing this in mind,
wise men do not get confused about origin.

Concluded is the Abstract under the Head of Origin

¹ dhammanetti, explained at Vin-a 1314 as Vinayapāḷidhamma.
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4. Consecutive Repetitions

Prv 4.1.1

BD 6.132

Vin 5.91

¹Howmanyoffences, howmanyclasses of offence,howmanymatters
is one trained in,² howmany disrespects, howmany respects, how
manymatters is one trained in, howmany fallings-away, howmany
origins of offences, howmany roots³ of disputes howmany roots of
censure, how many things to be remembered, how many matters
making for schism, howmany legal questions, howmany decidings?

Five offences, five classes of offence, fivematters that are trained
in, seven offences, seven classes of offence, sevenmatters that are
trained in, six disrespects, six respects, six matters that are trained
in, four fallings-away, six origins of offences, six roots of disputes
six roots of censure, six things to be remembered, eighteen matters
making for schism, four legal questions, seven decidings.

Prv 4.1.2

Hereinwhat are thefive offences?Anoffence involvingDefeat, an
offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order, an offence of Expi-
ation, an offence to be Confessed, an offence of wrong-doing—these
are the five offences.

Prv 4.1.3

Herein, what are the five classes of offence?The class of offence
involving Defeat … the class of offence of wrong-doing—these are
the five classes of offence.

Prv 4.1.4

¹ Note by Sujato: In Horner’s edition this chapter and the next were regarded as
sections of the same chapter. I have adjusted this to follow themore logical structure
of the Mahāsaṅgīti edition.Thus the following chapters are numbered one greater
than in her edition. Also see note on Prv 8. ² vinītavatthu is explained below.
Vin-a 1314 says “questions on discipline about those offences (just referred to);
so, trained (vinīta), discipline (vinaya) and suppression (or, mastery, settling or
suppression, vūpasama) are one in meaning”. ³ mūla, root as cause; Cf.mn-a i.12.
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Herein what are the five matters that are trained in? Abstaining
from,¹ refraining from, avoidance of, restraint from, not doing, not
committing, non-trespassing, not transgressing control,² bridge-
breaking³ in regard to the five classes of offence—these are the five
matters that are trained in.⁴

Prv 4.1.5

BD 6.133 Herein what are the seven offences? An offence involving de-
feat, an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order, a grave
offence, an offence of Expiation, an offence to be Confessed, an
offence of wrong-doing, an offence of wrong-speech—these are the
seven offences.

Prv 4.1.6

Herein what are the seven classes of offence?The class of offence
involving Defeat … the class of offence of wrong-speech—these are
the seven classes of offence.

Prv 4.1.7

Hereinwhat are the sevenmatters that are trained in?Abstaining
from… bridge-breaking in regard to the seven classes of offence—
these are the seven matters that are trained in.

Prv 4.1.8

Vin 5.92 Herein what are the six (kinds of) disrespect? Disrespect for the
Buddha,⁵ disrespect forDhamma, disrespect for theOrder, disrespect
for the training, disrespect for diligence, disrespect for reciprocal

¹ The first four words occur at mn iii.74 (the Commentary on which resembles
the Vinaya Commentary) and all are to be found at Ds 299 = Vb 285. ² Vin-a 1315
says nothing about anatikkamo (not transgressing); of velā is (control) it says “from
controlling is control (velanato velā).Themeaning is controlling, driving out”.Three
kinds of velā are given at mn-a ii.95 (kāla-, sīma- and sīla-) where velā-anatikkamo
comes under the third kind. See also Vb 285ff.where the above sequence of words
is applied to each of the five sīlas. At Ds-a 219 velā anatikkamo is also taken as one
phrase. I have followed this apparentlywell recognizedpractice above. ³ setughāta.
See an i.220f., an i.261, an ii.145f.; also Vin 1.59, Vin 3.6, Vin 4.24. Setu, the bridge,
seems taken, however, in rather a different sense above. Vin-a 180 calls itmagga;
but Vin-a 1315 on above passage (Cf.Atthasālinī 219 says “bridgemeans: it ties, binds,
obstructs the way out (or, outlet, niyyāna, i.e. to safety). Bridge-breaking is the
destroying of these descriptions”.) The broken bridge therefore should provide
the way out. This is in antithesis to the traditional symbolism of “bridge” as the
necessarymeans for passage from the hither to the further shore. ⁴ Themeaning
is that the five classes of offence are to be trained in by these methods. ⁵ As at
dn iii.244, an iii.340.
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courtesy¹—these are the six (kinds of) disrespect.
Prv 4.1.9

Herein what are the six (kinds of) respect? Respect for the Bud-
dha … respect for reciprocal courtesy—these are the six (kinds of)
respect.

Prv 4.1.10

Herein what are the six matters that are trained in? Abstain-
ing from … bridge-breaking in regard to the six (kinds of) disre-
spect—these are the six matters that are trained in.

Prv 4.1.11

Herein what are the four fallings away? Falling away frommoral
habit, falling away from good behaviour, falling away from (right)
view, falling away from (right) mode of livelihood—these are the
four fallings away.

Prv 4.1.12

BD 6.134Herein what are the six origins of offences?There is an offence
that originates from body, not from speech, not from mind; there
is an offence that originates from speech, not from body, not from
mind; there is an offence that originates from body and from speech,
not from mind; there is an offence that originates from body and
frommind, not from speech; there is an offence that originates from
speech and frommind, not from body; there is an offence that origi-
nates from body and from speech and frommind—these are the six
origins of offences.

Prv 4.1.13

Herein what are the six roots of disputes As to this a monk be-
comes angry and bears ill-will.²Whatever monk becomes angry and
bears ill-will, he lives without deference, disrespectful towards the
Teacher … (= Kd 14.14.3 down to the end of that paragraph.The word
monk is here constantly omitted) … thus there come to be no future
effects of that evil root of disputes these are the six roots of disputes

Prv 4.1.14

Herein what are the six roots of censure? As to this a monk be-
comes angry … (this is identical with the last paragraph, reading
censure instead of dispute) …—these are the six roots of censure.

Prv 4.1.15

Herein what are the six things to be remembered?³ As to this, a
monk should offer his fellow Brahma-farers a friendly act of body

¹ Paṭisanthāra. Described as āmisa- and dhamma- at an i.93. See also an iii.362, Dhp-
a iv.111; spoken of only as twofold at Vin-a 1315 and dn-a 1034. ² See bd 5.118f.
³ As at dn iii.245; mn i.322; an iii.288; Cf. dn ii.80; mn ii.250.
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both in public and in private.This is a thing to be remembered mak-
ing for affection, making for respect, it conduces to concord, to lack
of dispute, to harmony, to unity. And again a monk should offer …
a friendly act of speech … a friendly act of thought … to unity. And
again, whatever are those lawful acquisitions, lawfully acquired, if
they be even but what is put into the begging bowl—amonk should
be one to enjoy sharing such acquisitions, to enjoy them in common
with his virtuous fellow Brahma-farers.This too is a thing to be re-
membered … to unity. And again, whatever are those moral habits
that are faultless, without flaw, spotless, without blemish, freeing,
praised by wise men, untarnished, conducive to concentration—a

Vin 5.93

monk should dwell united in virtues such as these with his fellow
Brahma-farers, both in public and in private.This too is a thing to be

BD 6.135

remembered … to unity. And again, whatever view is ariyan, lead-
ing onwards, leading himwho acts according to it to the complete
destruction of anguish—amonk should dwell united in a view such
as this with his fellow Brahma-farers, both in public and in private.
This too is a thing to be remembered … to unity.

Prv 4.1.16

Herein what are the eighteen matters making for schism? As to
this, a monk explains non-dhamma as Dhamma… (= Kd 10.5.4) … he
explains not a very bad offence as a very bad offence—these are the
eighteen matters making for schism.

Prv 4.1.17

Herein what are the four legal questions? A legal question con-
cerning disputes a legal question concerning censure, a legal ques-
tion concerning offences, a legal question concerning obligations¹—
these are the four legal questions.

Prv 4.1.18

Herein what are the seven decidings?² A verdict in the presence
of, a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity, a carrying out
on (his) acknowledgement, a decision of the majority, a decision for
specific depravity, a covering over (as) with grass—these are the
seven decidings.

Concluded is the Chapter on the Questions: “HowMany?”

¹ Vin 2.88, Vin 3.164, Vin 4.126, Vin 4.238. ² Vin 4.207.
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its summary
Offence, classes of offence, trained in, sevenfold again,
Trained in and disrespects too, respects, and root too,
Again trained in, falling away, origin, disputes
Censure, to be remembered, schism, and about legal question,
Just seven decidings are spoken of: these seventeen terms.

Prv 4.2.1Could one fall into an offence involving Defeat by means of the
first origin of offences? It should be said “Oh no”. Could one fall into
an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order? It should be
said “One might”. Could one fall into a grave offence … an offence of
Expiation…an offence to be Confessed… an offence ofwrong-doing?
It should be said “Onemight”. Could one fall into an offence of wrong
speech? It should be said “Oh no”.

Prv 4.2.2

BD 6.136Could one fall into … (see Prv 4.2.1) … an offence of Expiation
by means of the second origin of offences? It should be said “One
might”. Could one fall into an offence to be Confessed? It should be
said “Oh no”. Could one fall into an offence of wrong-doing? It should
be said “One might”. Could one fall into an offence of wrong speech?
It should be said “Oh no”.

Prv 4.2.3

Could one fall into … (= Prv 4.2.1) … bymeans of the third origin
of offences? …

Prv 4.2.4

Vin 5.94Could one fall into an offence involving Defeat by means of the
fourthoriginof offences? It shouldbe said “Onemight”. Couldone fall
into anoffence requiringaFormalMeetingof theOrder…(= Prv 4.2.1.)

Prv 4.2.5

Could one fall into … (= Prv 4.2.4) … an offence to be Confessed
by means of the fifth origin of offences? It should be said “Oh no”.
Could one fall into an offence of wrong-doing? It should be said “One
might”. Could one fall into an offence of wrong speech? It should be
said “One might”.

Prv 4.2.6

Could one fall … by means of the sixth origin of offences? …
(= Prv 4.2.4).

Concluded is the First Chapter: on the six Origins of Offences

Prv 4.3.1
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Howmany offences does one fall into bymeans of the first origin
of offences? One falls into five offences bymeans of the first origin of
offences. A monk, thinking it is allowable, begging; himself, builds
a hut without the site being marked out, exceeding the measure,
involving destruction, not with an open space round it¹; in the action
there is an offence of wrong-doing; if one lump is still to come there
is a grave offence²; when that lump has come there is an offence
requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.³ A monk, thinking it is
allowable, eats a meal at a wrong time—there is an offence of Expia-
tion.⁴ A monk, thinking it is allowable, eats solid food or soft food,
having accepted it with his own hand from the hand of nun who
is not a relation (and) has entered among the houses—there is an
offence to be Confessed.⁵ One falls into these five offences by means
of the first origin of offences.

Of the four fallings awayhowmany fallings awaydo theseoffences
BD 6.137

appertain to? Of the seven classes of offence in howmany classes of
offence are they comprised? Of the six origins of offences by how
many origins do they originate? Of the four legal questions which
legal question? Of the seven decidings by howmany decidings are
they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain
to two fallings away: it may be to falling away frommoral habit, it
may be to falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of
offence they are comprised in five classes of offence: it may be in the
class of offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order; it may be
in the class of offence that is a grave one; it may be in the class of
offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of offence to be Confessed;
it may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins
of offences they originate by means of one origin: they originate by
body, not by speech, not by mind. Of the four legal questions the
legal question concerning offences. Of the seven decidings they are
stopped by three decidings: it may be by a verdict in the presence of
and by the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement; it may be by a
verdict in the presence of and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.3.2

¹ Bu-Ss 6. ² As at Vin 3.151. ³ As at Vin 3.151. ⁴ Bu-Pc 37. ⁵ Bu-Pd 1.
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How many offences does one fall into by means of the second
origin of offences?One falls into four offences bymeans of the second
origin of offences. Amonk, thinking it is allowable commands¹“Build

Vin 5.95

a hut for me”.² If they build a hut for him, the site not having been
marked out, exceeding themeasure,³ involving destruction, notwith
an open space round it, in the action there is an offence of wrong-
doing; if one lump is still to come there is a grave offence; when that
lump has come there is an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of
the Order. A monk, thinking it is allowable, makes someone who
is not ordained teach Dhamma line by line, there is an offence of
Expiation.⁴ One falls into these four offences by means of the second
origin of offences.

Of the four fallings away how many … (see Prv 4.3.1) … by how
BD 6.138

many decidings are they stopped? Of the four fallings away these
offences appertain to two fallings away: it may be to falling away
from moral habit, it may be to falling away from good behaviour.
Of the seven classes of offence they are comprised in four classes of
offence: it may be in the class of offence requiring a Formal Meeting
of the Order; it may be in the class of offence that is a grave one; it
may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of
offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate
by means of one origin: they originate by speech, not by body not
by mind. Of the four legal questions the legal question concerning
offences. Of the seven decidings they are stopped by three decidings:
… (see Prv 4.3.1) … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.3.3

Howmany offences does one fall into bymeans of the third origin
of offences? One falls into five offences by means of the third origin
of offences. A monk, thinking it is allowable, having settled on (a
site),⁵ builds a hut, the site not having beenmarked out, exceeding
themeasure, involving destruction, not with an open space round it;
in the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; if one lump is still
to come there is a grave offence; when that lump has come there is

¹ Vin 1.155 reads samādisati; above -diyati. ² Vin 3.153 (in Bu-Ss 6). ³ Not at
Vin 3.153 or in the following paragraphs there. ⁴ Bu-Pc 4. ⁵ saṁvidahitvā; word
does not appear to be in Bu-Ss 6.
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an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.¹ A monk, think-
ing it is allowable, having asked for sumptuous foods for himself,
eats them, there is an offence of Expiation.² Amonk, thinking it is
allowable, without restraining³ nuns who are giving directions, eats,
there is an offence to be Confessed.⁴ One falls into these five offences
by means of the third origin of offences.

Of the four fallings away howmany…byhowmany decidings are
they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to
two fallings away…Of the sevenclasses of offence theyare comprised
in five classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence requiring a
Formal Meeting of the Order; it may be in the class of offence that
is a grave one, it may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it may
be in the class of offence to be Confessed; it may be in the class of

BD 6.139

offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate
bymeans of one origin: they originate by body and by speech, not by
mind. Of the four legal questions … and by a covering over (as) with
grass.

Prv 4.3.4

How many offences does one fall into by means of the fourth
origin of offences? One falls into six offences … Amonk indulges in
sexual intercourse, there is an offence involving Defeat.⁵ A monk,
thinking it is not allowable, begging himself, builds a hutwithout the

Vin 5.96

site beingmarked out, exceeding themeasure, involving destruction,
not with an open space round it; in the action there is an offence of
wrong-doing; if one lump is still to come there is a grave offence;
when that lump has come there is an offence requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order.⁶ A monk, thinking it is not allowable, eats a
meal at a wrong time—there is an offence of Expiation.⁷ A monk,
thinking it is not allowable, eats solid food or soft food, having ac-
cepted it with his own hand from the hand of a nun who is not a
relation (and) has entered among the houses—there is an offence
to be Confessed.⁸ One falls into these six offences by means of the
fourth origin of offences.

¹ Bu-Ss 6. ² Bu-Pc 39. ³ nivāretvā; forms of this verb are in the narrative portion
of Pāṭidesaniya, but not in the sikkhāpada. ⁴ Bu-Pd 2. ⁵ Bu-Pj 1. ⁶ Bu-Ss 6.
⁷ Bu-Pc 37. ⁸ Bu-Pd 1.
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Of the four fallings away howmany…byhowmany decidings are
they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to
two fallings away…Of the sevenclasses of offence theyare comprised
in six classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence involving
Defeat; itmay be in the class of offence requiring a FormalMeeting of
the Order; it may be in the class of offence that is a grave one; it may
be in the class of offence of Expiation; itmay be in the class of offence
to be Confessed; it may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing.
Of the six origins of offences they originate by means of one origin:
they originate by body and by mind, not by speech. Of the four legal
questions … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.3.5

Howmany offences does one fall into bymeans of the fifth origin
of offences? One falls into six offences … A monk of evil wishes,¹
overcomebydesire, claimsanon-existent state offurther-menwhich

BD 6.140

is not fact²—there is an offence involving Defeat.³ A monk, thinking
it is not allowable, commands “Build a hut for me”. If they build a
hut for him, the site not having been marked out, exceeding the
measure, involving destruction, not with an open space round it, in
the action there is an offence of wrong-doing; if one lump is still to
come there is a grave offence; when that lump has come there is an
offence requiring a FormalMeeting of theOrder.⁴ Amonk thinking it
is not allowable, makes someone who is not ordained teach Dhamma
line by line, there is an offence of Expiation.⁵ If, not desiring to jeer
at, not desiring to scoff at, not desiring to shame, (but having) a
fondness for joking, he speaks of a low thing in low (words), there
is an offence of wrong speech.⁶ One falls into these six offences by
means of the fifth origin of offences.

Of the four fallings away … by how many decidings are they
stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to two
fallings away … of the seven classes of offence they are comprised
in six classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence involving
Defeat; it may be in the class of offence requiring a Formal Meeting

¹ Vin 3.90 reads pāpabhikkhu; abovewegetMonks’ pāpiccho icchāpakato. ² Vin 3.90.
³ Bu-Pj 4 ⁴ Bu-Ss 6. ⁵ Bu-Ss 4. ⁶ Vin 4.11, in Bu-Pc 2.
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of the Order; it may be in the class of offence that is a grave one; it
may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of
offence of wrong-doing; it may be in the class of offence of wrong
speech. Of the six origins of offences they originate by means of one
origin: they originate by speech and by mind, not by body. Of the
four legal questions … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.3.6

Howmany offences does one fall into bymeans of the sixth origin
of offences? One falls into six offences … Amonk, having arranged
together (with others), steals the goods,¹ there is an offence involving
Defeat.²Amonk, thinking it is not allowable, having arranged, builds

Vin 5.97

a hut, the site not having beenmarked out, exceeding the measure,
involving destruction, notwith an open space round it—in the action

BD 6.141

there is an offence of wrong-doing; if one lump is still to come there
is a grave offence; when that lump has come there is an offence
requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order.³ A monk, thinking it is
not allowable, having asked for sumptuous foods for himself, eats
them, there is an offence of Expiation.⁴ A monk, thinking it is not
allowable, without restraining nuns who are giving directions, eats,
there is an offence to be Confessed.⁵ One falls into these six offences
by means of the sixth origin of offences.

Of the four fallings away howmany…byhowmany decidings are
they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to
two fallings away…Of the sevenclasses of offence theyare comprised
in six classes … (see Prv 4.3.4) … it may be in the class of offence of
wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate by means
of one origin: they originate by body and by speech and by mind. Of
the four legal questions … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Second Chapter: on HowMany Offences for the six
Originations of Offences

this is its key
Bodily origins have been proclaimed for the world’s welfare

Prv 4.4.1

¹ For saṁvidhāvahāra see Vin 3.47. Vin 3.53, Vin 3.64 (in Bu-Pj 2); above reading
Monks’ saṁvidahitvā bhaṇḍaṁ avaharati. ² Bu-Pj 2. ³ Bu-Ss 6. ⁴ Bu-Pc 39.
⁵ Bu-Pd 2.
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by Himwho had vision of the infinite,¹ vision of aloofness;
By this means howmany offences have originated?
I ask this—explain, (thou who art) skilled in the Analyses. /
Bodily origins have been explained for the world’s welfare
by Himwho had vision of the infinite, vision of aloofness;
By this means five offences have originated:
I explain this to you, (thou who art) skilled in the Analyses. /
Verbal origins have been proclaimed for the world’s welfare
… explain, (thou who art) skilled in the Analyses. /
Verbal origins have been explained for the world’s welfare …
four offences have originated:
I explain this to you, (thou who art) skilled in the Analyses. /
Bodily, verbal origins have been proclaimed … /
Bodily, verbal origins have been proclaimed …

BD 6.142
five offences have originated … /
Bodily, mental origins … six … /
Verbal, mental origins … six … /
Bodily, verbal, mental origins have been proclaimed for the world’s welfare
by Himwho had vision of the infinite, vision of aloofness;
By this means howmany offences have originated?
I ask this—explain, (thou who art) skilled in the Analyses. /
Bodily, verbal, mental origins have been proclaimed for the world’s welfare

Vin 5.98
by Himwho had vision of the infinite, vision of aloofness;
By this means six offences have originated:
I explain this to you, (thou who art) skilled in the Analyses. /

Concluded is theThird Talk: on the Origin of Offences

Prv 4.5.1Because of falling away from moral habit how many offences
does one fall into? Because of falling away frommoral habit one falls
into four offences: a nun who knowing of a matter involving Defeat
conceals it, falls into an offence involving Defeat²; if, being in doubt,
she conceals it, she falls into a grave offence.³ If a monk conceals
an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order he falls into an
offence of Expiation.⁴ If he conceals his own very bad offence he falls

¹ anantadassin; Cf. sn i.143. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6; Vin 4.216. ³ Not in Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6.
⁴ This may refer to Bu-Pc 64 where there is an offence of Pācittiya for concealing
a monk’s very bad offence, duṭṭhullā āpatti. This is so defined at Vin 4.128 (also at
Vin 4.31) as to include the 13 Formal Meeting offences. See too Vin-a 866.
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into an offence of wrong-doing.¹ Because of falling away frommoral
habit one falls into these four offences. Of the four fallings away
howmany fallings away do these offences appertain to … are they
stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to two
fallings away: it may be to falling away frommoral habit; it may be
to falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence
they are comprised in four classes of offence: it may be in the class
of offence involving Defeat; it may be in the class of offence that

BD 6.143

is a grave one; it may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it
may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of
offences they originate by means of one origin: they originate by
body and by speech and bymind. Of the four legal questions … and
by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.5.2

Because of falling away from good behaviour howmany offences
does one fall into? … one falls into one offence²: if one conceals a
falling away from good behaviour one falls into an offence of wrong-
doing.³ Because of falling away from good behaviour one falls into
this one offence. Of the four fallings away howmany fallings away
does this offence appertain to … of the seven decidings by howmany
decidings is it stopped? Of the four fallings away this offence apper-
tains to one falling away: to falling away from good behaviour. Of
the seven classes of offence it is comprised in one class of offence:
in the class of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences
it originates by means of one origin: it originates by body and by
speech and bymind. Of the four legal questions, the legal question
concernedwith offences. Of the sevendecidings it is stopped by three
decidings … and a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.5.3

Because of falling away from (right) view how many offences
does one fall into? … one falls into two offences: if one does not give

¹ Possibly referring to Vin 2.67f.(Kd 13.34)where if amonk has fallen into an offence
entailing a FormalMeeting of the Order (see previous note) and thinks it is one and
conceals it “he should be made to confess an offence of wrong-doing”, yo chādeti
so dukkaṭaṁ desāpetabbo. ² Vin 4.148. ³ At Vin 1.172 falling away from good
behaviour is defined as a grave offence, one of Expiation, one to be confessed, one
of wrong-doing, one of wrong speech. Therefore to conceal any of these entails
wrong-doing.
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up a depraved view though being admonished up to the third time,
as a result of the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing; at the
end of the resolutions there is an offence of Expiation.¹ Because of
falling away from (right) view one falls into these two offences. Of
the four fallings away how many fallings away do these offences
appertain to … are they stopped? Of the four fallings away these
offences appertain to one falling away: to falling away from good
behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence they are comprised in two
classes of offence:it may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it

Vin 5.99

may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of
offences they originate by means of one origin: they originate by

BD 6.144

body and by speech and bymind Of the four legal questions … and
by a covering over (as) grass.

Prv 4.5.4

Because of falling away from a (right) mode of livelihood how
many offences does one fall into? … one falls into six offences: for the
sake of livelihood, for the reason of livelihood one of evilwishes, over-
come by desire, claims a non-existent state of further-men which
is not fact²—there is an offence involving Defeat; for the sake of
livelihood, for the reason of livelihood if one acts as a go-between
there is an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order³; for the
sake of livelihood, for the reason of livelihood if one speaks saying
“Whatever monk lives in your vihāra is an arahant” there is a grave
offence involving recognition⁴; for the sake of livelihood, for the rea-
son of livelihood if a monk, having asked for sumptuous foods for
himself, eats them, there is an offence of Expiation⁵; for the sake
of livelihood, for the reason of livelihood if a nun, having asked for
sumptuous foods for herself, partakes of them, there is an offence to
be Confessed;⁶ for the sake of livelihood, for the reason of livelihood
if onewho is not ill, having asked for curry or conjey for himself, eats

¹ Vin 4.136, at the end of Bu-Pc 68. ² Vin 3.90 in Bu-Pj 4. ³ Bu-Ss 5. ⁴ Vin 3.102
in Bu-Pj 4, but where the word paṭivijānantassa, involving recognizing, is absent.
It occurs, however, in the Commentary on this passage, Vin-a 502. ⁵ Bu-Pc 39.
⁶ Nuns’ Bi-Pd 1–8. The eight items of sumptuous food are defined at Vin 4.88. A
Nuns’ Pātidesanīya concerns each one of them, but lacks the words attano atthāya,
though the sentiment is there.
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it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.¹ Because of falling away from
(right)mode of livelihood one falls into these six offences. Of the four
fallings away howmany fallings away do these offences appertain to
… are they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences apper-
tain to two fallings away: it may be to falling away frommoral habit;
it may be to falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes
of offence they are comprised in six classes of offence… (see Prv 4.3.4
above) … offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they
originate bymeans of the six origins: it may be that they originate
by body, not by speech, not by mind; itmay be that they originate by

BD 6.145

speech, not by body, not by mind; it may be that they originate by
body and by speech, not by mind; it may be that they originate by
body and by mind, not by speech; it may be that they originate by
speech and by mind, not by body; it may be that they originate by
body and by speech and bymind. Of the four legal questions … and a
covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Fourth Chapter: on Because of Falling Away

Prv 4.6.1 Because of legal questions concerning disputes howmany offen-
ces does one fall into? Because of legal questions concerning disputes
one falls into two offences: if one insults onewho is ordained there is
an offence of Expiation²; if one insults one who is not ordained there
is an offence of wrong-doing.³ Because of legal questions concern-
ing disputes one falls into these two offences. Of the four fallings
away howmany fallings away do these offences appertain to … are
they stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to
one falling away: to falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven
classes of offence they are comprised in two classes of offence: it
may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class
of offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they origi-
nate by means of three origins: it may be that they originate by body
and bymind, notby speech; it may be that they originate by speech

Vin 5.100

and mind, not by body; it may be that they originate by body and by

¹ Bu-Sk 37. ² Bu-Pc 2. ³ Vin 4.10 in Bu-Pc 2.
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speech and by mind. Of the four legal questions … and by a covering
over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.6.2

Becauseof legal questions concerningcensurehowmanyoffences
does one fall into? … one falls into three offences: if one defames a
monkwith anunfounded charge of anoffence involvingDefeat, there
is an offence requiring a FormalMeeting of theOrder¹; if onedefames
with an unfounded charge of an offence requiring a Formal Meeting
of the Order, there is an offence of Expiation²; if one defames with
an unfounded charge of falling away from good behaviour thereis

BD 6.146

an offence of wrong-doing.³ Because of legal questions concerning
censure one falls into these three offences. Of the four fallings away
howmany fallings away do these offences appertain to … are they
stopped? Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to two
fallings away: it may be to falling away frommoral habit; it may be
to falling away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence
they are comprised in three classes of offence: it may be in the class
of offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order; it may be in
the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of offence of
wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate by means
of three origins: it may be that they originate by body and bymind,
not by speech; it may be that they originate by speech and bymind,
not by body; it may be that they originate by body and by speech and
by mind. Of the four legal questions … and by a covering over (as)
with grass.

Prv 4.6.3

Becauseof legal questions concerningoffenceshowmanyoffences
does one fall into? … one falls into four offences: a nun who, know-
ing of a matter involving Defeat, conceals it, falls into an offence
involving Defeat⁴; if, being in doubt, she conceals it, she falls into
a grave offence⁵; if a monk conceals an offence requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order he falls into an offence of Expiation⁶; if he con-
ceals a falling away from good behaviour he falls into an offence of
wrong-doing.⁷Because of legal questions concerning offences one

¹ Bu-Ss 9. ² Bu-Pc 76. ³ Bu-Pc 76, Vin 4.148. ⁴ See above Prv 4.5.1. ⁵ See
above Prv 4.5.1. ⁶ See above Prv 4.5.1. ⁷ See above Prv 4.5.2
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falls into these four offences. Of the four fallings away how many
fallings away do these offences appertain to … are they stopped?
Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to two fallings
away: it may be to falling away frommoral habit; it may be to falling
away from good behaviour. Of the seven classes of offence they are
comprised in four classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence
involving Defeat; it may be in the class of offence that is a grave one;
it may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of
offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offence they originate
by means of one origin: they originate by body and by speech and by

BD 6.147

mind. Of the four legal questions … and by a covering over (as) with
grass.

Prv 4.6.4

Because of legal questions concerning obligations how many
offences does one fall into? … one falls into five offences: if a nun, an
imitator of one who has been suspended, though being admonished
up to the third time does not give up (her course), as a result of
the motion there is an offence of wrong-doing, as a result of two
resolutions there are grave offences, at the end of the resolutions
there is an offence involving Defeat¹; if monks who are imitators of a
schismatic, though being admonished up to the third time, do not
give up (their course), there is an offence requiring a FormalMeeting
of the Order²; if one, though being admonished up to the third time,
does not give up depraved views there is an offenceof Expiation.³

Vin 5.101

Because of legal questions concerning obligations one falls into these
five offences. Of the four fallings away howmany fallings away do
these offences appertain to … are they stopped? … to two fallings
away … Of the seven classes of offence they are comprised in five
classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence involving Defeat;
it may be in the class of offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order; it may be in the class of offence that is a grave one; it may be
in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of offence of
wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate by means

¹ Vin 4.119 in Nuns’ Bi-Pj 7. ² Bu-Ss 10; but it does not use the word bhedakānu-
vattaka, imitator or follower of a schismatic. ³ Bu-Pc 68.
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of one origin: they originate by body and by speech and by mind. Of
the four legal questions … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 4.6.5

Leaving aside the seven offences, the seven classes of offence—of
the four fallings away how many fallings away do the remaining
offences appertain to? Of the seven classes of offence in howmany
classes of offence are they comprised? Of the six origins of offences
by howmany origins do they originate? Of the four legal questions
which legal question? Of the seven decidings by howmany decidings
are they stopped? Leaving aside the seven offences, the seven classes
of offence—it is not:¹ of the four fallings away to which falling away
dothe remaining offences appertain, of the seven classes of offence

BD 6.148

in which class of offence are they comprised, of the six origins of
offences bywhich origin do they originate, of the four legal questions
which legal question, of the seven decidings by which deciding are
they stopped?What is the reason for that? Leaving aside the seven
offences and the seven classes of offence there are no other offences.

Concluded is the Fifth Chapter: on Because of Legal Questions

Concluded is Consecutive Repetitions

its summary
Questions on Howmany? origins,
and likewise Howmany offences?
Origins, and fallings away,
and so too about legal questions.

¹ I.e. this is a question not properly formulated.
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Prv 5.1.1

BD 6.149
What is the forerunner of a legal question concerning disputes how
many are the causal occasions, howmany thematters, howmany the
grounds, howmany the causes, howmany the roots, by howmany
modes does one dispute, by howmany decidings is a legal question
concerning disputes stopped?

What is the forerunner of a legal question concerning censure
… of a legal question concerning offences … of a legal question con-
cerning obligations?

Prv 5.1.2

Vin 5.102 “What is the forerunner of a legal question concerning disputes ”
Greed is a forerunner, hatred is a forerunner, confusion is a forerun-
ner, lack of greed… lack of hatred… lack of confusion is a forerunner.
“Howmany are the causal occasions?”There are eighteen causal oc-
casions that are matters making for schism.¹ “Howmanymatters?”
There are eighteen matters that are matters making for schism.²
“Howmany grounds?”There are eighteen grounds that are grounds
making for schism. “Howmany causes?” Nine causes: three causes
that are skilled, three causes that are unskilled, three causes that are
indeterminate.³ “Howmany roots?” Twelve roots.⁴ “By howmany
modes does one dispute?” One disputes by two modes: either the

¹ See the set of eighteen at Kd 14.14.2, but they have no generic name there. ² Eigh-
teen vatthu given at Vin 1.354f., first, beginning with the negative aspect: adhamma
avinaya, etc., to illustrate what would be the words of a monk regarded as an ad-
hammavādin; and then, with the positive aspect stated first, to illustrate those of
a monk regarded as a dhammavādin. ³ Cf. Kd 14.14.8. ⁴ mūla, root or source
or ground. Two sets of six each are given at Kd 14.14.3, followed by three unskilled
sources and then three skilled ones.
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view that it is Dhamma or the view that it is non-dhamma.¹ “By how
many decidings is a legal question concerning disputes stopped?” A
legal question concerning disputes is stopped by two decidings: by a
verdict in the presence of and by the decision of the majority.²

Prv 5.1.3

“What is the forerunner of a legal question concerningcensure?”
BD 6.150

Greed … non-confusion is a forerunner. “Howmany are the causal
occasions?”The four fallings away are causal occasions. “Howmany
matters?”The four fallings away are matters. “Howmany grounds?”
Thefour fallings awayaregrounds.³ “Howmanycauses?”Nine causes:
three causes that are skilled, three causes that are unskilled three
causes that are indeterminate.⁴ “Howmany roots?” Fourteen roots.
“By howmanymodes does one censure?” One censures by twomodes:
by the matter or by the offence. “By howmany decidings is a legal
question concerning censure stopped?” A legal question concerning
censure is stopped by four decidings: by a verdict in the presence of
and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict of past insanity and
by the decision for specific depravity.⁵

Prv 5.1.4

“What is the forerunner of a legal question concerning offences?”
… non-confusion is a forerunner. “How many are the causal oc-
casions?” The seven classes of offence are causal occasions. “How
manymatters?”The seven classes of offence arematters. “Howmany
grounds?” The seven classes of offence are grounds. “How many
causes?” Nine causes … three causes that are indeterminate. “How
many roots?” The six origins of offences are roots. “By how many
modes … ?” By six modes one falls into an offence: through being
shameless, through ignorance, through being scrupulous by nature,
through thinking it is allowable when it is not allowable, through
thinking it is not allowablewhen it is allowable, through confusion of
mindfulness. “By howmany decidings is a legal question concerning
offences stopped?” … it is stopped by three decidings: by a verdict
in the presence of and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement
and by a covering over (as) with grass.⁶

Prv 5.1.5

¹ Given at Kd 14.14.2; also at Vin 1.354. ² Kd 14.14.16. ³ Kd 14.14.2. ⁴ Kd 14.14.9.
⁵ Kd 14.14.27. ⁶ Kd 14.14.30.
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“What is the forerunner of a legal question concerning obliga-
tions?” … non-confusion is a forerunner. “Howmany are the causal
occasions?” Four (formal) acts are causal occasions.¹ “Howmanymat-
ters?” Four (formal) acts are matters. “How many grounds?” Four
(formal) acts are grounds. “Howmany causes?” Nine causes … three
thatare indeterminate. “Howmany roots?”The Order is the one root.

BD 6.151

“By howmany modes is an obligation produced?” An obligation is
produced by twomodes: by amotion or by asking for leave.² “By how
many decidings is a legal question concerning obligations stopped?”
A legal question concerning obligations is stopped by one decidings:
by a verdict in the presence of.³ Howmany are the decidings? Seven

Prv 5.1.6

Vin 5.103 decidings: a verdict in the presence of, a verdict of innocence, a ver-
dict of past insanity, a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement, the
decision of the majority, the decision for specific depravity, a cov-
ering over (as) with grass.These seven decidings.⁴ Might it be that
these seven decidings become ten decidings, that ten decidings be-
come seven decidings according to the presentation⁵ of the matter?
Itmight be. How can it be?There are two decidings of a legal question
concerning disputes four decidings of a legal question concerning
censure, three decidings of a legal question concerning offences, one
deciding of a legal question concerning obligations.Thus these seven
decidings become ten decidings, the ten decidings become seven
decidings according to the presentation of the matter.

Concluded is the Sixth Chapter: that on Presentation

Prv 5.2.1 Howmany decidings of a legal question concerning disputes are
in common,⁶ how many decidings of a legal question concerning
disputes are not in common?Howmany decidings of a legal question
concerning censure… concerning offences… concerning obligations
are in common… not in common?

¹ Kd 14.14.11. ² Vin 2.89; see also Vin 4.152. ³ Kd 14.14.34 ⁴ As at Vin 4.207;
explained in detail at Vin 2.80ff. ⁵ pariyāya, defined atmn-a i.18.,mn-a i.89. ⁶ As
seen in the next paragraph sādhāraṇa, in common, does not mean here shared by
monks and nuns.
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Two decidings of a legal question concerning disputes are in com-
mon: a verdict in the presence of, the decision of the majority. Five
decidings of a legal question concerning disputes are not in common:
a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity, the carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement, a decision for specific depravity, a covering
over (as) with grass.

Four decidings of a legal question concerning censure are in
BD 6.152

common: a verdict in the presence of, a verdict of innocence a verdict
of past insanity, a decision for specific depravity.Three decidings of a
legal question concerning censure arenot in common: the decision of
the majority, the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement, a covering
over (as) with grass.

Three decidings of a legal question concerning offences are in
common: a verdict in the presence of, the carrying out on (his) ac-
knowledgement, a covering over (as) with grass. Four decidings of a
legal question concerning offences are not in common: the decision
of the majority, a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity, a
decision for specific depravity.

One deciding is in common with a legal question concerning
obligations: a verdict in the presence of. Six decidings are not in
commonwith a legal question concerning obligations: the decision
of the majority, a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity,
the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement, a decision for specific
depravity, a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Seventh Chapter: on In Common
Prv 5.3.1How many decidings of a legal question concerning disputes

belong to that? Howmany decidings of a legal question concerning
disputes belong to others?¹ Howmany decidings of a legal question
concerning censure … of a legal question concerning offences … of a
legal question concerning obligations belong to others?

Vin 5.104

Two decidings of a legal question concerning disputes belong to
that … (as in Prv 5.2.1; instead of in common and not in common read
belong to that and belong to others.)

¹ I.e. to other legal questions.
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Concluded is the Eighth Chapter: on Belongs toThat

Prv 5.4.1 Are decidings of a deciding in common, are decidings of a de-
ciding not in common? It may be that decidings of a deciding are in
common, it may be that decidings of a deciding are not in common.

Howmay it be that decidings of a deciding are in common, how
may it be that decidings of a deciding are not in common.

The decision of the majority is in commonwith a verdict in the
presence of; it is not in commonwith a verdict of innocence, with a

BD 6.153

verdict of past insanity, a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement, a
decision for specific depravity, a covering over (as) with grass.

A verdict of innocence is in commonwith a verdict in the pres-
ence of; it is not in commonwith a verdict of past insanity, a carrying
out on (his) acknowledgement, a decision for specific depravity, a
covering over (as) with grass, a decision of the majority.

A verdict of past insanity is in common with a verdict in the
presence of; it is not in common with a carrying out on (his) ac-
knowledgement, a decision for specific depravity, a covering over
(as) with grass, a decision of the majority, a verdict of innocence.

A carrying out on (his) acknowledgement is in commonwith a
verdict in the presence of; it is not in common with a decision for
specific depravity, a covering over (as) with grass, a decision of the
majority, a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity.

A decision for specific depravity is in commonwith a verdict in
the presence of; it is not in commonwith a covering over (as) with
grass, a decision of the majority, a verdict of innocence, a verdict of
past insanity, a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement.

A covering over (as) with grass is in common with a verdict in
the presence of; it is not in commonwith a decision of the majority,
a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity, a carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement, a decision for specific depravity.

Thus it may be that decidings are in common with a deciding,
thus it may be that decidings are not in commonwith a deciding.

Concluded is the Ninth Chapter: on Decidings in common with a Deciding
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Prv 5.5.1 Do the decidings of a deciding belong to that? Do the decidings
of a deciding belong to others? It may be … (as in Prv 5.4.1; instead
of in common and not in common read belong to that and belong to
others.)

Concluded is the Tenth Chapter: on Do the Decidings of a Deciding belong
toThat

Prv 5.6.1

BD 6.154
Adeciding is a verdict in the presence of, a verdict in the presence

of is a deciding. A deciding is a decision of the majority, a decision of
the majority is a deciding. A deciding is a verdict of innocence … a

Vin 5.105

verdict of past insanity … a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement
… a decision for specific depravity … is a covering over (as) with
grass, a covering over (as) with grass is a deciding.

A decision of themajority, a verdict of innocence, a verdict of past
insanity, a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement, a decision for
specific depravity, a covering over (as) with grass—these decidings
are decidings, but not a verdict in the presence of. A verdict in the
presence of is a deciding as well as being a verdict in the presence of.

Averdict of innocence, a verdict of past insanity, a carryingout on
(his) acknowledgement, a decision for specific depravity, a covering
over (as) with grass, a verdict in the presence of—these decidings
are decidings, but not the decision of the majority. A decision of the
majority is a deciding as well as being a decision of the majority.

A verdict in the presence of, a decision of the majority, a verdict
of innocence, a verdict of past insanity, a carrying out on (his) ac-
knowledgement, a decision for specific depravity—these decidings
are decidings, but not a covering over (as) with grass. A covering
over (as) with grass is a deciding as well as being a covering over (as)
with grass.

Concluded is the Eleventh Chapter: on A Verdict in the Presence of being a
Deciding

Prv 5.7.1
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A verdict is a verdict in the presence of, a verdict in the presence
of is a verdict… a verdict is a covering over (as)with grass, a covering
over (as) with grass is a verdict.

A verdict may be a verdict in the presence of and it may not be a
verdict in the presence of. A verdict in the presence of is a verdict as
well as being a verdict in the presence of.

A verdict may be a decision of the majority … a verdict of inno-
cence … a verdict of past insanity … a carrying out on (his) acknowl-
edgement … a decision for specific depravity … a covering over (as)
with grass and it may not be a covering over (as) with grass. A cover-

BD 6.155

ing over (as) with grass is a verdict as well as being a covering over
(as) with grass.

Concluded is the Twelfth Chapter: on Verdict

Prv 5.8.1 Is a verdict in the presence of skilled, unskilled, indeterminate?
Is a decision of the majority skilled, unskilled, indeterminate? … Is a
covering over (as) with grass skilled, unskilled, indeterminate?

A verdict in the presence of may be skilled, it may be indetermi-
nate; there is no unskilled verdict in the presence of. The decision of
themajoritymay be skilled, it may be unskilled, it may be indetermi-
nate. A verdict of innocence… a verdict of past insanity … a carrying
out on (his) acknowledgement … a decision for specific depravity …
a covering over (as) with grass may be skilled, it may be unskilled, it
may be indeterminate.

Is a legal question concerning disputes skilled, unskilled, inde-
terminate¹? Is a legal question concerning censure… a legal question
concerning offences … concerning obligations skilled, unskilled, in-
determinate?

Vin 5.106

A legal question concerning disputes may be skilled, it may be
unskilled, it may be indeterminate. A legal question concerning cen-
sure …may be indeterminate. A legal question concerning offences
may be unskilled, it may be indeterminate; there is no legal question

¹ Vin 2.91, where explanations are given.
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concerning offences that is skilled. A legal question concerning obli-
gations may be skilled, it may be unskilled, it may be indeterminate.

Concluded is theThirteenth Chapter: on Skilled
Prv 5.9.1Where a decision of themajority is possible there a verdict in the

presence of is possible; where a verdict in the presence of is possible
there a decision of the majority is possible.¹ Not possible there is a
verdict of innocence … a verdict of past insanity … a carrying out
on (his) acknowledgement … a decision for specific depravity … a
covering over (as) with grass.

Where a verdict of innocence is possible there a verdict in the
BD 6.156

presence of is possible; where a verdict in the presence of is possible
there a verdict of innocence is possible. Not possible there is a verdict
of past insanity … (Cf. Prv 5.4.1).

Where a covering over (as) with grass is possible there a verdict
in the presence of is possible; where a verdict in the presence of is
possible there a covering over (as)with grass is possible. Not possible
there is a decision of the majority not possible there is a verdict of
innocence … a verdict of past insanity … a carrying out on (his)
acknowledgement … a decision for specific depravity.

Prv 5.9.2

Where there is a decision of the majority there is a verdict in the
presence of; where there is a verdict in the presence of there is a
decision of the majority. Not there is there a verdict of innocence,
not there … (see Prv 5.9.1 Omit here the words is possible.)

Where there is a verdict of innocence there is there a verdict in
the presence of; where there is a verdict in the presence of there is
there a verdict of innocence. Not there is …

Tomake the root a verdict in the presence of ² …
Where there is a covering over (as) with grass there is there a

verdict in the presence of; where there is a verdict in the presence
of there is there a covering over (as) with grass. Not there is there a
decision of the majority … not there is there a decision for specific
depravity.

¹ Vin 2.97; also see Vin 2.84. ² sammukhāvinayaṁ kātūna mūlaṁ. See
bd Introduction, p. xvi.
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Repetition of the Cycle.¹ Concluded is the Fourteenth Chapter: onWhere

Prv 5.10.1 On that occasion when a legal question is settled by a verdict in
the presence of and by a decision of themajority, where a decision of
the majority is possible there a verdict in the presence of is possible;
where a verdict in the presence of is possible there a decision of the
majority is possible. Not possible there is a verdict of innocence … a
covering over (as) with grass.

Vin 5.107

BD 6.157 On that occasion when a legal question is settled by a verdict in
the presence of and by a verdict of innocence, where …

On that occasion when a legal question is settled by a verdict in
the presence of and by a covering over (as) with grass, where a cov-
ering over (as) with grass is possible there a verdict in the presence
of is possible; where a verdict in the presence of is possible there
a covering over (as) with grass is possible. Not possible there is a
decision of the majority, not possible there is a verdict of innocence
… not possible there is a decision for specific depravity.

Concluded is the Fifteenth Chapter: on Occasion

Prv 5.11.1 “Legal question” or “deciding”—are these things associated or
dissociated, and is it possible, having analysed these things again
and again, to point to a difference between them²? “Legal question”
or “deciding”—these things are dissociated, not associated, and it is
possible to point to a difference between them—this should certainly
not be said. “Legal question” or “deciding”—these things are associ-
ated, not dissociated, and it is not possible, having analysed these
things again and again, to point to a difference between them.What
is the reason for this? Was it not said by the Lord: “There are, monks,
these four legal questions and seven decidings. Legal questions are
settled by decidings; decidings are settled by legal questions.Thus

¹ cakka, wheel, series, cycle; the arrangement.The word is use same sense as above
at e.g. Vin 1.330ff. ² Cf.mn i.293, Mil 63, Atthasālinī 311, Vism438.
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these things are associated, not dissociated, and it is not possible …
to point to a difference between them.”¹

Concluded is the Sixteenth Chapter: on Associated
Prv 5.12.1By howmany decidings is a legal question concerning disputes

stopped? By howmany decidings is a legal question concerning cen-
sure … a legal question concerning offences … a legal question con-
cerning obligations stopped?

A legal question concerning disputes is stopped by two deciding:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of the majority.² A

BD 6.158

legal question concerning censure is stopped by four decidings: by
a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a
verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific depravity.³ A
legal question concerning offences is stopped by three decidings: by
a verdict in the presence of and by a carrying out on his acknowl-
edgement and by a covering over (as) with grass.⁴ A legal question
concerning obligations is stopped by one decidings: by a verdict in
the presence of.⁵

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning censure stopped? A legal question
concerning disputes and a legal question concerning censure are
stopped by five decidings: by a verdict in the presence of and by
a decision of the majority and by a verdict of innocence and by a
verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific depravity.

Vin 5.108

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
anda legal question concerning offences stopped?…by fourdeciding:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of the majority and
by the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a covering
over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning obligations stopped?… by two decid-
ing: by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of the majority.

¹ Untraced in so many words, but the sentiment is precisely that of Kd 14.14, … Cf.
also Vin 5.93, mn ii.247, and indeed the words “There are, these four legal questions”
occur there. ² Vin 2.93. ³ Vin 2.99. ⁴ Vin 2.102. ⁵ Vin 2.104.
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By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning censure
and a legal question concerning offences stopped?…by six decidings:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a
verdict of past insanity and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledge-
ment and by a decision for specific depravity and by a covering over
(as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning censure
and a legal question concerning obligations stopped?…by four decid-
ings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence and
by a verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific depravity.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning offences
BD 6.159

and a legal question concerning obligations stopped? … by three
deciding: by a verdict in the presence of and by a carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement and by a covering over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning censure and a legal question con-
cerning offences stopped? … by seven deciding: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a decision of the majority and by a verdict of
innocence and by a verdict of past insanity and by a carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement and by a decision for specific depravity and
by a covering over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning censure and a legal question con-
cerning obligations stopped? … by five deciding: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a decision of themajority and by a verdict of inno-
cence and by a verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific
depravity.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning censure
and a legal question concerning offences and a legal question con-
cerning obligations stopped? … by six deciding: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict of past
insanity and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a
decision for specific depravity and by a covering over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
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anda legal question concerning censure anda legal question concern-
ing offences and a legal question concerning obligations stopped? …
by seven deciding: by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision
of the majority and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict of past
insanity and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a
decision for specific depravity and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Seventeenth Chapter: on Is Stopped

Prv 5.13.1By howmany decidings is a legal question concerning disputes
… a legal question concerning censure … a legal concerning offences
… a legal question concerning obligations stopped, by how many
decidings is it not stopped?

BD 6.160

A legal question concerning disputes is stopped by two decidings:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of the majority; it
is not stopped by five decidings: by a verdict of innocence nor by a
verdict of past insanity nor by a carrying out on (his) acknowledge-
ment nor by a decision for specific depravity nor by a covering over
(as) with grass.

A legal question concerning censure is stopped by four decidings:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a
verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific depravity; it is
not stopped by three decidings: by a decision of the majority nor by
a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement nor by a covering over (as)
with grass.

A legal question concerning offences is stopped by three decid-
ings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a carrying out on (his)
acknowledgement and by a covering over (as) with grass; it is not
stopped by four decidings: by a decision of the majority nor by a ver-
dict of innocence nor by a verdict of past insanity nor by a decision
for specific depravity.

Vin 5.109

A legal question concerning obligations is stopped by one decid-
ing: by a verdict in the presence of; it is not stopped by six decidings:
by a decision of the majority nor by a verdict of innocence nor by a
verdict of past insanity nor by a carrying out on (his) acknowledge-
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ment nor by a decision for specific depravity nor by a covering over
(as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning censure stopped, by howmany de-
cidings are they not stopped? A legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning censure are stopped by five decid-
ings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of the majority
and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict of past insanity and by
a decision for specific depravity; they are not stopped by two decid-
ings: by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement nor by a covering
over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
anda legal question concerning offences stopped…by fourdecidings:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of the majority and
by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a covering over
(as) with grass; they are not stopped by three decidings: by a verdict

BD 6.161

of innocence nor by a verdict of past insanity nor by a decision for
specific depravity.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning obligations stopped?… by two decid-
ings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision of themajority;
they are not stopped by five decidings: by a verdict of innocence nor
by a verdict of past insanity nor by a carrying out on (his) acknowl-
edgement nor by a decision for specific depravity nor by a covering
over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning censure
and a legal question concerning offences stopped?…by six decidings:
by a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a
verdict of past insanity and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledge-
ment and by a decision for specific depravity and by a covering over
(as) with grass; they are not stopped by one deciding: by a decision
of the majority.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning censure
and a legal question concerning obligations stopped?…by four decid-
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ings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence and
by a verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific depravity;
they are not stopped by three decidings: by a decision of themajority
nor by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement nor by a covering
over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning offences
and a legal question concerning obligations stopped? … by three
decidings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement and by a covering over (as) with grass; they
are not stopped by four decidings: by a decision of the majority nor
by a verdict of innocence nor by a verdict of past insanity nor by a
decision for specific depravity.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
and a legal question concerning censure and a legal question con-
cerning offences stopped? … by seven decidings: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a decision of the majority and by a verdict of
innocence and by a verdict of past insanity and by a carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement and by a decision for specific depravity and

BD 6.162

by a covering over (as) with grass.
By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes

and a legal question concerning censure and a legal question con-
cerning obligations stopped? … by five decidings: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a decision of themajority and by a verdict of inno-
cence and by a verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific
depravity; they are not stopped by two decidings: by a carrying out
on (his) acknowledgement nor by a covering over (as) with grass.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning censure
and a legal question concerning offences and a legal question con-
cerning obligations stopped? … by six decidings: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict of past
insanity and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a
decision for specific depravity and by a covering over (as) with grass;
they are not stopped by one deciding: a decision of the majority.

By howmany decidings are a legal question concerning disputes
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anda legal question concerning censure anda legal question concern-
ing offences and a legal question concerning obligations stopped? …
by seven decidings: by a verdict in the presence of and by a decision
of themajority and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict-of past
insanity and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a
decision for specific depravity and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Concluded is the Eighteenth Chapter: on Are Stopped and Are Not
Stopped

Prv 5.14.1 Decidings are stopped by decidings, decidings are stopped by
legal questions, legal questions are stopped by decidings, legal ques-
tions are stopped by legal questions.

Vin 5.110

It may be that decidings are stopped by decidings … not stopped
by decidings; it may be that decidings are stopped by legal questions
… not stopped by legal questions, it may be that legal questions are
stopped by decidings… not stopped by decidings; it may be that legal
questions are stopped by legal questions … are not stopped by legal
questions.

BD 6.163

Howmay it be that decidings are stopped by decidings, howmay
it be that decidings are not stopped by decidings? A decision of the
majority is stopped by a verdict in the presence of; it is not stopped by
a verdict of innocence, it is not stopped by a verdict of past insanity
… by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement … by a decision for
specific depravity … by a covering over (as) with grass. A verdict of
innocence is stopped by a verdict in the presence of; it is not stopped
by a verdict of past insanity … (Cf. Prv 5.4.1) … A covering over (as)
with grass is stopped by a verdict in the presence of; it is not stopped
by a decision of the majority, it is not stopped by a verdict of inno-
cence … by a verdict of past insanity … by a carrying out on (his)
acknowledgement … by a decision for specific depravity.Thus there
may be decidings that are stopped by decidings, thus there may be
decidings that are not stopped by decidings.

Howmay it be that decidings are stopped by legal questions, how
may it be that decidings are not stopped by legal questions? A verdict
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in the presence of is stopped by a legal question concerning disputes
it is not stopped by a legal question concerning censure … offences,
it is stopped by a legal question concerning obligations. A decision
of the majority is stopped by a legal question concerning disputes it
is not stopped by a legal question concerning censure … offences …
obligations. A verdict of innocence is not stopped by a legal question
concerning disputes… censure…offences…obligations. A verdict of
past insanity is not stopped by a legal question concerning disputes
… censure… offences… obligations. A carrying out on (his) acknowl-
edgement is not stopped by a legal question concerning disputes …
censure, it is stopped by a legal question concerning offences, it is not
stopped by a legal question concerning obligations. A decision for
specific depravity … a covering over (as) with grass is not stopped
by a legal question concerning disputes … censure … offences …
obligations.Thus there may be decidings that are stopped by legal
questions, thus there may be decidings that are not stopped by legal
questions.

Howmay it be that legal questions are stopped by decidings, how
may be that legal questions are not stopped by decidings? A legal

BD 6.164

question concerning disputes is stopped by a verdict in the presence
of and by a decision of the majority; it is stopped by a verdict of inno-
cence nor by a verdict for past insanity nor by a carrying out on (his)
acknowledgement nor b a decision for specific depravity nor by a
covering over (as) with grass. A legal question concerning censure is
stopped by a verdict in the presence of and by a verdict of innocence
and by a verdict of past insanity and by a decision for specific deprav-
ity; it is not stopped by a decision of the majority nor by a carrying
out on (his) acknowledgement nor by a covering over (as) with grass.
A legal question concerning offences is stopped by a verdict in the
presence of and by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and
by a covering over (as) with grass; it is not stopped by a decision of
the majority nor by a verdict of innocence nor by a verdict of past
insanity nor by a decision for specific depravity. A legal question
concerning obligations is stopped by a verdict in the presence of;
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it is not stopped by a decision of the majority nor by a verdict of
innocence nor by a verdict of past insanity nor by a carrying out on
(his) acknowledgement nor by a decision for specific depravity nor

Vin 5.111

by a covering over (as) with grass.Thus there may be legal questions
that are stopped by decidings, thus there may be legal questions that
are not stopped by decidings.

Howmay it be that legal questions are stopped by legal questions,
how may it be that legal questions are not stopped by legal ques-
tions? A legal question concerning disputes is not stopped by a legal
question concerning censure, it is not stopped by a legal question
concerning offences; it is stopped by a legal question concerning
obligations. A legal question concerning censure … a legal question
concerning offences … a legal question concerning obligations is not
stopped by a legal question concerning disputes it is not stopped by
a legal question concerning censure, it is not stopped by a legal ques-
tion concerning offences; it is stopped by a legal question con corning
obligations.Thus there may be legal questions that are stopped by le-
gal questions, thus there may be legal questions that are not stopped
by legal questions.

Six decidings as well as the four legal questions are stopped by a
BD 6.165

verdict in the presence of; a verdict in the presence of is stopped by
some.

Concluded is the Nineteenth Chapter: on Decidings and Legal Questions

Prv 5.15.1 Of the four legal questionswhich legal question originates a legal
question concerning disputes Of the four legal questions it is not
which legal question originates a legal question concerning disputes
yet because of a legal question concerning disputes the four legal
questions arise. How is it like that? As to this monks are disputing,
saying, “It is Dhamma” or “It is not Dhamma” or “It is Discipline” or
“It is not Discipline” or … (see Kd 14.14.2) … this is called a legal ques-
tion concerning disputes If the Order disputes about a legal question
concerning disputes there is a legal question concerning disputes
If one censures when he is disputing, there is a legal question con-
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cerning censure. If one falls into an offence when he is censuring,
there is a legal question concerning offences. If the Order carries out
a (formal) act for these offences, there is a legal question concerning
obligations. Thus it is that because of a legal question concerning
disputes the four legal questions arise.

Of the four legal questions… (as before) … legal question concern-
ing censure? … yet because of a legal question concerning censure
the four legal questions arise. How is it like that? As to this monks
are censuring a monk … (see Kd 14.14.2) … this is called a legal ques-
tion concerning censure. If the Order disputes about a legal question
concerning censure, there is a legal question concerning disputes If
one censures as he is disputing … (as before) …Thus it is that because
of a legal question concerning censure the four legal questions arise.

Of the four legal questions…a legal questionconcerningoffences?
… yet because of a legal question concerning offences the four legal
questions arise. How is it like that? Both the five classes of offence …
(seeKd 14.14.2)… this is called a legal question concerning offences. If
the Order disputes about a legal question concerning offences, there
is a legal question concerning disputes If one censures …Thus it is

Vin 5.112

that because of a legal question concerning offences the four legal
questions arise.

BD 6.166

Of the four legal questions … legal question concerning obliga-
tions? … yet because of a legal question concerning obligations the
four legal questions arise. How is it like that? Whatever is an Or-
der’s business … (see Kd 14.14.2) … This is called a legal question
concerning obligations. If the Order disputes about a legal question
concerning obligations there is a legal question concerning disputes
If one censures as he is disputing …Thus it is that because of a legal
question concerning obligations the four legal questions arise.

Concluded is the Twentieth Chapter: on Originating

Prv 5.16.1Of the four legal questions to which legal question does the le-
gal question concerning disputes appertain, which legal question
is it dependent on, which legal question is it included in, in which
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legal question is it comprised? Of the four legal questions to which
legal question does the legal question concerning censure… concern-
ing offences … concerning obligations appertain … in which legal
question is it comprised?

Of the four legal questions the legal question concerning disputes
appertains to a legal question concerning disputes it is dependent on
a legal question concerning disputes it is included in a legal question
concerning disputes it is comprised in a legal question concerning
disputes Of the four legal questions the legal question concerning
censure appertains to a legal question concerning censure … the
legal question concerning offences … the legal question concerning
obligations… is comprised in a legal question concerning obligations.

Of the seven decidings to howmany decidings does a legal ques-
tion concerning disputes appertain, howmany decidings is it depen-
dent on, howmanydecidings is it included in, in howmanydecidings
is it comprised, by howmany decidings is it stopped? Of the seven
decidings to howmany decidings does a legal question concerning
censure … concerning offences … concerning obligations appertain
… by howmany decidings is it stopped?

Of the seven decidings a legal question concerning disputes ap-
pertains to two decidings, is dependent on two decidings, is included
in two decidings, is comprised in two decidings, is stopped by two de-
cidings: a verdict in the presence of and a decision of themajority. Of

BD 6.167

the seven decidings a legal question concerning censure appertains
to four decidings … is stopped by four decidings: by a verdict in the
presence of and by a verdict of innocence and by a verdict of past in-
sanity and by a decision for specific depravity. Of the four decidings
a legal question concerning offences appertains to three decidings
… is stopped by three decidings: by a verdict in the presence of and
by a carrying out on (his) acknowledgement and by a covering over

Vin 5.113

(as) with grass. Of the seven decidings a legal question concerning
obligations appertains to one deciding … is stopped by one deciding:
by a verdict in the presence of.
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Concluded is the Synopsis of Decidings.¹

its summary
Legal question come to presentation,² and those that are in common, those
that belong,
Decidings of a deciding in common, that belong to that, /
Also decidings in the presence of, about verdict, and about skilled,
Where, occasion, associated, they stop, and they do not stop.
Also decidings and legal-questions, originating, and they appertain. /

¹ Kd 14 to which this Section pertains, is called Samathakkhandhaka. ² pariyā-
panna. This is not the same as pariyāpanna (“included”) in Prv 5.16.1 just above. It
must be taken as pariyā ( + ya, omittedmetri causa) + āpanna since pariyāya-vāra is
the name given to the first chapter in this Samathabheda Section, i.e. Prv 5.1.
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Prv 6.1
Vin 5.114

BD 6.168

I asked¹ about ordination with its provenance, with its demonstra-
tion: howmanyare theoffences according to the eminent sentences?²
Iwasansweredaboutordinationwith itsprovenance,with its demon-
stration: according to the eminent sentences there are two offences.³

Prv 6.2

I asked about the Observance with its provenance … three offen-
ces.⁴

Prv 6.3

I asked about the beginning of the rains … one offence.⁵
Prv 6.4

¹ pucchissaṁ, an unusual form of the aorist. ² samukkaṭṭhapada. At Vin-a 1318
it is said, “There these sentences (pada, words) are called eminent (samukkaṭṭha),
highest (uttama). In brief (sankhepato), howmany offences are there according to
these eminent sentences, highest sentences?” This is interesting since ukkaṭṭha
means both eminent and condensed. See too an iv.140 where samukkaṭṭha is ex-
plained by uttama. ³ The first 10 questions here refer to the 10 Khandhakas in the
Mahāvagga, and the remaining 12 to the 12 Khandhakas in the Cullavagga. Ordina-
tion belongs to Mahāvagga 1. But as it is overshadowed there by the account of the
Awakening and the subsequent events and as ordination there gives no occasions
producing offences, these are perhaps reasons why Recourse is had to Bu-Pc 65:
there is an offence of expiation for ordaining a man under twenty years of age; and,
as Vin-a 1318 says, “according to all the remaining sentences there is an offence
of wrong-doing”. For these sentences see Vin 4.130.This is the only time there is
flight from the Khandhakas to the Suttavibhaṅga in this Section. ⁴ See Kd 2, the
Uposathakkhandhaka. Vin-a 1318 says that if incoming monks, being doubtful, say
to the resident monks, “You are perishing, you are being destroyed,” and carry out
the Observance aiming at a schism, there is a grave offence—referring to Vin 1.133;
if the Observance is carried out with one who is suspended there is an offence of
Pācittiya (possibly referring to Kd 2.36.2 which in its turn possibly refers to Bu-
Pc 69); for the rest there is an offence of wrong-doing. ⁵ Vin-a 1318 says “there
is just the one offence, of wrong-doing, in the Vassūpanāyikakkhandhaka” (Kd 3).
Here a certain amount of offences of wrong-doing are laid down but no other type
of offence is mentioned.
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I asked about the “Invitation” … three offences.¹
Prv 6.5

I asked about what is connected with hides … three offences.²
Prv 6.6
BD 6.169I asked about medicines … three offences.³
Prv 6.7I asked about kaṭhina…no offences.⁴
Prv 6.8

I asked about what is connected with robe-material … three
offences.⁵

Prv 6.9

I asked about the monks at Campā … one offence.⁶
Prv 6.10

I asked about the monks of Kosambī … one offence.⁷
Prv 6.11

I asked about the Khandhaka for (formal) acts … one offence.⁸
Prv 6.12

I asked about probation … one offence.⁹
Prv 6.13

I asked about accumulation … one offence.¹⁰
Prv 6.14

¹ Pavāraṇakkhandhaka, Kd 4. If monks “invite” aiming at a schism, there is a grave
offence, Vin 1.167; there is an offence of Pācittiya for inviting with one who has
been suspended (perhaps referring to Kd 4.14.2, Kd 4.14.3, at Vin 1.168); in the other
sentences there is an offence of wrong-doing. ² Cammakkhandhaka, Kd 5. Vin-
a 1318, following Vin 1.191, says the offences are 1) of Pācittiya (Bu-Pc 61) for killing
a calf; 2) a grave one for, with a lustful mind, touching a calf ’s private parts; 3)
for the rest, there is an of wrong-doing (probably for mounting on a calf, as also
at Vin 1.191). ³ Bhesajjakkhandhaka, Kd 6.The offences are 1) a grave one for “a
distance of two finger-breadths”, Vin 1.216; 2) one of Pācittiya for eating someone
else’s eating-conjey, Vin 1.224 where yathādhammo refers to Bu-Pc 33; 3) for the rest
there is an offence of wrong-doing. ⁴ Kaṭhinakkhandhaka, Kd 7.This is simply a
laying down, paññatti, of regulations. See too Kaṭhinavagga, Vin 3.195–202, covering
the first 10 Nissaggiya rules and giving the type of offence incurred for breaking
them. ⁵ Cīvarakkhandhaka, Kd 8.There is 1) a grave offence forwearing a garment
made of kusa-grass, bark and so on (Vin 1.306); 2) one should be dealtwith according
to the rule, yathādhammo (given at Vin 3.195 in Bu-NP 1) for wearing an extra robe
(Vin 1.289); 3) the rest are offences of wrong-doing. ⁶ Campeyyakkhandhaka,
Kd 9.The one offence is one of wrong-doing, Vin 1.315. ⁷ Kosambakakkhandhaka,
Kd 10.The offence is one of wrong-doing, Kd 10.5.10. ⁸ Kammakkhandhaka, Kd 11.
Vin-a 1318 says the one offence is one of wrong-doing. It appears to be referred to
at Kd 11.20.1 under the term yathādhammo. ⁹ Pārivāsikakkhandhaka, Kd 12. At
Vin 2.31 there is an offence of wrong-doing. ¹⁰ Samuccayakkhandhaka, Kd 13. At
Vin 2.67f.amonk should bemade to confess an offence of wrong-doing, so dukkaṭaṁ
desāpetabbo, for concealing various kinds of offences there enumerated.
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I asked about decidings … two offences.¹
Prv 6.15

I asked about minor matters … three offences.²
Prv 6.16

I asked about lodgings … three offences.³
Prv 6.17

BD 6.170 I asked about schism in an Order … two offences.⁴
Prv 6.18 I asked about conduct⁵ … one offence.⁶
Prv 6.19

I asked about suspension (of the Pātimokkha) … one offence.⁷
Prv 6.20

I asked about the Nuns’ Khandhaka … two offences.⁸
Prv 6.21

¹ Samathakkhandhaka, Kd 14. An offence of Pācittiyawhich is mentioned in this
Khandhaka at Vin 2.94 is taken by Vin-a 1318 to refer to Bu-Pc 79. Another offence
of Pācittiya is mentioned at Vin 2.94 but is ignored at Vin-a 1318. It is difficult to
say why one should be chosen in preference to the other. This Khandhaka also
gives two offences of wrong-doing at Vin 2.73, Vin 2.83. ² Khuddakavatthukkhan-
dhaka, Kd 15, Vin-a 1318 says that if one cuts off his ownmale organ there is a grave
offence (Vin 2.110); in ruminating there an offence of Pācittiya. That is to say at
Vin 2.132, “whoever should so eat would be dealt with according to the rule,” i.e.
presumably according to Bu-Pc 37 or Bu-Pc 38. In the remaining (sentences) there
is an offence of wrong-doing. ³ Senāsanakkhandhaka, Kd 16. There is a grave
offence for disposing of important belongings, Vin 2.170. (There is another grave
offence in Kd 16, Vin 2.172: again, why does Commentary choose the one rather than
the other? ); 2) in throwing out from a vihāra belonging to an Order one should be
dealt with according to the rule—this is at Vin 2.166, referring to Bu-Pc 17; 3) in the
remaining sentences there is an offence of wrong-doing. ⁴ Saṅghabhedakkhan-
dhaka, Kd 17. 1) monks who are partisans (or imitators) of schismatics are to be
made to confess a grave offence (Vin 2.20); 2) in a group-meal there is an offence
of Pācittiya (Bu-Pc 32). I can only think that this is included under schism by the
Commentary because the narrative introducing the formulation of Bu-Pc 32 is
concerned with Devadatta, the schismatic though schism is not mentioned there in
so many words. ⁵ samācāra. Vin-a 1318 takes this name to refer to Vattakkhan-
dhaka, Kd 18. ⁶ At Vin 2.220 there is an offence of wrong-doing that Vin-a 1318
distinguishes from another which is at Vin 2.221 by the use of the word anādariya
which is in the narrative portion at Vin 2.220. ⁷ An offence of wrong-doing for
the suspension, ṭhapana, of the Pātimokkha for monks who are without offences,
Vin 2.241 in the Pātimokkhaṭhapanakkhandhaka.Kd 10 ⁸ Bhikkhunīkkhandhaka,
Kd 20. Following Vin-a 1319 the offences may be identified with, first, Vin 2.275
where, if nuns do not “invite”, they should be dealt with according to the rule, i.e.
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 57; and, secondly, the rest are offences of wrong-doing. Another offence
of Pācittiya (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 85) is referred to in this Khandhaka, Vin 2.276, by the term
yathādhammo. Again, therefore, there is the puzzle ofwhy the Commentary chooses
one offence ratne than the other.
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I asked about the Five Hundred … no offence.¹
Prv 6.22

I asked about the Seven Hundred … no offence.²

Concluded is the First³ Chapter: on Questions on the Khandhakas

its summary
Ordination, Observance, the beginning of the rains, Invitation,
Hides, medicines, kaṭhina, robe-material,
and about (the monks) of Campā, /
The Kosambī-kkhandhaka, a (formal) act, probation, accumulation,
Decidings, minor matters, lodgings,⁴ schism in the Order, conduct,
Suspension, and of the nuns,
and about the Five-, the Seven-Hundred. /

¹ Pañcasatikakkhandhaka, Kd 21. This and Kd 22 are merely compendiums of
Dhamma, i.e. accounts of the First and Second Councils, contain no offences.
² Sattasatikakkhandhaka, Kd 22. ³ There seems no reason to call this Chapter
“the First”. The Commentary ends here, so it is futile to think that somematerial is
now lost. ⁴ senā, abbreviated from senāsana.
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1. Units
Prv 7.1

BD 6.171

Vin 5.115

1. ¹ Things making for offences should be known.²
2. Things not making for offences should be known.³
3. An offence should be known.⁴
4. What is not an offence should be known.⁵
5. A slight offence should be known.⁶

¹ ekuttaraka, gradation, succession, progression of topics arranged in categories of
things that are one to things that partake of eleven. Called at Uttaravinicchaya p. 266,
Ekuttaranaya, and arranged on the same plan, but in less detail than in Parivāra,
and sometimes differing.The whole of the Aṅguttara-nikāya, sometimes called the
Ekuttarika-nikāya, is arranged on this same plan also. Though the items in this
First Chapter can each be regarded as “one”, several are in fact arranged by dyads.
² The six originations of offences, by means of which an individual falls into an
offence, Vin-a 1319. ³ The seven decidings, Vin-a 1319. ⁴ The sikkhāpada and
the Analysis (Monks’ or Nuns’) where an offence is to be found should be known.
⁵ Vin-a 1319 is apparently referring to Vin 3.33, Vin 3.35 when it cites “There is no
offence,monks, for onewho is not willing” (or, “does not agree”) as theway to begin
the method of dealing with this clause; Cf. Vin 3.29f. ⁶ The fivefold offence from
which one is purified by a light or slight, lahuka, formal act (or, disciplinary action).
See Vin 1.49 where the “light (formal) act” is “light” compared with the five formal
acts of censure, guidance, banishment, reconciliation and suspension. Its nature is
not specified, but see Vin-a 1195. In general, it would seem that, taking the seven
classes of offence (see Vin 5.91) into account, the first, the Pārājika group, may be
ignored because no disciplinary proceedings exist for amonk or nun once there has
been for him or her expulsion from the Order for good; the second type of offence,
Saṅghādisesa, is a serious one, garukāpatti; the five remaining types (thullaccaya,
Pācittiya, Pāṭidesaniya, dukkaṭa and dubbhāsita) are therefore slight offences, lahukā
āpattiyo.
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6. A serious offence should be known.¹
7. An offence that can be done away with should be known.²
8. An offence that cannot be done away with should be known.³

BD 6.172

9. A very bad offence should be known.⁴
10. An offence that is not very bad should be known.⁵
11. An offence for which amends are made should be known.⁶
12. An offence for which amends are not made should be known.⁷
13. An offence leading on to confession should be known.⁸
14. An offence not leading on to confession should be known.⁹
15. An offence that is a stumbling-block should be known.¹⁰
16. An offence the description (of which) is “blamable” should be

known.¹¹

¹ An offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order fromwhich one is purified by
a serious or weighty, garuka, disciplinary action. But at Vin 2.101 a garukā āpatti is
taken as a Pārājika offence or one bordering on it. Vin-a 1195 names six serious for-
mal acts: cha kammāni garukāni: agreement on a boundary, abolition of a boundary,
giving of kaṭhina (privileges), suspension of kaṭhina (privileges), marking out the
site for a hut, marking out the site for a vihāra. This and the next three items are
found at Vin 1.65; ignorance of them four of the reasonswhy amonkmay not ordain
and so on; andwith the next seven items they occur at Vin 1.354, Vin 2.88, Vin 2.204.
² sāvasesā, what has a remainder. This means all offences except Pārājikas have
no “remainder” for there is nothing to be done by the Order for an expelled monk
or nun. ³ This is a Pārājika offence. ⁴ According to Vin 4.31 this belongs to
two offence-categories: Defeat and Formal Meeting. ⁵ All the remaining kinds
of offences, having excluded the two mentioned in the last note. ⁶ Cf. Vin 1.97,
Vin 2.25. ⁷ Vin-a 1319 says this dyad is like the sāvasesā dyad. ⁸ See Vin 2.3.
⁹ Vin-a 1319 says this dyad is comprised in the “slight” dyad (i.e. the third in this
Chapter). The penalties of the second part of the dyad do not include censure or
confession, and so refer to a Defeat or a Formal Meeting offence, see Vin-a 1155 on
Kd 11. ¹⁰ antarāyikā and anantarāyikā āpatti. Vin-a 1319 says stumbling-blocks
mean that if the seven classes of offence are transgressed intentionally they make
a stumbling-block to heaven and a stumbling-block to deliverance. But for one
transgressing them unknowingly, though it is a blamable offence for him, it is a
stumbling-block neither to heaven nor to deliverance. For further references see
bd 3.21, n. 5. ¹¹ sāvajjapaññatti āpatti, blamable in or by theworld, lokavajjā; anava-
jjapaññatti āpatti, not blamable in or by the (Vinaya) laying-down, paṇṇattivajjā,
Vin-a 1319. These words appear to have been taken up at Mil 266 where several
examples of behaviour not blamable in the world, but blamable in the Teaching are
given.
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17. Anoffence thedescription (ofwhich) is “non-blamable”¹ should
be known.

18. An offence originated by action should be known.²
19. An offence originated by non-action should be known.³
20. An offence originated by action-and-non-action should be

known.⁴
21. The original offence should be known.⁵
22. The subsequent offence should be known.⁶
23. The secondary offences⁷ of original offences should be known.

BD 6.173

24. Thesecondaryoffencesof subsequentoffences shouldbeknown.⁸
25. An offence confessed that comes to a reckoning should be

¹ sāvajjapaññatti āpatti, blamable in or by the world, lokavajjā; anavajjapaññatti
āpatti, not blamable in or by the (Vinaya) laying-down, paṇṇattivajjā, Vin-a 1319.
These words appear to have been taken up at Mil 266 where several examples of be-
haviour not blamable in theworld, but blamable in the Teaching are given. ² kiriy-
ato—by action; for example, doing something, one falls into an offence involving
Defeat, Vin-a 1319. ³ akiriyato—for example, not doing something, one falls into
an offence for not determining the robe-material. ⁴ For example, doing and not
doing something, one falls into an offence such as building a hut. ⁵ pubbāpatti,
the offence first fallen into, Vin-a 1319. ⁶ The offence fallen into subsequently by
those under probation (i.e. in offences entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order).
⁷ antarāpatti. I follow Inception of Discipline § 32 and its notes, q.v., for this trans-
lation in preference to that given in Critical Pali Dictionarywhich says antarāpatti
“probably = antarāyikā āpatti”. But Pali seldom uses two technical terms to describe
the same thing. Critical Pali Dictionarymayhave beenmisled by the two occurrences
of antarā in the uddāna or tabulation at the end of this Chapter.The first is, however,
an abbreviation of antarāyikā, as at Vin 5.114 senā is an abbreviation of senāsana. At
Vin 2.43, to which Critical Pali Dictionary refers, antarā is conceptually unconnected
with āpattiṁ (antarā ekaṁ āpattiṁ āpajji) and simply means “meanwhile, during
that time”. Vin-a 1319f. says this secondary offence is when one is purifying oneself
from the root one.The second clause seems to refer to Kd 13.20.1 where the duration
of concurrent probation for a number of offences is said to be agghena, depending
on. Vin-a 1320 says, “But the Kurundiya says the original offence is the one first
fallen into; the subsequent offence is one fallen into at the time of deservingmā-
natta; an offence secondary to the original one is one fallen into during probation;
an offence secondary to subsequent offences means those fallen into while the
monk was carrying outmānatta. This is construable by the one method.” See Kd 13.
⁸ See bd 6.172, n. 15.
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known.¹
26. An offence confessed that does not come to a reckoning should

be known.²
27. A laying down should be known.³
28. A supplementary laying (down should be known.⁴
29. A laying down that has not yet occurred should be known.⁵
30. A layingdown (that holds good) everywhere should beknown.⁶
31. A layingdown(thatholdsgoodonly) for certaindistricts should

be known.⁷
32. A laying down that is shared should be known.⁸
33. A laying down that is not shared should be known.⁹
34. A laying down for one (Order only) should be known.¹⁰
35. A laying down for both (Orders) should be known.¹¹
36. An offence that is a grave fault should be known.¹²
37. An offence that is not a grave fault should be known.¹³
38. An offence connected with the laity should be known.¹⁴
39. An offence not connected with the laity should be known.
40. An offence that is fixed (as to results) should be known.¹⁵

BD 6.174

41. An offence that is not (so) fixed should be known.¹⁶
42. The individual who was the first-doer (of an offence) should

¹ desitā gaṇanūpagā āpatti. Vin-a 1320 explains thatwhat is confessed is that, having
thrown off the responsibility (for his offence) he says, I will not fall again. ² Here,
the offence confessed is, not having thrown off responsibility, with an impure
activity of mind. For nuns it is a Defeat in the eight things—Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8. ³ As
at Vin 5.1. ⁴ As at Vin 5.1. ⁵ As at Vin 5.1. ⁶ As at Vin 5.1. ⁷ As at Vin 5.1.
⁸ As at Vin 5.1. ⁹ As at Vin 5.1. ¹⁰ As at Vin 5.1. ¹¹ As at Vin 5.1. ¹² thullavajjā
āpatti, heavily blamable offence. Cf. Vin 2.87; explained at Vin-a 1194 as offences
of Defeat and Formal Meeting of the Order, and by Vin-a 1320 as garukāpatti, for
which see above, bd 6.171, n. 6, n. 7. ¹³ Vin-a 1320 lahukāpatti, also see above.
¹⁴ See bd 5.115 and n. 3 there. Vin-a 1320 says this is the Elder Sudhamma’s offence
(for insulting speech, for which see Vin 2.15ff.), and it adds that the remaining
offences are not connected with the laity. ¹⁵ niyata, explained at Vin-a 1320 as
pañcānantariyakammāpatti, the five kinds of offences that are actions the fruition
of which comes with no delay. See e.g. Mil 25, Vb 378, Vism 177, mnQ.i.35, n. 2. A
first deed of this type was done by Devadatta, Kd 17.3.9. See too Uttaravinicchaya
432, Buddhist Psychological Ethics, p. 267, Atthasālinī 358, Vb-a 426f. ¹⁶ This means
all the remaining offences; they are not niyata. But see Uttaravinicchaya 740ff.
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be known.¹
43. The individual who was not the first-doer should be known.²
44. The individualwho is anoccasional offender shouldbeknown.³
45. The individual who is a constant offender should be known.⁴
46. The individual (at all theseplaces)whoreproves (for anoffence)

should be known.⁵
47. The individual who is reproved should be known.⁶
48. The individual who reproves according to what is not the rule

should be known.⁷
49. The individual who is reproved according to what is not the

rule should be known.⁸
50. The individual who reproves according to the rule should be

known.⁹
51. The individual who is reproved according to the rule should be

known.¹⁰
52. The individual who is certain should be known.¹¹
53. The individual who is not certain should be known.
54. The individual incapable of offending should be known.¹²
55. The individual capable of offending should be known.¹³
56. The individual who has been suspended¹⁴ should be known.

¹ Sudinna, the originator of the First Defeat. ² Themaker of the supplementary
laying-down: the first recluse and the female monkey, Vin 3.23. ³ adhiccāpattika,
as atmn i.443f. ⁴ abhiṇhāpattika, as atmn i.442f. ⁵ codaka; see Vin 1.113, Vin 1.323,
Vin 2.248f. ⁶ cudita. ⁷ SeeVin 2.250. ⁸ SeeVin 2.250. ⁹ SeeVin 2.250. ¹⁰ See
Vin 2.250. ¹¹ niyata, certain or fixed. See note above, used in relation to offences.
Vin-a 1334 names these five offences, in explaining pañca puggalā niyatā, as those
of cutting down if the proper measure has been exceeded: Bu-Pc 87, Bu-Pc 89, Bu-
Pc 90, Bu-Pc 91, Bu-Pc 92. Vin-a 1320 says “possessed of mental states (dhammā)
that are fixed by wrongnesses or fixed by rightnesses”, for which, with aniyata, Cf.
Tikap.335. See also Ds 1028, Ds 1029, and Buddhist Psychological Ethics, p. 267; also
Pp 13: katamo ca puggalo niyato? Apart from the 13 types ofmen the rest are said to be
aniyata. ¹² abhabbāpattika: Buddhas andHermit Buddhas according to Vin-a 1320;
also Uttaravinicchaya 434. ¹³ Disciples, i.e. monks and nuns, Uttaravinicchaya
434. I know of no canonical reference to this or the preceding clause. ¹⁴ ukkhitta,
by a (formal) act of suspension, see e.g. Vin 1.49, Vin 2.21.
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57. The individual who has not been suspended should be known.¹
58. The individual who has been expelled should be known.²

BD 6.175

59. The individual who has not been expelled should be known.
60. An individual belonging to the same communion should be

known.³
61. An individual not belonging to the same communion should

be known.
62. Suspension (of the Pātimokkha) should be known.⁴

Concluded are the Units

its summary
Things making for, offence, slight, that can be done away with, very bad,
For which amends are made, and confession, stumbling-block,⁵ blamable,
originating by action, /
By action-and-non-action, original, secondary,⁶ coming to a reckoning,
Laying down, not yet occurred, everywhere, and shared, for one, /
Grave fault, laity, and fixed, first, occasional, reprover,

Vin 5.116
Not the rule, the rule, fixed, incapable, suspended, expelled,
The same, and suspension too: this is the summary⁷ for the Units. /

2. Dyads
Prv 7.2.11. ⁸ There is the offence in which (contemporary) awareness

counts (as a factor) for acquittal; there is the offence in which
(contemporary) awareness does not count (as a factor) for ac-
quittal.⁹

¹ Vin-a 1320: “He is not suspended by any of the four remaining (formal) acts,
beginning with that of censure”—see Vin 1.49 for these. ² Thus: “Expel the nun
Mettiyā” (Vin 3.162); “a seducer (of nuns) is to be expelled” (Vin 1.85); “the novice
Kaṇḍaka is to be expelled” (Vin 1.85; calledKaṇṭaka atVin-a 1320).Cf.belowbd 6.330.
³ samānasaṁvāsaka; as at Vin 4.154; Cf. Vin 3.28, Vin 3.47, etc. ⁴ Vin-a 1321 says
“Beginningwith the phrase ‘Monks, one suspension of the Pātimokkha is not legally
valid’ (Vin 2.241), the suspension of the Pātimokkha (Pātimokkhaṭṭhapana) should
be known.” ⁵ Abbreviated here from antarāyikā to antarā; see above, bd 6.172, n. 8.
⁶ Again antarā, but here it is not an abbreviation. ⁷ udāna should read uddāna; Cf.
the end of the Triads at Vin 5.124. ⁸ Again, Cf. Uttaravinicchaya, p. 267ff. ⁹ See
remarks on āpatti (no) saññāvimokkhā atMilinda’s Questions i, Introduction, p. xlviii.
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2. There is an offence for the attainer of the acquired; there is the
offence for the attainer of what is not acquired.¹

BD 6.176

3. There is the offence that is connectedwith trueDhamma²; there
is the offence that is not connected with true Dhamma.³

4. There is an offence connected with one’s own requisites⁴; …
with another’s requisites.⁵

5. There is an offence connected with one’s own individual⁶; …
with another’s individual.⁷

6. There is (the occasion when one) falls into a serious offence
when speaking the truth,⁸ a slight one when speaking a lie⁹.

7. There is (the occasion when one) falls into a serious offence
when speaking a lie,¹⁰ a slight one when speaking the truth.¹¹

8. There is the offence one who is on the ground falls into,¹² not
one who is in the air¹³; there is the offence one who is in the

¹ This seems to be an offence of speaking about what is and about what is a fact,
laddhasamāpattikassa āpatti. On samāpatti see bd 2.177, n. 5, and Buddhist Psychologi-
cal Ethics, p. 321. See too Vin 4.25, where there is an offence of Pācittiya for speaking
of a condition of further men—if it is a fact—to one who is not ordained; but if
he speaks about what is not a fact, abhūtārocana, there is Defeat (Bu-Pj 4). See too
Vin 4.7. ² Vin-a 1321: beginning with Dhamma line by line (Vin 4.14, Bu-Pc 4).
³ Vin-a 1321: an offence of speech that is very bad. ⁴ Commentary instances
three such offences, all of Forfeiture: in enjoying, not having given up (Bu-NP 5); in
hoarding bowls and robes (Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 21, Nuns’ Bi-NP 1); in not washing soiled
robes (Bu-NP 4). ⁵ Vin-a 1321 refers this to a clause found in the sikkhāpada of
Bu-NP 14. ⁶ Commentary describes this offence in accordance with an offence
involving Defeat (Bu-Pj 1) laid down at Vin 3.35. ⁷ Going by Commentary this
refers to Bu-Ss 2. ⁸ In Bu-Ss 3 at Vin 3.129 for saying to a woman sikharaṇī’si.
See Uttaravinicchaya 443. ⁹ Bu-Pc 1, for telling a conscious lie. See too Vin 3.59,
Vin 3.66 in Bu-Pj 2. ¹⁰ Proclaimingwhat is not a fact, e.g. at Vin 3.93ff. (in Bu-Pj 4).
¹¹ Proclaiming what is a fact. ¹² Vin-a 1321 says, “if he is sitting down to one side
within a boundary and says, ‘I will carry out a (formal) act of the Order with an
incomplete (Order),’ he falls, being one who is on the ground.Therefore he is called
one who is not in the air” (vehāsagata). Does this refer to Vin 2.128ff.? If so it is an
offence of wrong-doing. ¹³ Apparently referring to Bu-Pc 18, for Vin-a 1321 takes
the words of the Old Commentary, on its sikkhāpada: (a monk), sitting down in a
lofty cell (vehāsakuṭi) on a couch or chair with removable feet, falls, being one who
is in the air. But if he, having put them out on the ground, should not he down, he
worn not fall (into an offence). Because of this he is called one who is not on ground.
See too Uttaravinicchaya 448.
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air falls into,¹ not one who is on the ground.²
9. One falls into an offence while one is setting out not while
entering³; one falls into an offence while one is entering, not
while setting out.⁴

10. There is the offence one falls into while taking⁵; … while not
taking.⁶

11. There is the offence one falls into while undertaking⁷; … while
BD 6.177

not undertaking.⁸
12. There is the offence one falls into when one is doing⁹; … is not

doing.¹⁰
13. There is the offence one falls into while giving¹¹; … while not

giving.¹²
14. There is the offence one falls into while accepting¹³; … while

not accepting.¹⁴
15. There is the offence one falls into through using¹⁵; … through

¹ See previous note. ² See previous note. ³ Probably referring to Vin 2.211
(Kd 18.3) which gives the gamikānaṁ bhikkhūnaṁ vattaṁ described by Vin-a 1321 as
gamiyo gamiyavattaṁ apūretvā; and at Uttaravinicchaya 451 as gamiko gamikavattāni
apūretvāna. ⁴ This seems to refer to Vin 2.207 (Kd 18.1): entering a monastery
with one’s sandals on and one’s sunshade up. See too Uttaravinicchaya 450. Cf.
also Vin 1.194 (Kd 5.12); and Vin 2.130f. (Kd 15.23.2, Kd 15.23.3) where there is an
offence of wrong-doing. ⁵ I.e. an oblation with water, Nuns’ Bi-Pc 5. ⁶ I.e.
not taking one of the three ways for disfiguring a new robe, Bu-Pc 58. ⁷ Vin-a 1322
by using the wordsmugabbata and titthiyavata appears to be referring to Vin 1.90f.
(Kd 1.70, Kd 1.71)—the offence incurred being one of wrong-doing. ⁸ The 94 vatta,
customs, duties, for a monk under probation to whomVin-a 1322 refers are given at
Vin 2.31f. But the Commentary also refers to a monk against whom a disciplinary
act of censure has been carried out. ⁹ Sewing a robe, Bu-Pc 26. Uttaravinicchaya
459 more full. ¹⁰ Not doing the duties of a preceptor. These are stated at e.g.
Vin 1.50ff. ¹¹ Giving a robe to a nunwho is not a relation, Bu-Pc 25. ¹² Not giving
robe-material and so on to those who share one’s cell and to pupils. See Bu-Pc 59.
¹³ Accepting robe-material from a nun who is not a relation, Bu-NP 5 (Vin 3.209).
¹⁴ This seems to refer to Kd 20.9.5 (Vin 2.264) since Vin-a 1322 uses a phrase found
there: na bhikkhave ovādo na gahetabbo. Cullavagga uses forms of the verb gaṇhāti;
above passage has paṭigaṇhanto. The offence is one of wrong-doing. ¹⁵ paribhoga.
This offence consists in using and not giving up something that should be given
up, as at e.g. Vin 3.202 (in Bu-NP 2) where, because of not forfeiting a robe to be
forfeited, but using it, there is an offence of wrong-doing.
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not using.¹
16. There is the offence one falls into during the night, not by day²;

… by day, not during the night.³
17. There is the offence one falls into at sunrise;⁴ … not at sunrise.⁵
18. There is the offence one falls into while cutting off;⁶ …while

not cutting off.⁷
19. There is the offence one falls into by concealing⁸; while not

concealing.⁹
20. There is the offence one falls into by wearing (using)¹⁰; … not

using (wearing).¹¹
21. There are two Observances: that on the fourteenth day and
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that on the fifteenth.¹²
22. Two Invitations: that on the fourteenth day and that on the

fifteenth.¹³
23. Two (formal) acts: the (formal) act for which leave should be

asked, and the (formal) act at which a motion is put.
24. And there are two further (formal) acts: the (formal) act at

which a motion is put and is followed by one resolution, and
the (formal) act at which a motion is put and is followed by a
resolution made three times.¹⁴

25. Twomatters for a (formal) act¹⁵: the matter of a (formal) act
for which leave should be asked, and the matter of a (formal)

¹ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 24. ² Bu-Pc 5. ³ This is an offence for not shutting the door
while one is meditating in solitude; Cf. Atthasālinī 95. ⁴ A number of offences:
after one night, Bu-NP 2; after six nights Kd 18 (?); after 7 days, Bu-NP 23; after ten
days, Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 21; after a month. Bu-NP 3. ⁵ Eating after one has been
invited. ⁶ Cutting down vegetable growth, bhūtagāma, is Bu-Pc 11; and cutting
off aṅgajāta is in Bu-Pj 1. ⁷ Not cutting one’s hair or nails: for the former there is
an “allowance” for the latter an offence of wrong-doing at Kd 15.27.1ff. (Vin 2.133).
⁸ chādeti; presumably as e.g. in Bu-Pc 1 andNuns’ Bi-Ss 12 in both of which theword
is paṭicchādeti. ⁹ A monk coming naked to a monastery falls into an offence of
wrong-doing, Vin 3.212 (in Bu-NP6). ¹⁰ I.e. garments made of bark, grass—a
grave offence, Vin 1.305f. ¹¹ I.e. not using “this bowl till it breaks”—Bu-NP 22.
¹² Vin 1.104 and cf. the triad at Vin 5.123. ¹³ Vin 1.160, and again see Vin 5.123.
¹⁴ See e.g. Vin 2.89, Vin 4.152; and another class of six formal acts at Vin 1.317. These
two dyads from a tetrad at Vin 5.126. ¹⁵ kammavatthu not given elsewhere in
Vinaya. See preceding note.
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act at which a motion is put.
26. And two further matters for a (formal) act: the matter for a

(formal) act at which a motion is put and is followed by one
resolution, and the matter for a (formal) act at which a motion
is put and is followed by a resolution made three times.

27. Two defects¹ in a (formal) act: the defect in a (formal) act for
which leave should be asked, the defect in the motion for a
(formal) act.

28. And two further defects in a (formal) act: the defect in a (for-
mal) act where a motion is put and is followed by one resolu-
tion, and the defect in a (formal) act where a motion is put and
is followed by a resolution made three times.

29. Two excellences² in a (formal) act: the excellence of a (formal)
act for which leave should be asked, and the excellence of a
(formal) act where there is a motion.

30. And two further excellences in a (formal) act: the excellence
of a (formal) act at which a motion is put and is followed by
one resolution, and the excellence of a (formal) act at which a
motion is put and is followed by a resolution made three times.

31. Two grounds for belonging to a different communion: either of
oneself one makes oneself belong to a different communion,³
or a complete Order suspends one for not seeing or notmaking
amends for (an offence) or for not giving up (a wrong view).⁴

32. Two grounds for belonging to the same communion: either of
BD 6.179

oneself one makes oneself belong to the same communion,⁵
Vin 5.117

or the Order restores one who was suspended for not seeing
or not making amends for (an offence) or for not giving up (a
wrong view).⁶

33. Two (groups of) offences involving Defeat: for monks and for
nuns.

¹ See Vin 5.213.The three defects referring to four (formal) are given at Kd 9.2.4. See
also Kd 9.2.1. ² See below, Vin 5.213–Vin 5.214. If the four formal acts were carried
out by rule in a complete assembly, there were “four excellences”. ³ See Vin 1.135.
⁴ As at Vin 1.340; see also Vin 1.340. ⁵ See Vin 1.106, Vin 1.109. ⁶ As at Vin 1.340.
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34. Two (groups of) offences entailing a Formal Meeting of the
Order.

35. Two (groups of) grave offences.
36. Two of offences of Expiation.
37. Two of offences to be confessed.
38. Two of wrong-doing.
39. Two of wrong speech: for monks and for nuns.
40. Seven offences, seven classes of offence.¹
41. An Order is split by two methods: by a (formal) act² or by a

voting-ticket.³
42. Two individuals should not be ordained: one lacking the full

age,⁴ one lacking a limb.⁵
43. And two further individuals should not be ordained: one who

has fallen away from the matter,⁶ and the karaṇadukkaṭaka.⁷
44. And two further individuals should not be ordained: he who is

not complete,⁸ and he who is complete but has not asked.⁹
45. One should not live in dependence on two individuals: on an

unconscientious one¹⁰ nor on an ignorant one.¹¹
46. Guidance should not be given by two individuals: by an un-

conscientious one¹² and by a conscientious one if one has not
requested him.¹³

47. Guidance should be given to two individuals: the ignorant one

¹ Because the two have the same name they are shown in the dyads, Vin-a 1323.
Given also in the Septets, Vin 5.134. ² Probably referring to Devadatta at Vin 2.198.
³ Probably again referring to Devadatta at Vin 2.199. ⁴ addhānahīno; interpreted
by Vin-a 1323 as ūnavīsativasso, and thus referring to Bu-Pc 65. See Vin 5.129 for this
and next four items. ⁵ aṅgahīno. At Vin 1.91 one whose hands, etc., have been cut
off is not allowed to go forth. ⁶ He seems to be one who has fallen from (the root
of) the matter: eunuchs (Vin 1.85), animals (Vin 1.88), hermaphrodites (Vin 1.89).
⁷ This comprises the remaining eight “incapable individuals”, abhabbapuggalā (i.e.
not qualified for ordination because of something bad they have in this existence),
beginningwith himwho is in communion by theft (Vin 1.86). See Vin-a 515. Also the
five who are not to be ordained, Vin 5.129. ⁸ I.e. as to bowl and robe, see Vin 1.90,
Vin 1.95. ⁹ Ordination must be asked for by the candidate, Vin 1.56f. ¹⁰ Vin 1.91.
¹¹ Vin-a 1323 says even if he is of sixty years’ standing. ¹² See Vin 1.91. Some rules
for guidance and being in dependence are given at Vin 1.80f. ¹³ This may refer to
Kd 1.73.1, Kd 1.73.2.
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and the conscientious one if he requests.¹
48. Two individuals are incapable of falling into an offence: Bud-
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dhas and Hermit Buddhas.
49. Two individuals are capable of falling into an offence: monks

and nuns.
50. Two individuals are incapable of consciously falling into an

offence: the ariyan individuals who are monks and nuns.
51. Two individuals are capable of consciously falling into anoffen-

ce: ordinary individuals who are monks and nuns.
52. Two individuals are incapable of consciously transgressing a

matter that goes too far²: ariyan individuals who are monks
and nuns.

53. Two individuals are capable of consciously transgressing a
matter that goes too far: ordinary individuals who are monks
and nuns.

54. Two kinds of protest: one protests by means of the body, one
protests by means of speech.³

55. There are two (kinds of) being sent away⁴: there is the indi-
vidual who has not arrived at the point of being sent away but
who, if the Order sends him away, is sometimes rightly sent
away, sometimes wrongly sent away.⁵

56. Two kinds of restoration⁶: there is the individual who has not
arrived at the point of being restored but who, if the Order re-
stores him, is sometimes rightly restored, sometimes wrongly
restored.⁷

57. Two acknowledgements: either he acknowledges by body or
he acknowledges by speech.⁸

58. Two acceptances: either he accepts by body⁹ or he accepts by

¹ See Vin 1.62ff., Vin 1.80f. for the second case. ² See Vin 1.55. ³ Allowances
for “protesting” against formal acts given at Vin 1.115. Silently protesting by sig-
nallingwith the hand (hatthivikāra as at Vin-a 1323) occurs at e.g. Vin 1.158, Vin 1.352.
⁴ nissāraṇā. ⁵ Vin 1.321. ⁶ osāraṇā. ⁷ Vin 1.322. ⁸ Vin-a 1323 says “he ac-
knowledges by signalling with the hand and so on”. (hatthavikāra), see note above.
⁹ It would seem that many things may be accepted bymeans of the body, see e.g.
Bu-NP 5, Bu-NP 6, Bu-NP 16, Bu-NP 18, Bu-Pc 40, etc.
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means of something attached to the body.¹
59. Two objectings to²: either he objects by body or he objects by

speech.
60. Two harmings: harming to the training and harming to pos-

sessions.³
61. Two reprovings: either he reproves by body or he reproves by

speech.⁴
62. Two impediments to (the removal of) the kaṭhina privileges:
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the residence-impediment and the robes-impediment.⁵
63. Two non-impediments to (the removal of) the kaṭhina privi-

leges: the residence-non-impediment and the robes-non- im-
pediment.⁶

64. Two (kinds of) robe-material: that (given by) householders⁷
and the rag-heap (robe-material).⁸

65. Two (kinds of) bowl: the iron bowl, the clay bowl.⁹
66. Two (kinds of) circular (bowl-rests¹⁰): made of tin, made of

lead.¹¹
67. Two (kinds of) allottings of a bowl¹²: either one allots by body

or one allots by speech.
68. Two (kinds of) allottings of a robe: either one allots by body or

Vin 5.118

one allots by speech.¹³

¹ Bu-Pc 40.3.1. ² paṭikkhepā. The Buddha objects (by speech) to various things
at Vin 1.238 (Kd 6.32.2). ³ Three ways of harming are given at Vin 2.13: bodily,
verbal, and both. Cf. Vin-a 1157 and Vin-a 1323 for harming because one has not
been trained in the three trainings. Injury to possessions refers to the person who
wrongly makes use of possessions belonging to an Order or an individual, as proba-
bly in Bu-NP 30. Bu-Pc 15, Bu-Pc 17. ⁴ Several examples of reproving verbally are
given inMahāvagga and Cullavagga. See bd.4, bd.5, Indexes under Reprove for an
offence. (Note: Not in SuttaCentral edition.) ⁵ Vin 1.265. ⁶ Vin 1.265. ⁷ See
e.g. Vin 1.280 (Kd 8.1.34). ⁸ Vin 1.58 (Kd 1.30–4). ⁹ Vin 2.112, Vin 3.243, Vin 4.123,
Vin 4.243. ¹⁰ Name abbreviated here from pattamaṇḍala tomaṇḍala. ¹¹ Vin 2.112.
¹² adhiṭṭhāna, allotting. Rules about bowls are at Bu-NP 21, Bu-NP 22. In Bu-NP 22
we get the expression adhiṭṭhita, of a bowl; but see bd 2.121, n. 4.There is also the
pre-ordination requirement that the preceptor points out the bowl and robes to
the candidate with the words, “This is a bowl for you … this an outer cloak … upper
robe … inner robe,” Vin 1.94. ¹³ See Kd 8.20, Kd 8.24.4.
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69. Two (kinds of) assignment: assignment in the presence of and
assignment in the absence of.¹

70. Two disciplines: for monks and for nuns.
71. Two things belonging to discipline²: what has been laid down

and what is in conformity with what has been laid down.³
72. Twosubduings of discipline: bridge-breaking in regard towhat

is not allowable, behaving with moderation in regard to what
is allowable.⁴

73. In two ways one falls into an offence: one falls by means of
body and one falls by means of speech.⁵

74. In two ways one rises from an offence: one rises by means of
body and one rises by means of speech.⁶

75. Two probations: probation for concealing, probation for not
BD 6.182

concealing.⁷
76. And two further probations: purifying probation,⁸ concurrent

probation.⁹
77. Two mānattas: mānatta for concealing, mānatta for not con-

cealing.¹⁰
78. And two furthermānattas:mānatta for a fortnight,¹¹ concur-

¹ Vin 4.122, in Bu-Pc 59. ² venayika is not being used here in its more usual sense
of “leader away” as at Vin 3.3. Here it means, according to Vin-a 1323, things accom-
plished for discipline, for the goal; see bd 5, Introduction, p. xx. ³ See Vin 1.250f.,
Vin 2.288, Vin 3.231.The “laid down” is concernedwithwhat is andwhat is not allow-
able in the whole of the Vinaya-piṭaka; and what is in accordance with this should
be seen among the four principal appeals to authority (mahāpadesa), Vin-a 1323. For
mahāpadesa see an ii.167 and Guide § 120. ⁴ Subduing is sallekha. Bridge-breaking
is breaking conditions, paccaya. See an i.261: bridge-breaking in singing and danc-
ing—activities which nuns are forbidden to see in Nuns’ Bi-Pc 10, and monks at
Vin 2.108 (a dukkaṭa for them). See too bd 1.13, n. 2. ⁵ Examples can be found
easily. ⁶ By body, i.e. by the deciding (of the legal question) which is a covering
over (as) with grass. When it has been pointed out to one, one rises from an offence
by means of speech. On āpattivuṭṭhāna see Kd 1.36.10, Kd 2.3.5. ⁷ On concealed
and unconcealed offences and the duration of the probation incurred see Kd 13.
⁸ Vin 2.59. ⁹ Vin 2.48.These four probations also occur in the tetrads, Vin 5.126.
¹⁰ See Kd 13. ¹¹ pakkhamānatta probably refers specially to Kd 13.1, Kd 17.1. See too
Vin 4.242 (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 13) which also seems to be referred to at Vin-a 1170f.
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rentmānatta.¹
79. For two kinds of individuals there is an interruption²: for him

who is under probation³ and for him who is undergoingmā-
natta.⁴

80. Two disrespects: disrespect for a person and disrespect for
Dhamma.⁵

81. Two salts: the natural and the made.⁶
82. And two further salts: sea(-salt), black salt.⁷
83. And two further salts: rock-salt, culinary salt.⁸
84. And two further salts: the “SambharLake” (salt),⁹ pakkhālaka.¹⁰
85. Two enjoyments: inner enjoyment and outer enjoyment.¹¹
86. Twomodes of address: lowmode of address and high mode of

address.¹²
87. In two ways is there slander: in making dear or in desiring
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dissension.¹³
88. In two ways is a group-meal entered upon: by being invited or

¹ See Kd 13.These four kinds ofmānatta are given as a tetrad at Vin 5.126 and are
mentioned at Vin-a 1170f. ² ratticcheda, a breaking of the nights thus affecting
the time he has to spend carrying out his penalties and so purifying himself of his
offence. ³ Vin 2.33f. ⁴ Vin 2.36. ⁵ Vin 4.113. ⁶ jātima kārima. These names
do not appear to occur elsewhere in the Pali canon. ⁷ sāmudda and kāḷaloṇa are
the two first salts allowed as medicines for monks at Vin 1.202. Vin-a 1090 says
“sea-salt (sāmuddika) exists on the sea-shore as does sand. Black-salt (kāḷaloṇa)
is the ordinary salt”. On black-salt see Sir GeorgeWatt, Commercial Products of
India, London 1908, p. 56. ⁸ sindhava and ubbhida are the next two salts allowed
at Vin 1.202.The fifth and last there is bila, not mentioned above. Vin-a 1090 says
sindhava iswhite and amountain salt, and ubbhida, the culinary salt, is produced (as
is) a shoot from the ground. Is this Sir GeorgeWatt’s ushasuta? See next note below.
⁹ romaka. Neither this nor the following occurs at Vin 1.202. Monier-Williams says
that this is a kind of saline earth and the salt extracted from it. Sir GeorgeWatt,
Commercial Products of India, p. 963 says “Susruta, the father of Indian medicine,
speaks of four kinds of salt, and these correspondwith the four chief grades known
today, viz. Saindhava, the rock-salt of Sind and Kohat; Sāmudra, produced from
the sea; Romaka or Sākam bari, Sambhar Lake salt; and Pānsuja or Ushasuta, salt
produced from saline earth”. ¹⁰ I cannot identify this salt. Has it anything to
do with pakkhāleti, to wash, to cleanse? ¹¹ According to Vin-a 1324 the inner
enjoyment, paribhoga, is the enjoyment of food; the outer is smearing,makkhana,
the head and so on. ¹² Vin 4.7. ¹³ Vin 4.12.
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by asking.¹
89. Two (periods for) beginning the rains: the earlier and the

later.²
90. Two suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.³
91. Two suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.⁴
92. Two foolish men⁵: he who carries out a task unasked and he

who, when asked, does not carry out a task.⁶
93. Two wise men: he who does not carry out a task unasked and

he who, when asked, carries out a task.
94. And two further foolish men: he who thinks what is allow-

able is in what is not allowable and he who thinks what is not
allowable is in what is allowable.

95. Two wise men: he who thinks what is not allowable is in what
is not allowable and hewho thinks what is allowable is in what
is allowable.⁷

96. And two further foolishmen: hewho thinks there is an offence
in what is not an offence and he who thinks there is not an
offence in an offence.

97. Two wise men: he who thinks there is an offence in an offence
and he who thinks there is not an offence in what is not an
offence.

98. And two further foolish men: he who thinks there is Dhamma
inwhat is not-dhamma and hewho thinks there is not-dhamma
in Dhamma.

99. Twowisemen:hewho thinks there isnot-dhamma innot-dham-
ma and he who thinks there is Dhamma in Dhamma.

¹ See Bu-Pc 32. ² Vin 1.137. ³ Vin 2.241f. ⁴ Vin 2.242. ⁵ From here to the end
of the paragraph is very clearly linked with an i.84–86, the Bālavagga. ⁶ bhāraṁ
na vahati. Vin-a 1324, in order to emphasize that an elder is not doing an elder’s tasks
or duties, kicca, quotes Vin 1.113: anujānāmi bhikkhave therena bhikkhunā sāmaṁ vā
Dhammaṁ bhāsitaṁ paraṁ vā ajjhesituṁ. That these duties are Vinaya tasks is clear
also from an ii.155 though this Commentary appears to see the stupidity as that of a
newly ordained monk doing the tenfold task of an elder without having been asked
by an eider to do so. “Unasked” is anāgata, not told. ⁷ According to an ii.155 the
unallowable is lion’s flesh and so on (see Vin 1.220) and the allowable crocodile flesh
and cat flesh.
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100. And two further foolishmen: hewho thinks there is not-discip-
line in Discipline and he who thinks there is Discipline in not-
discipline.

101. Two wise men: he who thinks there is not-discipline in not-
discipline and he who thinks there is Discipline in Discipline.

102. Of two individuals the cankers grow: he who is remorseful
whenhe shouldnotbe remorseful andhewho isnot remorseful
when he should be remorseful.¹

BD 6.184

Vin 5.119 103. Of two individuals the cankers do not grow: he who is not
remorseful when he should not be remorseful and he who is
remorseful when he should be remorseful.

104. Andof two further individuals the cankersgrow:hewho thinks
what is allowable is in what is not allowable and he who thinks
what is not allowable is in what is allowable.

105. Of two individuals the cankers do not grow: he who thinks
what is not allowable is in what is not allowable and he who
thinks what is allowable is in what is allowable.

106. Andof two further individuals the cankersgrow:hewho thinks
there is an offence in what is not an offence and he who thinks
there is not an offence in an offence.

107. Of two individuals the cankers do not grow: he who thinks
there is not an offence in what is not an offence and he who
thinks there is an offence in an offence.

108. Andof two further individuals the cankersgrow:hewho thinks
that Dhamma is in not-dhamma and he who thinks there is not-
dhamma in Dhamma.

109. Of two individuals the cankers do not grow: he who thinks
there is not-dhamma in not-dhamma and he who thinks there
is Dhamma in Dhamma.

110. Andof two further individuals the cankersgrow:hewho thinks
there is not-discipline in Discipline and he who thinks there is
Discipline in not-discipline.

111. Of two individuals the cankers do not grow: he who thinks

¹ Pp 26.
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there is not-discipline in not-discipline and he who thinks
there is Discipline in Discipline.

Concluded are the Dyads

its summary
Awareness, and acquirers, True Dhamma, and requisites, individuals,
Truth, the ground, while setting out, taking, undertaking, /
Doing, giving, accepting, through using, and by night,
Sunrise, cutting off, concealing, and wearing, Observances, /
Invitation, (formal) acts and further, matter, further ones, and defects,
And two further ones, excellence, different one, and just the same, /
Defeat, Order, grave offence, Expiation, Confession,¹
Wrong-doing, and also wrong speech, and seven classes of offence, /
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Is split, ordination, similarly a further two,
Should not live, should not be given, incapable, and also capable, /
Consciously, and that go too far, protests, being sent away,
Restoration, and acknowledgement, acceptance, objecting to, /
He harms, and reprovings, kaṭhina, and similarly two,
Robes, bowls, what are circular, allottings, likewise two, /
And assignments, disciplines, and belonging to discipline, subduings,
And one falls, one rises from, probations, a further two, /
Twomānattas, and further, interruption, disrespect,
Two salts, a further three,² enjoyment, and by mode of address, /
And slander, groups, the rains, suspensions, tasks, allowable,
No offence, non-dhamma, Dhamma, in Discipline, similarly the cankers.

3. Triads

Prv 7.3.11. There is the offence one falls into while the Lord is alive, not
after the parinibbāna³; there is the offence one falls into after

¹ Abbreviated to: pārāji, saṅghā, (thullaccayaṁ), pācitti, pāṭidesani. ² Not of course
a further three salts, but a further three dyads each naming two salts. ³ Vin-a 1324
takes as an example the offence of shedding a Tathāgata’s blood; see e.g. Vin 1.89.
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the parinibbāna, notwhile the Lord is alive¹; there is the offence
Vin 5.120

one falls into both while the Lord is alive as well as after the
parinibbāna.

2. There is the offence one falls into at a right time, not at awrong
time; there is the offence one falls into at a wrong time, not at
a right time; there is the offence one falls into at a right time
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as well as at a wrong time.²
3. There is the offence one falls into during the night, not by day
… by day, not during the night … during the night as well as by
day.³

4. There is the offence that one of ten years’ standing falls into,
not one of less than ten years’ standing⁴; there is the offence
that one of less than ten years’ standing falls into, not one of
ten years’ standing; there is the offence that one of ten years’
standing and one of less than ten years’ standing fall into.

5. There is the offence that one of five years’ standing falls into,
not one of less than five years’ standing⁵; there is the offence
that one of less than five years’ standing falls into, not one of
five years’ standing; there is the offence that one of five years’
standing and one of less than five years’ standing fall into.

6. There is the offence that one of skilled mind falls into⁶; there is

¹ Vin-a 1324 bases its two examples on two statements attributed to the Buddha and
standing next to one another at dn ii.154: (1) “ ‘At present, Ānanda, monks address
one another with the epithet āvuso. After I am gone should not so address (one
another). (2) Ānanda, a monk who is an elder should be addressed by a newly
ordained monk as bhante or āyasmā.’ Because addressing an elder with the epithet
āvuso one falls into an offence after the Lord’s parinibbāna, not while he is alive.
Setting aside these two offences, one falls into the rest both while the Lord is living
and also after the parinibbāna.” ² Vin-a 1324: one falls into an offence at the right
time, not at a wrong time for eating (though one is already satisfied) what is not left
over (Bu-Pc 36). But at a wrong time, not at a right time, one falls into the offence
of eating at a wrong time (Bu-Pc 37). For the remainder (of the offences) one falls
at the right time as well as at the wrong time. ³ See the Dyads, Vin 5.116. Vin-
a 1322 = Vin-a 1324 except that Vin-a 1324 adds “during the night as well as by day
the remaining” (offences can be fallen into). ⁴ See Vin 1.59ff., Vin 1.65. ⁵ See
Vin 1.81. ⁶ Vin-a 1325 says such asmaking onewho is not ordained speak Dhamma
line by line (Bu-Pc 4) or teaching Dhamma unaccompanied to a woman (Bu-Pc 7).
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the offence that one of unskilled mind falls into¹; there is the
offence that one of indeterminate mind falls into.²

7. There is the offence that one having a pleasant feeling falls
into³; there is the offence that one having a painful feeling falls
into⁴; there is the offence that one having neither a painful nor
a pleasant feeling falls into.⁵

8. Three grounds for reproof according to what has been seen,
heard, or suspected.⁶

9. Three methods of taking votes: the secret, the open, and whis-
pering in the ear.⁷

10. Three objections⁸: (to) great wishes,⁹ discontent, unsubdued-
ness.
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11. Three permissions: small wishes,¹⁰ content, subduedness. And
three further objections: (to) great wishes, discontent, immod-
eration.¹¹

12. Three permissions: small wishes, content, moderation.¹²
13. Three layings down: a laying down, a supplementary laying

down, a laying down that has not yet occurred.¹³
14. And three further layings down: a laying down (that holds

good) everywhere, a laying down (that holds good only) for
some regions, a laying down that is shared.

15. And three further layings down: a laying down that is not
shared, a laying down for one (Order only), a laying down
for both (Orders).

16. There is the offence an ignorant person falls into, not the wise

¹ Vin-a 1325 gives catch-words indicating the Defeats, Bu-Ss 1, Bu-Ss 2, Bu-Ss 3,
Bu-Ss 4, Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Ss 9, Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Pc 74, Bu-Pc 75. ² Cf. Vin 2.91f.where the
Order is spoken of as skilled, unskilled, and indeterminate in mind. ³ Sexual
intercourse. ⁴ Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Ss 9. ⁵ No doubt “the remainder”. ⁶ Vin 1.172f.,
Vin 3.164. ⁷ Vin 2.98f. ⁸ Vin-a 1325 says that (these are) three objections of
the Lord’s. Other things he objected to are given at e.g. Vin 1.238. ⁹ Cf. an iv.280,
mn-a i.96. “Great wishes,”mahicchatā, explained at an i.74, an-a 211, and “discon-
tent” asantuṭṭhitā, at an i.77. an-a 115, and all three at dn-a 903. For the triad see
dn iii.115. ¹⁰ Fourfold at an i.76, an iv.118, as well as threefold also at an i.76.
¹¹ Immoderation (in eating) defined at Pp 21. ¹² Moderation (in eating) defined
at an ii.184, and more generally at an iii.283. ¹³ See Vin 5.1.
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man¹; there is the offence the wise man falls into, not the igno-
rant person; there is the offence the ignorant person falls into
as well as the wise man.

17. There is the offence one falls into on the next new-moon day,
not on the next full-moon day² … on the next full-moon day,
not the next new-moon day³ … on the next new-moon day as
well as on the next full-moon day.

18. There is what is allowed on the next new-moon day, not on the
next full-moon day⁴; … on the next full-moon day, not on the
next new-moon day⁵ … on the next new-moon day as well as
on the next full-moon day.

19. There is the offence one falls into in the cold weather, not in
the hot weather, not in the rains⁶ … in the hot weather, not in
the cold weather, not in the rains⁷ … in the rains, not in the
cold weather, not in the hot weather.⁸

20. There is the offence an Order falls into, not a group, not an in-
BD 6.188

dividual⁹ … a group falls into, not an Order, not an individual¹⁰
… an individual falls into, not an Order, not a group.¹¹

21. There is what is allowed for an Order, not for a group, not for
an individual¹²; there is what is allowed for a group, not for an

¹ Referring tomonksof tenandof less than tenyears’ standing, andoffiveandof less
than five years’ standing: see Kd 1.31.5–Kd 1.31.8, Kd 1.35, Kd 1.53.9–Kd 1.53.13. ² Vin-
a 1325 says this is not entering on the rains, see Kd 3.4.3: an offence of wrong-doing.
³ kāle and juṇhe. See Kd 4.17.4ff. Vin-a 1325 calls this not inviting according to the
“great Invitation”. ⁴ Vin-a 1325: entering on the rains is allowed, kappati, on the
next new-moon day, not on the next full-moon day. ⁵ Vin-a 1325 says Invita-
tion by means of the Great Invitation is allowed on the next full-moon day, not
on the next new-moon day. ⁶ Referring to Kd 8.20. ⁷ Referring to Bu-NP 24.
⁸ Perhaps referring to Kd 8.15.2, Kd 8.15.7, Kd 8.15.14; also Bu-NP 24. ⁹ The Order
falls into an offence either carrying out by way of complete purity the Observance
(Kd 2.22, and see Kd 2.3.3, Kd 2.26) or an Observance that has been determined on,
adhiṭṭhānuposatha. This latter refers to Kd 2.26.9 where the word adhiṭṭhātabbaṁ
is used. ¹⁰ Carrying out a recital of the rules and an Observance that has been
determined on. Probably referring to the group (of four, three or two monks) at
Kd 2.26.10. ¹¹ Kd 2.26.8, Kd 2.26.9. Of this triad Vin-a 1326 says it is the same as
Invitation. ¹² AnOrder’sObservance (seeKd 2) andanOrder’s Invitation (Kd 4.1.13,
Kd 4.1.14).
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Order, not for an individual¹; there is what is allowed for an
individual, not for an Order, not for a group.²

22. Three concealings: one conceals the subject, not the offence;
one conceals the offence, not the subject; one conceals the sub-
ject as well as the offence.³

23. Three coverings: a covering to the bathroom, a covering to the
water, a covering by clothes.⁴

24. Three things are hidden, not open⁵: women-folk practise (their
ways) in concealment, not openly; themantras of brahmins are
practised in concealment, not openly; a false view is practised
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in concealment, not openly.
25. Three things shine forth when they are unveiled, not in con-

cealment⁶: themoon’s disc shines forthwhen it is unveiled, not
when it is hidden; the sun’s disc … not when it is hidden; the
Dhamma-and-Discipline proclaimed by the Tathāgata shines
forth when it is unveiled, not when it is hidden.

26. Three times for the appropriation of lodgings: the earlier, the
later, the intervening.⁷

27. There is the offence one who is ill falls into, not one who is not
ill⁸; there is the offence one who is not ill falls into, not one
who is ill⁹; there is the offence one who is ill falls into as well
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as one who is not ill.¹⁰
28. Three suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.¹¹
29. Three suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.¹²
30. Three probations: concealed probation,¹³ unconcealed proba-

tion,¹⁴ purifying probation.¹⁵

¹ A group’s Observance (Kd 2.26) and a group’s Invitation (Kd 4.5.2ff.). ² An Ob-
servance that has been determined on (Kd 2.26.9) and an Invitation that has been
determined on (Kd 4.5.2ff.) ³ Kd 4.16.23ff. ⁴ Vin 2.22,where these three kinds are
allowed. ⁵ an i.282f. ⁶ an i.283; last sentence quoted at Mil 190. ⁷ Kd 16.11.4.
⁸ Asking for a different medicine from the one procured; see Bu-Pc 47.2.2. For this
and the next clause see below, Vin 5.128, among the Fours. ⁹ Asking formedicines,
as in Nuns’ Bi-NP 6, Bu-NP 7, Bu-NP8, Bu-NP9, Bu-NP 10. ¹⁰ The remaining
offences. ¹¹ Vin 2.242; see below, Vin 5.128. ¹² Vin 2.242; see below, Vin 5.128.
¹³ Kd 13. ¹⁴ Kd 13. ¹⁵ Vin 2.59 (Kd 13.26), Vin 5.126 gives these and one other
among the Fours. See also Vin 5.118 in the Twos.
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31. Threemānattas: concealed mānatta,¹ unconcealedmānatta,²
themānatta for a fortnight.³

32. Three interruptions for a monk who is under probation: dwell-
ing with, dwelling away separated from, not announcing.⁴

33. There is the offence one falls into inside, not outside⁵; there
is the offence one falls into outside, not inside⁶; there is the
offence one falls into inside as well as outside.

34. There is the offence one falls into inside a boundary, not out-
side a boundary⁷; there is the offence one falls into outside a
boundary, not inside a boundary⁸; there is the offence one falls
into inside a boundary as well as outside a boundary.

35. By three ways does one fall into an offence: one falls by means
of body … bymeans of speech … bymeans of body, by means
of speech.

36. By three furtherways does one fall into an offence: in themidst
of an Order,⁹ in the midst of a group,¹⁰ in the presence of an
individual.¹¹

37. In three ways does one arise from an offence: one arises by
means of body, one arises by means of speech, one arises by
means of body, by means of speech.¹²

38. By three further ways does one arise from an offence: in the
midst of an Order, in the midst of a group, in the presence of
an individual.¹³

39. Three givings of a verdict of past insanity are not legally valid.¹⁴
40. Three givings of a verdict of past insanity are legally valid.¹⁵
41. AnOrder, if it sodesires,maycarryout a (formal) act of censure

against a monk who is possessed of three qualities: if he is a
maker of strife, a maker of quarrels, a maker of disputes a
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¹ Kd 13. ² Kd 13. ³ pakkhamānatta, see Vin 5.118 and Vin-a 1170 which give four
kinds ofmānatta as does Vin 5.126 in the Fours. ⁴ Vin 2.33–34. ⁵ Bu-Pc 16. ⁶ Bu-
Pc 14. ⁷ Kd 18.1.1. ⁸ Kd 18.3.1. ⁹ Kd 2.15.5. Offence of wrong-doing for speaking
Dhamma, unbidden, in the midst of an Order. Cf. Kd 2.16.9. ¹⁰ Vin-a 1327 says the
method is the same. ¹¹ Vin-a 1327 says the method is the same. ¹² Vin-a 1327:
one arises by means of the deciding which is the covering over (as) with grass.
¹³ Kd 2.3.5. ¹⁴ Kd 14.6.1, Kd 14.6.2. ¹⁵ Kd 14.6.1, Kd 14.6.2.
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maker of contention, a maker of legal questions in an Order; if
he is ignorant, inexperienced, full of offences not rid of them;
if he lives in company with householders in inappropriate
association with householders.¹

42. An Order, if it So desires, may carry out a (formal) act of guid-
ance … association with householders.²

43. An Order, if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of ban-
ishment against a monk who is possessed of three qualities: if
he is amaker of strife … amaker of legal questions in an Order;
if he is ignorant … not rid of them; if he brings a family into
disrepute, is of depraved conduct, and if his depraved conduct
is seen and also heard.³

44. An Order, if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of recon-
ciliation against a monk who is possessed of three qualities: if
he is a maker of strife … if he is ignorant … not rid of them; if
he reviles and abuses householders.⁴

45. An Order, if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of sus-
pension against a monk … for not seeing an offence … if he is a
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maker of strife … not rid of them; if (though) he has fallen into
an offence he does not wish to see the offence.⁵

46. AnOrder, if it so desires,may carry out a (formal) act of suspen-
sion against a monk… for not making amends for an offence
… if he is a maker of strife … not rid of them: if (though) he has
fallen into an offence he does not wish to make amends for the
offence.⁶

47. An Order, if it so desires, may carry out a (formal) act of sus-
pension against a monk who is possessed of three qualities for
not giving up a pernicious view: if he is a maker of strife … not
rid of them; if he does not wish to give up the pernicious view.⁷

48. AnOrder, if it so desires, may plan something hard⁸ for amonk

¹ Kd 11.4. ² Kd 11.10.1. ³ Bu-Ss 13. ⁴ Kd 11.19, Kd 11.20. ⁵ See Kd 11.25–30,
Kd 9.7.9. ⁶ See Kd 11.31, Kd 9.7.9. ⁷ See Kd 11.32, Kd 11.33. ⁸ āgāḷhāya
ceteyya—expression appears to occur here only. Vin-a 1327 glosses by daḷhabhāvāya
ceteyya; and goes on to say an Order may carry out a (formal) act of suspension for
one against whom an act of censure was out if he has not fulfilled his obligations.
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who is possessed of three qualities: if he is a maker of strife …
not rid of them; if he lives in company with householders, in
inappropriate association with householders.

49. A (formal) act may be carried out against a monk who is pos-
sessed of three qualities: if he is unconscientious¹ and if he is

BD 6.191

ignorant² and if he is not a regular (monk).³
50. And a (formal) act may be carried out against a monk who is

possessed of three further qualities: if, in regard to morality,
he has fallen away frommoral habit⁴; if, in regard to behaviour,
he has fallen away from right behavior⁵; if, in regard to view,
he has fallen away from right view.⁶

51. And a (formal) act may be carried out against a monk who is
possessed of three further qualities: if he is possessed of bodily
frivolity, if he is possessed of verbal frivolity, if he is possessed
of bodily and verbal frivolity.⁷

52. And …who is possessed of three further qualities: if he is pos-
sessedofbodilybadbehaviour…verbal badbehaviour…bodily
and verbal bad behaviour.⁸

53. And …who is possessed of three further qualities: if he is pos-
sessed of harming bymeans of body … harming bymeans of
speech … harming by means of body and speech.⁹

54. And …who is possessed of three further qualities: if he is pos-

¹ alajjin, as at Vin 3.179, Vin 1.77. ² He does not knowwhat is Dhamma and what
is not-dhamma, Vin-a 1327. ³ apakatatta. See Kd 12.1, Kd 12.5 for pakatatta, regular
monk; also Kd 9.4.8, and definition of regular monk at Vin-a 1147. Vin-a 1327 says
“he does not knowwhat is an offence and what is not”, and hence cannot carry out
a formal act. ⁴ This triad is at Vin 2.4; Cf. also Vin 1.63. Vin-a 1327 says this means
he has fallen into two classes of offence (Defeat and Formal Meeting). ⁵ The five
classes of offence. ⁶ Taking up an extreme view, antaggāhikā diṭṭhi, Vin-a 1327.
See Vin 1.172.There are 10 such views, see Vin 5.138. Commentary further says that
a formal act may he carried out against those who neither see an offence, make
amends for one, nor give up a wrong view. ⁷ Vin 2.13. The first member of the
triad appears to mean playing at dice (Vin-a 1327) though Vin-a 1147 says “bodily
play”; the secondmay be producing a drumming sound with the mouth; and the
third is dancing and singing. ⁸ Vin 2.13.These mean transgressing the rules of
training laid down concerning the doors of the body and of speech. ⁹ Harming
through not training in the rules of training regarding body and speech, Vin 2.13.
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sessed of a wrong bodily mode of livelihood … a wrong verbal
mode of livelihood … a wrong bodily and verbal mode of liveli-
hood.¹

55. And …who is possessed of three further qualities: if, having
fallen into an offence and a (formal) act has been carried out
against him, he ordains, gives guidance, makes a novice attend
him.²

56. And …who is possessed of three further qualities: if he falls
into that same offence for which a (formal) act was carried out
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(against him) by an Order, or into another that is similar, or
into one that is worse.³

57. And …who is possessed of three further qualities: if he speaks
dispraise of the Buddha of Dhamma… of the Order.⁴

58. If a monk is possessed of three qualities: if he is unconscien-
tious and if he is ignorant and if he is not a regular monk (but
if) he has suspended the Observance in the midst of an Or-
der (but if other monks) have snubbed him, saying: “That’s
enough, monk; let there be no strife, no quarrel, no dispute, no
contention,” the Observance may be carried out by the Order.⁵

59. If a monk is possessed of three qualities … there may be Invita-
tion by the Order.⁶

60. No agreement of an Order should be given to a monk who is
possessed of three qualities: if he is unconscientious … not a
regular monk.⁷

61. If a monk is possessed of three qualities he should not speak⁸
in the Order: if he is unconscientious … not a regular monk.

62. Amonk who is possessed of three qualities should not be put
in any separate place⁹; if he is unconscientious … not a regular

¹ Going messages on foot or sorcery or accepting teachings on the Dispensation
from lay-people. ² Cf. Vin 2.5, etc. ³ Vin 2.4, etc. ⁴ Vin 2.4, etc. ⁵ The
main theme of Kd 19 is the suspension of the Pātimokkha. ⁶ Kd 4.16.6. ⁷ Cf.
Nuns’ Bi-Pc 75. ⁸ voharitabbaṁ, glossed by na kiñci vattabbaṁ. ⁹ na kismiñci
paccekaṭṭhāne ṭhapetabbo, as at an iv.347. Vin-a 1328 says he should not be set in a
high place, jeṭṭhakaṭṭhāne, that is to say in a specially honoured position. an iv.160
adds that if he has been put in such a place, there is no chance to carry out a formal
act of the Order.
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monk.
63. If a monk is possessed of three qualities he should not live

Vin 5.123

in dependence … If a monk is possessed of three qualities he
should not give guidance: if he is unconscientious … not a
regular monk.

64. If a monk who is possessed of three qualities obtains leave¹ the
giving of the leave is not sufficient: if he is unconscientious …
not a regular monk.

65. If a monk is possessed of three qualities he should not issue
commands²: if he is unconscientious … not a regular monk.

66. If amonk is possessed of three qualities he shouldnot ask about
Discipline³ … not a regular monk.

67. Discipline should not be asked about bymeans of monk who is
possessed of three qualities⁴: … not a regular monk.
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68. (Questions on) Discipline should not be answered by a monk
who is possessed of three qualities⁵: … not a regular monk.

69. (Questions on) Discipline should not be answered through a
monk who is possessed of three qualities⁶: … not a regular
monk.

70. An explanation should not be given to amonkwho is possessed
of three qualities⁷: … not a regular monk.

71. Discipline should not be discussed together with a monk who
is possessed of three qualities⁸: … not a regular monk.

72. One should not be ordained by a monk who is possessed of
three qualities⁹: … not a regular monk.

73. Guidance should not be given to¹⁰ a monk who is possessed of
three qualities: … not a regular monk.

74. A novice should not be made to attend on a monk who is pos-
sessedof threequalities¹¹: if he isunconscientious and ignorant
and not a regular monk.

¹ okāsakammaṁ kārāpentassa. See Vin 1.114 okāsaṁ kārāpetvā; Vin 2.5, Vin 2.23, etc.
okāsaṁ kāretabbo. ² savacanīyaṁ na dātabbaṁ. Vin 2.5, etc. read na savacanīyaṁ
kātabbaṁ, andVin-a 1328 ādātabbaṁ: his speech should not be taken up, not listened
to. ³ Cf. Kd2.15.6. ⁴ Cf. Kd2.15.8. ⁵ Kd 2.15.11. ⁶ Kd 2.15.9. ⁷ Kd 4.16.6.
⁸ See Vin 5.189. ⁹ Cf. Kd 1.76.4ff. ¹⁰ Kd 1.72.2. ¹¹ Kd 1.52, Kd 1.55.
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75. ThreeObservances: on the fourteenth (day), thefifteenth (day),¹
and the Observance of “being all together”.²

76. And three further Observances: Observance in an Order,³ Ob-
servance in a group,⁴ Observance for an individual.⁵

77. And three further Observances: the Observance at which the
rules are recited,⁶ the Observance at which there is entire pu-
rity,⁷ the Observance where there is determination.⁸

78. Three Invitations: the fourteenth (day), the fifteenth (day),⁹
and the Invitation of “being all together”.¹⁰

79. And three further Invitations: Invitation in an Order,¹¹ Invita-
tion in a group,¹² Invitation for an individual.¹³

80. And three further Invitations: Invitation by the threefold for-
mula,¹⁴ Invitation by the twofold formula,¹⁵ Invitation of those
keeping the rains (all) together.

81. Three (persons) doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya¹⁶: he who,
not getting rid of this,¹⁷ is not a Brahma-farer though pre-
tending to be a Brahma-farer; and he who, though not a pure
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Brahma-farer, makes an unfounded charge of non-Brahma
faring against one who is faring a pure Brahma-faring¹⁸; and
he who speaks like this and is of this view: “There is no de-
fect in sense-pleasures” comes to indulgence among the sense-
pleasures.¹⁹

82. Three roots of unskill: greed is a root of unskill, hatred is a root
of unskill, confusion is a root of unskill.

83. Three roots of skill: non-greed is a root of skill, non-hatred is a
root of skill, non-confusion is a root of skill.

84. Three ways of bad behavior: bad behaviour through body, bad

¹ Kd 2.4.2; Kd 2.14.1. ² Kd 2.5.1, Kd 2.5.2. ³ Cf. Kd2.24. ⁴ Kd 2.26.1ff.
⁵ Kd 2.26.8ff. ⁶ Kd 2.26.1 (Cf. Kd2.15.1). These three items appear with two oth-
ers, Vin 5.133. ⁷ Kd 2.26.2 (Cf. Kd 2.22.1ff.). ⁸ Kd 2.26.9, Kd 2.26.10. ⁹ Kd 4.3.1.
¹⁰ Kd 4.3.2ff. ¹¹ Kd 4.5.1. ¹² Kd 4.5.2–5. ¹³ Kd 4.5.6ff. ¹⁴ Kd 4.14.1. ¹⁵ Kd 4.15.1.
The onefold formula of the Mahāvagga is not mentioned in the Parivāra above.
¹⁶ See Vin 2.202, Vin 2.205. ¹⁷ Vin-a 1328: this pretence. ¹⁸ Vin 3.90. According
to Vin-a 1328 a pure Brahma-farer is a monk whose cankers are destroyed. ¹⁹ Cf.
mn i.305; see gs i.244, n. 2 on pālabyataṁ, indulgence. The whole triad occurs at
an i.265f.
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behaviour through speech, bad behaviour through thought.
85. Three ways of good behavior: good behaviour through body …

speech … thought.
86. Dependent on three reasons was ameal (to be eaten) by a triad

(of monks) laid down by the Lord: for the restraint of evil-
minded individuals; for the living in comfort of well-behaved
monks lest those of evil desires should split an Order bymeans
of a faction; and out of compassion for families.¹

Vin 5.124

87. Devadatta, overcome and his mind controlled by three bad
qualities is doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya, staying there
for an aeon, incurable: evil desire, evil friendship, coming to a
halt midway in his career because his special attainments are
of trifling value.²

88. Three agreements: agreement as to awalking staff ³; agreement
as to string⁴; agreement as to a walking staff and string.⁵

89. Three (kinds of) shoes that are in fixed places and cannot be
handed on: privy shoes, urinal shoes, rinsing shoes.⁶

90. Three (kinds of) foot-rubbers: a stone, a pebble, sea-scum.⁷

Concluded are the Triads

its summary
While he is alive, at the right time,
and during the night, ten, five, through skill,
Feeling, grounds for reproof,
votes, twice objections, /
Layings down, and two further, ignorant,
and at the next new-moon day, is allowed,
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In the cold weather, an Order, for an Order,

and concealings, a covering, /
Things hidden, and unveiled, lodgings, those who are ill,
The Pātimokkha, probation,mānattas, those under probation, /
Inside, and inside a boundary, does one fall, and again further,
Does one arise, and further too,
verdicts for past insanity are twofold, /
(Act of) censure, and of guidance,

¹ Whole triad at Kd 17.3.13 (Vin 2.196). ² Vin 2.203. ³ Vin 2.131. See for this and
next below Prv 9.1. ⁴ Vin 2.132. ⁵ Vin 2.130. ⁶ Vin 1.190. ⁷ Vin 2.130.
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of banishment, reconciliation,
Not seeing, not making amends for,
and not giving up a (wrong) view, /
Something hard, (formal) act,
as to the higher morality,
frivolity, bad behaviour, harming,
Mode of livelihood, having fallen, that same (offence),
dispraise, and about Observance, /
Invitation, and agreement,
remaining, and in a separate (place),
He should not speak, he should not give,
likewise he should not get leave, /
He should not issue commands,
two on what should not be asked about,
And similarly two on he should not answer,
and he should not be given an explanation, /
Discussion, ordination, guidance, and novices,
Three triads on Observance, three triads on Invitation, /
(Persons in) the Downfall, unskilled, skilled, two on behaviour,
A meal by a triad, bad qualities, agreement, and about shoes,
Similarly things that are foot-rubbers:
this is the summary for the Triads.

4. Tetrads
Prv 7.4.11. There is the offence one falls into through one’s own speech,

rises from through another’s speech¹; there is the offence one
BD 6.196

falls into through another’s speech, rises from through one’s
own speech²; there is the offence one falls into through one’s
own speech, rises from through one’s own speech³; there is

¹ Vin-a 1328f. says one falls into the offence beginning with speaking Dhamma line
by line (Bu-Pc 4)—a speech-door offence—and having received the deciding of a
covering over (as) with grass he rises (from the offence) through another person’s
proclamation, kammavācā. ² Vin-a 1329: through another’s proclamation one
falls for not giving up a wrong view; confessing in the presence of an individual
one rises (Cf. Vin 1.323, Vin 1.330). ³ Again, one falls speaking Dhamma line by
line, but on confessing the offence one rises through one’s own speech.
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the offence one falls into through another’s speech, rises from
through another’s speech.¹

2. There is the offence one falls into by body, rises from by speech:
… falls into by speech, rises from by body … falls into by body,
rises from by body falls into by speech, rises from by speech.²

3. There is the offence one falls into when one is asleep,³ rises
from when one is awake; … when one is awake, rises from

Vin 5.125

when one is asleep … asleep, asleep … awake, awake.
4. There is theoffenceone falls intounconscious⁴ (that it is against
ordinance), rises from conscious (that it is against ordinance);
…consciousunconscious…;unconscious…unconscious; there
is the offence one falls into conscious (that it is against ordi-
nance), rises from conscious (that it is against ordinance).

5. There is the offence that, falling into, he confesses, confessing
he falls into; there is the offence that, falling into he rises from,
rising from he falls into.⁵

6. There is the offence one falls into through doing, rises from
through not doing … falls into through not doing, rises from
through doing … falls into through doing, rises from through
doing … falls into through not doing, rises from through not

¹ One falls into a Formal Meeting through another’s proclamation made up to the
third time; one rises through another’s proclamation (that one should live under)
probation. ² One offends with the speech-door, rises by body through a covering
over (as) with grass. ³ This is the offence of lying down on a couch belonging to
an Order, having spread it for oneself; Cf. Bu-Pc 14.The word for “asleep” is pasutta,
“awake” is paṭibuddha; neither word appears to occur elsewhere in Vinaya. See
Introduction, p. xv. ⁴ acittake āpajjatimeans he falls into an acittakāpatti; acittaka
occurs at Vin 5.207, but apparently not again in Vinaya. ⁵ Vin-a 1329 here speaks
of a collective offence, sabhāgāpattti, and says “whoever confesses one, falling into
an offence of wrong-doing because of the confession, confesses a certain offence of
Expiation and so on, and confessing that he falls into an offence of wrong-doing.
But, falling into that offence of wrong-doing he rises from the offence of Pācittiya
and so on, but rising from that offence of Pācittiya he falls into that”. See Vin 1.126.
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doing.¹
BD 6.197

7. Four unariyan statements²: speaking of the seen as unseen,
speaking of the heard as unheard, speaking of the sensed as
unsensed, speaking of the cognized as uncognized.

8. Four ariyan statements³: speaking of the unseen as unseen …
of the uncognized as uncognized.

9. And four further unariyan statements⁴: speaking of the unseen
as seen, speaking of the unheard as heard, speaking of the
unsensed as sensed, speaking of the uncognized as cognized.

10. Four ariyan statements⁵: speaking of the seen as seen … the
cognized as cognized.

11. Four offences involving Defeat are shared by monks and nuns.
12. Four offences involving Defeat are not shared by monks and

nuns.⁶
13. Four requisites: there is the requisite that should be guarded,

protected, cherished, made use of ⁷; there is the requisite that
shouldbeguarded, protected, not cherished,madeuseof; there
is the requisite that should be guarded, protected, not cher-
ished, not made use of; there is the requisite that should not
be guarded, not protected, not cherished, not made use of.

14. There is the offence one falls into in the presence of, rises from
in the absence of ⁸; there is the offence one falls into in the
absence of, rises from in the presence of ⁹; … falls into in the

¹ Vin-a 1329 says that in this tetrad one falls through doing the offence of not giving
up a false view. Confessing, one rises through not-doing. One falls through not-
doing, beginning with emission (Bu-Ss 1), one rises from through doing probation.
One falls also through the doing of admonishment, rises from by doing (see e.g.
Vin 3.174, Vin 4.236). ² Vin 4.2. ³ Vin 4.2. ⁴ Vin 4.2. ⁵ dn iii.232, an ii.246.
⁶ See bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxii. ⁷ A deviation from the four requisites as usually
given: robe-material, bowl, etc. Vin-a 1330 says the first is one’s own requisites,
the second belongs to the Order, the third to a cetiya (shrine), and the fourth is a
householder’s requisite. ⁸ Vin-a 1330: one falls in the presence of the Order into
the offence of not giving up a pernicious view. But at the time of rising (from the
offence), if there is nothing to be done by the Order, one rises in the absence of.
⁹ Beginning with emission (Bu-Ss 1). “Of the Order” is meant throughout.
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presence of, rises from in the presence of ¹; there is the offence
one falls into in the absence of, rises from in the absence of.²

15. There is the offence one falls into unknowing, rises from know-
ing; … falls into knowing, rises from unknowing falls into un-
knowing, rises from unknowing; there is the offence one falls
into knowing, rises from knowing.³

16. By four means does one fall into an offence: one falls by body
… by speech … by body, by speech; one falls by a resolution.⁴

BD 6.198

17. And by four further means does one fall into an offence: in the
midst of an Order, in themidst of a group, in the presence of an
individual, through the appearance of a sexual characteristic.⁵

18. By four means does one rise from an offence: one rises by body
… by speech … by body, by speech; one rises by a resolution.

19. Andby four furthermeans does one rise fromanoffence: in the
midst of an Order, in themidst of a group in the presence of an
individual, through the appearance of a sexual characteristic.
Together with (its) acquisition he gets rid of the earlier, is
established in the later, hintings are allayed descriptions are
stopped.⁶ Togetherwith (its) acquisition he gets rid of the later,
is established in the earlier, hintings are allayed, descriptions
are stopped.⁷

20. Four reprovings: one reproves for falling away from moral
habit, one reproves for falling away from good behaviour, one

Vin 5.126

reproves for falling away from right views, one reproves for
falling away from right mode of livelihood.

21. Four probations: probation for concealing, probation for not
concealing, purifying probation, concurrent probation.⁸

22. Fourmānattas:mānatta for concealing,mānatta for not con-
cealing,mānatta for a fortnight, concurrentmānatta.

23. Four interruptions for a monk who is undergoing mānatta:

¹ Referring to “admonition” in the various Formal Meetings. ² I.e. when telling
conscious lies and so on. ³ This tetrad is like that on “unconscious”, acittaka.
⁴ kammavācā. ⁵ Vin-a 1330 seems to refer this to Vin 3.35 (Bu-Pj 1.10.6). ⁶ Re-
ferring to the last tetrad. ⁷ Referring to the last tetrad. ⁸ Split into two dyads
at Vin 5.118; the first three also form a triad at Vin 5.121.
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dwelling with, dwelling away separated from, not announcing,
going about with less than a group.¹

24. Four things discovered of themselves.²
25. Four enjoyments (of food and so on, formally) accepted: for the

time being, for a watch of the night, for seven days, for as long
as life lasts.³

26. Four great irregular things: (a decoction of) dung, urine, ashes,
BD 6.199

clay.⁴
27. Four (formal) acts: a (formal) act for which leave should be

asked, a (formal) act at which a motion is put, a (formal) act
at which a motion is put and is followed by one resolution,
a (formal) act at which a motion is put and is followed by a
resolution made three times.⁵

28. And four further (formal) acts: a (formal) act in an incomplete
(Order carried out) by what is not the rule; a (formal) act in a
complete (Order carried out) bywhat is not the rule; a (formal)
act in an incomplete (Order carried out) by the rule; a (formal)
act in a complete (Order carried out) by the rule.⁶

29. Four fallings away: falling away frommoral habit … from good
behaviour … from right views … from right mode of livelihood.

30. Four legal questions: legal question concerning disputes …
censure … offences … obligations.⁷

31. Four defilements of an assembly: a monk who is poor in moral
habit, evil in character is a defilement of an assembly; a nun
… a lay follower … a female lay follower who is poor in moral
habit, evil in character is a defilement of an assembly.⁸

¹ Kd 12.7. ² Text sāmukkaṁsā. At Vin 1.16, Vin 1.18, Vin 2.156, etc., we find
sāmukkaṁsikā Dhammadesanā: dukkhaṁ samudayaṁ nirodhaṁ maggaṁ. See
mn-a iii.92. On the other hand Vin-a 1330 explains cattāro sāmukkaṁsā by cattāro
mahāpadesā, but the rest of its explanation is in line with mn-a iii.92 and dn-a 277.
Themahāpadesā therefore are probably not to be taken here in the sense given them
at e.g. dn ii.123ff. ³ See e.g. Vin 4.83 (and bd 2.330 notes). “Food for the time being”
probably refers to the five kinds of meals, given to be eaten at once. ⁴ Vin 1.206;
also Vin 4.90. ⁵ Forming two dyads at Vin 5.116. ⁶ Vin 1.111f. ⁷ Vin 2.88,
Vin 3.164. ⁸ an ii.225, reading parisadussanā; above and an iii.210 read -dūsanā.
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32. Four adornments of an assembly: amonkwho is ofmoral habit,
lovely in character is an adornment of an assembly; a nun…
a lay follower … a female lay follower who is of moral habit,
lovely in character is an adornment of an assembly.¹

33. There is the offence an incoming (monk) falls into, not a resi-
dent one²; there is the offence a resident (monk) falls into, not
an incoming one³; there is the offence a resident monk falls
into aswell as an incomingone; there is the offence that neither
a resident (monk) falls into nor an incoming one.There is the
offence a (monk who is) going away falls into, not a resident
one⁴; there is the offence a resident (monk) falls into, not one
who is going away⁵ … there is the offence that neither one who
is going away nor a resident one falls into.

BD 6.200
34. There is difference as to matter, not difference as to offence⁶;

there is difference as to offence, not difference as to matter⁷;
there is difference as to matter as well as difference as to offen-
ce⁸; there is difference neither as to matter nor as to offence.⁹

35. There is similarity as to matter, not similarity as to offence¹⁰;
there is similarity as to offence, not similarity as to matter¹¹;
there is similarity as tomatter aswell as similarity as tooffence¹²;
there is similarity neither as to matter nor as to offence.¹³

36. There is the offence the preceptor falls into, not the one who

¹ an ii.225. ² Vin-a 1331 says here an incoming monk falls into an offence if
he enters a vihāra with his sunshade up, his sandals on, his head covered—see
Vin 2.207–8. ³ The resident does not perform a resident’s duties, Vin 2.210.
⁴ Vin 2.211. ⁵ Vin 2.210. ⁶ Vin-a 1331: the four Defeats differ as to matter, not as
to offence; similarly the Formal Meetings. ⁷ Vin-a 1331: if a monk and a nun come
into physical contact with one another, there is a Formal Meeting for the monk and
a Defeat for the nun. Likewise, eating garlic is an Pācittiya for a nun, wrong-doing
for amonk. ⁸ I.e. in the four Defeats together with the 13 FormalMeetings. So too,
as between the Formal Meetings and the Undetermineds. ⁹ Beginning with the
four Defeats that monks and nuns fall into separately.Themeaning is that they fall
separately and that they fall into offences that they share. ¹⁰ Vin-a 1331: if a monk
and a nun are in physical contact, there is similarity ofmatter, not of offence. ¹¹ In
regard to the Defeats and the Formal Meetings. ¹² In regard to the four Defeats
for monks and nuns, and in regard to all the offences they have in common. ¹³ In
regard to the offences monks and nuns do not share.
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shares his cell¹; there is the offence one who shares a cell falls
into, not the preceptor²; there is the offence the preceptor falls
into as well as the one who shares his cell³; there is the offence
neither … falls into.

37. There is the offence the teacher falls into, not the pupil⁴… there
is the offence neither the teacher nor the pupil falls into.

38. For four reasons there is no offence in cutting short the rains:
if the Order is split, or if there are those desirous of splitting
an Order,⁵ or if there is danger to life, or if there is danger to
the Brahma-faring.⁶

39. Four bad ways of verbal conduct: lying speech, slanderous
speech, harsh speech, gossip.⁷

40. Fourgoodwaysofverbal conduct: truthful speech,non-slander-
ous speech, gentle speech, utterance of mantras.⁸

BD 6.201
Vin 5.12741. There is, in taking, a serious offence that one falls into,⁹ a slight

one in enjoining¹⁰; there is, in taking, a slight offence that one
falls into, a serious one in enjoining; there is, in taking and
in enjoining, a serious offence that one falls into; there is, in
taking and in enjoining, a slight offence that one falls into.

42. There is the individual who merits respectful greeting, does
not merit standing up for¹¹ … standing up for, not respectful
greeting¹² … respectful greeting as well as standing up for¹³ …
merits neither respectful greeting nor standing up for.¹⁴

43. There is the individual whomerits a seat, does not merit stand-

¹ If either fails in carrying out his duties to the other. ² If either fails in carrying
out his duties to the other. ³ The remaining offences. ⁴ The explanation of this
tetrad is similar to the former one; see Vin 1.61. ⁵ Vin 1.150f. (Kd 3.11.5ff.).The Pāti-
mokkhamay be recited in brief (Vin 1.112f.) and the Invitation curtailed (Vin 1.169f.)
if these dangers are present. ⁶ Dangers to life during the rains are specified at
Vin 1.148f., and to the Brahma-faring at Vin 1.150. ⁷ Stock, as at mn iii.22, mn iii.33,
an ii.141. At dn iii.232 the four are given under anariyavohārā. ⁸ an ii.141; for
references to mantabhāsa see gs ii.144, n. 1. ⁹ Bu-Pj 2 (Vin 3.45). ¹⁰ “enjoin-
ing—payojento”.This appears to refer to Vin 3.53f. ¹¹ This seems to refer to nuns
in a refectory. ¹² Referring to a monk who that day received ordination after he
had spent sixty years under probation. ¹³ An older monk from one who is newly
ordained. ¹⁴ A newly ordained monk by a more senior one.
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ing up for …whomerits neither a seat nor standing up for.¹
44. There is the offence one falls into at a (right) time, not at a

wrong time² … at a wrong time,³ not at a right time… at a right
time as well as at a wrong time … neither at a right time nor at
a wrong time.

45. There is the formal acceptance⁴ allowable at a right time, not
at a wrong time⁵ … at a wrong time, not at a right time⁶ … at a
right time as well as at a wrong time⁷ … allowable neither at a
right time nor at a wrong time.⁸

46. There is the offence one falls into in the border districts,⁹ not
in themiddle ones¹⁰ … in themiddle districts, not in the border
ones¹¹ … in the border districts as well as in the middle ones …

BD 6.202

neither in the border districts nor in the middle ones.
47. There iswhat is allowable in the border districts, not in themid-

dle ones¹² … in the middle districts, not in the border ones¹³ …
in the border districts as well as in themiddle ones¹⁴ … neither
in the border districts nor in the middle ones.

48. There is theoffenceone falls into inside,not outside¹⁵…outside,
not inside¹⁶ … neither inside nor outside … inside as well as
outside.

¹ Themeaning is much the same as in the preceding tetrad.The first clause here
has the samemeaning as the second clause there, and the second the same as the
first. ² Eating, having been invited to do so, Bu-Pc 36. ³ The offence of eating
at a wrong time, Bu-Pc 37. ⁴ paṭiggahita, see Vin 5.126. ⁵ Vin-a 1332 refers this
to “before a meal”; see Bu-Pc 46, Nuns’ Bi-Pc 15. ⁶ A drink is allowable at a wrong
time. “Not at a right time” refers to “the next day”. ⁷ Food for seven days and
for as long as life lasts. ⁸ Meat that is not allowable, see Vin 1.218. ⁹ Defined
at Vin 1.197. ¹⁰ Vin-a 1332 says, settling on a boundary in the sea one falls in
bordering districts, not in middle ones. ¹¹ Wearing sandals with many linings
(Kd 5.1.30), ordaining by a fivefold (Kd 8.4.1), constant bathing (see Bu-Pc 67), using
hides as coverings (Kd 5.10.6ff.)—all allowed forborderdistricts atKd 5.13.13. ¹² See
previous note. ¹³ Presumably not ordaining by a group of five (Kd 8.4.1) and the
opposites of the cases given in the last note but one above. ¹⁴ Vin-a 1333 cites the
five kinds of salts allowed as medicines (Kd 6.8.1). ¹⁵ To lie down encroaching
on (the space intended for elders): Bu-Pc 16; see also Vin 1.47, Vin 2.213, Vin 2.220,
Vin 2.224, Vin 4.42. ¹⁶ Going away and leaving a couch and so on that belong to
the Order out in the open air, Bu-Pc 14.
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49. There is the offence one falls into inside the boundary, not
outside the boundary¹ … outside the boundary, not inside the
boundary … inside the boundary as well as outside the bound-
ary² … neither inside the boundary nor outside the boundary.

50. There is an offence one falls into in a village, not in a forest³ …
in a forest, not in a village⁴ … in a village as well as in a forest⁵
… neither in a village nor in a forest.

51. Four reproving⁶: showing the matter, showing the offence, ob-
jection to living in communion, objection to the proper duties.

52. Four preliminary things to be done.⁷
53. Four occasions when things seem right.⁸
54. Four Expiations (containing the words) “not for another”.⁹
55. Four agreements of the monks.¹⁰
56. Four followings of a wrong course: he follows a wrong course

BD 6.203

through partiality (desire) … through hatred … through con-
fusion … through fear.¹¹

57. Four non-followings of a wrong course: he does not follow a
wrong course through partiality … hatred … confusion … fear.

58. Possessedof fourqualities anunconscientiousmonk, following
awrong course throughpartiality…hatred…confusion… fear,
splits an Order.¹²

¹ Vin-a 1333: an incoming monk, not fulfilling his duties, falls inside a boundary;
one going away falls outside the boundary. ² One who tells lies and so on falls
inside and outside the boundary. ³ See the Sekhiyas connected with “amid the
houses”. ⁴ A nun, waiting for the sun to rise, falls into an offence in a forest,
not in a village. ⁵ E.g. lying speech. ⁶ Another four at Vin 5.125f. ⁷ (Making
ready) a broom, a light, water and a seat, Vin-a 1333. This has the appearance of
being the duty of a novice who is preparing a cell for an older monk. A broom
is allowed at Vin 2.130. Commentary gives another four pubbakiccā: the complete
purity of the consent (chanda, see Bu-Pc 79), utukkhāna (? has this anything to do
with khīyanaka, criticism, see bd 3.59, n. 2), counting the monks, and exhortation.
⁸ pattakallā; word at e.g. Bu-NP 18, Bu-NP 19. Vin-a 1333 says: Observance, as many
monks are come who are eligible for a formal act, (if) collective offences are not
to be found, and (if) individuals who are to be avoided are not in this, tasmiṁ.
⁹ Referring to Bu-Pc 16, Bu-Pc 42, Bu-Pc 77, Bu-Pc 78. ¹⁰ Referring to Bu-NP 2,
Bu-NP 14, Bu-NP 29, Bu-Pc 9. ¹¹ See e.g. Vin 2.14, Vin 3.238, Vin 3.246, Vin 4.238.
¹² See Kd 17
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59. Possessed of four qualities a modest monk, not following a
wrong course through partiality … hatred … confusion … fear,
makes harmonious an Order that was split.¹

60. Discipline should not be asked about of a monk² who is pos-
sessed of four qualities: if he follows a wrong course through
partiality … fear.³

61. Discipline should not be asked about by a monk⁴ who is pos-
sessed of four qualities: if he follows a wrong course through
partiality … fear.⁵

62. Questions on Discipline should not be answered for a monk⁶
who is possessed of four qualities … should not be answered
by a monk⁷ who is possessed of four qualities: if he follows a
wrong course through partiality … fear.

63. An explanation should not be given to a monk⁸ who is pos-
sessed of four qualities …

Vin 5.128

64. Discipline should not be discussed together with a monk⁹ who
is possessed of four qualities: if he follows a wrong course
through partiality … fear.

65. There is an offence one who is ill falls into, not one who is not
ill¹⁰ … one who is not ill falls into, not one who is ill¹¹ … one
who is ill falls into as well as one who is not ill¹² … neither one
who is ill falls into nor one who is not ill.

66. Four suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.¹³
67. Four suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.¹⁴

Concluded are the Tetrads

its summary
Through one’s own speech, by body,
and asleep, unconscious,
And falling into, through doing,
statements are four likewise, /
And bymonks and nuns,

BD 6.204

¹ See Kd 17 ² See Vin 5.123. ³ See Kd 17 ⁴ See Vin 5.123. ⁵ See Kd 17 ⁶ See
Vin 5.123. ⁷ See Vin 5.123. ⁸ See Vin 5.123. ⁹ See Vin 5.123. ¹⁰ See Nuns’
Bi-NP 4, Bi-NP 5; also above Vin 5.121. ¹¹ See Bu-Pc 32, Bu-Pc 38, Bu-Pc 39, Bu-Pc 56,
Bu-Pc 57, etc. ¹² Lying speech and so on. ¹³ Vin 2.242. ¹⁴ Vin 2.242
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and requisites, in the presence of,
Unknowing, by body, and by means,
one rises from is likewise fourfold, /
With the acquisition, reprovings,
and it is called probations
Mānatta, and undergoings too,
discovered by themselves, (formal) acceptance, /
Great irregular (things), (formal) acts,
again (formal) acts fallings away,
Legal questions, and those poor in moral habit,
adornment and on an incoming one, /
One going away, difference as to matter,
similarity, and about a preceptor,
Teacher, reason, bad conduct, good conduct, /
Taking, and individual,
one whomerits, and about a seat,
At a (right) time, and also it is allowable,
and it is allowable in the border districts, /
Inside, and inside a boundary,
and in a village, and reprovings,
Preliminary duties, it seems right,
“not for another,” and agreements, /
A wrong course and not a wrong course too,
unconscientious, and about a modest one,
And two on whommay be asked,
likewise two on what one may answer,
Explanation, discussion, ill, and about suspension.

5. Pentads
Prv 7.5.11. Five offences.¹

2. Five classes of offence.²
3. Five matters that are trained in.³
4. Five deeds whose fruit comes with no delay.⁴
5. Five individuals who are certain.⁵
6. Five offences involving cutting down.⁶

¹ See Vin 5.91f. ² See Vin 5.91f. ³ See Vin 5.91f. ⁴ See Vin 2.193. ⁵ Or “fixed”.
They are the ones who do a deed whose fruition comes once. See Vin 5.115. ⁶ Bu-
Pc 87, Bu-Pc 89, Bu-Pc 90, Bu-Pc 91, Bu-Pc 92.
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7. In five ways does one fall into an offence.¹
8. Five offences due to lying speech.²
9. In five ways does it not become a (formal) act: either one does

BD 6.205

not carry out a (formal) act by oneself, or one does not look
about for another (monk), or one does not give consent or
complete purity, or one protests when a (formal) act is being
carried out,³ or when there is the view that a (formal) act that
has been carried out is not legally valid.

10. In five ways does it become a (formal) act: either one carries
out a (formal) act by oneself, or one looks about for another
(monk), or one gives consent or complete purity, or one does
not protest when a (formal) act is being carried out, or when
there is the view that a (formal) act that has been carried out
is legally valid.

11. Five things are allowable to a monk who is an almsfood-eater⁴:
walking for almswithouthaving asked forpermission todo so,⁵
a group-meal,⁶ an out-of-turn-meal,⁷ no determining upon,⁸
no assigning.⁹

12. A monk who is possessed of five qualities,¹⁰ whether he be a
Vin 5.129

depravedmonk or onewho is steady¹¹ inmorality ismistrusted
and suspected if his resort (for alms) is among prostitutes, or
among widows, or among grown girls, or among eunuchs, or

¹ Vin-a 1334: through conscientiousness, ignorance, a scrupulousnature, one thinks
that something is allowable when it is not, or that something allowable when it
is. ² See Vin 5.193. Commentary lists Bu-Pj 4, grave offence (Vin 3.99), one of
wrong-doing (Vin 1.104, Vin 3.100f. and Bu-Pj 4), Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Pc 1, also Bu-Pj 2.7.12,
Bu-Pj 2.7.45, and Bu-Pj 4). ³ Bu-Pc 79, Nuns’ Bi-Ss 4. ⁴ Begging for almsfood
is one of the ascetic practices, see Vism60, Vism66. ⁵ Cf. Vin 1.254. ⁶ Bu-
Pc 32. ⁷ Bu-Pc 33. ⁸ Vin-a 1334 refers to Bu-Pc 32 by saying “It is said ‘in a
group-meal except at the right time’ (Vin 4.73f.) means having determined on a
right time there is determination for a meal”.The word adhiṭṭhāna does not occur
in Bu-Pc 32. ⁹ avikappanā, referring to Bu-Pc 33 (Vin 4.78). ¹⁰ This pentad is at
Vin 1.70 (in another context) and at an iii.128 as above, ¹¹ Reading is pāpabhikkhu
pi akuppadhammo pi, with variant readings. See gs iii.98, n. 1. Slightly different
reading at an iii.128. Vin-a 1334 says since he is steady (not liable to anger?) and
since he is one whose cankers are destroyed, he must avoid therefore what are not
resorts (for alms).
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among nuns.
13. Five oils¹: sesamumoil, oil ofmustard seed, oil from the “honey-

tree”,² oil from the castor-oil plant, oil from tallow.
14. Five tallows: tallow from bears, tallow from fish, tallow from

alligators, tallow from swine, tallow from donkeys.³
15. Five losses: loss of relations, loss of possessions … by illness …

in moral habit, loss in (right) view.⁴
16. Fiveprosperities: prosperity in relations…possessions…health

BD 6.206

…moral habit, prosperity in (right) view.⁵
17. Five nullifications of guidance from a preceptor: when pre-

ceptor has gone away or left the Order or died or gone over to
another side (of the Order), and command is the fifth.⁶

18. Five persons should not be ordained: one lacking the full age,⁷ a
one lacking a limb,⁸ one who has fallen away from the matter,⁹
one who is a karaṇadukkaṭaka,¹⁰ one who is not complete.¹¹

19. Five refuse-rag-robes¹²: (rags thrown out) in a charnel-ground,
outside a shop, gnawn by rats, gnawn by white ants scorched
by fire. And five further refuse-rag-robes: (those) gnawn by
cattle, gnawn by goats, a robe from a shrine, one from a (king’s)
consecration, one worn going to or coming from (a charnel-
ground).

20. Five carryings-away¹³: a carrying-away by theft¹⁴ … by force …
by stratagem… by concealment, a carrying-away at a casting
of the kusa-grass.¹⁵

21. Five great thieves are found in the world.¹⁶

¹ Oil is one of the five general medicines allowed, e.g. Bu-NP 23. These five oc-
cur also at mn-a 2.344, sn-a ii.294. ² madhuka-tela.Madhuka is the tree Bassia
latifolia. ³ Allowed at Vin 1.200 if used with oil. ⁴ dn iii.235, an iii.147, and
three at Vin 4.277. See Vin 5.194. It is difficult to decide on suitable renderings for
vyasana and its opposite sampadā. The former is loss, deficiency, reverse; the lat-
ter blessing, good fortune, success, gain. ⁵ dn iii.235, an iii.147. See Vin 5.194.
⁶ Vin 1.62. ⁷ addhānahīna, referring to Bu-Pc 65; see Vin 5.117. ⁸ See Kd 1.71 (not
to go forth). ⁹ vatthuvipanna. ¹⁰ See Vin 5.117. ¹¹ See Vin 5.117. ¹² List of 23
given at Vism62, not in the above order.This list does not include the second item
in the next pentad. ¹³ Mentioned at dn-a 71, also at Atthasālinī 98 (which men-
tions Smp.by name). Vin-a 375ff. explains each term. ¹⁴ Bu-Pj 2. ¹⁵ Bu-Pj 2.7.9.
¹⁶ Bu-Pj 4.1, Bu-Pj 4.3.
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22. Five things not to be disposed of.¹
23. Five things not to be divided up.²
24. Five offences originate bymeans of body, not by speech, not by

thought.³
25. Five offences originate by means of body and by means of

speech, not by means of thought.⁴
26. Five offences lead on to confession.⁵
27. Five Orders.⁶
28. Five (ways for) the recital of the Pātimokkha.⁷
29. Ordination may be conferred by a group with a Vinaya expert

as the fifth (member) in all border districts.⁸
30. Five advantages in the formal making of the kaṭhina-cloth.⁹
31. Five (formal) acts.¹⁰
32. Five offences (for which the offender may be admonished) up
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to the third time.¹¹
33. There is an offence involving Defeat for in five ways taking

something that has not been given.¹²
34. There is a graveoffence for…There is anoffenceofwrongdoing

for in five ways taking something that has not been given.
35. Five unallowable things should not be made use of: what has

not been given, and what is not known about, and what is not
allowable, and what has not been formally accepted, and what
has not been made “left over”.¹³

36. Five allowable thingsmay bemade use of: what has been given
… and what has been made “left over”.

37. Five unmeritorious gifts are considered by the world to be

¹ Kd 16.15.2. ² Kd 16.16.2. ³ Vin 5.94: the first origination of offences. ⁴ Vin 5.95:
the third origination of offences. ⁵ See also among the Units. Vin-a 1334 says:
leaving aside Defeat and FormalMeeting—the remainder. ⁶ Kd 8.4.1. ⁷ Kd 2.15.1.
⁸ Kd 5.13.11. ⁹ There will be five allowable things when the kaṭhina cloth is made
up, Vin 1.154. ¹⁰ Vin 1.49. ¹¹ From Vin-a 1334 these are to be identified as: Nuns’
Bi-Pj 7, the offences being Defeat, grave, wrong-doing (Vin 4.218f.);Monk’s Bu-Ss 10,
Bu-Pc 68.There are of course several more sikkhāpadā requiring admonishment up
to the third time. ¹² Bu-Pj 2, as at Vin 3.54. ¹³ Bu-Pc 35.
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meritorious¹: a gift of intoxicants, a gift for a festival, a gift of
women, a gift of bulls, a gift of pictures.²

38. Five arisen things are hard to drive away³: attachment that has
arisen is hard to drive away, hatred … confusion … garrulous-
ness⁴ … a mind that wanders⁵ when it has arisen is hard to
drive away.

39. There are five advantages in brooms⁶: one calms one’s own
mind, one calms the mind of others, devas are glad, one accu-

Vin 5.130

mulates kamma that is conducive to what is pleasant, at the
breaking up of the body after dying one arises in a good bourn,
a heaven world.

40. Five further advantages in brooms: one calms one’s ownmind
… devas are glad, the Teacher’s instruction is carried out, peo-
ple coming after fall into the way of (right) views.⁷

41. If he is possessed of five qualities an expert on Discipline is
reckoned as ignorant: if he does not put a limit to his own
speech, if he does not put a limit to the speech of another (per-
son), if, not having put a limit to his own speech, not having
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put a limit to the speech of another (person), he has a (form act
carried out not according to the rule, not with (his) acknowl-
edgement.

42. If he is possessed of five qualities an expert on Discipline is
reckoned as clever: if he puts a limit to his own speech … has
a (formal) act carried out according to the rule, with (his) ac-
knowledgement.

43. And if he is possessed of five further qualities the expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat is

¹ Reading pañca dānāni apuññāni puññasammatāni lokassa. Mil 278f., in enumer-
ating ten gifts, of which the first five are as above, reads however dasa … dānāni
loke adānasammatāni, ten gifts are considered in the world as not-gifts. See too
an iv.185 which gives four of the above but in a different order and omits the last,
cittakammadāna. ² Cf. Vin 4.298 cittāgāra, picture-gallery. ³ As at an iii.184f.
⁴ paṭibhāna, wordiness, desire to talk. ⁵ gamiyacitta. ⁶ No comparable pas-
sage has been traced so far. Vin-a 1335ff. gives a story explanation of each clause
except the final one. Brooms are allowed to at Vin 2.130. ⁷ Onemight Cf.Vin 2.108,
an iii.256.
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anoffence,¹ if hedoesnotknowwhat is the root of anoffence,² if
he does not know the arising of an offence,³ if he does not know
the stopping of an offence,⁴ if he does not know the course
leading to the stopping of an offence.⁵

44. If he is possessed of five qualities an expert on Discipline is
reckonedas clever: if heknowswhat is anoffence… if heknows
the course leading to the stopping of an offence.

45. And if he is possessed of five further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat is
a legal question … the root⁶ … the arising⁷ … the stopping⁸ …
the course leading to the stopping of a legal question.⁹

46. If he is possessed of five qualities … reckoned as clever: If he
knows … the course leading to the stopping of a legal question.

47. And if he is possessed of five further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not know the
subject¹⁰ … the provenance¹¹ … the laying down¹² … the supple-
mentary laying down, if he does not know the sequence of the
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connecting words.¹³
48. If he is possessed of five qualities an expert on Discipline is

reckoned as clever: if he knows the subject … the sequence of
the connecting words.

¹ Vin-a 1337 says he thinks it is a Defeat or a Formal Meeting and does not know
the difference between the seven classes of offence. ² He does not know the two
roots: body and speech. ³ The six originations of offences. ⁴ It is stopped and
allayed by confessing. ⁵ He does not know the seven decidings. ⁶ Vin-a 1338:
there are thirty-three roots: twelve for legal questions concerned with disputes
fourteen for those concerned with censure, six for those concerned with offences,
one for those concerned with obligations. ⁷ For dispute there are the eighteen
ways connected with schism; for censure the four fallings away; for offence the
seven classes of offence, obligation the four obligations of an Order. ⁸ He cannot
achieve a firm opinion through Dhamma, Vinaya, the Teacher’s instruction. ⁹ He
does not know that the legal questions are settled by two, four, three, one decidings
respectively. See Vin 5.101ff., in the Samatha Section. ¹⁰ The subject of the seven
classes of offence. ¹¹ Of the seven provenances (see Vin 5.144) he does not know
that this rule of training was laid down here, that one there. ¹² The first laying
down of each rule of training. ¹³ anusandhivacanapatha. Vin-a 1338 says he does
not know the subject to the sequence of meaning in the talk and in the thought.
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49. And if he is possessed of five further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat is
a motion, if he does not know the carrying out of the motion,¹
if he is not skilled in what comes first,² if he is not skilled in
what comes afterwards, and if he is one who is unknowing of
the (right) time.³

50. If he is possessed of five qualities an expert on Discipline is
reckoned as clever: if he knows what is a motion … if he is
skilled in what comes afterwards, if he is one who is knowing
of the (right) time.

51. And if he is possessed of five further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat is
an offence andwhat is not an offence, if he does not knowwhat
is a slight andwhat a serious offence, if he does not knowwhat
is an offence that can be done awaywith and one that cannot be
done awaywith,⁴ if he does not knowwhat is a very bad offence
and one that is not very bad, if he has not learnt properly from
a succession of teachers, has not attended properly, has not
reflected on properly.

52. If he is possessed of five qualities an expert on Discipline is
reckoned as clever: if he knows what is an offence and what is
not an offence … if he has learnt properly from a succession of
teachers, has attended properly, has reflected on properly.

53. And if he is possessed of five further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat is
an offence andwhat is not an offence, if he does not knowwhat
is a slight andwhat a serious offence, if he does not knowwhat
is an offence that can be done awaywith and one that cannot be
done awaywith, if he does not knowwhat is a very bad offence
and one that is not very bad, and if the two Pātimokkhas have

Vin 5.131

¹ There is carrying out a motion on nine occasions beginning with “restoration”,
osāraṇā; see Vin 1.322 and Vin-a 1031. ² He does not know that the motion should
come first and not afterwards. ³ He speaks unasked, unbidden, and does not
know the time, the field (khetta) or the occasion (okāsa) for a motion; Vin-a 1338f.
⁴ See Vin 5.115.
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not been properly handed down to him in detail, not properly
sectioned, not properly regulated, not properly investigated

BD 6.210

clause by clause and in respect of the linguistic form.¹
54. If he is possessed of five qualities … clever: if … the two Pāti-

mokkhas have been properly handed down to him in detail,
properly section a properly regulated, properly investigated
clause by clause and in respect of the linguistic form.

55. And if he is possessed of five further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant if he does not knowwhat is
an offence and what is not an offence … if he does not know
what is a very bad offence and one that is not very bad, and
if he is not skilled in investigating² a legal question. If he is
possessed of five qualities … clever: … and if he is skilled in
investigating a legal question.

56. Five forest-dwellers³: one is a forest-dweller from stupidity
from confusion; one of evil desires, filled with covetousness is
a forest-dweller; one is a forest-dweller frommadness, from
a derangedmind; one is a forest-dweller at the thought, “It is
praised by Buddhas and disciples of Buddhas”; one is a forest-
dweller because he is of fewwishes, because of contentment,
because of subduedness, because of aloofness, because this is
of good avail.

57. Five almsfood-eaters …
58. Five refuse-rag-wearers …
59. Five tree-root-dwellers …
60. Five charnel-ground-dwellers …
61. Five open-air-dwellers …
62. Five three-robe-wearers …
63. Five house-to-house-seekers …
64. Five who are sitters …
65. Five who use any bed …
66. Five eaters at one session …

¹ As at Vin 1.65, Vin 4.51, etc. Cf.Vin 5.134, bd 6.191. ² vinicchaya. ³ As at Vin 5.193.
an iii.219 gives ten of these thirteen ascetic practices in a slightly different order.
This varies too at Vism 59.
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67. Five refusers of food later …
68. Five who eat bowl-food: … one is a bowl-food-eater from stu-

pidity … because this is of good avail.
69. A monk who is possessed of five qualities should not live inde-

pendently¹: if he does not know the Observance, if he does not
know the (formal) acts for Observance,² if he does not know
the Pātimokkha, if he does not know the recital of the Pāti-
mokkha,³ if it is less than five years (since his ordination).

70. A monk who is possessed of five qualities may live indepen-
dently: if he knows the Observance … if it is five years or more
than five years (since his ordination).⁴

71. And a monk who is possessed of five further qualities should
BD 6.211

not live independently: if he does not know the Invitation, if he
does not know the (formal) acts for Invitation,⁵ if he does not
know the Pātimokkha, if he does not know the recital of the
Pātimokkha, if it is less than five years (since his ordination).

72. A monk who is possessed of five qualities may live indepen-
dently: … if it is five years or more than five years (since his
ordination).

73. And a monk who is possessed of five further qualities should
not live independently: if he does not knowwhat is an offence
and what is not an offence, if he does not knowwhat is a slight
and what a serious offence, if he does not know what is an
offence that can be done away with and one that cannot be
done awaywith, if he does not knowwhat is a very bad offence
and one that is not very bad, if it is less than five years (since
his ordination).

74. A monk who is possessed of five qualities may live indepen-
dently: if he knows…what is andwhat is not a very bad offence,
if it is five years or more than five years (since his ordination).

75. A nun who is possessed of five qualities should not live inde-
pendently: if she does not know the Observance, if she does

¹ The five qualities given at Vin 1.80f. are not repeated here. ² Vin 1.111. ³ The
four items to here are at Vin 1.116, Vin 1.119. ⁴ Vin 1.81. ⁵ Vin 1.160.
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not know the (formal) acts for Observance, if she does not
know the Pātimokkha, if she does not know the recital of the
Pātimokkha, if it is less than five years (since her ordination).

Vin 5.132

76. Anunwho is possessed of five qualitiesmay live independently
… or more than five years (since her ordination).

77. And a nunwho is possessed of five further qualities should not
live independently … (the same paragraphs as above repeated
for nuns) … if she knows what is and what is not a very bad
offence, and if it is five years or more than five years (since her
ordination).

78. Five perils for one of unpleasing (actions)¹: the self upbraids
the self, and the wise, having adjudicated,² blame him, an evil
Rumour spreads abroad (about him), he does his time while
he is confused, at the breaking up of the body after dying he
arises in a sorrowful way, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya.

79. Five advantages for one of pleasing (actions)³: the self does not
BD 6.212

upbraid the self, and the wise, having adjudicated, praise him,
a lovely rumour spreads abroad (about him), he does his time
while he is unconfused, at the breaking up of the body after
dying he arises in a good bourn, a heaven world.

80. And five further perils for one of unpleasing (actions)⁴: non-
believers are not pleased, there iswavering among somebeliev-
ers the Teacher’s instruction is not carried out, people coming
after fall⁵ into theway ofwrong views,⁶ hismind is not pleased.

81. Five advantages for one of pleasing (actions)⁷: non-believers
are pleased, there is increase of believers, the Teacher’s instruc-
tion is carried out, people coming after do not fall⁸ into theway
of wrong views, his mind is pleased.

82. Five perils for one who is dependent on families⁹: he falls into
(the offence of) walking for almswithout having asked for per-

¹ an iii.255. Vin-a 1339 says apāsādikan ti kāyaduccaritādi akusalakammaṁ vuccati.
² anuvijja; an iii.255 reads anuvicca. ³ an iii.255. ⁴ an iii.255f. ⁵ Text reads
nāpajjati; an iii.256 āpajjati. ⁶ Clause also at Vin 2.108. ⁷ an iii.256. ⁸ Text
reads āpajjati as does an iii.256. ⁹ an iii.258f. “Dependent on families”, kulūpaka,
as at Vin 3.131, Vin 3.135.
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mission,¹ he falls into (the offence of) sitting down in private,²
he falls into (the offence of sitting down) on a concealed seat,³
he falls into (the offence of) teaching Dhamma to women in
more than five or six sentences,⁴ and he lives full of aspirations
after sense-pleasures.

83. Five perils for a monk who is dependent on families: living in
too much association with families there is a constant seeing
of the women-folk, if there is seeing there is contact,⁵ if there
is contact there is intimacy, if there is intimacy there is desire,
if his mind (is affected by) desire this may be expected for the
monk: either he will fare the Brahma-faring dissatisfied or he
will fall into some defiling⁶ offence or, disavowing the training,
he will revert to the secular life.⁷

84. Five kinds of propagation⁸: propagation from roots … from
stems … from joints … from cuttings, and fifthly propagation
from seeds.

85. Fruit that is in five ways allowable to recluses may be made
use of ⁹: if it is damaged¹⁰ by fire, damaged by a knife, damaged
by (one’s) nail, if it is seedless, and the fifth is if the seeds have
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been discharged.
86. Five purifications¹¹: having recited the provenance, the rest

may be announced as though it had been heard (already): this
is the first purification; having recited the provenance, having
recited the four offences involving Defeat, the rest may be
announced as though it had been heard (already): this is the
second purification; having recited the provenance, having
recited the four offences involving Defeat, having recited the
thirteen offences entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order, the
rest may be announced as though it had been heard (already):
this is the third purification; having recited the provenance …

¹ anāmantacāra as at Vin 1.254. ² Bu-Pc 45. ³ Bu-Pc 44. ⁴ Bu-Pc 7. ⁵ Cf.
Bu-Ss 2. ⁶ Vin-a 1339, such as the very bad offence of coming into physical contact.
⁷ Cf. Vin 3.23f. (in Bu-Pj 1). ⁸ Vin 4.34. ⁹ Vin 2.109 (Kd 15.5.2). ¹⁰ Reading here
is parajita; at Vin 2.109 paracita. ¹¹ Also Vin 5.189. At Vin 1.112 these are called the
five ways of reciting Pātimokkha.
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offences involving Defeat … entailing a Formal Meeting of the
Order, having recited the two Undetermined Offences, the rest

Vin 5.133

may be announced as though it had been heard (already): this
is the fourth purification; recital in full is the fifth.

87. And five further purifications: recital of the rules,¹ Observance
when there is entire purity,² Observance when there is deter-
mination,³ Invitation, and the fifth is Observance with “being
all together”.

88. Five advantages for an expert in Discipline⁴: his own body of
moral habit is well guarded.well protected; he is a shelter for
those who are affected by scruples; confidently he lives in the
midst of an Order; with Dhamma he restrains adversaries (of
the Teaching)⁵ from one who is well restrained; he is one who
practises for the stability of True Dhamma.

89. Five suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.⁶
90. Five suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.⁷

Concluded are the Pentads

its summary
Offence, classes of offence,
trained in, and with no delay,
Individuals, and also cutting down,
and he falls, due to, /
And it does not become, it becomes,
allowable, mistrusted, oil,
Tallow, loss, prosperity,
nullification, and as to a person, /
Charnel-ground, and gnawn by cattle,
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theft, and he is called a thief,
Not to be disposed of, not to be divided up,
from body from body and speech, /
Confession, an Order, recital,
bordering, and about kaṭhina
(Formal) acts, up to the third time,
defeat, grave, wrong-doing, /

¹ As atVin 5.123, in theTriads. ² As atVin 5.123, in theTriads. ³ As atVin 5.123, in
theTriads. ⁴ SeeVin 5.184 (Prv 17.2.9). ⁵ paccatthike sahadhammena suniggahitaṁ
niggaṇhāti. ⁶ Vin 2.242 (Kd 19.3.3). ⁷ Vin 2.242 (Kd 19.3.3).
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Unallowable, and allowable,
unmeritorious, hard to drive away,
Brooms, and a further (five),
speech, and also about an offence, /
Legal question, subject,
motion, offence, and the two,
These are slight (and) they are strong¹:
distinguish between the dark and the bright; /
Forest, and almsfood-eater,
refuse-rag, tree, charnel-ground-dwellers,
In the open air, and robe,
house-to-house, a sitter, /
Bed, refusers of food later,
and too the bowl-food-eater,
Observance, Invitation,
and also an offence and what is not an offence,
And similarly these dark and bright items are for nuns too, /
Unpleasing (person), pleasing,
likewise a further two,
Dependent on families, too much,
propagation, and allowable to recluses, /
Purification, and a further too,
Discipline, and not legally valid,
Likewise legally valid is spoken of:
concluded are the fair Pentads.

6. Sextets
Prv 7.6.11. Six forms of irreverence.²

2. Six forms of reverence.³
3. Six matters that are trained in.⁴
4. Six “proper courses”.⁵
5. Six originations of offences.⁶

¹ lahukathamakā, no doubt reading °thamakā for °thāmakāmetri causa. ² See
Vin 5.92. ³ See Vin 5.92. ⁴ See Vin 5.92. ⁵ Bu-Ss 13 (Vin 3.186), Bu-NP 10,
Bu-NP 22, Bu-Pc 34, Bu-Pc 71, Bu-Pc 84. Vin-a 1339 these six are in theMonks’ Pāti-
mokkha only. Nuns’ Bi-Ss 13 is in “the seven proper courses” at Vin 5.134, at begin-
ning of the Septets. ⁶ See Vin 5.92.
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6. Six offences involving cutting down.¹
BD 6.215

7. In six ways does one fall into an offence.²
8. Six advantages for an expert in Discipline.³
9. Six “at most”.⁴
10. One may be away, separated from that robe for six nights.⁵
11. Six (kinds of) robe-material.⁶

Vin 5.134

12. Six (kinds of) dyes.⁷
13. Sixoffencesoriginate frombodyand thought,not fromspeech.⁸
14. Six offences originate from speech and thought, not from body.
15. Six offences originate from body and speech and thought.
16. Six (formal) acts.⁹
17. Six roots of disputes.¹⁰
18. Six roots of censure.¹¹
19. In length six spans of the accepted span.¹²
20. In breadth six spans.¹³
21. Six nullifications of guidance from a teacher.¹⁴
22. Six supplementary layings down about bathing.¹⁵
23. Taking a robe that is imperfectly executed he goes away.¹⁶
24. Taking with him a robe that is imperfectly executed he goes

away.¹⁷
25. A monk who is possessed of six qualities may ordain, he may

¹ Same as the five intended at the beginning of Prv6.5 (Vin 5.128) with the addition
of Nuns’ Bi-Pc 22. ² See Prv 7.5 (bd 6.128). ³ These six are the same as the five
advantages given towards end of 6.5 with the addition of “the Observance is his
responsibility”, tass’ ādheyyo uposatho. ⁴ Identified as Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 7,
Bu-NP 10, Bu-NP 14, Bu-NP 16 by Vin-a 1340 which names another eight “at most”
and gives the method for constructing other sextets. ⁵ Vin-a 1340 refers to this
clause, chārattaṁticīvarenavippavasitabbaṁ, as oneof theother “atmosts”. Probably
it should read with Vin 3.263 and Vin-a 1340 tena cīvarena instead of ticīvarena.
⁶ Vin 1.281. ⁷ Vin 1.286. ⁸ Vin-a 1340 refers us to the three “cycles” in the
Anantarapeyyāla. ⁹ Vin-a 1340 identifies these as the four (formal) acts of censure,
guidance, banishment and reconciliation (see Vin 1.49; the (formal) acts for not
seeing and for not making amends for an offence—to be taken as one (formal) act;
and the one act for not giving up a pernicious view. A different set of six (formal)
acts is given at Vin 1.317. ¹⁰ See previous note. ¹¹ See above Prv 4.1.14. ¹² Bu-
Pc 91. ¹³ Bu-Pc 92. ¹⁴ Vin 1.62. ¹⁵ Bu-Pc 57. ¹⁶ Vin-a 1340 says these two
cycles are in the Kaṭhinakkhandhaka, i.e. at Kd 4.1 and Kd 5.1. ¹⁷ See previous
note.
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give guidance, a novicemay attend him: if he is possessed of an
adept’s body of moral habit … body of concentration … body of
wisdom…body of freedom…body of the vision andknowledge
of freedom, if he is of tenyears’ standingormore than tenyears’
standing.¹

26. And a monk who is possessed of six further qualities may or-
dain… a novicemay attend him: if he is possessed of an adept’s
body of moral habit and encourages another as to an adept’s
body of moral habit … if he is himself possessed of an adept’s
body of the vision and knowledge of freedom and encourages

BD 6.216

another as to an adept’s body of the vision and knowledge of
freedom, if he is of ten years’ standing or more than ten years’
standing.²

27. And a monk who is possessed of six further qualities may or-
dain … novice may attend him: if he comes to have faith, if he
comes to feel shame, if he comes to be cautious, if he comes
to be of stirred up energy, if he comes to be of ready mindful-
ness if he is of ten years’ standing or of more than ten years’
standing.³

28. And a monk who is possessed of six further qualities may or-
dain … a novice may attend him: if, in regard to moral habit,
he has not fallen away frommoral habit; if, in regard to good
habits, he has not fallen away from good habits; if, in regard
to (right) view, he has not fallen away from right view; if he
has heard much; if he is intelligent; if he is … of more than ten
years’ standing.⁴

29. And a monk who is possessed of six further qualities may or-
dain … a novice may attend him; if he is competent to tend or
get another to tend a pupil or onewho shares a cell who is ill, to
allay or get another to allay dissatisfaction that has arisen, to
dispel or get another to dispel, by means of Dhamma, remorse
that has arisen, if he knows what is an offence, if he knows
the removal of an offence, if he is … of more than ten years’

¹ Kd 1.37.2. ² Kd 1.37.5. ³ Kd 1.37.7. ⁴ Kd 1.37.9.
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standing.¹
30. And a monk who is possessed of six further qualities may or-

dain … a novice may attend him: if he is competent to make
a pupil or one who shares a cell train in the training regard-
ing the fundamentals of conduct, to lead him in the training
regarding the fundamentals of the Brahma-faring, to lead him
in what pertains to Dhamma, to lead him in what pertains to
Discipline, to discuss or get another to discuss, by means of
Dhamma, a false view that has arisen, if he is of …more than
ten years standing.²

31. And a monk who is possessed of six further qualities may
ordain … a novice may attend him: if he knows what is an
offence, if he knowswhat is not an offence, if he knowswhat is
a slight offence, if he knowswhat is a serious offence, if the two
Pātimokkhas in full have been properly handed down to him,
properly sectioned, properly regulated, properly investigated
clause by clause and in respect of the linguistic form, if he is …

BD 6.217

of more than ten years’ standing.³
32. Six suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.⁴
33. Six suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.⁵

Concluded are the Sextets

its summary
Irreverences, and reverences,
trained in, and “proper courses” too,
Originations, and also cuttings down,
ways, and about advantage, /
And “at mosts”, six nights,
robe-material, and dyes,
Six too from body andmind,
as well as six from speech andmind, /
And from body, speech andmind,
(formal) acts, and also dispute,
Censure, and in length,
breadth, and about guidance, /
Supplementary layings down,

¹ Kd 1.37.11. ² Kd 1.37.13. ³ Kd 1.37.15. ⁴ Vin 2.242. ⁵ Vin 2.242.
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taking, and similarly taking with one,
Adepts, one who encourages,
faith, and in regard to moral habit,
Ill, fundamentals of conduct,
offence, not legally valid, legally valid.

7. Septets
Prv 7.7.11. Seven offences.¹

2. Seven classes of offence.²
3. Seven matters that are trained in.³
4. Seven “proper courses”.⁴
5. Seven carryings out on the acknowledgement of are not legally
valid.⁵

6. Seven carryings out on the acknowledgement of are legally
valid.⁶

7. There is no offence in going to seven (classes of people) if the
business can be done in seven days.⁷

8. Seven advantages for the expert in Discipline.⁸
9. Seven “at mosts”.⁹

Vin 5.135

10. It is to be forfeited at sunrise on the seventh day.¹⁰
BD 6.218

11. Seven decidings.¹¹
12. Seven (formal) acts.¹²
13. Seven raw grains.¹³
14. In breadth seven inside.¹⁴

¹ At Vin 5.117 these two items appear to form the twomembers of one dyad. Why
do they not here, nor “five offences, five classes of offence” do likewise? See also
Vin 5.91. ² See previous note. ³ See Vin 5.91. ⁴ Add Nuns’ Bi-Ss 13 to the six
given at Vin 5.133. ⁵ Vin 2.83. ⁶ Vin 2.83. ⁷ In Kd 3.7. ⁸ To those enumerated
in the Pentads add “the Observance and the invitation are deposited in him”, Vin-
a 1341. ⁹ The commentator has not decided which of the examples he enumerates
at Vin-a 1340 are to be taken up here. See above, bd 6.215, n. 3. ¹⁰ Bu-NP 29.2.
¹¹ Vin 4.207. ¹² Commentary is silent. Perhaps here one should take the formal
acts for not seeing an offence and for not acknowledging one as two formal acts, and
combine them as in the Sextets. ¹³ Vin 4.264, and see bd 1.83, n. 4. ¹⁴ Bu-Ss 6,
Bu-Ss 2, Bu-Ss 1.
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15. Seven supplementary layings down for a group-meal.¹
16. After one has accepted medicines they may be used as a store

for at most seven days.²
17. Taking a robe that has been made up he goes away.³
18. Taking with him a robe that has been made up he goes away.⁴
19. There is not an offence of a monk’s that should be seen.⁵
20. There is an offence of a monk’s that should be seen.⁶
21. There is an offence of a monk’s for which amends should be

made.⁷
22. Seven suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.⁸
23. Seven suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.⁹
24. A monk who is possessed of seven qualities is an expert on

Discipline: if he knows what is an offence, if he knows what
is not an offence; if he knows what is a slight offence, if he
knows what is a serious offence; if, possessed of moral habit,¹⁰
he lives controlled by the control of the Pātimokkha; if, pos-
sessed of right conduct and resort, seeing danger in the slight-
est faults, he, undertaking them, trains himself in the rules
of training; if he is one who acquires at will, without trouble,
without difficulty, the four meditations that are of the purest
mentality—abidings in ease here and now; and if, by the de-
struction of the cankers, he, having realized here and now by
his own super-knowledge the freedom of mind and the free-
dom through wisdom that are cankerless, enters and abides
therein.

25. And if a monk is possessed of seven further qualities he is an
expert on Discipline: if he knows what is an offence … if he
knows what is a serious offence; if he is one who has heard
much, remembers what he has heard, stores up what he has
heard—those things, lovely in the beginning, lovely in themid-
dle, lovely at the endingwhich,with themeaning and the spirit

BD 6.219

¹ Bu-Pc 32. ² Bu-NP 23. ³ Kd 7.2.1. ⁴ Kd 7.3.1. ⁵ According to Vin-a 1341 these
are three septets and occur in the Campeyyakakkhandhaka, i.e. Kd 8.5. ⁶ See
previous note. ⁷ See previous note. ⁸ Vin 2.242. ⁹ Vin 2.242. ¹⁰ For this
and the three following qualities, Cf. e.g. mnv..
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declare the Brahma-faring wholly fulfilled, perfectly purified,
such things are much heard by him, borne in mind, familiar-
ized by speech, pondered over in the mind, and are well pene-
trated by right view¹; if he is one who acquires at will … enters
and abides therein.

26. And if a monk is possessed of seven further qualities he is an
expert on Discipline: … if he knows what is a serious offence;
if the two Pātimokkhas have been properly handed down to
him in detail, properly sectioned, properly regulated, properly
investigated clause by clause and in respect of the linguistic
form; if he is one who acquires at will … enters and abides
therein.

27. And if a monk is possessed of seven further qualities he is an
expert on Discipline: if he knows …what is a serious offence;
if he recollects a variety of former habitations, that is to say
one birth and two births …² … thus he recollects a variety of
former habitations in all theirmodes and in detail; if with deva-
like vision surpassing that of men, he sees beings as they are
passing hence …³ … thus with the deva-like vision surpassing
that of men does he see beings as they are passing hence and
coming to be—mean, excellent, fair, foul, and he comprehends
that beings are in a good bourn, in a bad bourn according to
kamma; and if, by the destruction of the cankers … he enters
and abides therein.

28. And if a monk is possessed of seven further qualities … he
Vin 5.136

shines as an expert on Discipline … (here and following read he
shines as an expert on Discipline instead of he is an expert on
Discipline, and repeat the foregoing paragraphs exactly) … abides
therein.

29. Seven bad conditions: if one is lacking in faith, is without con-
science, is without shame, is one who has heard little, is lazy,
is of muddled mindfulness, and is one weak in wisdom.⁴

¹ Cf. Vin 2.95, Vin 2.249, mn i.356. ² See Bu-Pj 1.1.6. ³ See Bu-Pj 1.1.7. ⁴ Five of
these items are at Kd 1.36.6. For the seven see an iv.145.
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30. Seven right conditions: if one has faith, is conscientious, is
scrupulous, is one who has heard much, is one whose energy
is stirred up, is one whose mindfulness is raised up, and is one
full of wisdom.¹

Concluded are the Septets

its summary
BD 6.220

Offence, classes of offence, trained in, and “proper courses” too,
Not legally valid, and legally valid, and no offence if within seven days, /
Advantages, “at mosts,” sunrise, and about deciding,
(Formal) acts, and raw grains, inside, for a group-meal, /
For at most seven days, taking, and similarly taking with him,
There is not, there is, and there is, not legally valid, and legally valid, /
Four experts² on Discipline, and four shining monks,³
And seven wrong conditions too, seven right conditions are taught.

8. Octets
Prv 7.8.1 1. That monk should not be suspended for not seeing an offence

by one possessed of eight advantages.⁴
2. That offence should be confessed even out of faith in others if
they are possessed of eight advantages.⁵

3. Eight “up to the third time”.⁶
4. In eight ways does one bring a family into disrepute.⁷
5. Eight headings for the accruing of robe-material.⁸
6. Eightheadings for thewithdrawingof the kaṭhina (privileges).⁹
7. Eight kinds of drinks.¹⁰
8. Devadatta, overcome and his mind controlled by eight bad
conditions, is doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya, staying there
for an aeon, incurable.¹¹

¹ Five of these are given at Kd 1.36.7. The seven are at dn iii.252, dn iii.282, an iv.145,
Vb 349. ² Meaning four groups each, of experts and of shining monks, each
with seven qualities. ³ See previous note. ⁴ Kd 10.1.6, Kd 10.1.7. ⁵ Kd 10.1.8.
⁶ Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Ss 11, Bu-Ss 12, Bu-Ss 13, Nuns’ Bi-Ss 10, Bi-Ss 11, Bi-Ss 12, Bi-Ss 13.
⁷ Bu-Ss 13.2. ⁸ Kd 8.32.1. ⁹ Kd 7.1.7. ¹⁰ Kd 6.35.6. ¹¹ As at Kd 17.4.7.
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9. Eight things belonging to the world.¹
10. Eight important rules.²
11. Eight matters that should be confessed.³
12. Lying speech is eightfold.⁴

Vin 5.137

13. Eight factors for Observance.⁵
14. Eight factors for (going on) a message.⁶
15. Eight customs for members of other sects.⁷

BD 6.221

16. Eightmarvellous andwonderful things about the great ocean.⁸
17. Eight marvellous and wonderful things in this Dhamma and

Discipline.⁹
18. Eight “not left overs”,¹⁰
19. Eight “left overs”.¹¹
20. It is to be forfeited on the eighth day at sunrise.¹²
21. Eight offences involving Defeat.¹³
22. Completing the eighth thing she should be expelled.¹⁴
23. By completing an eighth thing it is marked out even if not

(actually) marked out.¹⁵
24. Ordination having eight formulas.¹⁶
25. (Seats) should be risen from for eight nuns.¹⁷
26. A seat should be given to eight nuns.¹⁸
27. The woman lay disciple asked for eight boons.¹⁹

¹ dn iii.260, an iv.156f.; see gs iv.107, n. 2. ² Vin 2.255, Vin 4.51, an iv.276. ³ Per-
haps referring only to the eight Pāṭidesaniyas for Nuns. ⁴ This must refer to
Bu-Pc 4, Bu-Pc 2, Bu-Pc 1: definition of telling a conscious lie. ⁵ The eightfold sīla;
given at an iv.248ff. in detail, and in brief at Vin-a 1342 = Uttaravinicchaya verse
651; see Vin 5.213. ⁶ Vin 2.201. ⁷ Referred to the Mahākhandhaka by Vin-a 1342,
probably to Kd 1.38. ⁸ Vin 2.237f. ⁹ Vin 2.238. ¹⁰ Vin 4.82. ¹¹ Vin 4.82.
¹² Bu-NP 23. ¹³ See bd 3.175, n. 4. ¹⁴ Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8. ¹⁵ The Commentary is of
no help here. I believe this clause to refer to Bu-Ss 6—onmarking out a site for a
hut. ¹⁶ Again the Commentary is of no help.This phrase, aṭṭhavācikā upasampadā,
does not appear to occur in the first four volumes of the Vinaya.The reference may
be to Kd 20.22, the ordination of a nun through a messenger. Uttaravinicchaya 648
says: having eight formulas by a messenger for nuns means an eightfold ordination
with a formal act having amotion that is followed by a resolutionmade three times.
¹⁷ Reading above is paccuṭṭhātabbaṁ. The reference is to Kd 20.18 which, however,
reads na paṭibāhitabbaṁ, should not be reserved. ¹⁸ Vin 2.274. ¹⁹ Vin 2.242f.
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28. Amonkwho is possessed of eight qualitiesmay be agreed upon
as an exhorter of nuns.¹

29. Eight advantages for an expert in Discipline.²
30. Eight “at mosts”.³
31. A monk against whom a (formal) act for specific depravity has

been carried out must act rightly in regard to eight things.⁴
32. Eight suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.⁵
33. Eight suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.⁶

Concluded are the Octets

its summary
Not that monk, and in others,
up to the third time, bringing into disrepute,
Headings, removal of the kaṭhina (privileges),
drinks, and overcome by, /
Belonging to the world, important rules,

BD 6.222
to be confessed lying,
Observances, factors for a message,
other sects, and in the sea, /
Wonderful, not left over,
left over, to be forfeited,
Defeats, the eighth thing,
not marked out, ordination, /
And too rising from a seat,
boon, and about an exhorter
Advantages, “at mosts,”
acting in regard to eight things
Not legally valid, and legally valid:
the Octets are well proclaimed.

¹ Prv 21.2 and see Vin 2.264. ² Add to his five advantages given in the Pentads
that Observance, Invitation, and the Order’s (formal) acts may be deposited in him,
Vin-a 1342. ³ Of the fourteen given at Vin-a 1340 the first six form a sextet.The
Commentary does not specify which further ones are intended here. ⁴ Vin-a 1342
says this refers to the Samathakkhandhaka (Kd 14) and begins with “he must not
suspend the Observance for an ordinary monk, nor Invitation”. I cannot trace the
exact reference. ⁵ Vin 2.242f. ⁶ Vin 2.243.
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9. Nonads
Prv 7.9.11. Nine occasions for ill-will.¹

2. Nine (ways of) averting ill-will.²
3. Nine matters that are trained in.³
4. Nine offences at once.⁴
5. An Order is split by nine (monks).⁵
6. Nine sumptuous foods.⁶
7. In (eating) nine kinds of meat there is an offence of wrong–
doing.⁷

8. Nine recitals of the Pātimokkha.⁸
9. Nine “at mosts”.
10. Nine things rooted in craving.⁹
11. Ninefold pride.¹⁰
12. Nine robes may be allotted.¹¹
13. Nine robes should not be assigned.
14. In length nine spans of the accepted span.¹²
15. Nine gifts are not legally valid.¹³
16. Nine recipients¹⁴ are not legally valid.
17. Nine enjoyments¹⁵ are not legally valid.
18. Three gifts are legally valid; three recipients are legally valid¹⁶;

three enjoyments¹⁷ are legally valid.

¹ Given at Vin 5.168, and at dn iii.262, an iv.408. ² Given at Vin 5.168, and at
dn iii.262, an iv.408. ³ In regard to the occasions for ill-will, Vin-a 1342. ⁴ Quot-
ing Vin 3.186 and referring to Bu-Ss 1–8. ⁵ Referring to Vin 2.204. ⁶ Given at
Vin 4.88. ⁷ Vin 1.218ff. ⁸ Five ways of reciting it are to be found at Vin 1.112.
⁹ Given at dn ii.58, an iv.400, Vb 390 = Vin-a 1342f. ¹⁰ Given at Vb 389f. ¹¹ Vin-
a 1343: such as the three robes and a cloth for the rains; seeVin 1.296f. ¹² Bu-Pc 92.1.
¹³ Vin-a 1343 says (a giftmeant for an Order) is changed for another Order, a shrine
or an individual; if meant for a shrine it is given to another shrine or an Order or
an individual; if meant for an individual it is changed over to another individual
or an Order or a shrine. ¹⁴ Of these gifts, according to Vin-a 1343. ¹⁵ Of these
gifts, according to Vin-a 1343. ¹⁶ Vin-a 1343 says tending only to an Order, to a
shrine or to an individual, one gives to the relevant one only. Each is one of the
three recipients in the enjoyment of the gift. ¹⁷ Vin-a 1343 says tending only to an
Order, to a shrine or to an individual, one gives to the relevant one only. Each is one
of the three recipients in the enjoyment of the gift.
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19. Nine (ways of) making known are not legally valid.¹
BD 6.223

20. Nine (ways of) making known are legally valid.²
21. Two nonads for a (formal) act that is not legally valid.³

Vin 5.138

22. Two nonads for a (formal) act that is legally valid.⁴
23. Nine suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.⁵
24. Nine suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.⁶

Concluded are the Nonads

its summary
Occasions for ill-will, averting,
trained in, and at once,
And is split, and sumptuous,
meat, recital, and “at mosts”, /
Craving, pride, allottings,
and assigned, spans,
Gifts, recipients, enjoyments,
and again the threefold when legally valid, /
Not legally valid, makings known that are legally valid,
and two nonads twice,
Suspensions of the Pātimokkha
that are and are not legally valid.

10. Decades
Prv 7.10.1 1. Ten occasions for ill-will.⁷

2. Ten (ways of) averting ill-will.⁸
3. Ten matters that are trained in.
4. A wrong view founded on ten (tenets).⁹
5. A right view founded on ten (tenets).¹⁰
6. Ten (ways of) taking up an extreme view.¹¹

¹ Kd 14.2. ² Kd 14.3. ³ Vin-a 1343 refers this to the first rule of training in theOvā-
davagga, i.e. to Bu-Pc 21, andprobably 3.2 there. ⁴ See previous note. ⁵ Vin 2.243.
⁶ Vin 2.243 ⁷ anv.150. ⁸ anv.150. ⁹ N’atthi dinnaṁ, etc. according to Vin-
a 1343; found frequently, e.g. at dn i.55, an i.268f. ¹⁰ E.g. an i.269. ¹¹ antaggāhikā
diṭṭhi, mentioned at Vin 1.172, see bd 4.226, n.These views begin with sassato loko
according to Vin-a 1343, and occur frequently in the Pali Canon, e.g. at anv.193,
mn i.157, though not under the title of antaggāhikā diṭṭhi.
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7. Ten wrongnesses.¹
8. Ten rightnesses.²
9. Ten ways of unskilled action.³
10. Ten ways of skilled action.⁴
11. Ten distributions of voting tickets are not legally valid.⁵
12. Ten distributions of voting tickets are legally valid.⁶
13. Ten rules of training for novices.⁷
14. If he is possessed of ten qualities a novice should be expelled.⁸

BD 6.224
15. If he is possessed of tenqualities an expert onDiscipline is reck-

oned as ignorant: if he does not put a limit to his own speech, if
he does not put a limit to the speech of another (person), if, not
having put a limit to his own speech, to the speech of another
(person), he has a (formal) act carried out not according to
rule, not with his acknowledgement,⁹ if does not knowwhat is
an offence, if he does not knowwhat is the root of an offence,
if he does not know the arising … the stopping … the course
leading to the stopping of an offence.

16. If he is possessed of ten qualities an expert on Discipline is
reckoned as clever: if he puts a limit to his own speech … if he
knows what is an offence … the course leading to the stopping
of an offence.

17. And if he is possessed of ten further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat
is a legal question … the root of a legal question … the arising
… the stopping … the course leading to the stopping of a legal
question, if he does not know the subject … the provenance
… the laying down … the supplementary laying down … the
sequence of the connecting words.¹⁰

18. If he is possessed of ten qualities an expert on Discipline is

¹ Add wrong or right knowledge, ñāṇa, and freedom, vimutti, to the eight factors
of theWay, e.g. anv.240. ² Add wrong or right knowledge, ñāṇa, and freedom,
vimutti, to the eight factors of theWay, e.g. an v.240. ³ dn iii.269. ⁴ dn iii.269.
⁵ Vin 2.85. ⁶ Vin 2.85. ⁷ Vin 1.83f. ⁸ Vin 1.85. ⁹ These five clauses form
one pentad at Vin 5.130, and the next five another pentad. ¹⁰ As at Vin 5.130, two
pentads.
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reckoned as clever: if he knows what is a legal question … the
sequence of the connecting words.

19. And if he is possessed of ten further qualities an expert on
Vin 5.139

Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat is
a motion, if he does not know the carrying out of a motion, if
he is not skilled in what comes first, if he is not skilled in what
comes afterwards, and if he is one unknowing of the (right)
time, if he does not knowwhat is an offence andwhat is not an
offence, if he does not know a slight and a serious offence, if he
does not knowwhat is an offence that can be done away with
and one that cannot be done away with, if he does not know
what is a very bad offence and one that is not very bad, if he
has not learnt properly from a succession of teachers, has not
attended properly, has not reflected on properly.¹

20. If he is possessed of ten qualities an expert on, Discipline is
reckoned as clever: if he knows what is a motion … if he has

BD 6.225

learnt properly from a succession of teachers, has attended
properly, has reflected on properly.

21. And if he is possessed of ten further qualities an expert on
Discipline is reckoned as ignorant: if he does not knowwhat
is an offence and what is not an offence, if he does not know
a slight and a serious offence, if he does not knowwhat is an
offence that can be done away with and one that cannot be
done awaywith, if he does not knowwhat is a very bad offence
and one that is not very bad, and if the two Pātimokkhas in
full have not been properly handed down to him, not properly
sectioned, not properly regulated, not properly investigated
clause by clause and in respect of the linguistic form, if he does
not know what is an offence and what is not an offence … if
he does not know what is a very bad offence and one that is
not very bad, and if he is not skilled in investigating a legal
question.²

22. If he is possessed of ten qualities … clever: if he knows what is

¹ As at Vin 5.130f., again two pentads. ² Forming two pentads at Vin 5.131.
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an offence … and if he is skilled in investigating a legal ques-
tion.

23. A monk possessed of ten qualities may be agreed upon for a
referendum.¹

24. Dependent on ten reasons a rule of training for disciples is laid
down by the Tathāgata.²

25. Ten perils in entering a king’s women’s quarters.³
26. Ten objects as (alms-) gifts.⁴
27. Ten gems.⁵
28. A tenfold Order of monks.⁶
29. One may ordain through a group of ten (monks).⁷
30. Ten refuse-rag-robes.⁸
31. Wearers of ten colours for robes.⁹
32. One may wear an extra robe for at most ten days.¹⁰
33. Ten (colours of) semen.¹¹
34. Ten (kinds of) women.¹²
35. Ten (kinds of) wives.¹³
36. Ten points promulgated at Vesālī.¹⁴
37. Ten individuals who are not to be greeted.¹⁵
38. Ten ways of cursing.¹⁶
39. One brings slander in ten ways.¹⁷

BD 6.226

40. Ten lodgings.¹⁸
41. They asked for ten boons.¹⁹

¹ Vin 2.95. ² Given e.g. at Vin 3.21. ³ Vin 4.159. ⁴ Food, drink, etc., as at
dn iii.258, mn iii.205, an iv.239, an v.271. ⁵ ratana, taken by Vin-a 1344 to be those
given at Vin 2.238. Uttaravinicchaya 281 takes the view that the ten are drink, food,
clothes and so on. ⁶ Vin 1.319; Cf. Vin 1.195. ⁷ Vin 1.58; Cf. Vin 1.319. ⁸ See the
two pentads at Vin 5.129. ⁹ See e.g. Vin 1.306, Vin 2.267 where seven colours are
mentioned for robes. Vin-a 1344 says “ten colours according to the Kurundiya. But
the Mahā-aṭṭhkathā says that to the nine allowable robes add the bathing cloth,
or the vest (for nuns)”. ¹⁰ Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 1.2. ¹¹ Vin 3.112. ¹² Vin 3.139.
¹³ Vin 3.139. ¹⁴ Kd 22.1.8. ¹⁵ Kd 16.6.5. ¹⁶ Bu-Pc 2. ¹⁷ Bu-Pc 3. ¹⁸ senāsanāni.
The ten, or rather eleven, as given at Vin-a 1344 should be compared with the ten
itemsgiven in adefinitionof seyyā atVin 4.41 ofwhicheight are in common. ¹⁹ Vin-
a 1344 says Visākhā asked for eight (see Vin 5.137: “the woman lay disciple asked for
eight boons”), King Suddhodana for one (Vin 1.82f.) and Jīvaka for one (Vin 1.280).
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42. Ten suspensions of the Pātimokkha are not legally valid.¹
43. Ten suspensions of the Pātimokkha are legally valid.²
44. Ten advantages from conjey.³
45. Ten (kinds of) flesh are not allowed.⁴
46. Ten “at mosts”.⁵
47. An experienced competent monk who is of ten years’ standing

may let go forth,⁶ may ordain,⁷ may give guidance,⁸ a novice
may attend him.⁹

48. An experienced competent nun who is of ten years’ standing¹⁰
may let go forth … a woman novice may attend her.¹¹

49. Agreement to ordain¹² may be accepted by an experienced
competent nun who is of ten years’ standing.

50. Training should be given to a girl who has been married for
ten years.¹³

Concluded are the Decades

its summary
Ill-will, averting, matters,

Vin 5.140
wrong (view), and right (view), taking up an extreme (view),
And wrongnesses too, rightnesses,
unskilled, and also skilled, /
Not legally valid, and legally valid tickets,
novices, and expelling,
Speech, and legal question too,
motion, and slight too, /
Slight (and) serious these:
discriminate between the dark and the bright,
And referendum, and training,

BD 6.227
and women’s quarters, objects, /
Gems, and tenfold,
likewise ordination,

¹ Vin 2.243. ² Vin 2.243. ³ Vin 1.221. ⁴ Vin 1.218ff. ⁵ See the list at Vin-a 1340.
⁶ (?). ⁷ See Kd 1.31.8 ⁸ Kd 1.35.2. ⁹ See Kd 1.36.17. ¹⁰ At Vin 4.329 it is said
that no nun should ordain while she is of less than twelve years’ standing. ¹¹ Not
traced. ¹² vuṭṭhāpana, ordination by nuns only. See bd 3, Introduction, p. xlivff.,
bd 3, Introduction, p. liii. See also Nuns’ Bi-Pc 75, though here again the nun has to
be of twelve, not ten years’ standing. ¹³ See Nuns’ Bi-Pc 65, Bu-Pc 66. Again both
these rules speak of twelve years, and not of ten.
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Refuse-rags, and wearers,
ten days, semen, women, /
Wives, ten points, not to be greeted,
and about cursing,
And slander too, and lodgings,
and boons, not legally valid, /
Legally valid, conjey, and flesh,
“at mosts,” monk, nun,
Ordination, married girl:
the Decades are well proclaimed.

11. Elevens
Prv 7.11.11. Eleven individuals who, if they have not been ordained, should

not be ordained; if they have been ordained, they should be
expelled.¹

2. Eleven (kinds of) shoes are not allowable.²
3. Eleven (kinds of) bowls are not allowable.³
4. Eleven (kinds of) robes are not allowable.⁴
5. Eleven “up to the third time”.⁵
6. Eleven things which are stumbling-blocks (preventing women
from becoming) nuns should be asked about.⁶

7. Eleven (kinds of) robes may be allotted.⁷
8. Eleven (kinds of) robes may not be assigned.⁸
9. On the eleventh day at sunrise⁹ it is an offence of expiation
involving forfeiture.

¹ Kd 1.60–68. ² Vin-a 1344 says ten made with gems (Kd 5.8.3) and the wooden
shoe (Kd 5.6.4). ³ Kd 15.8.2, Kd 15.9.1. ⁴ Kd 8.29.1. ⁵ E.g. Nuns’ Bi-Pj 7, Nuns’
Bi-Ss 10, Bi-Ss 11, Bi-Ss 12, Bi-Ss 13, Bi-Ss 11, Nuns’ Bi-Pc 36, and Monks’ Bu-Pc 68.
See also Vin 5.136 in the Eights. ⁶ This appears to refer to the opening sentence of
Kd 20.17, though twenty-four things called stumbling-blocks, beginning with these
eleven, are, in fact, enumerated there. ⁷ Nine are given at Vin 1.297 (Kd 8.20.2).
To these Vin-a 1345 adds the bathing cloth (for nuns, see Vin 1.292f., Vin 2.272) and
(the nuns’) vest (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 96). In neither passage is allotting mentioned. Cf.
Uttaravinicchaya p. 282. ⁸ Nine of those allotted may not be assigned. Vin-a 1345
adds gaṇṭhikā, “block” (see Kd 15.29.3) and buckle, vidha (Kd 15.29.2). ⁹ Bu-NP 1,
Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 21, Bu-NP 23, Bu-NP 29, Nuns’ Bi-NP 1, for example.
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10. Eleven (kinds of) “blocks” are allowable.¹
11. Eleven (kinds of) buckles are allowable.²
12. Eleven (kinds of) earth are not allowable.³
13. Eleven (kinds of) earth are allowable.⁴
14. Eleven nullifications of guidance.⁵
15. Eleven individuals are not to be greeted.⁶

BD 6.228

16. Eleven “at mosts”.⁷
17. They asked for eleven boons.⁸
18. Eleven defects in boundaries.⁹
19. Eleven perils to be expected for an individual who reviles and

abuses.¹⁰
20. If the freedom of mind that is loving-kindness¹¹ is practised,

developed, mademuch of, made a basis, made a vehicle, per-
sisted in, become familiar with and well established eleven
advantages¹² are to be expected: one sleeps in comfort, wakes
in comfort, dreams no evil dream,¹³ is dear to human beings,
dear to non-human beings, devatās guard him, fire poison and
weapons do not affect him, hismind is easily concentrated, the
expression on his face is serene, he does his (karmic) time un-
confused, and if he penetrates no higher (to arahantship than
the attainment of loving-kindness) he reaches the Brahma-

¹ Kd 15.29.3. ² Kd 15.29.2. ³ In the paṭhavīsikkhāpada according to Vin-a 1345.
Vin-a 759 on Bu-Pc 10 refers to this as paṭhavīkhaṇasikkhāpada. But no kinds of earth
mentioned there are said to be allowable or unallowable; see Vin-a 759 however.
⁴ See previous note. ⁵ Five from a preceptor, six from a teacher, Kd 1.36.1. ⁶ Ten
occur in the Decads; see Kd 16.6.5. Vin-a 1345 says these are meant together with
the agga, and all are to be found in the Senāsanakkhandhaka (Kd 16). Perhaps the
agga signifies the bhattagga in the second pentad “not to be greeted”, Vin 5.205.
⁷ The paramāni also occur in the Sextets, Septets, Octads, Nonads and Decads. See
also the fourteen on Vin 5.146 below. ⁸ In addition to the ten boons on Vin 5.139,
there is also the boonMahāpajāpatī asked for, Kd 20.3.1, not granted by the Buddha.
⁹ Vin-a 1345 says beginning with “they agreed on too small a boundary” will be
handed down in the Kammavagga (see Vin 5.220–223), i.e. at Vin 5.221 in [5] where
eleven features are given. See also Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 4f. ¹⁰ an v.317, whichVin-a 1345
refers to as a Buddhavacana, gives these perils. ¹¹ an v.342; also at Ja ii.61, Mil 198.
¹² Eight are given at an iv.150, but are not in the Octets above. ¹³ Or, sees no evil
(in) a dream.
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world (on deceasing from this life). If the freedom ofmind that
is loving-kindness is practised…well established, these eleven
advantages are to be expected.

Concluded are the Elevens

its summary
Should be expelled, and shoes,
and bowls, and robes,
The third, and should be asked about,
allotting, assigning, /
Sunrise, blocks, buckles,

Vin 5.141
and not allowable, allowable,
Guidance, and also not to be greeted,
“at mosts,” and boons,
And defects in boundaries, reviling, loving-kindness—
The Elevens are done.

Concluded is As to Gradation

its summary
BD 6.229

TheUnits, as well as the Dyads,
and the Triads, Tetrads, Pentads,
Six, seven, eights, and Nonads,
ten, and the Elevens, /
For the welfare of all beings,
by Such a One whomade known Dhamma
Were the stainless Gradations taught by the Great Hero. /
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8. Answers About The Beginning Of
Observance

Prv 8.1.1
Vin 5.142

BD 6.230

¹ What is the beginning of a (formal) act for Observance, what is in
the middle, what is the ending?What is the beginning of a (formal)
act for Invitation…What is the beginning of a (formal) act of censure
…of guidance…of banishment…of reconciliation…of suspension…
of imposing probation, of sending back to the beginning, of inflicting
mānatta (discipline), of rehabilitation, what is the beginning of a
(formal) act for ordination,what is in themiddle, what is the ending?
What is the beginning of a nullification of a (formal) act of censure
… of guidance … of banishment … of reconciliation … of suspension
…What is the beginning of a verdict of innocence … of a verdict of
past insanity … of a decision for specific depravity … of a covering
over (as) with grass …What is the beginning of an agreement as to
an exhorter of nuns … of an agreement to be away, separated from
the three robes … of an agreement as to a rug² … of an agreement as
to a silver-remover³ … as to an assigner of outer cloaks⁴ … as to an
assigner of bowls⁵ … as to a walking-staff ⁶ … as to string⁷ … as to a

¹ Note by Sujato: In Horner’s edition this chapter and the next were regarded as
sections of the same chapter. I have adjusted this to follow themore logical structure
of the Mahāsaṅgīti edition. Since we have already divided her Chapter IV into two,
the following chapters are numbered two greater than in her edition. Also see
note on Prv 4. Horner’s note on this point, which is now rendered obsolete, was:
“It would seem that this title has been adopted by Oldenberg from Vin-a 1346, and
refers to [1] only, [2] being called Atthavasappakaraṇa.” ² Bu-NP 14. ³ Bu-NP 18.
⁴ Vin 2.177 (Kd 16.21.3). ⁵ Bu-NP 22.2.1. ⁶ Kd 15.24.2. For this and next see above
Prv 7.3 (towards end). ⁷ Kd 15.24.3.
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walking-staff and string,¹ what is in the middle, what is the ending?
What is the beginning of a (formal) act for Observance, what is

in the middle, what is the ending? The “being all together”² is the
beginning of a (formal) act for Observance, carrying out³ is in the
middle, the conclusion is the ending. What is the beginning of a (for-
mal) act for Invitation … ?The “being all together” is the beginning
… the conclusion is the ending. What is the beginning of a (formal)
act of censure … of guidance … of banishment … of reconciliation

BD 6.231

… of suspension … of imposing probation … of sending back to the
beginning … of inflicting mānatta (discipline) … of rehabilitation
…Thematter and the individual are the beginning, a motion is in
the middle, a resolution is the ending.⁴ What is the beginning for a
(formal) act of ordination … ?The individual is the beginning of a
(formal) act for ordination, a motion is in the middle, a resolution is
the ending.

What is the beginning of a nullification of a (formal) act of cen-
sure … of guidance … of banishment … of reconciliation … of suspen-
sion, what is in the middle, what is the ending? Proper conduct is
the beginning, a motion is in the middle, a resolution is the ending.⁵

What is the beginning of a verdict of innocence … of a verdict of
Vin 5.143

past insanity … of a decision for specific depravity … of a covering
over (as) with grass… of an agreement as to an exhorter of nuns… of
an agreement as to a walking-staff and string, what is in the middle,
what is the ending?Thematter and the individual are the beginning,
a motion is in the middle, a resolution is the ending.

¹ Kd 15.24.3. ² See Kd 2.14. ³ Vin-a 1346 speaks of pubbakiccaṁ katvā, perhaps
referring to Kd 2.20. ⁴ See Kd 11.1–8. ⁵ Kd 11.5, Kd 11.6.
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9. Exposition Of Reasons

Prv 9.1.1

BD 6.232
Founded on ten reasons a rule of training is laid down by the Tathā-
gata for disciples:¹

1. for the excellence of the Order,
2. for the comfort of the Order,
3. for the restraint of evil minded individuals,
4. for the living in comfort of well behaved monks,
5. for the control of the cankers belonging to the here-now,
6. for the combating of the cankers belonging to a future state,
7. for the benefit of non-believers,
8. for the increase in the number of believers,
9. for the maintenance of True Dhamma,
10. for the furthering of Discipline.

That which is the excellence of the Order is the comfort of the
Order.That which is the comfort of the Order is for the restraint of
evilminded individuals.Thatwhich is for the restraint of evilminded
individuals is for the living in comfort of well behavedmonks…That
which is for the maintenance of True Dhamma is for the furthering
of Discipline.

That which is the excellence of the Order is the comfort of the
Order.Thatwhich is the excellence of the Order is for the restraint of
evil minded individuals …That which is the excellence of the Order
is for the furthering of Discipline.

That which is the comfort of the Order is for the restraint of evil
minded individuals …That which is the comfort of the Order is for

¹ Vin 3.21, in Bu-Pj 1; also Vin 4.213, in Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5.
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9. exposition of reasons

the furthering of Discipline.
That which is the comfort of the Order is the excellence of the

Order …
That which is for the furthering of Discipline is the excellence of

the Order …That which is for the furthering of Discipline is for the
maintenance of True Dhamma.

this is its key
A hundred meanings,¹ a hundred clauses, and two hundred expressions,
Four hundred knowledges are in the exposition of the “reasons”.

BD 6.233

Concluded is the Exposition of the Reasons

Concluded is the Great Division²

its summary
At first there are eight for questions,³
and eight again in the conditions,⁴
These are sixteen for monks and sixteen for nuns. /
Consecutive repetitions,⁵ Synopsis,⁶
and also the Gradation,⁷

¹ Vin-a 1346f. says “every beginning word (mūla) of these ten words (pada), from
its tenfold linking (with the other words) is called ‘a hundred words’ (padasata).
There are a hundredmeanings (attha) on account of each later word, and a hundred
clauses (dhamma) on account of each earlier one … A hundred expressions (nirutti)
on account of expressions for illuminating the meaning, a hundred expressions on
account of expressions for the truth of the clauses (dhammabhūtānaṁ) (make) two
hundred expressions. In the two hundred meanings are a hundred knowledges, in
the hundred clauses are a hundred knowledges, in the two hundred expressions are
two hundred knowledges—so four hundred knowledges are to be found.” ² Vin-
a 1347 takes this to mean “the Commentary on theMahāvagga”.TheMahāvagga is
at Vin 1.1–360; its Commentary occupies the whole of Commentary Vol. V. But the
uddāna that now follows refers to all the Parivāra material up to here, except there
is no catch-word for the short Chapter V. ³ Above Prv 1.1–Prv 1.8, Prv 2.1–Prv 2.8.
⁴ Above Prv 1.9–Prv 1.16, Prv 2.9–Prv 2.16. ⁵ peyyāla-antarabhedā refers, I believe,
to the two Sections of Prv 4 and Prv 5 above. Regarding these as one heading in
theMahāvagga, and allowing for the absence of reference to Prv 6, the above total
would amount to the seven headings required up to this point. ⁶ See previous
note. ⁷ Here the reading is ekuttarikaṁ; in last line of Vin 5.141 it is ekuttarikā.The
“conclusion” however on bd 6.141 reads ekuttarakaṁ.
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Invitation¹ and about the reasons:
the classification of the Great Analysis. /

¹ pavāraṇā instead of, as at beginning of Prv 9, uposatha.
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10. Collection Of Stanzas

Prv 10.1.1
BD 6.234

Vin 5.144

“Arranging the robe over one shoulder,
stretching forth the joined palms in salutation,
Hoping for what,
for what purpose are you come here?”¹

“The ‘layings-down’ in the two Disciplines
that come up for recitation on Observance days,
Howmany are these rules of training?
In howmany towns laid down?”²

“Fortunate for you is the emergence,³
judiciously do you inquire,
I will tell you truly
(so that you may be) skilled herein.⁴

“The ‘layings-down’ in the two Disciplines
that come up for recitation on Observance days—
They are three hundred and fifty

¹ Vin-a 1346 says the Sammāsambuddha is here speaking to the Ven. Upāli. ² The
Commentary ascribes this stanza, imaṁ gāthaṁ, to the Ven. Upāli—printed as
prose in the text. ³ bhaddako te ummaṅgo, which Vin-a 1348 puts into the plural:
bhaddakā te pañhā, fortunate are these questions (or, for you, te, the questions are
fortunate). “It is ‘emergence’, ummaṅga, because the questions are lasting, having
emerged out of the darkness of ignorance”. On the other hand, the Dictionary
meaning given to ummaṅgā in this passage is “unlucky”, on the analogy of ummagga.
Also, the word appears in close proximity Above to bhaddaka, lucky or fortunate;
but “unlucky” here seems tome to give no sense. ⁴ The Commentary, in ascribing
this verse to the Buddha, says that Upāli asked all these questions in the time of the
Buddha, and the Lord replied. At the end of the Council Mahākassapa asked and
Upāli replied.
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laid down in seven towns.”

“In which seven towns were they laid down?
Please (give) me the answer to that.
Listening to what is said, I will follow it
so that it may be for our welfare.”

“The layings downwere only in
Vesālī, Rājagaha and Sāvatthī, at Āḷavī
And Kosambī, and among the Sakyans
and among the Bhaggas.”¹

“Howmany were laid down in Vesālī?
Howmanymade in Rājagaha?BD 6.235

At Sāvatthī howmany were there?
Howmany likewise at Āḷavī?

“Howmany were laid down at Kosambī?
Howmany spoken among the Sakyans?
Howmany laid down among the Bhaggas?
Tell that to me who have asked.”

“Ten were laid down in Vesālī,
twenty-one made in Rājagaha,
Two hundred and ninety-four
were all made in Sāvatthī,

“Six were laid down in Āḷavī,
eight made in Kosambī,
Eight spoken among the Sakyans,
three laid down among the Bhaggas.

“Listen to those laid down in Vesālī as they really are:

“Intercourse,² (human) being,³ further,⁴ extra,⁵
And black,⁶ fact,⁷ out-of-turnmeal,⁸ cleansing the teeth,⁹

¹ Verse cited at Vin-a 1305. ² Bu-Pj 1. ³ Bu-Pj 3. ⁴ Bu-Pj 4 ⁵ Bu-NP 1. ⁶ Bu-
NP 12. ⁷ Bu-Pc 8. ⁸ Bu-Pc 33. ⁹ Bu-Pc 40.
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Naked ascetic,¹ and reviling among the nuns:²
These ten were made in Vesālī.

“Listen to those laid down in Rājagaha as they really are:

“Taking what has not been given,³
and two in Rājagaha on an unfounded charge,⁴

“And two on schisms also,⁵ inner robe,⁶ silver,⁷ yarn,⁸
and onmaking look down,⁹ Vin 5.145

Almsfood procured,¹⁰ group-meal,¹¹ at a wrong time,¹²
and calling on,¹³bathing,¹⁴ under twenty.¹⁵

“Having given away a robe,¹⁶ giving directions¹⁷:
these were made in Rājagaha.
Mountain-top,¹⁸ walking,¹⁹
likewise by showing favouritism²⁰—twenty-one.

“Listen to those laid down in Sāvatthī as they really are:

“Four Defeats, Formal Meetings of the Order come to six-
teen. BD 6.236

And there are the two Undetermined,
twenty-four Forfeitures,
And a hundred and fifty-six minor matters were pro-

nounced,

“Ten blameworthys,²¹ seventy-two Trainings²²:
Two hundred and ninety-four²³ were all made in Sā-

vatthī.

¹ Bu-Pc 41. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pc 52. ³ Bu-Pj 2. ⁴ Bu-Ss 8, Bu-Ss 9. ⁵ Bu-Ss 10,
Bu-Ss 11. ⁶ Bu-NP 5. ⁷ Bu-NP 18. ⁸ Bu-NP 26. ⁹ Bu-Pc 13. ¹⁰ Bu-Pc 29.
¹¹ Bu-Pc 32. ¹² Bu-Pc 37. ¹³ Bu-Pc 46. ¹⁴ Bu-Pc 57. ¹⁵ Bu-Pc 65. ¹⁶ Bu-Pc 81.
¹⁷ Bu-Pd 2. ¹⁸ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 10. ¹⁹ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 39, Bu-Pc 40. ²⁰ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 81.
²¹ gārayhā in Bu-Pd 1, Bu-Pd 3, Nuns’ Bi-Pd 1–8. ²² Nos. Bu-Sk 51, Bu-Sk 55, Bu-
Sk 56 having been laid down elsewhere. ²³ The reading is cha ūnatīṇi satāni, six
less than 300.The above reckoning appears to come to 284 however. But this would
not accord with the final reckoning of 350 rules of training.
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“Listen to those laid down in Āḷavī as they really are:

“Hut,¹ silk,² sleeping-place,³
and on digging,⁴ “You go devatā”⁵
And they sprinkled water that contained life:⁶
these six were made in Āḷavī.

“Listen to those laid down in Kosambī as they really are:

“Large vihāra,⁷ difficult to speak to,⁸
evasion,⁹ door,¹⁰ and spirits,¹¹
Disrespect,¹² regarding a rule,¹³
and the eighth is on a milk drink.¹⁴ /

“Listen to those laid down among the Sakyans as they
really are:

“Sheep’s wool,¹⁵ bowl,¹⁶ and exhortation,¹⁷ and medicine
also,¹⁸

Needle,¹⁹ forest-gone²⁰—these six at Kapilavatthu.
In water for cleansing,²¹ exhortation²²
were pronounced among the nuns.

“Listen to those laid down among the Bhaggas as they
really are:

“Kindling a fire to warm themselves,²³
(soiled) with food,²⁴ with lumps of boiled rice.²⁵

“Four Defeats, Formal Meetings
of the Order come to seven,
Eight Forfeitures, thirty-twominor matters,
Two blameworthys, three Trainings—fifty-six—

BD 6.237

¹ Bu-Ss 6. ² Bu-NP 11. ³ Bu-Pc 5. ⁴ Bu-Pc 10. ⁵ Bu-Pc 11 (in narrative, not
in sikkhāpada). ⁶ Bu-Pc 20. ⁷ Bu-Ss 7. ⁸ Bu-Ss 12 ⁹ Bu-Pc 12. ¹⁰ Bu-Pc 19.
¹¹ Bu-Pc 51. ¹² Bu-Pc 24. ¹³ Bu-Pc 71. ¹⁴ Bu-Sk 51. ¹⁵ Bu-NP 17. ¹⁶ Bu-
NP 22. ¹⁷ Bu-Pc 23. ¹⁸ Bu-Pc 47. ¹⁹ Bu-Pc 86. ²⁰ Bu-Pd 4. ²¹ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 5.
²² Bu-Pc 58. ²³ Bu-Pc 56. ²⁴ Bu-Sk 55. ²⁵ Bu-Sk 56.
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“Were laid down in six towns
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun.
Two hundred and ninety-four were all made
in Sāvatthī by the glorious Gotama.”

Prv 10.2.1

“What we asked you has been explained to us,
each (question) answered
(as asked and) not otherwise.
I ask you another question.

“Please do you tell me: serious and slight too,
With a remainder, without a remainder,
very bad and not very bad,
and those up to the third time,

“Shared, not shared, and by which decidings
are fallings away stopped?
Explain all these too,
indeed we listen to your speech.”

Vin 5.146

“Those serious ones are thirty-one,
eight here without remainder,
Those that are serious are very bad,
(among) those that are very bad is falling away from

moral habit.

“Defeat, Formal Meeting of the Order
is called falling away frommoral habit.

“Grave, Expiation, to be Confessed, wrong-doing,
Wrong speech,
and whoever reviles another desiring laughter¹:
stopped is this that is falling away from right behaviour.

“Preferring false view, they choose by means of wrong
rules,

¹ See Bu-Pc 52, Bu-Pc 53—probably to revile another in jest refers to Bu-Pc 2 where
various offences of wrong speech are said to ensue from comparable behaviour.
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Weak in wisdom, wrapped in confusion,
they misrepresent the Supreme Buddha:
stopped is this that is falling away from right view.”

If for the sake of livelihood,¹ for the reasonof livelihoodoneof evil
wishes, overcome by desire, claims a non-existent state of further-
men which is not fact, there is an offence involving Defeat. If for
the sake of livelihood, for the reason of livelihood one speaks saying,
“Whatever monk lives in your vihāra is an arahant”; if for the sake
of livelihood, for the reason of livelihood a monk, having asked for
sumptuous foods for himself, eats them; if for the sake of livelihood,
for the reason of livelihood a nun, having asked for sumptuous foods

BD 6.238

for herself, eats them; if for the sake of livelihood, for the reason of
livelihood one who is not ill, having asked for curry or conjey for
himself, eats it—this that is a falling away from right livelihood is
stopped.

“Eleven ‘up to the third time’—
listen to these as they really are:

“An imitator of one who is suspended,²
eight ‘up to the third time’,³
Ariṭṭha,⁴ and Caṇḍakālī⁵—
these are those ‘up to the third time’.

Howmany cuttings down⁶? Howmany breakings up? Howmany
tearings off? How many “not for another” Expiations? How many
agreements of the monks? Howmany proper duties? Howmany “at
mosts”? How many “knowing(ly)” were laid down by the Buddha,
the Kinsman of the Sun?

⁷Six cuttings down,⁸ one breaking up,⁹ one tearing off,¹⁰ four “not
for another” Expiations,¹¹ four agreements of the monks,¹² seven

¹ See above Prv 4.5.4. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pj 7. See Vin 5.140 towards beginning of the
“Elevens”. ³ Five in Formal Meetings. ⁴ Bu-Pc 68. ⁵ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 36. ⁶ See
above at beginning of Prv 7.6. ⁷ I follow Oldenberg’s numbering, usually of verse
only, to the best my ability. ⁸ See above bd 6.133, beginning of the Sextets. ⁹ Bu-
Pc 86. ¹⁰ Bu-Pc 88. ¹¹ Bu-Pc 16, Bu-Pc 42, Bu-Pc 77, Bu-Pc 78 ; see Vin 5.127.
¹² See Vin 5.127.
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“proper duties”,¹ fourteen “at most”,² sixteen “knowing(ly)”³ were
laid down by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun.

“Two hundred and twenty
rules of training for monks
come up for recitation on Observance days;
three hundred and four
rules of training for nuns
come up for recitation on Observance days.

“Forty-six are not shared by monks with nuns.
Ahundred and thirty are not shared bynunswithmonks.

BD 6.239

“So one hundred and seventy-six
are not shared between the two,
A hundred and seventy-four
are for equal training in by the two.⁴

Vin 5.147

“Two hundred and twenty
rules of training for monks
come up for recitation on Observance days:
listen to these as they really are:

“The four Defeats,
the Formal Meetings which come to thirteen,
there are the two Undetermined,
exactly thirty Forfeitures,
and ninety-twominor matters,
four Confessions,
seventy-five Trainings.

¹ See Vin 5.134. ² List of fourteen given at Vin-a 1340: Bu-NP 1, Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 7,
Bu-NP 10, Bu-NP 14, Bu-NP 21, Bu-NP 23, Bu-NP 29, Nuns’ Bi-NP 11, Bi-NP 12, Nuns’
Bi-Pc 5, Kd 15.31.2, Kd 16.2.5. ³ Bu-NP 30, Bu-Pc 16, Bu-Pc 20, Bu-Pc 29, Bu-Pc 36,
Bu-Pc 62, Bu-Pc 63, Bu-Pc 64, Bu-Pc 65, Bu-Pc 66, Bu-Pc 69, Bu-Pc 70, Bu-Pc 72, Nuns’
Bi-Pj 6, Bi-Ss 2, Bi-Pc 51. ⁴ The one hundred and seventy-sixwith the one hundred
and seventy-four make up the three hundred and fifty rules of training which, at
the beginning of this Section, are said to have been laid down in the seven towns.
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“And these are the two hundred and twenty
rules of training for monks
that come up for recitation on Observance days.

“Three hundred and four
rules of training for nuns
come up for recitation on Observance days:
listen to these as they really are:

“The eight Defeats,
the Formal Meetings which come to seventeen,
exactly thirty Forfeitures,
and one hundred and sixty-six called merely minor mat-

ters,
eight Confessions,
seventy-five Trainings.

“And these are the three hundred and four
rules of training for nuns
that come up for recitation on Observance days.

“ ‘Forty-six are not shared by monks with nuns’:
listen to these as they really are:

“Six Formal Meetings
with the two Undetermined are eight;
twelve Forfeitures—
with these there are twenty;
twenty-twominor matters,
four Confessions.

“And these are the forty-six
that are not shared by monks with nuns.

“ ‘A hundred and thirty
are not shared by nuns with monks’:
listen to these as they really are:
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“Four Defeats,
ten are to be escaped from bymeans of ¹ the Order,
twelve Forfeitures,
and ninety-six minor matters,
eight Confessions.

BD 6.240

“And these are the hundred and thirty
that are not shared by nuns with monks.

“ ‘So one hundred and seventy-six
are not shared between the two’:
listen to these as they really are:

“Four Defeats,
the Formal Meetings come to sixteen,
there are the two Undetermined,
twenty-four Forfeitures,
and the minor matters are said to be a hundred and eigh-

teen,
the twelve Confessions.

“And these are the hundred and seventy-six
that are not shared between the two.

“ ‘A hundred and seventy-four
are for equal training in by the two’:
listen to these as they really are:

“Four Defeats,
the Formal Meetings which come to seven
eighteen Forfeitures,
an equal seventy minor matters,
seventy-five Trainings.

“And these are the hundred and seventy-four
that are for equal training in by the two.

Vin 5.148

¹ These are the 10 Formal Meeting offences for nuns.
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Precisely eight Defeats which,
difficult to remedy,
resemble an uprooted palm-tree:
That man is like a withered leaf,¹
a flat stone,²
a decapitated head,³
Like a palm-tree cut off at the crown⁴—
these have no further growth.

“Twenty-three Formal Meetings of the Order,
two Undetermineds,
forty-two Forfeitures,
a hundred and eighty Expiations,
twelve Confessions,
seventy-five Trainings
are stopped by three decidings.

“In the presence of,
as on the acknowledgement of,
and by a covering over (as) with grass.

“Two Observances,
two Invitations,
four (formal) acts,
were taught by the Conqueror.

“Just five recitals,⁵
four are not different,
and the classes of offence are seven.
The four legal questions
are settled by seven decidings⁶:
by two, by four, by three,
‘obligation’ is settled by one.”⁷ /

BD 6.241

¹ See Vin 1.96–97. ² See Vin 1.96–97. ³ See Vin 1.96–97. ⁴ See Vin 1.96–97.
⁵ Vin 1.112. ⁶ See above, Vin 5.99–101. ⁷ I.e. the first is settled by two decidings,
the second by four, the third by three and the fourth by one.
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“Listen to that which is called Defeat as it really is:

“Fallen away, fallen short of, and fallen down,
destroyed by the true rules,
For such a one there is no communion:
it¹ is so called because of that.”

“Listen to that which is called Formal Meeting as it really is:

“Only the Order imposes probation,
sends back to the beginning,
inflictsmānatta, rehabilitates:
it is so called because of that.”

“Listen to that which is called Undetermined as it really is:

“Undetermined,² not determined—
the rule is undecided,
Theoccasion is (tobedealtwith)byoneof three (rules)³—

it is called Undetermined.”

“Listen to that which is called a grave offence as it really is:

“Whoever confesses instigation to another,⁴
and whoever accepts that⁵—
The transgression is not equal for him:
it is so called because of that.”⁶

“Listen to that which is called Forfeiture as it really is:

“In the midst of an Order,
in the midst of a group, just to a single one—
When forfeiting he confesses:
it is so called because of that.”

¹ The offence involving Defeat. ² It is the class of offence that is Undetermined.
³ See sikkhāpada in Bu-Ay 1 for the three types of offence one of which might be
involved; and see Bu-Ay 2 for two such types of offence. ⁴ ekassa mūle yo deseti.
⁵ Possibly based on Vin 3.75 and Vin 3.143. ⁶ This verse is cited at Vin-a 314.
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“Listen to that which is called Expiation as it really is:

“He throws off ¹ a skilled rule,
offends against the ariyanWay
Because of confusion of his mind:
it is so called because of that.”

“Listen to that which is called Confession as it really is:

“A monk, not being a relation,
whatever is food that,
obtained with difficulty,
Having taken it for himself, he might eat²:
it is called blameworthy.

BD 6.242

“Eating among those invited,
a nun there directs from partiality,
Not being refused, if he should eat of it:
it is called blameworthy.³

Vin 5.149

“Going to a family which has faith,
little wealth, is poor,
Not being ill, if he should eat there:
it is called blameworthy.⁴

“Whoever, if living in a forest
that is dangerous, frightening
Should eat there unannounced:
it is called blameworthy.⁵

“A nun, not being a relation,⁶ whatever is cherished by
others:

Ghee, oil, honey, molasses, fish, meat, thenmilk, curds—

a nun, asking for these for herself,

¹ pāteti is to throw off, bring to fall, make drop, destroy. ² Bu-Pd 1. ³ Bu-Pd 2.
⁴ Bu-Pd 3. ⁵ Bu-Pd 4. ⁶ Nuns’ Bi-Pd 1–8 read agilānā, not ill, instead of aññātikā
as above.
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has fallen into a blameworthy (matter)
in the Dispensation of theWell-farer.”

“Listen to that which is calledWrong-doing as it really is:

“That which is fallen short of,
and failing and stumbling is wrong-doing—
Themanwho should do that evil
whether in public or in private—
They declare to be a wrong-doing:
it is so called because of that.”¹

“Listen to that which is calledWrong Speech as it really is:

“The sentence, wrongly spoken,
wrongly uttered, and that is impure,
And that the learned blame:
it is so called because of that.”²

“Listen to that which is called Training as it really is:

“Following the straight way
of the training of one under training,
This (right) conduct is the beginning,
and control by restraint of the mouth.
There is no training like this:
it is so called because of that.

BD 6.243

“It rains hard on a covered thing,
it rains not hard on an open thing,
So open up the covered thing:
thus it will not rain hard on that.³

“A forest is the bourn of deer,
the sky the bourn of birds,⁴

¹ This verse is cited at Vin-a 313. ² On account of its impurity and of its being
blamed by the learned. ³ Vin 2.240. ⁴ Cf. an ii.33 for the sentiment.
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Non-being is the bourn of mental states,
nibbāna the bourn of an arahant.¹

Concluded is the Collection of Stanzas

its summary
Laid down in seven towns, and also the four fallings away,
Shared, not shared by monks and nuns:
This Collection of Stanzas is for furthering the Dispensation.

¹ Stanza also at Snp-a iii.6, and last line at mn-a ii.36 in explanation of the fourth of
five gati: vibhavagati.
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11. Synopsis Of Legal Questions

Prv 11.1.1
BD 6.244

Vin 5.150

Four legal questions: a legal question concerning disputes a legal
question concerning censure, a legal question concerning offences,
a legal question concerning obligationsThese are the four legal ques-
tions. Of these four legal questions howmany openings up are there?
Of these four legal questions there are ten openings up.¹ Of a legal
question concerning disputes there are two openings up. Of a legal
question concerning censure there are four openings up. Of a legal
question concerning offences there are three openings up. Of a legal
question concerning obligations there is one opening up.These are
the ten openings up of these four legal questions. In opening up a
legal question concerning disputes… censure offences… obligations,
howmany decidings does one open up? In opening up a legal ques-
tion concerning disputes one opens up two decidings. In opening up
a legal question concerning censure one opens up four decidings. In
opening up a legal question concerning offences one opens up three
decidings. In opening up a legal question concerning obligations one
opens up one deciding.

Prv 11.1.2

Howmany openings up? In howmanyways does one bring about
an opening up? Of howmany qualities is an individual who opens
up a legal question possessed? Howmany individuals, in opening up
a legal question, fall into an offence?

Twelve openings up. In tenways does one bring about an opening
up. An individual who is possessed of four qualities opens up a legal
question. Four individuals in opening up a legal question fall into an

¹ See Kd 14 and Bu-Pc 63. Vin-a 866 refers to this Section of the Parivāra.
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offence.
Prv 11.1.3

What are the twelve openings up? Saying:The formal act is not
carried out, the formal act is badly carried out, the formal act should
be carried out again; it is not fixed,¹ it is badly fixed, it should be fixed
again²; it is not decided, it isbadly decided, it should be decided again;

BD 6.245

it is not settled, it is badly settled, it should be settled again—these
twelve openings up.

In what ten ways does one bring about an opening up? He opens
up a legal question where it arose³; he opens up a legal question
settled where it arose; he opens up a legal question on a highway⁴;
he opens up a legal question settled on a highway⁵; he opens up
a legal question when he has arrived there⁶; he opens up a legal
question settled when he has arrived there; he opens up a verdict
of innocence⁷; he opens up a verdict of past insanity⁸; he opens up

Vin 5.151

a decision for specific depravity⁹; he opens up a covering over (as)
with grass.¹⁰ In these ten ways one brings about an opening up.¹¹

Of what four qualities is an individual possessed that he opens
up a legal question? Following a wrong course through partiality …
hatred … confusion … fear he opens up a legal question. Possessed of
these four qualities an individual opens up a legal question.

Who are the four individuals who in opening up a legal question
fall into an offence? If one who was ordained that very day opens (it)
up, for opening up there is an offence of Expiation. If an incoming
monk… if onewho carried out (the legal question¹²)… if onewhohas
given his consent¹³ opens (it) up, for opening up there is an offence of

¹ anihata, translated at bd 3.5 as “settled”. It maymean considers laid down. “Settle”
is needed in the next clause but one, vūpasanta. ² Bu-Pc 63. ³ In the same
vihāra. See Kd 14.14, Kd 14.14.16–18 for the first six cases. ⁴ If a monk, not satisfied
with the settlement in his own vihāra, is going to another vihāra. ⁵ He may
meet a monk who is an expert on discipline and settles it then and there. ⁶ I.e.
if he has decided to proceed with his journey. ⁷ Kd 14.14.27. ⁸ Kd 14.14.28.
⁹ Kd 14.14.29. ¹⁰ Kd 14.14.30. ¹¹ Each kind of opening up involves an offence of
Expiation. ¹² Kd 14.14.14, Kd 14.14.21, Kd 14.14.22, Kd 14.14.24. ¹³ chandadāyaka.
On chanda, as consent, see bd 3.58, n. 3; also bd 5.126.
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Expiation.These four individuals, in opening up, fall into an offence.¹
Prv 11.1.4

What is the provenance, what the arising, what the birth, what
the source,what thebringing forth,what theoriginof alegal question

BD 6.246

concerning disputes … censure … offences obligations?
A legal question concerning disputes has dispute as pro venance,

dispute as arising … dispute as origin. A legal question concerning
censure has censure as provenance origin. A legal question concern-
ing offences has offences as provenance … origin. A legal question
concerning obligations has obligation as provenance … origin.

Prv 11.1.5

What is the provenance … what the origin of a legal question
concerning disputes … censure … offences obligations?

A legal question concerning disputes … censure … offences …
obligations has cause as provenance … as origin.

Prv 11.1.6

What is the provenance … what the origin of a legal question
concerning disputes … censure … offences … obligations?

A legal question concerning disputes … censure … offences …
obligations has condition as provenance … as origin.

Prv 11.1.7

Howmany roots, howmany origins of the four legal questions?
There are thirty-three roots, thirty-three origins of the four legal
questions.

Of the four legal questionswhat are the thirty-three roots?Twelve²
roots of a legal question concerningdisputes fourteen³ roots of a legal
question concerning censure; six⁴ roots of a legal question concern-
ing offences; one root of a legal question concerning obligations.
These are the thirty-three roots of the four legal questions.

Vin 5.152

Of the four legal questions what are the thirty-three origins?
The eighteen matters making for schism⁵ are the origins of a legal
questionconcerningdisputesThefour fallings awayare theoriginsof
a legal question concerning censure.⁶The seven classes of offence are

¹ In addition, at Kd 14.14.32 the individual who accepts (a confession), paṭiggāhaka,
also falls into an offence of Expiation. ² Six, beginning with the pair: anger,
ill-will; then the three: greed, hatred, confusion; and the three: non-greed, etc.
³ Add body and speech to the twelve in the preceding note. ⁴ The six origins
beginning with body. ⁵ Cf. Vin 1.354, Vin 2.88.These aṭṭhārasa bhedakaravatthu
are mentioned also at Atthasālinī 29. ⁶ Vin 2.88.
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the origins of a legal question concerning offences.¹The four (formal)
acts are the origins of a legal question concerning obligations.²These

BD 6.247

are the thirty-three origins of the four legal questions.
Prv 11.1.8

Is a legal question concerning disputes an offence or not an offen-
ce? A legal question concerning disputes is not an offence—could
one then fall into an offence because of a legal question concerning
disputes Yes, one could fall into an offence because of a legal question
concerning disputes Howmany offences does one fall into because
of a legal question concerning disputes One falls into two offences
because of a legal question concerning disputes if he insults onewho
is ordained there is an offence of Expiation³; if he insults one who
is not ordained there is an offence of wrong-doing. These are the
two offences one falls into because of a legal question concerning
disputes

Of the four fallings away, to how many fallings away do these
offences appertain? Of the four legal questions which legal question?
Of the seven classes of offence in how many classes of offence are
they comprised? Of the six origins of offences by howmany origins
do they originate? By howmany legal questions, among howmany
possibilities, by howmany decidings are they stopped?

Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to one falling
away: falling away from right behaviour. Of the four legal questions
the legal question concerningoffences.Of the seven classes of offence
they are comprised in two classes of offence: it may be in the class of
offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of offence of wrong-doing.
Of the six origins of offences they originate by three origins. By one
legal question: by the legal question concerning obligations; by three
possibilities: in the midst of an Order, in the midst of a group, in the
presence of an individual; by three decidings are they stopped: it
may be by a verdict in the presence of and by the carrying out on his
acknowledgement; it may be by a verdict in the Presence of and by a
covering over (as) with grass.⁴

Prv 11.1.9

Is a legal questionconcerningcensureanoffenceornot anoffence

¹ Vin 2.88. ² Vin 2.89. ³ See Bu-Pc 2. ⁴ This does not seem to agree with
Prv 4.6.2 above.
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…(seePrv 11.1.8)…One falls into threeoffencesbecauseofa legal ques-
BD 6.248

tion concerning censure: if he defames a monk with an unfounded
charge of an offence involving Defeat there is an offence requiring
a Formal Meeting of the Order¹; if he defames with an unfounded
charge of an offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order there is
an offence of Expiation; if he defames with an unfounded charge of
falling away from right behaviour there is an offence ofwrong-doing.
These are the three offences one falls into because of a legal question
concerning censure.

Of the four fallings away, to howmany… by howmany decidings
are they stopped?

Of the four fallings away these offences appertain to two fallings
away: it may be to falling away frommoral habit; it may be to falling
away from right behaviour. Of the four legal questions, the legal
question concerning offences. Of the seven classes of offence they

Vin 5.153

are comprised in three classes of offence: it may be in the class of
offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order; it may be in the
class of offence of Expiation; itmaybe in the class of offence ofwrong-
doing. Of the six origins of offence they originate by three origins.
That which is a serious offence is an offence that is stopped by one
legal question: the legal question concerning obligations; by one
possibility: in the midst of the Order; by two decidings: by a verdict
in the presence of and by the carrying out on his acknowledgement.
Those which are slight offences are offences that are stopped by one
legal question: the legal question concerning obligations; by three
possibilities … (see Prv 11.1.8) … by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 11.1.10

Is a legal question concerning offences an offence or not an offen-
ce? A legal question concerning offences is an offence—one could
then fall into four offences because of a legal question concerning
offences: if a nun knowingly conceals an offence involving Defeat²
there is an offence involving Defeat; if, being in doubt, she conceals
it, there is a grave offence; if a monk conceals an offence requiring
a Formal Meeting of the Order there is an offence of Expiation; if

¹ Bu-Ss 8. ² See above, Vin 5.83 for these four offences.
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one conceals a falling away from good behaviour there is an offence
of wrong-doing.One falls into these four offences because of a legal

BD 6.249

question concerning offences.
Of the four fallings away to howmany … by howmany decidings

are they stopped?
Of the four fallings away these offences … (see Prv 11.1.9) … are

comprised in four classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence
involving Defeat; it may be in the class of offence that is grave; it may
be in the class of offence of Expiation; itmay be in the class of offence
of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate by one
origin: they originate by body and speech and thought.That offence
which cannot be done away with is an offence that is not stopped
by any legal, question, by any possibility, by any deciding. Those
which are slight offences are offences that are stopped by one legal
question: … (see Prv 11.1.9) … it may be by a verdict in the presence of
and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 11.1.11

Is a legal question concerning obligations an offence or not an
offence? … (see Prv 11.1.8) … One falls into five offences because of
a legal question concerning obligations: if a nun who is an imita-
tor of (a monk) who is suspended, though being admonished up to
the third time, does not give up (her course), there is an offence of
wrong-doing as a result of the motion, a grave offence as a result
of two resolutions, at the end of the resolutions there is an offence
involving Defeat¹; if imitators of a schismatic,² though being admon-
ished up to the third time, do not give up (their course), there is an
offence entailing a Formal Meeting of the Order; if they do not give
up pernicious views, though being admonished up to the third time,
there is an offence of Expiation.³ One falls into these five offences
because of a legal question concerning obligations.

Of the four fallings away, to howmany… by howmany decidings
are they stopped?

Vin 5.154

Of the four fallings away these offences … (see Prv 11.1.9) … are

¹ Nuns’ Bi-Pj 7; see above, Vin 5.83. ² These are monks as at Vin 2.201. See too
Bu-Ss 10. A nun is spoken of as an imitator of a schismatic at Vin 5.83. ³ Bu-Pc 68.
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comprised in five classes of offence: it may be in the class of offence
involving Defeat; it may be in the class of offence requiring a Formal

BD 6.250

Meeting of the Order; it may be in the class of offence that is grave;
it may be in the class of offence of Expiation; it may be in the class of
offence of wrong-doing. Of the six origins of offences they originate
by one origin: they originate by body and speech and thought.That
offence which cannot be done away with is an offence that is not
stopped by any legal question, by any possibility, by any deciding.
That which is a serious offence is an offence that is stopped by one
legal question: the legal question arising out of obligations: by one
possibility: in the midst of an Order; by two decidings: by a verdict
in the presence of and by the carrying out on his acknowledgement.
Those which are slight offences are offences that are stopped by one
… (see Prv 11.1.9) … and by a covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 11.1.12

A legal question concerning disputes is a legal question concern-
ing censure, it is a legal question concerning offences, it is a legal
question concerning obligations. A legal question concerning dis-
putes is not a legal question concerning censure, it is not a legal
question concerning offences, it is not a legal question concerning
obligations. Yet because of a legal question concerning disputes there
is a legal question concerning censure, there is a legal question con-
cerning offences, there is a legal question concerning obligations.
How is it like this? As to this, monks are quarrelling … (see IV, 21)
… a legal question concerning obligations. Thus because of a legal
question concerning disputes there is a legal question concerning
censure … concerning offences … concerning obligations.

A legal question concerning censure is a legal question concern-
ing offences … obligations, it is a legal question concerning disputes
A legal question concerning censure is not a legal question concern-
ing offences … disputes How is it like this? As to this, monks are
censuring a monk… (see IV, 21) … a legal question concerning obli-
gations.Thus because of a legal question concerning censure there
is a legal question concerning offences … concerning obligations …
concerning disputes
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A legal question concerning offences is a legal question concern-
ing obligations … disputes it is a legal question concerning censure.
A legal question concerning offences is not a legal question concern-

BD 6.251

ing obligations … censure. How is it like this? Both the five classes of
offence … (see IV, 21) … a legal question concerning obligations.Thus
because of a legal question concerning offences there is a legal ques-
tion concerning obligations … concerning disputes … concerning
censure.

A legal question concerning obligations is a legal question con-
cerning disputes… censure, it is a legal question concerning offences.
A legal question concerning obligations is not …How is it like?What-
ever is the Order’s business … (see IV, 21) … a legal question con-
cerning obligations. Thus because of a legal question concerning
obligations there is a legal question concerning disputes there is a le-
gal question concerning censure, there is a legal question concerning
offences.

Prv 11.1.13

Where there is a verdict of innocence there is a verdict in the
presence of, where there is averdict in the presence of there is a

Vin 5.155

verdict of innocence.Where there is a verdict of past insanity there is
a verdict in thepresence of,where there is a verdict in thepresence of
there is a verdict of past insanity. Where there is the carrying out on
his acknowledgement …Where there is the decision of the majority
…Where there is a decision for specific depravity …Where there is
a covering over (as) with grass there is a verdict in the presence of,
where there is a verdict in the presence of there is a covering over
(as) with grass.

Prv 11.1.14

At a time when a legal question is settled by a verdict in the
presence of and by a verdict of innocence: where there is a verdict
of innocence there is a verdict in the presence of. Where there is a
verdict in the presence of there is a verdict of innocence, there is not
there a verdict of past insanity, there is not there a carrying out on
his acknowledgement, there is not there a decision of the majority,
there is not there a decision for specific depravity, there is not there
a covering over (as) with grass.
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At a time when a legal question is settled by a verdict in the
presence of and by a verdict of past insanity … by a verdict in the
presence of and by a covering over (as) with grass: where there is
a covering over (as) with grass there is a verdict m the presence of.
Where there is a verdict in the presence of there is a covering over

BD 6.252

(as) with grass, there is not there verdict of innocence … there is not
there a verdict for specific depravity.

Prv 11.1.15

“Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of innocence”—are these
things associated or dissociated, and is it possible having analysed
these things again and again, to point to a difference between them?
“Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of past insanity” … “Verdict
in the presence of” or “covering over (as) with grass”—are these
associated or dissociated, and is it possible, having analysed these
things again and again, to point to a difference between them?
“Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of innocence”—these

things are associated, not dissociated, and it is not possible, hav-
ing analysed these things again and again, to point to a difference
between them. “Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of past in-
sanity” … “Verdict in the presence of” or “covering over (as) with
grass”—these things are associated, not dissociated, and it is not
possible, having analysed these things again and again, to point to a
difference between them.

Prv 11.1.16

What is the provenance, what the arising, what the birth, what
the source, what the bringing forth, what the origin of a verdict in
the presence of? What is the provenance … of a verdict of innocence
… of a covering over (as) with grass?

Averdict in the presence of has provenance as provenance, prove-
nance as arising, provenance as birth … source … bringing forth,
provenance as origin. A verdict of innocence … a covering over (as)
with grass has provenance as provenance, provenance as arising …
provenance as origin.

Prv 11.1.17

Vin 5.156What is the provenance … what the origin of a verdict in the
presence of … a verdict of innocence … a covering over (as) with
grass? A verdict in the presence of has cause as provenance … a
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covering over (as) with grass has cause as provenance … cause as
origin.

Prv 11.1.18

What is the provenance…what the origin of a verdict in the pres-
ence of … a verdict of innocence … a covering over (as) with grass?
A verdict in the presence of has condition as provenance … a cover-
ing over (as) with grass has condition as provenance … condition as
origin.

Prv 11.1.19

BD 6.253 Of the seven decidings howmany roots, howmany origins? Of
the seven decidings there are twenty-six roots, thirty-six origins.

What are the twenty-six roots of the seven decidings? Four roots
of a verdict in the presence of: the presence of anOrder, the presence
of a rule, the presence of Discipline, the presence of the individual.
Four roots of a verdict of innocence. Four roots of a verdict of past
insanity. Two roots of carrying out on (his) acknowledgement: he
who confesses and he to whom he confesses. Four roots of a decision
of the majority. Four roots of a decision for specific depravity. Four
roots of a covering over (as) with grass: the presence of an Order …
the presence of the individual. These are the twenty-six roots of the
seven decidings.

What are the thirty-six origins of the seven decidings? Of a ver-
dict of innocence there is the carrying out of,¹ the performance of,²
the undertaking of, the assenting to, the acceptance of, the non-
protesting against the formal act.³ Of a verdict of past insanity, of a
carrying out on his acknowledgement, of a decision of the majority,
of a decision for specific depravity, of a covering over (as) with grass
there is the carrying out of … the non-protesting against the formal
act.These are the thirty-six origins of the seven decidings.

Prv 11.1.20

“Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of innocence”—are these
things different inmeaning and different in connotation, or are they
one in meaning and different only in

connotation? “Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of past in-
sanity” … “Verdict in the presence of” or “carrying out on his ac-
knowledgement” … “Verdict in the presence of” or “covering over

¹ Vin-a 1359 says this is the motion. ² Themotion having been finished with (set
aside). ³ Cf. Vin 2.97.
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(as) with grass”—are these things different inmeaning… or are they
one in meaning and different only in connotation?
“Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of innocence”—these

things are different in meaning as well as different in connotation.
“Verdict in the presence of” or “verdict of past insanity” … “Verdict
in the presence of” or “a covering over (as)with grass”—these things

BD 6.254

are different in meaning as well as different in connotation.
Prv 11.1.21
Vin 5.157(Can there be) a dispute and a legal question concerning disputes

a dispute but no legal question, a legal question but no dispute, a
legal question aswell as a dispute?Theremaybe… (seeKd 14.14.12–15)
… A legal question concerning obligations is a legal question as well
as an obligation.

Concluded is the Synopsis of Legal Questions

its summary
Legal question, openings up, ways, and about an individual,
Provenance, cause, condition, root, and about origin, /
Offence, there is, and where, associated, and about provenance,
Cause, condition, roots, about origin, connotation,
“Is a dispute a legal question?”:
this is in the Synopsis of Legal Questions.
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Stanzas

Prv 12.1.1
BD 6.255

Vin 5.158

“For what purpose is reproving,¹
by reason of what is there making remember,
For what purpose is the Order,
but by reason of what is there an act of Understanding?²”

“Reproving is for making remember,
for restraint³ is making remember,
The Order is for discerning,⁴
but an act of understanding is individual.

“Do not speak quickly,
do not speak angrily,⁵
Do not arouse resentment

¹ On reproving, codanā, etc., see Kd 18. ² matikamma, mental act; not otherwise
found in the Pali Canon. Vin-a 1359 explains it asmantaggahaṇa (grasp or learning
of themantras—in a Buddhist sense)which; it says, is amatter of individual investi-
gation and reasoning for Elders who are Suttantikas and for those who are experts
in Discipline. ³ niggaha, a difficult word, meaning restraint, control, censure,
rebuke; also refutation.The usual method, as found in Kd 11, is that a monk should
be reproved for not seeing, etc., his offence, then be made to remember it, then
accused of it, in order that a (formal) act of the Order might be carried out against
him. Vin-a 1359 says that making one remember a defect is for the restraint, nig-
gaha, of that individual. ⁴ pariggaha. Vin-a , reading pariggahaṇa, says: gathered
together there, the Order is for the purpose of exploring (searching, finding out,
pariggahaṇa) and of vinicchaya (discrimination, investigation, judgement, etc.). It
is for weighing what is Dhamma and what is not, for finding out what has been well
and what badly investigated, vinicchita. ⁵ caṇḍikata, angrily, harshly, with “quick
temper”; Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Pc 53.
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if you would be an adjudicator.¹

“Do not in haste speak challenging² talk
unconnected with the meaning³
In Sutta,⁴ in Discipline, in Parivāra,⁵
in what is laid down,⁶ in the principal authorities.⁷

BD 6.256

“Be careful of the proper procedure⁸
that was done with skill by him of discernment,⁹
Of what was well spoken
in conformity with the rules of training,
not destroying a bourn in a future state.

“Seeking for welfare, be intent during (that) time
on what is connected with the goal.
Consider not in haste the mode of speech
of the reproved or the reprover.

“If the reprover says he has fallen,¹⁰
if he who is being reproved says he has not fallen—
Both,¹¹ proceeding, should be dealt with
according to (their) acknowledgement.

“Acknowledgement is carried out among the conscien-
tious,

it exists not among the unconscientious;
Thoughmany unconscientious (monks) may say,

¹ anuvijjaka, as below Vin 5.160f.; a scrutinizer of a legal question, an arbitrator,
adjudicator; one who knows about (the matter). He has to be an expert on Vinaya.
² viggāhika. Vin-a 1360, “You do not know this Dhamma and Discipline,” and so on.
³ Or goal, attha. ⁴ Here, according to Vin-a 1360, the twoVibhaṅgas are Sutta, the
Khandhakas areVinaya. ⁵ anuloma,whichVin-a 1360 says is the Parivāra. ⁶ This
is thewhole of the Vinaya-piṭaka, according to Vin-a 1360. ⁷ anulomika, explained
as cattāro mahāpadesa at Vin-a 1360. ⁸ anuyogavattaṁ nisāmaya. Commentary
of no help here. ⁹ Vin-a 1360 seems to say: established by a clever, wise (man)
who, after being driven out by the Lord, has attained the perfection of knowledge.
Same verse Vin 5.164 below. ¹⁰ If he says that the monk who is being reproved
has fallen into an offence. ¹¹ ubho anukkhipanto.
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‘It shouldbe carriedout according towhathasbeensaid’.¹”

“Of what kind is an unconscientious one
for whom acknowledgement is not Effective?²
Thus I ask you this:
What is the kind called an unconscientious individual?”

“He falls into an offence intentionally,
he hides the offence,
And goes following a wrong course:
this is the kind called an unconscientious individual.”

“ ‘I too know the truth’³—
this is the kind called unconscientious individual.
And I am asking you another:
what is the kind called a conscientious individual?”

“He does not fall into an offence intentionally,
he does not hide an offence,
He does not go following a wrong course:
this is the kind called a conscientious individual.”

BD 6.257

“ ‘I too know the truth’—
this is the kind called a conscientious individual.
And I am asking you another:
what is the kind called one who reproves
according to what is not the rule?⁴”

Vin 5.159

“He reproves at a wrong time,
about what is not fact, with harshness,
and with what is unconnected with the goal;
He reproves with inner hatred,
not with a mind of loving-kindness⁵:
this is the kind called one who reproves
according to what is not the rule.”

¹ Text reads vuttānusandhitena; Vin-a 1361 vattānu-. ² See references to rūhati at
bd 5.73, n. 3. ³ As well as you. ⁴ adhammacodaka as at Vin 2.249. ⁵ These five
ways of reproving not by rule are given at Vin 2.250.
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“ ‘I too know the truth’—
this is the kind called one who reproves
according to what is not the rule.
And I am asking you another:
what is the kind called one who reproves
according to the rule?”

“He reproves at a right time,
about fact, with gentleness,
with what is connected with the goal,
He reproves with a mind of loving-kindness,
not with inner hatred¹:
this is the kind called one who reproves
according to the rule.”

“ ‘I too know the truth’—
this is the kind called one who reproves
according to the rule.
And I am asking you another:
what is the kind called one who reproves Ignorantly?”

“He does not know the earlier and the later,²
he is unskilled in the earlier and the later,
He does not know the sequence of the connecting words,
he is unskilled in the sequence of the connecting words:
this is the kind called one who reproves ignorantly.”

“ ‘I too know the truth’—
this is the kind called one who reproves ignorantly.
And I am asking you another:
what is the kind called one who reproves wisely?”

“He knows the earlier and the later,
he is skilled in the earlier and the later,
He knows the sequence of the connecting words,

¹ As at Vin 2.250. ² What was said earlier and what was said later, Vin-a 1361.
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is skilled in the sequence of the connecting words:
BD 6.258

this is kind called one who reproves wisely.”

“ ‘I too know the truth’—
this is the kind called one who reproves wisely.
And I am asking you another:
what is reproving called?”

“He reproves for falling away frommoral habit,
then from right behaviour and view,
And he reproves for a (wrong) mode of livelihood:
therefore it is called reproving.”

Concluded is an Additional¹ Collection of Stanzas

¹ Additional, or further, apara, no doubt in relation to Prv 10. The title of Prv 19
is Dutiyagāthāsaṁgaṇika and cannot be easily explained.The Commentary, Vin-
a 1361, Vin-a 1390 calls both Prv 12 and Prv 19 Dutiyagāthāsaṁgaṇikā but attempts
no explanation.
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Prv 13.1.1

BD 6.259

Vin 5.160

The one who is reproving should be asked by an adjudicator: “That
monk whom you are reproving, reverend sir, for what are you re-
proving him? Are you reproving him for falling away from moral
habit, are you reproving him for falling away from right behaviour,
are you reproving him for falling away from right view?” If he should
speak thus: “I am reproving him for falling away frommoral habit,
or I am reproving him for falling away from right behaviour, or I am
reproving him for falling away from right view,” he should be spoken
to thus: “But does your reverence know… (see Kd 16.11–15. Instead of
if you suspend this monk’s Invitation read I reprove, you reprove) …
Did you suspect, having heard from disciples of (other) sects?”

Prv 13.1.2

If the seen corresponds with the seen,
the seen being in agreement with the seen,¹
If concerning the seen he² does not consent,³
he⁴ is one suspecting impurity:
That man, on his acknowledgement,⁵
may carry out Observance with him.

¹ Vin-a 1361 says that if a monk sees another leaving a place or entering it with a
woman, he reproves him for an offence involving Defeat.This other (monk) allows
that thefirst one saw this, but he doesnot acknowledgeDefeat.Thus, “whatwas seen
by himwas seen by me”—and so these words about the seen tally. But as the other
(monk) does not acknowledge any defect (in himself) because of what was seen, he
(the first one) is onewho suspects impurity (in the other). Once that individual says
“I ampure”, however, Observancemay be carried outwith him. ² Referring to two
different monks, see preceding note. ³ upeti, glossed by paṭijānāti at Vin-a 1361.
⁴ Referring to two different monks, see preceding note. ⁵ That “I am pure”.
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If the heard corresponds with the heard,
the heard being in agreement with the heard,
If concerning the heard …
Observance with him.

If the sensed corresponds with the sensed,
the sensed being in agreement with the sensed,
If concerning the sensed …
Observance with him.

Prv 13.1.3

BD 6.260 What is the beginning of reproving, what is in the middle what
is the ending? Giving leave is the beginning of reproving,¹ carrying
out is in the middle, a decision is the ending.²

How many roots of reproving, how many matters, how many
(mental) planes?³ In howmany ways does one reprove? Two roots of
reproving, three matters, five (mental) planes He reproves in two
ways.

What are the two roots of reproving? With root, or rootless.⁴
These are the two roots of reproving.

What are the three matters for reproving? About the seen the
heard, the suspected.⁵These are the three matters for reproving.

Vin 5.161

What are the five (mental) planes⁶ for reproving? “I will speak at
a right time, not at a wrong time; I will speak about fact, not about
what is not fact; I will speak gently, not harshly; I will speak about
what is connected with the goal, not about what is not connected
with the goal; I will speak with a mind of loving-kindness, not with
inner hatred.”⁷These are the five (mental) planes for reproving.

What are the two ways by which he reproves? He reproves by
body and he reproves by speech.These are the twoways by which he
reproves.

Prv 13.1.4

What should be practised by one who is reproving … by one who
is being reproved … by an Order … by an adjudicator?

¹ See Vin 1.114, Vin 1.170. ² Cf. Vin-a 592 for this paragraph. ³ Cf. Vin-a 592.
⁴ Cf. Vin-a 592 for this paragraph. ⁵ Cf. Vin-a 592 for this paragraph. ⁶ Five
other bhūmi at an iii.39f. See also Ps.i.83. ⁷ Cf. Vin-a 592 for this paragraph.
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What should be practised by one who is reproving? Another may
be reproved by a reprover who is firm in five things: “I will speak
at a right time, not at a wrong time … I will speak with a mind of
loving-kindness, not with inner hatred.”Thus should it be practised
by one who is reproving.

What should be practised by one who is being reproved? In two
things should one who is being reproved practice: in the truth and
in being without anger.¹ Thus should it be practised by one who is
being reproved.

BD 6.261

What should be practised by an Order? What has been said al-
ready and what has not been said² should be known by an Order.
Thus should it be practised by an Order.

What should be practised by an adjudicator? As that legal ques-
tion is settled by an adjudicator according to rule, according to Disci-
pline, according to the Teacher’s Dispensation, so should he settle
this legal question.Thus should it be practised by an adjudicator.

Prv 13.1.5

For what purpose is Observance,
by reason of what is there Invitation,
For what purpose is probation,
by reason of what is there sending back to the beginning,

For what purpose ismānatta,
by reason of what is there rehabilitation?

Observance is for “being all together”,
for purity there is Invitation,
Probation is formānatta,
sending back to the beginning is for restraint,

¹ As at Kd 19.5.7. He should say exactly what has and what has been done and not be
angry with the adjudicator or the Order, Vin-a 1362. ² otiṇṇānotiṇṇo. Vin-a 1362
says “So much was the earlier talk, so much the later of the reprover, so much the
earlier, somuch the later of the reproved.TheOrder should also assess the ‘measure’
of the reprover, the reproved and the adjudicator”. Otiṇṇa appears to be a word
of several meanings: see sn i.79 (or, ociṇṇa, convinced?) and text below, bd 6.170
anotiṇṇa (not put down?). Otiṇṇamust also mean something like “gone into” both
physically and by word of mouth.
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Mānatta is for rehabilitation,
for purity there is rehabilitation.

If he abuses Elders for (having)
partiality, hatred, fear, confusion:
At the breaking up of the body, weak in wisdom,
done for, faculties destroyed,
He goes to Niraya, the stupid fool
who has no reverence for the trainings.¹

Not depending on things of the world
nor depending on an individual,²
Abandoning both of these,
he should be dealt with according to the rule.

BD 6.262

Angry and bearing ill-will,³
harsh and abusive,
Saying, “It is an offence”
he accuses⁴ him of what is not an offence:
a reprover such as this burns up himself.⁵

He murmurs in his ear, seeks what is crooked,⁶,
seeks only for a defect or blemish.
passes beyond (the judgement),⁷
follows a wrong way—Vin 5.162

Saying, “It is an offence”
he accuses him of what is not an offence:
a reprover such as this burns up himself.

¹ See the six reverences above, Vin 5.92. ² He should not depend on either of
these for his support. ³ As at Vin 2.89, kodhano upanāhī. ⁴ ropeti, to accuse,
bring a charge, see Vin 2.2, Vin 2.26, Vin 2.85, Vin 4.36. At Vin 2.261 it appears to
mean to cancel. ⁵ jhāpeti attānaṁ. Cf. Vin 2.26 attānaṁ khaṇesi, and Dhp 247
mūḷaṁ khaṇati attano. No doubt both jhāpeti and khaṇati in such contexts mean to
destroy. Khata, past participle of khaṇati is translated “done for” five lines above.
⁶ jimhaṁ pekkhati, explained at Vin-a 1363 as dosam eva gavesati ⁷ This is a very
tentative rendering of vītiharati. It is glossed at Vin-a 1363 as vinicchayaṁ hāpeti,
the “judgement” probably referring to the a taken in the course of a legal question.
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He reproves at a wrong time, about what is not fact,
harshly, about what is not connected with the goal
he reproves with inner hatred,
not with a mind of loving-kindness—

Saying …what is not an offence …
burns up himself.

He does not knowwhat is a rule
and what not a rule,
he is unskilled in what is a rule
and what not a rule—

Saying …what is not an offence …
burns up himself.

He does not knowwhat is Discipline
and what not Discipline,
he is unskilled in Discipline
and what is not Discipline—

Saying …what is not an offence …
burns up himself.

He does not knowwhat has been said
and what not said …

He does not knowwhat is the usage¹
and what not the usage …

He does not knowwhat has been laid down
and what not laid down…

He does not knowwhat is an offence
and what not an offence,
he is unskilled in what is an offence
and what not an offence …

¹ āciṇṇa, what is customary.
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He does not know a slight offence
and a serious offence …

BD 6.263

He does not know an offence that can be done away with
and one that cannot be done away with …

He does not knowwhat is a very bad
and what is not a very bad offence …

He does not knowwhat is the earlier
and what the later (talk) …

He does not know the sequence of the connecting words,
he isnot skilled in the sequenceof the connectingwords—

Saying, “It is an offence” he accuses him of what is not
an offence:

a reprover such as this burns up himself.

Concluded is the Portion¹ on Reproving

its summary
Reproving, and adjudicator, beginning,
by root, Observance, wrong course²:
The Teaching is put into the Portion on Reproving.

¹ kaṇḍa is portion, section, paragraph or part. ² gati here must refer to chandā
dosā bhayā mohā (from partiality, hatred, etc.) in the seventh line of the second set
of verses. Oldenberg’s colon should therefore come here and not after Observance.
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Prv 14.1.1

BD 6.264

Vin 5.163

¹ When a monk who is engaged in conflict² is approaching an Order
he should approach the Order with a humble mind,³ with a mind as
though (it were) removing dust.⁴ He should be skilled about seats
and skilled about sitting down. He should sit down on a suitable seat
without encroaching on (the space intended for) monks who are
Elders and without keeping newly ordained monks from a seat.⁵ He
should not talk in a desultory fashion,⁶ nor about inferior (worldly)
matters.⁷ Either he should speak Dhamma himself or should ask an-
other to do so, or he shouldnot disdain the ariyan silence.Apreceptor
should not be asked about⁸ by an Order, by an approved individual,
by an adjudicator, by one anxious to adjudicate; a teacher should not
be asked about, onewho shares a cell … a pupil … a fellow-preceptor⁹
… a fellow-teacher¹⁰ should not be asked about; birth should not be
asked about, name…clan… the (scriptural) tradition¹¹… the family’s
standing¹² … the native district¹³ should not be asked about. What
is the reason for that? In case there were regard or hatred for it. If

¹ saṁgāma is a battle, a conflict, as well as a collection. ² saṁgāmavacara. Vin-
a 1363 says that the Order has been convened so as to investigate a legal ques-
tion—that is called saṁgāma; and a saṁgāmāvacara is said to be like the Elder
Yasa (who protested against the Vajjian monks and their Ten Points: see Kd 22).
³ With the banner of arrogance lowered. ⁴ Like a towel for wiping the feet, Vin-
a 1363. ⁵ See Kd 18.4.2. ⁶ Such as is not connected with the goal. ⁷ Detailed
at e.g. Vin 4.164. ⁸ Saying, “What is your preceptor’s name?”—so Vin-a 1364.
⁹ Kd 8.26.4. ¹⁰ Kd 8.26.4. ¹¹ āgama, explained at Vin-a 1364 as “Are you a Dīgha-
repeater, aMajjhima-repeater?” ¹² kulapadesa does not appear to occur elsewhere
in the Pali Canon. Vin-a 1364 simply explains by “beginning with khattiya-kula”.
¹³ jātibhūmi, or place where one was born, as at mn i.145. an iii.366.
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there were regard or hatred he might follow (a wrong course) from
partiality … hatred … confusion, he might follow (a wrong course)
from fear.There should be respect for an Order, for an approved indi-
vidual, for an adjudicator, for one anxious to adjudicate, not respect
for an individual. There should be respect for True Dhamma, not

BD 6.265

respect for the material things of the world.There should be pursuit
of the goal, not conformity to an assembly. One should adjudicate
at a right time, not at a wrong time; one should adjudicate about
what is fact, not about what is not fact; one should adjudicate gently,
not harshly; one should adjudicate about what is connected with
the goal, not about what is not connected with the goal; one should
adjudicate with a mind of loving-kindness, not with inner hatred.

There should not be murmuring in his ear, he should not seek
what is crooked, he should not cover his eye,¹ he should not raise
his eye-brow,² he should not raise his head, he should not make a
movement with his hand,³ he should not give a gesture with the
hand. He should be skilled about seats, he should be skilled about
sitting down; looking a plough’s length ahead, pursuing the goal he
should sit down on his own seat and should not rise from the seat,
he should not pass beyond (the judgement),⁴ he should not follow a
wrong way; he should not speak waving his arms about, he should
be unhastening, he should be considerate, he should not be quick
tempered,⁵ with a mind of loving-kindness he should be gentle in

Vin 5.164

speech; merciful, he should be compassionate for welfare; seeking
for welfare, he should not be frivolous in speech; limiting his speech,
he should be one whomasters hostility, and is without irascibility.

The self must be assessed,⁶ the other⁷ must be assessed, the re-
prover must be assessed,⁸ the reproved must be assessed,⁹ one who
reproves not by rule … one who is reproved not by rule … one who

¹ As at Vin 3.78. ² As at Vin 3.78. ³ See Vin 1.352. ⁴ See above Vin 5.161.
⁵ acaṇḍikata; Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Pc 53. ⁶ attā pariggahetabbo. Vin-a 1364 says: Am I able
to judge (determine or decide), to settle (the legal question) or not?Themeasure of
oneself must he known. ⁷ Vin-a 1364: is this company able to appease (convince)
or not? ⁸ Is he a reprover by rule (dhammacodaka)? ⁹ Has he been reproved by
rule?
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reproves by rule … one who is reproved by rule must be assessed.
Without omitting what was said,¹ not bringing forward what was
not said, having properly learnt the words and sentences as given,
questioning the other in return, he should deal with him according

BD 6.266

to his acknowledgement.² An indolent person should be roused,³
a fearful one given confidence, a violent one checked,⁴ an impure
one put right,⁵ a straight one (treated) with mildness. He should
not follow a wrong course from partiality … hatred … confusion
… fear. He should be balanced⁶ as to the rules and the individuals.
Thus is an adjudicator when he adjudicates thus both a doer of the
Teacher’s Dispensation, and is dear to learned men and to his fel-
low Brahma-farers and liked by them and he is esteemed and to be
respected.

Prv 14.1.2

A clause is for the sake of reference,⁷ a simile is for the sake of
illustration,⁸ a meaning is for the sake of instruction, a question
(asked) in return is for the sake of setting aside,⁹ giving leave is for
the sake of reproving, reproving is for the sake of making remem-
ber, making remember is for the sake of commands,¹⁰ a command
is for the sake of impediments,¹¹ an impediment is for the sake of
investigating, investigating is for the sake of a decision,¹² a decision
is for the sake of referring to a possibility and what is not a possi-
bility,¹³ referring to a possibility and what is not a possibility is for
the sake of restraint of evil-minded individuals¹⁴ and for the sake

¹ By either the reprover or the reproved, Vin-a 1365. ² See Vin 2.83f. ³ hāsetabbo,
stimulated, encouraged. ⁴ nisedhetabbo, disparaged, menaced. ⁵ vibhāvetabbo.
Vin-a 1365 says “having pointed out that he is unconscientious, he should be made
to confess the offence”. By so doing he becomes “pure” again. ⁶ majjhattena
bhavitabbaṁ, he should be neutral, indifferent, not taking sides. ⁷ saṁsandanā,
application, conclusion—in regard to what are and are not offences. ⁸ I.e. of the
meaning. ⁹ I.e. the question put by the individual (presumably the onewho asked
the original question)—such a question need not be answered. Cf. the 4 questions
atMilinda’s Questions i.202f., where other references are given. ¹⁰ savacanīya,
see Vin 2.5, Vin 2.22, Vin 2.276. ¹¹ palibodha, see e.g. Kd 7.13. ¹² As to whether
there is a defect or not. ¹³ ṭhānāṭhānagamana. Vin-a 1365f. explains that this is
for discovering whether there is an offence or not, and whether it is a slight or a
serious one. ¹⁴ See Vin 2.196, Vin 3.21.
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of the support of well behaved monks; the Order is for the sake of
agreement and acceptance¹; individuals approved of by the Order
arepersevering by themselves, are persevering in being trustwor-

BD 6.267

thy²; discipline is for the sake of restraint,³ restraint is for the sake
of not being remorseful, not being remorseful is for the sake of joy,
joy is for the sake of delight, delight is for the sake of tranquillity,
tranquillity is for the sake of happiness, happiness is for the sake
of concentration, concentration is for the sake of knowledge and
vision of what has come to be as it really-is, knowledge and vision
of what has come to be as it really is is for the sake of turning away,
turning away is for the sake of dispassion, dispassion is for the sake
of freedom, freedom is for the sake of the knowledge and vision of
freedom,⁴ the knowledge and vision of freedom is for the sake of fi-
nal nibbānawithout clinging. According to this meaning is the talk.⁵
According to this meaning is the counsel. According to this meaning
is the causal relation. According to this meaning is the lending ear,⁶
that is to say the deliverance of mind without clinging.

Prv 14.1.3

Be careful of the proper procedure being intent
on what was done with skill by him of discernment,
Of what was well spoken in conformity with the rules of

training,
not destroying a bourn in a future state.⁷

Vin 5.165

Ignorant as to subject,⁸ falling away,
offence,⁹ provenance,¹⁰ kind,¹¹

¹ Vin-a 1366: “Agreement on an investigation and knowing the state of what has
been well and badly divided—the four”. Cf. Vin 1.65, Vin 4.51. Whether catu, “the
four,” refers to suttaso (clause by clause, or rule by rule) anubyañjanaso (by sentence)
of Vin 1.65, and tomātikāto (by summary) vibhaṅgato (by Suttavibhaṅga), I am not
sure. ² Vin-a 1366 “for mastery and power (over themselves) and they are placed
in a position of trust, in the place of the eldest.Themeaning is that these are not
to be despised (or sent away”; apasādetabbā). ³ Cf. sn ii.32, anv.2, etc. ⁴ Cf.
sn ii.32, an v.2, etc. ⁵ Vin-a 1366: this talk on Vinaya. ⁶ When one has lent ear to
this successive talk, knowledge arises, Vin-a 1366. ⁷ Verse as at Vin 5.158. ⁸ Of
offences beginning with Monks’ Defeat. ⁹ The sevenfold (classes of) offences.
¹⁰ The townwhere a rule of training was laid down ¹¹ ākāra, defined on Vin 5.166.
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He does not know the earlier and the later (speech)
nor likewise what was and was not done,

And he is ignorant too as to formal act
and legal question and decidings,
Impassioned, corrupted and astray,
he proceeds from fear, from confusion,¹

BD 6.268

And he is not skilled as to layings down
and is not versed in pacifying,²
One who has obtained a faction,
conscienceless, (of) dark deed, disrespectful:
A monk such as this is called
one who should not be shown deference.³

Knowledgeable as to subject, falling away,
offence, provenance, kind,
He comprehends the earlier and the later (speech)
and likewise what was and was not done,

And he is knowledgeable as to formal act
and legal question and decidings,
Unimpassioned, uncorrupt, not astray,
he proceeds not from fear, from confusion,

And he is skilled as to layings down
and is knowledgeable as to pacifying,
One who has obtained a faction,
conscientious, (of) bright deed, respectful:
A monk such as this is called
one who should be shown deference.

Concluded is the Lesser Collection

¹ These are two of the four wrong courses. ² nijjhatti. Vin-a 1367 says inability
(asammatthatā) to see cause or reason, karaṇa, and absence of cause or reason; thus,
incapable of appreciating reasons, he is incapable of knowing how to pacify. Cf.
nijjhan(t)tibala a Ps.ii.168 and nijjhāpeti on Vin 5.166. ³ appatikkha as at anv.248.
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its summary
With a humble mind, he may ask,
respect, for the Order, not for an individual,
A clause is for the sake of reference
and for furthering Discipline:
The summary of the Lesser Collection
is made into this one recital.
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Prv 15.1.1

BD 6.269

Vin 5.166

When a monk who is engaged in conflict is speaking in an Order he
should know the subject, he should know the falling away, he should
know the offence, he should know the provenance, he should know
the kind, he should know the earlier and the later, he should know
what has been done and what has not been done, he should know
the formal act, he should know the legal question, he should know
the deciding; he should not follow a wrong course from partiality,
he should not follow a wrong course from hatred … confusion …
fear; he should make known¹ on an occasion for making known, he
should pacify² on an occasion for pacification, he should consider on
an occasion for consideration,³ he should be gracious on an occasion
for graciousness; saying, “I have obtained a faction” he should not
despise another faction; saying “I have heard much”, he should not
despise one who has heard little; saying “I am very senior” he should
not despise one more recently ordained; he should not speak about
what is not attained,⁴ he should not set aside what is attained by
rule and by discipline, he should settle that legal question as it is
settled according to the rule, according to Discipline, according to
the Teacher’s instruction.

Prv 15.1.2

“He should know the subject” means: he should know the subject
of the eight offences involving Defeat, he should know the subject of
the twenty-three offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order

¹ saññāpeti as atVin 2.73; “winover” atVin 2.197. ² nijjhāpeti as atVin 2.73, “dispose
favourably”. Commentary has nothing to say.Themeaning here seems to be to burn,
away, i.e. wrong mental states. ³ pekkheti as at Vin 2.73. ⁴ asampattaṁ na
byāharitabbaṁ. This phrase appears to occur only here and below, bd 6.170, in the
“explanation”.
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… of the two Undetermined offences … of the forty-two offences of
Forfeiture… of the hundred and eighty-eight offences of Expiation…
of the twelve offences to be Confessed … of offences of wrong-doing,
he should know the subject of offences of wrong speech.

BD 6.270

“He should know falling away” means: he should know falling
away frommoral habit … from good behaviour … from right view…
from right mode of livelihood.
“He should know the offence” means: he should know offence in-

volving Defeat, he should know an offence requiring a Formal Meet-
ing of the Order … grave offence … offence of Expiation … offence to
be Confessed … offence of wrong doing, he should know an offence
of wrong speech.
“He should know the provenance” means: he should know the

provenance of the eight offences involvingDefeat he shouldknow the
provenance of the twenty-three offences requiring a FormalMeeting
of the Order … he should know the provenance of offences of wrong
speech.
“He should know the kind”means: he should know anOrder from

its kind, he should know a group from its kind, he should know an
individual … the reprover … the one who is being reproved from his
kind. He should know an Order from its kind means: “Now is this

Vin 5.167

Order capable or not of settling this legal question according to the
rule, according to discipline, according to the Teacher’s instruction?”
Thus should he knowanOrder from its kind.He should knowagroup
…an individual fromhis kindmeans: “Now, is this individual capable
… instruction?”Thus should he know an individual fromhis kind. He
should know a reprover fromhis kindmeans: “I amnot surewhether
or not this venerable one is reproving the other with the support of
the five things¹ or not.” Thus should he know a reprover from his
kind. He should know the one who is being reproved from his kind
means: “I am not sure whether this venerable one is supported or
not by two things: truth and being without anger.”²Thus should he

¹ These are possibly the five bhūmi as given at Vin 5.161, where they also called, as
above, pañca dhammā. ² Cf. Prv 13.1.4, Vin 5.161 above.
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know the one who is being reproved from his kind.
“He should know the earlier and the later” means: “I wonder

whether this venerable one passes on from subject to subject¹ or
BD 6.271

if he passes on from falling away to falling away or if he passes on
from offence to offence or if, having despised, he approves, or if, hav-
ing approved, he despises or shelves the question by asking another
or whether he does not?”Thus should he know the earlier and the
later.
“He should know what has been done and what has not been

done”means: he shouldknowsexual intercourse, he shouldknowthe
proper order of sexual intercourse, he shouldknow the earlier part of
sexual intercourse. “He should know that sexual intercourse”means:
that consummation between a couple is to be known. “He should
know the proper order of sexual intercourse”means: themonk takes
hold of another’s male organ with his ownmouth. “He should know
the earlier part of sexual intercourse” means: the different colours
(of semen), physical contact, lewd speech, ministering to one’s own
pleasure, intercourse.²

Prv 15.1.3

“He should know the formal act” means: he should know the six-
teen formal acts: he should know the four formal acts for which
leave should be asked,³ he should know the four formal acts at which
a motion is put,⁴ he should know the four formal acts at which a
motion is put and is followed by one resolution,⁵ he should know
the four formal acts at which a motion is put and is followed by a
resolution made three times.⁶ “He should know the legal question”
means: he should know the four legal questions: he should know the
legal question concerning disputes … concerning obligations.

¹ Vin-a 1368 “Hemay say: ‘Matter for the first Defeat was seen byme or heard of
by me.’ But on being asked again, he says, ‘Matter for the first Defeat was not seen
or heard of by me. Matter for the second Defeat was seen or heard’.” This whole
paragraph is about contradicting oneself. ² dhanamanuppadānaṁ. Commentary
calls this sañcaritta, which is either acting as a go-between (Vin 3.137) or dealings
with women (Mil 266). ³ See Vin 2.89. Vin-a 1368 says “beginning with ‘not by
rule, in an incomplete assembly’.This is the meaning of the others.Thus the four
cycles are sixteen”. ⁴ See Vin 2.89. ⁵ See Vin 2.89. ⁶ See Vin 2.89.
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“He should know the deciding” means: he should know the seven
decidings: he should know verdict in the presence of … he should
know covering over (as) with grass.

Prv 15.1.4

“He shouldnot followawrong course frompartiality”means:How
does one who is following a wrong course frompartiality follow the

BD 6.272

wrong course from partiality? As to this, someone saying, “This is
my preceptor or teacher one who shares a cell or pupil or fellow-
preceptor or fellow-teacher or friend or intimate or blood-relation,”
out of compassion for him, protecting him, he explains non-dhamma
as Dhamma, he explains Dhamma as non-dhamma… (see Kd 10.5.4,

Vin 5.168

etc.)… explains not a very bad offence as very bad offence. Because of
these eighteen points, he is following a wrong course from partiality,
is faring along for what is not the welfare of the many-folk, not the
happiness of the many-folk, for what is not the goal, for the woe, the
anguish of the many-folk, and of devas and mankind.¹ If, because of
these eighteen points, he is following a wrong course from partiality,
(then) done for, destroyed, he looks after self, is blameworthy and is
to beblamedby learnedmen, andhe sets upmuchdemerit. Following
a wrong course from partiality it is thus that he follows a wrong
course from partiality.
“He should not follow a wrong course from hatred” means: How

does one who is following a wrong course from hatred follow the
wrong course from hatred? As to this, someone saying, “He has done
me harm,” bears ill-will; thinking, “he is doing me harm” … “he will
dome harm”, he bears ill-will; thinking, “He has done harm, is doing
harm,will do harm to someone dear tome and liked byme,” he bears
ill-will; thinking, “He has done good, is doing good, will do good to
someone not dear to me or liked by me,” he bears ill-will. Because
of these nine occasions for ill-will,² (feeling) ill-will, resentment,
angry, overcome by anger, he explains non-dhamma as Dhamma…
explains not a very bad offence as a very bad offence. If, because of
these eighteen points, he is following a wrong course from hatred …

¹ Because the Order, the nuns, the lay-followers and the devatāswho guard them
and others are split into two. ² Stated but not explained in the Nonads of Prv 7.
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it is thus that he follows a wrong course from hatred.
“He should not follow awrong course from confusionmeans: How

does one who is following a wrong course from confusion follow the
wrong course from confusion? Impassioned, he follows it on account
of passion; corrupted, he follows it on account of hatred; astray, he

BD 6.273

follows it on account of confusion; defiled,¹ he follows it on account of
view—astray, altogether astray, overcome by confusion, he explains
non-dhamma as Dhamma… explains not a very bad offence as a very
bad offence. If, because of these eighteen points, he is following a
wrong course from confusion … it is thus that he follows a wrong
course from confusion.
“He should not follow awrong course from fear”means: Howdoes

one who is following a wrong course from fear follow the wrong
course from fear? As to this, someone saying: “This one, relying on
what is uneven² or relying on the thicket³ (of wrong views) or rely-
ing on (someone who is) powerful,⁴ pitiless and harsh, will make a
danger to life or a danger to the Brahma-faring⁵”—terrified by that
fear he explains non-dhamma as Dhamma… explains not a very bad
offence as a very bad offence. If, because of these eighteen points, he
is following a wrong course from fear … It is thus that he follows a
wrong course from fear.

Of himwho Dhamma
oversteps from partiality, hatred, fear, confusion,
The repute fades
as in the dark fortnight does the moon.⁶

Howdoes one not follow awrong course frompartiality? Explain-
ing non-dhamma as non-dhamma he does not follow a wrong course
from partiality; explaining Dhamma as Dhamma he does not follow

Vin 5.169

a wrong course from partiality … explaining not a very bad offence
as not a very bad offence, he does not follow a wrong course from

¹ parāmaṭṭha. ² See an iii.285: the ariyan disciple gets rid of the uneven. ³ See
mn i.8, mn i.485. ⁴ Vin-a 1368 says: relying on powerful well-known monks.
⁵ See Kd 2.15.4. ⁶ an ii.18, dn iii.182, ascribed to the Teacher.
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partiality. It is thus that he does not follow a wrong course from
partiality.

How does one not follow a wrong course from hatred … a wrong
course from confusion … a wrong course from fear? Explaining non-
dhamma as non-dhamma… explaining not a very bad offence as not
a very bad offence, he does not follow a wrong course from fear. It is

BD 6.274

thus that he does not followwrong course from fear.

Of himwho Dhamma
oversteps not from partiality, hatred, fear, confusion,
The repute increases
as in the bright fortnight does the moon.¹

Prv 15.1.5
How does one “make known on an occasion for making known”?

Explaining non-dhamma as non-dhamma he makes known on an
occasion for making known… explaining not a very bad offence as
not a very bad offence he makes known on an occasion for making
known.Thus does hemake known on an occasion formaking known.

Howdoes one “pacify onanoccasion forpacification”?Explaining
non-dhamma as non-dhamma he pacifies on an occasion for pacifica-
tion …Thus does he pacify on an occasion for pacification.

How does one “consider on an occasion for consideration”? …
How is one “gracious on an occasion for graciousness”? Explaining
non-dhamma as non-dhamma … he is gracious on an occasion for
graciousness …Thus is he gracious on an occasion for graciousness.

Prv 15.1.6

How, “saying ‘I have obtained a faction’ ”, does he despise another
faction? As to this, there is someone who has obtained a faction,
obtained a following, a faction-man² having relations.³ Thinking,
“This one has not obtained a faction, not obtained a following, he
is not a faction-man having relations,” despising him he explains
non-dhamma as Dhamma … he explains not a very bad offence as
a very bad offence. Thus, thinking, “I have obtained a faction,” he
despises another faction.

¹ an ii.18, dn iii.182, ascribed to theTeacher. ² pakkhavāñātivā; apparentlyneither
word is found elsewhere in the Pali Canon. ³ pakkhavā ñātivā; apparently neither
word is found elsewhere in the Pali Canon.
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How, “saying ‘I have heard much’ ” does he despise one who has
heard little? As to this, someone who has heard much remembers
what he has heard, is a store-house of the heard. Thinking, “This

BD 6.275

one has heard little, has little of the tradition,¹ remembers little,”²
despising him he explains non-dhamma as Dhamma…he explains
not a very bad offence as a very bad offence.Thus, thinking, “I have
heard much” he despises one who has heard little.

How, “saying ‘I am very senior’ ” does he despise one more re-
cently ordained? As to this, there is an Elder of longstanding, long
gone forth.Thinking, “Thisone isnewlyordained,he isnot esteemed,³
he does not knowwhat is appointed,⁴ his bidding will not be done,”
despising him he explains non-dhamma as Dhamma……he explains

Vin 5.170

not a very bad offence as a very bad offence.Thus, thinking, “I am
very senior,” he despises one more recently ordained.

Prv 15.1.7

“He shouldnot speak aboutwhat is not attained”means: he should
not cause a burden to be put down that has not been put down.⁵
“He should not set asidewhat is attained by rule and by discipline”

means: he should not set aside by rule and by discipline that matter
for the sake of which an Order has been convened.
“According to the rule” means: according to fact, according to

the subject. “According to Discipline” means: having reproved (him)
he makes (him) remember. “According to the Teacher’s instruction”
means: by furnishing a motion, by furnishing a proclamation. “He
should settle that legal question as it is settled according to the
rule, according to Discipline, according to the Teacher’s instruc-
tion” means: the one who is reproving should be asked by the adju-
dicator: “If you, your reverence, suspend this monk’s Invitation …
(Kd 4.16.10–15) … Did you suspect, having heard from amonk… from

¹ appāgama appadhara. These two words again are apparently not found elsewhere
in the Pali Canon. ² appāgama appadhara. These two words again are apparently
not found elsewhere in the Pali Canon. ³ appaññāto, as at Vin 4.231, Vin 4.310.
⁴ appakataññū, or, not properly versed in, as at Vin 2.199. ⁵ On burden, bhāra,
see Vism 512 where it should be regarded as sacca, truth. On otiṇṇa, put down, see
above Vin 5.161. Also see otarati at an ii.168, where it appears to mean “to tally”, i.e.
to lie beside.The history of otarati has still to be written.
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disciples of (other) sects?”
BD 6.276

If the seen corresponds with the seen,
the seen being in agreement with the seen,
If, concerning the seen, he does not consent,
he is one suspecting impurity:
That man, on his acknowledgement,
may carry out Invitation with him.

If the heard correspondswith the heard… (see Prv 13.1.2.)

If the sensed corresponds with the sensed …
Invitation with him.

Prv 15.1.8

“What was seen by you?”—which are the questions?
“Howwas it seen by you?”—which are the questions?
“When was it seen by you?”—which are the questions?
“Where was it seen by you?”—which are the questions?¹
“What was seen by you?” means: questions on the subject, ques-

tions on fallings away, questions on offences, questions on conduct.²
Questions on the subject means: the subject of the eight offences
involving Defeat, the subject of the twenty-three offences requiring
a Formal Meeting of the Order; the subject of the forty-two offences
of Forfeiture, the subject of the hundred and eighty-eight offences
of Expiation, the subject of the twelve offences to be Confessed, the
subject of the offences of wrong-doing, the subject of the offences
of wrong speech. Questions on fallings away means: questions on
falling away frommoral habit, questions on falling away from good
behaviour, questions on falling away from right view, questions on
falling away from right mode of livelihood. Questions on offences
means: questions on offences involvingDefeat, questions on offences
requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order, questions on offences that
are grave … questions on offences of wrong speech. Questions on
conduct means: questions on the consummation of a couple.³

¹ Questions as at Kd 4.16.13. ² ajjhācāra as at Kd 1.36.8. At Vin 3.121 the meaning
appears transgression, i.e. bad conduct. ³ Word as at Vin 5.167.
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“How was it seen by you?” means: questions on characteristics,
questions on the postures, questions on kinds, questions on changes.
Questions on characteristicsmeans: tall or short or dark or fair. Ques-
tions on the postures means: walking or standing or sitting down

BD 6.277

or lying down. Questions on kinds means: the attributes of a house-
holder or the attributes of members of (other) sects or the attributes
of one who has gone forth. Questions on changes¹ means: walking or
standing or sitting down or lying down.

Vin 5.171

“When was it seen by you?” means: questions on the time,² ques-
tions on the occasion,³ questions on the day, questions on the season.
Questions on the time means: in the morning time or at the time of
mid-day or at evening time. Questions on the occasion means: on a
morning occasion or at a mid-day occasion or on an evening occa-
sion. Questions on the day means: before the meal or after the meal
or during the night or by day or in the dark⁴ or in the moonlight.⁵
Questions on the seasons means: in the cold weather or in the hot
weather or in the rains.
“Where was it seen by you?” means: questions about the place,

questions about the ground,⁶ questions about the quarters,⁷ ques-
tions about the locality.⁸ Questions about the placemeans: on (in) the
ground or on (in) the earth⁹ or on Earth¹⁰ or in the world. Questions
about the ground means: on (in) the ground or on a mountain-Slope
or on a rock or in a temple.¹¹ Questions about the quarters means: in
an eastern quarter or in a western quarter or in a northern quarter
or in a southern quarter. Questions about locality means: in an east-

¹ vippakāra. It is rather odd that this is defined in the same way as are the postures.
² kāla. ³ samaya, also meaning time; see dn-a 251. ⁴ kāle vā juṇhe vā. These two
words can also mean the dark and the bright halves of a month. ⁵ kāle vā juṇhe vā.
These twowords can alsomean the dark and the bright halves of amonth. ⁶ bhūmi,
groundor soil, amongothermeanings. ⁷ okāsa, open space, so, apparently, quarter
or direction. ⁸ padesa, region, district. ⁹ pathavī, the usual word for the earth:
the first of the four great primaries, the element of solidity, extension or expansion.
¹⁰ dharaṇī, Earth as a name, “of the pregnant one.” ¹¹ pāsāda as long house,
palace, mansion or terrace, does not seem to fit very well here. Unfortunately the
Commentary has stopped some way previous to this.
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ern locality or in a western locality or in a northern locality or in a
southern locality.

Concluded is the Greater Collection

its summary
BD 6.278

Subject, provenance, kind, earlier and later,
what has been done and has not been done,
Formal act, and legal question too, deciding,
and following from partiality, /
From hatred, from confusion, from fear too,
making known, and about pacification,
Consideration, gracious, “I have a faction,”
one who has heard, and about a very senior one, /
And the not attained, the attained,
by rule, and by Discipline,
Also by the Teacher’s instruction:
the explanation of the Greater Collection.
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Prv 16.1.1
BD 6.279

Vin 5.172

By whom is kaṭhina cloth not formally made¹? By whom is kaṭhina
cloth formally made? How is kaṭhina cloth not formally made? How
is kaṭhina cloth formally made?
“By whom is kaṭhina cloth not formally made?” means: kaṭhina

cloth is not formally made by two individuals: by himwho does not
formallymake it and by himwho does not give thanks.²Kaṭhina cloth
is not formally made by these two individuals.
“By whom is kaṭhina cloth formally made?” means: kaṭhina cloth

is formally made by two individuals: by him who formally makes
it and by himwho gives thanks. Kaṭhina cloth is formally made by
these two individuals.
“How is kaṭhina cloth not formally made?” means: in twenty-four

ways is kaṭhina cloth not formallymade.Kaṭhina cloth is not formally
made merely by marking it³ … (Kd 7.1.5) …Thus also is kaṭhina cloth
not formally made.

Insinuation⁴ is called: he insinuates, saying “I will formallymake
kaṭhina out of this cloth”. Roundabout talk is called: he makes round-
about talk, saying “I will get⁵ the cloth for kaṭhina cloth by means

¹ anatthata, not formally made, see bd 2.26, n. 3. Kd 7 is devoted to Kaṭhina. There
was a certain formality together with strict regulations for the proper making up
of the kaṭhina cloth into robes at the end of the rains.Thus “formally make” seems a
better translation for attharati (spread) while keeping karoti for simply making,
making up. Cf. Vinayavinicchayā 2697, called Kaṭhinakkhandhaka. ² See Kd 7.1.6.
³ See Kd 7.1.5. ⁴ nimittakamma, or perhaps literally, making a sign; see bd 4.355,
n. 3.The words commented on in this paragraph occur inKd 7, for all of which see
bd 4.355 and Vin-a 1111 which is the part of the Commentary on the Kaṭhinakkhan-
dhaka to which Vin-a 1370 refers. ⁵ nibbattessāmi, I will make it to be produced,
to come into being.
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of this roundabout talk”. Temporary is called: it is called a gift that
should not be appropriated. Postponement is called: there are two
kinds of postponement: a postponement in carrying out (doing) and
a postponement of possessions. To be forfeited is called: if the dawn
breaks while it is being made.¹ In these twenty-four ways is kaṭhina
cloth not formally made.

BD 6.280

“How is kaṭhina cloth formally made?” means in seventeen ways
is kaṭhina cloth formally made. Kaṭhina cloth is formally made when
it is unsoiled … (see Kd 7.1.6)Thus also is kaṭhina cloth formally made.
In these seventeen ways is kaṭhina cloth formally made.

Prv 16.2.1 With the formal making of kaṭhina cloth howmany things are
produced? With the formal making of kaṭhina cloth fifteen things
are produced²: eight grounds,³ two impediments,⁴ five advantages.⁵
With the formal making of kaṭhina cloth these fifteen things are
produced.

Prv 16.2.2
Vin 5.173 Of a means⁶ how many things are the condition through the

contiguous condition, the condition through the immediate condi-
tion, the condition through the foundation condition, the condition
through the inducement condition, the condition through the pre-
arising condition, the condition through the post-arising condition,
the condition through the co-arising condition⁷?

Of a former action⁸ howmany things are the condition through
the contiguous condition … ?

Of a removal⁹ howmany things, of an allotting¹⁰ howmany things,

¹ Vin-a 1111 interprets this to mean: “to be forfeited during the night”; and then it
gives the Parivāra exegesis. ² At Vin-a 1112 it is said “all this is gone into in the
Parivāra”. ³ mātikā, see Kd 7.1.7; also bd 2.6, n. 5 where the eight are enumerated.
⁴ palibodha, see Kd 7.13. ⁵ This refers to Kd 7.1.3. See Vinayavinicchaya verse 2725.
⁶ payoga. ⁷ I take these kinds of paccaya, condition, fromNyanatiloka’s Buddhist
Dictionary, Colombo, 1956, s.v. paccaya, though this may be to take them out of their
rightful context. ⁸ pubbakaraṇa. Vin-a 1369 specifies “beginning with washing”.
⁹ paccuddhāra, see Bu-NP 2, Bu-NP 3, Bu-NP 18, and bd 2.22, n. 3. Also see below
Vin 5.174 which clearly relates the removal to robes, and Vin-a 1369 which says it
is the removal of the outer cloak and so on; this probably refers to the old robes.
¹⁰ adhiṭṭhāna, i.e. of the kaṭhina robe-material. See Bu-NP 1.3.1, Bu-NP 1.4.1 and note
at bd 2.7.
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of a formal making howmany things, of the grounds and the imped-
iments howmany things, of the clothing¹ howmany things are the
condition through the contiguous condition… the condition through
the co-arising condition?

Prv 16.2.3

A former action is the condition of the means through a contigu-
ous condition, it is the condition through an immediatecondition,

BD 6.281

it is the condition through a foundation condition, it is the condi-
tion through an inducement condition. Ameans is a condition of a
former action through a pre-arising condition. A former action is
the condition of the means through a post-arising condition. Fifteen
things are the condition through a co-arising condition.

Prv 16.2.4

Removal is a condition of a former action through a contiguous
condition, it is the condition through an immediate condition, it is
the condition through a foundation condition, it is the condition
through an inducement condition. A former action is the condition
of removal through a pre-arising condition. Removal is the condition
of a former action through a post-arising condition. Fifteen things
are the condition through a co-arising condition.

Prv 16.2.5

Allotting is a condition of removal through a contiguous con-
dition … an immediate condition … a foundation condition … an
inducement condition. Removal is a condition of allotting through a
pre-arising condition. Allotting is a condition of removal through a
post-arising condition. Fifteen things are the condition through a
co-arising condition.

Prv 16.2.6

Formal making is a condition of allotting through a contiguous
… immediate … foundation … inducement-condition. Allotting is a
condition of formal making through a pre-arising condition. Formal
making is a condition of allotting through a post-arising condition.
Fifteen things are the condition through a co-arising condition.

Prv 16.2.7

The grounds and the impediments are the condition of formal
making through a contiguous … immediate … foundation … induce-
ment condition.The formal making is the condition of the grounds

¹ Text reads vatthu, but Vin-a 7369 reads vattha, “clothing,” a reading it supports
by saying vatthameans the outer cloak and so on.
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and the impediments through a pre-arising condition.The grounds
and impediments are the condition of the formal making through a
post-arising condition. Fifteen things are the condition through a
co-arising condition.

Prv 16.2.8
Vin 5.174 Expectation¹ and lack of expectation² are the condition of cloth-

ing through a contiguous … immediate … foundation … inducement
condition. Clothing is the condition of expectation and lack of ex-
pectation through a pre-arising condition. Expectation and lack of

BD 6.282

expectation are the condition of clothing through a post-arising
condition. Fifteen things are the condition through a co-arising con-
dition.

Prv 16.3.1 What is theprovenance,what the arising,what thebirthwhat the
source, what the bringing forth, what the origin of a former action?
What is the provenance …what the origin of a removal? What is the
provenance …what the origin of an allotting … of formal making?
What is the provenancewhat the origin of grounds and impediments
… of expectation and lack of expectation?

Means is the provenance, means is the arising … means is the
origin of former action. Former action is the provenance… the origin
of removal. Removal is the provenance … of allotting. Allotting is the
provenance … of formal making. Formal making is the provenance
… of allotting.The grounds and the impediments are the provenance
… of formal making. Expectation and lack of expectation are the
provenance of clothing … the origin of clothing.

Prv 16.3.2

What is the provenance, what the arising …what the origin of
means… former action…removal…allotting… formalmaking… the
ground? and the impediments … clothing?What is the provenance
…what the origin of expectation and lack of expectation?

Cause is the provenance, cause the arising … of means … Cause
is the provenance, cause is … the origin of expectation and lack of
expectation.

Prv 16.3.3

What is the provenance … of means …What is the provenance …
what the origin of expectation and lack of expectation?

¹ āsā, anāsā. See Vin 1.259ff., and bd 2.6, n. 4. ² āsā, anāsā. See Vin 1.259ff., and
bd 2.6, n. 4.
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Condition is the provenance, condition the arising … of means …
Condition is the provenance, condition is … the origin of expectation
and lack of expectation.

Prv 16.3.4

With how many things is former action classified? Former ac-
tion is classified with seven things: with washing, with calculating,¹
with cutting,²with tacking,³ with sewing, with dyeing, with making
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allowable. Former action is classified with these seven things.
Withhowmany things is removal classified?Removal is classified

with three things: with outer cloak, with upper robe, with inner
robe.⁴

With howmany things is allotting classified?…with three things:
with outer cloak, with upper robe, with inner robe.

With howmany things is formal making classified? Formal mak-
ing is classified with one thing: with breaking into speech.⁵

Prv 16.3.5

Howmany roots of kaṭhina cloth, howmanymatters, howmany
materials⁶?One root of kaṭhina cloth: the Order⁷; threematters: outer

Vin 5.175

cloak, upper robe, inner robe⁸; sixmaterials: linen, cotton, silk, wool,
coarse hemp, canvas.

Prv 16.3.6

What is the beginning of kaṭhina cloth, what is in the middle,
what is the ending? Former action is the beginning of kaṭhina cloth,
carrying out is in the middle, formal making is the ending.

Prv 16.3.7

When an individual is possessed of howmany qualities is he in-
capable of formally making kaṭhina cloth? When an individual is
possessed of howmany qualities is he capable of formally making
kaṭhina cloth? When an individual is possessed of eight qualities he
is incapable of formally making kaṭhina cloth. When an individual is
possessed of eight qualities he is capable of formally making kaṭhina
cloth. Possessed of which eight qualities is the individual incapable
of formally making kaṭhina cloth? He does not know former action

¹ vicāraṇā, as at Kd 7.1.5. ² Kd 7.1.5 ³ bandhana, Kd 7.1.5. ⁴ On the three robes
see bd 2.1, n. 2. ⁵ Vin-a 1370 says thismeans that (themonk) thinks “I am formally
making kaṭhina robes into this outer cloak, into this upper robe, into this inner
robe”. ⁶ bhūmi is a word of several meanings to which wemust now add that of
material or stuff, i.e. basis. ⁷ TheOrder has to give the kaṭhinamaterial to amonk,
Kd 7.1.4. ⁸ Only if the three robes are made up is kaṭhina cloth properly made,
Kd 7.1.5.
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… removal … allotting … formal making … ground … impediment
… withdrawal¹ … advantage. Possessed of these eight qualities an
individual is incapable of formally making kaṭhina cloth. Possessed
of which eight qualities is the individual capable offormally making

BD 6.284

kaṭhina cloth? He knows former action he knows advantage. Pos-
sessed of these eight qualities an individual is capable of formally
making kaṭhina cloth.

Prv 16.3.8

Of howmany individuals are formalmakings of kaṭhina cloth not
effective? Of howmany individuals are formal makings of kaṭhina
cloth effective? Of three individuals formal makings of kaṭhina cloth
are not effective. Of three individuals formal makings of kaṭhina
cloth are effective. Of which three individuals are formal makings
of kaṭhina cloth not effective? If, standing outside the boundary, he
gives thanks²; if, giving thanks, he does not break into speech; if
breaking into speech, he does not inform another (monk).³ Of these
three individuals formal makings of kaṭhina cloth are not effective.
Of which three individuals are formal makings of kaṭhina cloth effec-
tive? If, standing on the boundary, he gives thanks⁴; if, giving thanks,
he breaks into speech; if, breaking into speech, he informs another
(monk). Of these three individuals formal makings of kaṭhina cloth
are effective.

Prv 16.3.9

Howmany formalmakings of kaṭhina cloth are not effective?How
many formal makings of kaṭhina cloth are effective? Three formal
makings … are not effective.Three formal makings … are effective.
Which three formal makings of kaṭhina cloth are not effective?There
is failure as to clothing, and failure as to time, and failure as to mak-
ing.⁵These three formal makings of kaṭhina cloth are not effective.
Which three formal makings of kaṭhina cloth are effective?There is
success as to clothing, success as to time, and success as to making.
These three formal makings … are effective.

Prv 16.4.1

¹ ubbhāra, sec Vin 5.136 in Prv 16.3.8. See Vin 1.255, Vin 1.300, bd 2.5, n. 3, and Vin-
a 1113. ² Kd 7.1.5. ³ Vin-a 1109 gives this interpretation. ⁴ Kd 7.1.6 ⁵ Explained
at Vin-a 1370 as (i) unallowable cloth, (ii) what is given today by the donors is given
tomorrow by the Order for the formal making, and (iii) though cut out today it is
not made. For these clauses Cf. Kd 7.1.5.
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Kaṭhina cloth should be known, the formal making of kaṭhina
cloth should be known, the month for the formal making of kaṭhina
cloth should be known, failure in the formal making of kaṭhina cloth
should be known, success in the formal making of kaṭhina cloth
should be known, insinuation should be known, roundabout talking
should be known, what is temporary shouldbe known, postpone-

BD 6.285

ment should be known, what is to be forfeited should be known.
Vin 5.176

“Kaṭhina cloth should be known”means: the classification of these
very things,¹ the combination, the name,² the denomination, the
giving of a name,the interpretation, the distinctive sign, the expres-
sion,—that is to say, kaṭhina cloth.
“The month for the formal making of kaṭhina cloth should be

known”³ means: the last month of the rains should be known.
“Failure in the formal making of kaṭhina cloth should be known”

means: the failure in the formalmakingof kaṭhina cloth in the twenty-
four ways should be known.⁴
“Success in the formal making of kaṭhina cloth should be known”

means: the success in the formal making of kaṭhina cloth in the sev-
enteen ways should be known.⁵
“Insinuation⁶ should be known” means: he insinuates, saying, “I

will formally make kaṭhina cloth with this cloth.”
“Roundabout talk should be known”means: hemakes roundabout

talk, saying, “I will get the cloth for kaṭhina cloth by this roundabout
talk.”
“What is temporary should be known”means: a gift that should

not be appropriated should be known.
“Postponement should be known”means: the two postponements

should be known: the postponement in carrying out and the post-
ponement of possessions.
“What is to be forfeited should be known” means: if the dawn

breaks while it is being made.

¹ Vin-a 1370 says material shape and so on. ² This term and the following are at
Ds 1306. ³ “The formal making of the kaṭhina cloth” is given a long paragraph at
the end of Prv 16.4. ⁴ Kd 7.1.5. ⁵ Kd 7.1.6. ⁶ For this terms and the following
four see Vin 5.172.
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“The formal making of kaṭhina cloth should be known” means: if
cloth for kaṭhina cloth has accrued to an Order, what line of action
should be taken by the Order, what line of action should be taken by
(the monk) who is the formal maker of it, what line of action should
be taken by (the monk) who gives the thanks¹? A monk who is a
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formal maker of kaṭhina cloth should be given by the Order a formal
act at which motion is followed by one resolution. Kaṭhina cloth
shouldbemade that samedaybyamonkwho is the formalmaker of it
after he haswashed it, smoothed it,² calculated it, cut it sewn it, dyed
it, made it allowable. If he wants formally to make kaṭhina cloth into
anouter cloak the old outer cloakmust be removed, a newouter cloak
allotted, and he should break into speech, saying, “I will formally
make kaṭhina cloth into this outer cloak.” If he wants formally … to
make anupper robe… If hewants formally tomake kaṭhina cloth into
an inner robe … speech, saying, “I will formally make kaṭhina cloth
into this inner robe.” After the monk who is the formal maker of
kaṭhina cloth has approached the Order arranged his outer robe over
one shoulder, stretched out his joined palms in salutation, he should
speak thus to it: “Venerable sirs, the Order’s kaṭhina cloth has been
formally made, the formal making of kaṭhina cloth was according to
regulation; give thanks.” After he has arranged his upper robe over
one shoulder and has stretched forth his joined palms in salutation,
he should be spoken to thus by those monks who gave the thanks:

Vin 5.177

“Revered sir, the Order’s kaṭhina cloth has been formally made, the
formal making of kaṭhina cloth was according to regulation; we are
giving thanks.” After a monk who is a formal maker of kaṭhina cloth
has approached several monks, arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder, stretched out his joined palms in salutation, he should
speak thus to them: “Venerable sirs, the Order’s kaṭhina cloth … give
thanks.” … by those monks who give the thanks … “ …we are giving
thanks”. After the monk who is a formal maker of kaṭhina cloth has
approached one monk, … he should speak thus to him: “Reverend

¹ Cf. Vin-a 1109Which points out that in the Parivāra the kaṭhina is made by two
monks: the one whomakes it and the one who gives the thanks. ² vimajjitvā, not
among the processes given at Kd 7.
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sir … give thanks.” After he has arranged his upper robe over one
shoulder, stretched out his joined palms in salutation, he should be
spoken to thus by themonkwho is the giver of the thanks: “Reverend

BD 6.287

sir, the Order’s kaṭhina cloth has been formally made, the making of
kaṭhina cloth was according to regulation; I am giving thanks.”

Prv 16.5.1An Order formally makes kaṭhina cloth, a group … an individual
formally makes kaṭhina cloth. An Order does not formally make
kaṭhina cloth, a group does not … an individual formally makes
kaṭhina cloth. If the Order does not formally make kaṭhina cloth,
if a group does not … if an individual formally makes kaṭhina cloth:
kaṭhina cloth is not formally made by the Order, kaṭhina cloth is
not formally made by a group, kaṭhina cloth is formally made by an
individual.

AnOrder recites thePātimokkha, a group recites thePātimokkha,
an individual recites the Pātimokkha. An Order does not recite the
Pātimokkha, a group does not recite the Pātimokkha, an individual
recites the Pātimokkha. If an Order … if a group does not recite the
Pātimokkha, if an individual recites the Pātimokkha the Pātimokkha
is not recited by an Order … not recited by a group, the Pātimokkha
is recited by an individual.

When an Order is complete, when a group is complete, on the
recital by the individual the Pātimokkha is recited by an Order …
by a group … by an individual. In the same way an Order does not
formallymake kaṭhina cloth, a group does not formallymake kaṭhina
cloth, an individual formally makes kaṭhina cloth: by the thanking
of an Order, by the thanking of a group, by the formal making by an
individual kaṭhina cloth is formally made by an Order … by a group,
kaṭhina cloth is formally made by an individual.

Prv 16.6.1

“Depending on his going away
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed¹
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this:
Which impediment is cut off first?”

Vin 5.178

¹ Kd 7.2.1. See bd 4.358, n. 7.
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“Depending on his going away
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun,
And I answer you this:
the robes-impediment is cut off first,
On his going outside the boundary
the residence-impediment is cut off.”¹

BD 6.288

“Depending on (his robes) being settled²
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this … ”

“And I answer you this:
the residence-impediment is cut off first,
When the robes are settled
the robes-impediment is cut off.”

“Depending on his resolves³
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this … ”

“And I answer you this:
the two impediments are cut off simultaneously.”

“Depending on (the robe-material) being lost⁴
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this … ”

“And I answer you this:
the residence-impediment is cut off first,
When the robe is lost
the robes-impediment is cut off.”

¹ Verse cited at Vin-a 1112. ² Kd 7.2.1. ³ sanniṭṭhānantika, as at Kd 7.1.7, Kd 7.2.1;
see bd 4.359, n. 1. The line is quoted at Vin-a 1113. ⁴ As at Kd 7.1.7, Kd 7.2.1.
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“Depending on his hearing (the news)¹
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this … ”

“And I answer you this:
the robes-impediment is cut off first,
On his hearing of it
the residence-impediment is cut off.”

“(Depending on) the disappointment of his expectation²
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this … ”

“And I answer you this:
the residence-impediment is cut off first,
When there is disappointment of robe-material
the robes-impediment is cut off.”

“Depending on his crossing a boundary³
his kaṭhina (privileges) are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun: BD 6.289

And I ask you this …”

“And I answer you this:
the robes-impediment is cut off first,
When he has gone outside the boundary
the residence-impediment is cut off.”

“Depending on withdrawal
together with⁴ (the kaṭhina privileges)
his kaṭhina privileges are called removed
by the Kinsman of the Sun:
And I ask you this:

¹ savanantika, as at Kd 7.1.7, Kd 7.2.1. ² As at Kd 7.1.7. ³ As at Kd 7.1.7. ⁴ sahubb-
hāra, “together with” meaning the withdrawal of other monks’ privileges.
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Which impediment is cut off first?”

“And I answer you this:
the two impediments are cut off simultaneously.”

Prv 16.7.1 Howmany removals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are dependent on
an Order, howmany … on an individual, howmany removals of the
kaṭhina (privileges) are dependent neither on an Order nor on an in-
dividual? One removal of the kaṭhina (privileges) is dependent on an
Order: a temporary withdrawal.¹ Four removals of the kaṭhina (priv-
ileges) are dependent on an individual: that depending on his going
away, that depending on (his robe) being settled, that depending on
his resolves, that depending on his crossing the boundary. Four re-
movals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are dependent neither on an Order
nor on an individual: that depending on (the robe) being lost, that
depending on (his) hearing, the disappointment of an expectation,
the withdrawal together with.²

Prv 16.7.2

Vin 5.179 Howmany removals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are removed in-
side the boundary … outside the boundary, howmany removals of
the kaṭhina (privileges) may be removed inside the boundary … out-
side the boundary? Two removals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are re-
moved inside the boundary: temporary withdrawal and withdrawal
togetherwith.Three removals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are removed
outside the boundary: that depending on going away, that depending
on hearing, that depending on crossing the boundary. Four removals

BD 6.290

of the kaṭhina (privileges) may be removed inside the boundary and
may be removed outside the boundary; that depending on (the robes)
being settled, that depending on resolves, that depending on (the
robe) being lost, the disappointment of an expectation.

Prv 16.7.3

Howmany removals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are of one arising,
one cessation? Howmany removals of the kaṭhina (privileges) are
of one arising, different cessations? Two removals of the kaṭhina
(privileges) are of one arising, one cessation: temporary withdrawal,

¹ antarubbhāra, not in Kd 7 (?). ² See Kd 7.1.7.
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withdrawal togetherwith.The remainingwithdrawals of the kaṭhina
(privileges) are of one arising, different cessations.

Concluded is the Synopsis of Kaṭhina

its summary
By whom, how, fifteen, things, and cause as provenance,
Condition, classification, roots,
and the beginning, eight individuals, /
Of three breakings, three, should be known,
and formal making compared with recital,
Impediment, depending on, boundaries,
and about arising and cessation. /

Concluded is the Parivāra¹

¹ Parivāraṁ niṭṭhitaṁ. Does this mean that the material so far presented is the
original compilation, and that the remainder of the material is a later addition? See
Introduction, p. xiii; also the final ending on Vin 5.226, Parivāro niṭṭhito.
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Division 1: Independantly

Prv 17.1.1

BD 6.291

Vin 5.180

At that time the Buddha, the Lord was staying near Sāvatthī in the
Jeta Grove in Anāthapiṇḍika’s monastery. Then the venerable Up-
āli approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, the venerable Upāli spoke thus to the Lord, “Pos-
sessed of how many qualities, revered sir, should a monk not live
independently for as long as life lasts?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities,¹ Upāli, he should not

live independently for as long as life lasts. Of what five? If he does
not know the Observance,² if he does not know the formal act for
the Observance,³ if he does not know the Pātimokkha,⁴ if he does
not know the recital of the Pātimokkha,⁵ if it is less than five years
(since his ordination). Possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, amonk
should not live independently for as long as life lasts.

Possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay live independently
for as long as life lasts. Of what five? If he knows the Observance …
the formal act for the Observance … if it is five years or more than
five years (since his ordination). Possessed of these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.2

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, he
should not live independently for as long as life lasts. Of what five?
If he does not know the Invitation, if he does not know the formal

¹ Cf. Vin 5.131. ² Vin-a 1371, he does not know the ninefold Observance. ³ Vin-
a 1371, fourfold (as given at Vin 1.111). ⁴ Vin-a 1371, the twomātikās. ⁵ Vin-a 1371,
fivefold for monks (as at Vin 1.112), fourfold for nuns.
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act for the Invitation, if he does not know the Pātimokkha, if he does
not know the recital of the Pātimokkha, if it is less than five years
(since his ordination). Possessed of these five qualities …

Possessed of five qualities, Upāli a monkmay live independently
for as long as life lasts. Of what five? If he knows the Invitation… if it
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is five years or more than five years (since his ordination). Possessed
of these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.3

If a monk is possessed of five further qualities … he should not
live independently. Of what five? If he does not know what is an
offence and what is not an offence, if he does not know what is a
slight andwhat a serious offence, if he does not know an offence that
can be done away with and one that cannot be done away with, if he
does not knowwhat is a very bad offence and what is not a very bad
one, if it is less than five years (since his ordination). Possessed of
these five qualities …

Possessed of five qualities … may live independently. Of what
five? If he knows what is an offence and what is not an offence … if it
is five years or more than five years (since his ordination). Possessed
of these five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay live independently for as
long as life lasts.”

Prv 17.1.4

Vin 5.181“If amonk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should
he not ordain, not give guidance, and a novice not attend him?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he should not or-

dain, he should not give guidance, a novice should not attend him.
Of what five? If he is not competent to tend or get (another) to tend
a pupil or one who shares a cell and is ill, to allay or get (another)
to allay dissatisfaction that has arisen, to dispel or get (another) to
dispel, by means of Dhamma, remorse that has arisen,¹ to lead him
in what pertains to Dhamma,² to lead him in what pertains to Dis-
cipline.³ Possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a monk should not
ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice should not attend him.

¹ Tohere seeVin 1.64 (Kd 1.36.10). ² Also atVin 1.64 (Kd 1.36.12), but not in the same
pentad as the first three clauses in this paragraph. ³ Also at Vin 1.64 (Kd 1.36.12),
but not in the same pentad as the first three clauses in this paragraph.
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Possessed of five qualities, Upāli, amonkmay ordain, hemay give
guidance, a novice may attend him. Of what five? If he is competent
to tend … to lead him in what pertains to Discipline. Possessed of
these five qualities … a novice may attend him.

Prv 17.1.5

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … a novice
should not attend him. Of what five? If he is not competent to train a

BD 6.293

pupil or one who shares a cell in the training regarding the funda-
mentals of conduct, to lead him in the training regarding the funda-
mentals of the Brahma-faring,¹ to lead him in the higher morality, to
lead him in the higher thought, to lead him in the higher wisdom.²
Possessed of these five qualities … a novice should not attend him.

Possessed of five qualities, Upāli, amonkmay ordain, hemay give
guidance, a novice may attend him. Of what five? If he is competent
… to lead him in the higher wisdom. Possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, amonkmayordain, hemaygive guidance, a novicemay attend
him.”

Prv 17.1.6

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should
a formal act (against him) be carried out?”
“If amonk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a formal act (against

him) should be carried out. Of what five? If he is unconscientious,
and ignorant, and not a regular monk,³ and if he is one of wrong
view, and has fallen away from a right mode of livelihood. If a monk
is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a formal act should be
carried out against him.

Prv 17.1.7

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a for-
mal act (against him) should be carried out. Of what five? If, as re-
gards morality, he has fallen away frommoral habit, if, as regards
behaviour, he has fallen away from good behaviour, if, as regards
view, he has fallen away from right view, and if he is of wrong view,
and has fallen away from a right mode of livelihood. Possessed of
these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.8

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … Of what

¹ Also at Vin 1.64 (Kd 1.36.12). ² Apparently not in the relevant material at Vin 1.
³ These first three clauses are in the Triads, Vin 5.122, and similarly for the next six
paragraphs.
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five? If he is possessed of bodily frivolity … of verbal frivolity … of
bodily and verbal frivolity,if he is one of wrong view, if he has fallen

Vin 5.182

away froma rightmode of livelihood. Possessed of these five qualities
…

Prv 17.1.9

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … If he is
possessed of bodily bad behaviour … verbal bad behaviour … bodily
and verbal bad behaviour, and if he is of wrong view, and has fallen
away froma rightmode of livelihood. Possessed of these five qualities
…

Prv 17.1.10

BD 6.294And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities if he is pos-
sessed of harming by means of body … harming by means of speech
… harming by means of body and speech, and if he is of wrong view,
and has fallen away from a right mode of livelihood. Possessed of
these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.11

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … If he is
possessed of wrong bodily mode of livelihood …wrong verbal mode
of livelihood…wrong bodily and verbal mode of livelihood, and if he
is of wrong view, and has fallen away from a rightmode of livelihood.
Possessed of these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.12

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … If having
fallen into an offence and a (formal) act has been carried out against
him, he ordains, gives guidance, makes a novice attend him, if he
consents to an agreement as to an exhorter of nuns,¹ if, even though
agreed upon, he exhorts nuns.² Possessed of these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.13

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … If he falls
into that same offence forwhich a formal actwas carried out (against
him) by an Order, or into another that is similar, or into one that is
worse,³ if he finds fault with the formal act, if he finds fault with one
who carried it out.⁴ Possessed of these five qualities …

Prv 17.1.14

And if amonk ispossessedoffive furtherqualities,Upāli, a formal
act should be carried out against him. Of what five? If he speaks
dispraise of the Buddha, if he speaks dispraise of Dhamma, if he

¹ Cf. Kd 11.5.1 for these five clauses. ² Cf. Kd 11.5.1 for these five clauses. ³ First
three clauses at Vin 5.122. ⁴ All five clauses at Kd 11.5.1.
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speaks dispraise of the Order, and if he is one of wrong view, and
if he has fallen away from a right mode of livelihood. If a monk is
possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a formal act should not be
carried out against him.”

The First Division: on Independently

its summary
Observance, Invitation, and offence, one who is ill,
Fundamentals of conduct, and unconscientious, as to
morality, and frivolity, /
Wrong behaviour, harming, wrong, and as to offence itself,
That offence for which, of the Buddha:

BD 6.295
the Compendium of the First Division.

Division 2: Not Revoking
Prv 17.2.1

Prv 17.2.2

Prv 17.2.3

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should a
formal act (against him) not be revoked?”
“If amonk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a formal act (against

him) should not be revoked. Of what five? If, having fallen into an
Vin 5.183

offence and a (formal) act has been carried out (against him) … (see
Prv 17.1.12–14, reading should not be revoked instead of should be
carried out (against him)) … and if he has fallen away from right
mode of livelihood. If a monk is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, a (formal) act (against him) should not be revoked.

Prv 17.2.4

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a (for-
mal) act (against him) should not be revoked. Of what five? If he is
unconscientious, and is ignorant, and is not a regular monk, and
is one who chooses among customs,¹ and is one who does not fulfil
the training. If a monk is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a
(formal) act (against him) should not be revoked.”

¹ omaddakārako vattesu. Usual meaning of omaddati is to grind, press down. It has
been rendered as “choose” at bd 5.300, bd 3.130 (Vin 2.214, Vin 4.192).
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“When amonkwho is engaged in conflict, revered sir, is approach-
ing an Order, having set up howmany states within himself should
he approach the Order?”

Prv 17.2.5

“When a monk who is engaged in conflict, Upāli, is approaching
anOrder, having set upfive stateswithin himself should he approach
theOrder.Whatfive?Whenamonkwho is engaged in conflict,¹ Upāli,
is approaching anOrderhe should approach theOrderwith ahumble
mind, with a mind (as though) it were removing dust; he should
be skilled about seats and skilled about sitting down; he should sit
down on a suitable seat without encroaching on (the space intended
for) monks who are Elders and without keeping newly ordained
monks from a seat; he should not talk in a desultory fashion nor
about inferior (worldly)matters; he should speakDhammahimself or
should ask another to do so, nor should he disdain the ariyan silence.
If, Upāli, anOrder is carrying out (formal) acts that should be carried
out by a complete Order, but if thisdoes not seem right to the monk,

BD 6.296

then, giving an explanation of (his) views,² the “being all together”
may be attained. What is the reason for this? He says, ‘Let me not be
different from the Order.’ When a monk who is engaged in conflict
Upāli, is approaching anOrder, having set up these five states within
himself he should approach the Order.”
“Possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is a monk who is

speaking in an Order not liked by the many-folk, not dear to the
many-folk, and not pleasing to the many-folk?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk who is speaking

in an Order is … not pleasing to the many-folk. Of what five? If he
is a grandiose speaker,³ and one who hankers after support,⁴ and is
not skilled about the sequence of meanings in a speech, if he is one
who does not reprove according to Dhamma, according to Discipline,

¹ For the following see above at the beginning of Prv 17.12.1. ² diṭṭhāvikamma,
apparently not in other parts of Vinaya, except below Prv 17.4.1, Prv 17.4.2. ³ ussi-
tamantī. Ussita is used of raised standards and banners. Vin-a 1372 calls it speech
about the greed, hatred and confusion of human beings, a speech, not explaining
the goal. ⁴ nissitajappī. Vin-a 1372: he has to quote a king orminister or his teacher
or preceptor and say that he has spoken to these.
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according to the offence, if he is onewhodoesnot carry out according
to Dhamma… the offence. If he is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, a monk … is not pleasing to the many-folk.

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk who is speak-
ing in an Order is liked by the many-folk and is dear to the many-
folk and is pleasing to the many-folk. Of what five? If he is not a

Vin 5.184

grandiose speaker, and is not one who hankers after support, and
is skilled in the sequence of meanings in a speech, if he is one who
reproves according to Dhamma, according to Discipline, according
to the offence, if he is one who carries out according to Dhamma,
according to Discipline, according to the offence. If he is possessed
of these five qualities …

Prv 17.2.7

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, amonkwho
is speaking in an Order is … not pleasing to the many-folk … If he
is one who exalts,¹ one who upbraids,² if he chooses not-dhamma,
if he shuts out Dhamma, and if hespeaks much fatuous talk. If he is

BD 6.297

possessed of these five qualities …
If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk who is speaking

in an Order is … pleasing to the many-folk … If he is not one who
exalts, not one who upbraids, if he chooses Dhamma, if he shuts out
non-dhamma, and if he does not speak much fatuous talk. If he is
possessed of these five qualities …

Prv 17.2.8

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, amonkwho
is speaking in an Order is … not pleasing to the many folk … If he is a
teacher who uses force, if he is a teacher who has not obtained leave,
if he is one who reproves not according to Dhamma, not according to
Discipline, not according to the offence, if he is one who carries out
not according to Dhamma, not according to Discipline, not according
to the offence, if he is an expounder³ not in accordance with right
view. If he is possessed of these five qualities …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk who is speaking
in an Order is liked by the many-folk and is dear to the many-folk
and is pleasing to the many-folk. Of what five? If he is a teacher who

¹ Vin-a 1372: who exalts his own teacher. ² Vin-a 1372, for an offence someone
does not know. ³ byākatā.
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does not use force, if he is a teacher who has obtained leave, if he
is one who reproves according to Dhamma, according to Discipline,
according to the offence, if he is one who carries out according to
Dhamma, according to Discipline, according to the offence, if he is
an expounder in accordance with right view. If he is possessed of
these five qualities, Upāli, a monk who is speaking in an Order is
liked by the many-folk and is dear to the many-folk and is pleasing
to the many-folk.”

Prv 17.2.9

“How many advantages are there, revered sir, for one who has
mastery in Discipline?”
“There are thesefive advantages,Upāli, for onewhohasmastery in

Discipline. What five? His own body of moral habit is well guarded,
well protected, he is a shelter for those who are affected by scru-
ples, confidently he lives in the midst of an Order, with Dhamma
he restrains adversaries from one who is well restrained, he is one
practising for the stability of TrueDhamma.These, Upāli, are the five

BD 6.298

advantages for who has mastery in Discipline.”

The Second Division: on Not Revoking

its summary
Fallen, as long as,¹ and praise,
unconscientious, and in conflict,
Grandiose, and one who exalts, by force,
for one who has mastery in.

The First Description: by Pairs

Division 3: Speaking
Prv 17.3.1

Vin 5.185
“If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir should a monk
not speak in an Order?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, amonk should not speak

in an Order.² Of what five? If he does not know an offence, if he does
¹ For yāya of text read yāva. ² Cf. the different three qualities in the Triads,
Vin 5.122.
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not know the origin of an offence, if he does not know the means
(used) for an offence,¹ if he does not know the removal of an offence,
if he is not skilled in discriminating an offence. If amonk is possessed
of these five qualities, Upāli, he should not speak in an Order.

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk may speak in
an Order. Of what five? If he knows an offence … if he is skilled
in discriminating an offence. If a monk is possessed of these five
qualities, Upāli, he may speak in an Order.

Prv 17.3.2

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a monk
should not speak in an Order. Of what five? If he does not know a
legal question² … the origin of a legal question … the means (used)
for a legal question³ … the removal of a legal question, if he is not
skilled in discriminating a legal question. If a monk is possessed of
these five qualities …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay speak in an
Order. Of what five? If he knows a legal question … if he is skilled in
discriminating a legal question. If a monk is possessed of these five
qualities …

Prv 17.3.3

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a monk
BD 6.299

should not speak in an Order. Of what five? If he is a teacher who
uses force, if he is a teacher who has not obtained leave, if he is one
who reproves not according to Dhamma, not according to Discipline,
not according to theoffence, if he is onewhocarries outnot according
to Dhamma, not according to Discipline, not according to the offence,
if he is an expounder not according to right view. If he is possessed
of these five qualities … If he is possessed of five qualities … Of what
five? If he is a teacher who does not use force … if he is an expounder
according to right view. If a monk …

Prv 17.3.4

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … Of what five? If
he does not knowwhat is and what is not an offence, if he does not
know a slight and a serious offence, if he does not know an offence

¹ Bodily or verbal, Vin-a 1372. ² Either that it is connected with the 18 matters
causing a schism, or with the 4 fallings away, or with the 5 or 7 classes of offence, or
with the 4 towards an Order: Vin-a 1373. ³ Either that it has 12 means (payoga) as
roots (or bases), or 14 or 6 or one.
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that can be done away with and one that cannot be done away with,
if he does not knowwhat is and what is not a very bad offence, if he
does not know an offence for which amends are made and one for
which amends are not made.¹ If he is …

If he is possessed of five qualities … Of what five? If he knows
what is and what is not an offence … If he is …

Prv 17.3.5

And if … Upāli, he should not speak in an Order. Of what five? If
he does not know a formal act, if he-does not know the carrying out
of a (formal) act, if he does not know the matter for a (formal) act,²
if he does not know the procedure for a (formal) act, if he does not
know the removal of a (formal) act. If he is …

Vin 5.186

If he is possessed …may speak in an Order. Of what five? If he
knows a (formal) act … If he is …

Prv 17.3.6

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not speak
in an Order. Of what five? If he does not know the matter, if he does
not know the source, if he does not know the laying down, if he does
not know the order of words (in a sentence),³ if he does not know
the sequence of the connecting words. If he is possessed of these …

If he is possessed of five qualities …may speak in an Order. Of
what five? If he knows the matter … If he is …

Prv 17.3.7

BD 6.300And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not speak
in an Order. Of what five? If he follows a wrong course through
partiality, if he follows a wrong course through hatred if he follows
a wrong course through confusion, if he follows a wrong course
through fear, and if he is unconscientious. If he is …

If he is possessed of five qualities …may speak in an Order. Of
what five? If he does not follow a wrong course through partiality …
and if he is conscientious. If he is …

Prv 17.3.8

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not speak
in an Order. Of what five? If he follows a wrong course through
partiality … hatred … confusion … fear, and if he is unskilled in the

¹ Forwords in this paragraph, see Prv 7.1; see also Prv 17.7.4. ² See Prv 7.2, Vin 5.116.
³ Text reads padapacchābhaṭṭhaṁ, and Vin-a 1373, more correctly -paccā-. Commen-
tary explains that when buddho bhagavā should be said he says bhagavā buddho.
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Vinaya.¹ If he is …
If he is possessed of five qualities …may speak in an Order. Of

what five? If he does not follow a wrong course through partiality …
and if he is skilled in the Vinaya. If he is …

Prv 17.3.9

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not speak
in an Order. Of what five? If he does not know the motion, if he does
not know the carrying out of the motion, if he does not know the
proclamation of the motion,² if he does not know the deciding of the
motion,³ if he does not know the removal of the motion.⁴ If he is …

If he is possessed of five qualities …may speak in an Order. Of
what five? If he knows the motion … the removal of the motion. If he
is …

Prv 17.3.10

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not speak
in an Order. Of what five? If he does not know the clauses,⁵ if he does
not knowwhat is in conformitywith the clauses,⁶ if he does not know
Vinaya,⁷ if he does not knowwhat is in conformitywith Vinaya,⁸ and
if he is not skilled in what is and what is not causal occasion. If he is
possessed …

BD 6.301

If he is possessed of five … Of what five? If he knows the clauses
… and if he is skilled in what is and what is not causal occasion. If he
is …

Prv 17.3.11

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not speak
in an Order. Of what five? If he does not know Dhamma,⁹ if he does
not knowwhat is in conformity with Dhamma, if he does not know

¹ Vin-a 1373: if he is unskilled in the Pali Vinaya and theCommentary. ² Vin-a 1374:
whether it is to be made once or three times. ³ Vin-a 1374, instances four of the
decidings. ⁴ Vin-a 1374: he does not knowwhich legal question is stopped by the
fourfold deciding of themotion. ⁵ sutta, Cf.Vin 5.158; explained at Vin-a 1374 (also
Vin-a 1360) as ubhatovibhaṅga. ⁶ suttānuloma. Vin-a 1374 (also Vin-a 1360) says: if
he does not know the four principal authorities,mahāpadesa. ⁷ Here called by
Vin-a 1374 the Khandhakas and the Parivāra. ⁸ The Commentary again says the
four principal authorities. ⁹ Leaving aside the Vinayapiṭaka, the two remaining
Piṭakas.
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Vinaya,¹ if he does not know what is in conformity with Vinaya,²
and if he is not skilled in what precedes and what follows.³ If he is
possessed …

If he is possessed of five … Of what five? If he knows Dhamma
… and if he is skilled in what precedes and what follows. If he is

Vin 5.187

possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a monk may speak in an
Order.”

TheThird Division: on Speaking

its summary
Offence, legal question,
using force, knowing an offence,
(Formal) act, subject,
and unconscientious, motions,
He does not know the clauses, (nor) Dhamma:
the Compendium of theThird Division.

Division 4: Explanations of Views
Prv 17.4.1“Howmany explanations of views, revered sir, are not legally valid?”

“Thesefiveexplanationsof views,Upāli, arenot legally valid.What
five? He explains a view bymeans of what is not an offence,⁴ he ex-
plains a viewbymeans of an offence not leading on to confession,⁵ he
explains a view bymeans of an offence that has been confessed,⁶ he
explains a view bymeans of four, of five⁷ (people), he explains a view

¹ Again called the Khandhakas and Parivāra at Vin-a 1374. ² Vin-a 1374 again says
the four principal authorities, and adds:The two Vibhaṅgas are not included here,
so thatwhen the Kurundiya says “he does not know thewhole of the Vinaya-piṭaka”,
that should not be accepted. ³ Referring to the order of syllables and words. Cf.
an iii.201. ⁴ Vin-a 1374: he shows (or, confesses, deseti) that an offence is not an
offence. ⁵ Vin-a 1374 He explains it as a serious offence and confesses a Formal
Meeting and Defeat. ⁶ Vin-a 1374 He explains it as a slight offence. ⁷ Vin-a 1375:
four or five people confess an offence together.
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by means of a mental action of the mind.¹ These five explanations of
views, Upāli, are not legally valid.

BD 6.302

These five explanations of views, Upāli, are legally valid. What
five? He explains a view bymeans of what is an offence … bymeans
of an offence leading on to confession … bymeans of an offence that
has not been confessed … not bymeans of four or five (people), he
explains a view not by means of a mental action of the mind.These
five … are legally valid.

Prv 17.4.2

And five further explanations of views, Upāli, are not legally
valid.What five? He explains a view in the presence of one belonging
to a different communion … in the presence of one standing on a
different boundary … in the presence of one who is not a regular
monk² … by means of four or five (people), he explains a view by
means of a mental activity of the mind.These five …

These five explanations of views, Upāli, are legally valid. What
five? He explains a view in the presence of one belonging to the same
communion… in the presence of one standing on the same boundary
… in the presence of one who is a regular monk… not bymeans of
four or five, he explains a view not by means of a mental activity of
the mind.These five explanations of views, Upāli, are legally valid.”

Prv 17.4.3

“Howmany ways of accepting,³ revered sir, are not legally valid?”
“These five ways of accepting,⁴ Upāli, are not legally valid. What

five? When something that is being given by means of body is not
accepted bymeans of body, when something that is being given by
means of body is not accepted by means of something attached to
the body, when something that is being given by means of some-
thing attached to the body is not accepted bymeans of body, when
something that is being given bymeans of something attached to the
body is not accepted by means of something attached to the body,

¹ manomānasa. Vin-a 1375 says he explains the view bymeans of a mental action
(mānasena) reckoned as the mind (manas). He does not break into speech but con-
fesses the offence by means of thought only. ² He confesses an offence in the
presence of one who is suspended or whose Observance and Invitation have been
suspended, Vin-a 1375. ³ paṭiggaha is a formal acceptance. ⁴ Perhaps referring
to Bu-Pc 34.
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when something that is being given by means of what may be cast is
not accepted by means of body or of something attached to the body.
These are the five ways of accepting, Upāli, that are not legally valid.

BD 6.303

These five ways of accepting, Upāli, are legally valid. What five?
When something that is being given by means of body is accepted
bymeans of body …when something that is being given bymeans
of what may be cast is accepted by means of body or of something
attached to the body.These five ways of accepting, Upāli, are legally
valid.”

Prv 17.4.4

Vin 5.188“Howmany ‘not left overs’¹ are there, revered sir?”
“Thereare thesefive ‘not leftovers’,Upāli.Whatfive? It is notmade

allowable, it is not made formally accepted, it is not made delivered,
it is not made within a reach of the hand, it is not said ‘All this is
enough’.These, Upāli, are the five ‘not left overs’.

These are the five ‘left overs’, Upāli. What five? It is made allow-
able, it is made formally accepted, it is made delivered, it is made
within a reach of the hand, it is said ‘All this is enough’. These, Upāli,
are the five ‘left overs’.”

Prv 17.4.5

“In howmany ways, revered sir, is satisfaction² to be seen?”³
“Satisfaction is to be seen in five ways, Upāli. In what five? Eating

is to be seen, a meal is to be seen, standing within a reach of the
hand, he asks him, a refusal is to be seen. In these five ways, Upāli, is
satisfaction to be seen.”

Prv 17.4.6

“Howmany carryings out (of a formal act) on the acknowledge-
ment (of a monk), revered sir, are not legally valid?”
“Thesefive carryingsout (of a formal act) on the acknowledgement

(of a monk), Upāli, are not legally valid. What five? Amonk⁴ comes
to have fallen into an offence involving Defeat; while he is being
reproved for an offence involving Defeat he claims that he has fallen
into an offence requiring a FormalMeeting of the Order; if the Order
has him dealt with for an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of

¹ anatirittā, referring to Bu-Pc 35. ² pavāraṇā, not Invitation here in themonastic
sense, but “having eaten and being satisfied”, bhuttavī pavārito, of Bu-Pc 35, Vin 4.82.
³ Similarly here paññāyati is not to “lay down”, of a rule. ⁴ See Vin 2.83, which
differs somewhat.
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the Order, the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement is not legally
valid.

A monk comes to have fallen into an offence involving Defeat;
while he is being reproved for an offence involving Defeat lie claims

BD 6.304

that he has fallen into an offence of Expiation, into an offence to
be Confessed, into an offence of wrong-doing; if the Order has him
dealt with for an offence of wrong-doing, the carrying out on (his)
acknowledgement is not legally valid.

A monk comes to have fallen into an offence requiring Formal
Meeting of the Order, of Expiation, of one to be Confessed, of wrong-
doing; while he is being reproved for an offence of wrong-doing he
claims that he has fallen into an offence involvingDefeat; if theOrder
has him dealt with for an offence involving Defeat, the carrying out
on (his) acknowledgement is not legally valid.

A monk comes to have fallen into an offence of wrong-doing;
while he is being reproved for an offence of wrong-doing he claims
that he has fallen into an offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order, into one of Expiation, into one to be Confessed; if the Order
has him dealt with for an offence to be Confessed, the carrying out
on (his) acknowledgement is not legally valid.These, Upāli, are the
five carryings out on the acknowledgement (of a monk) that are not
legally valid.¹

These five carryings out (of a formal act) on the acknowledge-
ment (of a monk), Upāli, are legally valid. What five? A monk comes
to have fallen into an offence involving Defeat; while he is being
reproved for an offence involving Defeat he claims that he has fallen
into an offence involving Defeat; if the Order has him dealt with for
an offence involving Defeat, the carrying out on (his) acknowledge-
ment is legally valid. A monk comes to have fallen into an offence
requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order, into one of Expiation, into
one to be Confessed, into one of wrong-doing; while he is being re-
proved for an offence of wrong-doing he claims that he has fallen

¹ Apparently only four cases are given here, but five kinds of offence named.
Vin 2.83 includes grave offences and those of wrong speech.
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into an offence ofwrong-doing; if theOrder has himdealtwith for an
offence of wrong-doing, the carrying out on (his) acknowledgement
is legally valid.These … valid.”

Prv 17.4.7

Vin 5.189“Possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is it insufficient to
give leave to a monk who is obtaining leave¹?”

BD 6.305

“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, it is insufficient to give
leave to a monk who is obtaining leave. Of what five? If he is uncon-
scientious, and is ignorant, and not a regular monk, if he speaks
intent on quitting,² not intent on rising from (an offence). If he is
possessed of these five qualities …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, it is sufficient to give
leave to a monk who is obtaining leave. Of what five? If he is consci-
entious, and wise, and a regular monk, if he speaks intent on rising
from, not intent on quitting. If he is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, it is sufficient to give leave to a monk who is obtaining leave.”

Prv 17.4.8

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should
Discipline not be discussed with him³?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, Discipline should

not be discussed with him. Of what five? If he does not know the
matter … the source … the laying down … the order of the words
(in a sentence), if he does not know the sequence of the connecting
words.⁴ If a monk …

If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, Discipline may be
discussedwith him. Ofwhat five? If he knows thematter… If amonk
is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, Disciplinemaybe discussed
with him.”

Prv 17.4.9

“Howmany kinds of questions and inquiries are there, revered
sir?”
“Thereare thesefivekindsofquestionsand inquiries,⁵Upāli.What

five? One asks a question from stupidity, from confusion; one who is
of evil desires, filled with covetousness, asks a question⁶; one asks a

¹ See Vin 5.123. ² cāvanādhippāya. Vin-a 1375 explains by sāsanato cāvetukāmo,
anxious to “fall”, move away from the Dispensation. ³ See Vin 5.123. ⁴ These
five qualities are as Prv 17.3.6. ⁵ See an iii.191f. ⁶ See Vin 5.131.
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question from disrespect¹; one asks a question desiring to know (the
proper answer); one asks a question thinking ‘If he answers aright
the question asked by me, that is good, if he does not answer aright
the question asked byme, I will answer it aright’. These, Upāli, are
the five kinds of questions and inquiries.”

Prv 17.4.10

“Howmanydeclarationsofprofoundknowledgeare there, revered
sir?”

BD 6.306

“There are these five declarations of profound knowledge,² Upāli.
What five? One declares profound knowledge from stupidity, from
confusion³; one who is of evil desires filled with covetousness⁴ de-
clares profound knowledge; one declares profound knowledge from
madness, from a deranged mind⁵; one declares profound knowl-
edge from an undue estimate of himself ⁶; one declares profound
knowledge when it is a fact. These, Upāli, are the five declarations of
profound knowledge.”

Prv 17.4.11

“Howmany purifications are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five purifications,⁷ Upāli. Which five? Having

recited the provenance … recital in full is the fifth.These, Upāli, are
the five purifications.”

Prv 17.4.12

Vin 5.190 “Howmany soft foods are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five soft foods, Upāli.What five? Cooked rice, food

made with flour, barley-meal, fish, meat.⁸These Upāli, are the five
soft foods.”

The Fourth Division: on Explanations of Views

its summary
Explanations of views, further, acceptings, not left overs,
Satisfaction, on the acknowledgement of,
leave, and discussion with,
Question, declarations of profound knowledge,
and purification too, soft foods.

¹ paribhava. ² aññabyākaraṇa, see Vin 3.100 in Bu-Pj 4; and for these five ways
see an iii.119 where they are spelt aññāvyā-. ³ See Vin 5.131. ⁴ See Vin 5.131.
⁵ See Vin 5.131. ⁶ As at Vin 3.100; see also mn ii.252. ⁷ See Vin 5.132–133. ⁸ See
Vin 4.83 in Bu-Pc 35.
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Division 5: Undertaking on one’s own Behalf
Prv 17.5.1“When a monk is reproving, revered sir, and wishes to reprove an-

other, having considered howmany states within himself may he
reprove the other¹?”
“When amonk is reproving, Upāli, andwishes to reprove another,

having considered five states within himself may he reprove the
other. What five? Upāli, when a monk is reproving and wishes to
reprove another, he should consider thus: ‘Now, am I quite pure in
bodily conduct … (as at Kd 19.5.1) …When amonk is reproving, Upāli,
and wishes to reprove another, having considered these five states
within himself he may reprove the other.”

Prv 17.5.2

BD 6.307“When amonk is reproving, revered sir, and wishes to reprove
another, having set up howmany states within himself may he re-
prove the other?”
“When amonk is reproving, Upāli, andwishes to reprove another,

having set up five states within himself may he reprove the other.
What five? ‘I will speak at a right time … (as at Kd 19.5.2) …’ When a
monk is reproving, Upāli, and wishes to reprove another, having set
up these five states within himself he may reprove the other.”

Prv 17.5.3

“When a monk is reproving, revered sir, and wishes to reprove
another, having attended to howmany states within himself may he
reprove the other?”
“When amonk is reproving, Upāli, andwishes to reprove another,

having attended to five states within himself may he reprove the
other.² What five? Compassion, seeking welfare, sympathy, removal
of offences, aiming at Discipline.³ When a monk is reproving, Upāli,
and wishes to reprove another, having attended to these five states
within himself he may reprove the other.”

Prv 17.5.4

“Possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is it insufficient to
give leave to a monk who is obtaining leave?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, it is insufficient to give

leave to amonkwho is obtaining leave. Ofwhat five? If he is not quite

¹ See Kd 19.5.1. ² Referred to at Vin-a 589. ³ See Kd 19.5.7.
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pure in bodily conduct,¹ if he is not quite pure in verbal conduct,
if he is not quite pure in mode of livelihood, if he is ignorant and
inexperienced, if when being examined he is not competent to pass
the examination. These, Upāli, are the five qualities possessed of

Vin 5.191

which it is insufficient to give leave to amonkwho is obtaining leave.
If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, it is sufficient to give

leave to a monk who is obtaining leave. Of what five? If he is quite
pure in bodily conduct² … in verbal conduct … in mode of livelihood,
if he is clever and experienced, if when being examined he is compe-
tent to pass the examination. If he is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, it is sufficient to give leave to a monk who is obtaining leave.”

Prv 17.5.5

BD 6.308 “Revered sir, if a monk wishes to undertake an undertaking on
his own behalf ³ of howmany qualities should the undertaking that
he undertakes on his own behalf be possessed?”
“Upāli, if a monk wishes to undertake an undertaking on his own

behalf, the undertaking that he undertakes on his own behalf must
be possessed of five qualities. What five? Upāli if a monk wishes to
undertake an undertaking on his own behalf he must consider thus:
… (as at Kd 19.4) …Thus, Upāli if an undertaking on one’s own behalf
is undertakenwhen it is possessed of these five qualities, later it will
be no cause for remorse.”

Prv 17.5.6

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir is he of
great service to monks who are engaged in legal questions?”
“When amonk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he is of great

service to monks who are engaged in legal questions. Of what five?
He is moral, he lives controlled by the control of the Pātimokkha, he
is possessed of (right) behaviour and resort, he is one seeing dan-
ger in the slightest faults, (and) undertaking them he trains in the
rules of training.⁴ He is one who has heard much, who remembers
what he has heard, (and) those things which are lovely in the be-
ginning, lovely in the middle, lovely at the ending which, with the
spirit and the letter, declare the Brahma-faring wholly fulfilled, per-

¹ For this sequence, in other contexts, see Kd 4.16.5–7. ² See Kd 4.16.10. ³ As at
Kd 19.4. Referred to at Vin-a 589. ⁴ Stock, as at Vin 2.95, Vin 4.51; mn i.355.
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fectly purified, such things are much heard by him, borne in mind,
familiarized by speech, pondered over in the mind, well penetrated
by (right) view.¹ Both the Pātimokkhas are properly handed down
to him in detail, properly sectioned, properly regulated, properly
investigated clause by clause and in respect of the linguistic form.²
He comes to be firm in Discipline, immovable.³ He is competent in
convincing both of those who are hostile about a matter, in winning
them over, in making them consider, in understanding, in reconcil-
ing them.⁴ Upāli, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities he is

BD 6.309

of great service to monks who are engaged in legal questions.
Prv 17.5.7

And, Upāli, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he is of great
service tomonks who are engaged in legal questions. Of what five? If
he is quite pure in bodily conduct … in verbal conduct … in mode of
livelihood, if he is clever and experienced, if when being examined
he is competent to pass the examination. If a monk is possessed of
these five qualities, Upāli, he is of great service to monks who are
engaged in legal questions.

Prv 17.5.8

And, Upāli, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities he
is of great service to monks who are engaged in legal questions. Of
what five? If he knows the matter, knows the source, knows the
laying down,knows the order of thewords (in a sentence), knows the

Vin 5.192

sequence of the connecting words. If a monk is possessed of these
five qualities, Upāli, he is of great service to monks who are engaged
in legal questions.”

Prv 17.5.9

Prv 17.5.10“Revered sir, if amonk is possessed of howmany qualities should
he not be examined?”
“If amonk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he should not be ex-

amined. Of what five? If he does not know the clauses, does not know
what is in conformity with the clauses, does not know Vinaya, does
not knowwhat is in conformity with Vinaya, if he is not skilled in
what is and what is not causal occasion.⁵ If a monk … (see Prv 17.3.10,
Prv 17.3.11; formight speak, should not speak in an Order read could

¹ Stock, as at Vin 2.95, Vin 4.51; mn i.356. ² As at Vin 2.95, etc. Cf. Vin 5.131. ³ As
at Vin 2.96, there reading cheko, clever, for ṭhito, firm, steadfast as above. ⁴ As at
Vin 2.96. ⁵ As above, Vin 5.186.
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be examined, should not be examined) … and if he is skilled in what
precedes and what follows. If a monk is possessed of these five quali-
ties, Upāli, he could be examined.

Prv 17.5.11

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, he
should not be examined. Of what five? If he does not know the mat-
ter … the source … the laying down … the order of the words (in a
sentence), if he does not know the sequence of the connectingwords.
If he is possessed of these five …

If amonk is possessedoffivequalities,Upāli, hemaybe examined.
Ofwhat five? If he knows thematter… If amonk is possessed of these

BD 6.310

five qualities, Upāli, he may be examined.
Prv 17.5.12

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, he
should not be examined. Of what five? If he does know an offence,
does not know the origin of an offence does not know the means
(used) for an offence, does not know the removal of an offence, is not
skilled in discriminating an offence If a monk is possessed of these
five …

If amonk is possessedoffivequalities,Upāli, hemaybe examined.
Of what five? If he knows an offence … is skilled in discriminating
an offence. If a monk is possessed of these five …

Prv 17.5.13

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, he
should not be examined. Of what five? If he does not know a legal
question, does not know the origin of a legal question, does not know
the means (used) for a legal question, does not know the removal of
a legal question, is not skilled in discriminating a legal question. If a
monk is possessed of these five …

If amonk is possessedoffivequalities,Upāli, hemaybe examined.
Of what five? If he knows a legal question … is skilled in discrimi-
nating a legal question. If a monk is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, he may be examined.”

The Fifth Division: on Undertaking on one’s own Behalf

its summary
And quite pure, at a right time,
compassion, and about leave,
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One’s own behalf, legal question,
and further, and the matter,
The clauses, Dhamma, and matter again,
offence, and about a legal question.

Division 6: Ascetic Practices
Prv 17.6.1

Vin 5.193
“Howmany (types of) forest-dwellers are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five (types of) forest-dwellers, Upāli. What five?

…¹… of good avail.These, Upāli, are the five types of forest-dwellers.”
Prv 17.6.2

Prv 17.6.3

Prv 17.6.4

Prv 17.6.5

Prv 17.6.6

Prv 17.6.7

Prv 17.6.8

Prv 17.6.9

Prv 17.6.10

Prv 17.6.11

Prv 17.6.12

Prv 17.6.13

“Howmany (types of) almsfood-eaters² are there, revered Sir?”

BD 6.311

… “Howmany (types of) refuse-rag-wearers … tree-root-dwellers …
charnel-ground-dwellers…open-air-dwellers…three-robe-wearers
… house-to-house seekers … sitters … users of any bed … eaters at
one session … refusers of food later … bowl-food-eaters are there,
revered sir?”
“There are thesefive (types of) bowl-food-eaters, Upāli.What five?

One is a bowl-food-eater from stupidity … because this is of good
avail. These, Upāli, are the five (types of) bowl-food-eaters.”

The Sixth Division: on Ascetic Practices

its summary
Forest-dweller, almsfood and rags,
tree, and charnel-ground is the fifth,
Open air, and the three robes too,
house-to-house, sitters,
Bed, and one session too,
refusers later, bowl-food-eaters.

Division 7: Lying Speech
Prv 17.7.1“Howmany (kinds of) lying speech are there, revered sir?”

¹ As at Vin 5.131. ² All these are at Vin 5.131.
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“There are these five (kinds of) lying speech, Upāli. What five?
There is the lying speech leading to an offence involving Defeat,¹
there is the lying speech leading to an offence requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order,² there is the lying speech leading to a grave
offence,³ there is the lying speech leading to Expiation,⁴ there is the
lying speech leading to an offence of wrong-doing.⁵These, Upāli, are
the five (kinds of) lying speech.”

Prv 17.7.2

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities,⁶ revered sir, and
has suspended an Observance or Invitation in the midst of an Order,
(but if othermonks) have snubbed him, saying ‘That’s enough,monk,
let there be no strife, no quarrel, no dispute, no contention’, may
Observance or Invitation be carried out by the Order?”
“If amonk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli…maybe carried out

by the Order. Of what five? If he is unconscientious, and is ignorant,
and not a regular monk, if he speaks intent on quitting, if he is not
intent on rising from (an offence).⁷

BD 6.312

If a monk is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, … may be
carried out by the Order.

Prv 17.7.3

And ifhe ispossessedoffive furtherqualities,Upāli be carriedout
by the Order. Of what five? If he is not pure in bodily conduct,is not

Vin 5.194

quite pure in verbal conduct is not quite pure inmode of livelihood, is
ignorant and inexperienced, is a maker of strife, a maker of quarrels.
If monk is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, …may be carried
out by the Order.”

Prv 17.7.4

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir should
he not pass an examination?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he should not pass

an examination. Of what five? If he does not knowwhat is and what
is not an offence, does not knowwhat is a slight and what a serious
offence, does not know what is an offence that can be done away
with and one that cannot be done away with, does not knowwhat is

¹ Bu-Pj 4. “Five offences due to lying speech” are included in the Pentads (towards
the beginning), see Vin 5.128. ² Bu-Ss 8. ³ Vin 3.99. ⁴ Bu-Pc 1. ⁵ Vin 3.100f.
⁶ Cf. Vin 5.122. ⁷ For this pentad see Vin 5.189.
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a very bad offence and what is not, does not knowwhat is an offence
for which amends are made and one for which amends are not made.
If a monk is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, he should not
pass an examination.

If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he may pass an
examination. Of what five? If he knows what is and what is not an
offence … If a monk … hemay pass an examination.”

Prv 17.7.5

“For how many reasons, revered sir, does a monk fall into an
offence?”
“For five reasons, Upāli, a monk falls into an offence. For what

five? From lack of conscientiousness, from ignorance, from ordinary
bad conduct, from (thinking) something is allowable when it is not
allowable, from thinking (something) is not allowable when it is
allowable.¹ For these five reasons, Upāli, a monk falls into an offence.

Prv 17.7.6

And for five further reasons, Upāli, a monk falls into anoffence.
BD 6.313

For what five? From not seeing,² from not hearing,³ from being
sleepy,⁴ from thinking that it is so,⁵ from confused mindfulness.⁶
For these five reasons, Upāli, a monk falls into an offence.”

Prv 17.7.7

“Howmany dread (things)⁷ are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five dread (things), Upāli. What five? Onslaught

on creatures, taking what has not been given, going wrongly amid
sense-pleasures, lying speech, occasions of sloth (through drinking)
fermented liquor, spirits and strong drink.These, Upāli, are the five
dread (things).”

Prv 17.7.8

“Howmany abstentions are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five abstentions,⁸Upāli. What five? Abstention

¹ On these two last clauses Vin-a 1375f. says that if a scruple has arisen (in him) and
he sees a monk who is expert in Discipline and questions him the nature of what is
and what is not allowable, then, getting rid of what is not allowable he should do
what is allowable. ² Not seeing an expert on Discipline he falls into an offence he
would not have fallen into had he seen one. ³ If he goes to an expert on Discipline
to attend to his needs and fails to ask him what is and what is not allowable, he
falls into an offence from “not hearing”. ⁴ pasuttakatā. ⁵ tathāsaññī, falling
through thinking it is allowable when it is not. ⁶ Such as letting one night too
many pass by. ⁷ Cf. an iii.204, sn ii.68. Vera is twofold: akusala- and puggala-vera.
⁸ Cf.Nuns’ Bi-Pc 63 where a sixth abstention is given.
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from onslaught on creatures, abstention from taking what has not
been given, abstention from going wrongly amid sense-pleasures,
abstention from lying speech, abstention from occasions of sloth
(from drinking) fermented liquor, spirits and strong drink.These,
Upāli, are the five abstentions.”

Prv 17.7.9

“Howmany losses are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five losses,¹ Upāli. What five? Loss of relations,

loss of possessions, loss by illness, loss in moral habit, loss in (right)
view.These, Upāli, are the five losses.”

Prv 17.7.10

“Howmany prosperities are there, revered sir?”
“There are these five prosperities, Upāli. What five? Prosperity in

relations… possessions… health…moral habit, prosperity in (right)
view.These, Upāli, are the five prosperities.”

The Seventh Division: on Lying Speech

its summary
Lying speech, and he snubbed,

Vin 5.195
of a further, and an examination,
And an offence, of a further,

BD 6.314
dreads, and abstentions too,
Loss, and prosperity as well:
the Compendium of the Seventh Division.

Division 8: Exhortation of Nuns
Prv 17.8.1 “If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should a formal

act be carried out against a monk by the Order of nuns itself?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a formal act should be

carried out against a monk by the Order of nuns itself—this monk
is not to be greeted by the Order of nuns. Of what five? Having ex-
posed his body he shows it to nuns he shows his thigh, he shows his
private parts, he shows both shoulders, he offends and quarrels with

¹ See Vin 5.129.
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a householder.¹ If he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli … this
monk is not to be greeted by the Order of nuns.

Prv 17.8.2

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli … this monk
is not to be greeted by the Order of nuns. Of what five? If he tries
for the non-receiving (of requisites) by nuns, if he tries for non-
profitingbynuns,² if he tries fornon-residence³ fornuns, if he reviles
and abuses nuns, if he causes monks to break with nuns.⁴ If he is
possessed of these five qualities, Upāli …

Prv 17.8.3

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a formal act
shouldbe carried out against amonkby theOrder ofnuns itself—this
monk is not to be greeted by the Order of nuns. Of what five? If he
tries for the non-receiving (of requisites) by nuns, if he tries for
non-profiting by nuns, if he tries for non-residence for nuns, if he
reviles and abuses nuns, if he makes monks quarrel with nuns. If
he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli … this monk is not to be
greeted by the Order of nuns.”

Prv 17.8.4

“If she is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should a
formal act be carried out against a nun?”

BD 6.315

“If she is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a formal act should be
carried out against a nun. Of what five? Having exposed her body
she shows it to monks, she shows her thigh, she shows her private
parts, she shows both shoulders, she offends and quarrels with a
householder. If she is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli …

Prv 17.8.5

And if she is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a formal
act should be carried out against a nun. Of what five? If she tries
for the non-receiving (of requisites) by monks, if she tries for non-
profiting bymonks, if she tries for non-residence bymonks, if she
reviles and abuses monks, if she causes nuns to break with monks.
If she is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli …

Prv 17.8.6

¹ The last clause reads obhāsati gihī sampayojetiwhich is somewhat meaningless.
At the parallel passage at Kd 20.9.1 the reading is the more intelligible bhikkhuniyo
obhāsanti bhikkhunīhi saddhiṁ sampayojenti, they offend nuns, they quarrel (or,
associate) together with nuns. ² Finding fault with them, Vin-a 1376. ³ Trying
to drive them out of the “village-field” where they are staying. ⁴ Parallel passages
at Vin 1.84, Vin 2.125 (about monks), Vin 2.18 (about householders).
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And if she is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a formal
act should be carried out against a nun. Of what five? If she tries
for the non-receiving (of requisites) by monks, if she tries for non-
profiting bymonks, if she tries for non-residence bymonks, if she
reviles and abuses monks, if she makes nuns quarrel with monks. If
she is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli,a formal act should be

Vin 5.196

carried out against a nun.”
Prv 17.8.7

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should
he not suspend exhortation for nuns?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities … for nuns. Of what five?

If he is unconscientious, and ignorant, and not a regular monk, and
if he is one who talks intent on quitting, not intent on removal. If a
monk …

Prv 17.8.8

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … for nuns.
Of what five? If he is not quite pure in bodily conduct, if he is not
quite pure in verbal conduct, if he is not quite pure inmode of living,
if he is ignorant and inexperienced, if on being examined he is not
competent to pass an examination. If a monk …

Prv 17.8.9

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli … for
nuns. Of what five? If he is possessed of bad bodily conduct, if he is
possessed of bad verbal conduct, if he is possessed of bad bodily and
verbal conduct, if he is one who reviles and abuses nuns, if he lives
in company with nuns, in inappropriate association. If a monk is
possessed of these five qualities …

Prv 17.8.10

BD 6.316 And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, he
should not suspend exhortation for nuns. Of what five? if is uncon-
scientious, and ignorant, and not a regularmonk, and if he is amaker
of strife, amaker of quarrels, and is notwho has fulfilled the training.
If a monk is possessed of these five qualities … ”

Prv 17.8.11

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should
he not accept exhortation of nuns?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities … of nuns? Of what five? If

he is possessed of bad bodily conduct, if he is possessed of bad verbal
conduct, if he is possessed of bad bodily and verbal conduct, if he is
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one who reviles and abuses nuns, if he lives in company with nuns,
in inappropriate association. If he is possessed …

Prv 17.8.12

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … of nuns. Of
what five? If he is unconscientious, and is ignorant, and is not a
regular monk, or if he is setting out on a journey, or if he is ill.¹ If a
monk is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, he should not accept
exhortation of nuns.”

Prv 17.8.13

“If a monk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should
he not converse with a nun?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he should not con-

verse with a nun. Of what five? If he is not possessed of an adept’s
body of moral conduct, if he is not possessed of an adept’s body of
concentration … body of wisdom… body of freedom… if he is not

Vin 5.197

possessed of an adept’s body of the knowledge and vision of freedom.
If a monk is possessed …

If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he may converse
with a nun. Of what five? If he is possessed of an adept’s body of
moral conduct … If he is possessed of these five …

Prv 17.8.14

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, he
should not converse with a nun. Of what five? If he has not attained
to the analytical insight of meanings, if he has not attained to the
analytical insight of Dhamma, if he has not attained to the analytical
insight of language, if he hasnot attained to the analytical insight

BD 6.317

of perspicuity,² if he is not one who reviews the mind according to
freedom.³ If he is possessed of these five …

If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, he may converse
with a nun. Ofwhat five? If he has attained to the analytical insight of
meanings … if he is one who reviews the mind according to freedom.
If a monk is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, he may converse
with (a nun).”

The Eighth Division: on Exhortation of Nuns

¹ See Kd 20.9.5. ² These four paṭisambhidā (attha, dhamma, nirutti, paṭibhāna) are
given at an ii.160, an iii.113, etc.; also Mil 22. ³ Vin-a 1377 speaks of the four fruits
of freedom.
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its summary
Should be carried out by the nuns themselves,
likewise two further,
Three formal acts for nuns,
two dyads on he should not suspend,
Twice he should not accept is spoken of,
and two dyads on conversings.

Division 9: Referendum
Prv 17.9.1 “If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, should a monk

not be agreed upon for a referendum¹?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk should not be

agreed upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he is not skilled in
meanings,² if he is not skilled in Dhamma,³ if he is not skilled in
language, if he is not skilled in syllables, if he is not skilled in what
precedes and what follows. If he is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, a monk should not be agreed upon for a referendum.

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay be agreed
upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he is skilled inmeanings … If
he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay be agreed
upon for a referendum.

Prv 17.9.2

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, a monk
BD 6.318

should not be agreed upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he is
angry, overcome by anger, if he is harsh, overcome by harshness,
if he is unmerciful, overcome by unmercifulness, if he is envious,
overcome by envy, if he is infected by wordliness, grasping it tightly,
not letting go of it easily.⁴ If he is possessed of these five …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay be agreed
upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he is not angry overcome by

¹ See Vin 2.95ff., where if a monk has ten qualities, quite different from those given
here, he may or may not be agreed upon.These are no doubt the qualities referred
to at Vin 5.139 and anv.71. ² Vin-a 1376 (on 8, 14) and Vin-a 1377 takes this to mean
skilled in the aṭṭhakathā, the Commentaries. ³ Vin-a 1376 calls this pāḷi, the text.
If he has not learnt it from a teacher he is not pāḷisūra. ⁴ Cf. Vin 2.89.
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anger … if he is not envious, overcome by envy, if he is not infected
by worldliness, not grasping it tightly, letting go of it easily. If he is
possessed of these five qualities.

Prv 17.9.3

Vin 5.198If he is possessed of five further qualities … should not be agreed
upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he is agitated,¹ if he is malev-
olent, if he offers resistance, if he causes anger, if he is intractable, if
he is incapable of being instructed.² If he is possessed of these five
qualities …

If he is possessed of five qualities …may be agreed upon for a ref-
erendum. Of what five? If he is not agitated, if he is not malevolent …
if he is tractable and is capable of being instructed. If he is possessed
of these five qualities …

Prv 17.9.4

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not be
agreed upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he is one who con-
fuses the mind and does not make remember,³ if he is a teacher who
has not obtained leave, if he is one who reproves not according to
Dhamma, not according to Discipline, not according to the offence, if
he is one who carries out not according to Dhamma, not according to
Discipline, not according to the offence, if he is an expounder not in
accordance with right view.⁴ If he is possessed of these five …

If he is possessed of five qualities … may be agreed upon for a
referendum. Of what five? If he is one who makes remember and
does not confuse the mind, if he is a teacher who has obtained leave,
if he reproves according to Dhamma… if he carries out according to

BD 6.319

Dhamma… if he is an expounder in accordance with right view. If
he is possessed of these five …

Prv 17.9.5

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not be
agreed upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he follows a wrong
course from partiality, if he follows a wrong course from hatred …
confusion … fear, and if he is unconscientious. If he is possessed of

¹ kuppati, or angry. ² Last clause also at Vin 3.178. ³ pasāretā hoti no sāretā,
explained at Vin-a 1377 bymohetā hoti na satiuppādetā, he is one causing confusion
and not one who arouses mindfulness.The Commentary adds that he confuses the
talk of reprovers and reproved, and does not make (the reprovedmonk) remember.
⁴ As at Vin 5.184.
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these five …
If he is possessed of five qualities … may be agreed upon for a

referendum. Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong course from
partiality … and if he is conscientious. If he is possessed of these five
…

Prv 17.9.6

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … should not be
agreed upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he follows a wrong
course from partiality … hatred … confusion … fear, and if he is not
skilled in Vinaya. If he is possessed of these five …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay be agreed
upon for a referendum. Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong
course from partiality … and if he is skilled in Vinaya. If he is pos-
sessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a monkmay be agreed upon for
a referendum.”

Prv 17.9.7

“If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is a monk
reckoned as ignorant?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk is reckoned as

ignorant. Of what five? If he does not know the clauses, if he does
not knowwhat is in conformity with the clauses, if he does not know
Vinaya, if he does not knowwhat is in conformity with Vinaya, and
if he is not skilled in what is and what is not causal occasion.¹ If he is
possessed …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a monk is reckoned as
learned. Of what five? If he knows the clauses … and if he is skilled
in what is and what is not causal occasion. If he is possessed of these
five …

Prv 17.9.8

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … is reckoned as
ignorant. Of what five? If he does not know the rules,² ifhe does not

BD 6.320

knowwhat is in conformity with the rules he does not know Vinaya,
Vin 5.199

if he does not knowwhat is in conformity with Vinaya, and if he is
not skilled in what precedes and what follows. If he is possessed of
these five …

If he is possessed of five qualities … reckoned as learned. Of what

¹ See Vin 5.186, bd 6.192. ² dhamma.
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five? If he knows the rules … and if he is skilled in what precedes and
what follows. If he is possessed of the five …

Prv 17.9.9

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … reckoned as
ignorant. Of what five? If he does not know the matter the source …
the laying down… the order of the words (in a sentence), if he does
not know the sequence of the connecting words.¹ If he is possessed
of these five …

If he is possessed of five … reckoned as learned. Of what five? If
he knows the matter … If he is possessed of these five …

Prv 17.9.10

And if he is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli … reckoned
as ignorant. Of what five? If he does not know an offence, if he does
not know the origin of an offence, if he does not know the means
(used) for an offence, if he does not know the removal of an offence,
if he is not skilled in discriminating an offence.² If he is possessed of
these …

If he is possessed of five qualities … reckoned as learned. Of what
five? If he knows an offence … if he is skilled in discriminating an
offence. If he is possessed of these five …

Prv 17.9.11

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … reckoned as
ignorant. Of what five? If he does not know a legal question, if he
does not know the origin of a legal question, if he does not know the
means (used) for a legal question, if hedoesnot knowthe removal of a
legal question, if he is not skilled in discriminating a legal question.³
If he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a monk is reckoned as
ignorant.

If he is possessed of five qualities … reckoned as learned. Of what
five? If he knows a legal question… if he is skilled in discriminating a
legal question. If he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, amonk
is reckoned as learned.”

Concluded is the Ninth Division: on a Referendum

its summary
And also not skilled in meanings,

¹ As at Vin 5.192. ² As at Vin 5.192. ³ As at Vin 5.192.
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angry, and who is agitated,
One who confuses the mind,
wrong course from partiality,
and likewise not skilled,
Clauses, and rules, and matter,
offence, legal question:
Two by two all is made clear:
knowwell the dark and the bright.

Division 10: Settling Legal Questions

Prv 17.10.1 “If amonk is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is it insuffi-
cient to settle a legal question?”
“If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, it is insufficient to

settle a legal question. Of what five? If he does not know an offence
Vin 5.200

… (see Prv 17.9.10) … If he is possessed of these five …
If a monk is possessed of five … it is sufficient to settle a legal

question. Of what five? If he knows an offence … If he is possessed of
these …

Prv 17.10.2

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … insufficient
to settle a legal question. Of what five? If he does not know a legal
question … (see Prv 17.9.11) … If he is possessed of these five …

If a monk is possessed of five qualities … sufficient to settle a
legal question. Of what five? If he knows a legal question … If he is
possessed of these …

Prv 17.10.3

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … insufficient
to settle a legal question. Of what five? If he follows a wrong course
from partiality … and if he is unconscientious. If he is possessed of
these …

If a monk is possessed of five … it is sufficient to settle a legal
question. Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong course from
partiality … and if he is conscientious. If he is possessed of these …

Prv 17.10.4

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … insufficient
to settle a legal question. Of what five? If he follows a wrong course
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from partiality … and if he has heard little. If he is possessed of these
…

If amonk is possessed of five… sufficient to settle a legal question.
BD 6.322

Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong course from partiality …
and if he has heard much. If he is possessed of these …

Prv 17.10.5

And if amonk is possessed of five further qualities insufficient to
settle a legal question. Ofwhat five? If he does not know thematter…
(see Prv 17.9.9) … if he does not know the sequence of the connecting
words. If he is possessed of these …

If amonk is possessed of five… sufficient to settle a legal question.
Of what five? If he knows the matter … If he is possessed of these …

Prv 17.10.6

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … insufficient
to settle a legal question. Of what five? If he follows a wrong course
from partiality … (see Prv 17.9.6) … and if he is not skilled in Vinaya.
If he is possessed of these …

If amonk is possessed of five… sufficient to settle a legal question.
Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong course from partiality …
and if he is skilled in Vinaya. If he is possessed of these …

Prv 17.10.7

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities … insufficient
to settle a legal question. Of what five? If he follows a wrong course
from partiality … if he esteems an individual¹ and does not esteem
the Order. If he is possessed of these …

Vin 5.201

If amonk is possessed of five… sufficient to settle a legal question.
Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong course from partiality …
if he esteems the Order² and does not esteem an individual. If he is
possessed of these …

Prv 17.10.8

And if a monk is possessed of five further qualities, Upāli, it is
insufficient to settle a legal question. Of what five? If he does not
followawrong course frompartiality… if he esteemsworldly things³
and does not esteem true Dhamma.⁴ If he is possessed of these five …

¹ His preceptor or teacher; desiring their victory he explains non-dhamma as
Dhamma. ² He gives upDhamma andVinaya, and esteems theOrder only. ³ Such
as robes, which he decides to take. ⁴ Deciding according to the rule (or Dhamma)
and not taking robes, etc., is called respect for saddhamma (True Dhamma).
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If a monk is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, it is sufficient to
settle a legal question. Of what five? If he does not follow a wrong

BD 6.323

course from partiality … if he esteems true Dhamma and does not
esteemworldly things. If a monk is possessed of these five qualities,
Upāli, it is sufficient to settle a legal question.”

Prv 17.10.9

“In howmany ways, revered sir, is an Order split?”
“In five ways, Upāli, is an Order split. In what five? By a formal

act,¹ by a recitation,² by talking,³ by proclamation,⁴ by offering a
voting ticket.⁵These, Upāli, are the five ways in which an Order is
split.”

Prv 17.10.10

“Revered sir, as to thewords: Dissension in anOrder, dissension in
anOrder—towhat extent, revered sir, is there dissension in anOrder
but not schism in an Order? And to what extent is there dissension
in an Order as well as schism in an Order?”⁶
“This observance for incoming monks, Upāli, was laid down by

me for incoming monks.⁷ The rules of training having been prop-
erly laid down byme thus, Upāli, if incoming monks do not observe
the observance for incoming (monks)—thus, Upāli, is there dissen-
sion in an Order but not schism in an Order. This observance for
resident (monks), Upāli, was laid down byme for resident monks.⁸
The rules of training having been properly laid down by me thus,
Upāli, if resident monks do not observe the observance for resident
(monks)—thus, Upāli, is there dissension in anOrder but not schism
in an Order.

This observance for a refectory, Upāli, was laid down by me
for monks in respect of a refectory⁹: the best seat, the best water
(for washing), the best alms¹⁰ according to seniority,¹¹ according to

¹ Vin-a 1377 says “by one of the four formal acts for which leave should be asked”.
Four formal acts are mentioned at Vin 5.167. See Vin 2.89. ² By one of the five
ways of recital of the Pātimokkha, Vin-a 1377. ³ Talking on the 18 points given at
Vin 2.204. ⁴ See Vin 2.203. ⁵ See Vin 2.203. ⁶ See Vin 2.203. ⁷ Vin-a 1378
refers us to the Vattakkhandhaka, see Kd 18.1. It also points out that a dissension
can grow into a schism. ⁸ Kd 18.2. ⁹ Kd 18.4. ¹⁰ Best seat, water, alms spoken
of at Vin 2.161f. ¹¹ See Vin 2.162.
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(the time of) night,¹ according as it is befitting. The rules of train-
ing having been properly laid down byme thus, Upāli, if newly or-
dained monks reserve a seat in the refectory for monks who are

BD 6.324

Elders²—thus, Upāli, is there dissension in an Order but not schism
in an Order.

This observance in respect of lodgings,³ Upāli, was laid down by
me formonks in respect of lodgings according to seniority according
to (the time of) night, according as it is befitting.The rules of training
having been properly laid down byme thus, Upāli, if newly ordained
monks reserve lodgings for monks who are Elders—thus, Upāli, is
there dissension in an Order but not schism in an Order.

This was laid down byme, Upāli, for monks inside a boundary:
one Observance,⁴ one Invitation,⁵ one formal act of the Order, one
set of formal acts.⁶The rules of training having been properly laid
down byme thus, Upāli, if, havingmade a separate arrangement just
there inside a boundary and having split off a group, they carry out
a separate Observance and carry out a separate Invitation and carry

Vin 5.202

out a separate formal act of the Order and carry out a separate set of
formal acts—thus, Upāli, is there dissension in an Order as well as
schism in an Order.”⁷

Concluded is the Tenth Division: on Settling Legal Questions

its summary
Offence, legal question, partiality,
and one who has heard little,
Andmatter, and unskilled,
individual, and on worldly things,
Is split, both dissension in an Order,
and so too schism in an Order.
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Division 11: a Schismatic in the Order
Prv 17.11.1“If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is a schismatic

in the Order doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya Hell, staying there
for an aeon, incurable¹?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, … incurable. Of what

five? As to this, Upāli, a monk explains non-dhamma as Dhamma, he
explains Dhamma as non-dhamma… non-discipline as Discipline,
… Discipline as non-discipline² and he is one misrepresenting view
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as to formal act.³ If he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli …
incurable.

Prv 17.11.2

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
whatfive?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma
… and he is one misrepresenting view as to recitation. If he is pos-
sessed …

Prv 17.11.3

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
whatfive?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma
… and he is one who, talking, misrepresents view. If he is possessed
…

Prv 17.11.4

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
whatfive?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma
… and he is one misrepresenting view by speaking out. If he is pos-
sessed …

Prv 17.11.5

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
whatfive?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma
… and he is one misrepresenting view by offering a voting-ticket. If
he is possessed …

Prv 17.11.6

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
whatfive?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma
… and is one misrepresenting approval⁴as to a formal act … as to the

¹ yathārattaṁ, explained at Vin-a 1378 as rattiparimāṇānurūpaṁ, conformably to
themeasurement of the night. ² Kd 16.10.1. ³ Vin 2.218. ⁴ Kd 2.6.2. ⁵ Kd 4.13,
Kd 4.14. ⁶ kammākamma, large and small ones, Vin-a 1378. ⁷ Kd 17.5.2. ¹ As at
Vin 2.202. ² Vin 2.204ff. ³ For this and the next four misrepresentations see
above, Prv 17.10.9. ⁴ Cf. Vin 4.2f.
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recitation … (by) talking … by proclamation … by offering a voting
ticket. If he is possessed …

Prv 17.11.7

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
whatfive?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma
… and is one misrepresenting pleasure¹as to a formal act … by offer-
ing a voting ticket. If he is possessed …

Prv 17.11.8

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … incurable. Of
what five?As to this, Upāli, amonk explains non-dhamma asDhamma

Vin 5.203

…and is onemisrepresenting intention² as to a formal act, is onemis-
representing intention as to the recitation, is one misrepresenting
intention (by) talking, is one misrepresenting intention by speaking
out, is one misrepresenting intention by offering a voting ticket. If
he is possessed of these five qualities, Upāli, a schismatic in theOrder

BD 6.326

is doomed to the Downfall, to Niraya Hell, staying there for an aeon,
incurable.”

Concluded is the Eleventh Division: on a Schismatic in the Order

its summary
Misrepresenting view as to formal act,
as to recitation and (by) talking,
By speaking out, by a voting-ticket:
these five are dependent on view.
Approval, and pleasure, and intention:
these three contexts are fivefold.

Division 12: a Second Schismatic in the Order
Prv 17.12.1“If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is a schismatic

in the Order not doomed to the Downfall, not (doomed) to Niraya
Hell, not staying there for an aeon, not incurable?³”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, … not incurable. Ofwhat

five? As to this, Upāli, a monk explains non-dhamma as Dhamma,
he explains Dhamma as non-dhamma, he explains non-discipline as

¹ Cf. Vin 4.2f. ² Cf. Vin 4.2f. ³ Vin 2.205.
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Discipline, he explains Discipline as non-discipline, but is not one
misrepresenting view as to a formal act. If he is possessed of these
five qualities … not incurable.

Prv 17.12.2

Prv 17.12.3

Prv 17.12.4

Prv 17.12.5

Prv 17.12.6

Prv 17.12.7

Prv 17.12.8

And if he is possessed of five further qualities … not incurable.
Of what five? As to this, Upāli, a monk explains non-dhamma as
Dhamma…misrepresenting view as to recitation …misrepresent-
ing intention by offering a voting ticket. If he is possessed of these
five qualities, Upāli, a schismatic in the Order is not doomed to the
Downfall, not (doomed) to Niraya Hell, not staying there for an aeon,
not incurable.”

Concluded is the Twelfth Division: on a Second Schismatic in the Order

its summary
Not misrepresenting view as to formal act,
as to recitation, and by talking,
By speaking out, by a voting ticket:
these five are dependent on view.
Approval, and pleasure, and intention:

BD 6.327
these three contexts are fivefold. /
As above are twenty forms exactly on the dark side,
Youmust know likewise the twenty exactly on the bright side.

Division 13: Resident
Prv 17.13.1 “If he is possessed of how many qualities, revered sir, is a resident

monk consigned to Niraya Hell just as a burden is set aside¹?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a resident monk is con-

signed to Niraya Hell just as a burden is set aside. Of what five?
If he follows a wrong course from partiality, if he follows a wrong

Vin 5.204

course from hatred, if he follows a wrong course from confusion, if
he follows a wrong course from fear, if he makes use of something
belonging to an Order, belonging to an individual. If he is possessed
of these five …
¹ SeeMiddle Length Sayings i.96 for further references. Vin-a 1379 explains as yathā
āharitvā ṭhapito.
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If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a resident monk is con-
signed to heaven just as a burden is set aside. Of what five? If he does
not follow a wrong course from partiality … if he does not make use
of something belonging to an Order, belonging to an individual. If
he is possessed of these five … consigned to heaven … ”

Prv 17.13.2

“Howmany expositions of Vinaya are there, revered sir, that are
not legally valid?”
“Thesefive expositions ofVinaya,Upāli, arenot legally valid.What

five?As to this,Upāli, amonkspeaks¹ sayingnon-dhamma isDhamma,
he speaks saying Dhamma is non-dhamma, he speaks saying non-
Vinaya is Vinaya, he speaks saying Vinaya is non-Vinaya, he lays
downwhat has not been laid down and abrogates what has been laid
down.²These five expositions of Vinaya, Upāli, are not legally valid.

These five expositions of Vinaya, Upāli, are legally valid. What
five?As to this,Upāli, amonkspeaks sayingnon-dhamma isnon-dham-
ma… he speaks saying Vinaya is Vinaya, he does not lay downwhat
has not been laid down and does not abrogate what has been laid

BD 6.328

down.These five expostions of Vinaya, Upāli, are legally valid.”
Prv 17.13.3

“If he is possessed of howmany qualities, revered sir, is an issuer
of meals³ consigned to Niraya Hell just as a burden is set aside?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, an issuer of meals is

consigned to Niraya Hell just as a burden is set aside. Of what five?
If he follows a wrong course from partiality … hatred … confusion
… fear, if he does not knowwhat has been issued and what has not
been issued. If he is possessed of these five …

If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, an issuer of meals is
consigned to heaven just as a burden is set aside. Of what five? If he
does not follow awrong course frompartiality fear, if he knowswhat
has been issued and what has not been issued. If he is possessed of
these five … consigned to heaven … ”

Prv 17.13.4

Prv 17.13.5

Prv 17.13.6

Prv 17.13.7

Prv 17.13.8

Prv 17.13.9

Prv 17.13.10

Prv 17.13.11

Prv 17.13.12

Prv 17.13.13

Prv 17.13.14

Prv 17.13.15

“If he is possessed of how many qualities, revered sir, is an as-

¹ pariṇāmeti, also meaning to bend round, to twist; but this would not fit the follow-
ing pentad. Vin-a 1379 says niyāmeti katheti. ² Cf. Vin 1.354, Vin 2.88, Vin 2.204;
for the last dyad see dn ii.74. ³ See Kd 16.21 on this and the following officers and
their qualities.
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signer of lodgings … a store-room keeper … an accepter of robes … a
distributor of robe-material … a distributor of conjey … a distribu-
tor of fruit … a distributor of solid food … a disposer of trifles … an
accepter of outer cloaks … an accepter of bowls … a superintendent
of monastery attendants … a superintendent of novices consigned
to Niraya Hell just as a burden is set aside?”
“If he is possessed of five qualities, Upāli, a superintendent of

novices … (see Prv 17.13.3; instead of what has been issued and what
has not been issued readwho has been superintended and who has
not been superintended) … consigned to Niraya Hell … consigned to
heaven just as a burden is set aside.”

Concluded is theThirteenth Division: on Resident (Monk)

its summary
Resident, expositions,

Vin 5.205
issuer of meals, and lodgings,
Store-room, and accepter of robes,
and distributor of robe-material, /
Conjey, fruit, and solid food,
trifles, accepter of outer cloaks,

BD 6.329
Bowls, and monastery attendants too,
superintendent for a novice.

Division 14: the FormalMaking of Kaṭhina
Cloth

Prv 17.14.1 “How many advantages are there, revered sir, in formally making
kaṭhina cloth?”
“Thereare thesefiveadvantages,Upāli, in formallymaking kaṭhina

cloth. What five? Going (to families for alms) without having asked
for permission, walking (for alms) not taking the three robes, a
group-meal, as much robe-material as is required, and whatever
robe-material accrues there, that will be for them.¹These, Upāli, are
the five advantages in formally making the kaṭhina cloth.”

Prv 17.14.2

¹ As at Vin 1.154 where these are called five things that are allowable.
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“Howmany perils are there, revered sir, for one of muddledmind-
fulness, not clearly conscious, when he has fallen asleep?”
“There are these five perils, Upāli, for one ofmuddledmindfulness

…when he has fallen asleep.What five? He sleeps uneasily, he wakes
uneasily, he sees an evil dream, devatās do not guard him, impurity
is emitted.¹These are the five perils … when he has fallen asleep.
“There are these five advantages, Upāli, for one of raised up mind-

fulness, who is clearly conscious, when he has fallen asleep. What
five? He sleeps easily, he wakes easily, he does not see an evil dream,
devatās guard him, impurity is not emitted.These are the five advan-
tages …when he has fallen asleep.”

Prv 17.14.3

“Howmany, revered sir, are not to be greeted?”
“These five, Upāli, are not to be greeted.²Which five? Onewho has

entered amid the houses is not to be greeted, onewho is on a carriage-
road is not to be greeted, one who is in the (partial) darkness³ is not
to be greeted, one who is not considering⁴ (his duties) is not to be
greeted, one who is asleep is not to be greeted.These five, Upāli, are
not to be greeted.

Prv 17.14.4

“And a further five, Upāli, are not to be greeted. Which five? One
who is drinking conjey is not to be greeted, one in arefectory … one
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who has turned away alone⁵ … one who is thinking about something
else⁶ … one who is naked is not t be greeted. These five, Upāli, are
not to be greeted.

Prv 17.14.5

“And a further five, Upāli, are not to be greeted. Which five? One
who is eating solid food is not to be greeted, one who is eating soft
food … one who is defecating … one who is urinating … one who

¹ As at Vin 1.295. ² See Prv 7.10.1 above (towards end at item 37) and Prv 7.11.1
(towards middle at item 15) where ten individuals and eleven individuals are not
to be greeted. ³ otamasika, not in Pali-English Dictionary. No other canonical
reference given by p. T.C. Vin-a 1379 explains by andhakāragato, and adds that in
greeting him the foreheadmight be hurt by the legs of a couch. ⁴ kiccayapasutattā
vandanaṁ asamannāharanto, not attending to, not reacting to the greeting because
he is not performing his obligations. ⁵ ekāvatta: to a rival faction. Greeting him,
one might get kicked, Vin-a 1379. ⁶ aññāvihita, as at Vin 4.69, Vin 4.97, Vin 4.269.
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is suspended¹ is not to be greeted. These five, Upāli, are not to be
greeted.

Prv 17.14.6

“And a further five, Upāli, are not to be greeted. Which five? One
ordained later is not to be greeted by one ordained earlier,² one not
ordained is not to be greeted, one belonging to a different commu-
nion (even) if he is more senior (yet) is a speaker of non-dhamma is
not to be greeted, a woman is not to be greeted a eunuch is not to be
greeted.These five, Upāli, are not to be greeted.

Prv 17.14.7

“And a further five, Upāli, are not to be greeted. Which five? One
under probation³ is not to be greeted, one who deserves to be sent
back to the beginning⁴ … one who deservesmānatta… one undergo-
ingmānatta… one who deserves rehabilitation is not to be greeted.
These five, Upāli, are not to be greeted.”

Prv 17.14.8

Vin 5.206 “Howmany, revered sir, are to be greeted?”
“These five, Upāli, are to be greeted. Which five?⁵ One ordained

earlier is to be greeted by one ordained later, one belonging to a
different communion if he ismore senior and is a speaker ofDhamma
is to be greeted, a teacher is to begreeted,⁶ a preceptor is to begreeted,
a Tathāgata, arahant, perfect Buddha is to be greeted by the world
with its devas, with its Māras, with its Brahmās, by creatures with
recluses and brahmins, with devas andmankind.These five, Upāli,
are to be greeted.”

Prv 17.14.9

“If a more newly ordained monk, revered sir, is honouring⁷the
BD 6.331

feet of a more senior monk, when he has caused howmany states to
be set up within himself should he honour the feet?”
“If a more newly ordainedmonk, Upāli, is honouring the feet of

a more senior monk, having caused five states to be set up within
himself he should honour the feet. What five?When amore newly

¹ “Suspended by the threefold formal act of suspension.Those against whom the
other four formal acts have been carried out may be greeted.There is an offence
in greeting one who is naked (see Kd 15.15) and one who is suspended,” Vin-a 1379.
² This pentad and the next occur at Kd 16.6.5. ³ see Kd 12.1.2. ⁴ See Kd 13.15.
⁵ The first, second and fifth are given at Kd 16.6.5. ⁶ Vin-a 1379 says these five
teachers are to be greeted: the teacher forgoing forth, for ordination, for guidance,
for the recitation, and for exhortation. ⁷ Same Pali word as for “greeting”.
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ordained monk, Upāli, is honouring the feet of a more senior monk,
having arranged his outer cloak over one shoulder, holding out his
joined palms in salutation, stroking his feet on all sides with the
palms of his hands, having caused regard and esteem to be set up, he
should honour his feet. When a more newly ordained monk, Upāli,
is honouring the feet of a more senior monk, having caused these
five states to be set up within himself, he should honour his feet.”

Concluded is the Fourteenth Division: on the Formal Making of Kaṭhina
Cloth

its summary
Formal making of kaṭhina cloth,
and asleep, amid, conjey, when eating,
And earlier, and one under probation,
one to be greeted, one who should honour.

Concluded are the Upāli-Pentads

the summary of these divisions
Independently, and (formal) act,
remain, and as to an explanation,
And reproof, and ascetic practices,
lying, and to a nun also, /
Referendum, legal question, schismatics,
the fifth in the preceding,¹
Resident (monks), and kaṭhina cloth:
the fourteen are well proclaimed. /

¹ bhedakā pañcamā pure, referring no doubt to the two sections (Prv 17.11, Prv 17.12)
on a schismatic where the fifth clauses of each pentad are opposed to one another.
Oldenberg gives no comma after bhedakā and thus accounts for 13 Divisions only.
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18. Origin

Prv 18.1.1
BD 6.332

Vin 5.207

There is the offence one falls into unconscious (that it is against
ordinance), rises from conscious (that it is against ordinance¹); there
is the offenceone falls into conscious rises fromunconscious…; there
is the offence one falls into unconscious… rises from unconscious…;
there is the offence one falls into conscious … rises from conscious²
(that it is against ordinance).There is the offence one of skilledmind
falls into,³ one of skilled mind rises from; there is the offence one
of skilled mind falls into, one of unskilled mind rises from; there
is the offence one of skilled mind falls into, one of indeterminate
mind rises from; there is the offence one of unskilled mind falls into,
one of skilled mind rises from; there is the offence one of unskilled
mind falls into, one of unskilledmind rises from; there is the offence
one of unskilled mind falls into, one of indeterminate mind rises
from; there is the offence one of indeterminate mind falls into,⁴ one
of skilled mind rises from; there is the offence one of indeterminate
mind falls into, one of unskilledmind rises from; there is the offence
one of indeterminate mind falls into, one of indeterminate mind
rises from.
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Pārājika
Prv 18.1.2

Fromhowmany origins originates the first offence involving Defeat?
The first offence involving Defeat originates from one origin: from
body andmind, not from speech.¹From howmany origins originates
the second offence involving Defeat? … from three origins²: it may be
that it originates frombodyandmind, not fromspeech; itmaybe that
it originates from speech and mind, not from body; it may be that it
originates from body and speech and mind. From howmany origins
originates the third offence involving Defeat? … from three origins³:
it may be that it originates from body and mind, not from speech;

BD 6.333

it may be that it originates from speech and mind, not from body;
it may be that it originates from body and speech andmind. From
howmany origins originates the fourth offence involving Defeat? …
from three origins⁴: it may be that it originates from body and mind,
not from speech; it may be that it originates from speech andmind,
not from body; it may be that it originates from body and speech and
mind.

Concluded are the four Offences involving Defeat

Saṅghādisesa
Prv 18.2

From howmany origins originates the offence requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order for emitting impurity using (the hand)? It
originates from one origin: from body andmind, not from speech.
From howmany … for coming into physical contact with a woman?
… from one origin: from body and mind, not from speech. From
howmany … for offending a woman with lewd words? … from three
origins: it may originate from body and mind, not from speech; it

¹ Vin-a 1380 “Beginning with lying down together, falling unintentionally into a
fault against ordinance (paṇṇattivajja), he falls (into it) unconscious (of its nature).
Confessing, he rises from it conscious (of its nature).” Rising from seems to be
effected by means of “the covering over (as) with grass”—Cf. Vin-a 1329. ² As at
Vin 5.125. ³ As at Vin 5.120. ⁴ As at Vin 5.125. ¹ Cf. Vin 5.86f. ² Cf. Vin 5.87.
³ Cf. Vin 5.87. ⁴ Cf. Vin 5.87.
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mayoriginate from speech andmind, not from body; itmay originate
Vin 5.208

from body and speech and mind. From howmany … for speaking in
praise of ministering to sense-pleasures for oneself in the presence
of women? … from three origins: (as above) … From how many …
for acting as a go-between? … from six origins: it may originate
from body, not from speech, not frommind; it may originate from
speech, not from body, not frommind; it may originate from body
and speech, not frommind; itmay originate frombody andmind, not
from speech; it may originate from speech andmind, not from body;
it may originate from body and speech andmind. From howmany
… for begging for oneself for having a hut built? … from six origins
(as above) … From how many … for having a large vihāra built? …
from six origins … From how many … for defaming a monk with
an unfounded charge of an offence involving Defeat? … from three
origins…Fromhowmany… for defaming amonkwith a charge of an
offence involving Defeat, taking up some point as a pretext in a legal
question really belonging to something else? … from three origins …
From howmany … for a schismatic monk who on being admonished

BD 6.334

up to the third time does not give up (his course)? … from one origin:
it originates from body and speech and mind. From howmany … for
monks who are imitators of schismatics and on being admonished
up to the third time do not give up (their course)? … from one origin:
it originates from body and speech and mind. From howmany … for
a monk who is difficult to speak to and on being admonished up to
the third time does not give up (his course)? … from one origin: it
originates from body and speech and mind. From howmany origins
originates the offence requiring a Formal Meeting of the Order for a
monk who brings a family into disrepute and on being admonished
up to the third time does not give up (his course)? It originates from
one origin: it originates from body and speech andmind.

Concluded are theThirteen Offences entailing a Formal Meeting of the
Order
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Sekhiya
Prv 18.3

… From howmany origins originates the offence of wrong-doing for
relieving oneself or spitting in water, out of disrespect?The offence
of wrong-doing for … out of disrespect originates from one origin: it
originates from body andmind, not from speech.

Concluded are the Sekhiyas

Pārājika
Prv 18.4

Fromhowmany origins originate the four offences involving Defeat?
The four offences involving Defeat originate from three origins: they
may originate from body andmind, not from speech; they may origi-
nate from speech andmind, not from body; they may originate from
body and speech andmind.

Saṅghādisesa
Prv 18.5

Vin 5.209From howmany … the thirteen offences requiring a Formal Meeting
of the Order? … originate from six origins: they may originate from
body, not from speech, not frommind; they … (see Prv 18.2) …may
originate from body and speech andmind.

Aniyata
Prv 18.6

From how many … the two Undetermined offences? … originate
from three origins: they may originate from body and mind, not
from speech; they may originate from speech and mind, not from
body; they may originate from body and speech andmind.

Nissaggiya Pācittiya
Prv 18.1.7

Fromhowmany… the thirty offences of Forfeiture? …originate from
BD 6.335
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six origins: theymay originate from body, not from speech, not from
mind … they may originate from body and speech andmind.

Pācittiya
Prv 18.8

Fromhowmany… the ninety-two offences of Expiation?… originate
from six origins: theymay originate from body, not from speech, not
frommind … they may originate from body and speech andmind.

Pātidesanīya
Prv 18.9

From howmany … the four offences to be Confessed? … originate
from four origins: they may originate from body, not from speech,
not frommind; they may originate from body and speech, not from
mind; theymay originate frombody andmind, not from speech; they
may originate from body and speech andmind.

Sekhiya
Prv 18.10

From how many origins originate the seventy-five Sekhiyas? The
seventy-five Sekhiyas originate from three origins: theymay origi-
nate from body andmind, not from speech; they may originate from
speech and mind, not from body; they may originate from body and
speech andmind.

Concluded is Origin

its summary
Unconscious, and also skilled,
and origin in every way:
Knowwell origin by the method
according to the rule. /
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Prv 19.1.1

BD 6.336

Vin 5.210

“Howmany bodily offences?
Howmany verbal are done?
Howmany offences of concealing?¹
Howmany due to contact?”

“Six bodily offences,
six verbal are done,
Three offences of concealing,²
five due to contact.³”

“Howmany offences at sunrise?
Howmany on up to the third time?
Howmany here are the eight things?
through howmany is the whole collection?”

“Three offences at sunrise,⁴
two up to the third time,⁵
One here are eight things,⁶

¹ chādenta, see Vin 5.120, towards end. ² Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6, Monks’ Bu-Pc 64, wrong-
doing at Kd 13.34. n.b. in this Section offence means class of offence and not indi-
vidual offences. ³ Bu-Pj 1, Bu-Ss 2, Bu-Pc 52, Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5.2.2. ⁴ Bu-NP 2 (one
night), Bu-NP 23 (seven days), Bu-NP 1 (ten days), Bu-NP 29 (six nights), Bu-NP 3
(more than a month); being away for a night alone, Nuns’ Bi-NP 3; if an offence
has been concealed for the first, second and third watches of the night, and is still
concealed after the sun has risen, he who conceals it should be made to confess an
offence of wrong-doing—as at Kd 13.34.2. The three offences are thus Nissaggiya,
Formal Meeting, and wrong-doing. ⁵ There are eleven admonitions “up to the
third time”. Here those both for monks and for nuns are intended. ⁶ One here in
this Dispensation (sāsana) for nuns. See Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8.
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through one is the whole collection.¹”

“Howmany are the sources of Discipline
that have been laid down by the Buddha?
Howmany are called serious in the Discipline?
Howmany called concealing a very bad (offence)?”

“Two are the sources of Discipline
that have been laid down by the Buddha,²
Two are called serious in the Discipline,³
two concealings of a very bad (offence).⁴”

“Howmany offences among villages?
Howmany due to the other side of a river?BD 6.337

In (eating) howmanymeats is there a grave offence?
In howmanymeats an offence of wrong-doing?”

“Four offences among villages,⁵
four due to the other side of a river,⁶
In (eating) one meat there is a grave offence,⁷
in nine meats an offence of wrong-doing.⁸”

“Howmany verbal offences at night?
Howmany verbal offences by day?
Howmany offences for one who is giving?
Howmany for one who is receiving?”

“Two verbal offences at night,⁹
two verbal offences by day,¹⁰
Three offences for one who is giving,¹¹

¹ Through the recitation of the provenance of all the rules of training and of the
recitations of the whole Pātimokkha, Vin-a 1381. ² Body and speech. ³ Defeat
and Formal Meeting ⁴ For concealing an offence of Defeat or of Formal Meeting
there is an offence for the concealer. ⁵ Wrong-doing (Bu-Pc 67.2.2), Pācittiya
(Bu-Pc 27), grave, and Saṅghādisesa (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 3.5.1). ⁶ Wrong-doing (Kd 2.7.2),
Pācittiya (Bu-Pc 28), grave, and Formal Meeting (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 3.5.1). ⁷ In eating
human flesh, Vin 1.218. ⁸ Eating nine other kinds of meat, Vin 1.219f. ⁹ Pācittiya
and wrong-doing (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 11.2.1). ¹⁰ Pācittiya and wrong-doing (Nuns’ Bi-
Pc 12.2.1). ¹¹ Defeat (Bu-Pj 3.4.7), grave, and Pācittiya (Bu-Pj 3.4.5).
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and four for a recipient.¹”

“Howmany lead on to confession?
Howmany for which amends are made?
Howmany here for which amends are not made
are spoken of by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?”

“Five leading on to confession,²
six for which amends are made,³
One here for which amends are not made⁴
are spoken of by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun.”

“Howmany serious (offences against)
Discipline are spoken of?
And bodily-verbal (offences)?
Howmany flavours of grain at a wrong time?
Howmany agreements for a motion
followed by a resolution made three times?”

BD 6.338

“Two serious (offences against)
Discipline⁵ are spoken of
and bodily-verbal (offences),⁶
One flavour of grain at a wrong time,⁷
one agreement for a motion
followed by a resolution made three times.⁸

“Howmany bodily Defeats?
Howmany grounds for communion? Vin 5.211

And howmany interruptions?

¹ Bi-Ss 2, Bi-Pj 5, Bi-NP 5, grave (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 5.2.2). ² Vin-a 1382: five that are
slight. ³ Vin-a 1382: setting aside Defeat, the remaindermean “one here forwhich
amends are not made” is the one offence (in the class of Defeat)—i.e. Defeat is the
only offence for which amends cannot bemade. ⁴ Vin-a 1382: setting aside Defeat,
the remainder mean “one here for which amends are not made” is the one offence
(in the class of Defeat)—i.e. Defeat is the only offence for which amends cannot
be made. ⁵ Defeat and Formal Meeting. ⁶ Referring to absolutely all the rules
of training; not one is laid down in respect of the mind-door, Vin-a 1382. ⁷ Only
salted sour gruel for an invalid, Vin 1.210. ⁸ This one agreement is allowed for
exhorting nuns (Bu-Pc 21).
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Howmany two finger-breadths are laid down?”

“Two bodily Defeats,¹
two grounds for communion,²
And interruption for two (individuals),³
two finger-breadths twice are laid down.⁴”

“Howmany ‘having struck oneself ’?
By howmany is an Order split?
Howmany here are first offenders?
Howmany carryings out of a motion?”

“Two ‘having struck oneself ’,⁵
by two is an Order split,⁶
Two here are the first offenders,⁷
two carryings out of a motion.⁸”

“Howmany offences in onslaught on creatures?
Howmany Defeats from speech?
Howmany are called offensive (words)?
Or howmany because of a go-between?”

BD 6.339

“Three offences in onslaught on creatures,⁹

¹ Bu-Pj 1, Bi-Pj 5. ² “ground” is bhūmi. Vin-a 1382: “either he makes a ‘same com-
munion for himself ’, or a complete Order restores a suspendedmonk. But in the
Kurundiya the two grounds for communion that are spoken of are a ground for
a similar communion and a ground for a different communion.” Cf. above Prv 7.2
(end of text, pp. 116.) ³ Cf. above Prv 7.2 (Vin 5.118): one under probation and one
undergoingmānatta. ⁴ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 5 is one, and “two finger-breadths or two for
a month” is the other, Vin-a 1382. ⁵ Vin-a 1382: “A nun who has struck herself
falls into two offences: if she strikes and weeps there is an offence of Pācittiya;
if she strikes but does not weep there is an offence of wrong-doing.” See Nuns’
Bi-Pc 20. ⁶ By a formal act and by a voting ticket. ⁷ Vin-a 1383: there are two
in the whole of the Vinaya according to the layings down for both (Orders). But,
on the other hand (? itarathā) there are nine for monks and nine for nuns, making
eighteen. ⁸ Vin-a 1383: the formal act and the basis of the formal act. ⁹ Defeat,
grave, Pācittiya, as at Bu-Pj 3.4.5.
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three Defeats from speech,¹
Three are called offensive (words),²
three because of a go-between.³”

“Howmany individuals should not be ordained?
Howmany things included in formal acts?
Howmany are called ones who are expelled?
For howmany is a one fold formula?”

“Three individuals should not be ordained,⁴
three things included in formal acts,⁵
Three are called ones who are expelled,⁶
for three is a one fold formula.⁷”

“Howmany offences in taking what has not been given?
Howmany because of unchastity?
Howmany offences for cutting off?
Howmany because of throwing down?”

“Three offences in taking what has not been given,⁸
four because of unchastity,⁹

¹ For one who conceals a fault, for an imitator of one who is suspended, and for a
doer of eight (things)—Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6, Bi-Pj 7, Bi-Pj 8. “But the Kurundiya says that
the three are: at a command taking what has not been given, killing a man, and
claiming a state of further-men.” ² Formal Meeting, grave, wrong-doing, as at
Bu-Ss 3.3.2, Bu-Ss 3.3.3. ³ Formal Meeting, grave, wrong-doing, as at Bu-Ss 5.4.12.
⁴ One who is under the right age (Bu-Pc 65), one lacking the accessories (bowl
and robe) (Kd 1.70), and one who has fallen away from the matter (a matricide,
eunuch, hermaphrodite and animal) (Kd 1.63–69)—the (last two) interpretations
being given by the Kurundiya. ⁵ The preparation of a formal act (it should be
carried out), the individually unfinished (he is carrying out), and a past carrying
out (it was carried out). A further threefold classification is by subject-matter,
motion and proclamation: Vin-a 1383. ⁶ “Expel the nun Mettiyā” (Bu-Ss 8.1.9),
a seducer of nuns should be expelled (Kd 1.67), and a novice who is possessed of
ten qualities should be expelled (Kd 1.60). Cf. above Section Prv 7.1. ⁷ “I allow,
monks, two or three to make proclamations together,” so Vin-a 1384 apparently
quoting Vin 1.93. For ekavācika see Vin 1.169ff. ⁸ Defeat, grave, wrong-doing (see
Bu-Pj 2.1.3, Bu-Pj 2.1.6 and Bu-Pj 2.6.1). ⁹ Defeat, grave, wrong-doing, Pācittiya
(all in Bu-Pj 1).
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Three offences for cutting off,¹
five because of throwing down.²”

BD 6.340

“Offences of wrong-doing with Expiation
for an exhorter in an incomplete (Order of) nuns,
Howmany here are spoken of as nonads?
And of howmany in regard to robe-material?”

“Offences of wrong-doing with Expiation are done
by an exhorter in an incomplete (Order of) nuns,³
Four here are spoken of as nonads,⁴
and of two in regard to robe-material.⁵”

“And howmany Confessions
are pointed out for nuns?
Howmany wrong-doings with Expiation
when they partake of raw grain?”

“And eight Confessions made
for nuns are pointed out,⁶
Wrong-doings with Expiation are done
when they partake of raw grain.⁷”

“Howmany offences for one who is walking?
And howmany for one who is standing?
Howmany offences for one who is sitting?
And howmany for one who is lying down?”

“Four offences for one who is walking,⁸

¹ Bu-Pj 2.4.18, Bu-Pc 11, grave (in Bu-Pj 1). ² Defeat (Bu-Pj 3.4.5, Bu-Pj 3.4.6), grave
and Pācittiya (Bu-Pj 3.4.5; Bu-Pj 3.5.25), Formal Meeting (Bu-Ss 1), wrong-doing (Bu-
Sk 74). ³ Bu-Pc 21. ⁴ navakā; Vin-a 1384 says that in the first rule of training (i.e.
in the division on nuns, Bu-Pc 21–30) there are precisely two formal acts that are not
legally valid, and two that are.The reference seems to be Bu-Pc 21. See Vin 5.137–138.
⁵ Vin-a 1384 says that in giving robe-material in the presence of monks to one who
is ordained there is Pācittiya; in the presence of nuns there is wrong-doing.Thus
there is an offence in giving robe-material to two nuns. ⁶ As handed down in the
Pali, i.e. the text. ⁷ Nuns’ Bi-Pc 7. ⁸ Wrong-doing (Bu-Pc 27, Bu-Pc 67), Pācittiya
(Nuns’ Bi-Pc 96), grave and Formal Meeting (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 3.5.1).
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and as many too for one who is standing,¹
Four offences for one who is sitting,²
and as many too for one who is lying down.³”

“Howmany offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
could one simultaneously fall into together?”

“Five are the offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
that one could simultaneously fall into together.⁴”

BD 6.341

“Howmany offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
could one simultaneously fall into together?”

Vin 5.212

“Nine are the offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
that one could simultaneously fall into together.⁵”

“Howmany offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
Should be confessed by howmany formulae
spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun?”

“Five are the offences of Expiation⁶
all about different subjects
That should be confessed by one formula
are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun.”

¹ Pācittiya (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 11, Bu-Pc 12), wrong-doing (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 6.2.2), grave and
Formal Meeting (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 3.5.1); see also Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8.2.1. ² Commentary
merely remarks that if one sits or lies down one falls into four offences; perhaps
the same as for standing. ³ “I allow, monks, two or three to make proclamations
together,” so Vin-a 1384 apparently quoting Vin 1.93. For ekavācika see Vin 1.169ff.
⁴ Vin-a 1385: a monk accepts fivemedicines, mixes them in one ormore vessels, but
if he sets them aside for more than seven days there are five offences of Pācittiya.
Perhaps this refers to Bu-NP 23. ⁵ This refers to a monk who asks for, crushes
up together and eats the nine sumptuous foods; see Bu-Pc 39. ⁶ Confessing in
one formula (sentence) to storing the five medicines for more than seven days;
Bu-NP 23.
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“Howmany offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
Should be confessed by howmany formulae
are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun?”

“Nine are the offences of Expiation¹
all about different subjects
That should be confessed by one formula
are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun.”

“Howmany offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
Should be confessed after one has announced something,

are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun?”

“Five offences of Expiation²
all about different subjects
Should be confessed after one has announced thematter,

are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun.”

“Howmany offences of Expiation
all about different subjects
Should be confessed after one has announced something
are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun?”

“Nine offences of Expiation³
all about different subjects
Should be confessed after one has announced the matter
are spoken of by the Kinsman of the Sun.”

“Howmany offences up to the third time?
Howmany because of speech?
Howmany for one who is eating?
Howmany for partaking of?”

BD 6.342

¹ Referring to sumptuous foods (?). ² Referring to medicines. ³ Referring to
sumptuous foods.
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“Three offences up to the third time,¹
six because of speech,²
Three offences for one who is eating,³
five because of partaking of.⁴”

“Howmany occasions do all the
‘up to the third times’ reach?
And for howmany are offences?
For howmany by a legal question?”

“Five occasions do all the
‘up to the third times’ reach,⁵
And there is an offence for five,⁶
and for five by a legal question.⁷”

“For howmany is there an investigation?
And for howmany by a settlement?
And for howmany simply no offence?
For howmany reasons does one shine?”

“For five is there an investigation,⁸
and for five by a settlement,⁹
For five simply no offence,¹⁰

¹ Defeat for imitating one who is suspended (Nuns’ Bi-Pj 5), Formal Meeting for im-
itating a schismatic (Bu-Ss 10.1), and Pācittiya for the nun Caṇḍakālī for not giving
up a pernicious view (this may refer to Nuns’ Bi-Ss 10 which, however, does not
mention an offence of Pācittiya). ² See Vin 5.99 on “for the sake of livelihood … ”.
³ Grave offence to eat human flesh (Vin 1.218), one of wrong-doing to eat the other
unallowablemeats (Vin 1.219ff.), offence of Pācittiya for a nunwho eats garlic (Nuns’
Bi-Pc 1). ⁴ Formal Meeting (Nuns’ Bi-Ss 5), grave (Vin 1.218), Pācittiya (Nuns’ Bi-
Pc 1), Confession (Nuns’ Bi-Pd 1–8), andwrong-doing (Vin 1.219f.). ⁵ Wrong-doing,
grave, Defeat (Nuns’ Bi-Pj 7.2.1). Formal Meeting (Bu-Ss 10), Pācittiya (Bu-Pc 68).
⁶ Vin-a 1386: the five co-religionists (monks and nuns, Vin 2.262), probationers, fe-
male andmale novices (Vin 1.84, specifically ofmale novices).Though their offences
did not have to be confessed, a punishment, daṇḍakamma, had to be imposed on
them. ⁷ For these samefive classes all ordinary investigations (? vinicchayavohāra)
about bowl and robe is called a legal question, Vin-a 1386. ⁸ The same five as in the
immediately preceding notes. ⁹ The same five as in the immediately preceding
notes. ¹⁰ The same five as in the immediately preceding notes.
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for three reasons does one shine.¹”

“Howmany bodily (offences) by night?
Howmany bodily by day?
Howmany offences for looking at with longing?
Howmany because of alms?”

BD 6.343

“Two bodily (offences) by night,²
two bodily by day,³
One offence for looking at with longing,⁴
one because of alms.⁵”

“Beholding howmany advantages
should one confess out of faith in others?
Howmany are spoken of as being suspended?
Howmany ‘proper conducts’?”

“Beholding eight advantages
should one confess out of faith in others,⁶
Three are spoken of as being suspended,⁷
forty-three ‘proper conducts’.⁸”

“On howmany occasions is there lying speech?
Howmany are called ‘at most’?Vin 5.213

Howmany are to be Confessed?
And of howmany were there confessions?”

¹ Vin-a 1387: if an individual makes amends (for an offence) in the midst of an
Order, in themidst of a group, or in the presence of an individual (monk). ² Pācit-
tiya and wrong-doing (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 11.2.1). ³ Pācittiya and wrong-doing (Nuns’
Bi-Pc 12). ⁴ Wrong-doing (Bu-Ss.1.5.12). ⁵ Vin-a 1387: “ ‘Monks, a monkmust
not look at a donor’s face’—here is an offence of wrong-doing. But the Kurundiya
speaks of this phrase as meaning ‘if a nun is partaking of prepared (ripened,
paripācita) alms there is an offence of Pācittiya’.’ ⁶ Vin-a 1387: “called advan-
tages in the Kosambakakkhandhaka”—apparently referring to Kd 10.1.7, though the
word ānisaṁsa does not occur there in Oldenberg’s edition. ⁷ For not seeing an
offence, not making amends for one, not giving up a pernicious view, e.g. Kd 1.79.
⁸ Vin-a 1387: some are for those monks who have been suspended.
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“On five occasions is there lying speech,¹
fourteen are called ‘at most”,²
Twelve are to be Confessed,³
and of four were there confessions.⁴”

“Howmany factored is lying speech?
Howmany factors of Observance?
Howmany are the factors for (going on) a message?
Howmany the customs of other sects?”

BD 6.344

“Lying speech is eight-factored,⁵
eight factors of Observance,⁶
Eight factors for (going on) a message,⁷
eight customs of other sects.⁸”

“Howmany formulas for ordination?
For howmany should there be rising from?
To howmany should a seat be given?
Of howmany is an exhorter of nuns?”

“Eight formulas for ordination,⁹
for eight should there be rising from,¹⁰
To eight should a seat be given,¹¹
of eight is an exhorter of nuns.¹²”

“Of howmany is there ‘could be destroyed’?
Of howmany a grave offence?
And of howmany simply no offence?

¹ Vin-a 1387: Defeat, Formal Meeting, grave, Pācittiya, and wrong-doing. See
Vin 5.128, bd 6.193. ² Vin-a 1387 “ten days at most” and so on is spoken of be-
low (i.e. above here). ³ Four offences to be Confessed for monks, eight for nuns.
⁴ desanā. Vin-a 1387: this means confession of a transgression, accaya, and refers in
particular to the assassins hired by Devadatta (Vin 2.192); to the woman who tried
to seduce the elder Anuruddha (Vin 4.18); to Vaḍḍha the Licchavi (Vin 2.126); and to
incoming monks who carried out a formal act of suspension against an Elder who
was a resident in Vāsabha village (Vin 1.314f.). ⁵ See Vin 5.136. ⁶ See Vin 5.137.
⁷ See Vin 5.137. ⁸ See Vin 5.137. ⁹ Commentary here says this refers to the
ordination, upasampadā, of nuns. ¹⁰ See Vin 5.137. ¹¹ See Vin 5.137. ¹² See
Vin 5.137.
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Are they one subject for all?”

“Of one is there ‘could be destroyed’,¹
of four a grave offence,²
And of four simply no offence,³
they are one subject for all.⁴”

“Howmany occasions for ill-will?
By howmany is an Order split?
Howmany here are offences at once?
Howmany carryings out by a motion?”

“Nine occasions for ill-will,⁵
an Order is split by nine,⁶
Nine here are offences at once,⁷
nine carryings out by a motion.⁸”

BD 6.345

“Howmany individuals should not be greeted
nor (receive) joined palms or proper homage?
For howmany is there an offence of wrong-doing?
Howmany for wearing the three robes?”

“Ten individuals should not be greeted
nor (receive) joined palms or proper homage,⁹
For ten is there an offence of wrong-doing,¹⁰

¹ Now the verses begin to be concerned with schism; “could be destroyed” is chejja.
Vin-a 1388 says “In the verses whoever of nine people offers a voting ticket, he splits
theOrder; only for him is there chejja”, and it rather strangely adds “asDevadatta fell
into an offence involving Defeat”.The above clause apparently refers to Vin 2.204
(Kd 17.5.1). ² Vin-a 1388: “the followersor imitators of schismatics, suchasKokālika
and so on”—i.e. Kokālika and three other followers of Devadatta are mentioned at
Bu-Ss 10.1.1, Kd 17.3.14. At Kd 17.4.4 they were to be made to confess a grave offence.
Four other sets of circumstances for falling into a grave offence for aiming at a
schism occur at Kd 2.34.6–9. ³ No offence for four speakers of Dhamma—this is
obscure. ⁴ Vin-a 1388: “But these offences, founded on one for all, are founded
on a schism in the Order”. ⁵ See Vin 5.137. ⁶ See Vin 5.137. ⁷ See Vin 5.137.
⁸ Vin-a 1388 says nine formal acts should be carried out by a motion. ⁹ Kd 16.6.5.
¹⁰ Vin-a 1388: for greeting these same ten.
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ten for wearing three robes.¹”

“To howmany who have kept the rains
should a robe be given here?
For howmany should purity be declared?
and for howmany likewise not declared?”

“To five who have kept the rains
should a robe be given here,²
For seven should purity³
be declared, for sixteen not declared.⁴”

“Concealing howmany hundred offences
for a hundred nights?
Having spent howmany nights
could he who is under probation be freed?”

“Concealing ten hundred offences
for one hundred nights,
Having spent ten nights
he who is under probation could be freed.⁵”

BD 6.346

“Howmany defects in formal acts were spoken of

¹ An extra robe may be worn for most at ten days, Bu-NP 1.2. ² The five fellow
Dhamma-people: monks, nuns, probationers, women and men novices. ³ The
word sante is unusual in Vinaya. It looks like an accusative plural and as if it is being
used for parisuddhi, complete purity; and dātabbaṁ is probably here to declare, see
bd 4.158, n. 1.The above clause possibly refers to Kd 2.22, Kd 13.26: suddhanta. For
Vin-a 1388 the seven are: those gone to distant parts, disāpakkantā for disaṁgamika
of Kd 2.21; those who are mad, unhinged, in pain, and the three who have been sus-
pended (i.e. for not seeing, notmaking amends for andnot givingup). ⁴ Vin-a 1388
says that these sixteen, beginning with eunuch, are spoken of in the Cīvarakkhan-
dhaka, and seem to refer to the first six and the last ten in Kd8.30.1. ⁵ This is
the answer to the one question asked in the preceding verse. Vin-a 1389: “Whoever
on every ten days having fallen into 100 offences requiring a Formal Meeting of
the Order conceals them for each of the ten days is therefore a concealer of 1,000
offences for 100 nights. If he asks for probation, saying all these offences have been
concealed for ten days, and having spent ten nights (then thewordsmay be spoken)
“The probationer may be freed’.” On probation see Kd 12, Kd 13.This verse is quoted
at Vin-a 1183.
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by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā?
And howmany—were all—not legally valid?”

“Twelve defects in formal acts¹ were spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā,
all were made not legally valid.”

“Howmany excellences in formal acts were spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā?
And howmany—were all—legally valid?”

“Four excellences² in formal acts were spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,Vin 5.214

In the Vinaya-matter at Campā,
all were made legally valid.”

“Howmany formal acts were spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā?
Howmany were legally valid, not legally Valid?”

“Six formal acts³ were spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā;
here one was made legally valid,
Five were spoken of as not legally valid⁴
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun.”

“Howmany formal acts were spoken of

¹ The Campeyyakakkhandhaka is Kd 9.Three defects refer to four formal acts, see
above Prv 7.2, towards end of Vin 5.116. ² See again towards end of Vin 5.116, and
Kd9. ³ See Kd 9.3.5. The legally valid one is that which is carried out by rule
in a complete assembly. See also Vin 5.115 (near beginning, and the note in the
translation). ⁴ See Kd 9.3.5.The legally valid one is that which is carried out by
rule in a complete assembly. See also Vin 5.115 (near beginning, and the note in the
translation).
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by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā?
Howmany were legally valid, not legally Valid?”

“Four formal acts were spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
In the Vinaya-matter at Campā;
here one was made legally valid,
Three were spoken of as not legally valid¹
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun.”

BD 6.347

“Those classes of offences taught by Such a One,
the Conqueror of the Unending,²
by the One who sees aloofness³—
Howmany here are stopped without the deciding?
I ask you, (you who are) proficient in analysis.”

“Those classes of offences taught by Such a One,
the Conqueror of the Unending,
by the One who sees aloofness,—
One here⁴ is stopped without the decidings:
this I point out to you, (you who are) proficient in analy-

sis.”

“Howmany doomed to the Downfall are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes⁵ of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

¹ See Kd 9.2.4.The one that is legally valid is the same as in the preceding stanza.
² Vin-a 1389: nibbāna. ³ Vin-a 1389 speaks of the same five kinds of “aloofness” or
seclusion as does mn-a i.85. Cf.Vin 5.97. ⁴ Only one class of offence, that of Defeat,
is stopped without the decidings. Here one verdict in the presence of is stopped
without the decidings, but yet attains the status of a deciding. ⁵ visayāni.
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“One hundred and forty-four¹ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
Schismatics of the Order, doomed to the Downfall,
to Niraya for an aeon,²
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany not doomed to the Downfall are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Eighteen not doomed to the Downfall³ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany octads are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?BD 6.348

On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Eighteen octads⁴ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany formal acts are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

¹ Vin-a 1390 referring to the Sanghabhedakkhandhaka, classifies the eighteen
speakers of non-dhamma into eight groups each, thus arriving at the total of cha
ūnadiyaḍḍhasata. See Kd 17.5.2 (for the eighteen points giving rise to schism) and
Kd 17.5.5 (for the views and the doubts, which Commentary classifies as eight).
² Lines at Kd 17.5.5, there in the singular. ³ Vin-a 1390 here copies Kd 17.5.6. These
are schismatics in fact, but act in good faith. ⁴ This refers to the answer last but
two above, where the 144 are reduced to 18 × 8.
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“Sixteen formal acts¹ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany defects in formal acts are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun? Vin 5.215

On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Twelve defects in formal acts² are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany excellences in formal acts are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Four excellences in formal acts³ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany formal acts are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Six formal acts⁴ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany formal acts are spoken of

¹ See above Prv 15.1.3, bd 6.167. ² See Vin 5.214. ³ See Vin 5.214. ⁴ See Vin 5.214.
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by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Four formal acts¹ are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany offences involving Defeat are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Eight offences involving Defeat are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“Howmany offences requiring a Formal Meeting of the
Order?

…”

²“ Twenty-three offences requiring a Formal Meeting of
BD 6.349

the Order
…”

“Howmany Undetermined offences? …”

“Two Undetermined offences …”

“Howmany offences of Forfeiture? …”

“Forty-two offences of Forfeiture …”

“Howmany offences of Expiation? …”

“One hundred and eighty-eight offences of Expiation …”

¹ See Vin 5.214. ² See Vin 5.214.
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“Howmany offences to be Confessed? …”

“Twelve offences to be Confessed …”

“Howmany Trainings are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun?
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
we listen to you.”

“Seventy-five Trainings are spoken of
by the Buddha, the Kinsman of the Sun,
On the attributes of one claiming Vinaya
listen to me.”

“What has been well asked by you
that has been well answered by me.
By means of question and answer
there is nothing at all that is not threaded.¹”

Concluded is the Second Collection of Stanzas

¹ asuttaka, not woven, not threaded on theThread (sutta) of the Teaching. On sutta
asThread seeTheGuide, pts Translation Series, No. 33, Introduction, p. xxxiii, and
p. 3, note 12.
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20. The Sweat Inducing Stanzas

Prv 20.1.1
BD 6.350

Vin 5.216

One not in communion with monks or nuns,¹
a certain eating is not obtained there,²
There is no offence for one who is not away, separated

from³:
these questions were thought out by those of skill.

Five things not to be disposed of,⁴
(five) not to be divided up⁵
were spoken of by the Great Seer,
There is no offence in disposing of,⁶ of making use of:
these questions were thought out by those of skill.

I do not say ten individuals,⁷
eleven are to be shunned,⁸
There is an offence for one who is greeting a senior⁹:
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Not one who is suspended,
nor yet one who is undergoing probation,
Nor a schismatic of the Order,

¹ Referring to the Observance and Invitation. Cf. Bu-Pc 69.2.1. ² Two kinds of
eating, sambhoga, are given at Bu-Pc 69.2.1. Here Vin-a 1391 takes it to mean that he
does not obtain unallowable food. ³ Vin-a 1391 appears to take this to mean: if the
sleeping-place is in a house, sahagāraseyyā. Cf.Vin 1.109. ⁴ Vin 2.170. ⁵ Vin 2.171.
⁶ Vin-a 1391 says this should be understood in reference to a nun who is the mother
of a young child. ⁷ Vin-a 1391 refers this to the Senāsanakkhandhaka, Kd 16.
⁸ Vin-a 1391 refers this to the Mahākkhandhaka, Kd 8, and the naked monk—prob-
ably referring to Kd 8.28. ⁹ Does this refer to Kd 16.6.5? Commentary is silent. But
see above Prv 17.14.6.
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nor yet one who has gone over to a faction,
Firm in the basis of belonging to the same communion,¹
How could there be no sharing in the training?²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Being questioned, he comes to the Dhamma,
what is skilled, what is connected with the goal,
He is neither living nor dead nor attained to nibbāna. BD 6.351

Which is this individual the Buddhas speak of ³?
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

I do not say above the collar-bones,
below the navel should be shunned,
How could there be an offence involving Defeat
because of sexual Intercourse?⁴
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

A monk begging for himself builds a hut, the site not
marked out,

Exceeding the right measure, involving destruction,
without an open space (round it): there is no offence.⁵
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Amonk begging for himself builds a hut, the sitemarked
out,

To the right measure, not involving destruction,
with an open space (round it): there is an offence.⁶
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

¹ Bu-Ss 10.2; Bu-Pc 81.2.1. ² Vin-a 1391 says this question concerns the monk
who formerly was a barber, Kd 6.37. ³ Vin-a 1391: this question concerns a fash-
ioned (created) Buddha, nimmita-buddha. Is this a Buddha-image? ⁴ This ques-
tion is about the headless trunk or body whose eyes andmouth were on its chest;
see Vin 3.107. ⁵ Vin-a 1391 says this refers to a hut roofed with grass. See Bu-
Ss 6.3.16. No offence if a monk builds one. Verse quoted at Vin-a 574. ⁶ This refers
to Dhaniya’s hut, which was sabbamattikāmaya (the clue-word at Vin-a 1391); see
Bu-Pj 2.1.2.The offence in building a hut of this kind was one of wrong-doing.The
other part of the dilemma (concerning a hut not specified as made entirely of mud
or clay) is at Bu-Ss 6.
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Should one perform no bodily action,
nor even speak to others with the voice,
One would fall into a serious (offence),
a matter for being destroyed.¹
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

A good man should not do any bodily,
verbal or even mental evil,
How then if he is expelled is he well expelled?²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Not conversing with any man by speech,
should he utter no word to othersBD 6.352

Vin 5.217
Hemight fall verbally, not bodily.³
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

The rules of training praised by the noble Buddha
could be four Formal Meetings,
All of which one might fall into at one stroke.⁴
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

If two (nuns) ordained together
should accept a robe from the hand of both,
Could the offences be different?⁵
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Four people having arranged together removed valuable

¹ garukaṁ chejjavatthuṁ. Commentary says this question is about the nun who
concealed another nun’s fault. Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6. The word chejja is connected with
Defeat though it does not occur in Nuns’ Bi-Pj 6. ² Vin-a 1391 says this question is
about the incapable, abhabba, persons, beginning with the eunuch. See Kd 1.61–68.
For the eleven persons Commentary speaks of see e.g. Kd 8.30.1. ³ This question
is about lying speech though the offence cannot be made clear. For as the monk
was sitting silent after he had given an acknowledgement that was not legally valid,
the offence was not one of the mind-door.Therefore what should have beenmade
clear has not been made clear.This offence of his arises through non-action in the
voice-door, Vin-a 1391f. ⁴ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 3. ⁵ Possibly referring to Bu-Pc 25.The two
offences are those of Pācittiya and wrong-doing, according to whether acceptance
was from the hand of a monk or a nun.
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goods:
Three offences involving Defeat,
one not an offence involving Defeat.¹
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

And should a woman be within, and a monk outside,
(As) there was no hole in that house²—
because of unchastity. How could there be Defeat?
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

If, having accepted oil, honey, molasses,
as well as ghee for oneself, one should lay them aside,
Seven days not having elapsed, unless there is a reason,
there is an offence in partaking (of them).³
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

The offence is one of Expiation for a slighter offence
with one involving Forfeiture
Together for one who falls.⁴
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

BD 6.353

Twenty monks might be assembled thinking that,
complete,⁵ they could carry out a formal act,
A monkmight be standing twelve yojanas (away),

¹ Vin-a 1392 refers this toPārājika 2. SeePj.2.4.29. But there is nomentionhere of the
teacher and the three pupils as there is at Vin-a 1392 and Vin-a 366 where this verse
is quoted.The one offence not involving Defeat is said to be a grave one. ² This
question appears to refer to Kd 15.35.2 where the word chidda, hole, occurs, as does
also the Commentary’s santhata, something spread (in a privy). Nuns not allowed
to use a privy, Kd 20.27.3. ³ Bu-NP 23, Bu-Pc 39; see too Kd 6.15.10. ⁴ “Slighter
offence,” suddhaka, occurs only, I think, at Vin 2.67, thus not in a Defeat or Formal
Meeting It is used there in connection with concealing an offence or not concealing
it which would entail an offence of wrong-doing for the offender or his being dealt
with according to the rule. Vin-a 1392 says that this stanza is about obtaining, for
whoever obtains two robes, one for himself and one for another from acquisitions
belonging to an Order, falls at one blow into an offence of Nissaggiya Pācittiya,
and into an offence of Pācittiya involving a “slighter” offence. Commentary reads
suddhika-. This question might conceivably refer to Bu-NP 7. ⁵ A twenty-fold
Order is entitled to take part in all formal acts, Vin 1.319.
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and that formal act could be reversed
because (the Order) was incomplete.¹
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

And a speaker through voice even for the length of a
stride

Would fall into all sixty-four serious offences
together for which amends (should be made).²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Dressed in an inner robe,³
a double outer cloak⁴ put on,
All these are to be forfeited.
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

And there was not even a motion, nor yet a resolution,
nor did the Conqueror say “Come, monk”,
Nor even was there going for refuge for this one,
but his ordination was irreversible.⁵
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Should one kill the woman who is not (his) mother,
and should he kill the man who is not (his) father,⁶

¹ Vin-a 1392 says this question concerns the gāmasīmā (a boundary that is a village,
Cf. Vin-a 1055) in such towns as Benares for distances of twelve yojanas—perhaps
referring to Kd 2.11–13 or Kd 2.24. No formal act may be carried out by an incomplete
Order, Kd 2.23.2. ² Vin-a 1392 says this question is about a go-between (Bu-Ss 5);
it seems to refer specially to Bu-Ss 5.4.12: “if he does not accept but examines and
brings back”. Vin-a 558 cites this verse and thinks that the number of offences
equals the number of women to whom the monk gives a message. Vin-a 559 speaks
of sixty-four offences mentioned in the verse above. ³ Permission to wear these
is given at Vin 1.289. All robes, however, are to be forfeited by a monkwho gets a
nun who is not a relation of his to wash them (Bu-NP 4). ⁴ Permission to wear
these is given at Vin 1.289. All robes, however, are to be forfeited by a monk who
gets a nun who is not a relation of his to wash them (Bu-NP 4). ⁵ Referring to
Mahāpajāpatī’s ordination. ⁶ Vin-a 1393 says this question is about change of
sex (see Vin 3.35, Bu-Pj 1.10.6), the mother having become aman and the father a
woman, so the person who kills them probably would not be guilty of matricide or
parricide.
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Should the dullard kill an unariyan,
because of this he would attain the immediately next.¹
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Should one kill the woman who is (his) mother,
and should he kill the man who is (his) father, BD 6.354

Having killed mother and father,
notbecauseof thiswouldheattain the immediatelynext.²

These questions were thought out by those of skill.
Vin 5.218

Not being reproved, not being made to remember,
a formal act might be carried out for one not face to face
And when carried out the formal act would be well car-

ried out,
and an Order, the carrier out, would incur no offence.³
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Being reproved, having made to remember,
a formal act might be carried out for one face to face,
And when carried out the formal act might not be well

carried out,
and an Order, the carrier out, would incur an offence.⁴
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

There is an offence in cutting down,⁵

¹ anataraṁ phuse. Does this mean the next world? Or an offence whose fruition
comes straightaway? ² Vin-a 1393 says this question is about having animals
for parents, like sons of a lion, and like the ascetic who was the young of a doe.
This latter case refers to Isisiṅgatāpasa, see Mil 124, Ja no.523, Ja no.536, Mahāvastu
translation iii.140. See also Mahāvastu translation iii.148f. for another child born
of a doe. ³ Vin-a 1393 says this stanza is about ordination by means of a messen-
ger—referring to ordination of nuns, see Kd 20.22. ⁴ Vin-a 1393 refers this to the
ordination of eunuchs, etc. See Kd 1.61ff. But the Kurundiya is of another opinion.
⁵ Vin-a 1393 says in felling a forest-tree there is Defeat (see Bu-Pj 2.4.18); in cutting
down grass and creepers an offence of Pācittiya (does this refer to Bu-Pc 2?); in
cutting off the male organ a grave offence (Bu-Pj 1 ).
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no offence in cutting off,¹
There is an offence in concealing,²
no offence in covering.³
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Speaking the truth is a serious offence,⁴
and lying a slight one for the speaker,⁵
Speaking a lie is a serious offence,⁶
and the truth a slight one for the speaker.⁷
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

One that is allotted, dyed with dye
even if made allowable,
There is an offence for making use of it.⁸
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

A monk eats meat after sunset,BD 6.355

If he be not mad nor yet unhinged nor even in bodily
pain,

Not for him is there an offence,
and this rule was taught by theWell-farer.⁹
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Not inflamed in mind,¹⁰
nor yet with a mind set on theft,¹¹

¹ No offence in cutting one’s hair or nails—see Kd 15.27.1–3. ² Both words are
chādentassa; the offence is to conceal one’s own or another’s offence, but it is no
offence to cover (or thatch) a house, etc. ³ Bothwords are chādentassa; the offence
is to conceal one’s own or another’s offence, but it is no offence to cover (or thatch)
a house, etc. ⁴ That is when a monk abuses a woman saying “You are deformed,
you are a hermaphrodite” (Bu-Ss 3.3.1). ⁵ Bu-Pc 1. ⁶ Bu-Pj 4. ⁷ Vin-a 1393:
speaking the truth when announcing what is a fact is a slight offence. ⁸ The
Commentary says this question concerns one who, not having forfeited a robe
to be forfeited, makes use of it. See Bu-NP 1.4; Bu-NP 2.3.18; Bu-NP 3.2.3. ⁹ This
question is about the “ruminator”, see Kd 15.25. The “allowance” given there is
quoted at Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 109. ¹⁰ One who is inflamed in mind falls into Bu-Pj 1.
¹¹ One whose mind is so set falls into Bu-Pj 2.
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nor even if he intended “for after dying”,¹
Forhimwhogives avoting ticket there is “tobedestroyed”,

for himwho accepts a grave offence.²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Not even what is agreed on as a dangerous forest-(lodg-
ing),

not even an agreement given by the Order,
And not for him is kaṭhina formally made, should he,
having laid aside a robe just there, go for half a yojana,
There is no offence for him till sunrise.³
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

All the various bodily, not verbal, matters
That together he might fall into simultaneously.⁴
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

All the various verbal, not bodily, matters
That together he might fall into simultaneously.⁵
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Three women—in sex: that she would not indulge in,
three men and three non-ariyans (and three) eunuchs.⁶

¹ If he so intends he falls into Bu-Pj 3. Vin-a 1393 says a schismaticmonk has none of
these three features. ² See Vin 5.213; translation bd 6.344, n. 4. Vin-a 1393 confirms
that this refers to a schismatic and an imitator of a schismatic. ³ Bu-NP 29.
⁴ Vin-a 1393 says this verse is about taking hold of together the hair and fingers
of several women—see Bu-Ss 2. It is quoted at Vin-a 841 where, in the exegesis
of Bu-Pc 39, adding the word “nine”, it refers to the nine sumptuous foods. If, for
example, one puts them all into one dish and eats a morsel of each, one falls into
nine offences of Pācittiya. ⁵ Vin-a 1393 says this verse is about a speaker of lewd
words beginningwith “All of you are deformed”—see Bu-Ss 3.3.1, and see five verses
above. ⁶ Vin-a 1393f. says this verse is about threewomen. Of these, one (followed
by singular verb) does not indulge in what is called sex; having approached three
men she does not indulge in sex.Three “unariyan eunuchs” means: three unariyan
hermaphrodites and three eunuchs. Having approached these six people she does
not indulge in sex.The verse is quoted at Vin-a 905 in exegesis of Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8.
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And she would not practise sex in accordance with the
BD 6.356

letter¹—
it might be she is to be destroyed because of sexual inter-

course.²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

One could ask to give robe-material to his mother³
if it is not altered⁴ for an Order,
Of what is there an offence for him,
and no offence for his relations?⁵
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Vin 5.219

An angry man is pleasing,
an angry man is contemptible.
Then what is that rule called by which
an angry man is laudable?⁶
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

A satisfied man is pleasing,
a satisfied man is contemptible,
Then what is that rule called by which
a satisfied man is contemptible?
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Could one fall together into a Formal Meeting,

¹ byañjanasmiṁ. This means she does not actually have sexual intercourse ² This
question concerns a doer of eight things (Nuns’ Bi-Pj 8) and is about a nun who
shows her desire for a man in eight ways. ³ Cf. Kd8.22; Nuns’ Bi-Pc 28.2.2.
⁴ pariṇata. ⁵ This verse appears to refer to Bu-NP 24. Vin-a 1394 says it is about
“raising up mindfulness for using a cloth for the rains piṭṭhiyasamaye, and that
its analysis is spoken of in the Commentary on the rules for cloths for the rains”.
Piṭṭhiyasamaya is defined at Vin-a 720 as the seven months between the last day of
the bright fortnight of the full moon of Kattikā to the beginning of the full moon
of Jeṭṭha (Jeṭṭhamūlapuṇṇamā, Cf. dn-a 6). ⁶ Vin-a 1394 says this stanza and the
next are about the customs of other sects; and it refers to threematters, but does not
specify them. Perhaps receiving food in one’s hand (Vin 1.90, Vin 3.245), in a gourd
(Vin 2.114) and in a water-pot (Vin 2.115) are meant; the angry man is probably the
layman who objects to monks adopting these customs.
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a grave offence, an Expiation,
one to be Confessed, one of wrong-doing?¹
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Both are full twenty years of age, for both there is
one preceptor, one teacher, one resolution:
One is ordained, one not ordained.²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Not made allowable, not even dyed with dye—
wearing that he might go where he liked, BD 6.357

And there is no offence for him;
and this rule was taught by theWell-farer.³
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

One does not give, one does not accept,
for him a recipient does not exist,
She falls into a serious offence,
not a slight one because of her enjoyment.⁴
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

One does not give, one does not accept,
for him a recipient does not exist,
She falls into a slight offence,
not a serious one because of (her) enjoyment.⁵

¹ Vin-a 1394: this is about going in the sky, ākāsagata. If, by supernormal power,
one of two novices is sitting down freed from the earth for even as much as a hair’s
breadth he is called not ordained. When he has returned to the earth a formal act
cannot be carried out by theOrder. If it is, it is reversible. ² This is about anunwho,
filled with desire, takes almsfood from the hand of a man who is filled with desire
(Nuns’ Bi-Ss 5), and eats the remaining unallowable meats having crushed them
up with human flesh (Vin 1.118), garlic (Nuns’ Bi-Pc 1) and the sumptuous foods
(defined at Bu-Pc 39); and see Nuns’ Bi-Pd 1–8.The above offences are all covered by
these rules and their elaborations in the Old Commentary ³ The Commentary
says this verse is about the monk whose robes are stolen (Bu-NP 6) and refers us to
the Commentary on that rule (Vin-a 665ff.which cites this verse). ⁴ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 6.
Vin-a 914 quotes this verse. ⁵ Nuns’ Bi-Ss 5.2.2: a nun, filled with desire, accepts
water for cleansing the teeth from a man who is filled with desire: an offence of
wrong-doing.
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These questions were thought out by those of skill.

One falls into a serious offence that can be done away
with,

out of disrespect he conceals¹;
Not a nun, and she would not attain a fault.²
These questions were thought out by those of skill.

Concluded are the Sweat-Inducing Stanzas

its summary
Not in communion, not to be disposed of,
and ten, not one who is suspended,
He comes-to Dhamma, above the collar-bone,
and two on begging for himself, /
And no bodily action—serious, no bodily nor verbal (evil),
Not conversing, and training, and two, four people, /
A woman, and oil, Forfeiture, and monks, the length of a stride,
And dressed in, and not a motion,
should one kill not the mother or father, /
Not being reproved, being reproved, cutting down, and so truth-speaking,
And allotted, after sunset, not inflamed, and not a forest (lodging), /
Bodily-verbal, and three women too, to the mother,
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An angry man is pleasing, satisfied, and Formal Meeting both, /
Not made allowable, one does not give,
one does not give, one falls into a serious (offence):
The Sweat-Inducing Stanzas are Questions made clear by the Learned. /

¹ Bu-Pc 64. ² This probably refers to Nuns’ Bi-Ss 13. Vin-a 1395 (silently) refers to
the conclusion of the Nuns’ Formal Meetings (Vin 4.242) where both the seventeen
offences of this nature and the fortnight’smānatta for a nun who has fallen into
any of them are spoken of, as at Vin-a 1395.
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First Division

Prv 21.1.1
BD 6.359

Vin 5.220

¹ Four formal acts: formal act forwhich leave should be asked, formal
act at which a motion is put, formal act at which a motion is put and
is followed by one resolution, formal act at which a motion is put
and is followed by the resolution made three times.² In howmany
ways are these four formal acts invalid?³

In five ways are these four formal acts invalid: as to matter, or as
tomotion, or as to proclamation, or as to boundary, or as to assembly.

Prv 21.1.2

Howare formal acts invalid as tomatter? One carries out a formal
act that should be carried out in the presence of not in the presence
of: a formal act (carried out) not by rule is invalid as to matter. One
carries out a formal act that should be carried out by a question asked
in return⁴ not by a question asked in return: a formal act (carried
out) not by rule is invalid as to matter. One carries out a formal
act that should be carried out on his acknowledgement not on his
acknowledgement … to one whomerits a verdict of innocence⁵ he
gives a verdict of past insanity … for one who merits a verdict of

¹ Oldenberg calls this division “The Five Vaggas”, but though they are numbered
consecutively as a group in the text they seem there to have no general name. ² Cf.
Vin 5.167. ³ At Vin-a 1195 it is said this is explained in the Kammavagga of the Pari-
vāra, while Vin-a 1395 says the four formal acts are spoken of in the Samathakkhan-
dhaka (Kd 14) of which Vin-a 1191 forms the Commentary. See Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 131ff.
for this fourfold kamma. ⁴ See Vin 5.164. Vin-a 1397 says this formal act should be
carried out after one has questioned, reproved and made to remember. ⁵ Vin-
a 1397 instances Dabba theMallian; see e.g. Bu-Ss 8.1.9. For this verdict seeVin 4.207.
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past insanity he carries out a formal act for a decision for specific
depravity¹ … for one whomerits a decision for specific depravity he
carries out a formal act of censure²… for one who merits a formal
act of censure he carries out a formal act of guidance³ … for one
who merits a formal act of guidance he carries out a formal act of
banishment⁴ … for one who merits a formal act of banishment he
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carries out a formal act of reconciliation⁵ … for one who merits a
formal act of reconciliation he carries out a formal act of suspension⁶
… to one whomerits a formal act of suspension he gives probation
onewhomerits probation he sends back to the beginning to onewho
merits being sent back to the beginning he givesmānatta… one who
meritsmānatta he rehabilitates … one whomerits rehabilitation he
ordains … he carries out Observance not on an Observance day …
he invites not on an Invitation day: a formal act (carried out) not by
rule is invalid as to matter.Thus are formal acts invalid as to matter.

Prv 21.1.3

How are formal acts invalid as to motion? In five ways are formal
acts invalid as to motion: one does not touch on⁷ the matter,⁸ he does
not touch on the Order,⁹ he does not touch on the individual,¹⁰ he
does not touch on the motion,¹¹ or, later he sets aside the motion.¹²
Formal acts as to motion are invalid in these five ways.

Prv 21.1.4

How are formal acts invalid as to proclamation? In fiveways are
Vin 5.221

formal acts invalid as to proclamation: one does not touch on themat-
ter … on the Order … on the individual, he omits an announcement,

¹ See Vin 4.207; also Kd 14.11 for the carrying out of this formal act against themonk
Uvāḷa (calledUpavāḷa at Vin-a 1397). ² SeeKd 11.1.3ff. ³ Kd 11.9.1ff. ⁴ Kd 11.13.6ff.
⁵ Kd 11.18.5ff. ⁶ Kd 11.25. ⁷ parāmasati, to deal with, to take up. ⁸ Vin-a 1397f.
says thismeans one does not carry out a formal act of ordination and so on, does not
deal with it, does not bring forward his name. Instead of saying “this Dhammarak-
khita desires ordination from the reverend Buddharakkhita”, he says “one desires
ordination from the reverend Buddharakkhita”. ⁹ Vin-a i.398: he does not say
“Revered sirs, let the Order listen to me” but “Let the revered sirs listen to me”.
¹⁰ Vin-a i.398: He does not say “This Dhammarakkhita desires ordination through
the reverend Buddharakkhita” but “this Dhammarakkhita desires ordination”.
¹¹ He does not carry out the formal acts properly according to whether there is a
motion only, or a motion followed by one resolution or by three. ¹² He does not
make every proclamation of a resolution.
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or he announces at a wrong time.¹ Formal acts as to proclamation
are invalid in these five ways.

Prv 21.1.5

How are formal acts invalid as to boundary?² In eleven ways are
formal acts invalid as to boundary: one agrees on aboundary that
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is very small,³ he agrees on a boundary that is very extensive,⁴ he
agrees on a boundary whose mark is interrupted,⁵ he agrees on a
boundary in the shade, he agrees on “not a mark” as a boundary⁶;
standing outside a boundary he agrees on a boundary⁷; he agrees on
a boundary that is in a river⁸; he agrees on a boundary that is in the
sea; he agrees on a boundary that is in a natural lake; he combines
boundary with boundary⁹; he places boundary within boundary.¹⁰
Formal acts as to boundary are invalid in these eleven ways.

Prv 21.1.6

How are formal acts invalid as to assembly? In twelve ways are
formal acts invalid as to assembly: when a formal act is being carried
out by an incomplete fourfold assembly,¹¹ if as manymonks as are
entitled to take part in the formal act are not come, if the leave of
absence of those fit to declare their leave of absence is not sent, if
those who are present protest¹²; when a formal act is being carried
out by an incomplete fourfold assembly, if as many monks as are

¹ The proclamation first, afterwards he sets aside, ṭhapeti, the motion. ² On
boundary, sīmā, see Kd 2.6–13. Fifteen kinds are given at Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 59 and
Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 59 4f. gives the eleven invalid kinds as above. See also Sīmāvivā-
davinicchayakathā, edited by J. Minayeff, Journal of the Pali Text Society 1887.
³ Cf. Vin 1.107. ⁴ Vin 1.106. ⁵ khaṇḍanimitta. Vin-a 1401 explains that the marks
have not been completed. Monks should gradually walk round from east to south
to west and to north, and at each quarter should proclaim the mark.They should
then proceed to the eastern quarter again and proclaim the same mark as they
proclaimed originally, and not a different one.Thus is the boundary completed or
not-interrupted, akkhaṇḍa. If, however, they stop at the northern quarter without
going on to the eastern one again, the boundary and its marks are interrupted.
⁶ animitta: not all themarks having been agreed on by everyone Vin-a 1401. ⁷ See
Kd 2.24. ⁸ A river, sea and natural lake may be taken as a boundary themselves,
but not things that are in them, islands and rocks perhaps. ⁹ Offence of wrong-
doing at Kd 2.13.1. ¹⁰ Similar offence at Kd 2.13.2. ¹¹ Complete assemblies or
Orders of monks may be fourfold, fivefold, tenfold or twentyfold, each larger Order
being able to carry out more formal acts than the smaller ones. In various ways
eachmay be incomplete or choose an unallowable type of person to bring it up to
the right number. See Kd 9.4. ¹² For this sentence see Kd 9.3.5.
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entitled to take part in the formal act are come, if the leave of absence
of those fit to declare their leave of absence is not sent, if those who
are present protest; when a formal act is being carried out by an
incomplete fourfold assembly, if as many monks as are entitled to
take part in the formal act are come, if the leave of absenceof those

BD 6.362

fit to declare their leave of absence is sent, if those who are present
protest; when a formal act is being carried out by an incomplete
fivefold assembly … tenfold assembly … twentyfold assembly, if as
manymonks as are entitled to take part in the formal act are come,
if the leave of absence of those fit to declare their leave of absence
is sent, if those who are present protest. Formal acts as to assembly
are invalid in these twelve ways.

Prv 21.1.7

When a formal act is being carried out by an incomplete fourfold
assembly four regular monks are entitled to take part in the formal
act,¹ the remainder who are regular monks are fit to declare leave
of absence.² He for whom the Order is carrying out the formal act is
neither entitled to take part in the formal act nor is he fit to declare
leave of absence, but he merits the formal act.

When a formal act is being carried out by an incomplete fivefold
assembly five regular monks …

When a formal act is being carried out by an incomplete tenfold
assembly ten regular monks …

When a formal act is being carried out by an incomplete twen-
tyfold assembly twenty regular monks … but he merits the formal
act.

Prv 21.1.8
Vin 5.222 Four formal acts: formal act for which leave should be asked,

formal act at which a motion is put, formal act at which a motion
is put and is followed by one resolution, formal act at which a mo-

¹ Vin-a 1402: in this incomplete assembly there must be four regular monks (to
complete it), i.e. not those who have been suspended or sent away, but those of
entire moral purity; without these that act cannot be carried out but their leave of
absence or entire purity is not sent. ² Vin-a 1402: even if the remainder number
about a thousand, if they belong to the same communion all are fit to declare leave
of absence. Once they have given this and the entire purity (see Kd 2.3.3), then “Let
them come or not”, the formal act still stands.
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tion is put and is followed by the resolution made three times. In
howmany ways are these four formal acts invalid? In five ways are
these four formal acts invalid: as to matter, or as to motion, or as to
proclamation, or as to boundary, or as to assembly.

Prv 21.1.9

How are formal acts invalid as to matter? One ordains a eunuch¹:
a formal act (carried out) not by rule is invalid asto matter. One
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ordains one who is in communion by theft² … one who has gone
over to (another) sect³ … one ordains an animal⁴ … one ordains a
matricide⁵ … a parricide⁶ … amurderer of an arahant⁷ … a seducer
of a nun⁸ … a schismatic⁹ … a shedder of (a Tathāgata’s) blood¹⁰ … a
hermaphrodite¹¹ … one ordains a man who is less than twenty years
of age¹²: a formal act (carried out) not by rule is invalid as to matter.

Prv 21.1.10

Howare formal acts invalid as tomotion… (= Prv 21.1.3–Prv 21.1.6)
… Formal acts as to assembly are invalid in these twelve ways.

Prv 21.1.11

Howmany possibilities¹³ does a formal act forwhich leave should
be asked have access to … a formal act at which a motion is put … a
formal act at which a motion is put and is followed by one resolution
… How many possibilities does a formal act at which a motion is
put and is followed by the resolution made three times have access
to? A formal act for which leave should be asked has access to five
possibilities; a formal act at which a motion is put has access to nine
possibilities; a formal act at which a motion is put and is followed by
one resolution has access to seven possibilities; a formal act at which
a motion is put and is followed by a resolution made three times has
access to seven possibilities.

Prv 21.1.12

Which are the five possibilities to which a formal act for which
leave should be asked has access? Restoration,¹⁴ being sent away,
close shaving,¹⁵ the higher penalty,¹⁶ a characteristic mark of the

¹ SeeKd 1.61. ² Kd 1.62. ³ Kd 1.62. ⁴ Kd 1.63. ⁵ Kd 1.64. ⁶ Kd 1.65. ⁷ Kd 1.66.
⁸ Kd 1.67. ⁹ Kd 1.67. ¹⁰ Kd 1.67. ¹¹ Kd 1.68. ¹² Bu-Pc 65. ¹³ ṭhānāni, qualities,
attributes. ¹⁴ As at Vin 1.321f., but “being sent away” there precedes “restoration”.
Vin-a 1402 says this is the right order, the other being for the connexion, siliṭṭhatā,
of the words; and it adds that an example of this meaning of these two words is the
expulsion and restoration of the novice Kaṇṭaka. ¹⁵ bhaṇḍakamma, see Kd 1.38.11,
Kd 1.48.2. ¹⁶ brahmadaṇḍa, Kd 21.1.12.
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formal act is itself the fifth.These are the five possibilities to which a
formal act for which leave should be asked has access.¹

Which are the nine possibilities to which a formal, act at which
a motion is put has access? Restoration,² being sent away,³ Obser-
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vance, Invitation, agreement,⁴ giving,⁵ way of accepting,⁶ rejection,⁷
a characteristic mark of the formal act is itself the ninth.⁸These are
the nine possibilities⁹ to which a formal act at which a motion is put
has access.

Which are the seven possibilities to which a formal act at which
amotion is put and is followed by one resolution has access? Restora-

¹ For this paragraph see Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 131. ² osāraṇā here seems to mean,
according to Vin-a 1409, Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 132, the formula, “Let him come” spoken
for one who desires ordination. ³ nissāraṇā, at Vin-a 1409, Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 132
means that a monk is a speaker of Dhamma, but does not know the rules or their
analysis. He does not reflect on the meaning, but pushes it out under the shadow
of the appurtenances (or details or syllables, byañjana). If the venerable sirs see
fit, having turned out, uṭṭhāpetvā (Cf. Dhp-a iv.69) this monk, the rest of us could
settle this legal question. His being sent away is due therefore to the decision
taken at a referendum. ⁴ sammuti as to a particular monk who shall present the
monk so-and-so for his ordination and shall question him as to discipline and the
stumbling-blocks to ordination; also required is the agreement of the monk who
seeks ordination that he will answer the questions on discipline put to him by the
monk so-and-so. ⁵ This is the Order giving (or giving back) a robe forfeited to
the Order that had had to be forfeited by the monk so-and-so. ⁶ paṭiggaha. This is
the way of accepting an offence that a monk had remembered and confessed and
says he sees. ⁷ paccukkaḍḍhanā; or postponement? Cf. paccukkaḍḍhitabbaṁ at
Vin 2.99, “to be rejected”. paccukkaḍḍhanā, with reference to Vin 1.175 is explained
at Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 133 and, rather more fully at Vin-a 1410f., as “Let the venerable
sirs who are residents listen to me; if it is pleasing to them we could carry out
the Observance now, we could recite the Pātimokkha, we could invite on the next
full-moon day”. Thus a rejection of the carrying out of Invitation is “rejection”.
⁸ Here the mark appears to be in settling a legal question by the covering over (as)
with grass. ⁹ In all of them amotion is put before an Order.
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tion,¹ being sent away,² agreement,³ giving,⁴ removal,⁵marking out,⁶
a characteristic mark of the formal act is itself the seventh.⁷These
are the seven possibilities to which a formal act at which a motion is
put and is followed by one resolution has access.

BD 6.365

Which are the seven possibilities towhich a formal act at which a
motion is put and is followed by the resolution made three times has
access? Restoration, being sent away,⁸ agreement,⁹ giving,¹⁰ rebuke,¹¹
admonition,¹² a characteristic mark of the formal act is itself the
seventh.¹³These are the seven possibilities to which a formal act at
which a motion is put and is followed by the resolution made three
times has access.

Prv 21.1.13

When a formal act is being carried out by an incomplete fourfold
assembly four regular monks … (= Prv 21.1.7) …by an incomplete

Vin 5.223

fivefold assembly … by an incomplete tenfold assembly … by an
incomplete twentyfold assembly … but he merits the formal act.

Concluded is the First Division: on Formal Acts
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Second Division

Prv 21.2.1Founded on two reasons the rule of training was laid down for disci-
ples by the Tathāgata for the excellence of the Order, for the comfort
of the Order¹: founded on these two reasons the rule of training was
laid down for disciples by the Tathāgata. Founded on two reasons …
for the restraint of evil-minded men, for the dwelling in comfort of
well behaved monks: founded on these two reasons the rule of train-
ing was laid down for disciples by the Tathāgata. Founded on two
reasons … for the restraint of the cankers belonging to the here and
now, for combating the cankers belonging to future states … for the
restraint of dreadful actions² belonging to the here and now,³ for the
combating of dreadful actions belonging to future states⁴ … for the
restraint of blamable actions belonging tothe here and now,⁵ for the
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combating of blamable actions belonging to future states … for the

¹ Vin-a 1411 and Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī refer this to the episode (see Kd 15.20.2–6) of the
turning upside down and the setting upright of Vaḍḍha the Licchavi’s bowl. ² See
previous note. ³ Agreement on a boundary (Kd 2.6.1). Onlywith the agreement of
monks may a monk be away, separated from his three robes (Bu-NP 2); agreement
on a rug (Bu-NP 14.2); and fourteen other agreements—see Kd 16.21, Vin-a 1411,
Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 133. ⁴ Giving of kaṭhina robe-material (Kd 7.1.4); and the giving
of the robes of a monk who has died (Kd 8.27). ⁵ Referring to the removal of the
kaṭhina (privileges). ⁶ Referring to Bu-Ss 6 and Bu-Ss 7, where there has to be
the marking out, desanā, of the site for a hut and for a vihāra. ⁷ Where there
is a covering over (as) with grass, that one on the one side and one on the other
side are called two proclamations of a motion that is followed by one resolution,
Vin-a 1411; Cf. Kaṅkhāvitaraṇī 133. ⁸ Referring to the seven formal acts beginning
with that of censure. When these are revoked restoration can be spoken of. ⁹ On
the exhorter of nuns. ¹⁰ Giving, or imposing probation andmānatta. ¹¹ niggaha;
this is sending back to the beginning. ¹² Referring to eleven admonitions up to the
third time: Bi-Pj 7, Bu-Ss 10, Bu-Ss 11, Bu-Ss 12, Bu-Ss 13, Bi-Ss 10, Bi-Ss 11, Bi-Ss 12, Bi-
Ss 13; Bu-Pc 68; Bi-Pc 36. ¹³ Given as formal acts of ordination and rehabilitation.
¹ For the first three pairs see e.g. Vin 3.21; also an i.98 for all the pairs. ² vera, Cf.
an iii.204. ³ Offences against the first five sīlas, see an iii.204. ⁴ Of which the
result will be anguish. ⁵ The same as the dreadful actions, Vin-a 1412.
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restraint of fears¹ belonging to the here and now, for the combating
of fears belonging to future states … for the restraint of unskilled
things belonging to the here andnow,² for the combating of unskilled
things belonging to future states … out of compassion for household-
ers,³ for breaking up the factions of evil-minded (individuals)⁴ …
for pleasing those who are not yet pleased and for increasing the
number of those who are pleased⁵ … for establishing True Dhamma,
and for protecting Discipline. Founded on these two reasons the rule
of training was laid down for disciples by the Tathāgata.

Concluded is the Second Division: on Reasons

Third Division
Prv 21.3.1Founded on two reasons the Pātimokkha was laid down for disciples

by the Tathāgata … the recitation of the Pātimokkha was laid down
… the suspension of the Pātimokkha was laid down… the Invitation
was laid down, the suspension of the Invitation was laid down, the
formal act of censure⁶was laid down, the formal act of guidance⁷was
laid down, the formal act of banishment⁸ was laid down, the formal
act of reconciliation⁹ was laid down, the formal act of suspension¹⁰
was laid down, the giving of probation¹¹ was laid down, the sending
back to the beginning¹² was laid down, the imposing of mānatta¹³
was laid down, rehabilitation¹⁴ was laid down, to be restored¹⁵ was
laid down, to be sent away¹⁶ was laid down, ordination¹⁷ was laid
down, a formal act for which leave should be asked¹⁸ was laid down,

¹ Vin-a 1412 says the fears belonging to the here and now are of the formal acts of
censure and so on, the suspension of the Observance and the Invitation, and the
formal act of Information (for which see Kd 17.3.2). ² The five dreadful things, and
the tenunskilledways of acting (seeanv.266). ³ That theymight guard their faith.
⁴ Vin-a 1413 refers this to the rule for eating a group-meal (Bu-Pc 32). ⁵ As at
Vin 3.21. ⁶ Kd 1.25.22. ⁷ Kd 1.25.22. ⁸ Kd 1.25.22. ⁹ Kd 1.25.22. ¹⁰ Kd 1.25.22.
¹¹ See Kd 13. ¹² See Kd 13. ¹³ See Kd 13. ¹⁴ See Kd 13. ¹⁵ See Kd 1.79.2; Kd 9.4.9;
Cf. Bu-Pc 69.2.1. ¹⁶ See each sikkhāpada in Nuns’ Bi-Ss 1–10. But Vin-a 1413 refers
this to makers of quarrels who are to be sent away by a formal act that has been laid
down. ¹⁷ Kd 1.28.3–6. ¹⁸ See Vin 5.220.
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a formal act at which a motion is putwas laid down,¹ a formal act
BD 6.367

at which a motion is put and is followed by one resolution was laid
down, a formal act at which a motion is put and is followed by the
resolution made three times² was laid down.

Concluded is theThird Division: on Layings Down³

Fourth Division
Prv 21.4.1 The laid down in the not laid down,⁴ a laying down that is supplemen-

tary to a laying down,⁵ a laying down that is a verdict in the presence
of, … a verdict of innocence … of past insanity,a laying down that

Vin 5.224

is to be carried out on his acknowledgement, a laying down that is
the decision of the majority, a laying down for specific depravity,
a covering over (as) with grass is laid down for the excellence of
the Order, for the comfort of the Order. Founded on these two rea-
sons a covering over (as) with grass was laid down for disciples by
the Tathāgata. Founded on two reasons a covering over (as) with
grass was laid down for disciples by the Tathāgata for the restraint
of evil-minded men … for establishing True Dhamma, for protecting
Discipline. Founded on these two reasons a covering over (as) with
grass was laid down for disciples by the Tathāgata.

Concluded is the Fourth Division: onWhat was Laid Down

Fifth Division
Prv 21.5.1 Nine classifications: classification bymatter, classification by falling

away, classification by offence, classification by provenance, classifi-

¹ See Vin 5.220. ² See Vin 5.220. ³ Vin-a 1413 appears to consider that this and
the next Division go together as one Divisionwhich it calls Ānisaṁsavagga.The text
calls the former Paññattivagga and the latter Paññattavagga. ⁴ Vin-a 1413 says:
the seven classes of offence; setting aside the Buddhas Kakusandha, Koṇāgamana
and Kassapa, any rules of training not laid down in between are called laid down.
⁵ See above, Vin 5.1.
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cation by individual, classification by class, classification by origin,
classification by legal question, classification by deciding.

Prv 21.5.2

When a legal question has arisen, if two come who are hostile
about thematter,¹ thematter should be announced to both; when the
matter has been announced to both the acknowledgement of both
should bemade known;when theacknowledgement of both has been

BD 6.368

heard both should say “After this legal question of ours is settled
both should be satisfied”. If they say, “Both will be satisfied,” that
legal question should be accepted by the Order. If the assembly has a
majority of shameless (persons), it should be settled bymeans of a
referendum.² If the assembly has a majority of ignorant (persons),
a Vinaya-expert should be sought.³ He settles that legal question
according to rule, according to discipline, according to the Teacher’s
instruction—so should that legal question be settled.⁴

Prv 21.5.3

The matter should be known, the kind⁵ should be known, the
name should be known, the offence should be known. Sexual inter-
coursemeansmatter as well as kind; offence involving Defeat means
name as well as offence. Taking what has not been given means mat-
ter as well as kind; offence involving Defeat means name as well
as offence. Human being … State of further-men means matter as
well as kind; offence involving Defeat means name as well as offence.
Emission of semenmeansmatter as well as kind; offence requiring a
FormalMeeting of the Ordermeans name aswell as offence. Physical
contact means matter as well as kind; offence requiring a Formal
Meeting of the Order means name as well as offence. Lewd words …
Sense-pleasures for self …Go-between…Begging for oneself for hav-
ing a hut built … for having a large vihāra built … Defaming a monk
with anunfounded charge of an offence involvingDefeat…Defaming
a monk with a charge of an offence involving Defeat taking up some
point as a pretext in a legal question really belonging to something
else …The not giving up (of his course) by a schismatic monk though

Vin 5.225

¹ att(h)apaccatthika, see Kd 14.14.16. ² See Kd 14.14.19–21. ³ See Kd 14.14.25.
⁴ See Kd 14.14.25. ⁵ gotta above does not seem to mean clan-name as at Kd 1.74.1,
but the class to which an offence belongs, its kind, its lineage.
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there is admonition up to the third time…The not giving up (of their
course) by monks who are imitators of schismatics though there is
admonition up to the third time …The not giving up (of his course)
by a monk who is difficult to speak to though there is admonition
up to the third time …The not giving up (of his course) by a monk
who brings families into disrepute though there is admonition up

BD 6.369

to the third timemeans matter as well as kind; offence requiring a
FormalMeeting of the Ordermeans name as well as offence …Out of
disrespect easing oneself or spitting in water means matter as well
as kind; offence of wrong-doing means name as well as offence.

Concluded is the Fifth Division: on Nine Classifications

its summary¹:
Prv 21.6.1.

For which leave should be asked, and motion,
followed by one, and by three,
Matter, motion, proclamation,
boundary, and assembly likewise, /
In the presence of, and question in return,
acknowledgement, deserving discipline,
Matter, the Order, and an individual,
on motions, and later a motion, /
Matter, the Order, and an individual,
announcement, and at a wrong time,
Very small, and extensive, interruption,
shadow, “not a mark,” /
Outside, in a river, and in the sea,
and in a natural lake, one combines,
One places within a boundary, four-fivefold, /
And ten-twentyfold, and is not sent, is sent,
Entitled to take part in a formal act,
fit to declare leave of absence,
and individuals whomerit a formal act, /
Five possibilities for a formal act
for which leave should be asked,
and a motion is nine-possibilitied,
Seven possibilities for a motion followed by one resolution,
and the motion with the resolution
made three times is seven-possibilitied, /
Excellence and comfort,

¹ This covers the five Divisions in Section 19.
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of evil-minded as well as well behaved, cankers,
Dreadful actions, blamable actions as well as fear,
unskilled, and for householders, /
Of evil wishes, for pleasing those who are not yet pleased,
for establishing Dhamma
As well as protecting Discipline,

BD 6.370
Pātimokkha, and with the recitation, /
And suspension of the Pātimokkha,
and Invitation suspension,
Censure, and guidance,
and banishment, and reconciliation, /
Suspension, probation,
the beginning,mānatta, rehabilitation,
Restoration, sending away, likewise ordination, /
For which leave should be asked,
and motion, followed by one, and by three,
In the not laid down, supplementary laying-down,
verdict in the presence of, innocence, /
Past insanity, acknowledgement,¹ majority,
depravity, covering over (as) with grass,
Matter, falling away, offence,
provenance, and by an individual, /
And class too, origins, and a legal question also,

Vin 5.226
Deciding, classifications too,
likewise about name and offence. /

Concluded is the Parivāra

So, having asked this and that
about the way of former teachers
Dīpanāma of great wisdom,
who remembered what he had heard, attentive,

Thinking out this epitome of the details
for the middle way of study,²
Had it written
for bringing happiness to disciples.

“Parivāra” means all that is said

¹ paṭiññā is here abbreviated to paṭi. ² Cf. Vin 5.48.
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as to matter with the characteristic mark,
Meaning by meaning in the True Dhamma,
rule by rule in what is laid down.
It encompasses¹ the Dispensation
as the ocean (encompasses) India.BD 6.371

Not knowing the Parivāra
whence is there discrimination between the rules?

Falling away, matter, laying down,
supplementary laying down, individual,
For one (Order), for both,
as well as what is held blameworthy by the world—

Doubt, for whomever it arises,
is cut off by the Parivāra.
As a universal monarch amid his vast forces,
as a maned lion in the midst of deer,

Like the sun surrounded by its rays,
like the moon in a host of stars,
As Brahmā in a company of Brahmās,
as a leader in the midst of his following—
Thus through the Parivāra
the True Dhamma-and-Discipline shines forth.

☸

¹ parivāresi.
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note on page 105: ekaṁ hiraññassa ekaṁ suvaṇṇassa. At mn ii.63
the reading is hiraññasuvaṇṇassa (puñjaṁ), translated at Further Dia-
logues of the Buddha ii.32,“of gold and bullion,” and then again “trea-
sure.” Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 5, gives
other and earlier translations for both these passages. There is no
doubt that two heaps are meant, cf.mn-a iii.299, and that therefore
the twowords hirañña and suvaṇṇa are intended to represent a differ-
ence in the materials of which the heaps were composed. Cf. below,
Vin 3.48, Vin 3.216, hiraññaṁ vā suvaṇṇaṁ vā. I think that there is
little doubt that suvaṇṇa is theworked or refined gold, but it does not
appear to follow in the least that hirañña is therefore the unworked,
unrefined gold. For at an i.253 jātarūpa is clearly the unworked (ster-
ling) gold; the process of working this is described, and when fin-
ished somegoldornament is the result. (AtVin 3.238 jātarūpa is called
satthuvaṇṇa, the colour of the Teacher.) I therefore cannot subscribe
to the translation of hiraññasuvaṇṇa at Further Dialogues of the Bud-
dha ii.94 (= mn ii.166) as “wrought and unwrought gold.” Jātarūpa is
gold in its unwrought state, therefore, hiraññawill almost certainly
have some other meaning, with a greater or lesser shade of differ-
ence. At bd 1.79 the Commentary leads one to suppose that hirañña
is an ornament; cf.Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary
under hiraṇya, where one of the meanings given is “a golden orna-
ment (Ved.).” But I think that hiraññamost probably means “gold
coins.” n.b.—use of the plural at Vin 3.219. According to Boehtlingk
(Sanskrit-Wörterbuch) it meant “Gold, später auch Geld,” and this is
the interpretation put upon it in some commentarial passages, and I
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think also at sn i.89 where hirañña is balanced by rūpiya, silver (= ra-
jata, see Vin 3.238, Vin 3.240, except that at Vin 3.240 rūpiya is also
called satthuvaṇṇa, which at Vin 3.238 is reserved for jātarūpa). Vin-
a 210 on the above passage says that “here hirañña should be called
kahāpaṇa.” And at Snp-a 323, on Snp 307, and Snp-a 513 on Snp 769
hirañña is explained as kahāpaṇasaṁkhāta, while at Snp-a 315 on
Snp 285 it is said that na hirañña means that “there was not even
quarter of amāsaka,” (onmāsaka, see below, bd 1.72). In none of these
Sutta Nipāta passages is hirañña combined with suvaṇṇa, which is
interesting and curious. Although the Commentator shows a ten-
dency to call hirañña kahāpaṇa, this does not get usmuch further. For
we do not exactly knowwhat a kahāpaṇawas at any given time. At
Vin 3.238, Vin 3.240 it appears in the definitions of rajata and rūpiya,
but at the time of the Vinaya its value may have been different from
that which it had at Buddhaghosa’s time. All we can say is that the
kahāpaṇawas themediumof exchange in Pali literature, and because
the Commentators sometimes explain hirañña by kahāpaṇa, then
the nearest we can get to a translation at present is “gold coins.”This
seems a more likely translation than “gold leaf” (which so far as I
know has never been suggested).Hirañña is undoubtedly connected
with hari, meaning “yellow, yellowish, green, greenish,” and I find
that in the Encyclopædia Britannica it is said of gold that “while in
very thin leaves it transmits a greenish light.” Before the days when
it was fashionable to plaster stupas and images of the Buddha with
gold-leaf, it is not, however, very likely that this substance would
have been used in any large quantities. Rich people would have been
more apt to have “heaps of gold coins.” Althoughmore Pali literature
is available to us than was to Rhys Davids, wemust still say with him
(Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon, bd 1.5) that “to decide these
points wemust have more texts before us.”

note on page 138: mā pacchimā janatā pāṇesu pātavyalaṁ āpajji.
Vin-a 288 paraphrases pacchimā janatā by janasamūho, concourse or
multitude of people. At Vin 2.128 we find pacchimaṁ janatam tathā-
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gato anukampati, translated at Vinaya Texts, iii.128, “The tathāgata
has mercy even on the meanest thing.” And at mn ii.93, pacchimaṁ
janataṁ tathāgato apaloketi, translated at Further Dialogues of the
Buddha ii.47, “The Truth-Finder is looking towards those that shall
followhereafter.”mn-a gives no help. Pacchimaṁ janataṁ at an i.61 is
translated at gs i.55 as “future generations,”withnote that “Commen-
tary takes it to mean ‘his disciples who come after.’ ” At an iii.108 =
an iii.251 we get pacchimā janatā diṭṭhānugatiṁ āpajjati (āpajjissati,
108), translation, gs iii.86, gs iii.184, “and the folk who come after
fall (will fall) into the way of wrong views.” At sn ii.203 we find
pacchimaṁ ca janataṁ anukampamāno appevanāma pacchimā janatā
diṭṭhānugatiṁ āpajjeyyuṁ, translation, ks ii.136, “and being filled
with compassion for themwho will come after us. For surely these
may fall into error.” sn-amakes no comment. Because of this array
of translations of pacchimā janatā as “those who come after,” I am
reluctant to think that here it means “lowest or most backward per-
sons”—in this case represented by Dhaniya. It was meant, I think,
that it was a bad example if he should destroy creatures, for then
those whomight use the hut after himmight destroy them. Cf. pac-
chimaka bhikkhu, above, bd 1.19; dn ii.155; an ii.80.Pātavyatā is para-
phrased at Vin-a 288 as pātabyabhāva, and it is said that in the time
of a Buddha the monks did bring “downfall to creatures, thinking
that there was no fault in depriving them of life, falling into the way
of wrong views (diṭṭhanugatiṁ āpajjamānā, cf. an iii.108 = an iii.251)
about this; so now it is said: ‘Let not the lowest people think thus
of the ruin (pātabbe, with variant readings pātabyate, pātabye) and
crushing (ghaṁsitabbe) of creatures.” At mn i.305 = an i.266 we find
kāmesu pātavyatam āpajjati (°byatam āpajjanti, mn i.), translated Fur-
ther Dialogues of the Buddha i.219, “they give way to indulgence in
pleasures of sense,” and gs i.244, “comes to be intoxicated with his
lusts.” Mr. Woodward says, gs i.244, n. 2, that an-a appears to de-
rive pātavyata from √piv, intoxication, as does Ud-a 351, Ud-a 365, as
he points out. So also does mn-a ii.371. But such a derivation is not
hinted at at Vin-a 288, nor would it fit the case.
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note on page 147: There are two curious points in this passage: (1)
he seeks for ahoe or a basket, not for both; (2) the construction pariye-
sati gacchati, the use of two indicatives together being uncommon.
It is more usual to find an indicative following a gerund. Does this
sentence mean that having been unable to find a willing friend he
goes and seeks for the implements himself? Or that seeking a hoe or
a basket he goes himself to do the theft? In the following paragraphs
the reading is simpler: dutiyaṁ vā pariyesati gacchati vā, he seeks
for a friend or he goes away (or goes himself). Vin-a 310f. says that
realising that the treasure is too heavy for one person alone, he goes
and wakes a sleeping friend (sahāya), whomay bring his own hoe.
But if he has not one, the intending thief goes to another monk and
says: “Give me a hoe, I want it for something,” and he gives some
excuse—a pācittiya offence. If he finds that the hoe has no handle, he
goes away for this purpose, and cuts down and shapes a piece of dry
wood.There is a dukkaṭa offence in all these undertakings, except in
lying, which is a pācittiya, and in cutting reeds for a basket—also a
pācittiya. We thus get two possible interpretations for gacchati: (1)
that the intending thief goes away to another monk; (2) that he goes
away tomake a handle for the hoe. But in commenting on gacchati vā,
Vin-a 311 says, “he goes to the place where the treasure is, the friend
sought, the hoe (sought), the basket (sought).”This seems to convey
the idea that he goes himself. I have therefore translated it in this
way. Vin-a 312 mentions the names of eight dukkaṭa offences which
are interesting.There are pubbapayogadukkaṭa, sahapayogadukkaṭa,
anāmāsadukkaṭa, durūpaciṇṇadukkaṭa, vinayadukkaṭa, ñātadukkaṭa,
ñattidukkaṭa, paṭissavadukkaṭa, which seem to mean respectively:
the offence of a previous action, of a present action, of touching
something forbidden (so Critical Pali Dictionary), the offence of han-
dling something wrongfully, an offence concerning discipline, an
offence concerning relations, an offence concerning a resolution,
concerning obedience.
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note on page 183: Anabhiratiyā pīḷito. Vinaya Texts iii.77, n. 3, says,
“this anabhirati is constantly referred to, and always as the result
of falling in love, or in connection with sexual desire.” I think it is
then not so much the “distaste (for meditation),” as stated at Vinaya
Texts iii.77, as the actual disease of unsatisfied sexual needs.We have,
however, now had the words abhirata and anabhirata several times,
and not always in such a connection. Thus at bd 1.24, bd 1.25, the
verb clearly means nomore than to enjoy the ordinary and varied
delights of thehousehold life, suchasmusic andnautchgirls dancing;
as at bd 1.32 it simply means to be delighted with the Brahma-life.
But at bd 1.34 it might be thought that, by implication, anabhirata
means dissatisfied, longing for sexual intercourse. At bd 1.43 itmight
only mean a vague fretting, or it might have a more definite and
specialised sense.

note on page 461: Meaning doubtful. Paccuddhaṭa seems = paṭi + ud-
dhaṭa or uddhaṭa, from uddharati. Cf. above, bd 2.5, bd 2.15, ubbhatas-
miṁ kaṭhine, and bd 2.6, n. 5. Cf. below, Bu-NP 2.3.19 anto aruṇe pac-
cuddharati; also bd 2.159; and Vin 4.121f., apaccuddhāraka (said of a
robe).

If, in this clause, the noun that governs paccuddhaṭa had been
mentioned, the meaning of the verb would have been clearer. I think
that itmeans “taken away” on the analogy of ubbhata, and that “robe”
is the understood subject; see Vin-a 657.Thus paccuddhaṭa comes into
line with the other past participles, vissajjita, naṭṭha, etc., whose sub-
ject here, as often elsewhere, is to be taken as “robe.” A robe that is
taken awaymeans, as do these other verbs (see also “no offence” para-
graph), that a monk is no longer responsible for it. Secondly, there is
the suggestion that a-paccu-ddhaṭameans “not (formally) given”; see
Critical Pali Dictionary. In this context, the noun to be supplied could
also be “the agreement,” for paccu-ddharati does not appear to be a
verb used for giving or distributing robes to monks; and in this case
themonk had his robe andwas asking permission to be away from it.
But if we were to read “the agreement is taken away,” we should still
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have to explain paccuddharati in the “no offence” paragraph, and the
point would then arise, could monks, or did they, rescind an agree-
ment once they had given it?Thirdly, the kaṭhina privileges might be
the subject of paccuddhaṭa, paccuddharati, for their removal has been
mentioned as a condition in the rule: it is an offence to be absent
from the robes if the privileges are removed. Hence there could only
be “no offence” if they are not removed, whereas the reverse is stated
to be the case. Moreover, ubbhata, not paccuddhaṭa, is the normal
way of speaking of the kaṭhina privileges that are removed.

note on page 533: Themonetary unit in Pali literature. It is one of
the items in the Old Commentary’s definition of rajata, silver, below,
and of rūpiya, perhaps gold and silver, or perhaps another word for
silver, in the next Nissaggiya. Since the word rūpiya is used in this
story, presumably the kahāpaṇa of rūpiya is meant above. See next
notes. Vin-a 689 says that the kahāpaṇa is suvaṇṇamayo vā rūpiya-
mayo vā pākatiko vā, made of gold or made of silver (or gold and
silver), or the ordinary one. This last was probably usually made
of copper. Vin-a 297 says that in Rājagaha a kahāpaṇawas (worth)
twentymāsakas (beans), therefore a pādawas worth fivemāsakas,
and in all districts a pādawas a quarter of a kahāpaṇa. This passage
opposes the old black kahāpaṇa (porāṇa nīlakāhapaṇa) to others, pre-
sumably more modern ones, such as those of Rudradamaka, which,
according to the Ṭīkā, were worth a third of the nīlakahāpaṇa. In one
of the Commentaries Buddhaghosa calls the kahāpaṇa four-sided,
thus not circular.

On kahāpaṇa see Rhys Davids, Ancient Coins andMeasures of Cey-
lon, p. 3, p. 13; Buddhist India, p. 100; bd 1.29, bd 1.71, n. 2; and on pāda,
māsaka, see bd 1.71, n. 2; bd 1.72, n. 1. The late Professor E.J. Rapson
kindly told me that coins were certainly known at the time of the
Commentaries, but it is doubtful whether they were known at the
date of the text. Cf. A.A. Macdonell, India’s Past, p. 262f.; Rapson,
Ancient India, pp. 13–14, pp. 151–152, p. 173; Cambridge History of India
i.61, i.217. Herewe have to bear inmind a distinction between the text
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(sikkhāpada), the Old Commentary (Padabhājaniya), and the Com-
mentary (Buddhaghosa). The two former may have sustained several
redactions.

note on page 534: rūpiya, silver, or gold and silver. In the “rule”
rūpiya disappears and is supplanted by the compound, jātarūpara-
jata. It is not unusual for a “rule” to be more precise in its reference
than the story that led up to it, so that here, had only “silver” been
intended in the story, it would not have been surprising to find the
rule improving on the story, and alluding to “gold and silver.” But
both the Old Commentary, and the Commentary appear to equate
rūpiyawith jātarūparajata, as though at all events at their date the
twomeant the same thing.

Jātarūpa is a word for gold, perhaps meaning literally a form,
rūpa, (stamped) on what is good and sound.The Old Commentary
below defines it as satthuvaṇṇa, the colour of the teacher (cf. dn ii.17,
dn iii.143); Vin-a 689 as suvaṇṇassa nāma, and says that it is like the
colour of the tathāgata (cf. dn-a 1.78, suvaṇṇa). Thus jātarūpa seems
to be called suvaṇṇa on account of its lovely colour.

Rajata is defined in the Old Commentary, below (also at dn-a 78)
as “kahāpaṇa, themāsaka of copper, ofwood, of lac, used in business”;
atVin-a 689as “mother-of-pearl, precious stone, coral, silver (rajata),
gold (jātārupa).

Rūpiya is defined in the Old Commentary, on the next Nissaggiya
as “the colour of the teacher, the kahāpaṇa, themāsaka of copper, of
wood, of lac, used in business.”This definition therefore combines
those of jātarūpa and of rajata under the one heading, as though
rūpiyawere a generic term for these two precious metals. Cf. Vin-
a 696, where jātarūparajata seems identified with rūpiya, and where
also Buddhaghosa defines rūpiyasaṁvohāraṁ as jātarūparajatapari-
vattanaṁ, the rūpiya used in business in exchange of gold and silver.

I have, in view of these definitions, translated both rūpiya and
jātarūparajata (of the “rule”) as “gold and silver.” Whether all or
any of these were simply pieces of metal, or coins as we know them,
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stampedandengravedwithafigureor form, rūpa, as inBuddhaghosa’s
days, seems at least to have been the case with some of themāsakas
(see below, bd 2.102, notes 9 and 10), we cannot, for the time towhich
the text and Old Commentary, purport to refer, determine with any
certainty. Rūpiya certainly signifies a medium of exchange, but yet
it would be a mistake to translate it by “money.” See Rhys Davids,
Ancient Coins andMeasures of Ceylon, p. 7, where he seems to reject the
idea that rūpiyameansmoney.The bowls that were rūpiyamaya, used
by the group of six monks, could not have been “made of money.” On
the other hand, they also had bowls that were sovaṇṇamaya, made
of gold, gold of the kind that is suvaṇṇa. It therefore looks as if in
this passage rūpiya does not stand for silver as well as for gold, nor
for “silver” as a medium of exchange. Again, taking an i.253 to show
how far from fixed were the meanings attached to these names for
precious metals, jātārupa clearly represents unworked, sterling gold
that a goldsmith can work into ornaments.

note on page 447: ubbhatasmiṁ kaṭhine; sometimes ubbhāra- or
uddhāra-. On these phrases see Vinaya Texts i.18, note, for a most
interesting—though tentative—account of the usages connected
with the robes. Also Vinaya Texts ii.148, n. 157, Huber, J. Bu-As, 1913,
Nov, renders “et qu’il ait pris le kaṭhina”; Gogerly, Journal of theRoyal
Asiatic Society, 1862, p. 431, “and the kaṭhina (or cloth for the purpose)
has been consecrated”; Dickson, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
1876, p. 105, “when the kaṭhina period has expired”; Rhys Davids,
Vinaya Texts i.18, “when the kaṭhina has been taken up by the bhik-
khu”; Vinaya Texts ii.157, “suspension of the kaṭhina privileges” (for
kaṭhinubbhāra); B.C. Law, History of Pali Literature 1.52, “after the
performance of the kaṭhina ceremony.”

For the eight grounds for removing the five kaṭhina “privileges”—
i.e., thefive things that are allowable after the kaṭhina cloth ismade—see
Vin 1.255ff. According to Old Commentary, see below, they may also
be removed before the time by the Order.The ceremony of making
and distributing the kaṭhina cloth (see above, bd 2.5, n. 1) took place
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after the rains, Vin 1.254, and it was seen to that eachmonk had three
robes.These, though worn by him, were the property of the Order.
He might not need three new ones every season. However, it might
happen that, through dampness or other causes, his three robeswere
not ready to wear, or he might be going to another residence (see
the palibodha and apalibodha at Vin 1.265), and then he might take
(temporarily) an extra robe.Thus for this period the rule as to the
three robeswas relaxed, and an extra robemight beworn, but not for
more than ten days. When the kaṭhina privileges had been removed
for one or other of the eight grounds for removing them, then the
monkmust assign his extra robe. At Vin 1.289 monks are “allowed”
to assign, vikappeti, an extra robe. Cf. Vin 1.254 for the allowance to
have asmany robes as desiredwhen the kaṭhina cloth has beenmade,
and before the privileges, of which this is one, are removed.

noteonpage456:hammiya. Seeabove,n. 4.Vin-a 654 calls itmuṇḍac-
chadanapāsādo, a “long house” under a bare roof.This appears to be a
house with what we should nowadays call a “sun-roof”—i.e., all the
rooms have ceilings, so that they are covered in; but over the whole
or part of the uppermost rooms, although there are ceilings, there
is no further outside roofing.This means that one can walk on the
upper side of the ceiling with no roof over one. Vinaya Texts i.173,
n. 1, says that pāsāda “is a long storeyed mansion (or, the whole of an
upper storey).Hammiya is a Pāsāda, which has an upper chamber
placed on the topmost storey.”
AtVin 2.154fivekindsof roof (chadana) aregiven: of tiles (orbricks),

stones, plaster, tiṇa-grass, palm-leaves. AtVin 2.146 hammiya is given
with vihāra, aḍḍhayoga, pāsāda and guhā as the five leṇāni, abodes,
allowed to monks, while at Vin 1.58, Vin 1.96 these are called “extra
allowances,” to dwelling at the foot of a tree; Vin 1.239 names these
five abodes as paccantima vihārakappiya-bhumi, “outside building
as a kappiyabhūmi” (Vinaya Texts ii.119) where the country people
may keep and cook their stores; and at Vin 1.284 the Order is allowed
to agree upon any one of these that it desires as a storeroom for
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robe-material. At Vin 2.152 hammiya occurs as one of the three in-
ner chambers, gabbha, allowed to monks.Hammiya-gabbha is trans-
lated at Vinaya Texts iii.173 as “chambers on an upper storey,” with
quote from the Commentary in n. 5: hammiya-gabbho ti ākāsatale
kuṭāgāragabbho mudaṇḍacchadanagabbho vā. Vinaya Texts i.173, n. 1,
quotes Buddhaghosa’s definition on Vin 1.58: hammiyan ti upariākāsa-
tale patiṭṭhitakūṭāgāro pāsādo yeva.

noteonpage483: āvāsa.Cf.bd 1.314, n. 3.Āvāsa appears to be largely
a monastic term, nivesana being a layman’s dwelling. I think that the
arrangement was as follows: ārāmawas a whole monastery, consist-
ing of the grounds and the buildings; āvāsawas the “colony” or place
in which the monks lived. In general, the larger āvāsamay be said
to have contained, besides such “rooms” as the uposatha hall, the
refectory, the warming-room and so on, a number of vihāras. These
were the separate rooms or dwelling-places, each given over to one
monk, or if he had a saddhivihārin to two, to live in and use as his
quarters, while staying at that particular ārāma.

The so-called “temples,” the ārāmas, of Ceylon today contain five
buildings on the “temple” or monastery site: the thūpa, the shrine-
room, the hall of residence for monks (containing separate rooms
for each monk), the teaching-hall (school) and the preaching hall.
Several cells or rooms, pariveṇa or vihāra, suitable for not more than
onemonk to sleep in, lead off some of the large caves at Ellora and
Ajanta.

noteonpage503:Themethodof reckoning the stating and standing
is complicated. In the first place it is curious that here the monk
seems able to state up to six times, while above, bd 2.66, it was said
that he may state up to two or three times. According to Vin-a 674
there are three statings and three standings, and an increase in the
one means a decrease in the other so far as asking for it four times
goes. Here itmeans (so the Commentary) that if there is a decrease of
one stating there is an increase of two standings.Therefore a double
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standing is shown to be the sign (lakkhaṇa) of one stating. So, by this
reckoning, stating up to three times, there may be standing up to
six times. Stating twice, there may be standing up to eight times.
(Thismust be because theremight have been onemore stating, three
statings allowing six standings, but because there are here only two
statings, twomore standings may be added, making eight.) Stating
once, there may be standing up to ten times. (Here there might have
been two more statings = eight standings. This, with the one more
stating that was legal and its two standings, makes altogether ten
standings.) Inasmuch as stating up to six times there should be no
standing, so standing up to twelve times there should be no stating.
Therefore if he states but does not stand, six statings are required.
If he stands but does not state, twelve standings are required. If he
stands and asks, for each stating two standings should be omitted.
This is Buddhaghosa’s contribution to the subject. It seems that if a
monk stands and speaks, saying that he wants a robe, he must lose
two “standings”—i.e., two opportunities to stand for a robe.

noteonpage 521: “Rug” and “piece of cloth to sit upon” are nisīdana-
santhata; translated at Vinaya Texts i.25 as “a rug to sit upon,” and at
VinayaTexts i.26 as “seat-rug,” as though only one articleweremeant,
whichwas probably the case, although twowere involved in themak-
ing.The Old Commentary defines nisīdana and santhata separately
below; also santhata has occurred alone in Bu-NP 11–Bu-NP 14. At
Vin 4.123 nisīdana appears among other requisites,while at Vin 4.170–
Vin 4.171 directions are given as to the size a nisīdana is to be made;
at Vin 1.295 a nisīdana is allowed as a protection for body, robes and
lodgings; at Vin 1.297 it is one of the things allowed to be allotted
but not assigned. At Vin 2.123 the six monks were separated from
their nisīdana for four months, which led to a prohibition. It thus
seems to be the thing sat upon and not the occasion of sitting upon
something.Huber, J.Bu-As. 1913, p. 37 (= 497) translates nisīdanasaṁs-
tara as “tapis,” while for santhata, alone, he has “couverture.” Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, So-sor-thar-pa, p. 21, has “piece of carpet
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made into a seat,”while for the Tibetan equivalent for santhata alone,
he gives “mat.” On santhata, see BD 2, Introduction, p. xxii, and cf.
nisīdaṇa-paccattharaṇa, above, bd 2.34, and Vin 1.295.

note on page 605: muddā. Occurs, e.g., at dn i.11 (with ganaṇā,
among the wrongmeans of livelihood); mn i.85 (with ganaṇā, among
the sippāni); Ud 31 (with ganaṇā and, Ud 32, lekhā), Mil 3, Mil 59 (with
ganaṇā and lekhā as sippāni), Mil 78, Mil 79 (with ganaṇā), Mil 178
(with lekhā).The exact meaning ofmuddā is uncertain. It has been
translated at Dialogues of the Buddha 1.21 “counting on the fingers”;
Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.60 “clerk of the signet”;Minor An-
thologies 2. (Sacred Books of the Buddhists VIII.) 38 “craft of signs
manual”;TheQuestions of KingMilinda 1.6 “conveyancing.” Vin-a 739 =
dn-a 95 explain by hatthamuddaganaṇā, which seems doubtful since
in the texts referred to abovemuddā and ganaṇā are two separate
things. The explanation given at mn-a 2.56 is the more probable:
aṅguli-pabbesu saññaṁ ṭhapetvā hatthamuddā, establishing recogni-
tion at the finger-joints, there ismuddā (reckoning, computing) by
(using) the hands. See on muddā, Dialogues of the Buddha 1.21, n. 4,
andwhere it is explained as “arithmetic, using the joints or knuckles
of the fingers as an aid to memory.” Mil 79 says that memory arises
frommuddā, as when “he knows from his training in lipi (? writing)
that this syllable is to follow that syllable.” Onmuddā, see alsoMinor
Anthologies 2.38, n. 2, as a method of private bargaining in which the
dealer and themerchant clasp each other’s hands, themerchant then
making various recognised signs: “holding the joints of the dealer’s
fingers, a certain number of fingers, or tapping on his palm.” See
alsoTheQuestions of KingMilinda 1.91, n. 1. Cf. Mudrā as hand-gesture.

note on page 697: monapatha. Cf. Snp 580. Snp-a 435 explains as
ñāṇapatha. Vin-a 801 saysmona is ñāṇa, andmonapathesu sikkhato
means he is trained in three trainings, or in the paths of what is
called the knowledge of arahanship, of wisdom (monassa), of the
thirty-seven things belonging to enlightenment. Such amuni is one
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who has the cankers destroyed. On mona being silence, and muni
a measurer andman of worth, see Mrs. Rhys Davids’s translation
of Dhp 268–Dhp 269 in Sacred Books of the Buddhists 7.91. Last line of
Dhp 269 quoted at Vin-a 801. Cf. Ud-a 255.

noteonpage745: sattu. In the rule this seems to be replacedbyman-
tha. See alsoOld Commentary, below, bd 2.324. At Vin 2.116monks are
allowed to fill needle-cases with satthu [sic] to prevent the needles
from becoming blunt. At Ds 646 sattu appears in a list of foods, while
at Ja 3.343 a wife prepares a bag of baked and unbaked sattu (vari-
ant reading satthu) for her husband. Vin-a 820: whatever is kneaded
(or baked) sattu, unkneaded (or unbaked) sattu, sesamum seed and
rice-grain, all here are called mantha. Vin-a 823 defines sattu as
sāḷivīhiyavehi katasattu—i.e., sattumade with rices and barley, see
below, bd 2.330.

note on page 752: yāmakālika. Pali-English Dictionary gives “of a
restricted time … (literally) only for one watch of the night.” Vinaya
Texts ii.144 render, “till the first watch of the night,” but had “first”
been specially meant surely paṭhamayāma would have been used.
Vin-a 839 (on Bu-Pc 38) says this termmeans “until the last watch
of the night.” Vinaya Texts ii.144 also states that yāmakālika “refers
to certain medicines; see Mahāvagga VI.1.5.” (Kd 6.1.5) These five
standardmedicines apparently could be eaten at night, since they
did not count as ordinary forms of nutriment (na ca oḷāriko āhāro
paññādyati), Vin 1.199.The relations of yāmakālika and the next two:
sattāhakālika, yāvajīvika, are discussed at Vin 1.251 with the addition
of yāvākālika, temporary (shorter than yāmakālika).

note on page 908: antarāyikā dhammā, things that are obstacles.
I follow translation at Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.90, adopted
also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (art: Ariṭṭha), for antarāyikā.
Vinaya Texts ii.377 has “impediments”; Critical Pali Dictionary “hin-
drances,” but against adopting this is the existence of a technical
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term, nīvaraṇāni, for hindrances. Five antarāyikā, are enumerated at
Vin-a 869 = mn-a 2.102: kamma, kilesa, vipāka, upavāda, āṇāvītikkama,
actions, obstructions, fruits, blaming, transgressing instructions. At
Vin 1.103 intentional lying is referred to as being called antarāyiko
dhammo by the lord; while at Vin 1.104 intentional lying is said to be
an antarāyika to reaching the four musings and seven other states.
At sn ii.226 gains, favour and flattery are the antarāyika to reaching
yogakkhema, peace from bondage. AtThig.492 sense-pleasures are
called antarāyikā. Antarāyikā dhammā at Vin 1.93f. = Vin 2.272f., also
at Vin 2.271, occur in connection with admission into the Order (as
diseases and disqualifications). Atmn i.72 the above stumbling-block
“clause occurs as one of the tathāgata’s four “assurances whereby he
knows his precedence,” etc. (Further Dialogues of the Buddha 1.48).
mn-a 2.33 says that by antarāyikā dhammā “is meant intentionally
transgressing the seven classes of offence. For intentional transgres-
sion, even an offence of wrong-doing or of wrong speech hinders the
fruits of the way. But heremethunadhamma, sexual intercourse, is
meant.”

note on page 915: akaṭānudhammo nāma ukkhitto anosārito. These
two words, ukkhitto and anosārito, are also used to define apaṭikāra,
“one who does not make amends towards,” at Vin 4.218. Suspension
is the penalty imposed for not seeing an offence, for not making
amends for an offence, for not giving up wrong views; see definition
of ukkhitta, suspended, at Vin 4.218 and also see Vin 1.323ff. Vinaya
Texts i.236, n. 2 draws attention to the difference between “tempo-
rary expulsion” (which I render “suspension”) and permanent expul-
sion, nāsana. For nāseti, see bd 1.xxvii, bd 1.50f., bd 1.279f., where it is
used in connection with Pārājika offences, and below, bd 3.31, where
Kaṇḍaka is expelled forholding the same falseviewsasAriṭṭha.There
is also the verb nissāreti, to cause to go away, to send away (tem-
porarily); see nissāraṇīyaṁ, at end of each sikkhāpada in the Nuns’
Saṅghādisesas, and above, bd 3, Introduction, p. xxxvif. At Vin 1.321
right and wrong kinds of causing to go away, nissāraṇā, are given;
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here nissāraṇā appears to be in opposition to osāraṇā (Vin 1.322),
“restoration”: o = ava + sāreti, to cause to go back.

Kinds of persons whomay be and whomay not be duly restored
by the Order given at Vin 1.322. See also Vin 1.340. Vin 1.97 allows the
restoration of a monk even if he has left the Order because he was
suspended for not seeing or making amends for an offence or for not
giving up a wrong view, provided he sees his offence, etc. But if he
does not, he may be suspended again if the Order is unanimous on
this point. If it is not, there is no offence (for him) in eating together
with and being in communion with.

There is also the verb abbheti, meaning to rehabilitate, occur-
ring in each definition of saṅghādisesa, andmeaning to rehabilitate a
monkwho has gone back to the beginning of his probationary period
and undergone themānatta discipline. See, e.g., Vin 3.112 = bd 1.196,
Vin 4.225; alsoVin 1.49,Vin 1.320,Vin 1.326,Vin 1.327;Vin 2.33,Vin 2.39
= Vin 2.42 = Vin 2.47, Vin 2.226. Method of applying for rehabilitation
is put forward at Vin 2.39 = Vin 2.42 = Vin 2.47.There is thus a techni-
cal difference between osāreti, to restore a monk when he has seen
or made amends for his offence or has given up his wrong views;
and abbheti, to rehabilitate a monk after he has undergone the due
penalty for having committed a saṅghādisesa offence.The Order both
restores and rehabilitates.

note on page 1144: bhaṇḍike, explained at Vin-a 919 that this is a
synonym for poṭṭalike sampuṇṇamiñjānaṁ. As poṭṭalika (several vari-
ant readings) appears to mean a kind of grass, perhaps the phrase
here stands for “two or three leaves from full bulbs.” At Ja 1.474 the
reading is gaṇḍikā, a stalk or stick. At Vin-a 920 it is said “So too
is this bhaṇḍikalasuṇa (garlic in the bundle), it is not one, two (or)
three bulbs (miñjaka).”Miñjā, according to Geiger, Pali Literature
und Sprache, § 9 = majjā (pith, sap); a-miñjaka, according to Critical
Pali Dictionary is “without tuber.” But onions, garlic and leeks are
bulbous plants. It seems that the nuns were to be given the garlic
done up into bundles, rather than the bulbous parts themselves.
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note on page 1483: likhita. Editors of Vinaya Texts vol.i, Introduc-
tion, p. xxxii take this as a passage showing “in an indisputable man-
ner the existence of the art of writing at the time when the Vinaya
Textswere put into their present shape”. Vin-a 998 appears to con-
firm this view by saying rājā ca naṁ paṇṇe vā potthake vā… likhāpeti,
the king causes it to be written on a leaf or in a book. As potthaka can
also mean “modelled in clay”, we must not assume that writing was
then necessarily what it is now.Then, what “writing” was done was
probably on palm-leaves andmetal or clay tablets, and onwood. Likh
in Pali can mean draw, write, carve, turn.

note on page 1723: I follow Pali-English Dictionary (under puṭa) in
thinking that the translation of puṭabhedana at Dialogues of the Bud-
dha, ii.92 is wrong: “centre for interchange of all kinds of wares”,
although Pāṭaliputta had a reputation as a trading centre, on which
moreover the Commentaries lay stress, Vin-a 1096 reading bhaṇḍa-
puṭabhedanaṭṭhānaṁ, bhaṇḍagaṇḍikānaṁmocanaṭṭhānānaṁ, a place
for undoing goods andmerchandise, a place for opening goods and
wares; dn-a ii.541, Ud-a 422 say much the same and add: “if peo-
ple do not get goods in all Jambudīpa they will get them here.” But
Pāṭaligāma was so called “because on the day of its foundation sev-
eral patali-shoots sprouted forth from the ground” (Dictionary of
Pali Proper Names). According to Waddell (E.R.E., art: Patna) the
pāṭali-tree is the trumpet-flower tree (Bignonis suaveolens). Pāṭali-
putta is also called “the city of flowers”, Pupphapura (Mahāvaṁsa
iv.31, Dīpavaṁsa xi.28), and Kusumapura (Mahābodhivaṁsa p. 153).
Vinaya Texts ii.102 does not attempt a translation.Minor Anthologies
ii.108 has “the placewheremen shall open up their bales ofmerchan-
dise.”

note on page 1828: anuvivaṭṭa. Vin-a 1127 says tassa ubhosu pass-
esu dve khaṇḍāni … athavā vivaṭṭassa ekapassato dvinnaṁ ekapassato
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tiṇṇaṁpi catunnaṁpi khaṇḍānaṁetaṁnāmaṁ, this is thenameof the
two or four pieces at each side of the vivaṭṭa, the central piece”. Criti-
cal Pali Dictionary adds another explanation: ubhosu passesu ekapas-
sato dvinnaṁ ekapassato dvinnan ti catunnaṁ pi khaṇḍānaṁ nāmaṁ,
with regard to both sides, if there are two at one side, two at the
other side, it is called “of four pieces”. Critical Pali Dictionary says of
anuvivaṭṭa that “according to Sp.designation of the (two or) four side-
pieces of cloth in a monk’s cowl (cīvara), (one or) two on each side
of the two central pieces (vivaṭṭa, i.e.maṇḍala and aḍḍhamaṇḍala)”.
One must understand that the central piece, vivaṭṭa, comes whole,
or in two pieces at the back, and that on each side are the two side-
pieces, anuvivaṭṭa, and that the pieces are all joined together by the
maṇḍala and aḍḍhamaṇḍala. On these last see above, bd 4.408, n. 8,
bd 4.408, n. 9.

note on page 1849: Kukkuṭārāma. Referred to at sn v.15ff., sn v.171;
an iii.57; anv.342 = mn i.349.There was another ārāma of the same
name at Kosambī, built by a seṭṭhi. It would have been an odd co-
incidence if the Pāṭaliputta one had also been built by a seṭṭhi, as
Buddhaghosa says at mn-a iii.13 and also in Commentary on anv.342
(seegs v.220, n. 2). C.H.I.i.189 observes thatAsoka is said tohavebuilt
amonastery on the site of the Kukkaṭārāma; cf. C.H.I i.501, C.H.I.i.518.

note on page ??: potthaka. Vin-a 1135 says that it is made ofmakaci.
This, according to Pali-English Dictionary is a “kind of cloth, material,
fibre”. Potthaka occurs in a simile at an i.246, and there is no indica-
tion that monks should not wear it; it is called painful to handle and
of little worth. an-a ii.359 describes it as vākamayavatthaṁ, “a cloth
made of bark”. Also see Pp 33. Pp-a 216 calls potthaka: sāṇavākasāṭaka,
a cloak of bark and coarse hemp. On sāṇa see bd 2.143, n. 3.

note on page 1858: titthiyādhaja. Cf. Vin 2.22, where it is said that
titthiyādhaja is not to be worn by a monk who has been suspended
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for not seeing his offences. Commentary says (see Vinaya Texts ii.373,
n. 6) that titthiyādhajameans that garments of kusa-grass and the
rest are not to be worn.; and cf. arahaddhaja at Ja i.65.
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